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INDEX TO VOL. XXI.

ABAiroONMENT of " Ayi-ton's

Folly," 379
Aljheys : Bath, 15, 339, 374 ; Kirkstall,

175; Newbattle, 78; St. Albans, 205,
•212, 248, 277

Aberdeen harbour works, 380
Aoailemy, Eoyal, 447, 481, 483
Acklam, Saxon remains at, 184
Aeton Burnell, east front. 2fi8

Adamantean concrete pavement, 33.j

Addresses of Presidents : Architectural
Association, 3-j-3, 3-54: Civil and Me-
chanical Engineers' Society, 450; Insti-

tution of Surveyors, 367 ; Koyal insti-

tute of British Architects, 3-55

Adjustable spring hinges, 153
Adulteration of food, 281
Advantages of asphalte pavements, 357
Agreements for leases, 420
Agricultural Hall exhibition, 225
Aims of the three schools, 425
Albert: Bridge, the, 140, 317; Diirer, a

relic of, 443 ; Memorial l. hapel, Wind-
sor, 817, 338

Albertia, 33, 80, 91
Alexandra Palace, the, 48, 12(>

Allegory, an, 207
Alleys, London, 317
Altar at .S. Peter's, Stalybridge, 190
Amalgamated ^Society of Carpenters and

Joiners. 150
Amateur planning, 43
Amateurs, infoi-mation for, 99
American: conflagrations, 268, 283, 294,

359, 378, 379, 330, 3S1 ;
•• Gothic " ruins,

487 ; -view of patent laws, an, 140
Amiens Cathedral, 4&4
Anchor-beam support for brick walls, 201
Ancient: remains in Isle of Thanet, 397

;

serpent-worship in Scotland, 117 ; ser-
Ijent-worship in the 'West, 313

Auglo-Sason cemetery, an, 17
Annual meeting of Yorkshire builders,

176
Another: "big" railway station. 408;

recreation ground for East London, 201
Application of: art to manufactures, S2G;

Factory Act to brickfields, 110
Aquarium, the Brighton, 38

Archaeological : — Ancient serpent-
worship in Sc.itl.and, 117; ancient ser-
pent-worship in the "West, 313; Anglo-
Saxon cemetery, an, 17; archieological
discoveries in the Punjaub, 17; archwo-
logical researches at Ephesus, 483

;

Arches Court, the, 296; art-treasures
and their preservation. 173 ; Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, 313 ; Bath Abbey,
339, 374 ; Border tumuli, 56 ; British
burial-place, a, 374; Carnacand Stone-
henge. 276: Carnarvon Castle. 238;
crypt in Bruton Church. 451 ; discovery
of ancient remains in the Isle of Thanet,
397; discovery of a lake dwelling in
Wigtonshire. 3.'>6 ; discovery of a stone
coffin at Bigh Ongar, 136; excav.atiuus
in Home, 276 ; explorations at Ephesus,
i9, 67, 483; fragment of the Blackfriars
monastery, 221 ; &erman archieologi-
oal expedition to Troy and Jerusalem,
184; interesting discovery ic Bury s
Edmunds. 313; Kirkstall Abbey, 175;
^ke dwellings on the shores of Loch
Etive, 201; lake dwellings in Switzer-
land, 399 ; Leeds old bridge, 175

;Llangwm rood-screeu. 158; newDomes-
day Book. a. 276; Newbattle Abbey,
78; notes on the pre-historie archreo-
logv of East Devon, 164: Palestine Ex-
ploration Fund, 339; relic of Albert
DUrer, a, 443: Boman villa at North-
leigh, 492; Saxon remains at Acklam
184; serpent motmd at Loehnell. the^
397; Stamford, discovery at, 276; S.
Bartholomew's Priory. Smithfleld.'ss-
S. Ninians Cave, Whithorn, 158; testi-
monial to an archffiologist, 57; trea-
sures of tlie Tiber, the, 149, 153 165-
Uriconium. 164; Westbury-on-Tr\-m
College, 276

Archseologrical Societies :—.Irch.'e-
ological Siriinri, r.irmin-ham and Mid-
l.ancl Instiiutf. :;5..: British Arclueolo-
gical Association, 126. 147, 163. 173 483-
Cumberland and VVestmoreland Arch-
ieological Society, 233 : Essex Archa;-
ological (Society, 126 ; Hawick Archn;-
logical Society. 93. 221 : Kent Archa!-
ological Society, 107 : Eoyal Archteolo-
^cal Institute, 60, 78, 84; Society of
Antiquaries. 76; Society of Antiquaries
of Scotland, 458 ; Somersetshire Archee-
ological Society, 164, 183 ; Surrey
Archaeological Society, 107 ; Warwick
Archaeological Society, 35, 164, 483-
Wiltshire iVrchffiological Society, 201

';

Yorkshire ArchEeological and Topo-
graphical Association, 151, 173

Arches Court, 295; arches, rigid, 427
-\rchitect : what it takes to make ati,

241 ; to the Edinburgh Improvement
Trust, 464 ; to the London School
Board, 17, 59; of the Scott Monument,
100

Architects and sewerage, 481
Architectural : Art Classes. 291, .317, 463 ;

competitions, 14 ; composition. 246, 263,
301, 323, .36.5, 38.5,424; Confereure. 14,
80; designs in International Exhibition,
22, 45, 491; museum, the, 401; works in
the Kensington Library, 446

Architectural Societies :—Archi-
tectural Art Classes, 291, 317, 463;
Architectural Association, 6, 36, 47, 58,

1:38, 281, 331, 332. 354, 359, 360, 368, 394,

420, 425, 463, 481, 603; Birmingham
Architectural Society, 221 ; Edinburgh
Architectural Association, 440 ; Exeter

Diocesan Architectural Society, 254;

Glasgow Institute of Architects, 294;

Leicester aud Leicestershire Architec-

tural and Archieological Society, 107,

440 ; Liverpool Architectural Society,

34, 256, 313, 464 ; Manchester Society of

Architects, 118; Northern Architectural

Students' Society, 151 ; Oxford Archi-

tectural Society, 395, 408, 459, 492;

Eoyal Architectural Museum, 501
;

Eoyal Institute of British Architects. 1,

14, 355, 386, 399, 438, 479; Worcester
Architectural Society, 55

Architecture: the dome in pointed, 170;

, education and, 34 ; English Gothic, 43,

OH; for engineers, 482 ; in France aud
Italy, 457 ; French Gothic, 20, 4-3, 96,

191 ; in Germany, revival of, 386 ; Italian

mediajval, 481 ; modern, 211 ; modern
English, 457, 500 ; in relation to modern
life, 74, 105; theatrical. 2.55, 267

Arrangement of theatres, 255. 267

Art : applied to manufactures, 32G;

Classic. 425 ; education in Manchester,

118; exhibition of at Liverpool, 167;

at Exhibition, miscellaneous, 491
;

French, 13; influence of swimming-
baths, 194 ; mediaival, 425 ; modern, 425

;

monumental, 65 ; ornamental, 11, 26, 48,

64 ; of spoiling public buildings, 361

;

teachers' awards, 483, 502; teaching,

176; teachings of International Exhibi-

tion, 237, 253, 309, 353, 40-5, 491 ; Training
School. South Kensington. 106; trea-

sures of the Louvre, 15; treasures and
their preservation, 173 ; worthies of

Leeds, 339
Artificial: oompound.s, 424, 449, 490;

stone, 304, 337. 3-39. 377

Artisan soldiers In Germany. 188

Arts : Fine (see * Fine Arts") ; theory of

the, 173. 209. 246, 203, 301, 323, 343, 365,

386, 424. 449. 490
Armley. S. Bartholomew's Church, 176
Arundel Catheilral, 38
Ashmolean Museum. Oxford, 313
Ashton-on-Mersey Church competition,

396
A.shtou-under-Lyne Hospital competition,

78
Asphalte: Barnett's, 335; in the City, 248,

334, 356 ; Limmer, 335 ; pavements, 334,

356, 376, 414, 439, 462, 4S6, 499: paving
companies. 408 ; roads in Paris, 294 ; and
street tramways, 224 ; "Val de Travers,
286, 334

Assembly-rooms, Southsoa, 248
Association of Medical Officers of Health,

3.34

Asylum, Macclesfield, 473
Auditors, parish, 139

Awards to art teachers, 48-3, 502
Ayrton and Barry, Messrs., 14, 78

;

'' Ayrton's Folly," 379

BALTIC and North Sea Canal, 176
Bangor slate, 81

Banks of canals, 317
Barnett's liquid iron asphalte, 335
Barnsley County Court, 86
Barrow-in-Furness, 373
Barry and Ayrton, Messrs.. 14. 78
Easement floor. New Law Courts, 262
Basin of the Thames, the, 399
Bath Abbey, 15, 339, 374
Bathiug and elementary education, 276
Baths: floating, 204; Southsea, 248; S.

James's-street, 326
Battersea : concrete wharf at, 451 ; Park,
240

Beams, bolted, 422
Bed of the Tiber, the. 153
Bedford Corn Exchange competition,

373
Belfast School of Art, 257
Belgnaviaand South Kensington new road,

292
Bell-yard front. New Law Courts, 320
Benevolent Institution, Builders', 77, 347,

408
Beverley, lunatic asylum at, 232
Bible, a decorated, 118
Big railway stations, 408
Bilbao Iron Ore Company, 399
Birmingham : Architectural Society, 221

;

early building societies in, 388 ; law
courts, the new, 2-32 ; aud Midland In-
stitute, 388; municipal buildings com-
petition, 48, 81 ; School of Art, 1.88

;

Society of Artists, 326; tramways, 1C7
Bituminous rock companies, 408
Blackburn Free Library competition, 184,

239, 259, 3-36

Blackfriars: and Brixton tramways, 204;
and Greenwich tramways, 188 ; Monas-
tery. 221 ; station, subwav at, 153

Blasting timber with dynamite, 294
Boarding schools, 487
Boiler explosions, 4
Bolted beams, 422
Books (sec '• Publications, Notices of ")
Border tumuli, 56
Bradford: covered marke*, 473; fever

hospital, 163: Are at, 240; Grammar
School competition, .396, 420

Brampton workhouse competition, 373

Brick walls, anchor beam support for, 201
Brickfields and the Factory Act, 110, 183
Brickmakers, Manchester, 93
Brickmaking, 368, 376. 399, 417
Bricks : and brickwork, 6, 36 ; in Exhibi-

tion, 264, 311 ; fire, 172, 195
Brickwork, 368, 376. 38-2, 399, 417, 446

;

brickwork, notes on, 321, 341, 362, 376,
382, 399, 46.S, 489, 502

Bridges: Albert, 140, 317; East Biver,
294 ; Kistna, 294 ; Leed, 175, 188 ; Lon-
don, 438; Nottingham, 108; railway,
408; Welshpool, 166; Ystwith, '225 ,

Briyhton aquarium, the, 38
British : Archieological Association, 126,

147,163, 17:5, 483; Artists' Protection
Pociety, 486 : biu'ial place, a, 374 ; Insti-
tution Gallery, new, 346; Museum, 00

Bristol : Cathedral, 302 ; Equitable Build-
ing Society, 258 ; recent works in, 44

Brixton : and Blackfriars tramway, 204

;

new market at, 348 ; Peabody estate,
317; prison. 188

Bromley School competition, 78
Brussels, orphanage at, 304, 360
Bruton Church crypt, 451
Builders

: and the metric system, 255

;

Yorkshire. 176
Builders' Benevolent Institution, 77, 347,
408

Building Intelligence :—
Cathedrals and Abbeus ^Arundel, 38;

Bath, 16; Bristol, 202, 222; Chester, 35;
Chichester, 202, 257: Christ Church,
Dublin, 441 ; Elphin, 416; Exeter, 374-
Kildare, 397 ; Lincoln, 15, 222 ; Eoehes-
ter, 30, 165; Salisbury, 184 ; S. Paul's
.54, 60; Worcester, 184; York Minster,
314

Cft(i;i<''s.—Aylestone, 276; Bath, 336;
Birmingham, 127; Blisworth, 15;
Bowling, 92; Bradford, 108; Brook-
field, 501 : Burton-on-Trent, 314 ; Cam-
borne, 374 ; Cheethara Hill, 358 ; Ciren-
cester, 314 ; Crewe, 397 ; Denton, 108

;

Derbv, 238 ; Doncaster, 79 ; Dudley
Port, 164; Everton, 238; Great Tot-
ham, 2'22 ; Halifax, 164. 2'22; Hands-
worth, 238 ; Hebden Bridge, 108 ; Hol-
lingsworth, 202 ; Holmflrth, 397 ; Hud-
dersfleld, 292; Kirkdale, 202; Light-
oUffe, 314; Liverpool, 108, 292; Long
Sutton, 358 : Mirfield, 222 ; Normanton,
127; Oswestry, 202 ; Oxford, 15; Read-
ing, 79; Eedcar, 36; Eipou, 314; Eock
Ferry, 397; Euncom, 314, 397; Stam-
ford-hill, 258 ; Stone, 397 ; Tipton, 441

;

Tuubridge, 416 ; Walkley, 222; West
Bromwich, 375 ; Whitehill, 57

Churches. — -Abergwessin, 127; Ad-
derbury, 257; Aldborough, 127, 151;
Alderbury, 336; Amotherby, 397; .Ash-
bury. 108, 416; Avenbury. 400; Bally-
money. 484 ; Barnstaple. 238 ; Bathford,
92; Battersea, 314; Baxterley, 184;
Beaworthy, 108, 358; Bedford 'Parva]
374 ; Bere Ferrers, 184 ; Berwick-upon-
Tweed, 400; Beswick, 358; Bicester,
:35; Bigby, 222: Birmingham. 57, 276;
Bolton, 15: Boughton. 314, 400; Bow-
ness, 202 ; Bradford, 397 ; Brandon, 4S7

;

Breaston, 79 ; Bristol, 35 ; Brixton. 292

;

Bulkworthy, 108: Bury. 151; Bywell, 441;
Caersws, 164 ; Cambridge. 374 ; Carn-
forth, 238 ; Chawton, 57 ; Cheddar, 222

;

Chester, 484 : Childswickham, 151

;

Church Greslev, 1.S4; Clapton Part
353; Clifton, 257, 397; Cogg.s, 397;
Colchester, 400; Copford, 2:53; Covent
Garden, 238; Criftins, 4S4; Debenham,
400; Devon, West, 108; Didsbury, 303;
Dresden, 57 ; Ducklington, 164 ; Duffrvn,
258, 292; Dumbarton, 441; Dumfries, 151;
Dundee, 184; Dunterboiu-ne. 487; East
Witton, 397 ; Edinburgh, 276 ; Everton,
400; Exeter, 57, 202, 238; Exton, 3-36;

Eynsford, 57: Flodbury, 104; Folke-
stone, 22'2, 400; Forres, 416; Gains-
borough, 57 ; Gateshead, 397 ; Glasgow,
374, 460; Gorton, 441; Gravesend, 374,

441 ; Guernsey, 400; Gwernafleld. 57;

Gwynfe, 400; Haddenhani, 92; Had-
leigil, 484; Halliwell. 258; Halsham,
127;Halwell, 108; Hammersmith, 79 ;

Hanley, 314; Hanover-square, 165;
Harberton, 15; Harbury, 400; Hard-
wieke, 57; Harrogate, 322; Hatcham
Park, .358; Hedworth, 67; HenllLs, 57,

151 ; Hinkshay, 400 ; Homerton, 57 ;

Hook, 151; H'ordwell, 222; Horsham,
222; Hull, 397: Hullavington, 57, 483;
Inverness, 222 ; Ipswich, 314, 400

;

Kearsley, 15; Kennington, 1-5, 487;
Kilburn, 57 ; King's Pyon, 67, 487

;

Kingston, 501 ; Kingstone. 400 ; Kirby
Fleetham, 258; Kirkby, 276; Knowle,
222; Latchford, 202; Lawhitton, 374;
Leeds, 374, 487 ; Leicester, 400; Leigh,
57; Leiston, 314; Lesney Park, 487;
Leven, 258; Lifton, 4.84; Lilley. 35;
Little Barford, 374 ; Little Marsden.
203; Littlebury, 400; Littleovor, 202;
Littletoti, 151 ; Liverpool. 15, 374

;

Llandrindod Wells, 164; Llangain, 487;

Llantstephen. 57; Llanwchairn, 57;
Llanychaer, 57 ; London, 79, 164, 222;
Loughton, 127; Lowestoft, 151; Lud-
deudon Foot, 57 ; Lynmouth, 184

;

Lyonshall, 400; Maidstone, 336; Man-
chester, 108, 127; Market Weighton,
314 ; Matlock, 358 ; Maj-fair. 238 ; Mears,
276; Midhavant. 57; Mlddlosborough,
57; Mirfield, 292; Moukwearmouth,

Suildinfj Inteniffcnee, continued ;

—

487 ; Newcastle, 400 ; Newington, 460

;

Newton Abbot, 127; Nigg, 108 : Nine-
banks. 359 ; Norland S. James, 400

;

Norton, 57 ; Norwich, 314 ; Nun Monkton,
57; Nuneham, 397; Okehampton, 35;
Oldcoats, 184; Oldham, 57; Paignton.
184, 258; Pateley Bridge, 501 ; Pendleton,
3I4;Pentre, 400; Perth, 416; Pimlioo,
369; Plumstead. 57; Plymouth, 184;
Portbury, 374; Potterne, 30; Eadford,
57; Eamsgate, 276; Eed-street, 400;
Eedditch. 487; Eedwick, 487; Roch-
dale, 441; Rochester, 400; Ross, 36;
Bowde, 292 ; Eowington, 400; Eyarsh,
400; Eyde, 441, 487; Salmonby, 400;
Selly-hill, 161; Sheldon, 397; Silks-
worth, 57; Silloth, 487; South Acton,
67; South Brent, 151; South Leigh,
487; South Shields, 57; Southill,

222 ; Southleigh, 397 ; Southport,
92 ; Stalybridge. 484 ; Stanford, 152 ;

Stepney, 57 ; Stoke Fleming, 57 ; Stoke
Newington, 487; Strand, 127, 460; Stur-
ton, -36; S. Clement Danes, 127, 460;
S. George's, Hanover-square, 165 ; S.
Marv's Church, 165 ; S. Paul's, Covent
Garden, 238 ; S. Sithney, 293 ; Surbiton,
314; Swallowfleld, 375; Tanfield, 57;
Taunton, 92 : Thelnetham, 400 ; Thomey
Toll, 400; Torquay, 165; Towcester,
184 ; Traveller's Best, 400; Tyldn Gwyn,
400; Upton Helions, 108; Uxbridge, 57;
Walworth, 416 ; Warrington, 258

;

Watford, 57 ; Wath-upon-Darne, 501

;

Welland, 238: Welshpool, 127; West
Bridgeford, 67 ; West Devon, 108

;

Weston, 2.58 ; Whittlesey, 79 ; Winder-
mere, 202 ; Windsor, 238; Withington.
165 ; Worcester, 184 ; Worleston, 238,
487 ; York, 127, 398.

MUccUancoiLs Buildings.—Alcester,

484; Ashbourn, 79; Barnsley, 441 ; Bel-
fast, 152; Bideford, 258; Birkenhead,
165; Birmingham, 15, 441; Bradford,
108, 16.3, 258, 398; Bramley Union, 15;
Bratten S. Maur, 222 ; Brigg, 222

;

Brighton, 375; Cambridge, 222; Camden
Town, 16; Ceylon, -314; Chatham, 222;
Cortachy Castle, 376 ; Derby, 398

;

Dorking, 484; Dublin, 15; Durham, 398;
Gatehouse. 276 ; Glasgow. 314 ; Halifax,
.3-36; Handsworth, 222; Harrogate, 184;
Uowden, 57; Hull, 277; Ironbridge,

184; Kcighley, 375; Kidderminster, 314,

336; Lambeth, 165, 438, 501; Lanark,
223; Leith, 36; Leominster, 79; Lincoln,

152 ; Liveniool, 202 ; London, 127, 258,

398, 460; Manchester, 79, 108, 184, 239,

258, 501; Marylebone, 441; Meltham
Mills, 127; Middlesborough, 2-39; Mile
End, 223 ; Monmouthshire, 15 ; Moul-
sham, 92; Norwich, 460; Nottingham,
10.8, 202; Ossett, 128; Otloy. 441 ; Paris,

398; Petersham, 223; Plymouth, 128;
Pudsey. 128; Rochester. 293 ; Eothesay,
184; Rugeley, 128; Eusholme, 441;
Shrewsbury, 165 ; Stranraer, 184 ; S,

.lames's, 359; Thorn, 202; Torquay,
501 : Uxbridge, 293 ; West Bromwich,
,57; Westminster, '239, 258 ; Willenhall,

165; Wirksworth, 239; Wisbeach, 92;
Wolverhampton, 314 ; Wood Green,
108 ; Worksop, 67, 441.

Scftoo?!.—Accrington. 127. 162; Ard-
wick, 4S4 ; Barwell, 359 ; Bingley, 375

;

Birkenhead, 359; Birmingham, 79 ; Bo-
hemia, 202; Bolton, 258; Bjwling, 276;
Bradford, 79; Deal, 202; Everton, 108;
Gravesend, 153 ; Heaton Mersey, 127 ;

High Wycombe, 293; Haggeston, 501;

Holmforth, 202; Ilklev, 184; Lewes,
501; Maidstone, 277; Manchester, -375;

Miles Platting, 484; Nowca.stle-on-Tvne,

416; Old Swindon, 165; Plymouth, 336;

Prior's Lee, 152; Rochdale, 223; Rom-
sey, 223 ; Salford, 36, 441 ; Shaftesbury,

128; Shrewsbury, 2:58; Spltalflelds, 314;

S. Lawrence and New Fulford, 165;

Torquay, 128; Walton. 398; Woobum,
293 ; Woodbury, 314 ; York, 314

Building Materials and Ap-
pliances:—.\uchor-beam support for

brick walls. 201 ; artificial stone as a.

fireproof building material, 304, 337, 37":

Bangor slate. 81; bolted beams, 422:

bricks and brickwork, 6, 36 ; building

materials at the Trieste Exhibition,

294; building stones of Devon aud
Cornwall, 149 ; cast-iron door and wiu-

dow-heuds, 27 ; cement, 5 ; cement
floors, 27; Chinese varnish, 135 ; con-

crete, 5; double action adjustable spring

hinges, 153; firebricks, 172, 195, 208,

227 ; fireproof flooring, 176, 231 : fire-

proof roofing, 34 ; flreprooUng shingle

roofs, 130; granite and asphalte pave-
ments, 334, 356, 414, 439. 462, 486, 499;

Harris's pateni locks, 28; Uayward's
hexagonaland semi-prismatic pavement
lights, 492 ; house cisterns, 27, 68, 92,

129, 152; hydraulic mortar, 26; in-

creasing scarcity of oak timber, 463;

Italian building materials, 302 ; iron

slag, 280; ironwork, 6; lead at Jersej-,

317 ; lintels for concrete buildings, 278,

293; Marquard's artificial stone, 3-'}9;

masonrv, 6 ; Milanese building ma-
terials, '395; mortar, 5, 36; natural his-

tory of paving stones, 210, 331, 256, 259;

new method of street illumination,

275: New Zealand timber, 360 ; orna-

mental bricks, 417, 462, 48C ;
plaster of
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Building Slaterials, eontinufd :
—

Paris. 5t; plastic materials, 424, 440,

490; Port Nant granite, 442 ;
portable

gixs apparatus, fi/i; Ransome's patent
stono. 3tj3 ; selenitic mortar. 12, 9;i, 109,

128, 152. 427; slag cement, 48G; strength
of materials, 5, 30. 458; tcrra-eotta,

bricks, and tiles in the Exhibition. 2'!4,

all: Walker's flrcproof flooring. 176;
wall-tilos at the Iniernational Exhibi-
tion. 239; water-cart, a good. 12; wator-
pipos. 97 ; Westo and I'inder'a patent
overflow-pipe, 440; woodwork, G

Building: in South London, 200; trade,

position of, lis ; trade schools. 221. 239
BuiLDiNrt Nkws competition for house-

plauniug. 462, 485
Buildings : horticultural. 17 ; an<l Manage-
ment Bill. Metropolitan, 14. 50, 41>1 ; in

Nottingham. 254; public, 3(il ; recent,

8.43. 9(5, l.iii

Burial-grounds, metropolitan, 201, ;J39

;

burial place r»f Sir John Burguvue, 317
Buried alive, 163
Burslem School of Art. 2S1
Bury S. Edmunds, discovery at, 313
Buxton, improvements at, 131

CABINET pictures. 324
Camberwell: new park for, 338; Vestry

Hull. 12t;. 294, 336, 452, 474. 484, 485.

4S9. 4!)2. 502
Camborne, villa residence at, 428, 484, 502
Canadian S. Peter's, the. 313 >

Canal: banks, 317; between tho Baltic
and the North Seas, 176; the oldest
English. 3S

Canon Rock, death of. 443
Carey-street fr>.inf. New Law Courts, 299
Caniac and Stonehengc, 27(5

Carnarvon Castle, 288
Carpenters and joiners, Amalgamated
Society of, 150

Carpentry, notes on. 63, 84. 97. 115, 143.

167. 185, 19.3, 203. 223. 228. 244, 291, 315
Carpets made from wood, 188
Cart for water, 12
Carved : sideboard. 474 ; woodwork. 28(!

Cast iron: design in, 206; door and
window-heads. 27

Casting for the Albert Bridge. 317
Castles: Carnarvon. 238: Warwii^k, 503
Cathedral restoration. 107
Cathedrals: Amiens, 4(14: Arundel, 38;

Bristol 202; Che^iter, 35; Chichester,
202. 257; Christ Church, Dublin. 441,
Cologne, 155; Elphin. 41G; Exeter. 374,

Kildare, 397; Lincoln, 15. 222, New-
castle, 286; Rochester, 36; Salisburv,
184; S. Paul's. 54. 60. 130, 245, 24li;

Worcester. 184
Cave. S. Ninian's, 158
Cedars of Lebanon. 109
Cement, 5; cement floors, 27; cement,

slag, 480
Cemeterj'. Anglo-Saxon. 17
Central:* Hall. New Law Courts, 298;

Hall floor. New Law Courts, 262 ; Iluly,

architeeture of. 481
Chairmanship. Metropolitan Board of
Works, 3yy

Channel tininel. proposed, 242
Chapter-house, Westminster, 76
Character in foil design. 262
Charges, professional, 14. 80
Chatham, siege ojierations at, 150
ChelKoa Embankment, the, 201
Chester Cathedral. 35
Chicago flre. tlie. 208, 233, 294, 359, 378.

379, 380, 381
Chiehestf*r Cathedral. 203, 257
Children in hriekllelds, 110, 183
Chimney-piece designs, 452
Chinese varnish. 125
Christ Church Cathedral. Dublin. 411
Church struck by lightning, a, 140
Churches: Armley. .S. Bartholomew's,

170; Ashton-on Mcrsej', 396; Brulon.
451 ; City, 463: C<.tham. 150: Denbigh-
Bhire, 413; Eastwood, 348 ; NewShorc-
ham,68; Notgrove. 118; Nottingham,
264: Ravleigh, 492; S. Augustines.
Dublin, 388; S. James's, Didabur>'. 303;
Teddington. 492 ; wide-naved,' 300;
Wren's, 240

Churchyards, London. 188, 201
Cincinnati Publir Library. 452
Cities, inflammability of. 381
City : asphalte in the. 248, HiU, 356 ; burial
grounds, ."39; chureh. closing a. 4"';;;

rhurehe.s. jtroposed removal of. IsS;
Commission ftf Sowers. 42f> : improve-
monts, 200, 278; thoroughfares, 221;
trees. 400

Cistern, a good, 204
Cisterns, house. 27, 58, 92, 120, 152. 203

Civil Enprineerin?:— Architeeture
for engineers. 4x2; blasting timber
with dynsniite, -.mm ; bridge, tho Albert,
140. 317 : bri.lge, Leeds. 175. 188; bridge,
Nottingham. I<»K; bridges of I-^ndun.
the, 438; eanal banks. .117: Civil and
Mechanical Engineers' Society. 28. 57.

450, 482; contemplated tunnel under
tho Clyde, 204 ; East River ])ridge, the.
294 ; Edinburgh and I,eith Engineers*
Society. 317; engineering Bchools in

Italv. 279 : Indian Civil Engineering
College. .-iS 95, 13I,4-'.9: Institution of
Civil Engineers. 17. lio. ;i;i4, 427;
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. 81

;

Kistna-bridge, the. •.>94 ; light niilways,
28; London and North-Westeni Rail-
way. 339: monsier easting for Albert
Bridge. 317: Mont Ccni-* tunnel. 175;
new harbour w.-rks, Aberdeen, .ISO;

new harbour works, Dundee. .380; new
iron pier at Lambeth, 201; new York-

Cifif Engineering, continued :
—

shire railway scheme, 204; one-rail
railways. 428; proposed canal between
the North Sea and the Baltic. 176 ; pro-
posed new Kubways, 408; proposed rail-

way junctions in the metropolis. 464
;

railways in New South Wales, 247 ;

reclamation of waste land from tho
estuary of the Tees. 463 ; recording
earth-work notes. 183; Society of En-
gineers. 260 ; Soudan railway. 463

;

strength of bolted beams, 422 ; strength
of materials. 458; stresses of rigid arches
and other curved structures, 427 ;

wooden railway, a, 294

Civil and Jlechanical Engineers* Societv,
28. 57, 450, 482

Class of Construction, Architectural Asso-
ciation, 368, 420, 463, 503

Classic art, 425
Cleaning aephalte pavements, 415
Clements* Inn front. New Law Courts. 299
Clerks for the London Schoolboard, 464,

480
Clock-tower for the Temple. 167
Close days at National Gallery, ini
Closing: of a city church, 463; of Inter-
national Exhibition, 260

Clyde, proposed tunnel under the. 204, 260
Colleges : for daughters of Congregational
ministers, 232 ; Indian Civil Eugiucering.
38,95, 131,450; University, GO; West-
bury-ou-Trym, 276 ; Working Men's,
281

Cologne Cathedral, 155
Columbia Market, 27. 260
Column, the Vendome. 60
Commission on friendly and benefit build-
ing societies. 223

Companies for asphalte paving, 403
Comparative cost of granite and asphalte
pavements, 357

Competition : drawings. Architectural
Association, 331 ; plans, Richmond
sewage, 333, 402 ; of schools of art, 13,

19

Competitions : —Architectural, 14 ;

Asbton-on-Mersey Chureh. 396 ; Ashtun-
under-Lyne Hospital, 78; Bedford Corn
Exchange, 373 ; Birmingham muni-
cipal buildings. 48, 81 ; Blackburn Free
Library and Museum, 184, 239, 259. 336 ;

Bradford Grammar School, 396, 420;
Bramptou workhouse. 373 ; Bromley
SchooLs. 78; BuiLDisn Nbws house
planning competition, 452 ; Camberwell
Vestry Hall. 126. 294. 336, 462. 474. 484, ,

485, 489. 492. 502; Chorley Townhall,
443 ; competitions and the Institute, 14;
Gateshead Schools, 396, 417, 443, 480;
Hampton Schools, 184; Leeds Schools,
373; Leicester municipal buildings. 41

;

Richmond sewage scheme, 383, 402
;

schemes for the removal of snow, 379;
Sharnock Elementary Sch.iuls, 374; S.

Helen's Townhall. 204 ; S. Thomas's
Church, Hull, 317

Completion of : South London tramways,
153: S. Paul's, 54. 00; Thames Em-
bankment, 348; Victoria-street. 1G7

Composition, architectural, 246, 203, 301,
323, 343, 305, 385, 424

Compounds, artificial, 424, 449, 490
Comprehensive drainage scheme, a, 422
Concrete, 5 ; concrete pavement, 335;
concrete wharf at Btittersea, 451

Conference of Architects, 14. 80
Conflagrations, the vVmerican, 208. 2S3.

294, 359, 378. 379. 380. 381
Congregational ministers* daughters

college, 232
" Congress of Miinster,'* Terburg's. 347:
Congress. Social Science, 167, 265, 266.
268, 274. 270. 337

Conservative Land Society. 4, 280, 463
Conservatory, heating the, 304
Construction. 209, 368, 421); construction

in its relation to force, 263 ; construction
of roofs, 9S. lie, 185. 244, 315

Contemplated tunnel under the Clyde, 204
Contractor, suicide of a. 93
Contractors and the metric system, 265
Convenience of asphalte pavements. 35S
Conversazione. Institute of Architects, 1

Cork School of Art, 483
Corn Exchange, Bedford. 373
Cornish building stones. 149
Cornwall, ornamental rocks of. 54
Conioration : gasworks, Maachcstcr, 580;

Library, Loudon, 231

Correspondence :—
Ai-ni:uT Hall, the 80; Amerlcjin ovo

order of arrhitcctiire. the. 58; Architect
to London School Board. 69 ; Architects'
charges. 337; Architects' ofllce hours,
378.398. 41S, 442; Architocluriil Asso-
ciation's excursion. 58; Architectural
Conference, the. 80; Architeetnral edu-
cation in Glasgow, 293 ; Architectural
heraldry. 376 : Architectural pi-acllce

In Derby. 16; Arlifleial stone as abuild-

ing material. 337. 377; Asphalte road-
ways, 370. 402. 480
BiUMlNoiiAM Assize Courts comt>eti-

tion, 81 ; Blackburn Free Library and
Museum competition. 239, 269; Brick-

making. 370. 399. 417; Brickwork. 502;

Brickwork ami mortar. 36 ;
" r.uii.'.'iNrt

NEWsSketelibooU,'*37; Building trades*

schools. 239
Cambbrweli. Vestry ITall, 485. 602;

"Caveab UomineUnius Libri." 16. 37;
Ch'Tlev Townhall et>mi>etition. 443,
ChurchbelW, 398. 416; Chureh building.

6tt2; Citv improvement, a. 278; Cleans-
ing water-closets, 1C&; CoDtracts and

Corren-pondenee continued:—
schedule rates. 443; Covered wells, 203:
Critics of the New Law Courts, the, HI9
Dksion for a country residence. 239,

269. 278. 293; Dilapidations, 502; Dredg-
ing the Tiber. 165
EccLKsrASTiCAL Dilapidations Act,

185; Embryo architects, 315, 337. ;169;

Emigration from a Canadian point of
view. 1S5; Employment of Kurve_vors,

80; Explosion of powder mills, 129;
Extinguishing flres with gas, 185
Gatkshkad School competition. 417,

443, 48(;; Government honours, 105
Hkaltii of operatives in factories and

workshops. 337: Hot wator pipes and
woodworlv. 442; House cisterns. 68. 92,

129, 162, 203; House drainage and sewer
ventilation, 486
Incorporation of ancient masonry

in new buildings. 461 : International
Exhibition. 186; Irish BuUdcr, the, 93;
iron churches. 240
KtMUEULEY V. Dick and White. 377
Law Courts, the new. and modern

nrebitecture. ISO; Lintels for concrete
buildings. 278. 293; Little Gaddesden
Church. 36; London University and the
New Law Courts, 30
Mkt hopolitan Buildings and Manage-

ment Bill. 37. 401 ; Modern design and
the architectural profession, 79
New Building Act. 461 : Now National

Gallery, the, 80. 92, 109; New Law
Courts 315,375.398. 416.441. 400, 462.
484; Notes on carpentry, 186, '.»03. 223. 315
Ornamental bricks, 417. 402. 480
Paving stones. 259 ; Planning houses,

293, 315. 337. 359, 377.398. 41K. 442, 485;
Poetic prophesies. 105; Port Nant
granite. 442 ; Position of the architect,
401 ; Prize bonus awards to art masters,
602: Profession, the. 109, 128. 185;
public funeral of M. Duban, 203 ; Purlius
of roofs, 315

REiiuiLHiNr. of Chicago, 359, 378;
Royal Academy prizes, 485
ScnooL plans, 462; Sculpture at the

Roval Academv, 109; Selenitic mortar,
93. 109, i28. 152 : Shrine nf Edward the
Confessor, 359 ; Slums of London, 203 ;

Solomonic monolith, the. 377; Somer-
set House and the Thames Embank-
ment. 129. 152 : Stained glass at Inter-
national Exhibition. 109; Stevington
Church, Beds. 16. 30. 59; Streets of
London, the, 10; S. Alban's Abbev. 277
Vkntilation of S. Thomas*s Hospi-

tal. 278; Villa Residence, Camborne,
484. 502
Wall tiles at International Exhibi-

tion, 230; Windows of S. Lawrence,
S'Uthampton, 239; Work. 223
XYLATyaiMNIfiRAPHY, 10

York Stairs water-gate, 223, 239

Cost of : going to law, 503 ; Mont Cenis
Tunnel, 175

Cotham. new church at, 160
Country residence, design for, 212, 239

259. 278. 293
County: Asylum. Macclesfield, 473; Court,

Bar-asley, 86; surveyors, duties of, 93
Court of Arches. 295 ; court floor of New

I aw Courts, 284
Courts, London, 317; Courts at the Old

Bailey, 139; Courts of Law for Hamp-
shire. 294 : the New. 28. 73. 78. 109. }^'^,

160. 186. 196, 204. 211. 261, 268. 2S1. '.'^4,

295, 298, 315, 320, 308, 375 379. 3SS. 3'.I8

408,416. 426. 428, 4.37, 441,400, 462, 4 04,
484. 480. 600, 503

Covent Garden market. 6,8. 240
Cin-ered market. Bradford, 473
Criminal T-aw Amendment Act. 196
('r>-i)t in Bruton Church. 4.'>1

Crvstal Palace; teachings, 169; tramway,
339

Cumberland and Westmoreland Archreo-
logical Society, 238

Curved structures. 427
Cylinders for the Albert Bridge, 317

DARMSTADT and Dresden Madon-

Deaths (see "Obitu;iry")
Decorated Bible, a. 118
Decoration of S. Paul's Cathedral. 246

:

(for Decoration see also " Furniture and
Decoration ")

Decorative use of iron and metal work,
305. 385

Denl)igh*ihire village chnrehes. 413
Department of Science ami .\rt. 35. 08
Design: in cast iron. 200; foil. 262; in
manufactures. 181. 201 ; real. 401

Designs: architectural, in the Inter-

national Exhibition. 22. 46. 491: for

chimnev-pieces, 452 : for countrv resi-

dence. 212. 239. 259. 278. 293 ;"
for a

galleried church, 28; for Newcastle
Cathedral. New South Wales, 286; for
Winchester Town hall. 140

Destruclion of Gobelins tajwstry, 400
Development of ornamental art, 11, 26,

48, 64
Devon, oniamental roeks of. 54
Devonshire building stone. 149
Dictionnairo Raisonne de I'Architecture

Fran^aise, 20. 113, 133. 191

Didsbury. S. .Tames's Church. 303
Dilapidations: ecclesiastical, 10.3, 171. IS.'.,

187. 313; lay. 322, 342, 363, .381, 403, 42i),

423. 448. 470, 502
Discoveries : ancient remains in the Isle

of Thanet. 397: at BuryS. Edmunds,
archa'ologicnl. 313; 'fa lake dwelling
in Wigtonshire. 336; the pnniinih.
archteological. 17; of a stone coflin ut
High Ongar, I2G

Distinctive aims of the three schools, 42.'>

Distribution of prizes, Royal Academy,
447

Dome, the. in pointed architecture, 170
Domesday Book, a new. 276
Door and window heads, cast iron. 27
Double action adjustable spring hinges,

153
Drainage: Hornsey, 204; house, 445, 472,

485 : Thames Valley, 422. 486
Drawings : Architectural Association.

331 : ownership of. 364; Schools of Art
national competition, 13, 19; water-
colour, 325 .345

Dresden and Darmstadt Madonnas, the,
277

Drinking Fountains Association, 12
Dublin: Christ Church Cathedral, 441;
Museum, 292 ; S. Augustine's Church-,
388

Dudley Gallery Winter Exhibition, 299
Dundee : harbour works, 380 ; new park

nt, 224
Dutch ecclesiastical architecture, 386
Duties of: county surveyors, 93; parish

auditors. 139
Diirer, a relic of, 443
Durability of asphalte pavements, 415
Dwellings : labourers', 38 : lake, 20J

;

workmen's, 00. 107, 167, 274. 319, 379
Dynamite for blasting timber, 294

SAltliY' building societies in Birming-
ham, 388

Earthwork notes, 183
East: Devon, prehistoric archfeoiogy of,

104; east front. Acton Burnell, 268;
east front. New Law Courts, 320; east
front of quadrangle. New Law Courts,
320; East London, new thoroughfare
for, 221 : East London, recreation
ground for, 201; East Riding Lunatic
Asylum. 232; East River Bridge, 294

Easton, the late Mr. J.. 334
Eastwood Church, 348
Ecclesiastical : architecture in Germany,

revival of. 380; dilapidations, 163, 171,
185, 187, 313; Gothic. 212

Edinburgh : Architectaral Association,
440 ; Improvement Trust, 464 ; and
Leith Engineers* Societv, 317; School
of Art. 374

Editions of Vitruvius. illustrated, 421
Education : and architecture, 34 ; art,

118; and bathing. 276 ; professional, 14 f
technical. 13, 225, 230, 338

Eel in the pipe, an, 240
Eganiard. an allegory, 207
EgJlit. railways in, 224
Electric light." the. 78
Elementary Schools, Shambroofc. 374
Elements ot handrailing, 11, 25, 56, 77,

126
Elevations of New Law Courts, 285, 320;

308
Elphin Cathedral, 410
Embankment. Thames, 14 57, 60, 81, 100,

120, 129. 131, 201. 348, .''>03

Embroidery at International Exhibition-,

491
Employment of : chiklren in brickfleld&,

110, 183; surveyors. 14. SO

Encaustic tiles in Exhibition. 204, 311

Encroachments : of Father Neptune, 188^*

in Victoria Park. 400
End of an old house, 379
English: architecture, motlern, 457, 500,*

eanal. the oldest, 38 ; Gothic, 43, 9G ;

Gothic mouldings. 134
Engineering: College. Cooper's Hill, 3S)

95, 131 : Schools in Italy. 27!»

Engineers: arshitecture for, 482; Society
of. 260

Engraving at International Exhibition',

406
Enlargement of Brixton Prison. 188
EnoYmous fall of gninite, 110
Ephesus. explorations at. 69, 67, 4S3
Epping Forest, 225, 260, 378
Esses Archa3ologicAl Society, 126
Estuary of the Tees. 463
Examination of water, 444
Excavations in Rome 270
Excelsior Hydraulic Gold Washing Com-
pany of California, 295

Excursions : Architectural Association,
47. 58, 1.38; Worcester Architectural
Society. 56

Exeter: Cathedral, 374; Diocesan Archi-
tectural Society, 264

Exhibitions : Architectural Association's,

331. .369; of art at Liverpool. 167; of
cabinet ]iii'turefl. 324; of ilrawings in
water-colours, 326. 345; Dudley Galloiy,

299; Flemish Gallery. S. Jame-i's-streeti
373: French art. 13 : International
(1871). 21. 22. .13. 45. 65, l(t9. 123. 140,

IRl, ISO. 201, 204. 217, 218. 219. 229, 237,

239. 263. 260, 273. 309, 311, 353. 405, 491

;

International (1872). 140. 341 ; Leeds
Sanitary. 176 ; Mosc'W, 407 : New
British "institution. 346: Trieste, 294;
Workmen's International. 225; of
works in "black and white," 240

Explorations : Ephesus 69, 67, 483

;

Palestine. 339
Explosion of boilers, 4

Extensions of: Great Knstern Railway to-

the City, 379; South Lon-lon tramways,
379: Thames Embankment. 100

Extinguishing fires with gas, OS, 185

FACTOBY ACT ;uid the brickfields,

tlie. 110.183: factors- operatives, health
of. 206. 337

Failure of the Val de Travers asphalte,.

286
Fall of: granite, 110; a house in Glasgow.

444
Farringdon Market, 260
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Father Neptune's encroachments, ISS
Fees under Ecclesiastical Dilapidations

Act, 31 ;i

Fever: Hospital, Bradford, 163; in new
houses, 16G

Festivities, trade. 153
Fine art lectures at Cambridge, 317

Fine Arts, tlie :—Dudley Gallery "Win-

ter Exhibition, 2i)9; Flemish Gallery. S.

James'e-street, 373; French Art Exhi-
bition in Conduit-street, 13 ; Loan
Exhibition of Drawings in Water-
Colours, 325, 345 ; Madonnas of Darm-
stadt and Dresden, the. 277; miscel-

laneous painting in International Exhi-
bition, 218, 309; National Gallery, the,

347; New British Institution Gallery,

346 ; painting in oils at International

Exhibition, 253; painting in water-
colours at International Exhibition,

253; Bedford's lectures on the fine arts,

428 ; restoration of sculpture, 297 : sculp-

ture at the International Exhibition,

217, 239, 405 ; Society of Painters in

Water-Colours, 393 ; terburg's " Con-
press of Miinstcr," 347; Winter Exhi-
bition of cabinet pictures, French Gal-
lery, 324

Fire: at Bradford, 240; bricks and clays,

172. 195, 208, 227 : Brigade. London, 6;
at Chicago, 268. 283. 294. 359. 37S. 379,

380, 331; engines, steam, 33; extinguish-
ing by gas. 63, 185

Fireproof : flooring. 176. 231 ; roofing, 34
Fireprooflng shingle roofs, 130
" First-class boarding schools," 487
First floor of New Law Courts, 284
Five days to India. 221
Flemish Gnllerj'. S. James'sstreet, 373
Floating bnths on the Thames, 204
Flooring, (irepro.'f. 176,231
Floors, ccnirnt. 27
Foil design, 2i;2

Fdlly, Ayrt'in's, 379
Font, Eayleigh Chm-ch, Esses, 492
Food adulteration, 281

Force : and construction, 263 ; form and,
173

Foreign Cattle Market, new. 473
Forest, Epping. 225. 260, 378
Form and force, 173
Formation of asphalte pavements, 415
Fort fleation, new system of. 81
Foundations. 5 : foundations of the New
Law Courts. 133, 503

Fountains, drinking. 12
Four hundred navTies without public-

houses. 133
Fourth City of London Mutual Building

Society. 330
Fragment of Blackfriars monasterj*,

221
Framing joints, 212
Free : Drinking Fountains Aesociation,

12 ; Public Library, Cincinnati. 452
French : Art Exhibition, 13; Gallery, the,

324; Gothic architecture, 20, 43, 96, 101

;

street architecture, 457
Friendly and Benefit Building Societies
Commission, 223

Fruit and flower market, proposed, 33.

68, 117
Fund, Palestine Exploration, 339

Furniture and Decoration :—
Albert Memorial Chape', Windsor. 317,
338; Carved sideboard, 474; Carved
wood work, 236; Chinese varnish, 125;
Decoration of S. Paul's Cathedral, 246;
Decoration of theatres. 267; Decorative
use of iron and metal-wnrk, 365, 335

;

Decorative value of plastic materials,
490; Furniture. Italian, 302; Furniture
and metal-work in the International
Exhibition. 123. 146 ; Furniture, Mi-
lanese. 395 : Glueing, veneering, and
polishing, 99: Miscellaneouspaintingin
International Exhibition 213,309.353:
Mosaic in International Exhibition. 65,

309, 353; Ornament, 25
Future and present of S. Paul's, 245

GALLERIED church, design for a,

Gallerv: of Illustration, 107; National, 53
80, 92. lOS. 109, 131, 201, 347, 43G

Gaol sites, 224
Gardens on the Thames Embankm'^nt. 81
Gas

: apparatus, portable. 65 ; for ex-
tinguishing fires, 63, 135: light, oxy-
hydrogen. 130: suffocation by, 202;
wnrks, Manchester, 380

Gaseous house drainage, 472
Gateshead School competition, 396,417,

44;i. 436
General : Conference of Architects, 1871,

14. 80 : Post Office, the new, 153
German: archaological expedition to
Troy and Jerusalem, 184 ; ecclesiastical
architecture. 336

Glance at Exhibition, retrospective, 273
Glasgow: fall of a house in, 444; gossip

from, 76. 275, 474 ; Institute of Archi-
tects, 294

Glass painting in International Exhibi-
tion, 65, 109

Glueing, 99
Gubelins tapestry. 400
Good cistern, a, 204
Gossip from Glasgow, 76. 275, 474
(tothic: ecclesiastical, 212 ; English, 43;
French, 20, 43, 191: modern. 437;
mouldings. English. 134; ruins, Ameri-
can. 487 ; A^'eneiian. 3

Government property, rating of. 130
Grammar School. Bradford. 396, 420
Granite: and asphalte pavements. 334,

356, 414, 439, 4G2, 486, 499 ; fall of, 110

Great: Eastern Kailway extension to the

City, 379; fire at Chicago, 268, 333, 294,

359, 378, 379. 330, 381 ; Templo of

Diana at Ephesus. the. 59, 67, 483

Greenwich : and Blackfriars tramway,
138: liospital. 93

'*Greyfrtars Bobby," memorial to, 360

HALF-TIMBERED houses, Roches-
ter, 113

Hammam, Jermyn-street, 326

Hampshire, new law courts for, 294

Hampton Schools competition, 134

Handrailing, elements of, 11, 25, 56, 77,

125
Hand-turning in the City. 81

Hanley School of Art 326
Harbour works : Aberdeen, 380 ; Dundee,

330
Harris's patent locks, 28
Harrow Scho<:pI buililings, 183
Haslemere, Lythe-hill, 196, 263

Hawick Arehasnlogical Society. 93, 221
Hayward's pavement lights, 492

Health of operatives in factories, 266, 337
Heating the conservatory, 304

Hexagonal pavement lights. 492

Hinges, adjustable spring. 153

Hint to mortgagees, a. 117

Historical development of ornamental art,

11, 26, 43, 64

History of paving stones, 210, 231. 256, 259

Holborn Valley improvements, 153, 360,

400
Holland, ecclesiastical architecture, in,

386
Hornsey drainage. 304
Horticultural buildings, 17

Hospitals; Bradford fever, 163: Green-
wich. 93; King's College, 133; for small
towns and villages, 176: S. Bartholo-

mew's, 388,443, 474; S. Thomas's, 260,

278
Hotel de Ville, Paris, 240
House: cistern, the, 27, 58. 92, 129,152.

203; drainage, 445, 472, 435; in Jermyn-
street, 326; old, 379; planning com-
petition, 452, 485; removed by Thom-
son's road steamer, 133

Houses; in Chancery, the, 464; for the
industrial classes, 319; Rochester, 118;

suburban. 130
How to improve old London. 33
Hudson, Mr. Geor.go, death of, 487
Hull Church competition, 317
Hydraulic mortar, 36

ILPRACOMBE, 112
Illumination of the streets, 275
Illustrated editions of Vitruvius, 421

Improved: dwellings for the working
classes. 37, 107, 274 ; Industrial Dwel-
lings Company, 37, 107

;
portable gas

apparatus, 65
Improvement: of old London, 33; TruBt,
Edinburgh, 464

Improvements: at Buxton. 131 ; City,

260, 273 ; Holborn Valley, 153, 360. 400 ;

metropolitan. 201. 221. 260. 278. 292.

295. 317, 339, 360. 400; in Sheffield, 379
Inconvenient siege operations, 150
Incorporated Church Building Society,

400. 437
Increasing scarcity of oak timber, 463
India in tlve days, to, 221

Indian Civil Engineering College, 38, 95,

131, 459
Industrial classes, houses for, 319
Inflammability of : cities, 381 ; London,

325
Influence of swimming-baths, art, 194

Influences, sanitary, 265
Information for amateurs, 99

Inner north front of quadrangle, New
Law Courts, 320

Institute of British Architects, 1, 14, 355.

386. 399, 433. 479 : Institute of Painters
in Water Colours. 325

Institution of Civil Engineers. 17. 110,

334, 427 ; Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers, 81 : Institution of Surveyors,
360. 367, 420

Intercommunication :—
Amiens Cathedral, 293,316; apparatus,

hot-water, 337, 378. 418, 442, 443 ; appa-
ratus, photographic, 129. 166; arbitra-

tion fees, 293, 316; architect, incompe-
tent, 166, 187; architects, responsibility

of. 203: architects' charges, 259. 279,

280, 359. 378; Architectural Examina-
tion, 259 ; architectural library. 502 ;

artificers' work, measuring, lio, 129,

279. 316: ashlar. 37: asphalte for foot-

jmths, 129, 166; asphalte for roadways,
279 ; asphalting, 279, 316 ; auditors,
parish, 16G
Baker's oven. 443; barn floor. 166;

beam. iron. 110. 129; bevel, Phoenician,
418; blackboard, 223; bluestone. 39. 81

;

boundary of property, 378; breaking
weight of lattice girders, 279. 294, 316;
breaking weight of stone lintels, 279 ;

brewery, 294: brick clay, 240; brick
and timber houses, old, 316 ; brickwork,
cubing, 37 ; brickwork, measuring. 16,

37. 93. 360, 378; building churches, 93;
building materials used at Leeds. 166;
BtTiLDiNG News plates. 378 : building
schools. 418. 443; burning clay, 110
Canvas for paperhanging, 24o, 259,

279; carrying smoke underground, 443 ;

carpenters' and joiners' improvement
society. 315. 337. 360; carving. Gothic,
443; cathedral. Amiens, 293, 316; ceil-

ings, wooden. 166; cement. 152. 166. 137;
cement test. 240, 259 ; ccmotei-y and
monimiental works, 59 ; centroHnead.
463; cesspool, 502; charges, architects',

259, 279, 280, 359, 378; chimney-tops,

IntCTCommnnication, continued :

—

337 ; chimneys, smoky, 152 ; church
building, 93 : church, heating. 502

;

Church of S. Michael Royal. 279

:

churches in Wales, 129. 163 ; circle,

segment of, 39. 81 ; circular heads of

Gothic doors. 315 ; cistern, house, 166,

187; civil engineers, 279; clarified quills,

59; clay for bricks, 240; clay, burning,
110 : close flre ranges. 443 ; closets,

earth, 399 ; coal or cannel gas. 399

;

colour. 378: colours used in drawing,
110, 129. 153; competition drawings. 16;
concrete cottages, 293, 316; constructing
stairs. 152; construction. 337, 443 ; con-
struction, scientific, 315, 360 ; cottages,

concrete. 293, 316; cottages. Kentish,
418: cross staff-head, 373,462; cubing
brickwork. 37; cutting timber, 337, 360,

378; cymograph, the, 373. 390
Dairy, pump for, 259, 279; deals,

price of, 315; decay of iron railings,

378, 418, 443: deductions. 293; Derby-
shire spar, 413; details, Jacobean, 436;
diagonal roof principal. 93; dilapida-
tions, lav. 502 : diocesan surveyorship,
279 ; door frames, 293, 316. 337, 378,

418; donrs, Gothic, 315; drainage,
main, 399; drawing, colours used in,

110, 1 29, 153 ; drawings, competition,
16 : drawings, patches on. 359, 462

;

duties of parish auditors, 166
Earth closets. 399: encaustic tiles,

373; engineers, civil, 279; Examination,
Voluntary, 259
Fastening stiles to circular heads of

Gothic doors. 315 ; fees, arbitration,

293, 316; fees, surveyors'. 294. 316;
filtering river water, 399, 418; fir and
pine, 16, 37; flre ranges, close, 443;
fireproof flooring, 37.81,93, 137; floor

of barn. 166; footpaths, asphalte, 129

1G6; frames, dnor, 293, 316. 337, 378, 418
GARDENING, landscape, 293, 443; gas,

coal or cannel, 399; gate, tell-tale, 418 ;

"general joiner." 166, 187; geometrical
staircases, 279, 294 ; girder, lattice, 279.

294, 316; girders, wall-hold of. 337, 378,

399. 443; girders, wrought-iron, 294;
glue, marine. 137; Gothic carving, 443;
Gothic doors, 315; Gothic vaulting ribs,

360. 443 ; gravel and tar pavements, 223
Hagioscope. 37. 59 ; handrailing.

316, 443; head of water, 59. 337, 399;
heads of Gothic doors, 315; heating
church, 502; hilly land, surveying, 166,

137; hot water apparatus. 337. 373,

418; hot water pipes and woodwork.
37.S. 418. 443. 443; house cistern. 166,

187; house property. 443; houses, old
timber and brick, 316
lOK-WELL, 129. 153; improvement

society, carpenters' and joiners', 315.

S37, 360; incompetent architect, 166,

187; Indian ink. 166, 187; interest,

principal and. 259, 279. 316; interment
of bodies with feet to the east. 37 ; iron
beam, 110. 129; iron porch, 240, 279;
iron railings, decay of. 378. 413. 443;
iron wire suspension railways. 378, 418 :

irrigation with .sewage. 315, 337. 378;
Is an iron porch a fixture ? 340, 279
Jacobean details, 486 ;

joiner,

general. 166, 187
Keeping trade lists. 279 ; Kentish

cottages, 418; kitchen chimneys, smoky,
152
Land surveying. 166, 137, 462; land-

scape gardening. 293,443; lattice girder,

279. 294. 316; lay dilapidations. 502;
lead letters in marble, 203; lead, whit^,
240; Leeds building materials, 166,
legal questions. 37, 59. 81. 316, 360, 418:

library, architectural, 502; lime, slak;

ing, 443; lintels, stone, 279; lists, tradc-

279; lithofracteur, 279, 316; logarithms,
16
Main drainage of London, 399

;

marble, lead letters in, 203; marine
glue, 187; masonry, ornamental, 413;

material, ownership of. 37; materials
for building at Leeds, 166: measuring
brickwork. 16. 37, 93. 360. 378; measur-
ing-upworlv, 110,129,279,316; model-
ling, 37, 31 ; monumental work, 59

;

mortar mills and mixers, 187; moulded
stone steps, 203, 223. 240; mouldings,
raking. 166 ; mounting competition
dm wings, 16

Notice. 279
Oak. 204: oak. pollard, 486. 502; oak

shingles, 93; oak, staining, 166; old
brick and timberhouscs. 316; ornamen-
tal masonry. 418; oven, bakers', 443;
o^vne^sbip of material, 37
Paperhangerr' canvas, 240, 250. 279;

parish auditors, duties of, 166; patches
on drawings. 359, 462

;
pavements, tar

and gravel, 223; percentage on deduc-
tions, 293 : Phronician bevel. 418 ; photo-
graphic apparatus, portable. 129, 166:
pine and flr, 16. 37; pipes, hot water, 378.

418, 442, 443; planning schools. 223;
plaster-work. 81, 93, 110

;
plastering of

walls. 223, 240; plates of Building
News. 378 ; pointed Gothic vaulting ribs.

360.443; pollard oak. 486, 502; poly-

chromv, 223; porch, iron. 240; port-

able photographic apparatus, 129. 166;
price of deal. 315 ;

priming. 110,

129 : principal, diagonal, 93 ;
prin-

cipal and interest. 259, 279, 316; projec-

tion of shadows, 462: proper door-ca.ses,

293, 31G, 337, 378. 418; property, boun-
dary of. 378 : property, honse, 443 ; pul-

leys, sash, 59, 81.93; pump for dairy,

259. 279
QrANTiTY-TAKiNG, 110, 129; ques-

tions of law. ::7. 60, 81, 316,360,418;
quills, clarified, 59

Interrommunication, continued :

—

Ratlings, iron, 373. 418, 443; rail-

ways, suspension, 378, 413 ; raking
mouldings, 166 ; ranges, close, 443 ;

remarkable chimney-tops, 337; responsi-
bility of architects, 203; ribs, vaulting,
360,443; risers and treads, 315; river
water, flltering, 399, 418 ; roadways,
asphalte for. 279; roof principal, diago-
nal, 93 ; roofing, 337, 378 ; roofs, 293,
316 ; rule for workmen, 502
Sash pulleys, 59. 81, 93; sawing

timber, 337. 360, 378; scales. 316,360;
Bchool-building, 418. 443; school plan-
ning, 223 ; scientific construction,

315, 360; segment of circle. 69, 81;
sewage irrigation, 315, 337, 378

;

shadows, projection of, 463; shingles,

oak, 93; slaking lime. 443; smoke,
carrying off, 443 ; smoky cottage
and kitchen chimneys, 152 ; spar,

Derby.shire, 418; spires, shingles for,

93; staff-head, cross. 378. 462; staining
oak, 166; stains in encaustic tiles. 378,-

staircases, geometrical, 279, 294 ; stairs,

constructing, 152; steps, moulded stone,

203, 223, 240; stiles to circular heads of

Gothic doors, 315; stone, bine, 59. 81;

stone lintels. 27M; stone steps, moulded,
203, 323. 240; S. Helen's Townhall, 93;
S. Michael and All Angels, 223, 240 : S.
Michael Royal, 279; supererogation,

204 ; surveying land, 462 ; surveyors'
fees, 294, 316; surveyorship, diocesan,

279: suspension railways, 378, 418;
system of keeping trade lists, 279

" Taking-Opt quantities, 110, 129; tar
pavements, 223; tell-tale gate. 418;
tendering. 293, 316; test for cement,
240, 259 : thatching, 187; ties, wrought-
iron, 360, 462 ; tiles encaustic, 378

;

timber and brick houses, old, 316

;

timber, sawing, 337, 360, 378; trade-
lists, keeping, 279 : treads and risers,

315; Townhall. S. Helens, 93
Vaulting-ribs, Gothic, 3C0, 443

;

Victoria Tower, Westminster, 204;
Voluntary Architectural Examination,

Wali>-HOLD of girders. 337. 373, 399.
443 ; walls, plastering, 223. 240 ; wann-
ing apparatus, 337. 378, 418, 443, 443 ;

water, fllt^?ring, 399, 418 ; water, head
of, 59, 337, 399; water impregnated with
lead, 152, 166. 187 ; Welsh churches,
129, 153; white lead, 240; wire saspen-
sion railways. 378, 418; wooden ceilings,

166; work, measuring up. 110. 129, 279,

316 ; workmen, rule for, 502 ; wrought-
iron girders, 294; wrought-iron ties,

360, 462

Interesting discovery at Bury S. Ed-
munds, 313

International Exhibition of 1871, 21, 22,

33, 45. 65, 109, 123, 146, 181, 186, 201, 204,

217. 218, 219. 229. 237. 239, 253. 260. 264,

273 309, 311, 353. 405. 491 : International

Exhibition of 1872, 140, 341

Iron: door and windnw heads, 27; v.

lead pipes, 97; pier at Lambeth. 204;

s^g, 280; work. 6. 301. 323. 343. 365

Ir-'imongers" Company surveyorship, 444,

452
Ireland, labour for, 247

Isle of "Thanet, remains in, 397

Italian : architecture, Medireval. 481

;

furniture and building appliances, 302;
Gothic buildings, 3; street architecture^

457
Italy, engineering schools in, 279

JERMTN-STE.EET, house in, 32ff

Jersey, lead at. 317

Jerusalem, archaeological expedition to,

184
Joint for shaft coupling, 212

Joints, framing, 212
Junctions in the metropolis, railway, 4(^4

Justice before generosity, GO

KEBLE*S tomb, 339
Kensington: Museum. 11, 14, 19. 26,33;

43. 64, 106, 338, 348. 446, 464, 4S6;
Science Schools, 240

Kent Archaeological Society, 107

Kildare Cathedral. 397

Kilns for firebricks. 227

King's College Hospital, 188

Kirkstall Abbey. 175

Kistna Bridge, the, 294

Kranner, Herr, death of, 486

LABOTJH : for Ireland, 247 ; wanted, 330

Labourers' dwellings, 33

Laee at International Exhibition, 491

Lake dwellings: on the shores of Loch
Etive, 201 ; in Switzerland, 399 ; in

Wigtonshire, 336

Lancashire, valuation of, 186

Land : in the City, vacant, 464 ; in Wal-
worth, value of, 444

Land and Building Societies:—
Benefit building societies. 12<; ; Bristol

Equitable, 25S; City of Rucbester, 38 ;

Colchester Co-operative Permanent
Benefit 187; Conservative, 4. 2S0. 463;

early building societies -n Birmingham,
388; Exeter Provident Permauent, 443;

Fourth City of London Mutual, 380;

Friendly and Benefit Building Societies

Commission. 187,223; Improved Indus-

trial Dwellings Company, 37. 107;

Leeds Provincial, 443; iSouthmolton

Freehold Land, 463 : Victoria (Birming-

ham). 603 ; working men and building

Eocieties, 360

Large span roofs, 292
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Law: cost of. 503; of dilapidations, the.

420; of patents, the, 35. 140

Law couris: Birrainphain, 23*^ ; Hamp-
shire. -Jlt-i: thP Xew, '28. 73. 78,100, I3:t,

350. 1S6. 1%, -'04. -Jll, 2fil. 268. 281. '2'Ji>,

293. 315, :J20. IlfiS. 375. 37!l. 38S. 3ns. 40S.

416, 42(;, 423. 437, 441, 4110, 462, 4«4. 484,

486. 60'». M:i
Lay dilapidationp. 322, 342, 36::, 364. 403.

420. 44S. 470, 502
Lead : at Jersey. 317; pipos, 97

Loamington Si'hnol of Art. 167
Leases and agrt^cmonts for leaacs, 420
I<flhftnon, (-(Mliirs nf, l(t9

Lectures: at (.'ftmbridpc. fine art, SI";

on the lino jirt>^. Mr. I^-dford'a. 428
Leeds: nrt-worthioB. 339; brldRps, new
and old. 175, isiS: Sanitary Exhibition.

176: School of Art. lOG. 492; Schools
competitiou. 3*3; Social Science Con-
gross, 107

liGgal Intelligence :—Action npainst

a clerk of works. 310 ; notion for injury

to a building. 4G3 ; action by a Manx
company. 378; a;:rcement to abide by
architect's ccrtiUcatc. 300, 377. 4U>;

alleged fraudulent sale of a briclclleid.

110 ; allejred manufacturing nuisance.

129. 153; Allen r. North London Rail-

way Company. 130; an architect's bill.

280; Aihin^rin i'. Pearson. 110; Bank-
ruptcy cases. 130. 280. 310, 333,603;
Bawden r. English, 110 ; broach of con-
tract. 463: Bryant v. Lay, 403 ; buildin^;

co^t^act^ 300. 377, 419 : Carow r. Ruther-
ford and others. 57 ; Carpentera' Com-
pany r. Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany, 130 ; City Commisaioners of
Sewerp. the, and trade refuse, 202; City
of London Commissioner of Sewers
r. Glasso. 378; Clayton r. Eight. 502;
Colegrave r. Milburn. 378; compensa-
tion cases, 130,300, 419: dilapidations.

420; dispute as to the salo of bricks,

419; di-^putc as to the price of timber,
338; enclosure of Wanstend Flats. 3]0;
Epping Forest, 37S: falling of a board,
419; Foreman f. Mayor of Canterbury.
31R: fraudulent debtor, a. 502; C41en-

auMin Slate Company r. Trickett, 378;
Greenwich District Board of Works r.

CftUender. 129. 153 : Hibbcrt v. Swain-
eon and Thompson. 10; Hodgson v.

Bowstead, 280; importantnuisancecase
in South London, 338 ; interference
•with rights of common, 419 ; Kimberley
f. Dick ic White. 360, 377. 419 ; La\vrence
and another w. Connelly. 4B3: Leases
and ftgroemcnlvS for leases, 420; liabUity
of local board. 310; Maraoillea Exten-
sion Railway and Land Company. 503;
miliar V. Cox. 31 G ; overcrowding work-
roomR, 110; powers of local boards of
lioalth. 110; pulling an architect's nose.
463; Re W. Girling. 338: Il£ H. A.
Holden. 130. 2«0 ; R^ T. Quinu. 503 ; 7,Y>

C. H. Trew. :'.16; lies Ip«a Loquitur.
419; Shepherd r. Smith. 419; Stone-
liouse »'. London and Brighton Railwny
Company. 41!>: surveyorK" fees. 310;
Thorngnte r. Wicks. 31G; trade customs,
223; trade unions in Massachusetts, 57 ;

transferenee of a contract. 129 ; Vickers
r. Metropolitan Railway Corapnny, 3G0;
Vincent r. OarapbeH. 129: What is

fluffleient proof of negligence? 419

Legal opinion of tho New Law Courts,
268

Legislation, snnitaiy, 308
Leicester: Architectural and Arehmolo-
gica! Society, 107, 440 ; municipal
huildinir* competition, 41

I>eighton I'ri.lgc. Welshpool. 100
Lesser fr-nts, N'ew Law Courts, 320
Lesson <.f the Chicago Are. 208
Libraries: Cincinnati. -152: City of Lon-
don. 231 ; South Kensington Museum,
440

Light, the electric, 78; light railways. 28
Ligbtinyund ventilation. 508
Ligbr>*. i^avement, 4:i2

LimmeriiFiphjilte. the, 336
Lincoln Cathedral. 15. 222
LIquirl : house drainage, 472; iron as-

phalte. 3S5
Lithographic stone, aubntitute for, SS8
Liverpool: Architectural Soeietv. 84, 250,

313. 4'U: Art Exhibition, IC"
Living models. 273
LInngwm rood-acreen. 158
Loan e:(hibition of drnwiugs in water-

colours. 325, 346
Locfll r boanl surroyors, 379; Goveni-
ment Boanl. 107

Loch Eiive. lake dwellings at. 201
Lochnell. servient mound at, 397
l^ocks. Harris's patent, 28
London: bridges. 43s: churchyanla. 18<i,

201 ; androimtyBankingCompanj*. Ho,
court« and alleys, 317 ; Fire Brigade, 0;

inflammability of. 325: lutcrnationnl
Exhibition of 1S72, 140, 341: new
theatres for. 153; and North Western
Ballwav. 339: old, 33; School Btrtini.

17, 59. 4tU. 48G; squares. 01. 28! : water
iinpply. 10. ins. U,l, lOO. 183, 316, 338:
workmen's dwellings, J07

Txiuvre. treasures of the. 15
Lunalif asylum for the East Riding, 232
L>the-biII. Hasleraere. 190, 263

MACCLESFIEIiD County Asylum.
47:t

MaduniDis oi Darrastndt and Dresden, 277
Machinery fommkingflre-hrick-i. 2<'>. 'J:',

Manchester: art education in. 1 In: bri 'k-
makerg. 93; corporation gaaworks. 3--0;

Society of Architects, lis

Manor-house, Preen, 100
Mansard roofs. 379
Markets: Bradford, 473; Brixton, 348;
Columbia. 27. 200; Covent-garden, 240;
Fiirriiigdon, 260; Foreign Cattle, 473;
truii ;ind flower, proposed, 38, G8, 117;
U-iliiMhani. 110

Marquanl's artiUcial stone, 339
MaBom'v, G

Manufacture of: firebricks, 172, 195, 208,

227 ; plaster of Paris. 54
Manufactures: and art, 320: in the Inter-

national Exhibition, 181. 201

Masters and workmen, new act. 190
Materials : Italian. 303; plastic. 424, 449,

490; strength of, 5. 3G, 458; at tbe
Trieste Exhi'-iiti-^n, 294

SIcDonnell's concrete pavement, 33-7

Mediaeval : architecture, Italian, 481 ; art,

426
Memorial: Chapel, Windsor, 317, 333; of

"Greyfriars Bobby," 300
Metal-work, 365. :iS5; metal-work in the

International Exhibition. 123. 14G
Method of street illumination, new, 275
Metric system, the, 25."<

Metropolitan : Board of Worlds. 139. 399;
Ihiildings and Management Bill. 14. 50.

461; burial grounds, 201. 3:j9: Free
Drinking Fountains Association, 12;
improvements, 201. 221, 2G0, 278, 292,
29.'.. 317. 339. 300. 400; railwijy junctions,

464 ; water supply, IG, 108, 151, IGG, 183,

31G, .338

Milanese furniture. 395
Milton college for daughters of Congrega-

tional ministers, 232
Mint, the new. 404
Miscellaneous: art at Exhibition, 491;

painting in Exhibition, 218. 300. 353
Miscellanies at the Exhibiticju, 41
Mixed styles, 150
Model houses for the industrial classes,

319
Models, living. 273
Modern : architecture, 211 : art 425

;

English arebitecturo 457. 500 ; Gothic,
437; life, architccfure and. 74, 105

MoIp'h afljuaiflble spring hinges. 153
Monasteries : S. Augustine's, Dublin, 388

;

Blackfriars, 221
Monograph of William of Wykebam,

394
Monster: casting for Albert Bridge, 3!7;

safe, 317
MontCenis tunnel. 175
Monumental art, principles of. 05
Monuments: the Scott, 100; the Shake-

speare, 59. 60. 73
Mortgagees, a hint to, 117
Mortar. 5. 30 ; mortar, hvdraulic. 2G

;

mortar, selenitic. 12. 93, 10'9, 128, 152
Mosaic in International Exhibition, Go,

309. .553

JIoscow exhibition, the. 467
Mouldings. English Gothic. 134
Mound at Lochnell. scri^cnt, 397
Mountsorrdl granite quarries. 110
Municipal buildings: Birmingham, 232;

Leicester, competition for, 41
Museums : Architectural, 501 : Ashmo-

lean. Oxforil. 313; British, GO; Dublin.
202; South Kensington, 11, 14, 19,2*;,

33, 48, 04, 106, 338, 348, 446, 4G4, 43G

NATIONAL : Association for the
Promntion of Social Science, 205. 200,
20S. 274. 270, 337; competition of schools
of art. 13. li); Gallery, the, 63. 80, 92.

109.201. M7. 486; memorial to Shake-
speare, proposed. 59. go. 73

Natural history of paving stones, 210, 231

,

250. 259
Naves, wide, 309
Navvies without public houses, 188
Xeighbonrhood of Hfracorabe, the, 112
Nen. a ramble by the, 62. 83
Neptune's encroachments. 188
New : Albert Bridge. 317 ; altar at S.

Peter's (Roman) Catholic Church.
Stalybridge. 196; bridge, 225 ; bridge at
Nottingham. 108 ; bridge :it Welshpool,
100; British Institution Gallery. :J40;

City thoroughfares, 221 ; church at Cot-
ham. 150; church at Teddington, 492;
clock-tower for the Temple. 107 : Cor-
poration Library. 231 : Domesday I?ook. a.

270; Ecclcsinstienl Dilnpidations Act. 103;
elements of hand railing. 11,25.56.77,
125: fever hospital. Bradford. 103; fruit

and llower market. pro])osed. 38. 68. 117;
harbour worlds. Aberbcen, ;180; harbour
W'lrks. Dimdee. :180; houses, fever in,

lOG : Indian Civil Engineering College,
38.95. 131 iron pier at Lambeth. 204 ;

Law Courts, the, 28. 73. 78, 109, i:W, 150.

ISO. 196. 204, 211. 261. 208. 281, 284.295.
298, 315. 320. 308. 375. 379. 388. 398. 408,

410. 420. 428. 437, 441. 460, 402. 464. 484,
ISO. 5110, 503; law courts, Birmingham,
232; law courts for Hampshire. 294 ;

Leeds bridge, the. 188; Local (Jovern-
mont B'lard. 106; lunatic asylum for tho
East Riding. 232; market at nrixton,
348 : market for Rotherhnm. 110

;

markets, 473; method of street illu-

mination. 275; Mint. the. 464; National
f Jiilien-. 53. 80. 92. lo9: park for Dundee.
224 ; Post Office buildings, the. 153

;

Eiatal rates, 15; public parks, 167; road,
dgravia and South Kensington. 292

;

Science School, Soulhauipton, 145 ;

Science Scho()ls. Kensington. 240; school
buildings at Harrow. 1H8; Shorehnm
Church. 08; "social movement." the,

304 : South Wales, railways in. 247
;

suburban railway. 224; subway at Black-
friars Station. " 153: subways. 408;
system of fortillcAtion. 81 ; theatrc.<i in

Loudga, pi-opoacd. 153 ; thoroughfare

for East London, 221 ; townhall, Roch-
dale. 248 ; townhall, S. Helen's, 204

;

Yorkshire railway scheme, 204; Zea-
land timber. 30o

Newbattle Abbey. 78
Newcastle Cathedral, New South Wales,

286
Newcastle-on-Tyne School board, 486
Newlands. the late Mr.. 00
Non-professional opinion on the Now Law

Courts. 211
North : front. New Law Courts. 299 ;

Italy, architecture of, 481; Sea and
Baltic canal, 176

Northern Architectural Students' Society,
151

Northleigh. Roman villa at, 492
Norton and Marriau's new pattern hook,

38
Nitrwich Diocesan Church Building So-

ciety, 314
Notes, earthwork, 183
Notes on: brickwork. 321. 341, 362, 370,

3S2, 417.440. 463. 489. 502: carpentry,
03. 84. 97. 115. 145. 157. 135, 193, 203,

223.228. 244, 291, 315; tho prehistoric
archaeology of East Devou, l04

Notgrove Church. 118
Nottingham: iniildiugs in. 254; new

bridge at, 108 ; School of Art^ 293
Nuisance, a suburban, 339

OAKliralicr, 4G3

Obituary :—Barker. Mr. Thomas, 280;
Canon Rock, 443; Charlesworth. Mr. J.,

17 ; Deaue, Sir Thomas. 280; Easton,
Mr. J.. 334; Fox, Mr. George, 189 ; Hud-
son. &Ir. George. 487 ; Kranner, Herr,
486; Newlands, Mr. James, 00; Penne-
thonie. Sir J., 175. 479; Pilgrim, Mr.
Thomas. 230 ; Piquer. M. Joseph. 260

;

Beid. Miss. 464: Slee. Mr. R.. 17; Som-
meiller, M., SI ; Tatum. J. T.. 93

;

Texier, M. Charles. 17; Wehnert, Mr.
Frederick, 347; Whittingham, Mr. W.
E., 294

Official reports. International Exhibition,
21. 22, 45, 65, 123. 140, 181, 201, 217, 218,
219. 229. 253, 309. 353. 491

Oil painting in Exhibition. 253
Old: Bailey, the courts at the, 139; briilgo

at Leeds, 175; city burial grounds. 339
;

house, end of a, 379 ; London, and how
to improve it, 33

Oldest English canal, the, 38
One-rail railways. 428
Opening of: Queen Victoria-street, 317;
tramways in South London, 188. 204

Operatives in factories, health of, 260, 337
Opportunity for builders. 373
Ornament, 25 ; ornament, plants ailapted

for. Ill ; ornament, ready-made. 20
Ornamental: art. development of, 11, 26.

48,64; rocks of Devon and Cornwall,
54

Orphanage at Schterbeck, Brussels, 304,
3G0

Overcrowding iu the profession, 191 315,
337, 359

Overflow pipe, patent, 440
Owner of "the houses in Chancery,"'

464
Owncr.-^hipof drawings, 364
Oxford: Architectural Society. 395, 408,

459. 492; Ashmolean Museum, 313;
School of Science and Art, 360

Oxy-hydrogen gaslights, 130

PAINTING : in Exhibition, miseella-
neoua, 2 IS, 309, 353; in oils at Exhi-
bition. 253; iu water-colours at Exhi-
bition, 253

Paintings in water-colours, 325, 345. 393
Palaces: Alexandra, 48, 120; Victoria,

438. 501
Palestine Exploration Fund, 339
Paris: asphalte roads in. 294; Hotel de

Ville. 240 ; public works in. 463.; road-
paving iu. 404 ; tramways for, 164

Parish auditors, 139
Parks; Battersea. 240; Peckham and
Camnerweil. 338; public, 167, 224; Sal-
taire, 9^ ; Victoria, 400

Parliamentary Notes ; Barry, Mr.,
78; lienelJt building societies, 126;
brickfields, children in, 35 ; cholera, the,

92. 126: Church Building Acts Amend-
naont Bill, 103; Epping Forest, 14;
frescoes in tbe Houses of Parliament.
15] ; Indian Engineering Service, 1-1

;

iidiabited house duty. 57; Metropolitan
Building Act, 14, 5i\: metropolis water
supply. 108, 151; museum in Bcthnal
Green. 120 ; National Gallery, the, 108:
New Courts of Justice, the. 78; North
Metropolitan Tramways Bill. 57 ; pollu-
tion of rivers. 9'2. 126: public health and
local government, 78; Regent's Canal,
the. 107; Science and Art Department.
35,68; South Kensington Museum. 14 ;

Storey's Gate. 108; S. Stephen's cryi>t.,

35; Thames Embankment^ iho, 14, 57,

126

Partial anffoeation by gas, 202
Patent: flrebrlek machineri-. 208; law

reform. 35. 140; locks. Harris's, 23;
overll' <w pipe. 4'10; stone. Ransome's, 303

Pattern-book. Norton and Marriau's, 38
Pavements, adamautean concrete, 335;
pavement lights, hexagonal. 492

Pavements, asphalte. 334. 356, 370, 414,
43;t. 402, 480.499; town. 276, 334, 850,
370. 414. 439. 462. 486. 499

Paving: asphalte, 248. 280; companies,
asphalte, 408; roads iu Paris, 464;
stones, 210, 331, 256, 259

Peabody; estate, Brixton, 317; Fund, the,
60

Pedestals, 300, 324, 344, SGG, 40G, 479, 499
Pcckhnm Rye. 338
Pennethorne. the late Sir J.. 175, 479
PhcHography at International Exhibition
405

Physics, 333
Pictures, cabinet, 324
Pier at Lambeth, new, 204
Pipe: overflow, 440; stopped by an eel

240
Pipes, lead an<l iron, 97
Pitfalls at Woolwich. 163, 203
Plans: Lythe-hill, Haslemere, 2G8; New
Law Courts. 201 ; Richmond sewage
Ci.mpetitinn, 383. 402

Planning: amateur, 43; houses, 452, 435 ;

sham, 401
Plants adapted for ornament. 111
Plaster of Paris, 54
Plastering. 403
Plastic materials, 424, 449. 490
Pleasure, health, instruction. 47
Pointed architecture, the domo in, 170
Polishing. 99
Pollution of rivers. 2, 92, 12G, 187, 224,294
Poole clays,. the, 172
Portable gas apparatus, 65
Post-oflice buildings, tho new, 153
Postal rates, new. 15
Position of the buildin? trade, 118
Precautious iu the City against disease.

154
Preen Manor-house, 100
Pre-historic archaeology of Ea.st Devon,

164
Present

: and future of S. Paid's, 345; posi-
tion of the builiUng trade. 118; state of
design iu manufactures. 181. 201

Preservation of art treasures. 173
Presidents' addresses: Architectural As-
sociation. 333. 354; Civil and Mechani-
cal Engineers' Society, 450; Institution
of Surveyors, 367; Royal Institute of
British Architects, 355

Presentation of prizes: Architectural As-
sociation, 332; Royal Academy, 447,
481. 485

Principles of monumental art, 65
Priory of S. Bartholomew, Smithfield, 33
Prison, Brixton, 188
Prizes : Architectural Association, 332 ;

Royal Academy. 447. 4S1. 485
Profession, overcrowding hi the, 191, 315,

337. 359
Professional: charges, 14, 80; education,

14
Property. Government. 130
Proposed: Baltic and North Sea Canal.

17G; enlargement of Brixton Prison.
188; improyements at Wapping. 201;
memorial of "Grej-friars Bobby." 360;
monument to Shakespeare, 59, 60. 73;
new fruit and flower market. 38, 68,
117; new Park. Peckham. 338 ; new
theatres in London. 150 : new subways,
408; new thoroughfare for East Lon-
don. 221; railway junctions in the me-
tropolis, 464; railway through the city,

400; removal of city churches, 188; re-
moval of Covont Garden Market, 68;
restoration of Warwick Castle, 503;
satiitnry exhibition at Leeds, 176; Sou-
dan railway, 463 ; strert improvemonta
in London. 339 ; Thames Sewerago
Commission, 409 ; tramway to Crystal
Palace, 339 ; travelling studentship.
Architectural Association, 300; tunnel
under the Clyde. 204; tunnel under
the Tees. 240; vestrj'hall for Camber-
well. 126

Public: buildings, spoiling. 361; library.

Cincinnati, 452; parks, uew, 107, 224;
works in Paris, 403

Publications, Notices of :—Art of
CJiirnishing Churches :itrhristmas. tho
459 : Atchl'^y's BuiMers Pricehook, 47;
Beaton's Pocket Est i mn tor for the
Building trailo. 3-18: British Almanac
and Comp:inion for 1872. 459; Cassell's

Technical Educator, 348 ; Complete
Course of Problems in Practical Piano
Oeoractry. a. 104 ; Designers' and
Draughtsmen's Handbook of Ornament,
the. 47 ; Designs for Chimney-pieces,
4^2 : Dictionnaire Raisonne de I'Archi-
tecture Frantais. 20. 113. 133. 191

;

Economical One-rail Railway for India,

428; Elements of Plane and Solid Geo-
metry. 103: Examplcsof the Municipal,
Commercial, and Street Architocturo
of France and Italy. 457 ; Explanatory
Meusuration for the TT^se of Schools.
104: Ganot's Physics, 459: Handbook
of tho Principal Trade Societies of

London. 459 ; Handy-hook on the Eccle-
siastical Dilapidations Act, 348 ; Illus-

trated editions of Vitmvius, 421 ; Intui-

tive Calculations. 348 : Law and Science
of Ancient Lights. 104 ; Mathematical
Instnunents. their Construction, Ad-
.iustraent. Testing, and Use, 104 ;

Model Houses. 319; Mouldings of tho
Six Periods of British Architecture,

134 ; New Elements of Ilandrail-

ing. 47 ; OfTlcial Reports, Interna-

tional Exhibition of 1S71; Architec-

tural Designs, 22, 45. 491; Furniture
and Metfll-work. 123. 146; Miscel-
laneous Painting. 218. 309. 353; Mosiac
and Glfts^-painting. 65. 309, 353; Paint-

ing in Oil. 253; Painting in Water
Colours, 253; Present State of Design
as seen in llanufacturcs, 181, 201 ; Re-
productions. 219. 491; Sculpture. 217.

229; Terra-cotta, Bricks, and Encaustic
Tile.s. 264. 3U. Old Church of Fairford
and its Stained Glass Windows, the,
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Publications, continued:—
a48; Patent WriBkles, 4-19; Power in

Motion, 47; Practical Geometry, 459;

Practical Tables and Rules fur Steam
Enginei3, 47 ;

Rudimentary Treatise on
Analytical Geometry and Conic Sec-

tions, 164; Sewage Question, the, 459;

Stones from the Temple, or Lessons

from the Fabric and Furniture of the

Church, 34S; Switches and Crosaings,

163; Treatise on the Application of

Iron to the Construction of Bridges,

Girders, Roofs, and other Works. 164;

Treatise on the Resistance of Materials,

etc., 348; Treatise on Ventilation, 34S;

Village Churches of Denbighshire, 413 :

Weale's Rudimentary Series, 459

;

What the People say about the Chil-

dren, 459; Workmen's Manual of

Engineering Drawing, 164

Punjaub, arch ceological discoveries in the,

17
Purchases for the British Museum, CO

Purification of water and Sewage by
sponge iron, 295

aiTADEANGLE, New Law Courts,

320
Quantity-surveying, 14, SO

Queen Victoria-street, 317

RAILINGS to London squares, the,

61, 281
Railway: bridges in wet weather, 40S;
Extensions in Egj-pt, 224 ; to India, 221

;

junctions in the metropolis, 464; pro-
posed City, 400; scheme, Yorkshire,
204 ; stations, big. 40S ; a wooden, 294

Railways : Great Eastern, 379; light, 28;
London and North-Western, 339 ; in

New South Wales. 247 ; one-rail, 428 ;

Soudan, 463 ; South Eastern, 399 ;

suburban. 224
Ramble by the River Nen. a, 62, S3
Ransome's patent stone, 363
Rating of Government property, 130
Ravennt, 463
Rayleigh Church, font at, 492
Ready-made ornament, 20
Real design, 401

Recent: buildings, reviews of, 3, 43, 96,

156; works in Bristol. 44
Reclamation of waste laud, estuary of the

Tees, 463
Recreation-ground for East London, 201
Recording earthwork notes. 183
Redford's lectures on the fine arts, 428
Reform: cathedral, 167; patent law, 35
Relation of construction to force, 263
Relations of architecture to modern life,

74, 105
Relic of Albert Ditrer, a. 443
Remains: at Acklam, 184 ; in the Isle of
Thanet, ancient, 397

Remedies for the pollution of rivers, 2
Removal of : City churches, 188; Covent
Garden Market. 68; snow, 379

Repair of asphalte pavements, 415
Reparation of S. Alban's Abbey. 248, 277
Reports: International Exhibition, 21, 22,

45, 65, 123. 146, 181. 201, 217, 218, 219,

229, 253, 309. 353, 491
Reproductions. 219. 491

Researches at Ephesus. 59. 67, 483
Residence : Camborne, 428, 484, 502

;

design for, 212. 239, 259. 278, 293
Restoration : cathedral. 167 ; of sculpture,

297 : of Warwick Castle. 503
Retrospective glance at Exhibition, 273
Review of the timber trnde, 17. 3S. 60. 81,

94, 131, 154, 167, 189, 225. 2G0. 281, 295,

318, 339. 380. 400, 420, 444, 465. 487
Reviews of: books (see "Publications,
Notices of"); recent buildings, 3,43, 96,

156
Revival of ecclesiastical architecture in
Germany. 386

Richmond competition sewage plans, 383,

402
Rigid arches, 427
River pollution, 2, 92. 126, 187. 224 294
Road : paving in Paris, 464 ; steamer,
Thomson's. 188

Roads in Paris, asphalte, 294
Rochdale : School of Art, 257 ; Town-hall,

248
Rochester: Cathedral, 36; half-timbered

houses. 118
Rock, Canon. 443
Rocks of Devon and Cornwall, orna-
mental, 54

Roman villa at Northleigh, 492
Rome, excavations at. 276
Rood-screen, Llangwm Church. 158
Roof construetinn, 98, 115, 185, 244, 315
Roofing, flrepvonf. 34
Roofs: large span, 292; mansard, 379-

shingle, 130
Rotherham now market. 110
Rough examination of water. 444
Royal : Academy, 447, 481, 485 ; ArcliBeolo-

gical Institute, 6it, 7S, 84; Architectural
Museum, 501; Birmingham Society of
Artists. 326; Commission on Friendly
and Benefit Building Societies, 223;
Gallerv of Illustration. 107; Institute
of British Architects, 1, 14, 355, 386,

399, 438, 479
Ruins, American Gothic, 487
Runaway road roller, a, 231
Ruskin, Mr.: on art teaching, 176; and
Warwick Castle, 503; works of. 224

Russia, technical education in, 230

SAFE, monster, 317
Sales in the International Exhibttior, 204
Salisbury: Cathedral, 184; Diocesan
Church Building Association, 36

SaUaire,park at, 93

Sanitary: exhibition at Leeds. 176; in-

fluences, 265; legislation, 368 (for sani-

tary items see also " Water Supply and
Sanitary Matters ')

Saxon remains at Acklam, 184

Scarcity of oak timber, 463

Scarlet fever in new houses, 166
Schaerbeek Orphanage, Brussels, 304, 360

Scheme for di-ainage of the Thames Val-
ley, 422, 469. 486

Schemes for the removal of snow, 379
School : Art Training, 106 ; buildings at

Harrow, 188 ; ventilation, 463

Schools of Art:—Art Training School.

South Kensington, 106: awards to art

teachers, 483, 502; Belfast, 257; Bir-

mingham, 188; Burslem, 281; Cork,
483: Edinburgh, 374; Hanley, 326;
Leamington, 167; Leeds. 196, 492;
national competition, 13; Nottingham,
293: Oxford, 360; Rochdale, 257; South
Kensington, 338, 34S ; Yarmouth, 317

;

York, 374

Schools: in the building trades, 221,

239 ; Leeds, 373 ; the Three, 42.J

Science and Art Department. 35, 68

Science schools : Kensington, 340 ; South-
ampton. 145

Screen, Llangwm Church, 158
Scotland, serpent worship in, 117
Scott monument, the, 100
Scotfs selenitic mortar, 12, 93,109, 12S,

152, 427
Sculpture : at International Exhibition,

217, 229, 405; restoration of, 297
Second floor of New Law Courts, 284
Selenitic mortar, 12, 93, 109, 128, 152,

427
Semi-prismatic pavement lights, 492
Serpent mound at Lochnell, the, :i97

Serpent worship: in Scotland, 117; in the
West, 313

Serpentine, floating baths for the, 204
Sewage: difBculty. the, 187; plans, Rich-
mond competition, 383, 402; purified by
sponge iron. 295

Sewer ventilation, 187, 445, 485, 4SG
Sewerage, architects and, 481
Severn, tunnelling the, 400
Shaft-coupling, joint for, 212
Shakespeare monument, proposed, 60,

73
Sham planning. 401
Sharnbrook Schools competition, 374
Sheffield, improvements in, 379
Shingle roofs, 130
Shorebam Church, New, 68
Sideboard, carved, 474
Siege operations at Chatham, 150
Sir J. Burgoyne's burial place. 317
Sir J. Peunethorne, the late, 175, 479
Sites for gaols, 224
SkOled labour wanted, 380
Slade flne-art lectures, the. 317
Slag: cement, 486 ; iron, 280
Slate, Bangor, 81 ; slate as a substitute

for lithographic stone, 3S8
Smoking tent, 34
Snow, removal of, 379
" Social movement," the new, 304
Social Science Congress, Leeds, 167, 265,

266. 268. 274, 276, 337
Society of Antiquaries, 76; Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland, 458; Society
for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts, 48, 67 ; Society of Engineers, 260

;

Society of Painters in Water-colours,
393

Soldier-artisans in German}', ISS
Some recent works in Bristol. 44
Somersetshire Archseological Society,

164, 183
Soudan railway, proposed, 463
South : front. New Law Courts, 321, 368

;

Kensington and Belgravia new road,

292; Loudon, building in, 260; London
tramways, 153, 224, 379

South Eastern Railway, the, 399
.Southampton Science School, 145

Southsea baths and assembly rooms. 248
Speculative building in South London,

260
Spoiling public buildings, 361

Sponge iron for purifying water and
sewage, 295

Spring hinges, adjustable, 153
Squares, London, 61, 281

Stained Glass :—Bridlington, 399

;

Exton. 336 ; glass-painting in Interna-
tional Exhibition, 65, 109; Goldenhill.

418; Guildhall. London, 166; Kibworth,
li'i'i; Kilmarnock, 462; Lichfield Cathe-
dral. 166: Maidenhead. 462 : Merchant
Taylors" Hall, 188 : Munkton Wyld, ^^A^

;

Redenhall, 131 ; Southampton. 202,

239; S. Lawrence Jewry, 224; WMtlcy,
41S ; Windermere, 202

Stalybridge, altar at S. Peter's Church,
196

Stamford, archaological discovery at,

276
State of design in manufactures, 181, 201
Stations, railway, 408

Statues, Memorials, &c. :—Albert
MomoTia.I. gmup of "Africa," 110; AI-
ford, Dean, •.':i4

; attempt to lilow Aown
the Kingstown statue of George IV.,
166; bust of Lord Dalhousie. 460; bu-t
of Sir W. Tite for the Bath Guildhall,
166; Duchess of Sutherland, the late,

224; Dundonald. Lord, 41S; Earl of
Derby, the late, Preston, 294: equestrian
statue of the Prince Consori. Ilolhorn,
224; Graham. Mr. Thomas. 110; Kebles
tomb, 339; Lancashire Derby memorial,

Statues, iC'c, continued :—
the, 1G6; Lord Feversham. Helmsley,
378; memorial to the late Earl of Car-
lisle, 258 ; memorial of the late Rev. Dr.
Glover. 460; MiJltke and Werder, 153;
monument to Cardinal Wisemau. 258

;

Mr. S. C. Lister, Bradford, 17; Oliver

Cromwell, 130; proposed memorial of

"Greyfriars Bobby" at Edinburgh. 360;

Rev. W. B. Mackenzie, Holloway, III);

Robert Hall, Leicester. 37S; Scottish
National Prince Consort memorial, 130;

Shakespeare, 59, 60, 418; Sir Francis
Drake. Plymouth, 17; Sir James Out-
ram. 130; statue to the late Lord Hol-
land, 460; S. Paul's Cathedral, 59

Steam: boiler explosions, 4; fire-engines.

Stone : artificial, 304, 337. 339, 377 ; coffln

at High Ongar, a, 126 ; Ransome's
patent, 363

Stonehenge and Carnac, 276

Stones : building, 149
;
paving, 210, 231,

256. 259
Stonework, 263
Storm in a teapot, a, 304
Strains in structures, 63, 84, 97. 115, 145,

157, 185, 193. 203. 223, 228, 244. 291. 315
Strand front. New Law Courts, 321, 36S
Street : archltectiu-e in France and Italy,

457; illumination, 275; improvements
in London, 339 ; improvements in Shef-
field. 379; tramways, 153, 104, 167, 188,

204, 224, 295. 379
Streets, city, 221
Strength of : bolted beams, 422 ; mate-

rials, 5, 36, 458
Stresses of rigid arches, 427
Structures : curved. 427 ; strains in, 63,

84. 97, 115, 145, 157, 185, 193, 203, 223,

228, 244, 29L 315
Styles, mixed, 156

St. Alban's Abbey, 205. 212, 248, 277; St.

Andrew's-street, Holborn, 153, 360; St.

Augustine's Church, Dublin. 388; St.

Bartholomew's Church, Armley, 176; St.

Bartholomew's Hospital surveyorship,

3S8, 443, 474 : St. Bartholomew's Prinrv,

Smithfield, 38; St. Helens TownhaU
competition. 204 ; St. James's Church,
Didsbury, 303 ; St. Ninian's Cave.
Whithorn,158: St. Paul's, completion of,

54, 60. 245, 246 ; St. Peter-ad-Viucula,
317; St. Peter's, the Canadian, 313; St.

Thomas's Hospital, 260, 278
Subsellffi, 68
Substitute for lithographic stone, 3SS
Suburban: houses, 130; nuisances, 339;

railway, new, 224
Subway at Blackfriars Station, 153
Subway, new, 408
Suffocation by gas, 202
Suggestion as to the o^vnership of draw-

ings, 364
Suicide of a contractor. 93
Supply of water to London, 16, 108, 151,

166, 183, 316, 33S
Support, anchor-beam. 201

Surrey Arch03o]ogical Society, 107

Surveyor, tlie :—Dilapidations. lay,

322, 342, 363, 384, 403. 420, 423, 448, 47tl,

502 ; duties of county surveyors. i):> ;

ecclesiastical dilapidations, 163. 171, 187,

313 ; Institution of Surveyors, 360, 367,

420; Ironmongers' Co. surveyorship,

444, 452 ; leases and agreements for

leases, 420 ; rating of Government pro-
perty, 130 ; recording earthwork notes,

183; S. Bartholomew's Hospital sur-

veyorship, 388, 443. 474; surveyors to

local boards and private practice, 379
;

surveyors of quantities, 14. SO; sur-

veyors' fees under the Ecclesiastical

Dilapidations Act, 313 ; value of land
in Walworth, 444

Swimming baths: as an art influence,

194; and elementary education, 276
Swiss lake dwellings, 399

TAPESTRY, Gobelins, 400
Teaching, art. 176

Teachings: of the Crystal Palace, 169; of

the International Exhibition. 237, 253,

309, 353, 405, 491

Technical education, 13. 225, 33S; techni-
cal education in Russia. 230

Teddington, church at, 492
Tees, estuary of, 463
Temple of Diana at Ephesus, C7, 483;
Temple clock-tower, 167

Tempi-ary closing of King's College Hos-
pital, 188

Tempting opportunity for builders, 373

Tent i-ir smoking, 34
Terburg's "Congress of Miinster." 347

Terra-cotta in Exhibition. 264, 311

Testimonial to an archoeologist, 57

Thames: basin, the, 399; embankment,
14. 57, 60, 81, 100. 126, 129, 131, 201, 1^8,

503;- floating baths for. 204; Valley,

drainage of, 422, 469. 486

Theatre, Victoria Palace, 438, 501

Theatres, proposed new London, 153
Theatrical architecture, 255, 267

Theory of the arts, 173, 209, 246, 263, 301,

323, 343. 365, 385, 424, 440, 490
Thomson's road steamer, 188

Thoroughfares. City, 221
Three schools,*the, 425
Tiber, treasures of the, 149, 153, 165

Tiles in Exhibition, 264, 311

Timber : blasting, 294 ; New Zealand,

360; oak, 463; trade review. 17, 38, 60,

81, 94, 131, 154. 167, 189. 225. 2G0. 281.

295, 318, 339, 380, 400, 420, 444, 465, 487,

504
Tomb, Keble's, 339

Town pavements, 276, 334, 356, 376, 414,
4:;:t. 462. 486. 499

Tuvvn-halls : Rochdale, 248; S. Helen's,
204 ; West Bromwich, 304 ; Winchester,
design for, 140

Trade: festivities. 153 : news. 18, 38, 60,

82, 94, 118, 131, 154, 168, 189, 225, 2S1,

295, 318, 340, 380, 400, 420, 444, 4G5, 487,
504

Training School, South Kensington, 106
Tramways : Birmingham, 167 ; Brixton
and Blackfriars, 204; Oiystal Palace,
339 ; Greenwich and Blackfriars, 188

;

Paris, 164 ; South Loudon, 153, 224,
295. 379; street. 295

Travelling studentship, Architectural
Association, 360

Treasures : art, 173 ; of the Louvre, 15

;

of the Tiber, 149, 153, 165
Trees in cities, 400
Trevelyan Goodall memorial, the, 60, 93
Trieste Exhibition, the. 294

Troy, archasological expedition to, 184
Tumuli, Border. 5G
Tuunelling the Severn, ^00
Tunnels: Channel. 242; Clyde, 204,260;
Mont Cenis, 175 ; Tees, 240

Turkish baths. S. James's-street, 326
Turners' Company, 333
Turning by hand, 81

TJLCBREIjIjA smoking tent, 34
Uuiwrsity (_'nliege, 60
I'rir.ioiiuii, 16-1

Utilisation ui: ii'on slag, 280; sewage, 187,

280

VACANT land in the City of London,
464

Val de Travers asphalte, 286, 334
Valuation of Lancashire, 186

Value of land in Walworth, 444
Varnish, Chinese, 125
Vendome column, the, GO

Veneering, 99
Venetian and Italian Gothic, 3

Ventilating buildings, 117

Ventilation : and lighting, 503 ; of schools,

463; of sewers, 187, 445, 485, 486; of
S. Thomas's Hospital, 260, 278

Vestry-hall for Camberwell, 126, 294, 336,

452, 474, 484, 485, 489, 492, 502

Victoria : Palace of Amusement. 438, 501

;

park, 400; street, 167

Villa: at Northleigh, Roman. 492; resi-

dence, Camborne, 428, 484^ 502

Village : churches of Denbighshire, 413
hospitals, 176

Viollet le Due's "DictionnaireRaisoun^,"
20, 113, 133, 191

Visit of working men to S. Paul's, 130

Vitruvius, the works of, 421

"WAGES MOVEJVLENT :—Alnwick
slaters, 281 ; Ayr slaters, 465 ; Barusley
bricklayers, 189, 225, 281 ; BerUa
masons, 82, 94, 154, 168; Bolton car-

penters, 295; Bradford sawyers, 504;

BromsgTOve nailmakers, 281, 340, 380

;

Dublin carpenters, IS, 33. 94. 154;

Dublin stucco plasterers, 33; Dudley
nailmakers, 225 ; Dundee cabinet-

makers. 444 ; Dundee scavengers, 225

;

General Builders' Association and the

short time movement, 504; Glasgow
joiners, 340; Halifax masons. 504; Hull
Joiners, 504; Leeds briclonakers, 131;
Leeds joiners and carpenters, 18, 60,

94 ; Leeds masons, 225; Leeds plumbers,

231; Lincoln masons, 38; Manchester
masons, 225 ; Middlesborough engineers,

3S0; Morley joiners, 340; Murridge
miners, 131 ; Newcastle and Belgian

joiners. IS. 60, 154; Newcastle slaters,

154, 168; New York buikling trades,

295; Nortli of England masons, 231;

reported "new aUiance" for arbitration

in strikes, 340 ; Saltbm-n building

trades, 380; Sheffield carpenters and
joiners, 131, 444 ; Sunderland joiners,

380, 420, 444 ; Wakefield mason?, 189

;

"Wishaw quarriers. 340

Walkers; fire-proof flooring. 176; patent
firebrick machine, 208

Walls, anchor-beam support for, 201

Walworth, land in. 444
Wanted, skilled labour. 380
Wapping, improvements at, 2ril

Warming and ventilating buildings. 117

Warwick : Archaiological Society. 35,

164. 483; Castle, proposed restoralion

of. 503
Waste of water, 268
Water-cart, a good, 12; water-colour

drawings, 325. 345. 393; water-colour

painting in Exhibition, 253; water
pipes, 97 ; water purified by sponge and
iron. 295

Water Supply and Sanitary-
Matters :—Association of Medical
(_illicers of Health. 334 ; Batley. 224 ; Ber-
wick-ou-Tweed, 294 ; Blackburn. 280 ;

Birmingham, 238, 280 ; Bradford sewage
works, 379,420; Brentwood sewerage,

420; Bridport, 379; Cambridge =ewage,

420; Cardiff,294:CastIeford, 503; Chelten-

ham sewage, 443; cholera, the, 92.166;

Cirencester, 294; cistern, a good, 204;

City Commission of Sewers. 420; cleans-

ing water-closets, 165; condition of

North Woolwich. 130; Coventry. 280;

Doncusler water supplj', 420; drainage
of Ciiniiff, 294 : drainage of Richmond,
131); Dundee, 379; East Lonik)n water
supply. 230. 338; extensive pewage
operations at Blackburn, 280; Forfar,

166; health of operatives in factories,

266. 337 ; Hornsey. 204 ; house cisterns,

27, 53, 92, 129, 152, 203; house drainage
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Water SuppJi;, <fc., eonOnued ;—
445. 472. 485; Ilkley, 37; Inverurie, 238;
irrigation works at Leamington, :Jlt;;

King's Cross, 317. 503; Leamington.
316; Lincoln, (irftinaga of, 420; Liver-
pool. 59; Liverpuul upwers. the. 130;
l*ondon wiitcr, ;Jir.; Manchester. 187;

Metropolitan water supply, IG, 108,

151. KKi, 183. 224. 23S, 31(J, 338; New-
port <Mon.). 462; new sewerage works
in Bihhopsgate-street. 503 ; overflow of

sewage at King's Cross, 317; Paris,

BaniUiry defects of. 420; pollution of

the Darwen, 187 : pi>llution of rivers, 2.

»2. I'Jfi, 224.204; Pontefract. 503; Ports-

mouth, 2W; precautions in the City
against disease. 154; proposed sanitary
exhibition at Leeds, 17*1; public health
and local government. 78: puritlcntion

of the Cam, 2Jt4
; purification of water

and sewage by sponge iron. 205; Hieh-
mond competition sewage plans. 383;
Ri'rafonl drainage, 420: rough cxaminsi-
tion or water. 444; Salford, 443. 48(1;

Saltburn-by-the-Sea, 187 ; sanitary

Watfr Suppf}/, if-e., continued :—
condition of Rome, lOfj; sanitary in-

fluences. 2G5; sanitary legislation, 308;
Sanitary reform at Rosario, 37 ; scarlet
fever in new houses, IGC; scarlet fever in

the Peabody-buildings. 317; sewage dif-

llcully, the, 187 : sewage farm at Raltley.

Ifiil; SL'wage at King's-eross, 317. 503;
sewa^o question at Cambridge, 224;
sewage ventilation, 187.445. 485,486;
Sittingbourne. IGG; Social Science Con-
gress, 2G5, 2G6. 2G3. 27G. 337; South wark,
187; Swanago. 379; Taunton. 379;
Thames, pollution of. 224; Thames
Valley drainage,422, 4fi9. 48G ; Thetford.
317. 4G2 : Totnes. 187 ; Trowbridge. 379 ;

utilisation of sewage, 291; Wareham,
4Si>; waste of water, 2GS; water-pipes,
97; water supply of Coupar-Angus,
IGG; Westo and Finder's patent over-
flow pipe. 44f>; Whiteehapel water
supply. 183; Wisbeach, 238.

Wehnert, the late F.. 347
Welshpool, new bridge at, IGG

West Bromwich Townhall, 304
West fronts: New Law Courts, 299;
quadrangle, Now Law Courts, 320

Westbury-on-Trym College, 27G
Westminster Chapter-house, the, 7G
Westo and Finder's patent overflow pipe,

440
Wharf at Battersea, concrete. 451
Wlifit it takes to malie an architect, 241
Whiteehapel water supply, 183
Whithorn, cave at. 158
Who overcrowd the profession, 191, 315,

337. 35!>

Wide-naved churches, 3fi;>

Widening city streets, 221

Width of London courts. 317
Wigtownshire, lake dwelling in, 33R
William of Wyl|pham, 394
Wiltshire Archasologieal Society, 201
Winchester Townhall. design for, 140
Window and door-heads, cast-iron. 27
Windsor. Albert Memorial Chapel, 317,

338
Winter exhibitions: cabinet pictures,

324 ; Dudley Gallery, 299

Wood carpets, 183
Wooden railway, a, 294
Woodwork, G, 3ul, 3l'3 ; woodwork carved,
28G

Woolwich pitfalls, the, 163, 203
Worcester : Architectural Society, 55;

Cathedral. 184
Workhouse, Brampton Union, 373
Working men and building societies, 360
Working men's : College, 281 ; visit to S.

Faul's. 130
Workmen's : dwellings. GO. 107. 167,274,

319, 379; exhibition. International, 225
Works: architectural, in the Kensington

Librarj'. 446; in Bristol, recent, 44; in
Paris, public, 4G3; Ruskia's, 224

Wren's churches, 240

YARMOUTH School of Art. 317
York : Minster. 314 ; School of Art, 374
Yorkshire ; Arohreologieal and Topo-
graphical Association. 151, 175 : builders,

annual meeting of, 17G; railway scheme,
new, 204

Ystwith, new bridge over the, 225

ILLUSTRATIONS TO A^OL. XXI.

ABBEY nf S. Alhan's, 214
Aetna lUirnell, east fr-mt. 270
Anchor-beum support for brick walls,

2(H
Assembly Rooms, Southsea, 250, 251
Asylum. Miicclcslield, 477

BARNSLEY County Court, SS
Baths and Assembly Rooms, Southaea,

250. 251
Baths, Jormyn-street, 329
Birmingham Law Com-ts, 234
Brick walls, anchor-beam support for,

201
Brusscl.^, Schaerbeek Orphanage, r07

CABINET, the Florence. 494
Camborne, villa rosid-^nce at, 4i;0

Carved sideboard. 476
Carved woodwork, 283

Cathedrals: —
Cork. .Irsij,'n for. 9

Newcastle, Now South Wales, 289

Cheshire County Asylum, Macclesfield,
477

Chiddingstone, houses at, 350

Churches:—
An. Ill I'.iirnell. 270
Arnilcy, S. Bartholomew's, 178, 179
Denbighshir''. 413
Eastwood, 3.>1

«alIoried. 31

Little CJadiiPsden. 8
New Shorehrim, 70. 136, 435
S. Augustine's. Dublin, 390
Tnddington. 495

Cincinnati Public Library, 454. 455
College for Daughters of Congregational

Ministers, 235
Construction of gates, 145
Construction of roofs, 98, 99, 115, 116, 185,

2-44

Cork Cnthc»iral. design for, 9
Country residence, design for, 215
County Court, Barnsley. 88
Courts of Law, Birmingham. 234
Cniirts r.f Linv. the new, 370, 410, 432

DENBIGHSHIRE village churches,
413

Designs :—
Country residence, 215
Cork Cathedral. 9

Oalleried church, 31

New National Oallery. 50
Newcastle Cathedral, New Sou'.h

Wales. 289
Townhall, Winchester. 142
"West Bromwich Townhall, 3(6
Workmen's dwellings, 328

Details :—
Florence cabinet. 494
Font, Raylcigb Church, Essex, 497

Half-timbered house.s, Rochester. 121
'•trand front New L-iw Courts. 410
Village churches in Denbighshire, 413
Viollet le Due's " Dictionnaire Rai-
sonne," 30, 88, 130, 198

" Dietionnaire Raisonne," plans from, 30
Dwellings for workmen. 328
Duolin, S. Augustine's Church, 390

EAST end. Little Gaddesden Church. 8

East end of Strand elevation, New Law
Courts, 432

East front. Acton Buruell, 270
Eastwood Church. 351
Elements of handrailing, 11, 2-3, 56, 77,

125
Elevations of New Law Courts. 370, 432
English (lothic mouldings, 136
Examples of half-timbered houses, Tun-

bridge and Chiddingstone. 350
Exterior of Eastwtiod Church, 351

FIREBRICK kilns. 227
Kiivl'rirl; nirirliin.'ry. patent. 208. 209
Fl-'iriuTs lU'sigiis for workmen's dwell-

ings, 328
Florence Cabinet, the. 494
Font, Rayleigh Church. Essex. 497
Free Public Library, Cincinnati, 454. 455

GALLERIED church, design for a,

31

Galler>', National, 50
Gallery staircase. New Law Courts, 410
Gas ;ii>piii':itus. [lortable, 63
fiulc i-nnstrurti'in, 145
(Jeometriral niMniilini^, 136
(juthic mouldings, 136

HALF-TIMBERED houses. Chid-
dingstoueand Tunliridge. 350

Half-timbered bouses, Rochester. 121
Hammam. .Termyn-atreet. 329
Handrailing. elements of, 11, 25, 5i;, 77,

125
Haslemere, Lvthc-hill, 199,271
Heraldry. 198
Hmuso in Jerm>'n-street. 329
Houses at Rochester, half-timbered, 121
Houses at Tnnbridge and Chiddingstone,

half-timbered, 350

IMPROVED portable gas app.iratus.

Interiors :—
i;(i--tw.io<l Church. 351
<;all<'ried cliurch, 31

Public Library. Cincinnati, 455
8. Bartholomew's Church, Armley, 179

JERMYN-STREET, house in. S29
.Iiilj,'cs' loiigings. Birmingham, 234

KILNS for llrebricks, 227

LANCET mnuldinira, 13R
Law Courts, Binningham, 234

Law Courts, the New. 370. 410, 432
Llangwm rood-screen, 160
Library. Cincinnati, 454, 455
Lichlield Cathedral, mo-ddings at. 13G
Linculn Cathedral, mouldings at. 136
Little Gaddcsden Church. 8
Lods^ings for jmlges, Birmingham, 231
Lythe-hill, Haslemere. 199, 271

MACCLESFIELD County Asylum,
477

Machinery for making firebricks, 20S, 209
Manor-house, Preen. 102

Milton College for Daughters of Congre-
gational Ministers. 235

Monastery of S. Augustine, Dublin, 390
Mouldings, English Gothic. 136
Municipal buildings, Birniiughara, 234

NATIONAL GALLERY, designs
for, 50

New Asylum, MacclesHeld, 477
New Church at Teddington, 495
New elements of handrailing, 11, 25, 56,

77, 125
New Law Courts, the, 370. 410, 432
New Law Courts. Birmingham. 231
New National Gnllery. the. 50
New Shoreham Church. 70, 13G. 4:;."

Newcastle Cathedral, New South Wales,
289

North-east view. Preen Manor House, 102

ONE-RAIL railways. 428
Oriihanage at Schaerbeek, Brussels, 307

Overtlow pipe, 440

PART of Strand front. New Law
Courts, 370

Patent firebrick machinery, 208, 209
Patent overflow pipe, 440
Piling, sheet, 291

Plans:
College for Da\ighters of Congroja-

tional Ministers, Milton, 235
Country Residence, 215
Free Public Library, Cincinnati, 454
Law Courts, Birmingham. 234
Lythe-hill. Hasloiuere. 271
MacclesHeld County .\sylum, 477
N'^w Church at Teddington. 495
Newcastle Cathedral, New South

Wales, 289
Schaerbeek Orphanage. Brus'^els. 307

Southsea Baths and Assembly Rooms.
251

S. Augustine'fl Church and Mojastery,
Dublin. 391

S. Bartholomew's Church, Arraloy, 178
Villa residence, Camborne, 430
Viollet le Due's " Dietionnaire Rai-

sonne," 30
Wcat Bromwich Town hall. 30G

Portable gas apparatus, improved, 65
Preen Manor house. 102
Propose<l design for Newcastle Cathedral,
New South Wales. 289

Proposed ea^t-end. Little Gaddesdon
Church, S

Public Library, Cincinnati, 454, 455

RAILWAYS, one-rail. 428
Rayleigh Church. Essex, font at. 497
Regis terei designs for workmen's

dwellings, 328
Residence at Camborne, 430
Residruce. country. 215
Rochester, half-timbered houses at. 121

Roof construction. 98, 99. 115. 116. 185, 244
Rood-screen, Llangwm Church, 160

SCHA'ERBEEK Orphanage. Brus-
sels. :;o7

Rcrcf'n at ril:in£jwni Church, Kio

Sections of Gothic mould! rii^s, 136

Selected design for West Bromwich
Townhall, 306

Sheet piling. 291

Shoreham Church, Now, 70, 136. 435
Sideboard, carved. 476
Smoking tent, umbrella, 35
South front. New Law Courts, 370
South-east view of S. Alhan's Abb^v. 214
South-east view. New Shoreham Church.

435
South-west -^iew, new Church at Ted-

dington. 495
Southsea Baths and Assembly Rooms, 250,

251
Staircase. New Law Courts, 410
Strand front. New Law Courts, 370, 432

St Alb:in's Abbey, 214
St. Augustine's Church, Dublin. 390

St. Bartholomew's Church. Armley. 178

St. Joseph's Orphanage, Schaerbeek, 307

Subscllffi, 71

Support, anchor-beam. 201

TEDDINGTON. new church at, 495

Tent, smolvint:, 35
Towrih^iU. West Bromwich. SOi!

Townhall, Winchester, design fur, 142

Transitional mouldings, 136

Tunbridge, half-timbered houses at, 350

Turkish Baths, Jermyn-street, 329

UMBRELLA smoking-tont, 34

VILLA residence, Camborne, 430

Village churches of Denbighshire. 413
Viollet le Due's " Dietionnaire Raisonne,"

details from, 30, 88, 120, 198

WALKER'S patent firebrick machine,
20S, 2I>!»

Walls, anchor-beam support for. 201

West Bromwich Townhall. 306

West part of Strand front. New Law
Courts. 370

Westo & Finder's patent overflow-pipe,

440
Whitby Abbey Church, mouldings at,

130
Winchester Townhall. design for, 142

Woodworlv, carved, 283
Workmen's dwellings, 323
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THE INSTITUTE CONVERSAZIONE.
npHE dismal aphorism uttered by a late
-*- statesman—viz., that life would be
tolerable but for its pleasures, does not
always find recognition even among the
learned societies. We may ventiu-e to ques-
tion -whether amid all the theories which
have been of late propounded for reform at
the Institute in matters of professional
practice and education, official management
and external policy, a dozen supporters of
each or all these schemes would be found to
vote for tie abolition of the annual conoer-
sazione. It has become an accepted institution,

a traditional holiday in Conduit-street, which
gives pleasure not only to a large proportion
of the Society's own members, but to their
friends, as well as to the members of many
another corporate body with which the Insti-
tute is, by the natural course of things,
occasionally brought into official relation, and
who all by "common consent flock to the
reunion, as one of the most sociable and
l^leasaut, if not the largest or most pretentious
of similar gatherings of the season.
The .space available for this purpose cannot,

of com-se, be compared with the palatial
safoiis of the Royal Academy, or the still

wider range of area occasionally given up to
the Society of Arts at Kensington ; but it must
not necessarily be inferred that this is a draw-
back to the success of the Institute coinvr-
snzione. If the number of invitations issued is

limited, the probability is that they are issued
with discretion

; and though the entertain-
ment has not yet gained the preM'trje which is

» sure to attract a large proportion of the
fashionable world, the Council do not, on
the other hand, send their ' at home" cards
broadcast among the common herd of Loudon
si^ht-seers

; and, in short, the company of
guests bidden, if not prodigious in number,
is tolerably select. We believe that in former
years it was the custom to intrust to some
picture-dealer the task of lining the walls of
the Institute with works of art on these
occasions. By this means, no doubt, a very

,
valuable collection of paintings might at any

f time
_
be displayed; but then it would be

p nothing more than what might be seen
in any other exhibition during the season.
Half the interest of the Institute soiree
depends on the fact that most of the pictures
the objects of virta and art-manufacture
lent for the occasion either belong to members
of the Society or are the result of their pro-
fessional skill in design

; and the rest are,
as a rule, the contributions of gentlemen
connected with the Institute either by private
fi'iendship or professional association.

For example, ]Mr. J. P. Seddon (Fellow),
lent two interesting works, one a study of
camels at Cairo, executed by his brother (a
gifted artist, whose career was short, but long
enough to be well remembered by his fellow-

i students)
; the other, a water-colour drawing

by D. G. Rossetti, the subject being Giotto
painting the portrait of Dante. On Mr.

Seddon's large perspective view of the
University College at Aberystwith, it is

hardly necessary to comment here, as it formed
the subject of an illustration in our last week's
number. The casts from sculptured lions

executed for one of that gentleman's works
by Mr. J. M. Griffith, are small but vigorous
examples of the grotesque school.

The President (Jlr. Thomas H. Wyatt),
exhibited photographs of two cleverly-de-
signed altar-tombs of the Italian Gothic tj'pe,

and a careful study of the Perugino ceiling in

the Sala di Cambio, Perugia, executed by Sir
Digby Wyatt. Mr. G. Row Clarke lent some
water-colour drawings illustrating the curious
old Welsh Church at DolwydeUan, with its

quiet Jacobean fittings and eccentric-looking
pulpit (reared within the altar railings !). A
view of the south entrance to Tewkesbury
Abbey, and of the " Gate of Honour," at

Caius College, Cambridge, besides a very
interesting old triptych—rude, but genuine in

design, and probably of English make—in-
closing a group of the Virgin and Child,
executed in alabaster. Mr. Harry Oliver, to
whom the Institute is annually indebted for
some contribution to the conversazione, sent
a study of the ceiling at Greenwich
Hospital, by Sir James Thornhill, and a sketch
in oil of a scene from the old French Revolu-
tion, by Mriller; also the poi'trait (by Simp-
son) of an old lady, in the hideous head-
dress that prevailed for a while in our groat
grandmothers' time, but which, nevertheless,
attracted some admiration from the great
refinement and delicate painting of the
features.

On the library table were placed some
very fine specimens of ivory carving—the
property of Mr. J. Peacock—some of Italian,

others of French and German, and a few of
Indian workmanship, the former apparently
varying in date from the fifteenth to the
sixteenth centuries—each and all remarkable
in their way for vigorous design or refine-

ment of execution : the "Plague of Serpents,"
a large and boldly-cut alto-relievo, the
"Andromeda," and the""\''enus attired by
the Graces," a small and beautiful cameo,
being apparently the gems of the collection.

In the same room were an antique bronze
figure of a faun, and a mai-ble bas-relief attri-

buted to Bambaja, lent by Mr. F. P. Cock-
erell, who also exhibited a design by the late

Professor Cockorell for the staircase of an
Italian mansion ; a portfolio of ^elicately-pen-
cilled studies of Continental architecture by
^Ir. H. L. Florence, and a water-colour draw-
ing of the Palais du Franc, Bruges, by Mr,
J. Hebb. Japanese art. was I'ejjresented by
a block book and scroll belonging to Mr. C.
J. Slioppee, and by a host of bronzes,
enamelled vases, and other objects of virli),

selected from the establishment of Messrs.
Farmer & Ro^'ers.

On the walls we noticed an excellent ex-
ample of that accomplished painter, Mr. E.

W. Cooke, R.A.—viz., a view looking across

the Bay of Naples, with Vesuvius in the dis-

tance, and the foreground chiefly occupied
by one of those picturescpio and unmis-
takably sea-going boats which the artist has
not failed to find on every shore in Europe,
and knows riglit well how to delineate. As a
pendant to this work, hung a large and tenderly-
painted landscape, by H. Jloore—rich, but
not surcharged, with the glow of sunset, and
full of admirable artistic qualities. Mr. A. ]Mac-
Callum's " Cedars," executed in solid body-
colour, might have been mistaken for an oil-

painting in its force and breadth of treatment.
The same artist's "Nant Frangion," and scene
from the Forest of Fontainbleau had con-
spicuous places in another part of the meeting
room, and were much admired. The versa-
tility of Mr. F. Smallfield's talents in the
field of pictorial art was indicated by the
variety of subjects which he selected for
exhibition—viz., a figure-piece, " Monks
Leaving a Suiipressed Jlonastery "—a land-
scape ;

" Moonlight on the Sea-shore," low
in tone, but refined and subtle in its effect

;

and lastly, a clever though somewhat sketchy
study of the "Boys' Dining-room at Charter-
house."
Mr. R. P. Spiers, from the almost inex-

haustible store of architectural drawings
which his industry and skill have enabled
him to complete in various parts of the world,
contributed views of the Parthenon, the
Temple of Edfou, the Town-hall at Anden-
uerde, and the Cathedral at Lemberg—all

carefully and ably handled.

On one of the screens were hung three
charming studies by Roberts—viz., the well-

known church of Santa Maria Delia Salute,

the high altar of the Cathedral at Venice,
and a view of the Cathedral at "Madrid. For
these, together with some French drawings
of the last century, the Institute was in-

debted to the kindness of Mr, E. Clements,
a non-member. Mr. T. C. Sorby sent two
striking landscapes, by Croft—viz., " Mont
Blanc" and "Cascade on a River in Switzer-

land," as well as a " Sketch for a Cottage
Hos-pital," cleverly tinted by himself. Mr.
C. J. Shoppee's Canalettis, though perhaps a
little tlie worse for age, appeared to be genuine
examples of that master, and held their own
amidst the surrounding glare of more modern
paintings. The same gentleman exhibited

several interesting miniature portraits, the

best of which were hung near a clever study
by Edward Lear, " The Pass of Tyrana in

Albania," the property of Mr. R. Nevill.

Among the lady contributors were Mrs.
Marrable, whose landscape sketches are well
known in Conduit-street ; Miss Partridge,

who exhibited the portrait of a 3'oung lady
;

and the Misses Swift, whose " Lesbia,"
" Study of a Colly Dog," and figure group of
" JMother and Child," were all very credit-

able productions.

The Turner drawings, viz. :
—" Ulm Cathe-

dral " and '• Burley-on-the-Hill," lent by
Mr. T. Wooluer, A.R.A., were probably early
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works of the great Landscape painter, and not
very remarkable specimens of his liand, ex-
cept for a certain delicacy of touch by which
they might be recognised.

The examples of art manufacture lent for

the coin'crmzioiic were more numerous and
better selected than has been the case for

some years. A glance at the cheffoniers and
cabinets produced by Messrs. Gillow \vas

EUlhcient to show the very remarkable ad-
vance which has been made of late years in

the department of decorative furnitiiro. The
gener.al forms are simpler and the details less

monumental than they were when ]SI. Tal-
bert first bcg.an to turn his inventive powers
in this direction. The painted panels of

Mr. K. Tarver's sideboard were excellent in

design and execution, and the silvered back-
ground to fruit and foliage had a novel and
very artistic effect. Equally good in their

way were the specimens of '• art pottery"
from Mr. W. .S. Coleman's studio at Kensing-
ton Gore. Vases, plates, dishes, platpies, and
tiles of various shapes and kinds, chiefly

hand-painted, and all produced under the
immediate superintendence of Mr. Coleman,
were exhibited and minutely inspected by the
visitors. This branch of ceramic art is now re-

ceivingattentinnfromMessrs. Minton, in .addi-

tion to their oi-dinary manufacture, and is cer-

tainly superior to anytliing which has hitherto

been produced in this country under the much-
abused name of '' IMajolica."' If I\[r. Cole-
man will only take for his models the best

types of ancient ware, in choice of coloiu' and
character of drawing, and stedfastly resist the
temptation towards mere prettiness and false

delicacy of finish which may be reckoned the
bane of much decorative art in the present day,
we may expect great reforms before long in

the fashion of English pottery. Of Minton's
ordinary m.ajolica, large, showy, and brightly
coloured as it is, many examples wei^e lent

by Mr. J. IMortlock, and helped, in association

with the flowers and shrubs of which tliere

was an abundant supply, to decorate the
rooms very effectively. The same may be
said of Jlcssrs. Copcland's Parian statuettes

(many of them modelled with great refine-

ment), garden seats, and flower vases. But
perhajis the most interesting specimens of

crockery in the room were four or five modern
reproductions of (lubbio ware, executed in

Italy, and consigned for the present to Salviati

and Co. There may, of course, be difference

of opinion as to whether it is advisable, in

the interests of ai't, to copy such works at

all, but in any case Italy may fairly be
congratulated on the possession of craftsmen
among whom the traditions of old art linger

to such an extent as to make such work as

this possible in the nineteenth century. In
modelled form, in surface decoration, and in

quality of colour these vessels accurately
reflect the work and spirit of a bygone age.

Salviati's handsome V'enetian mirrors, and
delicate table glass ; Hart and I'eard's

Media;val met.al-work (including specimens
designed by AV. lUirges and J. F. lientley) :

an altar frontal and super-frontal, em-
broidered by Messrs. Brangwyn from a design
by J. Clarke, F.S.-V. ; ^lessrs. Green and
King's curtain stuffs ; Messrs. Jeffrey's wall-

papers, designed by Owen Jones, W. Hurges,
and C. L. Eastlake ; as well as many other
objects, deserve a longer notice than we have
space to give. It oidy remains to be added
that about fiUO members and guests were
present ; that they were entertained with the

music of a capital military band ; that the

u.sual refreshments were provided, and tliat

the company, .after lingering till half-past 12
o'clock, went away agreeing that they had
spent a pleasant evening.

REMEDIES FOR THE POLLUTION
OF RIVERS.

SOME new light has been thrown on the
polhitii)U of rivers by the refuse lii|nids

from woollen works by the two remaining
members of the existing Rivers Pollution

Commission—viz., Dr. Frankland and Mr.
John Chalmers Morton, Sir AV. Denison
having died before the completion of the
report—the third of tlie present Commission,
dated 22nd .Vpril, 1871—but the two surviving
members claim to represent the views Sir AV.

Denison would have concurred in could he
have attached his signature to the present
report.

A former Commission, it will be re-

membered, reported on the Aire and Calder
river basins in 1867, the principal seats of

the worsted and woollen manufacture in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, and the present
Commission continued tlieir inquiries into the
pollution of the rivers JIerse.y and Ribble ; but
finding the instructions which confined their

infjuiry to those rivers and their liasins did
not give them scope enough to make a full

anil final i-eport on the pollution caused by
the woollen trades, they asked for further

instructions, and they were directed to in-

qidre into the specific pollution caused by
any particular manufacture, wherever located,

in England or Scotland ; and this report deals

with the effects of the woollen manufactm'e on
rivers and streams generally, including not
only the clothing districts of the West Riding
of Yorkshire, but also those of Gloucester-
shire and Somersetshire, the flannel trade of

AV^ales, the blanket manufactories of Witney
and of Dewsbury, the worsted and rug
factories of Kendal, and the carpet works of

Kidderminster, Halifax, Rochdale, Durham,
and Wilton ; and that they might properly
appreciate the information gathered on this

subject by their predecessors, and collect

such further evidence as seemed necessary,

they have held meetings in the Aire and
Calder district also, and examined those
rivers for themselves ; but we will not again

go over the ground covered by our jiotice of

the former report of the Commission.*
Nor will we touch upon the chemical aspect

of the report, embracing a great number of

analyses of water—polluted and unpolluted,
—of .sewage, and of the refuse liquids of the

woollen manufacture. It will readily be be-
lieved that these latter are unfit to be sent

into any river in their crude state, and we
come at once to tlie remedies proposed by the
Connnission ; but it will l^o necessary to pre-

mise that in the case of the liquid now dis-

charged into the rivers from the woollen
works it consists of three kinds, as regards
degree of pollution ; and while the water used
for two of the processes is wholly luifit to be
sent into the rivers, the other, and greater
part—that used for washing—would, if kept
separate, be admissible, or, at any rate, the
greater part of it ; and the Commissioners
divide this refuse liquid into—1, waste liquid

from dye vats ; 2, waste liquid from wool
scouring and washing; and .'?, water which
has been used for washing the dyed, scoured,
or fulled goods.
These liquids are usually allowed, more or

less, to mingle together upon the premises of

the manufacturer, and tlie first step to be
taken to remedy river pollutions from this

source consists in keeping the very foul por-
tions of these liquids separate from those of

compjiratively much larger volume, but which
possess so slight a polluting character as

to render them directly admissible into water-
courses without infringing the stand.ards of

purity which tlie Conunissioners suggested in

their report on the ^Mersey and Ribble basins,

which are as follows :

—

a. Any litjuid contaiuiug in suspension more than
3 pftrts ijy weigfit of dry niinoral nuitter, or 1 parthy
weight of dry org.anic matter, in 100,000 parts by
weight of tlic liquid.

b. -Any liiiuid containing in sidution moro than 2
part.s by weight of organic carbon, or -3 part by
weiglit of organic nitrogen, in 100,000 parts by
weight,

c. Any liquid whieli shall exhibit by daylight a
distinct colour when a stratum of it one iut-h deep is

placed in a white poreidain or earthenware vessel.

rf. Any liquid which contains in solution, in

* See BnLDixo News, Vol. XIX., p. 480, '•Yorkshire
Hlvcrs."

100,000 parts by weight, more than two parts by
n^eight t.f n\\y metal except calcium, maguesimn, po-
tassium, and sodium.

e. Any liquid which in 100,000 parts by weight
contains, whether in solution or suspension, in

chemical combination or otherwise, more than -Oo

p.art by weight of metallic arsenic.

/. Anj' liquid which, after acidification with sul-
phuric aciil, contains in 100,000 parts by weight
more than 1 part by weight of free chlorine.

r/. Any liquid which contains in 100,000 parts by
weight more than 1 part by weight of sulphur, in

the condition eitlicr of sulphuretted hj'drogen or of

a soluble sulphurct.

h. .\uy liquid possessing an acidity greater than
that which is produced by adding 2 parts by weight
of real muriatic acid to 1,000 parts by weight of dis-

tilled water.
?'. Any liqnid }iossessiiig an alkalinity greater than

that produced liy adding 1 pai't by weight of dry
caustic soda to 1,000 parts by weight of distilled

water.

The Commissioners then give an analysis

of each of the three kinds of liquid wo
have named, from which it apjiears that the
dye-vat liquor is many hundredfold, and the

scouring liquor many thousaudfold more pol-

luting than the washing liquor, which is far

below the standards above given, and could
in the opinion of the Commission be dis-

charged into any stream without appreciably
fouling it. It must be remembered that the

stand.ards above given are for the IMersey

and Ribble basins, and therefore for water
polluted by the cotton industry chiefly ; and
in respect of the woollen industry the Com-
missioners say, " It may be stated as a

general proposition that the polluting mate-
rials in the woollen trade are diffused through
a much smaller proportion of water than is

the ease in the cotton dyeing and printing

trade, where the chief dye-stuff used,

madder, requires a very large volume of water
for the extraction of the colouring matter
which it contains. Consequently it may be
inferred that the remedies required for the

purification of liquid refuse from the woollen
trade will entail less trouble and expense than
those which we have recommended for the

calico printing industry." And the remedies

were, irrigation of land where it is practicable
;

and where it is not, filtration through porous
earth or sand intermittently ; but another

alternative is now proposed for the woollen

districts, viz., evaporation. Under the head

of " Treatment of refuse liquids by evapora-

tion," the Commissioners say, "The great

concentration and consequent small bulk

of the more highly polluted liquids

produced in the woollen manufacture, render

feasible a method of disposing of them
which would be utterly impracticable in the

case of more dilute and voluminous foul

waters ; we allude to their evap(U-ation.

Under even moderately favourable circimi-

stances a pound of coal will evaporate a g.allon

of water, consequently, where the volume of

the highly polluting liquids is known, the

cost of thus disposing of those liquids is easily

ascertained." Nevertheless, while the Com-
missioners adduce this mode of getting rid of

polluting material as one applicable under

any, even the most adverse, circumstances,

they do not wish to be understood as recom-
mending it to be employed exclusively where
either irrigation or intermittent filtration can

be carried out.

We will not now go into the question of

irrigation, but will make a few renuirks on

the method of intcrmittentfiltration proposed

by the Conunissioners as a remedy for the

evils complained of. This system was first

proposed liy the Commissioners in their report

on the .Mersey and Kibble districts, but their

experiments had then been only with town
sewage. Sewage, it was ascertained (by

experiments in the laboratory), could be

purified to the standard laid down by passing

it through porous earth, or through sand,

intermittently ; that is to s.ay, made to p.ass

through a filter of either of those materials

for .-I'^time—say six or twelve hours—and

then through anotlicr one for the s.arae time.

The sewage sank through the filter bed, and

atmospheric air followed it into the pores
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of the material. When tins process had been

completed on any particular bed, the filtering

materials were ready to receive more sewage,

the water of which would pass off again clear

as before, the purifying element being the

oxygen contained in the air, which, being

brought into minute contact with the sewage,

oxidised it and made it fit to bo discharged

into a river. And now the Commissioners
have made .similar experiments with the

refuse liquids of the woollen manufacture.

AVith sewage it was found that a

cubic yard of material purified from about

10 to about ik gallons in twenty-four

hours, according to the kind of material

employed. A soil brought from Dursley, in

Gloucestershire, was the best, and purified

9-9 gallons per cubic yard in ' twenty-four
hours. Sand purified 4-4 gallons in the same
time. Other materials were tried, as sand
with pounded chalk, soil from Beddington,
from Barking, and from Handjrook.
Now to apply this principle to the i3ui-ifi-

cation of sewage we may take about 30
gallons per head of the population per day
(exclusive of the rainfall) as the quantity to

be dealt with, and .if we take for an example
a town of 10,000 inhabitants, there would
result 300,000 gallons per day. If this were
filtered through Dursley soil, Cft. deep, at

the rate of 9-9 gallons per cubic yard, it

would require about three acres of surface

;

and if through sand, at the rate of 4-4 gallons

per cubic yard, 6f , or say 7 acres.

The quantity of foul waste liquid from
dyeworks is taken at 12,000 gallons for every
ton of cloth manufactured per week. The
experiments show that this liquid cannot be
purified at a rate of more than about 1-5

gallon per day per cubic yard through the
best medium.
The actual experiments were made at the

rates of -56 gallon, -84 gallon, and 2-8 gallons,

and the rate of '84 was found to satisfactorily

purify the fouled waste liquid from woollen-
works, and the Commissioners say that,

judging from their experiments, they render
it probable that the purification would
continue to be satisfactory if that rate
were doubled ; so that 1-5 as a maximum
would not be far from the mark ; but
if we take one gallon per day per cubic
yard of filtering material, we find that for a
woollen-mill, where one ton of cloth is turned
out per week, discharging 12,000 gallons of
foul liquid in that time, it would require, with
Dursley soil, if the filter bed were 6ft. deep,
about 1,000 square yards—say 50 by 20; but
at least two of these would be necessary, so
that they could be worked alternately.

REVIEWS OF RECENT BUILDINGS.
II.

—

Venetian anx) Italian Gothic.

"^OT far from the oflices in Lothbuvy which
•^^_ were the subject of our last week's
notice are two other designs in an almost
identical style. The first, and best of them,
is No. 3, King-street, Cheapside, just com-
pleted from the designs of Mr. J. H. Chris-
tian. Both its fronts—the one towards King-
street and the other towards Iroimionger-lane—are narrow, and completely built up to
on each side. The site was by no means a
promising one ; two narrow strips of eleva-
tion are all with which the architect could
deal, and he deserves the more credit for the
use he has made of them. The building con-
sists of five stories besides the basement. It
is of red brick, with stone dressings, and is

covered by an ordinary slated INIansard roof.
The arrangement of the main features, apart
from their detail, has method and interest
about it. They have none of that intense
regularity which Classic traditions too often
impose on our street architecture. With one
exception, they are all well placed, and their
places are evidently fixed by the internal
planning. The design has thus an interest
and individuality about it which are much
rarer in our town architecture than they

ought to be. Too often, even in Gothic or

semi-Gothic buildings, the architect seems to

fancy that his doors and windows must be
spaced out as evenly as liis floor joists ; he
does not ask where internal convenience
requires them ; still less does he try to dis-

pose them in a striking and effective order.

He takes it for granted that they must all be
so many feet from centre to centre, and all

just one above another. His one idea of

setting out a street front is to divide it into the

usual number of bays in width, and the usual

number of floors in height, and then put an
opening in each bay of each floor. This is

the mechanical system of design—if design it

can be called ;
the system which begins with

the elevation and works in the internal plan-

ning to suit it. So prevalent has it been that

an architect may be almost pardoned for for-

getting that anything else is possible. It

does require something like an effort, in

thinking over the possibilities of a London
house, to remember that it is permissible to

put any general design at all into it. When
every front in the neighbourhood has its

windows arranged as formally as the squares

of a chessboard, it takes something like origi-

nality to realise that there is no cause in

Nature or facts for this iron regularity ; that

it has no more utility than beauty ; that it is

both ugly and unreal,—a mere piece of con-
ventional make-believe which we should all

rejoice to see exploded.

The designer of the little building now in

question has, at any rate, broken through the

tyranny of custom in this respect, and thus
given to bis work the charm of reality and
freshness. In the King-street elevation, the

ground floor is occupied by the entrance
doorway and a kind of large shop window-
The latter is the most unpleasing and discor-

dant feature in the whole composition. It is

spanned by a segmental arch, and it is seldom
that segmental arches look well amongst cir-

cular ones. It has none of the mouldings or

ornamental details of the Venetian style, and
it is difficult to suppose that its actual form is

that originally intended. Shop fronts and
similar gaps in the lower part of a facade
are, of course, difficult matters to deal with

;

and the requirements of building owners on
such points are "sometimes enough to make an
architect despair. But whatever may have
been the occasion, the large opening here is

very unsatisfactory in its effect, and we gladly
turn from it to other portions of the design.

The entrance doorway has a semicircular head,

turned at the crown into a slight and delicate

ogee. Tlie arch is stilted, and its tympanum,
which is solid, is carried by a moulded
lintel running across just above the impost.
Over the doorway is a balcony, carried by
two well-carved trusses, and having a front

and sides of miniature arcading. A moulded
stone cornice marks the division between the
ground and first floors

; and from this point

to the attic there are three, instead of two,
openings on each story

; but on the first

floor they are not united in a single range,

and still less are they spaced out in the regu-
lation manner of our so-called "Classic"
edifices. Two of them, joined by a substan-
tial column, stand centrally over the large

opening below ; the other, some distance off,

comes above the en trance -door, and conse-
quently in the middle of the upper landing.

No arrangement, it would seem, can be more
natural than this in the multitudes of cases
where the entrance occupies one side of a
narrow front. The single light, internally, is

in the centre of the staircase : the coupled
lights come in the centre of the room. And
yet, though this disposition of them is the
natural and really simple one under the cir-

cumstances, nineteen people out of twenty
never venture to adopt it. They sacrifice

real for sham simplicity. Their first requi-

site is the equal spacing of the windows ; and
they are C|uite ready to misplace them inter-

nally if they can only carry out their pet
notion of regularity on the outside. The
arches of the first-floor windows, like that of

the front door, are semicircular ones, with a
slight ogee point ; the mouldings and drip-
stone follow the same curve, the latter being
ornamented with the billet.

The second and third floor windows are in
groups of three. The former are tall and
well-proportioned, with stilted semicircular
arches. The openings, however, are square-
headed, and each has thus a tympianum re-

cessed within the circular head, carried by a

stone lintel, and filled in with red brick
diapers. The dripstones, carved with the
billet as usual, have ogee points, and on the

wall surface between them are a series of

round panels inlaid with coloured marble or

granite. Next comes a moulded string, and
above this another range of three windows,
divided from each other, like those below
them, not by columns, but by plain square
piers. They are covered by substantial stone

lintels, perfectly unadorned in any way, with
very satisfactory effect. It is one great

merit of this group of Venetian-Gothic
buildings, that they show honest square-

headed openings, without any pretence of an
arch above them. One of the weakest points

in our Medifeval street architecture, or at

least in the poorer specimens of it, has been
the bungling way in which it has dealt with
window heads. For the sake of the sashes,

its openings have been very frequently made
straight or segmental at top ; but, to look at

them, one might suppose that a straight lintel

or a segmental arch could hardly be made to

carry its own weight. Whichever has been

adopted, the next thing has almost always
been to put a pointed arch above it, or some-
times a round and a pointed one as well, and
the consequent appearance is that the archi-

tect failed to do his work properly in the

first place, and was thus compelled to do it

over again subsequently. In point of fact,

as we all know, the cause is very different.

The pointed arch was not inserted because

the arcliitect did not know how to support

his wall without it, but because he did not

know how to make his design Gothic without

it ; and therefore, after having done all that

construction required, he put in another

needless piece of construction for the sake of

its effect. Those who have been thus accus-

tomed to put arch over arch, and arch over

lintel, to do their work badly at two or three

attempts instead of doing it thoroughly at

once, would be wise to examine the plain

square-headed openings in this design, and in

the Lothbury one we reviewed last week. The
result, we think, should be to make this un-

pleasant piece of architectural affectation

rather scarcer than it is. This King-street

building, as we have stated, exhibits one in-

stance of such double construction, though
by no moans an offensive one. Even this we
would gladly have dispensed with, for the

practice has been so abused that one regrets

to see in good work anything that may seem
to give it support. The progress of architec-

ture ought to be constantly eliminating all

such imperfect pieces of design as this, to be

gaining refinement by adopting more and
more direct methods for what it has to do.

Roundabout and laboured expedients such as

this show the hand of the tyro, not that of

the master.

The elevation is crowned by a projecting

eaves-cornice, a flat slab worked on the edge

with dogtooth, and carried by moulded corbels.

But this, happily, is not the finish of the

building. In ]Mr. Somers Clarke's design we
had to speak of the painful absence of any
consideration for the skjdino, of a roof too

flat in pitch to be visible, and of chimneys so

shaped that we could well wish them in-

visible too. Here we have not only a steep

roof, but a stone-fronted dormer window of

two lights, adding considerably to the eft'ect

of the work. This is one step in the right

direction, and it is hard to see why we cannot

take another. We know of nothing to prevent

the use of the old English gable eud even in

conjunction with Venetian details, or at least

with closely-allied ones. But, however this
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may be, it seems unquestionable that in their

troneral features, Northern rathei-tliaiiSoutliern

.^[e(^^cval buildings are what we should follow.

AVe have the same climate in Kngland which
our forefathers had ; whatever character in

their works was produced by climate, we
shall therefore be wise to retain. But we
have not the same social or political circum-
stances, and here we may look elsewhere for

models. Our middle-age remains are chiclly

in rural districts ; we can learn little from
them about dealing with City architecture,

and we may learn much from a Mediaeval city

like Venice. Its cx.amplcs, as might naturally

bo exi)Octed, adapt themselves with ease to

many of the requirements of a modern town

;

but, as equally might be anticipated, they
fail in the special qualities wanted to suit a

Northern climate. If wc are wise, we shall

take suggestions from them in the one depart-
ment and not in the other. There is no law
forcing us to adopt the Venetian style bodily
or to leave it alone

; we can keep what we
want and leave the rest. Its fenestration

seems worth taking, or at least worth study-
ing

; its flatness and squ.areness and over
delicacy of detail are f.ar better done without.
In the skyline, which is so important a jiart

of a town building, we shall find far better

.'xamplcs native to our soil; and we .are gla<l

to see their influence even in works of almost
purely foreign detail, like the present one.

Jt does not go far, it is true, in the direction
of picturesqueness, but .as far, perhaps, as

could be expected in so small a building.

There is some definite shape and character
about its topmost story, and so far it is in

advance of the more important design pre-
viously referred to.

The elevation nest Ironmonger-lane is very
similar in detail to the King-street one. Its

windows, indeed, are arranged on a different

scheme ; but their position is ivgulated by
tlio same principle. The intern.al planning
still governs the elev.ation, and the architect

has not started with a mech.anically imiform
exterior, and then twisted .all his rooms and
passages about to fit it. Thus, the story next
lielow the eaves-cornice has a r.ange of four
lights, divided by piers, which occupy the
greater part of the width. The floor below,
on the contrary, has only two windows, not
coupled, but separ.atcd by a wide space of
brickwork, as is natural when the frontage is

divided into two ap.artments by a partition in

its centre. The next .story, going downw.ards,
has an arcade of three lights—roiuid-headed,
with ogee dripstones—their arches coming
(U)wn on the foliated capitals of two substiin-

tial colmnns. The grounil floor, in the b.ack of

the Iniilclingas in its front, is the least pleasing
of all in its treatment. Hero it was evidently
a desider.atiun to obtain the Largest pos-
sible (luantity of win<low sp.acc, and the

glass extends to within a foot or two of the

angles of the building. The whole elevation,

in fact, rests on four stone piers, one at

each side and two between. These piers

have moulded caps, from which spring stone

brackets or cantilevers, spn>:Kling out late-

rally to take the iron girder which eiirrics the

wall above. The brackets are plainly un-
neces.sary, and would, we think, have been
better omitted. To have substituted round
arches for them would scarcely have made the

smallest difference as regards light, while the

architectural inijjrovement would have been
immense. In this elevation, .as well as the

front one, a range of S(iuare-headed basement
windows appears above the pavement ; and
the iron bars which ])rotect tlicm, though of

the simplest character, are well designed for

tlieir jiurpose. The woodwork of the front

door also deserves notice. Throughout the

design may be traced, in some measure, the

usual fault of Venetian detail as applied to

English circimist.ances ; a tendency in the
mouldings to be so small and delicate that

dirt will soon obscure them, and that every
cloudy d.ay will rob them of half their effect.

Some of them, especially the strings and cor-

nices, with their slight, almost sh.adowlcss,

bellmouldings, .are evidently .ad.aptcd for direct

sunshine, and not for the diffused light which
prevails here six d.ays out of seven. The
carving, too, perhaps from the same cause, is

too small and too complex to be well distin-

guished, which, as regards the bulk of it, is

no great loss; but the treatment of the win-

dows, and the reality .and naturalness with

which they are arranged, are ]ioints which
deserve consideralile praise. A\'ith the exceji-

tions already jtointed out, they ar<' well pro-

poi-tioned, well constructed, ami well placed

;

and none of these qualities, unfortunately,

are very common in modern English work.

The projiortions of our windows are, iis a

rule, .abominably squat and dumpy. Those
yawning chasms which were first adopted in

order to evade the window-tax, are still re-

garded by the public in general .as the only

proper means of lighting their dwellings.

Years ago, there was a strong economical

reason for reducing all apertures to a few wide

holes in the wall, and the practice has taken

root, though the reason has passed away.

^\'hen we notice a fine old manor or farm-

house, with half its lights bricked up, we
may well anathematise the policy which ruined

some of o>u' ancient architecture. But when
we see front after front of a modern street

disfigured by gashes which nothing but the

force of habit could render toler.able, we m.ay

remember that this, too, is another and more
hasting result of the same deplorable cause

;

and we should welcome, even at this Late

period, every symptom of a reaction against

its disastrous results.

There is another building in King-street,

No. 29, on the opposite side of the w.ay, to

which no such commendation can be accorded.

If the lavish use of billet mouldings is enough
to make a design Venetian- Oothic, then this

one n\ust unquestion.ably be in th.at style.

AVith a frontage only some twelve feet across,

it has nearly enough of this particular orna-

ment to reach from (juildhall to t'heapside.

It is five stories in height above the ground,

and each story is marked off from the rest by
either one or two .strings of billet moulding.

There is a vertical line of billet moulding

close to each .angle of the wall, to separate

the front from the adjoining ones
; and

another vertical line on each side a short

distiince within the first one, making altogether

four upright strings of this ornament, besides

seven hoi'izontal ones. In each of the spaces

thus fr.araed off, except the lowest one, is a

very wide .and very short square-headed

window, with the least possible .amount of

reveal, and with a suuiU roll running round

its top and sides by way of architrave. On
the first and second floors this roll has a little

cap .and base worked on it in L.ate (iotliic

fashion, while in the one case it is twisted or

cabled above this cap, and in the other below

it. The ground story has, perforce, a window
of less displeasing shape than the rest, since,

as the entrance doorway is taken off by its

side, the width is not sullicient to allow it

a full share of deformity. By way of decora-

tion there are some rows of raised ii.aiuOs

mider the sills, worked with simjile, though

scarcely beautiful condiinations of circles and

crosses. The whole front is of ashlar, aucj

ends at top in a cornice carried by moulded

corbels. Its lowest story is by far the best

one, but the design throughout has little to

reconunend it. It is thin and flat to the last

degree, and we have noticed it chiefly as

showing how, of two buildings, both pur-

piuting to bo in the same style, one may
liresent nuich to be imitated, and the other

little but what it is wiser to avoid.

Of tlie mi.xed style of Italian-Gothic or

Italian-Uom.anesque wdiich has been adopted

in some other cases, we have left but little

room to speak. The Crown Life Office in

I'leet-strcet, by Sir John Deane & Son,

naturally suggests itself for comparison with

such works as those previously considered.

But this, though it also has strong traces of

Venetian influence, differs from them widely,

and on the whole not favourably. In the

lower p.arts of its facade the windows are

wide and somewhat coarse in design : in the
upper part their width is concealed by useless

arcades. As a matter of fact, the top win-
dows are wide, short sashes—apparently
square-headed, as in the worst type of the
" vcrnacul.ar." But .as these would not look
very Mediaeval, or indeed very architectural

in any way on the outside, there is a shaft

ptit in front of each one, supporting two
arches of an arcade. The wide light thus
looks, at the first glance, like two narrow
ones, though a moment corrects the impres-
sion, and shows that the arcading is a mere
])iece of scenery to hide the construction.

Now if this is not a sham, it is a very crude
and uns.atisf.actory idea. It disguises, instead

of displaying the actual facts ; and we could
h.ardly blame the "practical man" who
should knock out the shaft which seems put
in for the mere purpose of obstructing his

view. These windows, in short, .are just of

the kind that we should be well rid of ; they
are modern sash windows, not made artistic,

as they ought to be, but clumsily kept out of

sight behind a piece of Gothic detail. The
misapplied arcading of the upper story is

equalled by the misapplied tracery of the
next one ; and the only instances of simple
and truthful design, as far as the lighting

goes, are the ground and first floor windows.
These, as we have already said, are too wide
to be pleasing. The carving has some in-

terest .about it, and much of it is executed in

Sicilian marble, a material which seems to

stand our climate and resist our smoke.

STEAM BOILER EXPLOSIOXS.

THE Select Committee appohited to inquire into

the cause of steam boiler explosions, and wlio

were subsequently empowered to inquire as to tlie

best means uf preventing them, have considered the

matter to them referred, and liave recommended that

it be distinctly laid down by statute that the steam

user is responsible for the efliciency of his boiler.s

and machinery, and for employing competent men
to work them ; that in the event of explosion, the

onus of proof of eUicieney should rest on the steam

user ; that in order to raise prima facie proof, it

shall be sufficient to show that the boiler was at tlie

time of the explosion under the man.igement of the

owner or user, or his servant, and such prima facie
proof sh.aU only be rebutted by proof that tlie acci-

dent arose fripm some cause beyond the control of

such owner or user ; and tliat it shall be no defence

in an action by a servant against such owner or

user, being his master, that the damage arose from

the negligence of a fellow-servant; that whenever

an explosion happens to a boiler, whether such ex-

plosion is or is not attended with loss of life or

injury to person or damage to property, it shall be

the duty of tlie user to report the same to the coroner

of the district, and the coroner to whom the accident

is reported, or, in tlie failure of such report, on the

fact coming to liis knowledge, shall hold an inquiry,

anil apply to the Board of Trade, and the Board of

Trade shall thereupon direct one of their competent

practical surveyors of boilers or some other practical

person, to assist the coroner in the investigation;

and the coroiior shall report the result of each inves-

tigation to the Secretary of Slate for the Home De-

partment : and that such reports be annually pre-

sented to Parliament.

TlIK COXSERVATIVK LAND SorlETY.—At the

7.)th qu.arterly meeting of the shareliolders, held at

the offices. Morfolk-slreet, Strand, on the 4th inst.

(\'isei)iinl lianelagh in the chair), tlie report of the

Executive Committee was jircsented and adopted

It states th.at the receipts for the three quarters

ending at Midsummer were i!Ui,17() lOs. 5d., and

the gi-and totals at the same date i.'l,li7!l,o.'iO .is. 7d.,

the wilhdr.awals .£-131, .527 18s. M., and the reserve

fund stands at £10,500. The last share-number

issued on the 2-ith of June was 3G,0;)3, which, at

X.iO per .share, represents a subscribed capital of

i;i,8(ltl.li.'in. Amongst the directors and members

liresent were Viscount lianelagh (Cliairmaii), Col. B.

Knox, Hon. and Rev. W. Talbot. Hon. K. Bourke,

M.l'., Col. .lervi.s, M.P., T. K. Holmes, Esip,

J. Goodson, Esq., C. E. Newcomen, Esq., N. W. .1.

Strode, Esq., N. Winstanley, Esq., W. Lowther,

Esq., M.P., C. L. Gruneisen, Esq. (Secretary), .John

Ashdown, Esq., J, Hugh Thomson, Esq., &c.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE closing ordinary general meeting of this

Assooiatiou for the present session toolc place

on Friday evening last, the l*resident, Mr. T. H.
Watson, in the chair. The minutes of the Last

meeting having been read and conlirmed, Messrs.

Charles R. I'ink, Septimus W. Watson, A. E.

Warner, and G. Nattrass, ^ve^e unanimously elected

as members, and 5Ir. John Smith, of Swinton-street,

Gray's Inn-road, was nominated for election at the

first meeting of the Association for the session

1871-72, which will probably be on the last Friday

in October or the first Friday in November. The

ELECTION or OI''FICE-BK.\UEUS FOIl 1871-72

was then proceeded with. On the motion of Mr.

J. S. Quilter, seconded by Mr. Gilbert K. Redgrave,

Messrs. W. .1. Ebbetts and G. 15. Hart were ap-

pointed scrutineers to examine the voting-papers.

While they were making their scrntiny, Mr. G.

Aitchison, B.A., read a v;iluable i)aper '' On the

Strength of Materials," which will be found below.

Having returned to the room, the scr\itineers declared

the result of the election to be as follows :

—

President—Mr. Rowland Humbe, F.R.I. 15. .A,.

Vice-Presidents.—Jlessrs. .1. Douglass Mathews
.ind G. H. Birch.

Committee.—Messrs. T. H. Watson, C. Aldridge,

G. R. Redgrave, R. P. Spiers, J. T. Terry, H. L.

Florence, T. Batterbury, F. W. Tasker, G. W.
Rhodes, and W. Peustone.

Treasurer.—Mr. J. Douglass Mathews.

Honorary Solicitor.—Mr. F. Truefitt.

Librarian.—Mr. H. C. Boyes.

Assistant Librarians.—Messrs. E. Flint and
E. E. Powuall.

Auditors.—Messrs. E. D. Drurj' and S. Salter.

Secretaries.—Messrs. John S. Quilter and Bowes
A. Faice.

The Cii.MUM.vy having called attention to the
annual dinner of the Association, which is to take
place to-morroiv (Saturday) at Sidcup (see adver-
tisement in this number of the Building News),

Mr. Geouge Aitchison, B..\., then read the

following paper

—

ON THE STKENGTII OF JUTEHIAI.S.

Last year, when the subject of the Architectural

Examination was being discussed, I stated that I

thought the first necessary for an .architect was
to be .able to build soundly, and this, which I thought
a truism, was impugned, aud many other things
were considered by as many architects as the first

necessaries.

Shortly after this I was going over a London
house with M. Robert Fleury, the French artist, who
after passing some slight encomiums on the house,
kept repeating " It is a verj- solid house." I looked
rather surprised when he said, " What I say may
surprise you ; but though it is an excellent tiling

to have a house ivell arranged, elegantlj- de-
signed, aud beautifully decorated, the most essential

thing for me is that it does not f.all on mj- head."
In a large city like London, where space is valuable
and light is scarce, every device is sought to diminish
the size of the su])ports, aud we find every now and
then that buildings do tumble down in the course of
erection. That these deplorable accidents may not
happen, it is not only necessary to know the science
of construction, but also to be acquainted with the
exact properties of the materials with which we
build. In one of Professor Huxley's "Lay Sermons"
("A Liberal Education, and Where to Find it")

he points out how at every step we are educated by
Xature, aud .also the manner of that education. He
s.ays, " Nature's discipline is not even a word and a
blow, and the blow first ; but the blow without
the word.

^
It is left you to find out why your ears

are boxed." When we are children, and we are
getting instruction from Nature in the art of balancing
ourselves, our want of knowledge of the laws of
statics aud mecliauics is punished \v a tumble that
hurts us ; but when our buildings tumble down the
injury is often ruin to ourselves aud others, and we
ought as much as possible to avoid the risk of
any such terrible catastrophe.

Constrnction is a science ; that is to say, manv of
the general laws of stability have been "discove'red,
and by making ourselves .acquainted with these laws
we can insure a success that before was only given to
the most brilliant constructors. Sliakespere says,
*' There was a time that when the brains were out the
man would die; " th.at is not the case now, but we
can in many instances provide ourselves with a know-
ledge of the laws of stability, and do almost as well as
if we had brains. Before proceeding with my subject,

.
I may (piofe a saying of the late Jlr. .lames Walker,
that no building ever failed for -want of science, but
only from want of care iu the selection of the

materials, and of the care with which they were put

together ; aud although this is perhaps an exaggera-

tion, yet as we allow^ for imperfection of materials and
workmanship a margin ranging from 1,000 to 400
per cent., extreme vigilance and accurate knowledge

will very frequently prevent accidents. Young men,
especially, are too apt to consider that the construc-

tive part of architecture is not worth their attention,

and not only lose many opportunities of getting

valuable experience, but also lose those inestimable

habits of thougiit, of observation, aud rellection

that a greater attention to construction would give

them.

It is impossible to treat of so vast a subject iu

any but the most superficial way ; but if I can
impress on you the absolute importance of attention

to this subject, and give you some few hints, the

time spent in listening to this paper will not be

wasted.

Foundations.—I will begin with the soil on which
our buildings .are built, for as Sir H. AVotton
happily expresses it,

' If the foundations dance, it

will mar the mirth of the whole house." The
foundation on which you may build withfuit much
thought is solid rock—rock with horizontal strata

—

or chalk. Those with which some care must be

taken are sand, clay, marl, gravel, or ballast. The
foundations on which you should Uftt build if you
can avoid them are mud, silt, made-gTound, slate-

shale, loose decomposed rock ; and those on which
you cannot build are soft mud, bog, running sand,

loose peat, soft vegetable mould. In the case of large

platforms of solid roch, although it may be well to

ascertain what will crush it, yet if the surrounding
mass prevents escape, even if it does crush, your
building cannot gener.ally come to much harm, pro-
vided the rock is homogeneous; but should it be
composed of a conglomerate of materials of unequal
hardness, the crushed p.arts may leave up points and
split your walls. Hand must be retained in its

place and kept <lry, or it may .get blown away, or may
sink by wet getting at it. You know that if you
ram a pojigun with dry sand, it will shrink on the
addition of water ; but with these precautions we
cannot call sand a bad foundation, .as the Pyramids
are said to be built on it. Clay is a good foundation,

if it be homogeneous and very stiff, protected from heat
and from water ; but it is perhaps tlie most treacherous
of all moderately good foundations ; it shriuks aud
cracks when exposed for long to a hot dry air. Diu'ing
the Late hot summers, main- of the houses round
London have settled so much as to require under-
pinning, or pulling down. I haveheardof serious .settle-

ments occurring by the roots of trees .absorbing the

water from the cl.ay. On the sides of hills clay
often slips. Deep sewers, wells, or cuttings will

often t.ap the water veins and cause settlements,

and water getting at it ivill make it so soft as to be
squeezed up aU round the walls and jiiers. Gravel or

ballast forms an excellent foundation, where it is

thick and in large platforms
; the two great dangers

are, that it is a superficial stratum with holes or soft

stuff beneath, or running water gets to it and washes
out the sand. In the bad soils it is well to go down
to some solid stratum if possible, aud iu those on
which you cannot build you must either sink pits

and pump out the water and loose stuff, and put in

concrete, pile, or use cylinders of brick or iron.

Having got so far, the question next arises. How
much weight can be put on a given fimndatiou ? I

suppose tiiat you have ascertained by boring the
thickness of the stratum on which you build, and
the nature and thickness of those below it. In
default of the actual experience of the weight
that the stratum 3'ou have to build on will

carry, the best expedient I know of is the
one recommended by Rondelet ; to put up a

pile engine, and drive the monkey or a dolly into the

ground by repeated blows. Suppose your dolly to

be a foot square, and the momentum of your
monkey when striking twenty tons, you see how
many feet or inches the dolly sinks into the ground
in a given number of blows ; and that will enable
you to calculate approximately what weight you can
afford to put on, and what sinking you can afford to

allow. If your building will not admit of this expense,
you can drop an iron bar into your ground from a
given height, and calculate it iu the same m.anner as

before
; or you may roughly take the nmiiber of

square inches iu your boot-sole, stand on one le.g,

and observe the amount of sinking, and as you
know or can ascertain 3'our weight this may give
you some sort of guidance. Mr. Barlow stated that
two tons to the foot superficial was carried by the

London clay without appreciable settlement in the

foundations of the Midland Railwii}' Station. Mr.
Ilawkshaw stated tliat he put eight tons on the foot

on the London clay in the piers of the Cannon-street
bridge on the Thames ; and though I cannot find

any calculation, my impression is that the S.

Katharine's dock warehouses give a pressure of three
tons to the foot on the clay or gravel when eunity,

and five tons when full of goods, which weiglit

pier foot is put on the different soils. The most
valuable data are got by the combination of many
hands, and if those of you who are eng.aged in

otfices or on your own buildings, would take the
trouble of calculating the weight per foot that is put
on the soil, and its nature, no more valuable addition

to our knowledge could be made ; it would be in-

valuable to 3'ourselves, and only take a little time
and patience.

Concrete.—The main artificial foundation used
in London is concrete. It is needless to sa}' that
this is only a cheap substitute for brick or stone

work, the ground eventually bearing the weight.

We are very careless in the matter as compared
with our French brethren. As you know, ballast

or gravel that satisfies us or the clerk of the works
by its look is roughly mixed b\' labourers in the
nominal proportion of six of ballast to one of lime
or Portland cement. If our buildings stand, few of
us take much trouble to ascertain what weight thej-

will bear, .ami the wildest notions often exist on the
subject. The great bearing power of concrete is

often due to its being confined by the adjacent hard
earth, and if it were mostly surrounded b}' loose or

soft wet stuff it would fail. The greatest care
should be used in getting clean well-washed ballast

or clean gravel, free from clay, but the red sand and
gravel, when not clayey, causes the concrete to

become very hard, in conseriuence of the iron in it.

Ground lime is the best, when it can be relied on to

be good well-burnt lime, used fresh, but manv of the
smaller sellers of lime send out as ground lime either

sweepings, or ground lime that has been kept so

long as to be absolutely worthless, and it is alwavs
necessarj' to have some from each bag slaked,

to see that it is fresh. Stone lime is absolutely

useless for concrete where there is running water, as

the lime is rapidly dissolved and the ballast only
left ; and dirty water will sometimes jirevent the

concrete from setting at all. Blue lias lime or Port-
land cement should alwaj'S be used in wet founda-
tions.

To show how fallacious is the usual belief of the
strength of concrete, I had a piece quarried out of

the fomidation of a building that was pulled down.
The concrete was lime concrete of six of ballast to

one of stone lime, and had been iu the foundation for

about three years. One foot of it weighed l.r21b.

;

it split with a weight of 21 cwt. on the foot, and
crushed to powder with 42cwt. to the foot super.

This was no, doubt, very bad concrete, but it was
put in by a first-rate Loudon builder, under a clerk

of the works. I had some experiments made on
the concrete used in a wharf wall, built of one of

Portland cement to six of ballast. The concrete

weighed roughlj' about llolb. per foot cube, had
been set about two months, and exposed to the air.

The three specimens bore 2(i, 17, and 24 tons re-

spectively, and some years afterwards it was fouud
impossible to remove any part of the concrete except
hy means of wedges.

In using Portland cement a rough test of its

goodness (provided it be obtained of a respectable

maker) may be obtained by its weight, which should

be 1 cwt. to the striked bushel. The ballast sliould

be clean, the wdiole well mi.xed together, and only

sufficiently wetted with clean water to make it into

a paste ; aud if throwni into water it should be
allowed to stand for some hours before it is used,

and then lowered in boxes.

Mortar and Cement.—I had occasion to make
some experiments on mortar composed of chalk

lime and green pit sand, aud I think the results are

sufficiently important to call your attention to them,

^lortar composed of

—

1 of lime to 2 of sand bore ([ler sq. in.) (i31b.

1 ., .'i .. lilii

1 ., 4 „ lOfJ

1 „ 5 „ .51

1 „ 6 „ 34

These had been set for about 140 days, or twenty
weeks, were mostly' in liu. cubes, and the weight
indicated showed when the first symptoms of crack-

ing began, but the difference between the cracking

and crushing weight w;Ui trifiing. Each weight
given is the average of about six experiments, so

that yon see that if mortar is too "fat" it will be.ar

but about half tlie weight of morfar mixed in the

proper proportion, and if too "short," from one-

half to one-third. I had cjuly enough to try two
experiments for tension of mortar of one of lime lo

three of sand, aud one broke from a flaw before

an}' weight could be ;ipphed, and one bore only

221b. to liu. Tliej- had been set for about fifteen

weeks. Now Rondelet gives a weight of 400lb. to

the square inch for mortar of three of river sand to
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two of lime, set for eif^hteen montli:* ; ami Vrofcssor

Ilaiikide ;;ives .jOlh. as the teii.>.ile stren,i;tli ]icr iiu-h

<if mnrtar. It may be well here to draw your at-

tention to the fact that mortar .sets very p-adually,

and that the greater part of the failnrcs in build-

inj^s resnlt.s from piers beinj; loaded by the superin-

cumbent weight wliile the wiirk is still green, or

what is worse in wareliouses by tlic Ituilding being

mil lip rapidly and the floors loaded months before

the inli'rior mortar lias liad time to set. Wlienever

rapidity of building is required the piers at least

slunild be built in Portland cement. Mr. Grant
found tliat a square ineh of Portland cement bore

in tension, after one week

—

1 of Portland cement to 1 of sand, !)7 lb.

1 .. 2 „ oL>-5

1 „ 3 „ 27

Thus, yon see, in comparing the tensile strength,

tliat " of sand to 1 of Portland cement is stronger in

one week tlian mortar of 3 of sand to 1 of lime in

lifteen weeks.

I will only mention one point about Koman cement,

for no one would use it in London wliere Portland

cement can be got. on account of the great care re-

quired to be used in its manipulation. .\n idle

labourer will mix more than his Ijrieklayer wants,

and keep chopjiing it up or give it too iiincli sand,

and it will be of no more use than so murli iiiiid or

ilirr. IJiit wliere river walls have to be ]i()inted or

drains constrneted tliroiigh which water is rapidly

Mowing, the quick setting of Koman cement makes
it invaluable for the purpose.

llrkks and l!ricl:icork.—Of these there .are an
immense v,ariety in Englaud, and all v.arieties have
some distinctive or useful quality. They are known
.as tile "stoek," tiie *' place,'' the "Staftnrdshire," <ir

blael; briel;, tlie '• malm " (divided into first and secmid

quality), "cutters" and •• paviours," the wliite, red,

and black brick, tlie compressed and the perforated

brick, commonly known as "Peart's, ' or • liurliam"

bricks. The black or .Staffordshire brick is useful

for paving, for making angles of gateways, or of

])iers subjected to bli'ws from carts or rough usage,

and for the building uf jiiers where spaee is required,

as tlity will resist immense pressure. The coloured

brick is mostly used for facing, the cutters and
paviours for paving ancl groin points ur arches ; but
" stock " and " place " bricks are the principal bricks
you will have to deal with, and little is to be said

about "place " briclis, as no architect uses them if he
can help it, tliey being flie ''stocks" tliat are not

tliorouglily burnt, being outside the damp. They
are frequently spoiled by rain, ha\e bad ends and
edges, and are mostlj- reddish, soft, and porous. The
London gray "stock "is the perfection of a brick
for orilinary building. From "breeze" lieingmixed
with the clay tlicse bricks get tliorouglily burnt,
through snpplyiiig the fuel to bake themselves in their

own composition. The best are of a yellowish grav,
have a fiiieish texture, are heavy, ring well, do not
easily break, and are free from stones. Those that
are very dark are apt to be twisted and heavy,
and being half-vitrified are very brittle. H.aving
seen that the bricks arc good, that the mortar has
been iliily made of good materials, and thoroughlv
mixed in tlie rigid ].r(qjortions (and if you can alTor'd

it it is best mixed by a pug mill or rolling pans; if

mixed by hand you should ser.npe down a iiiece of
the mass with a .spade, to see that there are no lumps
or streaks of ))ure sand or lime), the next process is

to see that the bricks are |iroperly laid, with the
proper bond; the men being .a]it to crop their
headers, and thus leave vertical joints in their work,
and if work is faced with more expensive bricks the
builder himself usually encourages this wretched
worknuinship. To make excellent work each
brick should be wetted, but this can rarely he
afforiled. The mortar should not be too stiff.

but sutViciently liquid to run between the joint.s, the
object being lo liave a perfectly solid wall, every space
between the bricks beingfilled up sidid with mortar,
the great fault of London brickwork being that the
cross joints are left nnfillerl for half their depth,—

a

wet brick, a thin joint, and .all the cross joints filled

in being the perfection of brick work, but the labour
is so great to attain this, that a perfect bit of brick-
work is rarely lobe found, the nearest approximation
being when the work is well grouted with thin
mortar every foot in height.

I h.Kl experiments nuide on !)in. of brickwork, set
in Portland cement, « of stocks, and (i of m.ilm
paviours, with the following results; The crack
Aveight per foot superficial of the stocks was .'SI tons,
that of the malm pavioiu-s being 2.'i-2 tons, and the
crushing v.cight was about two and a b.alf times the
cracking weight ; but though these bricks were picked
and set by a careful bricklayer for the experiment, one
specimen was only one-third of the average strength
ID the stock.s, and two-fifths in the malm paviours,

therefore, when you allow for the imjierfeetion of

materials and workinaiisbip in ordinary ivork. from
five to seven tons is the utmost that can be alloweil

as the bearing weiglit of brickwork. In almost every
case I have seen of the failure of brickwork, it has

been through the badness of the foundation or from
the work being overloaded while green, or from gross

imjierfecfiou of workmanship, except in the cases of
'' buckling," or falling outwards.

Maaourtj.—In London almost all the stone work is

ashlar, except in the ease of window and door-jambs,

columns, or small main jiiers, and in those cases in

which stone is used in the shape of stone landings,

balconies, and corbels. As finer joints and more per-

fect workmanship are required in stone work, the excel-

lenccof thefoundation isof even moreimiiortanee; and
where the ashlar is very thin, regular bonding courses

should be used to carry the weight of the thin siiper-

lieial face work, and great care must be taken with

the workmanship of backing to prevent uncfpial

settlement of the outer and inner faces. Where it can

be afforded, the brickwork should be built in

cenient. In piers and columns all joints should have

a ]jiece of lead over the whole surface some ^in. from
the face, so that all unequal settlement may be

counteracted by the squeezing of the lead, and the

joints should be pointed after the whole building is

complete. It is so much easier for a mason to get

his stones laid by setting them on a thin edge and
running them than any other way that without the

greatest care is taken he is sure to do so, and then,

if much weight comes on, the outer face is split or

'"spalted," as in the granite columns of the Ilolborn

Viaduct ; or if the stone be laid on brickwork the

outer face of the brickwork is split, very often causing

serious .xlarm, if it does nothing worse.

No one should use stone, unless it is from a well-

known quarry, without having at least half a dozen
cubes crushed to test its power of resistance, and
from one-tenth to one-quarter only of its crushing

weight should be given for its utmost load. The
tensile strain of stone is as a rule still unknown, and
it is almost as surprising that manufacturers do not

give the cracking weight, tensile strength, and cross

strength of the stones they supply, as that architects

should so long have been contented to solve their

most dirticult problems by guesswork. I could

hardlj' have believed that the tensile strain of

granite was still unknown until I had to make
inquiries for some granite corbels, and I was then

obliged to forego their use and substitute iron, as the

woriv woidd not stand the cost of experiment. We
are not to blame the ]\Iedi;cval architects, who had
none of our appliances for testing, that they trusted

to experience, observation, and daring alone, for the'u-

pendeutive constructions ; but if we waut to imitate

their bold use of the tensile strength of stone we may
as well ascertain what we Iiave to trust to.

'Woodwork.—As fir is almost exclusively used
for construction except in the few cases when oak
story jtosts are used, I shall confine my few
remarks to fir. Dry fir weighs iisually about
H2U). to the foot cube, but a piece cut off a balk just

floated up will weigh as much as from 4.')lb. to 41Slb.

The utmost weight it will be;ir on the grain to

crush it is about 2 tons to the inch and about 1 .V tons

to crack it, while at right angles to tlie grain it v>\\\

bear but little more than 8 cwt. to crush it jier

square inch, and about (I cwt. to crack it. Its

tensile strain is from 3 tons to G tons in the direc-

tion of its fibres, but only about 5 cwt. across tbeni,

and about 4 cwt. in cross strain. By this you will

see how very much smaller a piece is required when
in tension than when in compression, and from its

great incapacity to resist jiressure at right angles to

its fibre how very disastrous it is to place many
posts or girders or joists one above another, on

account of the compression of the piece between.

Choose clean moderately fiue-graiiied timber, ivifh

plenty of turpentine in it, without large or dead

knots. Take care that the ends lie on lead,

if possible, or some other material that does

not absorb moisture nor rapidly condense it,

and always h.ave free vcntilatii>ii round flic ends of

your timbers. I may here remark that rounded
joints take off two-thirds of the strength of the

fiinlier, although that form is much affected by old

clerks of the works and builders. Not more than

one-tenth of its breaking weight should be ]>ut on

timlier. and in calculating its strength take the sidiil

part only when there are mortices or notchings. I

will only adil that it is sometimes sought to

strengthen timber In- iron plates, commonly called

sandwich girders, or by iron ties; but as these two
nuiterials don't work together, a little stiffness .and

little or no strength is gained by this proceeding. I

bad some girders experimented on for the purpose

of ascertaining this. The girders were two balks,

liiin. square, bcdted together, with a clear bearing of

Ifjft., loaded in the middle. This broke with 4 J tons

and a deflection of 2in. Another of the same scant-
ling was tried with a sandwich plate iiii. thick be-
tween. The iron broke with oO torts and a deflec-
tion of one inch and nine-sixteenths, and the timbers
afterwards with 40 tons and two inches aud five-

eigliths deflection. In the second experiment, as
before, the iron broke with 45 tons and Uin. deflec-

tion, and the timbers at ."lO tons, with one inch and
eleven-sixteenths deflection. Similar timbers wore
trussed with two l^in. tie-rods, and one timber
broke with 35 tons and two inches aud three-eighths
deflection. A piece of timber 12Jin. squ.ire was
broken, with a clear bearing of Sft. (iin., the weight
applied in the centre. It bore 35 tons, with a deflec-

tion of two inches and live-eighths. -Vnotber piece,

14in. deep and l^in. wide, was sawn down and
trussed with a flr trussing, with oak posts and abut-
ments bolted tbrinigh, .and the ends secured together
with iron bars three inches by five-eighths of an inch.

This broke with 35 tons and a deflection of five-

eighths of an inch.

Ironwork. — Cast iron weighs about 4501b.
per culjic foot, or :)7i!b. per foot superlicial one
inch thick. The tensile strength of cast iron is from
7 tons to 7^ tons, and its compressive strength
from 3G tons fo (>5 ton.s, or the average ratio of its com-
pressive to its tensile strength is as 1 to (i-5, aud
therefore the ratio of the lower to the upper flange

of cast iron girders should be in this projiorfion. In
eastings generally, the parts should be arranged so

as to be nearly as possilde of the same thickness, to
prevent cracking in the shrinking. Cast iron

columns are nearly twice as strong as the same metal
cast in the cross shape, but the latter are more easy
to examine, and if unequally thick can be rejected,

while it is dillicult to defect this in a hollow column.
.V column with flat ends, or a disk, is three times as
strong as one with a round end, like a ball and
socket joint, and where a column is out of the

upright, so that the strain p.asses through its

diagonal, its strength is reduced to one-third. A
slight additional strength is given to a column by
increasing its thickness in the middle, or giving it au
entasis. One quarter of the breaking weight is a
safe load. In wrought iron the tensile strength is

about 20 tons jier square inch. Its compressive
strength is unknown, as it begins to flatten with 10
tons to the square inch. Its shearing strength is

about equal to its tensile. In all riveted work,
great care must be taken to have the butt-joints

accurately fitted, the rivet-holes exactly opposite

one another, and the rivet should fit the bole tight,

and be riveted up so that it bites, and does not

chatter, wdien struck liy a hammer. K hole cannot

be punched through a plate of less diameter than
the thickness of the plate. The thin webs of

wrought-iron plate girders should be stiffened at

intervals by upright pieces, or the girder is apt to

buckle or crumple up. One fourth of the breaking
weight is the safe weight.

I can only add that i hope the^e hasty notes will

give you some little practical bints, and will have
the effect of drawing your attention to this most
important subject; and be sure you can never rival

the works of the middle agrs unless you are masters

of your materials, nor can you really make things

reasonably beautiful without knowing the forms

they will best lend thcniselves to, nor the places

w here you may safely remove and advantageously

add material.

A discussion ensued, in the course of whicli

Jlessrs. Gilbert K. liedgrave, Iliddett, Clarkson,

-Mdridge, C. H. P. Lewes, and the chairman took

jiart. and the thanks of the meeting having been

unanimously given to Mr. Aitchison for his valu-

able paper, that gentleman briefly replied on the

discussion.

Votes of thanks to the chairman and the other

retiring officers having been passed, the jiroceedings of

the .-Association for the session l;s70-71 were brought

to a conclusion.

London Fike Bi!ir.Ai>K.—At last there is some
prospect, after the loss of many lives from fire in

the iieigbbourhootl of Clerkenwell and King's-cross,

of better protection being afforded to the inhabi-

tants of those localities. The Metropolitan Hoard
of Works has decided to remove the Farringdon-

street station to a point within three-quarters of a
mile of King's-cro.s.«. viz., to Coldbath-square—that

is on the western boundary of Clerkenwell, and
about as far from Farringdon-street as from King's-

cross. This arrangement has been decided on with

the view of economising the means at the disposal

of the Board for Fire Brigade inirjioses, and it may,
we think, fairly be considered that while the City

will not suffer, on account of the contiguity to Far-

ringdon-street of the Ilolboru, Watling-strcct, and
M'hitecross-strcet stations, something like protection

will be afforded to a densely-populated locality.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-KAILING.—PLATE XXXVl.

NEAV ELEMENTS OF HAXD-IiAILING.*

(Continued frovi page 509, Vol. XX.)

Pi.ATH ."6.

—

The Wreaths for Quaiiteh-Laxdisg
Stairs, the Ground Vi.axs of which Make
Acute axd Obtuse Angles.

TO have the wreaths in one piece, and the shanivs

stand on pitch of stairs. The face of riser

landing and that starting, must stand half a step

from intersection A, as shown at Figs. 1 and 3.

The method for position of risers has already been

explained for stairs, the ground plan of which made
a right angle.

The object of these drawings is to show that,

although the steps and risers are on each plan pre-

cisely alike, yet the joints ou -vvTeaths require two

different bevels.

To illustrate this: Let us draw the mould for

Fig. 1. The line A C is the ordinate, as shown at

Fig. 2. Eight angle A, B, C corresponds with tliaf

on plan. Draw the seat from C square with ordi-

nate. Make B N parallel with A C. Let C L, the

height, equal that of B D on plan. Join L N ex-

tended both ways. This is the pitch. Square over

the liues. Let N V equal N B. Make L P ef|ual

C A. Join P V extended, and that on the right in

like manner.
Now, the line P V, to be correct, must equal A D

on plan.

Find the length of elliptic curves by making C 2

equal C B. Set off ou each side of 2 half width of

rail. Draw parallels with N B, cutting the pitch.

Next, find points to insert pins. Then strike the

mould. It will be noticed that the bevel is obtained

by drawing a line from L par.allel with tangent on

themiiuld.

Follow the same method for every wreath, no

matter what its plan may be.

The mould for Fig. 3 is shown on the right.

Letters A, B, C form a right angle, and correspond

with those on the plan. Join .\ C. This is the

ordinate. Make the seat square mth it.

Draw from B jjarallel with A C. Let L N, the

height, equ.al that of B N on the plan. Join N C
extended. Square over the lines. Let C K equ.al

C A.

The remainder of the draiving is sntBciently clear

without further explanation.

The shanks of botli these wreaths stand on the

same pitcli
;

yet the bevels for joints are entirely

different.

P>emember this point in all practical operations.

•This series of articles is a reproduction of Kobert
EiDDELL's work on the subject, published in Philadelphia,

and by Triibuer and Co., Londun.

OX THE IIJSTOPJCAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART. .

THE thirty-seventh lecture of the course on this

subject was delivered by Dr. G. G. ZerfK in

the Lecture Theatre, South Kensington Museum, on

Tuesday afternoon last. In commencing, the

lecturer said that before quitting the subject of

Gothic art, it was necessary to glance for a moment

at the differences and analogies between it and the art

of the Greeks. "Whilst with the Greeks a harmonious

beauty in outer forms had reached perfection,

naturalness and realism had celebrated their most

glorious triumphs with the Goths. By the Greeks,

Nature had been regulated, by the Goths she had

been reproduced in all her variety, quaintness, and

power. With the Greeks, the form of the body had

been everything, and drapery had been used less to

disguise than to reveal the idealised anatomy of the

human frame. In Mediieval art, the body had no

longer been predominant, the spirit having been

most dwelt upon. This period of Mediteval sculpture

and ornamentation had often been compared with

the best epoch of Greek art, that of Phidias. In

both epochs, we found an equal inspiration for the

highest interests of humanity and a general care-

lessness of the material det.tils of life. The artists

had found their subjects already given. They had

had a circle of typical forms, which they had in-

spired with a new life by their deeper feelings and

more relined knowledge of nature. In both periods,

architecture had been the princip.al element of art,

and sculpture had been made subservient to its jmr-

poses. The immutable laws of gravitation had been

most carefully observed ; in both periods the conoidal

form, presenting the static and dynamic forces

working in nature, had been clearly expressed.

Though he (the lecturer) did not deny in any way
the incomparaljlc clearness of Greek art, whether

.irchitcctnral or plastic, he ccndd not avoid drawing

attcniion to the complicated variety of motives in

Gothic architecture, which placed us so much nearer

to nature. There were, imdoubtedly, many ugly,

misshapen, grotesque, and distorted figures, but in

considering tliese we should never forget that the

Medieval artist liad often to carve a geological, astro-

nomical, zoological, botanical, metaphysical, or ethical

treatise, whilst tlie task of the Greek had been the

idealisation of the human form. It was at a later

period, when the decline of Greek art had commenced,

that the artists had taken up sentiment and passion.

The art of the Greeks had tr.ansformcd everything

into the symmetrical form of a beautiful body ; that

of the middle ages had inspired even the loathsome

forms of winding serpents, dragons, and monsters

with a sublime moral idea, that of exhorting us to

shun evil and to be contented with a beautiful soul.

The temples of the Greeks had inclosed one divine

form. In the Gothic churches, on the other hand,

the pinnacles, canopies, recesses, tinials, and niches

had been innumerable, had contained shriues within

shrines, and statues that towered above statues in

all forms, from the colossal to the most minute. All

had been full of expression, full of meaning; .all

had contributed to form in endless variety one great

whole. Passiiig now to the consideration of the

Kenaissance style, the lecturer said that the changes

in Europe which had been prodnced by the inven-

tion of the art of printing, the use of gunpowder,

and the discovery of America, had found a clear ex-

pression in this style. Before entering upon the

subject of wood- engraving the lecturer described

some splendid specimens of caskets, plaques, p.anels,

candlesticks, knockers, salt-cellars, and statuettes,

from Germany, France, and Italy, in order to illus-

trate the blending of the Gothic with the antique

which had formed the principal characteristic of

Kenaissance art. Wood-engraving had developed

itself in the North of Europe, commencing with

incunabula, or books printed from blocks. The

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries had formed the

real period of the art. During tliis time we

h.ad had Martin Schoen, Israel van Mecheln

the elder, Israel van Mecheln the younger,

Michael Wolgemuth (1134-1019), the master of

Albert Diirer, and finally Albert Durer himself

(1471) ; contemporary with the latter had been

Mark-Anton Raimondi, of Bologna (1475), Lucas,

of Leyden (1494). Schauflein, Peter Woeirot,

of Lorraine, Hans Holbein the younger (1495),

and others, still further improved the art.

The thirty years' war had put an end to xilography

in Germany for a time. The Protestant spirit, how-

ever, had "soon opened a new field for this art.

Legends and pictures of saints ceased to afford sub-

jects for engravings ; but phants and raacliines, the

products of Nature and science, soon replaced them.

At this period Nuremberg, Uhn, Angsbiu-g, Bale,

Strasburg, Cologne, Lubeck, Frankfort-on-the-

Maine, Mayence, and'the chief towns in the Nether-

lands had produced more wood-engravings than all

the other towns in the world put together. After

the thirty years' war, life in the north of Europe had

become very sober and scientific, all pictori.al pro-

iluctions had been looked upon as futile, and it had

been reserved for the practical spirit of England to

revive and perfect xilography. This task had been

commenced towards the end of the last centiny.

The art had, in England, been used in its proper

Ijlace, and the illustrations in books often assisted

ns to a better understanding of the text. The zeal

with which miniature manuscripts, iucuiuabula, and

old wood-cuts had been collected had been of the

greatest use to archaeology. Thomas Bewick, of

Cherryburn, Northumberland (17.')3), might be

looked upon as the second father of wood-engraving.

Tlie development of art took two distinct directions

in Europe. The North turned to sober wood-en-

gravings, the South to iiainting. Dark simple out-

lines had satisfied the Puritan mind of the North,

whUst the South yearned for bright colours. Birds,

as Audubon asserts, show a similar propensity. The

same species build their nests totally .lifferently in

North America to what they do in the South. So it

had been with men. Gmipowdcr and the art of

printing were Northern inventions, whilst the dis-

covery "of America was the result of Southern im.igi-

inition. The influence of these inventions and of

that discovery upon mankind was immense. They

stimulated art in the South, they produced reformers

and scientific inquirers in the North. Anatomy, zoo-

logv, and botany were studied in the North. Tasso,

Ariiistn, were recited in pubUc places in the South.

Dark outlines made us acquainted with curious plants.
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uuknown animals, machir.es, instruments, arid solar

systems; ami these matter-of-fact wood eoip-avings

had kept alive in the North a gloomy spirit of con-

tempt for everythinj^ imai^inary in tlie regions of

higher art. Whilst "' I*ulicinelIo,'' dressed in a

many-coloured jacket, amused the Italians with his

broad jokes, we carved (in wood) cutting satires in

Piuiclt—and Punch is a perfect marvel, as far as

xilography is concerned. There is power, elegance,

expression, and, above all, an unsurpassed humour.
Not oidy Oihdin. ,1. Thonipsou. liranston, 0. Sniitli,

Landells, Gray, Wright. Tolkard, (Jreen, White,

Vasey, Harvey, vtc , ought to be nientioned for their

exquisite works in wo()d-engravings, but dXso Punch.

The reason whj' English artists succeed in carica-

tures is because they study, with profound dili-

gence, Nature from her cnmital side, l^ct them only

begin to study the hi-torical development of art

with tlie same assiduity an<l in the same spirit, and

they are sure very soon to surpass foreign artists.

The neglect of a systematic study of art histor}'

shows itself in architecture as well as in ornamenta-

tion. Poverty of thought, .stiifness (though exqui-

site correctness) of execution, want of imagination,

ignorance of proportion, and a pcilantic imitation of

older forms are the characteristics of our times. In

xilography this is not the case. The next lecture

will treat on Knglish tombs and the beginning of

Italian sculpture during the sixteenth century.

diatcly after the application of the first coat and set

in 4S hours. An examination of the walls «>f the

I'Vench annexe and s<mie recent sam])k*s of work in

the experimental yard at South Kensington, have

shown us the thorough adaptability of this material

to the various purpose to which we liavu referred.

The cements are very quick setting, and they produce

a very hard and finely finished surface.

SELENITIC ilORTAU.

FOR some months past a series of careful and

exhaustive experiments have been in progress

at South Kensington, in order to test the value of a

new kind of cement and mortar. This substance is

the invention of Colonel Scott, R.K., and has

been freely used in the construction of the French

annexe. It has been named by Colonel Scott,

selenitic mortar, and the process of production

con.sist.'? in mixing witii the water used in the pre-

paration of the mortar, a small quantity of suljihate

of lime, in the form of either plaster-of-paris,

gypsum, or green vitriol. These substances having

been intimately mixed, the lime is added and ground
with the water or snljihate into a creamy paste.

The mixture is prepared in the pan of an ordinary

mortar mill, in which the water and sulphate are

first introduced, and subsequently t lie lime. After

the lime has been ground for three or four minutes,

the sand, burnt clay, or other ingredients are added.

and the whole is ground for ten minutes more. By
this invention, ordinary lime can be at once

converted into a species of cement mortar which sets

rapidlv and well, and can be used for concrete, brick-

layer's work, or stuff for plastering at a cheaper

rate than that made from lime in the ordinary way.

From his experiments. Colonel Scott finds the use of

sulphuric acid to give the best results, so that this

substance is used in preference to plaster-of-paris or

gj-psum, although the latter m.iterials will answer

for all practi'-al purp<iscs. Suthcicnt acid is con-

tained in plaster-of-paris to effect the necessary

<hemical change, and to prevent the lime from

slaking, which in effect is the secret of the whole

process. The lime, by this means, is enabled to take

twice as much sand as when s^Iaked, its fiery nature

being brouglit under control. Any lime can be

made selenitic by Colonel Scott's process, ana the

more hydraulic it is, the better are the results obtained

with it.

The invention is not only applicable to cement
manufacture and mortar mixing, but its use extends

to brick making. A number of bri;ks have been

made since the opening of the lixhibition, by Mr.

Large's dry brick press in the jiottery machinery

-annexe. These bricks are composed of one part

lime to eight or tea parts saud or burnt clay, and

they are found to be ready for use in about ten days

.after pressing, without being burned. It is found

that these bricks do nut swell as is ordinarily the

case from the slaking tendency of lime when not

made selenitic. The proportions adopted for various

purposes are as follows:—Mortar for bricklaying,

water half a pail, plaster-of-paris, -lib.; mix and
add in the pan of the edge-runuer two or three pails

of water, a bushel 4»f lime, and six bushels of sand;

grind for ten minutes. For mortar for pointmg.

water, plaster, and lime as before, and add two parts

chalk, slaked lime or whiting, and two parts sand.

For coarse .ntuff for pl.tstoring same ingredients as for

mortar, but coiirser sand, and grind for five minutes
only. Fur fine stuff for plastering, water, jdaster,

and lime as before, a bushel and a half of chalk and
two bushels of fine mashed sand. For coarse stuff

on lath add with the lime h\h. of hair, which need
not be previously beaten. For rough stucco, same
as fur mnrtar, but four busliels only of sand.

Plastering on walls can be done by this proce-'S as

two-coat work, wliilbl ceilings can be floateil imme-

Xatiirc of Experiment.

2 bricks joined cross-

^

wise with Belcnitic

mortar, giving an
area of UO sq. inches
of joint ... J

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Prism of selenitic tDor-

tar Sin. x 2in. x 4in.

lonsandSin.between
points of support.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Prism of mortar, same
ilimensiona as before,

but not selenitic

Ditto
Prism of selenitic mor-

tar, s.ame dimensions
as before

Ditto
Ditto
Briquettes of selenitic

mortar. — breaking
area l^in. x l^in. =
'}\ square inches.

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

Composition of

uiortar
in parts.

:lays

. I Medway >

(
gray lime

)

1 .1

1

•

1 Lias lime
I

1

1

. ( Portland 1

'l
cement I

I

1

, ( Lee's gray 1

'
\ lime I

1

1

1

, f Portland 1

t cemeut. |

1

1

1

1 Barrow lime
1

1

1

1

, (Lee's gray)
^ \ lime jT

1

1

1

1

. J Roman ^
(^
cement >

1

1

1

, ( Medway '(

^ "l ^,^TtMma r'(gray lime/

Halkin lime

3-.'7

I-IU

:j:l9

269
144
KM-:
172

:)04

200

:i25

:!38

TM
103

476
a44
191)

740
770
098

440

800

722
870

2.')0

124

89

147
150
IDS
12S-.5

1117

99
111

conclusive evidence of the superiority of the selenitic

mortar over the ordinary compositions. "We may
add that a briquette of ordinary nmrtar comiiosed of

<uic part lime and two of sand, si.\ months oltl,

usuallv breaks at 70 lb. or thereabouts.

A GOOD \vati:r-c.vkt.

WE have lately felt but little need of the water-

carts in the public streets, but the drj- weather

which it is to be lioped is in store for us will soon

bring to our minds the necessity for their use. and

the desirability of some improvement in tlie class of

machine gcmTally in use, which, instead cif equally

distributinf; tlie water and laying the dust in the

roads, leaves no inconsiderable portion of its con-

tents on the pavement, where it is not wanted, anil

tills the rcadway with a succession of deep puddles.

The Corporation of Birmingham use a water-cart

which is probably as ne;u- perfection as possible, and

is well worthy the attention of other governing

bodies. The inventor and sole manufacturer (^.Mr. J.

S. Oldham, of liirmingham) claims for it several

advantages. The cart ii.dds 330 gallons of watar,

considerably more than the ordinary cart, thus

effecting an appreciable saving of time. It is also

built on springs specially adapted for the purpose,

whicli enables it to be worlicd with less fatigue to

man and horse. It is fitted either with a single or

double valve as required, and is thus suitable either

for wide or narrow roads. My a sim])le and handy
contrivance, the sprinkler can be easily removed for

the purpose of cleansing, in case of stoppage of the

holes bj' dirt. The indicator which is attached,

registers, in the carts at present in use. up to forty

loads of water—about a fair day's work for one cart

—and, as its action depends on the cart h^nig Jilh'd^

it prevents the driver starting with only half a load

of water. --V new indicator, which Jlr. Oldliam is

about to adopt, will register up to 1,000 loads, and

thus obviate the necessity of daily checking the

number of loads distributed. Altogether the water-

cart is one of the most complete and best adapted for

public use we have met with.

We give in tlie preceding table the results of a few
experiments taken by liiirjineeriHg at rantlom from the

recf.rds of many thousands made under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Gilbert 11. Redgrave for Colonel

.Scott, in order thoroiighlj' to test the elliciency of his

invention. The earlj- results were so remarkable

that the Colonel wasiiuluceil to repeat them over and
over again, and to institute many other-s in iirder

perfectly to satisfy himself of ti-e correctness of his

conclusions. The most searching trials, however,

have only further demonstrated the importance of

the inveijtion. which is a thorough success, and must
prove invaluable in the constructive arts. Samples
of this cement were exhibited at the last conversa-

zionr. of the Institution of Civil ICngineers, when a

number of them were tested by Mr. Jlichele in his

testing apparatus, and gave very satisfactory

results.

As it is often fotmd in practice that tiles bedded in

Portland cement leave their setting, Messrs. Miuton
caused a series t>f experiments to bemade with selenitic

cement in order to test its adhesive quahties in this

respect. A ni.mberof their tiles were joined Together

in pairs crosswise in the s.ame way as the bricks,

with two p.arts of ordinary J'ortlanil cement to one

of santl. After allowing tlie joints to stand 14 days,

a weight of .'')i!lb. separated them, the cement in

most ea-ses coming clean away from the tile. Witli

selenitic cement ciimposcd of one part lime to live of

saiul. the jf»int being 14 days <dd, it required a

weight of ISS lb. to overcome adhesion, and then the

fracture took place completely through the cement,

half remaining on each tile. With one of cement to

three of sand, the breaking weight was 10(i lb., and

with four of sand Iti.'i lb.; the fracture in all crses

t.aking place tlirough tlie cement. These and the

results given in the tabulated statement afford

METROPOLITAN DRINKING FOUNTAINS
ASSOCIATION.

THE twelfth annual meeting of the Metroiiolitaa

Drinking Fountain and Cattle Trough Associa-

tion was held on Tuesday at M'illis's Rooms, St.

James's, under the presidency of the Maripiis of

"Westminster, who, in opening the proceedings, dwelt

upon the necessity of an abundant and pure supply

of water as essential to the he:ilth an<l morality of

the people. He therefore hoped the Bill now before

Parliament for insuring a constant flow in all parts

of London would become law before the session

closed. It was said this society was doing work
that should devolve upon public bodies, and uo
doubt that was so, but until a proper governing

body for the metropolis was established, to whom
the finintaius and tr<uigli3 could be transferred, the

society's operations must be continued. ^Ir. Lea,

the secretary, re.ad the report, which was ailopted

unanimously, on the motion of Mr. .\. Kinnainl, M.I*.

It stated that the Committee have now 1(10 troughs

and 14.T fountains luider their care within an area

bounded by llornsey. llamiistcad. and llighgate on
the north ; West llani, Barking, and Woolwich on
the east ; I.cwisham, Streatham, and Sydenham ou
the south ; and Putney and Barnes on the west. The
cost t)f the water for some of the troughs exceeds
£.'10 a year, and the consumption at several of them
4.000 gallons a d.ay. At Knightsbridge and Picca-

dilly the troughs erected through the generosity of

Mr. Henry I'.dwards, ^I.P., had proved great boons.

.V l.ady at ICdiuburgh had provided Hackney with

its first trough, while the Baroness Burdett Coutts

li.ad erected a f<iuutain and trtuigh near Columbia-
market, and a niagnilicent fountain at the entrance

to the Zoological Gardens, in the Regent's Park.

Those in course of erection are a large and costly

fountain in I'inilico, a granite fountain and trough

in the Uxbridgc-road, and an expensive granite

fountain and troughs nt Brighton, the first c«intri-

biited by the Dowager JIarchioness of Westminster.

An experiment is about to be made for rendering

the water posts of cab-stands available for drinlting

jnirposes ; and other extensions are contem]>Iated,

l>ut the society has yet to obtaiti the recognition of

some parislies, and notably the authorities of St.

Mary, Islington. The ordinary ilonations for the

year amounted to .£l.'_'.'i7, as .against £1,04.5 in the

)ireeeding ye.ar, and, but for an unexpecteil

anonymous gift, there would have been a gross

deficiency on the year of £03.><. The importance of

the movement, neverlheless, was every year lieing

more fully appreciated. Mr. Cowper-Tcmple, M. P.,

Sir W. Stirling, and others advocated the claims of

the society to public support.
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FKENCH ART EXHIBITION IN
CONDUIT-STREET.

THE large gallery of the Architectural

Union Company has been taken, and

is now occupied by tlie celebrated Parisian

firm, Marnyhac & Co., for the exhibition and

sale of sculpture and the other artistic works

for which they are famous. Not only has the

firm suffered in the general way of business

in consequence of the late disasters in Paris,

but their ateliers in the Avenue de Wagrani

(portentous name !) were seized and held by

the insurgents as a post during the bombard-

ment. The shells falling into tlie workshops

not only put a stop to all labours, but caused

the destruction of many valuable works of

art. In occupying the Architectural Gallery

the Messrs. Blarnyhac seem to have a special

claim upon our sympathies. Assuredly the

gallery has never before been so worthily

occupied, and long may it be so to the full

advantage of the art firm, as it will be, no

doubt, to the improvement of English taste!

England cannot but welcome those who,

from religious or political convulsions, seek a

refuge on her shores, having so wonderfully

benefited in times past by the advent of

those who have claimed an asylum liere, as

some of our chief manufactures attest. So

good follows good ; and it is probable our

arts may now benefit similarly as our manu-

factures have of yore. It is possible that

from the utter disorganisation of trade in

Paris—the immediate effects of the past and

the uncertainty of the future—that the dis-

tinguished firm (Marnyhac & Co.) may es-

tablish a manufactory here—a proceeding

which could not but be expected to bear very

important results, and to our manifest advan-

tage. As it is, the permanent exhibition in

Conduit-street of French art and manufac-

tiires of that elegant and refined description

for wliicli the Parisians are so famous,

and in which they are unrivalled, must

be hailed with pleasure. The principal artists

whose works in our gallery are now exhibited

are Clesinger, Fakiuieres, Cordier, Millet,

Clerc, Cornu, Thomas, Lanzirotti, Marcellin,

and Bartholdi. The works of Clesinger dis-

play versatility and fertility of powers in

wonderful conjunctive excellence. His truth-

ful and vigorous rendering of tlie lower

animal life is as perfect as his beautiful crea-

tions of the human form. Here are reductions

in bronze and marble of his " Le Taureau

Vanqucr," "Taureau de la Campagne
roniaine," and two humouristic sulijects,

"L'Academie" and " Vanite." But of far

greater importance are reproductions of his

" Ariane," of various sizes, so as to meet the

most moderate means. The celebrated original

of these numerous copies was, we are told,

purchased by ]\[. Menier, the chocolate manu-
facturer, for £5,(11 >(), for his villa in the Park

Monceau. Whether it has escaped destruc-

tion is not known. There is also by Clesin-

ger " La Mort de Lucrece," the whole

figure beautifully expressive of deep pathos
;

vai'ious studies in marble, bronze, and terra-

cotta of female loveliness, such as " Fau-
nesse," " Femme h la Rose," " Ildlene,''

" Femme auLierre,"&c. Though in the severe

style of monumental sculpture the ancients

are doubtless without rival, yet in the illus-

tration of the more domestic side of human
nature, the lighter emotions of the mind, and
plaj ful passages of the feelings, the moderns
can well claim originality and success, and in

dealing with such none are more successful

than Clesinger. The works of Cordier, styled

"Sculpture Ethnographique," are to ourtaste

more singular than beautiful, having greater

reference, it seems to us, to the science of

physiology than to high art. They are, how-
ever, very remarkable in their way, and their

singularity and undoubted cleverness will,

no doubt, find admirers. His coloured

marble bas-relief must, however, be con-

sidered a positive failure. Millet's chief work
is a bronze reduction of his " Vercingetorix,"

and a statue of a girl from the tomb of Henri

Murger. Eugene Cornu's designs are here

seen worked out with great skill in combina-

tion of bronze and Algerian onyx. Though,

no doubt, onyx is a beautiful material,

its success has been in a great measure

owing to the artistic treatment and accom-

paniments it has had. A pity but that the

manifold beauties of the Cornish serpentine

have not the advantage of similar treatment

to develop and make them known.

Two silver statuettes, about eighteen inches

high, the one a Venus from the antique, the

other a female fondling a child, by Solan, are

deserving of more than a passing glance of

admiration, on account of their beauty. They

might reasonably be supposed to be cast, but

are made by a much more diflicult process,

being surprisingly good examples of repousse

work. These figures were executed in de-

tached portions—flat pieces of silver, ham-

mered into shape and joined together, and

that so cunningly as to leave no visible trace

of the arduous manipulative processes.

Amongst the general " articles de luxe "

may be noticed a vase and candelabi'a of

silver and rock-crystal. These were executed

for the late Emperor—the imperial flower,

the violet, being used in the decoration—but,

in consequence of recent events, not de-

livered. The price is £1,600. These other-

wise beautiful things are marred, we must

consider, by the incongruous conjunction of

the candelaljra with tlie vase support. 'With

French designers, however, this clumsy device

is in great favour. The firm of Froment

iNIeurice work conjointly with that of Marny-

hac ;
and here, consequently, are to be seen

numerous productions in that style, " perfect

with a fine perfection," which has gained for

IMcurice a world-wide reputation. Here,

carefully disposed in a soft, satin-lined case,

is something of Meurice's—a remarkable

illustration of French refined taste, manipu-

lative skill, and conquering effort. It is a

cruet and paten— '
' Aiguicre "—the one article

about 9in. high, the other about l'2in. in diame-

ter. At first sight they might be supposed to

be simply enamelled glass : the material,

however, is rock-crystal. The handle,^ top,

body, and base are in separate pieces,

and had to be shaped from the solid.

The piece of crystal forming the egg-

shaped body cost alone, before cutting,

£320. Not only had it to be shaped exter-

nally, but hollowed within, which operation,

it is said, took a man three years to perform.

Having received its general shape, the ex-

terior was then engraved to receive the

elaborate design of gold inlay. The gold

pattern was then itself engraved and filled

in with transparent enamel, which had to be

burnt in. The different parts were then

attached together by gold bands. The price

of this remarkable production is a thousand

guineas. For it its manufacturer received the

decoration of the Legion of Honour.

Such a prodigality of labour with so

little apparent result may seem to some

simply waste. But it is rash and unwise

to say that painstaking labom- is ever

wasted. It is only by such exceptional

efforts that the human powers are tested,

and though the immediate and direct results

may not be imposing, yet diflieulties success-

fully surmounted serve as a stand-point

for furtlier effort, and, commanding admira-

tion and exciting emulation, nuiy eventually

lead to important results in other directions.

Tlie Exhibition in Conduit-street will well

repay a visit. We wish the Itlessrs. Marnyhac
all success. P- E. M.

our watch tr.ade, and Belgium was milking large

iiiroad.s upon onr iron and glass mainifactures. He
believed that we possessed the best breed of work-

men ill the worUl, with brains equal, if not superior,

to any others, and if able to start fair in competition

with other nations, he had no fear of our not being

able to hold our own. No workmen could equal

ours at all descriptions of heavy manual labour, but

he feared that in the tasteful and artistic branches of

trade we were left behind by Continental artisans.

If we were to hold our own as a great nation, and

maintain our commerce, we must educate our people.

There would then be no chance of our losing our

position. If, on the other hand, we allow things to

go on in their present condition, the employers

would lose their trade, and as a natural consequence

the artisans would lose their emplojniient. After

addresses from Jtr. Scott Russell and others, resolu-

tions in favour of the object of the meeting were

adopted.

A

A'
TECHNICAL EDUC.\TIOX.

CROWDED public meeting was held on Wcd-
iicsd.ay night at the Town-hall, Stratford, to

receive a deputation from the committee of the

National Technical Universities Society. Sir Antonio

Brady, the chahman, said that was the fourth

meeting of a series that was being lield in the United

Kingdom for the furtherance of the object the

society had in view. It was one the importance

of whidi could not be exaggerated. We were

being left behind by foreign workmen, because

they were belter i,vlucated. \Ve were losing

NATIONAL COMPETITION OF SCHOOLS OF
ART.

PRIVATE view of the prize works of the

art students of tlie United Kingdom was
held the other day at the South Kensington Museum.
The works of art, some 200 in number, have been

selected by a committee of able and indefatigable

examiners from no less than 64,008 productions

sent up for competition by the local schools, and

have obtained prizes of gold, silver, or bronze

medals, or books. They are exhibited on screens

and tables in one of the picture galleries of the

Museum.

Tlie prize works consist of studies from the

antique, designs for architecture or manufactures,

and studies in light and shade, colour, or from the

life. They come from lOngland, Scotland, and a

few from Ireland, and the industrial works gene-

rally bear about them some characteristics of their

birthplace. Thus, there are designs for pottery

from Staffordshire, for scarves and laces from

Macclesfield and Nottingham, for metal vases from

Birmingham, and so on. A great many of the

honours are carried away by South Kensington and

the Female School of Art in Bloomsbury, but the

provinces, excepting Ireland, are also very well re-

presented. The examiners have not been slow to

point out shortcomings, but their report shows that

fail- progress has been ni,ade iu most of the classes.

The painting from still life they especially commend,

and very properly advise that oil and water colour

be separated, and a gold medal awarded for each.

In the studies from antique figures fault is found

with the treatment of the backgrounds, which are

often so darkly and laboriously worked round the

figure as to interfere with the appearance of relief

which ought to have been produced by its own

proper standing. The students have also bestowed a

great deal of wasted toil in accurately reproducing

the flaws and chips of theu- models, when these

ought to have been seized as opportunities of

showing the learner's power, not of copying, but of

original drawing. The excellence of the modelled

works is declared by the examiners to be higher

than in former years ; the lace designs are com-

mended, ami Birmingham is mentioned as having

reached a standard of average merit which it fell

.short of at the last competition.

There is no doubt whatever, says the Times, that

all these prize works deserve high commendation

when we consider the circumstances of their produc-

tion, but we are constrained to say that while we

observe iu them gi-eat evidence of excellent teaching

and aptitude for "learning, we do not observe much

natural genius. The examiners remark in the draw-

ings a general deficiency iu delicacy of treatment,

purity of form, and in the sense of beauty. Now
these'three things put together mean nothing more

and nothing less than that inherent, perceptive, and

creative power which is called genius, whicli may be

eilucated and developed, but cannot be j.lanted by all

the art-teaching in the world. A national system

of art-teaching will never make .and is not intended

to make great sculptors and painters. Great sculp-

tors and painters may and will, no doubt, arise wlm

have derived their lirst knowledge of art from the

National Schools, but they will be so few and far

between, and the chances are so great that such a

man ^^•llen he has .arisen, would have been able to

light his ivay without help from the nation, that we

nuist not deceive ourselves by miagining that these

schools irillcver justifv themselves by producing great

artists, or search exhibitions such as this for indications

of that original power the large possession of which

makes a Turner or a Cauova. We should rather

seek for what we shall oftencr find—the careful

workmanship, the studious application, the

combination, and even imitalioii.

clever

which may be ;uid
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are of the gi'eatest use iu developiui; ami per-

fecting those industrial arts and manufactures which
surround us more clnselj- than painting and sculpture,

which arc part and parcel of onr daily life, and are

furthered by these Art Schools, which thus and t!ui3

only repay their cost. For these reasons we must
confess that in such competitive exhibitions as this

of South Kensington we are inclined to prefer the

humbler to tlie higher art. to turn from the drawings
and modellings from the antique and from life to a

design for lace or to a scroll for mural decoration,

For these reasons, also, we regret extremely to see

noted iu the examiners' report a marlvcd deficiency

in the designs for furniture, and we seriously doubt
whether the .South Kensington autliorities are acting

wisely in giving, as the}- manifestly do. such great

encouragement to all this drawing from life and copy
of the antique. No doubt, high art is as desirable

for the figures on a pot or plate as for ;the figures in

a Royal Academy picture, but we should think this

exliibition proves that the design and decoration

immediately applicable to manufactures are more
within the reach of our national students than tlie

beauty of the human form or of nature.

On Wednesday the following prizes were .awarded :

—Gold Medals.—William Butler, Nottingham
;

William St. Crichton, Edinburgh : Owen Gibbons,

South Kensington ; George L. l.uker. S. Martin's

;

George F. Muuu, South Kensington ; James Robert-
son. Edinburgh : Rose E. Stanton, Stroud ; .Tames

Steele, Glasgow ; George F. Turton, Nottingham.
.Sih-er Medals.—W. Alexander, Salisbury ; A.
Anderson, Glasgow; E. Austin, Bloomsbnry ; A.
Barlow. Edinburgh; F. C. Bodkin, .South Kensing-
ton; Mary E. Butler, South Kensington; ,T.

Charnoch. Bradford; George Clausen. South Ken-
sington; .lohn Crowther, Bradford; Susan U.acre,

Manchester; Daniel Doherty, Manchester : E-mma
Eyles, Oxford; Tom Hunt, Lambeth; Emily .Tack-

son, South Kensington; Paul Locock, Hull;
Marianne Mansell, South Kensington ; John S. Noble,

West London ; John H. Park, Coventry ; AY. F.

Randall, South Kensington ; James Rowley, AVest
London ; Peter .Smart, Aberdeen ; Mary E. South-
wark, Manchester ; WiUiam Stephens, Edinburgh;
William 'NA'riglit, Hanlcy. Bronze medals and book
prizes were awarded to a large number of students.

We .shall speak more fully of the merits and de-

merits of this competition next week.

MR. B.iRRY AND MR. AYRTON.

THE Times does not think that Mr. Beresford

Hope and Mr. Cowpcr-Temple have made
out such a case against the Board of Works as

will induce the public to take part in the dispiite

against the Commissioner. The question for them
will be—M'as the termination of Mr. Barry's con-
nection with the Houses of Parliament for the

general advantage or not ? Wc are constrained, the

Times says, to believe it was, and that Mr. Ayrton,
being justified on this main point, must be excused
for any lack of politeness. We assume that Mr.
Barry ha.s suffered in some way, because the

speeches of his friends all indicate it ; but, looking
to the usual relation between professional men and
their employers, we cannot exactly see in what the

wrong consists. The Houses of Parli.iment have
long been substantially finished, the original archi-

tect, who alone hafl a moral claim to the permanent
office has passed away, and no other, be he relative

or stranger, lias the smallest ground for insisting on
being employed upon them. Looking to the number
of men who have been allowed to ride their hobbies
in this immense and elaborate work, we are not
disposed to criticise severely any man who gives au
assurance that the expenditure is at an end, for

otherwise we feel that the Houses of Parli.ament

might never be finished. It is evident that if we
dissociate public works entirely from the notion of

usefulness—if we build, restore, and decorate for

esthetic effect alone—there may be no limit to the

eccentricity of our .artists or the cost which they
entail on us. We are glad to welcome firmness and
economy in n department where they have long been
unknown.
The Tekgraph remarks that the House of Com-

mons has presented a signal instance of the zeal with
which the first Legislative Assembly in the world
can discuss things of infinite littleness at the very
moment when it is nervously keeping away from
subjects of real importance. Its own proceedings
were really a dramatised satire on itself, and in no
theatre coidd the comedy have been more cleverly

performed by every actor on the stage.

The Pnst says that the whole debate represents
very fairly the state of mind into which the House
of Commons always drifts when dealing with any
question of .art. 'The true art critic is never happy
but when he is soundlv belabouring the artistic

errors of others ; and in the person of the First

Commissioner of Works there is a most inviting

scapegoat .always ready to be sent out into the wilder-

ness. Though ready, however, he is never willing

;

and the result is that whenever public statues, parks,

or buildings arc under discussion there may idways

be produced the most instructive and amusing mixture
of art and person.ality. But it is greatly to be

doubled whether any lund of good is ever likely to

arise from such displays as that lately afforded,

and for the present it would seem that we must
continue lo possess the least beautiful structures of

any capital in the world, to pay more than any for

them, and then to find that we have not only

behaved badly to the architect, but have failed to

please Mr. Beresford-Hope.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

GEXER.VL CONFERENCE, 1S71.

Resoli'tions.—At an adjourned meeting of the

Conference, held at the rooms, of the Institute, on
Friday, the 26th of May, 1871, T. H. Wyatt,
P.R.I. B. A., in the chair, it was resolved, with

reg.ard to

Profi'usioiial Charfiea.— 1. That the Council of

the K.I.B..\.. be requested to refer the various

questions connected with professional ch.arges to the

Professional Practice Committee of the Institute, or

to a sub-committee of that body, with the a'ldition

of the names of Mr. lline, the President of the

Architectural Alliance, Sir. T. H. Watson, the Presi-

dent of the Architectural Association ; and of Mr.

Douglas Matthews, who will aid the Secretary of the

Institute in .ascert.aining the views of country

ardiitecls on the.se questions; and th.at their report,

when sanctioned by the Council and confirmed by a

special general meeting of the Institute, be issued to

those members residing in the provinces who have
been invited to attend this Conference. That the

details of this report be discussed at a general Con-
ference, which it is hoped the Institute will again

convene in the month of June, 1872, so as to insure

the greatest unanimity of action and opinion amongst
the whole body of professional men in the United

Kingdom.

Architectural Competitions. — 2. Tliat with

reference to the subject of "Architectural Competi-
tions," the Council of the Institute be requested to

appoint a special and permanent Committee, viz. :

—

One member from the Council, one member from the

Fellows, one member from the .\ssociates, one

member from the Architectural Alliance, one member
from the Architectural Assockation, with the addition

of Mr. A. Strong, who will aid the .Secretary of the

Institute in ascertaining the views of provincial

ardiitects on these matters. That this Committee
be requested to take into consideration the various

papers or proposals that have been issueii on this

subject by the Institute, by the Alliance, and bj-

the Association, and to base on these documents, and
such other evidence as may be obtained, some clear

and short conditions, which, when fully sanctioned,

as hereafter described, shall be issued as a document
to be generallj' adojitcd by all architects in profes-

sion.al competitions. That this report, when sanc-

tioned by th? Council and confirmed at a special

gener.il meeting of the Institute, duly convened for

the jnirpose, be forwarded to those members residing

in the provinces who have been invited to attend this

Conference ; and that the same report be submitted

for approval at the next general Conference

(which it is hoped the Council will convene in the

month of June, 1^72), .so as to insure perfect

unanimity of action and opinion amongst .arcliitects

practising in this countrj'. That this Committee
shall be requested to act as a permanent committee,

to put themselves in commuiucation with all pro-

moters of competitions, forwarding them a copy of

the several conditions agreed upon as the only terms

on which architects should enter upon the com-
petition, and intblishing in the professional papers

the result of this communication for the information

of competitors and of the public ; it being under-

stood that this action shall not take place until

after the report has been discussed and confirmed at

the Conference in 1872.

Emplotjmint of Surveyors.—3. That with re-

ference to the appointment of surveyors to take out

quantities (a custom on which evidently a good deal

of difference of opinion exists) the Council of the

Institute be requested to appoint a committee of five

or more members ; and that with a view to assist the

Institute Secretary in obtaining provincial opinion

on this matter, and as representing the views of the

s\irveyors, that the names of Mr. Arthur Gates and
Mr. T. M. Rickman be added to this committee

;

and that the report of this Committee should be

dealt with in the same manner as has been suggested
in the two former cases.

Professional Educatio7l.—4. That the Institute

be requested to let the committee of its body who
are now dealing with the subject of professional

education, viz., the Voluntary Architectural Examina-
tion Committee, continue their labours so as to have
the matter full}- discussed and disposed of at the

Congress in 1872.

Vote of Tiiasics.—Resolved: That the best

thanks of the delegates and provinci.al architects

who have attended the Conference be offered to the

President and Council of the Institute, to the secre-

taries of sections, and to the secretaries and other

officers of the Institute for the great efforts thej-

have made to rcidise this Conference, from which so

much benefit to the profession is anticipated, and for

the uniform kindness and courtesy extended to all

attending the Conference.

At a special meeting of the R.I.B.A. Council,

held on Monday, the 19th June, 1871, the .above

resolutions having been discussed, and, after a few
verbal corrections, approved, it w.is resolved that the

follomng gentlemen be appointed on the select com-
mittees above mentioned :

—

Professional Charges.—Messrs. C. Barrv, W.
Burges, T. C. Hine, R. Kerr, T. H. Lewis, T." Roger
Smith, T. H. Watson, and J. Douglass Matthews
(Acting Secretary lo Committee).

Architectural Competitions.—Jlessrs. C. Barry,

R. Kerr, R. V. Spiers, T. Roger Smith. T. H.
Watson, and A. Strong (.Vcting Secretary to Com-
mittee).

F.mploymeut of Surveyors.—Messrs. H. Currey,

C. Fowler, J. Jennings, J. T. Knowles, W. Papworth,

and Arthur Gates and T. M. Rickman (Acting

Secretaries to Committee).

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Thames Embankment.—Mr. Gladstone on

Monday nominated the Select Committee on tlic

Thames Emb.ankmcnt, to consist of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, Lord .T. Manners, the Attorney-
General, Mr. W. H. Smith, Sir W. Tite, Mr. B. Hop'c,

Mr. V. Harcourt, Mr. Anderson, Mr. J. Locke, Mr.
Laird, and Su' F. Heygate. Power to scud for

persons, papers, records. Five to be the quonun.
Agreed to.

The Indian Engineering Service.—In reply

to Mr. Fawcett, Mr. G. Duff said that the recent ex-
amination for the Indian Engineering Service at

Cooper's-hill College was for guaranteed appoint-

ments, but it did not exclude candidates who com-
peted ifor such appointments without going to that
institution.

Meteopoi.it.\n Building Act (1855) Ajiend-
ment Bill.—This bill passed through committee in

the House of Lords on Friday.

The South Kensington Museum.—Mr. Flet-

cher asked the First Commissioner of Works if he
would lay upon the table of the House a copy of any
coiTcspondence that might have taken place between
the Government and the authorities at South Ken-
sington and Jei-myn-street Museums, with reference

to the transfer of any of the departments at present

carried on in Jermyn-strcet to South Kensington,
together with a copy of any correspondence that

might have taken place between the Govenmient
and their scientific advisers bearing on this subject.

And if he would undertake that no transfer of the

kind alluded to should talce jdace withotit an oppor-

tunity being given for Parliament to discuss the

policy of any change that might be contemplated.

—

Mr. V\'. E. Forster said a letter had been received from
the authorities at the School of Mines, but it was a
letter for the infoi-mation of the noble lord tho
Marquis of Ripon and himself in order to assist the
Government in forming an opinion on tho subject,

and it was not to be expected that such a correspond-

ence between the heads of a department and the
oflicials in that department would be haid on the

table of tho House. With regard to the second
question, there would be no attempt to pledge tlie

House or the country in any way until there had
been a full opi'ortunitj- for discussion.

ErpiNG FoiiEST.—Mr. AvTton obtained leave on
Tuesday to introduce a bill in regard to Epping
Forest, with the object of giving effect to tho

address of the Honse to the Crown on the subject.

Mr. George Sturt has received the honour of

admittance to the full membership of the Royal

Academy.
From a convei-sation recently reported iu tho

House of Commons, the Athenaum luas reason to fear

that the wretched statue of .Sir R. Peel, by the late

Baron Marochetti, removed by decision of the HousB

from Palace-yard, and understood to have been

melted long ago, is still in existence, and, what is

worse, that the notion of replacing it before tha

public eye has occiured to some active official brain.
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^uiMng littcIligciKte.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bath Abbey Restoration.—On iMonday after-

noon, a meeting was held at the Guildhall, I>ath, for

the purpose of considering whether a house-to-house

canvass should be made, for the piirpo.se of raising

the remainder of the sum required for the restoration

of the Abbey. The committee who have the super-

intendence of the undertaking are just on the eve of

entering upon the third and last portion of the work,

the estimated cost of which is X5,(lll0. A few days

since a circular was issued to the inhabitants,

appealing for subscriptions towards the sum, and

intimating that a personal application would follow

in the course of a few days. The subscriptions

having come iu more freely than was anticipated, the

question as to the canvass was reconsidered. The
Mayor, in introducing the business, said that if they

resolved to have a canvass, it would be necessary to

appoint a committee to undertake the work. Tliey

were aware that the Rev. Prebendary Kemble had
offered to give £'2o to every £\0Q collected, and the

treasurer (IMr. Gill) has already drawn from the rev.

gentleman the sixth ii!25 ; so that the appeal so far

had not been in vain—indeed, it had been very
successful. His worship read a letter from Messrs.

Phillips & AYilcox, ironmongers, of Melsom-street,

offering to give an inner wrought-iron gate for the

west door of the Abbey, according to a design that

Mr. G. G. Scott, the architect, might furnish. The
firm had previously made the offer, but they had not

heard from Mr. Scott. The following motion was
then adopted on the motion of Mr. Ilunt, seconded

by Mr. Mil.som :
— '' That this meeting, regarding with

great satisfaction the encouraging response that has
been made to the Abbey restoration, which they hope
will be maintained, resolve to adjourn the question

of a personal call upon the inhabitants to tlie next
meeting." It was also agreed to extend the appeal

to the rural districts.

Bliswortii.—On Tuesday' week special services

were held at Blisworth, in connection with the lay-

ing of a foundation-stone of a considerable enlarge-

ment of the Baptist Chapel and a new school-room

in connection with it. The enlargement of the

chapel will consist of an extension to the front of

some eighteen feet—the arrangement providing

additional accommodation for some ninety-six

persons. The proposed new frontage will be some-
what more tasteful and imposing than the one
which has stood since the erection of the chapel,

but its st3'leis simple and substantial iu appearance,

as seen on the plans. It was originally intended to

have Bath stone dressings, but ultimately dressings

of white brick were substituted. Tlie work will be

carried on from the designs and under the superin-

tendence of Mr. W. Heygate Vernon, architect, of

12, Denbigh-place, London, S.W., the builder being
Mr. Johnson, of Collingtree. The exact cost is

estimated at £700 or £800.

Bolton.—Last week the new parish church at

Bolton, erected by Mr. P. Ormrod, of Ilalliwell

Hall, at a cost, up to the present, of considerably

over £30,000, and the ultimate cost of which when
completed will not be far short of £50,000, was
consecrated by the Bishop of Manchester. The new
church is supposed to be the fourth edifice which has
been built on the present site. The church, which
has been designed by Mr. Paley, is in the Geometric
Gothic style, and is cruciform in plan. The east

window is in seven lights, and is filled witli stained
glass illustrative of the life of S. Peter, to whom the
church is dedicated.

Harberton.—The rood-screen in the Church of

S. Andrew, Ilarberton, about three miles from
Totnes, has just been restored. The screen is of a
description seldom met with elsewhere than in

Devonshire, though in that county there are several
bearing a marked resemblance to each other, and
erected no doubt at aboutthesametime—probably the
fifteenth century. The screen at Harberton extends
across the church, and is open and elegant in its

structure. Separating the sections of the screen
are two pillar.s. In the centre of that on the north
side is a figure of our Saviour holding a clialice in

his left hand, while Ins right hand is raised in the
act of benediction. This pillar is surmounted with
a rich canopy of gold, and a light blue background.
Its beauty is much enhanced by the rich vermilion
and green that are introduced. There are two open-
ings in the screen, and a central doorway leading
into the chancel, with two other divisions. The
southern pillar has a painting of the Virgin and
Child, copied by Jlr. Francis Lane from an original

painting by Parmigiano. This is surmounted by a

canopy. The top of the screen, which is se\'eral

feet broad, is supported by fanlight extensions,

with golden bosses, relieved by colours having for its

base a succession of knots in gold forming a beau-

tiful supporting line; above is a dark ornamented
moulding, which serves to throw out another rich line

consisting of grapes and vine leaves in green and
gold. Above this is a line of vermilion, surrounded

by a series oi Jlcur-de'Us, forming the ba.se of the

grand scroll at the top, in which there are ornaments
similar to the lower one, with buncties and vine

leaves much larger and more enriched, if possible,

than the lower line.

Kearsley.—The new Church of S. Stephen,

Kearsley Moor, was consecrated on Saturday by
the Bishop of Manchester. Accommodation is pro-

vided for 500 persons, and all the sittings will be

free. Its plan consists of a nave (J 7 ft. long by 24ft.

wide, and a north aisle the same length by 20ft.

wide ; and the design also comprises a south aisle,

not 3'et built. The tower is upwards of GOft. high,

and bears an inscription to that effect carved upon a

marble tablet set in a frameworlv of moulded stone.

The style is well-developed Decorated. The inner

stonework is white and red, an intermixture of

colour which adds pleasant warmth of effect to the

interior. The contract was taken by Mes.srs. Ellis

and Ilinchliffe, and the work has been carried out

b}' them under the superintendence of the architects,

Messrs. Medland and 11. Taylor, of Manchester.

The cost was £3,000.

Kennington.—The foundation-stone of the new
Church of S. John the Divine, Kennington, w^is laid

on Tuesday afternoon by the Bishop of Winchester.

Tiie new church is to be erected on a site abutting

on the Vassall-road, and is intended to afford

sittings for a congregation of 1,000 persons, all

free and unappropriated. The structure, as shown
in the drawings of the architect, Mr. Street, will

have an imposing and picturesque appearance, and
the site is surrounded by a beautiful shrubbery.

Lincoln Cathedral.—The restoration of the

north arm of the great transept of Lincoln Cathedral
is making good process. The whitewash and
plaster have been removed from the roof, and it is

in contemplation to restore the picturesque bordering.

The marble columns are also being restored.

Liverpool.—The new Church of S. Bridget,

Wavertree, Liverpool, will shortly be consecrated.

The entire dimensions of the ground upon which the

church stands are 126ft. by 111ft. ; and in order to

utilise this space so as to afford as much accommoda-
tion as possible, the arcl:itect discarded the ordinary

deep chancel, and allotted only a small portion of

the ground east and west to an apse and a narthex,

thus causing the choir to occupy the easternmost

bays of the nave. The church consists of a nave,

92ft. by 33ft. Sin. and 47ft. high; aisles, 91ft. by
8ft. Gin. and 2oft. Gin. high; a semi-circular apse at

the east end, 17ft. Sin. deep, 28ft. across, and 40ft.

high ; a narthex or vestibule, 3Gft. 5in. by 7ft. Gin.

and IGft. high, inside measurement. It will be

seen by these dimensions that the nave is of con-
siderably more than the ordinar}' width, and that the

aisles are narrower than usual, the obstructiveness

of the nave columns being thereby considerably

reduced. As this arrangement would have neces-

sitated unusual strength in the walls to have sup-
ported a proper open-timbered roof, and it was
doubtful whether good acoustic properties could

have been secured, the architect determined to adopt
the proportions and style generally of the Basilicas,

Externally the church is constructed of gra}' brick,

with facing of picked bricks and alternate courses

of red and blue bricks, from the ground to the

upper .stage of the campanile; the cornices, para-
pets, panels, and other dressings are in local red

sandstone, polished. The campanile is llOft. high.

In this church the celling of the nave is coffered in

27 square panels, each 1ft. Oin. deep, with the cross

and circle, as symbolical designs, introduced at the

junction of the beams throughout. The choir is

reached by thi'ee steps of white marble, and three

steps of black marble lead thence to the sanctuary.

The architect is Mr. Heffer, of Liverpool ; the con-
tractors, Slessrs. Nicholson and Aj're, Toxteth
Park ; clerk of the works, Mr. John M'Laren.

Oxford.—A movement has been set on foot

among the Wesleyan body, witli the object

of erecting a chapel at Oxford in memory
of the two Wesleys, John and Charles. The
estimated cost of the new structure is set down at

£15,000, and a committee, consisting of the trustees

of the present Oxford Chapel, Dr. Jobson, late

President of the Conference, and manj' other eminent
Wesleyan ministers, has been appointed to carry on
the movement.

nVTLniNGS.

Athen-eum, CAMDE.v-ROAn.—The first port!(m of

the abuve building was (ipened on Saturday, July

1st, by Sir Sidney Waterlow. It consists of a hall,

GOft. long, 50ft. wide, and Soft, high, and under it a
supper-room and platform retiring-rooms. The
second portion, which is to be proceeded with, will

comprise reading and public rooms, each 32ft. long,

27ft. wide, and 18ft. high, a library and other rooms
to be used as offices, class-rooms, and retiring-

rooms, besides keeper's residence, with spacittus

passages and landings, There will be entrances
to a tlirough passage both from Camden and Park-
roads. The architect of the building is Mr. Frederick
R. Meeson.

Llanllechi House, now in course of erection,

promises to become one of the finest mansions in

Monmouthshire. Among its most striking features

are two lofty towers, one of which is to be used as a
reservoir for water brought by pipes from the higher
lands, and the otiier contains a smoking-room which
will command an extensive and very pleasant land-
scajie. The building is mainly composed of carefully-

chiselled Forest of Dean stone, facility for the trans-

port of which is afforded by the river Usk. The
house is erected for Josiah Richards, Esq. Mr. E.

Duncan is the architect, and Mr. J. G. Parfett the

builder.

New Gaiety Theatre, Di^ultn.—On Saturday
last the foundation-stone of a new theatre to be
called the New Gaiety Theatre, was laid in Dublin
by the Lord Mayor of that city, after which a
banquet was held. Mr. Phipps, the well-known
theatre designer, is the architect, and Mr. John
Gunn, of DubUn, the builder. At a time when so

many people in Ireland are talking about "home
rule," it is a pity the people of Dublin were
obliged or felt inclined to go to Paris for a name for

the new theatre, and particularly as one by the same
name has recently been erected in London.

Prince of Wales Theatre, Birmingham.—
Considerable improvements are now in progress at
this theatre during the summer recess. The en-
trances to the stalls and boxes are removed, so as to

make the approach at the back of the theatre
instead of at the stage end as formerly. Refresh-
ment and retiring rooms, and scene docks are being
built, and balcony stalls formed, with new seating

and chairs throughout. The work is being done by
Messrs. Cresswell and Sons, of Burmingham, under
the direction of Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., architect,

of London.

The New Workhou.se for the Bramley
Union.—Messrs. C. S. and A. J. Nelson, of the
Albert Chambers, Park-row, Leeds, the architects of

the new workhouse now in course of erection at

Armley-hill-top, for the Bramley Union, have com-
pleted additional plans for the construction of an
infirmary, and also of infectious wards contiguous
to the main building, and it is expected that the

work will be shortly commenced. Preserving the

domestic character of the architectural style adopted
in the workhouse, these important additions to the

Union buildings harmonise well witli the principal

block. The buildings are in parallel blocks, each
about 150ft. iu length and 20ft. in width, and they
can, when necessarj', be easily and economically
extended. The upper portion of each building is

devoted to dormitories, which are reached by 7ft.

wide square stone stau-cascs. There are earth-closets

throughout, separate washhouses, and a disinfecting

apartment. It is estimated that the cost of the in-

firmary and the infectious wards will be about£3,000

;

that of the workhouse is to be about £9,000.

Art Treasures of the Louvre.—It Is now
certain that the art treasures of the Louvre and
Luxembourg are safe. Immediately after the

catastrophe of Sedan, the most valuable pictures of

the Louvre were packed and sent off to Brest. The
others, with the marbles, packed away in the vaults

at each Palace ; manuscripts, Ac, being put inside

sarcophagi and cemented in. The lower windows of

the Louvre were built up, and ever}* possible pre-

caution taken against tire. By the courage and
ready wit of the officers and attendants, who faith-

fully remained in charge, the delivery of the collec-

tions to the Communistic officers w^as delayed until

IVPMahon's entry released them from danger.

The New Postal Rates.—The new postal ar-

rangements will come into operation oil the Kt of

August. The scale will be:—For parcels and
letters of all sorts, closed or open, making no
distinction between them, as follows:—Not ex-
ceeding loz.. Id. ; above loz., but not exceeding 2oz.,

l^d. ; above 2oz., but not exceeding -loz., 2d. ; above
4oz., but not exceeding Goz., 2Ad. ; above Goz., but
not exceeding 8oz., 3d. ; above 8oz., but noi excell-
ing lOoz., S}ii\. ; above lOoz., btit not exceeding 12oz.,

4d. Twelve ounces to be the limit of weight for

letters.
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TO COKBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves rosponsiblo lor the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications shoiilil be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondeuce.]

T6 OrR Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of onr
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVEXT-OARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofllce not later than 5 ij.m. on Thursdaj'.

CfliTcsponbciitc.

STETIXGTON CHURCH, BEDFORDSHIRE.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir.—Pormit me space for one or two remiirks
on tlie IcttiT of your coiTespoudent which .ippeareil

in your columns of last week respecting the pro-
posed restoration of this church. It does seem to

me that the ground " Ecclesiologist" takes in ques-
tioning the safety of the restoration in the hands of
the appointed architect is one which is anything
but fair towards those members of the profession
whose practice has mainly to do with Nonconformist
erections. While I fully admit the truth of those
articles A-our paper contained some time since on
"Nonconformist Architecture," and am in no w.ay
blind to the fact that a large number of dissenting
architects are behind iu the race—lamentably
so,—yet I submit there are also men whose know-
ledge of Jlcdiaval work is not of the limited
character which it is generally supposed to be, and
yet their practice is of the kind in question; but,
working in their particiUar branch, they are doing
their best to raise in truth and in tone "that brancli
to a level which at least will bear the criticism of
those who are capable of speaking upon it. And I

renture to assert these are worthy the honour of
restoring a Mediicval building, and perhaps would do
it as faithfully as many an " Ecclesiologist."

I cannot speak of the merits of the architect in
question. It is not in my province to do so, and I

do not know him personally ; but I simply ask space
to enter my protest against the theory that because a
man's practice consists in tlie erection of chapels
and schools for Dissenter.s that, therefore, he is un-
fitted to restore an ancient church.

I believe Mr. Eickman, who certainly was a
pioneer in liis day, was a Quaker—one surely,
according to your correspondent's 'theory, the least
likely to know aught of Jlcdk-cral arihitecture, and
yet with us still he is quoted as an authority of no
little weight.—I am, &c.,

London, July 3. AT. R.

P.S. I enclose my card.

Sir.—The letter of "Ecclesiologist" in vonr last
issue should not be passed Ijy without .a" word or
two. I must here mention that I have no know-
ledge of the architect referred to in Ids letter, but 1

feel that justice should be done, both to him and to
any who might be in a similar position.

Because an architect's practice chiefly consists in
"the erection of chapels nnrl schools of the Baptist
and other persuosions," is that any reason why he
should be denounced in a widely-circulated public
journal for carrying out the restoration of a village
church? No doubt, irreparable mischief is done in
the so-called restorarions; but I consider that this is

not the age for persecuting Nonconformist architects
because they arc such—rather, on the other hand,
let tliem have an opportunity of showing their skill,

and I have not the slightest hesitation in s.ayingthat
their work will compare favourably with many eccle-
siastical men.—I am, &c., H. 'W. P.

London, July 3, 1871.

THE STREETS OF LONDON.
Sir.—Granite, Macadam, wood, and asphalte have

been under competitive trials at various times as
materials for street paving, and all have been found
wanting on some speciiil point. Granite, in the
form of larger or smaller sets, is verv durable, though
expensive, and very destructive both of horses and
carriages, not only on account of its extreme h.ard-
ness, but more especially because under heavy
traffic the blocks or sets sink unequally, as may be
readily seen by straining a chalk line over their tops,
a fault that cannot be prevented on account of the
rotten state of the under soil. Consequently both
the wheels and the horses suffer continually" from
the terrible blows in slipping from stone to stone, at
the same time causing the insuilcrable rattle and

clatter of London traffic. What would be the result

of a four-mile course on granite paving to high-bred
racers ? They would never be able to run another.

Macadam's .system, which causes much less wear
and tear to wheel-tire and horse-flesh, is found to

produce dust and mud without end, and requires

frequent repairs. It also settles into hollows, as

proved by frequent patches of I)roken stone laid

down here and there. It should be observed, how-
ever that the Macadam system has never yet
obtained a fair trial by being rolled before use, with
a twenty or twenty-six ton steam-roller.

Wood paving is excellent in preventing the wear
and tear of cattle and wheel-tu-e, but is objected to

as being slippery in certain states of the weather.
This material has also missed having had a fair

trial for two reasons—namely, v.arious attempts to

introduce patent systems of cutting small blocks of

wood into fancy shapes, instead of cross-cutting whole
trunks of large trees into broad circuhar disks of
proper thickness, and filling the interstices with
lesser blocks, wedges, and pegs, the wdiole being
ranuned down to surface by the monkey of a
travelling pile-engine. The slipping complained of

is caused by the horse stepping off rough gravel
roads on to a smooth surface, but if all the streets

were smooth-paved, no .slipping ^vould take place.

Asphalte forms a beautiful and lasting surface,

but the mcde of laying it down requires much
improvement. It is less subject to settle into
hollows, and cattle and wheel-tire would last three
times as long as upon any other material. Also,
as with wood pavement, slipperiness would be no
objection if all the streets of London were
asph.alted.

The tripping and f.alling of horses in London
streets, as elsewhere, is due to various causes

—

namely, bad or insufficient food and overwork, in the
first place; and, secondly, to the custom of tying up
their heads with the barbarous bearing-rein, which
effectually prevents them recovering themselves.
Also to the high style of driving, which is to hold
the reins in both hands, and bearing upon them
with the weight of the body by leaning backwards.
Horses that have not been first ruined bj' ignorant
breakers, grooms, and mischievous boj'S, require no
bearing-rein, will obey the slightest touch of the
reins, and even a whisper inaudible to bystanders.
With early training and handling, not breaking, a
vicious or obstinate horse would become a rare animal
indeed.—I am, &c.,

Reading. C. E.

"CAVE AB HOMINE UNIUS LIBRI."

Sir,—Has not the autlupr of the review iu last

week's issue on "Architectnr.il Books " given a queer
interpretation to this proverb ? He appears to make
it rather enlogistic of its subject; but, while far from
denying the advisability of studying one book
thoroughly, in preference to manj- cursorily, it seems
to me that the proverb is rather intended to warn
aijainst those of one book only, or of one side only
of any subject.—I am, &c., " T. II. E.

XYLATECHNIGRAPHY.
Sir,—Rejilying to your correspondent " An Ex-

perienced Workman," we beg to say we do not
claim to have invented tlie process of staining deal.

&c., nor dn v,-e claim to imitate other woods. Xo
doubt, many attemjits have been made in this direc-

tion, with more or less success. But we do claiTn to

have invented a new process of staining, by which
we can produce effects never before obtained, and
we believe this process to be so entirely original as to

be easily protected by the patent we have taken out.

If your correspondent will favour us with a call,

and will produce his specimens, we have no donbt
we can con\-ince him of this.—AVc are, &c.,

Geo. Trollope & Soxs.

Ilalkin-street West, Belgrare-square,
London, June 29, 1871.

AnCIin'KCTURAL PRACTICE IN DERBY.
Sir,—A letter, sipied "Architect," in your paper of

the ;:oth .Tunc, censures us as arclittects to the Derby
Hoard of G uarrti.ans for what is termed a breach of pro-
fessional morality.
We will not enter into controversy with an anony-

mous correspondent, but if lie wiirp\d)lish his name
and address we will, with your i)ermisston, give an ex-
planation in your colunms wliicli will place the matter
iu quite a different light.

We would suggest that before the writer again ap-
points himself arbiter in any imblie matter he ?liould
understand the subject. au<i avoid a display of igno-
rance, combined with conceit, for the purpose of insult
to an office whose professional standing may be equal,
if not superior, to his own.—We are. &c.,

OiLEs ,<t Urookiiolsi;.
S. I'eter's-bridge, Derby, July 3, 1S71.

fnteitfluiiuuiutiitioit.

[2257.]—Fir and Pine.—"Will any contributor
kindly inform me what difference there is between fir

and pine? Also, what does *' face-bedded" iu masonry
mean?

—

Try Again.
[2358.]—Mounting Competition Drawing's.—

I should feel ubli,iicd if any reader would kindly favour
me with the neatest and best system for mounting
competition drawings upon mill-boards.—J. U. S.

[2250.]—Logarithms.—Asa general rule, Uio only
way to treat fractional exponents is by the use of loga-
rithms. The particular example given, liowcver, can
be evolved without theii- use, for O^'S = (y2){-5 = ;i7 =
21S7.—T. n. E.

[2255.] —Measuring Brickwork.— Tito usual
method of measuring brickwork of chimney-shafts is to
compute the net cubic contents of the brickwork, and
then reduce the same to the standard thickness of IJ
brick thick. Iu some parts of the coimtry the brick-
work of chimneys is estimated by the cubic yard. No
allowances are given for plumbings or angles, tmless
you have purpose-made facing-bricks ; in that case the
measurement of the corners is given in lineal feet.

—

Thomas rixcn. Surveyor.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Fracas in the Preston (oi ntv Coert.—On

Tuesday, iu the I'restou County-court, Hi: James
Hibbert, architect of that to^\'n, sued Mr. Edward
.Swainson, spinner and manufacturer, and the Rev. W,
T. Thompson, incumbent of S. Saviour's Church,
Preston, to recover £3 3s., his charge for supplying a
plan and drawing for a stained-glass window, to be
placed in that church.—The plaintiff stated that about
two years ago Jlr. Thompson spoke to him about pre-
paring the plan and drawing in question, lie sent in
his account to the Rev. John Wilson, incumbent of

S. James's Church, who was executor of the building
fund of 8. Savioiir's, but that gentleman declined to

pay, on the ground that he had nothing to do with
ordering them. After that he told Mr. Thompson he
shotdd look to him for the mouey, and sent a bill to

him, but he took no notice of it. Mr. Swainson had
called upon him with Mr. Thompson, and had indicated
what he wxinted.—The Rev. J. Wilson said the plan
and drawing were in the possession of 3Ir. Swainson,
who ought, undoubtedly, to pay for them. If things
had gone pleasantly, and there had been good funds in
hand, he (witness) woidd not have demurred to paying.
—The Rev. W. D. Thompson said that, as far as he
could remember, he and Mr. Wilson called upon Mr.
Hibbert at his oflice, in the first Instance, and lie

believed that be (witness) instructed Mr. Hibbert to
make the dramng. He supposed that he would bo
paid out of the building fund.—Mr. Swainson deposed
that ho never gave any InstnictiDns to plaintiff. Ho
would lake that opportunity of giving an unequivocal
denial to every word that that fellow (pointing to the
Rev. Mr. Wilson) had stated. (Surprise.)—Ills Honour
made an order that the Rev. W. D. Thompson pay the
amount claimed.—As the pai-ties were leaving the

court, 3Ir. SA\Ttinson called the Rev. J. AVilson "a
lying scoundrel," in the passage, upon which the rev.

gentleman struck him across the face with his umbrella.

Mr. Swainson was making a rush at him, when he was
pinioned by Jlr. Shorrock. grocer, who begged him to

control himself, and not strike :^Ir. Wilson.—Mr.
Swainson :

" Well, I'll not strike him—I'll not strike

him," and he left the court-house.—The incident created

some npi'oar for a time.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Supply of Water to the Metkopolts.—
A long report was presented to the Metropolitan
Board of Works on Friday last and adopted from
the Parliamentary Committee on the Metropolis
Water P-ill, whieh* detailed the course taken by the
Select C(minuttco of the Ilonso of Commons to

whom tho Bill had bcuu refciTod, and stated tiiat

since the second reading it had been so altered ar.d

emasculated by the Committee as to completely
destroy all that was valuable in it in reference to

the interp.«ttfi of the consumers, and gave instead in-

creased advantages to the water rompauies. The
Board was represented by counsel before that Com-
mittee, and tliey called upon tlio Bo.ai*d at a short

notice to submit clauses to can*y out the object they

had in view. The Parliamentary Committee of tho

Board accordingly mot at a very short nolieo, and
Mr. Smith, their' solicitor, drew up clauses which
if adoj.ted would have restored tin* Bill to its origi-

nal shape, and they -wore submitted to the Select

Committee of the House of Commons on Monday
last. The Committee, however, in conscquonee of

some intimation from the counsel on each side, had

adjourned until Wcdnesdaj^ ^^'et.'k, wlien tliose

clauses would be taken into consideration. The
measure as originally introduced by lier Majesty's

Govenimcnt met with tho approval of the Board,

because it dealt with the question in a manner
b*'fitting its importance to the inhabitants of tho

metropolis, as provision was made for a constant
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sripply of water at high pressure, so as to force the

water to the tops of the highest houses in the water

companies' district, and the Board were to make
regulations as to the conditions and mode of the

constant supply, fittings, and to see to tlie prescribed

purity of it by a daily analysation. The Bill also

authorised the Board to have power to purchase the

undertakings of tho companies cither compulsorily

or by agreement. As soon, liowcvcr, as the pro-

visions of the Bill became Imowu, the whole of the

meti'opolitan water companies were aroused against

it, and a combined effort was made to prevent the

second reading, and they stated then- strong objec-

tion to all the important provisions of the Bill. The
objections of the water companies had such weight

with the Government that it was detennined to

withdraw the original measm-e and to substitute the

present Bill now before the Select Committee. This

Bill was practically reduced to one for the establish-

ment of a constant supply, and even that was to be

much less effective than was originally proposed, as

the pressure was not such as to reach the tops of

the highest houses, and the cost of all the fittings

for the prevention of waste was to be thi'own uptm
this Board. It was now proposed that tho com-
panies should make their own regulations and that

the Board should simply have the power of object-

ing and making suggestions to the Secretary of

State, to whom the regulations were to be sub-

mitted for approval. The Committee considered

this new provision to be a serious defect in the

Bill, for although it was true that the Board would
have the power of objecting to any regulation

which they looked upon as vexatious and im-
necessaiy, thfey could not enforce their objections.

They could only submit them- to the Secretary of

State, with whom would rest the power of allowing
or disallowing them. Doubtless that was better

than leaving the matter entirely to the companies,

but it would be much more satisfactory that tho

regulations should be made by the Board as the

municipal authority than that they should only
have a power of appeal. As to another provision

of the Bill, that all expenses connected with the
preparation and i")assing of the Act sitould be paid

by tlie Board, that was quite unreasonable, and
therefore the Committee felt bound to take the
coui'se which they then reported to the Board.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &c.

Plymouth.—A statue of Sir Francis Drake is to

be erected over the municipal offices at the New
Guildhall at Plymouth.

Bradford.—The committee who have in charge
the erection of a statue to Mr. S. 0. Lister at Brad-
ford, some time ago decided to erect the memorial
in the centre of the open space at the junction of

New Market-street, Manchester-road, and Thornton-
road, s\;hject to the approval of the Corporation.

The Finance Committee will, at the nest Council
meeting, recommend the adoption of this site for

the statue. Consequentlj', if the Council accede to

the recommendation, one end of the Town Hall will

be graced by a statue of Sir Titus Salt, Bart., and
the other with the Lister memorial.

§\\x Mtt Mk
The Appointment of Architect to the

London School Board.—The number of candi-

dates, originally about forty, were carefully reduced

to two, Messrs. Robson and Quilter. Tlie votes

for these gentlemen were equally divided, but on

the casting vote of the chairman being given,

Mr. Robson received the appointment.

Aech.eologicax DIsco^^:EIEs in the Punjaub.
A rich, mine of sculpture.^ was discovered last

Christmas in the ruins of Takht-i-Bahi (near IToti-

Murdan), on the Punjaub frontier, b^' Dr. Leitner.

We (.icarf^wy) areglad to learn that Government have
since dispatched a party of sappers, who are ex-
ploring the locality. It is said that there are many
other places in the Yusufzai district equally rich in

these remains. The statues appeared to Dr. Leitner

to be " Grajco-Indian and Buddhistic."

An Anglo-Saxon Cemetery.—A discovery,

which has promise of being of importance, has jnst

been made by a labourer named Fox, upon the farm
occupied by Mr. Jolm Clark, of Acklam. The place

is an outlier of chalk, about half way on the slope of

the Yorkshire Wohb, upon the
i
roperty of Lady

Vyner. Here a pit was being dug, in which to burn
lime, and at a very small depth Fox found the

skeletons of five persons laid at full length. Such
fragments of the skulls as have been recovered are

intended for Dr. KoUeston, at Oxford Museum.
There were personal ornaments with the buriaks of

much interest. One had a necklace of beads of

glass and pottery, but oulj- four have been preserved.

There were two buckles and a clasp in bronze, and
a grand gilt circular libula set with stones, found,

but unfortunately the men did not know their value,

and parted with the relics for 4s. The Rev. Canon
Greenwell has arranged to make a thorough ex-

amination of the cemetery after harvest.

HoRTicULTUBAii BuiLDiNGS.—Mcssrs. Clark &
Hope, who have sent us a copy of their horticultural

catalogue, have now.been well known for nearly half

a century as designers and manufacturers of con-

servatories and similar erections. During that

period they have executed in all parts nf the kingdom
a number of important works to which they refer

the public. Among these are the range of horticul-

tural buildings in the Royal Gardens of Frogmore

;

the pinehouse at Clumber Hall, Worksop, the seat

of the Duke of Newcastle; the conservatory erected

in the gi-ounds of Eaton Hall, Cheshire, for the

IMarquis of Westminster ; the pinehouse and hot-

water apparatus at Packington Hall, Coventry, for

the Earl of Ajdesford ; the conservatory, greenhouses,

and hot-water apparatus at Weston Hall, Sliiffnal,

for the Earl of Bradford ; the hothouses and hot-

water ajijiaratus at Elvastou Castle, Dtrbyshire,

for the Earl of Harrington ; the conservatory and

the extensive hot-water apparatus, on the one

boiler system, at Walcot, Salop, the seat of Earl

Powis ; the vineries, conservatory, andforcing-houses

at the Grange, Hants, erected for Lord Ashburton
;

the hothouses at Penryhn Castle, Bangor, for Col.

the Hon. E. G. Pennant, M.P. ; the hot-water

apparatus, on the one boiler system, of the forcing-

houses at Grendon Hall, Atherstone, for Sir George

Chetwynd, Bart. ; the hothouses at Westwood Park,

Droitwich, for Sir J. S. Pakington, Bart., M.P.

;

the hothoiises and hot-water apparatus at Draj-tou

Manor, Tamworth, for Su Robert Peel, Bart., M.P.
;

and many others too numerous to mention.

IXSTITUTE OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

THE Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers
have awarded the lollowiug premiums for

papers read at the meetings during the session just

concluded :—(1) A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium
in Books, to Beruhard Samuelsou, M.P., M. Inst. C.E.,

for his " Description of Two Blast Furnaces, erected in

1870 at Newport, near Middlesbrough;" (2) a Watt
Medal and a Telford Premium in Books, to JiUes

Gaudard, civil engineer, Lausanne, for his paper on
"The Theory and Details of Construction of Jlctal

and Timber Ai-ches ;" (3) a Telford Medal and a Tel-

ford Premium in Books, to Alexander Beazeley,

M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "Phonic Coast Fog
Signals ;" (4) a Telford Medal and a Telford Premium
in Books, to Thomas Dawson Ridley, Assoc. Inst.,C.E.,

for his " Description of the Cofferdams used in the

Execution of No. 2 Contract of the Thames Embank-
ment ;" (5) a Telford Medal and a Telford Premium in

Books, to James Price, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on
" The Testing of Rails, with a Description of the

Machine for the Purpose ;" (C>) a Telford Premium in

Books, to Walter Raleigh Browne, Assoc. Inst. C.E.,

for his paper on " The Strength of Lock Gates ;" (7) a

Telford Premium in Books, to >Sir Francis Charles

ICnowles, M.A.. F.R.S., for his paper on "The Archi-
median Screw Propeller, or Helix of Maximum Work ;"

(S) a Telford Premium in Books, to Hamilton Ela
Towle, of New York, for his " Account of the Basin
for the Balance Dock, and of the Marine Railways in

Connection Therewith, at the Austrian Naval Station

of Pola, on the Adriatic ;" (9) a Telford Premium in

Books, to George Banks Rennie, M. Inst. C.E., for

his " Accoimt of Floating Docks, Especially those at

Carthagena and Ferrol
; (10) a Telford Premium iu

Books, to Arthur Jacob, B. A., Assoc. Inst. C.E.. for

his paper on "The Disposal of Town Sewage •," (11)

the Mauby Premium of Books to Wilfred Airy, B.A.,
Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "The Archimedean
Screw for Raising Water." The Coimcil have likewise

awarded the following prizes to students of the Insti-

tution :—(1) A Miller Prize to Frederick Harry Mart,
Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "Prussian Railways
—Theit Construction, Cost, and Financial ResiUts ;"

(2) a Miller Prize to George Gatton Melhuish Har-
dingham. Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " Practical

Aeronautics;" (ii) a Miller Prize to Ai-thur Tui'uour

Atchinson, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "The
Theory of Energy and Its Application iu tlio Form of

Heat to the Steam Engine ;" (4) a IMiUer Prize to

Henry Francis Joel, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on
" Bricks and Brickwork ;" (5) a Miller Prize to Wm.
Tweedie, Stud. Inst. C.E., and a Miller Prize to

Francis Wilton, Stud. Inst. C.E., for their paper on
"The Calculation and Designing of Girders;" (fi) a
3IiUer Prize to Henry Oliver !Smith, Stud. Inst. C.E.,
for his paper on "Materials Employed in Sewer Con-
struction;" (7) a Miller Prize to Killiugworth
William Hedges, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his " Descrip-
tion of the Pumping Machinery Employed at the
Works of the Amsterdam Caual."

A few of tho magnifioGnt oak trees in Burghley
Park having sliowii symptoms of decay, wore re-

cently cut clown, and ivore sold by auction last week.
The size of the trees and tho value of the timber
may be infeiTed from the prices that were realised.

One tree brought iE72, a second £61. a thii'd X54, and
the whole, 30 iu number, realised 41900.

Cljip.

The cliurcli of Shimpling, near Sudbury, lias been
thoroughly and carefully restored and a new and
more powerful organ placed within it. It was re-

opened on Friday week.

The difficulty about the Crown and Chalice of

the Abuna of A bj-ssinia is at la.st compromised by tho
adoption of Mr. Eastwick's suggestion that they
should be purchased at a reasonable price and sent
back to Abyssinia.

We regret to announce the decease of M. Charles
Texier, Gold Medallist, and honorary and correspond-
ing- member of the Boyal Institute of British

Architects.

We have this week to record the death of Mr.
John Charlesworth, architect, Manchester. He
died on the 23rd of June last,, iu the thirty-ninth

year of his age.

The ruins of Nottingham Castle, which have so

long formed the crown of the bold escarpment which
overlooks a vast sweep of country to the soxith of

the town, are shortly to be removed, in order that

the table land on tho top of the rock may be con-
verted into a site for villa x'esidencos, of whicli there

will be room for about twenty-five, including lawn
and garden space.

The annual dinner of the members and friends of

the Architectural Association will take place to-

morrow at the Black Horse Hotel, Sidcnp.

A new theati'o is about to be erected near the
Edgwarc-road, of which Mr. Walter Emden is to be
tho architect.

It is stated that Mr. Millais sold his landscape
" Chill October," in this year's Academy, to Mr.
Agnew for £1,500. Mr. Aguew has resold it to Mr.
Mendel, of Manchester, for £2,500.

Mr. Foley, the sculptor, has so far benefited by
his sojourn at Hastings, that he will bo able to

retm-u to London almost immediately.

The last meeting for the season of the Archfeo-.

logical Institute takes place to-day. Mr. Parker
will read a paper on Rome.

A fortnight ago we stated that the meeting of the

Kentish Archasological Society would be held at

Sevenoaks on the 3rd of August. We should have
said the 2nd and 3rd of August. The Guardian
states that Mr. Sdharf will describe the pictui-es at

Knole.

The Cathedral of Florence is to be finished at

last, the holes being already pierced for the erection

of the scaffolding. The design selected is that of

Professor Emilio de Fabris.

It is proposed, by a measure of wliich Mr. Stans-

feld has charge, to transfer the sanitary powers at

present exercised by the Home Office and the Privy
Council to the Poor Law Board, and to change tho

name of the latter department into that of the Local
Government Board.

Mr. R. Slee, the clerk to the S. Olave's (South-
wark) District Board of Works, is dead.

An interesting paper on " City Parochial Endow-
ments" was read by Sir Charles Trevelyan at a

meeting of the Society of Ai-ts on Tuesday evening.

The facts adduced by the hon. baronet show the

necessity of a sweeping measure of reform! n the

administration of the funds derivable from such

iiinikr Ctube fvebitlu.—

—

Prices, July 8.—Per Petersburg standard:—Soderham
first and second quality mixed yellow, 4 and 2 >; 9, £9 ys.

to £9 10s.; .3 X 10, £9 10s. to £9 1-5S.: battens, £8 6s. to

£8 10s.; Skelleftea mill-sawn yellow battens, 2J x S.

£7 15s. to £8; Quebec yellow pine, first bright, 12ft. 3x11,
£19 10s. to £20; ditto first floated, 12ft S x U, £17 to

£1783.; ditto2in.,£1310s.; ditto first dry floated, 12ft.:! x 11,

£18 to £18 8s. 1 ditto second bright, 12ft. .s x 11; £1.1 ISs.

to £14; ditto third bright, 12ft. 3 x 11, £9 8s. to £9 IDs.;

ditto third dry floated, £12 3 x 11, £9 lOn.

Per 120 13ft. 3 X 9 :—Trois Pistoles first spruce, 3x0,
£15 to £15 10s.; 3 x 10, £15; 3 x 8, £13; S. John's first

spruce, 3x9. £13 10s. to £14; ditto unsorted, 3x9,
£13 5s. to £13 10s.; Quebec first spruce, 12ft. 2iu,.

£1S lOs. 1 Christiana second white, £19 10s.

Per 120 12ft, ^ x ej:—Dram second yellow, £6 10s. to

£e 16s.; ditto third white, £<>; Kragero second yellow,

£6 10s. to £0 15s.

Prepared flooring per square :—Freidrickstadt first

white, lin., 7s. 9d. to 8s.; ditto |in., 8s.; ditto second

white lin., 7s. ; ditto second yellow, lin, 7s. ; ditto second

yellow, lin., 8s. to 9s.; Ha,, 7s. 3d.; diito first yellow, lin.,

iOs.; liin.. Us.

HnLi Prices.—Per Petersburg standard :—'Wyburg red,

£10 15s.; Memel second red, £10; Crown Riga white, £8;
Quebec best pine, £19 IOs.; Holmsund red, £11; ditto

second red, £10; spruce, £7 15s.; Uleaborg red, £8 IOs.;

Onega rod, £14; Petersburg red, £13 IOs.; ditto white,

£9 IOS.

Jlemol Crown staves, £17 per 120.

Timber per load:—Crown, £4: Mcmel best, £3 ISs.;

ditto seconds, £3; Dantzig seconds, £2 IOs.; Swedish,

£2 153.; Quebec yellow pine. £4 IOs.

Timber per cubic foot:—Quebec oak, 2s. 7d.; ditto elm
2s, 3d. ditto birch. Is. lOd.; Dalhousie ditto, Is, 6d.
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WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Tvne Strike and the Belgian Joiners.—

The Newcastle Chronicle saj-S:
—"On Satui'iiay afternoon

Bix of the joiners lately brought across from lielgiuni

were taken down to the steamship Otter by a number
of the joiners now on strike in this town, with a view
of forwarding them to their own country. The men
had just got on board the vessel amidst the cheering
of a large crowd on the quay, when Mr. liobson. secre-

tary to the Masters' Association, put in an appearance
with a policeman and three or four assistants, with the

intention, it was understood, of arresting certain Bel-

gians who were untler contracts. Strict search was
made throughout the vessel, amidst great excitement,

but the men could not be found. The search was con-

tinued up to the last moment of the vessel leaving the

quay, and Jlr. Itobson and his friends, being unable to

lay hantls ujtou the parties they wanted, were com-
pelled to come on shore, as the steamer moved away.

No sooner had the vessel got into mid-stream than the

Belgians appeared on deck, and there were renewed
cheers and loud laughter from the spectators. As Mr.

Robson was leaving, the spectators hooted and groaned,

and a few nutshells were thrown at him by persons in

the crowd. A U-w minutes after the vessel was out of

sight a cab drove in hot haste down to the wharf, con-

taining a sergeant of police, an additional officer, and
one of the masters. It is hardly necessary to state that

it was too late for any further steps to be taken in New-
castle." In connection with the strike, it is stated

that a suggestion has been made, and seems likely to

be acted upon, for the formation of a .Joiners' Co-
operative Industrial Society. A number of persons

are unable to get their houses completed in conse-

quence of the continuance of the strike, and some of the

joiners are prepared to undertake work on their own
behalf. The dispute in the trade may therefore lead to

the establishment of a successful Industrial Co-opera-

tive Society.

Dublin.—The Dublin carpenters, to the number of

about 500, have been on strike for the last three or tour

days.

Leeds.^Six months ago the Leeds joiners and car-

penters gave notice to their employers that after June
:I0 they would require a reduction of the hours of

labour to nine per day, an increase of pay from r-ad. to

7d. per hour, and the abolition of piece work. A large

meeting of the trades was held on Thursday week, the

masters having refused to accede to these terms. It

was unanimously resolved to adhere to the demands,
and it was decided that three shops should be " drawu"
on Saturday if the masters refused to comply. The
men renniiuing at work agreed to subscribe 4s. each

per week for all strike hands. On Tuesday all the car-

penters and joiners remaining at work received notice

to leave on the following day, so that a general lock-

out has taken place. 800 meu are thus out of employ-
ment.

TENDERS.
BASFOna—For additions to Bank House. E. Scrivener

& Son, architects :

—

Sutton & Meadon £175
Barlow 158 12

City.—For the erection of new offices for the Board of

Cluardians of the City of London Union at Rartholomew-
elose. Mr. William Hudson, architect, No. 19, Bennett's-
hill, F.C. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. W, Forge;

—

Palmer & Son £7418
Higgs 6789
Turner & Son C583
Colls & Son 6471
Brass 6273
Perry, Bros 62.W
Hill, Keddell, & 'Waldram 62.50

Conder 6086
Henshaw .5!)76

Broivuo & Rublusou 6943
Hill & Sons 5894

Hanley.—For rebuilding the Jug Inn. E. Scrivener &
Son, architects, Hanley and Longtun:

—

Wooldridgc (accepted) £1400

Hanley.—For additions to George-street works. R.
Scrivener & Son, architeet,s:

—

Barlow £243
'Wouldriilgo -240

Harvey & Co 234
Bowden .:

'.'2.-1

Bradbury 215

Ken'T.—For the erection of six cottages at Djinchurcb.
for A. S. Jones, Esq.;

—

Hazell&Capel £1290
Prcbble 1000
Lee & Padgham 987 17
Brook.s & Slado 970
Ader.ek & Eecs 9i;9 »
Ifolilum 905
Harnett 922
Clitlord (accepted) 8.55

Broad 80.5

Kent.—Fur the erection of two detached cottages at

Stelling Minnis. (Quantities supplied:

—

Brooks * Slade £030
Cozens, Bros 028
'Webb & Maycock Oil 18
Peters 579 n
Clifford 502 9 fi

Stiekels & Boughton (accepted) 400 13 9

Kent.—For converting the Fountain Inn, Ashford, into

two substantial shops or residences for Gt. A. Lewie, Esq.
Quantities supplied :

—

Drjland & Co £1100
Steddy, Joy, & Steddv 1075
Clifford (accepted) 1009

Leek.—For the erection of stables, Dunwood Lodge.

n. Scrivener & Sou, architects :

—

Bowden £575

NEWC.\sTI.E-tTsnER-LYME.—For the erection of house

for minister. R. Scrivener & Son, architects:

—

Sutton & Meadon £615
Barlow 505

Bailey 540

PrccAuiLLT.—For the erection of stabling, &e., Hamil-
ton-place, for the Metropolitan Board of 'Works. Quanti-

ties supplied by Mr. T. Xixon :

—

Nixon & Son £8387
Slimpson 6448
Whillick 6295

Perrv, Bros 6187

Uit;h" 5910
Brail well 5785

Shurmur 4994

PlcCAniLl,Y.~For the erection of the Criterion re-

staurant for Messrs. Spiers & Pond. Mr. Thos. Verity,

architect. Quantities by Messr.s. Paiu & Clark, and
Messrs. Welch & Atkinson :—

Contract 1 ;

—

Thompson £10,600
Browne & Robinson 9,4(!0

Hen.shaw 9,268

Manlev & Rogers 8,529

Smith 8,478

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram (accepted) 7,995

Plumste.vd.—For the erection of new Infirmary for the
'Woolwich Union. Messrs. Church & Eickwood, archi-
tects. Qu.antities supplied :

—

Whitmg £20.790
Kent 20,0:;5

Still 19.S9S

Perry & Co 18,924
Kirk 18,922

Tongue (accepted) 17.559

Shelton.—For additions to S. Mark's Schools. R, Scri-
vener & Sou, architects :

—

Bennett .i;725

Bowdeu 700
Bailey 095
Sutton & Meadon O.'jO

Wouldridgo 6.50

Barlow 648
Cook 637

Stafford.—For additions to Wychdon Lodge. R. Scri
vener & Son, architects:

—

Wood. Bros £880
Barlow 840

STAFFORDSniUE.—For the erection of villa at Barlaston,
R. Scrivener & Son, architects:—

Sutton & Meadon £18.50 o
Matthews 1799
Bailey 1728 15
Barlow 1720
Cook 1045

Stoke-cpon-Trent.—For the erection of a pair of semi-
detached houses, Trentham-road. R. Scrivener & Son,
architects ;

—

Bennett £.S2S

Bailey 778
Harvey 770
Barlow 738

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST Q^.^XITY.

EA^IDELL, SAUNDEES & CO., Limited,
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Offick :

[Advt.] corsham, wilts.
^

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

As supplied to H.RH. The Prince of Wales at SatuJrin^ham

The Peumoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for
Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

{Less costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can he obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as

under.
In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Per Eqtiivfttent to
l.SOO Slates, per square

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 ...

Do. do. 13 by 8 ...

Do. do. 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 6 ...

Prices uf large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi

monials, uud yample Specimens may be obtained on ap-

plication to

MESSRS. RAKDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Jerm3ni-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-strect,

Wetitmiuster.

2 17 G . . Ka.M.
2 17 H . . Ills. Oil.

2 5 . . 14s.

1 18 C . . 1 :l».

1 7 e . . lis.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SfRRENDEK IN LONDON.

C'ookson, John, Plaistow, builder. July i:J, at 12.—Chaplin.
Thomas, Baltic-place, Lower-road, Eotherhithe, builder,

July 18, at 11.

TO SPRUENIlEn IN THE COrNTRY.
Cowell. Joseph, Livoniool. builder. July 1:1. at Liverpool.

—Carlisle. Boliert, Preston, builder. July 17. at Preston.—
Ncu-inttn. Th'iniiis. Fi-lkestone and Cheriton. builder atid

brickmnUi'r. July 12, at Cnnlerbury.—Wood. W. It, Sur-

biton aud Soulhborough, brickmaker, July 13, at Kingston.

PUBLIC EXASnSATIONS.
July 27. W. Fairheod, Tottenham, builder.—.\ugust 4.

L. Richardson, Shillington, Bedfordshire, builder.—July

14, S. Wiigley, Oldham, builder.—July 11, T. H. Matthew,
S. Mawes, Cornwall, builder.

SITTING FOR LAST EXAMTNATION.
July 1", E. Mcshor, High-street, Fulham, builder.

PAB.TNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Maquade aud Knowles, Preston, en/riueers,—Hague and

Robinson, Leeds, builders,—Hall and Uoldsmith, Holland-
street, Brixton, plumbers.—Evansand Monis, Shrewsbury,
plumbers.—Beagley, Brothers, Hartley, Hants, and else-

where, builders.

S.MALL-PO.\% Fevers, and Sion Diseases.—The pre-
disposition to is prevented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saline.

Agreeable, vitalising, and invigorating, its effects are
remarkable in their cure and prevention. Take it as
directed. Sold by chemists and the maker, H. Lamplough,
113, Holborn-hill.—

[

Adv ertisement.]

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

MET.\LS.
Lead.

Pig—Foreign . . . . per ton £17 15 £17 17

„ English Vf.B. . . do 10 15

„ Lead Co. .... . do 18 10 18 15

„ Other brands . . do 18 18 10
Sheet Milled .... do 18 15 19

Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 21

Red or minium . . . , do 20 10
Litharge, W.B do
White Drv do 25 C 2(1 Q

„ ground in oil .. do

Copper.

Bi-itish—Cake & Ingot . per ton 73 74

Best Selected .... do 75 70

Sheet do 71! 79

Bottoms do 80 81

Australian do 7:1 77

Spanish Cake .... do 000 000
Chili Bars, cash ... do C5 10 67 0.

„ Heflned ingot . . do 72 74

Yellow Metal .... per lb. GJ 00 7J
IRO.N.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton 2 1 G 9

Welsh Bar, in Loudon .do 7 5 7 10

Wales . do G 12 C C 15

Staffordshire .... do 7 15 860
Rail, in Wales .... do G 15 700
Sheets, single in London do 9 5 10 5
Hoop.i), flrst quality . . do 8 15 9 5

Nail Rod do 7 10 7 15

Swedish do 9 15 10

TiMDER.

Teak load 12 5 13 10

Quebec, red pine .... „ 3 15 4 15

yellow pine . . „ 4 5 6 5

Quebec oak, white ... „ GOO G 5

„ birch ,
3 10 4 10

elm „ 4 4 10

Dautzic oak 4 10 9 10

Ur 2 7 4

Memel flr 2 10 3 10

Hi-a ,
3 6 3 10

Swedish „ 2 5 2 10

Masts, Quebec red pino . „ 4 G 10

„ yellow pine 4 G 10

Oregon „ 700 900
Lathwood, Dautzic, fm. . „ 3 5

„ St. Petersburg „ 5 5 6 15

Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

by Oin.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 18

St, John, white spruce . „ 12 10 14 10

Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality . . . „ 18 19 10

2nd do ,
115 14

Archangel, yellow 12 10 14 10

St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10

Finland ,
7 10 8 10

Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10 10 10

white 8 10 9 10

Gefle, yellow 10 10 12 10

Soderham ,
8 10 12

Christiania, per C, 12ft. by
3 by tiin., yellow ... „ 10 12 10

Other Norway „ 7 8

Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., Hrst yellow . . „ 9 10

First white 080 090
Second qualities .... „ G 080

Oils, &c.

Seal, palo per tun 34 35

Sperm body ,
81 82

Cod 35 10 ODD
Whale, South Sea. pala . „ 34

Olive, Givllipoli .... „ 47 10 48
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ .WOO S
Palm, flue ,

37 37 10
Linseed „ 32 10

Kapesced, Eng. palo . . „ 44 10 45

Cottonseed „ 27 32

BUILUKl'vS CLERKS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION, Founded 18GG.

Benjamin Hannen, Esq., President,

An ELECTION of PENSIONERS will bo held in

October nest. Forms of application, copies of rules, and
any other information may be obtained of any member of
the Committee, or by letter of the Secretary.

All applicatitms must be tilled up and delivered at the
Office, 14, Bedford-row, W.C, on or before the 25th inst.

F. T. MULLETT, Secretary.

OOM-DECORATING MOljLDINGS
of the best quality, superior in the burnish, of all

patterns; cheapest house. Patterns aud prices sent tree

on application.—LOUIS HARWITZ, 170, Bishopsgote-

street Without, London.

rpo ARCHITECTS .and SURVEYORS.—
±_ Fol DISPOSAL, a bona tide PRACTICE; a good

oi)portunity for any one commencing business.—Address,

giving real name and address, to O. M. B., Post-office,

Queen's-rond, Bayswater, London.
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NATIONAL COMPETITION DRAW-
INGS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

TN a well-lighted and convenient gallery at
-*- the South Kensington Museum we have
now again the annual gathering of the Art
School work throughout the country—of

the drawings and models, in fact, which
have been selected by an influential body
of examiners to compete for the medals
and prizes offered by Government in this

great national competition. From a total of

some 6.'),000 works, we have here a collection

of about 700 of the most meritorious, and
amongst these have been awarded nine gold,

twenty-four silver, and sixty-five bronze
medals, whilst to 9.') other students have been
adjudged minor prizes, consisting' of books
on art subjects. On the occasion of the last

competition, when the drawings were ex-

hibited in the Raphael Gallery, we were
forced to make several complaints with re-

ference to the arrangement of the works in

revolving frames or cases, and we are happy
to see that this time the di'awings are far

more satisfactorily displayed, the majority of

them being on screens, while a few only of

the less important ones are shown in revolving

cases, which are, however, larger and more
suitable for the purpose than those we were
obliged to find fault with before.

The number of drawings forwarded in

competition for the medal in the antique
school is, as might be expected, very con-
siderable, and the highest honour in this stage

falls to Mr. James Robertson, of the Edin-
burgh School, for a carefully-finished drawing
from the "Cymbal Player," or dancing faun.

The shading in this work is very elaborately

finished, and differs in tlus respect from the
premiated drawing last year. Silver medals
have been awarded to Messrs. W. Alexander,
of Salisbury, and J. S. Noble, of the West
London School, for studies from the discobolus

of Naucidio, and that of Myron. Messrs. H.
Beaber, of Salisbury, Tom Hunt, and W. C.
Little, of South Kensington, have bronze
medals in this stage, in which also ten book
prizes have been awarded. Looking at the
general character of the works from the
antique, we are glad to find that the tendency
to stipple and over-elaborate the shading is

decidedly less prominent than last year, when
we were compelled to blame several works on
this score. In stage 8d, chalk shading from
life, a silver medal has been most honourably
earned by Miss Susan Dacre, of the Manches-
ter School, for a very clever study of a female
head. The treatment of this work is most
artistic, and the handling is all that could be
wished. The same pretty model has, if we
mistake not, been sitting to Miss Thompson
and Miss Robinson, who have gained book
prizes for their life studies in oil.

In the groups from still-life, the competi-
tion is so vigorous, and the works produced
this year are so meritorious, that the exami-
ners have recommended the award of two
medals in this stage on future occasions,
namely, one for studies in oil and the other
for water-colour drawings. This will do
away with the difficulty which now cxi.sts of
comparing works in these two different me-
diums. The gold medal here is won by a
lady, Miss Rose E. Stanton, of the Stroud
School, for a study in water-colours of dead
game and foliage. This distinction is well
merited; and the exquisite and feathery
touch with which the plumage is delineated
deserves our highest praise. Three silver

medals in this stage have been gained by
Messrs. D. Doherty, of Mancliestcr, and Paul
Looch, of Hull, for a pigeon and fruit in
oils, and a shell and some old Flemish jugs,

respectively ; while Miss Mary E. South-
worth, of the Manchester School—the only

|

recipient of two silver aiedals—takes one of

them for some be^itifully painted grapes in

water-colom-s, thej other being for a study
from a white convovolus, stage 14.\. Bronze
medals for groups p. oil have been awarded
to Messrs. F. Morri? and E. J. Parker, and to

Misses M. W. WebV and Lucy M. Poole.

The modelling is ^ vast improvement upon
last year, and besides calling for special com-
ment from the examihers, has resulted in the

award of two gold) medals. Mr. .lames

Steele, of the Glasgmv school, takes one of

these for his clever ahd vigorous work from
life, representing Samson bursting asunder
the bonds of new cord with which the faith-

less Delilah has caused hijn to be bound;
while the other falls to Mr G. F. Munn, of

South Kensington, for al model of the

Hercules from the antique. The silver

medal in this section is (jbtained by Mr.
William Stevenson, of Edinburgh, for his

model of Leander
; while tvo ladies from the

Female School of Art, Boomsbury, have
gained bronze medals—Miss Julia Pocockfor
a head, and Miss E. Selcus for a female
figure. A very graceful gid well-designed
female figure by Miss Poc
prize books. Silver medal

k carries off the
for modelling

have likewise been awarddi to Messrs. A.
Barlow, of Lambeth, and J Rowley, of the

West London school.

Before passing on to thel applied designs,

we should notice the drawijgs from the cast

in chalk and sepia, which aipear to us to be
this year universally exclllent. Thus, in

class 5n, two students of tin Bradford school,

Messrs. J. Charnock and |. Crowther, have
received silver medals foil shaded drawings
from the apples and the roiette ; and similar

awards have been made toMr. Peter Smart,
of Aberdeen, and Miss eJ M. Eyles, of the
Oxford school, for moncihromes in water-
colour of ornament from lie cast. Of these

works the chalk shadindof the rosette by
Mr. J. Crowther is a mffvellously delicate

and refined example of [tippling, and the

sepia di'awing of GothiJ foliage by Miss
Eyles should be attentivply studied as an
excellent specimen of cjreful and highly-
finished manipulation. Tiie outline drawings
of foliage from Nature are not up to the mark,
and here we find that twd sets of prize books
only have been awarded.
We may now pass ot to the works in

stage 23 (applied designi), among which all

the five remaining gold ' medals have been
distributed. Beginning with the architec-

tural drawings, stage 23i!^ the gold medal is

gained by Mr. G. L. Luker, of the St. Martin's
school, for a design for a cathedral in that
type of French Gothic vhich is inspired by
an ardent admiration for the works of I\I.

Viollet le Due. The execution in Mr. Luker's
case is better than the design, though even
in this latter respect the work is far superior

to any of the other church designs here
exhibited. Mr. Luker has received also a
book prize for some well tinted water-colour
sketches of the decorations of the remains at

Pompeii. The quality of the works in tins

stage is anything but satisfactory, and the
display is certainly inferior in merit to that

of last year. A few second-rate designs are

contributed by architectural drauglitsmen in

country offices, and some tamely-executed
measured drawings constitute the bulk of the

work. Book prizes are awarded to Mr. W.
H. Singer, of Frome, for a cai'eful di-awing

of the north porcli of St. Andrew's Church,
Wells, and to Mr. G. A. Noble, of Nottingham,
for a slashingly-drawn perspective view of a
church, rudely etched iu common writing-ink.

From Nottingham also we have a I'atber weak
design for a memorial by Mr. .J. Brooke,
which is, however, very minutely drawn ; a

measured work from the chancel of Sandiacro
Church, and a church interior liy Mr. Nolile.

Mr. H. C. Harris, of the Cardiff school, lia.s

three views of his design for a church—his

west elevation is very nicely drawn iviid care-

fully worked out. The fault of this design,

which is very good in many respects, is in

the fenestration of the tower, the effect of
which feature is destroyed by the numerous
small openings. Mr. H. Saimders, of South
Kensington, has a design for a villa which,
from the shape of the window heads, is ap-
parently Gothic. The designs for a town
hall from Leicester should smely not have
been entered for national competition

;
per-

haps, however, the elaborate borders to the
drawings softened the hearts of the examiners.
The villa by Mr. W. Watkins, of South
Kensington, wants a little more dash and
vigour in the pen work.

Passing on to the designs for textiles and
lace, Nottingham is again unusually strong,

so much so that it has been considered advis-

able to awai'd two gold medals for lace in

this school. Mr. William Butler, whoso de-
sign carried off the local prize offered by the
Mayor of Nottingham, receives one of these
for an extremely graceful and pleasing

arrangement of primroses and blue bells, which
are more conventionally treated than the
wild flowers introduced by the other gold
medallist, Mr. G. F. Turton, who has, by
varying the thickness of his thread, produced
the effect of a sort of half tint in portions of the
flowers and foliage which is, we think, a very
legitimate and agreeable mode of obtaining
expression in this material. Another Notting-
ham student, Mr. T. W. Hammond, has
obtained a bronze medal for a lace design

;

and five students of the same school have
gained the prize books in this stage. Miss
M. E. Butler, of South Kensington, has caiTied

off the only silver medal for some excellent

designs for Brussels, Honiton, and point-lace,

while bronze medals go to Miss A. Keeling,

of Lambeth, and Miss Badcock, of Taunton.
We have also some admirable designs for

woven fabrics ; thus, Mr. J. H. Park, of

Coventry, gains a silver medal
;
Mr. Nimmo,

of Glasgow, has one in bronze ; and Messrs. G.

Payne, of South Kensington, and Wm.
McFadayen, of Glasgow, the prize books for

their designs for carpets. Another Glasgow
student, Mr. A. Anderson, has received a silver

medal for a most gorgeously-coloivred and
Oriental-looking scarf ;

while bronze medals
for designs for scarf ends and ribbons have
been awarded to Messrs. F. Hall and John
Simmer, of Macclesfield. The Coventry
ribbon designers make a very fair show,
though they do not seem to have succeeded in

carrying off any of the more important prizes

this year. Miss JM. Manaell, of South Ken-
sington, has obtained a silver med;d for her
design for muslin, while Miss M. Brooke, of

the same school, has received the prize books.

The whole collection of designs for muslins

is very interesting and good.

The fourth section of stage 23 has also

called for the award of two gold medals. Mr.
W. M. Crichton, of Edinburgh, obtains one

of these for his delicate and beautiful design

for a set of jewellery ; he exhibits also a

second set scarcely less excellent than that

which has carried off the prize. The designs

for metal work and jewellery are this year

both numerous and good, and the marked
improvement in the quality of the work from
Birmingham has called for special notice

from the examiners. We were ourselves

compelled to point out last year some serious

defects in the designs from this school, and

we are glad to be able to congratulate the

master upon his success. Messrs. A. W.
Cund and J. R. Diiffield have obtained

bronze medals for designs for a candlestick

and a vase respectively, and Mr. William

Ellis, of Sheffield, receives the prize books foi-

a pictm-csquc-looking badge for the Master

Cutler. The other gold medal in this section

has been awarded to Mr. Owen Gibbons, of

South Kensington, for an admirable design

for the decoration of a ceiling, which ho has

evidently prepared in competition for the

prize offered by the Plasterers' Company.
Another very good design for a coiliug is

shown by Mr. Randall, of South Kensington,

which receives the silver medal, and must

have run Mr. Gibbons very close. Mr. George
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Clausen, who obtained a gold medal last year,

has this time a silver medal for his

design for wrought -iron gates, which
evinces a careful and accurate study of the

material. Vt'c have again three fiamcs of

watch-backs from Coventry, very similar in

many respects to those of last year. .Some

cleverly painted tiles from Landx'th and The
Potteries are to us a novel feature in the

national competition ; a charming little baby,

painted by Samuel Jenks, of Xewc-a.'^tle-undci-

l-yme, aged fourteen, has obt;iineil the jjri/.e

books. There is a good competition for the

prize in modelled ornament; the silver medal
in this stage falls to Mr. William 'Wright, of

the Ilanley school, for a well-designed frieze

of lizards, birds, and foliage.

Again tliis year the ladies hold their own
in (iower painting. Wiss K. Austin, of

Bloomsbury, carries off the silver medal for a

bunch of the most toni])tini;-l()oking .'ijiplcs
;

and bronze medals are awarded to Miss Jack-
son, of .South Kensington, and Miss Cmn-
ming, of (Jharterhousc, the former for a study
of a])ple blo.ssoms and larch sprigs, and the

latter for some fruit. \\'e do not tliink that

much fault need be found with the furniture,

;us the examiners appear tosu|)pose. Mr. W.
S. Uicks, of Newcastle-on-'J'ync, has received

a bronze medal for a iifteentli century carved
oak cabinet with bnuss hinges, in wliich the
style is admirably maintaiiu'd throughout

;

and .inother student of this scliool has an un-
rewardeil though excellent design for a cabi-

net, founded on the precedents furnished bj'

Mr. 'J'albert or Mr. Moyr Smith. The prize

books have been awarded to Mr. f. Eiuery,

of Birmingham, for some cajjit.al designs for

domestic metal-work. 'Tlie tile designs are

eertiiinly not equal to those of last year. Mr.
Jacob, of the West London school, has ob-
tained the prize books for a pattern which
savours too nuicli of marquetry or wood in-

lay. .Some good book-covers are sent by
Messrs. II. Arnott, .S. Reilly, and J. Cockrill.

Among the fan designs, that of Miss 11. Mon-
talba is justly rewarded with a bronze medal,
and the same di.stinction is gained by Mi.s3 S.

Prince, of IJradford. The historic ornament
does not show much improvement upon last

year. Messrs. (i. Bailey, of Derby, .and G.
Hoskyn, of West London, have received
bronze medals, and Miss Badcock, of the
latter school, the prize books. This work as

at present piactised seems to us to be very
aimless, and can do the student but little

good. One of the best unrewarded works in

this class is the sheet of fonts by Mr. J.

Xeale, of Leicester.

.\s the Department failed this year to iiuli-

catc a geometric form to be filled up with
ornament, the works in this stage are difficult

to compare ; there is nothing, however, of
more than average merit. iMias V,. Jackson,
of South Kensington, has obtained the silver

medal for her analysis of llowcrs, and Miss
II. (iolding-Iiird, of the same school, has
received a bronze medal in this section. The
designs for wall paper are an improvement
upon last year. Bronze medals are gained
by Mr. J. J. Sh.aw, of South Kensington, and
Mr. T. H. A. I'ilkington, of M'arrington.
.Some excellent designs by Mr. E. (J. Renter
s-em to us to have been overlooked by the
examiners. A prize offered for pottery
designs by Mr. Campbell, of .Stoke, does not
appear to have elicited a fair amount of
response ; the best work here is by Miss
Major, whose designs for cups and saucers
have received a bronze medal. The design
for a centre dish by ;Mis3 Montalba is afso
very goo<l.

Among the numerou.i interesting works here
collected, we fear that in this brief notice
many have been undeservedly omitted ; but
we trust that our remarks U])on the general
niain (livision will be accepted in the spirit

in which they are made. The Kensington
system of art-training is undoubtedly doing
immense good throughout the country ; and
the mere f.act c)f being al)!e to get together
annually such a collection as the present one

shows how vigorous ai/d healthy is the work
which is being .icconiplisheJ. The few faults

we have had to find, tre, ve are sure, more
than counterbalanced by tie praise wo have

been able in many instaneos most justly to

bestow, and we trust that next year we sluall

sec an even more exttnsiv- collection of the

the works of our arttstudants.

BEADY-JIiVlJE ORNAMENT.
TT would take along li5t to contain all the
-•- various defornities iv'hich centre in that

familiiir object, ;. London house ; and yet,

were they left in ;htir native plainness, they
would only be half as repulsive as they are.

The decoration is the crowning horror, which
doubles all tlie rest, (^ould they only recog-

nise their hopeless ugliness, could they only

have the modesty to say, " Do not look at us
;

we cannot help leing so," one might pass

them rather with sorrow than disgust. But
to see such featui;s tricked out in such finery

is indeed no plea.ant spectacle. The more it

is considered, thcmore wonderful it seems,

that people with 'yes, and a reputation for

being rational, stould spend time and monej'

in ornamenting ai average street front. Yet,

after all, they m:v plead one extenuiiting cir-

cumstance—the o-nament they employ is fit

for nothing else. It must either be used
where thoy use it or thrown away; for the

only known class if work which it wouhl not

disgrace is our nireteenth century " vern.icu-

Lar." Th.at style, indeed, we, for our own
jiarts, should prefu' to see unadorned ; and
that ornament we .hould prefer not to see at

.all. But if they mist exist, they .are made
for each other : by dl means let them stand or

fall together.

Whatever may b' the reason, however, a

piece of plain, wel -designed construction is

one of the rarest tlmgs to meet with. In our

towns, at least, bail decoration is as all-per-

vading as bacl smels ; and, we may add, as

little noticed by thtse who are accustomed to

it. If we look dowi, there are ornamental

tiles, ornamental sciapers, ornamental railings

from one end of Loidon to the other. Look
a little higher, there are ornamental pilasters,

ornamental capitals.ornamental cornices, and
all the devices of th-' plasterer. Higher still,

there are ornamenta slates, ornamental zinc-

work, and fearfully-ornamental chimney-pots.

Go indoors, and yoi; swim in a sea of orna-

ment. If the eye ciaves a moment's rest, the

whole body must srffer ; for it is only to be

h,ad by bending pairfully back to look at the

ceiling. Even in that there is more orna-

ment, as far as quantity goes, than in many a

noble church. To modern magnificence,

however (of the re,ady-made description),

this is but a tride. Look at the walls, .and

find, if you can, a square inch tluat is plain
;

they overpower you with magnificence at a

h.ali'penny a yard. And even this is not all,

for the splendour of the carpet as far sur-

pa.sses the splendour of the walls as this

eclipses the splendom- of the ceiling. Il.appy

age, whose art has outdone that of all the

world before ! The (irccks, the Italians, the

Mediicval Erench were nowhere in comparison

to us ; we cannot so much as make a plain

stove-front or door-knocker. How can the

world ever have called us an ijiartistic

nation ?

To whom, then, are we indebted for this

astonishing state of things? Not chiefiy to

our .architects, though some of them have

their share in it. But the class of houses

we h.ave specially in view usually spring up
without architects. They rise from the earth,

like trees, orratherlike toadstools, apparently

without design or contriv.ancc on anyone's

part. Their builders certainly make no pre-

tence of inventing their dccor.ation ; the

builder's clerk who drew their plans, with

Peter Nicholson to help him, could hardly

manage a Corinthian capital ; the very

pl.osterer, by the time he has turned out his

magnificent acanthus-leaf modillions, sees the

last of his available ideas ;
who did the resi?

If the builder had to design it all, if he even
had to pay some one else for designing it, we
may shrewdly guess that 99 per cent, of it

would be spared us. 'I he secret is. he buys
it ready-made. All this ornament costs him
no time, no p.ains, no thought ; it is manufac-
tured wholesale, and, like a patent medicine,
is supposed to be equally suited to every
purpose. T^his, in f.act, is its main charac-
teristic. True architectural ornament is made
for its place. AVhether it has more or less of

positive! beauty, it has always enough for J

its position, and always of the right sort. I

According to what seems the popular notion

of the day, ornament can never be too beau-
tiful ; whether its place is to be a high or a
low one, it should alw.ays be the finest that

can be had. We have seen, on this principle,

all the works of antiquity ransacked for details

with which to cover shops .and gin-palaces
;

and we are still seeing the same process ap-
plied to the treasures of the Middle Ages. If

there is a capital or a cornice in which, so to

speak, was focussed the decoration of a

whole cathedral, this is exactly what is seized

upon .and copied. Still worse, this, or some-
thing analogous to it, is what is multiplied and
repeated without end by m.achinery.till the best

things which art has ever produced become,
through this means, precisely the most trite

and wearisome. Thus ready-made ornament
not only makes modern buildings more dis-

gusting, but .ancient ones comparatively tame
.and flat. For the sake of both, we must wish
for a revival of architecture in our streets.

We must hope th.at the time may retirrn when
houses were designed, and not merely deco-

rated. With a higher civilisation, a more
thorough national culture, it may be so. The
present state of things only gives point to

Mr Carlyle's remark, that " the first spiritual

want of a barbarous man is decoration ; and
this we may still see among the barbarous

classes in civilised countries."

VIOLLKT LE DUC'S "DICTIONNAIRE
KAISONNE DE L'AKCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE." *

IX.

INTO the history of monastic architecture

as developed in France, M. le Due enters

very largely, devoting upwards of fifty pages

to its elucidation. The line we have laid

down for ourselves in reviewing this great

work will, however, preclude our following

him so closely here as we have hitherto done.

Our aim is r.ather to instruct the student of

the art as a record of the past, and the

younger members of the profession who are

seeking in it a working future, than to give a.

merely archreologicd resume of the various

phases through which that art has passed.

Now, although both may find much to learn

in the arrangement of the dwelling-places of

"t!ie monks of old," .and although the con-

ventual buildings of the middle ages had a

great influence on the architecture appro-

priated by the more stirring walks of civil

and military life, yet, as we shall have to

study that influence in reviewing the conse-

quences effected by it. we must restrain our

wish to enter so fully into this branch of the

subject as its importance merits and that

wish makes us desire.

M. le Due, like most other commentators

on the conventual .architecture of the middle

ages commences his review of it with the

well-known j)lan of the monastery of S. Gall.

Although this plan, having so frequently

been reproduced in works treating upon con-

ventual arrangements, may be well known
to many of our readers, yet, for the bene-

fit of those who cannot command such works,

we once again republish it (Fig. --) from

M. le Due's reduction, taken from ]\IabiI-

lon's essay in the " Annales Benedictines."

The design is by many assumed to have

• Dictionniiiro Ruisonne rte rArchitccturn Fram-aiso

du XL au XVI. Sieole, par M. ViOLLgT LK Duo, Archilecte

ilu Uouverumoot, Inspecteur-fieneral dcs lirtitlcps Diocds-

siins. 10 vols. ; 8vo. ; Morel, Paris, 1804—lliua.
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emanated from Egin-hard, the secretary,

son-in-law, and bior;rapher of Charlemagne

;

nor is it beyond the range of possibility

that our own countryman, that learned

Yorkshireman Alcuin, the friend of the

the great king, had some share in its arrange-

ment. Executed about the year 820, this plan,

which is still preserved amongst the archives

of the Swiss monastery, bears internal evi-

dence of having been the well-thought-out

successor of many previous attempts. The
arrangements betoken a long experience in

planning, and give evidence that this must be

the successor of many a less perfect build-

ing. The letters in our footnote will explain

the plan, by which it will be seen how
cleverly grouped together are all the parts.

The abbot's lodgings are contiguous to the

schools, and the guest-house on the nortli

side of the church ; at the east lie the ceme-
tery, infirmary, the garden, and the house of

novices, whilst the monastery proper groups
itself round tlie sunny cloister on the south.*

The risk of destruction by that di'ead

enemy, fire, is reduced by detaching the heat-

ing apparatus, probably serving also as a ven-
tilating shaft from tlie dormitory ; the isola-

tion of the latrines from the general build-

ings. Tliese arrangements show a great

advance in sanitary science—an advance evi-

dently the result of former inconveniences.
The kitchen separated from the refectory by
means of passages, and the general disposition

of the buildings, indicate that the faulty com-
bination of these parts in older edifices had
been sedulously avoided, so that even at this

early period much experience had been
brought to bear. That aggregation of men
which we have already noticed as forming the
chief feature in the social life of the great
chieftains of these days, no doubt taught
many lessons, and the monastery most pro-
bably reproduced and improved upon many
of its featmes. The great hall became
the church, and tlie other arrangements
were modified to suit the requirements of

those who found in monastic buildings not
merely a temporary, but a penuanent home
—a home which served them from the time
when they first entered its walls till that day
when within those walls they laid their bodies
down in the " (iarden of God," beneath the
shadow of that church they had passed their

life in serving. Once fixed upon, the general
arrangements of monasteries varied but little

;

the life of its inmates was much the same in
one century as in the next.

Here or there the nature of the site caused
some change, and now and then the wild
and troubled condition of the district where
they were erected caused these buildings to

' A.
B.D.
C.

E.
F.

G.

H.
I.

K.
L.

M.
N.
O.
P.
R.
S.

T.

U.
V.
X.
T.
Z.

a.

b,

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

hi.

Choir pointing eastwards.
Exhedra ; seats of tiie dignitaries.
Altar of S, Mary and S, Gall,

Stalls for the monks.
Altars,

Fonts,

Second choir at the west end,
Exhedra attached to ditto.

School,
Sacristy,

Scriptorium, with library over.
Staircases.

Narthe.x,

Vestibule for the inlnates of the monastery.
Ditto for schools and refugees.
Refectory,

(.'ellar, with larder over,
liaths.

Heating apparatus.
Isolated latrines.

Kitchen.
Bakeliouse for altar bread.
Kitchen garden.
Gardener's house.
Fruit border.

t^uarters of the novices and infirm.
I'oultry-house.

Doctor's quarters.

Garden for medicinal herbs.
Pharmacy.
Abbots' lodgings.
Hostelry witli stables,

Lod;.Nng and stables for servants.
Workshops.
Mills and stores.

Workmen's lodgings,

Oi chard-keeper.

Lodgings for pilgrims and the poor.

rises very abruptly,

narrow landing - place.

partake largely (If the nature of a fortress,

and the handwriting of War as well as of

Peace was written on their walls. Of the

skill with which Ihis union was effected we
cannot refrain frop giving an exemplar in the

plans of that exi-emoly interesting edifice,

which overlooks tile sea, Mont S. Michel, on

the Norman coast. jSituated on a rock jutting

out from a sandy bay not far from Avranches
and Pont-orson, it was, when France was
freeing herself frolQ Norman and English

occupation, amilitaty point of great strategic

importance. On this rock so far back as the

eighth century, a body of ilionks had settled

;

to dispossess them in thosi days was a deed

too daring for a monarch tn think of, yet this

point could not be given oyer entirely to men
of prayer, so in the early pa^'t of the thirteenth

century the union of two sueh widely different

ideas as Peace and War lad to be accom-

plished. Philip Augustus Ifft the rock in the

possession of the monks, ind built them a

new monastery, and hie arcnitects managed to

produce a building suitalilafor both the man
of prayer and the man of \\a.T. If you turn

to our illustration (Fig. 23), you will

see the general plan of the situation. The
summit of the mount is elevated some 200ft.

above high-water mark. A narrow rocky

strand opens on the south side of this island

towards Pont-orson, and then the ground
jeaving here a

hey placed the

first fortified gateway, witi a guard-house at

C. Passing this we find kt D another gate-

way opening into the smill town, defended

by 'walls and towers, and occupied now, as

from time immemorial, hy those "toilers of

the sea " who find a con\|enient refuge here.

Following the tortuous street of this little

town, passing its little pirish church at O,

with its cemetery (T) be lind it, and ascend-

ing by a long flight of teps, we reach the

gateway of the abbey a F, defended by a

barbican at E. At K is t le cloister, and cul-

minating the hill at A i; the church of the

patron saint of all high p aces, the Archangel

Michael. Terracing dow i to the south were
the gardens of the moiks, and under the

church was the fresh water cistern, without

which S. Michael's Mourt would be merely a

man-trap. From the ranpart H, a long and
very steep staircase, L K, leads down to the

shore, by which means cii-ect egress from or

access to the monastery and fort could be
obtained without making the detour of the

town in the rear, and )y which a sudden
succour in time of need| might be obtained.

At L, is a fountain of hi'ackish water, good
enough for ordinary purposes. On the almost

isolated rock jM is a small oratory dedicated

to S. Hubert ; at P is a fortified gateway,
giving access to the magazines and stores of

the abbey, which are situated at (J, whence
the commodities were hoisted by means of

the inclined tramway I, to the abbey itself
;

small cisterns for the collection of water for

use of the gardens and stores are situated at

S and V ; and a windmill for grinding corn,

&c., was perched on the corner of the island

at R. Such is the general disposition of this

triple combination of civil, military, and
religious architecture. In Fig. 24 is shown
the arrangement of the grounii-floor of

this castle-abbey, which surrounds the

summit of the rock. At A are the first en-

trances, defended by a rampart, to which access

is obtained by a narrow staircase. The gateway
itself (a formidalile defensive work) is at B

;

this is crowned by two towers and a hall, of

which a detailed plan is given at C. Under
this gateway is a stee]i staircase, which leads to

a second enclosure, defended by portcullises

and machicolations, and from the hall adjoin-

ing, access to the monastery is gained
through masked wickets and by nari-ow,

tortuous staircases. Over this hall is

another chamber, a plan of which is given
at 1), and whence, by means of channels
in the wall, a warm reception, in the shape
of molten leail or boiling water, could
be accorded to the imwelcome visitor. Each

person entering the abbey had to deposit his

arms in the lower of these two halls, unless

he obtained express permission from the prior

to carry them with him. At F is situated the

refectory for the imrnks, access to which is

only obtained by an easily-defended, narrow
passage, and beneath this is a room where the

alms of the monastery were distributed to

the poor. The refectory for the garrison is

at G, provided with a separate staircase lead-

ing down to the ramparts ; and the prisons

—

necessary portions of a building of this

character in those days—are situated at L and
K. Ascending a storey higher, by further

devious ways, and by more labyrinthine stair-

cases, the principal floor is reached, of which
we give a plan (Fig. %>). Here, at B, are

the kitchens and the dormitory of the

monks at D. The soldiers are accommodated
in the large hall E, and above this is the

principal cloister, shown on the general plan.

At C is a huge crypt of a later date, being

built in the sixteenth century, to support

the new choir of the church, then rebuilt ; and
at F and II are the foundations of the older

Norman church foundations, required because

the surface of the rock was not wide enough
to support the superstructure. The abbot's

lodgings, and those of his guests, are disposed

at tr, and the library of this military and
monastic establishment is found at I, Above
all this dominates the church itself, of

which we give a plan (Fig, 2(5), gloriously

crowning this gigantic granite-built mass,

presenting a most imposing effect as it looms

out from this sea-fog enshrouded bay, and
well deserving the name of "la mervielle,"

which for centuries has been its local designa-

tion.

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS ON THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

THE Reports by the gentlemen charged by
the Commissioners with the duty of ex-

amining and describing the different sections

of the present Exhibition, are now beginning

to make their appearance. Parts I. and IH.

of the Fine Art section have just been issued,

and tlie others may be expected to follow

very shortly. When so much as this has

been said, however, many readers will feel

that the subject is a new one, or all but a

new one, to them, and it is mainly this cir-

cumstance which has induced me to consent

to give a short account of the nature and

object of these publications, and especially of

those which are now ready.

Tlie idea of an ofiicial handbook or guide

other than a mere catalogue is an old one, and

has led, no doubt, to the belief that some

descriptive account of the contents of exhibi-

tion galleries, if really well done, would be

a great aid to their usefulness. If bat little

were done in this way in the Exhibition of

1851, except by what were called jury re-

ports, a capital example was set when the

Sydenham Palace was built, for handbooks to

its various fine art courts, now ttlmost forgot-

ten, are among the best manuals of their sort

extant. Excellent ofiicial guides were drawn

up for the Art-Exhibition of Manchester

and some of the Continental exhibitions, but

the present plan of oflicial reporters wius

first adopted with regard to the Paris Inter-

national Exhibition of l.S(i7. A number of

qualified experts in various branches of know-

ledge were sent over to Paris, and requested

to report on the objects exhibited, each

taking one or more departments. The papers

prepared by these gentlemen exist in the

form of a blue-book, or, more properly, of

half a dozen blue-books ;
but their existence

is probably not known to one person in a

hundred even among those wlio would find

them highly valuable for the fund of well-

digested information which they contain.

In the present instance, this first of the

annual International Exhibitions was to l;e

described, orat least written upon, in a similar

manner. About forty reports, liy as many
different reporters, have been pieparcd, and
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are in course of publication in ten parts. Of

these, four parts, contuinin;; sixteen reports,

refer to tlie Fine Art sections of the Exhi-

bition, and sixteen to the Industrial sections.

'I'lic editor of the whole is Lord Houghton,

and without giving the whole list of names it

may sullice to say that I'art I. contains, Oil

J'ainting, bv .Sir Coutts Lindsay : AVater-

Colour Tainting, by Mr. S. Redgrave ;
Mis-

cellaneous Tainting, by .Sir Digby Wv.itt
;

.ind Mosaics and Stained (ilass, by Mr. (lam-

bier Tarry. Tart TI. includes Engravings, by

Mr. Juli.-in iMarsh.all; Wood-engr.avings. by

Mr. GuUick ; Tliotography, by Col. .S. Wort-

ley ; and Architectural Designs, by myself.

The intention of the Commissioners was

that the reports should be issued during the

continuance of the Exhibition, and that

they should be of such a nature a.s to assist

the" public to make the most prolitablo use

of it ; in fact, that they should assist in edu-

cating the public mind and t.aste. It was, of

course dilhoult—in, f.act impossible—for any

reporter to write with this object in view

without feeling to a certain extent

embarrasscil by his otHcial position ; he

could not either praise or blame the

works siiluuitted with the .same un-

fettered freedom that an anonymous and un-

olFicial critic enjoys, and he was not able to

address himself to a special public. In

almost all cases a considerable portion of

each report is taken up by general statements

of the leading points connected with the

special ait. 'This has the double advantage

that it gives a more than jiassing interest to

the reports themselves, and that it helps to

prepare the way for a sound judgment being

formed upon the Exhibition by the public.

The writers have all striven, more or less, not

so much to express their own oi)inion upon
the uu»rits and demerits of the works of art

exhiViitcd, .as to show wh.at such works should

be in order to be excellent, and here .and there

to point out an example which bears upon
what has been said.

It would be manifestly bad taste in one of

the reporters to attemi)t anything beyond a

description of the contents of his own or any
other report, but this much m.ay be done
with advantage, and without any impropriety

:

and if it result in causing readers to consult

the originals for themselves, 1 do not think

there will be any disappointment felt by those

who do 80.

Sir Coutts Lindsay devotes four-fifths of

his report to a rapid review of the position

of the English school of historical and
romantic painting, and having compressed
his remarks on the landscape art of this

country and the oil paintings of the Con-
tinent generally into a very small compass,
bo lias found space to review what to most
readers is no doubt the most interesting

part of his subject pretty fully. Mv.
Hedgrave, having a far smaller subject,

has given a very careful sketch of the rise

and history of water-colour painting, and
some useful details as to the number and posi-

tion of works exhibited. It is interesting to

notice the divergence of views between these

two writers on the subject of body-colour
and its introduction into water-colour ])aint-

ing, Sir Coutts Lindsay viewing it witli an
approbation which Mr. Hedgrave evidently
does not share, and which I, for one, can
hardly fall in with.

Sir Digby Wyjitt's subject is a diffuse,

and therefore a ditticult one. Tainted deco-
rations on furniture, on jiorcelain, and on
fans, and enamel paintings iiad all to be re-

vicwe<l by him ; but his great knowledge of

all that belongs to ornamental art comes out
well in the report, and though it goes more
than the otliers above-mentioned on the
princiide of referring to and describing ex-
hibited specimens, it is none the less useful

on tliat account.

Mr. (iambier Parry, with a subject very
cognate to his favourite pursuits and studies,

has evidently worked earnestly, and with a
desire to bring out in the most emphatic

manner the highest principles which under-

lie all decorative painting. His ess.ay on the

subject is fitted in no common degree to in-

struct those who desire to understand why
the best glass and mos<aii is good, and why
much that seems attractive is thoroughly
bad, and shotiUl be in tin liands of every art

student, and its principles in the mind of every

art critic.

Mr. .luli.an Marshall and Mr. Oullick go
over common ground in part of their work,
and their two papors, taken together, form
an excellent account of the nature and history

of line-engraving and wood-engraving. Mr.
Marsliall says very little about lithography ;

lie is, however, more full upon etching, an
ai-t too little prized by the general public.

If this report has the effect of in any degree
drawing attontifn to the high artistic qualities

of good etchinjjs. it will be of service to

lovers of art. Mr. GuUick has omitted from
his review—very complete in most other re-

spects—of the ases of wood-engraving any
notice of its adaptation to the illustration of

architecture, yel perhaps no more beautiful

employment of the j)ower of the wood-en-
graver exists flian in the illustrations to

Viollet le Duc'j Diction.ary, or the various

publications of M. du Camnont
Colonel Stuait Wortley gives, in a con-

densed report, notices of the chief improve-
ments which ha^e been lately made in photo-
graphy, and t\\' Autotype, the Woodbury
type, and the I.eliotype are weU described
l)y him. He alsc draws attention to the high-
class art photoguphs exhibited, among which
any other writerthan himself would have had
to place his own n the first rank.

Of the report on architectural designs, I

can only say that the wish was in a few words
to point out tlie position of .architectural

design in Europe at the present day, and how
it reached that p)sition, and then to give a
descriptive account of the principal drawings
exhibited, arranging them in classes ; and that

no pains was spaed to make this thorough
and complete—with what success others must
judge. T. ROGEK SsilTii.

UEPOKT ON ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS IN
THE INTERNAnONAL EXHIBITION OF
1871.*

ARCHITECTURAL designs, especially em-
bodied in perspective views of a pictorial

character, .is is customary in England, are alw.iys

seen to disadvantage in an exhibition. In a collec-

tion of gallery or calinet paintings tlie actual works
of art are tliemselves siiown, and if tiiey are only

well hung and well Ui^lited, ever}' quality which the

artist has been able tn impart to them can be appre-

ciated by the spectator. It is the same with such
sculpture as is usually sent to exhibitions, for even
when a cast, and not tlie finished statue itself, is ex-
Iiibited, still the work displays perfectly its compo-
sition and modellinj;, and has receivctl the touch of

the artist's hand, lint the object of ardiiteclure is

to design and erect buildings. Itnildiugs are the

works of art which an architect produces, and it

being impossible for a building itself to be displayed

in a gallery, we have to be content with some re-

presentation of it, which often falls far short of

doing justice to the original.

A perspective view of an architectural design, or

of an executed hoilding, bears only so much rela-

tion to the actual work of art as a pencil sketch or

an engraving would to a statue of which it is a re-

l>resentation, and no more. It is not the building

itself ; it is only in a limited sense the architect's

design for it. It is really only a representation,

more or less faitliful. of the architectural work as

it might be expected to look from a single point of

view. Still, when the draughtsman has been skil-

ful and the colourist happy (for it is but rarely that

an architect has the leisure, even when he has the

requisite command of the pencil and the brush, to

execute such drawings with liis own hand), these

perspective views have the merit of giving, in an
approximate way, a fairly good idea of those effects

* We (five elsewhere a roviow hy Mr. T. Ilo;£ter Smith of
one division of the olllnial report* of the International
Exhibition, and wo hero repnHiui:o verbatim part of that
gontlomiia's report on Architectural Drawings, Designs,
and MoLlels. The remainder of tbo report will appear
next week.

of outline, mass, colour, I'glit, and shade, which the
building will possess ; and it has become, in conse-
quence, habitual for the work of English arcliitects

to be exhibited in this manner. Continental archi-

tects usually prefer to show their buildings by geo-
metrical elevations and plans. These ilrawings have
the advantage that as far as they go they represent
the design far more correctly than perspective views.

They are necessary to the maturing of the design,

and are the means made use of for its execution

;

but being conventional drawings, they are always
more dithcuU for an untrained eye to understand,

and they seldom give so popular or striking a re-

presentation of a design as views in perspective

afford.

The masses and grouping of a building are some-
times better shown by models, when they are good,

than by drawings, and architecture can often be well

exhibited by photographic views ; but, as just

stateii, the real works of art prodncetl by the archi-

tect are his buildings themselves, and not designs

for buildings or views of them, and, consequently,

in this or any similar exhibition the line art of

architecture cannot, from the nature of things, be

represented so ccnnpletely as cau painting and
sculpture. Still, an approach to a display of it, as,

for example, in the present collectiou of drawings,

has notwithstanding a great value for the student of

this art.

An exhibition of architectural designs has, more-
over, a double claim on public notice ; first, it to a

greater or less extent displays the position of one of

the great branches of fine art ; and secondly, it in-

dicates the nature, importance, and variety of the

many public and private buildings which are rising

upon all sides to bear witness to the wealth, the en-

terprise, and the civilisation of Europe. From this

last point of view, an Internatioutd Exhibition of

architectural designs must possess attractions for

the political economist, the historian, and the philo-

sopher, as well as for the artist.

In the collection of designs exhibited at Kensing-

ton in 1871, the international character of the dis-

play is less strongly marked than could be wished,

though the disturbed condition of Europe will suffi-

ciently account for this. Engliyh architectural

drawings, indeed, so largely outnumber those of

Continental nations that the collection is virtuallj'

an English Exhibition. Viewed as such, it possesses

one remarkable feature, due to the relaxation for

this year of the usual Exhibition restrictions. It is

to a considerable extent retrospective; and we shall

find ourselves able, not only to gain a view of the

architecture of the day, but to catch glimpses of

the course which it lias run for the last quarter of a

century. An attempt will accordingly be made in

this report to furnish the reader with some materials

for arriving at an estimate of that course, as well

as of the condition of English practice at the

present hour. And in the few instances where the

Exhibition furnishes the requisite material.s, the

architecture of other European countries will be

compared with that of our town.

Were architecture an art to which certain admitted

laws Ciin be applied with absolute precision, as is

the case with logic or grammar, or were there such

an uniformity of practice and theory as may be sup-

posed to have existed in the great days of Greece, it

ntight be expected that a report intended to help the

general public to examine and appreciate the draw-

ings exhibited should take the .^hape of an authori-

tative criticism, lint though there exist fundametal

priiu'iples which few deny, the views of those

entitled to be heard vary so widelj' and on so many
points, that it is out of the cpie.'^tion to attempt to

base, on what would be called admitted data, a

critical examination of the designs exhibited. All

that the reporter can attempt to give is some
account of the prominent drawings, &e., divided into

groups, and a certain amount of information re-

specting the most important designs in each group.

He is aware tliat even this canntft be written

without it being tinged by his own individual jire-

dilections and tastes; but still it has been his endea-

vour to keep personal views, as far .as practicable, in

tlie b.ickground, and to report on the designs ex
hibited with as much impartial fairucss as possible.

F(»r the benefit of those to whom the subject is

new, it may be advisable to jircface an examination

of tlie architecture of the day by such a ha.sty state-

ment of the course which the art has run in days

gone by as may at least help to render tlu^ technical

terms made use of intelligible, and throw, perhaps, a

little light upon its present condition. All, or nearly

.all, the forms and features a.ssumed by buildings in

Europe for a thousand years after the Christian era

are niodifications of the manner of building prac-

tised by tlie ancient Romans, that manner having

itself been a modification of the style which the

Greeks had wrought out for themselves.
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The architecture of the Greeks and Romans is

tommonly known by the general term Classic,

which has also been applied to their literature. The

architecture of early Christendom, at least in Western

Eiu-ope, is distinguished by the broad term Roman-
esque, a term indicating its Roman origin, and in-

cluding the well-known Norman .architecture of this

country. Various influences combined, about the time

of the Crusades, to originate a series of great changes,

which by degrees revolutionised almost every fea-

ture of European architecture; and the style (or

more properly group of styles) which then sprang

up, and which lasted from the twelfth to the end

of the fifteenth century, received the comprehen-

sive name of Gothic, but may be more correctly

termed Medieval. With the sixteenth century

came in that reaction in favour of Greek and Latin

literature known as the revival of letters ; and it was

accompanied by a revival of Roman, but, as it

happened, not of Greek architecture. This revived

Roman, known most correctly as Renaissance, but

sometimes termed Classic architecture, and not in-

frequently Italian, formed the style of Italy, France,

and England, and other European nations ; till in

England, at the beginning of the present century,

and after a long period of inartistic stagnation, a

gallant attempt, which met with but a p.artial and

temporary success, was made to revive and intro-

duce Greek architecture. This attempt was fol-

lowed by a more successful revival of Gothic

architecture, contemporaneous with that change in

literary taste of which such works as those of Sir

Walter Scott were the pioneers; and which to a large

extent they helped to bring about; and tiie Gothic

revival is still in full force, but has not superseded

the earlier Renaissance or Roman revival.

The periods thus broadly indicated were them-

selves, it must be understood, times of constant

change ; and their limits are not strongly marked by
definite hard and fast boundary lines, but are notliing

else than epochs of more rapid transition. At those

epochs the incoming and outgoing sets of ideas are

to be seen struggling for possession in men's minds,

and the result is what is termed a Transitional style

of architecture. Nothing, in fact, seems more clear

than that architectural style is customarilj', if not

inevitably, a constantly changing thing ; nor is this

to be regretted so long as good taste, learning, and
skill obtain among the artists who design and

execute the monuments of a country.

The names of but few of the Mediaeval (Gothic)

architects have come down to us. The Ren.oissance

architects whose genius most influenced English

practice were Inigo Jones and Wren, and among
their followers Hawksmore and Sir William Cham-
bers m.'iy be mentioned. With the Greek revival

(to which it must not be forgotten we owe some
splendid works of art, the chief of which is S.

George's Hall, at Liverpool), are associated among
others the names of Cockerell and Elmes.

The Gotliic revival owes a large share of its

vitality and success to men still living ; but its

early impulse was unquestioniibly mainly given to it

by the energy, genius, and industry of Pugin, and
the refined taste and indomitable spirit of Barry.

It is not possible, within the brief limits of tliis

report, to trace the course of modern architecture

on the continent of Europe. Suffice it to s.ay, that

Renaissance art has flourished more or less in every
European country ; but that English practice has
been infiuenced chiefly by the- developments of tliis

style in Italy and in France. In Italy the Classic

revival was carried out with much purity of taste

and refinement of detail; and for long the Italiafl

models were so uniformly followed in England, that
by many persons modern revived Classic architec-

tecture is always termed Italian. In France more
variety has been introduced into the practice of this

phase of art, and man}' features visible in the
designs which make up the present Exhibition are

drawn directly from French sources. France, like

ourselves, has had a Greek and a Gothic revival

within the present century ; but, as might have been
expected, differences of climate, race, and training
have caused Greek art to t.ake a stronger hold there
than Gothic. The most compact, well-definetl, and
altogether powerful architectural,school of the pre-
sent day is that French sefiool whose style, resulting
from a fusion of re\'ived Roman with revived
Greek, was displayed in all the buildings of the
later years of the reign of Napoleon III. To this

style the term of n€o-grec has been sometimes
applied.

The present position of architectural art in Eng-
land does not exhibit much of that compact unifor-

mity of practice which we term a school of art

;

nor can our architects be fairly said to be at the

present moment distinctly divided into two sections,

the one practising revived Classic and tlie other

revived Gothic, as a very few years ago they pro-

fessed to be. Perhaps a fair statement of the actual

position of English larchitecture would be that at

the present day reviled Greek is abandoned, but that

'

Renaissance is largely practised ; that in the most
carefully-wroughf-oit works in this style Italian

precedents have beeil .almost exclusively followed,

though of late years Renaissance has been largelj*

tinctured by featur(s borrowed from France

;

that Elizabethan and ftther forms of transitional art

have been pretty freely employed in domestic work
;

but that the most important and most energetic

and living architecture of the present day has been

and still is Gothic. In the practice of Gothic
architecture there lias been a gradual but a strongly-

marked inclination to go further back in point of

time, and wider afield in point of locality in the

selection of models to follow ; so that, while a build-

ing designed by Pngin would have been pretty sure

to be in the stj-le uf the fifteenth or fourteenth cen-

tury, and to h.ave been entirely English in every
featiu*e and detail, the same work, if undertaken

now by an eminent artist of the same class, would
be in the style of the thirteeuth or twelfth century,

and its features would problibly be of French
rather than English origin.

All this is not living Art ; aid though the advo-
cates of Gothic may taunt those of Classic Renais-

sance with the want of vitality in their art, most of

the Gothic of the day is itself bit a vigorous revival

of a past style. A strong desiiE has been naturally

felt for something which shalj have more of life

and growth about it than belong.^to the archaeological

resurrection of one style after hnother ; and it will

be not the least interesting feature of the present

Exhibition if we can find that It affords indications

of a possible future for Englisli nineteenth century

architecture. Now that the elentents of architectural

art have been well mastered, it (eems as though the

rise of new wants, such as thos^ originating in rail-

way communication ; the introduction of new
materials, such as iron and glass, and the revival of

disused adjuncts, such as terja-cotta and mosaic,

may yet combine, if under goo4 artistic guidance, to

render possible the creation of! a new, and perhaps

a noble, style. If this dreaiii is ever realised, it

seems as though some fusion rf the pectUiarities of

Gothic and Classic must forln its basis. Twice
already, in the history of the art, these have
blended ; once during the lonf Romanesque period

when the art of the Roman Vas by slow changes

passing into that of the Goth. Again, and in a

different way, this happened in the brief but bril-

liant time when the revived Classic was struggling

with the exhausted Gothic ; aad the style of Francis

I. in France, and of Elizabeth in England, were tlie

outgrowth of this combination Gothic and Cl.assic

are once more to be found side by side in modern
practice. Is it too much to believe that a fusion

may again take place, now that a Gotliic revival has

gone back almost to that point where it touches its

round-arched original.'' Tie present Exhibition,

displays one or two designs df importance in which
the detail of Gothic is associated with that regtdar

disposition of masses and those bold semi-circular

headed openings which seem to h.ave a strong hold

upon modern European taste. In this, if in an}'

direction, there seems a h6pe of a living future

architecture.

Meantime our search after novelt}' has been rest-

less and incessant, and has sometimes led to the

introduction into one and the same design of features

drawn from the art of various countries, climates,

and epochs—a practice which makes great demands
upon the skill of the artist who undertakes to

harmonise such discordant materials. At other

times novelty has been sought for in the introduc-

tion of features suggested by individual genius, or

not unfrequently by caprice and restlessness.

Happily, it has .also occurred that our architects

have striven—aiui often with success, as many of

tliese exhibited designs will show—to combine witli

old forms novel featiu"es and modes of treatment

growing he.altliily and naturally out of the materials

and circumstances of the day.

GREAT BKITAIN.

The English designs include specimens of most of

the architectural styles above referred to as in

current use. Tlie Exhibition also comprehends ex-

amples of most of the groups into which architec-

tural works maj' be divided, and so far it may be

looked upon as fairly representative
;

yet in one

particular it is f,ar from reflecting the position of

arcliitecture in this country. Church architecture

is and has been so active, and Gotliic art has been

so uniforml}' adopted by the ecclesiastical architects

of the day, tliat the entire absence of certain

architects and the comparatively small number of

cliurch and cathedral designs exhibited are some-

what misleading. And even among secular works

it is to be doubted whether the large proportion of
Renaissance designs exhibited may not serve to
convey an idea th.at Classical art is more generally
preferred to Gothic than an observant tourist,
visiting all our great towns, would find to be the
case. This impression is strengthened by the fact
that in one or two instances a public building which
has been the subject of competition is represented
only by some of the unsuccessful Renaissance de-
signs, which are only drawings; while tlie build-
ing itself, which is taking its place among the
executed Gothic architectural works of tlie day,
is not represented. The S. Pancras Terminus fur-
nishes an instance of this.

In examining the collection, the number of

elaborate and expensive drawings prepared for
public competitions will strike the visitor. They
show with how much energy and ability the great
buildings which municipal and other public bodies
propose to erect are striven after by competing archi-

tects ; they also point out how serious is the tax
which a public competition imposes upon the time
and resources of a rising architect, if he enters the
lists determined to put himself on an equality with
his rivals ; and they raise the question whetlier all

that is good in tlie undoubtedly stimulating circum-
stances attending a public competition might not be
secured at a less cost to the competitors, ajid with-
out loss to tlie public. It is a matter of regret to

see works of so much abilit}' hanging on these walls,

with the certainty that the large expenditure of
labour upon them is destined to remain fruitless.

Meantime tlicse designs, though for the most part
prepared under conditions similar to those under
which designs for actual or intended buildings are

prepared, will never exert, in the form of public

buildings, a marked influence on the architecture of

the age. In some cases they even may have failed

through being out of harmony with the spirit of tlie

day, .and it seems consequentlj' necessary to class

them apart.

The divisions of inquiry will then stand as follows,

if placed according to the importance of the draw-
ing exhibited :

—

DIVISIONS INTO GROUPS.

1. Civil architecttire.

2. Unexecuted designs for civil buildings.

3. Ecclesiastical and coUegiate architecture.

4. Domestic architecture.

5. Studies.

In each gronp an approximation to an alphabetical

arrangement of iu-tists' names has been made, tliough

that has been departed from wherever it seemed that

any advantage would result from considering two or

more designs in connection.

CIVIL AKCHITECTURE.

The designs for civil buildings—a term which
will include public buildings anil places of business—
are much more numerous and important tlian any
others exhibited. The condition of this branch
of the .art in England a quarter of a century ago

is well illustrated by two interesting drawings by
Mr. Brakspear (3620, 3655), showing Sir Charles

Barry's Palace of Westminster as the design stood

in 1843. This national building was at that time

being undertaken in the spirit in wliicli it was
carried out. All the details were to be strictly in

conformity with the best English examples of the

architecture .selected, and that period was tlie latest

date at wliich an unmixed style was practised in

this country. Sir Charles Barry's unremitting

attention was directed to these ends, and to secure

thera he obtained the personal co-operation of

Pugin himself. The minutka; of detail are, of

course, not traceable in these drawings ; but if we
compare them with .any recent Gothic design by a

good hand, we .shall see at a glance how rapidly

architecture has moved. The drawings are also

interesting as .shomng what Barry's intentions at

that time were with regard to various matters which

have been otherwise carried out

—

e.g., the enclosure

of Palace-yard, and the slender and lofty ceiitr.al

tower, and the upper part of the Victoria Tower, as

shown in the perspective view, differ entirely from

the executed Imildiug. The best pendant or contrast

to these drawings which modern art can furnish,

would be the designs, so far as they can be seen, of

a building of almost equjil national .and artistic im-

portance—the new Law Courts. The competition plans

were sent in for this building in the year 18li7, and if

the successful design of Mr. Street, or that sent in

by Mr. Burgcs, be compared with these drawings of

B.arry's work, the contrast bears out the truth of

what is hero advanced as to progress. The most

important Gothic civil building actu,ally forming part

of the Exhibition, and so available for the purpo.ses

of the compariscin we have suggested, is, however,

the Manchester Town Hall (3743), by Mr. Water-
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house, who was successful in a keenly-contested

competition. This may be taken as a good example

of the Gothic of tlie day; it possesses a jjreat dial

of Continental character and many ornamental fea-

ture-;. The frreat extent of this building; eannot be

judged of so well from tlie ]>icturesque drawing ex-

hibited, without any key-plan, as by the mass of

some of the unsuccessful designs. Mr. Waterliouse's

architecture is less formally arranged than that of

several of the more grandiose designs before which
his was preferred; and so far as it goes this indicates

that public taste in Kngland Is imt uniformly in

favour of that regular disposition of features in a

Oothic composition visible throughout Harry '.s great

work, and which is a feature of many uf the designs

in this Exhibition, and notably of that by Schmidt
for the New Town Hall for Vienna, which will be

referred to subsequently.

Turning now to other buildings we come to the

contribution of Mr. K. M. Rarry, K.A. lie exhibits

alterations propose<l in the Palace of Westminster

(3588), which necess:irily retain the old architectural

character. He also sends a view of his careful re-

storation of S. Stephen's Crypt (;^7.I.')), richly deco-

rated in colour. lli.s next contribution of a public

character is tlio best specimen here exliibited of the

numerous buildings raisetl by railway and hotel

c impanics—the Cannon-street Flotel, London (3577).
This design is in a rather ornate Renaissance style,

with file storeys distinctly marked, decorative chim-
neys and towers, and the roofs, especially those over
the towers, made into important featureji.

By the same architect is the New National
(lallery, as proposcil to be erected (358-1, H(!'17).

This design was successful in a public competition,

and its exterior shows a building in a robust
manner of Italian Uenaissance, making a free use
of rnlumns as decorative features, and in many places

uniting two storeys under the one "order." A
central dome, and other smaller domes, crown the

building. The interior is excellently shown, espe-

cially the central hall, which, as proposed here, will

be a feature of inueh architectural importance, and
such as is sehloin attempted in Kngland. The draw-
ings which embody this design have appended to

them valuable key-plans to a small scale; this prac-
tice, which Mr. Harry has followed in other cases,

doubles the value to professional persons of tlie ex-
hibited views.

Messrs, Banks and Barry exhibit their Italian Re-
naissance building, now in progress at Burlington
Hou-^e (358t>). There are no traces here of that

I'Vcnch influence which is at work on muuli modern
architecture, and the roofs :u'e concealed behind a
para[iet with a balustrade. Mr. Charles Barry, one
of these associated architects, exhibits Allevn's
College, Dnlwich (3597, 3fi(H), which has been* re-

cently earried out by him. This building is remark-
able for the free employment, in its exterior deco-
rative features, of terra-cotla; treated, however, not
so much like a plastic material as like an artiticial

stone. The drawings, if they do not show this pecu-
liarity—as they hardly could—at least show that
Mr. Barry has. consistently enough, sought for the
models of his architecture in the round-arched style

of Komhardy; a country where brick and terra-co'tta

work was, and still is, extensively practised.

The principal contribution of Mr. David Brandon
to the class of civil buildings consists of two eleva-
tions of his Junior Carlton Chib House (3i; lb", 3(152).
In showing liis building in this manner he has de-
p.irted. and with advantage, from the general prac-
tice of Kngiish architects. The Junior Carlton is in
Italian Uenaissance of that dc-scription which, from
its dei)ending for its effect chiefly on window-open-
ings, and but little on columns, pilasters, or other
such features, is commonly termetl '* fenestrated."
To illustrate the meaning of this term more fuUv.
we may point to Mr. 'Jibson's Bank at Birmingham
(3(j4!>), shown, like Mr. Brandon's building, by geo-
metrical elevation. This design is the reverse of
fenestrated ; it depends for its architectural effect on
pilasters and the cornice which surmount;* them, and
the two storeys of the building arc treated as one,
for architectural purposes.

It use<l to be felt that a club-house, almost more
than any other building, ought to be of Renaissance
architecture, and Mr Brandon, in the building just
referred to, has symp.athised with the feeling; but in

London a Gothic club-house has been built, and Mr.
John I*. Jones contributes to this exhibition a view
«»f 11 Gothic buihling now erecting at Manchester
from his designs, for the Reform Club (3t!2'.»)of that
city. This is a compact block of buildings with
visible roofs, a strongly-marked skyline, and both
round and pointed arches.

Mr. Somers Clarke exhibits in the General Credit,
Lotbbury (37511). a Venetian building reproduced
with accuracy and spirit in I^)ndon streets. Vene-
tian Gothic has occasioually been employed in Eng-

land; but when used, better results may be obtained

by transplanting it, as in this example, entire, than

by attempting to incorporate some of its features

with thosi- of another, and, it may be. an uncongenial

style. In this instance thr reproduction has been

very faithful, and the character of the architecture

has been thoroughly caught in every respect.

Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarke exhibits the front of a

business house in Throgmo:ton-street (3618). which,

without being an exaci reproduction, like the

business premises last mentioned, displays many
features drawn from, Italian Gothic. This may
be taken as a specimen of a large amount of work
which has been carriwl out in the reconstruction of

places of business in the metropoiis within the last

few years, though it Ib not the case that every house

which has been rebuilt possesses so much of arclii-

tural character as either this example or Mr. Edis's

pleasing gabled City warehouse (3fj24) of French

Gothic character, or Mr. Deane's Crown Life Otfice,

Dublin, shown b_^ a photograph.

Mr. II. Cnrrey cxliibits a drawing showing a small

portion of an eminently representative building—his

S. Thomxs's Hospital (3t^3fi). This is a Classic design

of Italian Kenaissjnce character, but with some un-

usual features on the skyline, which have, no doubt,

been forced on thearchitect by structural necessities.

It is to be regretted that of this building, which

aims at being the foremost hospital in Europe, and

where, of course. ;ar more depends on arrangement

and disposition tkm on architectural treatment, no

plans or sections are displayed. The very complete-

ness with winch tie vast whole has been split up into

isolated blocks is ts detrimental to the architectural

effect of the work as a monument, as it is essential to

its sanitary succiss. To realise this, it is only

necessary to contrast this hospital with the not

dissimilar buililinjc at Netley—a work possessing

that very unbrokm extent which is here wanting,

and gaining from that circumstance an imposing

architectural effect, but at the expense of its sanitary

reputation. The d-awing exhibited, if it shows but

a ])ortion of the deign, at least displays that portion

clearly and well. Jnildings for charitable institu-

tions, among whicli S. Thomas's may well rank as

the foremost of the day, are also represented by Mr.

H. Dawson's cont-ibution, the London Orphan
Asylum (3644). shovn by a bird's-eye view, almost

as good as a ground plan in its clear indication of

the disposition of the institution. This building was
obtained by its arch;tect in public competition, and
the design is anothei illustration of the complexity

which modern ideas af separation introduce into the

arrangements of public buildings, of course to theii

disadvantage as works of art. The problem is,

moreover, often con plicated by the necessity for

rigid economv' in execution ; but that necessity has

not existeil in the case of the Baroness Burdett

Coutt's Columbia Market (3f:i3, 3632, 3762). exhi-

bited by Mr. Darby-^hire. To such buildings the

Gothic style is ver- appropriate, but it rarely

happens that an opportunity offers for adorning one

of them with so elaborate and costly a central hall

as is shown in this design. A contrast to the above
in extent, yet an exce'lent example of a very useful

and newly-introduced kindred institution, is also ex-

hibited in this gallery in Mr. Butler'.'* Cottage
Hospital (3757), a homely but picturesque building.

The two professional advisers of the municipality

of London are both represented in this gallery. Mr.
Horace Jones, the City architect, sends the Metropo-
litan Meat Market (3661)), an Italian building of

more importance than his small drawing of it would
imply; he also exhibits in a good drawing a well-

known specimen of J^ondon street architecture—his

Magnetic Telegraph Oflice (3603), a Renaissance

buiUiing in a mixed style. The front is full of

features suggested by French originals, though not

of the most recent type, and the lantern and upper

part of the design assume forms which, tiiough

irregular, are very picturesque. The recent under-

takings of the City of Lnndtni. in arhlition tii the

markets, are illustrated by Mr. \V. Ha^'wood,
Engineer to the City Commissioners of Sewers, in

three tirawings, wliich represent one of the most
important civic improvements the Corporation ever

attempted. These show Holborn-hill before its

alteration (35s2), and since the new roadw.iy has been
formed (363(1), and exhibit also a view of the cast

iron and granite viaduct which now carries that road-

wayover Farringdou-street (3740). Thearchitectural
design of the new buildings has in the main a Classic

cost, but manyoftheirdetails are strongly tinged with

Gothic feeling—r..'?.,the angle shafts at the window-
openings. The bridge has, to some extent, the same
mixed character ; but such a bridge as this is a

structure fairly exempt from the trammels of

precedent. The iron-work (cast-iron) has received

a somewhat elaborate decorative treatment. Here,

as iu many cases, the most important and arduous

part of the architect's task is hardly even hinted at

by the drawings exhibited.

Sir James Pennethorne supplies three elevations

which, from the circumstances which gave rise to

them, form the most interesting series in the Exhibi-
tion. These elevations were prepared by him at

different periods for the building recently executed
for the University of London. Of these designs two
are Classic and one Gothic. Sir James originally

proposed a Greek design, and the careful line eleva-

tion on the left (3654) represents what he desired

shoiild ba the front of his building. This de.sigu

ai)])roaches nearer to the ne'o-fjrec of the modern
French school than any other English contribution,

excei)t one or two students' studies. It is marked by
a fine feeling for proportion. The Greek elevation being
declined, the architect so altered his design as to admit
of the style being changed to Italian Gothic, and its

facade, so treated and with a good deal of surface

decoration, is shown by a large tinted elevation

(3648). This was, however, set aside by a vote of

l*arliament after the work had been actually com-
menced, and a third elevation, once more Classic,

but Italian in place of Greek, had to be designed and
so arranged as to tit the 'masses of the building as

the plans of it then stood. This elevation is the one
carried out; it is not so well represented in the

exhibited drawing (3651) as the other designs. The
whole story is signiiicant ; it displays the degree of

interference which an architect who undertakes

public works in this country must expect to encounter

;

it illustrates the resource of the artist, and it shows
how in actual practice a very difficult problem has
been treated by a man of large experience. In
connection with this series of elevations a pair of

external views exhibited by Mr. Mew (3744) should

be examined. They show a competitive design for

the Manchester Assize Courts treated in Classic and
in Gothic, but retaining the same masses of building

in each case, and it is not difticult to see that the

architect has felt cramped in his Gothic work by
the exigencies of his essentially Classic composi-

tion.

3679. Mr. Emerson contributes his market's

fountain for Iion\bay, of vigorous early French

(rothic—a design which may be called modern in

character, but certainly less removed from what is

understood to be orthodox than the design for arch

decoration at the Oxford Museum, exhibited by Mr.
Pollen (3634). Modern secular (.iothic is also repre-

sented by Mr. Sorbv, who exhibits a view of the

Town Hall, Bromley (3580). as built by him. This
drawing is a tine specimen of the art of thearchitec-

tural colourist, ami the design is a characteristic

example of a modern adaptation of Continental

Gothic. The style is somewhat mixed, having fea-

tures akin to French, to English, and to Flemish

Gothic. This is a composition in which the pic-

turesque rather than the regular and formal has been

studied. The same may be said of one, perhai)S of

both the designs exhibited hy Mr. Truetitt, who
contributes a bank at Altrincham (3609) and another

at Manchester (3736), each building being very far

removed from the severe dignity of aspect which is

conventionally supposed to be proper for a bank.

The Altrincham building is a good specimen of the

half-timbered English domestic work, of which fine old

examples exist in that hicality. The Manchester
example is more difficult to characterise ; it must be

classed with the works of those architects who have
tried to advance their art by bold experiments,

many of which are to be seen in the city where this

building is erected. As a contrast to these, we have

from Jlr. Verity the designs for " The Criterion
"

Restaurant (36(t2, 3731), in an orthodox Renais-

sance manner, but with a good deal of ornament.

Mr. Waterhouse, whose Manche-ster Town Hall

has been already mentioned, also exhibits an exterior

view of his Manchester Assi/.e Courts (3657). Tliis

is a Gothic design, strongly tinged with Continental

elements, and its exhibition in the Paris International

Exhibition of 1867 procured for the architect one of

the principal medals. The general mass of this build-

iug has the regularity resulting from symmetrical dis-

position, yet a fair amount of picturesque irregularitj''

occurs in parts of the work. The courts were

erecte<l a few years ago, and being very extensive

and conspicuous, have probably exerted considerable

influence both on tlie formation of public taste and
on the practice of architects in the North of

England.

The same architect exhibits the exterior and part

of the interior of the Natural History Museum
(3616, 3673), to be built at South Kensington,

immediately adjoining and south of the International

Exhibition. This building formed the subject of a

competition, in which the late Captain Fowke was
successful. After his death the work was placed by
Government in the hands of Mr. Waterhouse.

Photographs of Captain Fowke s drawings hang at
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the south-west staircase, near the refreshment-rooms,

and on comparing them with this drawing, it will be

seen that Mr. Waterhouse has entirely recast the

buildhig. Tliis design is iu a round-arched style,

approaching Gothic, and well adapted, on account of

the small blocks which can be used in its construction,

for execution in brick and tcrra-cotta ; it contains

the hopeful sign that, though not eccentric or

"Victorian," it can be assigned to no exact archi-

tectural type. The disposition of the building has

all the regularity and symmetry of an ItaUan

Classic design ; it is laid out in equal massive bays,

•with towers surmounted by domes, but the domes

are pointed, and the treatment throughout is more

•Gothic than Classic ; the storeys are strongly marked

and the highest storey is an arcade. The interior

-?iew of the hall, though in many respects less

studied than the exterior, points in the same direc-

tion : it displays large columns in pairs, carrying an

arcade of semi-circular arches, and recalls something

of the miinner of Mr. Gilbert Scott's design for an

Albert Jlemori.al Hall, which we shall reach pre-

sently. Altogether, this work, especially when
looked at as what an architect actively engaged on

large public works proposes to carry out, is the most

hopeful and encouraging design exhibited. It hints

at fan architecture of the future, based upon the

features of the past, yet not bound slavishly to

repeat its traditions, and it leads to the hope that a

tuilding which has for years been desired may,
when actually begun, exercise a salutary influence

on the taste of the day. The design has not before

"been publicly exhibited.

Mr. J. W. Wild exhibits the exterior of the East

London Museum (370()6), now in progress at Bethnal-

green ; a brick building, the style of which has been

perhaps suggested by French neo-grec, but is at

once modern, practical, and the outcome of a good
common-sense use of brickwork. This building has,

we believe, an iron and glass roof, and the design is

one suited to such a structure.

(To he continved.')

ORNAMENT.

ME. W. G. HERDMAN, in a letter on this

subject says ;
—" From evidence which could

"be produced, it does not .ippear that any progress
has been made in this useful science for 3,000 years.

Ornament, perhaps more than any subject of human
progress, waits for classification and intellectual ex-
pression. Capabilities of mind in form, somewhat
like what Nature gives us in the animate and inani-

mate life of the universe, are quietly resting in the

bud, for coming minds to expand into full-blown

richness. It ivill be that development which will

leave no thought or sentiment of the soul unrepre-
sented ; that representation will have a unity or har-
mony with the purpose for which tlic building, object,

or manufactiire is intended. For instance, the
solemnity of the religious Gotliic (1 make a distinc-

tion between this and civil Gothic) supplies the

•thought of massiveness and allowed impressiveness,

necessary for church and mausoleum ornament, and
the misfortune or bad taste of surrounding a raised

editice or cemetery with fairy forms, which would
have been more appropriate round a toy manufactory,
IS obvious.

The distinctions or divisions of the subject seem
self-evident. There is the ornament of the human
form and the superior animals, so largely and exqui-
sitely given in the ancient temples of Nimroud and
the Kouyunjik. There is also an almost infinite

source in the inferior animate forms of Nature,
richly referred to by the Babylonian sculptors, such
as fishes, trees, feathers, weeds, and numerous
examples of the fauna and flora of creation. There
-is also the most general resorts of artists and deco-
rators' efforts, the form of line, without reference to

anything in Nature, such as the Alhambra, and
Vihara, and the Hylas of Ellofa. Again, one of the
greatest mysteries of the science is, that those are
often the mnrt heautiful patterns where there is no
pattern at all. Turkey carpets and Indian shawls
are often extremely ricli in this singular principle.

It may be described as a multifarious and almost
infinite variety of indefiniteness; Nature gives it us in

many instances, as in marble, the graiuings of wood
&c.

It m,ay seem paradoxical when I state that order
precision, and definiteness are the weakest points of
ornament, as they are of painting, poetry, music,
and the drama. The stars would not be half so

beautiful or interesting set in order iu rows of lines

or squares ; it is their apparent confusion which
cau.ses that ceaseless wonder which has its foundation
in mystery.

When will a Turner arise in the science, wdio will

point the way to intellect instead of the square and
rule?

rLi:7rnxiz3La:zzx7~7jr

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAN"D-H.\IHN«.—PL.VTE XSXVIL

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Continued from xmge 11.)

Plate 37.

—

Con.stkuction of Wheath without
A Joint, to go around a Semicircle and
FORM ITS OWN RaMP AND EASING DiAMETEB
OK Cylinder not Limited.

A SOLID wreath without a joint maybe success-

fully applied over winders landing on a level

floor. Its lower part forms a perfect ramp ; the

straight shank thrown on the pitch of square steps.

The upper part falls level, and forms the easing on
lantling.

It will, however, be understood that a ^neath
without a joint cannot be produced from plaidt of

same thickness as if made in two pieces
;

yet the

additional material, to have it in the solid, is so

trifling as to be scarcely worth mentioning. Espe-
cially when we come to consider the time saved in

making joints, and the superior finish and effect of

the worli.

Still, I do not advocate the general adoption of

this—workmen will exercise their own judgment in

the matter.

It may be stated that a solid wreath can be
produced from plank of a thickness e(|ual to width of
rail. But the joints iu that case have to be made on
the spring line; which is very objectionable, and at

best but a shaljb}' and make-shift affair. Therefore,
it st ould not be adopted.

This series of articles ia a reproduction of KoBKaT
HroDKLL's work on the subject, publishcit in PhilAdelphia,
and by Triibner and Co., London.

We will now proceed with the explanation of the

drawings :

Fig. 1 shows the rail on the left, going up the

stairs. It lands on a level floor.

The distance from centre to centre of baluster on

line A 2 is thirteen inches. Draw the tangent from

3. Let 2 . 3 equal 2 A. Draw 3 . 4 touching the

chcle and cutting at B. Then 3 . 4 is the ordinate,

and equal with 3 . 2.

The position of riser landing and height of -wreath

must now be obtained, by making the elevation of

one or two square steps, shown at Fig. 3.

Let under side of rail rest on the corners. Set

off under side of level rail to suit long baluster on

square step. Next, set off half thickness of rake

and level rail intersecting at B. Let B A
equal corresponding letters on plan. Square up from

A, cutting rake at 2. Make O 2 equal A 2 on plan.

Next, drop from the dotted line, giving spring

and distance A J. Transfer this to plan, and draw

riser J. Set off a step to land.

We are in'W r.a^ly to produce the mould at Fig.

1 by drawing lilies from A 2 and centre, p.ir.allel

with 3 . 4. Make the seat square with 3 . 4. Ixt

3 . 2, the height, equal that of C, Fig. 3. Join

2 L extended both ivays. This is the pitch. Square

over the lines. Let 2 P equal 3 B. Make L O
equal L 2. Join 2 C extended. Next, draw P K
parallel with 2 C. Join C K. This gives the joint

on the landing. Let 2 S equal 3 . 4. Draw from .S

parallel with 2 L. Tliis gives major axis.

Now prove the drawing. The hue 2 C, to bo

correct, must equal that of corresponding letters at

Fig. 3. Again, 1* K must equal that of B 2.
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This being all right, find the points to insert pins

;

then strike the moultl with a string.

A word or two on tlir application of this mould :

First, observe joint K. This, when in position,

ranges with joint 2 on plan. Tlie line K P is on
the surface of stuff ; it stands on the pitch of stairs.

Tlien, tlie joint K lieing plumb, the slab K P is cut
oil' square with it, and falls to a level. Observe
Fig. 5.

The slab is shown on upper surface.

It is now clear tliat a square cannot be applied

to this joint. Tlien tlie best nietliod to i>repare tlie

mould is to draw tlie lines H II parallel witli ni.ijor

axis. Lay it on the stuff. Mark and cut square
through. This being done, have the edge through
II H square witli surface.

The next consideration: We cannot work through
half the thickness of stuff, the same as for any
otlier wreath. Because, the additional tliickncss

required is on the lower surface ; and tlie slal) cut

off of the upper, as Fig. 5 shows.

Tills is further illustrated below Fig. 1, as line L K
shows the pitch across the cylinder, it being equal to

K, Fig. 2. The corners of square sections ;ire fair

with upper surface of jjlank, and show the additional

thickness of stuff ou lower surface.

This understood, set gauge to F K. Run it on
the edge ; then square over 11 H. Next, let the
bevel H pass through intersection on the edge.

Now, lay the mould ou. Let H H stand opposite

bevel lines.

Mark the stuff along the edges of mould. Adopt
the same application for the under side. The bevel

D applies to joint on shank. Bevel 11 also gives it,

although a very different angle to that of D
;
yet

both bevels produce the same result on the shank.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the thirty-eighth

lecture of this course in the Lecture Theatre,
South Kensington Museum, on Tuesday afternoon
last. Commencing with Itahan art, the lecturer

sai<l that during the lifleenth, si.Kteenth, and seven-
teenth centuries, Italy had been divided into inde-

pendent principalities. The rulers of these states

had availed themselves of the services of art to lend
lustre to their names, and their desire to leave
behind them some monument which might render
them immortal had iiroduced buildings like the
Certosa at Piivi.n, ami the Dome of Mihin. The
Italian artist, unlike Ids (Jerman brethren, had been
bold, proud of his genius, and conscious of his

dignity. He had ventured to be original, and though
less accurate teciinically, had possessed greater
freedom in composition. He had not hesitated to

deviate from the beaten track, and at this period had
succeeded in blending the products of Cljissic art
with modern conceptions. The great master of
Italy had gene!^lh' been both an .architect, a
sculptor, and a painter, and had therefore known
what sp.aees were intended for decoration, and had
carried out these decorations with plastic nuder-
st.anding. He (the lecturer) had in his former
course dwelt on the different schools of painting,

and would now draw attention to English and
Italian sculpture. In England during the four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries the action of a foreign
influence was clearly to be perceived. This w.is

evident in the portal of the Cathedral of York, in

the Charterhouse at Rochester, and in the few royal
statues remaming in the Cathedral at Lichticld. The
capitals of the Cathedral of Ely (1343) appeared to

be an exception, .as thev were executed in an original

and thoroughly English style, which was sharp and
excellent. As examples of this style, an exquisite
Madonna with the Child, on the principal portal of
Wells Cathedr.il, and a statue of S. Mary Magdalene
at Magdalen College, Oxford, might be mentioned.
The expression in these works, as also the execution
of the drapery, entitled them to rank with the very
best productions of France and Germany. A de-
terioration of style in works e.xecutcil towards the
middle of the fourteenth century was to be observed.
There was a cold sobriety and stiff correctness in

the facade of Lincoln Cathedral, particularly striking
in the statues of the Norman kings (LSTT). The
coronation of the Virgin on the jiortal of Eieter
Cathedral was to be preferred, the style being far
better. In the execution of tombs, the pictorial

element had prevailed. A tomb at Hawton. in

Nottin.ghamshu-e, representing Christ and the three
Marys kneeling, surrounded by four sleeping warriors,
was an example of this. The execution of the four
latter figures was inferior. Engraved bronze plates
had subsequently been imported from the Nether-
lands, an<l largely used. Gold and colours had
been n.sed iu conjunction with the miurble,
in order to produce a lieightened ornamental

effect. The execution of the figures, however, was
not satisfactory. Tlie dress was heavy, armour
being substituted for the mail-shirt, and the forms
were clumsy. Not only Isnights, but kings, bishops,

and ladies, were represented jy these monotonous
strait-laced images. The figure of FMwanl III.

(lo77) on his tinuii at Westivinster was an example
of this. As exceptions, the face of the Black
Prince in the statue at Canterbury Cathedral, and
the statues of Sir Thomas Arderne and his wife
(13in) in the clumh .it Elford, Staffordshire, might
be tpioted. The tomb of Kichard of Heanchanip
(d. 1 43!t, at Rouen), at Warwick, was worthy of men-
tion. It had been conimence<l in 1442, and tinished in

14(»,^, The coppersmith Thomas Stevyns h.ad en-
graved the plate ; ^\'illiam Austen, of London, had
executed the statue; the chiselUng and gilding had
been the work of Bartholomew Lambespring, a
Netherlander, and .Tc4inIiourd had made the sarco-

phagus. The head of the statue was so well

executed that it might be compared with the best

portraits of Van Eyck. Passing now to Italian

works, the lecturer said that the great progressive
movement had been inaugurated bv Nicola Pisano
with his work representing the Descent from the
Cross on the portal of the cathedral at Lucca, and
the celebrateil pulpit for the B.aptistry at Pisa (I'iiJd).

The jiulpit rested oi; six columns and a seventh in

the middle. The b;vse of the centre column was
formed of three male figures, of wliicli one was
nude, and one in a Roman toga, then three

animals—a hon, a grifliu. and a dog. Having
enumerated many other examples in this style, the

lecturer said it was necessary to glance for a moment
at the artistic productions of the so-called trading
community of Vence. It was true that Venice
had been devoted tc trade ; but it must be remem-
bered that the commercial element was not hostile to

art. It was hostile, however, wiien the making of

large profits in speculations and horse-racing was
more congenial to the taste of the nation than good
pictures, sumptuous dwellings, and elegant objects

of art. The great services rendered to art by
Italy li,ad been fosteral by the trading communities
of the Repubhcs of that country. The Ducal
palace at Venice was an excellent specimen of the
ItaUan transition from Gothic to Renaissance.

We now reached modern times. We should find

that the enthusiastic spirit of inquiry in science

would have that benetieial influence on art which till

then had been exerciser by the spirit of faith in re-

ligion. Nature had been a sealed book, securely

fastened by credulity and superstition. Man had
not been conscious of the fact that he had neglected

the dynamic force in directing all his energies

to the static element in the garb of religion.

This state of ignorance could not have lasted

for ever. Nature had reacted ou the stereo-

typed traditions, fand art during the whole of

the fifteenth century' had striven to find new forms
and new solutions to old questions. Whilst in the

North of Europe the Reformation had sought tfi

regenerate society by means of a purer religion, in

the .South this regeneration had been attempted by
the influence of art. .Vrchitecture had begun to

borrow it-s lines from Classic temples, and artists had
learnt to model from Nature. Tombs, pulpits, and
other works bore the marks of the study of the

antique. Erasmu.s, of Kotterdam, had revived the

study of the Greek language and literature, .and

Nicola Pisano, Douatello, Brunelesco, Jacopo della

Quercia, and Ghiberti, bad introduced the study of

Greek forms, Roman decorations, and Classical

motives. The acanthus, honeysuckle, and palm-
leaf, the fret and the guillochc, bad again appeared, and
consoles, spandrels, and friezes had received unusual
attention. The old heathen divinities had been

revived. The Classical past h.ad again become reality;

the marvellous w<irks of ancient days had been

brought into connection with the present, lluniauity

had stepiied from its gloomy isolation, had greeted

with breathless rapture the bright dawn of moilern

times. Architecture liad provided immense Hats,

frame<l in with excellent lines, leaving room for

splendid uninterrupted friezes; niches which were to

be provided with statues; panels for the reception of

arabesques ; and pediments and portals to be de-

corated with mosaics, scul[itures, or paintings. The
art of painting, the most tlliristian of all jirts, had
begun to <levelope it.sclf. This devclopmentgenerally
took place when plastic art had reached a certain

climax. Without a correct study of plastic forms,

no good painting, no really perfect decoration of

flats, was possible. The artist who would take his

models for flower-patterns from a herbarium, and
not from Nature, would produce Cliine.se-like tle-

corations. A panel full of good reUefs would serve

the ornamentist in his endeavours to fill up a flat

surface. To despise the study of the antique and
of Nature must lead to a kind of mechanical lU't.

which certainly could not compete with higher
ornamental artists, who had been taught to be, above
all, universalists, before they devoted themselves to
S(une speciality. The Italian artists at this period
more than ever followed out this rule. The artist
had been well versed iu hterature and science ; he
had not thought lightly of history, and had culti-
vated his imagination as well as "his technical skill.

As soon as the Italians, who must be • onsidered the
real creators of the Renaissance style, had begun to
treat art from this higher point of view, all stiffness
of forms bad disappeared, and their products were
full of delicacy. What ornamental art at such a period
might do could be best studied in the decoration of
the Certosa at Pavia. The marble facade had been
commenced in 1473. More than thirty artists had
tried their skill at the decoration of the church, the
cloisters, and the monastery. .\madeo, Andrea
Fusina, Alberto da Carrara, and Cliristoforo Solari
had been am.mgst them. The reliefs were of a more
finished workmanship. Capitals and spandrels,
archivolts and panels were ornamented with the
utmost grace. The stiff coarseness of drapery had
vanished—the human form with all its beauty was
visible again through the transparent robes—the.se

forms might be said to be spirits in stone. Whilst
Italy had reached an art of her own, England hart

h.id to borrow her .artists from tlie Continent.
England had been engaged at that period in fighting
for the highest boon of humanity—indi\idnal free-

dom—and had had little time to attend to the less

practical creations of art. Whilst Hans Holbein h.ad

to paint, Pietro Torrigiano—the same ivlio had dis-

figured Michael Angelo for life—had introduced the

Renaissance style inte England. The best work of
this artist was the tomb of Henry VII. and his
wife. How by degrees a genuine English art had
grown out of foreign motives would be seen in the
next lecture, as also what directions art had taken
in France as well as in Germany.

ON THE USE OF HYDRAULIC MOKTAR.'
By Adoli'he Ott.

On the Preparation of the Mixture.

IN preparing hydraulic mortar, it is advisable to

begin iu mixing the dry lime or cement-powder
with clean sand. When these form a thorough
mixture, the requisite quantity of water must be
gradually added under constant stirring up of the
material. In no other way can a uniformly and
evenly-mixed mortar be obtamed with rapidly-

binding lime or cement ; wliile if the lime or cement
is first mi.xed with water, a partial binding and con-
sequent clogging of the materials takes place, which
either precludes the possibility of a perfect and
satisfactory mixture of the sand then added, or

renders it at least extremely diificult.

It is self understood that the water must be

clean, that is to say, free from all such substances

as may interfere with the adhesion of the par-

ticles, like clay, mud, grease, and mucilaginous
matter.

The mixture of water ought to be such as to

secure a product of the most even consistency ; this

is no doubt obtained ivith less difficulty and more
chance of success through the use of mortar-
machines. If, however, the mixture has to be made
by handwork, careful and reliable persons ought
to be chosen for the work, which should be paid for

by the day or week, and not given out under con-

tract.

It is of especial importance not to make the mor-
tar too soft, because, as we have aheady repeatedly

shown, and .as has been proved by numerous ex-
perimcnt.s, the quality and solidity of the mortar is

directly dependent ou the quantity of water it con-
tains at the moment of its hardening.

While very good Portland cement, for instance,

requires only 30 parts iu weight of water for every
100 parts in weight of cement to produce a mortar
of sulficieut consistency, there are other descriptions

which must be mixed with at least 40 parts of

water; but as iu either c:use the quantity of water
chemically bound is almost precisely the same, and
as the surplus water evaporates iu course of time,

it is evident that the density and solidity of the

former cement must be far greater than that of the

latter.

With very good Portland cement, however, the

disadvantage of an excessive admixture of water is

averted, iu a great measure, iu consequence of its

specific weight and its peculiar powder-like form,

which cause its speedy settling towards the bottom,

and its effectual separation from the surplus water
;

but another inconvenience frequently arises in the

* Translated from "Die Hydi-uuliBchen Mortol '* of Dr.

W. Miebuelis, for the Journal of the Frauklin Institute.
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separation of the mortar-mass, inasmuch as the

coarser particles settle near the bottom, while the

finer ones remain nearer to the surface. "Whenever

other descriptions of hrifraulic lime or quickly-

hardening cement are used, the quantity of water to

be admixed must be most carefully measured, or its

due proportion ascertained by previous repeated ex-

periments.

An especially careful preparation is necessary for

pozzuolana mortars, because with them all reactions

are expected to take place after the mixture has been

completed.

The mixture of hydrate of lime and pozzuolana

must be as dense and thorough as possible.

The pozzuolana ought to be reduced to very fine

powder, and the mixture with the lime must be as

effective and intimate as possible.

The use of a machine like Hertel's combined clay-

cutting apparatus is most commendable for this pur-

pose ; because the greatest possible density and uni-

formity of the mixture is thus obtained.

The preference must, in all instances, be given

to the employment of machine power, because it

is impossible to obtain a satisfactory mixtiu-e by
hand-work in any other way than through a plen-

tiful use of water. The result of this excessive

admixture of water, however, is a soft, pap-like

substance, which can never be made into a dense

and solid mortar. It shrinks speedUy, gets cracky,

and yet remains slack. In cases where pozzuo-

lana mortar is to be exposed to the influence of the

turbulent sea, and where its strength and soliditj'

is therefore most severely tried, the greatest care

in its preparation is advisable. Nothing which

may tend to increase its durability ought to be

overlooked. In looking over the numerous di-

rections given for the preparation of such mortar,

it is surjirising to see the wide difference of the

several methods recommended, and the proportion-

ately small quantity of lime ahnost universally

advocated.

The former circumstance finds its explanation in

the different descriptions of pozzuolana, or in the

local peculiarities and influences of the places where

it is found, or where it is to be used ; and it is even

advisable to experiment with regard to the various

proportions of material to be used, in order to ascer-

tain how to attain the most favourable result in any
special case.

The second point, however, is worthj^ of a more
minute consideration. In defiuing the hardening

process of pozzuolana mortar, we have already

made the reniiirk that a great portion of the poz-

zuolana remains ineffective, in consequence of the

relatively small quantity of lime used in its pre-

paration.

This limited use of lime we explain in the fol-

lowing manner :

—

Whenever there is a great surplus quantity of

pozzuolana the lime finds a sufficient quantity of

easily accessible and binding substances, as silicic

acid, alumina, &c. ; in a short while the quicklime

is thus almost completely converted into harden-
ing compounds, and the consistence of the mortar
is likewise secured in a comparatively small lapse of

time.

But if, on the coutrarj', pozzuolana mortar is

mixed with a quantity of lime capable of securing

the only possible hydraulification of this lime, a

very large proportion of this base would, for a long

time, remain in the substance as quicklime; dur-

ing this period the power of resistance as well as the

density of the mortar would be materially impaired,

while under water, through the agency of such an
easily soluble substance; and it would take a long
time before such mortar could resist the influence of

water.

It is better, therefore, to renounce such propor-
tion of the hydraulificating faculty as would only
become effective after a long lapse of time in all

cases where water-mortar is to be made with poz-
zuolana for immediate use.

It is, however, undoubtedly advisable to take a

greater proportion of lime, and to allow more time,

in order that the various substances of which the

mixture may be composed can have full chance to

act upon one another before the mortar is brought
into use.

In so doing, the following advantages are

secured ;

—

(1) The chemical reactions will be more complete.

(2) In consequence of the more uniform course of

these reactions the .substance becomes more dense,

and the consistence of the mortar, subsequent to the

hardening process, is more safely secured.

After the pozzuolana has been reduced to the

finest powder, it is mixed -with lime, which must be

previously reduced to a stiff, pap-like condition ; to

these materials a sufficient quantity of water has to

be added to produce a mass of a certain consistence.

The use of Hartel's clay-cutting apparatus or a
similar machine is advisable. After leaving the

substance alone for a few da^^s, the mixing process

has to be repeated several times with the addition of

the requisite quantity of water.

CEMENT FLOORS.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Conntnj Gentle-

man gives the following practical directions

for laying cement floors:
—'^ My mode is as follows ;

—I prepare a box 5ft. long, 3ft. wide, two sides,

and one end 12in. wide, and one end Gin. wide, pile

of gravel on one side, barrels of tar on the other

side, and a large pot to keep tar hot. I place suffi-

cient gravel in box, and add tar hot, sufficient to

heat all the gravel by mixing ; then place it on the

floor, and roll until 2in. thickness is evenly hiid over

the floor. Then it should stand a Aay or two ; but

if pressed to complete the work, commence by
putting two shovelfuls of coarse gravel to one of

pure cement, until you put as much in box of this

proportion as you can mix cement. Then thoroughly

mix gravel and cement before adding one drop of

water ; then add water and mix to usual consistency

of mortar—a little stiff is better. Then place the

batch on floor, and continue with same mixture,

which is thick enough, until one half-inch

of surface. You irill then find the stone has

disappeared, and cement soft on top. Then take one

shovelful of cement and one of clean sharp sand,

mix, and coat the floor over. If it continues soft,

add ilry cement sifted over the top, and work in with

a plasterer's trowel, which will render it hard,

smooth, and as firm as freestone, and good for a

century. Anj' good farm-hand can put it down if

gravel is convenient, and, if cement is worth Idol.

50c. to 2dol. per barrel, a floor can be laid at half

the cost of wood, and worth infinitely more. Of
the same mixture, one-half and two-thirds, I make
.all my drain-pipes from kitchen, rain-spouts, bath-

room, and water-closets, from one-half to four inches

in diameter, and \>j a process of continuous length

and size of pipe. . It is common now to find our

farmers provided with barrels of gas-tar, and use

it freely in warring against rats. In my experience,

there is nothing like it for rats."

THE HOUSE CISTERN.

PEOPLE, says the Globe, have a very inadequate

notion of the extreme nastiness of the regu-

lation house cistern. The uncleanliness of drinking

water supplied through a vessel which is only

shovelled and mopped out about once in three j-ears

stands confessed. The deposit accumulated on the

floor of the cistern is violently stirred by the rush-

ing stream from the supply pipe almost every time

it comes in. Consumers complain that the water is

" turbid" for some hours afterwards, and attribute

the defect to the quality of the suppl)'. The cistern

is forgotten. Whatever impurities there m.ay be in

the water .are concentrated, and so far as living

organic svbstances are concerned, multiplied, by its

being passed through this foul receptacle. Hence

the discrepancy between the results of an analysis

of the water used by the household and that t.aken

from the mains of the company. The latter is bad

enough, the former inconceivably worse. But .all these

results of the detention of the supply on its way to

the consumers sink into insignificance when compared

with the evils which ensue from the additional con-

tamination which the water receives from without

while it lies in the cistern. It is known, or ought

to be, how standing water attracts and absorbs the

impurities of the atmosphere which is brought into

contact with its surface. Old-fashioned housewives,

reasoning from experience, recommend that shallow

pans of water should be placed in the neighbourhood

of a sick-room, or in an apartment where the air

is vitiated by the smell of new paint or any other

noxious vapour. The water absorbs the particles of

the impure materials floating in the atmosphere, as

well as gives off its own substance by evaporation,

to mix with the supernatant air and bring down its

solid ingredients.

If anyone were gravely to propose the use of

house-cisterns for the first time in 1871, and to

propound the construction and mode of placing them

commonly adopted, he would not be likely to receive

a very complimentary recepti<'n. We can easily

fancy a few of the hard facts which might be pressed

upon the consider.ation of his common sense. Engi-

neers, architects, builders, doctors, sanitary commis-

sioners, nuisance-inspectors, would do their best to

place the matter as distinctly as possible before the

consumer, and if the latter did not at once indict the

authors of thehouse-cistcrn movement for con.spiracy

to poison him, it would not be because the evidence

of skilled witnesses was wanting to support the
charge, As matters now stand, however, these

authorities only whisper the truths within their

knowledge, or state them publicly under pressure.

The reasons of this anomalous behaviour are

two. First, the water companies .are under the
strange delusion that a constant supply is more
wasteful than the practice of serving out a
limited quantity of w.ater at a time, and the land-
lords, who regard with apprehension the probability

of being called upon to spend money on their pro-
perty, oppose the movement for cistern abolition

mth the usual pocket argument and principle. The
fears of both water companies and householders are

entirely groundless. That the system of direct and
constant supply is not wasteful is proved by
lengthened and extensive experience in the provin-
cial towns where it has been so long adopted. Taps
do not break down or pipes burst. Such events are

never heard of, and servants and housekeepers do
not leave taps running, because if they did, the

damage done to their own property, .and the work
and trouble entailed, would be a heavy penalty for

the neglect. For the absurd fears and crotchets of

old-fashioned gentlemen with obsolete minds, who
apprehend danger to their pictures and articles of

vertu, we have no consideration. A dash of

common sense, or five minutes' conversation with
men of their own class in places where the direct-

service system has been in use for years, would
effectuallj' dispel their hallucination. As a matter
of fact, however, such objections are really nothing
more than the cover for a director's or large share-

holder's reluctance to sanction a change in the

manner of conducting a lucrative business. It is

the expression of that inertia which jiervades rail-

wjiy, gas, and water companies indifferently. The
morbid dread of the landlords may be at once dis-

pelled by the assurance that the first cost of doing

away with house cisterns will be covered by
the sale of the old materi.al, so persistently

have these perverse people adhered to the

practice of poisoning the public with metallic

cisterns. Those who have substituted an innocuous

material will probably have to draw on the reward

offered by conscience for deeds of goodness and

honesty for a small balance on the wrong side of the

account. As for repairs consequent on the antici-

pated bursting of pi|)es and taps, any insurance

company may make a safe addition to its revenue

by guaranteeing nervous proprietors against such

contingencies, albeit with the certainty that the

second 3'ear's premiums will not be forthcoming. In

short, there are no valid objections to the summary
extermination of that thing of prey and horrors, the

house-cistern, and the substitution of a direct supply

as free from impurities as the water companies can

find it in their hearts and consistent with their love

of dividends to furnish it.

CAST IRON DOOR AND WINUOW HEADS.

WE h.ave from time to time devoted consider-

able attention and space to the use of cast

iron in architecture, and illustrated examples of it

as executed in America. We have had usually to

point to these as showing what should be avoided

rather than imitated as regards design. There are,

however, two such great advantages connected with

the use of cast iron as a building material—viz,.,

cheapness, and the ease with which it can be worked

—that we are glad to notice that the matter is being

taken in hand by an English firm. Messrs. Newton,

Chambers, & Co., of theThorncliffe Ironworks, near

Sheffield—the scene of the great conflict between the

ironworkers and their employers, which was happily

terminated about this time last year—have published

sheets of illustratious of the viirious forms of door

and window heads which they manufacture. For an

ordinary 2ft. 9in. door or window, a door head caa

be supplied for 6s., and the price of a really orna-

mental circular door opening is only a sovereign.

The door and window heads are sent out complete

and ready for fixing, with two coats of paint on

back and"front, to prevent rusting. All the builder

has to do is to apply .another coat of paint as near

stone colour as possible, and dredge them over while

wet with dry Calais sand. A very large measure

of support is, we think, likely to reward the spirited

manner in which Messrs. Newton, Chambers, &. Co.

have gone into the matter.

Columbia Markkt.—The Corporation will soon

take possession of this market, the understanding

being that they are not pledged to maintain it as a

fish market. In the event of any differences be-

tween the Corporation and the Baroness Burdett-

Coutts, the Prime Minister for the time being is to

settle them.
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DESIGN FOR A GALLERIED CHURCH.

OUR illustration, wliicli is cnl.'U'pc<i from a view
in Mr. Cubitt's " Clniri-li l)«.sii,'ii for Conf,Tc'-

gations," shows the internal treatmtnt of ii phin

proposed some time since for a Nonconformist

Church in the North of London. It commenced with

a wide nave, divided by stone columns from narrow
aisles, wliich simply served as pa-ssages to the seats ;

it was then widened by two shallow transepts, and
ended in an apsidal cliancel. An octau'onal lantern

tower rested on the arches at the crossing
; a gallery

occupied each transept, and another one the fr<nit

part of the nave. The gallery fronts were of stone.

their arches resting on small shafts of gra!iite or

some similar nwterial; and these shafts were the

only ones thronghout the building which I'onid at

all interfere with the view of the pulpit from the

seats. All the main columns (eight in number, anil

of large .size) were so placed as to cause no obstruc-

tion whatever. The total number of sittings was
1,250

—

Soi> on the groniul floor, and the remainder
above. An entrance porch (20ft. by lnfi.) occu-

pied part of the sjiaee under the end gallery, and
lessened its projection over the lower pews. Y.x-

ternally, the principal feature was the central tower;
the transept roofs, as usual, were gabled; a cleres-

tory, four bays in length, divided the nave from the
aisles; and above the wimlows of the latter was a
continuous arcade. ))ierced to light the connecting
passages of the three galleries. The special aim of

the arrangement was to produce. witho\it having
recourse to iron columns ami llimsy construction.

a building in ivhich the whole congregation could
see and bear the service. dilTering from the ordi-

nary Anglican Church in not having a multitude
of the scats ohstrneted by the nave iiicrs. and from
the ordinary Nonconforjnist one in not becoming,
through its wide roof an<i s|iinclling columns, a
hopeless subject for architectural treatment.

M
THE NEW LAW COURTS.

R. .TAJIKS FERGUSSON has published the
following remarks upon the above subject :

—

As not one brick has yet been laid of the New Law
Courts, it may not, perhaps, be even now too late

to reiterate a protest against the great central
vaulted hall, which is p.art of the design, and
which if executed will, I believe, be the greatest
architectural mistake per|ietrated in our days. In
the first place, it is not Gothic in .any true sense of
the term. No (Jothic hall, on anything like the
same scale, and applied to civil purposes, was ever
vaulted during the Middle Ages in anv jnu-t of
Europe. .So far, at least, as my knowledge extends,
this is absolutely true. Churches were vaulted, no
doubt, but they always stood free, and the tliickness
of wall and the depth of buttress necessary to
sustain the vault were in no sense inconvenient,
while they improved most materially the architec-
tural effect. The case, however, is widelv diffcrcjit

when the vaulted apartment is stuck down in the
centre of a uuluhcr of oflices where everv incli (rf

space is valuable, and where the building "camiot be
seen from the outside. Had an .architect been
employed to design these cimrts in the thirteenth
century, he would most probably have occupied the
central space by an open court—pcrhai>s he might
have proviiled a cloister round it ; but our hardy
forefathers would hardly have asked for even this.

Could we call up a real Gothic architect from his
grave, he certainly wonhl have roofed this court
over, out of respect to the more delicate constitu-
tions and effeminate habits of the present day ; but
as certainly he wiuild have done it so as to obstruct
the light and the free circulation of air to the
smallest po.ssible extent. An imperforate, gloomv,
solid vault is the very last expedient that e.,u'ld

have occurred to his mind. A second objection is

the intolerable amount of inconvenience this vault
entails on other p.arts of the building. Where you
have vaults of this extent, .von must have buttresses;
ami where buttresses, unless the building stands
free, you must have small courts between them. In
the plans adopted and published. IStl.S and ISCli. the
great hall was snrrounileU by twentv-six small
courts, 10ft. wide by 2Uft. in length ami 4(lfl. deep.
Into these consullation-rooms, refreshment-room,
and other oflices looke<I. with a blank wall in front
of them towering some COfl. higher. In the plans
now adopud, but to which the public have not
access, it is understood the worst features of these
couris have been "ameliorated." Hut the fact
cannot be got over th.at a great building like thi.s,

in the centre of the City of London, honevcombed
with small courts, must be inconvenient, expensive,
and most unwholesome. Had the building been
erected as proposed in ISGS, 1 believe the Sanitary
Commissioners would have orilered the hall to be
jiullcd down at whatever cost; and if the vault is

to remain, I do not see how the present one can be
much better. But so few people can realise what is

only shown in a jdan, and of these so few will take

the trouble to do so. that no one seems to be aware
of what is about to be perpetrated. .*V third objec-

tion is the expense. AVIien it was my business to

do so, 1 took considerable pain.'.' to try and realise

what additional expense was cn(allcd by this vault.

It is very difficult to du so, and could. not be done
accurately without taking the quantities out from a

set of <lrawings from wliich the vault was omitted.

Hut taking the expense of the vault. itself, the

extra thickness of the walls, the buttresses, the loss

of space, the lining the Walls of the twenty-six
small courts with stone or tiles, and c)tjier incidental

expenses, I calculated that tlie extra expense en-

tailed by this inconvenient amichrouism was some-
thing between .£50,CU0 and .i'lOO,000. I got a
glance the other day at the present design for the

Strainl front of the new buildings. It contains a
giMid deal of beautiful debiil, as was sure to be the

case from a master of Gothic detail such'as Mr.
Street undoubtedly is. But I have no hesitation in

saying it is the meanest design for the i)rincipal

front of so important and pretentious a building

which has been proposed in our day. The excuse
for this, no doubt, is that the expense of the whole
has been so cut down that there arc no funds
available for a larger or more imposing fai,'ade.

Exactly so; but if Mr. Street insists on wasting
£.;IJ,000 to £100,00(1 on a useless internal vault, he
has no reason to complain that he h.as not fuiuis

enough to dignify his external fronts. The truth of

the matter is, nobody wants this vault except Jlr.

Street. The public do not want it, as the hall is luit

to be (a thoroughfare, and few consequently will see

it, and the few who are there on business will have
sometliing else to think of. On the other hand,
everyone will see the Strand front, and it will be
either an ornament or a distignremeut to our nietro-

poUs. The lawyers oo not want the vault. They
want light and air alxive all things. They do not
want to be stilled in dark, close consnltatioii-nioms,

nor to breathe the pestilential air of a deep dank
well-hole when taking a slight refreshment. The
Treasury do not want it, for they do not want to

spend more money than they can help. But not-
•ftithstauding all this, it probably will be executed.
Jlr. Street is not only a man of great ability, but
he has a very strong will of his own, and unless

some one as clever and as strong as himself, atid in

I'arliament or some position to command attention,

will take it up, he will certainly force his crotchet
on his imwiUiiig clients in spite of their wishes or
interests. When it is too late to remedy it, every
one will, no doubt, be clever enough to discover the
enormous blunder that has been "committed. But
this will be but a very small consolation to our-
selves, and still less to all future generations of
lawyers, and who will live to mourn over the
ignorance and apathy of the men of the nineteenth
century who allowed such an absurdity to be per-
petrated.

•
OX LIGHT RAILWAYS.

A I'.'VrKIl on the above subject was read before
-t^ the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society on
Frid.ay, 30th .Tune, by Jlr. W. Lawford, M. Inst. C. I';.,

who stated that the subject of light railways ha<l

for some time past occupied the attention of engineers
and others, and was one well worthy of being con-
sidered in .all its aspects, whether lookeil upon from
a commercial or an engineering point of view. For
branch lines, as feeders to main lines, they would
doubtless prove valuable adjuncts to the' existing
system of the country, especially in those districts
where the natural featiues of the laud would otlter-

wise rciiuire expensive works. It is a well-known
fact that many of the old constructed branch lines

in this country are suckers from, rather than feeders
to, the parent lines. One important feature in con-
nection with light railw.ays must not be lost sight of

—

viz., that it would be impossible to carry on them a
large ami rapid p;issenger traffic, such as is now the
case with the main lines of the country ; a large and
rapid traflic means heavy engines, heavy rails, &c.,
but for an omnibus aml'lighl goods tra"tlic a light
railw.ay, with light i>erinaiient way materials, light
engines, &c., might be nuule with "great advantage,
not only to the travelling community, but also to
shareholders.

The author did not enter into the question of
gauge, but for the present purpo.se assumed the
tft. Hjin., or narrow gauge, tc] be the practical gauge
of the country, and he wished it to be clearly nmlcr-
slood that by the term " light railways," was meant
branch lines from existing main or trunk lines to
districts wlK're the traffic w:ls still undeveloped;
construcled, hcrweviT, in a lleiroughly substantial
and permanent manner, with all the jiarts made

sufficiently strong to carry a maximum lo.ad of five

tons on each pair of wheels.

With reg.ard to the cost of light railways generally,

he thought that from £.^,000 to £3,5U0 per mile,

according to the nature of the country would be-

sufficient for a single line of railway (4ft. Klin. guage)i
and works, exclusive of the cost of land.'and that,

with light weights, low speeds (aiul this must he
insisted upon), and flexible rolling stock, the first,

cost of construction, .and that must important item,

the cost of maintenance as compared with ordinary
railway.s, might be materiallj' reduced ; he further
stated that the question of shiu-p curves .and steep
.gradients entered largely into the iiresent snbjcct,

but he thought that it would not be denied tliat a
line with steep gradients and sharp curves, con-
structed at a moderate first cost, would give a lower
final result in working expenses (t;iking into account
the saving of interest on capital) than a line made
at a heavy cost with easy gradients and large curves.

Railway accommodation was almost as much an
essential to this country as air an<l water. It mi.ght

have answered the purpose of certain localities that
thev should enjoy railways, and that others should
be deprived of them; but the experienceof the past
had taught wisdom, and whereas in former years,

landowners and others used their utmost exertions
to drive railways from them, they were now raising

their voices to have tliem itrought to their very
doors. Expensive tunnels, high embankments, deep
cuttings, magnificent viaducts, palatial station-s, &«.,
were not required, nor should the light railways be
laid out with the view of leaving to posterity monu-
ments of engineering skill and extravagance ; but all

the latest improvements and inventions should be
adopted, by means of which even a district of hills

and valleys might be supphed with railway accom-
modation at a compjiratively moderate cost, and
there was no doubt that, in many instances, the lines

would be made by the landowners themselves, and
others locally interested, who would, of course, be
opposed to all unnecessiuy expenditure.

The author then gave a description of a short line

of "light railway " which his firm ha'l lately con-
.structed for His Grace the Duke of Buckingham and
Chandos, by means of which the Uidse's estates at

Wotton are brought into connection with the Ayles-
bury and Buckingham Railway at Quainton. This
line (4ft. SAin. gauge) is si.x miles in length, with a
branch of one mile and a half. It is, throiiglumt,

eminently a line of light works, and witli few
exceptions, a surface line, the highest embankment
being 13ft., and the deepest cutting 10ft. There are

no road bridges, the turnpike and other roads being

crossed on the level. The rails are bri<lge rails,

weighing oOlb. per yard, and are secured on to

longitudimU creosoted timbers 6in. by tiin., by
means of fang bolts ; there are transoms 4in. by 4in.,

at every 12ft., kept in their places by a wrought
iron tie rod Jin. diameter. The ballast is 10ft. ivide,

and is 6in. to 9in. thick under the bottom of the

timbers; the line is only partially fenced, the existing

hedges being utilised for that purpose. The nuiiu

line starts from the Quainton station of the Ayles-

bury and Buckingham Railwa.v, crosses the

Aylesbury and Bicester turnpike road, about one
mile to the west of Waddesdon, p.asses through
Westcott and Wotton, and terminates at a point

near the road leading from Wotton to Brill. The
sharpest curve is ten chains radius (exceptin.g that

at the junction of the branch line, which is eight

chains radius), and the steepest gradient 1 in *>(».

Nearly four miles of the line luave been in use since

the earl.y part of this year, aiul in the month of

March alone more than 3,200 tons were carried over

it ; the line is at present being worked by horse-s.

The estimate for the works was £1,400 per mile,

exclusive of the cost of land, and the author did not

think that amount would be exceeded. It nuist be

remen\bered that there were no Parliamentary expenses

incurred on this line; that the works throughout are

light ; that all the roads are crossed with level cro.ss-

ings ; and th.at (with the exception of Ijiying tho

permanent way, and points and crossings) the works

have been executed without the intervention of a

contractor.

Harris's I'.vtf.nt Looks.—The hatch bolt, an

important part of the lock in offices and dwelling-

houses, has not received that attention which has

been bestowed with such advantage by our great

lock.smiths on the other parts. Mr. William Harris,

of Birmingham, has directed our attention to some
improvements made by him in this particular, of

considerable value. The j)rincipal advantage result-

ing therefrom is the great addition obtained to the

life of the lock, no small gain in the case of a door

likely to be violently slammed a humlred times in

the course of a day—like that, for iiistancc, which

closes our pubhshing-oflice.
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OLD LONDON, AND HOW TO IM-

PROVE IT.

LONDON might be improved, not by the

pulling down of any more blocks of dingy

streets or houses, or by the building up of

any more prison-like model lodging-houses,

and certainly not by the short and painful

process of turning into the open street whole

families of people to find a home elsewhere,

and in more thickly-crowded places
;
but

by the simple plan of adding some comforts

to the interiors, and external character—(.c,

architectural character—to the dingy and

worn streets of London as they are
;
selecting

of course, if the matter be one of gift, the

very worst that can be found. No one, cer-

tainly, can go through any one of the ordinary

streets of this monster town without being

struck with their utter baldness, and at the

absence in them of artistic and architectural

interest ; and at the same time the idea must

occur to him at how small a cost of money

and material and labour such streets might

be improved, and rendered in some measure

baldly-interesting, if not artistic. We say

again and again that but little, very little,

suffices to do this ;
and in proof of it we

would venture to instance those few houses,

sometimes groups of them, yet to be found,

wherein the purely constructive featiu-es of

house building have been taken advantage

of. In one particular street, an especial

favourite with us—and it is truly wonderful

it has not been "improved" from off the

face of great London—Harrow-street or

alley, Houndsditch, a wonderful amount of

even architectiu-al, if not painter's interest has

been given to it by the overhanging roof, or

lean-to over the shop windows and doors,

and projecting shop-board beneath. We
specially notice it from the fact of its rarity,

and from the fact, still more strange, of the

amount of what may be truly termed
" architectra-esque " power to be got out of

so very simple a contrivance. Nothing can

be more picturesque than this little narrow

way or street almost out of the ordinary

London world as it is, and no one can go

through it without a painful feeling—that is,

if lie have any painter's feeling in him—of

how far things artistic are on the wrong road,

and how far apart are, at present, the painter

and the architect. We notice it, too, as be-

fore said, to remind those who may be con-

cerned in any way in the real improvement

of London city, at how small a cost art-

interest, affording pleasure to tlie eye, and

through the eye "to the mind, may be got.

No one, we take it, will or can doubt this

who will be at the pains to contrast this

" poor " street, for poor it is, with some of

the new and improved houses and rows of

houses but just erected in this very locality

—

houses of the same size, be it observed, and

intended for the same sort of occupiers, and

small tradesmen. It is a remarkable instance

of how much may be done with a paucity of

means.
In the attempts, therefore, now being so

strenuously made to improve London, and to

better the condition of those who are com-
pelled all their lives long to live in it, it is

well to urge on those who shall be privileged

to do the work that no great displays of

" architectui-e " are absolutely essential to

success in the work, and that, after all,

perhaps the real and abiding interest in

common street architecture is to be sought

in its general picturesqueness or power of

producing in the mind of the looker-on the
' same impressions as are made by a picture fm

canvas, and that this picture-power should be
steadily armed at in the building of new
streets, and in the equally important "im-
provement" of old ones. No power of

philanthropy or desire to do good to the

working classes of London could, as it seems

to us, be more happily employed even with

half a million of money, than in the effort to

give to London, or the workman's quarter of

it, a picturesque interest of its own, to make

the open street way a living and real picture.

It may be secondary to interior comfort and
convenience, but most surely secondary only

to that. It is but the administering to the

mind's eye as well as the body's good, and,

indeed, to both the one and the other at the

same time.
' C. B. A.

ALBERTIA.—II.

THE extent of land purchased by the

Commissioners of the '51 Exhibition,

in partnership with the Government, for the

purpose of carrying out their grand scheme

of "providing a common centre of union for

the various depanments of science and

art connected with industrial education,"

amounted to about eighty-six acres, costing

in all £280,000. Of this sum about £100,000

was contributed by the Government ; but in

1858, this joint land speculation having

turned out a good thing, inasmuch as the

estate had already acquired a large improved

value, with every prospect of further improve-

ment, the Comniiissioners adopted the course

of paying back the money advanced by

Government, less the vtlue (improved) of

the ground and buildings of the South Ken-
sington Musemu, which lad been erecterl in

the meantime. The Commissioners being

thus left to themselves' in their newly-ac-

quired estate, continuefi the business of

dealing in the land for' building purposes,

until, as we said in our Iftst article, they had

reduced the estate created with such high

and useful destinies to the narrow compass

now occupied by the Royal Horticultural

Gardens and their immediate surroimdings.

The Horticultural Gardens, which are about

20 acres in extent, were given over to the

Society for thirty-one years, on condition of

their expending £50,000 in improvements,

against £50,000 to be laid out by the Com-
missioners in erecting arcades in the

Italian style, and in other ways. A large

pleasm-e garden can hardly be said to have

direct relations with any of "the various

departments of science and art connected

with industrial education," and therefore

the space of ground so devoted to the Hor-

ticultural Society must be considered a fur-

ther misappropriation of the Commissioners'

land from the purposes for which it was
avowedly purchased. This horticultural

movement, however, was a favourite hobby

of the late Prince Consort's, and that ought

to be considered sufficient by those who con-

fine themselves to strictly carrying out, in

the largest as in the minutest particulars, the

intentions of that good and great Prince,

whose views upon this particular subject

are explicitly set forth in his speech delivered

in reply to the addi-ess presented by Dr.

Lindley, the Secretary of the Horticultural

Society, in 1858. Speaking of this garden.

His Royal Highness said: "We may hope that

it will, at no distant day, form the inner

court of a cast quadram/k of public hiiildimjs,

rendered easily accessible by the broad roads

which will surround them—buildings where

science and art may find spare for development,

with that air and light which are elsewhere

well-nigh banished from this orergrown metro-

polis.'' It is impossible to read these obser-

vations, and consider the promise of vast

provision to be made for the development of

science, and then compare them with what

has since been accomplished as in fulfilment

of them, without much wonderment, not

unmixed with misgiving either lest the

Prince himself may not have been labouring

under erroneous impressions at the time of

utterance, or that his intentions have, after

all, not been loyally carried out by those

whom he associated with himself in this

great work. What we naturally ask is, as to

the extent of this " vast quadrangle of public

buildings," of which the Horticultural Gar-

dens were to form but " the inner court," and

in which science and art were to find " space

I
for development " under circumstances so

exceptionally favourable? Well, then, the two
International Exhibition Galleries measirre
each 1,100ft. long by :!0ft. wide, the two
equal to about an acre and a half

; and allow-
ing, at a rough guess, three acres for the
space on the north (partly occujiied by the
Royal Albert Hall) and the site of the sheds
on the south, there would appear to be, more
or less, four and a half acres in all, out of
eighty-six acres originally purchased, now
applicable to the purposes of the grand
'

' common centre of union "of the arts and
sciences.

In the state'ment of the Provisional Com-
mittee of the Royal Albert Hal!, issued in

1865, we arc told of numerous representations

which had been made shortly after the closing

of the Great Exhibition of 1851, " on the
part of chambers of commerce, learned

societies, and other bodies of persons in-

terested in science or the arts," in favour of

the establishment of this much-vaunted
" common centre of union." Where, may we
ask, are any of these " chambers of commerce,
learned societies, and other bodies of persons"
to be found availing themselves, or likely to

ask to be allowed to avail themselves of it,

now that it is completed, or on the era of

completion? And if any such should pro-
pose to avail themselves of it, what possible

means is there of affording tiiem the accom-
modation they may require ? The same
" statement" of 1865, in another paragraph,

is a little more definite upon this subject.

Speaking of " the Society of Arts, the Sacred
Harmonic .Society, the Royal Horticultural

Society, and other societies, as well as niar>y

eminent persons," as having "declared their

intention of connecting themselves with the

Hall," yet, with the exception of the three

societies first named, we see no sign of any
public bodies or eminent persons coming
forward in the way suggested ; and of these

the first two have only as yet connected
tliemselves with the Hall in the way of

getting up concerts and oratorios. The
Society of Arts, though from the first the

great patron and the great ally of the

"central" scheme, have not, any more than

any other of the learned societies of the

metropolis, evinced the least indication of a
desire to establish its home within the pre-

cincts of " Albertia."

As the ground for the Horticultural Gar-

dens was given for a term of years, rent free,

or at a nominal rent, in consideration of a

certain outlay being made by the Society, so

the site for the Royal Albert Hall was given

under a lease for 999 years, at a nominal rent

of Is. per annum, on conditions that money
or means should be found to build the Hall,

at a cost of £200,000. It was sought to ob-

tain this sum by selling boxes and stalls in

the proposed music-hall, in perpetuity, at

the rate of £100 a seat; boxes to accommo-
date ten persons at £1,000, five persons £500,

and so on. The total number of reserved

seats so disposable is 2,500, equal to £250,000,

of which, as we gather, some £120,000 worth

only were disposed of by the year 1867, when
the contractors came to the rescue, and

undertook to complete the building, upon re-

ceiving security on the remaining unsold

seats, for the balance over and above the

sum subscribed. And thus it was that her

Majesty was enabled to lay the foundation-

stone of the building last spring, and to open

the building itself on the 29th March last.

We may here declare our doubts whether,

in the spirit in which the '51 Commissioners

were appointed, and in which they were sanc-

tioned in the disposal of their surplus funds

in land purchases, these appropriations of the

ultimate bulk of their landed estate to two

corporate or chartered trading bodies, free of

cost or charge in the shape of rent or other-

wise, was justifiable. Certain it is that in

the one case it reduced an old-established,

and to a certain extent distinguished

society, from its former condition of

exclus'iveness by right of membership to
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a trading body, content to take sixpence a
head for admission to their grounds ; and
that in the other case they, witliout any
appearance of necessity, established a monster
concert-hall to enter into competition, under
the favouring ausjiices of royalty and of the

world of fashion and wealth, with concert-

rooms and music-halls, which the metropolis
already contained in more than sufficient

abundance.
But the '51 Coiuniissioners did not, so far

as we can gather, bind the Committee of the
Eoyal Albert Hall in any covenants as to
providing entertainments of music, or any
other kind, nor even to provide for the neces-
sary repairs and maintenance of the building.

Neither did the illustrious, noble, and wealthy
personages who so readily paid down their

money for seats in perpetuity, take the
trouble to ascertain that anything of this

kind would be provided for their delectation.

The question, then, naturally arises—what is

to come of this new monster music-hall V

Wlio is to undertake the risk of management,
providing a sufficient number of entertain-
ments ; and what would be his chances of
success ?

Let us make a rough estimate on the sub-
ject. The Provisional Coniniittee of the
Royal Albert Hall, in their prospectus issued
at the commencement of the present year,
stated, in emphasised Egyptian type, that
" the cost to a non-subscriher of .attending

all the various ceremonies and performances
in the Hall, .and of obtaining any privilege
attached to a seat during the spring and
autumn of this year, would be upwards of
£25." This no doubt w.is intended as an
incentive to the gentle public to subscribe for

seats, and certainly 25 per cent, of enjoy-
ment, transferable and saleable, in a single
season, upon apm-ch.isein perpetuity, pointed
to a not undcsir.able investment. Looking,
however, at what has alre;idy been done in

the hey-day of spring and summer, and what
may be expected at the fall of the year, we
confess that we do not see much prob.ability

of the realis.ation of the prospect so tempt-
ingly held out.

Still, however, £25 as the subscription for
the season for a place of first-class entertain-
ment, would not be out of the way. A stall

at the opera costs forty guincis, or thereabouts,
for the season of forty nights. How, then,
would stand the account of any person who
should be enterprising enough to undertake
the management of the Royal Albert Hall,
imder the peculiarly tempting conditions of
having no rent to pay ? To put the figures
very loosely, and in lump form, say, main-
tenance of building, staff, &c., at the very
least, £5,000 a year; and twenty (only twenty)
concerts, or other entertainments, on a com-
mensurate scale of magnitude, including gas,
advertising, &c.. at £000 each, £12,000,—
total, £17,000; being the very lowest sum
that a musical season on a very moderate
scale could be carried on. To take the op-
posite side, there remain, after £200,000 worth
are sold in perpetiuty, about five hundred
reserved seats to dispose of, besides a thou-
sand open seats in the arena or pit, and
.about two thousand seats in the g.allery,

orchestra, organ gallery, &c. Is it likely,

we ask, supposing such a venture to be
made, that, all the t'lilc of f;ishion

being already provided with transferable
seats to the nimiber of 2,000, the manager
could hope to utilise the remaining accommo-
dation iit his disposiil to the extent of pro-
ducing£S50 on every one of the twenty nights
of his season, which sum would merely cover
his outlay? If not, he nui.st be a lo-ser of
capital, to say nothing of time and labour.
On the other hand, there are, to be 8ur.\ cer-
tain sm.iU perquisites to be made, beyond the
larger business alone indicated. For example,
last Friday a fashionable Bazaar or Fancy
Fair was held in the arena of the Il.all—for a
" charity," of course—to which lialf-a-crown
admission was charged, and concurrently
with that interesting ceremony tlie band of

the Garde Republicaine of France performed
in the orchestra, when sixpence a head was
charged to hear them. But is it not ignomi-
nious to descend to such trifles, iu such a
groat " central " cause ?

It remains but to say one word upon the
acoustic pro])erties of the building, .iljout

which much hesitating criticism has been
bestowed by the gentlemen critics of the
papers. Personal expei-ience, on repeated
occasions, compels us to report most unfavour-
.ably as to the present condition of affairs,

which we consider cinnbt be remedied with-
out an extensive and radical change in the
structural arrangement. At first starting

there was a distinct echo, which it has
been sought to subdue ly putting up a tent-

like drapery, called a velarium, at the roof

of the hall. Tlie consequence is that
the volimie of soimd, already none too
large for the immense area to be filled

by it, is dulled, .ind to a certain extent
destroyed, whilst tlie reverberation continues
to be ajiparent more or less according to the
volume of sound, in the form of a dizzy

burr, constantly pervading the air, with
wearisome effect on the ear.

To conclude, the Society of Arts, which at

present manages the concert business, seems
to be quite awake lo the maxim of " making
h.ay whilst the sun shines," and for the pro-

gramme' of a very mediocre concert has the
modesty to charge a shilling.

Omicron.

AN UMBKELLA SMOKING TENT.

THIS, says the Fanner^ is, in fact, an umbrella

tent bower, whtre the inmate is quite secure

from the inclement neither, and where he can enjoy

a clear with the ^eattst nmickalance, secure from

general observation. A bower of this kind is more
suited for the cricket-lield, the race-course, the
common, and the park, on g.-ila days, than for gene-
rally useful purposes about a garden. We prefer, as

a rule, such bowers as are capable of being decorated
with (lowers before we .idmit them as associates for

the furni.-ihing of oiu- ple.^«u^c grounds. Still, this is

useful for purposes which other bowers cannot serve.

It can be put up and taken down at pleasure, with
very little trouble, and in these days of pleasure-
hunting, th.-it is a desiderattim. It is suitable, too,

for all weather, and being .so, will be readily suited
by such as seek shelter from the rain, on the one
hand, and broiling weather on the other. With the
furnishings it is most complete, ofTering all the con-
venience in the shape of seats and table that an
ordinary room affords. It is, therefore, besides a
smoking tent, a suitable lunching one. Many prefer

a sandwich and a beverage of a character to suit
individu.ll appetites in the cool shade of an
improvised tent in summer, and this will do quite
as well as any other thing of the kind in the
market. True, it is somewhat cumbrous to move
about, but a lot of these placed in public parks on
great "outing" days wouhl be much taken adv.intage
of. Some of them might he erected in parks and
pleasure grounds for some such purposes as above
named. They are made of steel ami cane frame to

adjust as an umbrella, and covered with oruamentul
waterproof canvas.

FIREPROOF ROOFING.
OOSIE interesting experiments were recentlyO carried out at the Patent Stone Works of Mr.
Frederick Rausome, at Greenwich, in order to
ascertain the power of the roof covering lately
introduced into this country by Messrs. Erichsen &
Co., of Copenhiigen, to resist the action of fire.

Two timber sheds had been previously constructed,
both precisely similar in size and material employed.
Each shed was lOtt. by Oft. square, and 7ft, high.
One of them was covered with slates resting on
rafters, the other was covered with the so-called
roofing pasteboiird. Fuel consisting of straw and
wood was placed in equal quantities in each hut, and
ignited. In the slated roof the slates began to
perish twelve minutes after the fuel was ignited, and
in twenty-live minutes it was entirely destroyed.
In the mean time the roof of the other shed remained,
to all outward appearance, quite perfect, nor was it

destroyed when the lire had burned out, and the
whole of the shed had fallen down.
A part of the pasteboard covered roof was also

covered with a coating of Ransome's silicious paint,
and one of the most interesting results obtained was
in reference to this material. Not only did it re-
main quite untouched by the action of the fire, but
the boarding upon which it had been laid resisted

the .action of the flames to such a degree that for a
quarter of an inch iu thickness the wood was entirely

destroyed.

Messrs. Erichsen's covering has already earned a
good reputation in Denmark, and will doubtless be
appreciated here, but the experiment of the other
day pointed out so clearly the advantages attending
the use of the siUcious paint jis a fire-resisting

medium, that the greatest publicity ought to be
given to its etficiency. We (^Engineering) have
ah-eady pointed out the good services this material
renders in waterproofing walls ; to a limited extent
it has also been employed in covering the wood-work
of buildings with the effect of making them almost
fireproof. Indeed, so thoroughly reliable is it, that
if a piece of timber coated with the substance is

placed in a fire and allowed to remain exposed to

intense heat it will be found upon removing it that
the paint remains as a shell, and intact, the charred
wood contracting from it on all sides. With so

inexpensive and effective a fireproof medium available,

there is every reason for its universal employment,
which would be attended with so much increased

security to life and property.

EDUCATION AND ARCHITECTURE.

MR. H. H. VALE, the President of the Liverpool

Architectural Society, in his closing address
of this year's session, said :

—" One of the great

wants of modern architecture I believe to be indivi-

duality—not the individuality of the party or

clique, but of the artist. We are all too much
running in grooves, but. unluckily, in other people's

grooves. It would be a glorious result of the life

of any one of us to have developed a style pecu-
liarly adapted to only one particular class of build-

ing, be it house, mansion, chapel, church, asylum,
jail, hospital, workhouse, which by common con-

sent should be recognised as good .and pleasant and
suitable. An architect who had succeeded in doing

this might rest upon his laurels, and defy the changes
of fashion to bring disrepute upon his productions.

The tone of education is being daily raised, not the

mere knowledge of things, but the education in

principles and the reason why of things. It is not

to be able mereh' to quote Latin that laborious days
are given by oiu youth to the works of Horace and
Cicero, but that the one may impress the mind with
the gentleness that springs from learned i)ursuit.s,

and the other imbue it with the strength th.at is

born of public virtue. The stern discipline of the

Latin grammar is not meant to make all oiu" boys
.Scahgers, or Schlegels, or Lindlc}' Murr-tys ; but
what tlrill is to the soldier, grammar is to the

scholar, imp.irfing at once grace and vigour. Now
it has struck me that we should study the old styles

and orders of architectiu*e in a .somewhat simitar

si)irit, not to measure and define everything we do

into modules and fractions of inches, but to learn

the general principles of good proportion, so as to

apply them in modern practice. As I before said,

the study of eeclesiology, or sacred arch;volog^', has

a tendency, if not taken iqt in a liberal spirit and

with a definite .aim, to cramp and tramnu'l the in-

ventive faculties. Because we find the porch

placed on the second south bay. the pulpit on the

left hand of the chancel arch, the font near the

western door, the .altar raised so many steps, the

tower adjoining the transept, and so forth, in certain

old churches, are we therefore to forget site, forget

aspect, and forget levels, in order to pander to this

false teudency of archseology, by following ever-
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lastingly in the grooves of precedent ! like the man
who is said to have spent his life by letting down

empty buckets into empty wells.

" I have dwelt somewhat at length upon some

features of modern architecture from a feeling of

disappointment on noticing views of recent chtirches

designed by the few representative architects this

country possesses, evidently under the pressure of

Anghcan sacerdotalism—designed by men who com-

menced their careers upon an unquestionable stock

of originality and genius, but who, having achieved

a well-earned popularity, are satisfied to decline

upon the rewards of p"opularity—viz., good pay

and aristocratic patronage. Now, when this occurs,

our only chance is to stu- up the coming men to

strike out individu.-il pathways for themselves ;
and

it is mainly with that object our Society offers its

prizes to the students in then- competitions, which

are always, I am happy to say, so well responded to.

To the students, at the close of another session, I

would say, in no deprecating spirit, that I always

consider it a mistake for any of us at any time to

believe that we have done our best. As life expands

how very much improvement are we ever able to

discern in our own productions. The judgment

becomes matured, and the restlessness and indecision

of 3'outh gives place to a firmness of touch and

earnest depth of feeling and reality, resulting from

a continuous application to a pursuit which daily

circumstance weaves into the web of our mortal

existence. It is recorded of Thorwaldsen that

when he had finished his wonderful statue of Christ

he was overwhelmed with melancholy, and when
asked the reason he touchingly replied, ' My genius

is decaying.' ' What do you mean ? ' said the visi-

tor. ' Why, here is my statue of Clirist ; it is the

first of my works that I have ever felt satisfied

with. Till now my idea has always been far beyond

what I could execute, but it is no longer so. I

shall never have a great idea again.' This, it may
be remarked, has been the case with all men of

genius, whether expressing themselves in form, or

word, or colour. It is only God Himself, as it has

been finely said, who could look down upon His

creation and behold that it was very good.

I believe in the philosophy of one of the Latter-

day pamphlets by Thomas Carlyle, which teaches us

to distrust the motto ''Nulla dies sine linea," for we
have indeed to erase very many lines which are

made upon very many days, aud we feel all the

better for the knowledge that we destroyed those

lines from an mipulse that there lurked iu the hand
aud in the pencil stronger and firmer and better lines

to replace them.
« .

PATENT LAW REFORM.

AT a meeting of London patent agents, on the

4th inst., Mr. George Haseltine, M.A., in the

chair, it was resolved:—1st. That the chief defects of

the patent laws have arisen from a want of apprecia-

tion of the natural rights of inventors to the sole use

of their inventions, an unreserved recognition of which
rights must pervade every equitable patent system,

and the true aim of patent legislation is to harmonise

these individual rights with the material interests

of the State. 2nd. That the grant of patents to

mere " first importers " is an injustice to inventors,

an injury to society, as it induces the " pirating " of

inventions, and the reason for these grants no

longer existing, legislation should confine the issue

of patents to actual inventors and their representa-

tives. 3rd. That, in view of the benefits mventors

confer on the public, and the expenses incident to

the completion aud introduction of new inventions,

a patent for fourteen years is an inadequate comjien-

sation, and we deem it expedient to grant patents

for a term of twenty-one years without the privilege

of extension. 4th. That the patent laws mipose
penalties upon inventors in the form of excessive

fees, which justice and pubhc policy demand should

be reduced to the amount requisite to defray the ex-
penses of an efficient administration of a simple

patent system, and fees of £10 for the entire time

—

now £175—would yield more than sufficient for

the purpose. 5th. That the defects of the present

practice should be remedied by the adoption of equi-

table "regulations," and the introduction of the sys-

tem of granting patents, at the risk of the apph-
cants, without any oflicial supervision of the speci-

fication or preUminary investigation of the merits of

the invention. 6th. That the rights of patentees

should be determined by a competent tribunal, ex-
cluding all technical objections to the validity of

the patent, and we deem it expedient to dispenia

with jurors aud " scientific experts " in patent suits.

7. That these resolutions, signed by the chairman,

be forwarded to the ParUamentary " Select Com-
mittee on Letters Patent," and such other publicity

be given them as he may deem conducive to the

success of a liberal measure of patent legislation.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Bricktieldb.—The Earl of Shaftesburi-, on

Tuesday, moved atiaddress praying her M.ajesty to

take into her consideration tlie state of the childi-on

in the brickfields asjrcported by the Commissioners

in 1864, with a vie-s^ to their being brought under

the protection of tlio Factory Acts. The noble carl

said that tln'sc cliildreii, who were mostly girls, were

30,000 in number, and their ages varied from three

years and a luilf to seventeen years. They were

kept at work from thirteen to sixteen hours a day,

ind the severe labour to which they were subjected

was found to have a irost pernicious effect both

upon their physical and ijion then- moral condition-

In fact, the state of these brickyards was a disgrace

to the country, and it ouf;ht not to be tolerated one

day longer. Nor could it bo said that in all cases it

was the poverty of the ptrcnta that induced them to

expose their offspring to this physical and moral

ruin ; for persons with £2 or £3, or even £4 a week

had been known to send tiioir children to the brick-

fields in order that they might themselves indulge

in the vilest extravagance and the foulest vice. It

was the duty of Farliamcat to interfere, not only in

the interest of the children, b\it in justice to those

employers who had volunturUy put themselves under

the restrictions of the Factory Arts. (Loud cheers.)

—The Bishop of London also thought that there

was no department of child 1
labour that more

urgently called for the interposition of the law than

this of brickmaking.—The Earl nf Morley said that

the statement of the noble eai'] was imfortuuately

quite accm-ate, and he was glad to s.ay that a bill

had been introduced into the other House for the

purpose of remedying the evil ; but he (the noble

lord) proposed to introduce into pis own Workshops
Bill clauses for the purpose of Lttaining the same

object. (Cheers.)—Viscount Midlleton thought that

the abominations connected wi|h the agi-icultural

gangs were far exceeded by thosd that might be seen

in ordinary brickyards.—The mo|ion was agi-eed to.

S. Stephen's Ciiypt.—In reply to Mr. W. Low-
ther, Mr. Ayrtou said, on Mondiy, it was true that

the lamps which bad been put up to make the dark-

ness of the " vault " more visible had emitted smoke
which had caused the altar rails to be damaged.

The easiest way of gettijig rid of that evil would be

to remove the lamps altogether; but in that case the

decorations would not be as much seen as they were

at present.

The Science and Akt Department.—Mr.

Dillwyn gave notice that on the Civil Service Esti-

mates he would move to reduce the vote for the

Science and Art Departntot by tlie sura of

£15,000.
^

ARCILaiOLOGICAI, SOCIETIES.

The Warwickshire ARCHiuoLOGicAL Society.

Last week the members of the Warwickslme
Archseological Society had their annual excursion,

choosing as the sceueof their explorations the county

of Kent. Cn Monday afternoon the party arrived at

Leeds Castle, where they were welcomed by Mr.

and Mrs. Wykeham-Martin. The party included

the Rev. R. P. Brodie, vice-president and honorai-y

secretary, M. Bloxam, Esq., P.G.S., and the princi-

pal menibers of the association, to the niimber of

about twenty. On the following morning they were

joined by Mr. Lightfoot, curator of the Maidstone

Museum and secretary of the Kent Archasological

Society. At 10 o'clock on Tuesd.ay morning Mr.

Wykeham-Martin showed the company over his fine

old castle. Leeds Castle was originally erected by

one Led, Ledan, or Lcdian, chief councillor to Ethel-

bert II., King of Kent, about the year 857, or shortly

before the end of the Heptarchy. It was r.avaged by
the Danes, but restored. The late Mr. C. Wykeham-

^

Martin, in his history of the castle, considers it

highly probable that "Bishop Odo had a residence

there, and almost certain that Leeds Castle was

a Saxon fort of timber before the more impor-

tant fortress was erected by the family of Creve-

ccem-. Bishop Odo having fallen into disgrace, the

Crown resumed the castle, .and granted it to the

family of Crevecojur. From the Creveccems, Leeds

Castle passed to the Leybunis, who shortly after-

wards made it over to King Edward I., who g.ave it

to Queen Eleanor, and it thereafter, until Edward
VI. gave it to Sir Anthony S. Leger, remained for a

long space of years the jointure of the Queens of

England. In the time of the CrevecoJurs it had be-

come an important stronghold—so important, in

fact, commanding as it did the chief highways of

Kent—that this unxy have been the principal induce-

ment for the King to get possession of it. Under
Edward it was immediately improved, and under

successive monarch.s it was added to and strength-

ened, until it attained to the first rank. Built on

three separate islands, with a moat which may with-

out impropriety be termed a lake, each separ.atc

portion being independent of the other, and capable

of defence should the others be taken, it would ap-

pear, in the light of such military engineering as

the Middle Ages possessed, that nothing but surprise

or famine could reduce Leeds Castle. Through the

lapse of time Leeds Castlo became dilapidated, but

by the laudable exertions of the late Mr. C. AVyke-

ham-Martiu it has been restored to about the con-

dition in which it would be seen in the Middle Ages.
In the afternoon the p.^rty drove to Brishing
(Boughtou) quarries, where the Lower Groensaud
formation crops out in a very perfect fonn. From
Brishing the excursionists drove to Lintun-park, and
next to Maidstone to visit the Charles Museum. On
Wednesday tho members divided into two parties,

one going 4m a geological excursion to Gravesend,
and the other to Canterbury. Tho last-named party
were mot on their arrival by tho Dean, who accom-
panied them over the cathedral. Thursday was
devoted to Rochester, Friday to Knole-park, and on
Saturday the party broke up.

biMng littelligeitte.

CHURCHES ANI> CHAPELS.

BiCESTEK.—The foundation-stone of a new church

dedicated to All Saints, was laid at Fewcott, near

Bicester, on the 30th ult. The cost of the building

will be £S00 ; the plan consists of nave and apse.

Mr. H. AVoodyer is the architect, and Mr. Claridge,

of Banbury, the builder.

Bristol.—On Tuesday afternoon the foundation-

stone of S. Matthew's Church, Moorfields, was laid.

The church will consist of a nave, side aisles, north

and south chapels, chancel, and sacrarium, with

tower and sphe 120ft. high; the south chapel form-

ing ministers' vestry, and the north chapel the organ

chamber. The style of architecture is early thir-

teenth century work, the tracery of windows,

wherever introduced, being what is commonly called

" plate," and all the detail generally being of a

simple character. The walling will be of Pennant

work, neatly pcUed, with freestone dressings, the

inner walls being plastered to the face of stone jambs

and quoins. A contract has been entered into for

the erection of the nave, south aisles, chancel,

sacrarium, south chapel, and tower, up to the level of

the clerestory windows, at a cost of £1,000, leaving

the north aisle, north chancel, and completion of the

tower and spire to some future daj'. The church,

when completed, will seat GOO, and the portion about

to be built 450 persons. The contractors are Messrs.

Wm. Banner aud Co., of Cathay, Bristol ; and the

mason's work will be executed by the Messrs. Beaven,

of Bedminster. The architect is Mr. J. Neale, of

24, Clare street, Bristol

CiiESTEK.—The third annual report of the com-

mittee for the restoration of Chester Cathedral, in

resuming the history of that restoration from the

point where it was left last year, says :—The progress

of reparation during last year was very rapid, com-

pleting the tower (which appears now, in the main,

as seen in the year 1500), the topmost stone being

laid on September 22, 1870, in presence of members

of the British Association and other visitors. The

south aisle of the nave has been admirably groined

in stone, and the wiiUs and arcades of the nave and

south aisle cleansed from whitewash, repaired, .and

repointed. The oak vaulting of the nave is far

advanced, and may be expected to be completed in

the coming autumn. The reparation of the nave

(outside) roof has been completed in a most solid

manner. The west end has been considerably

advanced ; the consistory court has been cleansed

from whitewash ; and the south porch, which is to

be groined, is approaching completion. The win-

dows of the clerestory are now complete. It has

been resolved that in the west side flying buttresses

should be added. In the eastern part of the build-

ing the gable for the Lady Chapel has been in part

imitated from the Lady Chapel at Salisbury, and is

now erected ; and in the easternmost bays the -win-

dows will be filled iu with stained glass, illustrative

of the lives of SS. Peter and Paid. In the south-

eastern portion, the singular roof of the ajise has

reached a considerable elevation, and the restoration

of the turrets and pinnacles at the east end of the

clerestory has beeu begun. The pinnacles on the

buttresses to the south of the choir have beea

completed. The next desirable parts for recon-

struction are the deraoUsheil south cloister and the

groinmg of the north aisle of the nave, for which it

is proposed to raise £3,500, of wliich £1,500 has

been promised or paid.

Lillet.—The new church at Lilley, Herts, was

consecrated on S. Peter's Day, by Bishop Piers

Claughton. The architect has been Mr. Thoma-s

Jcckyll, of London, and the new edifice consists of a

chancel and nave, the former 32ft. by 16ft., and the

latter 53ft. by 25ft. Its style is Geometrical, and

the seats are aU free and unappropriated.

Okkilvmpton.—The old cliunh of the parish of

Ashhurv, near Okehamptein, h;us been found to be in

so dilapidated a state that it was determined to re-

build it entirely, and on Monday week the corner-
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stone of the new chancel was laid. The plans for

the new church have been prepared by Mr. J. F.

Gould, architect, of Barnstaple, and Mr. Deudell, of

the same place, is the contractor.

Rkixau.—The new chapel of the Convalescent

Home, Coatham, Kedcnr, hn.s been opened. Tlie

chapt'l has been erected by Mr. Wm. Lan^dale. of

"Whitby, fiom plans by Mr. G. K. Street, 11. A.

It consists of nave and apsidal chancel, and iscapable

of holding 200. The length of the nave is Gift, .^in.,

andof chancell8ft. Oin. ; ^vidthof nave, 2lft. ; height,

17ft. to top of wall plate, and :}t!ft. '.'in. to apex of

roof. Kdl turret at west end, with bell by Messrs.

Mear.*;. The chapel is lightetl by Infty windows, of

vfhich seven are already filled with stained glass

—

viz.. two west windows with Christian emblems,

three apsidal with scenes in the Passion of our

blessed Lord, and other two in chancel with subjoi-t

from parable of the Good Samaritan and the corporal

acts of mercy; all by "W.-iilcs, of Newcastle.

The rcredos. a ffift by an anonymous donor, is of

alabaster inlaid with nuirble, by I'^arp.

RckiikstkkCathkdual.—The Dean and Chapter

of Rochester are about to undertake the restoration

of their Cathe(h-al, which in some parts is in a very

bad state. The work has been intrusted to Mr.

Gilbert Scott, and will shortly be commenced ; the

re-ttoration will be effected in sections, the tirst part

to be effected being the replacing of the clerestory

windows in the nave. Service will then be held in

the nave while the work of restoration proceeds in

the choir and chancel. At the east end of the

Cathedral the ancient windows will be restored—

a

great improvement ; and by the lowering of the floor

of the chancel the bases of the pillars will be shown.

Some portions of the exterior of the building are at

present in a lamentable condition— the ancient stone-

work being patched by brick. Mr. Wliite, of Vaux-
hall-briilge-road, London, will be the builder who
will carry out Mr. Scott's designs.

Sat.isbukv Diocicsa.v Church Bin-DiNO
A.'ViociATioN.—The quarterly meeting of the com-
mittee of this association was held at the Board-

room, in the Close, on Thursday week. There was
onlv one application for consideration—namely, from

the Kev. T. B. Budianan, for aid towards a restora-

tion of the parish church of Potterne, Wilts, an

edifi-'e consisting of a chancel, nave, north and south

transepts, and tower. It appeared that the Commis-
sioners are about to restore the chancel, and that the

parishioners consider this a favourable opportunity

to complete the work by effecting an entire repara-

tion of the external and internal portions of the

remainder of the building. The re-seating of the

church is also to l>e carried out. and although the

removal of some unsightly g;Uleries will diminish the

number of sittings, the re-arrangement of the seats

will afford ample accommodation for the parishioners.

The total cost of the works is estimated at £1,050,

of which about i;i,400 has i»een provided, and the

committee voted a grant towards carrying them out.

Sturton.—On S. Peter's Day the parish churcli

of Sturton, near Gainsborough, was reopened after

restoration. The church was founded towards the

endof the twelfth century, and the portions remaining
of this date, the north arcade of the nave, the north

and south doorways, and a dnnrway and small

window on the north side of the chancel, are good
examples of the Transition period, wlienthe Norman
style was changing to the Early English. The south

arcade was re built in the thirteenth century, and the

western arch on this side furtlier alteredin the liftcenth

century. Tiie lower part of the tower anil tho

church chancel windows, also the chancel stalls and

screen.**, date from various periods of the fourteenth

century ; and tlie upper stage <#f the tower, with its

twelve pinnacles, was added during the tUteenth

century*. In later times the church had been much
modernised and spoilt by variou-* additions and altera-

tions. Inside thechurchwascven in a worse state than

the outside. The restoratitni has been a very complete

<ine. and the great aim ha.s been to keep all ancient

features unaltered, and to restore them wlierc

destroyed or obliterated. The north and east walls

have been entirely re built, and the windows restore»l

throughout, as nearly as could be traced, to their

original forms. The ancient work has been repaired

and cleaned from whitewash, \-c.. and a new purch

Iniilt over the south doorway. The moderu cleres-

tories have been removed, and a new open roof of the

original pitch placed upon the ancient walls. The
roofs throughout are covered with lead. The tower
luas been restored and tlirown open internallv. The
vestry is inclnsc<l in the north ai.>*le by a simple screen

n^tead of the old wall,

WiiiTKWAsniNr. THK CHfp.rii AT Ross.—During
bhe last fortnight, according to tlic local journal, "this

acretl edifice has been thoroughly cleansed. The
Dterior of nave and chancel has been carefuUy

covered with two good coats of whitewash, and is

noic as Jieat and clean as the Wesleyan Chapel.''

Bl'ILDINGS.

Lkitii.—There is now approaching completion in

Bernard-street, l^iXh. a building to be occupied by
the Union Bank. Mr. J. Sim')son is the architect.

In front is an elevation three stories in height,

designed in the Italian style of architecture. The
main entrance has a neat jiortico, flanked with

Peterhead granite columns, and surmounted by a

balustrade ; and an oriel window, with pilasters and
architrave dressings, is carried up the whole height

of the building, the facade being finished a-top with

a handsome cornice and ba',u.strade. The contrac-

tors for the work are Messre. Beattie & Son, Edin-

burgh,
j

Salkoud.—The Salford Board of Guardians have

decided t^t erect, on lami adjoining the workhouse,

new school buildings, which are designed to accom-

modate 500 chililren The estimated cost is from

XlO.OOO to £12,000. Messrs. J. M. and Henry
Taylor, of Manchester, are the architects whose plans

have been accepted,

TO COERESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourseivf^s responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Kditor respectfully requests
that all communicatons should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there ire many claimants upon the apace
allotted to correspotdenee.]

To Our Reapers.—"Ve shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favoir us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of thf» Paper ibnuld be addressed totheEDITOB,
31. TAVLSTOCK-STR^KT, COVENT-G.VBDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reatih the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Receivep,—R. W., J. B., S. a, P. D.. G. B.. T. W., J. J. C.
& Co.. C. H. U W. B. & Son, C. & H., J. M. S.

The "Building News Sketch Book" has been sent to all

the contributors to it whose addresses we have. The
other contributors who have not received it will please
communicate with the office.

To the author of the dosiga, "Mayor, Town, Law and
Order," for the Leicester corapetitiou,—Every mother's
duck is a swan. You th'nkyour '• design was overlooked
by the architect," The itther designs must be very poor
if yours had the preference. We cannot prom,ise tu give
an illustration of it in the Building News.

and are responsible for any damage they maj'
sustain throngli allowing unskilful or irreverent
hands to touch l)uildings consecrated and hallowed
by the prayers of ages, and not in many cases the
architect, who no doubt performs his work in ac-
cordance with what he deems to be right, but who
may never have given to ecclesiastical matters that
attention which he has devoted to other branches
of his profession.— I am, &c., Ecclesiologist.

LITTLE GADDESDEN CHURCH.
Sin.—I may be wrong, but certainly the central

composition of Mr. Godwin's design in your last

number suggests to my mind a reference to the wor-
ship of the phallus. Now, that ought to be guarded
against. It is not retrogression we want, but pro-
gression. Surely the time will soon arrive when any
such allusion to, or perpetration of, the old degrading
and iteople-destroying rites and customs of the
ancients should be discontinued. There is sufficient

room for a new style of art which shall excel all

that has gone before it. but said style must be
adapted to newer and more elevated ideas. We
think it has already begun, only that eternal looking
behind is a terrible drag upon it.—I am, &c.,

July 10, 1871. P.

STEVINGTON CHURCH, BEDFORDSHIRE.
To the Editor of the Building News,

Sir,—I much regret that your correspondents
" "W. K," and " H. W. P." should have so mistaken

the purport of my communication ^s-ith regard to

the restoration of the above church. I had no
desire whatever to cast any reflection upon either

the appointed architect, or Nonconformist practi-

tioners in general, whose works may, according to
* II, W. P." "compare favourably with many eccle-

siastical men.'' Had the building in question been

a modern one, I should certainly have considered

any remarks of mine to be uncalled-for and imper-

tinent; but as in this case an interesting old church

is concerned, I feel that all who have any reverence

for the past or possess any artistic feeling are justi-

tied in protesting against its value as a relic being

lessened or deteriorated.

I must say, and I think it will be admitted by all

who are conversant with the subject, that to restore

an olil church faithfully ami well there is required

something more than an acquaintance with Gothic

architecture as practised by Nonconformist archi-

tects of the present day ; and it cannot be reasonably

expected that those wlio erect their places of wor-
ship in detiancc of all ecclesiastical tradition, and
who conscientiously ignore ritual observances,

should bring to bear mueh knowledge of the kind

required in the impnrtant work of restoration,

which, strictly speaking, means the bringing back

an (dtl building to what we know or reasonably

suppose from analog%* to have been its original

state. The Nonconformist architect may also con-

sider much of what is generally brought to light in

the progress of work of this description to be simply
connected with superstitious usages, and can hardly

be expected to care mueh for their preservation, and
thus what is of inestimable value to the archieolo-

gist or antiquarian is lost irretrievably.

The reasons I have given for nmking the com-
munication through your journal (which it appears

has unfortunately offended your correspondents)

are simply what I have stated, and no other motive
was contemplated by me in doing so. I cannot, in

conclusion, help saying that those who are the legal

guardians of our churches have much to answer for.

THE LONDON UNm=:RSITY AND THE LAW
COURTS.

Siu,—A warm admirer of the design of the

London University in Burlington-gardens, display-

ing as it does much originality of treatment,
governed by refined taste, I have hoped to see a

fitting view of it in the Building Nkws. I have
seen a wood-cut illustration of it in another journal,

but such was, I considered, a mere caricature of it

The clearly-drawn, accurate style of the engravings

in the Building News would permit the beauties of

this design being seen. I should like those foreigners

to know that whilst the mania of a clique rules here

for Mediaeval monstrosities, machicholated burlesques

of an uncompromising style, there is still amongst
us some one who can design with taste, skill, and
common sense in the style which the >visdom of the

whole civilised world recognises as that best adapted
for modern requirements, I hope, sir, that by the

favour of Sir James Pennethorne and yourself we
may have good views of this building ere long.

As considerable interest and anxiety is felt

respecting the new design for the Strand facade

of the Law Courts, would it not be well if Mr.

Ayrton were to submit it to public opinion ? Though
when carried into effect, if faulty, it will doubtless

receive sufficient abuse, yet remedy then will be

unattainable. It may perhaps be a good Street

elevation, but not a good elevation forastreet. The
architect, it appears to me, is, unfortunately,

not sensible oi the value of .'jymmetry. He
appears to intentionally ignore it in favour of

irregularity, or what may be termed '* higgledy

piggled3\" As the noblest works of Nature are

symmetrical, so this quality is absolutely necessary

in high and noble works of man, as imperatively

required, in th*^ Gothic styles as in the Classical—in

fact, in all styles. This law was seen and recognised

by the old Gotliic builders. When in isolated

buildings on irregular sites, and when the exigencies

of construction were at variance with rule, they

accepted the dilliculty, and built irregularly ; but in

towns rules of beauty and convenience of traffic

induced symmetrical elevations and regular plans,

as we see in numerous Hotels de Ville, &c., remain-

ing to the present day. Symmetry in the disposition

and balance of masses, large features, and a certain

amount of repetition and uuifurmity are absolutely

necessary to produi-e granrlour and the highest kind

of beauty in arehitecurc, !Mr. Street's old design

did not possess these qualities. Does the present one ?

I am, ifcc, AurHiTKCTUS.

BRICKWORK AND MORTAR.
Sin.— In Mr. Aitchison's very useful paper,

reported by you in last week's impression, we are

told that "mortar shoidd not be too stiff, but suffi-

ciently liquid to run between the joints, the object

being to have a perfectly solid wall, e\'ery space

between the bricks being filled up solid with mortar

—a wet brick, a thin joint, and all the cro.ss-joints

filled in, being the perfection of brickwork ; but the

labour is so great to attain this, that a perfect bit of

brickwork is rarely to be found, the nearest approxi-

mation being when the work is well grouted with

thin mortar every foot in height."

So far Mr. Aitchi-son. In Col. Scott's " Lectures

on Limes and Cements," also reported by you
recenth*, I read that it is an absolute necessity, if

good work is desired, to use *'wet bricks and stiff"

mortar,'' and that Col. Scott " strongly condemned
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the practice of <rrouting." I rather think that Mr.
S'ddon, in some correspondence on the subject a

little while since in your paper, gave a similar

(^ipinion.

How is it that two practical men, each speaking

till a subject which they seem to think themselves

thoroughly acquainted with, give us precisely oppo-

site advice on so every-day and comparatively simple

a subject ? We were not given, I think (in the

report, at lea.^t) Col. Scott's reasons against the use

of grout and in favour of stiff mortar
;
perhaps if

we liad these the case would be clearer.

In my part of the world (Liverpool) stiff

mortar is rarely used, and I have had little op-

portunity of comparing its results, practically,

with the ordinary thin mortar and grouting.

But, as a matter of architectural appearance,

I cannot concur with Mr. Aitchison as to thin

joints constituting the perfection of brickwork. It

appears to me that good stiff mortar used in thick

joints, and recessed slightly from the face of the

brickwork, instead of being plastered on in relief by
the absurd practice termed •' pointing," should be as

durable, or more durable, than a thin-jointed wall in

sloppy mortar ; and that in point of effect there is

no comparison, the thick recessed joint giving tex-

ture, and light and shade to a wall, instead of leav-

ing it a barren expanse of flat brick, while the com-
paratively rough surface thus formed makes an
excellent relief to smoother materials, such as granite

or stone shafts, or oak framing and corbelling. Oak,

in point of appearance and tone, goes admirably
with such brickwork.

I hope some practical man will give the "pictu-

resque" architects the satisfaction of pro\nng to them
that, in this case, what looks best is also the best

practically, as it generally is in other parts of archi-

tectural construction.—I am, &c.,

H. H. Statiiam, J UN.

a shilling from the publisher of Parliamentary

Papers, in Old Palace-yard, Westminster.

All manufactories of timber where power is em-
ployed, will also be closed, as they will not be

allowed to have on their premises tiie very material

that is their daily need. They are not to place, pile,

or re-pile any timber whatever in or upon the same
building or near to it without this •' fence wall ;" it

is prohibited ou the same premises. Supposing the

proprietors are able to remove their factories, what
are the thousands of artisans with their families t'>

do ? As an instance of the effect of the removal of

such factories, I would quote one at the east-end of

London, Cubitt's Town, near the Eastern Counties

Railway at Stratford—here quite a town has arisen

to be scattered by this Bill. Precautious are necessary,

but surely some more reasonable measure might be

adopted by consulting those most interested ?

Observer.

THE "BUILDING NEWS SKETCH-BOOK."

Sir,—I beg to thank you most sincerely for the
" Building News Sketch-Book " just to baud. I

am very much ]>leased with it, as it is most decidedly

a beautiful volume, and the thanks of the contribu-

tors are due to the publisher for the style in which
it has been got up.

I herewith enclose stamps to pay the expenses of

the postage.— I am, &c., A. J. Lacey.

Princes-street, Norwich, July ll, 1871.

THE METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS AND
MANAGEMENT BILL.

Sir,—The interests of the building trades of the

Metropolis are likely very materially to be affected

by several clauses in this Bill, to be read the second

time ou the '26th iust. The stowage and converting

of timber is materially interfered with by clause

120—all timber placed in yards where sawing is done
must be separated from such machinery, or building

containing such machinery, by a wall without ojien-

ings its entire height, and no timber is to be piled or

replied on the same premises with steam or other

machinery, so that all the mills will be deprived of

the advantage of a yard of any extent, as they
must effectually divide it from their mill by what is

termed a proper fence wall its whole height; the

effect of this would be all the mills must draw their

daily supply, and deUver the same along the streets

of London. At present ver}' much of the timber is

conveyed up the river or along the City Canal, and
piled in the yards thousands at a time. The further

obstruction to the streets by the passing of waggon-
loads of a hundred of deals, each say 16f. to 18ft.

long, and their four horses, will be no light augmen-
tation of their terrors, and the practice now in use

of storing the timber for small consumers at these

yards until it is required for use will be entirely

prevented, as the high walls would prevent any
drying going on, which is the object of such
piling. Many of our mills and yards vriU, if the

Act is passed, be rendered at least but of half their

present value, and great encouragement will be
given for the further extension of the foreign trade

in manufactured joinery, not on account of its

price, but on account of the great difficulty of

using machinery in its construction here ; many
thousands of artisans are likely to be deprived of

their usual means of occupation. Statistics have
been collected (and are at any person's inspection who
wishes to consult them) from very many of the

large houses interested, both in the building trade

joinery, carriage-building, cabinet-making, piano-
forte-making, and in fact all trades using wood of

any kind. An undue advantage is given to manufac-
turers beyond the present area of the powers of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, an area liable to ex-
tension as the Board may think needful.

There are many excellent clauses in the Act, but
those of a restrictive nature on this industry are

very objectionable. They are inserted, as it is said,

with the view of preventing fires. It is a fact that
vastly more tires occur in yards where there is no
machinery than where macliinery exists. Surel}',

proper precautions taken to isolate the fiu-naces,

and to prevent danger from tire, should be sutRcient

to satisf}-^ the fire insurance companies and public

interests generally. Should anyone take the trouble

to consult the Act, they will find the facts are not

fully nor over stated. Copies may be obtained for

*' CAVE AB HOMINE UKfUS LIBRI."

Sir,—This ancient apophthegm uas certainly a rather
dubious, double-edged look. The warrant for my
rendering is, however, sufficiently good. It is quoted in

tne same sense by the elder Disraeli in his " Curiosities

of Literature"—a book, by the waj^, which is a library

in itself—in a chaptpr he devotes in commendation to

"The Man of One Book."—I am, (Jc., P. E. M.

InktonimunicatloiL

QUESTION'S.

[225!).]—Measuring Brickwork.—Will Thomas
Pinch, who kindly answered a query on this matter, be

good enough to inform me whether, in furnace chimney
sliafts, only the net brickwork is calculated, deducting

the tine, and whether the London practice (whatever

that is) is used throughout the country? I have heard

that some surveyors measure the chimney as a solid

piece of brickwork, the same as au ordinary house
chimney.—X. Y. B.

[2260.]—A Grave Question.—In old-established

churchyards and burial-grounds it is customary to

inter bodies with the feet towards the east. Could
you inform me whether tliis is imperatively carried

out in new cemeteries and burial-grounds, or whether,

in cases where there are serpentine walks, the graves

are allowed to front or foot towards the walks? As
there is no cemetery within twenty or thirty miles of

tliis place where 1 could obtain the information, you
mU excuse my asking the question through your
medium, and your answer will greatly oblige.—

A

Countryman.

[22fll.]—Fireproof Flooring".—Can particulars be

furuished of tluit known as " the French method ?"—F.

[2262.]—Cubing' Brickwork.—Has the question

of measuring brickwork cubically ever received legal

solution to tlie knowledge of any correspondents?
Bricks of " hirger growth " tell in the contractor's

favour so far as length and height is concerned. Wliy
not in width as well ? If a two-brick wall makes
1ft. Tin., why not book it as such in lieu of " two-
brick?" If no advantage of measurement is to be

gained, why are bricks manufactni'ed above the time-

honoured regulation dimtnsious?

—

Blue Brick.

[22G3.]—Ownership of Material.—In the face

of the following clause in a building agreement or

contract, can trustees in bankruptcy obtain possession

of unfixed material deposited on and about a buildin.g?

"All materials, tools, tackling, fcc, brought upon tlie

works by the contractor shall become the absolute pro-

perty of the building owner, the contractor merely
having a right to use the same for the purposes of

the contract, and any surplus sliall be given up to tlie

contractor only as part of the consideration of the
performance of the contract."—F.

[32(;4.]—Modelling.—Could any of your numerous
readers inform nie where tlie usual clay used for

modelling can Ijc procured?—F. L. E. P.

[2265.]—Hagioscope.—Will some one oblige by
describing an hagioscope?—M. B. L.

MEPLIES.
[2245.]—Ashlar.—With respect to the definition of

the term ashlar. [ would say tluit, in the trade, the

above term always refers to any course or cour.ses of

stone that are eitlier boasted, nibbed, or tooled on the

face, and have their beds and joints squared with the

chisel, in contradistinction to tho term walling, of

whatever kind it may be, and there are many kinds.
The latter is usually scappled with the hammer, or is
drafted round with the chisel and broached, or it may
be pitched faced, so that, more or less, the hammer is

generally used in dressing wall stones, but not always ;

but they are never boasted, rubbed, or tooled on face,

which would at once bring them under the term of
ashlar. Another distinction is, that ashlar courses are
nearly always higher than wall-stone ones. As for
"blocking-course,'' not " block-in-course," it is the
plain course of stone that often forms the finish on top
of cornice to a chimney-stack or to a parapet {as per
sketch). It is a name distinct from ashlar, and may be
easily known from the position it is always placed in.

A Foreman Mason.

[2257.]—Fir and Pine.—There is no general dis-

tinction between fir and pine. Both belong to the
same order of tree, the Conifera, or cone-bearing tree ;

they are both resinous woods, and both are used for

building purposes, although their properties differ.

There are several kinds of the ConlfercB used for build-
ing and engineering purposes. The Pinus Sylvestris

produces the timber that comes from Meme], Riga,
Oantzic, and other Baltic ports, also the yellow deal of

Europe and the red pine. The Pirtus Strobiis produces
the Weymouth or yellow pine, called {in America) the
white pine. The Pinua Abies, or Norway spruce, pro-
duces the white tir or deal of Europe ; it is less resinous
than Memel, Riga, or other Baltic timber. Then there
is the Pinua Resinosa, or pitch-pine, a close-grained,

resinous, and heavy wood. But, when we come to

practical considerations, there is this difference, that
fir timber, deals, and battens mostly come from the
North of Europe—from Memel. Dantzic, Riga, Peters-

burg. Archangel. Christiania, Wyburg, &c.—and red
and yellow (or white) pine from America, chiefly from
Quebec. There are two important properties of timber
distinct from each other, strength and stiffness. Baltic

fir is stronger than Canadian pine, and pine is stiffer

than fir. The former will bear a greater weight before

it breaks, but it will deflect more under the same load.

The practical difference between the two is, that Baltic

fir is better for large scantlings intended to carry great
weights, while pine is better for cutting up into small

scantlings, and for all purposes where a soft and easily-

worked wood is desirable.—C. S.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Sanitary Reform at IIosario.—Inconsequence
of the lamentable outbreak of yellow fever at Buenos
Ayres, the inhabitants of Eosario have been discuss-

ing tho best means of caiTying out effective sanitary

measures at that town. It is estimated that au out-

lay of 1.500,000 patacoons would place Rosario in

possession of a proper water supply and a good
system of drainage.

Ilkley.—Ono of the Privy Council Inspectors has
recently been inquiring into the sanitary state of

Ilkley, and, on account of tho bad condition of the

sewers and drains, has recommended that the atten-

tion of the Home Secretary of State should be called

to the default of duty of which the Ilkley Local

Board of Health has been guilty as to sewerage and
as to the inspection and abatement of nuisances from
sewers aud drains. If this warning does not suffice

to awaken the Ilkley Board to a sense of its public

duty, tho Bntish Medical Journal trusts that not

only will the attention of the Home Secretary be

drawn to the matter, but that Mr. Bruce "vvill see

that all necessary steps are taken, either by the

B.iard or by some one whom ho shall appoint under

the power given to him by the Sanitary Act.

LAND AND BTJILDING SOCIETIES.

Improved Inpustrial Dwellings Company
(Limited).—Ou Saturday week an extraordinary

general meeting of the above Company was held at

the offices, 34, Finsbury-circus, for the purpose of

considering, aud if approved, of confirming, the

following special resolution, which was unanimously

passed at au extraordinary general meeting held on

June 8 :
" That article 37 of the articles of associa-

tion, which provides that the directors may convert

any paid-up shares into stock, shall be, and the

same is hereby, repealed, and in lieu thereof that it

be provided as'follows :—That th'' Company may by
the vote of an extraordinary general meeting,

modify the condition contained in the memorandum
of- associati(ui of the Company, by converting the

paid-up shares of tho Company into stock." Sir

Sydney H. Waterlow presid<-d. On the motion of

Sir \V. n. Bodkm, seconded by Mr. Morriaon M.P.,
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the resolution was unanimously approved and con-

firmed, and the proceedings terminated.

City or Kochester Brn,DiKO and Land So-

ciety.—The annual meeting of the City of

Bocliestcr Land, Building, and Investment Society

was held at the GuildhriU on Monday week. The
directoi-s congratulate the members on the continui^d

flouriBhing condition of the society at the completion

of its seventh year of existence. During the piust

twelve months the business transacted has exceeded

that of the preceding year, both in the advanc'o and

investing departments, and yielded a laa-ger amount

of profit than in any previous year. Since tlie

establishment of the society the sum of £22,87.5 had

been advanced to members, on ample securities, to

enable tliera to purchiuse freehold or leasehold pro-,

pcrty ; while £?,iV>. including profits, had Iwen paid

to members on withdrawal. During the same

period the profits aecniing to the society after the

repayment therefrom of the entire expenses of

management, and allowing for a reserve, .amounted

to ia,213, the whole of which had been divideil

among the investing members. The profits realised

during the past year enabled the directors to appro-

priate an amount equivalent to seven per cent.

it (S

TiiE Oldest Engush Canal.—The first canal

made in England connected the rivers Trent and

Witham. It was begim in the reign of Henry I.

England has now 2,StlO miles of cin.il communi-

cation, Ireland 300. and Scotland 17.5; making a

total of 3,275 mUes for the United KingdoUL The

longest of these canals is that which joins I>eeds and

Liverpool, 127 miles in length, finislicd in l«Hi.

The New Kiver, which has supplied London with

water, is a canal. The canal connecting Manchester

with Worsley, built by the Duke of Bridgewater, in

1765, was cut, for eighteen miles, under ground, at

a cost of £170,000.

Labourers. Dwellings.—Speaking of Lord

Derby's speech at Liverpool, the Salopian says :

—

'• If the landlords of Shropsliire had as much good

nature in their hearts as his lordship, they would

not be such neglectors of such a g<iod work as

they arc. Wc ho]ie that his influence, and that of

others Uke him. will induce them to engage in it.

If the}' were to spend more of their money in build-

ing houses tit for their poor tenantry to live in, this

way of spending it would be quite as consistant with

their re-spectability as spending it in superfluous

equipages, in Epicurean feasts, in fox-hunting,

horse racing, sporting, tours abrcad, and in other

more questionable ways. I would not positively

assert, but from what I have observed on some of

the large estates in the county, I should think that

for one pound that has been spent this last hundred

years 05 more for the imi)rovement of the dwellings

of the tenantry, the landlords have spent scores

of hundreds of pounds in other ways, which perhaps,

if known, would not reflect much credit upon them.

The proprietors have the cash, and it is evident that

if work-families are to have more creditable dwell-

ings, the landlords must build them."

The Priory of S. Bartholomew, Smitiifield.

—The vaulted substructure or crypt of the dormi-

tory, just destroyed to make way for the erection of

the oiKces of the City of London Union, was built

in the latter part of the twelfth century. The archi-

tecture was of a Transitional Norman character ; like

most of these structures, it was divided into .several

compartments, and used for stores. The property

is thus described in a deed of sale from King Henry
VIII., to Sir Richard Rich, Lord Chancellor, and

dated May 19, 1544:—"The chief mansion or

prior's house, with the ajipurtcnances, consisting of

the infirmary, the dormitory, the frater-house or

chaiiter-house, the cloisters, the galleries over them,

the hiUl or refectory, the kitchen, the woodhouse, the

garner or barn, and the prior's stables, all situated

within the Close. The church within the great Close

to be a parish church for ever, and the void ground,

87ft. in length, and COft. in breadth, next adjoining to

the west side of the church, to be taken for a church-

yard." The sum to he paid was fixed at

£1,064 lis. 3d.

Norton & Marria.n's Nf.w Tattern-Book.—
We have received from Messrs. Norton & Marriac,

brassfounders, of Lionel-street, Birmingham, a copy
of their new pattern-book, to be had from them on
application. M-any of the designs are novel, and
some very good. Good taste, too, is not altogether

sacrificed to cheapness. Of course, the poptdar

taste in cornices, with lovely hanging appendages
of fruit and flowers, and other kindred offences

against art, must be provided for by all who hope

to sell their manufactures ; but Messrs. Norton &
Marrian have evidently laid themselves out for the

support of a higher class of customers, and we
recommend such to obtain their pattern-book.

Stk.v.m Fire-Engines. — The Corporation of

Manchester, .ifter carefully seeing into the merits of

the steam fire-engines manufactured by the English

and American firms, some little time since decided

upon purchasing one from Messrs. Merryweather &
Sous, chiefly on account of simidicity, eas_y m-anage-

ment, and durability of their class of machine. This

engine is of the double cylinder kind, and is capable

of discharging 500 gallons per minute to a distance

of 200ft. The boiler raises steam in nine minutes.

The engine at the trials folly bore out the advan-

tages that the makers claim for their speciality.

During the late troubles in P.aris an engine of this

class was taken thither from Antwerp, under the

superintendence of M. Cornet, the chief of the fire

brigade, and was instrumental in stopping the spread

of the conflagration, as .also were five other engines

supplied by the Messrs. Merryweather to the city of

Paris previous to the investment.

Tub Indian Ci\ii. Engineering College.—The
.alterations at the Indian Civil Engineering College

are making rapid ]ircigress. The house when bought

from Mr. Albert Grant contained liu rooms.

These have been sub-divided, so .is to make 104

more. Another luilding, with above 100 rooms,

has been put up, .and the poles are in the ground for

the first of the five villas for the profcs.sors' houses.

Some of the professors have already engaged houses

in the neighbourhood. Above 100 acres of land,

and very fine grounds, gardens, stables, &c., belong

to the place. The college is charmingly situated on

the edge of the Bagsliot sands, overlooking Runny-

mede, the Thames and its valley, to Harrow and the

northern chalk on tiie left.

The Proposed New Frlit and Flower
Market.—A meeting of market-gardeners, nurser}'-

men, and farmers was held at the Bedford He.ad

Hotel, Covent-garden, on Tuesday week, for the

purpose of recei\ing a sub-committee from the Mar-
kets Improvement Committee of the Corporation of

London, and inspecting plans and improvements at

Farringdon Market. The chair was occujiied by

Mr. Henry Meyers, President of the Market

Gardeners' Association. Mr. Bontems was also

present. Mr. T. Rudkin, C.C., produced drawings

of the new market proposed to be constructed in

place of the present inconvenient and little-used

Farringdon-m.arket, and the meeting was engaged

for nearly an hour in discussing and advising upon
the necessary alterations. A motion was eventually

passed to the effect that the meeting approved of the

scheme so far as it had been put before them, and

pledged itself to assist by all means in its power the

efforts of the Committee in establishing the new
market.

The Arundel Cathedral and the Brighton
Aquarium.—A correspondent of the Athemaim
says :—On Fridaj' afternoon I stood among the

•tately pillars of the [Roman Catholic] Cathethal,

which is rising upon the hiU beside the castle of

Arundel ; on Saturday forenoon I was conducted

along the corridors of the .^.quarium at Brighton.

Sussex will soon be embellished with two buildings

destined to be heard of all the world over. Guessers

say that their cost will be much ahke—about

£100,000 each. They will both draw crowds. The
Cathedral, although erected in a disfranchised

borough, with a poiiulation of 2,498 souls, wiU
make capital of historical associations and romantic

scenery, of a leafy hill and a green plain, a

gray ruin, a swan lake, a sedgy river. The
Aquarium is built in London-on-Sea. The
Cathedral spire will pierce the skies, the Aqu.arium

burrows into the .shingle ; the one will be seen from
afar, the other not until looked down upon quite

near. The length of the nave of the Papal Temple
will be 122ft. ;

of the halls and corridors of tlie

Marine Temple, 700ft. The Arundel Cathedral will

be more like the Madeleine at Paris than the Cathe-
ilral at S. Denis—with more of elegance and grace

than grandeur and gloom. The Aquarium will rival

the oce.m caves, with startling effects of refracted

light, jdants, and animals, beautifully and fant.as-

lically formed and coloured. Everybody knows what
will be done in the Cathedral for sinful souls; but
nobody can foresee what the Aquarium m.ay do in

teaching men how to produce food in the sea. The
Aquarium will certainly, we are assured, be ready in

time to receive the British Association in 1872, and
by that time, if any xauants should need shriving,

they may there find it in the magnificent fane now
rising up beside the Castle of the How.ards on

the Sussex-hill which commands the winding
Aruii.

The Chestcriield and Derbyshire Institute of

Mining, Civil, and Mechanical Engineers Wivs opened
on Thursday week by Lord Edward Cavendish, the
president. The object of the Institute is to advance
the sciences of mining and engineering and the use-

ful arts gcnerallv.

The Houth London Press gives currency to a

rumour that the Siurey Theatre, Blackfriars-road, is

about to be purchased by the trustees of Smrey
C'liapel (Rev. Newman Hall's), and converted into a

yhii-f of worship. We arc informed that there is ntt

authority whatever for the statement.

A retii'ed sculptor, named Bonfield, committed
suicide at the King's Head Inn, Neivnham, Forest of

Dean, the other day, by cutting the arteries of his

left arm.

A scheme has been set on foot to extend the

tramway from Brixton to Croydon, and the Vestry
of Lambeth have been .isked to give their consent.

A series of extracts from the records of S.

Michael, Comhill, commencing in 1450, and illus-

trating the history of th.it church and parish, arc

being privately printed by Mr. A. J. Waterlow. It

is stated that Mr. W. II. Overall, the Librarian to

the Corporation of London, is editing the work.

Mr. Parker's large collection of sections, drawings,

and photographs of excavations in Rome duriug the

season 1870-71 (about 2,000 innnmbei-) havo biten on

view during the piist week at the rooms of the Royal
Ai'chasological Institute.

Besides the silver service of table decorations

mentioned before as destroyed in the ruins of the

Hotel de Ville of Paris, thero was a second, no
less magnificent and beautiful, lost by Froment
Meurice.

Earl Beaucharap, on Tuesday iiftemoon, laid the

foundation-stone of a new church at Kilburn, to be

dedicated to S. Augustine.

oLmiber t/rak gtbitlu.

Prices, July 10.—Per Petersburg standard;—Quebec
yellow pine, first qnaUty floated, £10 10s. to £18; ditto

second floated, £12 10s. to £!>; ditto third floated, £8 10s.

to £a 10s.; ditto first quality bright, £1S to £19 10s.;

ditto second bright, £13 5s. to £14 ; ditto third

bright, £8 15s. to £9 10s.; New Brunswick mixed pine.

£7 to £8; Quebec spruce, first quality, £910s.to£ll; ditto

second, £8 10s. to £9; ditto third, £7 15s. to £8 6s.; S.

John's first spruce, £8 lOs. to £9 ; ditto second, £8 to

£8 6s.; ditto third, £7 lOs. to £7 15s.; ditto unsoi'ted, £8
to £8 6s.; Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island,

£7 5s. to £7 16s.; spruce battens, £7 to £7 lOs. ; United

States pitch pine plauks, £12 10s. to £13; Archangel host

yellow, £12 10s. to £14 10s.; ditto second yellow, £9 10s.

to £10; Petersburg yellow. £13 to £13 lO.s. ;
Wyburg

yellow, £9 1.5s. to £10 lOs.; Finland and hand-sawn
Swedish, £7 6s. to £8; Petersburg and Eiga white,

£8 10s. to £9 5s,; Christiana best deals, yellow and white.

£10 to £12 10s.; Gefle and best Swedish deals, £10 to

£12 los.; Swedish battens, £8 10s. to £9 10s.

Lathwood per cubic toot;—Peteisburg, £5 to £5 15s.;

Riga, Dantzig, Memel, and Swedish, £3 to £5.

Firewood per cnbic fathom :—Swedish deal ends, £4 6s;

to £4 15s. ; Norway red and white boards, £3 fia. to £4 •

round and slabs, £2 10s. to £3.

Timber per loud ;—Biga, £3 ,6s. to £3 7s.; Dantzig and

Memel crown, £4 to £4 lOs.; best middling. £3 5s. to

£3 15s.; good middling and second, £3 to £3 bs.; common
middling, £2 10s, to £2 14s.; undersized. £2 los. to £2 16s.;

small, short, and irregular, £2 to £2 10s.; Swedish,

£2 10s. to £2 16s. ; ditto small, £2 6s. to £2 Ss. ; Swedish

and Norway balks, £1 12s. to £1 18s.; Memel cro\vn OftU.

£5 10s. to £0 10s. ; ditto brack, £4 IDs. to £.i 5s.; Dantjtg

and Stettin crown, £5 to £G; brack and unsquared,

£3 16s. to £4 15s.

iralit Sctos.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Dublin.—The carpenters and stuccivplastevcre of

Dublin, who have been tor ten days on strike, have

agreed to leave the question of their claim for higher

wages and other matters in dispute to arbitration,

appointing on their part a merchant of the city to act

as judge.

1.,INC0LN.—The strike of ma.sons at Lincoln has

terminated, the masters having granted Is. per week

advance in the rate of wages, and the reduction of the

time of labour on Saturthiys by two and a half hours.

TENDERS.
Bedford.—For the erection of house, stabling, and two

lodges at Clapham Park, for J. Howard, Esq. (the con-

tra(;t includes tire-pruof floors). Mr. T. Usher, architect.

Quantities supplied ;

—

Dover, Dowell, & Co £9087

Day M08
Chapped & Co. 891S

Moore 8909

Colls & Sons 8822

Patterson 8G79

Uinton* Young 8669
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THE LEICESTER COMPETITION.

THERE are two surprising things about

modern competitions wliicli cannot fail

to strike even the ordinary observer. It is sur-

prising that civic authorities, who as a rule

know little or nothing about architecture,

but who are supposed to be impressionable to

the claims of economy, should advertise for

competitions at all ; and, in the second place,

it is surprising that architects of ability and

reputation, knowing the rocks and quick-

sands surrounding competitions, should enter

the competitive lists. Advertisements must
be paid for, the prizes offered, must be

awarded, and the referee must be paid his

fee. Take, for instance, the Leicester com-
petition, which, in its result, is like almost

every other competition. Why did the Town
Council go to the expense of advertising,

offering premiums, and engaging Mr. Street

as professional referee, if they were deter-

mined not to follow the advice of the referee?

If it were a predetermined thing to engage a

local architect, why not have called him in

and given him the job without further delay,

expense, and trouble '? AVhy aisk other

architects, living in different parts of the

country, to go to the unnecessary trouble of

making designs, if the best design is to be

cast on one side, and that sent in by a local

architect selected? Why call down Mr.
Street from London, whose ability is

unquestioned, whose time is so valuable,

and, as a consequence, whose charges must
be corresponding, and then insult him ?

The whole thing is uneconomical, wasteful,

and absurd ! A short time since we congratu-

lated ourselves on the prospect of an honour-
able competition. W^e saw the competitive

drawings, and we called particular attention

to the design numbered " 1250." In our
number for June 23 we said " ' 12.o0' shows
the best architecture," and we saw in imagina-
tion a really beautiful building erected in the

ancient town of Leicester—a building worthy
of the central position of the town, its histori-

cal importance, and its increasing population

and wealth. AVe felt as if Mr. Street would
almost instinctively give " 1250" the blue

riband, and so he did. In his report, written

a few days after we wrote, he selected

five designs which in his opinion were the

best. These were :

—

No. 25 Motto " 1250."

„ 27a ,, "Fiat Justitia."

„ 30 „ "Euge."

,,
32 ,, " Speramus."

„ 28 „ "Delta."

Speaking of "1250," Mr Street said:
" The architectural character of this design
is extremely good. In my opinion there is

no other design equal to it in this respect,

and it would be a great satisfaction to see so

beautiful a design carried into execution."
Of "Fiat Justitia" Mr. Street said: "The
architectural character of this design is

moderately good." He used the same words
when speaking of " Euge." Of " Speramus :"

" The architectural character of this design
is poor." And of "Delta" he said: "The
architectural character of this design is not
very good."

So much for Mr. Street : now for the Town
Council. They, in their decision, gave
"Speramus" 25 votes; "Fiat Justitia" 17
votes ; and " Euge " 14 votes ; and " 1250"

NONE. The design described by the referee

as " extremely good," and of which he said

"it would be a great satisfaction to see so

beautiful a design carried into execution," is

kicked on one side, while that of " Speramus,"
of which " the architectural character is

poor," is awarded the first premium ! The

decision is so contrary to common sense, and
so oblivious of all ideas of justice, that we
wonder that ordinary notions of propriety

did not induce the committee to act differ-

ently. Now most people will ask what can

be the cause of such an extraordinary deci-

sion? We do not know, unless it is that

" Speramus " was submitted by a Leicester

architect, and "1250" by a London archi-

tect. We ask the Leicester Town Council,

in all fairness, whether if " 1250 " were sub-

mitted by a Leicester architect, and " Spera-

mus" by a London architect, would their

decision be the same? We cannot believe it

would. And again, we ask, why solicit a

competition ? Or, if they wore resolved to

have a competition, why not confine it to

local architects, and decide for themselves,

without the intervening advice of a referee?

As the matter now stands, it looks very

much indeed like a job, and such must be

the opinion of all disinterested men. But
some may say, though Mr. Street said, and
though it may be agreed on all hands,

that the architectural character of the pre-

miated design is poor, the plan in the

opinion of the referee is good. This certainly

should be recorded in its favour. On the

other hand, Mr. Street is of opinion that the

plan of " 1250," with three or four exceptions,

is good. There is another matter of some
importance in this competition, considering

the printed instructions as to the estimated

price of £25,000 being absolutely adhered

to. We see from Mr. Street's report that

the design by "1250" contains 1,013,000

cubical feet, and the design by " Speramus "

contains l,i::!5,.S00 cubical feet. The design

by the latter will therefore involve an addi-

tional expenditure of several thousand pounds.

The whole matter, therefore, not only con-

cerns the reputation of the Leicester Town
Council, but the pockets of the Leicester tax-

payers. They may now join us in asking

why pay premiums of £200, £1.50, and £100 ?

Why give a referee £105, when the whole

thing could be so snugly settled, as it has

been, at home? And they may also, with

propriety, ask why spend several thousand

pounds more over a poor design than is

necessary to be spent over a good one ? It

strikes us that the matter is so important that

the Leicester Town Council have not yet

heard the last of it. We must, however, let

the people of Leicester take care of their

own pockets ; we are more concerned in the

architectural aspect of the question. Hitherto

a majority of our best architects, on account

of the proverbial injustice accompanying
public competitions, have determined not to

have anything to do with them. From this

time, on account of the Leicester fact staring

them in the face, that resolve will be

strengthened. And the result will be that

none but third or fourth-rate men will com-
pete. This we regard as a great pity. We
think our very best architects should be in

requisition when important civic buildings

are to be erected in our old historic towns.

Such buildings belong to the public, not for

this age merely, but lot us hope for many
successive ages. Their design and erection

should therefore be placed beyond the vulgar

reach of jobbery.

We must not forget to mention another

fact of some importance connected with

this business. Have the Leicester func-

tionaries forgotten a document issued by
Mr. Stevens, their borough surveyor, and
sent to the competitive architects, in which it

was stated, " I have also to state that the

Corporation have determined on obtaining the

assistance of some architect of eminence to

select the five best sets of drawings, and to

advise with the committee as to the three to

be selected for premiums ?" Have they taken

the architect's advice? In fact, have they

not disregarded it? And were not the

designs submitted on the express condition

that such advice should be followed? A\'e

go so far as to question the right—cei'tainly

the moral right—of the Corporation to award

the premiums contrary to the advice of the
referee. We condemn the decision because
it is a violation of good faith—in fact, of
precise written stipulations—because it will

increase the bad repute of corporate bodies,

and because it will diminish the prospects of

improved architecture in this country.

MISCELLANIES AT THE INTERNA-
TIONAL EXHIBITION.

IN all Exhibitions there are sure to be in-

numerable varieties, entering into no
particular class, well worth study, but
liable, on account of their diffusion and ob-

scurity, to be overlooked. The annexes of

the Albert Hall contain a multitude of these

objects, which thoughtful and practical

visitors will find to repay the trouble of

searching for them. Broadly, the entire col-

lection is separated under two heads—Fine

Arts and Industry—but no such distinguish-

ing line has been vigorously followed : the

subjects of the one are frequently found in

the realm of the other ; and, of course, there

is a neutral ground upon which the double

title is claimed by each, as in the filagree

enamels, painted porcelains, Gothic wood-
work, and Agra mosaics ; in the stained

glass, the fans—upon which an infinitude of

false Watteauism is wasted—the terra-cottas,

tapestries, and ivories. We should probably

also include in this department the metal

work, but that, apart fi-om all processes of

manufacture, it is so noble an art in itself.

None can have stood in the shadow of the

mighty tower at Antwerp, looking at the

earliest work of Quintin Matsys—a branched

and foliated cross in iron, wrought with one

chisel and one hammer—without feeling that

the artist in metal may be inspired not less

than the painter of Madonnas. It is needless

to claim rank for the Ghiberti gates, or for

their not imworthy companions of Verona,

Pisa, and the Mantuan chapels. It is not

that the cross of Matsys is a work of super-

lative beauty, but that a man of genius had

evidently thrown a strong love into that

trophy of his youth. It is this, indeed, which

sets in one category the metal work of the

true artist, and in another the conventional

claret jugs, rifle prizes, Doncaster and Good-
wood Cups, wine-coolers, nm-ror-frames, and

mock cinque-cento tazzas, of which there

are here too many. The statuettes, bas-

reliefs, heroic groups, and medallions, in

copper and bronze, represent, principally,

such merit as may be admired in the shop-

windows of Bond-street and Cornhill ; but in

silver the display is characteristic, because it

is chiefly Oriental, not Indian only, since it

represents some of the curious ingenuity of

Central Asia, whence modern magnificence

may be said to have first arisen. The iron

and steel-work, inlaid with gold and silver,

of the Punjab, is wonderfully elaborate and

beautiful. It is occasionally, though rarely,

jewelled, those Asiatic experts preferring

enamel when they arrived at the proper em-

ployment of gems, their singular taste being

e.\emplified by a tiger's claw, which is one

flash of diamonds, an elephant goad aflame

with ruby and emerald incrustations, and a

waist-zone that might have bound the bosom

of Nourmahal. In Europe, brasswork has

never been held in any great estimation ; but

it has, especially if ancient, a high estuuation

throughout the Asiatic and African conti-

nents. Curiously enough, the Oriental, while

delighting in ivory as a material of art, rarely

cared for wood, although it was ready to his

hand, of every conceivable quality. Perhaps,

however, the very abundance of ivory may
suffice, if we seek a reason. The Germans, for

exactly the contrary reason, have ever been

patient, ingenious," complex, and humorous

wood-carvers ; the Flemings share their pre-

dilection : the English, French, and Austrians

turn this process to the decoration of rooms

and of furniture rather than to sculpture,

strictly so-called. We pass by the ivories—
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nearly all modeni, tlic cameos, engraved

gems, litlio^iTaphs, etchings, and pliotograplis,

as too multifarious for criticism; with the

lace, eniliroidery, shawls, and silks, as

not falling- within our .scoi)C. In the

range of soientific invcntion.s and new dis-

coveries we see the jirincijile of the

Patent Ijaws operating as usual—protecting

a number of useful ide;is, and lioltiing guaid

also over a great many eccentricities : a

machine for ringing church bells ; a boot-

blacking ajuiaratus, designed by a convict;

a new mode of stulling tiger.s ; a " skin

scratcher," invented by a Hindu ; an electric

clepsydra, to time the flight of ])rojcctiles, as

though the chronograph were not perfect

;

and an cleetro-balistic chronograph for the

same purjiose ; a meteorograph, and so forth.

In this dr])artment, however, there is far

more tlum a fanciful or grotesque dexterity

exhibited ; nuich, indeed, that deserves minute
scrutiny, from the type of all furnaces—

a

hole in the eartli, a few l>its of turf, half a
dozen stones, and a hollow reed—to the new-
est Staffordshire model, and the mighty struc-

tures of iron thence, through one workshop
after another, elaborated. Hut we are glancing
among the miscellanies, and. as we have said,

tlicsc are always among the scarcely-noticed

treasures of all international exhibitions, ex-

cept such as are regulated upon that of

Paris in 1807, which assigned to everything,

however trifling, its place of origin on the

map of the world. Thus with these Celtic

and Anglo-Saxon relics ; reminiscences of

Egyptian, tJreek, and lloman antiquity

adopted by modern art ; engraved precious

stones, illuminated manuscrijits in gold and
colours, terra-cotta mouldings, bronzes, ma-
jolica, plate, ai-ms and armour, crystals and
agates, clocks and watches, trinkets and toys,

and table furniture. Tliey are found where
least expected—glimmering in dark corners,

lurking between the legs of a cabinet, ob-
structing a corridor, or associated with some
other objects with about as mucli natural or

historical relation to them as a Tudor church
would have to tlic Tonga Islands. The Celtic

and Saxon antiques are few, though there are

specimens from private collections of torques,

fibula;, bronze s])car-heads, stone kelts, jet and
glass beads, rings, armillas, breast adornments
(such as Juvenal's Bacchanals of the mor-
tal sort rejoiced in), buckles, shields, belts,

knives, tweezers, ])ins and studs, with cups,

urns, and bottles, pilgrims' signs, and a
thousand v.arieties, niched or cabineted here
and there, wliich no visitor guided by the
catalogues woidd ever dream of seeking.

Greece is not nominally represented, butsome-
thing of her traditional grace lingers yet in a
few works upon which, we learn, Athenian
artists, and artists from the Isl.inds, belong-
ing to the present day have been employed

—

.an arndet of gold, fit for Cleop.atra ; seme
t.azza.s, I'agau of o\itline, but fresh from the
chisel, and jucserviug more than the Classic
form ; a duuble-handcd scyphus, of the
earliest pattern, made from Italian clay, with
a border of antelopes, lions, and birds; some
chequered mosaics, marvellously reproduced
by I'arisian artists, in rod, l)lue, and yellow,
divided, not by clnisomn'e work, but l)y metal
rings. Specimens of the mo.st singular glass

manufacture, particularly of the kind called
" pressed," and of that in which the most
beautiful prismatic effects are caused by
chemical decomposition of the surface. AVe
arc not aware whether this art, or rather
trick, is practised in our own days. It is

certain that a tendency is shown by the gold-
smith, and other omanumtal workers of our
time have a fondnessi—identical, we presume,
with a turn in tlie ]iublic taste—for reproduc-
tions of the i|uaint designs that were in vogue
in ages when self -<lecoration was little less

than a ritual among women—lynx and ibis

heads, Egyptian water jars, the eternal
scarab.Tcus, a necklet of gritfins' jaws, a
bearded bronze mask with golden eyes, .an

altar of A'enus ns an ear-pendant. I'aby-
lonian and Sassassian seals, tiny Jledixval

dagger-sheaths, consular tablets, and the

square coins of Etruria—the last very common
now withouttheir ]>ossessors being aware of it.

In other respects the modern knack of repro-

duction, and the sympathy accompanying it,

may be noted in the collection of electrotypes

and metal castings, including faithful models

from antique German, Flemish, and French
cathedral doors ;

middle-age arms, armour,

and plates : hunting horns such as Rufus might
have hearil winding in the New Forest ; lamps,

tripods, sconces, and beakers old as heraldry

itself ; lanterns that may have hung in the

halls of Tiutagcl ; diadems suggesting whole
dynasties of fair-headed Saxon queens, and
I'ompeian bowls, whence (ilaucus might have
drunk in pledge of lone. These have their

third group in purely new imitations, ex-

tending to grace-cups, revivals of the long

disused but remarkably fine " strap," or

"cartouche" work, of the fifteenth, six-

teenth, and seventeenth centuries, and
the pierced metal book-covers, dating

from a thousand years earlier. Russia,

Austria, and France, as usual, are rich in

ecclesiastical gold and silver, in pastoral staffs

and eroziers, one of the former bossed on the

stem with Gothic arches ; a ciborium in the

shape of a dove, with an opening in the back
for the sacred wafer

;
pectoral crosses, cujis,

and salvers lavishly luxurious ; scripture scenes

chiselled in the precious metals, and all things

else which would have delighted Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba, though the assort-

ments are scattered, and not large. The
South KensLngtou collections of this kind are

inconqiarably more opulent, with their array

of chastible, dalmatic, and tuniclc, stole,

and maniple, and orphrey, resembling the

]ilunder of a cathedral, with all the chests of

sycamore and sandal, sculptured and massive,

which contained these pompous treasures.

It is very desirable that those who explore

the galleries of the International Exhibition

with a view of analysing and appreciating

their contents, should take advantage of the

close proximity in which the South Ken-
sington Museum lies, to compare the

wealth of the one with that of the other. As
containing materi.als for general study the

latter has an unquestionable advantage over

the former, though it wants the element of

national characteristic and contrast, which,

however, in the former, is very incomplete
ani.1 necessarily so. But both are exuberant
with coloured light, cast through painted

glass. It is said that Beckford once contem-
plated writing a book on Painted Windows.
Assuming him to have possessed the necessary

knowledge, certainly no man could have
brought a more glowing or a brighter style to

the treatment of his subject, for Beckford's

language was in itself a dazzle of sumptuous
tints. It is strange, however, that the great

glass inventors and manufacturers of Europe
rarely devoted themselves to this art, essen-

tially harmonising as it does with the objects

of sacred architecture. The Bohemians
and Venetians loved glass as a material to

be wrought into wondrous forms, to take deep
dyes and gilding ; they were rather like

goldsmiths, furnishing forth Imperial tables

with services of glittering plate in»their own
chosen ware—goblets, cups, salvers, flow'er-

stauds, and vases, emblazoned with the arms
of petty German states, and bishoprics
in crimson, yellow, purple, blue, flesh-tint,

.smoke-tint, sun-tint, " snow-di-ift," and that
which is a light rather than a colour in the
heart of the work. But they seldom
stained their substance in order to make
a picture of it. Our artists exhibit, at

the International Exhibition, a genius en-
titling them to rank witli the Belgians, which
is saying much. The windows shown in the
Meyrick Gallery, throwing their dim religious

halo over the ghostly troop of clligies in

armour, reflect the highest credit upon
English taste and skill. Their subjects are

for the most part sacred or legendary—the

Annunciation, always supplying scope for

splendour ; S. Cecily and S. Alichael,

which leave the designer more to his own
free will ; the Parable of the Ten Virgins,

an unlimited flehl for variegation of hue; the
Adoration of the Magi, also suggesting grand
masses and contrasts of colour; the Nativity,

which, again, is generally coloured as if by
tradition ; and a perspective from Revelations,

lurid and painful. The Belgian specimens
arc, for the most part. Renaissance in style.

Some windows should be remarked, painted

in grisaille, and others stained in complex
patterns. The Belgians, as a rule, prefer

painting to staining, which is not so much
the case with our own artists ; V)ut it may be
feared that the highest development of this

art was witnessed by generations which have
passed away. As in painting and sculpture

perfect manipulation may he comnumded

;

but of the genius which made the old makers
and masters what they were, scarcely even
the comprehension is left, and of their master-

pieces how many have escaped the ravages of

civil and religious war '? Fragments remain
in the aisles of Westminster, AVells, Chi-
chester, Winchester—patriarch of shrines—
Salisbury, next in magnificence to " The
Abbey " itself, and there are undoubted
ancient examples at Canterbury ; but these

are the most fragile monuments of the human
imagination, and there are many who. with
grand restorations in hand, believe that the

lights and shadows of a sacred edifice should

depend upon the natural light and the archi-

tecture alone. Not so the Continental

nations. When desirous of displaying a
church in its complete glory they shroud its

windows, even on a midsummer day, and
trust to lanqis and tables, swinging countless

from arch and bracket, and blazing countless

on every altar, in every chapel. The glass,

we may observe, copied from the choir of

Wells, is early fourteenth century manufac-
ture, and contains some noble compositions.

These are amongst the miscellanies at the

International Exliibition, to which little

attention is invited, either by the manner of

their display or any prominence assigned to

them in the catalogues, \^'e might pass on
through other classes—wardrobes such as

Paul Feval describes in the chamber invaded
by his Three Ued Men, with mighty locks,

keys, and hinges of engraved steel ;
furniture

solid as a house, and fanciful as a jewel

casket ; cabinets in the " columnar" style, as

the French are fond of terming it ; trifles in

elegant woods, ornamented with marble and
marqueterie; tables big enough for one at

which a misanthrope might eat alone; jewel-

boxes luxurious as the pearls supposed to rest

within their velvet linings ; clocks .and watches

of the most modern build, pointing to that

which will indubitably develop into a great

rivalry of the future between France,

Austria, and England, since the Americans,

with their utmost efforts, can produce nothing

better in appearance than machine-work, or

in mechanism superior to the London-made
articles of a quarter of a century ago. But,

before leaving these miscellanies, which

possess their peculiar interest, though they

have to be so\ight for far and wide, we must
turn among wiuxt are called " aj>pliances for

physical training ;" and visitors to whom one

batch after another of these novelties reveals

itself will be surjjrised, perhaps, by discover-

ing that " physical training" may be got out

of dolls' clothes, military chess, toy wooden
kitchens fitted up, bears in natural skins,

moved by clockwork, which growl : a tumbling

drummer, and a poultry-yard with leaden

chickens. The wonder is that these super-

fluities of trasli are admitted to a place in an

exhibition styled " International " by its pro-

moters. But, in reference to tliis topic, we
may remark that there is less of that puerile

ingenuity and wasted laijour—upon which we
have had occasions more than once to remark

—among the novelties brought together by

working-men than we remember in any

former display. Certainly, however, the

visitor who would gain a full idea of the

Exhibition must penetrate its byoways.
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REVIEWS OF RECENT BUILDINGS.
rn.

—

French and English Gothic.

fpriE class which we have now reached is,

-*- as every one knows, that which compre-
hends the great majority of modern (iothic

designs. The Pointed styles of the South,

suggestive as they are for some details, espe-

cially of our town architecture, are never
likely to become permanently rooted amongst
us. Their style, though often graceful and
refined, fails, on the whole, to suit our cli-

mate ; and of the many influences which
jointly determine I he direction of any living

and practical style, the influence of climate

must always remain one of the chief. Vene-
tian architecture has a value for us as the

architecture of a commercial city ; it shows
us how the Mediaeval system can deal with a
state of society somewhat analogous to the

modern one. This is just what French and
English Gothic remains rarely do show us

;

hut then, on the other hand, they show us nearly
everything else ; and, of the two, it will pro-
bably be found in the end an easier task to

adapt Northern Gothic to our circumstances
than to fit Southern Gothic to our climate
and materials. We think, moreover, that its

eai-liest phase will prove the most capable of

being thus adapted, and without further pre-
face will proi:eed to notice some of the in-

stances in which it has been brought into

use-

The architectural critic has, at the present
day, jjerpetual reason to lament the substitu-

tion of ornament for architecture. Nine-
tenths of the buildings which force them-
selves on his attention are hopelessly defective
in general design. Without shape or propor-
tion—without picturesque grouping or well-
balanced arrangement, they cover themselves
with a veil of decoration, and think that
nothing else is wanting to make them admired.
It is a relief to turn from tliese tawdry
pieces of vulgarity to such a building as Mr.
IJrooks' Church of S. Columba. So perfect is

its contrast to them, that it tends at present
to afaidt in the opposite direction

; and with
no carving, no wall-painting, and no stained
glass, it cannot at present realise the complete
ideal of its architect. The earliest French
Gothic style, which in the main is what is

adopted, does call for some of these ac-
cessories to temper its dignified severity.

But, in the present state of popular taste,

this is plainly the side to which the genuine
architect should lean ; and after the surfeit of
trashy decoration with which our minor
church-builders, to say nothing of the
Tarrings and Poultons beyond them, have
been sickening us so long, we can easily bear,
once in a while, the wholesome plainness of
such a work as this. There are several cha-
racteristics for which it is remarkable,
though it says little for the state of our
architecture that such characteristics should
at this time of day be enough to distinguish
a design. It is a brick church, designed for
the material

; it is a town church, designed
for the situation ; and it is an Anglican
church, designed for the service. The first

peculiarity is none too common in modern
work, the second is rarer, and the third by
far the rarest of all. In plan, S. Columba's
consists of a nave, five bays long, entered by
a lofty north porch in the western bay ; it has
two shallow transepts, projecting only a foot
or two beyond the aisles; and a square-ended
chancel, likewise of no great depth. The
middle aisle is Mlft. wide from centre to centre
of the nave columns

; it contains the whole
of the seats, which are thus, with very few
exceptions, in view both of the altar and the
pulpit. The side aisles, nearly Hft. wide in
the clear, merely serve as passages. The
transepts are occupied by the choir, and one
of them affords a place_ for the organ. The
bays of the nave are' 17ft. Gin. wide from
centre to centre of the columns ; and, as may
be expected from this circumstance, there is

a corresponding largeness of scale throughout.
Some peculiarities in the arrangement have

doubtless had their origin in the nature of the
site. On the south side the church is closely
shut in by buildings, on the nortli is the
entrance passage leading to the porch, and
the east end stands right out to the Kings-
land-road. Hence there are no aisle windows

;

those of the chancel are placed high above
the ground, and the lighting is mainly from
the clerestory. This arrangement is effective

internally, and useful in keeping out noise.

It has the misfortune of making the street

front the least attractive part of the whole
design ; and we really think that the east end,
especially in its upper part, is a good deal
more unprepossessing than it need have been.
The windows in the clerestory are somewhat
broad and short, with two plain, pointed
lights, and a large cusped circle above ; those
elsewhere are chiefly single lights, without
any cusping or approach to tracery. A central
tower, which at present remains unfinished,
i.s to reston the arches of the crossing; and as
the arms of the chancel and transept are none
too long to afford the requisite abutment,
massive piers, surmounted by circular turrets,

flank their gables. The transepts are roofed
at a lower level than the nave, and have, in-

ternally, pointed barrel vaults of brick with
stone ribs. The chancel and the crossing
are groined, in the same materials ; the nave
has a good plain trefoil roof of wood. Both
inside and out the walls are faced with red
brick. The nave arches are of the same
material, of three orders, with a large roll

moulding on each ; similar rolls are worked
on the arches and jambs in the clere-

story. Stone is used sparingly, in certain
cases rather too sparingly, not only for
effect, but, as it appears, for permanence.
The stone shafts of the tower arches, for

instance, and those which run up to carry the
feet of the roof trusses, are, in the greatest
part of their length, merely applied against
a face of brickwork. At intervals of three
or four feet, indeed, short pieces of them are
bonded into the wall, and the intennediate
lengths are doubtless dowelled or otherwise
secured, but the arrangement has a weak and
poverty-stricken look which makes us wish
that projections of brick had been used
instead. There are, except in the east end,
no external buttresses, and the aisle walls (of

which the north one only is visible) are
destitute of any architectural features. But
with the central tower once built, the church
will be an effective one. Its general mass
and outline is picturesque, and the projection
of the transepts and porch will more than
atone for the flatness of the walls. It stands
well above the neighbouring houses, and,
in spite of the absence of ornament,
will be a striking object. Amongst the
churches with which one is most tempted to
compare it is that of S. Peter, Vauxhall,
built some six years ago by Mr. Pearson.
Possibly the comparison is hardly a fair one,

since S. Peter's, though by no means costly,

is built in a less economical fashion than S.

Columba's. But both churches are in poor
neighbourhoods, both mainly of brick, both in

a nearly ideutical phase of French Gothic,
and both thoroughly well digested in their

main design, without any great luxuriance of

detail. To Mr. Pearson's design we should
award the higher refinement, the more sus-

tained and certain artistic power. Mr. Brooks
now and then falls into coarseness of detail,

and, while aiming at severity, gives us nothing
better than uncouthness. S. Peter's has de-
cidedly the finer interior, asmay be expected in

a design which has its nave and aisles vaulted
throughout; but S. Columba's promises more
picturesqueness of external form. In one
other respect, however, the latter has the
advantage entirely on its side—Mr. Pearson's
church is a masterly variation on the

Mediaeval plan, Mr. Brooks's is designed
for the iises of a modern congregation ; the

former has a large part of its area rendered
useless by the nave columns, the latter has
scarcely a dozen seats from which the whole
service cannot be seen and heard.

AMATEUR PLANNING.
TF there is one department more than
-*- another in which the intuitive genius of
the public feels itself at home, that depart-
ment is certainly planning. People who have
never handled a pair of compasses in their
lives naturally feel some little shyness in
dealing with elevations. This shyness, in-
deed, by a common, if not very elevated, ten-
dency of human nature, often conceals
itself under the guise of contempt. They
know nothing, and want to know nothing
about arches, and cornices, and frippery of
that sort—anybody may fill in such things as
these

—

their talent lies in the practical part
of the thing—the plan. This plan not unfre-
quently they will attempt to di-aw, often to
their own ultimate annoyance, and almost
always to that of their architect. The man
wlio has worked out a plan for his new house,
has, it is true, brought his ideas into shape.
lie knows, generally speaking, what accom-
modation he intends to have, and has made up
his mind on a variety of general principles.
So far, he has been very usefully employed

;

and to this extent his work will almost cer-
tainly tend to his ultimate satisfaction. He
is in a position to give what architects fa,r too
seldom receive, namely, definite information
as to the sort of building he wants. With
him it need not be altogether a matter of
hazard—as it is with too many building
owners—whether his house, as he sees it rise,

is, or is not, the one he wanted. If matters
stopped here— if he went no further than
thoroughly to think over and settle his re-

quirements—his architect would have every
reason to thank him. An architect is too
often expected not only to carry out his

client's views, but to divine them before they
are expressed ; to find out the wishes of a
person who has no clear idea as to what his own
wishes are ; and to put up a building which
its owner will at last discover was what he
wanted, though before it is built he will not
take the trouble to decide or explain what he
really does want. This source of unpleasant-
ness—and a fruitful source it is—will pro-
bably be removed by the fact of a client putting
his own notions of arrangement on paper.
If he is a wise man, he will hand the sketch
to his architect as an explanation of his

wants ; if he happens to be a conceited one,

he will give it him as an instruction about the
way in which they are to be met. VV hich he
is most likely to do will greatly depend on his

understanding the difference between a good
plan and a good building.

Did all architecture, apart from detail and
decoration, begin and end, as some people
seem to fancy, in the invention of a good
plan ; and were a good plan, as the same
people think, merely equivalent to a conveni-
ent arrangement of rooms and passages, archi-

tecture, instead of being one of the hardest,

would be the very easiest of all arts to excel

in. The design of a dwelling-hou.se, on this

supposition, would require about the same
mental exertioii, and that of much the same
kind, as the winning of a game at chess

with an average player. One of the prac-

tical puzzles in a boy's magazine would
present a considerably harder jiroblem to

solve, and the youths of fifteen who master

it would- be the equals or superiors of a

Wykeham or a Wren. Such planning as that

of any great architectural work, we may be

very sure, would never have emanated from

the brain of one of these amateurs. They
would have devised what they call a much
better plan, that is, one which would look

much more plausible on paper, though, un-

fortunately, it could not have been executed

in the nuitei-ials. Tliey never get so far as

to discover that planning has a certain con-

nection, amongst other things, with roofing
;

anil the merits of their arrangements are due,

in about '.I'.l per cent, of the cases, to the fact

that pro])ortion ami constructive necessities

have been entirely ignored. These plausible

plansmakewretched buildings, for, unhappily,
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they do sometimes get as far as the buildinj;

stage. "UTien a rich or inflviential man
happens to be seized with tlio delusion that

he is a clever architect, he seldom stops till

he has given the world an unmistakable

proof of the contrary, lie may be a dilettante

prince or nobleman bent on what he calls

promoting the arts ; and his favourite amuse-

ment may be playing at architecture, rather

than at politics. Of two evils, the world

ought perhaps to thank liim for inflicting the

lesa ; but his blunders, even in bricks and

mortar, are an evil, and one cannot help

wishing that they took a more e])hemeral

shape. lie may be an officer in the army
(why should the navy never have its turn ?)

set up by the wisdom of our superiors to

design our national buildings, and make
believe that they are built without an archi-

tect. In this case it will be his duty—and, if

he is a gentleman, by no means a pleasant duty

—to get his designs made by the ablest archi-

tect who will work for him, and then to sup-

press the designer's name, and allow them to be

talked of as his own. The necessity is a dis-

agreeable one, and the whole process, if con-

ducted by common people, might be called

by ugly designations. Cireumst.ances, how-
ever, alter cases ; and every one will see what
a dreadfully levelling and democratic effect it

would have, to let it bo supposed that an
ordinaiy mortal, without powerful friends or

family connections, could work for the gods,

and help to beautify the Olympus of Ken-
sington. Nature, indeed, has a most repre-

hensil)le way of distributing talent, without
regard to the " Peerage " or any similar

publication, and is sometimes blind enough
to link genius to an unknown name, while

she spares an illustrious one scarcely brains

enough to keep it out of the mire ; but if

Natiire knows no better, there is the more
reason why her mistakes should be corrected

;

and if we cannot prevent her from bestowing
eminence on the wTong people, we can at

least help to destroy the value of the gift.

To join talent to position is, indeed, beyond
our power ; but we can do the next best

thing, we can more or less smother, suppress,

and ignore all talent that springs up beyond
the boimdary line ; we can either trample its

life out, or dwarf and crush it ; or, at the
worst, we can appropriate its labours, and
give to another man its reward. That every
one should get credit for his own productions
is a very fine sentiment to work up in a
speech or an address to art students ; but the
" fitness of things," as Mr. >Square would
express it. plainly shows th.at such an idea

should never be actually put in practice. To
patronise science and art is all very well.

always assuming that the patronage is kept
within the proper circle. Let Captain A., or

Colonel 15., be the recipients of it ; they can
easily find someone to do the workforthem

;

and they too. like so many otlier people, are
great at jilanning ; it only rcnuiins for their

suborilinatcs to make the plana feasible, lln-

limiteii funds, however, and a free use of iron

girders will make most plans feasible: and if, in

spite of extravagant cost, the result is neither

a permanent building nor a well proportioned
one, this is merely the price wx' p.ay for

having aristocratic sham architects instead of

ordinary real ones. In our happy land,

liowever, every class is an aristocracy to the
classes beneath it, and the very denizens of

Olympus might laugh to see how their prac-
tices are travestied below. The eminent
tradesnum, who plays the part of " leading
man" on some conunittee of his class, often
patronizes art in the very same way as liis

betters. In some ca.scs he represents in his

single person the whole aristocracy of the
district, so that no one but himself is worthy
to receive his p.atronage. lie therefore
bestows it a.s fitness dictates, and appoints
himself architect, or at least "director of the
works." lie, too, has his ideas. " .Some
demon whispered, ' Visto, have a taste !'

"

and a taste lie has, in the direction of planning,
lie gives the committee a " plan," and sees it

carried out by a builder, unless his business

happens to be one which enables him to

execute it himself. As the works proceed
they give him proofs enough that planning

and designing are far from being interchange-

able terms ; his simple plan involves a thou-

sand difficulties and complexities ho never
dreamed of ; and he flounders through his

undertaking with every step marked by
some bungle or absurdity, which would make
any but an " influential man" the standing
joke of the neighbourhood. His delusion is

gone, it may be supposed ; his first experi-

ment in planning will be his last one. Not
at all, monomanias are not so easily got rid

of. The lunatic who believes he is made of

glass is not cured by finding that he survives

a blow in the ribs ; ami the one who thinks

himself a master of arrangement thinks just

the same though all his arrangements fail.

But he does learn wisdom by experience, in

one respect, and though ho will continue to

make blimders, he has no idea of continuing

to be blamed for them. He will appoint an

architect, who shall have none of the control,

and all the responsibility. There are plenty

of young men to be found who are not in a

position to be very independent
;
he will

select one and employ him. We need not

detail the rest ; the architect's situation will

easily be understood. Pestered with one
folly after another ; forced to carry out the

insjiirations of his patron, who brings him,

with a shout of " Eureka," ideas that ,an in-

telligent child might laugh at ; with all his

advice neglected, and all his designs destroyed,

he will be wise if he resigns in time, it will

lie well for him if he does so at first, and
leaves no mongrel product, which the world
may fancy is his own. He will inevitably

have to do so in the sequel, for he was not

employed without an object. Perceiving

that he is never left to think for himself, or

to carry out his own designs, he may some-
times wonder why his services were ever

asked for : by waiting long enough he will

discover. When Visto's blunders have
at length accimiulated so that even his

high place can scarcely save him from the

consequences, when the very committee be-

gin to clamour that " this really is too bad,"
lie quietly turns round and points to the

architect. Well knowing that he has never
been allowed the slightest discretion from first

to last, with a clear remembrance of his daily

protests against the absurdities which he was
compelled to superintend, he introduces him
to his colleagues as the author of all their

calamities. " Here, gentlemen, is Mr. X.,

who is solely responsible for your buildings,

and who will doubtless be able to defend the

details which you have so severely criticised

;

I leave him to settle the matter with you."

.So the farce concludes. If the architect says
nothing, he is dismissed for carelessness and
incapacity : if he brings the wdiole scheme to

light, he is dismissed with yet greater haste,

for slandering the inlluential member. No
matter though he has proofs in black and
white, enough to hang a dozen men, they will

not avail him before this tribunal. The com-
mittee of the " A.sylum fo Decayed Cats "

cannot afford to blame their leading member?
and after showering on hi i victim as much
abuse as the law of libel will permit, they
jiass a unanimous resolution to thank Mr.
Visto for the care, skill, and attention, which
he has so unremittingly lavished in their

service.

This is, unfortunately, no fable, but a simple
narrjitive of ordinary facts. l>iit it still has
a moral f<ir the young architect, and that is,

" Never consent to carry out ideas which you
do not heartily ap]irove of." Take pains to
form a light judgment, and then stand by it;

and let !\Ir. Visto anil his relatives, great or
little, perpetrate their own blunders in their
own names. It is bad enough to pass a life-

time in producing good work for which some
one else receives the honour

; it is a great

deal worse to pivss it in )iro(lucing bad work
of which you will have all the disgrace. It

will not even pay in point of money, for the
gain it brings in at first will be dearly pm--
chased by the ultimate loss. For an honest
man, the one way of rising in his profession
is to do his work well, and, as a means to
this, to keep clear of people who want to
make him do it badly. Such small profit as
can be got out of "Decayed Cats' Asylums,"
and similar institutions, with a Visto for
leading member, it is better to renounce at

once. A wise man will decline to sup in the
company where such a very long spoon is

desirable, and will feel that the paltry remu-
neration offered does not cover the risk of

being victimised by an unscrupulous mock-
architect.

SOME RECENT WORKS IN BRISTOL.

TT is both interesting and instructive to re-
-*- visit any considerable provinei.al town,
after an absence of but a very few years, in

this age of change—we hardly dare, without
reserve, to say of progress. The evidence
of change is more marked in such a town
than in the case of the metropolis, in which
new works are necessarily more scattered.

Again, in a smaller place, where every one is

known to everybody, the best men in the
place are perhaps more generally employed,
or their works become concentrated and
easily to be compared. We had not thought
it was so many years since we had trod the
familiar streets of Bristol, as the date upon
the weathercock of a pile of buildings new to

us compelled us to realise to be the fact, for

1H65 was thus the other day proclaimed—we
assmne with undeniable veracity—as the year

of completion of a structure which arrested

our steps. Vi'e stopped in order that we
might examine the details of a work that we
could not but admire in point of general

effect. This building, by an inscription, sup-

plied us the infonnation that it was the

Temple Church Schools, .and an inmate added
that it was Colston's. It is very picturesquely

situated on the line of the new street to

the Great AVestern Station (Thomas-street)
The principal's house faces this street, and
has a pretty projecting circular turret at the

angle, with another in the centre—a rect-

angular one, with high chisel-edged roof with

good wrought-lead finials. The school is set

backward at an angle from the road, leaving

a playground in front, and thus the whole
group is presented pleasantly and irregularly

to view, to the improvement of the street,

which otherwise promises, from its rising

buildings, to be rather picturesque. The
detail of the bmlding is Burgundian
Gothic, and the effect altogether some-
what Continental. The architect was Mr.
Wood, of the firm of Foster & AVood. i

The scaffolding having been removed from I

some buildings in Broad-street, which we
remembered to have seen in jirogrcss when
we last visited the city, and the newness of

their stonework having already been toned

down, we were enabled to judge at leisure of

some of the tolerably recent examples of

shop and street architecture, that, in-

terspersed with other older examples of

domestic work scattered about this part of

the town, give it a more than usually pictu-

resque appearance. Perhaps in general

character and degree of excellence these new J

buildings might be said to correspond with ^
those in the new street througli Southwark,

in London, and to be vigorous but slightly

vulgar, and piquant but a trifle coarse.

Right and honest they are generally in point

of construction, and err only in lack of re-

ticence and refinement. We may notice

in particular No. ."il, in Broad-street, by
Messrs. Ponton & Gough, as a character-

istic and bold example of modern Gothic

founded upon a good early type, but a little

too ornate for its purpose—a wine and ale

storehouse. Its neighbour, the AVliite Lion

Hotel, in the round arched style, is a really

grandiose and effective building ;
but the

open gallery at the top is somewhat too
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light for the remainder, and appears cruslied

by the cornice above, though substructure,

gallery, and cornice are in themselves and

by themselves satisfactory enough. The
architect in tliis case was Mr. Foster, of the

firm of Foster & Wood. The same upper

features are better carried out in the block

of buildings belonging to Messrs Baker, Nos.

50 to 5i, in "Wine-street, adjoining ;
and the

substructure, save the shop-fronts them-

selves, is in admirable keeping, and not in-

judiciously touched with colour and gilding.

The whole is spoilt by the architect's undue

submission to his employers' commonplace

requirement aforesaid, and the massive pala-

tial building is in consequence poised, harle-

quin fashion, upon huge sheets of plate-glass,

as far as the ordinary spectator can divine.

In Small-street, immediately opposite the

Post Office, are Mr. Pope's New Assize

Coui-ts, to which we bent our steps with some
interest, remembering, as no doubt many of

our readers do, the very picturesque perspec-

tive view that was published of them soon

after the vexed question as to the selection of

the design had been finally settled. We are

bound to own that in this instance, as in so

many others, the promise of the drawing has

not been satisfactorily fulfilled by the build-

ing. The general effect is j^etite and undig-

nifieil, and the details are throughout most
commonplace. But worse than these, a gross

architectural sin is discoverable from the

opposite side of the street, in the bald, flat,

ill-proportioned gable of the great hall, which
the puny tower and bedizened street fai^ade

fails to hide, and the honesty and dignity of

the whole as a public building is irretrievably

ruined. Many of the featm-es, also, that are

ostensibly put forward, are apparently but
shams, or so minute in scale as to look con-

temptible—such, for instance, as the out-cor-

belled angle turret, not big enough to hold a

staircase ; and the score or more of tiny

pinnacles, which are overladen with bunchy
gablets and crocketing. This, one of the

most recent buildings, is certainly not one
of which Bristol has any reason to be proud

;

and its presence causes us doubly to regret

the absence of either of the alternative de-

signs for which Mr. E. W. Godwin received

his three premiums in the first competition,

either of which (they have been illustrated

in our pages), we think our readers will

agree with us, would have been an ornament
and a credit to the city : it is grievous to

think liow sadly the opportunity has been
missed.

In Corn-street, the rich and pretentious

Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance
Office, by Mr. Gingell, is a sumptuous
example of the class of building much affected

in Bristol—Renaissance, of the butter-upon-
bacon style, with coupled columns, group
above group, topped by Caryatides, and these
again surmounted by double pediments, one
enriched with scrolls and one with figures.

The latter are so placed and crowded that from
no point can they be properly seen, a matter
of but slight importance, as tliey stand
merely for ornament, like the festooned aerial
jars around them—^mere emblems of money
bags.

Wending our way to College-green, we
passed the Royal Hotel, by Mr. Hauglitin,
in which, now that its newness has been worn
off, there is not much to object to, save that
it overtops and therefore crushes the old and
not unpicturesque church alongside of it, and
also dwarfs the Cathedral, whicli not even Mr.
Street's additions can make look as if it

held its own among its peers. The south
•wall of the new nave and the south porch arc
far advanced, the western end only partially,

up to the window sills, but the two eastern-
most of the six added liays are completed,
with their vaulting, and give a good idea of

the style of the whole, which is manly
and vigorous, in fair harmony with the
old work, and yet quite characteristic

in detail of its architect ; and this is,

we think, no small merit. The series of

altar-tomb-like recesses, similar to fine

examples iuttie eastern portion of the church,
which occupy the space in each bay of the

aisles under the windows, is very happy,
thougli their use is not so evident, and the

lofty windows above them, with double series

of traceries, is dignified, as also is the porch.

AVliat we like least is the treatment of the

upper part of the buttresses, which is more
flimsy and less able than any of the rest.

The stone used for the new work (the

Doulting) has a good texture and a rich

warm tint of colour. Altogether this work
promises to be a very successful one. The scaf-

folding around the tower of Redcliffe Church
shows that tlie restoration of that portion of the

structure is still proceeding. As a newly-gilt

vane rises above it, we presume the former
truncated spire is to be preserved, without
any addition to its height. This we cannot
but look upon as to be regretted, for it never
to our mind appeared other than an incom-
plete design, and that the spire fully com-
pleted would be far more noble, even if

slightly less picturesque.

REPORT ON ARCIIITFXTURAL DESIGNS IN
THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
1871.

(Concludedfrom page 25.)

THE series of English designs for civil buildings,

which was commenced by one of Gothic .irchi-

tecture from the pencil of the foremost architect of the

present generation, is not inappropriately closed by
a Renaissance design exhibited by the present presi-

dent of the Royal Institute of British Architects, Mr.

T. H. Wyatt, who (in addition to other contributions,

winch will be noticed in their proper ])laces) has

contributed a fine drawing of the quadrangle of the

Exchange which he has built at Liverpool (3611).

This important building is almost exceptional in

style, so generally has Gothic been adopted in

municipal buildings throughout England. Indeed,

to the intluence which a single great work exerts

over the taste of a city may possibly be traced the

fact that Liverpool, which boasts in St. George's

Hall the foremost Classic building of England, has

chosen Gothic for few, if any, of her subsequent

public undertakings. In the Exchange high roofs

have been introduced, and the character of the

architecture is influenced iumany respects bj' French

practice. The building is, however, by no means
so richly covered with sculpture as a work intended

to serve the same purpose in a French city of equal

importance would unquestionably have been.

One architectural design, of no ordinary character,

embodied in an actual building, will command the

attention of every visitor to this collection, placed as

it is within the w.alls of the Royal Albert Hall. The
model of the original design bj' Captain Fowke is

also exhibited, and it may serve to impress on the

visitor the inadequacy of any representation of an

architectural design to couvey more than a faint idea

of the executed buiMing, if, after devoting a little

time to the study (if this model, he will conipjire

the slight impression made by it upon his mind with

the effect which a careful examination of the

structure itself produces. In the Albert Hall

archaeological precedent and modern science have

both been called into play, and no structure of our

time has so combined the sagacious disposition of

plan and vigorous treatment which mark the archi-

tecture of ancient Rome witli the constructive

audacity of the present day. This building presents

the only restoration, or ajiproxinuit ion to the restora-

tion of a Classical edifice exhibited, and also the

only example of those vast roofs of iron and glass

which are the direct outgrowth of the building erected

twenty years ago for the first International Exhibition.

The ancient Roman amphitlieatre has contributed the

elliptical form, the sloping ranges of seats, the

numerous inlets and outlets, the s|)acious corridors

and staircases, and the ample velarium overhead, and
has to some extent suggested the nature of the

architectural treatment of the subject. The roof,

the new use of old materials, such as the external

terra-cotta ornamentation, the interior plastering,

and especially the mosaic enrichment of the frieze,

are essentially modern ; so is thatpart of the interior

where tiers of boxes rise above one another per-

pendicularly. So, aboveall, is the artificial lighting,

and the adaptation of the design of the building to

our modern means of illumination by niglit ;
these

have resulted in the production of effects more

brilliant and striking than any other interior in Eng-
land, perhaps in Europe, can offer, and entirely

beyond what was possible to the architects of Classic
times. The original conception of the design was
due to the late Captain Fowke, and the point to which
he had carried it is pretty well indicated by the
model. The matured design, the architectural
detail, and the actual construction of tbisgreat work
as well as the scientific combinations which have
secured its acoustic success, are due to Lieut. -Col.
Scott, C.B., to whom are also due thedesign and the
carrying out of the excellent permanent galleries ill

which the Fine Art Exhibition of Painting and
Sculpture is held, galleries which, for practical
adaptation to the purpose of displaying pictures,

are undoubtedly the most successful we have vet
erected.

A splendid architectural work, still in progress,

and intended to commemorate the originator of the
first International Exhibition, is, from this circum-
stance, too intimately connected with the present
one to be passed over. The Albert Memorial, by iMr.

George Gilbert Scott, R.A., lies under the immediate
eye of visitors to these galleries. Like the Albert
Hall, it was represented at the Paris Exhibition by a
model, now in the South Kensington Museum. This
memorial, in its general outlines, recalls the form of
an Itahan canopieil monument, and it has received
all the enrichments appropriate to a shrine for some
precious treasure. It is exactly one of those
structures which ought first to be grasped as a whole
and then examined in detail, and it is to be re-

gretted that it should be possible for it to be seen,

as it is now seen, piecemeal. A rich and noble taber-
nacle can not be properly judged of when the sculptured
base upon which it stands, and the statue that
it is to shelter, can neither of them be displayed.

Still, the imperfect glimpses obtainable of the upper
portion show so much richness in the architectural

details, and an employment so lavish of all the

resources for permanent surface decoration which lie

at the command of the architect, and the unseen
sculpture is understood to be so excellent, that

though any attempt on the part of the public now
to pass a judgment upon its effect when completed
would be premature, this great work of Mr. Gilbert

Scott must necessarily count for much when we
attempt to gauge the artistic powers of English
architects, or to estimate the position attained by
their art in comparison with that of other European
nations. When completed, there can be no doubt
that the Memorial will stand alone among structures

of its order.

UNEXECUTED DESIGNS FOR CIVIL BUILDINGS.

The unexecuted designs for civil buildings consist

almost entirely of those unsuccessfuUj' submitted
in public competition, though some few have been
prepared solely as studies ; but it comprises several

very interesting compositions, and some of the finest

drawings, looked at as specimens of architectural

draughtsmanship, which have been contributed.

Amongst these a foremost place is due to the contri-

bution of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, R.A., who
illustrates, by an exterior and interior view, with

key-plans, his design submitted in the original com-
petition for an Albert Hall (3707, 3711) in connec-

tion with the Albert Memorial. The drawings repre-

sent a thoroughly monumental structure, having the

character of a mausoleum, and handled with great

breadth of treatment ; it is interesting to contrast

them with the handsome utilitarian structure in

which they hang: the practical character of English-

men is fully borne out by the selection which has

been made, but, in the interests of art, it would have

been a gain, possibly a genuine step forward in

architectural progress, had Mr. Scott's design been

carried out. The style is a round-arched one, not

strictly Byzantine, Romauesciue, or Gothic, but par-

taking largely of the elements of all three ; and if

there be any truth in the idea elsewhere thrown out

that this is the direction in which progress is most

possible for our modern architecture, then this design

acquires great value, and had the building been

erected it must have exercised no insignificant

amount of influence. Mr. Fergusson exhibits a

pleasing drawing of his competitive design for the

Albert Memorial (.JG'26), submitted in the same com-

petition—a domical monument in a Classic round-

arch style, but displaying much Romanesque feeUng.

It is, indeed, worthy of remark that the architec-

tural characteristics of this design, the work of what
is termed a Classic architect, are Iiy no means widely

different from those of the design noticed above,

and prepared by the foremost architect of the Gothic

movement.

The Manchester Town Hall competition is illus-

trated by several designs. The successful one, by
Jlr. Watcrhouse, has been already alluded to.

Besides this, we have a design b\- Mr. JohnO. Scott,

of which three very fine drawings are exhibited

(3CC3, 3G70, 3745). This is Gothic, of French
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character, and with much of the dignity and regn-

larity of a Classic composition. An enormous

tower, with a two-storied porch, forms the central

portion of the principal front, and this porch forms

the .subject of a separate drawing. It ha.s tlie large

circular shaft.s and other bold features of early-

pointed Gothic. The interior shown is richly covered

with decoration. Messrs. Speakman & Cliarlcsworth

send several extremely forcible ilrawiiigs o( their

design (:),i79, and five others). The principal front

of this example strikingly resembles a Classic com-

position, but with pointed arches. Many of the

features of this design are tinged with the peculiari-

ties of Venetian Gothic. Mr. Worthington exhibits

a Gothic design (.37G1), plain as compared with the

last two, but mode.st and dignilied. lu the treat-

ment of the roofs there is a great deal ul (icrnian

feeling, which is, however, absent from the masonry.

This quality is especially shown in that very pictu-

resque composition, " The Mayor's I'orcli" (.!GH(>), t"

which justice is barely done by the drawing. Mr. T.

H. Wvatt exhibits a design for the same building, of

Ecnai.ssanoe character (:ilJ07), with high roofs at the

angles, and the stories strongly marked.

Mr. .1. r. .lones exhibits arcaded designs of build-

ings for erection at Madrid and Florence (.Kill,

3727). Messrs. Bardis & Harry exhibit tlieir ])re-

miated design for the Foreign Udice (:i.')7.i), and

Mr. Sorbv a premiated design for the S. Pancras

Hotel and' Terminus (:i730). Messrs. Mills & Mur-
gatroj'd send an effective sketch view of tlieir design

for the Natural History Museum (3oilo). In all

these instances the architectural style selected is a

version of Kenaissance. Mr. T. II. Watson exhibits

a good design in French Gothic for tlie London

Orphan .\.sylum (36.50).

Lieut.-Colonel Clarke, C.B., exhibits a large .and

Interesting model (37!H)) of a design for concentrat-

ing the Government Offices, by occupying sites west

of Whitehall, with lofty and uniform buildings. It

is dilEcult to grasp the idea of such a reconstruction

as this, and the model in question will, no doubt,

assist those interested in the subject, and unable to

*' re.ad " a plan or map with ease, to form some con-

ception (i how large an undertaking such a concen-

tration might prove. Projects for jiublic works .are

also shown in a Large drawing which Mr. Peddle

exhibits of his suggestion for the improvement of

Edinburgh (3()l(l); this extensive compo-sition illus-

trates the direction which an architect's studies must
at times take, when a whole city or quarter of a city

has to be dealt with. Comprehensive schemes like

this, or like the one dis|)layed in Colonel Clarke's

model, are often useful, even when they can be only

partially carried out, and especially when, as in the

present instances, they affect portions only of an

existing town or city.

Cm^BCn AND COLLEGIATE AKCUITECTUUE.

Church architecture cannot be said to be ade-

quately represented in a gallery to which no example
of this branch of the art is contributed by Scott,

Street, liurges, Butterfield, Pearson, UlomlicM, Hod-
ley, or Brooks, and where, of the cathedral restora-

tions which are being and have been so largely and
magnificently carried out the only sign is the reredos

for Chichester, by Messrs. Slater (37C8), unless a

beautiful drawing, from the s;nne architects, of Sher-

borne Abbey, as restored (37.JM), may be said inci-

dentally to illustrate the subject.

New cathedrals are still from time to time at-

tempted, though they are often but modest buildings

compared with the old ones. Of these Mr. Kmerson
sends the Anglo-Indian Cathedral of Allahabad
(3751), a design in very early French Gotliie. but
not round-arched ; and Mr. Guldic, the r'athedral at

Sligo (37<lt), a round-arched plain building, with a

bold tower, light:!d up by a rich doorway. Messrs.

Ilolden & Son contribute to the same class a design

for the Cathedral at Lillc (3608), which obtained a

premium in an intern.ational competition, where the

first prize was also carried off by Knglisli architects

—Messrs. Glutton & Burges.

Good examples of English ecclesiastical Gothic,

without any admixtures of foreign features, arc

offered by Mr. .Joseph Clarke's Bishop IStortford

Church (3688). and Mr. Phipson's .S. Jfary's Tower
Church, Ipswich (3G99), and Chapel of Ease at Ilar-

eston (-270,5). It is not difHcult to trace more or

ess of the influence of Contincid.d Gothic in most of

the other churches exhibited, of which some of the
most prominent lu-e Mr. Anderson's proposed church
(369.5); Mr. Joseph Clarke's Hoddesdon Church
(3621), a brick design with a gabled tower ; Mr.
Goldie's Kensington Pro-Cathedral Church (367'1)

;

Mr. Glover's Congregational Church (3(i8.5); and
Mr. William White's brick cliunli for Highbury
(3638), distinguished by its rich siu-f.ace docoralion
in diapered patterns, and by picturesque grouping.
Mr, Marrable, Mr. Peachey, Mr. W. Young, Mr.

St. .^ubjTi, and other architects are also con-

tributors.

Of the collegiate buildings exhibited. Spring Hill

College (3619, 3G3.3), by Mr. Joseph James, deserves

notice as an executed example of purely English

Gothic. This is one of the buildings which may be

described as the fruit of the labours of I'ugin and

his school; it was built not very many years ago, yet

its freedom from French features or detail already

appears remarkable when it is hung side by side with

the productions of the present day. Mr. Water-
honse's Caius and Gonville College. Cambridge

(3G00), is a plain version of the French transitiomd

style of Francis I.'s time, and will serve to illustrate

the .adaptability of that incturcsque architecture to

modern purposes, and helps to mark o\ir progress in

assimilating styles. This design displaj's some Gothic

feeling ; it has muUions and tran.soms, visible roofs and

the arcaded cornice characteristic of its style, while

the adjoining palljidian jjortico shown in the draw-

ing serves well to indicate how much onr architec-

tural ideas have altered within a generation. Mr.

Aldridge, Mr. Glover, and Mr. Plumbe exhibit

school buildings of a type which is very characteris-

tic. The buildings of which these are specimens are

largelv built in England, and are designed for the

most part under conditions which enforce economy,

but permit a good deal of attention to be jiaid to ttie

liicturesqne in their comjiosition. Mr. Somers
Clarke's Swan Downer's School (3G31) is strongly

marked by a picturesque adaptation of features

from Flemish soiu-ces. In his Asylum at Snares-

brook (3704'*) the same architect has departed largelj-

from precedent or prescription, and these severe

buildings may be taken as a type of a somewhat
Large class of modern architecture, much of it the

worlv of men of cultivated tastes, which, by its

studied avoidance of ornament may, perhaps, serve

as a corrective to that partiality for exuberant de-

coration wiiich has seemed to be one of the features

of the worst architecture of the day. In the chapel

of this building (3702) the architect has shown that

he knows how to employ ornamented features where

he considers them admissible.

D05IESTIC ARCHITECTURE.

Domestic architecture has a strong hold in Great
Britain, and much of the wealth gained by our

merchants and manufacturers is constantly being

expended in the erection of dwelling-houses in town
or country, where it is generally desired that conve-

nience and comfort shall be combined with architec-

tural character. There is a stronger temptation to

adopt mixed or transitional architecture in the case

of these buildings than in any other. This is partly

on account of the tenacious hold retained by the

Elizabethan style,' our English transitional, upon the

sympathies and tastes of very many ; but there can

be no doubt that so long as a dwelling-house remains

what it ordinarily is—namely, a receptacle for furni-

ture in which the peculiarities of several countries

and various epochs are mixed up together, it is the

safest course to adopt a not very strongly marked
style for the building. An almost palatial form of

English mansion is exhibited by Messrs. Banks &
Barry in their Bylaugh House (3.591), built in 1849.

The style of this is French Kenaissance, very much
tinged with Elizabethan feeling. The roofs are

not shown, as they probably would have been bad
the design been made to-day; but in other respects

it does not differ greatly from what would be now
executed. Mr. E. M. Barry exhibits Crewe Hall

(3660. 3701. 3726), a tine" Elizabethan mansion
which he has restored after a disastrous fire. The
staircase, and especially the h.all, ,are good specimens
of interiors, and .are wurth examining as examples
of the style. Mr. David Brandon's mansion at Bay-
liain -\bbey (3.581) shows a general adoption of

Elizabethan features in an entirely new work, of

which the arrangement is evidently modern and
luxurious, and includes a specimen of garden archi-

tecture in its terraces. Jlr. Fawcett. in Long Stowe
Hall (3711), adheres more closely to the shapes and
disposition of masses which, in .adilition to the tran-

soms, mnllions, galiles. and other features charac-
terise all the old IClizabethan compositions, and
which are not always easily available for modern
purposes. Of transitional character, but with French
(Francis I.) features, is the brick mansion exhibited

by Mr. T. II. Wyatt, recently erected in Park-lane

(.1719), and the importance of which deserved a
more aiieqnate drawing.

Pure Kenaissance, like pure domestic Gothic, has

its representatives among the designs for dwelling-

houses. A design for a palace to be erecteil in Ken-
sington Gardens (3721), exhibited by Jlr. Masey, is

a gran<liose palatial C(nnpos!tion, in which the

architeclure of the terrace is almost as conspicumis

as that of the building; but the whole may be taken

as a fair specimen of the most ambitious class of

Italian palazzo.

Mr. E. M. Barry's mansion on the Grosvenor
Estate (3643) shows modern I''rench Renaissance
practically apphed to the better class of domestic
work; while a design of Mr. C. H. Thomas (3612)
may be mentioned as showing an extreme version of
that style applied to the same purpose, but with
certain peculiarities very much exaggerated, though
not more so th.an can perhaps be seen in actual
practice. Sm.aller designs for Renaissance domestic
work iire exhibited by Mr. Fogerty, Jlr. Sorby, and
otliers.

Turning now to Gothic dwelling-houses, we find

a very considerable number of contributions, though
but few of them represent buildings of great extent

;

tlie most palatial by far is Eaton Hall (3797), of
which Mr. Waterhouse sends a model (executed by
Mr. Thwaite). This, which is to a large extent the
recasting of an old mansion, is a very extensive but
somewhat symmetrically balanced pile. The dis-

position of the masses may, of course, be well dis-

played by a model like this, but its scale is too small
to admit of the architectural detail being appreciated.

The same architect exhibits Easneye (.3637), a
(iothic mansion entirely in brick, and showing some
of the peculiarities of brick architecture. Of manorial
houses adhering pretty closely to the types their

architects have selected, Jlr. Crawley exhibits an
example in his mansion in Hertfordshire (3.594,

3G62), of brick with stone dressings. Mr. Edis-

exhibits Buckden, a similar brick-built mansion
(3GG8) of good domestic character ; and a tlurd,

Greenhurst (3680), is sent by Mr. St. Aubyn, of

which the same may be said. Mr. Alfred Smith and
Jlr, Risley exhibit Castle Carr (3592). an effective

group, showing what is now rarely attempted, a
castellated mansion. Though in)t strictly domestic
work, the Bodeg.as (3710) of Jlessrs. George &
Vaughan may be here referreil to as a pictnresque,

well-considered design of simple Continental domestic

Gothic, shown in a taking drawing, and evidently

well suited to the circumstances of the case.

Crawfordton House (36.56) and Newtonaird House
(37Go), by Jlessrs. Peddle & Kinnear, and Westerlie

House (3G35), by Jlr. Jlilne, are examples of Scotch
baronial architecture as now practised in Scotland.

Of the more modest type of English dwelling-

houses the two frames of drawings exhibited by Jlr.

Wilkinson (3627, 3742) display good specimens.

These drawings are worth notice for their very
careful draughtsmanship. Other exhibitors are

more or less successful, but Jlessrs. Wadmore &
Baker (3716, and five others) deserve mention for

their series of executed works, mostly of half-

timbered English Gothic character, shown by photo-

graphs, with the aid of key-plans. Mr. Yt)ung

exhibits some picturesque lodges (3760), and Mr.
Douglas a group of farm buildings (3636).

In houses like the foregoing, where some phase of

Gothic character is strongly marked, decoration and
f uruiture ought to be carried out with the consis-

tency and completeness aimed at by Jlr. Talbert in

his interior elevation of a dining-hall (3G42). The
treatment appropriate for the interior of mansions of

.another t-\'pe is shown bv the drawings of Mr. Schloy

(3737, 3750) and Mr." A. Stevens (3677, 3693).

Another study, both of structural and decorative

work, is an iron staircase ap]iropriately designed,

which Mr. .Vitchison exhibits (3703).

DRAWIXGS.

In addition to many drawings which have no
technical value beyond their re]>resenting some build-

ing or feature with more or less fidelity, .and which

could hardly be considered here without its becoming

necessary, for consistency's sake, to include .all the oil

and water-colour p.aintings of architectural sub-

jects, we have a few specimens of architectural studies

properly .so called. Of these Jlr. F. P. Cockerell

contributes by far the finest in his " Laborare est

Orare " (3625), a composition of singular beauty of

execution. Specimens of the way in which an
architect actively engaged in the jiractice of his art

must recruit and extend his stores of knowledge arc

exhibited by Sir JI. Digby Wyatt, who has filled

with the contents of a sketch-book, kept by him

during a recent tour in Spain, six frames closely

packed, in which will be found graphic sketches of

many features of the architecture, &e., of that pic-

turesque countrv (3708, 3713. 3754, 3756, 3763,

3766).

Jlr. Longfield sends laborious restorations of tlie

tomb of Henry III., .it Westminster Abbey (3593,

3683), and of the Shrine of Edward the Confessor

(3684, 3692), in the same building. The patience

and care shown in these drawings cannot be spoken

of too highly ; into any arch:cological questions

which they may raise this is not the place to enter.

Equ.ally good are Jlr. Judge's less forcibly coloured

studies of the famous mosaic pavement at (Canter-

bury (3681, 3687), which is shown as a whole, and
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iiy details of purtions to a larger scale. These

drawings may serve to give to the general public a

glimpse of the uatvire of that patient and almost

affectionate study which has been bestowed on the

remains of ancient Mediaeval art by numbers of

students ; such study, and such study onlj-, has

rendered possible the perfection to which modern

Gothic architectural work has been carried. The

results of academic instruction are exhibited by Mr.

Florence, Mr. Lee, Mr. Watson, Mr. Spiers, and

Mr. Vialls, in drawings which in many cases will re-

pay careful examination, and of which several have

received the medals and other rewards of the Royal

Academy and of the Institute of Architects.

Austria is less inadequ.ately represented than any

other Continental state, but still her contributions

are scattered and imperfect. The most important

of these is a portfolio contributed by H. E. v.

Ferstel (3770), one of her foremost architects. .This

includes photographs both of the designs of the

Votive Church at Vienna and of the building itself.

The " Votiv Kirche " is the most important church

displayed, as an architectural design, by any ex-

hibitor ; it is an elaborate work in florid Gothic,

almost resembling a cathedral in richness and scale,

and, although the style is not one towards which

English sympathies have leaned, few will hesitate to

recognise here the hand of a master. A grand

scheme for a museum of art and natural science, of

Italian Renaissance architecture, is also included. So

IS the Hungiu-ian "Akademie der Wissenchaften," a

large and slightly irregidar pile of buildings in a

fine style of florid secular Gothic. Another set of

these photographs represents the Renaissance palace

of the Archduke Victor, a design of perhaps less

originality than the others, but of great merit.

With these are sent several smaller designs, making
Tip a good and varied representation of the work of

an architect of Eiuopean reputation. F. Schmidt
exhibits his new " I\athhaus" (Town H.1II) at

Vienna (3774), of stately formal Gothic, but a fine

mass. It is to be regretted that this design, which

was successful in a great European competition, is

not shown on a larger scale, especially as the ch,arac-

ter of the architecture is unusual to English eyes.

The same artist sends a picturesque view of his re-

storation of Burg Carlstein, in Bohemia.

S. E. V. Hansen sends a folio of designs for an

academic building for Athens (377'J*), and photo-

graphs of the building itself and some of its details,

taken during progress. The style is Ionic, and there

seems much Classic feeling as well as Classic cor-

rectness in the beautifr-lly-executed drawings, and
in the fragments of detail photographed.

In the Education Department a portfolio of plans

for four sets of school buildings, signed by the same
architect, is exhibited (|J264). Of these a " Lehre

Padagogium " is well shown by plans and an ex-

terior perspective ; the arrangement is, as is common
in plajis of good Continental architects, very well

studied ; the few architectural features, which are

of a simple fenestrated Renaissance character, just

sufiice to relieve the building from absolute plain-

ness. Much the same may be said of two sets

of designs for a " Biirgerschule," of which one ex-
hibits a sensible, plain use of semi-circular and seg-

mental headed arches. The remaining design is a

block of buildings in brick, of simple, dignified, un-
ostentatious semi-Gothic character. The communit}'
of Pesth exhibits twenty-two photographs from
drawings of school buildings ((!2t)9) ; these are

mostly simple ; the elevations are in a very plain

description of Renaissance architecture. A very
complete set of carefully prepared plans of the

Chenucal Laboratory in the University of Pesth

(6270) is also exbibited, no architect's name being
appended. The design is of quiet, but good Classic

character, and the arrangements are most thoroughly
carried out in every detail.

A glimpse at the general aspect of the public

buildings of Austria is afforded by three frames of

small but clear photographs exhibited by Frank-
stein, and hung in the corridor near the refreshment
room. The fre(iuent adoption of Renaissance archi-

tecture, and the prevalent air of refinement and
masterly treatment which are characteristic of these

buildings, will not escape notice.

J. Hoste, of Brussels, sends, in a complete set of

plans, his competitive design for the Vienna Town
Hall (.5784). These drawings give a better idea

than the small sketch of the successful competitor

(Sclimidt, Austria) how extensive a building is pro-

posed. The character of the architecture is French

Renaissance, founded very much on the new part of

the Louvre ; a vast domical feature marks the

centre of this building.

The Education Department contains a portfolio of

executed school buildings in Belgium, collected by
Blandot (6268). They are buildings of moderate

size, and their chief peculiarities, as compared with

English school-houses, are theu greater compactness

of plans, their being cut up, when extensive, into

smaller rooms, and their being frequently two-

storeyed. As architectural designs they are almost

all destitute of that picturesqueness by which an

English school-house is so often rendered the orna-

ment of the village. One church architect, Carpen-

tier, exhibits. He sends the Church of S. Pierre,

Tournay (3653), a well-grouped plain brick church,

severe almost to a disdain of ornament, but large in

its conception. Tins drawing serves well to illustrate

the difference between foreign and English draughts-

manship. It is careful, severe, and evenly tinted,

but devoid of dash or feeling. Much the same may
be said of the other contributions sent by this

architect (3782).

ITALY.

The original drawings ilhistrating Gravona's

monograph of Monreale, to be found near the Sauchi

Tope model, are too remarkable iu execution to be

passed over without a word of mention.

NORWAY AND SWEDEN.

The early architecture of Norway and Iceland is

illustrated by characteristic specimens of Runic

ornament, well copied and displayed among the

reproductions (3984, 3992). Recent architecture is

e.xhibited only in .school buildings. A slight but

cheerful wooden structure, too slight to be quite a

faithful transcript of the architecture of a timber

district, has been erected in the grounds (6352) ; and

here, among other things, plans for a School of Art,

by Colonel Stahl, and a Royal Polytechnic Institu-

tion (6352), by Colonel Scholander, are hung up.

The}' are of Renaissance character. More interest-

ing is the simple but artistic school-house for Kilanda

(6345), shown in the same spot. Here also

are some models, intended chiefly to elucidate

arrangement of school-houses and their adjuncts.

Herr von Hanno exhibits a weU-prepared set of

school plans.

INDIA.

Many contributions illustrative of the marvels of

Indian .architectural art are included in the present

display. The most remarkable of these is, of course,

the full-sized reproduction of the gate of the Sanchi

Tope (3981a), showing, as it does, how rich in

sculpture in high relief, as well as in surface orna-

ment, good Indian work often is. Photographs

illustrative of the caves of Ellora and Ajunta, archi-

tectural .sculpture from Tanjore, Trichinopoly, and

other localities were to be found among the first

instalment of objects displayed ; and to the number

of these large additions will be made before the close

of the Exhibition.

Of European buildings and works, such as will

mark the poverty of our artistic instincts and

education, contrasted with those of our Hindu and

Mahomedan subjects, the less shown perhaps the

better. The lowest point of the scale is touched by

some drawings of school and other buildings ex-

hibited. True, they are executed by native

draughtsmen, but they are too unmistakably British

for the source of the artist's insphation to remain

doubtful. Better things, however, .are included.

The Elphinstone College, Bombay, and the Engineering

College, Poonah, are among the buildings photo-

graphed, and they possess a definite architectur,al

ch.aracter : so does Mr. Emerson's fountain at Bom-
b.ay (3679) ; and these may be taken as representing

a group of public buildings commenced during the

Governorship of Bombay by Sir Bartle Frcre, in

which an attempt was made to introduce, as appro-

priate to Indian requirements, architecture of a

character at once simple and bold, drawn from

Western Gothic sources, Init modified to suit the

materials and the climate of the tropics.

The various schools of .art in India have sent

f.avourable specimens of architectural draughtsman-

ship as learned by their pupils.

In closing this notice (in which some foreign con-

tributions, which are catalogued, but up to the time

of going to press had not been hung, are necessarily

unnoticed), it is impossible to avoid an expression of

regret that one express aim of this Exhibition

—

that it should be International—has been missed in

the architectural section iu 1871. The E.vhibition

is, however, to be annual as well as international

;

and there will, therefore, occur an opportunity, if

foreign architects will embrace it, for this defect to

be remedied in succeeding years. A smaller amount

of drawings from Great Britain might suffice, were

they mostly representations of ciurent works to dis-

play the architecture of the year ; and if the custom

arose of exhibiting in this gallery good geometrical
elevations with key-plans, together mth photographs
of the completed buildings and of their most impor-
tant details, and were the same description of draw-
ings and photographic explanations aho contributed
from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy
and other European countries, the means of an in-
ternational comparison of architectural work of the
most interesting kind would be furnished. In such
a friendly contest there can be no doubt that Great
Britain would assume and could maintain a high
position, notwithstanding the great merits of the
.architecture of her rivals, and the admitted skill,

learning, and taste of Continental architects.

PLEASURE—HEALTH—INSTRUCTION.

WE beg to call attention to the proposed ex-
cursion of the Architectural Association to

Ely and neighbourhood, to commence on Monday,
the 31st of July. For particulars see Mr. Quilter's

letter elsewhere. The excursion to Lincoln last

year, under the guidance of Mr. Edmund Sharpe,

was attended with marked success, and we anticipate

a similar result this year. The Ely district is full o£

interest to architectural pupils and amateurs, and
those of oru- readers especially who wish to extend
their knowledge of church architecture should, if

possible, join the party. Although the excursion is

nominally that of the Architectural Association, no
one is excluded who takes an interest in the subject,

as Mr. Sharpe's invitation is a general one. No
expenses are incurred b}' those who attend, except

those of board, lodging, and carriage, which are

contracted for on the mosteconomical terms, so as to

bring the cost per head, for the entire week, below

£4:, Those who neglect this opportunity of enjoying

a combination of pleasure, exercise, and instruction,

will probably be sorry for it.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The New Elements of Hand-Railing. By Robert
RiDDELT., Philadelphia. Seventeen additional

plates, for subscribers only. London : Triibner

and Co.

A SECOND EDITION of this work has been

rendered necessary. A hint given to the

author by one of his correspondents, shortly after the

appearance of the first edition, set him to work re-

vising his book. He found it necessary to throw

out a number of plates, rephacing them witli new,

embodying the perfect elucidation of the problem of

producing the bevels for the joints upon the board

itself from which the mould is cut. For the conve-

nience of those who have purchased copies of the

first edition, the publishers offer, at a reduced price,

the seventeen plates and pages of printed matter

which are added in the new edition. Mr. RiddeU,

who had shortly before arrived in this country, called

recently upon us, and expressed his wish to meet or

correspond with all desirous of a better acquaintance

with his system of hand-railing. His address is to

be found in our advertisement columns.

Practical Tables and Rules for Steam Engines,

by H. Haedicke, Under Engineer in the German
Navy (London : David Nutt), is what its title

implies. The publication in England, by an engi-

neer of the " German Navy," of such a book is, we
suppose, the earnest of Teutonic superiority at sea

in the days to follow the Battle of Dorking.

The Designers' and Draughtsmen's Handbook

of Ornament (London : Dean and Son) strikes us

as being of very little use for the class it is supposed

to be intended for. The designs are comparatively

few, and the matter might have been judiciously

curtailed, to make room for more designs, by striking

out the semi-historical portions.

Powers in Motion, by James Armour, C.E.

(London: Lockwood and Co.), is a concise yet

thorough examination into the principles of the

generaf laws that govern power iu motion. These

essential principles are so cxjilained that the means

for the perform.ance of work under ordinary circum-

stances may be readily selected, and their value

accurately estimated. The simplicity of the calcula-

tions employed will recommend the book to many
workmen who would be deterred fron\ its perusal

by the elaborate problems so dear to the hearts o£

some authors.

Atchley's Builders' Price Book (London: W.
Kent and Co.) is rather late in the year in making itd

appearance. The prices, however, are corrected to

May last, so that, for the next few months, it may
possess a .slight advantage over its more punctual

rivals. The book is more serviceably bouml than iu

former years ; otherwise (except in tbe name of its

publisher) it appears much the same.
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ox THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORXAMEXTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered the thirty-uinth

lecture t>f this course in the Lecture Theatre,

South Kensington JIuseum. on Tuesday afternixm

last. Having given a graphic description of the

times of Henry A'lII. in England, Francis I. in

France, and Charles V. in Germany, and drawn
attention to the inliuences which a puhlic life full uf

striking contrasts must have had, the lecturer re-

marked that in the ornamental jiarts of the Church
of Tewkesbury, in the angels and apostles of West-
minster Abbey, and especially in the over-ornamented

chapel of Henry VII. (1502

—

ITjO;!). we recog-

nised the stiffness of a degenerated style. AVe had

before us a kind of Gothic AUiambra work. The
fault of these works consisted in the artists having
overstepped the boundaries of symmetrical propor-

tion. The octagon font of the Church of Walsing-

ham, on the panels of which the Crucilixion and
the Seven Sacraments were represented, was an ex-
ception, being executed in the very best style of the

school of Feter Vischer. Germany, at this period,

in the north, had concentrated all her artistic powers

to glorify rationalism. In the south, as the strong-

hold of Roman Catholicism, imagination had been

chiefly cultivated. In the south altar-pieces had been

carved and painted, as also choir-stalls, of which
those of Ulm were the richest, and surpassed in

grandeur nearly everything that had been accom-
phshed in this kind of Median-al church furniture.

The decorative elements were all taken from the Old
and New Testament, mixed, however, with the in-

tallectual representatives of heathenism. >\"e had
Pythago.-as, Cicero, Terence. Ptolomeus, Seneca.

Sibyls, Prophets, and Apostles, carved in dignitied

forms. Finials, baldachins, and cornices abounded,
with all the usual motives of the style. Tci make
the work thoroughly effectual, Jiirg Syrlin, the

sculptor, had given us his own and his beloved
wife's portraits. The works of art of this period

had had an aim—that of once more glorifying the

threatened hier,'irchica! powers of the Church. The
Madonna with the Child, and Christ in his youth.
htd been preferred to the gloomy representations of

the Crucilixion, or the harrowing scenes of the Last
Judgment; though a taste for sensational pictures

and ornamentation had not tlien altogether died out.

Nuremberg. Augsburg, Munich, and Vienna, had had
their own schools working in the direction of eccle-

siastical art ; but the current of ideas had been too

strong even for them, and arnnuir, head-pieces,

cuirasses, and shields were decorated with mytho-
logical figures. The head of Medusa predominated.
Kentaurus and Hercules had superseded S. George
and the Dragon. Bacchus, surrounded by nymphs
and satyrs, adorned tankanis. This had' been
brought about at Augsburg by Strauss. Munich
had b-en under the powerful influence of Krafft.

who excited our admiration as oiu- of the greatest
Christian sculptors of Christian subjects, and, as

such, standing as high as Jlichael Angelo. The
seven stations on the path to Golgotha surpassed
anything we knew of as a connected cycle of scenes
from the life of Christ. The dead Redeemer in the
arms of Ilis mother, who was represented in the act

of pressing a la>t kiss on the sealed lips of her sou,

was divine, and at the same time human—an artistic

petrifaction of the Christian religion. With regard
to English art, the lecturer s.aid that before entering
upon this subject, he could not do Iietter than quote
some observations made by M. Taine, the Professor
of the History of Art at the Collt^gedes Arts et Metiers.
*'A man of the middle classes," said M. Taliie,

*' entered a shop or an othcc very young. He had
to work ten hours a day, and often on going home
worked again ; he emi)loyed all the powers of his
intellect and body for the purpose of making money.
He m.arried and had many children, and then had
i>ti!I more work to do; comi)etition was brisk, the

climati' iiard, ami the wants great. A gentleman
rich and noble had also very little time hangitig on
his hands, he was busy, and had to jtcrform very
grave duties. PoUtics ab.sorbed every one's thoughts.
Meetings, committees, clubs, newspapers like the

Thncs^ which brought a volume to be read every morn-
ing, figures, statistics, a heavy mass of undigested
facts had to be taken in, attended to. and directed.

Besides these, important religious matters, foundations,

enterprises, an everlasting striving to improve jjublic

and private affairs, never-ending money questions,

questions of superiority, conscience, utilitarian-

ism, or moral discussions, formed his intellectual

food. This was the reason that jminting and arts,

which .addressed tlH'mselvc-* to the sentiments, were
discarded or occupied only an inferior position.

People had no time to occupy themselves with art,

they thought of more important and more pressing

matters, and if they took it up, did so merely
because it was the fashion and custom. Art was

treated as a mere curiosity, and just furnished an

interesting study for some amateurs. Patrons

might be found who would give money for the

fountlation of a museum, for buying original draw-
ings, or for establishing schools, just as for any
other object—the propagation of the gospel, a

hospital for foundlings, or for the cure of epilcjisy.

These protectors or patrons would consider public
,

as well as social interests ; they believed that music

softened the people and diminished drunkeness on '.

Sundjiys, that drawing would make excellent de-

signers for calico patterns or jewellery. Taste,

however, the feeling for beautiful forms and charm-

ing cidours, which was the fruit of a careful educa-

tion only, waswanting, or existed like an exotic orange

painfully forced in a hot-house at great expense,

and yet generally sour and musty. The contem-

jiorary painters were painstaking working-men, very

exact and accurate ; they would paint a haystack

excellently, and would reproduce the folds of a dress,

or a shrub, with extreme dryness and offensive

detail. The co'.:tinued effort, the everlasting strain

on their moral and physical machines, had disturbed

the balance b.-'tween their sensations and imagina-

tion. They were insensible to the harmony r.f

colours, they poured pots of parrot-green on their

canvasses, and made their trees of zinc or iron

plates. Thev painted the human body with a red

like bull's blood. Except in the study of physiog-

nomies and moral characters their paintings wer?

'shocking,' and their exhibitions presented to

foreigners a mixture of sharp and discordant coloin-s

as offensive as a Charivari." This, continued the

lecturer, was the opinion of one of the most accom-

plished French art critics and historians, upon whom
the U^iversit^' of Oxford had conferred an honorary

degree, in recognition of his great merits. It was

not his (the lecturer's) province to lind fault with

this harsh judgment, but to point out what, if it

was correct, should be done to alter such a state of

things. To infuse ideas, to cultivate the mind no

less than the hand was our paramount dut_v. It

was not necessary to have nightly rows and brawls,

as in the times of Cellini, to form good artists, nor

were intoxicating liquors an essential element in the

education of a great painter. Schools did not

undertake the duty of bringing out Raphaels and

Titians—such men developed themselves from the

atmosphere in which thej'' lived, absorbing the in-

tellectual powers of their age, and retiecting them in

their works. This was to a great extent tlie case

with Cellini, as ornamentist, and with the whole

school of those Italian masters who formed the

brilliant focus of Renaissance art—a focus emitting

rays of such magic power that they illumined the

works even of thr>se who were mereh; imitators.

The spirit of colour had left Italy during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, and had settled in

France and the Netherlands, whilst the productions

of England and Germany especially graced the nine-

teenth century. Arabesques might be best studied in

the works ,of Raphael, Giulio Romano, Cellini,

and Goujon, who had to thank Italy for his artistic

education, and who was a real master t>f relief. In

studying the works of these artists we found those

laws of beauty, without which im genuine work of

art could exist, carefully observed. Those laws

might be concentrated in the one word proportion.

iModern artists often transgressed this law by tilling

up every nook and corner with ornament, without at

all considering the beauty or necessity of so doing,

as if their only object were to cover every inch of

space. AVe might say that Bernini had been father

of this style of sentimental exaggeration. French

artists delighted in muscular development in

male tigures, whilst in females they affected a

smooth softness and sensual refinement. Before

Raphael the figures had been emaciated and half-

starved; through Bernini they had become well-fed,

and even ''dropsical." as ^Vinckelman had it. During

the times of L<nus XIV. and Louis XV. French art

had been partly too naturahstic or too ideaUstic.

We could not deny that France had taken the lead from

those times in refined ornamentation and polite

Hterature. Bu* the exclusively "Versailles Art"
haddegeneratedbydegrecs into an enervating sensual-

ism, against which we hail had a wholesome reaction

in England and (iermany. We had turned towards

;in earnest study of the antique, in Germany.
throughAndrewSchluter; whilst England had devoted

herself to a correct appreciation of liome life. We
li.ad had new schools with classical tendencies in

Germany, which had fostered great asphations for

historical paintings, whilst in England a painter

like Hogarth had taught us mitral trutlis. and

awiikened in the masses a symi)athy for colours.

The paths of beauty and morals were the same, they

both led to a correct understamling of those im-

mutable laws which governed the universe.

The next lecture will be the last of this year's

school session.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF
THE FINE ARTS.

MR. HENRY NEVILLE, of the Olympic and
Adelphi Theatres, at the last meeting of the

Societvfor the Encouragement of the Fine Arts, gave
a lecture on the *' Stage," with its relation to the
line arts, its origin, influence, and present position

;

and, having shown that, if ]>roperly applied, the
drama is a great art, capable of doing universal

good, dwelt upon the importance of a national

theatre, where the public might learn to appreciate

that which is noble and great, and not mereh' go to

be amused for the passing moment. There is, he
said, now too much " bread and butter" acting, so

many taking to it not for itself, or from the feeling

which makes the art precious to tlie artiste, because
it is his art, but only as a means by which to gain
their daily breach The importance of a recognised

school or academy in the other branches of fine art

is acknowledged by the present age. The Royal
Academy at once raised Joshua Reynolds to a title

;

music has done so for Jlichael Costa and Jules Bene-
ilict, and why should not the drama give us a Sir

William Macready ? There are many scholars and
gentlemen in the profession, and why should they
not have that position in the worbl of art due to-

worthy menibers of such a grand and noble profession

as the drama. The lecturer gave some very eloquent

and appropriate recitationsandstories during his read-

ing, and Mr. Tom Taylor (who presided), Mr. Walte-
Lacey. and Mr. Ward joined in the discussion which
followed ; and, though these gentlemen differcil in

<q)inion as to whose fault the present system was to

be attributed, they were unanimous in respect to the
desirability of having a national threatre and school,

but not necessarily managed, as some assume, by a
" disappointed author" or '' unsuccessful actor,'*

which must be evident to every one versed in such
matters.

A cordial vote of thanks was given to the lecturer

by acclamation, there being over 250 visitors at the

meeting.
' ^ —

THE ALEXANDRA PALACE.

AT last the project for the utilisation of the

Alexandra Park and Palace is assuming the

aspect of a sound and business-like undertaking.

The prospectus now issued (and which appears in

full among our announcements) would seem to

render the word failure a foregone impossibility. To-

quote a few of its leading features, we would men-
tion that each subscriber, or rather Tontineer (who,

by the way, incurs no liabiHty, as it is a trust

matter), has for his payment a certilicate entitling^

him to admission to the Palace and Grounds, secures

a chance of obtaining live prizes of XoHO each in an

art-union, and participates at the close of the Tontine

in the proceeds of the sale of tln' property. If, too,

he is desirous of providing against every contingency,

he may nominate a life, and an insurance otlice will,

for the consideration of the payment of Is. for every

•21s., agree to refund 20s. of each such 21s. should

the death of the life so insured occur before the

close of the Tontine in 18fsG. To the inherent

beauties of the Palace and Grounds, are to be added

innumerable amusements aiul attractions, and the

directors will, in the provision of these, be actuated

by a desire to develop the views of the late Prince

Consort, and furnish entertainments for the cultivated

few aiul the unlearned many. The concern itself

is, therefore, inteuded to be a paying one, and as all*

the profits are to be devoted to the improvement of

the property, the prospects of the Tontineers are

indeeil full of hope. We may as well state in the

usual terms of a prospectus, that the railway com
municatiou with .all parts is perfect, and will thus

render this attractive spot a resort of untold numbers.

COMPETITION.
BinMixr.iiAM.—Last week thcBirmingham Town

Council met to award the premiums offered in com-

petition for designs in the new Corporation Buildings.

In his report sent in as referee on the i<t\\ of April

last, air. Waterhouse selected the design marked
" Perseveranti;e" for the tirst premium and those

marked "F'lrum" and "In Uno"' respectively for

the second and third. Subsequently his attention

was drawn to a design marked with a Maltese Cross,

and that he finally considered was the best. The

Council ultimately determined to award the pre-

miums in accordance with Mr. M'atcrhouse's first

recommendatitm. The successful competitors are

(Perseverantiie), Mr. Yeoville Thomason, of Bir-

mingham; (Forum), Mr. W. H. Ward, Curzon-

chambers, Paradise-street, Birmingham ; and (la

Uno), M. L. De Ville, 3, Uuke-street, Adelphi^

I London.
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THE NEW NATIONAL GALLERY.

AS long ago as June, 1868, we presented to

our readers the perspective view of tlie

design prepared by Mr. E. M. Barry in the

competition for the New National Gallery,

and on tlie 10th of that month Mr. Barry was

duly appointed the architect of this important

building. It will be remembered that in the

month of February, 18G6, twelve architects

had been invited to take part in a limited

competition for the National Gallery, and on

the 1st of January, 1867, ten of these archi-

tects sent in their designs. An influential

committee of judges was thereupon appointed

to report upon tlie merits of the designs

which had been submitted, and after a most
careful and painstaking examination of the

works they declared themselves unable to

recommend any one individual design for

adoption, tliough they were of opinion that

the one prepared by Mr. E. M. Barry had
exhibited the greatest amount of architectural

merit. The original conditions were issued

during Mr. Wm. Cowper's tenure of otiice as

First Commissioner of H.M. Works ; but as

Mr. Cowper was succeeded by Lord John
Manners in Jidy, 1866, the report of the

judges is addressed to the latter gentleman.

Before the publication even of the above-
mentioned report, the competing architects

on the 16th February, 1867, having apparently

learned that the judges were about to refuse

to nominate any one of their number to exe-

cute the work, protested against tlie unfair-

ness and breach of faith contemplated in this

decision.

It aijpears, however, that no written

undertaking had been entered into to employ
the successful competitor, and as Mr. Cowper
was no longer in office. Lord J. Manners
could not be bound by any verbal arrange-

ment supposed to have been made by his pre-

decessor. Mr. Wm. Cowper, indeed, wrote
to his successor to point out to him his view
of the matter, which coincided with that of

the competing architects, but no written
proofs of any kind could be adduced.

The report of the judges, to which we have
referred, is dated Feb. 28th, 1867, and it

was, as may well be imagined, followed by
much angry correspondence and ill-feeling,

and a considerable amoimt of sparring in

Parliament. The upshot of all this appears

to have been that on the 29th of JNIarch

Lord J. Manners stated that he intended to

consult the trustees of the National Gallery

before deciding on the adoption of any plan.

Here the matter rested for some time, and
nothing more was done till June in the

following year, when, in consequence of the

appointment of Mr. Street to carry out the

New Law Courts, Mr. Barry obtained the

New National Gallery as a sort of compen-
sation for the loss of that work, to whicli the
decision of the judges fairly entitled liim.

Mr. Barry at first refused to take this view
of his appointment, but it was enforced in the

clearest possible way in a letter from the Office

of Works, dated June 26th, 1808. In
June, 1868, Mr. Layard, as one of the trus-

tees of the National Ciallery, prepared and
published a pamphlet setting forth his views
upon the subject, and with the assistance of

Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave, he illustrated this

pamphlet with plans and elevations of the

designs which he proposed. On the 21th of

October of the same year Mr. Barry was called

upon to furnish the Office of Works, with
plans, drawn to a small scale, of the National
Gallery, and he was instructed to avail him-
self of the report of the trustees of the
National Gallery of Messrs. Banks and
Barry's plans for a gallery at Burlington
House, and of Mr. Layard's pamphlet. On
the 9th of November, 1869, IMr. Barry,

having completed this preliminary work, for-

warded his di-awtngs, together with his report

upon the plans, to the Office of Works, and
he then appears to have been called upon to

furnish the First Commissioner with approxi-

mate estimates of the cost of constructing

certain portions of this design. The official

correspondence, as set forth in the various

Parliamentary i-eturns called for by Mr.
Beresford Hope, is anything but creditable

to the subordinates of the Office of

Works, the tone of many of the letters

being unnecessarily offensive. It would
seem that, owing to certain misunder-

standings between Mr. Barry and the

Office of Works, with reference to the Houses
of Parliament, in December, 1869, he
was asked to send in his account to the First

Commissioner for his services in preparing

these preliminary drawings, and that it was
in order to obtain copies of the correspon-

dence which then ensued that Mr. Beresford

Hope moved on May 22nd, 1870, for a
continuation of the Parliamentary return

which had been made on the 10th of March
in the previous year. Owing to some rather

singular misunderstanding Mr. Beresford

Hope did not obtain the desired information,

but was presented with Mr. Layard's pamph-
let, certain documents, and drawings which
in no way related to the subject of his

motion. On the 2.5th of July, therefore, he
expo.stulated with Mr. Ayrton, the then First

Commissioner (Mr. Ayrton came into office

at the end of the year 1869), and that gentle-

man promised to publish the letters and
explain the reasons for the publication of the

return in the way it had been done. These
various returns which are now before us,

and especially the second of them, two of

the illustrations in which we this week place

before our i-eaders, contain much valuable

information, and, when taken in connection

with the history of the work, throws a good
deal of light upon matter about which very

little would otherwise be known.
The elevation of the National Gallery by

Mr. Barry is the one originally prcpared|for the

competition in 1867, and the one above it an
enlarged drawing of the illustration to Mi'.

Layard's pamphlet.
Before proceeding to make any remarks

upon these di'awings we may remind our

readers that Mr. Layard drew up his pamph-
let previous to his appointment as First

Commissioner, and before any definite stej^s

had been taken by Mr. Barry to carry out

the work—in fact, before the appointment of

the latter gentleman as the architect of the

building. Mr. Barry's design has more than

once been reviewed in our colimins, and our

readers will remember that the chief grounds
upon which we took exception to it were its

resemblance to certain well-known London
buildings, and the absence of any marked
characteristics pointing out its objects and
uses. In fact, it has more the appearance of

a magnificent town-hall than of a picture

gallery. Mr. Layard's views and intentions

with respect to the work are ably set forth

in his jiamphlet, which is, as we have stated,

reprinted in the Parliamentary paper to

which we have alluded. He begins by dis-

claiming any "practical exjierience in archi-

tecture," and states that " the plans he

has prepared, with the assistance of Mr.
Gilbert Redgrave, are founded upon a long

consideration of the subject, an acquaint-

ance with the principal picture-galleries of

Europe, and a knowledge, as a trustee

of the :N ational Gallery, of its requirements."

Mr. Layard says: "The considerations and
principles which have guided me in pro-

posing these plans are the following :—That
whether the present site in Trafalgar-square

be or be not the best adapted for a National

Gallery, the decision of the House of Com-
mons on this point is irrrevocable. That the

present building cannot be altered so as to

become a public edifice worthy of the site

and of the nation, and fit for the proper ex-

hibition of the collections which we now
have, and are likely hereafter to possess.

That the style should be Palladian or Italian

Renaissance. That in erecting a building on

the site of the present National (iallery

special regard sliould he had to its position,

forming, as it would, one .side of a great squai'e.

and the culmination point of a long rise, and
that it should consequently be a grand, mas-
sive, and imposing structure, distinguished

not so much by elaborate details and orna-
ments as by just proportions, well-disposed
masses, and the utmost variety that can be
produced consistently with simplicity in the
general design, by colour in the materials, and
by the play of light and shade. That the
building should 'tell its own story,' i.e., that

it should bear unmistakable evidence, by its

external architecture, of its use and object.

That the decorations, internal and external,

should consist rather of materials valuable on
account of their beauty of colour and rarity,

and of the skill and labour which it may
require to obtain and employ them, than of

elaborate and expensive ornaments and of

exterior soulptiu-e which does not suit our
climate."

After these general observations Mr. Layard
goes on to explain his plan, which we hope to

publish shortly, and in explanation of the

facade, an elevation of which forms one of

our illustrations. He remarks that " the

principal difficulty to be overcome in dealing

with the front, or facjade, is to convey the

idea of a picture-gallery, and at the same
time to break the monotony of, and to give

variety and ' accentuation ' to, a continuous

wall, which must necessarily enclose galleries

without windows and lighted from above. I

would attempt to effect this by a solid base-

ment, constructed of rusticated blocks of

large proportions,* to contain the offices and
various apartments required for the purposes

of a National Gallery. Upon this basement

I propose to raise an upper story to be
divided into three principal masses united by
colonnades or ' loggie,' sirrmoimted by a
terrace, and by a receding ornamental screen.

In the three masses which would project

beyond the line of the loggie, I have intro-

duced columns and pilasters. This arrange-

ment would give three distinct projections in

the line of thefa(;ade, and would consequently

produce well-defined masses of light and
shade. Above the loggie I propose that there

should be a terrace in front of the receding wall

or screen which would conceal the skylights

of the galleries behind, and form, with the

loggie, a line of connection between the

centre and end masses. This screen would
help to define the object of the building,

and might be made a handsome architectural

feature if decoi-ated with pilasters and coloured

marbles, bas-reliefs, or terra-cotta ornaments.

It must be remembered that as this screen

could only be seen from a considerable dis-

tance, bas-reliefs, sculptured figures, or de-

tails would scarcely be distinguishable.

The columns and pilasters of the centre and

end masses shoidd be monoliths (about thirty

feet high) of Scotch or Irish polished

granite, pink being used for the detached

columns and gray for the pilasters. A
beautiful and valuable material of British

origin, which is proved to stand the at-

mosphere of London, would thus be appro-

priately introduced. The treatment of the

central and terminal masses must depend

vipon whether a dome or cupola is considered

to be essential to the building. This is a

question of some importance. The argu-

ments in favour of a dome are : tliat it

breaks the monotony of a long horizontal

line, and adds dignity to the edifice :

that it would be a striking object,

whether seen from Parliament-street, or

on approaching the building from the west

by Pall Mall ;
and that it would very

aiipropriately surmount the entrance and

central hall. The arguments against the in-

troduction of a dome are: that it is not a

necessary, but, on the contrary, a somewhat

incongruous architectural feature in a build-

ing destined exclusively for a picture-gallery

;

that it cannot be of suflicient size and im-

portance to make it a really imposing object

;

• These blocks bI raid be as largo as possible in order

to give dignity, simpl'^ity, and atrength in the lower part

of the building.
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and that it would tlu-ow shadows which would
interfere with the light of somo of the

galleries."

Here we must for the present conclude,

but we trust to revert to the subject again

shortly.
«

THE COJirLKTION OF S. PAUL'S
CATIIEDKAI..

WE recently recounted the sup'icestioiis made by
Mr. Street fur the .'uliinnuent ami utilisation

of our Metropolitan Catliedral. A letter has this

week rcicheil us from the Uestoration Committee,

and we reiiroduce so much thereof as may serve to

show the difference between the scheme contemplated

by the committee, and that suggested by Mr. Street.

The details of the former are briefly as foHows ;

—

1. The enlargement of Father Smith's organ and

its division into lialves, to be placed ojiposite eacli

other, norlli and south, against the jiiers of the

dome, at the entrance to the choir.

The organ thus enlarged and divided will have

the appearance of two distinct organs, but will be

connected by electric or pneumatic apparatus

running under the floor of the choir, and will be

played by one organist. This arrangement, the

committee believe, will prove an accession not only

of musical power but of architectural l>eauty.

'J. The continuation to the verge of the dome area

of the present finely-carved woodwork of the choir

benches and stalls.

This improvement will give seats to those of the

cathedr-al dignitaries at present unprovided with

them, and will furnish permanent .Hccommodation

for the larger choir necessary for dome services—thus

superseding the unsightl.v and temporary erections of

deal and baize now in use.

Beyond and above these alterations and re-

arrangements lies the great work of the decoration

of the walls, roofs, and windows of the cathedral

;

and this, from the vast dome to the smallest panel,

is a task requiring the greatest circumspection and

<;are. Ilajipiiy, Sir Christopiier AVren's declared

intentions, concisely as the}' are expressed, give no

uncertain indication, and these will be consulted at

€very step. The meanness of the apse . will be

redeemed by that '" altar-piece of the ricliest Greek

marbles, with ^-reathed and sculptured* columns

supporting a canopy hemispherical," which he pro-

jected, and which nothing but a lack of the requisite

materials hindered him from erecting. Throughout

the rest of the building, mosaic, marble, and gold

will, without doubt, be the three chief materials of

ornament ; the first and last for the dome and roofs;

the second for the walls, columns, and panels. In

the two former, speaking gener.iUy, the treatment

will be pictorial; in the three latter, richly decora-

tive. The best art, wherever it is to be found, will

be chosen ; and, though the artistic difiicidties are

great, the .artistic opiiortunities are greater, and
promise a result of beauty unsurpassed in our

cathedrals. Hut, besides the artistic difficult}-, there

is the financial difficulty. Tliis does not appal the

committee, but they must fully consider it ; and,

until generotis contriljulions give some earnest of its

removal, they do not feel themselves warranted in

going a great way in this part of their work. Some
way they have gone. It has been deei<led to convert

the finely-carved woodwork and the marble columns

which formed part of the screen removed in 18(J0

into an interior porch for the north door. This is

now being erected, and will not only be useful and
ornamental in itself, but will utilise some wood
carving far too beautiful to be thrown on one side.

A design for a screen which shall divide the choir

from the dome, but whose open columns and light

entablature shall be im himlrance to sight ipr sound,

while they will supply an arc-hitectural need, and
conform to ecclesiastical tradition and custom, is

under consideration. The fine series of Munich
windows in the apse, executed after Professor

Schnorr's designs, is being ])roceeded with. The
present committee do not consider Munich gl.iss at

all a necessity throughout the cathedral, but as

three of the apse windows arc already completed in

this material, it is requsite that the remaining three

shoubl be ()f the same class. AVith respect to the

pictorial ornament of the walls and roof, tlic com-
mittee have consulted Mr. Burges, an architect,

pre-emiwent in bis knowledge of ecclesiastical

decoration, and have obtained from him a

report suggesting a series of subjects for

representation, their attributes, and their dis-

tribution over the spaces of the cathedral. Without
pledging themselves in any way to the adoption of

the report, which they have not yet considered, the

committee may say that in splendour and magnifi-
cence it is worthy of the building for which it is

intended. Beginning at the west end with mosaics

in the cupolas of the nave roof, reprssenting the

earlier scenes in Bible history, the scries of subjects

advances eastwards in gradual and growing sequence.

The transiti<ui from l!ie nave to the choir is the

transition from the old to the now dispensation

;

loftier themes are illustrated, till from the concaves

of the eastern ai)se shines a figure of our Lord sur-

rounded by angels. The great mosaic in the dome
is the cUmax of the whole, and represents the

Heavenly Jerusalem. Saints and angels lead the

eye and the heart upwanls, till the cupola closes in

g4ild and azure glory. The committee have not yet
deliberated upon this scheme, but, whetlier they
.idopt it or another, it is certain that none can be

definitely entertained until the public shall have
given some securit}' for its cost.

PL.VSTER OF PARIS M.fVSrUFACTURE.

THE quarrying of g}-psum and the manufacture
of plaster are important industries in Paris,

and we (Enqineering) have recently taken the

opportunity of visiting one of the establishments of

this kind, the best arranged—that of M. Morel, at

Monlreuil. The Plaster of Paris, or gypsum, consists,

as is well known, of hydrated sulphate of lime.

The water being removed by roasting, the stone is

ground into powder. When this is afterwards

mixed with water it combines itself again, and forms

a solid mass, which is employed in an infinite variety

of ways. Tlie abundance of gypsum at Montmartre,

Pantin, Menilmontant, Belleville, Charonne, Mont-
reuil, &c., all close to Paris, even within the city

limits, the good quality of, and the large demand for,

the plaster, and the ease with which it is employed,

have caused the development of this great industr}'

in the capital. The Plaster of Paris has a Euro-
pean, and even a still more extended reputation.

It is employed everywhere, and is put to the most
varied uses. It is moulded into hollow bricks, and
tubular blocks, in building up p,artitions and walls,

for paving slabs, and for smoke conduits to

chimney's. One sees, even in the neighbourhood of

the quarries, houses of three and four stories,

which are built in moulded stones of plaster, or made
in ])laster in such a manner that they form a

monolith.

The bed of gypsum worked at Pantin is hori-

zontal : it has a thickness of 37ft. 2in. There is

also a small bed adjacent, and of little thickness,

but this is not quarried as a rule. The gypsum of

this bed is almost entirely crystallised, and there are

founil there, in abundance, those beautiful speci-

mens called fers de lance, on account of theu- form.

These fra^rments sjdit with ease into thin transparent

le.ives and when the apparent limit of divisibility

has been formed with the blade of a knife, if one
takes one of the leaves, which has less than 1-80 in.

of thickness, and heats it, it exfoUates into more
than twenty films, as the water it contains is heated
and disengages itself in steam.

The bed of gypsum that is excavated is covered
b}' some 40ft. of earth consisting of calcareous

deposits, and marl aiul clay. It is excavated, for

the most part, by subterranean galleries, but it is

sometimes found more economical to work from the

surface, in spite of the great thickness of superin-

cumbent earth, because there are numerous situa-

tions where the excavated material employed to fill

elsewhere can be made a source of revenue, while the
limestone can be sold to make lime, and the clav to

make earthenware, or bricks.

It is thus that the quarry of Eprisette, worked at

first in galleries by M. Morel, is changed at tlie

present time into open excavation.

The gypsum is extracted by blasting. Holes are

pierced in the rock, which, for the most part, is

sufficiently soft for a workman to drive in less than
an liour a hole from 4ft. din. to 6ft. deep and 2ft. in

diameter, .\ftcr a bl.nt, the rock is struck with
crowbars, which diviiles it into blocks from 30 to 40
metres cube, advantage being taken of the numerous
faults in the material, which the workmen learn to

recogni.se at a glance, and which they call " mail-
lances." A heavy blow, or the introduction of a

pick, at the right spot, divides easily the largest

blocks into convenient fragments.

These fr.agments are loaded upon trolleys, which
follow the face of the gallery or cutting on tramways,
and which lead up to the eight furn.aces com|)osing
the factory. These kilns, or furnaces, are of the
simplest form. They consist of an end wall 15ft.

long, and of two side walls of the same length.

The three walls are also l.'jft. high, and the ,square

hearth that they surround, carries jierpendicularly

to the end wall, five gratings, through which passes
the air necessary for combustion. On the ground,
the largest blocks of gypsum arc arranged in such
a manner as to construct above these gratings arches
sufficiently high to receive the fuel for burning the

material. The spaces intervening are filled up with
other fragments of rock, more of which is added
from above, so that the height of the mass is raised.
When the greatest height conveniently attainable by
hand is reached, the charging of tlie kiln is con-
tinued from trolleys brought upon iTiclined planes
which are .also supjilied with rails. This is carried
on until the height of the charge is etpud to that of

the walls of the kiln. All the interstices are then
carefully packed with small fragments of the stone,

and the front of the furnace, which is raised by a
low wall, receives a movable cover of [date iron in-

tended to prevent the loss of heat by radiation; and
to retain such morsels of stone as become detached
during the operation of baking ; the joints in the
front of the kiln are luted.

Everythuig being then prepared, fagots are placed
within the arches and hghted, and when the embers
are in full glow and the arches half empty, they are

charged with briquettes of artificial fuel, and the fire

is so managed by regulating the access of air, that
thebaldug of the mass is effected equally throughout
without any extremes of excessive or imperfect
biu-ning. The operation is complete in 24 hours.

The employment of briquettes is one of the im-
provements introduced by M. Morel into his esta-

blishment. The baking was generally done with
wood, and the substitution of co.al has effected a
saving of two-thirds of the total quantity produced.
There is a comparatively small loss of heat in this

apparatus, so simple and apparently so primitive.

In calculating the calorific power of the quantity of

fuel consumed, and the amount of heat necessary to

evaporate all the water contained in the gypsum, it

is found that he utilises one-half of the avaUable
heat, which is certainly a satisfactory result, con-
sidering all the various losses inseparable from an
identical enterprise.

After the calcination is complete, the furnace is

allowed to cool, and the burnt gypsum is again
loaded into wagons and carried off on the tramway
to the grinding mills. This part of the manufacture
consists of two parts. There are the mill-stones in

cast iron or stone, banded with rings of iron and
turning in a circular trough with a grated bottom.
The calcined stone is fed into the mill, and those
pjirts which are ground ilown extremel}' tine pass
through its gratings. The rest is removed by a
suitable mechanical apphance for grinding.

One of the mills carries a most ingenious arrange-
ment ffir screening the fine powder. Below the

grate there is a strainer in the form of a truncated

ciine. Of the powder which falls upon this strainer

through the base of the annular grate, part passes

through the meshes and escapes through the lower

p.art of the apparatus ; the rest slides on the conical

strainer, falling on a table at the bottom, and is

constantly lifted by a chain and replaced on the
table of the mill. After the powder is sufficiently

ground it is conveyed below into a storehouse where
it is placed in bags. The mills are driven by a 12-

horoe steam engine.

The whole of this establishment is ably arranged
and managed, from the quarries to the plaster depot,

and the working out of all the practical details does

honour to the able proprietor who created them, and
who still works daily to improve them.

THE OKNAMENTAL KOCKS OF DEVON
AND CORNWALL.'

MR. DAVID PAGE, in one ot his most popular

geological works, remarks of the primary

systems that the vast bulk of their strata " is little

fitted for architecture; but their limestones, marbles,

and serpentines are often of great beauty, and much
sought after for ornamental purposes, while their

fine grained cleavable clay slates afford abundant

material for roofing and tither multifarious apph-

ances." These words almost exactly describe, from

an economical point of view, the lithological charac-

teristics of the two counties of Devon and Cornwall.

First we have to deal with the ornament.tl rocks.

In respect to these no district in England is .so rich;

and it may be added, even at the present day, so

undevelo])ed, Devon supplies an almost infinite

variety of marbles ; Cornwall an equally varied store

of granites and porph}Ties, and a roi k that sur-

passes all others in beauty—the serpentine,

Devonshire abounds in beds of limestone, most

of which arc sufficiently hard to receive a good

polish and are in effect marbles. We find them

among the carboniferous strata of the north of the

countv ; and they form one of the most important

constituents of the Devonian system in the south.

It is with the latter that we have chiefly to do,

although the former furnish black and gray marbles

• By K, N. Worth, in the Wettern Chronicle of Science.
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of fair quality. The limestones of Plymouth, Tor-

qu.ay and Ipplepen are unequalled in the kingdom

for their varied cliaraeter and their beauty.

It seems to have been barel}' a century since that

general attention was directed to the value of these

rocks for purely ornamental purposes. They had

long been quarried for lime, and for building; but

the fact that throughout the mediaaval churches of

Devon wherever polished marble enrichments were

introduced, Purbecic stone was almost univer-

sally employed, indicates clearly enough that

the builders were unaware that they had in the

coralline limestones of PljTuoutli and Torquay a

substance far more beautiful than the shelly marbles

*ti Dorset.

One of the first to call public attention to the value

of the Western m,irbles was the Rev. Mr. Gilpin, who
ninety years ago declared, in his " Observations on

the Western Parts of England," that he thought the

Plymouth m.arblcs more beautiful than .any foreign

marbles. Not long afterwards, Polwhele, in his

*' History of Devon,'' directed special attention to the

marble of S. Mary Church (Torquay) as of " superior

beauty to any other in Devonshire, being for the

most part either of a dove-coloured ground with

reddish, purple, and yellow veins, or of a black

ground mottled with purplish globules." Within the

past lifty years the fame of the Devonshire marbles

has spread far and near ; and they are now in general

request. Some have even been shipped for decora-

tive purposes to Italy.

The principal localities at which they are now
worked, are Petit Tor, Torqn.ay ; Plymouth, and
Ipplepen. The marbles of Torquay and Plymouth
closely resemble each other. The prevailing hue is

gray, with veins of red, black, white and brown
;

but of some the bases are red and yellow, whilst

others are rendered exceedingly handsome by the

markings of the fossil corals of which they are

almost wholly composed. These are the madrepore

marbles. At Cattedown, near PljTuouth, black

marble is extensively worked ; and at Kitley, a few

miles distant, green and rose-colour varieties exist.

The Ipplepen marble has a roseate-dove-colour

ground with reddish veins.

The employment of the granitic and porphyritic

rocks of Cornwall, ornamentally, is of very recent

date. Indeed we may say now, as Sir H. De la

Beche said thirty years ago, " that they have
hitherto been much neglected." Their variety is almost

infinite. There are first the ordinary gray or bluish

gray even-grained granites of the Cheesewring, Par, or

Penryn, and the porphyritic granite of Lamorna
Cove, with its large crystals of felspiir ; e.ach and
all of which when polished look exceedingly well.

It is, however, to the less widely disseminated
porphyries and elvans that we must chiefly look.

Among these are to be found every v.ariety of com-
bination and tint which the admixture of black,

brown, white, red, gray, and purple, in crystals,

grains, and specks can produce. Nowhere are the

capabilities of these rocks for decorative purposes
better seen than at Place House, Fowey. The
Treffry estate is rich in granites and elvans ; and
the late Mr. Austen Treffry drew largely from their

resources for his additions to and decorations of

that mansion. Some .are white with black specks;
others flesh-colour mottled with white or black;

others again are a chocolate hue, with graj' spots
;

and some are red and black. Sir H. De la Beche,
who refers to a few of these in his ''Report on the

Geology of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset,"
mentions also a light-brown granite from Castle-an-
Diuas, near Penzance; a variety with purplish
felspar near Gwennap ; one with rose-coloiu*ed spar
at Cligga Point ; and a porphyry with felspar crys-
tals of a greenish hue, in a light flesh-coloured base. He
speaks likewise of a white granite found near Oke-
hampton, which resembles statuary marble. It would,
however, be impossible here to give any adequate idea
of the varied beauties of these clas.ses of rocks as repre-
sented iu the West. Their extreme hardness, though
it causes them to keep their polish, is against their

very general use ; but certainly more might be done
with them than at present, if some practical man
were to take up the question of theu- ornamental
utilisation from a business point of view.

Beautiful as .ire the marbles and the granites, thev
must v-ield place to the serpentine of the Lizard. Of
this there are two (speaking in iin ornamental sense)
distinct varieties—the green and the red. The latter

appears to be the most popular ; but the former is

incomparably the most beautiful, particularly in

those cases where the olive green base is traversed
by red veins. Yet there are some purposes—such as

chimney-pieces—for which the deep, warm tone of

the mottled red kind renders it preferable. The
principal characteristic of the Liz.ard serpentine is

the richness and ''body" of its colouring. One
seems to see beneath the surface. We have classed

the serpentine, roughly, as green and red ; but for

those who are not acquainted with this most be.au-

tiful stone, it should be added that the varieties of

tint are almost endless. Associated with the ser-

pentine is the diallage rock (small crystals of

diallage are disseminated through a good deal of

the serpentine) or Crousa Down stone, the principal

tints of which are purple and green.

Among matters of minor importance ma}' be
mentioned the steatite veins in the serpentine, some
of which are large enough to be used for orna-
mental work ; the flints and chalcedonies associated

with the chalk and greeusand in the east of Devon
;

and a variety of red jasper occurring in large

blocks on the north of Brent Tor, Tavistock.

Spar, of which the varieties in Cornwall and Devon
are almost endless, and some of which are as good
as the famous Derbyshire spar, has never been taken
in hand, and its capabilities are quite undeveloped,

yet it might be used with great advantage and
effect in the more dehcate kinds of interior decora-

tive work. Rock cr^'stals have occasionally been
employed for these purposes, but (in former day.i)

more frequently for jewellery, under the name of

Cornish diamonds.

EXCURSION OF THE WORCESTER ARCHI-
TECTURAL SOCIETY.

A PARTY of the members and friends of this

society enjoyed their annual excursion on
Weduesd.ay, the 5th inst. We are indebted to the

Worcester Herald for the following account of it.

After taking train to Evesham, the party numbering
forty, bowled away to Child's Wickham which pos-

sesses an interesting Norman church, but which was
neglected until fears were entertained that its roof

would come down and the walls give way ; thanks
however to the energy of the vicar. Rev. J. Hartley,

the work of restoration was commenced and is, now
nearly completed. The nave h.as been almost re-

built and new roofed, new seated and floored, new
entrance doors, and tower repaired. It is, however,
to be regretted that owing to the non-employment
of a competent ecclesiastical architect, there has not

been a better conservation of the old Norman work
of the nave, and that the renovation, in the Per-
pendicular style, is poor and monotonous. The
chancel, too, which requires loving and careful

handling, has been untouched ; this part of the

work devolves upon the lay impropriator—Sir

Thomas PhiUipps. It is a church of good preten-

sions, and has a fine tower and spire. Some old

stained glass was shown, as also a photograph of a
mural painting discovered during the restoration.

The latter illustrates the legend of the gigantic S.

Christopher carrying the infant Jesus across the

river. The village of Child's Wickh<im is peculiar

and curious, with its houses some of stone and
others timber-framed, g.abled, or turreted. Some
houses are thatched and have actually wooden
chimneys ! The base and shaft of the old vilKage

cross was covered with "native infantrj^" staring

wildly, wondering prodigiously, awe-stricken even
to self-denial of the undevoured bread and butter

which was in most of their tiny hands.

Of all the places visited on the above day, the

next—Buckland—was by far the most attractive.

It is situate in a most romantic spot of undulating

ground, with woods and charming glens ; and the

village, the ancient houses therein, the church and
its contents, are gems. The rector. Rev. W. Phil-

lipps, courteously received the visitors, and showed
them whatsoever was deserving of notice. The
rectory is between three and four centuries old, in

the hall of which is a lofty hammer-beam timber

roof ; and one of the windows contains old stained

glass, with shields, the words "In nomine Jesu"
frequently repeated in scrolls, a number of birds, and
the rebus of Grafton, the then rector, namely, a
graft above a tun (Graft-tun), and one of the

shields carries the arms of Gloucester Abbey. There
iire ver\^ thick oak lower shutters to these windows,
and in this case the upper chamber abuts upon the

hall instead of the minstrel's gallery. The rector

also showed .an embroidered altar-cloth, made out of

an old cope or copes of the fifteenth century, also a
mazer or drinking bowl, of maple, painted, having a
silver rim on which is the following inscription:—
" Magister Wingfield, rector de Buckland, huic

poculo addidit aliqind ornatus. Willielmus Longmore
me fecit, An. Dom. 1607." In the bottom
of the bowl, interior, is set a figiu-e in a kind
of medallion, supposed to represent S. Margaret,
standing on a dragon. In the village is another

remarkable old house, of the fourteenth or fifteenth

century, said to have been a manor-bouse of the

abbots of Gloucester. But the church is the great

feature of the place. It is chiefly of the thirteenth

century, ami has a chancel, nave, and aisles divided

from it on each side by three pointed arches, a rich
open roof, a square tower of ooUtic stone, from the
angle of which issue very demonstrative gargoyles,
like evil spirits driven out of the sanctuary. Here
are a sanctus-bell cot, a holy-water-stoup, fifteenth
century seats, stairs to rood-loft, and encaustic tiles

of special interest, but which we have not space to
describe here. The curious timbers of the roof
exhibit a remarkably good example of the tie-beam,
and bear in their richly-pierced spandrils the white
rose of Edw.ard IV. painted, and there are Eliza-
bethan canopies over great fiimily seats against the
south wall of the nave aisle. This is a very rare
feature indicating an occupation intermediate between
a chantry and a high inclosed family pew. Of the
latter there are some specimens here more than Gft.

high, one of them having a s]iring lock on the door

!

Against the wall of the north aisle of the nave is an
old bench with wainscoted back on which is this
inscription: " Thomas Izard and Jas. Sawthorn of
thayr own charg have geven this wainscoat and
benchin to church in the yerc of our Lord, 1615."
The east window is of Elizabethan date, the tliree

upper lights having stained glass representing
baptism, matrimony, and extreme unction.

With great reluctance the visitors got away from
this place (which ought to find a local historian), and
drove to Broadway, dining at the Lygon Arms there
at two o'clock.

The village of Broadway is of itself a sufficient

attractiou for an antiquarj-, with its broad and
handsome street, fine mansion-like stone buildings,
mullioned windows, gables, picturesque chimneys,
and other indications of former importance ; and the
Lygon Arms has the date 16'20 carved on its stone
doorway. Rev. C. S. Caftin chaperoned the party,
who, after visiting the commodious new school,
peeped into some labourers' cottages which once
combined to form a manor-house of the abbots of
Pershore. The roof of the hall, the windows and
timber roof of the supposed chapel, yet remain.
Next we went to the new church, a building
erected in 1839-40 by the late Mr! Eginton, of
Worcester, on the site of an old chapel ; it is in the
Early English style, and very good for the period in
which it was built. Thence to the old church (S.
Eadburgh's) at some distance from the village.

This building was for many years iu a ruinous con-
dition and unused, having been gradually deserted
by the parishioners after the making of the new
road to London, which took away the bulk of the
population from the immediate neighbourhood of
the old church. It is now in good repair, but is only
used as a mortuary chapel. It is a cruciform
building, with a central tower ; has Norman pillars

in the nave, but the rest of the work is chiefly tran-
sitional from Decorated to Perpendicular

;
i)ortions

of the rood-srreen and door remain, and there is a
mur;vl brass to Anthony Dalton, 1572, also the arms
of Charles I. (1641) are preserved, which is some-
what unusu.al, owing to the general removal of the
royal arms during the Commonwealth. The altar

tjible is of wood, and the font is circular and entirely

plain. An old wooden pulpit, semicircular, and
apparently of the date of the fifteenth century, has
on its rim the inscription, "Where the Word of God
is not preached the people perish," Prov. xxix. This
may have been put on at a later period. The
old gravestones and inscriptions in the churchyard
are highly suggestive, some of them reminding us of

honest old Puller's observation :
" On some monu-

ments the red veins of the marble seem to blush at

the falsehoods written on it. He was a witty man
that first taught a stone to speak, but he was a
wicked man that taught it first to lie." One little

stone has the unusually early date of 1516.

The party nextwent to WiUersey, where the church

is being restored, and is now resplendent with en-

caustic tiles, handsome reredos. sculpture, aud deco-

ration. It is a cruciform church, with tower at in-

tersection, and groined roof beneath. A galler)',

belfry, and altar-piece, have been removed, and the

change from what we knew it to be a qu.arter of a
century ago is .so great that we could by no means
recognise the building. The new seating is admirable,

enriched with carving and judicious colouring; .and

—^^vhat is still better—there is no difference between

the treatment of the seats for rich or poor. Rev.

W. B. Gale, the rector, showed us the communion
plate, date 168*2, and a fine linen cloth, made by
hand in 1664, and now in excellent condition.

Saiulbury was the last ])lacc visited, and here the

Rev. W. Barrett kindly received the party. This

cinirch is ;dso cruciform, aiul among its notabilia arc

a Norman doorway ; a brass, dated 1574; the re-

mains of steps leading to the rood-loft ; a double

piscina, with one basin gone, and stone shelf
;
gradu-

ated sedilia, without canopies ; and a prottv peal of

bells.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XXXVIII.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(_Continued from page '2G.)

Plate 38.

—

Constructiox ok a A\'reatii in the
Solid starting froji the Level Floor.

TO produce, on a pure principle of construction,

a wreath without a joint, is a problem in

practical yeonietrj- the most beautiful that has been

applied to t!ie science of IlAxn-RAiLixc: ; and is a

subject of such value and importance as to induce

me to show it in a still different position to that

given in preceding; plate.

There is no limit to the size of the cylinder ; the

only point to be fixed being the location of the

riser .-starting, and even this is determined with
great nicety.

Here the additional thicknes.s of plank is on the

upper surface, and the slab cut off of tlie lower.

Fig. 1 shows the ground plan, the centre line of

rail being given, and lialf it.s width set off on eacl-

side. Let tlie tangents .S K and (J K equal diameter

from centre to centre of rail. Extend G K both
ways, cut ting at 4.

We must now find tlic jiosition of riser starting.

Also height of \vreath by making the elevations of

a square step and the floor .as .shown at Fig. 2.

Let underside of rail rest on corners of step.

Have the underside of level rail above floor to .^uit

long baluster "J • 2 on sqviare step. .Set off lialf

thickness of botli rack and level ; which intersect

at D. Let I) C etjual A 4 on plan. Next, draw a

line through (.'. cutting the rake at H. Then set off

from C the diameter, as shown by dotted line on the

right, cutting at E. Next, sipiare over E F, which
gives F II for height, and A 1! for position of ri.ser.

Transfer this to plan, and draw riser B. Then set

off a step and draw face of riser starting.

This series of articles is a reproduction of Robert
BiDDBLL's work on the subject, publisbod in Philadelphia,
and by Triibner and Co., London.

Next, make the seat square with ordinate G K.

Let K J, the height, equal that of II F. .loin J L.

Square over the lines. Let L equal L and centre

of joint. Join J extended. This line, to be

correct, must equal E II, Fig. 2. Let J N equal

K 4. Then draw from N, cutting at E. and paral-

lel with .1 0. Join O E. The line N E, to be

correct, must equal D H on the elevation. Again,

E must equal E C.

These lines being proved correct, proceed and

draw the major axis, as shown.

Now find points, and strike the curves. Let V V
on the mould be parallel with J L. Have the stuff

cut square througli. Joint the edges V V square

with surface of plank. This done, square over

V V across the edge. But, before proceeding any
farther, notice square section at Fig. 1, where it is

seen that the additioniil thickness of stuff required

for this wreath is on the upper surface. The line

O O lieing parallel with E C. Then we have 3 3,

wliicli transfer to square line on edge of stuff V V,

measuring from lower surface.

This gives piunts to appl}' bevel V.

Tlie lines which it makes on the edge direct the

application of moidd to both sides of stuff.

Tlie slabs being cut off, and tlie wreath having

its cylinder form, you arc ready to make the joint

thnmgh E, and that on shank. But, if preferred,

the joint on shank may be made at once in the

usual way, as bevel T produces the same result on

shank as that of V.

Tliis may seem strange when the angles are so en-

tirely different. It is owing to tiie manner in which

the lievels are applied. Tlie stock of V stands

jiarallel with pitcli .1 L, whilst that of T stands

square with line \.

Fig. 4 shows the wreatli worked to its cylimler

form. The slab 1* U is cut off the lower side and

square with the jt>int.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS AND MANAGE-
MENT BILL.

AT a meeting of timber-merchants, saw-mill

owners, cabinet-makers, wheeh\Tights, piano-

forte-makers, packing-case makers, coopers, and
others, held at Messrs. Wornum's Concert Hall,

Store-street, on Tuesday, the ISth of July, 1871

which was presided over by ilr. Howard— it was
resolved unanimously—"That, in the opinion of this

meeting, the passing of the bill now before the

House of Commou.s, entitled ' The Metropolitan

Buildings and Management Bill,' would most in-

juriously affect the interests of timber merchants,

saw-mill owners, cabinet-makers, wheelwrights,

pianoforte-makers, packing-case makers, coopers,

and others, who are engaged or interested in the

wood trade, or are owners and occupiers of large and
spacious buildings. 2. That the passing of the

bill would entail the necessity of such alterations in

the buildings, yards, and premises of persons en-

gaged in the above-mentioned trades and manu-
factures, and in the conducting thereof, as would
seriously cripple and interfere with the same, and

result in many cases in tlic complete suspension of

such trades and manufactures, and the diversion of

them from the metropolis, and probably into foreign

channels. 3. Tliat if the said bill should pass, the

above-mentioned trades and manufactures would be

so affected as to throw many thousand artisans out of

employ. 4. That, a petition be presented to Parlia-

ment against the bill, and that Alderman Lawrence,

M.P.. be requested to present it, and oppose the bill.

5. That the thanks of this meeting be given to

Messrs. Wornum for the use of their room, and to

Messrs. TroUope for the use of their office for the

meetings of the committee."

ARCH^OLOGICAX.
Border Tujiuli.—Mr. John S. Phene writes

concerning his recent explorations on the Marquis of

Lothian's estates as follows:—I believe the fol-

lowing very satisfactory result of some investiga-

tions I am making at Mount Teviot, and on the

Marquis of Lothian's Border estates generally, will

interest manj- who will shortly be travelling north-

wards to attend the meeting of the British Associa-

tion at Edinburgh. His lordship's head forester and

a staff of assistants being authorised to carry out

my suggestions, I made a careful survey of the

estates around Mount Teviot, and finally selected

those of Timpendeau for my exploration on this

occasion. The result has proved even more fruitful

than my former examination of his lordship's more

distant property. On Timpendeau " Muir," and in

the surrounding woods, are several oval British

camps, while in one of Rom.an construction has been

built the Border tower of Timpendeau. On the

"muir," are several small tumuli, and it is also

crossed by a Roman road—a tributary to " Watling-

street." Several of these tumuli were opened without

result, one only exhibiting remarkable features.

Composed of large boulders and earth to a depth of

18in., on being cut through it showed a uniform

layer of thick unctuous earth mixed with charred

wood; beneath this is a very reguUar stratum of clean

white sandy soil, with a few quartz jiebbles,

and a chipped quartz like an arrow point ; beneath

this a stratum of about nine inches of foreign soil,

and then the original level of the surrounding land.

Finding these results ratlier Ijarren, I abandoned the

tumuli .and re-surveyed tlic "muir" for other indica-

tions. A few stones cropped out in an apparent

circle ; others were found hidden by vegetation,

which, when exposed, gave a slightly oval form. I

ordered a cutting to be made across this, and on re-

moving the turf the space w.as found to be regularly

paved witli moderately-sized boulder stones, in a

single layer ; beneath these the nuaiden soil was un-

disturbed. But on a close examination discolora-

tion was found at uniform distances within the outer

circle or oval of stones, and at spots where the pave-

ment was deficient ; at a few inches' depth charred

wooil was found, which descended vertically and

terminated in each case in black decayed ^vood, al-

most rciluced to the consistency of eartli where the

wood Avas charred ; it had preserved its texture so

conijiletely that the grain of oak was distinctly

visible, in excavating at one of these spots, a

small circular stone amulet, carefully bored through

the centre, w.as obtained, and adjoining the one

nearest to the Roman road a fine urn, inverted, full

of calcined bones and vegetable charco.al, and near

it some white quartz pebbles. Tlie urn is finely

marked with British incisions, ami aliout loin,

in height. The exi.ant examples i>f this kind of

British dwelling are very raie, the nearest, if not the

only ones being those "by Loch Ettive, in .\rgyle-

shire, where the remains of the wooden slakes which

supported the conical thatched roofs mentioned by
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Strabo were also capable of identification. It appears

to me that the dwelling, having been burnt, the

charred stumps of the wooden supports remained in

tlie ground, and the burying of the urn of the slain

tliief was probably beneath the spot where he fell or

expired ou the domestic hearth, on the side nearest

the Roman road, from which quarter the attack no

doubt would have come.

PABLIAMENTAIiy NOTES.

North Metropolitan Tramways Bill.—On the

order for the tliird reading of this bill on Thursday

week, Lord Egerton of Tatton suggested tliat the

consideration of the bill should be postponed for a

few days. The whole question of metropolitan

tramways was under discussion in another place, and

he thought it would be wiser to postpone this bill

until the subject had been considered as to whether

bills of this nature should be proceeded with, and, if

80, under what conditions.—Lord Eedesdale also

thought it would be better to postpone the bill, and

the tliird reading was, therefore, postponed.

Inhabited HouseDuty.—In reply to Mr. Mun-
della, tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer said he did

not propose to relieve banlters, merchants, traders,

and professional men wlio left their business pre-

mises in the care of a watchman and his family from

the charge of inhabited house duty. The duty was
levied on persons well able to pay, and, as he wanted
the money, it was easier to collect in this shape than

it might be in another.

The Thames Embankment.—Mr. Watkin Wil-
liams asked the First Commissioner of Works who
was responsible for the paving of the Thames
Embankment roadway adjoining S. Thomas's Hos-
pital with granite blocks ; whether such paving, by
increasing the noise of the trafHc, was not calculated

to affect injuriously the patients in the hospital

;

and whether he proposed to take any steps to prevent

such injury to the hospital.—Mr. Ayrton said the

pavement of the roadway near S. Thomas's Hospital

bad been laid down by the Metropolitan Board of

Works at the request of the local authority of Lam-
beth, after consultation with the architect of the

hospital, who made no objection, and by the local

authority alone it could be altered.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE,
Trade Unions in Massachusetts.—Tho Su-

preme Court of Boston, U.S., has given a decision in

the case of John Carew v. Alexander Rutherford and
others, a suit to recover back money paid the defen-
dants, who are members of the Joumejanen Free-
stone Cutters' Association of Boston and vicinity.

It appeared that the plaintiff, who is a freestone

cutter, of South Boston, and not a meml^er of the
Association, had made contracts to furnish cut free-

stone for various buildings, among others the Roman
Catholic Cathedral. By a vote of the Association,

a penalty of 500 dols. was imposed upon the plaintiff

because he had sent some of his freestone to New
York to be cut, contrary to the miles of the Asso-
ciation. The plaintiff refused to pay this sum, but
subsequently paid it, it being otherwise impossible

for him to perform his contract. He now sued to

recover this sum back and damages for injury sus-
tained by him by reason of the acts of the defen-

dants. At the trial in the Supreme Court, the judge
ruled tiiat the plaintiff could ncit maintain the action,

and judgment was entered for the defendants. The
jjlaiutiff alleged exceptions, which have been sus-
tained by tho Supreme Court. The rescript is as
follows :

—" A conspiracy against a mechanic who is

under the necessity of employing workmen in order
to carry on his business, to obtain a sum of money
from him which he is under no legal liability to pay,
by inducing his workmen to leave him, and by de-
tening others from entering into his emploj-ment by
tlu'eats or otherwise, so that he is induced to pay
the money demanded under a reasonable apprehen-
sion that he cannot cairy ou his business without
yielding to the illegal demand, is an illegal con-
spiracy, and the acts done imder it are illegal, and
the money thus obtained may be recovered back

;

and if the parties succeed in injuring his business,
they are liable to pay all tlie damage they have
done him."

Testimoni.u. to ax AncH.EOLOGiST.—We under-

stand that a movement is on foot—more particularly

within the town of Rugby—to present Mr. Matthew
Holbeaeh Bloxam with a testimonial, on his retire-

ment from the office of Magistrates' Clerk, which he

has held for many years in the Rugby division.

Amongst living archa>ologists Mr. Bloxam holds a

deservedly high place. He has devoted a large

portion of the leisure of his busy life towards the

elucidation of his county's history. His works on

architecture are well known ; indeed, they have run

through editions almost numberless. They have

been translated into foreign languages, and form,

with Rickman's celebrated work, the best books of

ancient Gothic architecture.

§mMitg Inttlligenxe.

CHURCHES AND CHArELS.

Exeter.—The parish church of S. Martin is now
undergoing restoration, as regards its interior decora-

tion, at the hands of Mr. Samuel Hutchison, of

Broadgate. The work was commenced on Tuesday
week, and almost the first attempt of the restorer

brought to light subjects of interest. The portion

of the fabric first dealt with was the chancel arch,

a fine specimen of twelfth century work. On removing
the plaster from the face of tlie north side, a niche

about four feet high, by eighteen inches wide, was
discovered, filled up with rubble. This was probably
the repository of the patron saint of the church.

On removing the plastering from around the niche,

several sections of carved freestone, highly-coloured,

were found, which no doubt formed part of the

canopy and [base of the niche. On the south side

of the arch portions of texts in old English black

lettering ou a stone ground, fini.shing at the base

with a redcross diaper on a buff ground, were dis-

covered, but unfortunately much defaced. Some of

the words are distinct, and, as the work proceeds, it

is possible that something may be found to aid in

their deciphering.

Gainsboro'.—Gainsboro' Trinity Church, after

being closed for alterations, was reopened on the

6th inst. The chief alterations are a new oak
screen and pulpit, and the lengthening of the

chancel four or five feet into the nave, to give more
room for the choir. The work of both screen and
pulpit is of the character of that which prevailed in

this country in the early part and middle of the

thirteenth century. The designs were prepared by
J. L. Pearson, Esq., London; the pulpit was
executed by Mr. Robinson, of London ; and the

screen by Mr. Cant, of Gainsboro'.

Incorpor.\ted Society' for Promoting the
Enlargement, Building, and Repairing of
Churches and Chapels.—This society held its

last meeting for the present session (to be resumed
in November) on Monday, at the society's house, 7,

Whitehall, S.W. ; tlie Earl of Roniney in the chair.

Grants of mone}' were made in aid of the following

objects, viz. :—Building new churches at South
Acton, All Saints, Middlesex ; Birmingham, S.

Saviour, in the parish of S. Matthias; Lintz Green

in the parish of Tanfield, Durham ; Homerton, S.

Luke, and Kilburn, S. Augustine, Middlesex ; Lower
Moor, in the parish of S. James, Oldham ; Middles-

brough, S. Peter, in the parish of S. John ; Plum-
stead, AH Saints, Kent; and Silksworth, S. Matthew,

near Sunderland ; rebuilding the churches at Hull-

avington, near Chippenham ; Chawton, near Alton,

Hants ; and Gwernafiekl, near Mold, Flint. En-
liirging, or otherwise increasing the accommodation in

the churches at Dresden, near Stoke-on-Trent

;

Eynsford, near Dartford, Kent ; Hardwicke, near

Aylesbury ; Henllis, near Newport, Monmouth

;

King's Pyon, near Weobly, Hereford ; Midhavant,

near Chichester ; Norton, near Faversham ; Nun
Monktun, near York ; Radford, near Coventry'

;

Reading, S. Giles; Stolce Fleming, near Dartmouth,

Devon ; Uxbridge, Middlesex ; and West Bridge-

ford, near Nottingham. Under urgent circum-

stances, the grants formerly made towards reseating

and restoring the churches at Llanstephen, near

Llyswen, Radnor ; Watford, Herts ; and South

Shields, S. Hilda, were each increased. Grants were

also made from the School Church, and Mission-

house Fund, towards building school or mission

churches at Cross Inn, in the parish of Llanllwchairn,

Cardigan ; Hedworth in the p.arish of Jarrow, Dur-

ham ; and Leigh, near Manchester.

Llany'CHAER Church.—The ancient church of

this parish has fallen into such a state of decay

as to make it impossible for the most enthusiastic

.architect to retain it at all in its present state : it is

therefore proposed to take it down entirely, and to

erect a new building, following the same plan, with

the addition only of a vestry. The character of the

church will be as much as possible after the type of

the South Wales churches of the immediate neigh-

bourhood. The bell gable, for instance, is similar

to that of the adjoining parish of Castlebigh. The
walls will be built of gTeat thickness of the moun-
tain limestone, the dressings are to be of Forest of

Dean stone, in preference to Bath, which has failed

in one or two modern churches of the neighl}ourliood.

The roofs will be of Baltic fir, formed after tlie fashion

of the old roofs of the fourteenth century, in large

scantlings. The windows are to be glazed with

two tints of cathedral glass. It may be perhaps

supertluons to add that in taking down the present

building the greatest possible care will be taken of

any ancient fragment of old work. Mt. Edwin

Dolbj-, of Abingdon, has been entrusted with the
work as architect.

LuDDENDEN FooT.—Last week the Venerable
Archdeacon Musgrave, D.D., laid the corner-stone
of a new church at the village of Luddenden Foot,
near Halifax. The new building is to be from
designs by Messrs. Parr and Strong, of London.
It will be in the Early Decorated style, having a
tower and spire rising to a height of 117 feet, and
will afford accommodation for over 500 worshippers.

Stepney'.—A church, with a lofty tower cupola
in front, was consecrated on Tuesday by the Bishop
of London. It is situated in the ancient hamlet
of Ratdiff, part of the old parish of Stepney, on the
north side of the Commercial-road, and nearly
opposite the Stepney station on the Great Eas-
tern Railway. The cost is upwards of £5,000.
Messrs. Dove Bros., builders, and Messrs. Newman
& Billing, the architects. The church is dedicated
to S. Matthew.

WniTEHiLL.—On Monday week the foundation
stone of a new Wesleyan chapel was laid at \^^lite-

hill, Staffordshire. The building, which is to be
erected from the design of Mr. George B. Ford,
architect, Burslem, by Mr. James Wood, of Willas-
ton, will be a neat structure, faced with red bricks,

relieved by bands and voussoirs of blue bricks. Its

dimensions, externally, will be 32ft. Sin. Ijy 29ft.

Sin. and it will provide accomodation for about 120
persons. The cost will be £350.

BUILDINGS.

HowDEN. — The foundation-stone of the New
Market Hall at Howden was laid on Monday after-

noon. The new building is to be constructed of

brick, with stone facings, in the Tudor style of

architecture. The front to the market-place will

present a lofty embattled gable, with two-light

windows, which will light the large public room
erected over the market. Between the windows, in

a canopied niche, is to be a figure of Roger de
Hoveden, the early English historian, who was a
native of Howden. Below, two well-proportioned

arches open into the Market Hall, and at the side

are a turret and two well-arranged sale shops.

The IMarket Hall is to be spacious and commodious,
and the public room will be approached by a wide
and strong staircase. It will be well lighted, with

an open timbered roof, and will have a stage or

platform at one end with convenient retiring and
committee-rooms. The architects who have fur-

nished the plans are Messrs. M. E. Hadfield & Sons,

of Sheffield, and the works are being carried out by
Messrs. Sinclair & Sons, builders, Howden.

The New Hospital at West Brojiwich.—This

building is now completed. The Iiuildings are

arranged in three groups. The out-patient depart-

ment is in the centre, and the administrative imme-
diately behind it ; and the general offices, kitchens,

larders, and scullery are placed at the rear of tliis

block, being separated from the main building by a

corridor. The whole of the buildings are built of

brick, with stone heads and sills to the windows.

Every portion has been kept studiously plain, and
the only part that makes any pretence to ornamental

treatment is the entrance doorvva}'. The buildings

have been erected by Messrs. Trow, of M^ednesbury,

from the designs and under the superintendence of

Messrs. Jlartin & Chiimberlain, Birmingham. The

cost is between £5,000 and £0,000.

Worksop.—Mr. George Mayor is about to erect

a large and commodious building in Bridge-street,

to be used as an auction-room, with space for a

working-man's club, gymnasium, subscription bil-

liard-room, &c., involving an outlaj' of £3,000.

Civil. AND Mechanical Engineers' Society.—
The annual meeting of the members of this society

was held on Friday last at their room, 4, West-

minster-chambers, when tae report o the council

was considered. It congratulated the members on

the satisfactory condition of the society and the

merits of the papers read during the session. Votes

of thanks were then passed to the outgoing Presi-

dent, Mr. James B. W.alton, A.I.C.E. ; the Trea-

surer, Mr. Arthur C. Pain ; and the Secretary, Mr.

Charles H. Rew. The following were then elected

office-bearers for the ensuing year:—President,

Mr. Arthur C. Pain, A.I.C.E. ; Vice-Presidents,

iMessrs. G. J. Crosbie Dawson, A.I.C.E., and Charles

W. Whitaker ; Members of the Council : Blessrs.

R. M. Bancroft, F. E. Cooper, Wni. Meakiii, F. Lee,

A. Tvrrell, A. Walniislcy, ind G. \V. Wilcocks;

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Charles II. Kcw ;
Hon. Secre-

tary, jMr. II. E. Hunt. Jlr. J. Wagstaff BlundeU

wai re-elected Hon. .\ccountant. The meeting was

adjourned until the opening of the next session on

the first Friday in December.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress ip the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordlnnry
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOB,
31. TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN". W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
ofhce not later than 5 p-oa. on Thursday.

Thb '^Building Nbwr Sketch Book" has been sent to all

the contributors to it whose addresses we have. The
other contributors who have not received it will please

communicate with the offlce.

Eeceived.—R. p. S., T. G., C. B. A.. J. C. J.. J. P. S.,

E. W. a. C. L. K, G. & Co., T. H.. J. & W.. J. C, C, E. D.

S. S.—One shilling. Your reply nest week.

S. F. Pills.—Photo to hand.

S. Dolby.—Photo and plan received.

JAS. Hicks.—The drawing to hand.

Anis,—Your query as to the name and address of a
brick manufacturer involves a gratuitous advertLsc-

ment.

J. E. K. CuTTS.—Photo and sketches to hand.

Comspubciice.

THE AMERICAN OVO ORDER OF ARCHI-
TECTURE.

To the Editor of the Buili>ing News.

Sm,—Ever^^vhere .imont? architects, of no matter

what country they are situated in, there is a cry for

a new style of architecture. The era of copyism is

over. Not, alas, from any worthy motive, but

simply because there are no other good styles to

copy. The unproductiveness of the recent Gotliic

revival, and the immense waste of mind and money
caused in furthering a style which ever^'body now
agrees is unsuited for the time, and unworthy of

our knowledge, has, however, resulted in making
architects fully aUve to the mistake which has

been committed by them for so long, and shown that

they are now making a decided effort to work out

something distinctive, which cannot be branded with

the stigma of copyism.

Meantime, while Europeans have been expending

any amount of talk on the subject, advocating the

adoption of Early English, Romanesque, Venetian,

Gothic, Moorish, or something else, as a starting

point, and yet never advancing any further, we
have here an American, with the characteristic

go-ahead confidence and self-conceit of the nation,

not advising the adoption of any style as a com-
mencement, but claiming to have invented an order

of architecture himself, superior to anything ever

invented by the Grecians, Romans, and Mediievalists.

The inventor of this wonderful order, wliich is to

spring into being by tlie efforts of one man (in

entire opposition to the opinion of everybody who
has written on the subject, declaring that one man
could not do it), is Isaac Hobbs, architect, Phila-

delphia. Hear what he says:

—

'• We have invented a new order of arcliitecture.

The American Ovo order of architecture for church

buildings and large public etlitices. It is far

superior to the most elaborate styles of the highest

type of flowered Gothic or Mediieval architecture.

We will give a design of a house in a few months
that will illustrate this order. Its characteristics

are elegance, perfect perspective adaptation, an

order of constant change and variety, of which

every little detail is fixed by the laws of perspective

and mathematics. The whole preserves a unity and
grandeur nnsu-rpassed by no other order or style

invented by the ancients."

The opinion of every reader must be that the

foregoing is a unique, specimen of Americanism;

and while perusing it, we don't know what to wonder

at most, the audacity, the ignorance, or the self-

conceit of the man.
First, he claims to have invented a new order of

architecture. This would seem to be no more than

the Frenchman did who invented a new French

order, by jdacing a crowing cock in the cajiitals of

his pillars ; but we learn further on that he means
nothing more nor less than a new style. The or<ler

is very complete, too, for the name has been given

it—the American Ovo. For what reason it has been

called so, ami its affinity to the now style, we have

yet to learn, waiting; jiatiently for an explanation in

tlie coming illustration. Wo think it is a groat

mistake, however, that something more cu|ihoiuous

was not invented, for Americans beheve greatly in

high-sounding names. They don't like streets so

well as avenues, and they have not such buildings as

masonic and music halls, only Masonic Temples and

Academies of Mmic. In a theatre also they have

not such mean places as pits and galleries, only

parquets aiv\ famihj circles.

In the next sentence we should think we were

reading a puiHng advertisement for a sewing machine

or a patent corkscrew. "" It is far superior to the most

elaborate styles of the highest type of flowered Gothic

or Mediaeval architecture." We suppose that he

means that all Mediieval architecture is flowered

Gothic, a statement which a six months' apprentice

could contradict. Of this one type also there are a

great many styles, and his Ovo order is superior to

the most elaborate! According to this statement a

style is lower than an order, while a type is higher

still, and even that is inferior to a something which

he does not state. This is entirely contrary to our

preconceived notions of the relative position of these

titles, and shows such wretched ignorance that it is

hard to believe any architect ever could have

written it.

The characteristics of the style are something

sublime, and stamp the inventor as a man of genius.
" Perfect perspective adaptation" is something which

awes the mind, and indicates a grandeur difficult to

conceive of, but it is overwhelmed by the finish

:

" Every little detail is fixed by the laws of perspec-

tive and mathematics." Who can understand such

conscientious labours, or comprehend the time and

study required to work out such an elaborate sys-

tem of art? The labours of Euclid and Archi-

medes must have been nothing to them. AVe have

heard of a half architect in Edinburgh who designs

all his buildings, and fixes their sizes by geometry

and multii)les of two andtliree, but here is a worthy
brother who distances him completely. Fancy any-

one drawing an architrave by the laws of perspec-

tive, and fixing it by those of mathematics. The
Americans are very ignorant of architecture, but

they must be very ignorant indeed if they swallow

all this. Yet it was only the other day we read in

a Halifax newspaper a description of a church,

which was stated to be designed in the '* Composite

Order of architecture, being a mixture of the

Gothic and Corinthian styles!"

The climax of absurdity and conceit is, however,

reached in the last sentence, when he says that the

American Ovo "is unsurpassed by no other order or

style invented by the ancients." Verily this man
ought to receive the gold medal of the R.I.B.A.,

for Sir Christopher himself never attained or aspired

to as much.
The announcement of this wonderful invention

appeared in the Jlay number of Godeifs Lady\>

Booh. We watched eagerly for the June issue of

the magazine, but found only an illustration of a

house, which was declared with the egotism and self-

laudation characteristic of the firm to be one of the

best in the Republic.

As Isaac was one of the founders of Israel, and

Thomas Hobbes the father of a new school of

philosophy, tliis coincidence would seem to augur

well for an invention patented by Isaac Hobbs
;

yet while we would advise every one interested in a

new style to look out for the coming specimen of

the Ovo, we are afraid that their hopes of anything

satisfactory will be disappointed. It may suit

people uncultivated by art like the Philadelphians,

whose picture galleries are crowded with scenes of

murder, death, and war, but we doubt whether it

it will ever even reach New York. We noticed

while in Philadelphia, also, that there seemed

to be a hankering after something new in all the

recent buildings. The pointed arch seemed to be

given up and the semi-circular adopted in its stead ;

but the details >\'ere so absurd, displacing such

lamentable i^'Morancc of the mere alphabet of the

art that we may be assured Philadelphians will never

carry off the pahn from the world in founding a

new school of architecture.

Feeling desirous of knowing more about such a

wonderful man. we scarciicd the back numbers of

Godeij, and found out enough to give U5 a curious

insight of the working of ;irchitecture in America.

In the March number is a description of an Eliza-

bethan villa, which adorns the top of the page,

where he says, '* It is suitable for a suburban resi-

dence. Built of bricks and pointed or ruble stone, it

would present a grand effect. The cost wouM be about

17,0110 dols. Good proportion is absolutely required

for this style of buiUling, and any change in the

form of our drawings would seriously detract from

its beauty. Owners ui property should never permit

these alterations without consulting the architect

who furnished the plan. Our designs arc made in

perspective, and we adjust all parts by positive

ratios. Our price is 'Ik per cent, for fidl drawings,

specificatiims, and bills of quantities." We should

have thought such a great mau, inventor of a new
stvlc, would never condescend to design in any

oUier, but he does so, and that very badly ; for,

following the absurd system which has been in vogue
in Britain so long, the American architects are
trained to design in every style that ever existed,

the consequence being that they can't design in any
one style perfectly. The system of designing he
adopts is entirely original and worthy the inventor

of a new style. "Oiu" de-signs are made in perspec-

tive." We have heard of architects who drew their

elevations first, and then made their plans to suit,

but here both elevations and plans are made to suit

a perspective We should be much inclined to say

that the statement is incorrect on the face of it, for

more tinu^ would thereby be consumed than would
suffice for half a dozen designs. Furnishing full

designs, too, for 2k per cent. ! AVhy, it is ruination

to the pritfession. and he ought to be publicly dealt

with b}' the Institute

!

In the February number he has something very
choice in egotism :

—"All our designs are beautiful

because they are well proportioned, and not merely
the style or order of architecture to which they

belong." "We guarantee to please in our designs,

which are always made full size." The latter state-

ment is, of course, to be taken metaphorically.

In the Januar}' number, however, he tells us what
he desires, and the great object he is piu-suing,

evidently with the intention of making the people

suppose him a patriot of the truest stamp :
— " Wc

are anxious for the public good to abolish the

miserable system of building and designing, both

being done by the carpenter, as their principle is to

cling to the old and discard the new, and by this

means adapt the same ornament to the cottage and
mansion, stable or church, and use the same cor-

nice for the towering spire as the low porch of the

cottager's home. This is all wrong, and it is about

time that the people of our enlightened age had
discovered and discarded it." Who could resist

tliis touching appeal to the art sympathies of the

people, or refuse to ^ve him a job if wo had it?

Yet we are afraid that the sura and substance of

his whole harangues seems to be, not a patriotic

motive, but a selfish one; not one for the good of

his country so mxich as for the good of his pocket,

and by i)andering to the vulgar American taste,

which would like to believe itself able to thrash

everything in creation, to raise a sympathy in his

ambitious efforts, and form thereby an extensive

architectural practice, which would raise him above

the necessity of such mean advertising. But if the

American people of this enlighteiel age don't see

through his trickery and pretensions, we have no
hesitation in saying that the age of enlightenment

for them has not yet arrived.—I am, &c.

Halifax, Nova Scotia. Axd. Dewar.

THE HOUSE CISTERN.

Sin,—The Globe, in its remarks as published iis

the BuiLitiXG News last week, is both right and
wrong. With regard to the evil effects of the

deposit in the cistern, that is the fault of the

householder, whose plain duty it is at reasonable

periods to have it cleaned out. AVell it would be if

this was the greatest evil, but the most mischievous

matter in the cistern is the waste pipe, communicating
as it does directh' with the sewers, and, probably, in

a vast number of c;ises, either imperfectly trapped

or not trapped at all. Considering how in our

flimsy constructions st3'led houses, the work seen and
known, is bad, we may be perfectly sure that what
is out of sight—traps, Ac.—is, if anything, worse.

In thousands of cases it is i)robable the waste pipe,

unsealed, admits the poisonous emanations from the

drains, polluting the water in the cistern and the

atmosphere of the house. There ought to be a

clause in the Building Act, if the present system of

intermittent supply is continued, making com-
pulsory the putting of a trap in every cistern, as well

as at the discharging end of the waste. This

would be easily done by bL-nfling the now straight

standing waste-pipe to form a .siphon trap. The
cistern system, however, should be swept away. And
as it is useless to hope that the water companies will

voluntarily move in the matter, all who take an

interest in sanitary improvements should combine to^

enforce upon the attention of the Legislature, until

it takes action, the necessity of pure xoater and a

co}istant siipplif.—I am, &c., M.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

Sir,—I beg to inclose a syllabus of the excursion

proposed to be made this year to Ely and the neigh-

bourhood <)f Lynn and Wisbeach, under the guitiancc

of lidmuud Sharpe, Esq., M.A. Owing to the

great success which attended a similar excursion ta

Lincoln last year it will be quite unnecessary for me
to say anything to recomuieiul this to the notice of

your readers; but all applications for tickets must
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be made at once, in order that suitable accommoda-

dation may be provided for the party.— I am, &c.,

John S. Quilter.

ELY EXCURSION. 1S71.

Under the Guidance of Edmund Siiarpe,
Esq., M.A.

Monday. J u ly 3 1st.—

E

u\\—The members to

assemble at the Cathedral, where Mr. Sharpe will com-
meucf his lecture at 1 p.m.

Tuesday. August 1st.

—

Lynn.—The party will

leave Ely at 10.40 a.m. by train, for Lynn and visit the

churches in the neighbourhood of Lyun.
Wednesday, August 2nd.—Lynn.—An excursion

will be made by carriage from Lynn to the churches

lying between Lynn and Wisbeach, returning to

Lynn.
Thursday, August 3rd.

—

Wisbeach.—The pai-ty

will leave Lynn at 8.50 a.m. by train for Wisbeach,

visit the churches in the neighbourbood of Wisbeach,
and proceed by train to Boston at 2.r».5 p.m.

Friday, August 4th.

—

Boston.—The party will

leave Boston by tra'in at S.;i a.m. and visit the churches

between Boston and Spalding, retm-ning to Boston by
carriage.

Saturday, August 5th.

—

Boston.^The party will

leave Boston at S.;t a.m. by train for Algarkirk, visit

the churches in the ueighbourhood, and return by
carriage to Boston, at 4 p.m. in time for ti'aius to
London, the North, and West.
Arrangements have been made for the board, lodging,

and carriage of persons joining the excursion, similar

to those made last year, but all desiring to take ad-

vantage of these arrangements must send in their

names either to the honorary secretaries of the Asso-
ciation, or to Edmund Sharpe, Esq., The Higher
Greaves, Lancaster.

John S. Quilter, ) „ a j.

Bowes A. Paice, [
Honorary Secretaries.

0, Conduit-Street, Regent-street, London, W.

THE SCHOOL BOARD FOR LONDON.
Sir,—Observing a .statement in your joxirual of

last week in reference to the appointment of archi-

tect and .'Purveyor, which is incorrect, I take the

opportunity of sending yoii the facts which I have
obtained from the Clerk of the Board, and will

thank you to insert them in your next number.
There were 84 candidates, six were selected, and

the votes were as mider :

—

Name. Votes.

Mr. Wigginton
„ Porter 1

„ Quilter 1

„ Jiimes ;j

,, Morris r>

„ Robsou 24

I am, &c., Jno. W. Morris, Candidate.

115, Leadenhall-street, and Poplar,

July lith, 1871.

STEVINGTON CHURCH. BEDP^ORDSIIIRE.

Sir,—As your correspondent, " Ecclesiologist," has
defended himself entirely on theological grounds, of
course I cannot discuss them in your journal. I think
that the reasons he has given in defence of his former
communication are not satisfactory, as he evidently
confines himself to the one idea, that the Nonconformist
architect, acting conscientiously, cannot be expected to
undertake, in a proper spirit, the restoration of " con-
secrated "and" hallowed " buildings. It is erroneous
to say that Nonconformist architects are not expected
to care for the preservation of these time-honoured
edifices : on the contrary, I beg to say that we respect,
admire, and esteem them, and have as great an interest
in them as any one.— I am, &c., II. W. P.

London, July 17, ls71.

l'.xi'r.ORATiONS AT EpHESUS.—Some interesting
intelligence has reached us, says the Athencciun,
respecting the excavations at Ephesus, carried on
under the direction of Mr. J. T. Wood, with the
object of illustrating the site of the Temple of Diana.
Two years ago Mr. Wood came ou the peribolus wall
built by Augustus. This had four inscriptions built
into it near an angle, .showing that it enclosed the
Temple of Diana and the Augu5teum. This wall
was traced for many hundred feet^ and numerous
trial holes were sunk in the area defined by it, as
being within the .sacred precinct. By these means
the paven^ent of the Temple was discovered, together
with frustra of columns of white marble and two
capitals—all of colossal dimensions. More recently

the remains of one of the external columns, measuring
6ft. lin. in diameter, have been found in situ. These
remains consist of the entire base and a portion of

the lowest drum. The base shows signs of having
been coloured red. The works are .suspended during
the hot season, but will be continued in the ensuing
autumn ; and Mr. Wood has but Httle doubt ttiat

the result will set at rest the long-muoted f]uestions

as to whether the Temple was ()ctastyle ordecastyle.

Jfnltrraiunranicatioii*(^

QUESTION'S.
[23i;i;.]—Cemetery and Monumental Work.

—Would any kind reader inform me, through " Inter-

communication," if there are any works ou cemetery
and mouumeutal work that give designs and details ?

—

L. A.

[22G7.]—Blue stone.—Could any reader of the

Building News oblige me by informing me where
I can get a quantity of blue stone that will keep its

colour?

—

Jas. Garside.

[y26S.]—Clarified Quills.—Will some one of the
readers of this journal supply, through its medium, a
recipe for clarifying goose and crow quills?—B. N.

[2269.]—Segment of Circle.—Required the area
of a segment of a circle—length of arc 410 links, height
25 links, rod 8,000 links. Also, please explain how
tables of the areas of circuhir segments are used ?—

A

3IELBOURNE SUBSCRIBER.

[2270.]—Sash Pulleys.—Laxton's " Price Book"
says :

" Deal-cased frame, oak-sunk sills, wainscot
pulley pieces, and beads, astragal and lioUow wainscot
or Honduras mahogany sashes double hung, brass

pulleys, patent linos, and iron weights (the 2^in. sashes

to have axle pullies).^' Are not all sash pulleys axle

pulleys ? I do not see how the pulley can work with-
out an axle. Does the above reference mean that the
pulleys are to have brass axles iu contradistinction to
iron axles ?—X. 31. B.

[2271.]—Head of Water.—Will some one of
experience kindly explain the mode of calculating the
" head of water," and also how to ascertain the height
required to go so as to give due pressure to supply
a reservoir of 2,500 gallons, and reservoir to supply
branch pipes, the water being brought in pipes 500
yards long to reservoir across a valley ? Simple for-

mula; will oblige.

—

Undine.
[2272.]—A Legal Point.— I want to rebuild my

house ; the next one is wider ; I wish to increase the
width of mine, but a staircase-window, which is never
opened, is in the end wall of the other house near to
the groin. The light of said window would be destroyed
if the connection between were carried through. I

shall be glad to know what space the law requires

between my end wall and the window in question?
Also, should the space be ]>arallel or triangular ? Aii
answer would greatly oblige.—X.

REPLIES.
[22G5.] — Hagioscope—(From the Greek), com-

monly called squirts— is the name given to apertures
which are made obliquely through the wall on one or
both sides of the chancel arch, supposed to be for the

purpose of enabling the worsliippers in the aisles to see

the elevation of the Host. At Tilbrook, Bedfordshire,
there is a " Chantry Piscina," serving also for a hagio-
scope. Also one at Castle Rising, Norfolk, and at

S. Mary's, GuikUord, a stoup is thus used. At .Stan-

ground, in Huntingdonshire, there is a hagioscope on
both sides of the chancel, and also at Alderton Church,
Wiltshire.—S. J. Newman.

WATER SUPPLY ANB SANITARY
MATTERS.

Liverpool.—The Health Committee of Liver-

pool have at present under consideration a scheme
of an important character which opens up some in-

teresting questions in relation to the disposal of

domestic and other refuse of the town, and the ob-
ject of wiiich is to get rid of an embarrassing diffi-

culty. Ill the ante-water-cloeet period in Liverpool,

it was easy enough to dispose of the refuse, which
tlien had a large commercial value, and was sought
after by agriculturists, but since that part of the

contents of middens which rendered them valuable
has been systematically cast into the sewers, the

problem of disposing of the tlry materials has

become iticreasingly difficult. Not less than two
thousand tons of refuse accumulate every week, and
must hy .some means be got rid of. A few years

ago the Council purchased Garr Hall Farm, for the

purpose of depositing the refuse there. That in-

vestment cost them £9,000, but they are now
agitated by the idea of placing iipon good agricul-

tural laud heaps of ashes and other rubbisli, whicli

are simply injurious to it, and tho conveyance of

which to this and other places of deposit involves a
cost of fifteen to eighteen pence a ton. Agricultu-
rists won't have tho rubbish at any price, and the

town has, therefore, for some time past been sus-

taining a loss which has become vexatious and per-

plexing. In this position they have set their wits

to work to find out a satisfactory solution, and some
of them seem to be pretty confident that they have
at length hit upon a scheme novel and satisfactory.

Mr. Henry Currey, the architect of the new S.

Thomas's Hospital, h-is written to state thatlie never
was consulted by the Metropolitan Board of Works
'•as to the description of pavement to be laid down
in tho Btreet adjoining the Hospital," as rt'jjorted to

have been stated by Mr. Ayrtou iu rei)ly to Mr.
Watkin Williams's question iu tho House of

Oommoii.s.

STATUES, ICEMORIALS, &c.
Completion of S. Paul's.—A correspondent

suggests that, among the plans for adorning S. Paul's
Citliedral, something should bo done to recall the
nuMiuiry of the famous men whose bones and monu-
ments perislicd in the Great Fire. Two ui particular
ought not to be forgotten—John of Gaunt and Sir
Philip Sidney. Both of these were buried under the
I)avement of Old S. Paul's.

TitoposED MoNrMENT TO Shakespeare.—Ou
Monday afternoon a geuenil meeting of the sub-
scribers to the Shakespeare Memorial Fund was held
at the House of the Society of Arts, John-street,
Adelphi, under the presidency of Sir W. Tite, M.P.
The chairman explained that the object of the meet-
ing was to decide what was to bo done with tho
balance of £285 wliich stood over from the Tercen-
tenary .Shakespearian Festival.—Professor Donald-
son said if there were any probability of subscrip-
tions coming in he should be for going on with the
work of the committee, so that they might liave in
London a Shakespeare monument; that a good
statue of Shakespeare should be provided. H they
could raise £10,000, it might give them some hope
of carrying out the object they had in view.—Mr.
Gnmeiseu said, under all the circumstances, lie

thought the best thing to do would be to hand over
tlio balance to the Dramatic College, at Woking, au
institution which supported and kept those who had
represented Shakespearian characters. He should
be glad to move a resolution to that effect.—The
Chevalier Chatelain said he should be pleased to
second the resolution,—Mr. W. Hepworth-Dixondid
not think the committee had any power to divert
the money from the purpose for which it had been
raised. The amount subscribed was £2,400, and
there was from £800 to £900 outstanding which liad

never been applied for. If that amount were called
in, ho believed a vei-y considerable amount of it

would be paid up ; and they could then have for a
sum of £1,200 a very beautiful statue of S hakespear©
erected on the Thames Embankment.—Mr. Richard-
sou-Garduer said if there was a determination on
the part of the committee to can-y out the object for
wliich they were appointed, and erect a statue to
Shakespeare, he would undertake to get subscrip-
tions to the amount of 200 guineas.—Mr. Cousens
said he would also undertake to raise 200 guineas.

—

Mr. Hepworth-Dixon said that, rather than abandon
the object he had in view, he should undertake to

raise 100 guineas. After some further discussion,

on the motion of Mr. W. Hepworth-Dison, seconded
by Mr. Godwin, the following resolution was carried

:

—
*' That it be referred to the executive committee

to endeavour to get in the outstanding subscriptions,

and to receive fm'ther subscriptions, for the purpose
of carrying out the original object for wliich the
fund was subscribed ; that the executive committee
do have power to add to their number, and to appoint
any officials whose places may have become,
or may become vacant."

Cljips.

A Hew HofscliauspiRlhaus of Vienna is to be built

under the direction of the architects Herr Semper
and Hen' Hasenauer. Tho work will be commenced
at tho beginning of 18T'2.

M. Texier, tlie well-known archaeologist and
architectural student, has died in Paris, aged sixty-

eight.

iSTottingham builders must have faith iu their

works, for they seem to fancy that a Wesleyan
chapel recently built mil stand fur more than 1,000

years. They have inclosed in the foundation-atone

of that edifice some information addressed " To
Macaulay's New Zealander, or any other person it

may interest, in or about a.d. 2960." Some speci-

mens of lace were also inclosed in the hollow of the

stone.

At Ely, on Wednesday, a pastoral staff was pre-

sented to the Bishop of Ely. The staff cost upwards
of £100. It was dosigaed"by Mr. A. Blomficid, and
executed by J. Forsyth & Co. Tho stem is of ebony

with silver bands, tlie knob of silver enriched by
precious stones. The crook is of ivory, inclosing

the Agnus Dei in silver gUt.

The annual general meeting of the London Dio-

cesan Church Building Society mil be held at 21,

Regent-street, ou Monday next.

Tlie West Britoti sa,ys : The boring machine at

Dolcoath has ceased to work. Mr. Doering closed

his engagement at the end of June. Wv rcgn^t this

tenuinalion of anotlier atlcm]il to a))ply nier-lianical

power to aid the miner in deep and hard-ground

mines. The machine is said to he worked with

success iu many of the foreign mines, and wo fullj-

expect to see the time wlieu the principle will bo

successfully employed in Cornwall.

Asiatic cholera, whicli h:i3 fiu' a month past been

prevalent in the Eussian town of Wilna, is reported

to have spread into Poland, where in one town it

has proved fatal to thirty-four persons in a fow

days.

Mr. Ruskin has been lying ilangorously ill at Mat-

lock. He was, however, much better on Sunday,

and is now quite out of danger.
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Justice before Gknekosity.—There is a balance
of £285 standing over from the proceeds ol tlie

Shakespeare Tercentenary Festival, and a meeting
was held at the .Society of Arts on Mondav to con-
sider what to ilo with it. The result is to" be found
in another column. We should like to know
if this balance belongs to the .Society which
conducted the proceedings at Strat ford-on-Avon
seven years ago, and if so how many other
outstanding claims remain unsatisfied, for if one
we have snbnnttcd for advertisements some scores
of times were settled, the balance would be less

by eight shillings and six]ience. There was another
undertaking completed some time since amid a
great flourish of trumpets and with great honour
and glory to the local grocers and cheesemongers
concerned—wc mean the Belfast Albert Memorial.
\Vc take to ourselves the credit of having (quite
unwillingly) contributed a sovereign, all but sixpence,
to the funds of that undertaking, in the shape of
advertisements. It is rather a pitj' that when so
much money is spent in connection with these
matters on "the pomps and vanities," a few pounds
caunot be spared to pay for the advertisements
ordered in connection therewith.

RoY.\L Ahcii.eoi.ogical Institite of Gre.\t
Brit.mx and Ireland.—This learned association
holds its annual country congress next week at
Cardiff, where preparations for their reception are
now being completed. Lord Talbot Malahide,
F.S.A., M.R.I.A., is the President for the year.
The congress opens on Tuesilay, the 2oth iust., when
the Marquis of Bute, the President of the meeting,
will deliver the inaugural address. The archajologists
will afterwards be entertained by the mayor, and in

the evening there will be a reception at Cardiff
Castle. There will be daily excursions to the
archa'ologiciil objects in the neighbourhood, and
also daily meetings for the reading of papers.

PiRriiA.sES FOR THE ISriti.sii Museu.m.—The
British JIuseum has just effected an important pur-
chase of twelve vases found recently at Capua.
These are all of them finely preserved exanq)les of
a rare and beautiful class, generally assigned to an
epoch little lower than that of Alexander, and
distinguished by a large size and supreme and subtly
varied elegance of form. They are principally
amphora' and crateres, without figure designs, but
with their bodies painted black, and fluted in the
manner which indicates an intention of imitating the
forms of metal vases. The neck is generally
adorned with a wreath of leaf-sprays picked out iii

gold.

The Completion of S. Paul's Cathedral.—
" G. H. C." writes to the Times commenting on the
statement made in the letter of the committee for
the completion of S. Paul's, to the effect that the
fine series of JIunich windows in the apse, executed
after Pn.fessor .Schnorr's designs, is being proceeded
with. The committee do not consider Munich glass
at all a necessity throughout the cathedral, but, .^s

three of the apse windows are alre.idy completed in
this material, it is requisite that the remaining three
should be of the same class. To this " G. H. C."
denuirs. However beautifully Munich .irtists may
design and paint, they violate a leading canon of
art \>y not treating glass as glass, but more as
canvas, the result being that a certain rich op.icify
of windiiw-bUnil effect is produced, but at the sacri-
fice of the jewelled sparkle and mosaic richness so
capti\ating in the old glass, secured by the use of
the minimum of paint with the maximum of treat-
ment tlir.iugli the various tints of the gl.iss itself,

which is now to be obtiiined almost equal in texture
and colour to the old glass. Again he observes as
regards light—no unimp.irfant consideration in
London—Munich glass produces the greater amount
of obscuration, the early treatment the greater
amount of light. It is' said that the Munich
windows in (il.-isgow Cathedral are fading. It
would certainly not do to place the two styles of
treatment side by side, as they would destroy each
other

; but would it not be the wiser course to piu--
sue in so important a matter of internal decoration

—

second to none other in the Cathedral—to remove
the Munich windows alreadv in the apse, rather
th.an increase the difhculty of" removing all by and
by? M"hy not pause with the apse, jind proceed
tentatively with two or three windows elsewhere in

Jhe building. It appears to he a pity that the use,
in a building of such world-like renown, of a de-
based treatment of glass, condenmed by our best art
critics, should appear to be sanctioned and recom-
mended under such an authority.

The Vendomi: Column.—A search made at the
house of M. Camelinat, director of the Mint under

the Conunune, has brought to light a verv curious
calculation on the profit the Commune expected to
make out of the Vendome Column. The expenses
of pulling it down were 2o,000 francs; those of its

transport 1.5,111)0 francs. It was calculated that
they have to .add 7o,n()0 francs' worth of copper to
the bronze to convert it into sous. This allov was
to have produced a iiiillion of francs, in five or ten
centime iiieces. The memorandum of M. CamcUnat
concludes by s.aying that thus a net profit of
SSo.UOO francs would be obtained.

The Pearody Gift.—On the 1st of next month
will be formally opened another block of dwelling,*,
Peabody-square, beliind a row of trees at the lower
end of the Klackfriars-road. Here are two quad-
rangles of buildings, relieved by a clusier of trees in
the centre of each spuare. 'I'he two quadrangles
afford accommodation for 320 tenants, occupying
one room at 2s. (id. a week, two rooms at 4s"., or
three at .5s., and at these rates the whole building is

already taken.

Death of Mr. Newlands, the Liverimjol
Borough Engineer.—On Friday night, Mr. .Tames
Newlands, for upwards of twenty five 3-e.ars the
engineer and surveyor of the lavcriiool Corporation,
died in that town. Mr. Newlands only retued from
the active duties of liis post a few weeks ago,
retaining a salary and the position of consulting
engineer. The deceased gentleman was a native of
Edinburgh, and was educated at ti.e High School
and University of his native city, where he subse-
quently practised for some years as an architect and
civil engineer. He was oiie of the most practical
and experienced sanitary engineers

; and his efforts

to improve the health of the British army in the
Crimea (where he seriously injured his own) iiuluced
Jliss Florence Nightingale to write to him, " Truly
I may say that sanitary salvation came to us from
Liverpool." Mr. Newlands was a gentleman of
considerable literary attainments, and he contributed
largely to the " Encycloyredia Britannica."

The Thasies Ejibankment. — The select com-
mittee on the disputed ground of the Thames Em-
bankment met cm Tuesday, the Chancellor of the
ICxchequer in the chair, and examined at consider-
able length Mr. Gore, one of the Commissioners
of Woods and Forests. He stated that the hands re-
claimed from the Th.ames in front of "Whitehall-gar-
dens to Whitehall-place not recpiired for the Crown
lessees, or for the purposes of the Embankment
proper, was the absolute property of the Crown. He
was cross-examined by Mr. Locke, who called upon
him to prove the title of the Crown.

Trevelyax CiooDALL Memori.il.—JIany of our
readers must have heard of a movement which has
for its object the foundation of an annual art prize
in the University College School, as a memorial to
the late BIr. Trevelyan Goodall. It was in that
school that that talented young artist received his
general education. A large number of artists, to-
gether with many of his personal friends and
former schoulfelluws, have formed themselves into a
committee to carry out this scheme, which promises
to be a great success. Many Koyal Academicians
and other artists of note are on the committee. Sir
Francis Grant, P.R.A., is honorary president of the
commitee. Mr. .John F. Seaton, the treasurer, 163,
Camden-road, will be happy to acknowledge subscrip-
tions, and all further information may be obtained of
Mr. ^\ . H. Fisk, the chairman, or of Mr. Gaston
Fox, the hon, secretary, 175, Camden-road, N.W.

UwM irak gieliiclu.

Pkices, July 17.—Timber per load of 50 cubic feet:—
Indian teiilte, £12 .5s. ti] £13 lUs.; African oak, £7 to £8

;

British Guiana grecnbeart, £.j IDs. to £ci ICs.; Cuba
siil)ioii. £8 to £9; Australian ironbark. £(i to £r. lOs.:
yuehec rod pino for yards and spars, £3 1.5s. to £4 1.5s.;
ditto mixed and building sizes, £2 15s. to £3 6s.; Quebec
large yellow pine, £3 6s. to £5 5s.; S. John's and board
pine. £3 16». to £4 lOs.; ditto buUding sizes. £3 5s. to
£3 I.5s.; pitch pine. £3 10s. to £3 15s.; Quebec oak, £0 to
£« 5s.

; ditto rock elm. £3 10s. to £4 ; ditto ash, £3 10s. to
£4 5s.

; large yellow pine masts, £4 to £(i 10s. ; ditto
Oregon, £7 to £9; ditto Now Zealand. £(i to £7 10s.-
Quebec large birch, £3 158. to £5; New Brunswick and
Prince Edward's Island ditto. £2 16s. to £3 10s. ditto
small averages, £2 10s. to £3 5s.

Mahogany per superflcial foot:—Honduras (cargo
average), 5S(I, to lid.; Mexican, 5jd. toCd.; Tabasco, 6jd
toCj.l.; Cuba. 7d. to lod.; S.Domingo. 7d. to lOd.; diu,I
curls, Hid. to 24<1.

Cedar per Buperllcial foot:—Cuba, 6d. to 7Jd.; Honduras,
5d. tti 63d.; pencil, 2d. to IJd.

Maple per superficial toot:—Uii-d's-oyo 5id. to 7d.

Walnut per superflcial toot :—Italian, 4*d. to 6d •

Canadian, 2Sd. to 33d.

Satin wood per superUcial foot:—S. Domingo Od. to
12d. ; Bahama {per ton), £4 to £G.

'

Rosewood per ton :—Kio, £15 to £25; Babia, £13 to £1S.

Tulip wuod per ton:—£9 to £18; Puerta Cabello zebra
wood, il, to £7; Ceylon ebony, £9 to £12; Cuba cocus
wood. £5 to £G; Turkey boxwood, £4 to £14.
Flooring boards per square of lin. :—First yellow, 9s. to

10s.; ditto white, 8s. to 9s.; second qualities, fis. to 8s.

Oak staves per mille of pipe:—Memel crown. £1G5 to
£1.0; ditto brack, £1.30 to £140; Dantzig, Stettin andHnmhro full-sized crown, £110 to £1:!5; Can:idian
standard pipe, £77 lOs. to £80; puncheon, pr-i- 1 200 pieces
1?,"' l^^'rMi

',;' I'osnia single barrel, per 1,200 pieces,'
£26 to £27; United States pipe. £45 to £.55; hogshead
heavy and extr.a, £35 to £45; ditto and light, £30 to £32.
Deals per Petersburg standard :—Petersburg best yellow

£13 5s. to £13 lOs.; Quebec first bright, 12ft. 3 x 11
£18 5s. to £19 Ills.; ditto seconds, £13 10s. to £14- ditto
thiixls, £9 to £9 10s.; S.John's first spruce. £9- 'Wybur"
best yellow, £10 to £10 los.; Archangel best yellow 3 x if
£14 to £14 1U.S.

' *

Wainscot per 18ft. cube:—English and Dutch Eiga
crown, £3 17s. Cd. tj £5; ditto brack, £3 to £3 6s.-
Jlemel and Dantzig cr.jwn, £3 15s. to £4 ; ditto brack £2
to £2 8s.

Uik llclus.

WAGES MO'VEMENT.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TVNE.-The joiners strike still con-

tinues. The masters are determined to persevere, and
from time to time bring in fresh workmen—principally
from Belgium.

Leeds.—A meeting of the Leeds joiners and car-
penters was held on Wednesday in the Circus. Mr.
Thomas lumaii was voted io the chair. After ob-
serving that the committee were as unanimous as ever
in adhering to their request for nine hours a day
at 7d. per hour, he read a letter, received from Go£-
port, promisiug to support the men out of work, and
stating that at (Faversham, their case was also being
taken up. A bill was then read cautioning the public
against parties soliciting subscriptions without autho-
rity from the committee to do so. In reply to a
question, the chairman stated that no commimication
had been received from the masters, but he was glad
to say that one master (Mr. Thompson) was subscribing
to their funds, and that during the last week the com-
mittee had seen 35 or 3(; men out of the town, they
having got work elsewhere. It was then moved and
seconded that the meeting should adhere to the notice
sent in last December, and the motion was passed
unanimously, with applause. A balance-sheet for the
week ending ,July Sth was presented to the meeting,
showing an income of iid lis. 9d., and an expenditure
of £24 8s. 3d. ; balance in hand, £> 3s. i;d. After a
little discussion the sheet was passed as read, the
chairman stating that non-society men had beeu paid
at the rate of Is. Gd. per day. liemarks were then
made condeniniiig the policy of the masters in request-
ing employers in other towns not to engage men
coming from Leeds.

TENDERS.
Bow.—Four dwellings, with shops, at Tredegar-road,

for T. Maddison, Esq. Mr. Charles Chapman, architect.
Quantities supplied by Mr. Bradley:—

W. H. Bragger (accepted) £1,525

Heanor,—For additions and alterations to National
Schools, Heanor, Derbyshire. Mr. S. J. Barber, archi-
tect:'

—

Allcock £200
Dent 2.50

T.&S. Whittaker 250

Her.ne-Hh.l.—For painting and decorating a house at
Herne-hill, for Mr, J. D. Welch. Mr. W. H. Powell, archi-
tect :—

Smith £365
Simpson & Sons 313 14
Cowtan & Maunock 232 17

H1SOHA.M Gas Works.—Extension of time for tenders
to July 29th. Plans and specillcjitions by D. OldHeld, 7,
Westminster-chambers, London, sent by return post on
receipt of 10s. Gd. in stamps.

Langlev.—For the erection of schools at Langley,
Derbyshire. Mr. S. J. Barber, architect :

—

Allcock £790
Dent GSi 4
T.&S. Whittaker 635 13

London.—For alterations and repairs to No. 09, Wig-
more-street, for G. Barker, Esq. Messrs. Tolley & Dale,
architects:

—

Ennor £998
Cornier 959
Macev 919
Tully SG5
Nutt & Co 850
Sttbey K 12

Smith 797

OVEit Dauwkn.—For pluiubers' and glaziers' work for
a villa at Over Darweu. Williom S. Varley, Esq., archi-
tect, Blackburn. Quantities supplied :

—

Sutclifte (accepted) £1"S 4 3
Robinson 178 17
Horsman IGl IS

Plasterers' and painters' work :

—

Lomax 128 10
Jackson 143
Watson & Isherwood (accepted) 10-5

Slaters' work:

—

Eccles (accepted) 102

SMAI.1.-POX, Fevers, axo Skin Diseases.—The pre-
disposition to ia prevented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saline.
Agreeable, vitalising, and invigorating, its effects ara
remarkable in their cure and prevention. Take it as
directed. Sold by chemists and the maker, H. Lamplougb,
113, Uolbora-hill.—[.VoviiKTisEsiii.Nr.]
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THE LONDON SQUARES.

SIR CHARLES TREVELYAN has en-

larged upon tlie questions originally

suggested in these columns, whether the

London squares are not so many spaces from

which, for no adequate reasons, the general

population is shut out ; and whether the

aspect of the City might not be greatly en-

nobled by the removal of their jealous

railings. Of course, certain points at once

arise : the rights of property involved, the

convenience of residence, the utility of these

inclosed grounds for the exercise of children
;

but, although these topics are open to dis-

cussion, we leave them at present entirely

out of sight. What would be the change in

the appearance of the metropolis, were its

squares thrown open, some paved, others

planted, the principal adorned with foun-

tains, and all embellished by more or less of

architectural accessory ? The vast area of

Lincoln's-inn, within which the Great
Pyramid itself might be set down, is a
wasted solitude. And what of Brunswick
and jSIecklenberg, Bedford, Russell, and
Bloomsbury, Hanover, Cavendish, and Gros-
venor, not to speak of the intensely-dismal

Belgrave, or the shamefully-desolate I^eices-

tev squares. It has been made a boast that

this is an institution peculiar to (ireat

Britain, being totally unlike the French
Place, the German Platz, the Italian Piazza,

the Portuguese Praca or Largo, and the

Plazas of Madrid. We may admit the dis-

tinction, without rejoicing over it. For,
notwithstanding its many excrescences, Tra-
falgar-square is undoubtedly an ornament of

the English capital. But it is not neces-

sary to turn our mid-London private pro-
menades and playgrounds altogether into

expanses of stone, with decorations in

bronze or marble. The best of tliem might
be left with their green swards, solitary

statues, water-jets, rustic seats, and trees

;

the eyesores and nuisances are the iron

palisades, invariably of a mean and ugly
design, springing from a few courses of

contemptible brickwork, and resembling
nothing so much as the rusted palisades of

tombs in old-fashioned churchyards. The
idea occurs whether the populace may be
trusted with a freedom among rich parterres
and greeneries ; but it is disposed of by the
experience of the parks and public gardens.

We are thinking, however, of the change
which would be wrought in London, as a
panorama, by a conversion of these dreary
inclosures into wide and bright reliefs to the
long andnarrow, the conventional anddouble-
currented thoroughfares. In the first place,

the Continental plan has been a strong en-
couragement of architecture, as may be evi-

denced by the Place do la Concorde, in
Paris ; the grand quadrangular centres of
Vienna, Berlin, and S. Petersburg

; and even
the open spaces—now squares, now markets

—

which are looked down upon by the gilded or
(jothic fronts of town-halls, ancient palaces,
and historic civic mansions, at Leipsic, at
Brussels, at Munich, in Dresden—ay, and
in Amsterdam. These squares are gay while
they are stately, and ours seem to be shadowed
by cypresses, Covent-garden was originally

intended to bear a different character, but
the architect failed in his design

; the situation

was bad, and the limits were narrow, so that
it became a fitting halk, or home of vege-
table, fruit, and flower dealers. Leicester,

as we have said, is a ruin, and Lin-
coln's a desert, though both, being re-

generated, would improve the buildings

surrounding them. What is more desolate

than Soho, if we except Panton, which is, in

our day, rather a court V Bridgewater is

nearly obliterated, and Queen's, a hundi-ed

years ago, was marked by Melancholy for its

own. Excluding courts, often called squares,

the metroyjolis contains about a hundred of

the genuine type, which, to ninety-nine
parts of its inhabitants, are under lock and
key, and useless. The fashionable residents

rarely open their gates, except as nursery
gardens ; the people of the City squai-es

abandoned their lawns and boweries long
ago, so that it might be diflicult to effect an
entrance, unless by means of a pick-lock

;

the law squares are simply isolations answer-
ing no human purpose beyond giving a

glimpse of some railed-in grass, and a few
besmoked limes and elms. Who enjoys the

dull patch in Finsbury, or the monstrous
gloom of Red Lion, or the insipid gentility

of Cadogan, or the modern primness of

Thurloe, Onslow, and S. George's squares '!

Kensington is old, and so is Hoxton

;

yet what charm do they bestow upon
their respective neighbourhoods? Eaton
is very grand, with its monotonous porticoes

and fa^.ades ; Portman and Bryanston are

eminently respectable ; Montaga breathes
of last-century brickwork, and Euston is a
horror, though lierkeley has some claim to

be styled cheerful ; but what a light would
be added to London were these hidden
oases thrown open, with a fountain here and
a pillar there—broad sweeps of pavement,
free and winding paths, diagonal carriage-

ways, lofty ornamental lamps, houses all

round in unison, each with its distant per-

spective, and attractive of the holiday
population. As for the civic squares,

their very verdure is sad ; their confines are

ruinous
;

they are the receptacles of dirt,

squalor, andunwholesomeness. Yet they were
not always so. Nor are they now pent up like

the exclusive quadrangles of the West Cen-
tral district and the West-end. Those of

Charterhouse, Bridgewater, Devonshire,"Well-
close, Warwick, Gough, and Salisbury offer

facilities for traffic rather than any chance of

ornamental adaptation, and are valuable as

reservoirs of air. Y'et even in the heart of

Barbican splendour once dwelt ; elaborate

quoins, lintels, and facings still confront a
central patch of turf which has all the
appearance of being a disused churchyard. But
even this is better than the blank brickwork
and withered vegetation of Charterhouse.
Returning westwards and northwards, how-
ever, the fields of Lincoln's-inn were, beyond
question, originally laid out for the common
use and benefit, whereas they are now utterly

silent and abandoned, their turf untrodden,
their paths so many ghost walks. But the
square will never be, as it might be, a stately

ornament to London, while the rails, of pur-
gatorial aspect as they are, remain ; and
which, while they remain, make it a mockery
to call the place a public garden. Soho, no
doubt, was once gay, but the blight of isola-

tion has come over it, and it is an unhappy
waste, amid four ranges of dismal, though
spacious houses. As for Leicester, it scarcely

calls for a second mention, being in a state

that would disgrace the most insignificant of the

French or (ierman municipalities. Nor does
Golden need a word, having all the appear-
ance of a mortuary, or Panton, which society

has finally given up. But a part of the town
generally decried as dull might revive its

former brilliance were the squares spreading
round and from Bloomsbury, Russell, Bed-
ford, Brunswick, Mecklenberg, Woburn,
Torrington, Gordon, Tavistock, and Euston
converted into a series of Places, free for all,

brightly lighted, fountained, kiosked, and
carrying the traffic by ways more various
than the rigid and immutable lines of a
square. Even the quadrangle which bears

the historic name of Fitzroy would thus
be redeemed from its character as the most
funereal locality in London, worse even than
Red Lion, which can put on a smile on a

sunny summer's day. Now, these are all

socially of the second class, relegated to tlie

commercial and legal aristocracy. But,
turning to the first class, or genuine West-
end squares, are they much superior as en-

nobling the coupx (Tml and vistas of the
metropolis '? They are brilliant by night.
yet only rendered so by lighted halls and
windows, flambeaux, and the continual glide
of carriage-lamps, by glances of rich dress
and jewels, and by the throng and dash of
equipages. By day they are "equally pale,
nuite, and monotonous. S. .James's has a
statue, and even a circular pool of water, but
botli are in its midst, practically invisible to
the general public, and only to be admired at
ease from among the chinmeys. Architec-
ture has done a good deal for S. James's, but
only glimpses of it can be seen at a time, and
the opportunity of a splendid general view is

entirely lost. Pass into the region of dead
wall, pastry, and a monstrous George III.,

happily hidden, which was called after the
Berkcleys, and its solitary redeeming feature
is the open wooded ground between it and
the Green Park. Besides, there is a perpetual
pleasure in the sight of those magnificent and
robust Oriental planes, upon which Clive and
Walpole may have looked. Nevertheless, do
the planes look any the better for the iron

palings, and if the plea of preserving them is

suggested, why not put a seal upon the gates
of Kew-gardens? Fancy Gunter's waiters
dispensing ices beneath these plane-tree
shadows ! Now, Grosvenor is a square of

still greater pretensions, and might be a
delightful retirement, for an hour or two,
from the heat and roar of Oxford -street.

Its edifices are ambitious, and it, also, has a
garden, the usual garden, landscaped after a

fashion of which the world knows nothing,

and which is a mystery to the up-and-down
multitudes of London life—si.x acres sacri-

ficed, we venture to say, to a false idea, an
idea about as rational as it would be in the

residents of Park-lane or Prince's-gate to

protest against the parks, with their infant

myrmidons of all classes We hardly think

of Portman, Montagu, or Bryanston squares

as being in point, extensive though the first-

named is ; while the latter two force upon the

mind a picture of jirivate debtors' prisons,

so fiercely do those neighbourhoods arm both
houses and gardens with iron sjiikes. Han-
over, Manchester, and Cavendish squares

were so maltreated by their original builders

that nothing short of festalising them, so to

speak, by popularising their open spaces,

could ever dissipate the settled dulness of

their brick, Portland stone, and stucco fronts,

which wear the mourning of ages, and weep
over their own blackened sculpture and the

togaed statesmen who stand or sit, making
day hideous., "imprisoned in black purgatorial

rails." They may, perhaps, be regarded as

hopeless. Their masonry will rot, and their

metal rust, long before it enters into the mind
of Ijoudon to exorcise them from sleep, and
make a free Leipsic garden, or even

a Calaisian place, of their imprisoned

pkuxciiince.i. It might have been thought

that, as higher motives of town architecture

and arrangement prevailed, and space was
less costly, brighter aspects would be created.

Yet no. What in art or nature is more barren

or forbidding than the central grounds of Bel-

grave-square '? AVhatmadc less forenjoyment,

apparently, than the groves of Eaton
;
and

why is it that suburban people have been so

an.xious to emulate this dreariness at Ciunber-

well and Kennington V The secret of a

metropolitan square, with its rails, and locks

and keys, and private right of entry, is, we
fancy, that it is supposed to be genteel. This

genteel notion spreads itself thinly over a very

large surface, however. We find it in the

lesser spheres—under different appellations

—

Trevor and Montpellier, Edward and Pem-
broke, Alexander and Sloane ; and we con-

trast their affected point with the few good

signs there are of change coming over London,

even in this peculiar respect. Waterloo-place

lias something of Continental grandeur about

it. Trafalgar-square may one day develop,

except in point of size, into a second Place

de la Concorde, though a good deal will

have to be carted away, and a good deal
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added first. The very vacuum in front of the

Koyal Kxchange was a boon among tlie seinil-

chral inclosures of the C'ity. Kesuming
our comparison between London and the

cities of Continental Europe, wo wouhl
remind those who travel of the greatly

enhanced effect of town-halls, cathedrals,

churches, and theatres standing in the midst

of open areas, instead of being liloeked \ip and

often concealed by contiguous buildings. The
Koyal Palace, even at Amsterdam, is encircled

by In-oad spaces. The Cathedral of Antwerp
would be lost, excepting its spire, were it

buried iu amaze of brickwork, as may be easily

conceived if we imagine 8. Paul's thus shut

witliin a honeycomb of decaying dwellings.

The Town-hail of Brussels would never be

noticed in a narrow street, nor the gilded

columns of the ancient, age-fretted, and

majestic palaces, long given to newer uses,

that front it ; and the Cathedral of ( 'ologne

will never be appreciated for its exterior,

except by elaborate critics, until a third of

the repulsive city, squeezing upon it from

every side, has been most consummately and

gratify iiigly burned down. Tlie minnnnents

of Aix-la-(^hapelle would sliowwith infinitely

less splendour were it not for that noble

square, with its leaping waters and heroic

bronzes, whence the outer glories of the

Eatlduius. and the high towers of the Dom,
may so imposingly be seen. The one orna-

ment of Hamburg is its wide street opening

upon the square. But a conmion remark is

that the French place, the German platz. and

the Italian piazza are generally used, from

week to week, as markets. They frequently

ai'e, with no diminution of their picturesque-

ness or the dignity of the abodes around

tlieni ; but such a conversion, even if only

periodical, is not necessary, and is not uni-

versal. It is never seen on the fJensdarnies'

Platz in Berlin, the Royal Place of Brussels

—

which, indeed, is not spacious enough for the

purpose—or the Imperial Platz of Vienna.

At S. Petersburg it would not bethought of
;

while the beautiful sweep of sipiarc between

the Theatie and the Museum at Leipsic, and
the Wildsdruffer Platz of Dresden, arc kept

sulficicntly sacred, even for English ])rejudice.

AVithout believing that these examples from

the Continent will ever be adopted for London,
we imagine there can be no doubt as to their

results in the beautifying of cities, and we liave

thought it worth while tentatively to notice

the subject, because it appears to us that in

the squares of this metropolis lie great re-

sources for the future.

K
A EA3IBLE BY THE PvIVER NEX.
JEAPiLY every student of architecture

prefers at the present day to make his

Ijrincipa! sketching tour on the Continent,

and we are far- from recounncnding him not

to do so. There is very nmch, especially in

the treatment of town buildings, to l»e learnt

from our neighbours, and among the most
promising of modern designs are usually

tliose which manifest an acquaintance with

French IMedi;eval art. But in keeping up
this acquaintance there is no reason why our

own antiquities shoidd be neglected. On the

contrary, a thorough knowledge f>f tliein is

tlie very best foundation for the study of

foreign ones, and in spite of the multitiale of

architects who profess to take them as models,

we are convinced that such a thorough
knowledge is by no means common. If the

question were asked in what distiict can tlic

very highest class of English work be found,

we could not name the tiaet of country now
to be described. Several northern counties

would have greater claims to the honour,
containing as they do the remains of abbeys
and other buildings of the very first rank.

In tlie valley of the Xen, as far as we pro-
j)0se to ex]ilorc it, there is but one abbey,
though this was a celebrated one. and but
one castle, of no historical note. But there

is a perfect crowd of minor buildings, and
such a collection of towers and spii-es ;v8 can

perhaps be found nowhere else in so limited

a space. The villages in Northamptonshii'e

are very near together, and almo.st every
village, if it has nothing else, has at least a
steejile worth looking at. The old farnr and
manor houses, too, have features of interest.

In remote corners the (lothic style has hardly

died out yet, and the local masons still put

up mullioned and transomed windows of

many lights. The county is a stone-bearing

one—tliere are stone walls, stone iloors, and
stone slates everywhere ; bricks have only

made their way there of late years ; thatcl;ed

cottages are scarce, and half-timl>ered houses
almost unknown.
Northampton, from which we may sup-

pose ourselves to start, is easily accessible

from London in about two hours. A
branch line of railway connects it with
Peterborough, following the course of the

Nen, and perpetually crossing it in its wind-
ings. The whole distance is some forty miles,

there are foiu'teen intermediate stations, and
the district can therefore be thoroughly
explored without the 7ieod for any great

exertion. Beginning with the county town,

the small but intei'esting church of S. Peter

well deserves a visit. It is of a I^ate

Xorman style, with elaborate and somewhat
rlelicate surface ornament ; and many of its

details have been rendered familiar by illus-

trations. The Town Hall, built a few years

.since by Mr. E. W. Godwin, is too well

known to require a description. Though not

equal in strength and severity of style to the

later designs of the same architect, it is a

work of considerable interest. The entrance

loggia is a noteworthy feature, and the in-

terior of the large liall, in spite of some coarse-

ness in its colouring, is well worth inspec-

tion. About half a mile out of the town, past

the railway station, and on the road to llar-

dingstone, stands the finest of the three re-

maining Fjleanor crosses. Placed in a little

grassy recess, with a copse, or, in Northamp-
tonshire phrase, a "spinney," for its back-
ground, one comes on it unexpectedly, and
with something of a surprisu. Village crosses

have been common, and even now are not

rare ; but a cross by the wayside is by no
means a familiar English feature. In design,

this one resembles, though it has, perhaps,

always been superior, to that at Waltham.
Kising from a base of eight steps, its lower
stage is solid and octagonal. At each angle

it has a slender buttress, ending in an engaged
]iinnacle

; each face has a panel of geometrical

tracery under a delicately-outlined gablet.

This stage is terminated by an enriched

cornice with a singular trefoiled cresting,

above which stand twelve slender detached
buttresses, placed at the angles of a (Jreek

cross. Each arm of the cross is covered by a

hipped and crocketed canopy, protecting a
figure of the queen. The third stage is much
smaller, square on plan, and decorated with
tracery in low relief; while the fourth, of

which a fragment only remains, was still

further diminislied, and octagonal. The cross

seems to have been frequently repaired, and
there is some doubt whether portions of its

detail preserve the original design. But it is

still beautiful, in spite both of decay and re-

storation—though its beauty can hardly be
appreciated just now, when crockets, and
])innacles, and canopies enough for several

l''.leanor crosses thrust themselves on our re-

luctant view at almost every street corner,

(.)n leaving Northampton, the best way is

to take tlic train for six or seven miles to

Castle Ashby, .Inst befoi'e arriving at this

station, the tower of "Winston Church may be
noticed, on the righthand of the line, looking
towards Peterborough. It is freely banded
in its lower part with the dark red stone of

the neighbourhood, and shows that the Zebra
style, as it has been called, was not altogether
unknown to our forefathers. Sundry old liouses

in Northampton are treated in tlie same way,
and Irchester Cliureli, a little farther on. has

a lofty tower entirely faced with alternate

courses of dark red and white. From Castle

Ashby station a shady lane a mile long leads
to the interesting Saxon church of Earl's
Barton. Its tower is of considerable size ; it

is divided into panels by square pilasters and
stringcourses of stone, the intermediate sur-
face being plastered. The upper windows

—

a range of several lights—have flat heads
carried by baluster shafts ; the lower ones,
whose openings are cruciform, have similar
shafts, supporting segmental arches. The
church, as an archaeological curiosity, is well
worth a visit. The next station is Welling-
borough, with alarge and noteworthy churrli,

and little else to admire. Here the Midlaml
Railway crosses the Peterborough line, and
by availing ourselves of it for a few miles we
may visit another spot of great antiquarian
interest. This is the crypt of, or rather at,

Rothwell Church—apparently another Saxon
relic, discovered some years since by accident.

It is not. however, the building w'hich is the
chief object of interest, but its contents. It

was the receptacle for an immense multitude
of bones—not the accumulation of a village

charnel-house in the course of centuries, but
the remains of some great burial of which no
one now can find a record. The skulls have
been picked out and counted, and are said to
number thirty thousand ; they are, almost
without exception, those of full-grown men,
and the natui-al inference is that they were
slain in battle. But to what race they be-
longed, from what battle-field they came, for
how many centuries they have lain in this

quiet churchyard, it has hitherto been possible

only to form the vaguest conjectures. The
most probable supposition seems to be that
they were either Danes or Saxons, brought
here from one of those great fights of which
the very localities are now forgotten. Leaving
Rothwell, and returning by train to AVelling-

borough. the churches of A\'oollaston and
Irchester deserve attention. They may both
be visited in an hour's walk, on the right-

hand side of the Peterborough line. The
former has a good spire, which has frequently
been illustrated ; the latter is remarkable for

the coloured bands already mentioned, and
also from the fact of its possessing a trefoiled

doorway, all but identical in design with one
at Keyston Church, Huntingdonshire. The
repetition of an elaborate piece of detail such
as this is unusual, and in this ease, as far as

we know, has not been hitherto noticed. Its

jambs have attached shafts with carved
capitals, and also bear that effective, though
not very common. Early English detail which
might be described as a reversed wave-
moulding. The arch is more elaborate, its

principal member being a pointed roll,

attached on each side to a circular one, and
set off by deep and undercut hollows. North-
amptonshire, owing partly to the prevalence
of Early work, and partly to the abundance
of easily-worked stone, is a good coimty for

mouldings ; well-designed examples may be
found in almost every church, till the series

culminates in the magnificent sections of the
great arches at Peterborough.
From Irchester it is no great distance to

Rushden, a church which contains a singular

piece of internal construction. The arches in

the aisle of each transept, having no abutment
towards the nave except the columns against

which th.ey finished, had apparently begun
to push these out of the perpendicular : or,

at any rate, it was feared that they nught
do so. To prevent this, a flying arch
was thrown across the nave, from jiier to

pier; not carrying a wall, which would
have shut out the open roof from view, but

terminated, at four or five feet high, by an
inverted segment, treated as an open-work
p.arapet. This invert has a battlemented

capping ; under this, and still following its

sweep, is a range of lozenge-shaped panels,

formed by diagonal tracery liars ; each

lozenge is pierced with a quatrefoil, and the

S]iandrils between them by trefoils. The
lower arch is a very flat four-centred one, and
above its haunches are large circles filled

with elaborate tracery. The whole is of

I
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white stone, about two feet thick ; and if

aljiindance of ornament were the same thing

as beauty, it could not fail to be a very

beautiful object. In reality it only shows
that the fifteenth as well as the nineteenth

century produced people who thought that

decoration could help them through all their

difficulties ; though, in justice to a bygone
age, we must admit that it did not produce
them in anything like the same profusion.

The next village beyond Rushdeu is Ilighain

Ferrars, and this should on no account be
missed. There are a number of interesting

buildings there besides the church, which is

a particularly fine one. Its west doorway,

recessed in the thickness of the tower-wall,

has a remarkable series of scxxlptured medal-

lions. The steeple is well-proportioned and
lofty ; there is work of almost every period,

and subjects for a day's sketching may easily

be found. A walk of a mile from Iligham
leads to the railway and to the river, which
here, as elsewhere, are not far apart. There
is an ancient bridge, of many arches ; and
going over this, we come to the singular

church of Irthlingborough. Its tower,

octagonal above, and separated by a consider-

able interval from the present end of the

nave, differs as much from most other towers
of the Nen Valley as the Ely ones do from
those of most other cathedrals. By crossing

the river, however, we have come away
from an octagonal tower of another and per-

haps better type—that of Stanwick. It is

situated two or three miles from the right

bank of the stream, and will well repay the

walk back again. This is a much earlier style

than Irthlingborough ; and its belfry windows
still retain the circular arch, though each of

them is divided by an intermediate shaft into

two pointed lights. It has, moreover, a lofty

spire—pierced, after the local fashion, with
several tiers oflncarncs. Two miles further on
is astill loftier one, that of Raunds, the largest

and perha]3S the most remarkable in the district.

Seen from a distance, across the fields, as it

rises far above the clustering farms and
cottages, its effect is very impressive. It is

pre-eminently the feature of the landscape,

and it is worth remarking that where Nature
had provided no features of importance, our
ancestors always seem to have been most
desirous of supplying them. It was in the
plains of Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire,
of Norfolk and Suffolk—not amongst the hills

of Gloucestershire,or Herefordshire, or Devon-
shire, that towers and sjiires attained their

highest development ; and the coincidence is

a fortunate one, whether designed or uninten-
tional.

Thetowerof Raunds consists of four stages.

The lowest, as usual, contains the entrance
door, recessed some five or six feet in

the thickness of the wall. For all prac-
tical purposes it is a porch, with an inner
and outer archway ; each arch being sup-
ported by a group of shafts, and a short piece
of pointed barrel vault intervening between
the mouldings of the two. The next stage,

on the three detached sides of the tower, is

occupied by arcades. These are different on
each face. On the west, the inner order of

each arch has two foliated cusps : on tlie

south, the arches are plain, but the spandrils
between them are filled with carved trefoils

;

on the north, they are divided by smaller
arches, springing not from shafts or mullions,
but from corbel heads. Both here and in the
front there are some interesting, though
rather dilapidated figures, one of which
represents a man playing on a kind of violin.

The third story of the tower is singular. The
thickness of the wall is here reduced, but the
weathering, instead (if being horizontal, takes
the form of a large \/\/. In other words, the
width from buttress to buttress is made up by
a whole gablet and two half gablets, which
meet at their base. Below the centre stands
a two-light window, and four cusped circles

fill in the rest. The belf-'y has an effective

pierced arcade. The spiio is remarkable for

the depth of its broach.:., and notwithstand-

ing its height has only three tiers of spii-e-

lights. There is a tine east window in this

church, of the earliest typo of tracery ; some
pai'ts of its cusping seem to have fallen out.

{To he concluded next week.)

NOTES ON CARPENTRY AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES.—I.

rpO young carpenters a knowledge of the
J- principles on which the stability of

timber struciurcs depends must be of con-
siderable interest. The stability of a struc-

ture depends u)5on the dimensions of its

various parts being properly proportioned to

the strains thrown upon them, and depends
also upon the manner in which they are

joined together. The business of the car-

penter is to properly put together the pieces

of timber assigned to their various positions

by the engineer or the architect ; but he will be
much more likely to perform his detailed

work properly when he sees as he goes along
how the pressures brought to bear upon a
structure distribute themselves, and come
to their bearing, and in what manner and to

what degree the various pieces are strained.

To this end we propose to give a short series

of articles in which a j)lain view of these

principles will be presented. There are many
cases that come under the hands of the
carpenter in wdiich a knowledge of the strains

produced in a beam or piece of timber by
the load placed upon it, or by its own weight,
may prevent disaster, or at least may pre-

vent the weakening of a structure by injudi-

cious cutting in the wrong place; for when-
ever a beam that is subject to a cross strain

is to be cut into for the purpose of joining

another to it, it must be cut in a part that
will weaken it the least ; or, in other words,
when it is necessary to cut into a beam in

order to join another to it, it must be cut
deepest were the strain is least ; and if it be
necessary to cut at all into any part where
the strain is great, it must be carefully done.
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There are certain mechanical principles

which govern the choice of dimensions for a
piece of timber intended to be subjected to a
given strain, whether that strain be put upon
it crosswise, as in the instance of a girder or

a joist ; lengthwise, as in story posts, in

which case the fibres are under a compressive
strain ; or as in tie-beams, king and queen
posts of roofs, &c., in which they are under a
tensile strain. This latter form of strain is

often met by the emplojauent of iron tie-

rods
; although in Norway and Sweden im-

mense structures are put together without
the use of any iron at all. This is the
triimiph of carpentry

The strains produced by a load placed
crosswise on a beam are those which most
often call for determination, and to meet
which sufficient dimensions have to be as-
signed to the beam to sustain the strains
without injury to the forces that are inherent
in the material. With what forces to resist

strainNatui-e has endowed the various materials
we use can only be determined by experiment-
ing upon them mechanically. The knowledge
so gained by experiments on pieces of certain
dimensions is then applied to the determi-
nation of the dimensions of other pieces by
abstract reasoning. With this view we will

first present a few observations which have a
general bearing on the subject, leaving every
individual carpenter to pursue the subject

further at his leisure ; and it may be said that

if he takes interest in his work, and therefore

pride in its perfection, he will not stop at
simple and general rules, but will investigate

the hidden causes and the reasons why
certain materials possess the strength to resist

strains put upon them that we see they do
possess.

Pressure, producing strain, wherever it

may come from, on the one hand, and
strength of material to resist it on the other,

are of universal application throughout
natm'e as two opposite forces. We will

begin with a consideration of the strains pro-

duced in a beam laid horizontally, supported
at both ends, and loaded in the middle.

The first or initial pressure that a beam
receives which is thus loaded is the vertical

pressure, equal in intensity to the weight W,
tending to crush together the fibres of the

timber vertically. This vertical pressure is

transmitted through the beam (thus produc-
ing strains in it) to the supports at the two
ends, and the supports react on the ends of

the beam with a force equal to the pressure

put upon them by the weight of the load,

action and reaction being always equal in

any structure that has stability. Thus if a
weight be jilaced on firm ground it jiresses

upon it with a force equal to its weight,

and the ground reacts against it with a

force also equal to its weight ; and
similarly if a weight be placed on a hori-

zontal beam that is supported at its two
ends the action of the weight is met by the

reaction of the supports, and the two forces

are equal in intensity ; and if the load be at

the same distance from both the supports, or

in the middle of the beam, as in Fig. 1, each

support reacts upon the end of the beam
with a force whose intensity is equal to half

the weight put upon the centre of the beam

;

that is to say, each support carries half the

weight. But if the weight be not in the

centre, but at some point nearer to one
support than the other, then the supports do
not react on the beam with equal force, for

the pressures upon them are not alike ; and
the pressure tliat each does sustain, and
therefore the force with which it reacts on the

beam is proportionate to the nearness of

the load to it ; or, in other words, it is inversely

proportionate to the distance of the load from

it. Thus if the beam be 1.5ft. long, or rather

if its length of bearing bo 15ft., and the

load be put upon it at a distance of oft. from

one end, the support A sustains twice as

much pressure as B, because it is twice as

near, and therefore it reacts on the beam
with twice as much force as B does.

Referring back to Fig. 1, we see that half

the pressure of the weight W is transmitted

to each support, and that the force of re-

action of the support A upwards against the

end of the beam is half the weight W, and

the same of the support B ; so that the same

strains are jn'oduced in a beam supported at

the ends and loaded in the middle as would be

produced in it if it were fixed at the points

W and A, and loaded at the end B with half

the weight W. Similarly, referring to Fig.

I. two-thirds of the weight W .'ire trans-

mitted to the sujiport A, and one-third to the

siq>port B, so tliat the force of reaction of

the support A upwards against the beam is
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two-thirds of the weight AV, and of the sup-

port 15 ime-third. And, in short, .at -n-hiit-

cver point a beam may he lo.idod, tlie reaction

of either of its supports may be found by

multiplying the weight of the load into its

distance from the opposite support, and

dividing the product by the whole distance

between the supports. Thus in Fig. 1, if the

distance between the supports were l.'ift..and

the weight G tons ; 6 X 7j = i'>. and ^^ = 3

tons on each support, and in Fig. 2. supposing

the weight to be the same, the reaction of the

support A will be 6 X 10 = (if>, and ^" = 4

tons ; and of the support B (i x 5 = 30,

and % = -2 tons. If the distance of the load

were 7ft. from A, and 8ft. from B, the

pressures would be, for A. Ci x S =

3 l-5th tons; and Sir 1! li X
'

48,

and,-
43

42, and ^^ — 2 -i-oths tons, the two making

up the whole load.

In transmitting: the pressure "W to the

sv.pport^. ceitain strains are produced in the

beam, which tend to compress the fibres

together along the upper part of the beam,

and to lengthen them along the lower part

;

and as the fibres are somewhat elastic, they

are shortened on the top and lengthened on

the bottom of every beam carrying a load in

this manner; and it is the knowledge of the

limits of this elasticity in different kinds of

material that constitutes the knowledge of

the strength of materials. If a short piece

be supposed to be taken from the beam, and

the curves exaggerated for the purpose of

better inspection, the strains may be rej)re-

sented as in Fig. 3.

The distance A B may represent the length

of any fibre, whether at top or bottom of the

beam, before the beam is loaded, and after

loading C 1) may represent its extended

length below, and E F its compressed length

above, the neutral axis of the beam.

In speaking of the ''load W," and of the

reaction of each of the supports in Fig. 1

being equal to half that load, we adopt that

mode of expression for the sake of simplify-

ing the question at the outset. In reality,

however, half the weight of the beam itself

must be added to whatever extraneous loa<l

may be put on at W, in order to arrive at the

precise amount of force which the reaction of

the supports represents. l>ut until we have

gone through the rudiments of strains it will

be quite sulficient to assume that the beam
has no weight.

^

ON TUE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

^r^IIK fortieth lecture of this course was delivered
JL hy Dr. G. G. Zerffi, in the Lecture Tlit-atre,

Soutli Kensiiifjtou Jluseum, on Tues<Iay aftfrinn)ii

hist. In conimencint;. tlie lecturer said that it was
his intentitm, in conformit}* with the principles he

had enunciated at the beginninjx, to conclude the

present cimrse by drawing; attention to the charac-

ters of the tliree ruling nations of Europe, who were

the true representatives of the f^reat Aryan grnup.

In these tlirce nations we sliould be able to trace

both aiuiloi^ies and differences, ICmlowed as they

were with the greatest amount of brain and a regular

facial angle, they stood both in science and art in

the van of civilisation. Commencing, then, with

the French, we should lind tliat French art and the

character of the French people were in perfect ac-

cordance. I'liffbtiness and childish inii)etnosity were

the principal elements develojied under the sunny sky

of France, fostered by exhilarating wines, by agree-

able social manners. The language of the French
was a mixture of Latin, old Frank, and Norman, but

now almost wilhuut any recognisable Teuton ele-

ments. The literature, like tliat of aiu-ient Home,
wa.H a reproduction of the works of tJreek and Latin

authors. History was to the French an abtnniiia-

tion, and if written was penned only to extol their

own deeds. Vanity and self-glorification found
their most genuine representatives in France. At
the same time, true outward politeness was to be
found there. Even in quarrelling the French pre-

served this. One would say to another, " AViU you
IciiuUy permit me to observe that you are—a block-

head," and be met with, "Pardon me, sh, I really

think vou are mistaken, and thus you prove your

I'xrpiisite ignorance and stupidity." The French

liked to laugh, to dance, and to sing. They met

death or cooked a dinner with an equal amount of

theatrical display. Tlieir greatest talent was their

p.iwer of attitudinising. They were keen, sensitive,

and excitable, and therefore imsurpassed in articlei^

dc Paris. Genuine French art had in reality begun

towards the middle of the eighteenth century. The
ornamentation of the times of ^Ime. de Pompadour,now
called" Rococo." was the very essence of French art.

The arabesques, the little monsters, the angels and

nymphs, were all equally coquettish and equallj' en-

tangled. In art, as in politics, the French seduced

and conquered the world at the beginning of a cen-

tury, and ended by making themselves hated and

despised towards its close. They gave us improved

patterns at lirst, and then discarded or transformed

them into caricatures. Their language resembled

their art in being full of exaggeration. AVhere we
gave "our compliments" the)' offered *' ath<msand."

AVhere we were "sorry," they were in "despair."

When we were " very well," they were *' marvellously

so," and when we were "very glad," they were
'* highly charmed." Every Englishman was to tliem

a man without manners, everj-^ (ierman a didl and

stupid fellow, too grossly absurd even to excite

laughter. French art possessed this character. It

was exquisite, light, and pretentious, but at the same
time exaggerated, grotesque, and often revoltingly

sensational. The French artist's greatest fault

was his rough naturalism and mannerism.

France had begun this centiu-y with the severe

and classical style of J. L. David, and was now
concluding it with M. Regnault, who had used a

]»int of, possibly rcal^ bull's blood for the purpose of

creating a sensation. Between J. L. David and

Regnault, we had the Dutchman, Ary Scheffer

(b. 1703), the best French painter. His "Faust
and Margaret," however, though excellent in com-
position, was full of mannerism, lie painted every-

thing in green and brown, or brown and green. Yet

through these gloomy colours we sometimes saw
Hashes of a light which, though fitful, could not be

mistaken, and proved the presence of the fire of

genius. Next to him stood the German, Charles

Steuben, who had produced large historical paintings

and battle-pieces. Mannerism and broad composi-

tion had a yet more devoted servant in Horace

Vernct (b. 171)8). Ilis battle-pieces were well

grouped and full of passion. The colouring, as far

as outline was concerned, was bright, sharp, and
bold, resembling, to some extent, the toucli of Paul

Veronese, though without that poetical transparency

of colour which was to be admired in the creations

of the Venetian master. Even grander was Eugene
Delacroix (b. 171''-'). an opponent of cold, stern

classicism. He had painted many magniticent

scenes—" Dante and Virgil," "The ^lassacre of

Chios," " The ]\Iurder of the Bishop of Li^ge,"
" The Sliipwreck" (from Byron's " Don Juan"), A'c.

lie delighted in the gloomy, the terrible, *he pas-

sionate, and the horrible. His "Glorification of the

Revolution of July" was a real French masterpiece.

It represented the Goddess of Freedom with the

tricolour, half fishwoman half divinity. Less

terrible, quieter in his thoughts, admirable in his

psychological truthfulness and historical individual

sation, was Paul Delarncho (b. 17'.'7). Amongst his

works were "The Execution of Lady Jane Grey,"

"Cromwell Standing by the Cofhn of Charles I.,"

and "The Condemnation of Marie Antoinette." The
great French painters had, in half a century, fixed

on canvas m.>re horrors than had been produced hy

all the other painters togetlier. But how should we
account for the strange fact that tliis nation, so fond

of liorrors, so easily brought to admire the sensa-

tional and terrible, at the same time decorated rooms

with roses, violets, and daisies, and delighted in

elegant and charming bronze works like those of

Barbedienne and others. It would be difficult to

understand this phenomenon—unless, indeed, we
accepted the explanation of the witty Grafiigny,

who told us that the French had escaped frnm the

hands of Nature at a time when she had only bad

fire and air at her disposal for the manufacture of

mankind. Whilst some of the French painters thus

delighted in scenes of horror, others jiainted land-

scapes. In these works, correct grouping and

framing, imposing lines, and a plastic conccptimi of

distances were looked upon as secondary considera-

tions. The aim of the artist waseffect. EtWt produced

by little glimpses of sunshine, by dark skies with

bloodstained tints or yellowish )>amls, to mark the

rising sun. or white streaks to show the setting

moon. Brascassat and Rosa Bonheur were excep-

tions to the general rule. Their animals were

idealised animals. They were able, so to speak, to

paint the souU of cows, horses, and sheep. The

very reverse of the French in every way were the

English and Germans. The Teuton branch of the

Aryan race comprehended the Swedes, Dutch,

Danes. Germans, English, and Americans. L'nlike

tlie Kelt, the Teuton was cool, composed, matter-of-

fact, maidy, and inclined to be melancholy. The
dynamic force with the Kelt was employed in

imaginar}' matters, whilst with the Teuton it was
directed to the creation of something useful.

Liberty and pro]^erty were the pillars upon which
England rested, but having cared for the foundation,

it was time to think i>f our higher artistic culture.

The French boasted that whilst they were a nation

of houqueticrcA (Mower-girls) we were a nation of

houtiqniers (shopkeepers). We ought to strive to

give them no grcmnds for this assertion. As soon

as we should have expelled the evil spirit of com-
mercial jobbery from our educational establishments

we should be in a fair way to becoming, in an

artistic sense, as ]Hiwerful as any other branch of the

Aryan group. The progress made by England since

18.')1 was not only astounding, but almost incredible,

when we took into consideration the insular position

of the nation, and the fact that education had been

altogether one-sided, history, geography, and
:psthetics having l>een totally neglected. From
Hogarth to David Wilkie, Frith, and E. Nicol we
had no historical painters. bi?causc history was a

sealed hook to us. We indulged in scenes of home
fife, in genre painting, and in portraits. With
reference to the latter branch of painting we affected

a kind of idealised naturalism. We ])ainted Mrs.

Jones or Mrs. Brown with great care, so that .she

might sigh, when gazing on the work, " Oh. would

I were like my portrait!" We finished off Johnn}',

Dick, Louisa, and Emily, so that mamma could say

with great pride, "This is how the dear child looked

before she had the whooping-cough." In water-

colour painting, in paintingdogs and horses, in build-

ing neat little cottages, and in constructing grand

railway bridges or tunnels, we were unsur-

passed ; but when we attempted a monumental
building, we either left it unfinished or placed it in

a crooked street or narrow lane where it could not

be seen at all. With regard to ornamentation, he

(the lecturer) had only to refer to the Exhibition to

show the decided improvements which had taken

jdace in this branch of art. There was, however,

much to be desired. The neglect of higher mental

culture was apparent. There was a want of refined

taste and of classical severity. Taste we might

acquire in studying French art, classical severity

and correctness in directing our attention to the

works of the different schools of Germany. It was
iiseless to attempt to disguise the fact that, spite of

our gigantic imiirovements, our superior collections

of art, antiquities, treasures, and models, we were

not in the van of the aggregate of .\ryan nations.

The common phrases. " AV'e are not an artistic

nation, we are practical," were meaningless, ar.d

were as absurd as the counter phrases which might

be used by a metaphysical German, " I am not

practical, I am :vstheticah" National onesidedness

was as reprehensible in an Englishman as in a French-

man or German. We had not only to study French

art, and to note what was passing in Paris, but to

examine the works and systems of the schools of

art at Vienna, Munich, Diisseldorf, and Berlin. If

we noticed tlie wall in the International Exhibition

which was decorated with the Bavarian pictiu-es, we
should find the word "sold" on nearly everv one of

them. We should observe harmony of colours, an

exact study of tints, an atrial perspective, an ad-

herence to Nature without a tendency iov sensational

contrasts of light and shade, and taste in grouping

both the ideal landscape and the mere view. The

German was slow like the growth of his oak-trees.

In general he was phlegmatic and sentimental, but

he above all liked a sy.stem. He knew that the

luiiverse had its laws and a system ; that humanity

had developed according to laws and a system, and

he observed the same in every individual being.

This made him th;^ very opposite of a IVenchman,

who was //////Nhearted. whilst he was melancholy

and /(('(n'7/-hcartcd. He wanted to do everything

thoroiighl)- and lo understand everything. This

metaphysical tendency did not prevent the German
painter, sculptor, architect, ornamentist, designer,

and artisan from beingpractical. In addition to his uni-

versal knowledge, hispowers of generalisation, and his

talent for systematising. be was eminently technical.

He knew tiie atlvantage of a correct knowledge of

anatomy, but quite understood that this knowledge

without ideas would never enable him to produce a

work of art. This truth was also recognised by the

authorities and the students <tf all art-schools in

France and Germany, and not oidy the eye and the

hand, hut the intellect also was eultivaled. In con-

clu'ling. the lecturer observed that his aim through-

out the course of wl>ich this was the last lecture had
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been to make his hearers acquainted ivith the

different developments of artistic forms and n'.otivcs

in arcliitecture, sculpture, paintinij, and ornamenta-

tion, and above all to inspire the students with a

better apiireciation of their art and "vvith higher

"ideas. With regard to the study of art history

itself, he might observe that a school of art in which

that subject was not taught was unknown. Art

•could as little exist without history as life without

oxygen. The students, he continued, ought to show
tlieir appreciation of the efforts made by tlie

authorities of tlie department to provide them with

instruction in this all-important subject by not re-

laxing their efforts to render themselves thoroughly

masters of it.

IJIPROVED PORTABLE GAS APPARATUS.

MESSRS. KENDALL & GENT, of Salford and

Jlaiichester, have recently commenced to erect

ai)paratus fi)r tlic manufacture of gas from coal oil,

jm Idycrs' improved principle. The api>aratus is

very simjjle, and onslly managed. A is a circular

<?an, furnished with a small tap, and holds the oil

from whicli the gas is jiroduced. 1! is a siphon-pipe,
fitted at tlie top with a funnel mouth, and lixed at
its other end to a neck or pipe projecting from a
cast iron retort. C is the projection of the retort
referred to, into which the siphon-pipe opens, and it

is closed in the front by a small cast iron cover,
tightened and I;ept in its place by the iron placed
across it. D is a cylindrical sheet iron casing, con-
taining a cylindrical and vertical cast iron retort.

This retort is suspended hy a flange at its top, and
is surrounded by a fire-clay cylinder; the interven-
ing space between the retort and the cylinder consti-
tutes the flue or hot-air passage. Tlie hot air or
jiame, after p.-issiug round the whole of the retort, is

carried up tlirnugh a sufficient height of pipes to
create the necessary draught for the fire under the
retort, or may be conveyed, by means of an elbow-
-pipe, into an ordinary chimney, should there be one
convenient. The space between the fire-clay cylinder
and tlie casing is filled up with concrete or aov
material tliat will hold the heat. 1-: is an elbow-pipe,
fitted .at one end into a trough at the top of the
retort; the joint is made tight by filling the trough
with lead, which also acts as an 'indicator, showing,
by its rpiiet boiling motion, that the conversion of
oil into gas is in successful operation ; the other end
•of the elbow-pipe fits into a trough at the top of the
condensing-pipe, F, filled with water. The heat of
the retort is just sufficient to keep the lead in a
melted state, and the escaping gas is not of such a
temperature as to evaporate the water in the other
joint. F is the condensing-pipe, fitted bv a socket
at the bottom to a shorter pipe, which" penetrates
into the oast iron cistern G, and terminates under
water. The gas is conveyed from tlie cistern G
through the pipe II to the bidder. I is a small fire-

grate, in which fuel is burnt to heat the retort. .7 is

a small pipe used to carry off any tar that mav
accumulate in the cistern G; a similar pipe is fixed
to the top of tlie condensing-iii|ie F, and conveys
tar from the top of the water-joint. The cost "is

less than that of ciliI gas, when tlie difference in the
brilliancy of the light is taken into consideration,
and the apparatus is free from the defect which has
previously characterised atteniids to manufacture
gas from coal oil—viz., the coating of the retorts
with carbon.

ON MOSAIC AND GLASS PAINTING IN THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1871.*

By T. Ga>ieii;u Pakry, Esq.

Mosaic.

THE VSK OF THE ART.

Xj^NGLAND is assuredly the country for mosaic.
-Jl-' We need its durabili'ty and its lustre. Where
other systems of Art would only make darkness
darker, lustrous mosaic multiplies upon its thousand
surfaces every gleam of light, and reflects the very
reflections of itself. It might seem at first a mere
tiling of ingeniuty. It needs both ingenuity and
skill

; but besides them it needs for its perfection a
fine tact and a bold discretion which can only come
of artistic talent and education. The trained care
of a neat-handed artisan will suffice for its simple
decorative work. For high art is needed high train-

ing.

In mosaic applied to the higher branches of art,

a thorough knowledge of the principles of design
and chiaro-oscuro, especially in the action of the
human figure, is indispensable ; for as the intricacies

of painting are imjiossible in mosaic, and indeed
ought to be so, to insure the effect of power and
breadth, which arc the finest characteristics of
mosaic, the artist needs a true sense and an accurate
knowledge for that scientific selection of parts
(whether for their omission or emphasis), which would
be out of the t|ucstiii]i to the blundering guess-work
of one not trained by an artistic education. The
history of art is written in mosaic. In the relics of
Egypt, Assyria, in those of Greece, when Byzantium
had taken the place of Athens, and of Rome, when
Christianity had revived her arts afresh, over tlie

world, from India to England, and under all the
vicissitudes of national prosperity and decline, mosaic
has preserved the record of styles of art and of the
infiueuces of national character and religion upon it,

from the earliest historic days till now. If this

art is to revive and flourish as in other days, its hope
is in the devotion of its students. The English
student is already well provided with the sources of
information. The works of one gentleman alone. Sir
Digby Wyatt, on this and its liiudred subjects,

su|iply all that a student could hope to learn from
bonks in the history of the art, the detail of its

materials and handicraft, with admirable instruction
on its principles and application, and references to

iinport;int foreign works and illustratinns of tlie art.

The lectm-e by the Right lion. A. H. Layard, printed
among the papers of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, for November, 18G8, and that by
Sir D. Wyatt in the same series, for 18(i2, are valu-
able both for the archeology and practical informa-
tion they contain. These two papers reprinted
together would be of great value for circulation
among art students.

The ancient wall-mosaics were composed almost
exclusively of vitreous tessera;. The pavements were
of every variety of material and colour. In the 1st
chapter of the Book of Esther the pavement in
" Shushan the Palace " is described as of "red and
blue, and white and black marble," a sort of intar-
siatura mosaic.

The ancient earthenware tessera; had not the
durability of glass ; but the novel process by which
the ceramic tessera; are made by a crushing pressure
upon dry pounded clay, affords all prospect of dura-
bility otherwise unattainable by terra-cotta. Tlie

Romans, in England, commonly used the local

materials for their mosaic floors—blue lias, gray
forest stone, yellow oolite, brick burnt red or black,

or any other material at hand. Accumulated
rubbish has preserved what time would otherwise
have ruined of such perishable materials.

iMosaic was but little used in our national Christian
andiitccture. Buildings of tlie same style in Italy

abound in mosaic
; and those of the East, and others

iu Christian countries erected under Saracenic
influence, have their interiors clothed with it.

Nothing can surpass the richness of its beauty. Its

resources are unbounded, from the solemnity of its

works at Ravenna and Venice, in Salonica and
Sicily, to the gorgeous dome of the more moilern S.

Peter's at Rome, and the minute brilliancy of its

copied pictures.

THE PLAfE OF MOSAIC AMONG TllK ARTS.

Mosaic is to painting what painting is to nature

;

not its copy but its sense. In former days such
menas AndreaTafi and the artists of S. Apolhnareand
S.'^ I'rassede, designed their cartoons and worked
their mosaic upon them. But those were days when
time was of small value. Nowadays the artist

who designs would gTudge the time spent iu the ar-

angement of his tessera;. The work of the mosaicist

• From the Oniciiil Ileports of the International Exhi-
bition, published by Juhuson & Sons, Ciistlo-strcet,

Hglborn.

is, therefore, a speciality, and is more than half an
architectural one. His palette of colours, like that of
the buon-fresco paiuter, is limited ; it ought to be
so, and severely so. Let him heartily accept these
limitations, and restrain his hand from liberty, for
they insure a breadth and grandeur to his work
wliich the resources of facility and delicacj' would
risk.

A mosaic is a translation ; but to be a perfect one,

it needs to be made with so fine a sense of the genius
of the two languages that a native on each side

would recognise it as his own.

I'RINCirLES OK MONUMENTAL XKT.

Colouring, taken as a monumental art, must con-
sent to dispense with many qualities of a picture.

Their loss may be painful in an isolated work, but
in mommieutal art nothing is isolated. Painting

need lose thereb}' neither refinement nor vigour. If

obtrusiveness is a vulgarity in men, it is infiuitelj'

more objectionable in art. Self-restraint in art need

deprive it of no power. Its evidence would rather

add to its power. Art might thus indeed be thrown
back upon itself, and rest upon its own fundamental
resources. But if it were so, its very independence

would give it dignity ; and, being master of itself, it

would become thereby master of the spectator.

A picture, speaking broadl}', can have but one
point of sight. A building has none. The spectator

makes one for himself whichever way he turns.

The variety and charm of architectural effect is due
to this, so that all is symmetry, all is true, which-
ever yvay the eye may be directed. Why, then,

make discord by inventing other points of sight

which the architecture ignores ? The painter, or the

designer for mosaics, does so, who, in his limited

view of art, designs and paints for architecture as he

would for his gallery. If, on the contrary, the

jirinciples 'of monumental design were studied and

realised—if artists, even Royal Academicians, would
condescend to learn the grammar of another impor-

tant langua.ge—the language of combination—art

would then rise to that high standard which unity

can alone attain. It would command again, as it

did of yore, the respect of the very multitude; it

would make them think where thought had no place

before ; it would gain first their assent, at last

their affection, and make a people honourably proud

in the possession and the power of national genius.

If monumental art is to be again, it must be by
the courage and the power of such principles as

these. None other can realise it. Jlonumental art

is at once a multituile. Mosaic is but one of its

many instruments. The designer for mosaic must,

at least in knowledge, be a mosaicist himself, and as

mvch an architect at heart as a painter. Orcagna,

Ghiberti, and Cellini produced works most beautiful

and complete, because they grasped at once the

purpose of their thought, and the powers, the limits,

and the applications of their materials. For want

of such comprehensive grasp as this, our modern

works too often fail. That noble inspiration which

once animated the arts is needed now to teach them

to combine, and both to give and gain by combina-

tion. The beauty of a crown would be marred if one

gem paled the rest.

For all minor purposes of decorative painting men
mav do what they please. When they are bound by
no architectural obligation they are free ; and in a

room, whether it be of the size of a boudoir, where

Bouchet or Watteau may have let their fancies loose,

or of the size of the chambers iu the Vatican where

Raffaelle painted his " School of Athens," the rule of

the artist must be his own discretion. Where, on

the contr,ary, he has to deal with great architec-

tur.al features and effects, let him remember that

incon.gruity is discord ; and that where the architec-

ture has demanded breadth and massiveness, his

work is grievous if he ignores them.

Artists should be half mechanics. They think

now too little of construction. They are apt to

think that mechanism and construction are things

of prose, and that art asjiires alone to the realm of

poetrv. We can only hope for a future of better

thiii.gs and better understandings. Unless a designer

of monumental art can conceive and m.aster, in one

mental grasp, the poetry of construction and the

construction of '.i 'Ctry, he had better leave that noble

art alone.

Orchestral harmony owes its charm to the many
voices of its instruments. It is not enough that

they be tuned together or maintain their parts; but

it is that each one singing out its own poetry, in its

own sphere, in its own voice—discreet, unselfish

—

combines to make sound perfect.

Thus, too, there is a harmony, pure, complete, and

true, as much needed by the e.\e as by the ear. The

cautious discipline of the orchestra is no le.ss needed

for its perfection than it is by those many-voiceil

instruments of art which make the music—silent
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though it be, and all the more sublime—of mouu-
mental architecture.

SOTICE OF SPECI.\L SYSTEMS ASD WORKS.

The system of mosaic painting; invented by Mr.

Minton Camiiboll is the nvist reinarkabU' novi-lty in

the tine arts department of tlic Exhibition. Tlie

sensation caused by the German invention of

water-gla3s was very great, but the success is doubt-

ful. The three most important works executed in

England have been intrusted to tliis precarious

S3-stem. Two of these works, the greatest in size

and the most successful in execution of modern

works of historical wall-painting, Jlr. Maclise's

Waterloo and Trafalgar, have been finished but a

few years, and arc already rapidly perishing. The

third, by Mr. Hcrbert,may last much longer, because

of the extreme caution with which he used water-

glass. May it last for ever ! liut what is water-

glass ? It is the delicate tilm which shines on the

golden surface of 'lur autumn straws t>( corn. It

serves, by the exquisite provision of Xature, to pre-

serve the slender stalk—but how long? Till the

time of wintry trial comes and then water-glass and

straw are gone together. It is too delicate, too

superficial.

Jlr. Minton Campbell's system is an application

of mosaic tesserie to ordinary painting. It is not

mosaic ; but it combines the mechanism and dura-

bility of mosaic with the freedom of oil-painting. A
stu-face of mosaic tessera; of any extent niaj- be

painted as a man would pai[it canvas. The surface

thus painted may be broken up into groups of

tessera;; and painting, whicil. though treated like oil,

is in fact vitreous, may be burnt in by tlie furnace.

Thus, like mosaic, it becomes, as far as mortal man
dares to use the word, imperishable. It ni.ay be

altered; any number of "pentimenti "' may be

possible, and the work may be burnt in again and
again without injury to the rest. Tims w.all-paint-

ing is secured by imperishable enamel. Xever were

two systems more opposed thau this and water-glass.

The one was " unstable as water," but this is fire-

glass.

The palette of the buon-fresco painter was limited

to the colours that would bear the ordeal of quick-

lime, and they were few. His very difticulties

brought out his power. His colom*s were few, his

lime was rapid, breadth and simplicity were his

necessity, and their result success. But this new
process breaks down all limitations both of colours

and their use.

Uegarded in relation to the higher view and pur-

pose of a *])ainter's work, as a metliod which is to

supplant fresco, and to take the place of mosaic, the

future whicil Mr. Minton Campbell's system opens to

the art-world will be the making or marring of art,

according to the self-restraint or easy license of

those who use it. AVithout discipline and self-

restraint, all dignity, order, beauty, health, are gone,

whether it be in politics, religion, morality, or art.

The system of ilr. ^Minton Canpbell's fictile

painting is well illustrated by the figure of Ghiberti,

by Mr. Fisk, and a group of a Hunter, his Hawk,
and his Dog, by Jlr. Marks, in a room of the

Westeru Fine Art Gallery.

The use of true mosaic is well shown in the

admirable execution of Mr. Leighton's figure of

Cimabne, by Jliss (^olc. As a piece (pf pure archi-

tectiu-al work, whicii mosaic must ever l)e, it is infi-

nitely superior to the free painter's work in the figure

of Ghiberti, executed in Jlr. Minton Campbell's ])ro-

cess. They are botli on a flat gold ground. The
mosaic treatment of breadth, and extreme simplicity

of shadow, in the figure of Cimabne, unite in perfect

architectural kce]iing witli the gold background.

Jlr. Fisk's figure, excellent as a piece of free-picture

painting, does not suit its place at all ; it looks like

a piece of canvas cut out and laid on a gold ground,

incongruous and unexplained. In this result lies

the danger of perfect frecdon in wall painting, to

which the buon-fresco painter and the mosaieist

were not exposed. Free work is liable to want that

dignity wliich is indispensable to the associations of

monumental art.

Mr. Salyiali's works, in the same room, exhibit,

by their simplicity and breadth, the true decorative

art of mosaic in connection witli architecture. Thej'

are in colour also mellow, rich, and grave ; as such

a purpose demands.
There are several works in mosaic such as the

figure of Gibbons, iu tliis room, which exhibit the

very disagreeable result of the tesser.-e obtruding
thesmelves on the sight. The beauty of mosaic is in

its result—its ugliness is in its construction. This
should never be too clearly visible iu representative

subjects. l!y its character of powerful and simple
breailth, let a work be known at once to be mosaic,

no matter where it be, high or low, dark or light

;

tiut be careful not to agonise the eyes hy forcing

upon them the grating surface of obtrusive tessela-

tion.'^^ It is hardly neeess.irj' to add th.it such

caution is not intended to apply to ordinary decora-

tive work of geometrical designs, such as those of

pavements, panels, and so forth. In higher works

of art the eye should not be distracted by the

mechanism of the work.

In the I'otterj' Gallery (in the East wing) are

some remarkable specimens from the works of Jlessrs.

.Simpson & Co. They exhibit all styles of work, from

the vigorous pictorial head of Inigo Jones to the

broad and simple uses of mosaics, where good effect'

at small cost is a matter of necessity. Their appli-

cation of fiat decorative work to tiles is as good as

their mosaic. The employment of tiles for figure

painting is well worthy of notice in the figure of .S.

Luke. Other metliods by other persons, of using

tiles for figure subjects, ma}' be examined at the end

of the Ceramic Gallery of the South Kensington

JIusenm.

The student is fiu-ther referred to the specimens

of enamel colours, "smalti," exhibited from the

Imperial .Vcademy of Fine Art at S. Petersbiu-g, and

from our English mosaieists, Jlessrs. Maw and

Messrs. Itust.

In connection with tliis subject must be mentioned

the use of coloured opaque glass inlaid upon walls by
Jlessrs. Powell, of 'Whitefriars.

Let no ime, however, suppose that these enduring

materials of tiles and mosaic will stand against the

effect of daniii inside walls. The damp must come

out ; and, with the irresistible power of its invi-

sible steam, will blow up any mosaic, and smash the

incrusted tiles and glass, just as the tender roots

of ivj' or still luore tender fungus will break to

pieces the stoutest masonrj-.

Glass Painting.

TIIK US15S AND PHINCIPLES OF TIIK AKT.

This art is more nearly allied to mosaic than any
other. The principles on which they rest are the same.

The golden rule of them both is that all design must
h.ive respect to materials and to the (jlace which the

finished work will occupy. The revival of the art

in this country has been due to those infiuences

which have made tliis a great church-building age.

This .art has suffered from being treated as an e!i.s_y

one, and artists of small attainment, and without

any approach to a scientific knowledge of colour or

of drawing, have trusted to the beauty of their

materials to let their own shortcomings pass un-

observed. It is only to be explained by public

inaptitude, that after so many years of experience

in the revival of this art, systems of work should be

patronised at great cost which do violence to the

first principles of art itself. Not only is the beauty

of the material degraded to the effect of semi-

transparent tracing canvas, oiled paper, or parchment
—^or is itmerel}' that archaeological taste is violated

by the confounding of styles ; but, worse than all,

this art seems to be taken as a fair field for preten-

sion to the highest flights of genius by the most
daring compositions, when, all the while, every

feature of drawing and ever}' point of composition

oidy exhibit the painter's reprehensible self-confidence.

We do not look for refinements of anatomical draw-

ing in the designs of old windows, nor do we demand
them of our modern glass painters; but what we do

demand is, that they shall give us glass windows,

and not mawkisli transparencies, where all the vigour

and glory of their material is blotted out, and all the

glancing and exhilarating effect which should be its

object and its pride is toned down to one dead level

of soft aud sentimental insipidity.

It might be invidious to particularise, but the

stiulcnt and cidtivated visitor will judge for them-

selves, and be led to hope for the time when public

taste will be better trained to allow such works no

more. Tliey are the more reprehensible, because,

now the materials of glass arc so well understood by
the manufacturer, and those qualities of translucent

radiance aud refraction to which the old glass owes

much of its charm, are coni]iletcly reproduced, and
within the reach of all. By this no extreme criticism

is intended, as though it were to insiston the use of a

glass bare andnude of all the toningof metallic oxide;

what is regretted is the want of discretion and
judgment in its use. In the fine specimens of that

late quasi-pictorial work in the clKqiel of King's

College. Cambridge, and in Eairford Church, there is

plenty of toning enamel ; but, at the same time, the

opeiuugs of clear glass are in such jilenty also, that,

arranged with all the cunning of true art, the mellow
parts are all the more mellow, aud the glowing effect

of clear and gorgeous colour all the more superb.

The eye is filled and not fatigued.

With foreign glass-painters the habit of blinding

their glas.s, or coating it with a fog. is excessive.

They appear to ignore the glories of old art, aud to

aim at a sort of opalescfue tranquilUty of eft'cct by
uniform smoothness of surface best suited for the

exhibition of their picture-like transparencies. The
fault of the system is that it turns windows into

mere picture-frames, and perverts an .architectiu'al

opportunity to the service of a subsidiary art. The
dut}' of a glass-painter is precisely the reverse of

tins ; and hapiiil}' there are professors of this

beautiful art, both foreign and English, who follow

the grand old traditions with the utmost success.

This Exhibition does not at all fully illustrate the

present conditions of the art, for some of its leading:

artists have sent nothing. The galleries of general

exhibitions are bad places for glass paintings.

Everything depends on the works being properly

placed. The range of their character aud u.se is as

wide now as it was formerly between the little crisp

panes of a fifteenth century Nuremberg hotase, with

the (piaint sharp designs of its refractive grisaille,

and those broatl and grandly sober sheets of glass

which fill with stately figures of old saints the lofty

clerestories of Hourges. But in exhibition-buildings

designed for other things these exigencies of the art

are left to the -Nnsitor's imagination. So no wonder
that glass-painters are shy of exhibitions.

For domestic purposes, where a soft enamelled

window may be needed against a glare of sun, or

some ornamental glass required to screen unsightly

things outside, or for halls and passages and what
not, a painter's whim may range as he pleases ; but

when we approach to monumental art, then there is

but one standard for the glass-painter .and his critics.

He works side by side with the mosaieist. the sculptor,

the w.all painter, the workmen in marbles, woods,,

and metals, and pre-eminently with the architect

himself, to produce a great result, the excellence of

which depends upon its unity. If a work indivi-

dualises itself, the unity is broken. If one art so

loses its own dignity as to quit iis own sphere in the-

ambitious rivahy with another, as the glass-painier

does who leaves his glorious endowments of light and

colour to mimic (and that in vain) the subdued

beauties and the scientitic composition of the art of

picture, then again the links of monumental unity

.are broken.

By such considerations as these it may be judged

how" pre-eminently difticult the arts of the mosaieist

and the glass-painter really are. They are possessed,

of such tr.anscendent powers that in their use

the highest education aud finest judgement are

needed.

Of the countless purposes to which these two arts

may be applied we need say no more than, with

this caution, that they ju-e arts and not manuf.actures.

Their patrons need as much education as their

professors. Wheu applied to ever so great a purpose

each art must be great enough to hold its own.

When applied on never so small a scale or to never

so subordinate a purpose, pure art is always a joy

;

but bad style, bad drawing, incongruity, ignorance,

sensuiility, vulgarity, selfishness, and conceit, are

alwiiys and evervwhere insufferable.

The purest ambition of an artist is to instruct his

fellow-iTien, to direct their sympathies, aud to raise

their idea ti> that standard of excellence which his

own life ol laliour and devotion has ever striven to

attain. In nothing is it more true than iu art that

pride coiueth before a fall, The trut>st artist will

ever live iu humility and hope, and will die with his

alphabet upon his lips.

XOTICE OF SPECIAI. WOUKS.

The best foreign work in this collection iS No. 2403,

b.y Von Swertskoff, in the Tottery (iallery. Its

bold design is admirable for its purpose, which,

instead of tilling a wuulow in a small room, and close

to the eve, is rather that of giving splendour to a
distant arcliiteetural effect. If the artist had used

the co.arsc refractive gl.ass, such as the gorgeous

windows of Jlediffival and Eenaissant art would have

had, his painting would hjive gained immensely in

force and richness ; and, if he had been content to-

leave, here and there, more of atich glass, free from

the enamel M'hich smooth "good" glass from its

poverty and weakness needs for its support, his effect

would have been jicrfect.

In entire contr.ast to this are Jlessrs. Ile.aton &
Co.'s refined illustrations of " Elaine," in the Jlcyrick

Gallery. With domestic glass, which this is,

anything is allowable within the range of good taste.

Desi.gns of this character and refinement will only-

bear to be alone. Their extreme tenderness is

marred bv their incongruous position in (iotinc

windows filled with crisp and vigorous grisaille,

relieved with jioints and lines of powerful colour.

Jlessr.s. 'Ward & Hughes's windows are always

rich in colour. Their illustration of a subject from

the Book of Revelations is a .good s]ieiimen of their

]iecnliar treatment of gorgeous colour massed

together : one onlv longs for a little more of it to be

free from the woolly stipplin.g. Their little double

window, with the women and angels at our Lord's

seimlchre, is a very refined specimen of their style.
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Their group of " Industry" is gracefully designed

and riclily coloured. If this subject and those of

Messrs. Heaton & Co. could change places each

would benefit. Messrs. Hughes's subject overpnwer.s

the delicacy of its grisaille ground ; Messrs.

Heaton's vigorous ground overpowers the delicacy of

their subject.

No. 2376 (south-east staircase), central -nindow,

by Messrs. Gibbs, is au effect of painting in

elaborately stippled and softened enamel.

Nos. 2394 and 2;ifl.5, Meyrick Gallery, Belgian

windows, by Mr. Vaiuler-Poorten, are specimens of

the style of work referred to in the introdnctory

notice above. They have not a single cliaracter of

glass left, except that its pieces are jointed with

lead. Its effect is thoroughly realised for what it is

intended to be—viz., that of a transparent blind. I

leave these and all similar works to the discrimina-

ting student, who can recognise the broad rule that

works of art are good or bad as they are conceived

in relation to their materials.

No. 2375 (north-east staircase), by Mr Dobbelaere,

is worthy of special notice as a specimen of dead

colour enamelled figures on a rich and clear but

deeply-coloured ground.

Messrs. Lavers & Co.'s specimens of renaissance

glass deserve special notice. Their central window,

in the north-west staircase (wrongly named in the

first edition of the catalogue), is a rich and beautiful

work—a picture in an architectural framework.

Taken alone upon its own peculiar conditions, it is a

success. A similar style of window, by the same
hands, but not quite so complete, is in the Meyrick

Gallery.

Messrs. Ma.yer's works, in the Meyrick Gallery,

are the usual specimens of Munich glass, with all

their specialities of artificial enamelling. Such is

the window of " Hamlet." In tlie window of the

"Adoration of the Magi" is a specimen of the

Munich ^^tyle of glass with a more architectural

intention. It has, as usual in works of this school,

that hiirshness and almost savageness of effect in its

chiaro-oscuro and its colours, which fatigue the eye

by their violence and unbalanced intensity. The
special characteristics of English and German Gothic

are so distinct that the ornamental accessories of the

one are rarelj' harmonious with the framework of

the other.

No. 2402, Meyrick Gallery. A series of panes of

corrugated glass, with subjects in outline. They
are to illustrate the use of glass in galleries and
rooms where the desideratum is to hide some
unsightly objects outside. When such is the case it

is necessary that the designs, which must be in-

cessantly thrust upon the eye, should be as good as

possible.

The application of photography to window
ornament is illustrated by Col. Stuart-Wortley's fine

photographs in the conservatory, and by those of

M. Joubert, both plain and coloured, in the South

Kensington Museum collection.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF
THE FINE ARTS.

•

ON Thursday evening last, the 20th inst., the

above-named society held, a meeting at

their rooms in Conduit-street. The Pre.sideut,

Viscount Stratford de Eedcllffe, K.G., G.O.Ij. in

the chair.

A most interesting paper was read by J. T. Wood,
Esq., Architect, descriptive of his explorations at

Ephesus in search of the Great Temple of Diana
for -winch it was anciently so mnch famed.
Ephesns, Mr. Wood reminded his hearers, was the

most important of the twelve cities founded by the

Greek Confederation, the chief mart of Asia
Minor, and above all famous for its magniticent
temple dedicated to the Goddess Diana. It would be
remembered also as one of the seven churches men-
tioned by S. John. The site of the £,Teat temple
lias been a subject of disjiute and controversy for

ma.ny centuries. Many intelligent men, such as

Chandler and others, had looked about in vain for

some traces of the immense building. Seeing nothing
above ground that really answered to the descrip-

tion given by Pliny, Strabo, and Vitruvius, they
generally came to the conclusion that the large

building at the head of the city port, commonly
known as the Great Gymnasium, either formed part

of or was built upon the site of the temple. PUny
•describes the temple as being 22(lft. wide, and 425ft.

long, and adorned with 100 columns, 27 of which
were the gifts of kings Dr. Guhl came much
nearer the real site when he suggested it might have
stood near the river Cayster, nearly north of the

<;ity. About eight years ago Mr. M'ood determined

he would seek for the site of this celebrated build-
,

*ng l>y diligent exhumation of the accumulated soil, I

debris, &c. He began at his own expense. Subse-
quently Mr. M'addington, of Paris, assisted, and
then the British Museum authorities, acting under
the advice of Mr. Charles Newton, who visited

Ephesus on his wa}'' to Priene, where Mr. Pnllen

was at work on the Temple of Minerva. Finding
all efforts barren on the supposed sites of the

temple, Mr. Wood resolved to open up some of the

other important buildings, hoping to come on some
inscription or other guide which would advance the

main object he had in view. This in a remarkable
manner he effected. He excavated about the Great
Gymnasium, the Odeum, or Lyric Theatre, and the

Great Theatre. Near the doorway of the Odeum
was found the statue of Commodus, the lower part

of which is now in the British Museum, the upper
part was, unfortunately, lost by the wreck of the

vessel conveying it. Through stumbling one day
over a stone, and thus having his attention directed

to it, Mr. Wood's curiosity was excited by its ajipear-

ance, and on excavating there he laid open what he
considers to be the tomb of S. Luke. The building

is circular, 50ft. in diameter, decorated with 16
columns and pilasters. Mr. Wood's opinion of the

nature of the building was founded on finding the

pilaster which had first attracted his notice; the cap,

being above ground, had two sculptured panels on it,

representing a bull supporting a cross, and a larger

cross. The trustees of the British Museimi having
made him a small grant towards the exploration, ]Mr.

Wood, by their wish, opened up the remains of the

Great Theatre (doubtless, the building referred to in

the IDth chapter of the Act? of the Apostles), and
here discovered a number of interesting inscriptions

;

one of them, of great length, recording various gifts

of treasure, votive statues, &c., with which the

celebrated Temple of Diana was endowed, and regu-

lations for carrying its sacred objects in procession.

The priests of the temple, accompanied b)' guards,

were to be met at the Magnesian Gate by the young
men of the city, wdio there took part in the pro-

cession, and helped to carry the images, &c., to the

theatre. After the assemblj"- the young men ac-

companied the procession to the Coressian Gate,

whence the images, &c., were carried back to the

temple, thus making the circuit of the city. The in-

scription occupied several large slabs of marble,

and described particulars at great length. This in-

scrijjtion gave the first clue to the discovery. By
tracing round the city wall, Mr. Wood found the

gate referred to (the Magnesian Gate), and judged

from its peculiar position there must be two roads lead-

ing from it, one leading off in a southerly direction

to jMagnesia, the other northerly towards Ayasalouk,

By clearing away the accumulated soil, &c., at

the gate, 10 or lift, deep, he found the roads, and
choosing the one which was most worn, that leading

towards Ayasalouk, continued opening it up, tlie

road showing two distinct sets of chariot ruts.

During the hot summer months, the work had to be

discontinued, but in the ensuing season, 1868-1860,

the opening of the road was continued. By the

sides of the road were discovered numerous tombs
and sarcophagi, as also the piers of the portico of

Damianus. At the latter end of the season, a road

was found branching out towards the open. From
the fields here being covered with barley, the road

was not cleared fiirther, but a point fixed on at a

distance of haif a mile to which the road tended,

and Avhich had before excited his suspicion. There
excavations were made, and a thick wall, built of

large stones, lighted upon, which he concluded must
be the Peribolus wall. Extending the excava-

tions along the wall, two inscriptions were found,

whteli proved the supposition was correct, and it

became evident that the precincts of the Temple
were reached, tliis being the wall built by Augustus,

After tracing the wall 1.000ft. northward, and
500i't. eastward, the excavations were again sus-

pended for the hot season. Li the autunm of 1860

the exploration was again proceeded with, laying

open the walls of the Peribolus and. by sinking

numerous trial holes within the inclosed area, after

two months, some masonry, which appeared to be

the remains of an important Roman building, jiro-

bably belonging to the Augustium. About 16ft.

from the surface, some inscriptions were found re-

ferring to votive offerings. One of them was from

an architect named G. Scaptius Frontianus, who had
been honoured by employment in the temple. To-

tfards the end of December, 1869, the site of the

Teni]jle was actually foimd, though not proved be-

yond doubt until the next season. At the bottom
of one of tiie pits, 400ft. from the Augustium, a

white marble pavement was found Oin. thick, evi-

dently of Greek workmanship. The joints were

rubbed and carefully fitted. It was laid rm another

course of stonework. Also part of a colunm, with

sculptured Persian ligures on it, part of a python.

frustum of a column of colossal dimensions. Soon
after these promising discoveries, the rain set in, and
the pavement 20ft. under ground, was soon under
water. In the end of the season, 1869-70, long
trenches were opened in the field where the pave-
ment was found, giving abundant proofs that the
search of seven years had at length succeeded. A
long range of Roman buildings, from west to east

700ft., was cleared, which seem to flank an open
space on the north side, and which Mr. Wood sup-
posed to be in front of the temple. In this Roman
building was found a mosaic pavement, in a good
state of preservation—the subject, a triton with a
crooked stick, and a dish of fruit, with a fish carry-
ing a trident. This has been taken up and
cased ready for its transit to England. The
next .season, that of 1870-71, commenced with
vigorous operations in the field where the
Greek Davement had been fo nnd. A group of
stones, frusta of a column, were soon found, of
large dimensions, which ha\'ing fallen athwart
a well, remained supported at a higher level than the
rest of the building, the lowermost drums were
missing ; there was also a fragment of a capital, and
near was found the entire capital of another column
of the Grecian Ionic order. A base was also found
in situ, showing that the columns were 6ft. lin. in

diameter, and consequently that they were probably
as much as 57ft. high. PUny says 60ft. This,

and the position of other bases, showed from their

level the remarkable fact that the pavement first

discovered belonged to a sort of crypt which ex-
tended under the building, the height between the
two tloors being nearly sft., the upper pavement
being supported by dwarf columns, numerous frag-

ments of which remained. Mr. Wood found no
remains of the cella walls, but lighted upon two
distinct fragments of smaller columns, which doubt-
less belonged to the interior of the temple. A quad-
rangular space was eventually excavated, 21 oft.

long by 130ft. wide, to the depth of about 14ft.;

but in consequence of the rains, nothing more could

be done, the water rising at one time to the height

of 7ft. above the lower pavement, and did not sub-
side lower than 4ft. 6in. before the works were sus-

pended. With regard to the much-disputed point of

tireek pol3'chromy, Mr. Wood found distinct traces

of colour, vermilion, on many of the fragments of

sculpture, on the dwarf columns, and on the moulded
member of the base of the column found in situ.

The flutings of the colunm near the base axe 8fin.

wide, elliptical in plan, and the dividing fillets a full

inch in width. The upper member of the base con-
sists of a large torus, nearly a foot deep, which is

fluted horizontally with nine delicate flutings, sepa-

rated by narrow fillets; the lower edge being cham-
fered, and a narrow fillet being left where it comes
in contact with the lower member, which Mr. Wood
supposes to have been to prevent damage from
slight shocks of earthquake. The next members of

the base are two bold scotite, divided and terminated

by delicate astragals and fillets, on which were the

traces of colour distinctly visible. The lower stone

was a square plinth ; an unusual feature in the base

of the Grecian Ionic. Thegi-eat depth of 2(ift., the

difference between the present and ancient level of

the site, has been caused chiefly by the accumula-
tions of sand brought down from such parts of the

neighbouring mountains as are composed of mica

schist, and which has caused the whole plain of

Ephesus to be silted up to the average depth of

12ft. In addition, on the site of the temple is the

debris of buildings and deposit of vegetable matter.

Mr. '\\'ood stated that he should return to Ephesus

next mouth to continue his ex]doration.

At the conclusion of the paper, Mr. Newton,
Professor Donaldson, Mr. Hyde Clark, and Mr.

Penrose, addressed the meeting.

Mr. Chakles Newton bore earnest testimony to

the courage and perseverance of Mr. Wood under

the dangers, difHcnlties, and disappointments of

his undertaking. He was not, he said, san-

guine at the first about success in the matter,

and nothing but Mr. Wood's unconquerable

enthusiasm and resolution could have succeeded in

meeting those innumerable diifieulties which such

undertakings w^ere liable to, and which only those

who were engaged in them could rightly estimate.

Now he exjiected much. There was little doubt, he

thought, but that a rich harvest awaited them in

inscriptions and sculptured remains, for though the

early iconoclasts showed a determined enmity to

figures in the round objects of worship, they bad

not the same aversion to mere ornamental sculp-

ture, and therefore friezes might at least be expected

to be found. He was happy to sa}* that though the

j resent Ministry had received an evil reputation for

over-strict economy, yet that on his representation

of the case to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, a

liberal grant had been made for the compleliou of
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the research. The remains of this temple would be

of immense value in perfecting the series of early

Greek architectural remains in the National Museum.
a collection which had no rival in Kiirope, and of

which we might justly he prnud.

pR()Ki->soK DoNAUisoN alludcd to the moot point

as to whether the <lreat Temple was an octastyle or

decastyle. which would now he sot at rest.

The other speakers haviufj addressed the meeting,

and thanks being offered to the Chairman and Mr.

Wood for his interesting paper, the meeting sepa-

rated.

SUIiCKLL.K.

THE four Suhcclhe we illustrate this week are

sketched fnnn a line cnllecti<in of ]\Iiserere or

patience-*, originals as well as plaster casts pre-

served in the Architectural Museum. Most of

them are exquisitely a<lapted to their position, ami
all fully charged with that quaint conceit which
characterises the works of our Mediaival fathers.

The massy nature of the Miserere afforded a rare

block for wood sculpture in high relief, and the

concealment of the bracket b?ncath the seat gave it

a good chance of prfSorvati(tn. So here the old

carver could revel in his labours, although many of

his best productions are far more rude in sentiment

than in execution. As many of our readers are

aware, the Miserere is the socket-hinged seat of the

stalls, which, when hfted up at an angle of about 45°,

allowed the tired Koman ('aMiolic ecclesiastic a kind
<if support during the long services of the church;

although it has been suggested—an opinion which
we do not endorse—that the patience-seat is a thing

of the past, to be associated with labyrinth pave-

ments anil needle-eye passages, and that its real in-

tention was to exercise the watchfulness of the

t;l^rgy of the period throughout the services, as the

treacherous block would descend with a re|iroachful

bang at any moment of forgctfulness on the part of

the sitter. Anyhow, the adoption of the seat was
very general, and there are some beautiful examples
at Wells, and in Henry the Seventh's Chapel, "West-

minster. 0. W. D.

NEW SHOREHAM CHURCH, SUSSEX.

NEW SHOREHAM. formerly called Scoreham
or Schorham, is a small unattractive town

situated about six miles west of Brighton. Its

church, however, is a splendid exception to the

general mediocrity of the churches of Sussex, and
as a specimen of that mixed style which intervened

between Xorman and Early English is exceedingly
interesting. As to the exact date of its foundation
or b_y whom it was built, little has really been de-
termined. Doomsday Hook, which was comideted
in 108tj, makes no mention nf Xew Shoreham what-
ever, neither is it named in the charter of the foun-

dation of Beeding Church, in which deed, dated
107o, William de Rraose, the lirst Xorman lord of

the manor, bestows upon the monks of S. Floren-
tius. of Saumer on the Loire, Reeding, Bramber,
and Soarham Churches, besides certain appendages
in wood and lands, the Soarham Church recited

being that dedicated to S. Xicholas, now called

Old Shoreham. Phillip de Braose, the successor of

William, conlirms this grant when going to Jeru-
salem, an. I the deed wherein this confirmation had
been made then further states, " But the said

rhillip returning fnnii Jerusalem earnestly concedes

and contirms to them, because the right of the

aforesaid monks thereto existed, the Church of S.

Mary, of Haura Soraham." New Shoreham is

dedicated to S. Mary, and is obviously the build-

ing herein described as Haura Soraliam, which
belonge<l by right to these mouks, having been
built by them on the lantls of Shoreham, previously

bestowccl upon them by the older Rraose. It there-

fore appears that the church was not erected prior

to the departure of the second Braose, wliich took
place, doubtless, at the first crusade in IdiKI, when
general enthusiasm led all ranks to the expedition.

Between this time and the return of Phillip from
Palestine in 1H)0, the Holy City having been taken
in 1099. the church was chiefly erected. We learn

in another deed relating to I'Vscamp, in Xnrniandy,
that the said Phillip was certainly in Engl.-uid in

1103. From these data the natural inference is

that the church of Xcw Shoreham belonged to the

community of S. Klorcntius at Saumer, and that its

erection was commenced in loiKl. AVhen entire it

was a stately, capacious ediliee of a erueiform plan,

having a lofty tower rising from its centre. All

that now remains is the choir, at present used as

the parish church, the south transept and tower.

In the east front, the subject of this week's illustra-

tion, are three beautiful lancet windows with
clustered columns, below which are three semi-

circular arches with small windows. These arches

interestingly illustrate the gradual growth of style

from the Xorman to Gothic; the columns and

mouldings being of the Early English, though the

arches are circular. The enrichment, of which a

detail is given, is rather uncommon. The gable is

pierced liv a circidar window which is a good

example of the early wheel form, filled with small

shafts and semicircular arches converging to one

centre. On each side is a lozenge quatrefoil and

the whole is surmounted by a plain cross. The

walls of the ehoir, which rise considerably higher

than those of the transept, are supported on either

side by flying buttresses; features really found of

so early a date in England, though it appears that

on the Continent they were used earlier, as at La

Petite Eglise, S. Die, in France. The leugtli of the

choir is divided into five bays by octagonal and

clustered columns of moderate height, the capitals

of which are of beautifully scul|)tured foliage, and

the outward members of the arches are enriched

with similar carving, disposed in a series of small

branches waving round a pattern of rare elegance.

The walls of the aisles are endowed with semi-

circular arcades fretted and foliated. The tower dis-

jilays the same mixed style as the choir, having two

tiers of windows, the upper semicircular within

pointed arches, and the lower semicircular. This

church has not yet been restored (!).

JIauuice B. Adams.

EXTIXCnSIIIXG FIRES WITH GAS.

ACOJIPAXY in X'ew York, says the American
Gas-U(}htiji[j Journal^ proposes to introduce

the use of carbonic acid gas as a means to be employed

instead of water in extinguishing fires. It is claimed

that carbonic acid gas can be delivered through the

steamers at present used by the Fire Department as

easilv as water, and with far greater effect. To
prove tills to be the case, the company propose to

make a pviblic trial of their invention on a large scale.

At the last session of the Legislature a law was passed

authorising the company to lay pipes three feet

beneath the level of the streets for the purpose of

conveying their gas. It is their purpose shortly to

avail themselves of this ytermission, by carrying pipes

from one of the reservoirs of the Manhattan Gas
Company, to a vacant lot distant two miles and a

half in the upper part of the city, upon which an

ordinary three-story building is to be erected and

filled with material of the most combustible character.

The building is then to be fired and engines summoned
in the usual manner. On their arrival the hose will

be attached to the gas pipes of the company and the

firemen will proceed to extinguish the fire with

carbonic acid gas. This experiment will, it is

estimated cost, 30,000 dols., but so great is the confi-

dence of the managers in the success of the scheme

that they feel justified in the expenditure of this large

sum on a public test.

PROPOSED REMOVAL OF COVENT-GARDEX
jNLVRKET.

Ox ^louday a special meeting of the Market
Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Farmers' Asso-

ciation was held at the Bedford Head, Maiden-lane,

Covent-garden, under the presidency of Mr. H.

Meyers, to consider the question of removing the

business of Cov^ent-garden Market to Farringdon

Market. The meeting was a large one. and the pro-

ceedings of an excited character. The chairman

and several speakers addressed the meeting, and

from their statements it appeared that the refusal of

the Duke of Bedford to afford proper accommodation

to the stall-keej)ers in the market, whereby they

suffered considerable loss, was the cause of the

|)resent movement. The consequence of his (iracc's

refusal was that in wet weather the stalls were

flooded—the water standing five or six inches on the

ground. One speaker, who was corroborated by
others, said that Mr. Gye, the lessee of the Royal

Italian Opera premises, had asked the permission of

the Duke of Bedford to open the Floral Hall as a

fruit and vegetable market, offering at the same
time to indemnify his Grace against the expense of

alterations, and to pay 25 per cent, on tjie tolls. His

Grace, however, refused the offer. Under these cir-

cumstances the market gardeners and stall-keepei^

felt themselves compelled to look out for some
other place. Application h.id been made to

the Corporation respecting the site of Farring-

don Market. The jdans of the proposed improve-

ments at the latter place, prepared at the

instance of the Markets Committee of the City of

London, by their architect, Sir. Horace Jones, were

laid on the table, and inspected by the meeting. The
Chairman then read a letter he had received from

Mr. Bontems, of the Architect's Ofiice, Guildhall,

-Stating the Markets Committee were not quite pre-
pared to speak definitely as to the question of rent,

but when ready to do so they would a^k the Associa-
tion to meet the Committee. Mr. Rudkin, Common
CoMUcilliir, explained the plans, and assured the
tenants of the old (Farringdon) market that the
Corporation were not antagonistic to their interests.

Tlie interests of the old tenants would be the first to
be considered. There was a larger area in Farring-
don Market than in the other suggested site, near
the new meat market and if the site between the
railway and the new meat market were fixed on, the-

j-treets in the neighbourhood must be widened to

accommodate the additional traffic, and the stall-

keepers would have to pay the cost. At present

Farringdon Market was almost a dead letter in the
hands of the Corporation, as it brought them in only
£.'J60 a year. It was intended to lower the market
to a (lead level with Farringdon-street, and to do the

same with Stonecutter-street, just leaving an incUnc
sulficient to carry off the water. As to rent, he could
say in his individual capacity—not pledging the
Corporation—that the rent would not exceed that
paid in Covent-garden. Within a month he thought
the Corporation would be able to provide the needful

accommodation. After further discussion, a deputa-
tion consisting of live vegetable growers and five

florists was appointed to wait upon the City Jlarkets

Committee as to rent, tidls, &c., and to report to a

future meeting.
»

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.

THF following are the chief results of the Science

and Art Department, which have been lately

rejtorted to Parliament, and are about to be jiub-

lished :

—

The numbers who during 1870 have attended the

schools, museums, and other institutions receiving

1 Parliamentary aid considerably exceed those of ISUy.

There is a very large increase in the number of per-

sons receiving instruction in science applicable to

industry, which has risen from *24..S6o in 1809 to

34,283 in 1870, or upwards of 37 per cent. The
number of individuals instructed in art has also in-

creased from 167,108 to 187, 91G, or 10"o per cent.

The lectures at the South Kensington Museum were
attended by 27,7(jl persons. At the Royal Schoo?

of Mines there were 17 regular, and 124 occasional

students ; at the Royal College of Chemistry. 121

students; at the Royal College of Naval Architec-

ture there were 40; and at the Metallurgical Labora-

tory, 24. The evening lectures at the Royal School

of Jlines were attended by 2,574 artisans, school

teachers, and others; and 243 science teachers at-

tended the special course of lectures provided for

their instruction. At the Royal College of Science,

Ireland, there were 17 associate or regular students,

and 21 occasional students. The various courses of

lectures delivered in connection with the department

in Dublin were attended by 1.152 persons; and at

the evening popular lectures, wliich were given in

the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art during

the session 18G9-70, there was an attendance of

1.195. The total number of persons, therefore, who
reeeived*direct instruction as students, or by means
of lectures, in connection with the Science and Art
Department in 1870 was upwards of 254.000. show-

ing an actual increase, as compared with the num-
ber in the previous year, of ()7.0o0, or nearly 30 per

cent., and an increase in the rate of progress of 8 per

cent., the numbers in 1809 having been nearly 28

per cent, higher than in 1868.

The museums and collections under the superin-

tendence of the department in London, DubHu, and

Edinburgh have been visited during the past year

by 1,847,929 persons, showing an increase of 49.087

on the number in 1809. The attendance at the Ait
and Educational Libraries at South Kensington, anti

at the library of the Royal Dubhn Society, continues

to increase—the number of readers in 1870 havnng-

been 1,809, or 3"7 per cent, more than in the pre-

vious year, the respective totals being 48,244 in lSOi>

and 50,053 in 1870.

The returns received of the numbers of visitors at

local art and industrial exhibitions, including the

Workmen's International Exhibition at Islington, to

which objects were contributed from the South Ken-

sington Museum, show an attendance of upwards of

810,000. the number in 1869 having been 338,000.

Thus, it appears from the returns of the different in-

stitutions and exhibitions by means of which in-

struction i[i science and art is afforded in connection

with the department, that the total number of sepa-

rate attendances during the year lS70 has been up-

wards of 2,973.000, or 25 per cent, more than in

1809, when it was 2,372,000.

The annual dinner of the workmen employed by
Messrs. Green and King, of New Bond-street, took

place last Saturday at the Rye House.
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THE NEW LAW COURTS.
By Edward W. Godwin, F.S.A.

lyrK. .TAS. FERGUSSON is the author of
-'-'-^ the " History of Architecture." He
is art-ciitic to the Committee for the Comple-
tion of S. Paul's. He seems to act as if he
were retained in the same capacity for the
Government ; and not satisfied with these
munilano honours, he actually aspires to a
knowledge of the secrets of the grave, and
criticises from the standpoint of a spirit-

medium. Writing of Mr. Street's latest design
for the New Law Courts, now on view in the
library of the House of Commons, he says :

"Could we call up a real Gothic architect

from his grave, he certainly would have roofed
this court over, out of respect to the more
delicate constitutions and effeminate habits of
the present day

;
but as certainly he would

have done it so as to obstruct the light and
the free circulation of air to the smallest
possible extent." 1 do not dispute anything
Mr. Fergusson or any other medium may
choose to say about departed sjiirits, but such
a passage as that just quoted, occurring, as it

does, nearly at the commencement of a signed
article in the pages of a professional journal,
is quite sufficient to make the most devout
believer in its author hesitate in accepting
only dogmas from what an American might
call such an almighty source. After this,

of coui-se, no one can be surprised to find
Mr. Fergusson is en rapport with the pub-
lic mind, the lawyer mind, and every
other mind. It will be remembered that Mr.
Street, in all his designs, like almont every other

architect who competed for the Law Courts,
provided a hall, or salle des pas perdu. There
was, however, this point to be noted, that
Mr. Street's hall was comparatively a small
one. All his designs show this hall with a
groined roof, and well lit at ends and sides.

I do not pretend for a moment to impute any
wrong motive to i\h-. Fergusson, but always
to describe such a hall by the word " vault,"
and once to use the words imperforate and
gloomy in connection with the word vault,
must give the reader who is ignorant of the
design an utterly false bias. No one, as far
as I know, ever describes the nave of West-
minster Abbey by the single imciualified word
"vault." The single word, to an architect,
merely refers to the roof or ceiling. Tombs
built below the level of the ground, arched
cellars, and occasionally crypts, are sometimes
called vaults by partially educated people.
Such persons, it may fairly be assumed, would
derive from Mr. Fcrgusson's criticism the
notion that Mr. Street had designed a low,
dark, cavernous, crypt-like place, to please
nothing but his own morbid fancy, and at a
cost of " between £50,000 and £ioO,lloO" fa
rather wide estimate). Now the hall is really
48ft. wide ; it is more than 80ft. high inter-
nally, and more than 140ft. high exter-
nally, to the top of the finial of the gable

;

the lights of the windows are 4ft. ein.'wide,
and the windows themselves are more than
usually large, each containing about ;^00ft.
of glass. This beautiful hall—one of Mr.
Street's very happiest efforts—is the "vault"
which so offends Mr. Fergusson. And now
having seen how our art-critic can describe a
modern design, let us see how ingenuously he
connects his description with his marvellous
insight of the public mind :—" The truth of
the matter is, nobody wants this vault except
Mr Street. The public do not want it ; the
lawyers do not want the vault ; the Treasury
do not want it." Perhaps not : not the
rewlt, according to Fergusson, "imperforate"
and "gloomy;" but the hall, according to
Street, is quite a different matter. The fruit
may be perfectly sweet, however much one
may desire to think it sour.

So far Mr. Fergusson has attempted nothing
beyond describing what the departed would
do could they return to us, and what the
nation thinks of a matter on which, as yet, it

has neither uttered nor indicated any opinion.
If we tm-n to the argument for a moment, wo

find such a sentence as this :
—" It (Mr.

Street's hallj is not Gothic in any true sense

of the term." Why ? Because ]Mr. Fergus-
son says so ; or, to adopt his own words, so

far as his knowledge goes, " no Gothic hall

on anything like the same scale, and applied
to civil purposes, was ever vaulted during the
middle ages in any part of Europe." So,

then, no building can be Gothic in character
unless you can show a Mediaeval precedent
for its size and its use combined in one
example. Does it require one word to show
e^en to the very partially educated the utter

absurdity of such an argument? If Mr. Fer-
gusson does not know the difference between
a lofty, light, pleasant hall and an imperfo-
rate gloomy vault, it can hanlly lie surprising
that he should fail to perceive the difference

between a living developing style and a Me-
diasval jirecedent.

Last of all we have this art-critic's opinion:
" I have no hesitation in saying it is the
meanest desigil for the principal front of so

important and pretentious a building which
has been proposed in our day." He admits
it may be excused, because " the expense of

the whole has been so cut down that there are

no funds available for a larger or moj(e im-
posing facade ;" but he goes on to say that
the architect has no reason to complain of

the lack of funds if he spends so much of the

money on a hall. Is it not apparent from his

own admission as to the cost, that in common
justice and in coumiou sense there can be no
comparison made between this design and
any of its predecessors ? The length of the

present Strand front is just over 500 feet,

that of the competition drawings was 700
feet. We must bear in mind, too, that towers
are omitted from this last design, apparently
by order, for I feel sure Mr. Street would
have wished something more important than
that at the cast end, which by courtesy must
be called a tower, but the walls of which are

actually not higher than the gable of the hall.

If I may be allowed to offer an opinion,
the design now submitted appears to me
better than anything Mr. Street has yet
proposed, in spite of the deficiency of funds

;

and if I take the liberty to qualify my view
it is because I believe the architect is too
strong a man to refuse to listen to the reasons
which a brother architect may advance in

support of an utterly unprejudiced opinion.

I think, then, that the building would be
better without any tower, imless funds can be
found for one both larger and higher than
that shown. A tower for such a building
should be 200 feet liigli at least, and certainly

more than 40 feet square. I have heard that
such a tower was once proposed by the
architect. Why can it not be subjected to the
criticisms of the House '? The windows in the
upper story of the buildings, each side of

the great hall, are if anything too wide, and
I cannot help thinking that it would have
been far better, for many reasons, to have
preserved in these the proportions of tlie

windows in the upper story of the buildings
at the east end. The gallery over the porch
to the central hall is peculiar, but one line to

the coping would rectify it ; and here, as in

one or two other in.stances of this front, the
temperance of horizontal lines so admirably
introduced in the other elevations is wanting
for repose. Were I writing for the general

public, I should say that the main tendency of

the design is to an excess of liveliness and
picturesqueness rather than to that severity

which ought properly to characterise a build-

ing devoted to such a solemn purpose as the
administration of the law. And, in saying
this, I cannot help thinking that it would be
much wiser if anonymous authors of criticisms

and unknown writers of leaders would restrain

themselves a little, and not write on designs
they have never seen. They give publicity
only to a tissue of mistakes, and assume things
to be which have no existence. Now and
then the style of the writing becomes con-
junctive, a style which has nothing to support
it but the recommendation of FoolTouchstone.

I must not put down my pen without calling
attention to the aspect of Mr. Fcrgusson's
criticism from another point of view—the
time when it is published. Mr. Fergusson
knows, or ought to know, that the contract
for foundations which has been signed and is

actually being carried out includes the foun-
dations for the hall to which he takes excep-
tion. He knows, or ought to know, that his
chief denunciation of this hall—viz., that it

was useless because it was notathoroughfare—

-

must fall to the ground directh' Mr. Street's

plan is published, for the hall is at least the
entrance for all the witnesses and jurors, and
directly from this hall lead the staircases for
those important sections of the public who
have business with courts. The Exchequer
critic, of all men, ought to have known the
condition of the plans, that not merely eighth
scale drawings had been prepared, Ijut that
hundreds of drawings to a half-inch scale and
details one-eighth the full size had been drawn
in the most careful and finished manner.
Knowing all this (and if he did not know
wliat can be his value to the Government in

a public or private capacity?) is it not some-
what late in the day to endeavour to raise an
outcry ?

THE SHAKESPEARE NATIONAL
MEMORIAL.

rpiIERE is yet a chance that Shakespeare
-I- may be honoured with a "national
memorial" after all. And why not? Why
not, we ask—if Balfe is to have one, anil

Thackeray has one, and Tom Spring, the
prizefighter, has one, and Herbert Ingram,
the inventor of Old Parr's pills and of the
Illustrated London News, has one? Yet it will

be in face of sore discouragement, and after

many disappointments, that the author of

"Hamlet" will secure the distinction of a
national memorial effigy, if he succeed in

securing it at all. Our readers may re-

collect that some years ago, on the ap-
proach of the tercentenary of the jjoet's

birth, a great movement was got up with a

view of doing him honour, at the head of which
were Mr. Hepworth l)ixon, the then editor

of the Athenxiim, Jlr. Flowers, a brewer at

Stratford-upon-Avon, the Duke of Man-
chester, and others. A great many committee
meetings were held, and subscriptions were
invited, and promised to the extent of some
£l',200, of which about £1,2(J0 were received

in cash. But still the great "national"
monument hung fire, owing chiefly to dis-

agreement amongst the managing body, till

eventually a select committee was formed,
which included the name of Mr. ^Vm.
Cowper (now Cowper-Temple), which one line

day issued an ever-memorable report, recom-
mending, as a fitting tribute to the immortal
bard, the erection of "a monument embracing
a statue." This was an idea too stupendous,

too complicated for the wildest imagination

to grasp, and accordingly the thing came to

a standstill, amidst much doubt and mis-
giving, and has remained as a myth of the

past (Shakespeare's memory still struggling

above the waters of Lethe), until revived last

week at a special meeting of the surviving sub-

scribers, convened for the purpose of agree-

ing how to dispose of the very modest balance

remaining in the hands of the trustees.

At this meeting, which we are informed

was attended by " some dozen gentlemen,"

Sir Wm. Tite, one of the treasurers of

the fund, presided. After some desultory

discussion as to the causes of the failure of

this great " national " movement, the gratify-

ing fact was elicited that, oul. of the sum of

somewhere about ,i! 1,20(1 odd actually received

on account of subscriptions, oidy £97.'> had
been paid for expenses, leaving a balance of

about £2.si) in hand. Mr. C. Ij. (iruneisen

move<l that, in order to get I'id of the affair,

this balance should be paid over to the Royal
Dramatic College, a languishing institution

for the relief of worn-out actors, who, "in
their day," so said that gentleman, " had
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performed the creations of Shakespeare,''

thoiijrh with very unsatisfactory results, it

wouUl seem.

Tliis projiosed act of malversation called

up !Mr. llepworth Pixon, who, as a lawyer
himself, and as advised by another of

the "most eminent counsel living," declared

tliat the diversion of one farthing of

the funds in hand from the original purpose
of "doing honour to the memory of .Shake-

,=pc.arc" could not be .accomplished except by
Act of Parliament, or with the consent of

every individual subscriber (or, we presume,
the legal rcpreseiitutives of those deceased).

He then gave a hint .about "calling in" the

subscriptions which had not been paid (.about

S.HnO or H'.MU). and .added th.at "they could

have for .*;i.2(i0 a very good statue on the

beautiful Th.ames Embankment." Anything
like a practical suggestion, with an estimate

appended, has a wonderful effect upon an
English audience ; and so it happened that,

no sooner had Mr. 11. Dixon sat down, than
u]) sprang Mr. Richardson-tJardner, who
volunteered, "if j\li'. II. Dixon's proposition

wa.s carried out, to aild two hundred guineas
to the fund," and that in the midst of the

apjilaiise which greeted thisannouncement, Mr.
Cosens undertook to add a further similar

amount ; and that, to crown all. !Mr. II.

Dixon himself was so carried away by the suc-

ce^ss of his venture as to announce that " r.ather

than see the scheme which he cherished so

long fall through, ho would himself under-
take to raise one hundred guineas."' So, as we
said .at starting, poor Shakespeare may hope
to be rescued from undeserved oblivion after

all, his name being handed down to posterity

in " a very good statue on the beautiful

Thames Embankment," at a cost of some
ten or twelve hundred pounds, which sum, if

procured, we hope may be raised at a less

rate of outlay for expenses than three or four
hundred per cent. If, on the other hand, this

new whij) for funds should fail, Shakespeare
may, perhaps, have to be made famous "by
Act of Parliament,'' in the shape of a measure
for re-a]ipropriating the balance of a sub-
scription abortively attempted in his behalf.

II. O.

ON AKCHITF.CTURE AND ITS RELATION
TO MODERN LIFE.*

By AK ARCniTECT.

An oxamination of the theorj- of architecturo, which ran
only imitate the principtci uf Nature, would lead to an
investi^tion of the causes of beauty itself—the qualities
which alway.s accompany it. This is the most subtle and
difHcult inquiry connected with the arts.—jSii' CItartes
£a»tfake.

Parini les arts, I'art dc Tarchitecture est certainement
colui i|ui le plus d'atflnit^ avec les instincts, les idccs. le

iiiaMir>. les pr<'>,Ti:s, les besoins des peui)les ; il est done
dittlcilf dcse rendro compte de la direction qu'ilprcnd. des
resultats auxquels il est amcne. si Ton no connait
Jes tendonces et le genie des populations au milieu
desquelles il s'est developpe.— Viollet Ic Du<\

IT^iloJI wliatever can.'^es, it is certain (and every
one wlio h.ifi ^iven attention to tlie .subject will

brar us out in the remark) tliat for twenty persons

capable of taking an cnlinlitciicd ami intellectual

interest in music, paintinij, and sculpture, we .scarcely

meet witli one who has any interest in architecture,

any knowledfje of its principles of ilcsign, or iiuleed

any suspicion that there are iirinciples at all con-
cerned in the matter. It is true that the tide of re-

\-ive(l Median-.-il feeling whicli has of late years
flowed over this country ha.s rendered fashion-

able amon^ non-professional person.s a certain

interest in one piu-ticular phase of the art of archi-

tecture Hut even this li.is in reality amounted to

nothing more than the ac(iuireinent of a superlicial

historical knowledge of certain facts connected with
this one style, combined with a free use of what may
be termed " Gothic slang ;" and our popular writings

on the subject in the shape of "manuals" and
' hand-books," are nearly all the work of amateurs—cliiefly < lerical dilettanti—who confound Archeo-
logy with Architecture.

On one point, however, all persons will probably
ooncur wilh us—namely, that something called

"Architecture" ha.s involved, ami will probably
<'ontinucto involve, the eNpemliture of no inconsider-

able proportion of the public and [irivate rev-iuies of

this country ; on this ground alone it is surely

• From Frtuer'a Magazine,

desirable that both public bodies and private

individuals should have some distinct ideas on the

matter. But there is a higher reason than this

for inviting a little .attention to the subject.

Architecture differs from other arts in this, that

its productions are not, except in a legal sense,

private property. A bad voluinc of jjoetry si>on

(lies a natural death ; a bad picture may be laid out
of sight, or at most is not necessarily obtruded upon
others than the owner. But a large building is no such
innocuous creation. It can neither be laiil u]) in a

garret nor even "reviewed " out of existence. Once
built, there it stands, au accomplished and stubborn

fact ; cutting off from us acert.ain proportion of light

and air and blue sky, for which, as Mr. Ruskinsav.s,
" It is bound to give us something in return." It

may exist as an expressive, picturcsc|ue object

;

an evidence of thought and origin,<ility in the selec-

tion, colKication, and decorative treatment of ma-
terials; a friend whose aspect, changing witli the

changing seasons, becomes interwoven inseparably

witli onr daily .associations, and is hailed with delight

after a long absence; or it may be, as too often

ballpens, a shadoAV upon our daily life, a grim mass
of lifeless stone or brick, oppressing us with its tedious

ami persistent gloom, or a great fant.istic, meaning-
less jumble of angles, and points, and chimnevs.
exercising on us a constant irritating influence, not

the less real and annoying because its source may not

alw.ays be distinctly traceable. But which of these

aspects our collective buildings shall assume—bow-

far we may extract anything of pleasure or grace

out of the multitudinous erections which the needs of

our crowded modern life call into existence—depends
not alone, or even in chief part, on the body of

persons called .architects, but in a very great measure
on the amount of feeling for and knowledge of the

subject, and the degree of importance attached to it,

by those who employ (or who do not employ) the aiil

of the professiou.al designer. In architecture, as in

most other matters, the law of supply and demand
ojierates largely ; and so long as the art of architec-

ture, in the real sense of the word, is a subject en-
tirely ignored even in the most liber.ol of onr educa-
tional progr.ammes, and either slighted or misunder-
stood by the public and the press generally, so long
is there little jirobability that what is so lightly

valued should be forthcoming, or that any of the

best heads among us will give their thoughts to a
profession so little likely to afford them any worthy
occupation or recoguition.

What, then, is architecture? At the commence-
ment of this century, the answer would have been
that the art of architecture lay in the employment
ttf certain patterns of columns and capitals, each
with its appropriate base and superstructure, known
as the '* five orders," the precise proportions of which,
in all their parts, were indubitabl}' fixed by able

tlieorists, as well as by measurement from Greek
and Iioman examples, and were as the law of the

Medes and Persians, which altercth not. The appli-

cation of these features to the exterior of a building,

without reference to its internal arrangement or

objects, constituted it a work of architecture : "very
fine for a Greek god," as the late Lord Dudley (lie

of the Quarterbj) said, on seeing the drawings for

his new house, "but a modern gentleman must have
ollices." In general, however, the wealthy amateurs
stood by the live orders very consistently ; there is,

indeed, a story that a gentleman of the period
seeing one of these sacred features treated with un-
becoming license under the h,ands of

that very great master
Who fotmd us all lirielc, and left us all plaster.

in IJegent's-iiuadrant and elsewhere, took on him to

interpose, inrpiiring of the foreman "what order he
called that f" and was brought up with the reply.
" It's i\lr. Nash's positive order, sir." Of late years
positive orders have taken another turn, and every-
thing must be an imitation of some feature of
JIedi,Tval architecture, even down to the gro-
tesque heads of devils .and other monstrosities,
which were a natural outbreak of the half-
savage humour of the Middle Ages, but which
glare at us from our new churches ami town-halls
with au .absurd incongruity of sentiment. .\t the
present moment very few of the leading architects of
England or France entertain this view of their pro-
fessi as the art of copying: even those in this

country who sanction it by their practice seldom
defend it in theory. But the idea has become so
rootcil in the minds of a large proportion of the
jiublic, that it is often impossible to satisfy peo|ile

with a design until they are assured on reliable

evidence that it resembles, not only in general asjiect,

but in the treatment of all its details, something that
has been done some hundred years ago ; and there-
fore it is necessary to state, most emphatically, that
" architecture" is not "arcbti-ology," that the two
things are perfectly distinct, and that the reading

of books giving an account of the various periods of
(iothic .architecture, which is so fashionable with
certain people just now, no more constitutes a study
of the art of architecture th.an reading a history of

Italian painters and their works constitutes a study
of the art of painting.

Architecture is simply the art of building with
constructive and decorative expression. It consists

mainly in so arranging and grouping the princijial

portions of a structure as to form an agreeable ancl

well-balanced outline or composition of a definite and
consistent character; in so emphasising and marking
the main constructive portifms of the building as to

increase its apparent stabihty to the eye, and to

render its external a,spect expressive of its intern,al

purpose, arrangement, and construction, instead of

being a mere dull and lifeless screen or protection

from the weather; and lastly (though this is the

least important branch of the art), in applying suit-

able and expressive decoration to enliven those other

portions of tlie structure which, unless relieved in

such a manner, might appear too dull and monotonous
to the eye. The reader will be kind enough to

notice the order in which these three requirements of

an .architectural building are named, which is in

accordance with their relative importance and
priority of consideration. Let it be remembered
that architecture is essentialh- based upon practical

and constructional necessities, and that a building is

architecturally truthful only so long as it shows
itself .a.s a bona fide endeavom- to meet and to illus-

trate the requirements of its special case. Conse-
quently the ^j^nH is alw.ays the first consideration,

and upon or along with its general distribution

arises the general composition of the design, the

question of what form and what relative position

the leading feature (tower, dome, or whatever it be)

should take, so as to enqihasise and call attention to

the central point of the plan, and indicate the internal

arrangement of the building. In a similar manner
the general construction of the building and the

provision for light, ingress and egress, ventilation,

and such requirements, become a part of the design.

If, for example, our edifice be a lofty apartment in

one height, we treat it accordingly, with lofty

windows, ancl with a generally vertical predominance

of line ; if, as in a mansion, we have one floor over

another, this becomes the motif for the division of

the design into corresponding stages, marked ex-

ternally by horizontal mouldings (" string-courses,"

as they are technically termed). We must have

openings in the wall for light ; we surround these

with mouldings, or crown them ndth canopies as a

weather screen. It is essential that our walls have

a firm and solid base. By the thickening-out of the

walls ne.ar the ground we get the base-course or
" plinth," giving both a real and apparent stability,

which we in.ay still further emphasise by multi-

plying the lilies and mouldings which mark and
define this additional thickness. Wherever there is

a" sloping roof (which in this climate is nearly

always), it is an essential of really good building

that the roof overhang the w^alls, so as to throw off

the wet from the latter. We introduce mouldings

to break the abruptness of the angle of roof and
Willi, and so we have the origin of the " cornice,"

which is nothing but the projection of the roof

ju-tistically treated. On the important effect of the

mechanical structure of the building upon its style

of design, we shall have occasion to touch farther

on ; but even the above brief sununary of some of

the relations between jiractical requirements and
architectural design m.ay serve to indicate how
absurd it is for any one to set about building, as

many do. with the intent to imitate some previous

aVchitectural model and adapt their practicalrequire-

nients thereto; thus exactly reversing the common
sense and logical method of procedure, besides

incurring the risk of other inconsistencies, both

practical and aesthetic, which we shall have to allude

to. Our third .step in design, decorative detail, is

the only one which can be called arbitrary in its

application. We may almost entirely dispense with

it. and still have a very line and expressive building

as in some of the finest F.arly Gothic work of France

and England, or we i\uiy carry it to the highest

degree of elaboration, provided that we do not

obscure or weaken the constructive design
; provided

also (wliich is a very important principle) that the

ornament is coutiited to the decoration of featiu-es

which .already form a portion of the main design, and

jdav an obvious part in the building. Architectural

truth of design is violated whenever a feature is

introduced purely as an ornament ; it then becomes

an excrescence. This principle, to which we shall

again refer, has received practical illustration in all

the most admirable monuments of .architectiiriU

stvle which remain to us. This restriction, however,

does not apply to s<aili>ture of a high class and pos-

sessing artistic interest of its own ; such work
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]tasses out of the domain of architectural ornament,

arifl is to be viewed as a separate art in itself; and
the recognition of this distinction between sculpture

and mere ornament leads us naturally to the most
important and interesting con.'?!deration with refer-

ence to the theory of arcbitvctural design, but the

most difHcult to render intelligible lo those who have

not specially studied the subject—viz., the nature and
degree of expression which arcliitecture as an art is

capable of, and the difference of principle lying

between that and sculpturesque or picturesque exjires-

sion

The nature of this distinction is broadly indicated

in the tirst of the two quotations placed at the head

of this essay. Architecture, it is assumed by East-

lake, can onl}' imitate the principles of Nature.

Such a limitation, it is evident, places it at once on

ground quite distinct from that occupied by what
are sometimes called " plastic arts." Not only do

sculpture and painting possess, as we all know, the

power of imitating the outward forms of Nature,

but this imitation is almost a sine qua non towards

the realisation of the special objects. They influence

our minds either tlu-ongh the mere reproduction of

scenes or objects in Nature, which possess beaut}'' or

interest for us, or (in their higher efforts) by using

such forms or aspects as the vehicles for the expres-

sion of the artist's own feelings and imagination, or

of his reading or translation of historical or imagi-

nary scenes. Architecture has no such power of

reproducing or depicting the facts and forms of

Nature, or of malcing use of these for the

expression of definite facts or ideas. As an art

it is removed farther back, so to speak, from the

plane of intellectual vision ; its references to Nature
are metaphysical and abstract rather tiian phj-sical

and concrete ; and it seeks not, like painting, the

distinctions and differentia of natural objects, but
their affinities and points of resemblance, whereon
to found its own general principles. In variety,

vividness, and intensity of expression and of

human interest, architectura can never compete with
sculptiire and painting;' but its lack of definite ex-
pression is compensated for by a proportionate degree

of breadth and universalit3\ In all true and consis-

tent architectural styles, whatever their diversities of

construction and aspect, the same fundamental laws
will be found illustrated, and the same adoption of

the principles rather than the forms of Nature; the

resemblance to Nature appearing most purely meta-
physical when we contemplate a style or a represen-

tative building as a whole, and approaching more
nearly towards physical imitation in proportion as

we direct our attention to details. This will, per-
haps, be rendered more clear by a brief reference to

the characteristics of the two most perfect and con-
sistent styles of which w-e have any record—the

Doric Greek and the Eaidy English Gothic.

Looking at any of the typical structures of these
two styles, we recognise in them certain broad cha-
racteristics which are common to every production
which can claim the title of architecture. Such are

symmetrij, or balance of parts, and rh}jthm, or regu-
lar recurrence of features and divisions of equal pro-
portions

;
properties which, however exemplilied, we

know and feel to be by a law of our nature pleasing

to us, though we cannot define or comprehend the
origin and rationale of such pleasure. So also the
necessity, instinctively felt and universally res-

ponded to in architecture, for a solid basis to the

superstructure, and a crowning member to com[jlete

the composition, is one of those deep-seated princi-

ples which underhe not only architecture, but music
and poetry also; and is based on considerations
common to all these arts. When we look more into

detail, we become cognisant of those special qualities

which distinguish good architecture from bad, and
afford more definite and marked examples of the
imitation of natural principles. Take, for instance,

the most perfect and consistent architectural feature,

probably, that has ever been invented—the Doric
column. This is a featm-e intended for the support
of a superincumbent weight acting vertically upon
it. A plain cyUnth-ical post, with a square block or

abacus at the top to distribute the pressure a
little more, would have answered the purpose
practically. But this was not enough: the
column must indicate its properties and office;

and every part of it is designed with the view
of expressing power to sustain vertical pressure.

Its bounding lines are slightly convex, giving
greater apparent strength and substance than a per-
fectly straight line would have insured. Its appear-

ance of rigidity is iutensified by the hard sharp
vertical lines formed by the edges of the "fluting,"

which, converging together at the top, are there

bound round by the necking or "astragal," above
which the column expands into the broad shallow

curved moukling supporting the square ''abacus,"'

which, in turn, forms the seat for the superstructure.

We cannot say exactly why this peculiar treatment

shoidd have the aspect of strength and fitness for

sustaining weight, but we may see that the same
general treatment is followed in Nature. In the

case of a man's hanil and arm resisting a pressure

vertical to it, we lind the same characteristics—the

slight curve of swell in the outline, the tapering and

binding together of the muscles at the wrist (the

"necking" being emphatically the wrist of the

column), the subsequent expansion beyond this point

info the flat surface of the hand prepared to meet
the opposing surface—are all the counterparts of

the columnar design ; which, while avoiding the

slightest hint of imitation of form, reproduces most
faithfully the principle of the natural feature. We
do not assert that the designer of the Doric column
had such imitation absolutely in view; whether he

had or not is nothing to the purpose; the fact remains

that, in working out the most successful of all archi-

tectural features, he followed, whether consciously

or unconsciously, the same principles as are ex-

hibited in Nature, while strictly preserving the

rigidit\- and symmetry of form essential to the

durability and stability of expression required by
architecture. As we descend to minuter and more
strictly ornamental details, we find that we maj*

safely approach a grade nearer to natural form
without losing architectural expression. Thus the

well-know^l Greek ''honeysuckle" ornament, as it is

called, approaches in form very nearly to something
like a real product of vegetation. It is, nevertheless,

no imitation of any flower; but it is an imitation of

that principle of growth from a central stem which
is common to nearly all flowers, treated with that

stiffness of line and absolute symmetry of parts

which are required to bring it into Itarmony with an

architectural design. If we turn from the Parthenon
to a Gothic cathedral, we find a similar imitation of

natural principles, tliough in a somewhat different

direction. The Greek architect recognised weitjlU

in his design, and even emphasised it. The Jledia^val

architect, piling up buildings of far greater real

massiveuess, would fain eliminate altogether the

appearance of weight, without concealing structure :

and so there arose in time, and after multiplied

experiments, thosestructureswhich are the admiration

even of those who do not appreciate the construc-

tive and artistic problems grappled with, where the

weight and mass of the supi)orting piers is made to

put on a face of airy grace and lightness, from which
the vaulted ceiling appears to spring in a natural

and inevitable outgrowth. And how is this light-

ness mainly achieved ? In reply, we have but to

observe that, in Nature, it is only stems which have
little or no weight to support that can arise straight,

slender, and upright for their full height. The con-

ditions are the same, the order only of our reasoning

is reversed : the flower-stems are tall and slender

because they have no weight to support ; the Gothic

vaulting-shaft appears to have no weight to carr}'

because it is tall and slender in proportion : the lines

of the vaulting carry out the same principle of

lightness, the vaulting-ribs appearing to spring from,

rather than to rest upon, the heads of the shafts,

and by their thin lines, falling over in a curve to the

centre, calling away the eye from the contemplation

of the masses of stone between them, and cheating it

into the belief that there is really no weight at all to be

carried. So that here, simply by the method of treating

the surface of the masonry—of so moulding and
fashioning it as to suggest and emphasise the idea of

verticahty and upward tendency, the Mediitval archi-

tect was able to remove from what was in reality a

collocation of ponderous masses of stone all idea of

downward weight and pressiu-e, and to represent his

building as a growth from the ground, on natural

principles, though without any imitation whatever of

natural objects. The Gothic vaulting rib is perhaps

one of the most remarkably successful instances of

architectural expression, since it increases both the ap-

parent strength and lightness of the stone ceiling;

for, could we pare off the mouldings which form the

vaulting-rib. and leave m\\y the l.^are line formed by
the intersection of the different planes of the vault-

ing, the latter would positively appear heavier

through this actual loss of material, because the

attention would then be directed only to the broad

masses of the masonry, instead of being concentrated

on the comparatively narrow lines of the

moulded rib. The imitation of principle rather tlian

form is again to be seen in the ornamental detail of

Gothic as of Greek architectiu-e ; with the difference

that the former style comes altogether somewhat
nearer to Nature than the latter ; a nearer approach
being made to natural forms in some of the larger

features of Gothic architecture than was perniitteil

in any but the smaller decorative details of Greek ;

and thus we find Karlv Gothic ornament approaching
so near to natural form as to throw aside symmetry,
and exhibit, in the carving of capitals, &c., much of

the freedom ami irregularity of Nature. But even
here the instinct of the early Mediteval arcliitects

kept them clear of mere imitation of form ; and the
Early Gothic carving (the superior beauty of which is

now univcrsall)' recognised) has its own forms audits
own conventional stiffness of treatment: purely archi-

tectural, it imitates the principle of irregularity of
growth, but not the growth itself. It was only in the
rich and fascinating decadence of the style that the
architectural carver forgot Ins true ofiice, and at-
tempted a literal translation into stone i,if the deli-

cate crisp forms of natural vegetatitm, as in the
latter Gothic capitals, when the foliated ornament
no longer appears as part of the architectonic-

growth of the structure, but as a mere application

of imitative carving, in a material too coarse and
granular to give any but an imperfect rendering
oi the fibrous deficacy of Nature ; the effort result-

ing in tours deforce oi execution beautiful in their

way, but which have lost all that metaphysic^^l

beauty and fitness of expression which rendered
the earlier Gothic ornament so satisfactory to the
judgment.

We alluded just now to the effect of mechanical
structure on style and expression in architectural

design. Without troubHng our readers with ques-
tions of practical construction, a word must be said

in illustration of the general relation of the prin-

ciples of construction to those of design ; the latter

being, in all true styles, the outward expression of
the former. We may still go for our illustration to-

the two styles already alluded to ; for Greek and
Gothic architecture represent respectivel}*, in the
purest and most unmixed form, the two main divi-

sions of construction iu architecture—viz., the
traheated, or (as the word implies) that in which
openings or apartments are roofed by a beam or
lintel (trahes) laid from wall to wall; and the
arcuated, in which the arch alone is used for roofs-

and window-heads, &c. One important practical

distinction between these two typical modes of con-
struction will be perceived at once. A lintel con-
struction is limited in the size of its openings and
apartments by the cohesive strength of the material

used as a lintel, and the lengths in which it can be
made available : for example, we cannot procure-

stones in one block of more than a certain length,

and consequently our walls or columns cannot be
farther apart than the greatest distance across

which the stone lintel will carry. There i.s-

no such limit in arch construction ; the arch
consisting in the collocation of separate stones

in such a way that by their mutual pressure

they shall uphold each other, all superincumbent
vertical weight being transmitted laterally through
the arch stones or voussoirs (as the}"- are termed) to

the base or abutment on each side from which the

arch springs ; and, so long as this abutment is im-
movable, almost any space may be bridged, and'

nothing but absolute crushing of the materials can.

cause the fall of anarch. But a still more important
distinction, in its influence on architectural design, is

tliat between the manner and direction in which the
weight of the superstructure operates on the sup-
ports. A moment's reflection will render it evident

that in a building of the beam or Untel construction,

the whole of the weight of the superstructure

operates hy a directly vertical pressure on the walls

or columns, and that the latter are mechanically

independent of each other ; we might remove all the

building except two columns and the lintel across

them, and the stability of the portion left would
remain theoretically unaltered. An arched building

is in a totally different case. It stands entirely by
the balancing of one pressure against another.

Each arch exercises a lateral pressure against its

abutments, tending to thrust them outwards ; a
pressure which must be counteracted either by a
massive abutment or by a counter thrust from an
adjoining arch. Thus, in the long arcades of our

cathedrals, the arches are all balanced against each

other; and were the end "baj'" removed, there i*

nothing but the adhesion of the mortar to prevent

all the rest following suit. Now, look at the effect

of these constructional principles on architec-

tural design. In the Doric temple, the perfection

of the trabeated style, every feature is expressive of

vertical pressure; the heavy horizontal lines of the

lintel or "entablature" have no lateral sway or

tendency ; the column is, as we have pointed

out, the perfect expression of resistance to

weight acting in the line of its axis. When
the Romans, who were great engineers, but baJ
artists, came to deal with architecture, they intro-

duced the arch in their constructions, but with no
corresponding change in the priuci]de of external

design. They could <uily borrow the feature.-; of Greek

architecture; they applied (or misapjdied) thecolumn
and capital to the exterior of their buildings, either

as a mere decoration independent of the construction,.
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or thev used it to tliicken and strengthen the wall at
the points where the thrust of the vault impinged,
thus using, for resistance to lateral thrust, a 'eature
whose every line told only of resistance to vertical

pressure. As long as there was such a contradic-
tion between internal structure and external design,
there could he no true architecture. It was only
when, about the tenth century, the idea of the
huttrcss was struck out. that the arcuated style
found its n.itural and consistent expression. The
lloinans, who in their earlier archcil buildings had
used what is termed a ' waggon-vault"— (. c. a
continuous .arched ceiling running the wliole length
of the .apartment, and requiring a continuous and
uniform thickness of wall to form an abutment for

it—had sub.sequently given tlie liint cd what was
afterwards expanded into the Gotinc vault, the ])riu-

ciple of employing cross arches obliquely so as to

collect all the thrust of the vault on to detached
points in the external wall. .\t these points were
placed the bntlresses of the Jledia'val builders

;

masses of masonry projecting at right angles from
the main wall (which, between these pnints, was a
mere screen), and receiving the collected tlu-ust of
the vaulting ribs; while their form and outline,

sloping gradually away from the top to the bottom,
and spreading furthest at the ground level, exactly
expressed their use and oflice, as abutments or
counterforts leaning tow.ards the building .and

counteracting the outward tlirust of the arched
vault. Thus consistency of cxpressii>n was restored
to architecture, which forthwith blossomed abun-
dantly into tho.se m.arvellousprnductious of Mediicval
masonry which the most ignorant admire, and
which have been regarded by rhapsodical dilettanti
as springing from the desire to reproduce in stone
the splendour of forest scenery, but in which, grand
and romantic as their total effect is, all the main
features can l)e traced back, step by step, to their

purely mechanical and constructive origin.

(To he continual.)

GOS.SIP FROM GI.A.SGOW.
" TX such a night as this." .as Lorenzo says in the

-»- play, the lirst thing that naturally .suggests

itself is bath—a swim in that I.oili Keltnrin which
the genius of Jlr. liatcman has niaile more • familiar

in our mcmths" than has even that of Sir Walter
Scott. Yet, strange to say, although we are never
tired of boasting that from the far distant lake of
Roderick Dim and Kllen Douglas, we enjoy the best
water snpjily of any city in the world, cheap, con-
venient, and comfortable bathing is .still almost as
far removed from (ilasgow as is the scene of Scott's

poem. In nearly every other resjiect. this abundant
supply has been Largely taken adv.intage of. It (ills

alike the factory boiler and the domestic kettle,

flushes oiu- sewers, waters our streets, and washes
out our alleys. I'ire-plugs are now more plentiful

than lamp- posts, and swan -necks are in even the Goose-
dubs." lint of public baths—in a large industrial
community like (jurs, almost a public necessity—we
have nothing worthy of the name. Towards the
removal of this reproach among the lirst efforts

is an adventure in the upper sir.itum of societv—" the Glasgow Swimming-liath Company," and
for which handsome premises are to be opened
on the 1st of .\ugust. The cost of the build-
ing will be about i:2.3U{l ; the shares are X5
each; the annu.al subscription for those who are
shareholders before the opening-day is .'JOs., and for

others, •His., with 20s. of entry-money. The bath
measures 70ft. by 35ft. ; slopes from south to north,
its depth at the northern .side being 7ft. :>in , and at
the sonllurr}, between 2ft. and :!ft ; and the height
from t lie water-level to the wall-head of building is

27ft. (iin. The sides and door of the balh arc lined

with white glazed bricks, jointed wiili red cement,
and along the upper edge of the sides is a border of
two lines of black. Along the north ami south walls
are ranged the dressing-boxes, and to within a few
inches of the water are susjiended frnm the roof
trapezes, swings, iron rings, laddiTs, and various
other gymnastic "means and appliances." liesides

the swinuning there are Turkish and hot baths, aiul

« smoking-room 21ft. by l«ft. (iin. Little more
need be said than that the building is alike most
handsome ami comfortable: that the architect is >lr.

Burnet: lliat the style of architecture is Italian.

slightly flavoured witli Greek
; and that wlien omc

" the wealthy curled ilarlings " of our city are fairly

afloat, it is to be hoped that the " unwashed arti-

ficer "' will shortly follow.

A statue (by lirodie. of KdiiiburglO of .lohn
Graham-tJilbert. the late eminent ]iortrait painter, is

about to be erected in the Jlacl.ellan Galleries. As
a colourist. Graham-tiilbert was, (lerhaps, without a

• One of the meanest parta of the city.
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contemporaneous rival ; he had. however, one fault—perhaps rather misfortune—he was wealthv, hence
did not need to [laint, and conseq\iently his f.ame is

not .so widely s]iread as it should be. The statue is

a gift to the city l>y his widow.

Some time ago I made mention of an admirable
scheme for the .accommodating of all the mnnicipal
ollices under the one roof of a magnificent building
designed for George-square. That sclieme was
abaiuloued ; but. as the oflices must be accommo-
(lateil somewhere, it is now re-olved that tliey, and
chandlers for the Sheriffs and .Justices of the Teace
be added to wlmt arc called the Cminty-buildings
a large and imposing architectural group, with
frontages towards Wilson, Ilntcheson, and Bruns-
wick streets. Tlie extension will be along Hutche-
son-street on the west, and Brunswick-street on the
east, to Ingram-strcet ml the north—now, since its

continuation via ('amm-street to High-street, verv
likely to be a thoroughfare. It will cover an area
of upwards of 4,000 square yards ; £42,000 is about
the price of the ground, and i'.'iO.OOO is an estimate
of the building. The style of the present buildings
(Greek) will be adhered to. A prominent feature in

the principal front, which is to be towards lugram-
street, will be a Corinthian colonnade. The archi-
tects arc Jlessrs. Clarke and Bell, who ha-ve been
judiciously chosen for what may bo said to be at
once the continuation and the completion of their
original design.

An intermedial addition to the County-buildings
is presently in progress, and I regret that" there can-
not truly be s.aid of it, "So far, so well." One of
the best parts of what is an admirable composition
throughout is what is called the Merchants' House.
It is emphasised by being columnar and projecting
beyond the rest. In the addition, the walling is

brought so far forward that the projection of the
cornice of one of tlie windows is beyond the
terminal pilaster of the Merchants' House" (relieved
its full deiitli at the corresponding other end), and,
moreover, tlie position of this window is so close to

the pilaster that the cornice has to be "ciirtail'd of
its fair proportion"—extending some inches less over
the console at the one end tlian over that at the
other. I can imagine only one reason whence archi-
tects of the professional status of Messrs. Cliirke

and Bell might so ni:ix their e.irliest and still a prin-
cipal work— |)ressure may have been put upon them,
outline may have h.ad to be s.acrificed to tape-line

;

and architectural harmony could scarcely be expected
if. in the lirst place, two and two Avere expected to

be made five. With some well-meaning people, a
S(|u.are yard of space is worth fully more than the
[iroportions of the I'arthenon, and "the reputation of

a Wren or a Wykeham is .as nothing to the "turning
to shapes" of some cheese-paring whim or penuv-
wise crotchet.

At a meeting of the Barony Parochhal Boanl held
on the 20th of July, it was decided to build a
lunatic asylum in connection with the workhouse.
The site for the asylum is some miles distant from
that of tlie workhouse, being near to the Leiizie

Junction of the North British Bailway. The plan
is on the block or pavilion principle, and is designed
for 400 inmates, an equal number of m.aleand
fem.ale. Tlie extreme length of the building will be
SOOft., and the greater p.irt of it will be of two
stories. There are to be two towers of considerable
height. " contrived a double debt to p.ay," to convey
hot and cold water and to provide ventilation.
These promise to be important features in the .group-
ing. As the site is high the building will lie con-
spicuous in the landscape, and will be well seen from
a consiilerable distance. The style is Elizabethan,
and tlie architects are Messrs. " S.ilmon, Son, and
liitchie.

ICxtensive additions from plans by Mr. Forrest
Salmon are being made to GKa.sgow Bridewell, tlie

chief prison of the county. These comprise prin-
cipally a governor's house and a large increase of
cell accommodation.
On the soutli side of the river large and hand-

some iiremiscs are about to be built for a branch
oflice of the British Linen Banking Companv.
Messrs. Salmon, Son, and Kitchie are the archi-
tects.

A building of sufKcient conjunct halls has long
been a public w.ant, which an influential movemeiU
is now seeking to sup|ily. These h.alls can be public
only by being in a public place—certainly not too
far north-west, where the population if wealthiest is

•also sparsest. F:xpcrience has shown that public
halls are jirincipally supported by not the wealthv
but the middle and humbler degrees of the .sociiil

circle. There are a hundred soirees for one b.in-
quct.

Business is brisk in the neighbourhood of
Buchanan-street. On one side of .S. Vincent-place
old buildihgs are being taken down to give place for

the Clydesdale Bank, and directly opposite tradesmen
are no less .actively eniployeil in" clearing the site for
offices for the .Scottish Amicable Assurance Company;
while on the other side of Buchanan-street, aiid
within a stone-throw, .an addition to the AVestern
Club-house is waiting impatientlv for the last cart
of (lehris to be wheeled off the ground.

Notwithstanding that the foundation-stone of the
"Albert ' bridge was laid with so much ceremonial,
the bridge itself was opened with so very little an
advertisement and a jiaragrajih in the ne"ws],apers
that I think it can scarcely be an offence if I have
passed it over in my commnnications to your
columns. The bridge is of three arches, the one imme-
diately below it is of five, and that further down
the river is of seven, and just in proportion as the
engineering science becomes greater the architectural
art becomes less. Than the Jamaica-street bridge a
more beautiful structure of the kind can scarcely be—alike graceful in its composition and ripe in" its
detail; the detail of the "Albert" bridge is

commonly commonplace and occasionally in.appro-
priate. But carving and gilding stand in good
steid with the publie It was expected that the
gradient of the bridge would have been such as
would have helped the elev.ation of the jail, but the
grand Greek f;ii,-.a(le may be saiil to have still, as
Canning sang of the Ma'rquis of Anglesey, at least
one foot in the grave.

So far as has been made known by the newspapers,
there is to be no jiublic celebration of the .Scott
Centenary, with the solitary exception of a social
meeting in the East End. " At the Theatre Bov.al.
"early in .\ugust," a newly-dramatised version of
"The Lady of the Lake ""is to be put upon the
stage, when Ellen, " pushing her light shallop from
the shore," will have real Loch Ketturin water to
float it on—a stage property that cotdd not be set
upon any other boards in the emjiire!

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES
A 5IEETING of the members of this society
-i^ was held on Friday in the Chapter-house,
Westminster, by the permission of her JIajestv's
(iovemment, under the jiresidency of the Very Rev.
the Dean of Westminster (a vice-president of the
society). There were .also present the Bight Hon.
W. E. Gladstone, the Right Hon. W.' Cowper-
Tcmple, INI.P., and Sir W. Tite, JI.l'.

Tlie Cinnoi.vx, in opening the proceedings, al-

luded to the state in which the building was when
the society formerly held a meeting therein, seven
years ago, before the restoration w.as determined on.

Since that time, witli the as.sistance afforded them
by Government, they h;id brought it to its present

state. The windows were restored from one which
was left in a good state of preservation ; the beautiful
floor disclosed itself as soon as the boards with
which it had been covered were removed, and the
frescoes on the walls were found when the book-
shelves and books were removed. The centre

frescoes were probably of the fourteenth century,
.and h.ad surmounted the five great seats of state in

which the abbot sat, and in one of which no doubt
sat the Speaker of the House of Commons during
the ."00 years that that House sat in the Chapter-
house and passed the Jlediai-val laws. The frescoes

which run round the arcade of the whole building
were added in the reign of Edward IV., having been
painted by a monk, called Brother John, of

Northampton, The records of his painting, a series

of pictures from the Apocalypse, were still in

existence The other series of frescoes were un-
certain, and the abilities of the society might still be
usefully emiiloyed in endeavouring to ascertain

what they were intended to represent. The stone

cotHns which had been found in the immediate

vicinity showed that at one time, like the abbey and
cloisters, it had been a .gi'cat cemetery. The stone

colIin which was found immediately outside

the Chapel of .S. Nicholas, was that of Egelric,

Bishop of nurliam, wdio. after undergoing many
vicissitudes, was fiimlly buried there, and his

memory almost venerated as a saint. He thought
that it was meet that the society should be the first

to assemble within the reconstructed building,

inasmuch as it had been the means of enabling the

present generation—the first for three hundred
years— to see the Chajiter-house as it was in the

time of the I'lantagenets. They could hardly say,

however, that the restoration Iiad been carried to

that state of perfection to which they hoped it

would some day attain, and he thought there were two
points upon wliich tlie society might still render to

the building the same kind of service which they

had already done so successfully. The first was
that they could not rest satisfied until the windows
Were tilled with st;iined ghiss, as was the case

originally ; and the second was the desirability of
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erecting a cloister, wliicli wnuUl fulfil the inirpose of

a. cnmpo santo, where the illustrious dead of the

future ages miglit be buried. A site contiguous

could be used for that purpose. "NVheu those matters

were carried out it would complete the work, the

completion of the first portion of which they had

met to inaugurate.

Mr. G. G. Scott then explained the architectural

difficulties which had been dealt with, and the mode

in which they had been overcome in the process of

Teconstruction.

Mr. R. Ni5Vii.LE-GKi!NVir,i.E proposed, "That

this meeting, while particularly congratulating her

Majesty's Govermuent upon the progress so judi-

ciously made in restoring the Chapter-house,

anxiously desires to impress upon the Government

and botli Houses of Parliament the necessity of

completing the ta5l< tliey have taken in hanil by

filling thewindows with stained glass."

Sir F. Pollock, Bart., seci.nded the motion,

•which was adopted noil. con. Aildresses were also

delivered by the Riglit Hon. Vi\ Cowper-Temple,

Sir AV. Tite, and Messrs. ,T. H. Parker and H.

Reeve, and formal resolutions, suggesting to the

Government the formation of a cloister for fulfilling

the purposes of a campo santo ; thanking Mr,

Gladstone for granting permission to assemble in

the Chapter-house, and to the chairman for pre-

siding over the meeting, were carried amid clicers,

and the proceedings then terminated.

BriLDERS' BEXEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

THE twenty-fourth annual meeting of the .sub-

scribers and friends to this chiirit}' was held

on Thursday afternoon at "Willis's Rooms,
Mr. Alfred .J. Mansfield, the President of the

Institution, being in the chair. The report,

Tcail by Mr. A. G. Harris, the Secretary,

stated that the funds of tlie Institution remained in

mucli tlte same state as heretofore. Tile first elec-

tion of ):)ensioners took place in November, 1870,
when one man and one woman were elected to the

benefits of the Institution; .and the second in May,
when a similar number were chosen. In addition

to tliis. three of the -widows of deceased members
—Mrs. Budd, Mrs. Hambrook, and ^Irs. Lambert

—

were, in accordance with tlie rules, receiving the

widows' pension to wliich tliey had I)een respectively

entitled, by election, from the time of their liusbands'

deaths. At the close of the last election, Mr. J. Wal-
<lram (of the firm of Hill, Keddell, and 'Waldram)
presented a cheque for £1"2 l"2s., to be divided between
the unsuccessful candidates highest on the list of votes.

The names of the pensioners elected in November,
5870, were Mr. B. .Tohnson and Mrs. M. Morgan;
in May, 1871, Jlr. "Wm. Peters and Mrs. H. Proc-
tor. The names of the pensioners who had died
since tlie last report were Messrs. H. Budd, S. M.
JIanibroolc. and Sirs. Garrod. The addition to the
funded property of the institution in Three per Cent.
Con.sols during the year was £31,3 8s. 8d. ; £214
Ss. ,")d. stock for the" relief fund, and £98 19s. .3d.

for the building fund ; making a total of £;io,389
3s. 7d. ; £12.137 1.5s. Id. for the relief fund, and
£3,251 8s. Cd. for the building fund. The report

concluded with an earnest appeal to the committee
and friends not to relax their endeavours in sup-
porting an institution which had conferred on the
helpless and necessitous members of the building
trade such incalculable benefits. The .Secretary

nest read tlie balance-sheet, which showed the re-

ceipts to have been £2,251 15s. 4d., and the ex-
penditure to have left a balance at the bankers' of

£425 13s. 3d. The report and statement of

accounts having been adopted, votes of thanks were
passed to the patrons of the Institution, the prtrident,

vice-presidents, the trustees, directors, the treasurer,

to Mr. Joseph Bird for his services at the last ball, to

the auditors, and the honorary solicitors. Mr. Bird
mentioned that the Tile and Briekmakers' Society
were firenared to place some of the accommodation
afforded in their almshouses at Ball's Pond at the
disposal of the Builders' Institution for the use of

some of tiieir pensioners, if tlie directors were pre-

pared to accept tile offer. The matter was reserved

for the consideration of the Board.

A vote of thanks to the chairman closed the
meeting.

A new company, with limited liabilities, styled
the Rausome Patent .Stone Company, is now being
formed for the purchase nncl working of the
patents. A well-selected board of directors has been
foniicd, of which Mr. Henry Bessoraer (whose name
is so well known in connection with various branches
of science) is the chairman. The capital of the new
company is only £25,000, nearly the whole of which
ha.s already been privately subscribed.
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PL.\TE XXXIX.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Continued jrom page 50.)

Pl.VTE 30. COSSTRUCTIOS OF 'Wrk.\ths kok
Elliptical St.mks.

FIGURE 1 exhibits the ground pl.an of stairs.

The centre hue of rail given.

The moulds must be produced by ordinates. Not
that it is impossible to strike them with a trammel

;

for, undoubtedly, the curves on wreaths are elliptical;

but, to find the centres and diameters of these

curves would make the drawing both intricate and
complicated, causing unnecessary loss of time, to no

particuliir purpose.

The best method to adopt for stairs of this

description is to lay down the centre line of rail,

and set off half of its width on each side. Then fix

upon position of joints, say B, D, F, L, aud K, on

landing.

This arrangement makes the piece of wreath that

stands over U F answer for U B. It being reversed,

the joint B and that of F are at equal distance from

D. Again, tlie angle of tangents at both places

being exactlj' .alike makes tlie ordinate a right angle

with chord U F. That is, provided the position of

wreath runs on a straight line from B to F. The
wTeath starting from newel, one of its tangents must
be level.

This, in all cases, is the ordinate.

The same remark applies to the -(vreath landing.

Its ordinate being K N. The heights of wreaths

This series of articles is a reproduction uf Robeut
RinDELl.'s worli on the subject, publislied iu Philadelphia,

and by Triibner and Co., Loudon. I

and construction of moulds are obtained, as usual,

by unfolding tangents and winders. These are

shown on the right.

The letters on pitches agree with those on the

plan.

The whole construction is similar to that which
has already been given for circular and other stairs.

Therefore a detailed explanation of this jilate will

not be required.

It was tlionght best to omit the width of moulds

in order tliat the dr.awing might be more easily

understood.

The tangents on the moulds and the bevels being

the most important points, these are obtained and

applied in the same manner as those of circular

stairs.

We will now notice the heights :

That fur the first pi?c.' of wreath, starting from

newel, is A ,1, which agrees with th.at of Fig. 3 on

the left, and tlie lines A B, at both places, are of

equal length ; and thus the mould is proved correct.

Fig. 4 shows the tangents and bevels for mould,

which answer for two pieces of wreath from joint B
toF.

Its height .agrees witli that shown over B or D on

the right.

Bevel T applies to joint D, and bevel J to joint F.

Fig. 5. The ordinate for this movUd is obtained

b^ extending tangent F H.
"
Let F P equal R P on the right. Join L P, the

ordinate. Let the line nuirked " Height " equal that

of U F on the right. Bevel H applies to joint L

;

and the bevel on the left to jaint F.

Tangents on the mould, to be correct, must equal
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pitches on the right. Letters at both places corre-

pond
Fif,^ G. This mouUl being for piece of Avrcath

lamliiif;, its laiij^ent and ordinate is N K. The
heit;ht e<iiials that of L K on the ri^'ht. Tangent

L >J, to be correct, nuist e(|ual pitch L X on right.

It will be readily perceived that tiie whole of this

process is a repetition of the methods which have
already been adopted for producing moulds and

bevels. The only difference is the curves, which

must be obtained by ordinates.

There are one or twu other points that it may be

well to mention. First : There ran be no i[uesti(in or

doubt as to the ciiastu and beautiful effect of elliptical

stairs ; to execute which both skill and juilgment

are required : And more especially in the height

of rail, which is a most important point.

Let any one notice the hand-rail of an elliptic

stairs, and stand on winder li. Here we lind the

rail tiio h.w. Why is tliis—the balnstcr is the same
length as tliat at 1». and yet there is a great varia-

tion in the height of rail ?

The cause of this is owing to the position of the

winders and tangents, which is fixed and unalter-

able.

Observe tangent through B. It and the winders

do not stand at anything like a right langle. The
risers are thrown forward toward the newel, and
apprnach ns more rapidly, when going up the stairs,

than those at 1), wliere the tangent and winders are

nearer a right angle, and where the rail is a proper

height.

lint go on a little farther, and stand on winder F.

Here we tind the rail too high, for the reason that

the winders are receding from u<, and the i)itch of

rail at tliis point is much greater than it is at D.
Notice mould, Fig. -1. The tangent K F, being

shorter than K D. shows that the wreath stands ou

two different pitches, yet is parallel with the nosings

when in position.

Nearly all elliptical stairs are executed in this

manner, and the defects just named may be detected

by any one. Then the question arises. How can

these objectionable features be removed? or. what
means should be adopted to equalise the height of

rail to suit the winders ?

Let us, for a moment, examine the tangents on
the plan.

Take, for example, that of C E. It must be a
straight line on the pitch, because there is a joint

at I) which is statii>nary and fixed. But C may be

raised and E lowered. This at once changes the

pitches of rail, and, of course, the height of balusters

at n and T.

This simple remedy eonnteracts the evil, and
throws the rail into a proper position, to suit the

hand going up or down the stairs.

The next consideration is the bending of wall and
front strings. These are usually bent over a

cylinder or form ; a method both tedious and expen-
sive.

\jQt kerfing be adopted, and the work is done in

half the time; besides being a much better job. The
only difficulty is the plan, it being a perfect ellipse,

which makes kerfing impracticable. Then change
the plan to a figure that will nearly resemble the

ellipse. This can be done from centres of unequal
^adi^^. thus making kerfing entirely practical for

the strings. This pohit. however, will be more fully

explained in the following plate.

Kig. 7 shows two methods for tangents to elliptic

curves.

From A and B draw the foci A X> and B C.

Join li an<l D, and A C. Bisect the angle on the

right, and through theinterseclion draw the tangent.

Second method, on the left. Take anv point, sav
E, and dr.iw !•: F p;u-allel with A 1). 'Make E F
equal to A I) : and draw the tangent.

T
THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

HE light produced from a ]>owerful cnrrent of

electricity, under favourable circumstances, is,

.says the Scientific American, the most brilliant ever

yet discovered by man. By actual experiment it

has been shown to possess an intensity equal to one

third of that of sunlight. The light enumating from

an incandescent piece of lime under the action of the

oxy-hydrogen jet, well known as the Drummond
light, cannot compare with it in brilliancy, nor com-
pete with it in point of ecoiioniy. Though the first

cost in the preparation of ;ui electric light may ex-

ceed that of the Drummond light, the subsequent

outlay is much less.

Tiie light is produced by passing an electrical cur-

rent between two pieces of charcoal a small distance

apart, one connected with the positive pole, the other

with the negative pole of a galvanic battery. In

order to keep these burning charcoal points at such

a distance from each other as to produce the must

brilliant light, ingenious machines called "regu-
lators " are used. The principle in the construction of

these maciuues is, that the nearer the charcoal points

jirc to each other, so much greater is the flow of elec-

tricity. Now. increase in the How of electricity in the

conducting wire will produce corresponding increase

nf magnetism in an iron bar which it encompasses
;

therefore, one of the charcoal points is inserted in

an iron cylinder, which i>lays freely up and down
in the centre of an electro-magnetic coil. As this

coil exerts an attractive infiuence upon the iron, a
weight passing over a pulley is attached to it. which,

acting as a counterpoise, keeps it in equilibrium.

The other point remains fixed. The result of this

arrangement is that an increase of distance between

the charcoal points gives a decrease in the flow, and
consequently a decrease in the attractive pttwer of

the coil. The weight, for this reason, overbalances

the attraction of the coil, and the charcoal point is

drawn up until the increasing flow of electricity,

causet^l by the decreasing distance between the

charcoal points, shall have sufficiently augmented
the attractive power of the coil as to restore the

equilibrium.

The regulators empIo3-ed in general use are mucli
more complicated, but their principle is the same.

A machine has been invented in France by means
of which this light may be derived from electro-

magnetism. It consists of eight rows of powerful

horse-shoe magnets arranged around a hollow

cylinder, and having their poles towards the axis of

the cylinder. The magnets are seven in each row,

fifty-six in all, and are attache<l to a stationary

frame. The hollow c}dinder has affixed a set of

double coils or bobbins 112 in jill, so placed that ou

revolving the cylinder, the ends of the bars, which
are the cores of the bobbins, are in rapid succession

brought in i lose proximity to the poles of the mag-
nets, alternately approaching to and receding from

them, with great rapidity. This causes a succession

of almost instantaneous electrical impulses to be

given to the wires coiled around the bars. Con-
necting this machine with the charcoal points, and
revolving it at such a speed as to make the flow

almost continuous, for the light only shines while

current is passing, a steady light will be produced.

It has been found, by experiment, that if a speed

suflicient to give 'Jil3 electrical impulses per second

be given to the machine, the eye, no longer takes

cognisance of the intervals, and an uninterrupted

light is the result.

A curious example of the correlation of forces is

shown iu the working of thismachine. The cylinder,

which is hung iu its bearings so delicately that it

would seem possible for a child to revolve it -nith

case, really requires a two-horse-power engine,

owing to certain effects produced by the action of

the magnets in connection with the coils. This

force expended is represented in the light produced;
the machine converting force into electricity, and
electricity into light ; as in the case of the galvanic

battery, the force resulting from the decomposition

of zinc is the producer of the light.

The uses to which tliis light may be advantageously
applied are numerous. Its peculiar penetrating

power renders it unrivalled for lighthouses and
signal lights for vessels. Let the darkness be so

great that it can '' be felt," its light pierces it like

a great silvery needle, and falls like a ray of hope
upon the seething ocean, w^hich, but for its warning,

might have been the watching sailor's grave.

It has been iised with success for illuminating

mines. During the siege of Paris, the Prussians

were much annoyed by one of these lights, which
the Parisians had constructed and placed upon Fort
Mont Valerien, and which effectively prevented

any hostile movement being made by the Prussians
under cover of the night.

For stage effect, illuminating halls, streets, or other

]niblic i)Iaces, and for microscopic or magic lantern

exhibitions, it may be used.

The application of the electric system for illu-

miiuiting Bergen Tunnel, through which the Erie
Kailroad and Delaware and Lackawanna Kailroad

traverse, we believe could easily be acctnnplishcd. Its

aditption would relieve the thousands of passengers,

who arc carried through this tunnel daily, of the

apprehension of accitlent which is irresistible to most
persons as they enter the dark ami cheerless cavern.

In fact, its uses are so numerous, and its effects

so brilliant, that it is a wunder it has not been more
universally adopted.

Mr. Short, a builder at Kiugsweiir, aged 60, wjus

drowned on Saturday, while endeavouring to save a
young woman who had accidentally fallen into tlio

sea from the rocks near ('ji.stle Mount. The young
woman was rescued, but Mr. Short's body was not
got out of the water until life was extinct.

COMPETITIONS.
Bromi.ev, Ki;nt.—Tlie committee ajipointed for

the erection of additional schools iu this parish a
short time since invited designs from architects \n
limited com]tetit!on. The invitation was accepted
by Messrs. J, P. St. Aubyn. ^^^ C. Banks, W.
Barrett, A. C. Bean, J. Clarke, F.S.A.,II. Lovegrove.
and (I. Truefitt. One of the designs, marked
" Utilitas" (Mr. H. Lovegrove), was generally pre-
ferred by the committee, but the estimate was
rather in excess of the sum at disposal, and the
design of Mr. Banks was selected for execution.

Asiitox-ixdf.r-Lyxe.—The Guardians of the
Poor have determined to erect a new female hospital

close to the workhouse, and invited live local archi-

tects to send in plans. The successful competitors

were Jlessrs. Ilealey and Hall, Architects, Ashtou-
under-Lyne. The estimated cost is i:4,000.

c

AIlCH.a:OLOGICAL.
TiiK BoYAL Aiaii.Kin.iKin A1. iNMrn'TF. AT Cak-

DiFK.—On Tuesday the inauguration of this year's

meeting of the Royal Archipological Institute took

place at CardilT. under the presidency of the Marc|uis

of Bute. The historical section was opened on
AVednesday by an address from Mr. G. A. Freeman,
the President, followed by a paper by ]\Ir. W. Floyd,

on the Conquest of Wales. The members after-

wards ])roceedeil to Llandaff to lunch with the Bishop,,

and subsequently visited the Cathedral under the

guidance of ISIr. Floyd.

Nkwbattle Abuhy.—In the course of some-

operations which have been going on at Newbattle
Abbey, the discovery has been made of what is sup-

posed to be the burial-vaultof Maryde Conci, Queen
of Alexander II., and mother of Alexander III., who
was buried in that abbey about the middle of the

thirteenth ccntm-y. The vault is oft. 2in. from the

level of the old floor, is 10ft. long by 7ft. wide, and
is paved at the bottom. The walls are of luiHshed

ashlar, with a bottle-moulded stone stair of eight

steps. The moulding is returned down to the

top of each step ; the two bottom and the

top steps are entire ; but the middle ones have
been taken out at some former period. AMien
discovered, the vault was entirely filled with

stone rubbish, and there appeared to have once been

a grating over it. as there is an iron bat run in with

lead in the face of the top step. The vault lies be-

neath the floor at the south corner of the crypt,

which was originally 93ft. long, with a range of

octagonal pillars iu the centre running along its

whole length. The plain shaft of each pillar, from

base to capital, measures 3ft. Gin. From the top of

the capital or the spring of the arch is Oft.; from
pillar to foot of corbel, going from east to west,

13ft. lin. ; from pillar to pillar, 9ft. 7in.; and from

the keystone of the rib to the floor, 12ft. By the

directions of the Marquis of Lothian, the southern

portion of the crypt has been in process of restora-

tion for the last six or seven months, under the

superintendence of Mr. Bryce, architect, Edinburgh,,

and his own clerk of works, Mr. Blailde.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Mk. Bakuv. K.A.—Mr. Boresford Hope gavo

notice on Friday last that ho would ask the First

Lord of the Treasury whether he had recei^i^d a
letter from Mr. Barry, K.A., praying forinquiiy, and
whether ho would lay on the table the correspon-

dence which had passed respecting the position of the

architect of the Houses of Pai'liamcnt.—Mr. Glad-
stone, in reply, stated onMonday that he hadreceived

a letter from Mr. BaiTV, and had replied t(t it, and
the correspondence had been published in the news-
papers. He saw no necessity for laying it on tho

table of the House, as it was not strictly a public

document.

TifE New Courts of Jvstice.—Mr. Cavendish
Bentinck asked the Chanrcllor of the Exchequer
whether he had approved the architectural designs

for the new Courts of Justice now exhibited in tho

liibniry.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer could

only give the answer ho had returned yesterday

—

that these plans wero not yet apjiroved, and wero
placed in the Library in order to elicit tho opinions

of members.

PuHLic Health and Local Goveknment.—
Sir C. B. Adderley obtained leave on Tuesday to

bring in a Bill, founded on the Keport of the Sani-

tary Commission, to consolidate and amend the Laws-
relating to Public Health and Local Govcrinncnt. In

explaining it. Sir Charles wxs interrupted by the

customary attemi)t at a '•count-o\it,"and this prov-

ing unsuccessful, he went ou to point out the com-
plif^ations and anomalies, the expense and inanition

of our present system, its conflictiug jurisdictions

anil overlapping areas, Ac. Tho bill, consolidating'

more than forty statutes, first of all repeals all
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rxisting sanitary statutes. Cousequently, out of the
'00 clauses of tlie bill, ueai'ij' ninc-tt-uths are iu-

t ndrd to re-enact certain portions of them. It

iiiplifies areas, eouccptrates all authority into one
ill jiartraent, and there are also othtr provisions re-

lating to audit and hoiTowing powers. As a matter
nf course. 8ir Charles added, it was not intended to

i

iMCucd further with the bill this Session.

^itilVnig Intclligciia.

ClIUliCUKS AND CITArKLS.

liuEASTON.—S. jMichael's, Breaston, in the county

*if Derby, has just been re-opened. The interior of

ihoediliec has undery:one considerable renovation.

riie architect was jMr. Robert Evans, of Nottinj,diam,

Aud the buililcr, Mr. Joseph Gill, of Draycott, near

J >erby.

DoNC'ASTEU.—()n Thursday week, a new and

handsome chapel in Oxford-place, and new day
--chools ill c'.ainection therewith—the whole having
I't'on built at a cost of £7,500—was opened. The
'hapel, which has a stone front, and is built in the

Italian style, will accommodate 1.000 people; whilst

the schools will contain ^OO children—boys, girls,

anil infants. The architect of the nev>' chapel is Mr.

"W. Watson, of AVaketield, and the builder, Mr. H.
Arnold, of Doncaster.

IlAJ!:«KRsnriTn.—The new Church of S. Paul,

Masbrongh-road, Hammersmith, was consecrated on

Tuesda}'. Accommodation has been provided for

SOO persons, at a cost of £5,000. The architect

was Mr. Blomfield. The style is Early English, the

aisles being separated from the nave by five pointed

horseshoe arches supported on pilhirs with plain

<iapitals. The windows corresponding to the open-
ings are divided into three compartments, separated

by mullions perpendicular with the top, where they
branch off to cinquefoils. The roofings are ridged,

those of the aisles at either side of the nave pre-

senting the appearance from the gables of two
smaller triangles flanking a larger. The walls are of

yellow brick, relieved with courses of red.

London Diocesan Church Bi'ii.dino Society.
(n Jlonday afternoon the annual meeting of the

members of this society was held at the offices, 21,

llegent-street. The report which was presented

:->lated that during the past year the society had
been able to continue its work vnth undiminished
success. Its income had to some extent suffered,

its had been the case with some similar institutions,

in consequence of the heavy demands made upon
The public on behalf of the sufferers from the Con-
tinental war. The total income of the past year
had been £1,198, including a repa^inent of £80 to

the society on a loan granted in former 3-Ciirs, The
total amount of grants actually paid by the society

on account of engagements entered into during
l-revious years had been £1.575, of which sum
£1,450 was in aid of the erection of churches, and
the remaining £125 towards the purchase or budd-
ing of parsonages.

Reading.—On Tuesday week, services in connec-
tion with the opening of a new Primitive Methodist
<Jhapel were held in Cumberland-road, New-town,
Reading. The buiUling has been designed by Mr.
"NV. H. AVoodman, borough surveyor, and the style

will be Gothic, simple, but very effectively treated.

The dimensions will be 50ft. long and *32ft. Oin.

wide in the clear. Mr. Ponton, of Reading, is the
builder. The entire cost is £700.

M^HiTTLESEY.—It is lu contemplation to place a
suitable reredos in the chancel of S. Mary's church,
"Whittlesey, which is now especially ])lain and un-
adorned. It is to be desired, thinks the local journal,

<at the same time, that the very ugly blocks of oak,
honoured with the name of screen, between the
chancel and the nave, should be removed. They are,

according to tlie art critic of the above-mentioned
authority, illustrations of the vagaries of genius, and
Oilbert Scott never perpetrated a greater blunder
thau in placing them there.

buildings.

AsiiBouRN.—Mr. Francis Wright, of Osmaston
!Manor, who has recently erected the church on Low
Top. Ashbinirn, has engaged Messrs. Crichlow &
AVard, builders, of Uttoxeter, to erect a large

Market Hall on Low Top, in connection with the
new Sniithfield. It is intended to be used as an
exchange. The architects are Messrs. .Stevens

& Robinson, of Derby. The building will be in

stone, and cost about £1,700.

Birmingham.—8. Thomas's Parochial Schools,

Birmingham, have been rebuilt. The building has
two floors, and is Romanesque in style, tlie chief or-

namentation emploj'ed being moulded bricks. The

ends and centre of the building are gabled, in order

to break the long elevation line. The total cost of the

enlargement and rebuilding has been about £1,750.

The work has been carried out b}' Mr. Sylvester

Surman, bnilder, Great Colmore-street, under the

superintendence of Mr. Yeoville Thomason, archi-

tect, 40, Bcnuett's-hill.

Bradford.—On Saturday the re-opening of S.

Jude's Schools, Bradford, was celebrated by a tea

party and concert. The building has been raised

one story, and manj* modern improvements added,

at a cost of £1,5110. The works have been carried

out under the directions of Messrs. Milnes and
France, architects^, who have remodelled the old

building in a satisfactory manner.

Leoi^qnster.—On Thursday week, the foundation

stone of the new Orphan Homes was laid at Leo-

minster. Messrs, Page and Son, of Leominster, have
undertaken the contract for £1,250. The architect

is Mr. C. Beale, of Belper, who has assisted in tho

charitable work by giving his services free of charge.

Manchester.—On Saturday afternoon a new
(Ronuui) Catholic Home for Female Penitents was
opened in A'ictoria Park by tlie Mayor of Man-
chester. The building when fully completed will

accommodate 200 inmates, but as yet accommoda-
tion has only beeu provided for half that number.

It is of domestic Gothic design, and includes a

chapel and nunnery, besides the other necessary

premises. The cost, without the furniture, will

amount to £(j,000. The architect is Mr. W. Nichol-

son, of Manchester ; and Mr. Healy, of Salford, is the

builder.

TO COBBESPONDEWTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspoudent.s. The Editor reKpeetfulIy requests
that ah communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Reapers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-OARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

BECEiVEn.^J. Jones & Co., T. T., J. J., W. W., J. W. T..

C. B. A., J. P. S., A. C, J. R.. Rule of Thumb, J. B., C. K.,

W. & A., T. A. M., a R. J., W. S., C. W. F., vS. & Co.

M, H. Linklater.—We have no idea of reprinting the
" Viollet le Due " articles and illustrations.

EccLESiOLOCrST.—Such namby-pamby criticism does no
good. You should either addvu-e more facts, and sti'ike

liarder blows, or leave what you call " nonconformist
architects " alone.

Jas. Hicks.—Drawing returned.

J. C. WiLMERFOss.—'' Sketch-book "sent now. It is not
our intention to start another.

R. Lund.—We cannot inform you. You say you are a
constant subscriber; if that be so. it is rather curious that
you should have directed your letter to 1G6, Fleet-street,
an address we left nearly four years since.

Walker & Athuon.—Drawing to hand. The drawings
are rather too dark, by having too much work bestowed
on them, to come out well with the photo-litho. process.
We will try what we can do with them.

Plumber.—In tj^ie, but crowded out.

Ciimsponkiicf.

MODERN DESIGN AND THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL PROFESSION.

Sir,—Architectural improvement, metropolitan

and provincial, is a subject of sufficient importance

at the present momeut to demand the attention of

the Legislature and other rrdiug; powers, especially

when it is considered that the works we are now
undertaking will receive the verdict of other ages

besides onr own. As the changes we are now making
are vast, so in a proportionate degree will our re-

sponsibility be increased. What we achieve now in

the design of our great national structures will the

future historian or philosopher of art look to as a

reflex of our thcnights and sentiments and our posi-

tion in the art history of the world. Diverse and
multiform, however, as the architectural picture may
appear, it will be in our largest national and civic

buildings that the tendency and stamp of our age
will be seen.

As the New Law Courts, by Mr. Street, has been

commented on iiy no less an authority than IMr.

Fergusson, who may be said to represent the well-

informed, practical, and art-learned portion of the

nation outside the profession, it may be opportune
to notice the opinion of the profession generally.

A correspondent of your journal, which has
always been a fearless advocate for indepen-

dent opiiuons, has raised objections which I

think are well grountled. liefore the design

is irrevocably committed to brick and stone,

it is to be hoped much of it will he modified.
There is a miserable want of dignity and harmony
in the composition, which I think may be charac-
terised as a heterogeneous mixture of peculiarities,

a promiscuous jumble of detail. With all deference
to its architect, who has earned a popularity of his

own, he has given the nation a more comi>lcte reper-

tory of foreign style aiul detail than well-arranged
Courts of Justice. Take the Strand or >vater front.

Here the absence of all rule is painfully manifest.

Windows high and low, square-headed, pointed,

trefoiled, plain, traceried, following no principle of

gradation, seem to vie with one another in their
" picturesque irregularity"—recklessly disobe3'iug the
first laws of composition. The balance of masses is

still worse. Octagonal ])rojectious from the main
front destroy repose, while the diversity of the roofs

—hipped, gabled, and pyramidal, broken in count-
less portions—gives the idea that the building is

rather a collection of some Mediaeval fragments than
a modern planned structure. But this is not all—the

roofs, from the innumerable gutters required, will

he a fruitless source of expense and trouble. So
much for the exterior. The interior arrangement
seems to be quite as inconsistent, for, according to

l\Ir. Fergusson's description, the useless " imper-
forate vault," or central hall, seems to be an in-

conceivable whim, which no beauty of detail or

finish can atone for.

Such, then, is the haphazard manner in which a
mcst important national structure has been treated.

But the design alluded to is only a representative

one of its class. The insane rush for novelt}-, the

disregard and neglect of all principle, is shown in

many other buildings lately erected. One would
imagine we had lapsed into a barbaric style of build-

ing, certainly not one dictated by common-sense,

fitness, or beauty. A style adapted to our wants and
age can never be attained by pandering to archjeo-

logical studies, however interesting in themselves,

nor blindly following certain "leaders" of art who
have struck out particular paths for themselves.

Differences of temperament, differences of thought

and sentiment, and various other causes make men
think and conceive differently ; but if we would

advance our art we must weigh these differences by
a common standard of truth. The quasi-picturesque

style has found a multitude of respectable followers,

who, possessing little original thought, gladly avail

themselves of a style that lends itself easily to

various purposes, and entails no ingenuity and con-

trivance either in plan or construction. English

Gothic is neglected for this more easily-managed be-

cause unscientific style of building, to which the

Continental and Southern examples of Mediaeval

art chiefly contribute. It is a manner of building,

moreover, which seems to ignore all proportion or

harmony of parts, crudities taking the place of

well-studied detail.

It is well that there are still some among us

endeavouring to rekindle a feeling for our own
English Gothic like BIr. Sharpe, and those who
work in it with much success, adaptiug it to modern
wants, Hke Mr. G. G. Scott, and others. Take, for

example, the latter gentleman's work, the Midland

Hotel, in the S. Pancras-road. Here we find

picturesque outline, without extravagance and ill-

proportiou ; variety without discord ; in a word, a

principle of gradation and unity of effect are ob-

served. Again, why should the Classical, or rather

the Anglicised modifications of the Italian, be neg-

lected, as seen in the works of Mr. Pennethorne,

Tarring, and others. It seems to me the Round
arch style, whether strictly Romanesque or Byzan-

tine, or not, is far too much neglected for modern

civic and other commercial uses, Man}' successful

variations of the Renaissance, too, are quite put

aside in the rage for Gothic reproduction.

Turning to church architecture, the tendency to

think and work in old grooves is very manifest. The

rule of precedent, as regards arrangement, is .^till

the uppermost—the old conventional tripartitechurch,

with all its drawbacks and beauties, being that

usually adopted; sometimes, perhaps, with a little

noticeable modification or improvement, but generally

merely a variation on the old model. The better-

adapted plans of Mr. Cubitt and others, which have

a]>pearetl in the Builpino Nkws from time to time,

in which a more rrt^/o«a/ system of arrangement and

construction is adopted for our Protestant congrega-

tions, seem to be unappreciated at present, though I

believe it will not be long before some such arrange-

ment in the planning of modern churches be adopted,

by the advanced church party at least. Taking the

style of modern church building, thtmgh an improve-

ment ou that of a past generation, there is a doubt-

ful introduction of cruile, foreign, unartistie detail,

which appears to me t^ be supplanting our own
more honest Gothic styles, which, alas ! are wofuUy
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neglected. AVhat, for instance, can be more repulsive

than the heavy plate windows often noticed, bad in

proportion and worse in detail ; the «;:ly and

unfH'aceful terminations to ourtowers; the skin-deep

ornamentation of cnr wall surfaces, instead of the

richer play of lii,dit antl shadow of artistically-

WTought monldings. Disprvporlioii, cnidc'iiess,

and fUmsiuess are the characteristic qualities of

these churches, and though there are many cheering

exceptions, the influence <»f the same causes as I have

adverted to in our natinnal and civic architectnre,

the following of certain leaders, inviilious to name,

and the lack of a really sound priifessicmal training,

are too painfully apparent. I may revert to this

subject again,— I am, v^c, G. H. G.

THE NEW NAT10X.\L GALLERY.

SiK.—Will you give nie an o]iportunity of stating

that the designs whii-h I had the pleasure of pre-

paring for Mr. I.ayard for the New National Gallery,

one of which appeared in your last impression, have

been made use of b^ the (Jllice of 'Works entirely

•witliout my consent, and have lioen ]>ul)lished in the

Parliamentary return without any authority from

me ? Mv drawings were reduced to a small scale by

means of photography, in order to illustrate a

privately-printed pamidilet. and the reproduction of

them full size in the return by means of lithography

is an\-thing but satisfactory, in consequence of the

wav in wdiich they had been linished in order to be

photographed. You are quite right in staling that

the nuitter contained in the return was the result of

a singular misunderstanding of what was wanted;

it was more probably done to avoid the necessity of

giving the correspondence which had been really

a.sked for. Jlr. Layard's iiain|ihlet also was made
use of without his consent, and he knew ni'thing of

what had been done till I called his attention to your

illustration last week.

AVhen I found in August last that the work exe-

cuted for Jlr. Layard in a private capacity h.ad been

thus appropriated, I wrote to the secretary of the

Ctifice of Works to inquire how my drawings had

come to be regarded as Government priq)crty, ami I

was informed that there was " no reconl showing

how the plans came into the possession of the Depart-

ment."
How far, as this is the case, their publication is

lawful, I will leave your readers to judge. In the

mean time, allow me to assure you that my work, in

connection with i\lr. Layard, was undertaken in

April, ISfis, before the appointment of Jlr. Barry,

and while the whole subject of the National Gallery

wa.s in abeyance. There was therefore no intention

to interfere in any w.ay witii Mr. Barry's work, as

it would appear in the absence of this explanation.

—

I am, &c., GiLiiKiiT It. lUuciit.ivi:.

Kensington, July 2fi.

would incline one to the belief that such was the in-

tention—that the two sides were alternative designs

to ije placed in conjunction with the same centre.

Of course from this drawing it would be almost

impossible to accurately jioint out the respective

portions of each gentleman's design, but from his

classical knowledge one may assume that the centre,

the building to the left of it, and the end masses,

are what Mr. Layard would consider appropriate

for a National Gallery in such a city as London,

and for such a site as Trafalgar-stpiare affords ; and

that it is to Jlr. Gilbert K. Redgrave we are in-

debted for the dignitied and graceful composition to

the right of the centre; and whether this assumption

is or is not correct, as Jlr. Layard disclaims any
'^ practical experience in architecture," it is his pro-

fessional assistant to whom we look for explanation

of this design. Is the whole thing a burlesque, or

does he suppose it likelj' that such a production as

this would be permitted in substitution for the ex-

isting gallery ? The design has not even the merit of

''insipid correctness"—starting with the rusticated

basement—with " blocks as large as possible to give

dignity, simplicity, and strength." .Such a piece of

work as this close to the eye of the spectator would

be, in an artistic sense, intolerable; the centre is as

weak in treatment as it could be ; its cornice is

entirely out of style, the facia of it being abso-

lutelv broken up bj- projections, extending through

the frieze up to the corona—the whole of it is an

,abortion. And then the colonnades or *' loggie." .\s

regards proportion, perhaps that fin t!ie left of the

centre would be passable: but that on the right!

What beauty have we not here ! What charming

simplicitv is embodied in its every detail, and how
beautifullv does it harmonise with the centre, the

ends, the basement, and the balustrade at top ; it is

a masterpiece of correct design, and evidences a

knowledge of Classic architecture not often met

with. I'oor WilkinsI AVhcn we think of the difti-

eulties with wdiieh he h.ad to contend in the erection

of the National Gallery, aud the result of liis

labours, and then look upon the design of Jlessrs.

Layard and Redgrave as a substitute for it, mode-

ration in language deserts one. Wilkins' design,

taken as a whole, for the purposes of a National

Gallerv is as superior, artistically, to Jlessrs. Layard

and Redgrave's as that of an accomplished archi-

tect would be to the production of an average

schoolboy ; and if they want a building displaying

fine effects of light anil shade, let them study the

present National Gallery—if they want to become

acquainted with the proper manner in which to

design a centre and sides, let them visit the London
University by Wilkins. To do this would convince

them of the absurdity of their own, and would save

us from a repetition of the result of a self-assurance

that almost amounts to impertinence.— I am, i.'vc.,

W. \V.

SiK,—The readers of the Bfii.DiNG Ni:\vs. and

the architectural profession generally, ought to be

very grateful to you for the publication of the

designs for the new National (iallery, respectivcl,v

the pr<iduction of Jlr, E. Jl. Barry, .\.R..V., ami

the Right Honourable A, H. I.ayard, assisted by Mr.
Gilbert R. Redgrave, architect.

As it has been more than once reviewed in your

columns, any remarks now upon Jlr. Barry's

design would perhaps be sujicrlluous ; but it is some-

what remarkable that the very features in the

present gallery (the domes) ujh.u which so much
abuse has been lavished ap]iear to be in the new
design a-s weak in jioint of design and contour as it

is possible for domes to be; the bases of them have

the very objectionable trnsse»i. the outlines are bad,

and the terminations composed of trusses and

spikes, excel in ugliness the tops of the domes of

the old gallery. .\s regards the other portion of

the design, it has, as you observe, "more the appear-

ance of a town-hall than of a jiicture-gallcry," and
consequently, is totally inappropriate for the pur-

poses for which it is intended.

It is with bcwildcmu'Ut ami surprise that we con-

template the design of Jlessrs. Layard and Red-

grave, and regret that your description of it was

not a little more detailed ; had it been .so, we sluiuld

probably have been informed tiiat the portions to

the right and left of the centre arc alternative

designs, allbongh, judging from certain engineering

architectural feats in the region of South Ivensing-

ton, the iiossiliility of the variation in style of the

two sides being intended for another example of the

originality for which the authorities in that quarter

are so justly distinguished, is not remote ; but why
was not the centreline drjiwn ? I cannot conceive

it reasonable th.at any architect would suppose for

one moment that the central feature in this design

would alike suit either side, anil yet the end masses

and the balustrade at the top of the arcading

Sin,—Jlr. Lay.ird rightly judges that " the

building should tell its own story

—

i.e.. that it

should bear unmistakable evidence, by its external

architecture, of its use and object." Judged by this

rule, could anything lie more inconsistent and out

of character than Jlr. Barry's design, anything

more preposterous than the three domes ? Of the

numerous picture galleries in Europe, good, bad, and
indifferent, in no case is propriety so utterly sacri-

liccd in the external design. These domes occupy a

large area, which would be utterly wasted, as the

space beneath them would be as useless for the <lis-

play of sculpture as of pictures. It is said to be a

common trick of artists on " A^arnishing D.iy " to

heighten the colouring of their pictures, though it per-

mamintly injures them, in order to kill those which
hang near. .\nd in competitions architects will put

striking but outre features for similar objects, so

perhaps these domes were designed. It is no use,

however, to regard them as real parts of the design.

They are mere inctd)i, which, costing as they must at

least X.5(), 000. neil her Jlr. Ayrton nor any sane suc-

ces.sor to his oflice is likely to alloiv. Objectionable

features in the design .also are the long i)anels of

scnl]iture, which in execution would be hidden

behind the arcade. The tall attic, too, between
the turrets has a most unfitting look, .and, however
justitiable our national equine taste, within due
limits, may be, the prancing steeds on top of a pic-

ture gallery will probably be objected to by some.

Whether it is only a fault of the engr.aving, I do
not know, but the r<nnid-headed o]ienings on ground
floor have no other evideiu'c of being archet: than
is afforded bv their enormous fcc?/-stones,.— I am,
&c., JI.

article, "Albertia," for I do not agree with the

writer's statement that this hall is unfitted for de-

veloping musical sounds on a large scale. On the

contrary, I consider it to be eipial, if not superior,

to most theatres aud concert-rooms, provided that a

proper use be made of it. AVe hear a general

complaint of the echoes or dizzy burr whenever a

full chorus with organ accompaniment is attempted;

a disagreeable eflcct that is in no way caused by the

binlding itself, but which must always take place

with orchestras occui»vingso great a breadth (in this

case nearly 2ilOft.), for the two end voices can only

reach the hearer simultaneously when he is placed

at the vertex of an isosceles triangle, of which the

base is the breadth of the orchestra. In .all other

situations, the sounds from the extremities ^vill reach

the hearer one after the other, because the waves of

sound do not travel instantaneously. Consequently

the dizzy burr must always take place, more or less

according to circumstances, with monster orchestras.

The solo singer is heard splendidly in most parts

of this hall, which is rendered perfeclly dumb to the

ordinary echoes of empty rooms, by the audience,

matting, drapery, and cushions ; but a portion, how-
ever, of the audience situated in and about the

arena, will hear a duplicate sound, apparently pro-

ceeding from the singer, unfortunately placed close

to one of the foci of the elliptical hall, because his

voice is concentrated in the opposite focus, and from

thence is again feebly reverberated to the lirst, thus

forming a Jlephistophelian accomiianiment to the

singer, but invariably behind in time. The remedy

will, of course, be to place the singer at the side of

the ellipse, instead of at the end, aud proof can be

obtained without trouble or exjiense by placing the

singer in that position with a full hall.

The writer of " .Mliertia " fears that the cost of

such an alteration would be very groat ; but in the

first place, the alteration will be found imperative, if

the hall be intended for general purposes ; and, in

the second, with the exception of the organ, the

expense would be trifling. At present, this really

noble building, which does such high honour to the

contractor and builders, is absolutely useless. In

regard to the great organ, I slmukl recommend, .as I

have already stated in former communications on

this subject, to which I beg to refer your reader.?,

that it be disposed of to some large cathedral more
adapted for its use. The magnificent instrument in

Y'ork Jlinster posses.ses a trumpet stop that makes

the framing of the pews vibrate with sensible force,

yet produces no disagreeable effect on the enr. .Vnd if

"an organ be required, a portable one may be obtained

of suflicient power, seeing that a common barrel-

organ carried upon a man's back can be plainly

heard many streets off.

The " velarium " m.ay certainly be dispensed

with, as it is utterly useless for the intended purpose

of Insseiung the amount of echo, because when the

hall is full the audience entirel.v damps the echo

from the celling. The canopy would be a very

valuable addition to the "properties" of a travelling

circus proprietor.— I am, t^c, C. E,

THE EJIPLOYJIENT OF SURVEYORS,

,Siu,—The Committee appointed by the Cmmcil

of the Roy.al Institute of British Architects to con-

sider tlie "question of " the employment of sur-

veyors," in accordauce with the resolution of the

General Conference of Architects, 187L having

authorised us to collect from all available smirces

reliable information respecting the appointment and

employment of surveyors in reference to building

works, we desire to avail ourselves of the publicity

of your columns to invite the attention of .architects,

builders, measuring surveyors, and .all others in-

terested In this imp<irtant question to the inquiry now-

being conduited, and to ask fr.im them the imme-

diate conuunnicatlon of detailed information as re-

gards general principles or their own special practice.

We shall feel obliged by any communications on

this suhject being addressed to us at 7, Whitehall-

yard. S.W.—We are, &c., AuTni'ii Cj^tes.

Julv 20th, 1871. T. M. RiciULVS.

THE Al.Bl'.RT IIALI..

Sir.,— I beg to be allowed to make a few rcnuirks

upon the latter portioa of "Omieron's" second

GENERAL CONFERENCE AND PROVINCIAL
ARCHITECTS.

SiR^—A resolution was pas.sed at the late Gener.il

Conference of Architects, appointing a committee to

consider and report upon the subject of professional

practice ami charges of architects. A committee

meeting has since been held, at which I was re-

quested to take steps to elicit from the whole of the

provincial .architects their views aud suggestions on

these subjects. As comparatively few of the coun-

trv arcliitect.s are represented in architectural so-

cieties, aud as It is .almost Impossible to communicate

with everv member of the iirofession liidividu.allv,

will you "permit me, through the medium of your
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journal, to invite suggestions as to professional prac-

tice anil the Koyal Institute scale of charges, in

order that I may lay them hefore the next meetiug

of the committee, with a view to the preparation of

a uniform scale of charges throughout the United

Kingdom, to be discussed at the Conference in June

next ?

I shall be happy to give all particulars in my
power to any provincial architect so requiring.—

I

am, Ac. ' .1. Douglass iMatiikws,

Acting Secretary to Committee.

10, Cloak -lane, London, July 24, 1871.

BIRMINGHAM ASSIZE COURTS AND COK-
PORATK BUILDINGS.

Sin.—In publishing the award of the premiums

in this competition, in your last issue, you say :

—

*'In his report sent in as referee on the 8th of

April last. Mr. AYaterhouse selected the design

marked Perseverantia' for the first premium," &.c

The following is from Mr. Waterhouse's report of

that date:
—

'' I have to say that the design which

appears to me to merit the lirst place is that which,

bearing no motto, has been numbered '.'." . . .

*'I consider this to be, on the whole, the most

masterly design of the series. Its general arrange-

ments are eminently suited to the requirements of

the case^ and it has the merit i>f not being a copy,

as far as I know, of any existing building of a

similar character." After an extended commenda-
tion of this design, the referee continues:—"The
only other designs I think it necessary to bring

especially under your notice are the following:

—

* Perseverantia,' 'Forum,' In i;no,' 'Desideratum.'"

The committee, it seems, considered that the in-

structions to architects had been disregarded in the

design without a motto, and for this reason, it is

stated, excluded it from competition for the pre-

miums. At the same time, their report laid before

the quarterly meeting of the Council on the *23rd of

May, contains the following endorsement of the

referee's opinion:—"Agreeing in opinion with Jlr.

Waterhouse that the design referred to as No. H,

without a motto, is the most masterly design of the

series, and by far the best of the set, your com-
mittee recommend that they be authorised to treat

with the author thereof for the acquisition of the

drawings, so that the council may not lo.se the

benefit of that design when it pr<tceeds to consider

the impfirtaiit i(nestiou of erecting the contemplated

bxiildings.—I am, &c.,

AV. TIenuy Lymx,
(Author of No. 1), without a motto).

Belfast, July 26, 1871.

Inttrrommuiuciitioit.

QITESTIONS.

[•2273.]—Plaster Work.— I should be glad to know
(through " Intercommuuieatiou') what is tlie rule in

measuring i)!^?!?^ work, viz. :—Are deductions made
for door anrl window openings? In measuring cor-

nices by thp foot super, is there any extra allowance

for angles? If so. what is it?—A Young Buildek.

BEPLIES.
[•J2G1.]—Fireproof Flooring (French Method).

—Iron joists, placed at about 2ft. apart, are buih, into

the walls, and connected by iron biirs, say ^iu. square.

These iron bars are hooked to the joi.'its, and laid at

right angles to them, on a level with the bottom
flange. Upon these bars, which are also placed at

about 2ft. apart, long thin slips of iron (say three in

number) arc loosely ai'ranged between the iron joists

and parallel to them. I'lanks are now temporarily
attached to the und^r side of the joists, and laid close

to each other. Hubble, or hollow bricks, or platrasare
then throwni on these planks, until the whole space
between the joists is filled throughout their entire

height. Liquid plaster of I'aris is then run on, binding
the rubble into a homogeneous mass. In twenty-four
hours or so the planks may be removed, as the plaster

will theu have set, and the ceiling aud cornice may be
compU'ti'd. The floors are generally finished with
p&rquetry, and, to fix this, small oak sleepers are
required. These are laid on the joists at equal dis-

tances, and set in plaster ; the oak flooring is then
nailed on them. Tiles may also be used with facility

on this speries of llooriug.

—

John Smith.

[2Jf;4,l—Modelling-.—The best clay for modelling
is common pipe-chiy ; it can be had from any pipe
maker in idn. cubes, i)rice )>d. per cube unprepared.

If you want it ready to hand, it will cost more.
*' K. L. E. I'." will Mud clay work much better if it is

mixed wiih one-lhird part of fine sand.

—

Stone
C'akver.

[22117. ] — Blue Stone. — There are several blue

stones that retain tlieir colour; but Mr. (larside does

not say the tint he requires—dark ur light blue Blue
stones that will stand are to be found in Cheshire,

<;ioucestei\^liire, Leicestershire, Lancashire, and York-
shire.—SAiMVKL TrICKETT.

[2219.1—Seg-ment of a Circle.—There is some
mistake in the figures, as can be easily sbo^Ti, The
length of the arc is given at 410 links, the height or

versed sine at 2.3 links, and the radius at 8.001) links,

rutting C for the half-chord, II for the radius, and V
for the versed sine, we find, by the well-known formula

V 60 8,000 - (25 2-5)C = V2 V K - V2

= V39i)375 = G31-93. In other words, the half-chord

is greater than the corresponding arc. a manifest absur-

dity. The same result can be also shown by plotting

the segment of the circle to a large scale. Using the

same notation, and calling A the area of the segment,

its value may be obtained from the ciiuation

4 y
-A- = -;p V(0'ti2li Vj2 + C-

" Tables of Segments" are calculated, giving the length

of the chord for different degrees, taking the radius as

unity, and the length of the cliord will be found by
multiplying the numbers in the tables by the length of

the radius of the circle.—L. L. C.

[2270.]—Sash Pulleys.—There are two kinds of

pulleys used for sasbes^axle and frame. In au axle

pulley the wheel is mounted on an iron axle. 'J'lie

holes in the side-plates in which the axle revolves are

bushed with iron, steel, or brass. Frame jjulleys should

only be used for very light and common work. The
wheel revolves on a small iron pin, which is riveted

at each side to the side-plates, aud is not bushed. If

"X. M. B." will procure one of each, he will at once

see the difference between them. The quotation from
Laxton means "axle pulleys" distinguished from
"frame pulleys," and not "brass axles, in contradis-

tinction to iron axles."'—T. Scott.

[2272.]—A Legal Point.—If the light " X." men-
tions is what is termed an " ancient light*'—that is, one
which has not been interfered with for a term of

twenty years—the owner can compel him to stop his

buildingjf it diminishes the amount of light he receives

by the window in question.

—

Surtis.

iur (Bkt (ISl

jMeetino of the Institution of Mechank: al
Engineers at JWionLE.sBuouGn.—On Tuesday the

meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

commenced at iMiddlesbrough, the meetings being

held in the Odd Fellows' Half; Mr. John Ramsbottom,

the President, presiding. There was a good attend-

ance, not only from the North of England, but from

the Midland, Scotch, Manchester, and other districts,

of gentlemen connected with the iron and engineer-

ing trades. Between 300 and 400 were present at

the meeting, where papers were read from Mr.

Crossley, of Askam, "On the Manufacture of

Hematite Iron,'^ and from Mr. J, L. Bell, " On the

Preliminary Treatment of Materials Used in the

Manufacture of Pig Iron in the Cleveland District,"

&c. Interesting discussions took place, in which a

number of gentlemen joined. On "Wednesday the

meeting was resumed, on Thursday a dinner took

place at the Zetland Hotel, Saltburn. During the

week the different iron-works, iron mines, ic., have

been visited.

Hand-tuhning in the City.—The Master,

AVardens, and Court of Assistants of the "Wor.shipful

Company of Turners, in continuance of their action

last year, propose to give, each year, their silver

medal and the freedom of the company aud of the

City of London to any one workman or apprentice

in the trade who may send in the best specimens of

hand-turning for the yc;ir. Further information

may be obtained of Jlr. Charles Ireland Sherriff, i/J,

Mark-lane, London.

The Thames Embankment Gardens.—On
Saturday evening the large garden which lies be-

tween Waterloo and Charing-cross bridges, on the

Victoria, or Northern Embankment, which had been

formally made over to the public on the previous

day by the Jletropolitan Board of Works, was
crowded by peoide of all classes, who seemed

thoroughly to enjoy the green spot which has been

placed at their disposal. A broad path runs through

the middle of the garden from one end to the otlier,

and to this pedestrians are confined, as the grass is

at present not in a strong state, and what flowers

there are have but recently been plantecl. The
smaller garden, which lies between tlie Temide-
gardens and the Temjjle railway station, is not yet

in a fit condition to be thrown open to the public.

New System of Fortification.—An improved

iron fort has been invented by Mr. Thos. Welton, of

Grafton-street, Fitzroy-square; he proposes to build

a series of arches, with suitable tramways beneath

the ground level, and he provides a hydraulic lift

for raising a mitrailleuse or other similar weapon, as

desired. There are facihtifs for keeping the ammuni-
tion beneath water, and for ventilating the fort.

With such au arrangement a siege could be main-

tained for an almost unlimited time, as the garrison

Avould be but few in number, and the fort could be

provisioned for any length of time.

Death of M. G. Sommeiller.—The Gazzetta
del Fopolo of Turin aimounces with profound regret

that the illustrious G. Sommeiller, the colleague of

Grandis and Grattoui, the [jerforator of Mont Cenis,

died on the 11th inst., at his native place, about one
o'clock in the afternoon. "He has died in the midst
of his triumph, and, like Cavour, when his great

work is done, but not completed. The monument of

this eminent man is already raised, ^ Afpes enarrant
gloriam ejus.''

"

Bangok Slate.—A great discovery of slate, the

famous Bangor grays, has been recently made by some
Anglesea gentlemen at a jjlace called Plas-y-Nant,

near the celebrated Nant mill and waterfalls, about

five to six miles from the town of Carnarvon,

alongside the main road, leading to Beddgelert.

The land belongs to the Baron Hill estate, and has

been under lease for a great many years; but it

appears the late proprietors worked on a blue but

separate vein of slate in the eastern part of the

property. It appears, however, the well-known

quarry proprietor, Mr. Brewer, had hit on this great

vein SHUie time before his death. Little or nothing,

however, was done until recently, when Mr. Edmund
Spargo and one or two of his Anglesea friends

made a fair start. The samples of .slates obtained

within a few yards of the surface are characterised

as truly marvellous for the depth. Slates of all the

usual marketable sizes have been obtained within a

few yards of the surface. The vein is estimated to

be at least 300 yards wide. The working facilities,

in all respects, are said to be most advantageons,

which includes water power to any extent.

Vice-Chancellor Wickens, on the petition of three

advanced members, has granted au order for the

winding-n]> of the Professional, Commercial, and

Industrial Benefit Buildhtg Society.

On Monday week, the employes of Mr. E. Welby
Pugin, of tlie South Eastera and Granville Works,
to the nundjcr of 220, assembled for aday's recreation.

They left the South Eastern Works, at half-past

seven o'clock, in waggonettes, aud under the

direction of Mr. James Knight Murley, the manager
of the finn, proceeded through the town, headed by
the Artillery baud, to Fredville-park, in the imrish

of Noniugton.

The Paris j(tumals state that the commission of

engineers appointed to report upon tlio construction

of a tunnel between England and France, have

designated MM. Stronsberg & Co., of Berlin, as con-

structors of the tunnel.

The additions to S. John's Church, Weston, con-

sisting of a transept, apse, and porch, are now al-

most completed, and the building will, no doubt, be

re-opened on an early day.

A brass tablet to the memorj- of Charles Lamb is

abnut to be placed in the parish church of Edmonton,

in the churchyard of which the poet's remains were

interred.

^mkx oDrtik geliielu.

Pricks, July 24—Timber per load of 50 cubic feet:—

Kiga, ei 5s. to £3 7s.; Dantzig and Memel Cruwu, £4
to.i;4 1i>s.; best middling. £-3 5s. to £3 1.5s.; good mid-

dling and second. £3 to £3 5s.; common middling. £2 10s.

to £2 14s. ; undersized, £2 10s. to £2 1.5s.; small, short,

and irregular, £2 to £2 10s.; Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 15s.:

Swedish, £2 lus. to £2 1.5s. ; ditto small, £2 5s. to £2 8s.

;

Swedish and Norway balks, £1 12s. to £1 ISs.; Memel
crown oak. £o 10s. to £G 10s. ; ditto brack, £4 10s, to

JCr, fjs.; Dantzig and Stettin Crown oak, £3 15s. to £4;

ditto brack, £2 to £2 7s.

Deals, &c., per S. Petersburg standard :—Soderliam,

first and second quality mixed yellow, £8 Ills, to £9 10s.

;

Skellifted millsawn yellow battens, £8; Quebec third

floated yellow pine, £alOs.; ditto third bright, £9 .5s. to

£9 10s. ditto second bright, £13 to £14; ditto first dry

floated £lstn £15 10s.; ditto first floated £17 Os.; ditto

first bright, £19 53,; the above being 12ft. 3m. by Hin.

Petersburg fliat vollow battens, 3m. by7in., £12 15s.; ditto

first white, 3in.'bv9in.. £9; Nystadt millsawn yellow-

battens £7 to £7 5s.: .short length, lift, to lilt.. £5 10s.;

Kraeero first and second quality mixed yellow battena.

£7- short lengths, Cit. to lift.; £6 15s.; ditto second

veliow £G 15s.; ditto first and second quality miied

whitewood, 25in. by 7in., £G lO.s.; 2iin by 6J in. £« 5s

ditto third whitewood. 2Jin. by lljin., £5 10s. ;
«eHe third

yellow Sin. by lliu., £9 10s. to £10; ;)in. by 9iu„ £9 10s.

to £9 1.5s.; ditto fourth yellow, 3in. by nin., £8 10s.

;

Gothenburg first and second quality mixed whitewood

battens, £7 10.s. : Frederiekstadt second yellow battens,

£r. 15s. ; Dram third yellow battens, 2iin. by UJin.. £li 58.

to £li 15s.; ditto third whitewood, £5 23. Gd. to £(1
:
ditto

flist veliow. £G to £0 10s.; Husum third yellow, £7 I.5s.

£S- 'vt hifsta Warj third yellow, £7 Ins.: Archangel best

yeliow, Sin. by llin., £14 10s.; 3in. by ,9in., £12 10s. to

£12 1.5s.

Dantzig crown deck deals, per 40ft. of 3in ISs. to

21s. Gd.; ditto brack, 12s. to ICs.
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"WAGES MOVEMENT.
Rfrlin.—The masons havo struck work at Ilcrlin.

Tlir rarpouters ami blacksmiths arc said to ho ahoiit

to follow tlicir example. In coiisci|ucnco of the

continuance of the masons' strike, the (iovernnient is

employing soldiers, and has issiu-d orders to the repi-

luentsia lierliu to tell off all men in their ranks trained

to masons' work for the duty of hniUling the new
House of Parliament, which is in danf;er of not beinj;

completed in lime. Disturbances have oceurri'd

among the masons, the strikers assaulting those who
continued work, and the )iolice have arrested forty of

the rioters, 'i'lie masters have held a meeting, and
passed a resolution to yield nothing, in order not to

encourage more strikes.

TENDERS.
O.^MBEltWKLL.—Grove Hall Asylum, fur new laundry

buildings. Messrs. Tulley and Dale, architects.

Conder £1744
Pritcharrt 15G8
», S. S. Williams and Son 15:1;!

Ennor 1480
Wicks, Bangs, and Co. 14iU
Killby 14li2

Folkestone.— For Portland cement concrete farm
Imildings at Folkestone, for the Earl of Radnor. Mr.
Stringfellow (the agent on the eatat«), architect. Old
stone, &C., to be re-used :

—

Popo £G25

Gdiloford.—For alterations at tho rear of No. 23, High-
street, Guildford. Mr. H, Peak, architect :

—

Garnett £261 9
Strudwick 228
Bristow & Tiurdctt 143 3

Hir.niirr.Y.—For additions to Christ Church, Highbury,
N. Mr. Thiw. Allom, F.R.I.B.A., architect. Quantities bv
Mr. Bugg, 21. Whitehall-place.

Colls 4 Son i;in45
Henshaw 19.'J.>

Brown &Sons 18!17

Hill & Son 1894
Perry & Sons 1807
Jackson « Shaw mm
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 184.')

Patrick* Son 181.5

Dove Brothers (accepted) 1755

ISLIXOTON.—For stables. Elder-walk, Islington, Mr,
James Harrison, architect.

Ennor £475
King ft Sons 4.58

Bro^vne & Robinson 439
Williams & Son 43.'>

Little 399
Palmer & Son .195

Carter 395

London.—For alterations to Messrs. Russell, Campbell.
and Co.'s offices, St, Mary Axe. Mr. Alfred M. Ridge,
architect :

—
Carter & Sons £53(1
Turner ft Son SOii

Elkington 491
King & Sons 480
Cappa & Ritso 418

LOSIJON.—For a warehouse, Watling-street, including
part of nttings. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :—

Downs £8829
Gammon and Son 8(^97

Cole.s [\ 829(i

Stimpson '.'.'.','.'.'.'. 8193
Dove Brothers '.'.'.'.. 8155
Hill, Keddell, and Waldram 799S
Brass 7610
Perry Brothers 75.54

G. Pritchard 7460
J. Moreland 74(io

Browne and Robinson 7279
E. Conder '.'.'... 7263
Henshaw and Co. (accepted) 7U()0

RoTnERHlTnE.—For the erection of new schools, class-
rooms, 4e, at Cobourg-street. Mr. U. J, Hansom, archi-
tect:—

Cawdron £1042
Atkinson (too late) 745
Pcskelt 4 Taj'lor 720
Spencer Maynard 710
Brown Brothers (i70
Bnwlley (too late) 669
Pitcher 668
Daniell 665
Buhner 664
Bragger 659
Nightingale (too late) 6.37

Cooke 600
Stephenson 597
Kipps 593
Carmody 675
Pe.^rce 572
Maehin S63
Harrison & Edwards 560 15
Gooding r,sn

Crook ft Wall 52S

SniREV.—For addition to Send National School, Surrey.
Mr. Henrj' Peak, architect, Guildford :—

Knight & Sons £200
Brislow & Burdett 181 6
Mason 179 5
Swayne&Sons 165
Sturdy (accepted) IS,',

Whitburn 98

Sydenham.—For the erection of a pair of semi-detached
villa residences. Plot 28, Crystal Palace Park Estate. Mr.
John Norton, architect. Quantities by Mr. 'Hiacker:—

I'earee £4017
Shnpley ft Webster 3000
Wright Brothers, & Ooodchild 3895 3
Thompson 3614 o
Muero ft Grainger .Vi84

Nightingale 35;a o

Peskett & Taylor 3495 n

Waterson ft Co 3410
Plumincr 3312 7

Watson Brothers 3'.'40

Stephenson 32.33

Crosslev 3096
Eobert.s .3070 19
Ball 3075
Gooding 2986
Bj'sh 2940

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING-
ESTIMATE?.

Oaistor Union, August U.—For the erection of a
detached inlirniary and lever wards.—G. K. V. Had-
delssey, clerk.

Great NoKTnERN Railway, August 4.—For the
construction of the Bradford, KcclesluU and the Idh',

and the Idle and Shipley Railways.—Mr. Fraser, 18,

York-place, Leeds.

I'ETERSFIELD GaS, C'OKE, AND OiL C'OMP.\NV,
August 1.—For the supply of 300 tons of New I'elton
coals.—Jlr. Duplock, sec.

I'ADDINGTON Vestry, .Inly 31.—For the construc-
tion of two lire-proof closets and other works in the
vestry hall.—F. Dethridge, clerk, vestry hall.

War Department Contracts, August 1.—For
the erection" of a provost prison at Colchester,—Royal
Engineer Office, Colchester.

Rochester, August 7,—For the formation of public
gardens and walks, and approaches.—R. Pratt, town
clerk, Rochester.

Christ Church District, New JIaldem and
CooMBE, Surrey, August 3.—For the erection of a
boys' school, class room, &c.—H. T. Freshwater,
architect, 4il, Norfolk-street, W.C.

CAMBRiDC.EsritRE.—For the pile-driving and foun-
dations of two bridges.—D. Oldiield, 7, Westminster-
chambers, S.W.

North London Railway Company, August '2.

—For widening the railway from Broad-street (Moore's
(Jardens) to Dalstoii Junction.-—It. S. Mansel, secretary,

Euston Station, N.W.
Greenwich Union, August 3.—For painting the

exterior of the workhouse.— .S. Saw, clerk,

(treenwich Union. August 3.—For external re-

pairs at the workhouse.—S. Saw, clerk.

South Eastern Railway Company, August I.

—

For the supply of 88,000 tons coking coal.—J. Shaw,
sec, London Bridge.

St. JIatthew, HethHal-green, July 31,^For
the erection of an infirmary at Leytonstone.

—

\V.

Howard, clerk, vestry hall.

WiiARFDALE UNION New Workhodse, SiC., August
9.—For the erection of a new workliouse, entrance
buildings, inlirniary, &c., on land at Newall, near
Otley.—Christopher John Newstead, union clerk.

Rochdale Agricultural Society-, August 26.

—For the erection of a covered stand at their forth-

coming show, to hold 800 persons.—James Taylor,
secretary, 2, the Orchard, Rochdale.

Bath, August 5.—For scavenging and cleaning the
borough for a period of seven years.—E. i'arlitt, city

surveyor, 3, Terrace-walks, Bath.

Hastings, August 9.—For the erection of a block of
dwellings in flats.—G. Friend, architect, 41, Earl-
street, Maidstone.

Midland Railway, August 1.—For the erection of
warehouse, shops, and other Imildings on land adjoining
the High-street, Bow, S.E.—Secretary, Way and Works
Committee, Midland Railway, Derby.

Bi.ngeworth, Borough or Evesham, Angust 11.

—For the erection of a new parish church.—Messrs.
Barry & Son, architects, 28, Church-street, Liverpool.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OV BEST QUALITY.

EAXDELL, SAUNDERS k CO,, Limited,
auarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[j\j)vr.] CORSHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
OKBEN ROOFINQ-SLATES.

.ta snpplUd to E.R.B. The Prlaceo/ Wales atSandringham
The Pcnmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adaptedfor

Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

(Lest costly tlian ordinnrn Oolhic Tiling.)
These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained

in sizes suitable for Gothic .-Vrchitecture, at prices as
under.

In RivOway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:—

Best Green Slates 14 bv 7

Do. do. 1 3 by 8
,

Do. do. 1 3 by 7 .

Do. do. 12 by 7 .

Do. do. 12 by 6 .

Per Equivalent to
1.200 Slates, per Bciuaro

. 2 17 6 ... 16s, 6d.

. 2 17 ... 168. Cd.

. 2 5 .., 14s,

. I 18 ,.. 13s,

. 1 7 6 ... Us.
Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Tcsti

monials, and Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap
plication to

MESSRS. R.VNDELL ft CO., Corsham, Wilts.
Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museiun, Tufton-street,
Weatmiuster,

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

MET-VLS.
Lead.

Pig—Foreign . . . .per ton £17 12 6 £17 15
,, English W.B. , . do 20 2 1 10
„ Leoil Co do l,s 10 IS 15

Other brands . . do 18 IS to
Sheet Milled .... do 18 15 19
Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 21
Red or minium .... do 20 10 o o
Litharge, W.B do o (t o
White Dry. do 25 6 2ir o o

„ ground in oil .. do o u

COPPEU.
British—Cake &Ing')t . per ton 75 76
BestSelectei .... do 77 78
Sheet do 77 81
Bottoms do 81 82
-Vustralian do 75 79
Spanish Cake .... do 68 6 69
Chili Bars, cash ... do 67 15 09 10

„ Kellned ingot . . do 75 77 o o
Y'ellow Mctiil . . . .per lb. OJ o 7J

Iron.
Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton 3 7

Welsh Bar, in London .do 7 5 7 lo o
Wales .do 6 12 6 15 i>

Staffordshire .... do 7 15 850
Riiil, in Wales .... do 15 700
Sheets, single in London do 9 5 10 5 (>

Hoops, first quality , . do 8 15 9 5
Nail Rod do 7 10 7 15
Swedish do 9 15 10

Oils, ftc.

Seal, pale per tun 3:j 10 34 o
Sperm body „ 81 81 10
Cod „ 35
Whale, South Sea, pali) . ,, 34 8
Olive, Gallipoli

,
49 10 50

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 50 51
Pahu, flne

, 37 37 10
Linseed „ 32 10 o
Rnpeseed, Eng, pale . . „ 43 10 o o o
Cottonseed ,, 28 10 34 10

TniBER,
Teak load 12 5 13 10
Quebec, red pine .... „ 3 15 4 15

„ yellow pine . . „ 4 5 5 5
Quebec oak, white ... „ 600 650

birch
,

3 10 S
„ elm „ 3 10 4

Dautzic oak „ 4 10 6 10
fir

, 2 7 4 5
Memel flr

, 2 10 3 10 O
Riga „ 3 5 3 10
Swedish „ 2 5 2 15
Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 lo O

„ yellow pine ... „ 400 10 o
Oregon „ 700 90O
Lathwood, Dautzic, fm. . „ 3 5

„ St. Petersburg „ 5 5 5 15
Deals, per C, 12tt. by 3
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 IS O
St. John, white spruce . „ 12 10 14 10
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality . .. „ 18 00 1910O

2nd do
,

12 5 13 10 t>

Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10 O
St, Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10
Finland „ 7 5 8 O
Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow ... ., 8 10 10 10

white ... „ 8 10 9 O
Gefle, yellow „ 10 10 12 10
Soilei-ham „ 8 10 12
Christiauia, per C, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „ 10 12 10
Other Norway „ 7oo 800
Flooring boards, pr square

tif lin., llrst yellow . . „ " 9 o 10 O
First white

,
u 8 9 o

Second qualities .... „ 060 8

BANKRUPTS.
to suKKKNm-:a in lo.viion.

Causton, Arthur, Walthanistow, surveyor, and Penton-
ville-road, auctioneer. August 2. at 1-2,—Kaiu, John, Wal-
thamstow, builder, August 4, at 11.

TO SURRENDEH IN THE COCNTRr.
Lankford, James Frederick, Hrislington, cement mer-

chant, August •-*, at Bristol.—Jowett, Joseph, Liverpool,
timber bender, August 9, at Liverpool.

PUIiLIC EXAMINATrON.S.
November 8, T. Chaplin, Baltic-place, Lower-road, Ro-

therhithe, builder.—September '28. T. W. West, Maiden-
head, builder.—August 2.^ A. Hutchinson. Birmingham^
rivet maker.—August 14, F. Hawlcins, Upper Norwood,
builder.

PIVinENP MEETINGS.
July 31, W. Shnw. Saddleworth, timber merchant,

—

July 31, G, Ward, Blackburn, builder.—August 7, M. .ibr;!/-

hams, Dover, glazier.

scotch SEQUESTRATION.
William and Robert Borland, Kilmarnock, joiners, July

26, at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOL'V^ED.
Welch and Bruue, Eden-street^ HampsteaJ-road. me-

chanical en.giueers.— Dalton and Cook. New Windsor,
timber nierrliants.—Orton and Fathers, Southani, builders,
—The Cleveland Bolt and Nut Company, Middlesbrough.
—White and Brothers, Millbank-street, cement manufac-
turers,—R. and W, Hawthorn, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, en-
gineers.—Rowbothani, Ezard, and Sykes, Bradford, iron-
founders.—Banks ancl Co., Manchester, ironfoundors.
Wood & Co., Lee Quarries, near Bacup, stone dealers.

SUALi^POX, Fevbrs, A.ND SKIN DiSEASBS.—The pre-
disposition to ia preTented by Lamplough's Pyretic Saline.
.\greeable, vitalising, and invigorating, its effecta are
remarkable in their cure and preventJLin, Take it lui

directed. Sold by chemists and the maker, H, LamploUj^h,
113, UoUiorn hili—[.VDViiKTisKuaxT.]
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A RAMBLE BY THE RIVER NEN.*
TpROM Raimds to Ringstead is about two
J- miles

; and here there is a smaller, though
still an interesting church. Amongst its

windows are some good flowing Decorated
ones,—rather a rarity in Northamptonshire,
where work of this period is by no means
abundant. As may usually be assumed in

this district, if the contrary is not stated, it

has a broach spire of Early date. The railway
and the river are not far from the village, and
the tourist cannot do better than take the
train for Thrapston. The town itself has
little or nothing that is noteworthy, but it

will serve as a central point from which tn
explore the neighbourhood. A pretty walk
of two or three miles leads from Thrapston
to Woodford, where there is a church with
some Early details worth going to see. The
south porch is, for such a building, remarkably
fine, and its inner doorway would not disgrace
a much more important work. The opening
is a trefoil arch, with good mouldings. Above
this is a well-carved semicircular arch, and
rising still higher from the same level is the
pointed wall rib of the vault. The jamb con-
tains three detached shafts, and two engaged
ones, with moulded caps and bases—an un-
usually elaborate composition for a village
church, even in this county of mouldings.
The pleasantest way back to Thrapston is

across the meadows, by way of Denford. This
church has a parapet, with four small pin-
nacles at the base of its broach spire, and
not much else to attract attention. There is

a more noticeable one at Islip ; and walking
over Thrapston bridge to reach it we see
the Nen at its best. It widens out here into
a sort of quiet little lake, bordered with red
flowering rushes and purple loosestrife, and
dotted over with the scented flowers of yellow
water-lilies. Stiller and deeper than the
upper Thames, it is not quite so sleepy as the
Stratford Avon

; it is a good place for swim-
ming in summer and skating in winter, and
though very few rowing boats are ever seen
on it, it is navigable for barges as far as
Northampton. The church we are now in
quest of, and which is only a short distance
beyond the bridge, is purely Perpendicular

;

but it is a favourable specimen of the style,

and though it supplies few details for the
sketchbook, its tower and crocketed spire are
decidedly graceful. The next village is Luff-
wick, or, as it is commonly called, Lowick,
and here there is another Perpendicular
church. This one, however, has a square
tower, ending in an octagonal lantern, the low
roof of which is sui-rounded by battlements
and pinnacles. Incorporated with the plinth,
according to what seems to have been a local
fashion in the fifteenth century, is a band of
large quatrefoil panels

; and similar bands are
placed under two of the upper stringcourses.
At Titchmarsh, a village three miles from
Thrapston in another direction, the plinth
has three such bands of quatrefoils, one above
another, making up a total depth of seven or
eight feet ; and there are four or five more of
them at various heights above. This orna-
ment is very conspicuous, and does not de-
mand a painful amount of thought on the
part of its designer—two merits, such as they
are, which it might be feared would have
made it popular before now in modern Lon-
don. The tower of Titchmarsh chm'ch is,

however, on the whole, a fine one. In charac-
ter it belongs more, perhaps, to Somerset than
to Northamptonshire. It is of the class
which have a central pinnacle on each face,
in addition to the four corner ones, and the
line of parapet is still further broken by tra-
ceried gablets or tall, pointed battlements,
two on each side. The west doorway, like

* CoucludcLl from p. G3.

those at Islip and Luffwick, has a crocketed
ogee head, inclosed by a square label ; the
spandrils, as usual, are filled with cusped
circles. There is a good Decorated north
doorway, whose jamb, in place of shafts, con-
tains three filleted rolls, with moulded caps
and bases. Three or four miles from Titch-
marsh, and on the opposite side of the Hun-
tingdon-road, is a church which will supply
more details for the sketch-book—that of
Keyston. This is just within the boundary
of Huntingdonshire, but it has all the charac-
teristics of the Nen valley churches, and
especially their ]iiost marked one—the tall

broached spire. The beautiful little trefoiled
doorway on the south side has been already
described under the head of Irchester. The
western one, a tower porch, like those at
Higham Ferrars, Raunds, and many other
places, has its outer arch doubly cnsped, the
mouldings resting on octagonal capitals. Be-
low the spire-eaves are a range of square-
headed tracery panels, different from che
usual quatrefoil bands before described. Per-
pendicular broach spires, it has sometimes
been asserted, are scarcely ever met with

;

the truth of the remark, however, is not con-
firmed by what may be seen in this neigh-
bourhood. A mile beyond Keyston is a con-
spicuous example of one, in the village of
Bythorne, and several others could be easily
pointed out. Whatever may have been the
case elsewhere, here the force of habit seems
to have conquered the predilections of style.

Hitherto we have noticed no buildings but
those within four or five miles, at most, from
a railway station. There is, however, one
object of sufficient interest to repay an excur-
sion of nine or ten miles from Thrapston,
namely, Geddington Cross. The walk is a
pleasant one, much of it amongst those inter-
minable avenues of elm-trees which are a
curious feature of the district, and which run,
often with neither road nor pathway beneath
them, across grass lands and ploughed fields

indifferently. At Twywell, the first village

on the way, there is a good priest's door of
the later Norman period, its square head
corbelled out by carved rolls, and the tympa-
num between this and the circular dripstone
filled iu with overlapping lozenge ornaments.
A star pattern is worked on one of the mould-
ings, and a cable on another : an old escut-
cheon and some plain hinges still remain on
the door. The Eleanor Cross at Geddington,
unlike the Northampton one, stands in the
midst of the houses. It is entirely different
from the other two, and hitherto has probably
escaped restoration. Its plan is triangular,
the lowest stage solid, covered with diaper,
and with no projections save the small
buttresses which rise from the plinth to carry
the canopies of the second story. Here, as
at Northampton, there are statues of the
queen, each sheltered by a crocketed gable
resting on a trefoiled arch, while above them
a group of pinnacles cluster round the cen-
tral pier which rose high and slender to sup-
port the terminal cross. The monument,
from its out-of-the-way situation, is perhaps
less known than it deserves to be

; the variety
of its surface ornament alone would entitle
it to a visit. It is time, however, to proceed
on our way to Peterborough, and returning
to Thrapston, we will start across the
meadows to Aldwinkle. Here there are
two churches and two villages joined so
closely that it is hard to .say where the one
ends and the other begins. The church of
S. Peter's, in the upper one, has a well-pro-
portioned though simple tower and spire of
early fourteenth-century character, and a
number of other details of the same date.
That dedicated to All Saints, in the lower
village, has a Perpendicular tower, bristling
with gurgoyles and grotesques at every
corner. It has, moreover, some interesting
lead shoots to throw the water well away
from the clerestory walls, and as we omitted
to mention, there are some still better ones,
of highly ornamental design, at Woodford
Church. The most elaborate we ever

happened to see are to be found some ten
miles from Thrapston, at Layton, near the
road to Huntingdon, and are really astonish-
ing for their si/. •, and the profusion of work
they contain, .\ncient leadwork is not very
common in this country, and these examples,
though, according to the dates they display,
not older than the seventeenth century,
are yet Mediaeval in design as well as
construction. Those at Woodford are
most so, and perhaps may have been
copied from older ones. Opposite Lower
Aldwinkle Church is the house where the
poet Dryden was born. Two or three miles off,

returning through the upper village, is an
interesting relic of the Gunpowder Plot.

Liveden New Building, as it is called, is

scarcely a ruin, but looks like what it is, an
unfinished mansion. It stands far away from
any village, shut out from the world, in a
little open space between four woods. It is

reached through long grass-grown avenues,
and deserted-looking tracks amongst the trees,

so that nothing is easier than to beat about
for hours in its neighboui'Lood and yet miss
it. It is a large and elaborate house, or rather
monastery, built on a cruciform plan and in

the most substantial manner of freestone, and
adorned with monograms and carvings of a
mixed Gothic and Elizabethan style. It was
in course of erection by some of the conspi-
rators, it is supposed for religious uses, when
the plot was discovered ; and except that the
floor timbers were cut out by the Parliamen-
tary troops in the time of the civil war, it re-

mains as it was left. A roof it never had,

and, according to the local superstition, never
can have, since whatever is put on in the
daytime is sure to be removed at night. The
walls, however, are perfect ; the ornament is

as sharp and clear as ever
; and, coming on it

suddenly in the utter loneliness of the woods,
one might fancy it an enchanted castle or
the palace of some sleeping beauty. On the
way back towards Thorjje Station, the little

church of Wadenhoe is only a field or two
from the road. It is picturesquely situated,

on a steep hill, with the river winding through
the meadows at its feet, and the village of

Acliurch full in view on the other side. At
the latter there are some good buttresses, and
a well-moulded doorway of the earliest Pointed
style. Thorpe has no chiu'ch ; but there is a
moated grange, with stepped gables, and a
singular (iothic barn with two bull's-eyes in

its gable, suggesting, with the intervening

chimney, and apparently meant to suggest,

the idea of a grotesque face. We must pass
rapidly on, however, and can do little more
than enumerate the remaining places of

interest. Barnwell, the next station, has the
remains of a Transition Norman castle, worth
examining. Its church, besides some good
Early Gothic windows, contains several

puzzling details, in the shape of inverted

caps used as bases, and similar misapplied
features. The mystery is explained by the
fact that they were brought from another
building, destroyed some years since, and put
where they are by the advice, probably,

of the village mason. Oundle has a fine

tower, and a large group of lancets in its

chancel. Warmington and other noted

churches are not far off. Within a mile of

Elton Station stood Fotheringhay Castle,

where Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned

and beheaded. It was pulled down by order

of James I., and not a stone of it remains.

Castor was an important place under the

Romans, and has an ancient church. Peter-

borough Cathedral, the end of our ramble, is

too well known to need description ; and
were it not, a book, instead of an article,

would be needed to do it justice. Its painted

ceiling, its surrounding buildings, but above

all its imposing west front, give it a place

apai't and quite distinct from any other of

our great ecclesiastical remains.

Tln^ mcniorial-stuiio of a new cluirch was laid hy
\.i Tii Shaftesbury iu Fiuchley New Koad on Tueeday
last.
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KOTES ON CAKPENTRY, AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES.—n.

THE force with which the fibres of a beam
resist the strain put upon tliem depends

upon two things combined—viz., their number

and their distance from the neutr.-U axis of

the beam, or that line which separates tlie

tensile from the compressive strains. This

line is near the middle of the depth of abeam,
and it would be exactly in the middle of the

depth if the forces with which the fibres

resist extension and compression were equal ;

but the ratio whicli these two forces beartoeach

Otlier in timber has never been very accurately

determined, and for the purpose of ascertain-

ing the dimensions of a piece of timber to

sustain a i;ivcu strain it is not practically

important that this exact position should be

ascertaineil, because the dimensions proper

to be given to a beam of rectangular

or other section depend upon experiments

made upon pieces of the same forms

as those used in practice, and it is the com-

hination of the two powers of a beam to resist

Strains—that of compression and that of

exten.sion—and not the power of either of

them separately, that h.is to be considered
;

and therefore the distances at which the

fibres act may be taken to be proportionate

simply to the depths of beams. It is, however,

useful to know whereabouts the neutral axis

lies, in case it be necessary to cut a hole

liorizontally through a beam for the purpose

of a bolt or otherwise, for in all such cases

a hole should never be cut through it hdow
the neutral axis, for that would at once

diminish the power of the beam to resist the

tensile strain, by removing the fibres upon
which its strength depeuds, and if a hole be

cut through a beam above the neutral axis,

it should be tightly filled with a material

qviite as hard as the wood cut away, in which
case its strength is but little, if at all

diminished. I^or this purpose it is sufficient

to suppose the neutral axis to be in the

middle of the depth of u beam.
In res))ect of the numbers of the fibres, and

the distances at which they act being, in

combination, the measure of the resistance

of a beam, an instance may be taken of two
beams, one of which is half as deep again as

the other, the breadth of the two being the

same. In this case the deeper beam contains

half as many more fibres as the other, and
they act at a distance half as groat again ;

and combining these two elements of strength,

the deeper beam will have (H X 1^ =) -\
times the power of resistance to a given
strain that the other beam has ; or if the

depth of one be twice that of the other, it

will have (2 X - - ) 4 times the power of

resistance, or, in other words, the resistance

is as the square of the depth. Uuttlie strength

of a beam twice as wide ivs another, the depth
of the two being the same, is but twice that

of the other, for while it equally contains

twice as many fibres, they act only at the

same distance in both beams.
The power of resistance to strains is there-

fore inversely as the length, directly as the
breadth, and as the square of the depth, in all

beams \ipon which the load acts transversely.

We liave hitherto been considering the
case of a beam upon which the whole load is

concentrated at an intermediate point of its

length, but in many cises in practice,

perhaps in mo.st. the loail is distributed uni-

formly over it, and to find the etVect of such
a load, the weight of each portion must be
multiplied iuto the distance at which it acts

from its point of support, and the product,

if divided by the whole length, will give the
weight that, if concentrated in the middle,
would produce the .same strains in the be.am.

Thus, in the beam that we have already in-

stanced, of l.')ft. l>earing and carrying 6 tons.

if the C tons were uniformly distributed,

there would be 8 cwt. on each foot in length
of the bea'U. and the distance of the centre
of gravity of each successive weight of 8 cwt.,

measuring from one side towards the other.

would be ift., lift., 2ift., 3Jft., and so on to

the last term, which would be 14ift. Now
if 8 cwt. be multiplied into each of these

distances successively, the product will l>e

found to be 4.") tons, which, divided by the

whole length of 15ft., gives 00 cwt., or 3 tons,

as the weight which, if concentrated at the

middle of the length, would produce the same
strains in the beam as a weiglit of 6 tons

does when uniformly distributed. And
conversely, if it were required to find what
weight uniforndy distributed would produce
in the beam the same strains as a load of

tons does when applied in the middle,

multiply the six tons, or, for convenience,

.say 120 cwt., into the whole length of Lift.,

and divide the product by the sum of tlie

distances J, H, 2i, 3J, &c., as before (which,

in this case v>ill be 112i). and the residt will

be the weight which, uniforml}' distributed,

•will produce the same strain as (i tons at the

centre. It will be found in this case to bo 12

tons, so that a beam will carry twice the

weight, if imiformly distributed, that it will

carry if it be applied at the centre, the strain

on the beam being the same in both cases.

And, as the strength of a beam is inversely as

its length, it may be twice as long under a

distributed load as another beam which is

loaded at the centre, the strains in the two
being of the same intensity, or, its length

being the same, its breadth may be reduced
by one half, or, the length and breadth
remaining the same, the square of its depth

may be reduced iu the same ratio.

Each kind of material has its own specific

strength, that is to say, its strength relatively

to the strength of other kinds, and when,
from experiments, we know the specific

strength of any kind of timber, the proper
dimensions for any particular case may be

found from these general rules, which arc

applicable to all kinds of materials.

Referring to Fig. 1, we have seen that, in

a beam supported at the ends and loaded in

the middle, the same strains are produced in

it by a weight W, as if it were fixed at the

points Vf and A, and loaded with half the

weight W at the end B. In the first case

the effective length is that from A to B ;
in

the second only half that length, or from
W to B.

So that when a beam is fixed at one end
and loaded at tlie other, its load to produce a

given strain will be, in respect of length,

one-half of A B, and in respect of weight or

pressure, one-half of W, and (A X i =) j of

the weight W, applied at the end of a beam
of the length A B, produces the same strain

in it as the weight W docs when applied in

the middle.

From this it follows that to ascertain the

strain on the top or bottom of a beam from
any given centr.al load, that load must be
multiplied into the length of the beam, and
the product divided by four times its depth

;

and to ascertain the s.ame strain from any
given load uniformly distributed, the load

must be multiplied into the length of the

beam and the product divided by eight times
its di'pth ; or to put the ease shortly, \i I —
the length, </ = the dejjth, «' = the weight,

or load, the strain at the top or bottom of

a beam when loaded in the middle of the

span, will be = -|^, and when it is loaded

uniformly over the length, the strain will

These are the strains at the centre of the
beam. They diminish towards each end in

the following manner. When the load is

central, the strains diminish regularly, foot

by foot, until tliey are reduced to nothing
at the points of support ; but when the load
is uniformly distributed, the diminution is

not regular, but in the ratio of the square of

half the length of the beam to the nudtiple of

the segments into which the beam is divided
at the several points of loading, and in this

way it is found that if a beam be loaded at

ten equidistant points, the strain diminishes

from the centre, where it may be represented
by 1, towards each end thus: At the first

point on each side of the centre it is -90
; at

the second point, -81 ; at the third, -64

;

at the fourth, -SG ; and at the end, 0.

Beams of iron ai-e often made to vary in their
dimensions in this way, so as to save material
and yet preserve an equal strain in all parts

;

but for timber beams it is practically of no
importance, and the central dimension is

taken as that for the whole beam.
These are the theoretical strains produced

in beams, but to derive practical calcidations

of the dimensions proper in any given case, it

is necessary to have recourse to the results of

experiments on the strength of the particular

kind of timber intended to be used, which will

be given iu a future number.

THE ROYAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY AT
CARDIFF.

(from our own correspoxdest.)

THE meetiiig (if the Rnval Archa>ological Insti-

tute of Great Britain and Ireland has this

year, for the first time, been held beyitnd the boun-

daries of England proper, and Wales has been the

fortunate principahty, and Cardiff the locality, that

has benefited by tMs inuovation upon hitherto

established usage.

Thus even archaeologists are compelled by force of

circumstances to yield to the Ijlaiidishnients of

reform. The snccese of this experiment has, how-
ever, been such as to carr3'with it absolution for any
supposed transf;:ressiou of rules less stringent than

those of the Medes and Persians. The welcome
extended to this society on their incursion into the

region of the Cymri, has been of the most hearty

and enthusiastic description. The richness of the

district selected upon this occasion is most tempting,

and the programme of the tour that had been ar-

ranged could not fail to attract many visitor.s, as

well as members of the society. The field, however,

in which these ardent inquirers proposed to labour

was by no means an untrodden one; for the Cam-
brian ArchjBological Society has for many years

done good work and service therein, and probably it

has been the renown gained by those pioneers that

induced the RoyiU ArchiEological Society to follow

in their steps.

The inaugural meeting was held in the Town
Hall of Cardiff on Tuesday, July 25. when the

President of the Society—Lord T;Ubot de Walahide

—

occupied the chair, and made a few preliminary

remiu-ks. The Mayor of Cardiff, Mr. C. W. David,

then read a short address from the Corporation, and

spoke of the gratification felt by themselves and the

inhabitants generally at the %'isit of the society and

the selection of their town as its head-quarters

during its operations.

The Pri;sii)i;nt, on behalf of the society, said that

he received this address with pleasure, as a testimony

in favour of the work the\* had carried on, and the

study which they made their speciality.

The President then iiUroduced the Marquis of

Bute who filled the oflico of president of the meet-

ing, remarking that he was too well known in that

locality to need that he should dilate upon his ability

and qualifications, and that he surrendered the chair

to him with pleasure.

The JIarquis of Bute having addressed the com-

panv, all adjourned to an entertainment given in the

Driil Hall of the town. From the Drill Hall the

party proceeded to the precincts of the Castle, to

commence their archaeological labours.

Here, according to the ]irogramme, Mr. S. T.

Ci-.VRK, of Dowlais, declared by Mr. Parker to be

the most competent authority upon the subject of

castles, gave a ilescriplion of the structure. He
pointed out that it consisted of a vast inclosure.

with earthworks upon three sides, and which, by its

rcctangul.ar form, was probably of Roman origin ;

on the fourth side it was left open towards the

town, as was frequently the ease. Remains of a

Roman hypocaust attested its antiquity. It

was a camp or station on the main R iman

road, which extended to S. David's. Within

the inclosure there was another circular earthwork

or mound with a table top, of quite another charac-

ter, and of a different and earlier date. It resembled

a class common in Normandy, and of which there

are no fewer than 2U0 examples in England. At
S.arnm, for instance, there is a round mound con-

nected with earthworks of its own age, and at Lei-

cester another connecteil with rectangular ones. It

is, therefore, only accidental that this should be con-

nected with Pioman works. There are several kind.s

of mounds— 1. Judicial; "J. Sepulchral; and 3.
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^Military, and these have not become confounded even

in their popular names. The Normani? found these

mounds ready to hand, and, no doubt, upon them
the fabric of a Saxon thane's aula, such as that

seen in the Bayeux tapestry, a wooden erection

surrounded by a ditch, -with warriors attempting to

set it on lire. Fitzhamon thus found this mound,
and occupied it, and his successors defended them-

.selves by building a wall around it, 10 or lift,

thick and 40ft. high. Other of the Norman nobles

built another wall across the inclosure and

mound, dividing the space into an inner and

outer bailey, with some drum towers attached to

their cross wall, and the hollow shell of masonry

forming the keep was built upon the mound and

cross wall. There waa no other masonry than

this shell, any other divisions and roofings having

been of timber, and they have long since vanished,

leaving only the holes into which the beams were

inserted, and some few corbels to support the plates.

Subsequently the De Clares, a powerful family,

needing further acconmiodation, built part of the

Castle buildings within the inner bailey. After

the De Clares came the De Spencers, who probably

added the octagonal tower which now' forms the

principal feature of the present structure. They
also added a sort of portal tower to the keep, wliich

still projects from that shell. Beauchamp built

afterwards a fine hall, with a crypt beneath,

and added at least two of the oriel turrets

which now project from the entrance facade

of the Castle, and his arms are to be found upon a

boss of the vaulting. To the structure as he left it

many modern additions have been made. The
outer bailey, left open to the town, had a
.shire hall, and here also were lodgings for the

feudatory knight, whose duty it was to defend the

Castle.

Mr. Parker, in thanking Mr. Clark for his dis-

course, pleaded for the preservation of all such in-

teresting earthworks, citing many which to his know-
ledge had been most wantonly destroyed, and
suggested that proper lists should be made and kept
of all that still existed.

After the party had carefully inspected the remains
of the ancient works thus described, a large number
visited with interest the very imj>ortant additions

now being made to the Castle by the Marquis, from
the designs, and under the direction of Mr. Burges,
as architect. These, however, are at present so far

imfinished and encumbered with scaffolding that it

is not fair to judge yet of their general effect, as we
shall hope to do at a future time. They also can
hardlj' be said to come within the scope of anti-

quarian study. It is satisfactory that nothing of

ancient work of any interest has been destroyed to

make room for thcni. It is, of course, open to

criticism as to whether they accord sufficient!}' with
the ancient remains ; for our part, we think that the

work of modern architects should not affect such
similarity to existing remains as to in any way be
likely to become confounded with them. Another
question which may fairly be raised is whether
castellated architecture is not altogether undesirable

in this nineteenth century', as it certainly does not
express a want of the age ; and smoking-rooms do
not require walls of the thickness of a Norman
keep. Into these questions, however, we shall not
enter now, and it may suffice to say that though
everything is open to criticism, judged by its own
merits alone, there can be no doubt as to the high
ability and great knowledge disida^-ed by the work
in many ways; and it is much to be thankful for

that an)-- architect of the present day of such
marked and special character as our friend Mr.
Burges is, should have had such an opportunity of
carrying out his favourite ideas without stint or
restramt ; and we doubt not that the result will be
in every way worthy of him, and that he will not
fear to abide?)y such result. It will be for public
opinion hereafter to declare how far it accords with
the taste and requirements of the age.

In the evening the Marquis held a reception at the
('astle, which was very numerously attended by the
members of the society, and other persons in the
neighbourhood, and visitors who had received special

invitations.

On Wednesday, July 27, Mr. E. A. Freeman
opened the historical section by one of the most
eloquent, heart-stirring, and well-delivered addresses
it has ever been our good fortune to hear. After
pointing out the distinction between profitable and
unprofitable antiquarian pursuits, he stated that the

business of the Society was history, specially local,

but viewed in relation to history on its widest scale.

"Meeting each year in a different neighbourhood, they
had the best opportunity of comparing the antiqui-

ties of various places. lie then recalled the famous
cities and the deeds of the famous men in the

several localities that had been visited during the

twenty-seven years of the Society's existence.

Exeter, however, had strangely hitherto escaped

their notice, an omission he hoped they would soon

rectify. He then defended the step they had this

year taken of stepping beyond the boundary of

England, and claimed as British ground far beyond
the present limits of England to the North, and even

included Edinburgh. In Wales Enghsh names were
scarce, and yet such as " Welsh S. Douat's " gave
food for thought, and pointed to the existence of

some other S. Donat that was not Welsh. Cow-
bridge and others, again, are purely English. This was
one proof of the district having been occupied by
others than Britons as settlers. It was a question

as to who were the first inhabitants of this country,

and whether the Gaels had preceded the Cymri or

not ? There were some evidences which pointed to

their having done so ; biit even the authority of

Tacitus and Professor Huxley would, he thought, fail

to convince that the Silurians were akin to the

Iberians of Spain or of the Turanian stock. As a

marked distinction between Ireland and Wales, he said

the latter could show no masonry monuments earlier

than the Roman Invasion. The Briton remains still

in speech and in person, but the Roman has vanished,

though some of his works in the shape of camps
and earthworks are still extant. The devout Norman,
however, had founded churches and monasteries in pro-

fusion, though from the circumstance of his occupa-

tion the^' necessarilj- partook of a defensive

character, and the chartered towns betrayed that

their occupants had been of various races clustered

together for protection against the indomitable

natives, and occasional settlements of Flemings had
added to the interesting problems of the country
they were in. The days of the wars and contention

of all these races were now happily passed, and their

several descendants met iu peace to discuss and
examine at leisure what had been wrought in times

long gone by.

Mr. BuiiTT then read a learned paper b}'' Mr.
Floyd, on the " Conquest of South Wales." In this

the received opinion as to the conquest of Wales by
Fitzhamon and his twelve knights as private adven-
turers was disputed, and instead it was advanced
that the whole of that country was subdued, it might
be only temporarily, iu a.d. 1093 by William
Rufus, who then appointed those officers, and that

their ofllces were not, of right, hereditary.

This paper Mr. Clakiv thought might prove a new
era in the inquiries on the subject of which it

treated, and that Sir. Floyd's arguments, based on
documentary evidence, deserved the fullest considera-

tion
; and the Chairman admitted that, though its

substance was startling to him, Mr. Floj'd had pro-

secuted his researches in the right way.

The Rev. W. J. LoI'TIE then read his paper on
the Lords of Cardiff—professedly a summary, and
without doubt a convenient one, of their history as

alread}'" written.

The members of the society then set out for

Llandaff, and were hospitably entertained at luncheon

by the Lord Bishop of the Diocese at Bishop's

Court.

They were afterwards conducted to see the

cathedral by Mr. E. A. Fiiekmajs, who deHvered a dis-

course upon it. He pointed out the absence of

transepts and a central tower, features usual in most
cathedrals, but it had two western towers. The
nave and choir were undivided, but an archway
separated the presbyter}' from the latter, and an
elegant lady chapel projected further eastward, and
a square chapter-house from the south chancel aisle.

A few years ago the building which the}' now saw
nearly complete was partly a roofless ruin and partly

worse still. It was the greatest change that had ever

taken place in any part of tlie kingdom, and the re-

storation on the whole did the greatest credit to all

parties concerned. He still longed to see a high roof

upon the lady chapel, which it still sadly needed.

Mr. Prichard recommended a hipped one. Doubtless,

the origin of the cathedral was a small church built

by Bishop Urban iu 1123, but the greater part of the

structure was of the thirteenth century, with additions

of the fourteenth and fifteenth. The west front of

the nave, botli inside and outside, he considered one

of the most perfect compositions in the lovely Early

English style of architecture, and the round-arched

western doorway, with its curious pendant key-

stone, was unique. The northern tower had a crown
of perforated parapets and pinnacles, lately restored

by Mr. Prichard, somewhat resembling that of S.

John's Church, Cardiff, of the type more common
on the Somersetshire side of the Bristol Channel.
The southern tower, which had been destr^iyed, had
been rebuilt in a dissimilar manner to the other and
finished with a spire, and he approved of this dis-

similarity, but not nf the design adopted, which
looked as if it had swam across the Channel from

Normandy, and dropped all its stringcourses on the
j

way. Proceeding to the interior, he said that its

present condition was an example of what a cathe-
dral church should be, as Wells was of what one
should not be—a place for the people to worship in,

and not merely kept for show. The only thing that
he regretted was that the architect had removed the
old reredos and substituted a new one, which was
more like one of the canopied tombs in Westminster
Abbey.

Mr. Prichard, the architect, then gave his
reasons for having done so, as follows:—1. That
it was so dilapidated that it could not have been left as
it was in the midst of a restored cathedral. 2. That
its removal was a necessity to enable the fine

Norman arch of separation between the presbytery
and the lady chapel to be restored. 3. That though
it was known the old reredos had been surmounted
by several most elaborate ranges of canopies and
pinnacles, there were no remains of these left from
which they could be reconstructed, and therefore

any restoration must have been entirely conjectural

;

and, 4, that if there had been, the cost would have
been beyond the means at the disposal of the chapter

;

and further that the style of art of the old reredos

—Late Perpendicular—was not good enough to render
such an expenditure desirable, even if practicable.

But though he had substituted another design, which
of course was open to criticism, he had kept the old

one, so that every one could see what it had been, and
reconstruct it in imagination as he pleased. His
former partner, Mr. Seddon, had also had a liberal

offer from Mr. Rossetti to paint the reredos which
they saw at a moderate price, and this to a certain

extent caused the design as executed to be adhered
to.

Mr. Freeman said his opinion was not shaken,
but he went on to remark upon the improvement
lately effected hy the extension of the choir to its

full original Umits.

After the cathedral had been fulh' inspected by
the assembled party, they adjourned to the Deanery,
and partook of refreshments kind]}'' provided by the

Dean.
In the evening a public dinner took place at the

Cardiff Arms, under the presidency of the Marquis
of Bute, and this concluded the second day's pro-
ceedings of the society.

On Thursday morning the architectural section

met under the presidency of Lord Talbot de
Malahide, when a paper by the Rev. W. Evans on
Caerphilly Castle was read, and one by the Mayor
of Cardiff, upon Charles I.'s visit to Cardiff.

A numerous body of the members and visitors

then proceeded to Caerphilly, where they were en-
tertained in a princely style by the Marquis of

Bute, in the great hall of the castle, which had been
temporarily roofed over for the purpose by Mr.
M'Connochie. The roof was low pitched, as it is said,

according to evidences found as to the pitch of the

original roof.

After luncheon, Mr. G. T. Clark, of Dowlais
(addressing the Marquis as "My Lord of Caerphilly"),

said it was upwards of DOO years since any such
assemblj' could have occupied that apartment. In

1326, however, Hugh de Spencer received here his

king Edward II., in a befitting manner, That
vacillating monarch, however, fled from the attack

on the castle prepared by his queen and princes,

and De Spencer came to terms with his enemy. The
castle afterwards passed into the hands of the Beau-
champs, the Warwicks, and the Nevilles, who natu-
rally neglected it in comparison with their other

greater possessions, and thus it fell into decay with-
out having witnessed any historical events of special

note. The site of Caerphilly Castle was chosen

because the Norman invaders, marching from
Gloucester along the sea-shore, came down the

valleys from the North, and getting hold of the strip

of moderately fertile land, tried to keep it by placing

castles in every manor, and here were the great

gorges of the Taff, the Rumney, and the Nant
glede, and here was the triangle through which the

Welsh could pour down on them. The base of the

triangle was strong, and the object of the Normans
to cut off the retreat of the Welsh ; therefore

they placed the Castle of Caerphilly where it is. It

was built in the reign of Henry III., but contains

work of later periods. Its site is the largest except

that of AVindsor Castle. It presents a vast ex-

tended front, and flank walls with gateways and
towers, but was ur.dcfeuded at the back, whieh was
low and swampy ground, with the exception of one

isolated hill, which of course was occuyjied by t?ie

defenders, asit would otherwise have commanded the

castle. It stood rather in a lake than within

an ordinary moat, and the lake was divided into

inner and outer by a narrow tongue of land. The
central portion of the castle itself was on an island,

and hatl noble gateways, almost uurivalh'cl any-

wiiere, and anguliir circular towers ; and the great
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h.iil stood within their inclosure, a splendid work
with all the usual appurtenances, and a vaulted

kituh^n with a private duc for the lord over it. Very
curious arrangements for broiling and bniling, and
preserving the wood ashes for cleansing, with venti-

lation tlues, were subsequently minutely explained by
Mr. Octavius Morgan.

lii the evening a coiiversazione was held in the

museum that had been formed for the occasion in

the Town Hall, and Mr. .Seddon explained a draw-
ing contributed by him of a most elaborate and in-

teresting screen in Llang^vm Church, Motnnouth-
ahire, and this coni-Uided the operations of tlie third

day.

On Friday the members started from ('ar<liff at

10. .'t a.m.. accom)>anied by the Mayor. On arriving

at Port-skewett tlie whole of the visitors alighted,

and after walking a short distance were taken up by
a train of breaks and coaches and conveyed to

Caldicot. Here the first object of interest was the

Old Church, which was visited by a large number of

the party. Tlie church was highly interesting, both

on account of its architectural exterior and the com-
plete ecclesiastical arrangements of the interior.

Tlie party then proceeded to the ancient and
historical castle of Caldicot, which is only a short

distance from the cliurch just referred to. The
castle possesses, as is well known, many points of

interest, but the anticipations of the visitors were
rather disappointed, owing to the absence of Mr.
Octavius Morg'in, M.P., who is known to be a great

authority in respect of the antiquities of that locality,

and they had made up their minds for a treat in the

shape of a detailed tlescription and explanation of

the ancient castle from that gentleman. Mr. Morgan
was. however, absent fur urgent reasons, and after a

little delay,

Mr. J. P. Seddon, architect, in compliance with
numerous requests, gave as complete a description as

he could, on so sudden a request, of the remains of

the castle. Taking up his position in the north-

east corner of the quadrangle of the ancient ruins,

he said they stood then near the entrance gatewav of

the inclosure. Opposite to them was the postern
gateway, which was in the round tower of the keep
of the castle, the architecture of which was of the

twelfth century. On the left-hand side was the curt.iin

wall, in which was the entrance tower to the bailey,

and, in description of this, he read notes by Mr. ().

Morgan, M.P. The circular tower marked U in the

Botes was of the same class as tlie keep tower. It

appeared to him that the main range of the walls

now extant were buildings appended to the tower,

and of a later date, as they corresponded with what
they had seen at Caerphilly Castle. The entrance
gate seemed to be the base work of the castle. It

was built of ashlar, unusually large for the South
Wales castles—to his mind, thestones were rather too

large. The windows of the north-east tower seemed
to have boen canopied, and the work altogether, espe-
cially the chimney shaft, was of a very peculiar and
superior description. He regretted to say that his

knowledge of the ruins was by no means extensive,
and as he had not before .seen them, he thought they
would do hotter by going round and inspecting the
v.irious points for themseK-e.s. He could not help

remarking that he thought the keep tower was of a
much earlier perioil than the other portion of the

Ciistle, and that it had been worked into the building.

Looking at the scnith-east drum tower, h:- had no
doubt that it had been the principal portion of the
residence. The chimnej' shaft was a very line one,

b dd and full of character, and such as they did not
33e in other castles of .South Wale-s. The round
tower at the postern gate he believed to be of the
twelfth century, the other jiorticms of the ruined
structure being of the Kdwiirdian period. The
decayed tlrum tower on the west side he believed to

be the means of egress fnnn the castle. Two founda-
tions were fouml in ti.e south-west angle, one of

which was, in all probability, the ca<lle well.

Ab ut r.'.30 p.m. the train of breaks was ag.iin

in motion, and. af:er a very pleasant drive, the
ancient village of Caerwent was reached, where the
party again alighteil, and priiceeiled to view the old
church, in which numirons U iman features arc dis-

cernible. As the lioors of the edifice were not open,
however, the party proceeded to view the noted
remains of the old Uoiiian city. The Koinan baths,
discovered about fifteen years ago by the local

Antiquarian Si ciety, were of especial interest.

Through some neglect, however, the general
oallines of tie walls were overgrown with tults
of grass, and the pains taken by the Anti-
quarian Society seemed to have been entirely ob-
literated. The visitors were, however, indebted to
the Kev. Mr. Steele, the vicar of the parish, and
Mr. Seddon for numerous lucid remarks on the for-
mation of I he baths, The remains of a Roman

villa, and the Koman wall inclosing the " city," were
also closely examined. A breach in the wall attracted

considerable attention, and some discussion ensued as

to whether the wall was purely Koman. Mr. Seddon
said the stringcourse was built of sandstone, the

heart was constructed herring-bone wise, and the

face of the wall, which was built of much larger

stones, appeared to him to be more Anglo-Saxon
than Uuman. Mr. Blo.xam, however, said the wall

was beyond all doubt purely Koman. The wall was
said to inclose a circumference of one mile, and the

city coiii])rised an area of 500 yards by 400 yards.

Formerly the sea had washed up under the walls,

and traces of tills fact were still to be seen. It was
stated that a Koman font h.ad been found within the

walls of the city, and that it was to be seen in the

garden of a churchwarden of the parish. A large

number of the visitors repaired to see the ancient

relic, but the conclusion come to was that it was a
portion of a series of columns, and not a font.

After another very agreeable drive of about an
hour's duration, the party arrived at the anci^'iit

town of Chepstow, where they partook of luncheon.

Subsequently, the famous remains of Chepstow
Castle were visited, and the sight was very interesting.

For the want of some inie, however, thoroughly
conversant with the history of the ancient remains,

the remarks made by the visitors were on the whole
simply speculative. Some of the party subsequentiv

paid a visit to Tintern, but the greater portion re-

turned to Cardiff by the 4.30 p.m. train leaving

Chepstow.

On Saturdaj', the members of the society and
visitors amounting to above a hundred went by rail

to Cowbridge and thence by carriages to Beaupre, a

ruined mansion, with some portion dating from the

Decorated period of English architecture, but mainly
of the Eliz,abethan and .Jacobite style, of the latter

of which the porch inside the courtyard is a rich

and well-proportioned example. This was explained
by Mr. Parker. At Llantwit, the curious double
church, one supposed to be monastic and the other
parochial, present some most interesting problems.

Mr. Freeman conducted the party over it, and called

especial attention to the tine and perfect stone rere-

dos, and a niche of elaborate Early English
character, with trefolled arched head and obtuse
pediment. The jambs were richly carved with
foliage, into which were introduced the heads of

kings and queens; a panel built into the wall out-
side had the figure of Jesse, apparently of still

earlier date. In and around the church are nume-
rous monuments, and the trunk of a churchyard
cross of elaborate interlaced Celtic ornament. The
same character of design was also imitated on other
monnincnts, both of tlie fourteenth century and of

a comparatively modern date. These were described
by Mr. Bloxam.

The next point of rendezvous was S. Donat's
Castle, the residence of Dr. Came, who had pro-
vided in its ancient hall refreshments for the party.
The Castle is notable for its charming situation
near the sea, and for its perfect condition as an old
fortified manor house. The entrance gateways are
far oilier, and one of them contains a good thirteenth-
century fireplace, and cleverly-contrived arrange-
ment of angle windows. The hall retains all its old
features intact, and though some parts have been
slightly moilernised, the general effect is uninjured.
In a dell beneath the castle is the parish church, of

the usual local semi-fortified type, and the church-
yard contains its cross, or rather Calvary, almost
perfect, with a sculptured crucifixion, surmounting
a slender stone shaft, resting npon a fine flight of
steps. The chancel arch has engaged columns of

Late Norman work.

' At Ewenuy Abbey, as it is called, the last place
visited, the remains of the fortified priory are ex-
tensive and interesting. The church has a Norman
nave with a massive arcade on one side only. The
aisle to wdiich it gave access has been destroyed, with
one bay of the nave. There is a central tower, the
western arch of which is filled in by a wall with a
doorway on either side of the altar space, forming
as Mr. Freeman explained, a simple reredos to the
western or parochial church, and .separating it from
the eastern part, reserved for the monastic com-
munity. One tran.sept remains, with part of the
two chapels which projected eastward from it. The
chancel is remark.able as one of the very few vaulted
Norman buildings left to us ; it is covered with band
vaulting on ribs, excepting the easternmost bay,
which is groined. The doorway to the cloisters of
rich Norman work remains, and two fine gateways
to the abbey of Early English, and a large portion
of the curtain walls and a |iigeon house of the same
date. At Ewenny, Major Turbervill had provided
a sumptuous repast, so that the labours of this day
and of the week were pleasantly concluded, thanks

to his hospitality, and the party reached Bridgend in

the evening, and returned by rail to Cardiff.

On Monday a very large party went over the
ground assigned to the day—viz., Caerleon and
Raglan. The party started from Cardiff about half-

past nine, and on reaching Newport carriages were
waiting to convey the ladies and gentlemen to Caer-
leon. The chief objects of attraction were the
Jluseum, the Mound, and Arthur's Round Table.

Mr ,1. E. Lee and Jlr. K. F. Woollett, both of whom
are connected with the properties where the anti-

quities were to be seen, kindly accompanied the

party, and gave every explanation in their power of

the several objects of interest. Mr. Lee invited the

visitors to the Priory, and there dispensed his hospi-

tality in a very admirable manner. The party then

returned to Newport, where a special train was In

readiness to convey them to Raglan Castle.

The concluding meeting was held on Tuesday at

the Nisi Prius Court of the Town Hall, Cardiff. " In

the niorning a meeting of the historical section was
held in the court, but the attendance was very
limited, many of the members having left the town.
The first paper read was by Mr. Floyd on the Harvey
and Slradling families, two well-known families iu

the county. This was followed by a paper by Mr.
G. T. Clark on the historic monuments of Glamorgan-
shire. There were very few objects of interest in

the county, especially royal monumeut.s, about wdiich

some time since, by a commission from the .Society

of Antiquaries, he was requested to make a report.

He, ^jowever, briefly noticed the principal churches

in which such monuments were to be found. Mr.
Octavius Morgan, M.P., also alluded to the monu-
ments in Monniouthshire. A general meeting was
then held to conclude the business of the meeting at

Cardiff.

THE COUNTY COURT, BARNSLEY.

THE Midland Railway Company having made a

branch line from Cudworth to Barnsley,

arranged to take the old county court as their

station ; a new court has therefore been erected

about two hundred yards higher up Regent-street,

mainly at the expense of the company, under

the direction of Mr. Thomas Charles Sorby, of

London, acting as architect to the Lords Commis-
sioners of Her Majesty's Treasury. The principal

entrance is from Regent-street, by a portico and

flight of sixteen steps, 12ft. wide. On the ground floor

is the public office, Si'ft. by 34ft., by 13ft. high, with

offices en suite for the Registrar, the bankruptcy

department, and the bailiffs. On the first floor, ap-

proached by a flight of stone stau-s, is the court

about 4«ft. by 35ft., and iSft. hi.gh, fitted up in a

very complete manner. The retiring-room for the

judge is on the same level as the raised bench, and is

about 10ft. long by 18ft., with lavatory and water-

closet attached ; this room Is approached by a sepa-

rate staircase from the private entrance in Eastgate.

Retiring-rooms are also provided for the jury and

counsel, and for females, with the requisite water-

closets attached. A residence in the rear fronting

Eastgate is also provided for the courtkeeper, con-

sisting of living room, kitchen, scullery, &c., and

three bed-rooms. The first is faced with Mr. Seal's

Darfield stone, from the carboniferous sandstone

formation. The principal internal joinery is in

Stettin oak, the rest in deal, painted. The floors

are constructed with fir joists, the interspaces being

rough-boarded on fillets, and filled in the whole

depth of the joists with concrete, surfaced in cement

to receive kamptulicon, except in the passages and

lobbies, &c., which are laid with tiles, manufactured

by Mr. Whetstone, of Coalville, and in the private

ofiices, which are finished with ordinary floorboards.

The public office and court are warmed by stoves

specially made by Messrs. Stuart and Smith, of

Sheffield, the remainder of the rooms having open

fireplaces. Extracting flues, lifted with mica valves

to prevent back draught, are provided to most rooms,

for ventilation. The court was to have been arti-

ficially lighted and ventilated by an improved sun-

light, partially invented by the architect, and manu-
factured by Mr. Freeman, of Vine-street, Piccadilly,

similar to several to be seen in the London county

and police courts, as at Bloomsbury, Marylebone,

Ac, and in all of the more recent county courts,

but the sunlight now going to be supplied (when all

the works are quite complete) will be a cheap sub-

stitute, designed by the Office of Works, of which

time will test the efficiency. The works generally

have been executed by Messrs. Nicholson, of South

Brooke-street, Leeds, the duties of clerk of works
having been efficiently fulfilled by Mr. R. Bethel'.

The cast iron railing is the work of the Coalbrook-

dale Company, and the gas fittings, except the sur-

Uglit, have been supplied by Mr. Freeman.

Tuos. Chas. Sorby.
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ALBERTIA.— III.

THE disposition of the limited space

allotted to the purposes of the Inter-

national Exhibition is so fraught with incon-

venience, and ever-recurring shifts and expe-

dients, as to almost necessarily lead to the

conviction that the whole thing has been got

up in haste, and as a temporary arrangement

only. We will not speak of the external

aspect of the premises, which on the three only

sides at which the boundary walls are visible

—

viz., the Exhibition-road, the .\lbert-road, and
Cromwell-road, present features of disorder

and obtrusive ugliness whicli are a positive

ofFence to the eyes of neighbours and passers-

by. On each of those sides is an entrance

door, but .in inspection of the plan will sliow

that each of these entrances opens only upon
secondary sections of the Exhibition, without
any direct bearing upon the general scheme

;

the consequence of which has been that we
have heard of not a few cases where unfortunate
visitors, entering by one or other of these
approaches, have not been able to navigate
their way beyond the mazes of the machinery
in motion department on the western side, or
the pipe-making machinery on the eastern, and
have to content themselves eventually by
taking refuge in the refreshment-rooms on
the south. This untoward result, which at
first would seem difficult to conceive in a
so-called " public building," is easily ac-

counted for when it is recollected that the
entrances in question all lead to the basement
floor, whilst the more attractive departments
of Fine Arts and Manirfactured Goods are on
the floor above, the approaches and stairs to
which are not very evident to strangers
on a first or even a second visit. The obvious
and proper entrance to the Exhibition would
be from the Kensington-road, on the north,
opposite the Albert Memorial ; but here the
ground has been taken up for the Albert Hall,
ground which, if applied to the purposes of
the Exhibition, in direct connection with the
two side buildings, would have led to a toler-
ably satisfactory result as a whole. As it is,

the gi-eater portion of the visitors actually do
enter the Exhibition from this point, when,
after making their way through the dark
lobbies outside the boxes of the Hall, and
mounting to the first floor, they find them-
selves streaming into a gallery overlooking the
conservatory of the Horticultural (hardens,

whence, by branch and curved passages,
tending right and left, and running on a
decline, they are conducted to the upper
floors of one or other of the Exhibition
galleries proper. The course of experi-
mental, hopeless wandering which then opens
to the hapless explorer is almost beyond
belief, and quite indescribable. Such turn-
ing to the right and to the left; such up and
down stairs at frequent and ill-defined points
along the route ; and then the horrid chaos
amidst the sheds in the southern section,
which connect, or rather separate, the regions
of the west from those of the east ;—who
shall consider these things, and look upon a
day's excursion through the International
Exhibition as a matter of pleasurable recrea-
tion or intellectual solace V

The contents of the Exhibition, in its

various departments, have already been
amply treated of in the columns of the
Building News

;
our present purpose with

it, tlierefore, will be chiefly as to the
general principles of the design and manage-
ment of the undei taking. Following upon,
and avowedly an off-shoot of the Great
Exhibition of 1851, it enjoys the presti(/e of

high and illustrious parentage ; but it stands
under the disadvantage, also, of having to

compete with the memories of an achieve-

ment, which, as it was unprecedented in its

conditions and its scope of operations, must
remain for a long course of time out of the

range of all rivalry or imitation. The Great
Exhibition of 1S51 was a grand success ; in the

field it occupied, which was the whole terri-

tory of production and industry, it was the

event of a generation, perhaps of a century.

But the very essence of its unparalleled success,

and of its pleasurable and useful influence,

was the vastness and the comprehensiveness

of its scheme, all the industrial and com-
mercial energies of the earth, as displayed ia

natural and in manufactured products,

coming forward spontaneously to aid in the

enrichment of its various departments. The
expenditure of capital and labour involved in

this result was such as could only be war-

ranted by exceptional circumstances of com-
mensurate magnitude and interest. The
various nationalities from all corners of the

earth—north, south, east, and west—which
sent their representatives and their wares to

take part in the World's Fair, could not

reasonably be expected to repeat the exertion

within any calculable period of time. The
signal falling off of the Exhibition of 1862

as compared with that of 1851, in all that

had invested it with special value and interest,

as distinct and above ordinary bazaars and
expositions, should have sufticed as a warning
that an achievement which involved stu-

pendous and wide-spread a combination of

resources, and with such striking results, was
not to be repeated in a decade, much less

every year. The Royal Commissioners of

the '51 Exhibition, however, when inaugura-

ting their cherished scheme of a series of

annual International Exhibitions seem to have

ignored all such reflections as we have sug-

gested, or they would never have ventured to

speak of them as realising "the spirit in which
the Exhibition of 1851 had been conceived."

The distinguishing characteristic of the '51

Exhibition, resulting from the spirit in which

it was conceived, was its cosmopolitanism, its

universality—the very elements of which,

owing to circumstances we have indicated,

are remarkably deficient in the present display,

and will probably become more and more so

in future years. The Royal Commissioners

may flatter themselves, in carrying out an

ambitious theory, by calling their enter-

prise an "International" Exhibition; but

what prospect is there of receiving contribu-

tions from foreign nations in such amount
and of such quality as to warrant the use of

the title? The Exhibition of 1851 attracted,

in round numbers, fourteen thousand contri-

butors (exclusive of India), of whom upwards
of six thousand five hundred were foreigners

;

the Exhibition of 1871 boasts in all some
two thousand exhibitors (including the

departments of painting and other branches

of the Fine Arts which were not comprised

in the scheme of 1851), and of these the

bulk are British, the foreign exhibitors being

limited to some couple of hundi-ed or so.

Further, the contributions of foreigners

(with the exception of works of fine art) are

of a very miscellanous character and secon-

dary importance, as " Educational Works and
Appliances," " Specimens of School Work,"
" Scientific Inventions and New Discoveries,"

on a small scale; with the addition of

jewellery, and other articles of dress and

luxury, which have been sent with purely

trading objects, and in many of which the

owners have been successful in driving a con-

siderable business. In the two staples of

pottery and woollen and worsted fabrics and

materials, which were announced as the dis-

tinguishing industrial features of the present

year's Exhibition, the supplies from abroad

are remarkably few, particularly the latter, in

consequence of wliich the Royal Commis-
sioners have been at the necessity of procur-

ing, and exhibiting in their own corporate

name, specimens from Prussia, Russia,

Hungary, Bavaria, Switzerland, Saxony,

Belgium, Holland, Italy, Spain, Portugal,

Morocco, &c., which would otherwise have

remained unrepresented. As an instance, the

little paper entitled The Key, which is printed

and published otfieially in the building,

remarks upon " the absence of Russia from

the countries taking a leading part in the

exhibition" as a thing "to be regretted,"

adding that "with the exception of, perhaps,

two or three oil paintings, she is unrepre-
sented in the Fine Arts Section. And, as
regards the Industrial Section, a vase and
ten pieces of woollen fabrics are the only
tokens of Russia's capahilities to participate
in the Exhibition." Upon this we will only
remark that, considering the magnificent
and interesting display which Russia made
in 1851, the word " capabilities," which we
have italicised, is hardly appropriate when
sirrmising upon the probable causes of her
absence on the present occasion. In another
article in the same little paper it is angrily

remarked :
—" It would not be difficidttotake

many other countries similarly to task, and to

point out how much their collections fall short

of affording a due representation of their

artistic and industrial status." The Official

Reports on many of the departments, now in

course of being issued, also make feeling

mention of the too general abstention of

foreign nations from participation in the

advantages of this " International" Congress,

which, in some cases they seek to account for

as consequent upon the recent disastrous war.

We suspect, however, that the circumstance

may be more truly accounted for upon other

grounds—grounds having to do, not only with

the local conditions of the exhibition, and
the personnel of its management, but with the

obvious tendencies which the policy adopted
by the latter seems likely to involve.

Supposing the opinion of the Commis-
sioners and their various committees and
advisers upon the merits and value of par-

ticular products to have any effect, for good
or ill, upon the interests of their producers,

the principle of selection laid down in the

management of this "International" compe-
tition must be looked upon as a delicate and

dangerous assumption of power, which may
often work injustice, and the exercise of

which, in the best and purest of hands, could

never be wholly free from suspicion. With
the exception of objects for which, by pre-

vious negotiation, space has already been

guaranteed, all objects are to be sent, carriage

paid, direct to the building, " for the inspec-

tion and approval of judges appointed for

the purpose," and rejected articles are to be

removed, also at the expense of the pro-

prietors. One of the regulations states that

" Prizes will not be given
;
but a certificate

of his having obtained the distinction of
admission to the Exhihition will be given to

each exhibitor." We say again that, what-

ever may eventually be their power to realise

their intentions, there is in all this a sugges-

tion of interference and jobbery with the

interests of industry which cannot but give

rise to serious misgivings. We all recollect

that, whatever the edat and success which

attended the Exhibition of 1851, simply as a

display of industrial wealth, the awards and

reports of the jurors were the occasion for

bitter controversy, resulting in jealousies

and heartburnings, accompanied by imputa-

tions of incompetency or unfairness, the

memory of which has not yet died away.

What, then, must be the results of a preten-

sion, arrogated by the select clique which

acts under the auspices of the Royal Com-
missioners of 1851, to adjudicate upon the

merits of every man's labour and every man's

wares, by giving or witholding " the distinc-

tion" of admission to the Intern.ational Exhi-

bition ? Already we hear complaints of un-

fair dealing, or caprice, and occasional scoff-

ing at the omniscient judgment of the authori-

ties in these matters. On the one hand we

have a professional complaining of the exclu-

sion of a medicated bath, which he considers

the greatest curative invention of the age
;

on the other we find the Commissioners

charged with puerile instincts for admitting

into
"^^ the Educational Section" a collection

of dolls and other toys amongst "appliances

for physical training.'' The learned writer

in The Keij is very oracular upon the latter

subject, in reply to some " pompous" con-

demnatory observations of "an influential

contemporary," and insists that toys are some-
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tiling more than mere playthings—that they
are, in fact, an important educational adjunct.
" Is it not," he says, " reasonable to suppose
that by a judicious selection of toys j;ood

qualities in children may be strengthened,
and evil habits and dispositions weakencdV
As an evident example, to a quiet, timid,

and retiring boy those playthings should be
given which lenil in inircane. Ills .sel/'-ii.<sirlion,

whilst the opposite description should be
supplied to the unusually forward lad." Con-
fessing tliat this jiosition is to ua not so
" evident" as the writer implies, we may
remark as a rather singular circumstance that
the educational world is indebted to one enter-

prising tradesman alone for ccmtributions in

tliis important educational dcjiartment, whose
exhibits, including dolls of all sizes and
materials, some crying, otliers opening and
shutting their eyes, dogs which '• gi-owl. and
beg, move paws and head," chirruping birds,

dancing monkeys, Noah's arks, and all sorts

of games, represent eighty-two items in the
catalogue.

As a whole, the contents of this first Exhi-
bition, as well as their disposition and the
arrangements connected with them, have
much too obviously the air of the " shop" to

entitle it to consideration as a national, nnioh
less an international, enterprise " for tlie

encouragement of art and industry."

Omicron.

PABLIABEENTAKY NOTES.
The Cholera.—Mr. llanly :iskiil tlir- Vice-Presi-

dent of tlie Coiujcil on Tliiu'eiduy wewk whether he
ha<l iuiy iufomiatiun i-u* to the approach of cholera,

and whether he considered that there were now
cxisticp .fufliciont powers in the central and local

govemmenti^ of the country to ])rot,eet the popula-
tion from its ravages.—Mr. W. E. Forstor .said : As
I only saw the question in the business pajier thi.s

morning. 1 shall not be able to answer it so fully as

I otherwise might. The latest information I have
received on the subject is to the effect that cholera
lias for the last two years been in liussia, and since
August of last year in 8. Petersburg. Since April
of this year it has been in Wilna and other western
places; recently, it has incre;ised in S. Petersburg,
but not nearly so much there as some months ago,
and the disease is said to have some diffusion in the
western provinces of Russia. We need not assume
that tliis bodes any immediate danger to this

country. We have no knowledge of any eases in
Germany, but I have requested the Foreign Office
that .special inquiry on this point may be made at
IJerlin, and that if cholera is or arises in (Jemiany,
returns about it may be systematically forwarded to
us. Wliile thus there is no reason for ijnmediatc
alarm, »r for any particular action of central autho-
rity, there is ample reason that local authorities
shoulcl exert themselves in the removal of nuisances,
and sliunld watch "with (-xtreme care over the
sources of water supply within their districts.

Water companies should be niindful that the great
disasters produced by cholera in this country have
Ijoeu due to their distribution of sewage-tainted
water, and every care should be used by them in

good time, to prevent the recurrence of any such
mischief. Their customers, too, should watch them
narrowly. Authorities and water companies, acting
as advised, need not be afraid of wasting their
trouble; for whether cholera comes or does not
come, lliey will be preventing other diseases. The
danger of cliolera is one against which the central
Govemment can do scarcely anything—not because
the law gives insufficient jurisrliction, but because,
from the nature of the case, everything depends on
local action. The Medical Department has given to
local authorities in systematic memoranda, and is

constantly in various ways giving anew, the best in-
formation which it can afford in aid of the local
exercise of sanitary powers.

PoLLl'TION OP ElVEHS.—Colonel Leannonlh <in

Monday asked the Secretiiry of Slate for the Home
Department whether the report of the Uoyal I'cun-

mission on the Pollution of Uivers, of which the late

Sir William Penison waschainnan. luul been jirinted,

and if so, whether it would be laid npon the table
of the house this session.—Mr. linice said that three
reports had been issued, and the commissioners were
proceeding with their inquiries.

A Nonnan window formerly stood at the south-
eoflt end of Westminster Hall. What, asks the
Ouaydiiw, has bcTome of it? Has it been "restored"
away, or is it only hidilen by the wall facing? It
Wius, or is, one of the few remains of the original
hall (.f Uufus, and might be disj.layed without inter-
fering too much with the unity of Richard's
building.

JuiMitg liittlltgence.

CHtJRCnES AND CHAPELS.

B.VTHFOiiD.—For the past few months important
works of restoration have been in ]jrogress in the

liarish church of this village, uniler the direction of

Mr. Preedy, architect, of London, and the cost is

estimated at about £1,()20. The work consists <if

the rebuilding of the south aisle, the addition of a
chancel aisle, the repewiug of the entire church, and
the putting in of a new high-pitched roof to the nave.

There will be no material change in the amount of

acconunodation provided. The work will be com-
pleted, it is anticipated, in November.

HADDiiXHAM.'—The large Perpendicular church of

Iladdenham parish, near Cambridge, is about to

undergo extensive restorations, at a cost of some
i,'5,000, and will, in fact, be nearly rebuilt. The
chancel is undertaken by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
siyners. who employ Mr. E. Christian, while the

|iarishioners have engaged the services of Mr. K. K.
Rowe for the bodj' of the building.

Prospect (Bowlisg) New Wi;si.evan CnAPEi,.
—Last week a new chapel, which has been built

adjacent to Wakefield - road. Bowling, Yorkshire,

was opened. The strncture, designeil by Messrs.

Andrews & Pepper, ardiitects, Bradford, is in the

Italian style, and measures inside 78ft. by 411ft., with
a height of 31ft. to the ceiling. There are galleries

all round, and accommodation is fouiul for about S(l»

people. Underneath is a good sebool-room for olIO

Sunday scholars. The sides are plainly finished, but
the front, surmounted by a pediment, is boldly and
artistically designed, and presents an imposing aspect.

Carving is introduced to advantage, and the eleva-

tion is good. The total cost will be about £4,(10(1.

SouTHi-OKT.—On Thm-sday week the memorial-
stone of a new church in Eastbaidc-street, Soulhport,
was laid. The church is to be dedicated to S.

Andrew, and will be built in the style of /he four-
teenth century. It will accommodate l,(tUO persons.

The cost, exclusive of the site and fence walls, is

estimated at £4,600, and the architects are Messrs. T.

D. Barry tt Sons, Liverpool.

Tauxto>.—Last week the memorial-stone of S.

James' Tower, Taunton, was laid. The new structure
is to be an exact copy of the old one, which was
considered to have been a very fine specimen of a
Perpendicular tower, and, which probably dated
from the latter part of the fifteenth century and the
reign of Henry VII., and was pr<djably erected before
its sister tower of S. Mary's. The height from the
ground to the top of the battlements will be Kl.'jft.

and lltift. to the top of the pinnacles; the size at
base within the walls will be 14ft. square, the walls
themselves being four-.and-a-half feet thick. The
lowest tender for the erection, that of Mr. U. PiUer,

was £3,072, which was accepted, and with architect's

commission, and p,ayment to clerk of works, &c.,
the total cost will amount to £3,.')00. The architect
is Mr. Spencer, of Hammet-street, Taunton.

BIULDIXGS.

MouLsiiiUi.—New almshouses have recently been
erected in the Roman-raad, Moulsham, Essex, the
gift of Mr. O. Copland. The houses have been
constructed for eight inmates—viz., four on the
ground and four on the first floor, and the accommo-
dation is precisely the same on both Hoors. Each
house contains a living room, 12ft, by lOft. ; bed-
room, 12ft. by loft. ; small scullery," water-closet,
coal-place, cupboards, &c., water being laid on to

each house over the sink. Two passages divide the
houses below, and go direct across to the g:u-deus
and yards in the rear, and from these passages on
either side spring separate staircases to the four
upper houses, the apartments of each inmate being
kept perfectly distinct. The building is of stock
brickwork, with stepped gables and pointed arches,
relieved with red and white bricks. The cost, exclu-
si\e of the site, has been £700. The works have
been carried out by Jlr. George Salt marsh, builder,
Moulsham. from designs by Mr. Charles Pertwee.
architect, Chelmsford.

WisiiivcH.—The foundati(m-stone of the new
buildings to he attached to the Wisbech Working
Men's Club and Institute was laid on the 20th nit.
Theereetionof the new buildings h.as been undertaken
by Mr. Girling, of Wisbech, for £,S45 ; Messrs. Adams
& Son, of Wisbech, being the architects. The rooms
which will be added to the Institute are a readiu"-
roora, a conversation-rcrom, and a gymnasium on tlic

ground floor
; whilst the whole of the first lloor will

be a spacious lecture-room, 50ft. by .'Uft. (iin., and
20ft. in height. The exterior is to be of neat brick-
work, without ornamentation.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselvps responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully ri^quests
that all commimications should be drawn up as hriefly
as possible, a.*^ there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

Ti. OOK READKas.—We shall teel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper shoidd be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STBEET, COVENT-G.MtDEN, W.C.
Atlvertiaements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Note.—In addition to our usual quota of illu^ti-ations 3

this week, we give an illustrated title-page for Vol. XX. to 1

aecomjjiiny the Index published to-day. The title-page
was designed by Mr. P. .\uld. the designer of the title-page
of the BciLDiiNG News •yketch-Book."

EeCEIVBD.—S. Warle & Co., Colville Brown, J. MDoweU,
C. C, C. Trask. P. & Son. J. D. M.. It. W. & T., B. Son &
H., A.B.. O. W. D., B. N.. .\. McI., U. H„ E. L. S.. C. S.,

C. T. J., a. E. J., M. & (Jo., T. P. B. W., B. & Co., E. H.,
Malcolm Stark, jun.. E. K., A. & C. H.

W. Potter.—Photo, to hand.
.\. & 0. H.—The pamphlet to hand.
W. C.—Please send the drawing.

Erratusi.—The word "subcellffi" was printed error
last week on p. lis for ' suhsella)."

(iEorrts|)onbcnce.

THE NEW NATIONAL GALLEUV.

To tJie Editor of the Building Nkws.

Siu,—Your corrc'^pondent " "W. W." is ple.ispd to
be facetious. Indeed, from certain evidences in the
architectural press lately, I am inclined to think that

he is about to settle dowa as the comic man of the
profession, and in this case we must treat his efforts

Tvith a share of that indulgence whicli is always
accorded to those who do their best to amuse us and
to be funny. Having stated in my letter, which
you were kind enough to publish last week, that my
work for Mr. Laj'ard (which must be regarded as a
dia^am of certain views on the subject of the
National Gallery set forth in tlie pamphlet, and not
as a finished architectural drawinf,^ and still less,

therefore, as an architectural composition) was pub-
lished entirely without my knowledge or consent,

it is almost needless for me to add that I am
in nowise answerable for the prominence given
to my name in the matter; nor can I, in the posi-

tion in which I am placed, enlighten " W. W." as

to my share in the design, or give him the satisfac-

tion of knowing how far his ingenious surmises are
correct. AVhether right or wrong, however, he
argues from a false basis in submitting an Italian

Renaissance design to the test of the '* iii'-ipid correct-

ness" of pure Grecian architecture with which he
is doubtless chiefly familiar. " AV. W." tells us that

the "cornice is entirely out of style." What style,

I should like to know? lint, architecture apart,
' W. W." is, at any rate, good at irony, and I had
rather bear my share of it than be "damned with his

praise," any day.—I am, tJcc,

GiLiJiinr K. Redgkavk.
Kensington, August 1, lb71.

THE HOUSE CISTERN.

Siu,—I have read the attack upon cisterns made
by the Globe, as quoted by you at page 27, but
there is very little in it. Like many other things,

cisterns are very useful and necessary when ])roperly

used, but their abuse does not miUtate against their

use; salt and sugar are both useful ami necessary, but
too much in our soup and tea spoil botli. A cistern

which causes the water from it to bo turbid, owing
to it not being cleaned out, except "once in three

years," shows the slovenliness or laziness of the
householder ; if the dinner-dishes in use were only
cleaned out ouce in three weeks, what like would
tiiey be ? The fact of the matter is that in thousands

of cases cisterns are not only useful, but are abso-

lutely necessary, if a constant supply of water is

required. In such cases, therefore, give the cistern

fair i>lay, by putting it in a proper position, and by
protecting it propurly

—

e.ff., if put in the garret,

cover it so as to keep dnst out, and at the same
time allow access to it, so that it may easily be
cleaned out when necessary, and if the overflow pipe

is cimuected with the drains, do not bend it down so

as to form a " siphon," as recommended at page

08, for the purpose of keeping away bad au-, because

if such is done it will not act at all when
cistern is emptied, and, again, if once charged, it

will act too much, and run the cistern empty!
Consc'jucntly allow me to recommend the self-

acting boll-trap at page 522, Vol. XX., which, not being

patented, can be used by any one who chooses to

make it. There is, however, a shght mistake in the
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sketch, as given at page 522, as the innermost pipe

(the l^in. one) should be down a little from the top.

Even "supposing the suppl)' for culinary and

drinking purposes was taken from the main

direct, "still cisterns are required for the water-

closets and baths, &c. However, the great ques-

tion as to whether or not a proper and constant

supply can be given to every part of a town or city,

mu.^tof coi.rsc depend upon the capacity and height

<.f the "fountain-head." If such be both large

enough and high enough, then it is better to have

the water for culinary and drinking purposes—the

latter especiallv—direct from the main ; when, by

using screw-down taps and strong pipes, needless

waste may easily he prevented, especially if proper

supervision be given to the repairing of the taps,

&c. when they go wrong. To assert, as the Globe

does, that " Taps do not break down or pipes burst

is simplv nonsense, as I find pipes bursting often,

and taps " breaking down," or leaking continually,

onlj- if they are repaired in a reasonable time, little

waste need occur from them, but if taps are allowed

to go on leaking for months, the result may be the

loss of millions of gallons daily, but such loss, under

the circumstances, is the result of ofBoial neglect,

and could easily be prevented. It often happens,

however, that while the lower parts of a town can

be constantly supplied from the main, the higher

portions cannot, therefore cisterns must be put in

for them, and although for drinking in summer the

water may not be so cool as from the main direct,

yet, if the cistern be properly situ.ated or looked

after, the water from it is just as good as that

from the main.

I must here say a word anent the practice of our

architects in this matter. They seem to think that

any odd corner in a house, no matter where, is good

enough and quite appropriate for the bath-room, &c.

Now that is wrong. The bath-room and water-

closet should never be put in the centre of the

house and above the principal rooms, as is so often

done, but towards the back, and' away from these as

much as possible; also let it have as much light and

air as possible. A little attention given to these

matters often makes the difference between a com-

fortable and an uncomfortable house.—I am, &c.,

Plujibee.

SELENITIC MOETAR.
Sir,—Colonel Scott's experiments are undoubtedly

of great value, as detailed in the Bi^iluisg News
of 'July 7th, but it appears to me questionable

whether there is sufficient novelty in his process to

justify a patent. In a paper on "Artificial

Stone," read by Professor Kerr at the Institute of

British Architects, he introduced the invention of Mr,

Westmacott for forming artificial stone and the pre-

paration of mortar, which is much the same thing

as Colonel Scott's process. " Take,'' says Professor

Kerr, "common lime and sand, like mortar, and add

thereto a certain proportion of the nncalcined car-

bonate, fur the mere supph' of the carbonic acid, and

we have a perfect imitation of natural stone, a

calcareous sandstone." The basis of both Mr. West-
macott's and Colonel Scott's inventions is the same

—

induration by the aid of carbonic acid.

A prior patent appears also to exist for something

of the same kind—Ellis's, dated 1857.—I am, &c.,

P. E. M.

"THE IRISH BUILDER. "

Sir,—A paper called the Irish BidUUr, which begs,

borrows, or steals a large portion of its contents, has
reproduced in its last number the whole of the article

on "Amateur Planning " from the Building News,
without acknowledgment. The editor of the Irish

Buildr:r must be fooUsh as well as dishonest, as he must
be aware that the Buildino News is rather extensively
taken in in Ireland. I'erhaps if you would insert this

notification in some prominent part of your paper you
wiU put a stop, as far as you are concerned, to such a
questionable practice.—I am, &c..

An Irish Builder.

[We have had before now te rebuke this local journal
for its " questionab'e practice," and we know of another
London journal—th English Mechanic—which has
had to do likewise.

—

Kd.]

A Park at .Saltaire.—A p.ark of fourteen

acres, laid out in an ornamental manner, has just

been dedicated by the owner of Saltaire, ,Sir Titus

Salt, to the use of the inhabitants of that town.

The ceremony was performed on Tuesday week in

the presence of a large concourse of the inhabitants.

The j)ark includes a cricket groups' of five acres, a

bowling green and croquet grouna, and a noble

terrace, reaching the full length of the park, is a

striking feature.

Intatmuinunicatiou.(s

QUESTIONS.
[2274.]—Churcli Building.—I take the liberty

to forward you the followiug questions for insertion

in yonr paper, if you think the answers will add to the

knowledge already possessed by the junior readers of

your valuable journal. (1) In a church roof with

circular ribs or principals (which alone are seen below

the boarding), what pressure is there against the waUs.

and how may that pressure be prevented ? (2) In the

elaborate fan tracery vaultings, how is thrust calculated]?

(3) How is depth of each groin-rib fouud in the above

cases? (4) Does there exist any rule to proportion

plan of church 1 (-5) Cnn any one explain, by diagram,

the following, which is to be found in Building
News of April 28, 1865 (article on towers and spires),

where the writer says " it is called the rule of the

triangle by which the elevation is determined by equi-

lateral triangles, the sides of wliich are commensurate

with the diameter of the plan or its parts—c. g., if we
take four lengths on a ground plan to represent the

lireadth of a nave (2) and aisles (each 1), B will form the

base for determining the height of the roof, 8 for that

of the summit of the central tower, li; for that of the

height of the spire ?"—A Young Inquirer.— [The

query wdth engraving next week.

—

Ed.]

[227.J.]—FireproofFlooring (Frencli Method).
—There is an Euglisli method somewhat similar, and I

think superior, so far as regards the disposition of the

ironwork, to that mentioned by .Tolm Smith in his

reply to some one's query on this subject ; but the

Euglish method has Portland cement concrete in Ueu

of the plaster used by the French. Can John Smith

or any of your readers inform us which is the best

fllling-in material, the cost of rough plaster suitable

for the puiTJOse, and the comparative cost between

plaster and cement ?—R.B.

[227ii.]—Town Hall, St. Helen's, Lancasliire.

—Can any correspoudeut state if any definite arrange-

ment has been arrived at respecting a competition for

the above-mentioned building?—F.

[2277.] —Measurement of Brickwork. — Is

there any limit to the measurement of flue as solid

work? 9in. x t)in., or 14in. x !)iu., may, of course, be

considered as ordinary sizes; but, if in excess of the

latter, should they be measured in or deducted ?—F.

[2278.]—Diagonal Roof Principal.— Required
the best construction of roof to a building of the L or

T form on plan. Tin- difficulty is at the angle or junc-

tion of the roof, the spau is 20ft., and the principals

10ft. apart, so that at this part the purlins will be with-

out support for 20ft., unless diagonal principals are

used, then there is a difficulty with the valley rafter.

The roof is open, so th.at a certain amount of uni-

formity is required. Some advice will greatly oblige.

—S.

[2270.]—Oak Shingles for Church Spires.—
I should be much oblisjed if any of your readers could

give me the followiug particulars—viz. : The usual

size of oak shingles for church spires, and the price

per 1,000 ? How many required to cover a squ.are

—

that is, 100ft. superficial ? The charge, labom- only,

for laying same ?

—

Spero.

IlEPLIES.
[2270.]—Sash Pulleys.—The axle of a common

sash puUey is similar to the axle of a carriage wheel

—

that is, the axle is fi.xed, and the wheel works on it.

In an axle pulley the wheel is fixed to the axle, and
the latter works in bosses cast on the sides of the

pulley-frame iu a similar manner to the axle of a rail-

way carriage. Axle pulleys run more easily, .and are

more durable, than the common kind, and, as a rule,

are better made and more expensive.—T. P.

[227.3.]—Plaster "Work.— In answer to "A
Young Builder,"' deductions are made for door and
window openings. Angles in a cornice are allowed

for by being nxunbered and carried out extra to the

superficial contents of the cornice—thus. No. 8 mitres

to cornice 14iu. girth.—R. B.

[2273.]—Plaster "Work.—In measuring plaster

work on walls, the openings at doors and windows are

deducted, the grounds, however, are not deducted, or

any standard that the work is straightened from. As
to measuring plaster cornices by the foot super, I

never heard of it being done ; the usual way is to mea-

sure the cornices by the foot run, and state the girth

and number and size of enrichments, all mitres and

angles beyond four iu a room are counted as extra

mitres. Some surveyors add one foot for each extra

mitre over four. In the case of external mitres, mea-

sure the cornice to the extreme length, and count the

mitre also.—Tno.MAS Pinch, Surveyor.

Gkeenwtcch Hospital.—Since the "exodus,"

some years ago, of the then inmates of Greenwich

Hospital, the greater portion of this noble structure

has remained almost tenantless. A movement has,

however, commenced among persons of influence,

including several members of Parliament and Sir E.

Watkin, Chairman of the South Eastern Railway

Company, for the purpose of calling a public meet-

ing of the inhabitants, with a view to memorialise

the Lords of the Admiralty to receive a deputation,

who will suggest in wliat manner the building maj-

be best utilised for national purposes.

iiu- iice M\t.

The L.vte Mk. Trevkly.vn Goodall.—

A

movement is progressing, having for its object the

foundation of an aunual art prize in the University

College School as a memorial to the late Mr. Tre-

velyan Goodall. It was in that school th;it that

talented and much-regretted young artist received

his general education. A large number of

artists, together with many of his per.sonal friends

and former schoolfellows, have formed themselves

into a committee to carry out this scheme, which

promises to be a great success. Many Koyal

Academicians and other .artists of note are on the

committee. Mr. John F. Seaton, the treasurer,

IBS, Camden-road, will be happy to acknowledge

subscriptions, and all further information may be

obtained of Mr. W. H. Fish, the chairman, or of

Jlr. Gaston Foa', the hon. sec. 175, Camden-road,

N."\V.

Suicide ok a Contractor Through Love.—
On Fridiiy evening week Mr. Eich.irds held an inquest

at the " Manor House" Tavern, Green-lanes, Stoke

Newington, toucliing the death of Mr. John Thomus

Tatiim, aged fifty-tliree years. Mr. Andrew Tatum,

17, Bernard-terrace, Eden-grove, said that the

deceased was his father. He resided at 17, Bernard-

terrace, and he carried on the business of a contrac-

tor at 228, City-road. Latterly his mind had been

in a very desponding state in consequence of his

business not having succeeded ; but his despondency

was increased by the refusal of a lady to marry him

after the death of his wife. His business became so

bad that he had to borrow money at a high rate of

interest. After he did so he often threatened to

commit suicide, and on Tuesday he shot himself in

Finsbury Park. In his pocket was found a letter, in

which he said—" If she had married me this would

not have hapiiened. Give her my watch and chain.

Good bye." The jury returned a verdict of " Tem-

porary insanity."

The Manchester Bricicjiak^ers.—The hand-

brick makers of the IManchester district had a severe

lesson taught them on Monday, and if they .are wise

they will profit by it, and refrain from acts of vio-

lence which have of late given them an unpleasant

publicity. The two men apprehended on a charge of

feloniou.sly setting fire to a house in Broughton, in

the erection of which machine-made bricks were

being used, were found guilty of the crime, and each

received a sentence of seven years' penal servitude.

A large number of brickmakers were present during

the trial, and appeared to take a deep interest in the

proceedings. When sentence was pronounced some

of them exhibited a spirit of defiance ; but they may
accept the assurance of Mr. Baron Martin that the

law will be too strong for them.

HA-mcK Arch.eological Society.—A meeting

of this society was held on Tuesday week, Dr.

Brydon, the President, in the chair. An interesting

paper, by Professor Elliot, of Goldielands, on the

vitrified forts of Scotland, with special reference to

that of Knock Farrell, near Strathpeffer, iu Ross-

shire, was then read. In it he combated the idea

that has been almost universally entertained since

he time of Dr. Samuel Hibbert, that they were of

accidental formation, resulting from the action of

festive bonfires, or beacon fires frequently kindled

to give warning of the approach of hostile invaders.

He sought to show that they were constructed by

the ancient Phcenicians, for the same purpose as the

Hudson's Bay and North-'West Companies have

erected then: forts in the northern parts of America

Duties of County Surveyors.—At the recent

Essex Quarter Sessions, the following special report

was read from Mr. Stock, the county surveyor :—" I

beg to ask for your direction, under the following

circumstances :—I have recently been requested to

examine the designs of three bridges which were

not to be erected under my direction in the usual

way, hut under the direction of the Surveyors of

the Highw.ay Boards ; and one of them I am re-

quired to superintend, in order that, having obtained

my approval, the county may be called on to accept

it for future maintenance. The Court will. I think,

.see that this work of criticism is not only distasteful,

but throws upcni me a heavy responsibility. It forms

no part of the duties required at my hands by the

court, but yet under the 5th section of Act 43,

George III., cap. 69, the County Surveyor is required

to superintend and inspect the erection of any

bridge which any person may build with a view of

converting it into a county bridge. As this kind of

work appears likely to increase, I beg respcctfullyto

ask if the Court wish me to undertake this ad-

ditional dutv within my salary." The matter was

referred to the Bridge Committee for consideration.
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S. Issey parish church, winch has been so
thoroughly ronoviited as to ho pniotically a new
structure, was on Wednesday week consecrated by
the Bishop uf Exeter. Some two years ugo tlie

tower of the church fell, aud the buikling was in

general decay. £'2,oOi) has been sj)ent iu renewing
it.

The Thames Embankment dlllieulty will, it is said,

be s(;ttled by a compromise, the (Vown ceding its

rights to the reclaimeit soil to the Hoard of Works
at a moderate price.

A City Mission Hall has been erected, at tlie

fxpense of Mr. J. D. Alleroft, at Kentish Town,
under the superintendence of Messrs. Spalding A-

Knight, architects. The general contractors were
Scrivener & White.

The Lords Justices on Tuesday morning last
discharged, witlnmt costs, an (jrder recently made
by Vice-('hancenor Wiekens fur a winding up of the
Professional, Commercial^ aud Industrial Benefit
Building Society.

Steps are being taken for erecting a new Town
Hall in Leslie. A site has been Re<Mired, a design
has been jtrepared, and plans for the building have
been drawn out.

The largest obelisk ever known to have been cut
from the granite quarries in the neighbourhood of
Aln'rdeeu has just been hewn from tlie Stirlinghill

fpiarry. It measures 25 feet in length, and weighs
Hi tons, and is worth, in its rough state, upwards of
il2flO sterling. It is a beautiful piece of red granite,

entirely free from flaws.

Dr. D. Eisenmann, at present engaged in cata-
loguing the contents of the thirteen galleries acces-
sible to the public iu Rome, avers that in an un-
noticed picture of the Palazzo Spada he has dis-

covered an origiual portrait of Albert Diircr by
Titian.

It is stated that the late Mr. James Yates, of
Highgate, haa made a Ix'quest to University College,
London, for the endowment of two professorships

—

one of Cieology and the other of Archaeology.

An order in Council is published in a supplement
to tlic Gazette-, empowering the local authorities in

seaport towns to take stringent precautions against
tlie introduction of cholera into this country.

A new Temperance Hall, at Guisborough, erected
adjacent to the railway station, at a cost of ill,200,
wa-s opened on Tuesday week. The buildiug coin-
jjrises a leeturc-hall, affording sitting accommoda-
tion f(u- 400 persons, two good-sized club-rooms, aud
hall-keeper's residence.

Mr. James Robinson Planche, Somerset Herald in

the College of Anns, has been awarded a pension of
XlOO from the ('ivil List, iu recognition of his literary
services.

At the Goldsmiths' Hal], Messrs. Burke & Co., of
Warwick House, are replacing the scagliola and
(*thershani decoratitnis with rare and costly marbles.
Mr. R. Hesketh, the architect to the company, is

superintending the work. Tht; cost will be about
£9,000.

The foundation-stone of S. Jude"s Episcopal
Church at Ballynafeigh, Belfast, was laid on the
22nd ult. This will be the tenth of a series of

churches which are being erected in Belfast.

The foundation-stone of the new luriustrial Schools
at Artane, county Dublin, will be laid on the 15th
inst. Messrs. Meade & Sou are the contractors. The
estimated cost about X20,000.

A Committee has been formed for the piirpose of

raising funds for the restoratiim of S. Mary's Cliurch,
Saffnm Walden. The architect who has been ciin-

sulted in the matter (Mr. Smith, of Adelphi Cham-
bers) estimates tlie necessary outlay at X2,093.

A lofty brick chimney, .situate near the cathedral.
Manchester, was struck by lightning, and injured
somewhat during the stonn of Saturday last, and is

now in the hands of the steeple jacks.

Exttuisive st^ibling is about to be erected in Chorl-
ton-road, Manchester, l\v tiie Manchester Carriage
Company, at a (v>st of about X7,00U. Architect, Mr.
W. Murray Smith ; contractor, Mr. John Wilson. '

Heath Common stoue quarries, near Wakefield,
have p;issed into the hands of Mr. Stephen Seal, of
DarfonL, Bamslcy.

The Mayor (»f Halifax lust week cut the first sod of
the Widdup Reservoir, which is one of four reservoirs
necessary to complete the system of waterworks for

the town.

Cimkr Crabe Sebiflu.

PniCES, .Tuly 31.—Timber p«r load of ."jO cubic feet:

—

Swedish. £_' lOs. to £'*' IGs.; small ditto, £2 88.; Memel
crown. £4 to £4 UK: ditto best middling, £3 Ts. (!d. to
£3 15r.; ditto common middling, £2 lOs. to £2 1.5s.:

Skelleftea balks. 5iu. to 6in. square, £1 lis. to £1 188.;
crciu-u Memel oak, £5 ISs. to £(i Hts.

Wainscolt, per li*ft. cube; fiiga crown, £4 to £5;
Memel crown, £3 15s. to £4.

Luthwood. per cubic fathom : Petersburg, £5 10s. to £G-
Swedish. £3 10s. to £5.

Deals, &e., Petersburg standard: Arcliangpl, best
yellow. £13 to £14 10s.; Wyburg best millsawn yellow,
£10 10b.; Petersburg whitewood, £8 1,0s. to £;t 10s.

;

Quebec best floated pine, £17 to £18; ditto best bright,
£1H lOs. £19103.: ditto second floated, £12 les. to £13;
ditto second bright, £13 10s. to £14; ditto third floated]
£9 to £9 los.; ditto third bright, £9 to £9 10s.; Uniied
States pitch pine, £13.

Per 120 12ft., Sin. by Oin., Trois Vistoles first white
spruce, £1610s ; 3in. by lOin.. £15 5s. to £!.'» 10s. ; 3in. by
8in., £13 to £13 lOs.; ditto second white spruce, 3in. by
8iQ., £12 5s. to £12 10s. ; 8. John's first white spruce,
3in. by 9in.. £13 lOs. to £14; ditto uusorted, £13 5s. to
£13 lUs. : Quebec first whit« spruce, £1G 5s. to £178.
Flooring liuards per square: Dram first yellow, lin.

8s. 6d. ;
ditto whitewood, 7s. 3d. to 7s. 6d. ; ijin. yellcw,

128.; Frederickstads, first quality yellow; l;iin. by Tin.,

13s. !H1. to 14s. 3d.; lin., 10s. tolOs. 6d.; Jin., 8s.

SMAU--P0X, Fevers, and Skin Diseases.—The pro-
disposition to is prevented by Lftnii>huigh"s Pyretic Saline.
Agrreiible. viuilising. and invig.mitin^'. its effects ar«
remnrkable in their cure and preveniion. Take it as
direct.'d. Sold by cheniirtts and the maker, II. Lamplouf h,

113, Uolboru hill.—{AuvBUT:sj:MaNT.l

^uk Uctos.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Leeds.—The dispute between the Leeds joiners and

their employers, which commenced actively on the 1st

of July, has been terminated by an arrangement in the
nature of a compromise. The Leeds Mercurij, com-
menting on the strike, says ;—" Whether the men or
the masters have got the best of the compromise we
shall not stay to inquire. We congratulate both sides
that the dispute is settled, and the only point to which
we wish to direct attention is the fact that the mode
of settlement now adopted was open to both sides five

weeks ago, and miglit just as well have been carried
out then as now, without the bitterness, the loss, and
the misery of a month's strike and lock-out. We regret
that the Hoard of Arbitration has been aliulished.
because such a board ought to have reiidereil the
repetition of these periodical disputes in the Imildiug
trade of Leeds impossible. That it has been so con-
ducted as to render its dissolution a necessity is not
creditable to those who are responsible for such a result.

It is far better that these disputes should be settled by
some recognised and established authority, having and
scrupulously maintaining the confidence of both sides,

than simply by the power of the strongest, because
the former means harmony and good will between
capital aud labour, aud the hitter means jealou.sy and
distrust, ending in perpetual strikes and lock-outs."

Dublin,—The carpenters' strike continues, aud is a
great embarrassment in the cjtse of several large works
now in operation. The men demand sixpence a day
advance from the present time, and the employers offer
fourpence from October next, when their contracts will
be completed.

Berlin.—The masons of this city resolved to stop
work from Jlonday last at every builder's with-
out exception. They Inn e ajipointed delegates to Cilrry
on all negotiations on their behalf with the ma.sters.
with a view to a settlement of the diHieulties. At the
same time a resolution has been passed declaring it to
be the duty of every unmarried mason to leave Berlin
as soon as circumstances may jierniit.

TENDERS.
C.\TEKIH1I.—For additions and repairs to Bleak House.

Mr. Richard JIartiu, architect. Quantities supplied by
Mr. Fred. Sparrow:

—

vSmethurst £.370
Bray .'... 350
Ward 3.10

Jarrett 340
fiKAVESENl).—For alterations to and the re-seating of

the parish church, Oravesend. Messrs. Wadmore and
Baker, architects;

—

Lascelles £495
Marstand 477
Hutchins 418
Bradley 406 y o
Blake 399
Wough and Lawton 390
Saunders 38.^, 10
Bragger .'.. 379
Cappa&EitKo 295
Oould (accepted) 2.57
Eooney ;"

ijjq q „
Kent.—For hospital. Kent County Lunatic Asylum,

near Maidstone. Mr. Martin Bulmer, architect. Quanti-
ties by -Mr. lieo. Euck :—

Perry & Co £3^00
Dover & Co. 2't99
Bridge ";;;;;;; -i^
Anscomb 2757
Cox Brothers 2750
Dftvis

;.;;:;;;;:;; 2(!35

•f,™™ '.ieiio

Abnctt 259S
Stiff 2520
Wallis & Clements ]* 2475
Lacy & Torkington (accepted) 2731

Kent.—Fur a house at Beckonham. for Mr. P. White.
Mr. W. Seckham Witheringtou, aixhitcct, 13';, Cheapside,
E.C.

First set of tenders.
Sladc £655

Mark 527
If nve built 2500

Cole 52G 10
It live built 2302

Second set of tenders from same drawings and
specification.

Bradford & TUney £6!)0

If Hve built 3318
Davis 52.S

If five built 2-320

Neate 490
If five built 2360

Hooker & Hains 440
II five built 2030

Cave 425
If five built 1955

LeYTOXSTOSE.—For the erection of an Inflrniarj' at the^

Industrial Schools, Leytonstone, for the Guardians of

Bethnal (ireeii. Mr. W. Mundy,architect. Quantities sup-
plied.

Dover, Dorrell, i Co £.3588

King* Son 3460
Eivett 3387
Eunor 3300
Arber 3100
Blackmore & Morley 2991
Bleasc 2983
Croaker 2923 10
Sanders 28.50

Kusa (accepted) 2739

Newcastle-under-Lyme.—For the erection of a Tem-
perance Hall for Mr. Wm. Warham. air. Edwin Penu,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. H. Blackwell:

—

Hall £1349 10 (;

Gallimore 1050
Harvey & Davis 983
Sutton & Mcadon 908

S. LEOSARi>'s-ON-SEA.-For making new roads and
drains on the Everstield Estate, S. Leonard's-on-Sea.
Messrs. F. H. Fowler & Hill, surveyors, 32, Fleet^strcet,

London ; and 3, Norman-road, S. Leonard's-on-Sea. Quan-
tities supplied;

—

Sadler £455
Bridgeland 376
Hughes 327 14 10
King (accepted) 300

S. Marylebone.—For whitewashing and colouring at S.
Marylebone Workhouse. Mr. H. Sason Snell, architect
Quantities supplieil.

Mauley & Rogers £192
Simpson & Sons 160
Phillips & Sou 158
Bamford 117

T. G. & E. Howard (accepted) 99 15

Stoke-on-Trest.—For the erection of four cottages
in Havelock-street, for Mr. C. H. Clark. Mr. E. Penu,
architect, Stoke :

—

Bennett £1150
Jones 8'20

Hunt 795
Barlow (accepted) 738

Stoke-on-Trent.—For alterations toMr. Grove's house,
The Villas. E. Penn, architect ;—

Harvey * Davies £29
Barlow (accepted) 23

Surrey.—For pulling down and rebuilding a new shop
and premises for Mrs. Green, Bridge-street, Godalming.
Quantities given by the architect, Mr. Juhn Hallett, Godal-
ming;—

Moon & Son £428
Holt 4-20

Gilbei't 365

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BTJILDINQ
ESTIMATES.

War Depart.'Ment Contracts, August 10.—For
the erection of a chapel at the Uoyal Jlilitary Academy,
Woolwich.—Colonel W. D. Gossett, Koyal Engineer
Office, Woolwich.
Forest Hill.—Foradditions and alterations to a

cottage at Forest-hill.—Theodore K. Green, 22, Nins-
bury-place, K.C.
August 7.—For the following property, viz.; 7 and

.'^, Klgin-road, Nottiug-hill ; Vy aud :i:', Blenheim-
crescent, and 21, Kensington-park-road. — 5Ir. G.
Kussell, 2, Stanhope-street. Kuston-road. X.W.
Waltiiamstom', August 12.—For tlie erection and

completion of two mortuary chapel, lodge, and entrance

gates.— Mr. Houghton, I5a, St. Helen's-place, E.C.

.St. tiiLES, Camberwell, August 7.—For the

repair of Naylor-road, Ledbury-street, part of Camden-
grove North, Acorn-place, St. Mury's-terrace, Sleeting

House-lane, Victoria-place, Grange-street, aud Karl-

street.—G. W. JIarsden, Vestry Clerk, A'estry Hall,

Camberwell.
Bermondsev, August 7.—For providing and laying

kerbingand paving in Nelson-place, .St.,Tame8's-road.

—

B. <i. Svilkinson, Clerk, Maltby-street, Bermondsey.
K.vst JI(>iLsi:v, Sl'RREY, August 7.—For additions

and altenitious to the present national schools.—-Mr.

J. C. Boys, architect, 2A, Granville-place, I'ortmau-

square.

Metropolitan Board of Works, August 7.

—

For the erecti<m of a fire brigade station in .Seven

Sisters-road, lliilloway.—.1. I'oUard, Esq., Clerk to

the Board, Spring-gardens, S.W.
Twu-keniia.m Local Board, .\ugust 10.—For

laying down, constructing, aud completing about
Ul,uiio square yards of tar asphalte paving.—W.
Uustou, t'lerk. Earl's Lodge, Queen-street, Twicken-

ham.
War Department Contracts, August 8.—For

additions and alterations to the Cavalry Barracks,

Ipswich.—Royal Engineer Office, t:olchestnr.

Stockport, August 21.—For the erection of St.

JIattliew's National School, Edgeley.—John B. Esk-

rigge, Esq., Hollywood, .Stockport.

Rochester, August 7.—For the formation of public

gardens and walks, and approaches.— li. I'ratt. towQ
clerk, Kochester.
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ENGINEERING COLLEGE, COOPER'S
HILL.

TN spite of considerable opposition ou tlie

-*- part of many educational institutions

throughout the kingdom, the Civil Engineer-

ing College at Cooper's Hill, Snirey, was
formally opened ou Saturday last. The com-
pany, which niunbered many ladies among its

ranks, was of a select description, as our
daily contemporaries are fond of remarking,

and consisted almost exclusively of those who
are connected in some manner or another
with Indian affairs, and of others who are

attached to them in the shape of relations or

friends. A special train from Waterloo station

conveyed the party down to Egham, a station

on the South Western line, where carriages
were in readiness to take them on to the
College, which is situated at a distance of

about a mile from the station. Among the
members of the party were the Duke of

Argyll, the Secretary of State in Council for

India ; the Hon. Sir Stafford Northcote,
Bart. ; Major-General Sir W. E. Bakev,
K.C.B., Vice-President of the India Council;
R. D. Mangles, Esq., Sir Henry Montgomery,
Major General Rawlinson, K.C.B., Colonel
Chesney, the President, the Professors, and
other visitors and officials attached to the
corps of the India Office.

A few words respecting the building and
grounds, and then wo shall proceed to the
more serious question of the object of

this Institution, and the benefits expected
to arise from it. The house itself, or more
correctly speaking the mansion, was built

on the site of an older structure by one
named Albert Grant, and the popular opinion
therein, current in the ueighboirrhood and
elsewhere, is that it was the confident ex-
pectation of the builder that he would ulti-

mately transfer the mansion and demesne
by purchase to the Prince of Wales. It is

needless to say that this anticipation was
never realised, but it matters little, since the
Government have purchased it instead of His
Royal Highness. The demesne and grounds
attached to the residence comprise an area of
12.5 acres, which has, together with the man-
sion, become the property of the Government
at a cost of £75,UU0. Large and spacious as

the building was, it is not to be supposed
that it was of an extent sufficient to answer
the purpose of a College, so that, while re-

taining all the original structure, considerable
additions and alterations have been made.
The mansion proper is at present devoted to

the following purposes :—It contains class-

rooms for the students on the groimd-iloor,
while the ujiper portion is appropriated to
the apartments for the President and some of
the Professors. The dormitories, dining and
billiard room, and other portions of an estab-
lishment of this nature, which belong exclu-
sively to the student, have been newly erected,
and constitute a separate edifice in themselves.
While this latter building is appropriately
and excellently adapted for its purpose, the
same cannot be said of the original mansion.
It has been converted to its present use, and
the incongruity displayed in the arrangement
is as manifest as amusing. What would some
of our old masters of Eton and Rugby say to
a class-room for students of which the ceiling
is decorated in colours and gilding, and the
paper on the walls of white and gold ! In all

lirobability these ornamental featm-es will not
endure very long to belie the utilitarian

character of the rooms they at present em-
bellish.

On reaching the College the party, after a
brief delay, proceeded to the theatre, where
they were joined by the fifty students who a
week or two ago passed the examination for

admissioii to the cstablishmeut. These gen-

tlemen are not yet in residence, as the term
does not commence until early in next month,
and besides there is no sleeping accommoda-
tion provided for them. The dormitories, as

yet, are not furnished, not even with beds,
presenting the cheerless aspect of four walls
and a gas burner in one corner. We arc glad
to observe that the staircases are of stone.

After seating themselves in the theatre the
party were soon gratified by the arrival of

the Duke of ArgyD, who was conducted to

his seat by the President, and joined by his

colleagues of the India Board. While giving
all due credit to his Grace for the able and
thoroughly business-like manner in which he
introduced the subject of the College to his

audience, and explained the reasons which
had led the Indian authorities to establish it

in the face of a good deal of opposition, not
to say hostility, there were some points in his

address with which we are not by any means
(Vacconl. Although we acknowledge the truth
of the main raisoii irijtre of the existence of

the Institution, which originated in the fact

that didy-qualified civil engineers could not
bo obtained for service in the Public Works
Department of India from the same source
that supplied them at home, yet we do not
acknowledge that competent civil engineers
are not in any case to be obtained from that

source. This is the error the Duke fell into.

He committed a breach of the fir.st principles

of logic, which strictly forbid us to argue a
particidari, ad imiversalc. It is well known
to all those who are acquainted with the
whole subject of Indian Civil Engineering
appointments, that there were two serious

obstacles to really eligible competent young
men entering the Indian service. The one
was the insufficiency of the pay, and the pen-
sioning and furlough arrangements, and the

other the general inferiority of the civil en-
gineers on the staff of the Public AVorks
Department to their military brethren and
associates. Within this last year these valid

grievances have been modified, but not to the
degree they ought to be, or to the extent
they must be, if it is expected that a perma-
nent stream of yoimg engineers will annually
migrate to serve in India. The Duke and his

colleagues assert that because they could not
obtain properly-educated engineers for India,

therefore they are not to be obtained at all.

This, as we have already remarked, is a great

mistake. The same men, speaking of them
as a class, who execute the splendid engineer-
ing work we see at home, are to be obtained
for a similar purpose in India or elsewhere.

There is only one provision, but it is an in-

dispensable one—those who require their ser-

vices must bid high enough for them. Other-
wise even young engineers will not leave home
to risk the thousand-and-one vicissitudes

which attend a sojom'n in a country so no-
toriously dangerous to the European consti-

tution as experience has proved to be the

case with our vast Oriental dependency.
Allowing for the ex parte statements in the

inaugural speech referred to, the Duke of

Argyll no doubt made out his case fairly and
truly, and in the interests of his Government
he was, of course, bound to stretch a point
or so in their favour, even if it were dis-

paraging to the profession in general.

Roughly, the preliminary expenses attending
the establishment of the new College may be
put down at £100,000, and in the present
day no English Government, imperial or de-

partmental, can authorise such an outlay with-
out affording the public some satisfactory

reason for incurring the outlay.

At the conclusion of his speech, his Grace
called itpon Col. Chesney, R.E., the Presi-

dent of the College, to describe the course of

education which it was intended to adojit, and
to enter into any particulars which would be
interesting to the audience and instructive

to the students who had already passed the

preliminary ordeal, and might therefore be
regarded as hona fide members of the establish-

ment. Col. Chesney observed that it was the

intention of the authorities to aim high, both

with respect to the professional attainments
and general tone and character of the men
they selected for their Indian service. Wa
gladly endorse the tenor of the President's
remarks, as we maintain that the whole of
our professional and technical training is in
urgent need of a complete remodelling. Some
are of opinion that it should be altered to
correspond with the system in vogue in Franco
and on the Continent ; but although there is

little doubt that some of the elements be-
longing to that method might be advantage-
ously adopted, there are also others which
are completely foreign to our national charac-
ter. Were these even to be acquired, which
would not be a matter of much difficulty, it

would be, so to speak, " against the grain,"

and our professional men and skilled artisans

would never thoroughly " take to them."
There are to be four principal schools, or
divisions of instruction. They are—engineer-
ing, with its collateral branches of surveying,
levelling, plotting, plan-drawing, and office-

work generally ; mathematics, pure and ap-
plied, with especial reference to construction

;

physical science ; and languages. In addition
to the ordinary course, which will be com-
pulsory upon all students, there will also be,

after the custom at the Universities, an honour
course, which will be voluntary, and in which
students will be invited to compete for certain

prizes. It did not transpire from the Presi-

dent's speech whether any superior advan-
tages in the way of subsequent appointment
and promotion were to ensue from a student
being an " honour man," but it may be pre-

sumed that such will be the case. Should it

not be so, the competitors will not nmnber
many, as the ordinary course is in itself suffi-

ciently severe to tax the energies and demand
the whole of the time at the disposal of any
student whose talents are not of a superior

order.

The President having brought his address

to a close, the party adjourned to the dining-

room, where an excellent cold luncheon
awaited them. There were no further

speeches or formalities, and so soon as the

champagne and viands had been done ample
justice to, a move was made for the

"grounds." These are naturally exceedingly

beautifully situated, and their attractions are

enhanced by the care and expense lavished

ujDon them. Commanding from its elevated

position a magnificent view of the adjoining

country for miles round, the site is well

adapted to insure the health of those residing

in it. T'he whole of Windsor Castle, em-
bowered in its verdant foliage, formed a pro-

minent feature in the varied landscape, and
was the chief object of the visitors' attention

during their pleasant ramble. We were glad

to observe that there is a large part of the

demesne which is adapted for some better

end than mere ornament. There are somo
capital level fields, which only require well

rolling and laying down in places to be ren-

dered available for all those manly out-door

sports which have been, and it is hoped always
will be, a peculiar characteristic of the Eng-
lish people. There is every reason to sup-

pose that athletic and other sports will be not

only tolerated but encouragedat Coojicr's Hill,

as nothing tends more to induce and foster an

upright, independent feeling, and a proper

sense of self-reliance and self-respect, in

which qualities the professional man should

never be deficient.

Stmt of the Indlvn Cn'iL ENGiNEERma
College at Cooper's Hill.

President.—Lieut.-Col. George Chesney,

K.E.
Professor of Construction. — Calcott

Reilly, M.LC.E.
PUOI'ESSOR OF Matiieslvtics.— Rev. J.

Walsteuholme.
Physical Science.—H. M'Lcod.
Surveying.—JMajor Edgcombc, R.E.
Mechanical Drawing.—Lieutenant G. S.

Clarke, i;.E.

HiNDrsT/iNEE.—Cotton Mather, V.si\.

L.\KDSC.U"E Dealing.—Samuel Evans, Esq.
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REVIEWS OF RECENT BUILDIXGS.-
IV. French aot) Englisu Gothic.

IT is our business to-day to notice a work
of great importance, and one wliich luis

already received a large share of popular

applause. There seems to bo a general satis-

faction, in which we can heartily join, that

the Gothic style has, in the .S. I'ancras

Station and Hotel, entered formally on a new
field of conquest. The Midland Railway has

set the fashion, and there is no doubt that

other companies will follow it. Pointed

iirchitecUirc has gained a footing, and a sub-

stantial one, in a region which, hitherto, it

has entered only in remote corners, and
almost by stealth. Having seen a Gothic
railway station, we may soon even see a

Gothic theatre, and it will be the fault of

Mediaeval architects themselves if their style,

with public taste so rapidly turning in its

favour, does not soon transform our cities

from end to end. There has been plenty of

rejoicing over the success at .S. I'ancras, and
taking it in this sense, perhaps none too

much. As a triumph over the tyranny of

custom and the force of long-cherished pre-

judice, we can hardly be too much pleased

with the Midland Terminiis ; as a triumph
over the ditficulties of designing a Gothic
railway station and hotel, our praise caimot
be equally unbounded. The hotel, as at

Cannon-street and C'haring-cross, forms the

street front to the railway shed ; the latter,

spanned by a single roof nearly 2.50 feet wide.

abuts against it. For the main design of the

.station, we understand the engineer, Mr.
Barlow, to have been responsible ; that of t ho

hotel, and the architectural details of both

buildings, were supplied by Mr. G. G. Scott.

A^'e have thus two structures, inseparably

connected, but as different in their main
character and construction as it is possible to

imagine. The hotel, whatever we may think

of its details, is at least a work of architec-

ture. It is planned and composed in its main
features «ith a view to make it beautiful as

well as useful, for ilr. Scott is too accom-
plished an architect to fancy that ornament
is the beginning and end of a work of art.

The station, on the contrary, or at least the

great shed covering the platforms, is simply
the largest yet constructed of those curved
iron tunnels which of late years have become
the mask of a London terminus. It is the
last and largest product of the engineering
mind in this direction, and it is distinguish-

able from the previous ones by being a good
deal uglier on the outside, and not much
handsomer within. Its trusses, as most of

our readers are aware, are simple braced
arches of iron, with no cross tie, which spring
from the ground level, and consequently need
little abutment. This mode of construction
is a promising one, and some day, jjcrhaps,

when engineers rise into men, in place of

sinking into machines, it may be used with
great results. At present, studiously
repressing all human faculties but one, the
only thing they can do when they light on a

new system of roofing is to try who can
cover the widest span with it. Kobody, it

is true, wants these wide-span I'oofs, nobody
admires them, though vulgar people may
wonder at them when they are built.

Externally they arc simply hideous, an eye-
sore for miles around, a monument of the
stolid insensibility to which, by perseverance,
men can ultimately reduce themselves. The
modern engineer, judging from his works,
prides himself on the atrophy of all his men-
tal powers, e.\cei)t the power of calculation.

As for beauty of form or of arrangement, he
does not believe it exists, or if he does
believe, he hates it. Either he has persis-

tently shut his -eyes to it till he can distin-

guish it no longer-, or if he still sees it, it

enrages him, as music is said sometimes to

enrage peojile of weak intellect. 'I'he one
power which he respects and cultivates is the
power of calculation; the greatness which
can be wciglud and measured is the only

greatness he believes in, and even as a cal-

culator he is far from being as profound as

the public think him. With the results of a

series of experiments once tabulated, a very
small knowledge of algebra suffices him ; and
compared, for instance, with the labour of

making a " Nautical Almanac," that of calcu-

lating the strains in such a roof as the S.

Pancras one is altogether insignificant. The
slightest acquaintance with engineering books
shows how completely the public are duped
on this point. The one real merit of the

modern engineer is his practical judgment of

materials and labour. For this one he
deserves respect ; he would deserve more if

he had not neglected a dozen other accpiire-

ments of equal importance in order to attain

it. The so-called ' .science '" of his wide-span
roofs and lattice girders is of the shallowest

sort, and that sort, nineteen times out of

twenty, wofully misapplied. It needs no
great genius to invent such a roof as that of

the Midland .Station, and no great intellect

to calculate the strength of it. But it needs
much care aad much experience to get it pro-

perly constructed and jnit together, and it is

just this capacity for practical supervision

which has been the redeeming point of the

engineering profession. They have often

done their work in complicated ways when
simple ones were at hand, in expensive ways
when cheap ones would have answered the

piu'posc, in revolting, ugly ways when beau-
tiful ones would have been easier ; bat, such
as it is, it has generally been executed well.

If their design has often been absurd, their

superintendence has often been admirable.

The design of this roof at ,S. Pancr;is, then,

is simply that of a person who can see but
one object deserving the pursuit of a rational

being ; namely, that of constructing a wider
roof than anybody has constructed before.

To criticise it on any other ground would be
ridiculous. All that can be said of it is that

it is more than .S(J yards across, and thus
plainly proves i\Ir. B.irlow to be, by we do not
know how many feet run, the greatest rail-

way engineer in the kingdom. Tridy, modern
civilisation is a wonderful thing, and its

works, if. they could see them, might well

astonish the builders of the middle ages.

From sundry notices which have appeared in

the newspapers, there seems, indeed, to

be a singular notion abroad that this S.

Pancras shed is a Medireval building. The
mistake, perhaps, arose from the fact that,

on careful examination, a slight point is per-

ceptible at the apex of its roof trusses, and
reporters seized on this as their uniform and
infallible criterion of what is, or is not,

Gothic. It is doing a great injustice, how-
ever, to this remarkable work to class it with
the comp.ai'ativcly trivial productions of the
thirteenth century. The largest of them has
no span which deserves the slightest compa-
rison with it. It may be some apology for

them that they are vaulted in stone, since a
stone roof of 50 feet wide demands a great

deal more constructive science than an iron

one of 200 ; and it may further be pleaded
that they are likely to be not much the worse
for wear a good many centuries after our
modern ones have rusted away and been for-

gotten. But, .allowing all this, they .are hope-
lessly out of tie race, for their designers
never reached that grand absorption in one
idea which is the glory of the nineteenth-cen-
tury engineer. Tlicy complicated matters by
thinking of beauty and permanence and
adaptation to an end, instead of cutting
themselves adrift from all such fancies,

and following feet and inches with sub-
limely undivided allegi.ance. So they
miserably failed, frittering their lives away
on trifles like Lincoln, or Beauvais, or
Cologne Cathedrals—things no more to be
compared with the 210 feet spans of a modern
railway .shed th.an are the insignificant works
of Kan'aelle or Leonardo da Ainci with the
five-mile long panoramas of an American
painter.

In this part of the station, Mr. Scott has

attempted but little. The booking-oflice,

where he seems to have had his own way, is

a lofty Gothic hall, sufficiently fine to make
us wonder why it was not finer. In other
words, it has so much that is excellent in

detail that we look for something better than
the crude clumsy design of the heavy timber
roof, with its diagonal bracing scooped out into

quatrefoils of portentous size, and its struts

inserted awkwardly as if when the structure

had begun to fail. This roof is eminently
tantalising ; a little more thought and study,

to all appearance, would have made it such a

complete success that its half satisfactory

effect is doubly disappointing. The oak
framing and fittings below are very good,
and there .are some admirable groups of wall-

shafts and corbels. Outside the booking-
ollice is a glass and iron roof, the lattice

girders of which, are partly, not completely,
made to harmonise with Medireval forms.

The treatment of the rain water pipes here
is noticeable. The hotel is still nnfinhshed.

Its main features are striking and picturesque,

the least satisfactory, perhaps, being the

truncated roof of the middle tower. Its

materials aud workm.anship, too, are of the

best. For cpiality of brickwork, London has

few buildings equal to it. The bricks, more-
over, which come from Nottingham, are

hard, solid, and square, and promise to be
more durable than the sandy red Suffolks in

general use. We are gl.ad to see that Ketton
stone, which has stood so well in the few
parts of the metropolis where it has been
used, is here introduced for the weatherings.

The other dressings, with the exception of

the shafts, are chiefly of Ancaster stone, and
though this is never remarkably white, it is

too white to harmonise with the dark wall

facings. The contrast of colour at present

is glaring, and we can only suppose that i\Ir.

Scott, whose work is not usually chargeable

with "loudness" and vulgarity, has pur-

posely allowed for the inevitable toning down
which will result from the accumulated dirt

and smoke of years. In its present state the

arcade of shops next tlie New-road is any-

thing but a pleasant object, and will never,

we fear, be looked upon as quite what might
have been expected from their designer.

Almost the only detail in this arcade which
will bear looking at is the ironwork on some
of the doorways. This is really excellent, as

arc the gates, of mixed wrought aud cast

metal, which are at present lying in front of

the hotel. But the general forms in this

range of shops and arches, their voussoirs of

staring red and white, and the uninter-esting

pierced parapet which surmounts them, are

more like what we are accustomed to in the

front of a new public-house than of a struc-

ture like the present one. In the hotel itself,

we are conqjellcd, with all respect for a master

of the ]\Iedia;val style like Mi-. Scott, to

question the propriety—nay, even the truth-

fulness—of the window treatment generally.

^^'e do not like to see what, inside, is a single

wide sash made to look on the outside like

two narrow lights, by a detached shaft

planted opposite its centre. If sashes are i

used, we like them to fit the openings, and to I

look as if they were made for their jilaoe.

We think, in siiort, that the mode in which

the glass is to be fixed, and in which the

window is to open, ouglit to influence the

design of its masonry as well as of its wood-
work; and that it is not enough to introduce

modern construction in a crude and inartistic

form, and then cover it up with bits of

unnecessary Gothic detail. The architect

who uses sashes should design his windows
for them ; and not let himself be tempted

by the beauty of an altogether different type

of fenestration, to copy it under circum-

stances that make it a mere sham. There is

a vast quantity of car\-ing, in capitals and

cornices, .about the hotel : some of it very

good, and much of it merely wh.at we pass

m every street without sjiecial notice. Round
the bases of the first floor shafts are groups

of small figures, which at present are not in
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a state for close examination. There are

good mouldings of Early Freneli character in

the prinoijial doorways, and in tlie arches

and tracery of the windows. But, in the

greater part of such a work as this, tracery,

01' at least such tracery as is adopted, seems

to us to be a mistake ; and in this particular

we look upon a building like Mr. Somers
Clarke's Lothbury offices as a far better

adaptation of Poiuted art to modern purposes

than this vast and showy S. I'ancras Hotel.

IRON V. LEAD PIPES.

" O'^'^ °^ *'^° frying-pan into the fire" is^ but a homely rendering of the Vir-

giliau line, '-Incidit in Scyllam, qui vult

vitare Charybdim ;" andit is more than pro-

1 lable that many local boards and corporate

authorities, who have never recognised the

truth of the proverb in its Classic dress, will

.soon become aware of it in its vernacular

phraseology. It would be difficult at the

jjresent moment to decide to which term of

tlie adage the iron and lead pipe may respec-

tively belong, but there is no question there

is not much choice left between them. Under
certain circumstances and conditions, which
vary with the locality, they are both to be
feared as mediums for the conveyance of

water as well as gas. In this, as in many
similar instances, the aid of the chemist is

necessary to perfect the work of the engineer

and surveyor, and in truth in all matters

relating to sanitary reform the combined
resources of the two professions are indis-

pensable towards the successful accomplish-

ment of the object in view. Let us consider

the case of iron pipes first, and investigate

some of the objections lu-ged against their

use, as the whole subject is one of the most
serious importance to the jiublic at large. It

is alleged that iron pipes are porous, allow-

ing their contents to escape, or literally to

permeate through the molecidar interstices

of the material ; that, moreover, they leak

considerably at the joints, speedily corrode

and decay, especially when laid in damp
ground, and are not suited for conveying
certain descriptions of water, which is to be
utilised for potable and culinary purposes.

Although the more immediate bearing of

this question of iron versus lead, so far as

the sanitary welfare of the community is

concerned, relates to the supply of water,

yet its connection with that of gas cannot be

overlooked. This brings us to the considera-

tion of the porosity of iron pipes, and the

consequent escape of any volatile fluids they

may contain.

An obvious distinction must be made
between the escape of gas by direct leakage

and by permeation. The fact that absolute

permeation does take place is incontestable :

equally so with leakage. When iron

pipes are fresh laid, with new joints, in a
perfectly hermetically tight condition, so

that no direct leakage can take place, the

ground in the vicinity nevertheless becomes
in a very short time completely saturated

with gas. Again, where gas pipes have been
laid near wells tlie water has been found con-
taminated by the escape of their contents.

But a still more remarkable circumstance
has been observed at Croydon and else-

where. '\Vlien iron pipes, some containing
gas and the others water, have been laid in con-
tiguity, the gas has been found to escape from
the one pipe, and permeate through the other
until it mixed with the water in it. Extra-
ordinary as this occurrence may appear, it is

readily explained in accordance with the
chemical theory of the subtle diffusion of

gases. It is, in fact, a species of eudosmose.
The gas having once escaped from its own
confinement impregnates the ground lying

about the pipes, and thus we have the pipe
containing the water surrounded by gas. It

therefore occupies the position of a porous
medium between two fluids of different

densities, and by virtue of the chemical law
alread alluded to, they will tend to become

intermixed, with a force inversely propor-
tional to their respective specific gravities.

The remedy for this is obviously to diminish

the porosity of the pipe, which may be
effected either by the employment of another

material o.' by coating the iron externally or

internally with some description of protec-

tive paint. If this measure were effectually

carried out, and the pipes protected exter-

nally, a double end would be answered. The
permeation would be arrested, and the cor-

rosion and gradual destruction of the pipes

materially retarded, if not altogether pre-

vented. It is for this reason that some of

the recently-laid gas pipes have been well

payed over on the outside with tar. A coat-

ing of tar is no doubt better than nothing,

but it is not by any means the best preserva-

tive that might be used. There are numerous
patent protecting and preserving paints, and
it is probable that the true solution of the

problem lies in the adojition of some one of

these, or in the preparation of a special

description for the purpose.

Supposing this difficulty overcome, there

still remains that of leakage from the joints,

which appears well-nigh insuperable. It is

not that perfectly sound and tight joints

cannot be made in the first instance, for in

the majority of cases they are, but they

cannot be maintained in that condition. The
least sinking of the ground, or any local dis-

turbance, will cause the joints to "draw," as

it is termed, and in a short time they become
leaky. The only effectual remedy for this

contingency is to lay all water and gas pipes

in a subway, a measure that should be made
compulsory by Parliament upon all water

and gas companies. With regard to the

chemical action of water xipon iron pipes, so

far as concerns the risk of endangering its

potability, it may be almost disregarded

unless the water be of an unusual degree of

hardness. In that case the carbonate of lime

will be decomposed, leaving the lime for the

stronger base, by the laws of affinity, and a

compound will be formed having the chemical

equivalent represented by the symbol FeO,
CO2. This is the same substance which
occurs as a natural spathose iron ore, and is

also found in the common clay ironstone,

from which nearly all our English iron is

manufactured. Water containing this mineral

is easily known by its redchsh rusty appear-

ance, and the deposit of a similar character

which is precipitated from it on exposure to

the air. There is, however, no reasonable

cause for supposing that contamination to

this extent would ever result from the use of

iron pipes for fm-nishing the water supply.

Ever since the famous experiment at Ham-
burgh, every substance has been acknow-
ledged to be more or less porous, the degree

of porosity being inversely proportional to

its specific gravity. The same ratio will also

represent the permeability of the substance.

The specific gravity of iron is 3-79, while

that of lead is 11-35, or almost exactly three

times that of the former metal. The sub-

stitution of lead pipes for iron would thus at

once prevent all leakage, except directly

through imperfect joints, and the occurrence

of this evil could be far more easily guarded

against than in the case of iron. These ad-

vantages possessed by leaden pipes, to which

must be added their greater durability, and
freedom from corrosion, are counterbalanced

by the manner in which lead is acted upon by
water, which presents very unsatisfactory and
even dangerous features. If a piece of clean

lead be immersed in pure water, and after-

wards exposed to the air, in a very short time

a white, flaky, semi-crystalline powder is

formed, which is soluble in water, and,

similar to all preparations of this metal, is a

rank poison. One merit belongs to this

poisonour contamination, which is that it is

easily detected. But as pure water, in the

chemical sense of the term, never constitutes

the supply provided for towns, we must take

the case of ordinary rivers and sjjring water

of a moderate degree of softness. In this

instance the same operation takes place, but
in a much less observable degree. Most
waters of this description contain a small
jiroportion of sulphates, which causes the
deposition of an exceedingly tenuous film of
sulphate of lead upon the inside of the pipe,
aud thus the furtlier formation of the poison-
ous salt is at once chocked. Thus it is that
leaden pipes and leaden cisterns are used
with impunity, or apparent impunity, in
numerous instances for conveying and
storing water. However true theoretically
this chemical protective action may be, it

would obviously be in the highest degree
culpable to rely upon its efticacy, when the
purity of the water supply of a town was
the question at issue. The third case that
presents itself for consideration is when
water containing a large proportion of car-

bonic acid is passed througli leaden pipes.

Under these circumstances the formation of
white lead would ensue, wliich is soluble
in water containing carbonic acid.

The conclusion to be arrived at with re-

spect to this important question is that the
mechanical advantages of lead are out-
weighed by its chemical disadvantages. It

is well known that very soft water acts most
injuriously upon this metal. Besides, lead
pipes could not pos.sibly be substituted

generally for iron ones, but only on a cer-

tain scale, and under certain conditions.

It is clear that local boards and the sanitary

authorities of towns are placed in a dilemma.
They cannot poison the inhabitants on the
one hand, neither can they on the other
permit the enormous waste and contamina-
tion of water which continually occurs.

Nevertheless, the coui'se to pursue is clear

enough. "Whatever may be the mechanical
difficulties to overcome, whatever may be
the loss by defective joints or corroded
pipes, they must all be endured in preference

to adopting a remedy which entails a peril

to the public health, which cannot be en-

dured. It cannot be too prominently kept
in view that no amount of filtration will

purify water chemically contaminated. We
throw out this suggestion because we have
so frequently heard the expression, " Oh, I

filter my water, therefore it's all right,

wherever it comes from." Filtration re-

moves mechanically suspended impurities,

but not those held in chemical solution.

NOTES ON CARPENTRY, AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES.—IIL

WHEN a structure is put together so that

a pressure on one point of it is trans-

mitted through several members to its final

bearing or bearings, it becomes necessary to

ascertain how much of the initial pressure is

borne by eachmember, so that the dimensions

of each part may be proportioned to the

strain it will have to bear. To ascertain

these relative strains on the different members
of a structure it is necessary to consider in

what direction and with what intensity

the forces act, and how they are met
and resolved, which is the doctrine of tho

composition and resolution of forces. The
easiest method by whicli to ascertain

these relative strains, and an absolutely exact

one, is the graphic mcthoii : thus, take tho

simplest form of two members of a structure

combined to resist one force, one member
of which sustains the pressure or load by

opposing to it its inherent power of resist -

ance to compression, and the other its power

of resistance to extension. Let Figure 3

represent a strut and a tie projecting from

a wall, and let it be rec|uired to suspen<l a

weight W, from the point A. To find tho

tensile strain on the tie A B. and the ioni-

pressive strain on the strut A C, draw A .r

in line with A B. Draw A W vertically of

such a Icrgth as to represent by scale tho

weight suspended. Draw \V x parallel to

.V C, aud W y parallel to A B. ^^)W by the

.^ame scale measure the length A .r and A y ;
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the former is the measure of the strain on the

tie A B, and tlie latter tliat on the strut

A C. Or take a crane, as in Fig. 4, whore
the weight W, suspended from the end of

the jib A C, and acting tlirough the inter-

vention of the tie rod A B, and the strut

A C, is ultimately borne by the transverse

stren.iithof tlie post B C. In like manner
Ax aiul A y measure the strains on the tie

rods and the strut respectively by the same
scale which measures A W equal to the

weiglit suspended.
()r we may take a trussed girder (Fig. 0)

in wliii-Ii case, if W A measure the weight oji

the p')int w. ^V .» and W'lj will measure the

sti'ains on the truss rods.

'i'liese few examples will show the principle

of the graphic methol of determining strains

in combined structures; there are more com-
plicated cases, but perhaps these may here
be stitficient.

^

nc.4

FIC.6

AVe shall now turn our attention to the
more immediate business of the carpenter in

tiie framing together of pieces of timber.
Those, however, who take into consideration

general principles in performing dctaiied

work will be more likely to execute it well

and soundly than tlioso who take no lieed of

tluMu. 'J'here is a hidden current of principles

governing all we rightly do, however small

or detailed, and those who perform detailed

work in accordance with those )irinciples are

artists or artisans, while those who neglectthem
are mere bunglers—rule-of-thumb men—who
might be right occasionally by chance, but
who, in general, perform work which is wortli-

le.ss, because unsound in principle.

\Ve have endeavoured to give to carpenters
some of the principles which, in our view,
ought to govern the erection of timber
structures, and the present writer acknow-
ledges that some of the most practically use-
ful lessons he himself ever learnt in his pro-
fession wei-e learnt from carpenters, from
their daily practice and from their kindly
conversation, and he has their names now in

remembrance and in honour. It is by the

judicious combination of theory and practice

that the efficient carpenter, the efficient

engineer, or the efficient architect is to be
gauged. It is as impossible for the engineer

or architect to live by theory alone as it is

for the carpenter to become more than a
carpenter by practice alone. We have heard

a good deal of the superiority of the Conti-

the time to come, and the conclusion of the
Council of the Institution was that, although
the Continental engineers had tlie advantage
of us in theoretical education, wo had the
advantage that our pupils mixed with work-
men almost from the first day of their pupil-
age, and so became better acquainted with
the practical mode of dealing with materials,

which the Continentals had yet to learn after
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nental workmen, the (iermans in jiarticular,

because they have had a good education in
general principles before they come to
practical work ; and the Institution of Civil
Engineers lately instituted an inquiry into
the systems under which Continental engineers
were educated, with a view to the improve-
ment of the status of I'^ngli :.li cnidneers for

they became placed in positions of trust and
authority. And so it comes about that w&
learn from each other, if wo will only have-

in consideration that it is necessary to respect

each other's position.

Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, li', l;!, and Hare
sketches of an executed roof, and represent

a queen-post roof of oOft. span over a railway
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goods warehouse, and wlion -n-e come to point
out the reasons why the several parts are cut
and framed as represented, we shall have
occasion to make a remark upon the obser-
vations we have just made.

INFORMATION FOR AMATEURS.—GLUE-
ING, VENEERING, POLISHING.*

r:;||_LUEING.—The right sort of sjlue to use forVT orilinary work is " best Scotch " (inferior kinds
•are often adulterated with lime). This y;lne i.s sold

•at all goo<l tool shops ; but if it caunot be obtained
choose the most transparent cakes. For tine work
in light-coloured woods, Salisbury gluemay beused;
this is made iu thin cake.s, and is of a clear amber
'Colour.

PREi'.vnA.Tiox OF THE Glue.—Break it into small
pieces with tlie li.-nnmer, and soak for at least twelve
liunrs in sidRcient water to keep it covered even
when swollen by the water it absorbs ; this wafer
must be cold. It is no use attempting to melt glue
by putting it into hot water ; it will always be
stringy, and give endless trouble. Put the pieces of
•soaked glue without any superfluous water into tlie

glue pot, taking care that the outer vessel is kept
full of water, which will prevent the glue in the
inner vessel from bnruing; this is very important.
The glue will soon dissolve; it will be thin at

first, but quite strong enough ; subsequent boilings
will, however, improve it, so long as it is never
allowed to burn ; indeed, as water is driven off by
evaporation, more will have to be added. If
stronger glue is required, it may be made w-ith beer
instead of water, and stronger still if linseed oil

is added to it instead of water as the original water
in which it was dissolved is evaporated by boiling.

Cleanliness is very essential to the well-being of
glue ; a wooden cover should therefore be provided
for the pot, and if any dust or dirt is on the cold

-glue, it sliould be just washed off before putting the
pot on the tire. A scum always rises as the glue
boils; carpenters generalh' stir this iu with the
brush, I prefer to skim it off, and put it in a
g.iUipot, where it accumulates and settles with

• By Sberrakd B. B.uiNABy (from the Quarterly Journal
oj the Amateur Mechanical Society).

waste scr.apings, and much of it may be utilised

afterwards.

A wire stretched across the pot is very useful to

remove superfluous glue from the brushes; this is

much better than jiressiug them against the edge of

the pot, where quite enough glue is siu'e to accumu-
late and burn.

Never use any of that old dried-up and burnt
glue, which may be generallj' found in the bottom of

a glue pot kept in a kitchen; have the whole concern

boiled out iu a saucepan before j'ou put your nice

clean glue into the pot.

IIciw Tf) UsK THE Glue.—It must not be sup-
posed that the strength of a glue-joint depends
upon the quantity used; those joints hold the best

iu wdiich the pieces of wood .are brought closest to-

gether. The following is a brief description of the

process to be pursued:—Have the glue as hot as

possible, the glue pot within easy reach, a basin of

liot water, and a bit of sponge on the bench. Cover
quickly witii hot glue both the surfaces to be united,

and rub them together, pressing out all the glue

that can be got rid of ; let the motion of the one
piece on the other be but slight; for instance, iu a

three foot joint the top piece need never move more
than an inch or two beyond the other, which is

fixed, it is supposed, in the bench screw ; it will be

soon felt that they are inclined to stick together,

then they must be brought at once to that which is

to be their final position, and not moved again.

SupcrfiuoHS glue may now be wiped off with the

sponge when uecessary, i. e., when it is in an angle

or an awkward place to get at afterw^ards; but as a

general rule, and particularly iu a long joint, it

should be left on till cold, for it excludes the air, and
goes a long way toward.s making a good permanent
joint.

If the edges of two long boards have to be glued
together, the job will require two hands. One
board having been fixed in the bench-screw, the

other is rested against it, so that the edges meet
obhquely, making a very blunt V. "While one
workman steailies this second board (with the help
of a weight, or the jack planes on the bench to keep
it from slipping), the other, holding the glue-pot in

his left hand, passes the brush, well loaded with
glue, rapidly along the edges; he must not mind
wasting his glue ; there is no time now to be careful

about spilling a drop or two. When the edges are

quite covered, he t.akes one end of the loose hoard,
his assistant the other, and they rub it up anil

down a time or two till it sticks, as with shorter
pieces.

And here note that if you are not skilful enough
to shoot a perfectly true edge on your board, make
it shghtly concave rather th.au convex ; for the ends
have a tendency to rise.

In glueing flat pieces of wood together, such as
two or three thin pieces to make one thick, with the
grain running two or three different ways, screw-
clamps are required. These are wonderfully useful
things, for many purposes, very cheap, and not half
enough used by amateurs.

Vexeeiumg.—The softest woods .should be chosen
for veneering upon—such as common cedar or

yellow-pine ;—perhaps the best of all for the ])ur-

pose is " arrow-board," twelve foot lengths of
which can be had of perfectly straight grain, and
without a knot ; of course no one ever veneers over
a knot. Hard wood can be veneered, boxwood
v.-ith ivory, for instance ; but wood that will wiirp
and twist, such as nasty cross-grained m.ahogany,
must be avoided.

The veneer, and the wood on which it is to be
laid, must both be carefully prepared, the former by
taking out all marks of the saw on both sides with a
fine toothing ]ilane, the latter with a coarser tooth-

ing plane. If the veneer happen to be broken in

doing this, it may be repaired at once witii a bit of

stiff paper glued upon it on the upper side. The
veneer should be cut rather larger than the siu*face

to be covered ; if much twisted, it may be d.amped

and placed xmder a bo.ard and weight over night.

This saves much trouble ; but veneers are so cheap,

about Id, a foot, that it is not worth while taking

much trouble about refractory pieces. The wood to

be veneered must now be sized with thin glue ; the

ordinary glue-pot iviU sujqily tliis by dipping the

brush first into the glue, then into the boiling w.ater

in the outer vessel. The size must be allowed to

dry before the veneer is laid.

AVe will suppose now that the veneering process is

.about to commence. The glue in good contlition,

and boiling hot, the bench cleared, a basin of hot

water with the veneering hammer aud a sponge in it,

a cloth or two, and everything in such position that

one will not interfere with, or be in the way of,

another.

First, damp with hot water that side of the veneer

which is not to be glued, then glue the other side.

Second, glue o\'er as quickly as possible the wood
itself, previously toothed and sized. Third, bring

the veneer rapidly to it, (pressing it down with the

outspread hands, aud taking care that the edges of

the veneer overlap a little all round. Fourth, grasp

the veneering hammer close to the pane (shaking off

the hot water from it) and the handle pointing awaj''

from you ; wriggle it about, pressing down stoutly,

and squeezing the glue from the centre out at the

edges. If it is a hu-ge piece of stuff which is to be

veneered, the assistance of a hot fiat iron from the

kitchen will be wauted to make the glue liquid again

after it has set ; but don't let it dry the wood
underneath it, or it will burn the glue and scorch

the veneer, aud ruin the work. Fifth, having got

out all the glue possible, search the surface for

blisters, which "will at once be betrayed by the

somid they give when tapped with the handle of

the hammer ; the hot iron (or the inner vessel of the

glue pot itself, which often answers the purpose)

must lie applied, aud the process with the hammer
repeated.

When tlie hammer is not in the hand, it should he

iu the hot water.

The wdiole may now be sponged over with hot

water, and wiped as dry as can be. And observe,

throughout the above process never have any slop

and wet about the work that a'ou can avoid.

Whenever you use the sponge, squeezS it well first.

D.amp and heat is wanted, not wet aiul heat. It is

a good thing to have the .sponge in the left hand nearly

all the time, ready to talje up any moisture or

squeezed-out glue from the front of the hammer.

So much for laying veneers with the hammer,

which, tliough a valuable tool for the amateur, is

not much used iu the best cabinet makers' shops

;

cauls are adopted instead. The3- are made of wood,

the shape and size of the surface to he veneered, or,

better still, of rolled zinc plate, and being made
very hot before a good blaze of shavings, thej' are

clamjied dnwn on tlie work when tlie veneer is got

into its place ; they must be previously soajied,

to prevent them sticking to the veneer. Tlie whole

is then left to drj- together. The hammer is quite

suflicieut for most amateurs. I have l.iid veneers

with it oft. long by ISin. wide, without assistance,

and without leaving a blister. Cauls, however,

are very necessary if a double curved surface has

to be veneered, or a concave surface; they need.
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not be usetl for a simple convex surface. By
wetting "vvell one siile of the veneer it will curl

up, and can easily belaid on such a snrfacc; but

it will be well to bind tlic wiiole round with some
soft string; to assist it in keeping diiwn while

drying.

PoMSHiNG,—No attempt at scrajMn^i', s:^nd-papi?r-

ing, or polishinp; veneered Avork must bt; madt- till

the j^lue is perfectly dry and liard. It should be

left twenty-four hours in a warm room at least,

and better ^till if left two or three times as long.

Tlie processes for French polishinji \ary some-
what, according to the nature nf tlie wood. For
common work in deal, the wood may be well

sized first, then papered with line glass-paper, and
polished.

For mahogany, walnut, and similar porous woods,

the pores must be tilled by rubbing in, on a roller

of old carpet, a mixture of Russian tallow (that is.

tallow free from salt) and plaster of pnris. well

amalgamated, before the fire in cold weather.

Russian tallow may be had at most oil sliops gene-

rally pure enough ; but if the presence of salt is

suspected, refine it by boiling it in plenty of water,

stirring it well, and skimming it. Set it by to cool,

and use the cake of tallow which will be at the top.

The more this fiUing-up process is persevered in

the less will be the subsequent labour in polisliing;

quite a bright surface should be grpt up by this

nlone. The mixture of tallow and plaster may be

darkened with red lead for mahogany, or other

colom'ing matter according to fancy.

This filling is not necessary for boxwood, ebony,
or other of the hard woods.

To polish a surface thus preparetl, not being hard
wood, and not in the lathe, take a hall of cotton

wool saturated with methylated French p(dis!i
;

cover it with a fold of linen cloth; on the linen

cover jtut, with the tip of the finger, a drop or two
of raw refined linseed oil (not " boiled oil"); get on
a good body of varnish by rubbing always one way
with circular strokes; be very careful to go over all

the ground each time you work round the surface;

and do not go over the same spot twice before you
have gone over all. The longer this is done tlie

better. Never mind the smears, which, though thev
look queer, are the very appearance yoxi want at

this stage. Having got on a good body, leave your
work and take to another piece. It is good to leave

it, if convenient, even for a day or two. By the

way, shut all doors and windows before you begin.

You can't do French polishing in a draught or in a
very cold room.

AVhcn you resume work, use a mixture of half

methylated French polish and half methylated spirit,

or less than half of the spirit when you commence,
and i)ut now as little as possible on tlie wool, cover-
ing it with more than one fold of fine linen or

cambric. Very little oil. a-; before—(uily just
enongli to prevent the rubber from sticking to the

work ; go over it lightly, wit'i an easy gentle touch,

in circular strok es, all one way. Never miml the

smears. When it comes to look something like a
good result, which it soon will, you may take out

the smears by rubbing up and diuvn witli a mere
trace of spirit on wool well covered witli the linen,

but avoid going over the same place twice, and be
very liglit and gentle, or you will remove your polish.

Finally rub it well with a clean wash leather

(carefully folded, so as to leave no hard crease which
will scratch), or an old silk handkerchief, breathing
on the work occasionally.

Boxwood, cbnny, cocus, &c., may be rapidly
jiolishcd in the lathe. At first get a body on of

polish, and this can be done witliout ushig any oil.

The work must not be turned round rapidly, but
the pulley of the lathe moved slowly by hand; then
>ise yr)ur rubber witli a droj) of oil, and finally, the
polish thinned with spirit.

If either on tlat or turned work you require a
very superior polish, you may remove nearly all the

first coat witli fine glass-paper, and put it on again,

which will not take long, the pores being all filled.

Kemember that throughout the oil is only used to

prevent the rul>ber from sticking, and it has to be
got out afterwards with the spirit; so never use
more than necessary.

In the lathe, when you come to the wa^h leathers,

the work may be driven rapidly. A bit of ehony
can be polished in live or six minutes to such a siu--

face that small print can be easily read in it as in a
mirror. Don't use your rubbers when they get hard
and dry, but, nevertlieless, stick to an (dd one as
long as you can, and if you liave to put them by,
keep them in a tin box tightly covered.

Kecently a piece of glass, measuring TOO super-
ficial feet, nndcrwimt the process of silvering at the
works of Messrs. I*ratt and Co., IVaslcv-cross, S.
Helens.

PKEEN MANOR HOUSE.

THE Manor House of Preen, of which we this

week give an illustration, lies between Shrews-

bury and Much Wenlock, on the side of a valley

wliicli falls away grandly from the house, and rises

on the opposite side, at a distance of about three

miles, to the long high ridge known as Wenlock
Edge. The house is on the site of a cell formerly in

connection ^vith Wenlock Abbey, and it was at lirst

intended to incorporate portions of the old walls into

the new building; but they proved to be so entirely

decayed that this was found to be impossible, and.

though portions of the new house occupy the same

site as the old. no portions of the old walls exist.

The parish church, to which the house is actually

attached (and from which it gets the name of Church
Preen), is of very startling proportions, being up-

wards of 70ft. long, by only i2ft. wide, inside. It

was carefully though jilainly restored some four or

five years ago. On the north side is the chnrch-

3'ard, raised on a high level, and chieflj' remarkable

for an extremely large old yew, unfortunately in a

very deca^^ed state.

The approach to the house winds through a

beautiful wood. The entrance-door is on a low

level, and a wide stone stair leads up to the principal

floor. On the ground-floor are the billiard-room,

business-room, lavatories, and [housekeeper's and

butler's departments, whilst in the rear, and on a

slightly higher level (so as to suit the fall of the

ground) are the kitchens and offices connected there-

with.

The principal floor contains a hall and staircase

about IjTift. by l<Sft., from which enter the drawing-

room and library. The large bay window in our

illustration is on the north side of the drawing-room,

and commands a fine view of a hanging wood
adjoining, whilst a corresponding bay to the south

overlooks the flower gardens and more distant land-

scape. Corridors lead right and left from the centre

hall, one to the dining-room (the three lofty windows
of which are shown in our view), the other to a

music-room of large size, chiefly lit by a window at

one end. opening into a terrace about '20(ift. long,

from which magnificent views over the valley are

obtained. The kitchen garden is on one side of this

terrace, and separated from it by the higli wall, a

bay or two of which is shown.

Numerous bed and dressing-rooms occupy the

upper floors, from nearly all of which fine views are

obtained. The house is built of local stone, with

dressings from the Longnor quarries. The gables

and half-timbered work are of oak, and in parts

are richly moulded. The chimneys are of cut and
rubbed red brick, and, as may be inferred from the

drawing, are enormous. The roofs are of red Staf-

fordshire tiles. The house will have an ample water

supi>ly from a large reservoir, fed by springs, on the

high land in the rear, and at a distance of about half

a mile, and it Avill be lit by gas from an apparatus

jdaced down in the valley. The corridors, stairs,

and principal rooms will be heated by hot-waler

coils, in addition to the open flre-places. There are

extensive stables and outbuildings at the back, and

a good range of greenhouses in the kitchen garden,

a large fernery, and a conservatory.

The architect of the building is Mr. R. Norman
Shaw, and the illustration, as given by us, is a

photo-litho. reproduction of Mr. Shaw's admirable

drawing, which many of oiu" readers no doubt saw
this vear at the Roval Academv.

THE THAMES EJIBANKMEXT EXTENSION.

ON Saturday the foundation-stone of the Chelsea

section of the Thames iCmbankmcnt was laid.

This new piece of embankment will reclaim nine-and-

a-half acres of ground from the river. There will

be a roadway upon it 7i»ft. wide and three-ipiarters

of a mile long, and the rest will be ])Ianlcd out in

ornamental gardens. Tliis additional three-ipiarters

of a mile will bring up the entire length of embank-
ment-road from Blackfriars to Battersea-bridge,

four-and-a-quarter miles, short the break between
Westminster-bridge and Millbank, which is some-
thing under a quarter of a mile. Tlie river wall at

Chcl.sea will be of concrete, faced with granite,

similar in this respect to the Albert and to the eastern

portion of the Victoria Embankment. The introduc-

tion of Portland cement concrete in lieu of brickwork

will, in this work alone, effect a saving of -£2l.()UU.,

and for this we are mainly indebted to the ex-
])eriments made at the instigation of the Board of
Works, and consequent improvements in the manu-
facture of Portland cement. The granite, instead of
being dressed to a smooth face as in the other em-
bankments, will be simply hammer-dressed, which
will give it a character of massivcness. The parapet,

which will be of solid granite, will also be made of

a bolder and less refined contour than in the Victoria

and Albert Embankments, to harmonise with the
general appearance of the wall. Owing to the more
favourable character of the ground and the nature
and extent of the river traffic at this part of the river,

it has been deemed unnecessary to carry the founda-
tions of the wall to so great a depth as in the case
t)f the embankments lower down the stream. In
this embankment they extend to four feet below low
water spring tides, and this will enable the work to

be executed without the aid of the whtde-tide coffer-

dams, a condition which very materially lessens its

cost. The width of the river will, when the new
works are complete, be of a nearly uniform width of

"iiOft. At present the width varies from TOO to.S JOft,

and at the western end, near Chelsea Hospital, the

mudbank is in some places as much as four feet in

depth. -
THE ARCHITECT OF THE SCOTT

MONUMENT.

THE present Scott Centenary enthusiasm in the
north brings into prominent notice the archi-

tect of his monument in Edinburgh. IMr. David
Cousin, the well-known architect, contributes an in-

teresting letter to the Scotsman, in which he
supplies various details regarding the life and
talents of David Kemp, the architect of the

Scott monument ;
— " Kemp," he says, "was bred a

joiner, and was one of the neatest-handed workmen
of his day. There are still several specimens of his

handicraft to be seen. His principal work in this

department is perhaps the model of Dalkeith Palace,

which he executed under the direction of the late

Mr. Burn. He also made a laborious and minute
model, to a large scale, of Glasgow Cathedral, all

cut in wood—to the most minute detail—embracing
a design he had conceived of a restoration of that

greatest of our Scottish ecclesiastical remains. Sir

George Ballinghall, the late Professor of Jlilitary

Surger3% employed a relative of my own to make
models of litters for the removal of the wounded
from the field of battle; and as Kemp had been for

several years in the employment of the friend re-

ferred to, he was, as a matter of course, employed in

these intricate pieces of handicraft. I well recollect

his 'tool-chest.' made by himself in spare hours,

after his daily task was over—a model of neatness

in its way. While thus devoted to his calling, his

higher genius ever led him to seek solacemeut in art

and poetry. Shakespeare, Spenser, Chaucer. Sir

David Lindsay, and Drummond of Hawthornden
were his special favourites among our earlier ]ioet8

;

Burns and Scott of the more recent. He had a

most tenacious memory, and was ever ready with apt
quotations of the more racy and quaint portions; so

that his social powers of amusement were of no
mean order. Although not a great musician, he
coulil give a capital comic song in character. B ut
architecture was his ruling passion. He has told me
that York Cathedral stirred his soul to its inner

depths. Latterly he gave full vent to his enthusiasm
for this branch of art by taking up his abode in the

various cathedral towns in England, working there

as a joiner for weeks or months as fancy dictated, or

till his researches were completed, when he lifted his

tool-ehest and betook himself elsewhere. He visited

France in the course of his rambles; and it was
shortly after his return that the advertisements ap-

peared requesting cnnipetititin ilesigns for a monu-
ment to Sir Walter Scott, This fired his ambition,

as he was an enthusiastic admirer of the Wizard of

the North, and he entered the competition and beat

all who entered the lists against him. Before closing

this hasty reminiscence of my early friend, I may
record an interesting incident which I have heard him
relate. When an apprentice to a country tradesman
somewhere in the neighbonrhond of Peebles, he was
trnnging along the public road on a warm summer
day, broiling in the sun, with his tools swung over

his shoulders, when a gentleman's carriage drove

past. It stopped. The gentleman asked the youth
where he was going, and fincling it was in the same
direction, he dci^ired the foi>tman to take up the

younker beside him. This was the lirst time Kemp
saw Scott, who, witli wonted benevolence, liad com-
passion on the wa3'Worn traveller."'

Wo are pleased to bo able to state that a satisfac-

tory settlement has been como to with regard to the

strike at the Wiuben*y Collieries, in Cannop-valley
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ON AECHITECTURE AND ITS EFXATION
TO MODERN LIFE.*

By as Arciiitfxt.

(^Concluded from page 7fi.)

THE principles we have endeavoured briefly to

elucidate, tliougli most completely illustrated

in the two styles selected for reference, may be

equally exemplified in every class of architectural

design. It mav be that few really original designers

are conscious always of deliberately following out

such principles ; but they do so by intuition, while

to the public, who are the employers and to some

extent the critics of the architect, a general idea of

the principles on which architectural design is based

should certainly be of value. If, for example,

the Classic column were understooil as a feature ex-

pressive of resistance to vertical pressure, we should

see no such .absurdities tolerated in our towns as

the use of a single such column, with a smaU statue

hid awiiy on the top, for a monument : it would bo

seen th.^t such an erection is an absurdity. So of a

hundred other misapplicatious of well-known archi-

tectural features, which stare us in the face in every

street without exciting a suspicion as to their fitness

in the eyes of most of the passers-by, and which

attain their most unhappy and grotesque develop-

ment in some of the great engineering works which

are the pride of the present generation. As a nation

we are (at present) good engineers .and bad archi-

tects, and our engineers, who have carried out, with

equ.al energy and ability, some of the most impor-

tant practical work of the present diiy, have taken

(like the Eoman.s) to borrowing stereotyped archi-

tectural features, and applying these to their struc-

tures iu the vain idea of thereby making the latter

"ornamental." "VVe will mention one instance,

familiar to most of our metropolitan readers, as it

forms a singularly apt illustration of what we mean

bv the misapplication of an architectural feature
;

w"e allude to the new bridge over the Thames at

Blackfri.irs. Standing on the Embankment and

looking along this bridge, we see that the outer face

of each pier consists of a huge cylindrical granite

pillar, of very thick and squat proportions, carrying

a Brobdignagian spreading capitiil. Now, the

evident expression of such a feature, of such propor-

tions and material, is that of power to sustain an

immense vertical pressure. What does it re.ally

sustain iu this case ? A light balcony thrown out

from the footpath over each pier, for the convenience

of loungers on tlie bridge. Let the most uuarchitec-

tur.al spectator once look at the feature in this

light, and he must see its absurdity. Observe, the

mass of material forming the column may be a

necessary addition to give greater stability to the

pier, but it has been added iu the wrong form and

with the wrong expression ; it should have taken tlie

form of a buttress, or shoulder, leaning towards

the pier and adding to its ajiparcnt stability, not

that of a ponderous vertical iiillar sustaining

next to nothing. This is only one out of

luany instances of the total and absurd igno-

rance of architectural design displayed in some of

the largest and most expensive engineering works

which are being carried out iu this country, and which

will remain as phenomena for the criticism of a

better-educated generation.

While, however, .architectural design is governed,

as we have attempted to show, by certain broad and

Tiniversally applicable principles, there are other

influences, the nature of which is concisely indicated

in our quotation from the great French literary ar-

chitect of the present day. Unlike the purely orna-

mental arts, .architecture is based in the first instance

on tlie practical requirements of every-d.iy life;

unlike them, too, its productions are exposed to all

the vicissitudes of seasons .and weather. Hence its

local characteristics will be influenced both Ijy tlie

social and political habits and creeds of the various

nations who cultivate the art, and by the climate

under which it is developed. Aiul a little considera-

tion will show that the former class of influences

assert themselves most in determining the general

arrangement and style of a building, the climatic

influences acting, in general, more on the character

of the ornamental detail. Underlying both, indeed,

there is that subtle connection witli nation.al charac-

ter and feeling, perceptilde in both tlie general

design and the ornament of every independent

and unforceil architectural style, which is felt by

every educated observer, but which evades all

attempt to describe or define it in words. We see

in the Grecian temple, " of sm:iU ami delicate propor-

tion," the outward type of the Hellenic mind, in its

clearness, its serenity or blitheness [Ileiterkeit), its

freedom from passion ; in the Gothic cathedral, tlie

fierce flame of Mediieval religious fervour and

* From Fi-ascr's Magazine.

gloom and aspiration, as it breathes through the

sacred Latin poetry of the period ; in the fanciful

exuberant ornament of the Saracenic style, the

material counterpart of the Oriental mind in its

voluptuousness .and wealth of imagery; or even in

such a less pronounced style as that of our own

Queen .Vnne jieriod we can recognise the aspect and

spirit of the prim, fade gentility of those " teacup

times." But such relations between architecture

and national character elude definition. Looking,

however, at the more practical relations between

nation.al manners and architecture, we can see that

where a nation is eminently ecclesiastical in its

government and theory of life there will arise

temples, planned with more or less regard to the

convenience of the general crowd of worshippers, as

there are less or more of hierophantic mysteries^ in

the celebration ; that under a secular despotism

costly palaces and mausoleums will form the staple

buildings of a country ; that in a commercial com-

munitj-, where merchants rank as " princes," ex-

changes and offices Mill assume a palatial aspect

;

that where social and domestic life is above .all

valued, a corresponding impulse will be given to the

erection of buildings in which unpretending comfort

and cheerfulness will be the predominant character-

istics ; and so forth. The character of ornament

and treatment of detail, on the other hand, is, as we

observed, mainly (though for the most part uncon-

sciously) determined very much by climate, a clear

air and bright sunshine" giving effect to a delicate

relief of surface and moulding which in a more dull

and misty climate would be tame and ineffective

;

while the bold shadows and sharp contrasts of line

and surface rendered necessary (as in English Gothic)

under a Northern sky would appear too heavy ana

prono7ice"m a stronger sunlight and clearer atmo-

sphere.

These relations of architecture to climate and

national customs and polity have been fully exemp-

plified in .all genuine and unconventioniil architec-

tural styles throughout the world, even in those

which, like the Chinese, are artistically wortli little

notice. Till a compar.atively recent period of history

the buildings of nearly all nations were the natural

outgrowth of the influences of their respective

cliniates and habits of life, and therefore were almost

necessarily suitable to, and chiiracteristic of, the

purposes for which they were built. It was in the

Cinque-Cento period that the movement arose which

was to revolutionise architecture, for a long period

at least, in this respect. From this time architecture

was refJirded, more or less, not as the art of building

suitably and expressively, but as the art of reproducing

and imitating architectural features belonging to a

former period. The Italian Renaissance, which it

has become the fashion recently to talk of as the

death-blow of architecture, does not merit all the

obloquy it has received on this head. The movement

in Itiily was a general enthusiasm for a great in-

tellectual past in literature, carrying with it a corres-

piindiug enthusiasm for the .architectur.al forms of

the same epoch, which it must be remembered had

originally grown in the same climate and on much

the same" soil whereon it was proposed to reproduce

tliem. Jloreover, the Renaissance architects, the

best of them at least, were no servile copyists

:

they invented new combinations of tlie old forms,

and produced a style to be commended both for

artistic effect and suitiibility to the climate and cir-

cumstances of the country. Domestic splendour

and luxury could h.ardly be better expressed than in

some of the Florentine pcalaces of the period. It

was the transportation of the Renaissance to

climates unfitted for it, and where also it received

less deUcate and refined treatment, wliich made it

the bane of architecture in our own and other

countries. Since then, as was observed at the com-

mencement of these remarks, we have had in

England two separate " Renaissances " of our own,

under one of which the land now groaneth and

travaileth. Our Grecian Renaissance was almost a

purely .architectural one, brought about by the

publication of certain ably got-up works illustrat-

ing the remains of Greek 'temples. The mania was

almost universally previilent for a short time, and a

Greelc temple was the "front" for everything, from

a church to a betting-office ; only one or two able

.artists, such as the late Mr. Cockerell, achieving

something like an original adaptation of the stj-le.

The Gothic roviv.al here, however, is .almost the pre-

cise counterpart of the Renaissance in Italy, in-

cluding as it does aMediajval dilettantism extending

to the revival of IMediffival inyths and literature,

and the brushing-up of ecclesiastical okl clothes,

just as tlie Italiiin Renaissance included the revival

of Platonic philosophy .and Ciceronic L.atinity

;

with the difTcrcuce th.at iu the English revival tlic

.architect ur.al movement, which in Italy was only a

secondary result of the Renaissance, seems rather to

have taken the lead, and given occasion for the

other developments of Medievalism which have
followed in its train. Of the two modern English

reviviils, the Greek was one absolutely without

excuse ; it was the transplanting here of a style

suited, practically and artistically, only to a hriglit

sunny climate and to special materials, and totally

oppcsed to all the habits and requirements of

English life. The Gothic revival in England has,,

like the Italian Renaissance, the merit of being a

resuscitation of a style indigenous to the climate, and

precisely suited to the materials which we have at

hand ; but here the suitability, for the present day,

pretty nearly ends. AVhile our climate is .almost

unchanged, manners and habits both of thought and
life hiive been nearly revolutionised among us ; and'

the Mediajval style—the off.spring of a furore of

religious asceticism no longer in the nation at large,

and showing, moreover, in its grotesque adjuncts,,

and inwhatRuskin has h.appily termed its partkally

" wolfish" expression, the impress of a rude though

powerful age—is no representative of the more civi-

lised manners and broader culture of the present

day. Apart from climatic considerations, th&

Italian Renaissance style reflects more truthfully the

modern feeling and tone of EngUsh society. It is

to an intuiti\e perception of this that we must

attribute the phenomenon, which has much puzzled

sundry indignant Goths, of the gener.ol sympathy of

the Liberal or " progress " party in politics with what
is called " Classic " architecture. The Conservative

and Eccleskastical party, on the other hand, are

nearly all ranged, by a similar instinct, on the side-

of Mediav.ahsra. It is well that the public mind

should be brought to see the true state of the case

on this head, and that the present Medieval revival

is no less a passing fashion, has no more element of

permanence in it, than any other of the architectural

fashions of the last three or four hunched years. It

has the same r.adical defect as the others—viz.,

starting with the assumption that a certain style is

to be imitated, instead of considering first what are

the circumstances and needs to be provided for, and.

building accordingly. The mischief is more than a

mere lesthetic one. A building once erected repre-

sents an outlay of monej' which cannot readily be

replaced. Consider the cost of labour and material

employed of late years on the building of churches

alone. The tot.al for twenty 3'ears back must be

a very Large sum ; and when the present eccle-

siastical mania subsides, what will there be

to show for it ? A set of buildings, imitations

(many of them bad ones) of other buildings of the-

same class erected five hundred years previously,

and which can app.arently be of no possible use

when the sentimental impulse which demanded them

has passed away. That the said impulse should

prove a permanent one is surely of all things the

most improbable, considering the variable tendency

of human thought and feeling in the present day.

Such temporarj- revivals of tlie religious forms of a

past age are familar enough to students of history,

though thej' have not often got themselves embodied

in stone and mort.ar to such a wasteful extent. We
are about, too, to erect an immense building for our

Law Courts, under the direction of an eminent

architect who.se talent no one will question, but whose

sympathy and connection with the ecclesiastical

party have been conspicuously made known, and

under whom the whole exaggerated ecclesiasticism

of the day is to be stereotyped in visible form and

feature in this great civic building, which will last

as a piece of important national property long after

even the memory of the present attempt at clerical

predominance has passed away. It is prob.ably too

late to protest ; but it is really a matter for regret

that a great public work should thus be m.ade the

sport of a passing fashion, of which it ought to be

totally independent. Of course we .are not advocat-

ing a return to the Classic Eensiissance, which

would only be passing from one .sham to another.

All we plead for is to see the true principle of

architectur.al design restored—that of making the

requhements and purposes of our buildings the basis

of their design, instead of starting with a certain

class of design as a forc.gone conclusion, to which

the building is to be m.ade to fit. This, as we have

already hinted, is the principle lying at the root of

all triie architectural styles. So with tlie use of

material : tlie most important distinction (very little

comprehended) between the Gothic and the Renais-

sance is that the former uses all materi.als in the

most natural and suitalile manner, and makes tlie

collocation and arrangement of material really a

part of the picturesque of the architecture; whereius

the Renaissance ignores the nature of the material

.and the manner of working it. and most Renais-

sance designs, such as our modern club-houses,

would look just as well as models carved in the wood

or alabaster as they do iu the reality. What are
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called very "haiuUome " biiildiiiirs can be made in

this way -wlieii there is jdeiity of money to spend;

but for economical ami nnpretendini; strncture-s this

stj'Ie is nowhere. On tlie other liand. a style which

depends for effect upim tlie trutliful and expressive

use and picturesque collocation of the materials at

liand may be as effective, ia its way, in a humble
street d\vcllinf;-liousc n> in a mansiou or a town-hall

;

and this, which is really and truly the (Jothic i<rin-

ciple of working; in architecture, may be exemplified

<z<Z injinitiwi witliont any cojtying of the ordinary

figures of Media-val architecture, or any assumption

of the ecclesiastical character. How this may be

accomplished it wouM be perhaps diHicuU, certainly

out of place, to point out here in detail ; but one thiufj;

the non-professional public may do towards giving;

fair play for such a .system of architectural desij^ti.

Let them pve up, once and forever, the popular idea

that a building must needs resemble something else

lielongin^ to another time or country ; let tliem no

longer n;o to their architects with requests for schools

:and churches in the " (Jotliic style," for tluatrcs and
'banks in the '• Classic" ditto; let them state their

Tequirements to an architect in whom they have

confidence, and leave him to give appropriate archi-

tectural expression to the building which is to meet

the.se requirements, unfettered by precedent, anri

there will then be some cliance of a truthful and

characteristic modern style of architecture getting

itself into shape among us.

Concerning the influence (before hinted at)

of political systems on tlie architecture of a

•country, much might be said, and to the point,

"but the subject would c.irry ns too far .Tllcld. It is

almost impossible to touch upon it. however, without

remarking how uniformly architecture seems hitherto

to have attained its grandest developments mainly

uudcr despotism of one kind or another, ecclesiastical

or monarchial. The catherlrals and abbeys of

xeligious orders, the palaces and cenotaphs of kings,

and "ther great works undertaken to glorify a reign

—such are its chief trophies. VCe will not say,

therefore, that architectural splendour necessarily

depends on such despotism, powerful to labour for

its own fancied aggrandisement. "We will rather

say that power and education are slowly passing

irom the hands of the few into those of the many,
and that architecture is likely in future to be less

concerned with great antl isiilated works, more with

the amelioration and ad(trnment of the mass of

structures rendered necessary where human families

most do congregate. ^Vc are, to be sure, at present

III a state of transition, and little enough has been

ilone in this direction as yet. In one class of build-

ings, which have multiidied of late year.s, and where

there would .seem to be scope for much of appropriate

'delicacy and grace of architectural treatment

—

<:ountry dwelling-houses—wc are lamentably defi-

cient ; meanness and vulgarity of design, or more often

•absence of all that can be called design, character-

ising a majority of such erections. That this is so

is at least a.s'much the fault of the public as of tlie

architects. The author of an able auil vohnninous

TTork on the "English Gentleman's House," whose

professional practice has led him specially into that

iranch of architecture, has recorded his cxjlerience,

that in nearly all cases the said English gentleman

lias a rooted objection to all attempts to give

individuality of style and character to his mansion

or its adornments, apparently from a confused notion

that it is "vulgar" and "pretentious" to aspire to

•differ from your neighbour in sucii matters. We
fear the statement is onh- too correct ; nor are

matters mended if we appeal to the Knglish lady.

Surely that is no vnlgar or commonplace anibi-

tioa which seeks to render the home round which

all tender and pleasant as.sociations are to cluster

itself an object of ideasurable contemplation and

suggestion; to make it, not a mere harbour against

the weather, with a neat and respectable exterior,

Ijut a thing of gracious and inviting aspect, with its

light and shadows, its corridors of ''grateful gloom,"

its gaily-lighted and decorated festal apartment, or

"its retired angles for meditation. AVe may take a

lesson in such tastes from our little people; it is

[pleasant and interesting to .see how children, taking

rpossession of a new house, hail with delight any

-little bit of out-of-the-way invention therein—any
Itay, arcade, or balcony, which gives them a point

of interest to cluster round, breaks the monotony of

dead walls and sfjuare apartments, and becomes

thenceforth a part of their daily life. It is good

mot to lose all our childish tastes. Nor shall wc
Jorgct the [tassers-b}-. whc) will give ns their bene-

diction for placing in the midst of their favourite

landscape a dwelling whicli, instead of being a blot

and an cj'esore thereon, a manifest intruder, shall

rather seem, from its jiosition and outline, the one

picturesque feature to complete the view. An

" English home" may be all this, and yet be none
the less, in Tennyson's exquisite phrases

"The haunt of ancient poaec."

And our towns ! By what magic are we to

evolve anything of rest or pleasure to the eye or

mind from these dreary miles of brick and acres of

slate, with a dim canojiy of smoke overhanging the

whole ? V\'c have at last a national style, v.hich is

really the style of the people; architecture in towns

has got into the hands, as we remarked, of the

many ; and the many are, unluckily, not educated

or refined enough to care to do anything with it.

Our streets are, in the main, at the mercy of the

."speculating builders, whose ideas of architecture

range no liigher than those of our old friend

lialbus in the Latin Kxerci.ses, who " built

a wall." If Balbus had knocked a few oblong

holes in his wall besides, he would then have
realised the modern ideal of street architecture-

Surely we may be justified in inquiring whether it is

not possible for human beings to ('ongregate to-

gether in communities, without of necessity sur-

rounding and environing themselves with such an
aggregate of utter and unredeemed uglines.s, making-

day hideous. Can we not attain the jdeasure and
convenience of living in societies without paying the

penalty of spreading desolation and gloom around
our steps, as if in fulfilment of the denunciation,

"Cursed be the ground for thy sake"? Ibtw far it

may he possible, with time and thought and science,

to render the regions where men assemble (" the

meeting-place of souls," as Mrs. Browning called our

chief city) abodes not only of healthfulness but of

beauty and dignity of aspect, we will not undertake

to say; probably much more maybe done in this

direction than most persons at present would imagine

possible. But at least there is no need that we
should be subject to such dire monotony, such

utter absence of interest and expression in our street

houses and .shops as at present exists. Improve-
ment in this matter will not, certainly, be attained

by flanking doorway's with " pilasters," or daubing
over the front of a "property" with perishable

ornament, of a degraded type, in stucco. Per-

manence, stability, and truthfulness are among the

first requirements of architectural expression. The
mere unpretending employment of tire best and
most durable materials available, put together in

most substantial manner, and with a certain

]>icturesque variety (not too quaint or forced), in

the outline and arrangement of roofs and windows,
would do wonders with the aspect of our streets, in

comparison with what it is at present. The class of

buildings which form the bulk of town streets

—

shops—offer in their usual arrangement and require-

ments at once an opportunity for architectural ex-
]iression and effect. The characteristic feature of a
shop—the open ground story, with |)lenty of light

for displaying the goods—is now made the occasion

for the most absurd possible falsity of design, the

rage for an expanse of plate glass being such that

every apparent support for the superstrucure is

scouted, and our shops present the ajipcarance of

being built on a basement of glass, the only real

support being the concealed iron column in the rear,

which often very inadequately sustains the super-

strneture. If there be one instance stronger than
another of the extent to which architecture is an
index of social character and manners, it is in the

coincidence between the spirit of hollow profession

and putting and ostentation characteristic of our

trarling classes, and the flimsy dishonest structures

which they erect to recommend their traffic from.

Were shopkeepers, as a class, once content to rest

for success on real excellence and honesty of work,

instead of ostentatious rivalry in display and adver-

tising, wc should be able to have a shop architec-

ture in whicli the ground story, designed to furni.sh

sulliciency \)f light without ignoring stability, would
afford scope for much new and jMcturcsque treat-

ment. Those who are familiar with the " Kows " of

Chester can conjecture one form which such street

architocture miglit assume—a form which might be

a .source of pleasure to all with an eye for the pic-

turesque ; for (to borrow Browning's phrase) "we
are made so that we like " contrast and play of light

and shadow, in buildings as well as in nature. There
is room, too, for architectural effect of the highest

kind in our larger and more ample thoroughfares,

were it attempted in the right way. There would
be few architectural effects finer, perhaps, than

might be afforded by Kegent's (Quadrant, were it

finnked by a really fine design instead of by common-
places in stucco. Such cnscmhic.f, however, are not

likely to be attemi)ted until the public and the

Government of this country awake to the idea that

mere beauty in public streets and buildings may
be something worth having and paying for as a

national possession. We are a good way

from this now, if we may judge, among
other things, from the feeling and expres-sions

evoked during a Parliamentary discussion a ye;ir or

two back witli reference to the sum to be expended
on the greate-^t building of the day, before alluded

to—the New Law Courts. Ou that occasion not

only did persons high in office scout contemptuously
the idea of spending more money than was just

necessary to make a habitable building, but all the

speakers in the debate, without exception, though
among the most cultivated of our Parliamentary

represejitativcs (including one or two who are sup-

posed to take a special interest in art), thought it

necessary studiously to disavow an}' interest in the

architectural aspect of the question, and to repeat,

v.ilh "damnable iteration." their solemn declaration

lliat they only wished to consider the subject " as

ratepayers," and " from a practicable point of view."

In other words, when a great building is to be
erected, which, if worthih- carried out, would be one
of tlie glories of our capital, a "xr?,i*« Uau'' for the

nation, and a centre of interest for foreign visitors,

we are to haggis over the attempt to cut it down to

the bare necessities of walls and roofs ; and those

who think the architectural aspect of such a work a
matter of some importance actually dare not avow
their feeling, for fear of being ridiculed. That is

what we have come to.

It is in the hope of inducing a more adequate
appreciati(»n of the subject on the part of some at

least of those who Iiave not hitherto given any con-
sideration to it that the foregoing attempt has been
made to indicate, i?i a brief and general manner, the

leading principles and object and bearing of archi-

tecture, or the art of expression and character in

building. "SVc look ou the amelioration of town
architecture in this country as the problem of the

modern architect. "\Vc have had the age of palaces

and of cathedrals—of the feudal and ecclesiastical

type of social organisation. The age of the cathe-

dral is past, and we have now to provide, not a
feudal or ecclesiastical, but a federal architecture

—

to bring the art home "to men's business and
bosoms," and to adorn and dignify the cvery-day

commercial and domestic life of the people at large.

ART TRAININCx SCHOOL AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

THE Central National Art Training School at

South Kensinglon has now closed for the

summer vacation. The following are some of the

results of the instruction given in the annual report

of the Science and Art Department just laid before

Parliament:—Forty students in training and 13

national scholars have received allowances of from
10s. to 40s. per week; six students in training

have been appointed to masterships of Schools of Art.

As a normal school the number of the students of

all classes who paid fees during the year was oGo

males and -121* females—total 994. The amount
of fees was 4:i',G23 14s. ; of this sum 41442 12s.

was paid by "evening" students only, and the

balance £2,181 2s., by day students. The fees

have increased over those of the preceding year

£oS 18s. The number of individual students has

increased from SSi) to 994. In this number are

included 114 artisans, 14 schoolmasters, and 17

schoolmistresses. The schools were open 2()5 days

during the year ; the smallest attendance recorded

was 171, on the opening day ; the largest, 4(m, on

February 4, 1S70. The total number of atten-

dances recorded for the whole year was (;u,0.o9, and
the average daily attendance 297. The results of

the annual examination in 1870 were as follows:

—

Of certificates of the third or highest grade 13 were

taken, seven first or elementary being obtained by
students not then in receipt of allowances. At the

national competition three gold medals, two silver

medals, six bronze medals, six books or (Jueeu's

pri/.e.s, and 13 third grade prizes in the elementary

stages, or local prize section were won hy .students

of the male school. Four silver medals, four bronze

medals, six books or Queen's prizes, and 28 third

grade prizes in the elementary stages, or local i)rize

section, were won by students of the female school.

These results have been exceeded during the year

just completed, so far as the number under instruc-

tion is concerned, while the fees paid have increased

from £2,fi23 to £2,821. The schools will re-opea

on the 2nd of October next, when all new candi-

dates for admission will be required to pass, or to

liave passed, an examination in freehand drawing.

The Concordia of Home announces that in the

excavations made in the Palace of Monte Citorio,

with the object of completing the edifice destined

for the Chamber of Deputies, there has been found

a colossal torso in white marble, representing

Hercules, with a lion's skin over the shoulder.
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IMPROVED INDUSTRIAL DWELLINGS COM-
PANY (LIMITED).

THE report and statement of accounts of this

company, to be presented at the sixteenth

half-yearly meeting of shareholders, to be held at

the Mansion House this day (Friday), show that at

the date of the last report tlie share capital amounted
to .£125,000, and new £10 shares of the value of

£72,220 had, at tlie ;iOth .Inue, been taken np. On
these the sum of £1 per share has been paid, making
the total subscribed capital £132,222. Since the

30th June, shares to the value of £1.500 have been

taken up, and the new shares unallotted amount to

£51,280. The loans applied for to the Public

Works Loan Commissioners amounted at the date

of the last report to £80,000, and of this sum
£52,000 has been received.

£15, 493 9s. Id. has been expended on works in

progress. The total expenditure on capital account
is now £195,779 IGs. 7d. The rents during the

half-year amount to £8,444 Is. 'id. and dividend

on railway stock, &c,, make the total income
£8,662 6s. Id. The totiil expenditure, inchuling the

contributions to the leasehold redemption funds and
rep.airs account, has been £4,370 Is. lOd., leaving a

profit of £4,291 19s. 3d. Of this amount, £294
5s. 5cl., repaid to the Commissioners during the half

year, has been carried to the Public Works Loan re-

demption fund ; and the balance—viz., £3,997 13s.

lOd.—added to the balance (£2,697 14s. Id.)

brought forward from last half-year, gives a total

of £6,695 7s. lid. avail.able for dividend. The
directors recommend that the usual dividend, at the
rate of 5 per cent, per annum, free from income tax,

be paid, which will absorb £3,224 8s. ;!d., and that

the balauce, £3,470 19s. 8d., be carried forward.
There having been a large number of empty

dwellings in one of the Company's blocks at Derby
Buildings, Kings Cross Road, in which only one
scullery, &c., was provided to every tluree dwellings,

the directors have, by throwing two dwellings into

one, provided separate domestic conveniences to each
dwelling in the block, and these dwellings are now
all let. This result only tends to confirm the prin-
ciple on which the Company has on every other
occasion acted—viz., to provide every tenant with
complete and exclusive use of all the necessary ac-
cessories to a home, such as water supply, copper,
coal-place, water-chiset, &c., the tenants gladly p.ay-

ing a higher rent for the better accommodation.
Since the last meeting the directors haA'e negoti-

ated for leases of three important sites. The first is

in George-street, Grosvenor-square, granted by the
Marquis of Westminster, on which a block of dwell-
ings is being erected to contain accommodation for

38 families ; the second is in GosweU-street (Comp-
ton-street and King-street frontages), Clerkenwell,
granted by the Marquis of Northampton, on which
two blocks of dwelhngs are being erected to contain
accommodation for 48 families ; and the third is in

Crab Tree-row, Shoreditch (near Columbia Market),
granted by the Baroness Biu-dett Coutts, on which
five blocks of dwellings are being erected to accom-
modate 112 families. These buildings are being
erected by Messrs. Allen & Son, of Tabernacle Walk,
Finsbury, and when completed will afford accommo-
dation for about 1,000 persons. The total cost will

be about £32,000. It is hoped that a portion of the
dwellings will be ready for occupation at Christmas
next. The directors are also in negotiation with the
Marquis of Westminster for the lease of an addi-
tional site in Ebury-square, Pimlico, which will

enable the directors to extend Ebury-buildings, and
give additional accommodation for about 300
persons.

•

AECHITECTUUAi & ARCH^ffiOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

Leicester and Leicestfeshire Architectural
AND Arch.bological SOCIETY.—On Monday week,
a meeting of members of the above society was held
in the Town Hall Library, the Eev. J. H. Hill,
F.S.A. (of Cranoe) presiding. The minutes of the
last meeting were read and confirmed. A statement
of receipts and disbursements on account of tin-
publications of the society (prepared by Mr. Norti])
was read. The receipts amounted to £150 5s., the
payments to £118 12s. 2d.—leaving a balance in
hand of £3 12s. lOd. Captain Whitby exhibited
v.ariouK plates from Nichols's History of Leicester-
shire. Eev. J. H. Hill exhibited an engraving of S.
Veronica, consisting of one continuous line only. It
was executed in 1649 by Mettano. Mr. James
Thoni|ison exhibited a ring tobacco-stopper (sup-
posed date, time of Commonwealth), an old copper
coin of uncertain date and country, and an apocry-
phal inscription of the name of Eobin Hood and a
date upon it.

Surrey Arch.;eological Society.—The .annual
excursion of this society was made on Thursday
week. The members and their friends assembled at

Guildford, aud proceeded by train to BajTiards, on
the Horsham and Brighton Eailway, where they
entered vehicles for the day's drive, the first halt
was at Eudgwick Church, in the walls of which are
a number of Eomau bricks, supposed to have been
removed from some Eoman villa destroyed by fire,

then- appearance fully warranting that conclusion.
The church was described by Mr. W. W. Pococic, of
Guildford. The next drive" was to Alfold, the site

of an ancient forest. At the old church an interest-
ing paper w.as read by Mr. R. Nevill. From Alfold
a ib-ivo of a few miles took the excursionists to
Cranleigh. From the church the party jiroceeded to

Cranleigh County School, in one of the halls of
wdiich Mr. J. Park Harrison gave some interesting
information concerning the old Eoman road which
passed from Ewhurst to Farley Downs, the course
of which he ti'aced, and which will in future be in-
dicated on the maps of the Ordnanco Survey.
Farley-heath, on which the Easter Volunteer Eeview
of 1864 was held, has long been designated as the
site of a Eoman settlement, and tho discovery of this

old roadway confirms the supposition. Mr. Godwin-
Austen read a paper on the Manor of Sliere and
Vachery, from infonnation furnished by Mi". Eeginald
Bray. Mr. Austen expressed an opinion that Cran-
leigh dei-ivcd its name from the cranes, which at one
tune were plentiful in England, .and were served up
at most winter feasts. After lea\'ing the school, the
party proceeded to a meadow belonging to Mr. A.
Napper,-at Cranleigh, where luucheon was served
beneath a tent. Mr. J. G. Nichols, F.S.A., presided.
The usual toasts, including " Success to the Surrey
Archffiological Societj'," were di'unk, and a great
increase of members was announced. A move was
then made to the Cranleigh Eailway station, whence,
at seven o'clock, a special tr.ain conveyed the archieo-
logists homewards.

Kent ARCHiEOLOGiOAL Society.—On Wednesday
week the .aimual gathering of the members of this
society took place at ICnoIo Park, near Sevenoaks.
The business meeting was held hi the fine baronial
hall at Knole House. Earl Amherst, in opening tho
proceedings, congratulated the members on being
.able to assemble in such a beautiful and magTiificent
hall, so full of histoncal aud archajological memories.
The meeting he was glad to see was a largo one,
and could vie with some of the earliest and most
successful held by the society. The members were
increasing in numbers, and their funds were in a very
satisfactory condition.—Earl Stanhope having been
elected president for the day, then took the chau-,
and read the report, which stated th.at the society
was in a flourishing condition. The balance at the
bankers amounted to £517 15s. 5d., a sum more than
sufiRcient for tlie expenses of the 8th volume of tho
society's proceedings " C.antiana ArchjBologia," now
very shortly to be issued. This would be found a
good aud valuable addition to the series. Twenty-
two new members had been elected during the last
year. They had, however, to lament the loss of
several valued friends, and amongst them Mr. C.
Wykeham-Martin, of Leeds Castle, always a kind
and active promoter of archaeology.—Tlie" Eev. W.
A. Scott-Eobertson was elected as joint honorary
secretary with Mr. Godfrey Faussett.—Several
new members were nominated and elected,
amongst whom were the Deans of Canterbury
and Rochester, Mi-. P. Wykeham-Martin, M.P., &c.

—

The Rev. W. J. Lottie read a paper on the history,
architecture, and furniture, &c., of Knole House,
which he said was one of those museums of archi-
tecture with which the rural parts of England pecu-
liaily abound. In London no considerations of
arclneology had weighed to preserve buildings which
had lost their use ; but when they came to such a
place as this, where land and even houses, as in the
Ciise of Knole, were measm'ed by acres rather th.an
by square feet, they found houses like that under
whose ample roof they were assembled, in which,
when one part was antiquated and unsuitable to
modem requirements, another part was built, the
original not being removed ; and a succession of dis-
tinct and distinguishable buddings, each in itself an
architectural monument, were allowed to grow up
side by side without pushing each other out of the
way. Thus they would fiud at Knole specimens
of every style which had prevailed in England for
the last four hundred years, and covering six acres
of land. So far as could be discovered, the
earliest part of tho existing house was erected
by Archbishop Bourchier, who must have pulled
down or disguised the remains he found of the resi-
dence of the preceding owners. The hall in which
they were assembled was entered liy a colonnade, over
which was a large shield of the arms of Lionel
Cranfield, Earl of Middlesex. The colonnade was
placed there as a kind of porch in the reign of
William III., whose bust was on the ends, reminding
them of the colonnade in the inner court of Hampton
Court. The hall was, as usual in buildings of the
period, divided by a screen at one end, a minstrel's
gallery being over the screen, and the passage lead-
ing to a small inner court had the kitchen and
kitchen ofiices on the left hand and the doorway to
the hall on the right. Among the various crests on
the screen were leopards rampant, and rams' heads,
which seem to have been used by the Sackvilles as
crests. The shields on the windows were those of

Robert Dcvereux, Earl of Essex, of ijuecn Eliza-

beth, of Vere, Earl of Oxford, of tin-ee Sackvilles,
and the aims of Bourchier. Knole Ilo-jse was many
times visited by Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, besides
other mouarchs. If they went outside, and stood
with their faces towards the house, they would see
the Gothic buildings of the archbishop on the right.
The square towers were very fine. At right angles
stood the stables : the upper story of this part was
of the Tudor period. It stUl bore tho name of the
King's Stable. The portion of the house right iui

front was composite in character. The lower part
wiis early ; the upper bore more distinct traces of
Elizabethan and later work. Further towards tho-
south the Stuart period comes in distinctly, and then
they had a window which w.as probably inserted
after 1700. The kitchen of Archbishop Bourchier'a
tiino was in fine preservation, but the present
kitchen was considerably smaller. At tho extreme
west end was the chapel and a eh.aplain's room.
The chapel extended north and south instead of, .as:

usual in ecclesiastical edifices, east and west. There-
was a vaulted crypt, which although latterly used for'
the warming apparatus of the neighbouring con-
servatory, aud full of rubbish, would well repay a-

visit. The north-east side of the chapel contained-
windows whicii looked into the organ-room, where-
one of the oldest organs in England was to be seen.
The principal objects of interest were as follows :

—

The stiiii-case, which is Elizabeth.an or Stuart,,
and the carving of the banisters deserves at-
tention. The brown gallery, 88ft. long; in the'
wiudows are to be seen the Prince of Wales's
feathers and the Tudor rose. It contains some very-
old furniture. Lady Betty Germahie's room is re-
markable for its panelling, the doorw.ay, an antiquof
wai-miug-pan, aud some Morthike tapestry represent-
ing Vandyke, the painter, and Crane, the master o£
the works. The Spangled BetU-oom—a stooi, pro-
bably of the sixteenth century ; bed fui-uiture, saidl

to have been presented to the Earl of Middlesex by
James I., ebony cabinet, seventeenth century

j

Venetian mirror. The crimson di-awing-room has a
beautifully-carved chimney-piece, siliver iire-dogs
and tongs. The King's or Silver Room—a bed pre-
pared for James I., said to have cost £8,000, -with:

furniture of gold and silver tissue; two silver-
tables, masterpieces of their kind ; ebony and ivoi-j-

cabinet. Other rooms were also worth visiting

—

viz., the ball-room, the cartoon gallery, the dining-
room, the billiard-room, the Venetian bed-room, &c.
There were no fewer than eighty staircases in the-
whole of the buildmgs, which would give them an.
idea of the intricate labyi-inth of rooms and passages.
Tho best view of the house is obtained; from, the
rose garden, on the west side. The piotures with
which the w.alls of Knole House are lite-r.ally covered:,
were elaborately and ably illustrated and explaineOi
by Mr. G. Schai-f. The company, after going over-
Knole House, proceeded to the Crown Hotel, whera-
they dined together in a pavilion erected for the auTi^
pose —On Thursday themewbersassembledat Seven-
oaks started on an excursion to several localities of
interest in the nei^hbourliood. The first place
v-isitcd w-as the Oldbury Camp, which covers tho
vast area of 137 acres. It is supposed to be an en-
campment of the ancient Britons, and British gold
coins and many flint implements (described by Sir
John Lubbock) have been found on the spot. The
party proceeded from here to IghtUam to look at the
church, which contains some fine old tombs and,
monumental brasses. Wrotham was the next place,
and the church well repaid the exciu-sionists for the
time taken in reaching it. It has been lately re-
stored, but as near as possible in the style in which,
it was originally buUt. The architecture is of the-
Decorated period, and owing to the unusual number-
of chapels it at one time contained, there are no-
fewer than three pisciiue in the side aisles, besides

-

one iu the chancel. It also can boast of a nuns'
gallery, looking both into the nave aud chancel..
The font is a genuine Early English one, and the
doors are of the same style. Another peculiarity is,

that it has an exterior passage under the tower from,
side to side. At Wrotham the Archbishop of Can- •

terbury once had a palace, but very few vestiges of
it now remain. The Eev. C. Lane, the rector, kindly-

provided luncheon for the archaeologists, inimbcring-

upwards of 200. An ancient Maiuu- House, called
'- Old Sore," the Cromwelliau Church of Plaxtole,

and the Mote, the residence of Major Luard-Selby,
were likewise visited. The meeting this year has
been not only a very satisfactory but a most pleasant
one. The weather was delightful, and the country
tlu-ough which the excursionists drove is not to bo
surpassed for pictiu-esqueness or riclmess iu all

England.

Rt)YAl. G.VI.LKUY OF iLI.US-rnATIOS. Mu. AND
Mrs. Gi-;km.vn Ekeu'-s Exti-mitaiximent.—A new
entertainment, written b}' Arthur Sketchley, -will be

produced at this place of amusement, Monday,
August 14th. A Scjisational Novel, in consequence,

has been withdrawn, after a run of 186 performances.

The success of A Hensatioiial Novfl may fairly

be attributed to the clever satire of 3Ir. W. S. Gil-

bert, and the admirable manner iu wiiicli the present

entertainment is sustained by Jlr. and !>frs. (icrman

Reed and the talented company al thck command.
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PAKLIAMENTART NOTES.
StoKKy's-oate.—Mr. li. lU^yx' p'V»' notice tliat on

goiug into coimuittco of supply ho w»»uM call atten-

tion to the constniction of tlio camoge-road at

Storey's-gate, and a-*»k for explanations as to why so
large an amonnt of public juouey "was expended
^^ith such inadequate results.

The National Gallery, Ac.—Lonl Overstono
moved, on Tuesday, for returns of the total amount
expended on oceouut of purchases for the National
Gallery from the date of its commencement to the
present time; the total amount expended durmg the
same ))eriod on accinint of the aiuniul cost of the
establiHhnu'tit and other outgoings; the total amount
expended ou building account; a similar return in

all respects as regarded the South Kensington
Museum ; a simihir return In all resjiects as regarded
the National Portrait Gallery; and a similar retuni
as regarded the British Museinu, from the com-
mcneument of the year 1S2-I to the present time.

—

Ordered.

Metkopolis Watek (No. 2) (Kecommitted)
Bill.—Tliis bill passed tln-ough committee, with a
nimiber of verbal and unimportant ameudmeuts on
eevenil i»f the clauses.

CnuHcii IluiLDiNGs Acts Amendment Bill.—
This bill was read a second time.

The New Koad to Stokey's Gate.—Mr. Gold-
sniid on Wednesday asked the Fii'st Commissioner
of M'orks whether he could now make an'ange-
meuts for throwing open to tho public during
the recess the new road through the park to
Ktoicy's-gate.

—

"Mr. Ayrton said that ho must direct
tin- attention of his iion. friend to sonic pai)ors that
had rueeutly been laid ui)on the table on this sub-
ject, which showed that it was not in his (Mr.
Ayrton's) power to make arrangements upon tho
subject, llis hon. friend would set; in tho jiajiers

that tho sanction for opening tho ruad was givi-n l»y

a board that controUect liim (Mr. Ayrton), and that it

was to be kept open simply to enable hon. members
to perfonn their duties to tho public more cou-
veuiently. lie himself had no power to make any
an-angement beyond that purpose. Any such
arrangement coidd be mado only by Her Majesty's
Government, vnlh the sanction of Her Majesty.

—

Mr. Goldsmid: But could not that sanction be ob-
tained?—Mr, A\Tton: That was a much larger
question than the t>ne on tho pajxr, and therefore
he was not prepared without previous notice to
answer it.

Metropolis Water Bill.—This bill, as amended,
was considered, and one or two further unimportant
amendments made in it.—The bill was then read a
thii'd time and passed.

Church Building Acts Amendment Bill.—
The Lords' amendments in this bill were considered
and agreed to,

^

^uufcing Intelligence.

CHURCHES and chatels.

Er/V1)i-ord.—On Wednesday iveek the corner-
stone of the new chapel and schools which are to

take the place of Sinn Chapel, Bridge-street, was
laid. The chapel and schools, designed by Messrs.

Lockwood and Mawson, architects, Bradford, will be
in the pure Italian style, the princijial feature in the
front to Harris-street being a projecting Corinthian
portico, with sculptured pediment. The body of the
chapel will measure «(ift. by G8ft., and will seat

1,2UU adults. Behind are the spacious schools. One
general school-room on the ground floor will be 73ft.

by 32ft., infants' room olft. by 2(jtt., and ten class

rooms. On the upper floor is a lecture-rooin 40ft.

by 32ft., ladies' sewing-room 33ft. by 22ft., and
library 22ft. by 18ft. The total cost of the scheme,
inclusive of land, will be upwards of £lii,OUO.

CiiiRcH Work ix Wj^sr Duvo.n.—Church
restoration, says tlie North Devon llcra/cl, is

making great progress in the west of tliis county.
Last year the neat little church of Ilalwell was
thoroughly restored, and now we learn tliat the
sacred tditice in the adjoining pitrisli of lieaworthy
is approaching completijii, and is expected to be re-
opened in the course of the coining month. The
pretty little cliurch of Ashbury is being also re-

built at the sole expense of the Venerable Areli-

deacon ^Voolcombe. We are likcmse informed tlnit

the old and very dilapidated church of Ciermans-
week will shortly pass into the hands of the con-
tractors. This undertaking, together with the
appeal for help made on behalf of the parish of
Bulkwortliy. we strongly recommend to the sym-
palliy of Cliiu'chmen.

Dkxton.—On Monday the foundation-stone of
.1 new 'H'esleyan Chapel was laid at Denton. The
design of the chapel, which has been prep.ired bv Mr.
U. B. Ford, of Burslem, is Gothic. The ground plan
is a simple parallelogr.im. The materials to be used
in tlie building are pressed red bricks, relieved by

bauds of blue Staffordshire bricks and Yorkshire

stone dressings. The exterior dimensions, including

portico .mil orchestra, will be—length, itlift. ; and

breadth, 'lOft. 8in., exclusive of buttres.ses. The
chapel will afford accommodation on the ground

lloor for about 400 persons, and there will also be a

gallery which will accommodate 255 children.

IIkbdkn Bridge.—The corner-stone of a new
AVesleyan chapel was laid at Old Town, a short dis-

tance from llebden Bridge, Lancashire, ou Saturday.

The plans have been prepiu-ed by Messrs. Russel &
Wluttakcr, of llochdale, and the cost of the building

is estimated at £1,500. The edifice will consist of a

school on the ground floor, IS yards by 12 yards,

and over this will be the chapel, which will be in

the Gothic style of architecture, and will seat nearly

300 people. The chapel will be built of Yorkshire

stone, with dressed facings.

LiviiurooL.—Fabius Baptist Chapel, Liverpool,

has been opened. It is a neat building, the style

adopted being that of Njrthern Italy, colour being

judiciously used by having red pressed bricks in

front with while brick dressings. The chapel is

arranged to accommodate about 550 persons on the

ground floor, and it is high enough to admit of

galleries being erected when required, so as to give,

ultimately, seat-room for 1,000 persons. The C(»st

is about £2,200. The architect is Mr. 'W'ilsou

Penney. The builder is Mr. Thomas Hughes,

Maxchksti'.u.—The fouudation-stoue of the new
church of S. Martin, in German-street, Oldham-
road, Jlanchester, was Laid on Saturday last. The
church consists of a lofty nave and chancel, with

side aisles. A tower with slated spire is placed at

the corner of German-street and Primrose-street.

The main gable is finished in Pierre Point walling,

with red liuncorn stone dressings to windows, doors,

&c. The style of the architecture is a mixture of

Early English and Ejirly French. The church will

accommodate 500 or GOO persons. The contract

has been let to Mr. James Herd, of Cheetham,
Messrs. Scarlett Brothers doing the stonework, and
Mr. Higgins the excavating and brickwork. Jlessrs.

Price and Liuklater, of Manchester, are the archi-

tects.

NiGG.—The foundation-stone of a new L^.P.

Church at Nigg, N.B., has been laid. The uew
church which is to be built on the site of the old

one, has been designed by Mr. Alexander Koss, ar-

chitect, Inverness, and is in the Norman style. The
plan is a parallelogxam, with a square tower rising

at the west end. The building will be seated lo

accommodated 500 people, and is to cost about

£1,200.

Upton Heltons.—The clinrch of t'pton Helions,

Devon, has lately been undergoing restor.ition,

liaviug beeu in a rather neglected condition. The
floor has been newly laid, and the arches divested of

numerous and successive coatings of ivhitewash. A
font replaces a mere shallow marble basin that stood
on a pedest.al. The removal of the whitewash, &c.,

from the porch has resulted in the restoration of a
pretty Norman structure. A gallery having been
removed and a vestry mtide, have further added to

the improvements. A place in the chancel for the
choir has also been made, and a small choir formed.
In this chancel there is also now a ueat altar and
flt tings, and .ibove it a stained east window, contain-
ing three lights.

buildings.

Bradford Iniikjury and Dispensary.—The
Board of this Institution arc about to have erected

a range of buildings on the west side of the In-
flrmary. to serve the purposes of a dispensary, and
to afford better accommodation for the patients ami
officers. Plans were prepared by Messrs. Andrews
and Pcjiper some months ago, and after mature de-

liberation, the works have been let for about
i"l,500. Owing to the land falling towards West-
gate, it required skilful treatment lo add a wing to

the old buildiug without marring its appearance.
The architects have, however, been successful in this

jiiu-tieular. The dispensary will be joined to the old

slruelure by an enclosed stone corridor. The same
style of architecture will be followed out. The
front to Wcstg.ate presents a handsome elevation
of two stories, with pinnacles at either angle, four

other iiinintcles of more ornate design, and an orna-
mental parapet snrmountiugthc central portion of the
building. 'The east end of the Inlirmary, now used
as a di.spensary, will be converted iuto au accident
wiu-d.

Deanso.vte, MANriiE.sTER.—Dcansgatc is one
of the oldest streets in JIanchester, and for many
years has, notwithstanding its contracted width,

been comiicllcd to afford accommodation for a very
large Iraflie. The importanc-e of the thoroughfare
and the amount of tratlic, however, became so great

that the Corporation of Manchester resolved to buy
up suflicient property to widen the roadway from

about 25ft. to COft. This is being done for a dis-

tance of 490 yards. Barton's Buildings, the pro-

[lertv of ,l(ilm lIo|)e Barton, Esq., are Ihc flrst which

have been commenced on the new line of frontage.

The ground appropriated for the new buildings has

a front.ige of 177ft. to Deansgate. by an average

depth of 100ft. Below the street level an excava-

tion will be made to a depth of 25ft., down to the

red sandstone rock, thus allowing for two depths of

cellars. On the street level there will be an arcade

22(jft. in length, by a width of 15ft., with shops on

each side, having two entrances from Deansgate and

one from lied Lion-street, S. Ann's-square. Above
the shop or ground floor storey, three storeys for

officjs and show-rooms are to be built, and the

arcade will be widened to 25ft., and at a height of

53 feet above the street level the whcde of the arcade

will be covered in with an ornamental iron and glass

roof. The building will be constructed with fire-

proof floors, roofs, and staircases. The roof generally

will be fiat.and the rooms in the attic or u|iiiir central

portion are intended as residences for the oflice

keepers and their families, a certain amount of the

flat roof being attached to the dwellings as yards for

drying-grounds, &e. The contract for the excava-

tion, brickwork, drainage, &c., for the sub-basement

and basement has been let to Mr. William Healey,

contractor, of Salford. ne.ar JIanchester, for the sum
of £4,6G3. The total cost of the buihlings is esti-

niatrd at about £25,000. The works are being

carried out under the superintendence of Messrs.

Corbctt, Eaby, and Swj'er, architects, Manchester.

Everton.—The foundation-stone of the national

schools to be erected in connection with S. Saviour's

Church, Everton, was laid last week. The new
building has been designed by Mr. G. E. Grayson,

architect, of Liverpool, and will be in the Gothic style.

It will be built of brick, with stone facings, at a

cost, including the price of the land, of marly
£5,000. Accommodation will be provided for 750

children. The contractors are Messrs. Iluliue and

Nicol.

Opening of a New Bridge at Nottinoiiam.—
On Tuesday week, at Nottingham, was opened a hand-

some new bridge over the Trent, superseding the old

one, which has done duty for centuries. The old

bridge, which had an extreme waterway of 275ft.

containing, in all, fifteen arches, has beeu considered

for many years past in a somewhat precarious state,

but it was not until 1S(18 that plans for a new
structure were definitely adopted. The design for

the present bridge, the estimated cost of which is

£31,000, was the sole work of Mr. M. O. Tar-

botton, C.E., the borough surveyor. The total

length of the bridge is aboutj700ft., the dear width

between the parapets is 40ft., .and from face to face

of the .abutments 4.'<ft. Sin., being practically the

same width as Sonthwark and Waterloo bridges,

London. The height of the roadway above the

summer water level of the Trent is 27ft., and there

are two footpaths each 7ft. wide, with a carriage-

way 2Gft. wide, cap.able of accommodating easily

three hues of carriages. The three main arches, or

spans, are each 100ft. wide in the clear. The sur-

face of the bridge is quite level, and the north

approach has a gradient of 1 in 47 an<l the south 1

in 34. The materi.al of the large m.iin arches is cast

iron, and each arch has eight ribs or girders, which

weigh about 200 tons. Details of the ornamenta-

tion in Darley Dale, Mansfield stone, anil Aberdeen

granite need not be given, but the general effect is

good. Eight coats of arms sculptured on the abut-

ments have been selected for the purpose of typi-

fying some of the princiiial events which connect the

old bridge and the town of Nottingham with the

general history of the country, and have been sup-

plied by Mr. Thos. Close, F.S.A. Messrs. Beuton
& Woodiwiss, of Derby, were contractors for the

gener.al building and masonry work ; Messrs. Andrew
Ilandyside & Co., of Loiulon, for the ironwork;

Messrs. Mawer & Ingle, of Leeds, for the general

carving; and Messrs. JIarsball, of Nottingham, for

the painting and decoration.

The Printers' Almshouses.—The suburb of

Wood-green was on Saturday afternoon the scene of

a ceremony of considerable interest to the ]irinting

trade—namely, the opening of the new wings to the

Printers' Almshouses. The inaugnratiiui festival

was presided over by Earl Stanhope. The in-

adequacy of the establishment to its requirements

having been long felt, about nine months ago the

foundation-stones of the two wings opened on

Saturday were laid. The two wings cost together

£3,334, and are pleasant and handsome structures

in the Domestic Early English style, the architect

being Mr. Cluirles Bell, of No. 51, Strand, and the

builder Jlr. W. llcnsliaw, of the City-roa^l.

I
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-yTREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.G.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofllce not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—Mrs. B., W. H.. W. H. Lj-nn, G. T. R., S. S.,

M. B. A., 0. W. D., C. S., M. E. & Go,, J. F.. H. S.

A. W. S.—Nash & Hull, of 202, High Holborn, supply

enamelled letters.

Richard Arnott.—What did you write about at first?

T. S. Smith.—Thauka for the cuttings from newspapers;

but, not having the necessary dates affised, they were
impaired in value.

A. Hartshorns.-The Albert Ddrers safe to hand.

(!L0mspiikiite.

.

STAINED GLASS AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—lu your journal of the week before last, in

commenting on the stained glass at the International

Exhibition, you mention the window, "No. 2376

(south-east staircase) central window by Messrs.

Gibbs." How such a blunder could have taken

place I am at a loss to imagine, as my name appears

somewhat prominently underneath the window,

thus:— '' Charles A. Gibbs, Stained Glass Works,

148, Marjde bone-road, London, N.W." My reason

for drawing your attention is that my window is

not exhibited in the name of Messrs. Gibbs, and if

you would kindly correct the error, I should esteem

it a favour.

You also say that my window is "an effect of

painting in elaborately stippled and softened enamel."

This would infer that the whole of my
window is enamelled. This is not exactly

so ; the style of the window is a new
introduction of my own, partly enamels and pot

metals. More of the latter would not have

suited the style of my window, which is purely

Renaissance ; it is a subject of Christ blessing little

children, surrounded with a framework of pilasters

of architectural work, fruit, flowers, &c. The devia-

tion in the working-out of this window is that I

have avoided garish colouring, adhering to neutral

tints, golden yellows, white, &q., forming in the

whole a combination of flat tinting, and of delicate

hues, from its peculiar treatment aud novelty of its

shading, &c.—I am, &c.,

Charles A. Gibbs.

[We gladly give Mr. Gibbs an opportunity of

correcting the error ; but he appears not to be aware

that we merely copied from the official report as

prepared by Mr. T. Gambler Parry.

—

Ed.]

THE CRITICS OF THE NEW LAW COURTS.
Sir,—There are people in the world who are so

well satistied with themselves, and so full of their

own perfection, that they are constantly endeavour-

ing to bring everj'body up to their high standard by
offering publicly their gratuitous criticisms, opinions,

and advice. In the architectural profession these

characters abound. The latest, and perhaps the

most marked specimens of this kind of self-sacrifice

for individual aud the general good may be
advantageously examined by referring in your
valuable paper to the two productions on the New
Law Courts written respectively by Mr. Fer-
gusson and Mr. E. W. Godwin. The first

savagely attacks what he calls a "vault," meaning
the central hall in Mr. Street's plan. What he says
is blurted out in a most unqualified manner. There
is no attempt at making his vigorous blows feel like

compliments. He strikes out in a very unmistake-
able fashion, little caring for the feelings of the
gentleman he is trying to punish, and at the same
time taking care to show that he is indignantly dis-

gusted with the New Law Comts in general aud
with Mr. Street in particular.

Mr. Godwin next comes on the scene. It is

intolerable to him that another should attempt to oust

him from ;he high place which he has assigned to

himself in the public estimation, and accordingly

he asserts himself by scolding his rival, blistering

liim with ridicule, showing his incompetence, accus-
ing him of gross misrepresentation, and, under cover

of the fable of the "Fox and the Grapes," charging
him—nay, crushing him—with the sin of envy. This

is, no doubt, very gratifying to Mr. Street. But if

Mr. Godwin had stopped here he would have been

untrue to himself, his class, Mr. Street, and the

public. He has demolished Jlr. Fergusson ; he must
now give us something to replace what he has

destroyed, and with becoming modesty he points out

as our fitting guide Mr. Godwin. No straightforward

blundering this time ; skill and the science of hitting

hard, not unnecessarily hard, in vital parts are

studied and practised in the matter. Mr. Street, he

tells us bluntly, is too strong a man not to take as

oracular the advice of so very unprejudiced a pro-

fessional gentleman as Mr. Godwin. How concilia-

tory! Strong men are to be feared, and the wisdom of

softening their anger is apparent. At last the great

man's opinion is announced, not blusteringly, but

with a quiet emphasis that shows he is ontheground

he considers to be exclusively his own. No liidden

feature of the building would suit his perfect touch.

The principal front aud nothing else can be worthy

of his pen, aud he condemns the design so gracefully,

yet so utterly, that its most enthusiastic advocate

could scarcely find it in his heart to gainsay the

words, however opposed he might be to the opinion

they conve3\ Between Jlr. Fergusson, Mr. Godwin,

and the Press, many people are beginning to think

that Mr. Street is the wrong man to design Law
Courts. If he is the strong and able man he is

represented to be, it is to be hoped he will imme-
diately give us an example of what he can do in the

way of putting down the busj'bodies who are trying

to get themselves prominently before the public by
condemning his work and frittering away his repu-

tation.—I am, &c.. Reader.

THE NEW NATIONAL GALLERY.
Sir,—I have no desire to be "funny "on any

subject, and Mr. Redgrave is in error if he supposes

that such an important matter to the profession as

the designs for the new National Gallery would be

selected by me on which to bestow "facetious"

comment. It was the prompting of an earnest

feeling to see our important public buildings worthily

treated that caused mj' remarks on his or Mr.

Layard's design—whether or not such design was
published without the permission of the author or

authors matters little—there it is, and must be taken

on its merits ; and Mr. Redgrave must pardon me if

I express an opinion that the fact that such as it

should have been publshed by authority of Parlia-

ment, must be most ramaging to the architectural

profession. It is ju t this sort of thing that lessens

in the eyes of certain honourable members, and of

the public, the ability of architects generally, and

helps to cause that disrespectful tone in which they

are sometunes spoken of.—I am, &c., W. W.

SELENITIC MORTAR.
Sir,—Your correspondent " P. E. M." has either

a very slight knowledge of chemistry or a very poor

memory. There is evidently some strange con-

fusion in his mind between two acids ending in

" ic"—carbonic acid and sulphuric acid.

My invention has reference to the employment of

the latter of these acids, and not of carbonic acid,

as he supposes.

If he will again refer to my patent, aud compare
it with Professor Kerr's words, which he quotes, he

will have reason to regret his having written to you
on a subject with which he had made himself so imper-

fectly acquainted, and I trust that he will attempt

to remedy the mischief which even random asser-

tions produce, if made in an influential journal.—

I

am, &c., IIknry Y. D. Scott.

Keusiugtou, August 8.

COLONEL SCOTT'S SELENITIC MORTAR.
Sir,—In your last week's number, a correspondent

("P. E. M.") states that Selenitic mortar is much the

same thing as Mr. Westmacott's composition, des-

cribed by Professor Kerr iu a paper on " Artificial

Stone," as consisting of "common lime and sand, to

which is added a certain proportion of uncalcincd

carbonate for the mere supplj' of carbonic acid."

" P. E. M." sa^'s the basis of the two is the same,
" induration by the aid of carbonic acid." I have
no practical acquaintance with Mr, Westmacott'.s

"artificial stone," but I have with Col. Scott's

Selenitic mortar, and therefore beg leave to correct

"P. E. M," and to inform him, and others interested

in the subject, that Selenitic mortar does j?o( contain

uncalcined carbonate of lime, and that its hardening
properties are 7iot derived from the presence of car-

bonic acid. Selenitic mortar is composed (like

other mortars) mainly of freshly-burnt lime and
sand, with the addition of a small proportion of

sulphate of lime. These materials are mixed or

compounded in a peculiar manner, and on this

mixing the excellence of the mortar in a great

measure depends. The effect produced by the

addition of the small quantity of sulphate of lime

or plaster of Paris is something astonishing, and
has not yet been satisfactorily accounted for. I

have a theory of my own on the subject, but as I

have not thoroughly worked it out I abstain from
troubling j'ou with it.

"P. E. M." also mentions Ellis's patent of 1857,

for making artificial stone, and says that the inven-

tion is "something of the same kind" as Col.

Scott's Selenitic. I have cnref idly read the specifica-

tion of Ellis's patent, and can confidently state that

that there is not the least resemblance between the

two processes. It is quite evident that "P. E. M."
is totallj' unacquainted with the composition and
properties of Selenitic mortar, and I should recom-

mend him, before writing any more on the subject,

or endeavouring to mstruct others, to carefully study

Cob Scott's specification, which he can procure at

the Patent OfHce for a few pence.—I am, &c.

66, Chancery-lane, W. E. Newton, C.E.

August 10, 1871.

SCULPTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Sir,—My attention has been called to your article of

June li.th, on the " Sculpture at the Royal Academy,"
aud I beg to thank your correspondent "H. O." for the
very fluttering mention that he makes of my bust of

Gladstone therein. At the same time, I feel bound to

tell " H. O." that I should have attached more value

to his praise had he displayed a better knowledge of

sculpture aud sculptors than is set before us n the fol-

lowing :

—" JMr. J. S. Westmacott's diminutive ' Eve
Listening to the Serpent' (l^iOT) differs but in a slight

modification of the attitude from the celebrated 'Eve
at the Fountain." by the artist's father."

The above passage contains two blvmders, each being
perfectly inexcusable in a writer who undertakes to

write a ci-itique ou a public exhibition for a popular
journal.

Mr. J. S. Westmacott is a nephew of the late Sir

Richard Westmacott, R.A., aud the celebrated " Eve
at the Fouutaiu'* was the work of the late E. II. Baily,

K.A., as the merest tyro ought to have known, for

Rally's " Eve " is spoken of as familiarly as Kiss's

"Amazon," or Foley's "Boy at the Stream," or any
other famous work whose name is always linked witli

the name of the artist. What makes the blunder still

worse is, the father of Mr. J. S. Westmacott was not a
sculptor, aud his uncle never executed a statue of

"Eve at the Fountain."—I am, &c.,

N. N. BURNARD.

36, Hugh-street, Eccleston-sqnare. Pimlico, S.W.
August 6th, 1871.

THE PROFESSION.
Sir,—A great deal has been said lately upon the

overcrowded state of the architectural profession, but
it strikes me that the correspondents do not get at the

root of the matter. My theory is, that the stinginess

of some of our architects has very much to do with it,

many of them being contented—or professing to be

contented—with inferior draughtsmanship at low
salaries aud plenty of articled pupils, really good
draughtsmen being looked upon as expensive luxuries,

not to be indulged in except in rare instances. By
this means a large number of inefficients are drawn
into the profession, to the exclusion of better material.

Take an example :—A term-expired pupil of a late

eminent architect (an excellent draughtsman, and prize-

man of South Kensington) comes in contact with a col-

league of his late master, who magnanimously offers

him a desk in his oflBce (without salary), " the unpre-

cedented opportunities for improvement" which be

will thus enjoy being far "superior to any amount of

pecmiiary remuneration." He accepts, and is accord-

ingly installed, his vocation being the tracing of jtlana

and printing of titles, varied occasionally with journeys

to the post-ofTice, and " doctoring " of instrumeuts.

After enduring this for some time, he ventures to sug-

gest that a higher class of work would be preferable,

he is is told that it is all "practice," aud is reminded

of the " unprecedented opportunities," &c.

Now, I do not say this is the general rule, there are

a few exceptions—unfortunately, very few; but, in the

great majority of cases, these are the "chances" of

iniprovemont which an art-loving student has iu a

London office, and can we wonder that such men quit

the profession, and that its ranks are recruited by those

only who have no more artistic feeling iu their soula

than there is in a brass button. Jav.

August 7th, IS71.

The Cedars of Lebanon.—Mr. Jessup, an

American missionary, has recently discovered several

extensive groves in Lebanon. Of these there are

three of great extent iu Southern Leban«>n. Tho

grove lately contained 10,000 trees, and had been

purchased "by a barbarous sheik from the Turkish

Government, for the purpose of trying to extract

pitch from the wood. The experiment, of course,

failed, and the sheik was ruined, and several thou-

sand treos were destroyed in the attempt. One i>f

the trees measured 15ft. in diameter, aud the f-.rost

is full of young trees springing up with great vigour.
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Intonnnuninitiaii

QUESTIONS.
[32S0,]—Iron Beam.—Will one of your scientific

OrfniU-rs kimily favour mo with tlio
" "^"-^ formula fur ascertaining^ the broak-

---^ \\y^ \oQ.t\ of a cast-iron beam, sn]i-

portod at lioth nntls, one onil eon
S' siderably raisod above the other, tlio

load phiced in thu middle ? Section of

beam, which is peculiai*, as sketch. There is no top
liauge.—il. A. B.

[22S1.]—Takinff out €luaatities andMeasur-
ineupWork,— 1^ lli'-re any Look that will ffuid<'

you in takin.'^out (piuntitirs and mrasuriiif,' up builder^:'

work generally, in accordance with the system adopled
by London surveyors ?—lN<2UinKK.

[•2_»s-.>.]—Colours TTsed in Drawing.—Can any
of your corrc.-'])ondeat:^ kintUy iuforni nie what colours

are ffonerally used in architectural drawing to repre-

sent KoiitisU rax -i"*! V*\xi\\ stoiic ?

—

Pupil.

[l'28;(.] — Priming. — I want to know whether
priming is considered to be one coat when woodwork
is described to be painted four oils, or whether this

description is generally taken to mean four coats besidis
the piimiug? Perhaps some reader can cnliglitcu me,
and oblige

—

W. K.

liEPLIES.

[2l4"i.]—Burning Clay,—The process is described

ia I'apworth's edition of Gwilt's "Kncyclopredia of

Architecture," I sii? (page .^;5ii). A more detailed state-

ment of the i)roceiis of burning will be found on page 2

of a journal which was only in existence for six
months (in ISO.'Oi entitled The Illustrated Builders'

Journaf. It does uot state how the article was obtained,
which is one that might well be reprinted in your
own pages. Clay thus burnt or baked should be well

done. (Jtherwise it soon becomes deteriorated by wet
and trallic. At no time is burnt clay, or ballast, as it

is often ciUled. so good as sound brick rubbish or rough
gravi'l. In new-made roads in some of the suburbs
round London it has been laid down in forming the
foundation for roads and paths ; and, wheu scrunched
up by cart-wheels, it has been mixed with a little lime
for mortar and plastering. In some phices it has been
ground up in a mortar-mill with plaster rubbish, with
or without any fresh lime, and very wretched mortar it

makes, especially wheu the fresh Umo is totally

omitted. It has been apparently used with some
advantage in m.iking I'ortland cement concrete.—A. T.

[5273.]—Plaster "Work.—" A Young Builder"
must be guided by the custom of the locality in which
the work is executed. Deductions are assuredly made
for all openings—in some places entirely ; in others,

for material only ; being measured for labour in others.

Again, half the opening only, for labour and material
are deducted, which virtually amounts to about the same
as the last-mentioned. With regard to cornices, both
external and internal mitres (angles) are allowed for,

and either included in the suporlicial amount as one
foot lineal of cornice, or priced at the same rate. In
some localities, all above four are allowed ; iu others,
all.—r.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
OvERCUOWDiNG WoRKKoOMS.—Madamc Philipo,

dressmaker and milliner, of No. 72^ Now Bond-street,
was summoned at MarIboro\igli-sti-eet recently by
Dr. C. J. B. Aldis, medical officer of heallli for St.
George's, Hanover-scjuare, for having- a worki'oom
80 overcrowded as to be injurious to health. Dr.
Aldis slated that ho visited tlie defendant's premises
on the l.'it of June, and found eijjliteeu persons at
work in the front workroom. The room only con-
tained 2,0UJ cubic feet, which only allowed 112 cubic
feet to each person, and on the iHth of July he visited
them Hgaiti and found seventeen perscjus at work,
which allowed 118 cubic feet to each ijer.son, instead
of 800 cubic feet each. In the back workroom there
wnsalso overcrowding, more persons being: employed
therein llian there ought to be. Ho considered such
a practice to be dangerous to the Iiealth of the work-
people. Ue had heard that two of tlie workpeople
had suffered in them ; and had cautioned the de-
fendant. In every otlier respect the place was pro-
perly conducted. For tho defence it was stated
tliat tlie overcrowding was imintentiona!. and had
arisen through sudden pressure ; that tho defmdants
Iin.sband, who was a foreigner and un.acquainted with
the law, had taken anotlier workroom ; that there
should be no further cause of complaint, and that
Dr. Aldis's caution had never reached him. Mr.
Mansfield made an order for the cause of complaint
to be abated ; requested tho defendant's sidicitor to
explain the matter t'» his client, and ordered tlie

defendant to pft3' pis. Cd. cost5.

AU.KGEI) X'llAUlJfLENT SaI.E OF A TtUICKFrET.TJ.—Arthe Maidstone Assizes, on Saturday v.-eek, tho
trial of tho Kev. \V. English, vicar of'Emmanuel
Chm-ch. Oamberwell, on an indictment for obtaining
a valuable security, under false ])ri'tcnees, was
brought tf> a elnse. The charge arose out of some
trati^aetions whieli Mr. Peter Hawden, briclanaker
und patentee <»f bnckmaking machines, of Notting-
liill, and wa.** fnllv detailed in tbi' lU ildixo Nkw'R
for March 17 and Jfnrch 21 last (Pp. 211 and 2of'.

Vol. XX). The jury, after several hours' delibera-
tion, were discharged without coming to a verdict.

TirE Potters of Local Boards op Health.—
An important acti-^n came before Mr. E. AA''ildman.

at the Doncaster County Court, last week, in wlncli
Mr. Stepheu Atkinson, chemist aud druggist. Don-
caster, sought to recover a sum of £30 from Messrs.
Pearson & Son, contractors, of Bradford, being
£23 6s. for value of certain sanitary pipes removei
and £G Ms. amount of surface injury in removing
the same from a field, his property, in March-street.
Doncaster. Mr. Chambers, of Sheffield, appeared
for the plaintiff, and Mi\ Cave, barrister, for the
Corporation of Doncaster, who, as the Local Board
of Health, were tho real defendants. It appeared
that the field had originally been the property of the
Roard of Health and the common-right owners, and
a public drain was made through to an outlet

beyond. Subsequently the property wa^s purchase.l
by the Cemetery Ciunmissioners, antl conveyed to

thorn by special Act of Parliament. They in turn
sold it to Mr. Atkinson, the present plaintiff, to

whom it was conveyed without reservation. Last
year, in tlie course of constructing the new drainage
Aviirks, the Board of Health determined to abandon
tliis old sower, and tho contcactors worn directed to

t;ike uj) tlie sanitary pipes. It was for this tliat th--

action was brought. Mr. Chambers now contended
that the conveyance to Mr. Atkinson being without
reservation these pipes were clearly his properly,
the sewer having been abandoned and superseded
by another, and the contractors had no right to

enter his land for tho purpose of removing them. Mr.
Cave, on the other hand, submitted that by the 4.')tlt

section of the Act of 18G3, the Local Board had
power to alter or destroy any existing sewer, after

notice to that effect, and upon this the defendants
had acted. A jury had been summoned to try the

case, but as it transpired that the defendants had
imid -£(> 14s., the claim for surface damage, into

Court, tho question resolved itself iuto a point of

law. and the jury were discharged. His Honoiir
decided that tho pipes had been legally removed,
and were the property of the Local Board, and gave
judgment for the defendants.

STATTTES, TklEMOIlIALS, &c.

StAtuk of Thomas GRAirAM.—Mr. William
Brodie. R.S.A., has just completed the full-size

model in clay of a colossal statue, to be erected in

Glasgow, of the late Thomas Graham, Master of

the Mint. The statue is to be cast in bronze, and is

to occupy a position at the south-east corner of

George-square, corresponding with that of Chan-
trey's celebrated figure of James Watt at the south-
west cornel".

Colossal Marble Group of Africa.—This
group by Mr. T heed, which is to form one of the
principal features of the Prince Consort Memorial
in Hyde-park, is now practically complete. Egyjit
has been adopted as the centre of the gi-oup, and
is personified I>y the figure of a woman habited in

tho costimie of the ancient statues of tho coimtry.
She is r*^prespnted as about to descend from a
droraedajy wliirh has already been made to kneel, as

at the completion of a journey, thus signifying that
the ancient civilisation of which she is the type has
come to an end. On the right of the central group
is the ficrnre of a Troglody'te. or inhabitant of the
desert lying between the Nile and the Red Sea,
indicating the utmost eastern limits of the continent,
and near to him is the half-buried statue of a sphinx,
a ronmant of the monumental glories of the pasti
On the same side of the central group, but further
round, is the figure of Kuro]iean Civilisation instruct-
ing a chief of one of the tribes of Southern Africa,
wlioso rapt attention is suggestive of the dawn of
rising civilisatio)!. On the left of tho central group
tho present commerce of the interif>r and the northern
shores of the continent is personified by an Arabian
merchant seated on the ground, in the fasliion of his
country, by the side of his merchandise, which con-
sists of bales of cotton, minerals, vegetable drugs,
elex>hants' teeth, and other native productions.

Memorial to the Late Rev. W. B. Mackenzie.
—The designs of Mr. S. Button Walker, F.S.A.. of

Nottingliani, have been selected by tlie committee
for er<*cting tlio monuments proposed to bo placed in

S. Janu?s'8 Churcli and Schools. Holloway, London,
to the memory of the Bev. W. B. Mackenzie. The
design for the memorial pnqiosed to be erected in
the chancel of the church ia pure Greek in style,

the church itself being in that character. The monu-
ment will "ko constructed principally of French stone
of a very fine whito quality. Tho inscription tablet

will be Sicilian white marble, and a simple pure
white marble cross wreathed with a crown of thorns
occupies a panel in tlie upper part of the monument.
Tho whide is very richly carved with pure Greek
oniament. the details of whiclt have been expressly
designed by the architect. The otlier memorial to

be erected in tho school-room will be of a more
simple character, in tlie Decorated Gothic style,

with trefoiled headed tablet and spandrels and richlv-

car\-ed hradmonld. The execution of the work lijis

been entrusted by Mr. Walker to J. Birnic Philip
Esq.

fur fffrre Mk.
The New Market for Rotueriiam.—Some

time ago plans and designs for a new market for
Rotlierliam were advertised fur by tlie Rotherham
and Kimbcrworth Local Board of Health, and the
announcements were responded to by sis competitors—namely, Messrs. Hill and Swann, of Leeds, and
Bow-street, Sheffield ; Mr. Rces, of London ; Mr.
Blackmoor, of Rotherham ; Barry and Sons, of
Liverpool; Jlr. Jlarsden, of Sheffield: and Mr.
Thomas Dobb, of Rotherham. The plans have been
before tlie Board, who selected the first three named
for choice by Mr. 'n'orthiiigton, of Manchester, the
architect the Board called in to advise with tliem.

Ultimately, the plan of Messrs. Hill and Swann
was selected.

The London and County Baxkiso Company.
—At the half-yearly meeting of this company held
on the 3rd inst. the report jiresented to tlie share-
holders was of the usual satisfactory character. A
dividend of G per cent, wi,th a bonus of 3 per cent,

for the half year, was declared, being at the rate of
18 per cent, per annum, £1,419 17s. 4d. being

,

carried forward to profit and loss new account.

Enormots Fall ok Gr-Vnite at the Mount-
soruel Quarries.—On the 7th inst., a large blast
of gunpowder w:is fired at these well-known quarries,

attended with very remarkable results. The cliff,

which m.ay be seen from tlie Jlidland Railway be-
tween Barrow and Leicester, standing boldly up
100ft. in height, and many hundreds of yards in
length, was pierced about 40ft. from the ground by
a deep bore hole, and 4.")01bs. of powder secured
therein. When the blast was fired the whole face of

the rock came awaj* together, with scarcely any
other sound than the crushing of the rock in its fall.

The quantity thrown down is estimated at 20,000
tons, and is by far the largest weight of stone ever
before moved by one blast at these granite quarries.

Application of the Factory Act to the Brick-
fields.—In view of the a|)proachiiig application of

the Factory Acts to all brickfields, jir. G. SmeetL the
largest brickmaker in England, and Mr. E. R. Ray,
the certifying surgeon for one of the most important
brickmaking districts, express the result of their

experience on the subject. The provisions of the
Factory Act, they say, have for the space of two
years been strictly and universally carried out in the

Kentish brickfields. They ha\e been found already
to be productive of much good to the workjieople,

and to ha\'e caused no unreasonable inconvenience to

the employer. They most strongly recommend their

application to all brickfields, no matter how few the

number of hands employed therein.

The IxsTiTtiTioN of Civil Engineers.—During
the last three months the changes which have taken
place in this Society include the election of 4
Members and 18 Associates, the transfer to the
cla.ss of Members of 4 Associates, and the admission
of 5 students. In the same period the deaths have
been recorded of 1 Honorary Member (Sir John
Herschel, Bart.). 2 Members (Mr. Newlands and Mr.
Suermondt), audi (J Associates (Captain G. Baillie,

Mr. t). Dadian. Mr. T. W. tiardner, Mr. H. De La
P. Murphy, Mr. R. Ritchie, and Mr. C. Wilks.)
There are now on tlie books 1,") Honorary Members,
730 Members, 1,059 Associates, and 20i) students,

making together 2,009, against exactly 1,000 on
the 30th November, 1862, so that in less than nine
years the gross uuniber has been more than doubled.

The Lytliam Cottage Hospital, illustrated in the
BriLDiNO News a few mouths since, has just been
opened.

A now Wesleyan school has been opened at Long-
wood, near Huddersfield, at a cost of £600.

Tho church of S. Clement Danes, Strand, it is

said, is marked put fot demolition. On Monday, iu
a consnltntion between the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, Mr. Street, and other authorities, it was de-
cidctl that its removal was necessary for the ap-
proaches to the New Law Courts, at last actually in

course of erection.

The foundation-stone of a new lighthouse was
laid on Monday at the Tjongships. ofif Land's-end

.

The liglithouse will be llGft. above high water, and
the light will be seen at the distance of sixteen miles.

The whole of the gas for the city of London
will shortly be snpjdied from the new gasworks at

Bcckt.ni, and arrangements have just been made
that the appointment of examiner of this gas shall

alternately be exercised by the Board of Works and
the Corporation, the latter body to have the first

nomination.
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PLANTS ADAPTED FOR OKNA]\IENT.

IN pointing out a few English plants -which

might be turned to good jourpose in

design, we are by no means committing

ourselves to the naturalistic, as opposed to tlie

conventional school. On the contrary, the

best use to which, for ornamental purposes,

the study of Nature could be applied, would,

as we think, be the development thereby of

new conventional types. The old ones, re-

peated with very little variation on almost

every fresh building as it arises, are becoming

worse than wearisome. It is true they have

their merits : they are often well executed,

and show considerable breadth, and spirit,

and effect. But it is possible to work a good
idea to death, and instead of falling back

perpetually and for all purposes on the French

or English architects of the thirteenth cen-

tury, our carvers might by this time venture

to think for themselves. Retaining tlie

vigorous and simple handling of the first

Gothic period, let them carry on the work
where it was left off : let them give us a con-

ventional rendering, not merely of the half

dozen plants which have been conven-

tionalised before, but of the scores of others

which are eijually susceptible of a bold and
monumental treatment.

The foliage of our own Early English

capitals is said to be derived from that of the

Geum r'wale, or water avens. The resem-
blance, however, is by no means close, and
the plant is so uncommon in many parts of

England that it could hardly have been the

original of the universally-distributed orna-

ment of the period. Its leaf is indeed a
trefoil one, the foUs being flattened at top,

so that its outline does approach to that of

the ornament it is supposed to have sug-
gested. This outline, however, is by no
means peculiar to the avens, and is found in

greater beauty and perfection elsewhere
;

while the bold stems, deep grooves, and crisp

curling lines of our First Pointed capitals are

entirely an addition on the part of their

designers. If they imitated ane particular

plant in the outline of the leaf, they imitatad

in the stems the upspringing curves of strong
vegetation generally : their work was not a
tame rejietition of a single example so much
as a copy of the ways by which Nature every-
where marks life, freshness, and growth.
The same thing may be said, with still greater
reason, of the designers of most Early French
foliage. Their acanthus leaves roll and curl

over in a way which no living acanthus could
do more than faintly suggest, and their

crochets spring with a breadth of stalk never
seen even in the strongest natural shoots.

Their work is not an attempt, as hopeless as

absurd, to copy, perhaps in a coarse sand-
stone or a shelly oolite, the endless serrations
and half invisible edges of natui-al foliage ; it

seeks to retain such qualities as can be
retained, and frankly abandons the pursuit of
the impossible. And it does more than this.

Feeling that visible and apparent strength is

the first necessity in such features as a
capital or a corbel, it looks about to see how
Natui-e expresses strength, and adopts the
same means in a higher degi-ee. It first sim-
plifies the type of foliage it selects, for the
.sake of the material ; it then strengthens it,

for the sake of constructive propriety. These
two things chiefly make up what is called

conventionalism ; and, keeping them in mind,
we may safely venture on new ground, and
explore fields which our predecessors never
found time to visit.

For the purposes of the carver, plants

might be divided into two classes, those with
simple and those with compound leaves. Of
the latter the acanthus is, of course, the com-
monest type. In England we have others in

several species of thistle, especially the great

milk-thistle, which aboimds in the marshes
by the Thames near Gravescnd. But there

are stiU better ones to be foimd on a smaller

scale. Some of the commonest weeds which
we tread underfoot^—the groundsels, and dan-
delions, and sow-thistles—if only enlarged
sufiiciently, will furnish excellent ideas for

ornament. As M. VioUet le Due has re-

marked, it is not the largest trees, or even
the rankest vegetation, which supplies tlie

most striking and spirited models. Forms
infinitely better adapted for a vigorous and
monumental style grow all around us, and
we pass them by simjily because they are so

small. Copy tliem five or ten times the

natural size, and we have at once almost a
new conventional type, and by no means a
bad one. A great number of composite plants

have these acanthoid leaves, some of them
with pointed, others with rounded, others

again with variously scolloped segments. They
m,ay be foimd by almost every roadside,

especially towards the autumn, and for the

mere trouble of gathering and examining
them we may obtain most valuable sugges-

tions. Leaves like these, in which the dif-

ferent divisions are all connected by a mem-
brane, are generally more useful in ornament
than those in which they spring from little

separate stalks. The latter can hardly be

much simplified without entirely destroying

tlieir individuality, and yet they are too

complex to be repeated as they are. Such
are those of the hemlock, the wild parsley,

and the umbelliferous group in general. If

they have a place in architecture at all, it

should, perhaps, be eitlier in delicate surface

ornament, or in metalwork. Like the majority

of our ferns, whose beauty lias so often

tempted designers into failures, these doubly

and triply winged plants are beyond the

reach of art. Those which only have one

order of leaflets, like the clover, the wood-
sorrel, and the cinquefoil, may sometimes be

studied with advantage, but even these are

most serviceable in flat carving. They vary

considerably in outline and expression. The
woodsorrel has three heart-shaped leaflets,

joined by their points. In the common
clover they are oval, and in the hare's-foot

trefoil nearly round, in the wood anemone
pointed and deeply cleft, in the corn crow-
foot triply pointed, and in the cinquefoil

almost wedge-shaped. Of single leaves,

elaborately cut, the most remarkable, per-
haps, are those of the wild geraniums and
erodiums—the crane's-bills and stork's-bills.

In English Decorated work, like that at

Southwell Minster and elsewhere, these were
favourite models for the carver. The general
outline, in most species, is kidney-shaped

;

in other words, the prominences fall in a
curve which completes about seven-eighths
of a circle, but which, instead of finishing it,

suddenly turns back into a sharp, long
hollow, into which the leaf-stalk enters. The
rounded surface inclosed by this outline is

broken up into either five or seven segments,
by narrow incisions reaching nearly to its

centre, and the edge of each segment is

further frilled by obtuse notchings, three or

four in number. But of all seven-cleft leaves

perhaps the most beautiful is that of the

Alchemillu, or lady's m.antle ; and this we
have never seen imitated by the carver. Its

general outline is much like that of the

crane's-bill, but the incisions are not nearly
so deep. They divide its edge into obtusely-

pointed arches—five of the regular shape,

and two, at the bottom, with double points.

But no description can give any idea of the
remarkable gracefulness of the form, which is

increased by tlie fan-like way in which the
younger leaves fold themselves up, and by
their rapidly-diminishing size as they ascend
the stem. The plant, which has a little

umbel of greenish-yellow flowers, may be
found in shady pastures in most parts "f the
country. The common hawthorn exnibits

another of these deeply-marked simple leaves,

and the maple a rather more regular one.

There is a little species of speedwell—a small

creeping plant with a blue flower, common
in ploughed fields in the early spring—which
has a three-cleft leaf full of character and
beauty, and which well deserves to be noticed.
Its general outline may be called kidney-
shaped, but the curve is flattened and widened
out, and the surface i.s nearly twice as broad
as it is long. There is a shallow and delicate
hollow taken out of it on each side

; the cen-
tral segment has a fiat curve at top, changing
below to a very quick one ; while the "side
segments have a flat curve on one side opposed
to a shari> one on the other. These beauti-
fully-contrasted curvatures, and their smooth-
ness and regularity, make this little example
much more architectural in its effect than
natural examples generally are, though it

would, of course, require to be considerably
enlarged. The ground ivy, again (Gkconia
hcderacca), is worthy of examination. Its
leaf-outline is heart-shaped, with bold ellip-

tical scollopings. The catmint(A'f;)e;/a cataria)
comes nearer to a spherical triangle in shape,
and has ogee -shaped toothings. The ivy-
leaved snapdragon—a little purple-flowered
creeper, frequent on old walls in damp situa-
tions—has a beautifully-divided leaf, superior,
for the purposes of ornament, to that of the ivy
which gives it its name. The granulated saxi-
frage—an upright white flowering plant, com-
mon on railway banks and old chalk pits, has a
very noticeable leaf, of the kidney-shaped class.

Another one, of the same type, but cleft into
three nearly wedge-shaped segments, may be
found in a species of buttercup which grows in
marshy places, and which produces two en-
tirely different forms of leaf on the same
plant. This curious propensity is also mani-
fested by another of the buttercup genus, the
Ildnunculmhederaccns, which exhibits, perhaps,
the most jierfect outline of any of our ivy-

leaved plants. This one grows in ponds and
ditches, and its foliage, when developed under
water, consists of a mere tuft of hair-like

filaments. But the leaves which float on the
top are of quite another sort. They are

small, but beautifully curved, much wider
than they are long, and divided into five

obtusely-pointed segments, of bold and
strongly characteristic .shape. Even in still

simpler leaves than these there is much
variety. The forget-me-not Qnyosotis) has
a long outline of graceful reflexed curvature,

which might suit a Greek vase. The dead-
nettle leaf, at first sight, looks heart-shaped

;

but it is really concave on one side of its

point and convex on the other. The privet

is obtuse towards the stalk, and acutely-

pointed at the opposite extremity. The
common scabious, and a number of other
plants, are just the reverse. The violet has
an elegant cardioid outline, and the black

bryony a similar but more elongated one.

Certain wild species of campanula have a leaf

almost like an isosceles triangle, with the two
lower angles rounded ; but straight lines are

rare in nature, and in this case one side will

be found slightly swelled out, and the other

delicately hollowed. Some varieties of the

field convolvulus have a rounded leaf cut off

almost square at bottom, and the large white

convolvulus has a somewhat arrow-shaped

one. But a water plant, the arrowhead
{Sagittaria sagitllfolia), goes much further in

this direction, its leaf running do«Ti into two
long sharp barbs, which flank the stem, and

drawing upwards at the top into a stiff

though somewhat convex point.

Speaking generally, it is not the very

simplest any more than the most intricate

forms which will be found of the greatest use

for ornamental purposes. It is those whose
form is most strongly marked by firm,

regular, and characteristic outlines. But
outline is far from being the only thing that

requires attention. We might even say that

it is scarcely even the principal thing. The
light and shade on the sm-face, the texture,

the folds, and the markings, above all the

turns and convolutions which express growth

and develoisment, are amongst the vital points

to be retained. To take a leaf, whether well
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or ill-adapted for ornament, and then flatten

it out and draw or carve from it, is tlie least

likely way to obtain a good result. The plant

must be watclied a-s it grows, its foliage must
be studied as Nature presents it. Looking at

it iu tills way, we shall find very little of it

spread out smooth and straight, like a dried

specimen. It is turned at every possible

angle, twisted into every conceivable shape.

Some of it appears to us edgeways, some
foreshortened and point first, some hangs
down and shows the leaf stalk, some springs

back and exhibits the underside, some is

rolled up like a corkscrew or folded like a

fan, or bent in and out in all manner of

puzzling ways ; and the man who thinks he is

imitating Nature by plastering a few flat

leaves against a Hat capital can never really

have .studied the Nature he professes to imi-

tate. As a rule, the best leaf forms will be

found in tlio spring, when vegetation is young
and strong, and the best jilauts from which
to select them amongst the smallest and
apparently the least promising of our com-
mon weeds.

ILFIIACOMBE AND ITS NEIGII-
BOURHOOl).

npHE entrance to Ilfrac(mibe Harbour is

-^ strikingly ])icturesque, from the manner
in which an ancient chapel (dedicated, as

usual iu such localities, to S. Nicholas, the

jiatron saint of sailors) crowns the ridge of

slate rock known as the l/.T.ntern Hill. This
chapel has long been desecrated, and has
served for thirty years as the residence of the
widow woman who still occupies it ; but we
learn with extreme regret that both hill and
chapel are doomed, and the Avidow has had
notice to quit, iu order that a new ])ier and
lighthouse may bo constructed, and the har-

bour improved. Our professional judgment,
however, is gi'catly at fault if it be absolutely

necessary that this sacriiici^ should be made.
There seems ample room fur any pier that
could be required by the removal of the part

of the slate ridge beyond tlie old chapel, and
certain it is that the town will lose nuich in

effect by the destruction of this ancient land-
mark, which, in miniature, resembles, in point

of outline, the famed St. Michael's Mount of

Cornwall. If the demon of modern improve-
ment must be propitiated, we should like to

see a mariners' church take the place of the
present dila])idated structure, which has no
recommendation in point of architectural

detail, or in aught save its outline and posi-

tion. 'The town of Ilfracombe seems to

posse.ss nothing else noticeable in the way of

antiquities except its venerable old chm-ch.
It has sprung up in obedience to the very
recent demand created by the advantages of

the place as a seaside watering-place
; and the

best that can be said of it is that the natural
irregularity of the cliaraeter of tlie ground
has prevented it assuming the usual mono-
tonous and disagi-ceableappear<ince with which
speculating builders usually contrive to
endow such miniature towns.
The following description, which we quote,

well shows the process in this instance :
—"The

town of Ilfracoudje was built after the fashion
of all Devonshire towns and villages ; and the
process, which is as follows, is a natural and
therefore a simple one. A farm-lu)usc, and a
few labourers' cottages attached to it, are
erected by the side of a bridle-path, or a
cross-coimtry road ; the farm prospers, and
the cottages are multiplied

;
gradnally a shop

or two appears ; for the sake of the roadway
the village increa=;es in length in either
direction ; there is al,\nding-place by the sea,

surrounded by a few fishermen's hovels, and
a church (placed generally in the centre of

the parish) on a lull ; these extremities at last

are joined by the lengthening street ; isolated
bouses aredotted about on the hill-sides; the
cottages are replaced by substantial buildings

;

a new street is formed ; terraces are built ; a
quay is constructed

; a new church upreared
;

walks are made iu aU directions ; steamers

and coaches ajipear on the scene, and from the

manor of Alfridscoma. the hamlet of Ilford-

combe becomes the rising and flourishing

watering-place of Ilfracombe."

Thus it is that the houses clamber up hill

sides, and cluster intu the several combes in

a ple;isantly scrambling style, and frequent

gardens interspersed, and an apparent love

of flowers and shrubs on the part of the

inhaliitants combine to form an attractive

whole. A good deal of public spirit on the

part of some individuals has been displayed

in laying out the ground in the neighbour-
hood, and developing its very great natural

beauty. A\'alks have thus been arranged
along tlie tors, and tunnels made to give

access to some of the bays on the shore, and
this work seems to have been carried out
with unusual judgment and taste. 'The

ancient church, dedicated to the Holy Trinity,

deserves attention. It is well situated on one
of the isolated knolls that rise in the centre

of the large valley in which Ilfracombe may
be said to be placed, and surrounded by an
aniphitlieatre of higher hills than any of

tliose which lend diversity to its own surface.

The structure is a large one, 115ft. long, by
(lift, broad, and consists of three long
compass-roofed parallel aisles, without special

division externally or internally between
nave and chancel. ^Ve notice that this

character obtains generally in seaside places,

and with judgment, as the limited height
caused by having no clerestory gives less

obstruction to the wind. A tower projects

nearly midway from the side of the north
aisle (that towards the sea), and gives a fine

effect to the structure from all tlie principal

points of view from which it can be seen.

There are also north and south aisles. The
tower is Norman, slightly tapering upwards,
with Perpendicidar battlements and pin-
nacles. 'I'ransitional and Decorated architec-

ture are represented in the building ; but
the greater part is Perpendicular, with large

traceried windows in that stjde. There are
some good Decorated piscina;, but the prin-

cipal featm-e to be noted is the roofing of the
nave. This is of the waggon or barrel ceiled

type, with ribs to about every tliii'd rafter.

'I'o each rib there is a quaint stone grotesque
animal as a corbel, and an angel carved in

wood stands upon each corbel. 'The effect of

these is very striking, and they may, per-
haps, represent the virtues domiuating over
the vices ; otherwise the presence of such
exceedingly grotesque animal forms inside

the edifice is not easily to be accounted for,

and they would certainly appear more in

place as giu-goyles upon the outside. The
whole of the nave roof has also longitudial

ribs intersecting the vertical ones
;
the three

easternmost bays are more highly orna-
mented, each square compartment inclosed

l)y the intersecting ribs having also diagonal

ones, and a carved strawberry-leaf enricli-

ment follows each side of each rib, and each
intersection has boldly-carved bosses. 'The

colour of all this woodwork is black with

age. 'J'he aisles have ceilings of the same
form, but jilain, and the moulded ribs are

thinner and mean in comparison with those

of the nave. 'The chancel has a modern open-

timbered roof, with some traceried panels,

but of a heavy and clumsy character, which
contrast painfully with the old work, which,

though unusually large and bold in style,

and vigorous in carving, is not coarse, as is

this newer woodwork.
'The condition of the church lias been well

cared for. ^\'e wish we could say we entirely

approve of the uumner in which it has been
done. The architecture itself has not, as

far as we can see, suffered under the hands
of tlie restorer ; its siuqilicity of character

has not been marred, but all the furniture

and woodwork generally, as some sere en
between tlie chancel and its aisles, are but of

mean and meagre design.

A new church, dedicated to SS. Phili])

and James, has recently lieen built in the

lower part of the town, and has a district

appointed to it out of the parish of Ilfr i -

combe. This is a work exhibiting througli-
out great care ; the detail is of good character,
in the Decorated style, and the design is of
moderate excellence. Mr. llayward, the
diocesan architect, was the architect employed.
The tower is finished with a high slated roof,
in lieu of a spire, banded somewhat regularly,
and otherwise than pleasantly, with purple
and green slates.

A large and ambitious hotel, of pretentious
but indifferent architecture, has been erected
near the last-named church, and has a good
view of the sea, and a good space of ground
around it laid out as gardens ; and we may
aver with confidence that it affords facilities

for visitors to sojourn luxuriously, at no
immoderate cost, in a thoroughly charming
locality. Ilfracombe is well situated as a
centre from which to make excursions to all

parts of the Bristol Channel, and the scenery
in every direction is bold and diversified.

A little to the north of Ilfracombe lies the
village of Hele, in which we noticed a new
school-room, which we liked exceedingly.
'This is a simple, modest parallelogram, with
a small bell turret, a four-light muUioned
principal window, piquant in character and
good in proportion, well jjlaccd in the gable
end, and a wooden framed porch at the side.

These few details well treated have produced
a very happy result.

Continuing the same route by the road
which skirts along the edge of the cliff,

V\'atcrmouth harboirr is reached, and Water-
mouth Castle, the residence of A. Bassett.

Esq. 'This is a pseudo-castellated structure,

built about the conmiencement of this cen-

tmy, of which the less th.at is said tlie bettei',

save that its site and surroimdings are charm-
ing in the extreme. From this spot may be
seen the tower of Berrynarbor Church, situate

about a mile inland, up a lovelj' valley. The
church will be found one of great interest,

and the tower abnost unique, the finest of a

group of fom' in this neighbourhood, which
have many points of resemblance, 'The four
are those of Combe ilartin and Berrynarbor,
Arlington, and Kentisbury. Berrynarbor
church, consisting of two parallel aisles, has
work of Norman and Early English date, with
Perpendicular additions, and its superb tower
is Perpendiculai', 'This feature is very plain

in the lower stages, but has a good west door-
way and western window. The buttresses are

not placed exactly at the angles, but on the

sides, a little distance from the angles, and
are carried up rectangular on plan to the

string-com-se under the jiarapet. Above this

they are set diagonally, and the junction con

cealed by pairs of carved animals, treated as

gurgoyles, and this diagonal portion dies as

a pinnacle against the parapet, above the

coping of which the finial alone rises. 'The

true angles of the tower having no projection

up to the parajiet string-course, at that level

a grotesi|ue corbel carries a rectangular pin-

nacle, with sides parallel to those of the tower,

and this rises clear above the parapet. The
parapet is battlemented, but with a long,

plain portion at each side, against which the

diagonal pinnacles die as before mentioned,

and the central space between these is divided

into the aforesaid battlements, which have
three openings, and an open quatrefoil en-

riches the upper squares left between the re-

turned coping. VVe regretted not to find

near the churchyard a monastic house which
existed there some time ago, and which was
decorated with many carved and moulded
features in stone, and with the arms of I'lan-

tagenet and Btmville. but we learned that all

these features have been removed to orna-

ment some garden summer-house by a late

proprietor.

Combo Martin is the next village on the

route, a long, straggling street of houses,

stretching inland from the bay of the same
name. As we jiassed along this street in search

of the church we met with two Domestic de-

tails which arrested our .attention ; not less

by their forlorn look than their high intrinsic
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merit. The first of these was a rectangular

bay window to a cottage of delicate wooden
construction, upon a sub-structiu'e of stone.

The window was a six-light one, of oak,

divided into twelve lights by a transom,

each light about seven inches wide

by a little over two feet in height ; the upper
lights with Tudor arched heads, and the

whole surrounded by a carved moidding con-

sisting of a hollow, twisted ribbonwise, in

alternation with two rows of beads. The
proportions and details of this example of

ancient Domestic work were admirable, but
falling to pieces from decay, and apparently

uncared for. The other specimen which

caught our eye was a fir.st-ratc floriated

wi'ought-iron hinge upon another cottage or

barn door, the boards of which wore di'opping

away from its friendly embrace. These
solitary bits of old-world careful workman

-

manshiji, in their evident state of neglect

and decay, struck us by their melancholy air.

They served to show that in Devonshire,

like other places we have noted before, a

spirit of art once flourished that now has
utterly faded away. Nor were oiu- musings
of a much more lively character when we
reached the charming old church, the contents

of whicli tell a similar story of past devotion
and present utter carelessness in matters of

architecture. This chm'ch, like that of

Berrynarbor, consists of two parallel aisles,

but has small transepts in addition, westward
of the division of nave and chancel, which is

unmarked save by the screenwork that is

the principal boast of the structui-e. This
screen stretches right across the church, and
has nine and a half arches of four-light

tracery in all. Five of these are between
the nave and chancel, three-fourths of

one is occupied by the respond of the struc-

tural arcade, and three arches and the half

on the one side and the fourth on the other
are between the nave aisle and chancel aisle.

Each of these traceriod bays has the lower
part filled in solidly, and decorated with
three arched panels, and the panels are
painted with figui-es of the apostles and saints

very rudely. The traceries are commonplace
and coarse ; the spandrels above the arches
were once occupied by fan tracery projec-
tions on each side, and supporting the rood-
loft, the doorway to which in the south
transept is still visible. Unfortunately, fan
traceries and all the superstructure have
vanished, and are superseded by a poor cor-

nice
;
part of the painted woodwork from this

portion is turned upside down and used as backs
of seats. A richer screen than this has been,
and yet of second-rate character, divides the
chancel aisle from the chancel. The whole
has been once coloured, but coarsely, and some
mouldings still show their barber's-pole-like
ribbon ornaments in grayish-white, red, and
green. The most interesting portion of this
work is the treatment of the respond of the
stone arcade, which occupies three-fourths
of one of the arches of the screen ; this is

divided into two niches, with pedestals for
the figures, and a buttress on either side of
and between them. The canopy work has
been gilt and painted with bands of black,
with grayish-white ornaments

; the buttresses
have prettily-designed stencilled rosettes in
gold on dark ground, and the pedestals,
octagonal on plau, have the sides alternately
green and red, richly diapered ; the narrow
spaces between the buttresses and pedestals
are decorated with freely but coarsely-di-awn
flowing foliage in gray, with white flowers.
The whole seems done upon some good tra-
ditional system, but by inferior hands, and
the general effect of this screen arrangement
is grandiose, but the detail poor. The
tower of the church, l)'.)ft. in height, is similar
in character, but simpler than that of Berry-
narbor. The buttiesses are not finished
with pinnacles, and the battlementsare plain

;

but octagonal pinnacles rise at each angle
above the parapet, and are elegant in them-
selves, but do not appear to spring natirrally

from any featm-e below. In the lower stages

this tower is richer than that of Berrynarbor,
and is enriched with niches with statues in

them. The Early English chancel has a
well-proportioned trefoiled arched-headed
doorway, and lancet wmdows. The position

and suri'oundiugs of the church are exqui-

sitely beautiful. A modern reredos at the

east end is a sad eyesore. Some of the old

carved seat-ends have been preserved.

Another interesting chtireh in the neigh-

bourhood of Ilfracombe in that of Morthoe,
restored in 18.5S. This also has two parallel

aisles and a soutli transept, and the junction

of the transept and nave is curiously managed,
the angle being carried on a slender column,
and the wall bent outward so as to enclose

a small additional .space and provide room
for two two-light windows arranged as a sort

of projecting bay, and this space so gained

is vaulted in a rude manner. In this tran-

sept or chapel is an interesting monument
with a fine slab of limestone, raised on an
altar tombstone, enriched with rude traceried

panels ; on the slab is a roughly-traced efiigy

of William de Tracey, Vicar of Morthoe in

1322, fully vested, and holding a chalice.

The chm-ch is seated with richly-carved old

oak seats. The building seems to have been
well and simply restored, and the windows
have Early and well-treated traceries. The
position of the building ia lofty, bold, and
pictui-esc^ue.

VIOLLET LE DUC'S " DICTIONNAIRE
EAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRAJJCMSE." *

X.

''PHE ingenuity of planning to suit this
-L peculiar site and this dual purpose is very
remarkable ; how grand this pile of buildings

looked in its palmier days is shown by two
sketches taken by M. le Due from the
" Monasticon Gallicanum," and which we
reproduce (Figs. 27 and 28). Now, alas,

the glories of Mont S. Michael have departed.

Not only are the small apartments L and K
its prisons—all of it now serves this ignoble

purpose; the tall fleche, with its upraised

figure of the archangel patron, has long ago
disappeared, and Time is achieving the con-
quest of this fortress, which successfully re-

sisted many a siege, and withstood those foes

Time has long ago di-iven into forgetfulness.

Playing an important part in the wars of

England and France, we have devoted a con-
siderable portion of our space to this intei'est-

ing building—at once a town, a castle, and an
abbey ; but it would require long study and
nmch description to exhaust all the evidences
of the ingenuity of those architects who
built it ; and we cannot point out a pleasanter
summer holiday's study to those who will not
think they get one unless they turn their

backs on the architectural beauties of our
own island than this interesting monument.
We should like to follow M. le Due through
those other pleasant pages wherein he
learnedly descants on the modifications

effected in the buildings by the rules of the
various orders ; but the limits of our space,

and the presence of so huge a fimd of more
useful matter, impels us onward, and we must
turn to his sketch of the rise and progress of

civil architecture in France.

Very few remains exist in France of civil

buildings anterior to the thirteenth cen-
tury. As we have already said, the new coiners

on the Gallic soil found ready to their hands
the remains of Roman villas, and when they
did build they used the old materials of these
to produce something afvcr their fashion. The
baths, the theatres, and the palaces of ancient
Roman work served for such public buildings

as the weakened civilisation of those troublous
times required, and when the struggle against

the barbarians ceased, the struggles with
almost equally savage feudal lords began.

+ Dictionnaire RtLisunnu tie rArchitocture Framjiiise
(lu XL uu SVI. Sipflc, pjir M. Viollet le Due. jVrchitecte
(III l_Touvernment, InsliPrtPiir-General (les Etlitloes DioceS-
saiM. luvota.; 870.; Morel, Paris, 1864—18C8.

Ecclesiastical and military architecture made
more progress in those times than did that
devoted to civil purposes. Town walls to
protect the inlurbitants, and town belfries to
summon them together for mutual defence,
were almost the only works constructed in.

the early days of France.

The communes of Flanders and Brabant,
and some of those in the south of France,
which preserved their franchise down to the
sixteenth century, alone had leisure to erect
municipal buildings. Many of these yet
exist in Belgium, but during those fierce

religious wars which devastated France in
the sixteenth century, those which yet re-
mained on her side were destroyed. One only
yet remains, at S. Antoine, a little town be-
longing to the Counts of Toulouse, some few
leagues north-west of !Montaubon.

During the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth centuries great numbers of hos-
pitals were founded. The religious establish-

ments were the first to offer an asylum for the
sick and needy. Plague and pestilence were
almost constant guests within the closely-

walled, badly-drained, and unpaved towns of

those days. The wai'S in the East introduced
lepro.sy into the West, and many monas-
teries established in their vicinity small lej^er-

houses and hospitals, to which the monks
attended. Of these the Augustinian Order
particularly devoted themselves to the service

of the sick, and caused the erection of a
great nimaber of hospitals in the larger towns
during the twelfth century. Private indi-

viduals followed their charitable example,
and these buildings, I'espected by all the
changers and changes of power, and resisting

the overthrowing influence of revolution after

revolution, almost alone exist, whilst other
civil constructions have been swept away by
the destructive tide of popular commotion.
A hospital in those days was one long ward,
covered with lofty vaulting, and divided
into bays by means of columns. At one end
was often a vestibule, and the other usually

a chapel. Along one side ran the pharmacy,
the cells of the monks or nuns who waited on
the sick, their refectory and kitchen, often a
cloister, and sometimes a church. On the
other side was the garden, which played a
great roh' then, when the "herbal" was the
pharmacopoeia and the herb-bed the druggist's

store, and roimd all ran tluat feature common
to all buildings then, a high surroimding
wall—to be immured was to be safe. Nor
were these buildings used only as hospitals

for the sick ; they served as the liotcl Dieii,

and the poor, the houseless, and the wanderer
found refuge there—a practice more chari-

table than wise, and tending much to spread
those contagious diseases the records of

which occupy so large a portion of Mediaeval
history.

As towns grew larger, and as the country

became more secure for the industrious

classes, market halls began to spring up,

and Louis VI., a great fosterer of towns
and their liberties, created several mar-
ket halls in Paris. Beauvais, Pontoise,

Lagni, Gonesse, and S. Denis soon fol-

lowed the metropolitan example, and these

edifices rapidly became a feature in most of

the large towns ; each trade had its own
special " haUe," and as these became gradu-

ally incorporated the one with another the

word passed naturally into the plural and
"les haUes" and a market-place became
synonymous. Bridges, quays, and sewers

formed the other chief public works which
occupied the attention of the early archi-

tects. Domestic architectwe, of a private

character up to the thirteenth century,

naturally followed monastic traditions by
the operation of the same law which im-

printed upon monastic architecture tlie

earlier arrangement of the Roman villa :

Istly, because the religious establishments

were then at the head of civilisation—they

alone had preserved the relics of ancient

civilisation, and hail acconnuodated it to the

manners of their time ; and, 2ndly, because
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the moiiks were till that time the only per-
sons skilled in architecture, sculpture, or

painting. From these causes the conventual
model was impressed on all other buildin<;s;

the palace had its cloister, or its open court-

yard, surrounded liy porticoes or arcades ; the

j;reat hall took the place of the refectory

;

their large dormitories in common, held re-

tainers and servants instead of monks, and
only the '• seig^nenr," wlio rejilaced the l)ishop

or abbot, was ju-ovided with j)rivate apai-t-

ments. Like the monastery, the palace had
its hostelry for strangers and guests, and the

large granaiiis and stores were common to

both. E.\tenially there was some difference.

The everlasting walls were higher, were
crowned witli battlements and jn-otected l)y

towers, and the residence was as jealously

guai'dcd from the vulgar eye as though it

belonged to a newly-made noble of the most
advanced liberal politics. 'When, however,
laymen were employed as architects at the

beginning of the thirteenth century—(by the
way, we must again explain we do not mean
" lay man " in that queer nineteenth century
non-sense employed by " Iler Majesty's Com-
missioners for the '71 Exhibition," wc mean
by laymen, other than ecclesiastical persons,

not otlier than professors of architecture.

(Pardon the digression—we will sin no more.)
"VVlien lay architects were thus employed
i certain degree of rationalism in architecture

followeil as a natural consequence, and
especially in domestic .architectm'e. There
was, however, a wide difference between the

rationalism in art of the twelfth century and
the falsely-called rationalism of this gi'and

\'ictorian age. 'J'hen there was a severe

rigidity of principle
;
plenty of liberty, but no

licence; much originality, but no eccentricity

;

an intense hatred for vulgarity, and not many
shams. These are the things which puzzle

the archa;ological architects of our day, who
wish to copy a qiiaint form, yet never seek
for that principle which induced the artist of

the middk' ages to adopt it. There were no
absolute rules for the application of certain

forms : there were, in fact, no rules beyond
a rigorous observation of a principle, and
witliin the limits of that principle free indi-

viiluality was allowed, and that principle

was to let every structural requirement be
apparent. Tlu^y did not in those days put
granite columns as a mask to cast iron up-
rights, or turn a party-coloured stone arch in

front of a cast iron lintel ; the material was
frankly confessed. If the hou.se was of brick,

of wood, or of stone, its form and detail was
the result of the employment of tliese various

materials. If they wanted wide or narrow
windows tlu'y used them. If the interior

was vaulted, the buttresses on the outside

tohl you so. If wooden beams did duty
for stone arches, the string courses which
formed the bed which carried the beam at

once confessed the fact. AVhere pantiles were
easy to obtain, the ])itch was flat ; and where
flat tiles suited best the clay or small .slates,

were procurable the jiitch was steep. Cor-
belled chimneys and raking windows to stair-

cases came at the call of these men, who dared
to build according to common sense, and
pco|)lc put them up now-a-days in incon-
venient fashion because they look so pretty.

In fact, they supi)lied a want in the most
common]>1ace manner, and were not conceited.

What a difference six hundred years h.ave nuide I

Lest it may be thought that we .are too hard
ui)ou the British architect in tlu'se reflections,

let us hear 'S\. le Due in Ins reflections on our
French r<i«/'nr(.s. •' Certainly," says he, " we
have in place of this brick liouscs whicli imi-

tate stone ; our wooden beams are carefully

plastered up ; our staircases cut tlieir windows
in two ; and our windows are as big for little

closets as they arc for large rooms. Oirr
chimney tops are asluimed to show tiiem-
.selves; plaster is painted to look like m.arble

;

and wood is painted to look like stone ; and
miserably poor construction is hidden under
a luxurious envelope. To make your con-
struction ' Gothic,' take some ornameuts

stolen from some old palace, and throw a few
handfuls into the elevation, and .stick the

windows full of muUions." M. le Due might
have been poking fun at us, but it is rather

consoling to know that the preacher himself

has sinned, and if it were his works in

r.atlu'r than his works on architectirre that

we were reviewing we might exclaim •' Et
tu lirute." As it is, we don't ; but enter upon
M. le Due's admirable r^sKim' of the causes

wliich led to the decline of architecture in

1"ranee—a rcmime full of reflection and logical

reasoning: "Feudal division,".says he, "could
not second measures of general utility. The
feudal system was essentially a selfish one

;

under it that which a man did he did for him-
self and his, to the exclusion of the generality.

I'-ven the monastic est.ablishments tliemselves

were, to a certain extent, imbued with this ex-

clusive spirit, for, aswe havealready said, they

were feudal proprietors as lords of the manor.

Tlie mendicant orders were created with and
by ideas diametrically opposed to the prin-

ciples of feudalism, but becoming rich they

forsook the principles of their foundation,

and at the end of the thirteenth century had
ceased to march onwards in the cause of the

common welfare. It remained for political

centralisation, for the unity of mon.archical

jiower, to create real public establishments,

ncit merely for this or tliat little borough, or

for tliis or that town, but for the country.

^^'e need not, therefore, be astonished to find

before the sixteenth century an absence of

those great buildings of public utility which
rose so rapidly in tlie seventeenth, and which
form the true glory of Louis XIV. The
state of the country before this time did not

jiermit the erection of public works conceived
with gi-andeur, executed all at once and pro-

ducing inunense results. It needed the unity

of monarchical power to enable a canal to be
cut through two or three different provinces,

each having its own customs, its own privi-

leges, and its own prejudices ; to organise

for tlie whole country a system of barracks

for soldiers, hospitals for the sick, bridges,

embiinkment of rivers, and the defence of the

land from the encroachment of the sea. But
if the country gained prosperity and security

from tins unification of government, art lost.

An oilicial art is no longer an art ; it is a
formula, and art disappears when the respon-
sibility of the .artist is lost.

"The religious and monastic art of the

nation was extinguished in the fifteenth

century ; civil architecture went out with
feudalism, but shot forth a bright flame as it

expired. The Renaissance, which did nothing
for religious art but hasten its fall, brought to

civil architecture a new element strong
enough to renew its youth. L^p to this ti^ne

sjanmetry in the arrangement of plans was held

in no esteem. Many causes had served to

banish the observation of those rules which
tlie ancients obeyed in the grouping of their

buildings. The first type followed in the

early dwellings of the feudal lords was that of

tlie Koman villa which had housed their

ancestors. Now the ancient villa was a
country house, built without regard to

symmetry. The second type was the castle,

which had to follow the irregularity of its site,

and seek for strength rather than symmetrical
.arrangement. A third cause also arose from
the excessive narrowness and irregularity of

the sites allotted to private habitations in

towns cooped ujiby ligid. non-expansive w.alls.

It was thus tliat those laws of symmetry, so

ridicuKiusly tyrannical in our day, never exer-

cised their influence on the ]ieople of tlie

Middle Ages, especially in tlio.se countries

where the Koman traditions were effaced. liut

when at the commencement of the sixteenth

century the study of antiquity and its mcuiu-

ments brought to light the plans of those
Koman edifices in which the laws of symmetry
wereobserveil, feudal castles then seemed to be
arranged pell niell—houses, palaces, jmlilic

l)uildings, all designed li.ap-hazard, and ap-

peared to the newly-tutored eye as the

dwelling-places of b;u-barous savages. AVith

that mobility which is the characteristic of

the French mind, it rushed into the op-
posite extreme, and gave a symmetrical
arrangement to those buildings which, by
the diversified nature of their requirements,
did not allow of its use. Numbers of rich

nobles had houses built marvellously sym-
meti'ical on paper, but marvellously un-
comfortable to live in. The houses of the
middle classes for a long time .adhered to a
disposition of parts suited to their requir-e-

nients. These retained their common-sense
until the seventeenth century, then they
followed the prevailing fashion, and sacrificed

their comfort to the vain laws of symmetry.
Once on this downward way civil architecture

lost all its originality. The elevation and the

decorative features ruled the plan ; it was no
longer possible to say from its ajipearance what
a building really was. Architecture, instead

of being a judicious envelope for the various

needs of a h.aljitation, imposed its laws, or

what are called its laws, upon internal arrange-

ment, as if the first law of architecture

was not that of absolute submission to re-

quirement ! As if it was something above
and beyond human needs ! As if the purely

convention.al forms which it had adopted
could possibly have a meaning when they
hindered what they were meant to aid.

Nevertheless, the civil architecture of the

Renaissance, especi.ally at its birth and in-

fancy—that is to say, from 150i.) to 1.550

—

almost always preserved that distinction be-

tween public and priv.ate buildings so frankly

acknowledged during the Gothic period, and
the civil architecture of Fr.anee was superior

to that adopted in It.aly. The great architects

of the sixteenth century, Pliilebert Delorme,
Pierre Lescaut, and .lean Bullaut, followed

with remark.able ingenuity the good old tradi-

tions of earlier days, whilst yet ad.apting the

newly-found forms. If they employed the
' orders ' of antiquity, or if they imitated

Roman arts, they respected in their edifices

the wants of their time, and submitted them-
selves to the exigencies of the climate they

built in and the materials they were compelled

to use. It was not until the time of Louis

XIV. that civil architecture ceased to submit
itself to true and natural laws, then only did

it consider itself to be <an abstract .art, regu-

l.ated only by conventional rides, unconnected

with the manners and the habits of modern
civilisiition." No conmient of ours could

make ISI. le Due's deduction stronger. No
words that we might add could make the

lesson his words teach more ijregniint with

meaning—a lesson which we hope will be
learnt by many, yet the warning has been

given so often th.at we fear it will now be again

unheeded. Our very walls are covered with

a damnatory handwriting, and none heed that

as the architecture of the past fell when it

became absurd, so will the architecture of

this day of folly also fail. It is written "Mene.
mene, tekcl, uph.arsin

!"

To the elucidation of those general princi-

ples wliich regulated the growth of military

architecture in France, M. le Due devotes

more than 120 pages. Indeed, this branch
of jNIediaival architecture has secured from
him more study than any other modern
writer has devoted to it. It, in fact, formed
the nucleus of his larger work, being pub-
lished iis a separate treatise before his general

dictionary was commenced, and from the

early d.ays of the (iauls down to the almost

recent time of Vauban, we find the various

changes which .attack has brought to bear

upon defence most ably chronicled. Even
yet this early love clings to its author, and a
criticism on the present fortifications of P.aris

and their influence on her late disastrous

siege has recently appeared from his fruit-

ful pen. Now, though this branch of study

is not of active use to architects in our day,

when the red tape of the St.ate strangles all

who are not of the Royal Engineers, and
when, inste.ad of seeking aid from the civic

mind, the military constructor is induced to

prey upon it, and is, by the State, thrust into
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places which should be occupied by his

betters, yet a knowledge of this important
phase of the past history of the art of archi-

tecture will be a great gain to the purely

civil architect. He will, by its acquisition,

be led to look upon the ruius of those castles

which yet dot our country as something more
than pictui'esque "bits," valuable only for

the sketch-book. He will be induced to

study the expedients adopted by his brothers

in the past, to seize upon the jieculiarities of

irregular sites, and will thus acquire many
wrinkles in planning from the study of these

buildings. He will be induced to take a

greater interest in their preservation, foster

in others a protective feeling for them, and
may thus aid in forcing from a reluctant

government, and such representatives as Mr.
Ayrton, a recognition of the value of these

and other historic monuments. Nay, more,
be may even teach these unwilling learners

that a well-educated architect is as important

a man to the well-being of his country as a
lialf-cducated, loud-lunged politician. It is

true that he may have to wait some time for

this—changes in species, as Dr. Darwin
demonstrates, are slow, and the development
of reason in Jlembers of Parliament cannot
be expected just at present. In following

M. le Duo through this bye-way of history,

we shall use his light most when its rays fall

upon that class of buildings which present a
parallel in our country, and as tlie interests

•of the two countries were entwined so closely

during the epoch which saw most of these

buildings erected, we shall use that light

frequently.

The Trajan column and the Commentaries
of Cajsar supply our author, as they have
many another, witli illustrations of the wars
of the Komans in Gaul ; but into this division

of his subject we need not follow him. The
stockades of the Gauls and Belgii had no more
influence on military architecture than had
the wooden walls of later Saxon camps in

England, or than the pahs of New Zealand
aborigines have now. Possibly the only de-
scendant of the wood-protected and wattled
camps of early times nowadays doing duty
is the " gabion," or bottomless basket, which,
filled with earth or sand, forms the principal
material of construction in our modern
entrenched batteries, and this very gabion we
find frequently represented on the Trajan
column. The Koman camp, when seated in

the open plain, preserved this regular rectan-
gular praetorian form, so well known from
repeated engraving; and it will suffice for
the present to remark upon tlris that almost
the only legacy it has left us is the word
" quarters," as applied to the lodgings of
soldiers ; it, too, had little influence on
architecture. But when fixed camps had
to be constructod, the rigid rules of even
Koman military engineering had to give way

;

the altitude, the ai-ea, and the defensive
aspect of the site overruled all otlier con-
siderations

; individuality came into play,
and tliat officialism which in all countries
and in all times has strangled art gave way,
and henceforth there was progress in con-
sequence. How the walls of Gallo-IIoman
cities were constructed will be seen by the
view of such a wall with its recurrent towers
we extract from M. le Due's work (Fig. ^9).
This illustration is taken from a restoration
of a portion of the walls of Carcassonne, a
place we shall frequently have to refer to,
and respecting which the author of this dic-
tionary has told us much, both in this work
and in a small guide-book to its antiquities.
Built of rubble stone, witli bands of brick at
regular intervals, this construction resembles
many remains yet existing in our own
coimtry, and the illustration tells so well its

own tale, as to how the embattled top of the
tower was roofed over, how its windows
were protected by mantlets, and its postern
guarded by a stockade, that we need not enter
into more lengthy explanations. Within
an enciente of walls thus constructed, and
usually placed on the highest part of the

area they circumscribed, was the citadel—the
castle of later days. The idea thus fixed was
one common to all early times, and was not
modified until that great change in the art of
attack which the invention and improvement
in artillery necessitated in the means of
defence. " From the sixth to the tenth cen-
tury the defensive system of Roman fortifica-

tion underwent but little modification ; the
means of attack became weaker instead of

stronger during that barbarism which suc-
ceeded the fall of the Roman empire, and the
few documents relative to the sieges of these
times which have been handed down to us
record a gi-eat want of ability on the part of

the assailants. It is always difficult to hold
together an irregular army, and if the
threatened town could hold out long enough,
it was almost certain to see its assailants

disband themselves in order to pillage the
neighbouring country." Little by little the
science of attack became better studied, and
a certain degree of method was introduced.

Two lines of earthworks or palisades were
established. That nearest to the walls of the
threatened place was the line of contravaUa-

iinii ; its pui'pose was to prevent sorties of

the garrison, and shut them in from all com-
munication with the outer world. The other
line was that of circunwallatwn, extending
beyond the besiegers' camp, and protecting

them from those who might attempt to raise

the siege. Opposite to the fixed towers,

which dominated the walls, movable
wooden towers were erected, raising their

heads above the permanent ones, for height
in those days meant even more than now a
longer range for projectiles. These movable
towers had the great advantage of being able

to be brought against the weakest part of the
defence, and where the garrison could only
act in small bodies at a time. No doubt as

the science of murder developes it.self, and
as all old devices crop up anew, we shall

some of these next days see an iron turret,

garnished with guns of enormous calibre,

mounted on a traction engine, and the old
movable tower reinvented. In those early

days the " sappers and miners " were a very
important corps, for at first the walls, unpro-
vided with overhanging machicollations,

covered those who w'ei'e immeiUatoly under
them so long as the attacking party could
keep a discharge of missiles against the
battlements. We, therefore, find great pre-
cautions taken in the selection of sites which
could not be easily imdermined. This care

of selection is especially noticeable in the
castles of Normandy and our own country,
where the walls are so high and the site so
well chosen that escalades or mines were
almost impossible ; but town walls coidd not
always be thus happily situated or built so
high, and there the miner had his way.
When this work was commenced from the
attacking party, the defenders tried to

countermine, and burrowed after him, but
these workers ' i' th' earth " were wary men,
and in time were sure to effect a breach.

Meanwhile, the defenders prepared to receive

them. The sound of the pick indicated the
assailed quarter, even if the countermine
had not interrupted the stealthy sapping of

the wall's foundation. Behind this threatened
point stockades were erected, and when the
breach was practicable the attacking party
found a very formidable obstacle before them,
as you will see if you turn to Fig. 30, and
behind this was frequently laid the founda-
tion of a permanent wall, cutting off the
damaged member, and frequently converting
the space so inclosed into a regular man-
trap for the assailants.

[The illustrations referred to in the fore-

going letter-press were iiublished in the
Building News on the 4th instant ; the
letter-press referring to the illustrations

given this week will appear next week.]

Owiug tn tho heat, the imperfect drainage, ami
the crowded state of Alder.sliot, tlie sanitary condi-
tion of that camp is, it is said, unsatisfactory.

NOTES ON CARPENTRY, AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES—IV.

ATTENTION may be called to some
-^-*- points of these details (see Figs. 8, 9,
10, 11, and 12) ; but we promised to make a
remark upon an observation we made at the
close of the last article, to the effect that it
is necessary to respect each other's position,
and it is this : that nothing begets a bad
feeling between an architect or an engineer,
and workmen, more than covering up bad
work. It is next to impossible, unless the
job be a very small one, for even tho clerk of
the works, and much less the architect or
the engineer, to see that every mortice is cut
to the exact dimensions and shape of the
respective tenons; and it is unfortunate for
both parties that some careless or dislionest
workmen have at times covered up bad work

;

and, moreover, that some carpenters have
not distinguished between those parts of a
joint which are bearing surfaces and those
which are merely for the purpose of keeping
the several parts in their position, and this
difference ought always to be kept in view

;

for bearing surfaces require the most perfect
accuracy in fitting the pieces together,
because it is necessary, in order to distribute
the strains uniformly through the pieces,
that the bearing joints should be equally
close in every part ; and when this has not
been done, and the work has been covered
up, the architect or the engineer often suffers
for the fault of the carpenter.
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Now, looking at the foot of this principal

i-after, we see that the bearing surfaces are

thrown to the outside, where they can be

seen, and this exposure to sight of all bear-

ing surfaces is judicious, where the material

is liable to decay—as, indeed, all materials

are to some degree, and timber very much
so—for then periodical inspections may
detect the first signs of decay ;

but where
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bearing surfaces arc hitUlen, as in tenons
(whicli ought never to be made bearing jiarts),

the sudden failure of the structure may pro-

bably be the consequence. In one respect

this may seem to bo a small matter, but in

making joints in carpentry the importance of

small things is very liable to be overlooked.

However, to proceed with our subject, and
referring to Fig. 8, the foot of the principal

is boldly cut into the tie beam to a depth of

about four inches, or one third of the whole
depth, for about two-thirds of its width,

leaving a portion in the centre uncut. This
form is prefer.able to intricate tenoning, in

which each part takes a separate bearing.

One bearing in the direction of the length of

the piece is better and nuire to be relied upon
than two or more, providing the one is of

sufficient bearing power to resist the thrust

upon it, and if it is not so it is not

strengthened, but weakened by being divided

(Fig. 15).

the thrust of tlie strut, the tenon below
retaining the foot of tlie queen post in its

position laterally. The tic beam is sujiported

against the strain of its own weight by being
himg up to the queen post by the iron strap,

the pressure produced by its weight being
transferred to the head of the principal,

through which and the collar beam it is idti-

mately transferred to the walls.

The pm-lin takes a square bearing on a
shoulder cut in the ]irincipal to about one-
third of its depth. The purlin is laid at

right angles with the direction of the prin-

cipal, and not vertically, as is sometimes seen
in bad construction, because the direction of

the pressure on the roof, whether it be its

own weight, or the pressure of wind or snow,
is at right angles to the direction of the
principal rafters and therefore the purlin

ought to be placed with its greatest depth in

that direction to meet it (Fig. 16).

^\'hen, for waint of head room, joists have

CMOCK 3.'.
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The foot of the principal is kept down by a
strap. The object of the strap is simply to
kec]) down the foot of the ]u-incipal to its

place, and not to resist the thrust, which is

always provided against by the notch in the
tie beam. Tha strap is tlicrcfore placed at
riglit angles to the line of the principal, and
a check-plate of cast iron is let into the
underside of the tie beam to give a square
bearing to the head of the straji.

The collar-beam has a solid bearing of
Sin. for its whole width, on a .shoulder cut
into the queen post, ami a tenon of (iin. by
2in. by 2in. to keeji it in its place laterally.

The hi ad of the principal raftor ha-s a similar
tenon, and a shoulder-bearing of its full size,

the <meen post being cut away and sacrificed

in oriler to attain this object.
The foot of the queen post is bodily let

into the tie beam to the depth of 2 in. on the
side opiiosite to the pressure received from

to be framed into the sides of m.ain beams,
the mortices of the long tenons which keep
them laterally in position must bo cut at or

about the neutral axis of the beam, at which
part there is no strain, and this will be
nearly in the middle of the depth. The
shoulder which carries the weight being
obliged to be, under the circumstances, in

the lower portion of the girder, whore the
strain is great, must be no deeper than is

suihciont to give a bearing, say IJ inch,

as in Fig. 17.

\Mien tie beams are so long that two pieces
have to be joined together, a scarf may be
made, as in Fig. 18.

A simple scarf of this kind is better than a

complication of small cuttings and devices,

the intentions of which may be good enough,
but which, in practice, are defeated by the
more inexorable requirements of strength in

the main.

Figs. 19 and 20 show an example of a
warehouse floor, executed, where the story
posts stand 30ft. apart lengthwise and
80ft. crosswise, the main girders and the
cross girders being each supported at

two intermediate points by a truss. It

will be seen how much stronger is the
trussing of the main girders than of the cross

girders, as, indeed, is of course proper, each
main girder having to carry three times the
weight of any cross girder ; but the manner
in which the main girders are trussed makes
tlicm much more than three times the strength

of the cross girders, for the framed truss

which supports the main girders at two inter-

mediate points supports those points abso-
lutely, and each third portion of tlie length

of the main girders acts as an independent
beam

;
but the trussing of the cross girders

.w^
FTC . 22.

END OF TRUSSED GIRDER

is weak, and is not nearly equal in strength,

but especially in stiffness, to one-third of the
strengtli or stiffness of the main girders,

which they ought to have been in order to

maki' a harmonious whole. The angle that

the truss rods of the cross girders makes with
the <lirection in which the load acts—that is,

the vertical—is too great to make a stilV floor,

altliough it may be strong enough ; and, in-

deed, the number of years during which it

has been in use has proved that it is

strong enough. Nevertheless, the incon-

venience of vibration in a floor is a suffi-

cient reason for close attention to the quality

of stiffness. Otherwise, each individual bear-

ing of the cross girder eousidered as a sepa-
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i-ate beam is even stronger than that of the

main girders, in the ratio of (instead of 1 to

3) 7 to 11, or nearly as 1 to li.

The details shown by Figs. W, 21, and

90 do not call for much remark, except

tliat, as will be seen, the cross girders

are made up of two planlis, llin. x 3in., with

the tension rod (Hin. x Ijin.) between them,

the head of each girder having a cast iron

washer, which has a square bearing^ C)n the

end of the girder. I'he mam girder is

lOin X l">in., made up of a centre piec«

lOiu X -tin., and two outside pieces each

lOiu X 3in- 1'liese are combined mto one

beam by three straps, 7ft. 6in. apart. Some-

times a stronger beam may be built up m this

way than by taking a whole balk of equal

dimensions, for after timber is opened tliere

is better chance of selecting pieces of the

best quality. It has been a question, some-

times whether converted timber, as it comes

to us,' is as strong as balk timber of the same

kind, some saying that the inferior logs are

cut up and the sound ones sent whole, others

that it is not at every port from which timber

is shipped that power and machinery exist

for its conversion, and therefore that from

those ports, whatever the quality of the

thnber that comes down to the port may be,

it is shipped as log timber. The factis, per-

haps, that in this matter the trite saymg tha,t

there is good and bad of all sorts may well

be applied. Be that as it may, however, a

beam may often be built up, by careful selec-

tion of sawn deals or planks, which shall be

.stronger than any whole balk of equal dunen-

tions.

ANCIENT SERPENT WORSHIP IN

SCOTLAND.

MR. PHENE has read a paper before the British

Association at Edinburgh on " An ExpeiUtion

for the special investigation of the Hebrides and

"West Highlands, in search for evidences of ancient

Serpent Worship."

Referring to his statement made at the meeting ot

the British Association at Liverpool last year, he ex-

plained the grounds of his assertion that he had met

with evidences of serpent worsliip in Britain.^ En-

thely ignoring any tendency to former theories by

Dr Stulvelev and Sir R. C. Hnare, the party of ex

plorers sought new ground. The author referred to

his own experiences in India in relation to this

worship, traced its evidences in Egypt and other

countries, its struggle in Greece with a more intel-

lectual religion; and made a careful comparison

between the minutely detailed accounts given by

Messrs. Squier & Lapham of the alligator, lizard,

and serpent mounds in Ohio, Wisconsin, and other

parts of America, with certain mounds he had him-

self identified in Scotland as corresponding with these

in almost every particular, some of which, as the

" Beny Knowe," in Monteviot Park, he had opened,

and in them discovered human remains.^
_

These

mounds were in each case found in the vicinity of

of peaked mountains or hills, and accompanied, at

greater or less distances, by megalithic structures and

Druidical "pillar stones." That described as near

Loch Etive, in Argyleshire, was so perfect in out-

line as to convey the idea of a huge and still ani-

mated saurian, the head being formed by a cairn,

* while large stones, as of an altar, were lying around.

The dimensions were given as several hundred feet.

He identified in the same way the Dragon Hill at

Ufiington Castle, Berkshire, and as deUneations of

animal forms, by the early British people, the

"White Horse, at the same place, and the rock repre-

sentations at Ilkley ; and pointed out how much the

unscientific mind must have been impressed with the

fossils of those enormous saurians, so abundant in

Britain, and which must have seemed to the early re-

sidents as indicative of monsters of terrible power to

propitate which rites would have been instituted.

In the course of a discussion which ensued on both

of Mr. Phend's papers, Dr. Ginsburg remarked that

it was a very delusive thing, especially on the part

of archajologists and antiquarians, to go by

semblances. Too often a semblance was mistaken

for a realitv.

Mr. BoVo Daa\-kiss observed that, so far as

his experience went, there was an invariable re-

lation between permeable rocks and hut circles, or

early habitations. In regard to those early people,

he might remark that they were a pastoral people,

for he found the remains of the domestic animals

which he had mentioned the other day in and around

their hut circles. Like our ancestors in the

middle ages, they hved on hunting ; but, unlike our

ancestors in the midcUe ages, they had eateu animals

which those ancestors would have been ashamed to

eat—the fox, the wild cat, tlie horse, and all they

could lav hold of. The last instance of what he

might term rude, rough, and miscellaneous feeding in

Britain, was that afforded bv the monks of S. Alban's

in the ninth century. In the ninth century, each

canon's household was allowed, on certain feasting

days, between Middlemass and Easter, by Harold,

" e"ither twelve larks, four magpies, two pheasants, or

four partridges ;" and this quotation was rather of

interest, for it was the first mention of the pheasant

at that time.

Dr. Akchibald Campbell had seen a good deal

of serpent worship in India ; and, on coming back to

his native Highlands, he made a number of inquiries

as to whether or not there were any serpents to be

found cut upon stones, or any traces whatever

of serpent worship there. He asked in every

direction, and he found that none of the people of

the Highlands cculd give any clue to traces of ser-

pent worship. He liad also been over the islands of

Islay, Jura, Mull, Coll, and Tiree, and in those

islands there were no traces, as far as he could find,

of megalithic circles, or of serpent worship. Tlie

great depot of megalithic stones seemed to be m
North Uist.

Professor Macalister said that his experience,

from long acquaintance "with the Hebrides, exactly

corroborated what Dr. Campbell had said. He knew

of no scriient remains whatever there, or of anything

which any unprejudiced person would take up at

onee as a serpent. „ , . ^,

Dr. Brown said that throughout Scotland there

were indications of the worship of Baal, which

seemed to have been connected with the worship of

the sun. In most of the towns in Scotland, for

instance, the boys' name for a bonfire was a " baal-

fire." AVith regard to serpent worship, he could

scarcely take anv of the old sculptured stones of

Scotland—those on which the cross was represented

—without finding either the interstices between the

arms of the cross, or ornamentation around it, made

up of an ornamentation of serpents. Trace the or-

namentation, and liis friends would observe one or

two serpents' heads, sho-wing, apparently, the con-

nection of serpents with religion, if they were not

actuallv worshipped. He saw no indication m the

stones that the serpents ever were worshipped
;

but

theu- preservation on those ecclesiastical stones

showed that they were connected with the pre^^ous

worship of the people.

Dr Gkierson regarded Mr. Phene"s second paper

as an exceedingly good example of the class which

took resenblances for facts. Any person, he held,

could go into any mountain range in Scotland, or he

supposed, in any part of the world, and if he wanted

to see dragons or hobgoblins, he would see them

He did not think Mr. Phcno had brought forward

any evidence whatever to prove that there ever was ,

serpent worship in Scotland.
, , , !

Colonel Lane Fox remarked that Mr. Pheni? had

undertaken his expedition in reg;u-d to serpent w-or-

ship with a foregone conclusion ;
and the result had

been that he had rather disproved his case than

otherwise. .

Mr. Flower observed that a very singular

TroModyte settlement was a short time since dis-

covered, and had been described by Dr. Blackmore

and Mr. G. P. Stevens. It consisted of a series or

nest of caves excavated in the solid chalk and gravel.

The contents were bone implements and flint flakes

;

a platform of calcined flints, probably used as a

hearth and a verv singular kind of operculum or

covering, formed of wattle and daub, the clay being

from some distance. It was a remarkable circum-

stance, as connected with these dweUing-places, that

thev were almost always found in the most barren

districts, as in Wilts, Durham, Northumberland,

North Wales, and Anglesea. This seemed to indi-

cate the pastoral habits of the people, or more pro-

bably then- pMsuit of the chase. The best lands did

not seem to have been occupied, probably because

the people had not learned how to cultivate the soil.

Dr. O'Callaghan and Mr. Picton also took part in

the discussion.

current from the wall back again to tlie fire, when,

after supporting combustion, the products escape up

the chimney. The vacuum thus produced by the

warmer current tlirough the chimney creates the

now colder current from the atmosphere, which,

passing through the heating chamber, supports the

respiration of any number of persons. " I have,"

said the author, "built an addition to my house, so

that one room, in particular, may be placed at the

service of the medical profession, to test, by actual

experiments on climate, the power ot pure, fresh air,

chemically-pure water, heat, light, and exercise on

the human system. Through this room a general

current of "air passes and commingles ; consisting ot

a purified and warmed current across the entire floor

rising to meet a descending cooler and purified

current from the entire ceiling ; these having inter-

mingled, support respiration, and then pass, by a

ventilating shaft, to be burned in the fire. After

thus supporting combustion the products pass into

the chimney. Into this general current I can at will

diffuse, by a branch chculation, a second current,

which, having passed through a solution of any

medicine, joins the main current, and is now inhaled

as perfumes arc from flowers. To give the British

Association an opportunity of inspecting, on the spot,

the mechanical arrangements by means of which I

propose to carry out my views is the simple object

of this paper."

THE PROPOSED NEW VEGETABLE AND
FRUIT MARKET IN THE CITY.

ON Wednesday a numerously-attended meeting

of the Markets Committee of the corporation

of London was held at Guildhall, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the proposed construction

of a new market for the sale of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers, in some central part ot the City. Mr.

J. F. Bontems presided. Mr. Deputy Walter, who

introduced a very numerous deputation from the

ward of Farringdon Without, who are deeply in-

terested in the question, explained that the deputa-

tion was one appointed at a wardmote meeting, when

the subject of the proposed removal ot Covent-

garden Market and the contemplated improvement

of the market at Farringdon were taken into considera-

tion. He strongly urged the import.ance of the

question, not only to the members of the deputation,

but to the whole of the inh.abitants of the ward ot

Farringdon Without, and asked on their bi half to

be furnished with some description of the plans

which had been prepared under the duection of the

City Architect for the improvement and enl.argement

of the existing market at Farringdon for the pur-

poses named.—Sir. T. Rudkin, with the assistance

of Mr. Andrew Murray, ot the City Architect's office,

theu entered into a description of the proposed plan,

which was exhibited on the table. The idea appears

to be to excavate the present site of Farringdon

Market, and to build, in fact, two markets, one

above the other—one for the sale ot vegetables, and

the other tor fruit and flowers. The entrance into

the lower market, it the plan is carried out, mil be

1 from Stonecutter-street and Farringdon-street, .and

to the upper market from Shoe-lane only ;
but with

access by means of stahs from Farringdon-street.—

The chief object ot the deputation appeared to be to

a,scertain whether the levels would allow ot such a

market as that proposed being ot public benefit. Ill

the course of the conversation which ensued several

members of the deputation expressed themselves m
favour of the plan proposed by the City .\rchitect

whilst others were of opinion that the new market

should be erected upon the vacant ground in

Farringdon-road lying between the Holborn Viaduct

and the Meat Market, the approaches to which, it

was urged, were in all respects admirable.

Atter spending a couple of hours in inspecting

the plans, the deputation withdrew, Mr. DeputJ

Walter warmly thanking the committee for the

kind manner of their reception.

WARMING AND VENTILATION OF

BUILDINGS.

A PAPER on a new system of warming and

ventilation, prepared by Mr. J. D. Morrison,

has been read by him before the British Associa-

tion at Edinburgh. The main features of the system

consist in so circulating fresh air through a warming

chamber into the room, and foul air through the tire

into the chimney, that all local currents are resolved

into one, which forms an upper warmer current from

the fire to the opposite wall, and an under colder

A Hint to Mortgac;ees.—The position ot mort-

gagees upon outlying properties is at the present

moment anything but desirable. What with pay-

ment of ground-rent and loss of intcrot upon

advance in the case ot unlet property, the loss .s

continuallv increasing. If a house can be let at a

rental simplv to cover interest and ground-rent, it is

desirable to let it at such a rate, or even lower for a

time In many instances smaU houses, which can-

not be let to vearly tenants, can be occupied by

weeklv tenants of a respectable class, and thereby

made' to produce an income. Anything is better

than total loss. With the fiUing up of .a

"".-'^"f

'

hood, and the gradual increase of trade, a better

state of matters will eventually ensue.
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HALF-TIMBERED HOUSES, ROCHESTER.

THE ravai^es of Time and '' restorers' " (!) attempts
to arrest his a.ssaults are rapidly tending; to

sweep away our few remaining half-tiniljcrcd

houses, examples of wliich are given in one

one of our illustrations. .Sm-h bmldings are rarely
*' restored," although we might point to a prim
pha?nix or two which have started up, with garish

timbers, brick patterns, and paint, but totally un-
like the original time-staiuetl. quaint, higgledy-

piggledy dwellings of sixteenth cenlury domestic

architecture. To reproduce these is perhaps, after

all, an anomaly, seeing that in the present day we
must have air and light, and cannot tolerate the

low apartment which belonged to. and was conse-

quent on, the half-timberc(l. rough-cast fronts of

ancient houses, to protect which from the weather

our forefathers boldly projected story over story,

jutted out the windows, ami finally overhung the

eaves to shield the uppermost part of the building.

The weight causeil by the introduction of stone,

brickwork, or tiles between the timbers allows but
a feeble oversailing over the superincumbent story.

with much loss of outline, shadow, and effect,

whilst the projecting eaves are useless, and serve but

to darken the upp% rooms. It is very amusing
to note the reasons assigned by the dikttiintl

for this tumble-down manner of building, tlieir

general opiidon being apparent!}' that it was the

effect of the qu.aint humour and arbitrary habit

from building in narrow streets, nut thinking of

the numbers of isolated houses similarly constructed.

ShakespciU-e might have looked at his own walls,

so prettily " kept up," when he made Bottom say,
" Some man or other must jirescnt Wall, and let him
have some plaister, or some lome, or rough-cast
about him to signify Wall." The ground-floor

fronts of the houses which we illustrate have
yielded to the bow window of the eighteenth cen-
tury; but the upper stories are intact, and exhibit

many happily-conceived details of ancient wood-
work. O. W. D.

THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE
BUILDING TRADE.

THE owners of building land, says a writer in

Horner's Monthhj Circular, have lately been
enjoying an enforced holiday. Now and then in

select positions a plot or a few acres maj' fall under
the hammer to a small or large speculator, but the
Siiles are few and far between. In the suburbs of

London, especially the western portion, a litful

energj' may be observed, generally ending in un-
finished carcases, and the inevitable bill headeil " In
Bankruptcy." It is evident the trade has mistaken
the class of house that is now wanted. Many in-

comes, which prior to 1866 might be counted at
four figures in the pounds column per annum, have
in many instances fallen away altogether, and in

others dwindled to a third, or less, of a thousand a
ye.ar. The natural consequence is that the rental,

wliich can alone pay the percentage upon the out-
lay of large or medium-sized houses, cannot be ob-
tained, from the fact that the income of tenants
who desire such houses is too low to afford such ex-
tensive accommodation. Even in those localities

wherein the usual ten-roomed house, after lying idle,

has been added to by a fresh increase of building,
the tendency has been simply to reduce the rental
value of those premises which out of the mass .are

fortunate enough to be let. It is much to be
desired that builders should turn their attention to a
class of house suited for respectable inilividuals
with from £80 or £l(iil per annum income. Such
a house, cont.aining six rooms, dct.aclicd, would pay
a good percentage upon the outlay, even at a low
rent. Land can be obtained near rail direct to the
City, where this movement can be carried out, and
work provided for those who are now idle. The
natural fall in the price of material for building h.as

now reached a level at which alone judicious build-
ing operations will occasion t lie trade to revive, A
curious domestic inconvenience has lately resulted
from the present state of things. It is found a
very difficult matter to get the dust removed quickly
from the dwellings, owing to the want of some
place wherein to shoot it when carted. When build-
ing was in full vigour, and estates were being
plotteil lint, brickniakcrs were gl.id to buy the
sifted cinders, ami freeholders had no objection to

purchase li.-ird ccpre at good prices. But now the
once familiar board whereon appeareil •• Rubbish
shot liere"h.as been painted black, and gone into
mourning over lost opportunities. If builders will

build small houses at really cheap rents, there is

plenty to pay them for their trouble ; if not, the
power of co-operation amongst those classes who
desire cheap dwellings will very quickly abolish
builder's profit.

NOTGROVE CHURCH.

THE chancel of this interesting little church is

being restored by Mr, J, Edward K, Cutts,

architect, of London, Mr, A, Groves, of Milton,

being the builder. It is a structure of the latter

]>art of the fourteenth century, lighted by two
s(iuare-he.aded windows on the south side. There is

no east window—an arrangement common to .several

churches in the neighbourliood—but outside, in the

east wall, about 4ft, t'in, from the ground, a crucifix

under a canopied arch, with pinnacles on each side,

is carved in low relief. Under the chancel arch were
two low walls, which formed part of the very small

ohl Xorman arch, the upper part of which had been

taken out, probably at the time the present chancel

was built, to insert a larger (but still small) arch,

which was jiut in quite out of the centre of the nave
and chancel. The whole wall was in such a ruino\is

condition, however, that it was found necessary to

take it down, and in the rebuilding a larger arch has

been inserted. The sanctus bellcot has been re-

placed on the new gable. There are monumental
effigies of the Whittington family on the south side,

and a female tigure in the sacrarium <oi the north

side. The chief point of interest is the discovery of

nearly the whole scheme of the original scul]itured

and coloured decoration of the chancel, which was as

follows;—The south wall (with the exception of a
sm.all space between the window .and the east wall,

where portions of a flowing foliated pattern were
found) was covered with masonry pattern of single

lines, with a flower in the centre of each space ; on

the upper part of the east jamb of eastern window
was painted a male figure. The same masonr}*

pattern w.as found on the north side. In the middle

of the wall a long niche was discovered w.alled up

;

on opening which it was found that all the work,

namel}'—the buttresses, the pinnacles, and the

mouldings of the label and finial over the cusped

ogee head, had been chopped off flush with the wall

;

portions of these, which had been coloured, and the

figure that stood in the niche, had been used to wall

it up ; all the jamb mouldings and the cusps of the

head, together with the colour on them and on the back

of the niche, stUl remain, the latter bein,g Indian red,

powdered with two patterns, one white, the other

black. In the east wall the toothing of the

masonry was left in such a manner as to show tliat

the altar had been solid and built into the wall.

Immediately over this, and stretching across the

chancel, was a series of seven subjects, painted in

fine red lines, with the exception of some of the

nimbi, which were dark, and the hair yellow, and
divided b_v a broad hue of vermilion with a dark

red line on each side; the only decipherable groups

are the Crucili.xion in the centre compartment, and
S, Mary Magdalene washing the feet of Christ, on

the extreme left. Above this were two niches, one

next the north wall and one next the south, of the

same kind and dcstroj-ed in the same way as that in

the north wall ; the one on the left had the

moulilings, &c., painted, and on the back at the

top is a hand issuing from clouds towards the

right ; on the left is the outhne of the figure of an

angel in red ; in the centre are the remains of leaves,

and on the right are traces of another fi.gnre ; the

space between is powdered over with a flower ; there

is no doubt that figures representing the Annuncia-
tion stood in it. On the back of the niche on tiie

south side is a brightly-gilt star, with a hand point-

ing to it, and the rest of the ground is covered with

an elegant flowing pattern in white on a dark green

ground ; this, no doubt, contained figures of either

the Nativity or the Epiphany ; it is a foot wider

than the other niche. Between these were sculptured

two seated fignres, which stood out from the face of

the wall on a projecting base of some kind. Over them
was a projecting canopy, in three groined comp,art-

merits on the underside, finished with a finial at the

top ; this has all been chopped off nearly flush with

the wall. The figures are thought to represent the

enthronement of the Virgin. Higher up, and between

the iinials of the niches and centre sid)ject, were

painted in bold red outUnes, with dark nimbi ami
yellow hair, the figures of six saints seated under

trefi»il-headed compartments, with quatre-foils

between the Irefoil lieads, finished over all at the

level of the wall plates with battlements painted

in rough perspective ; there are no traces of c<dour

above this. Some other minor discoveries of

interest were a sqn.arc opening under the western-

most window in the south wall, which h,ad evidently

been fitted with a shutter; two coins, one of

William Kufus, were pulled out with the piscina

;

another oi E<hv;ird I. was found in the soil at the

foundation of the south wall, and some wood (?)

charcoal was found in a rtnigh cavity in the

well into which the piscina discharged. The
restoration comprises the rebuilding of the south

wall, a new roof, seats and desk in stained deal

;

new communion table, railing and lectern in oak

;

new tile paving (Godwin's), stained glass, and a
wrought iron corona of twelve lights.

ART EDUCATION IN MANCHESTER.
TT does not appear from the last annual report of
-•- the JIanchester Society of Architects that art
education is making much progress in Manchester.
The report, which is signed A. W. Mills, President,
and J. Murgatroyd, Hon, Sec, says : "First, then,
the question of the education of the pupils and as-
sistants in the offices of members of the profession
in this city has engaged the attention of your
council. They found that an attempt had been
made within the last few years by a kindred society
to establish classes for the study of drawing, mathe-
matics, and other matters appertaining to the techni-
cal education of the architectural student ; that the
project h.ad failed, not from any want of exertion
on the part of its promoters, but by reason of the
unwillingness on the part of the students to go
through the labour necessary to the acquisition of
this particular kind of information ; that, in f.act,

though the opportunity was offered, there was so
much lukewarmness on the part of those whom it

was calculated to benefit as to discourage the pro-
moters."

A little further on the report says :
—" Another

point that has engaged the attention of the society
has been the technical education of the workmen.
Finding that the workmen of the building trades
had established a night school under the name of
' The Building Trades Technical Education Insti-

tute,' several members of this society consented to
be placed on its board of management. The
classes meet on two evenings in the week, for the
purpose of learning drawing likely to be useful to.

them, and studying geometry, arithmetic, &c. JIr>

Isaac Holden and Mr. Corson have successively

occupied the post of president, and those gentlemen
as well as your honorary secretary, have from time
to time delivered lectures and .addresses with the
view of advancing the objects of the Institute, It
is found that here we have a peculiar material to
deal with, and the great diiTicult_v is to rouse the
thinkinri faculties of the members. Prizes have'
been offered by this society, and also by other
gentlemen taking an interest in the Institute, but it

is found that those problems requiring for their solu-
tion clear, independent tlwuijlit are apparently the
least charming to the competitors. It is proposed
to set out for them, therefore, a more strictly direct

and practical course of study than that which they
have hitherto pursued, and your council hopes that
gradually one section at least of the working
classes may be disabused of the idea that one man
is as good as another, or that full pecuniary results

should follow on mere muscular, unaccompanied by
intellectual, exertion,"

A DECORATED BIBLE,

ON Monday last an elaborately-covered Bible

was presented to the Princess Louise by a.

deputation from the Church of England Sun-
day Schools. The binding of the book was an
unusual specimen of the bookbinder's and silversmith's

arts. The sides are of vellum, diapered in gold, with
tooling of appropriate devices, and enclosed in a.

mounting of silver, perforated with foli.age set with

jewels, and enriched with scroll wire work, having,

gems for the flowers. The sides are strengthened

with .applied mouldings, and united to the back by
continuous silver hinges. The back is also of silver

gilt, moulded into a very elegant form, with plates

at top and bottom to protect and conceal the actual

sewing of the printed sheets, and is adorned in

repousse work with the sacred monogram, the title

and date in ornamental characters, with foliage and
jewels in appnqjriate settings, aiul in the lower part

with uiches beaten in the silver containing the Prin-

cess'sinitials, entwined withher coronet and theaneient

ship which is borne on the shield of the Dukes of

Argyll for the lordship of Lome. The composition

is united and completed by tabernacle work mould-

ings ami foliage. The whole is of 5Iedia;val cha-

racter, beaten by hand out of silver plates, and is a

fair example of the skill and thought that can be

expendeil on works of such moderate dimensions, and
that are required to make them works of art. The
work was designed by Mr. .S, J. NichoU, .architect,

and executed by Messrs. Cox & Sons, of South-

ampton-street, Strand, We have seen a photo-

graphic illustration of the Bible as presented, .and,

tho\igh it is covered with coronets ami symbols of

uobihty, we could not see a trace of the Christiau

symbol—the cross—anywhere.
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REPORT ON FURNITURE AND METAL
WORK IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHI-

BITION OF 1871.*

FURNITURE does not form a distinct class in

the Exhibition of this j'ear ; our report, there-

fore, deals only with a few objects sent as examples

of desiyii, workmanship, new material, or new inven-

tion, aiid it will be seen that though these objects

are comparatively few in number, the novelties, both

in design and workmanship, are numerous.

The leading tirms of makers of sumptuous furni-

ture are exhibitors in the British Galleries, and tlie

\'isitor will find examples of the most costly pro-

duction and the best workmanship that Europe

can produce. Messrs. Gillow, Holland, Jackson &

Graham, and TroUope are amongst the best known

of our great English producers (we name them in

alphabetical order) ; whilst Messri. Fourdinois, well

known as competitors andmedallistsatour great inter-

national exhibitions of former years, are expected to

represent the design and the workmanship of France,

so renowned in Europe and America.

It cannot but interest any oliserver of the tests

which these exhibitions afford us of the changes of

fashion or taste, to see how great tlie differences are

in this matter of domestic furniture since the first

great gathering in London in 1^51. Our own

makers in England have derived not a little advan-

tage from those competitive displays, as a glance

round the galleries in 1871 will show. The excellent

cabinet work which maintained the reputation of

Chippendale, his father and son, Sheraton, Lock,

and a number of names well known in tlie latter

part of the last century, was made no longer. The

good " English Louis XVI.'" design, for which we

were much indebted to the Brothers Adams, archi-

tects of the Adelphi Buildings, Portland-place, and

many private houses, had disappeared twenty years

previously. The wars at the beginning of the pre-

sent century, and the social and economical conse-

quences they entailed, seem to have made a clean

sweep of the artistic designing and working power of

the country as regards this class of productions.

Though decorations, furniture, and art in all forms

of this industrial kind began anew under the

Eegency and the two subsequent reigns, the result

in point of taste was small. In the special Report

on Design ordered to be prepared by the Commis-

sioners of the Exhibition of Whl, vagueness and

want of propriety in adapting suitable designs to the

several objects made is a constant complaint, whether

reviewing the actual furniture and utensils or the

designs applied to carpets, hangings, and other deco-

rations. No such strictures could be apphedto these

productions in 1871.

The effect of the good designs and careful work-

manship, the former more particularly, of France,

italy, and other foreign competing nations, must be

cretiited with much of the improvement we now see.

We must not forget another still more powerful in-

fluence, the research made both in England and on

the Continent into the good design of furniture-

makers of the sixteenth and following centuries.

This country has been provided with excellent

examples of the best period. While Mr. Pugin did

much to revive the value of the good constructive

principles and fine designs of the Medi.-eval wood

and metal work, the art of the Renaissance centuries

has exercised, since his time, a still more powerful

attraction. In this Exhibition we see Classic furni-

ture, one fine specimen of the designs of the Mediieval

period, several Renaissauce designs, some wood con-

structions from various parts of India and from

Japan—all most characteristic of their several

methods of decoration ; and a number of pieces of

furniture, highly decorative and completely modern,

for the bedroom, as well as the receiving rooms of

the house. To put more completely before the

reader the distinctions of style more or less exempli-

fied in the pieces contributed, we may notice sum-
marily the changes which household furniture has

undergone.

The furniture of the Classic period is illustrated

for us by some interesting objects contained in tha

central tower of the Foreign Picture Gallery. These

consist of electrotype casts of old bronze furni-

ture discovered in Pompeii. There are a bed or

couch, two seat.s, a table, &c. These will be

more fully described iu the Report on Reproduc-

tions. A word, however, must be said of them

as specimens of Classic furniture. The couch is

such a bed as we recognise in the careful painting of

Alma Tadema, the Belgian artist. It is, in form,

like our modern sofa. The ancients furnished these

with mattresses, outer and inner, or ov*r and under,

and when sleeping, used on them woollen rugs,

carpets, or counterpanes, according to the term we

• By J. H0N(iKKl-01lLi Pollen, Esq., M.A. From the

OflScial Reports. Friuti<il ami published by J.M.Johnson &
Sons, 3, Castle-street, Holborn.

like to give to a covering hairy on one side, splen-

didly wrought iu colours in the loom, and such as

the " exquisite" of Imperial Rome would have paid

a full price for as the production of Corinth. The

material of the bed is bronze, with indications of

inlaying in silver. The visitor will note how en-

tirely the form is one borrowed from wood. The

original either contained a core of wood, or was

moulded from a model turned in the lathe. The

seats are a "sella" and a "bisella," or "bisellium,"

a single and a double seat. Quaint heads of men,

horses, mules, &c., are seen in the volutes below the

seat, acting as connections between the seat-frame

and the upper bar.

The height of the seats was an attribute of per-

.soual dignitv. Rich patricians, or freedmen, farmers

of the revenue, &c., had these chairs carried before

them to theatres, to the law-coiu:ts, and other places

of public resort, so as to sit " higher " than their

poorer neighbours, and see over their heads. Another

point of etiquette implied in the lieight was the use

of a "scabellum," or footstool. Tlicse seats are also

of bronze, inlaid, and following the lines of a

wooden construction. There is also a bronze table

frame, witli the supports or legs connected by diago-

nal bars, shifting up and down in slots at the back,

so as to be folded and carried away. To such a

table, a marble or wooden slab or top would be

fitted.

We pass from these relics of the p.ast to the

Mediaeval period, represented in the Exhibition by

a pair of doors made for Costessy Hall. These are

in the style of the fifteenth century, and ^are

arranged .ind framed up like window tracery. The

panels are cusped, and are filled in with shields of

the families of Jerningham, Howard, Gerard, &c.

The carver of these doors is Mr. Britcher. The

whole are after the designs of the late Mr.

Buckler.

In the next great change in the forms and con-

struction of furniture, we find something hke archi-

tectural structures, with pediments, columns, arches,

and .all the minute subdivisions of the cornices or

coronas that finished the top lines of Classical ar-

chitecture. Tliis new style came into fashion in the

late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. It

followed the changes of architecture and sculpture.

The Italians speak of the style as quattro cento,

j.,.., earlier than 1500—and as cinque cento,

when later than that period. It is known under the

general name of Renaissance, as Classical learning

was revived and taken up with great energy

towards the end of the fifteenth century. Jlany

powerful causes contributed to briug about the

changes in arcliitecture and art generally whicli then

took place. One of the most effectual was the

taking of Constantinople by the Turks. This drove

what remained of Greek art and the old refinement

of a former age into Italy. While these influences

were brought \o bear on Italian art, great men, the

greatest artists that have been produced in modern

or post Classic times, rose up
;
painters, sculptors,

architects. Their names are famihar to everybody.

It is only necessary here to point out that these

artists or their pupils were not above devoting their

talents to every form and variety of art. Michael

Angelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Sangallo, Cellini, de-

signed and made goldsmiths' work and jewellery, as

well as canals, fortifications, wells, reservoirs, and

other engineering operations, without ceasing to

paint pictures and sculpture statues. The grand

dukes and great noblemen of Florence and Rome

employed them in executing costly cabinets, tables,

and room furniture. They painted and carved

chests and caskets, many of which remain models of

excellence to this day. Every form and variety of

costly furniture of that day may be seen in the

South Kensington Museum.

It is in this style that we shall find the most

costly pieces of furniture in this year's Exhibition.

Some of these reproduce, but not in any wiiy as

direct copies, the characteristics of the earlier or

quattro cento period; others the fully-developed

splendours of the Renaissance, or cinque cento

style, when it had become the reigning type of art

in" aU forms, furniture not excepted, all over

Europe.

Thus, in the British Gallery, we recognise a side-

board of the Messrs. Gillow, wliich is exhibited in

connection with a panelled wall, much of the feel-

ing of the earlier period. The wall panelling which

accompanies the sideboard is a sample of the wood-

work witli which Messrs. Gillow propose to fit tlie

room for wliich it is made. No plan can be sug-

gested more judicious than this for giving the full

expression to the designer's intentions. Our neigh-

bours iu Paris have, iu all exhibitions, well under-

stood the value of "backing," or seconding the

furniture they exhibit by a small enclosure or back-

ground, to show how they propose to adapt the

rooms of the house and the furniture to each other.

Where there is room for such an addition, it both

sets off the particular object, and adds to the

effectiveness of the whole hall or gallery.

In the instance of the sideboard of Messrs.

Gillow, and its corresponding woodwork, the delicate

lines of moulding, small subdivisions of panels,

careful insertion of carved work, partly after nature,

but still with a suitable reserve of conventional

treatment, and the border or fringe of little rails,

turned in the lathe, with fine lines and uecking.s,

carry us back to the effective use of such forms and!

divisions as characterise the early Renaissance work

in our museums. Paintings, also, are proposed to

be structurally united with the woodwork. Sugges-

gestions of family portraits are let into the waU-

panels so as to bring the painter and gilder into

co-operation with the joiner and the architect. Other

pieces are exhibited by the same firm, which exemplify

the characteristics of this interesting period, the

early dawn of the Renaissance arts, e.g., a cabinet

of ebony or ebonised wood, inlaid with small panels

. of pear and amboyna wood, both of a soft light

brown. These materials are lightly and elegantly

intermixed, so as to reticulate the black agreeably

with the lighter colour. The metal work, handles,

lock-plates, &c., are made in copper instead of iron,

or any white or even gilt metal, the more completely

to preserve this harmony of tone.

A cabinet, in two stages, exhibited by Messrs.

Collinson & Lock (No. 3063), is conceived in the

delicate lines and divisions of this Early style. It is

full of ingenious little drawers, shelves, and recep-

tacles, reminding us, in tliis respect, of the quaint

devices of Japanese cabinet-makers. The central

portion of the upper and lower stages is shut in by

doors. These are panelled, and the panels occnpieiJ

by Classical figures, painted in white ,or vermiUon,

and with birds, all admirably drawn. The dark

wood (mahogany stained black) is covered with

arabesque painted ornament, and the supports at the

angles are turned in the lathe. These have delicate

strings and neckings, but no violent lumps or pro-

tuberances.

The difference between the furniture of the fif-

teenth and that of the sixteenth centm-ies is the

same as that between the architecture and the paint-

ing and sculpture of the same period. The one was

in" a transition state, and retained much of the

tender feeling of earlier associations. The other

launched into the Classical spirit completely. The

earlier was delicate and refined, the later skilful and

bold. The earlier style was without the breadth

and largeness of treatment that tUstinguished the

later.

Amongst the features stiU more characteristic of

this later than of the former period, we notice the

architectural character thoroughly pronounced. As

to this period the great artists mostly belonged, so

the productions in the form of furniture, which re-

flected their designs, have maintained the longest and

the widest popularity. Amongst the leading objects

in the Exhibition illustrative of complete Renaissance

design, we shall not fail to notice the costly cabi-

nets, in ebonv and marquetry, of Messrs. Jackson

& Graham (Nos. 3066, 3008); and in ebony, carved

and inlaid with painted metal plates, shown by

Messrs. Trollope & Sons (No. 3088).

The flrst-mentioned is a cabinet of sixteenth:

century design, in two stages. Each stage has doors

and narrow drawers below the receptacles they

enclose. It is a model of workmanship. As we open

and shut the doors they seem almost air-tight, as the

fine surfaces of the doors and frames fit into each

other as though oiled. The panels are inlaid with

engraved ivory, lapis-laznli, &c. There are on the

work no figure designs. It finishes with a pedi-

mental top. The design is by Mr. Alfred Lormier.

In the inlay and veneering shown in these

sumptuous cabinets, it should be observed that stone

and various woods are employed together, and that

the utmost skill has to be shown in the juxtaposition

of materials, and iu preparing and seasoning the

wood so that it shall not shrink from the stone it

holds. All wood is liable to lose in bulk as

the juices of the tree dry up ; and some, such as

oak, takes so long before this process is complete,

that years—in the case of oak in large beams, even

centiu-ies are often insutlicient to dry the heart of

the wood absolutely and completely. In forming a

judgment of the care and experience necessary for

coinplicated pieces of work highly decorated, all these

elements should be weighed.

Tlie two ebony cabinets exhibited by Messrs.

Trollope are decorated with carving aud inlaid with,

plates painted in gray after the gray Limoges enamels

of the sixteenth century. These grays are kept

very grave and low in tone. The carving of the

foliage in both these cabinets has been noticed

already iu the reports of the jurors and others era-
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ployed on that class of objects in the Paris Exhibi-

tion of 1867. TUs part of the work is from the

chisel of Mr. Rogers.

The French cabinet-makers have preceded our own
in the manufacture of modern ebony cabinets.

JI. Henri Fourdiiiois, the malver of an elaborate

cabinet, for whicli a gold medal was t^iven in the

Paris E^.hibition,' is the principal cxliibitor <tf costly

furniture amongst the foreign contributors. He has

produced inlaid work, which is not merely' a thin

mosaic of slices of wood, ivcry, Ax*., cut to fit each

other and glued to a solid base. lie has regul.irly

married his woods together, fitting thicknesses of

two or more woods one into each other. This is a

solid inlaying, far beyond the slight thickness of

veneers, and is a massive metliod of worlcing worthy

of Classic authorship. Besides the inlaid work of

his cabinets. M. Fourdinois employs the resources of

wood sculpture, and the figures that decorate or sup-

port his furniture of this kind should be'laken as

samples of the excellence of the French artist-

workmen.
A fine walnut-wood cabinet, by Fourdinois, is

placed in the French .\miexe. It is in two divisions,

supported on .Spliinx figures, with circular pedimen-

tal tops to the upper portion, over which are carved

recumbent figures in the attituiles of Michael Angelo's

" Night and Morning." The limbs of the Sphinx-

supports suggest life and niotinn, pfrliajis to excess.

M. Lama, an Italian maker, exhibits a small, ele-

gantly-decorated cabinet, in ebony and ivorj'.

During the Eenaissance centuries inlaying and
veneering came into jirominent use, first in Italy,

and more gradually in the north of Europe. Inlay-

ing is the insertion of precious woods, ivory, pebbles,

lapis, or other hard stones, into the wood tliat forms

the base of the surface decorated. The process is

not modern, as it was known and practised in

Classical times. The Egyptians and the Nincvites

inlaid their chairs and tables, their arms and

chariots, with ebony and other hard woods, with

ivory, and even silver and gold. Pieces of fine

carved ivory, gilt in places, that have been inlaid in

wood, but have outlasted it, can be seen now in the

Nineveh Gallery of the British JIuseum, Tliese are

amongst the treasures found by Mr. A. II Layard.

Everyone has heard of the chryselephantine, or ivory

and gilt statue of Minerva at Athens ; this was an

instance of both inlaying and the further process

named—veneering— the base having been wood.

Veneering was in general use in ancient Bnme, both

in lu-chitecture with thin slabs of marble, and in

furniture on wood. Shoes, or veneers, were cut from

root wood, and from the lumps or heads of pollard

wood. These produced the " birdseye," or rippled

and wavy graui twisted into every im.aginable curve

which is now in use for similar purposes. Ebony is

worked in tliis way. The wood "diospyrus ebe-

num " is found of various colours : black or brown-
ish, yellow and green, but the black is the most
valuable ; we probably owe its introduction into

modern Europe to the Dutch discoverers and colo-

nists who occupied Ceylon about 16il5. No less

than 800 tons of black ebony altogether ju*e im-

ported from Ceylon in a year. Ebony is found in

small dimensions only. No planks of an_v width
can be cut from it, nor would the material, though
-close and hard, be suitable for the constructive re-

quirements of joinery. It is generally veneered on

mahogany. The under surface of the veneer or slice,

and the upper surface of the solid wood base, are
slightly roughed or rasped, so as to insure a sufli-

cicut openness of fibres. Tliey are then covered with
glue in a boiling state, and ]tressure is used to bring

the two surfaces into the most complete contact. If

anything like a bubble wf air is detected between the

surfaces this is pressed or knocked out with gentle

blows of a flat-headed hammer. Screw presses then
hold tlie two firmly together till the glue is

thoroughly dried. "When this is done by experienced

workmen the woods will often split or break away
in any other part of their thickness before this con-
nection gives way. Ebony cabinets are always
Tcnecred. AV'e have, however, a sideboard of ebony
made in Ceylon, gieat portions of which are cut out
of solid wood.

Factories for inlaid work in marbles, pt;bbles, car-

nelian, and other hard stones, have been long estab-

lished at Florence. We call attention to two tables

by Bazzanti, in the Italian Picture Gallery. The
inlay aims at too close an imitation of nature, but it

is verj' skilfully ])ul together.

During tho costly and splendid age of modern fur-

niture, all the artists of Europe followed those of

Italy. Francis I. introduced Primaticcio and lien-

venuto Cellini into France : and, in consequence of

the schools of artists and workmen then established,

• This was purchased for the National Collection, and
is now in the South Kensington Museum.

all sorts of costly works were made in every kind of

material.

Partly illustrative of the great school of Italian

sixteenth century furniture -artists, we must point

out a large buffet of walnut, made, we believe,

wholly at the \ation.al Art Schools of South Ken-
sington, or under the guidance of their teachers and

students. This is a brtjad arcliitectoiiic structure in

tlie form of a cliest, on legs or supports, and divided

into three front panels, the central being the widest.

These arefillod with porcelain, painted (after adraw-
ing by Mr. Marks) by the female students at South

Kensington. The subject represented is a Miij'-day

Procession, and the figures are dressed in Swiss or

German co-;tunie of the sixteenth century, Holbein's

jieriotl. Tlie top finishes with a broatl fascia band

of carved leafwork, and a regular architectural

corona. The design of the entire structure is by Mr.

F. Moody. The carving is simple I)nt effective, aud

the whole has been produced at a moderate cost.

Another characteristic sixteenth-century piece of

furniture, also designed by i^Ir. Moody, is a scrfen

frame in tlie bold monumental style of the mortuary
talilets, door-frames, &.C., of the Italian architects of

Kome and Florence, rather than the contemporary

decorative ornament of Sansoviuo, and other north

Italian architect sculptors. It finishes with the

broken pediment, suggestive of a central bust, so

commonly found in lire-plaee panels of its period.

The cutting is bold and very simple, and the gilding

]ihiced on edges, or in occasional hidlows. Parcel
fjlldlnfi, as this is called, or partial application of

such enrichment, is eifeetive, without detracting from

the value of the waluut-wood of which the frame is

made.
Heavy carved oak furniture belongs, with us, to

the Tudor and Stuart times, as it does to the con-

tempuraneons reigns in France. Splendid works
were turned out, in walnut, by Berrngete ; then by
Alouzo Cauo, aud others in Spain. In Germany,
we know there is a famous chest or cabinet, pre-

served in the pubhc mu.seum at Berlin, made in

Pomerania, and decorated in all sorts of precious

materi.ils. A multitude of artists were employed

ni)on it. whose names are recorded. In general,

however, till marquetry came reguUirl}' into fashion,

oak and pine were the materials used in Germany.
The bold seventeenth century work is represented in

the present Exhibition by Messrs. Snyers-Ilang, of

Brussels, and such work will be seen in the Belgian

division of the picture galleries and in the lower
corridor. Belgium makes and imjiorts to this

country great cpiantities of tiak furniture, in the

cpiaint heavy style of the Flemisli seventeenth cen-

tury. The Swiss makers send similar work contri-

buted by the Messrs. "Wirth.

The next great period or character in modern
furniture must be called that of mar(|uetry. This is

a variegated, more or less, pictorial surface, formed
by very line veneers. These thin slices of wood
form a mosaic of man}' colours.

The early use of this decoration has been called

intarsiatnra. aud it w.as simple and grave enough
for the ornamentation of chiu-ch benches and stalls.

The later and lighter style was called marquetry,

and seems to have been carried both farther in

variety, and to greater splendour and completeness

in France, though it continued to be made also in

Italy, Germany, Belgium, Spain, not to say in our

own country. We meet with wood inlay in old

Englisli chest panels, bed panels, &c., as early as

the period of Elizabeth; but where it is actual

ICnglish workmauship, the inlaying is rude and simple.

In the finer specimens of the great French cabinet

jnakers, who were famous for work of this kind from
the days of Louis XV. to the destruction of tlie

monarchy, they represent floral or conventional

designs. In the earlier furniture, such as cabinet

fronts of the seventeenth century, figure subjects,

often drawn with the utmost spirit and humour,
were displayed. Hunting scenes, love making, land-

scapes, &c., were literally painted in coloureil \vood-

work. The Spaniards, the French, and the Italians

were pre-eminent in these spirited produclions.

Examjiles may be seen in the South Kensiugton
Museum.
A certain .simplicity, decision, and even humorcnis-

ncss characterises the seventeenth century work of

this early kind. Architectural fa<^ades, the insides

of rooms, &c., are often found as the decoration of
panels and table tops belonging to this period. The
object is to do as much as possible by the juxta-
position of woods, and the ingenious use of the natural
lines and curves in the grain of the wood. Often
such work was made in two woods only, or in ivorv
only, besides the wood that forms the" groundwork.
Various methods were ciiiployed to help out the
graphic effect of the little figures, subjects, or pat-
terns. Burning either with iron or hot sand, by
whidi parts of the lighter colomed material inlaid

.are shaded or darkened, so as to express the vari^

ties of coloiu* betu'een yellow and warm brown, was
one method. Etching with a graving tool was
another.

In France, however, in the reign of Louis XIV.

—

so s]ilcndid an epoch for writers, statesmen, generals,

and magnificent gentlemen—was produced, also, a

new and very costly style of furniture. This went
by the name of the first maker, Andre Charles

Boule, and was called Boule (or, as it is sometimes

mis-spelt. Buhl) marquetry. Whether Boule was or

was not actually the inventor of marquetry in tor-

toise-shell, ivory, brass, aud white metals, which

goes bv his name, has been questioned. Boule was
born in lti4i, and died in 1732. He was made head

or director of the Royal establishments, and was
lodged in the palace of the Louvre. He was
employed to furnish the new Chateau of Versailles,

and obtained a great name all over France. There are

several excellent examydes of modern Boule cabinet

work in this Exhibition. The peculiarity of Boule's

invention was the employment of thin .slices of metal,

ivory, and tortoiseshell. In his earlier works we
find coloured enamelled metal. Bnt later Boule

work was simpler, aud took bolder and larger forms

than these early specimens. The general form of

furniture was now changed. Carving was no

longer required on cabinets or on table-legs and

bars. Everything was sacrificed to surface orna-

ment. To vary this surface, Boule adopted a system

of curved and recurved surfaces, so as to give effect

to the lustrous material that covered it.

AVe may illustrate this period of furniture by the

table and other Boule contributions of Mignietine,

aud by those of Wertheimer. The large commode
by the latter, though square and ujiright, finishes

with pedestals for a clock and chandelier
; a com-

mon form in such furniture.

Metal mounts now became important p.arts of the

decoratiim of furniture, as we shall see on referring

to the examples exhibited this year. Boule work is

costly aud laborious, and is rarely made by our

English cabinet makers, except in small fancy

articles. Two thicknesses, or three, but usually two,

of material—shell and metal, or metal .and wood

—

are glued together. The pattern is drawn upon the

outer surface, and a small hole bored where the

pattern will not show it. Into this hole a fine riband

saw is introduced, and the entire figure cut out.

When the thicknesses of material are separated, there

are, of course, two (or more) figures, and as many
openings, exact counterparts one of the other. The
later Boule work was made in this way, always in

the double, so that by fitting each figure into the

matrix or vacant shajie of the other material, a

double veneering was obtained from the same opera-

tion, technically called "Boule" and "counter"

—

brass in shell and shell in brass. But the earlier and

rarer pieces of Boule were made at more cost ; the

refuse, or alternate ground or pattern, was thrown

away.

The use of the curved surfaces was not confined to

Boule marquetry. Bombi', or bulging cabinets,

chests of drawers, tScc, became a fashion during the

reign of Louis XV. They were inlaid with marque-

try of coloured woods ; and carefully-made specimens

of that work are now much v.alued.

The political events connected with the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes, in l(!f<(!, drove numbers of

clever workmen to Holland. Daniel M.arot and others

were patronised by the St.adtholder, aud French furni-

ture designs l>ecame the fashion in Holland. The
bulbous, bandy-legged marquetry chairs we see in old

houses of William III. ami Queen Anne's reigns, owe
their origin to tlus French, and then Dutch, source.

AVe have no marquetry in this year's Exhibition that

represents this heavy but picturesque fashion.

Other marquetry of the last century in England was

made of holly let into walnut, sometimes varied

with pear, &c. The designs are generally more

elegant than those of birds, &c., derived from the

Dutch. This last light work has never been repro-

duced, as far as we know, by modern cabinet-makers,

nor have we any illustration to point to in the year's

Exhibition.

To the same period on the Continent—that is, the

early half of the last century—belongs the brilliant

gilding so well known as Louis Quatorze, or Louis

Quinze ornamentation. The severe linos .and mouM-
ingsof the semi-Cla.ssic taste of Louis XIV. gradually

gave place to a gay, broken, shapeless system of

outUnes, partlj' suggestive of shells and broken

curves and spirals, easily cut in light wood, and

peculiarly suited for showing off gilding. As the

costume "of the day. and as the manners of the period

became "modish" and affected, so did this taste in

furniture. Still, in glass frames, room i)anels, &c.,

it is not without a certain remnant of grace. Our
own country followed the fashion, and we find old

carved mirror frames aud wood-work executed in
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the same taste. Cabinet-makers of the name of

Chippendale made this work famous. We meet with
loolcing-f^lasses of which the frames are cut into

Chinese landscapes of a fanciful kind, by Thomas
Chippendale. The father's work was more strictly

in the French taste

The Itahans during this period produced f.ar

superior gilt frames, console tiibles, &c. They cut

compositions of great acanthus leaves, rolling and
ctirving over in magnificent sweeps. Examples are

to be found in private collections. The Italian

carvers of Florence have fine soft wood, which they
could cut boldly with sharp tools. Some of these

graceful frames give one the impression of having
been carved out by sweeping single cuts.

The Italians were admirable gilders. We see

examples in the table supports of Bazzante in the

Italian picture gallery.

They had for ceituries the secret of preparing a

matted ground on which to lay their gold, which
was pure and thick. The ground was worked over
delicately with tools, and the utmost richness of

effect obtained by these simple means. But, in the

last century, they undercut and rolled over their

acanthus leaves in the huge sweeps described ; and
the edges, ribs, hollows, and surfaces when well

gilt, were more effective, though less sp.arkling,

than the more uneasy broken forms found in Louis
XV. period and the Chippendale gilder's work.
Two makers, of well-known reputation, gave

their name to furniture towards the close of the last

century in France, The best known is Reisner, who
was born about 1740-o0, and worked in mahogany,
sn.-ike-wood, and marquetry. His work is highly
prized, and still sells for large sums. His marquetry
is graceful in line and well composed. He was fonil

of delicate colouring, such as inlaying maple or

sycamore or other light coloured woods with others
also very delicate in hue. He leaves spaces of his

ground-work unoccupied, divides bis whole compo-
sition in the middle, where the two drawers of his

commodes meet, and keeps side panels very quietly
diapered or laid out with flat arrangements of simple
patterns.

With him was associated a metal-chaser of the
name of Gouttiere or Gouthi^re. The woodwork of
one was mounted with bindings, legs, edges, and
lock-plates, &c., exquisitelj- modelled and chiselleil

by the other. We meet with work of Gouttiere in

modern s.ales. Other names connected with this

sort of furniture are known of, but these two the
most.

The Italian nuikers also followed the same fashion
of work. The Venetian, Milanese, .and Florentine
makers produced marquetry in the same style, but
with less finish and delicacy. The two makers we
have named furnished the " Trianon," a small house
in the park at Versailles, the f.avourite residence of
Queen Marie Antoinette. They continiied to work
for the Court till the overthrow of the Monarchy.

(To be concluded next week.')

CHINESE VARNISH.
A MOKGr the raw- stuffs sent by Dr. von
-^^ Scherzer from Fekin was one called schio-
lias, a kind of varnish which is employed for

varnishing aU kinds of wooden things, and" has the
property of making these articles watertight. Dr.
von Sherzer has seen wooden chests in Pekin which
have been over Siberia to S. Petersburg and back,
and still remain sound and watertight. Even baskets
of straw used for the transport of oil are, by means
of this varnish, made perfectly fit for the purpose.
Pasteboard, by its use, becomes, both in apjiearance
and firmness, like wood. Most exposed woodwork is

coated with schio-lias, which gives it an xigly, reii

appearance, but it gains in durability. This varnish
was examined by the Australian Agricultural De-
p.irtment, and Dr. von Scherzer's communication
was fully corroborated. The " Wiener Gewer-
berrein" also made trials with it. By mixing
together three jiarts of fresh, beaten, defibrinateil
blood, fom- parts of slacked lime, and some alum, a
thiu, sticky mass is obtained, which is immediately
ready for use. Articles which are required to be
particularly w.atertight are varnished twice or at
most three times by the Chinese. In Europe this
varnish is not yet made, although it is one of the
surest and best ways of making wooden articles
perfectly watei tight.

The new Department of the Fine Arts, as it is

called, in University College, London, will bo opened
on October the 4th next, under the direction of the
Slade Professor, Mr. E. J. Poyuter, .i.R.A. Much
remains to be done to the extensive suite of buildings
which have been erected for this new sciiool, but no
doubt exists that everything will be ready in time.

NEW ELEMENTS OF H.iND-RAILING.—PLATE XL.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(Concludedfrom 2'age 78.)

Plate 40.

—

Elliptical Stairs—W.vll and
Front Strings bent ijy Kerfing.

THE ground plan of these stau-s is struck from
centres A, B, C, D. The principle being the

same as that laid down in the first plate.

By the use of more centres than are here given,
the figure could be made to preseut a more perfect
oval. But such a method would cause the kerfing
to be complicated and rather diflicult.

The chief object to be had in view is to show a
method of bending the strings with the least possible

amount of work.
It is true, that the figure under consideration may

not present to the eye those beautiful curves created
by a pure ellipse : but we must bear in mind that
the plan we look upon is on a flat surface, and there-
fore incapable of giWng even a remote idea of that
long extended rising curve which in its elevation
would seem to sweep far beyond the limit laid down
for it on the plan. And j'Ct the strings stand
directly over this Hat representation.

Viewing this stairs from an upper floor, and look-
ing downward, perhaps a better idea may be formed

* This series of articles is ft repruducLion of Robkrt
ElDDEl.i.'s work on the suliject, publishod in Philadelphia,
and by Trubuer and Co., London.

of the curve on its stretch-out ; and even then, not
one in a hundred coiUd fairly decide whether the
plan was a true elUpse or its imitation.

There are very many objections (some of them
serious ones) to the old and slow method of con-
structing circular strings. Just think of the amount
of labour thrown away in building cylinders, forms,

and other fixtures, for no other purpose but to bend
strings over.

This tedious and expensive mode may be entirely

dispensed with, by the adoption of the new and
much advanced system of kerfing ; wiiich I certainly

would not advocate in this work if there was a
single doubt as to its practicability. But. having
seen kerfing thoroughly tried, .and its application to

bendnig, not only strings of stairs, but other work,
practically tested in such a manner as to leave no
doubt whatever of its perfect reUability, I have not

the least hesitation in urging its adoption in all cases

where certainty of effect, shortness of time, and
economy of material are matters worthy of con-
sideration.

In conclusion, I would saj', it is thought that the
explanations are suliiciently clear, and 1 am fully

confident that the drawings comprising the several

plates are iu themselves perfect ; for, from close and
constant inspection, I can state with certainty that

there is not a single error in any one of them. So
that the workman can be fuUy assured of the cor-
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rectness of even- line, ami depend with confidence
on the truth and certainty of all and each of the
instructions contained in this volume ; which shows
the art of stair-buii.dixg fixed on a firm basis, and
made a perfect and pleasing science.

PROPOSED VKSTKV HALL FOR CAM-
BICmVELL.

THE Committee lately appointed by the Vestry
of Camberwell to consider the building of a

new vestry-hall, presented their report at the last

meeting of the vestrymen. The Committee re-

commend that the accommodation to be provided
should be:—A hall •.'.')ft. high, to accommodate 100
members of the vestry, the officers and reporters,

and a public gallery to hold lOI) persons ; two
committee rooms (each), 3i)ft. b_v "2flft. ; one com-
mittee-room, 24ft. by IGft. ; one waiting-room
(ground floor), 18ft. by l.')ft. ; one waiting-room
(up stairs), l.'ift. by l.'ift. ; accountant's office,

2.!)ft. by Hjft. ; hat and cloak room (ground floor),

18ft. by loft. ; hat and cloak room (upstairs), 18ft.

by 15ft. ; Buri.al Hoard office. 18ft. by loft.

;

messengers'-room (near entrance), Kift. by 12ft.;

vestry clerk's office (public), 2oft. by 17ft. ; vestry
clerk's office (private), 20ft. by IGft. ; assist.i:it

overseer's office, :!Oft. by 2iift. ; surveyor's otBce
(public), 2oft. by 17ft, ; surveyor's officte (private),

20ft. by IGft. ; medical officer aud sanitiiry in-

spector's office, 24ft. by Ifift. ; laboratory and gas-
testing room ; two strong rooms ; for housekeeper,
four rooms and a kitchen ; lavatories, yard at the
rear, covered carriage-shed for vehicles to draw
under, and labourers' pay office. The Committee
recommended the vestry to offer premiums of £oi)

for the first, and £25 for the second selected

designs, both to become the property of the
vestry ; but should the author of either of these be
employed as the architect of the building, then the
premium will not be given, but he will be paid the
usual commission of five per cent, on the amount of
the accepted tender. As to cost, the Committee pro-
posed that the building, with all its reiiuisite offices,

fittings, warming, ventilation, lighting, drainage,
enclosure-walls, and railings, and all incidental

•works and charges, architect's commission, clerk of
the works' salary, &c. (exclusive of furniture), shall

not exceed the sum of £10,000. The report was
adopted, except as to the amount of outL-iy, it

being decided, after discu.ssion. that competing .mVchi-

tects should be instructed that the cost is not to

exceed £8,000. so ,is to set aside the remaining
£2,000 for contingencies.

AECHITECTtTRAIi & ARCH,a:OLOGHCAIi
SOCIETIES.

The Essex ARCH.r,oLOf:ic.\L Society.—The
annual meeting of the societv was held at Clielms-
ford on 10th iiist. The rrport aud statement of
accounts having been rend and adopted, the Rev. H.
A. Lipscomb made an interesting statement relative
to an old book—an Aniiplionale—found in the roof
of Si.ringfield Church during the restoration, about
throe years ago. The book was discovered above
the south wall. It was within oak boards, but thev
were exceedingly rotten. It had since been bound
in leather by the librarian at Cambridge University,
•who pronounced it to be remarkably perfect. The
book appeared to be of date about ISOO, and it w.-is

probalply hidden in the roof in tho time of Kdward
VI., in conseijuence of a statute providing that the
"old church books should be abolished and extin-
guished." Mr. J. Edward K. Cutts next read a paper
on " Some Roman ami British .antiquities found at
Billericay, and some Roman antiquities at Dunmow "

some fragments of which were placed on the table.
After luncheon at the Saracen's Head, the party
started for Broomfield Church, Leighs Priory and
the site of Plcshey Castle. Broomfield Clhurc'li was
jiescribcd by Mr. Chancellor, under whoso direction
it ha-s recently been restored. Mr. Chancellor said
tho nave was undoubteilly the oldest portion of the
work. lie confessed, after a minute exaniinaticm of
the south wall, with the western retm-ns, that he
entertained a strong belief that the work was
Roman; and, pointing out what appeared to be the
lines of an ohlarcb, hesuggested the possibility tliat
it was some Roman builrling altered by tho" Nor-
mans. In the south-east ci>rner of tlie nave he
directed attention to two Roman bricks, which were
the largest he had ever seen. Tho chancel ho at-
tributed to the latter part of the fourli'enth century,
while the tower—one of three r.mnd towers in
Essex—be described as a fine specimen of Norman
Vcbble work. One of several artii'les shown to the
^isitors by the Rev. .1. B. -Wliiting, vicar of the
parish, was a large Bible, prinlerl in 1(!29, and having
a very elaborate binding, wlo'r-li iK.re on the inner
cover the following written inscri])tion:—This Bible
was King Charles fli-st's; afterwards it was my
grandfather's, I'atrick Young, Esq., who was
Libcrarj--keeper to His Majesty, now givcu to the

church at Broomfield by me, Sarah Atwood, Augt.
ye 4th, 1723." The company then proceeded to tlie

parish of Little Leighs, for the puii»ose of viewing
the ruins of the Priory,* fcpunded by Ralph Gemon,
tnnp. Henry III., for Augustine Friars or Black
Canons. Originally, it was a magnificent pile, sur-
rounded by a park of many acres. At the dissolu-
tion of the monasteries in the reign of "Bluff King
Harry" VIII., the building and a large portion of

the property connected with it fell into the hands of
Sir Richard Rich. After the buildings had been in-
sj)ected, the Rev. E. L. Cutts read some "Notes on some
Mediaeval Fountains." In the course of some con-
versation which followed, Mr. Chancellor mentioned,
amid laughter, that eighteen or twenty years ago,
when the fountain at Leighs was more perfect than
at present, he sent a drawing of it to tho Builder,
but the editor inserted a note to the effect that it

was ncit worth engraving. He undertook, liowever,
at the desire of those present, to make another
drawing, with the view of its being issued with the
journal t>f the society's transactions. The company
next visited Pleshi'y, said to have been a Rrpman
settlement. The old castle, the origin of which is

involved in some obscurity—tho first mention of it

of which we are aware being in the reign of King
Steplien—was doul.ttless a building of great mag-
nificence. Shakespeare, in bis play of "Rieliard 11^,"

mentions it more than once. Next year the excur-
sion will be to Daubury, the seat of the Bishop of
Rochester.

-»

AKCH.ffiOLOGICAL.
British ARCn.r.or.oGirAi. Associ.ition. — Tlie

twenty-eighth annual eoiintr}' meeting of this

society will be held at Weymouth in the week
commencing Jlonday next, the 21st iiist.. under
the patronage of the Earl of Shaftesbury and
the Bishop of Salisbury. Su- W. Coles Med'lycott.

D.C.L., is the president, and there is a long list of

noble and learned vice-presidents. The programme,
as just settled, is very attractive. The congress will

occupy the whole of the week ; on the o]iening day,
after the inaugural adilress has been delivered, the
local objects will be examined ; and the annn.al

dinner will be held the same evening. There will be
daily excursions on each of the remaining days of

the week to numerous ]ilaces of interest, including
the Isle of Portland, Dorchester, Bindon Abbey,
\V;u-eham. Corfe Castle, Maiden Castle, the Mon.as-
tery of .\bbotsbury, Cerne Abbe}-, &c. There will

also be sectional meetings every evening for the read-
ing of papers, and among the readers of papers al-

readv decided upon are the Rev. Prebendary Scarth,
Mr. "W. H. Black, F.S.A., Mi. Cuming, F.S.A., Mr.
F. Dillon Croker, F.S.A., Mr. .1. O. H.alliwell, F.R.S.,

F.S.A., Mr. Levien, M.A., I'M.k., Mr. E. Roberts,

F.S.A., Mr. Thoniiis Wright, M..\., F.S.A., and Mr.
0. R. Wright, F.S.A. The subjects also are un-
usuallj- interesting.

Discovery of a Stone Coffin at High Ongar.
—A few daj-s since, as some labourers were cutting
a trench on a farm road at High Ongar, they dis-

covered, about Gin. from the surface, a stone coffin,

the lid of which was (;in. thick, and 6ft. Sin. long by
2ft. 2in. wide. The lid has a slight ridge in the middle,

but no inscription. On examining the interior of
the coffin three or four bones were found. The
coffin appears to have been chiselled out of a block
of Portland stone, of the size of the lid, and about
18in. deep, leaving the sides, ends, .and bottom, 4in.

in thickness, the inside of the coffin measuring Oft.

by Isin. The spot where the discovery was made is

nearly a quarter of a mile from the church, and
nearly one mile east of Ongar Castle Jlount, on the

summit of which a few bricks onlv now remain.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Poi.htion- of Rivers.—In reply to Mr.

Dimsdale, Mr. Bruce .saiil (on Friday) that, if the mea-
sure which had passed tlirougli that House received
the Royal assent, this subject of the pollution of
rivers l.iy sewage would pass into the bands of the
Poor-Law Board. It woulil certainly be one of the
subjects that would bo submitted for consideration
next session.

The MrsEUM on Bethnal-Green.—Mr. C. Reed
.asked the I'irst Commissioner of Works whether be
wonhl order a report to be made forthwith upon the
]»lan and design of the ])roposed museum on Bcthnal-
greeu. with a view to .ascertain tho extent of space
available for collections of works of art, for tho
exhibition of pictures, and for the imrposes of study.
—Mr. ,\yrl,ni saiil that there would be no cdijeetiiin

to liave such a report published, aud, if moved for,
it n-ouM bi,' i)rodueed.

The Rei'out of the Thames Embankment
Committee.—Mr. W. H. Smith asked the First
Lord of the Treasury wh.'tber her Majesty's Govern-
ment Would tjike measures to give effect to t)ie

report of tho committee on tho Thames Embaiik-

• Illustrated p. 44, VoL XIX.

ment by appropriating to the use of the public, in
the manner recommended by the 'committee, the
portion of foreshore reclaimed from the Tliamesuear
Whitehall ; and whether, if further legislation is

required in order to give effect to that object, the
Govemnic-nt would undertake that the land in ques-
tion should not, in themeanwhile, be dealt with iuany
manner inconsistent witli tlie recmmendation of the
committee.—Mr. ( lliidstone said that he h.ad not yet
seen the eviden.'o tliat had been taken, and he appre-
hended that it was not yet published. He thought
that it Would be better that the matter should be
taken into consideration after they had considered
the rejiort ; but certainly the Government would not
take any measures to prevent a fan- consideration of
that report by Parliament.

Benefit Buflding Societies. — Mr. W. H.
Smith on Tuesday asked the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer whether the following letter sent from the
Inland Revenue, dated the 4th August, f^Tl, was
written at liis instance or with his knowledge:

—

" Gentlemen,—The attention of the Commissioners
of Inland Revenue having been directed to the fact

that cheques drawn on behalf of building societies

on their bankers have been very generally and
erroneously regarded as exempt frum stamp duty, I

am directed to inform you that these documents arc
liable to stamp duty like other cheques, and remind
you that any person who pays any cheque liable to
duty and not stamped incurs a penalty of £10.—

I

am, gentlemen, your obedient servant, Wm. Lomas."
Ana whether, considering the many inconveniences
wliich would arise, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer would instruct the Solicitor to the In-
land Revenue to w-ithdraw the above letter until

after next Michaelmas term, in order that the
opinion of the Court of Exchequer of Pleas may be
taken on the validity of exceptions now claimed by
building societies?— The Chancellorof the Exchequer
replied that the letter set out in the question was
not written at his instance nor with liis knowledge.
An offer had been made by the Inland Revenue to

the gentleman who represented these societies to
refer the whole question to the Court of Exchequer,
but as that offer had been refused, .and the matter
involved an important item of revenue, he would
not feel justified in ordering the withdrawal of the
letter.

The Cholera.—Mr. Denman .asked the Vice-
President of the Privy Council whether his atten-

tion bad been called to a letter from Dr. Edmunds
in Tuesday's papers, stating that at half-past

two in the morning he had been called to a t^'pical

case of Asiatic cholena, and whether any steps had
been taken in consequence.—Mr. Forster replied

that he had been informed by the medical officer of

the Privy Council that immediately he saw this

letter Dr. M'Adams was sent from the office to

examine into the case, and make a report, and he
was very glad to find from that report that there
was reason to believe it was not a case of Asiatic

choler.a, although there were symptoms at first

which might have excited suspicion. The patient

seemed to be a respectable artisan, who w-as em-
ployed in some works, and was also a school

teacher. Ho was taken ill on the pre'vious night on
his return from a school treat, and when Dr.
Edmunds was called in the m.au appeared to have a
bad .attack of cholera, but there was reason to

suppose it was sporadic cholera. At any rate, the
patient w.as now mucli better. He ccuilcl have
wished that Dr. Edmunds had waited a few hours
before writing to the papers, and not excited need-
less alann until he had ascertained whether he was
right or WTong in his suspicion. It was his first

duty to communicate with the sanitary authorities

of Marylebone, and he trusted that in all other
cases of the kind, whether in London or the pro-

vinces, tliat course would be adopted by nudical
men, so that the s.anitary authorities might imme-
diately set to w-ork to disinfect.—Mr. W. II. .^inith

iiiipiired whether any special instructions had been
issued by the Privy Council with regard to tho
cholera?—Mr. Forster said that a few days ago the
officer of the Medical Departnient submitted for liis

approval a series of instructions drawn up with
great care, and intelligible not only to medical men,
but to the public generally. He believed they wero
already issued, but if they were not, he would take
care tliat they were immediately issued in such a
manner that the pu'olic should be made acciuainted

with them.

Ai.fxankra P.vi.acf,.— It does not appear to be

generally understood that the magnificent structure

at Muswell Hill has been erected at a large outlay,

to cover .all modern improvements in public build-

ings. The views from the terraces and the interior

of the building resemble the sight from the IMalvem
or Surrey Hills, and are unequalled. The railway

facilities, which will soon be completed, will give to

the northern and eastern inhabitants of this vast

city, and thousands of excursionists, one of the

finest and best recreation grounds in Europe.

The jiublic investors are to be covered by insurance

of 20s. for every 21s., so that no risk whatever is

incurred, and the profits every year are cmuulative

in advantages.
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Jniliiing Intelligente.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Abekg\vessin.—The Church at Abergwessin,

which has been recently restored, was opened fur

divhie worship on Thursday, the 3rd iust. The

structure is of very ancient origin, situated in a rude

part of the countr}', on the borders of the counties of

Brecon and Cardigan. The style is Early English

of the thirteenth century, and the building consists

of nare, chancel, and transepts, with tower at inter-

sections, and porch at west of south side of nave.

The dimensions are as follows :—Nave, 50ft. by I'.lft.

;

chancel, 18ft. by Oft. ; transepts, 17ft. by lift. ; and

tower, 26ft. square. The walls are built of native

stones faced externally with red Suffolk brick, the

lower four feet being glazed, and the interval stones

from the Bath quarries. The external dressings are

of Greenshill and Cefn quarries. The roofs are

covered with Whitland Abbey slates, surmounted by

a red Staffordshire ridge or crest. A figure of S.

Michael, to whom the church is dedicated, is placed

in a niche over the soutii porch doorway. In the

nave there are movable open benches to accommo-
date about 120 persons. The works have been

carried out from the designs and under the super-

intendence of Mr. E. J. Withers, architect, uf 11,

Adam-street, Adelphi, London, by Messrs. Dove,

Bros., builders, Ishngton, London.

Aliirorough.—The parish church of Aklborough
in Holderness, Yorkshire, has considerable traditional

and historical interest. It is supposed that the present

church, dedicated to S. B.artholomew, succeeded, some
hundreds of years ago, a much •Ider structure, which
stood on land long since swept away by the en-

croachments of the sea, which are still going on on

the east coast. About three years ago commenced
the work which has happily resulted in the complete

restoration of the church. The nave and aisles have
been rebuilt, and an arch on each side added and the

chancel restored, at a cost of about £1,800. The
architect is Mr. Perkin. of Leeds, and the contractors

Messrs. Weatherly and Kymer, of York.

BiiiJiiNGHAM.—The laying of the memori.al-stone

of the new "Welsh Independent Chapel in AVheeler-

street took place on Tuesday weeii. The dimen-
sions of the chapel will be 48ft. Gin. by 29ft. 6in.,

with a gallery at one end. It has been designed b}'

Mr. Ingall, architect, and, with the school, will cost

about £1,100.

Halsh-im.—All Saints' Church, H.alsham, York-
shire, was on Thursday week reopened by the Arch-
bishop ofYork. The restoration of the building has
been in progress for about two years. The chancel had
formerly a coved roof, but that has been taken away
and replaced by a roof of open wood-work. The
roofs of the nave and south aisle have been entirely

renewed, but the north aisle is still in a dilapidated

condition. The south aisle is divitled from the nave
by three b.aj's, the arches resting on plain octagonal
pillars, and the north aisle is divided from the nave
by two arches, resting upon an old Norman circular

column. The church has been re-seated with open
benches of stained deal. The architect is Blr. Ewan
Christian, of London, and the contractor, Mr. Charles
Atkinson, of Koes. The restoration has cost about
£1,000.

LouoHTON, Essex.—The foundation-stone of a
new church, to be dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin Mary, was laid on Tuesday last, by John
Williams, Esq,, J.P., of Debden H.1II, in a large
assembly of clergy, the county members, and most
of the iuduential families of the neighbourhood,
together with a large concourse of the people of

Loughton. The Eev. John Whitaker Maitland, the
rector, addressed the assemblage, and was warmly
congratulated that his great desire for increased
church accommodation was so shortly about to be
realised in that portion of his p,arish. Nearly £3o0
was laid as offerings on the stone, and some interest-

ing gifts were mentioned, as a memori.a! window,
£.jO from a friend at a distance, for the decoration
of the soutli porch. The church will consist of
nave and aisles, chancel and chancel aisles, north and
south transepts, vestry, &c. Bath stone is to be freelj-

used, internally and externally. The facing will be of
Godalming stone from Messrs. Lisley's quarries, in

random work, brought up to stretching courses of

squared stone, with plain tile bands laid as headers
sparingly introduced. The rooling will be of plain

tiles, with tile hip knobs and crockets, to be made by
Mr. Cooper, of Maidenhead. Mr. .lolin Bentley, of

Waltham Abbey, is the builder, whose contract is

£3,300, and accommodatiou is provided for 500
persons. A more detailed description will be given
when tlie church is finished. The architect is Mr.
Thomas Henry AVatson, of Nottingham-place,
London.

Manchester.—The new church of S. John the

Evangelist, Ilightown, Cheetham, w-as consecrated

on Thursday week by the Itight Rev. the Lord

Bishop of Manchester. This church and its

adjuncts, the entire cost of which is stated to be

£20, 000, is the munificent gift of Lewis Loyd, Esq., of

Monk's Orchard, in the county of Kent. T'he clnu-ch,

which stands in a commanding position, is built of

stone hned with brick, and in the Early English style.

It consists of a nave, north and south aisles, chancel,

and semi-circular apse, with a tower at the south-

east side of considerable altitude, having a low

spire, with pinnacles at the angles, which, together

with the main roof, are covered with tiles. The
aisles are lighted with small lancet windows. There

is an arcade round tiie chancel, and above that a

series of lancet windows. The pulpit is octagonal,

perforated with Gothic tracery. Accommodation is

provided for 540 worshippers, 170 sittings being

free. A parsonage-house has been erected upon the

site. Architects, Messrs. Paley & Austin of

Lancaster. Contractors, Messrs. Kobinson, of Hyde.

Newton Abbot.—For some time past the ac-

commodation afforded at S. Paul's Church, Newton
Abbot, built and endowed some eight or ten years

ago by the Earl of Devon, has been found to be

totally inadequate. Eecently a fund was started

for enlarging the church, by adding another aisle to

it, whereby something like seventy additional free

sittings would be provided. Nearly sufficient money
has now been raised, and on Satnrdaj' last Lord

Devon attended and laid the foundation-stone of the

new aisle. The work will be carried out by Mr.

J. Steer, builder, of Newton, after designs by J.

W. RoweU, Esq., architect.

NoRM.vNToN.—On Monday, at the village of

Normanton, near '\\'akefield, the memorial-stone of

a new Congregational church was laid. The new
building, for which Mr. Harris, of Leeds, is archi-

tect, will be in the Gothic style, ad.apted to modern
requirements. The cost is estimated at .about

£702, inclusive of £250 for the land. Sitting

accommodation will be provided for 250.

S. Clement Danes Chukcil—On Monday even-

ing a meeting of the Vestry of S. Clement Danes
was held in the Vestry-hall, Strand, for the purpose

C considering a proposal which has been made by
tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer, through Mr. Street,

to remove the church of S. Clement Danes, in order

to make proper approaches to the new Law Courts.

The Eev. E. J. Simpson, M.A., the rector, presided,

and it appeared, in the course of conversation, that

Mr. Lowe proposes to give a site on the ground

obtained by the Government, and to erect upon it a

handsome church in accordance with the architec-

tural character of the Courts, with a parsonage-house

and schools. Some communications have passed

between the Government and the Metropolitan Board
of AVorks. Plans were produced and explained by
Mr. Street's clerk, but it appeared that Mr. Street

himself had left town, and had not sent any authority

from the Chancellor of the Exchequer to treat upon
the matter. Mr. Innes, solicitor, of Norfolk-street,

denounced the proposed scheme, spoke in enthusiastic

terms of the noble church in which the parishioners

were accustomed to assemble, and which he con-

sidered ten thousand times better than any of the

Gothic churches which it was the present fashion to

erect. Eventuiilly it was determined that, under

the circumstances, the Vestry should take no active

steps in the matter until it came more formally before

them, and that afterwards the parishioners generally

should be consulted by means of a public meeting.

In the event of S. Clement's Church being removed,

it will be necessary to have a general clearance of all

the Ijlocks of buildings wluch stand westward of it,

and the removal of which very few people will be

disposed to regret.

Welshpool.— S. Mary's Church, Welshpool, after

restoration at a cost of £4,000, was reopened on

Tuesday week. The restoration has been effected by
Messrs. Fisher and Dyson, contractors, of Hudders-

field, from plans by Mr. Street, R.A. Four new
windows have been placed in the south side, three of

stained glass. The ceiling has been entirely removed,

the rafters cased and remodelled, and thrown open,

being done in pitch pine. Tlie floor has been

lowered, and new bases have been put to the piers

of the arcade arches. The seats will accommodate 1,200

persons. The reredos is of alabaster and marble,

with a large cross in the centre. A new arcade has

been opened at the west end, with two new arches,

the whole nave having been lowered to the level of

the early church.

Y'oRK.—It is proposed to restore the church of

S. Crux, York, from designs by Messrs. J. B. and

W. Atkinson, of that city. The principal altera-

tions will be the entire removal of the clerestory

walls, the columns and arcades being too weak to
support them, and to have a new open and high-
pitched roof, in which small three-light clerestory
windows will be inserted, and the roof kept suffi-

ciently high at the apex, so as not to interfere with
the large east window. The tower will be taken
down and not rebuilt, and in its jilace a bell turret,

springing from the west end of the nave roof, will

be provided.

BUILDINGS.

AccRixGTON.—On Friday week the corner-stone

was laid of a new school for the parish of S. John the

Evangelist, by Mrs. Peel, of Knowlmere JIanor.

The building is in the form of the letter |_, having
a girls' school 46ft. by 20ft., class-room, 20ft. by
loft, with entrance porch, passage between school

and class-room to playground, and small book
closet. Boys' school (placed to the west of girls'

school), 44ft. 6iu., by 20ft., with class-room, 20ft.

by 15ft. (with heating vault under same), and
entrance porch. At some future time when this

school is inadequate for the requirements of the

parish, an infants' school will be erected at the east

end of the girls' school. The style of the school is

fourteenth century, and accommodation is provided

for 300 scholars. The externjil walls are being

erected of pier points and brick lining, with cavity

between. The roofs are open timbered, ceiled at the

collar, giving a height of 19ft. The whole of the

woodwork will be stained and varnished. Spacious

playgrounds are provided at the back of school, and
in the front will be dwarf walls, siumounted with
ornamental iron railing. The various works are

being executed for the sum of £1.430, by William
Eamsbottom, mason ; James Hindle and Sons,

joiners ; E. Holden, slater ; D. Carter, plumber ; R.

Hodgson, plasterer ; E. D. Eiley, painter ; from the

plans and under the superintendence of Mr. William

S. Varle)-, architect, Blackburn.

Heaton Mersey.—A new certified and industrial

ragged school, to be known .as the Barnes Home, in

commemoration of the gift of Mr. Eobert B.arnes, has

been formally opened. The new building has been

erected and furnished at a cost of £12,000 on an

elevated site on the Bank Hall estate at Heaton
IMcrsey, five miles from Manchester, and is in the

Gothic style. The total frontiige is 196ft. and the

depth 242ft. The central p.art of the builduig is

three storeys high, of brick, with stone dressings.

The princip.al feature in the front elevation of the

central part of the building is a tower, with chamber
for the reception of a clock, surmounted with a

slated spire, the total height of which is 111ft.

The principal entrance is under the tower, and leads

to a spacious hall, thence to a corridor running right

and left the full length of the budding. There will

be accommodation for 200 boys, with resident

masters, assistants, servants, and residence for the

governor and matron. At the back of the school

premises are the farm buildings. The architect is

Mr. H. Pinchbeck, and the whole of the works have

been satisfactoril}' performed by Messrs. Thomas
Clay & Sons, of Manchester.

London.—Wood-street-square, Monkwell-street,

London, is being rebuilt by Mr. Henshaw, from plans

by Mr. Herbert Ford. The shop fronts towards the

square have granite bases to the piers, which are

built of white glazed bricks, tlie general facing of the

fronts above being of perforated bricks. The biuld-

ing is bounded on the north and west by Cripplegate

Churchyard, and a portion of the area is the site of

the celebrated Lamb Chapel, which possesses one of

the few examples still existing in the City of the old

Norman crypt. Alterations in connection with the

superstructm-e at different dates have much interfered

with the old Norman works, but enough remains to

make it an interesting study of detail. One portion

of these new warehouses will be built upon an oM
circular bastion, forming part of the old City wall,

the portion remaining being about 15ft. high and

5ft. thick.

Meltiiah Mills—The new Convalescent Home
at Meltham Mills, ne.ar Huddersfield, founded by Mr.

Charles Brooke, was opened on Thiu-sd.ay fortnight.

The building, which is in the Domestic Gothic style,

has been erected from designs by Sir. E. Birchall, of

Leeds, under the direction of Messrs. J. Kuk &
Sons, of Huddersfield. It wdl accommodate sixty

persons, and is entirely of stone. Facing the north-

east, the main front is 190ft. long. In the centre,

a little projecting, is the administrative section,

above which rises a tower ; and on each siile extend

the sections allotted to the patients, the accommoda-

tion for wliom allows of sixty being resident. To

tlie rear of the main front, and approadied by a

long corridor, is a large dining-room, 50ft. long by

2 Ift. wide, with lofty ridge-shaped roof, open to the

top. Beyond the dining-hall are the kitchen and

rooms connected therewith, and servants' rooms
j
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and cm the far side of a great yard is accommoda-
tion for stabling, coals, and washin','. The patients'
rooiiis on the east side of the administrative section
.ore intended for males, and those on the west side,

of exactlj- equal size, for females.

OssETT.—The new bank premises for the W.^kefield
and Barnsley Union Banking Company were opened
for the transaction of bnsincss on Tuesday week. The
bank has a frontage of 40ft to Town-street, and
50ft. to a new street running at right angles there-
from. The design is Classic, and is executed in hard
Huddersficld stout—the entrance to tlie bank is in

the centre of the front elevation, and is a spacious
circid;u:-headed doorway, and right and left are two
circular-headed windows; above runs a nionldcil

cornice and frieze. The entire cost of building and
fittings is i:2,4oO. The contract for the whole of
the buildings was taken by Messrs. Eastwood &
Tolson, of Os.selt, and for the b.ank fittings by
Messrs. Craven & Lloyd, of AVakelield—from the
designs and under the supervision of Jlr. W. Watson,
of Wakefield, architect.

Pi.Y.MouTH TiiEATRK lias recently been decorated
by Messrs. Fouracre and Son, of Devonport, The
decorations are after Greek examples, and treated
as •' flat " ornament, no shading or attempt at sham
relief having been resorted to. The columns sup-
porting the elliptical arch of the iiroscenium were
features requiring thoughtful treatment, on .account
of their excessive height as compared with their

diameters. The boxes, &c., aliut on these, .and are
supported by them. Handing these columns at the
junctions of the above named has been resorted
to. Their great slendcrness is apparently diminished
while it does not interfere with the impression of
height of proscenium. The s^^tfit of tlie arcli has
been panelled, aiul ornaments occupy the centres
of panels surrounded with a powdering of gold
stars on a blue ground.

PfDSKY.—On Saturday week the foundation-stone
of a large co-operative store was laid at I'uilsey. There
will also be two dwelling-houses, and over the whole
a large room for the use of the committees and share-
holders at their meetings. The designs, which .are

in the Italian style of architecture, have been fur-
nished by Messrs. M'ilson and Bailey, architects,

Leeds.

RfOELET.-— The new hospital was opened at
Kugeley, last week. The generJil character of the
architecture is Domestic Gothic of the English
variety. It is built of the red bricks of the locality,

relieved with blue courses round the buikUng aiid

over the arches of flie windows, with a moulded
blue projecting course h.alf-way up the building.
The windows and doors have stone sills, .and the
arches stone springers and keystones. A cornice is

carried round the hospital, under the eaves of the roof,

consisting of blue brick corbels, with wlute bricks
between. The building was specially contrived for
comfort and convenience, on as small a ground area
as possible, and is calcidated to hold eighteen beds,
giving a httle over l,OOUft. to each patient ; and the
building is expected to cost, including furEiiture,

£lfiOO. The contractors are Messrs. Brown,
Bugeley.

Shaftksbi'rt.—The ^^eslminster .Schools, at
Shaftesbury, were opened on Monda}- week, having
been built at the expense of the Dowager Mar-
chioness of Westminster. The wlxde of tlie walls
are built of green sandstone, liox Ground stone
having lieen used for the dressings. The jilan is in
the form of a double |_. The girls' school room is

40ft. by 20ft., lighted by four two-light and one
eight-muUioned and transomed windows. Class-
room .'tL'ft. by llift., liglited wit It three two-light
muUioned and transomed windows. Cloak-room
lighted by one three-light mullioned and transomed
window. The boys' school, cbiss. and cloak rooms,
are the same dimensions, .and similar in plan to those
of the girls. The whole of the roofs are open-
timbered, three pair of wrought and mouliled ribs to
each room, supported cm moulded stone corbels.
The whole of the roofs are covered with slates, the
porches and duorw.ays to lobbies are fc.rmed of
moulded stonework, the heads being finislied with
good labels and cirved terminations, a tablet with
inscription being set over each doorway. (Jver the
principal elevation of bi>ys' school there is a stone
gablct. with a bl^l hung in the arch beneath. Over
the bell there is a monogram and date, the inscriji-

tion being cut on a band beneath the bell. The
matchboarding on walls is 4fl. high, the walls above
boarding being finished in fine stucco

; the roofs are
plastered between tlie raftem, the whole of the
timbers being wrought and varnished. The win-
dows are glazed with plate glass, and water-tight
pivot ventilators in the upper lights. Good ventil.a-
tion is provided throughout the wlndc of the rooms.
Each room is lighted at night by gas coronas; the

rooms are warmed by Gill stoves set in arched
recesses. The rooms are well fitted up with book-
cases. There are proper out door offices, and
spacious, well-laid-out playgrounds, separated by
walls and palisadings. The whole of the works
have been well executed hy the following local

tr.ulesmen ;—Mason, .1. ^\'illiams; carpenter and
joiner, T. K. Jliles; plasterer, G. Hardy; jiainter,

G.Norton; smith, G. Williams; carver, W. MuUer-
white

; from designs by. and under the superintendence
of, Mr. A. Harrison, .architect and survej-or.

TongrAY.—A new school building recently erected
in Higher Union-street, immediately .above Ujiton
Church, was opened on Monday, .July .'ilst. The
site is the gift of Sir Lawrence P.alk. JI.P., the lord
of tlie manor. The style adopted is Gothic, of the
Early English period, and contrasts favourably with
a dispensary in the Tiulor style on the one" hand,
and Upton Church, a plain Ijut pleasing Early
English structure (designed by Sahln), on the other.
The ground-fioor contains a boys' school-room, 53ft.

by I'Oft. ; a girls' room of similar dimensions ; a
school-room for infants, i'lit. by 'JOft. • a lar"e
class-room, and offices. Accommodation for the
master, .and a room for a lught school, are prorided
in the basement. Light, space, and ventilation have
received especial attention. The roof-timbers are
visible, and, together with all other internal wood-
work, stained aud varnished. Accommodation, 300.
Cost. £1,850. -Vrchitect, Mr. J. W. Rowsell,
Toniuay and Newton Abbot. Clerk of works, Mr.
E. Kiehards. Contractor, Mr. W. Eddies, of S.
Miirv Church.

TO CORBESPONDENTS.
["Wo do not hold ourselvr^s re^;pousilili^ fnr the opinions of
our correspondents. The Kditor respectfully requests
th:it all eomumuications should be drawn up as brielly
as jinssilile, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotteil to correspondence.]

To Our Eeadebs.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.
Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDIToH
31, T.VVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-G.VBDEN, W.C. '

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

John Weslock.—Perhaps other subscribers would object
to such a supplement.

Brade and Smailes.—The drawing to hand.
BECKiVED.^ohu Kemp, .Tas. Blaeknev. J. M'Clelland &

Son, W. &. S., F. Goddard, H. G., J. Bladen.

CTontspoiibciitc.

THE PPtOFESSION.
To the Editor of tlie Building News.

Sir,—A correspondent "Jay," in your last week's
issue, remarking on the overcrowded state of the
profession, suggests that it may be owing to the
parsimony of some of our architects in having
inferior draughtsmen and a large number of pupils.
As for example

: An architect of my acquaintance
has for his office staff five pupils and but two paid
assistants, the one a surveyor and the other a
draughtsman.

I may add that the gentleman cited is not an
.art-architect, and does little or no drawing himself,
his time being fully occupied in talking to clients
and looking after work. " The unprecedented
opportunities for improvement" his pupils enjoy are
obvious.

A writer in your excellent journal some time ago.
very pertinently but facetiou.sly asks, " If three
p.arts of sand go to one of good stone lime,
what proportion of pupils to draughtsmen m.ay a
practitioner fairly and honourably ado))t ?" Is "the
ratio instanced above, and which I do not thiidv un-
common, a proper one ? The solution 1 leave with
your readers.—I am, &c., H. L.

Sir.—I am .always pleased to see a "revived
agitation " relative to the present unsatisfactory state
of the profession, and .also suggestions for the cor-
rection of evils which are considered detrimental to
its advancement. A " revived agitation " I say,
because I notice a letter in your last week's issnej
which treats of this jiainful question ; ami which
induces me to add a few further observations to
those advanced by ".lay." It is, I think, pretty
generally admitted, and too well known by many
junior members of the profession, that the wholesale
'pupil-t.aking system" is one which produces the
most lamentable consequences to its health and
prospejity. and it would be entirely useless to re-
open a subject which has already" been so freely
discussed through the medium of your correspondence

columns, from time to time. Being content, then, to
merely mention the broad fact, I will pass on to
notice what the writer says regarding the " stingi-
ness " of many architects, in being content to
employ inefficient draughtsmen at "low salaries,
instead of giving preference to more efficient meii
of better worth. This is undoubtedly true to
some extent, but I cannot but think tlnat

manj- architects act doubly dishonourably, in not
only taking pupils from a clecidedly lucrative, and
selfish point of view ; but also in so coolly dispens-
ing with them without even giving them the option
of remaining after tlieir articles have expired.
They seem to think, forsooth, that after their
pupils have enjoyed the valuable privilege of being
in their office for four years, thus gaining such a
superlative amount of information, and such high
accomiilishment in the profession, and that by merely
cancelling their .articles in a formal manner, and
supplying them with a testimonial of some sort,
their duty isended, .and honour [lerfectly maintained.
But it is easy to discover the fatal " tendency of
this disreputable practice, for it must of necessity
throw many on the stream, to hope for employment
only from more honourable men. whose practices do
more to adorn the profession with which they are
identified. Anil then, again, interwoven with this
evil, is another upon which I should like to say a
few words, and it is with regard to the patronjige
and encouragement which members educated to the
profession receive. Let it not be understood that I
would exclude talent, from whatever source it may
flow

;
but I would cert.ainly rather choose it from

the ranks of an art education than outside that pale.
The reasou for such a selection must be obvious. But
it seems to me thai, what we most want is a more
thorough and practical architectural training—one
indeed, which would show itself more worthy of the
day in which we study. This must, and can only
be reaUsed by the honest and zealous co-operation
of master and pupil ; both must alike be striving
towards one object, aud that object in common to
both, the one willing to teach, and the other
anxious aud in earnest to learn. Surely, sir, if

we could witness such a hiirmonious working as
this going on throughout the rtinks of the profes-
sion, we should speedily have the feb'city of dis-
covering a happier and healthier state of things.
Much has been said, and on very good grounds, about
setting the architect on a parallel footing with other
professional men, by making his profession more
strictly worthy of the distinction, and I, for one,
do not really see why the " Voluut.ary .\rchitectur.al

Examination" should not be m,ade a "compulsory
architectural examination," and thus effect, at any
rate, not only the desired object of making it more
select, but also of raising it to a higher perfection
of competency, as I think we have good grounds
for hoping. -Apologising for thus trespassing on
your space, I am, i-c, J. C.

Sir,—I observe by your impression of last week
that another champion of the "injured pupil " class
(" J-'iy ") his entered the lists, and commences his
tilting with :

" My theory is that the stinginess of
some of our .architects has very much to do with it."

Now, sir, my theory is that the majority of jnipils

have no real artistic feeling, ami consequently are
totally unfitted for the profession ; .and in the few
isolated cases where talent does exist, too many of
its possessors fritter away their time by beginning
at the wrong end, such as sketching the' exteriors of
cathedrals and other elaborate works, without the
slightest regard to detail, and not paying that care-
ful attention wdiieh they should do to the true prac-
ticiil (and at first sim]ile) work which is allotted to
them when their articles are commenced ; but this
class of work, this proper beginning, is by the cathe-
dral sketcher at once voted a bore. What is the
consequence? The .articles expire, and the now
"assistant" finds himself looked upon as "a very
decent fellow at sketching," but one without a grain
of practice in him. I have been sixteen years in
the profession, and never knew a competent in.an fail

to occupy a good position.

Becausearchitects refuse to employ these skctchers,
dreamers, and prize-men of South Kensington, or
give them no more than they are worth, they are,
forsooth, accused of "stinginess!"

Fare thee well, " Jay ;" chatter no more on this
subject, my bird.—I am, &c., Set Square.

Augu.st 1.0, 1871.

SELENITIC MORTAR.
Sir,—The basis of my remarks on the selenitic

mortar was the circumstance of not only the
hardening of ordinary mortar being ascribed to the
actiojt of carbonic acid, but that of plaster of Paris
also. In the first case the acid is derived from the
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atmosphere, and the hardening is of slow accom-

plishment, lu the second it is naturally in union

with the material, and the setting is immediate.

French plaster of Paris contains about 12 per cent,

of carbonate of linie, and it is found that the pm"est

plasters are those which harden least.

P. E. M.

HOUSE CISTERNS.

Siu,—In his admiration for his own invention

"Plumber" blindly abuses my suggestion of the

syphon. His objections are untenable. I should

have the standing Avaste, of course, the same height

as usual, and the syphon trap must necessarilj- work

jiroperly. A late account of a large waste-pipe in a

new mansion being untrapped at all shows how
indifferent mechanics are to the necessity of stopping

foul air, and the need of architects and householders

looking to such things. "" Plumber," of course, sees

no necessity for doing away with cisterns. It is,

however, a consummation devoutly to be wished,

when, as at the present time, we await a visitation of

cholera. Abolish the fever and cholera-engendering

cisterns of the upper classes, and the still worse

filthy water receptacles of the poor (affording them

a miserably insufficient supply), and substitute

direct service and luilimlted quantity, and the death

rate must go down many degrees—to say nothing of

increased comfort and morality.—I am, &c.

M.

THE EXPLOSION OF POWDER MILLS.

Sir,—Though the real origin of the explosion

of our powder mills can never be exactly ascertained,

it is well known that it invariably taltes place at or

about the corning house. Now the means of

rendering such explosions almost impossible have

been known time out of mind, and commonly used

for various purposes. The paste for ordinary powder

is always ground in the wet state, when no explosion

is to be feared. But when this wet paste is sub-

mitted to enormous hydraulic pressure in cakes Gin.

by 3in., and perhaps Sin. in thickness, until it be-

comes dry and hard, then the first period of danger

is reached, for it may be that, during this change

from wet to dry under extreme pressure, spontaneous

explosion may possibly occur.

The following operations of breaking up and corn-

ing are the second source of danger, both of which
may be readily avoided by passing the still wet
paste through an hydraulic cylinder, provided with a

strong metal bottom, pierced with numerous holes

of suitable diameter, and carr}'ing a central revolving

knife to cut off grains of proper length, precisely in

the same manner that seed "maccaroni" has been

produced for centuries past.

The corned powder, still damp, which has already

undergone severe pressure, may now be received

upon endless webs, and conveyed by means of slow

revolving cylindrical sieves or otherwise through a

drying tunnel of sufficient length to deliver the

finished powder at the further end hard and dry, and
fit for immediate packing.

The tunnel may be kept constantly in a dry

state by simply forcing a strong current of air,

"warmed or otlierwise, through it from end to end.

There is, however, but little chance of such a
simjile and perfect process being carried out unless

it could be subjected to the Patent Laws, which
might, perhaps, be possible bj'- some legal fiction as

most patents are.—^I am, &c., C. E.

SOMERSET HOUSE AND THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Sir,—The terrace to the river front of Somerset
House has been considered by those competent to

judge an admuable piece of architectural com-
position, and the opening of the Thames Embank-
ment has given an opportunity that did not before

exist, for viewing its excellent detail and proportion.

The authorities at Her Majesty's Office of Works
have considered it necessar}', and no doubt they are

correct, that this terrace front should beenclosedby
a balustrade. The balustrade is of stone, and in

itself presents little for either condemnation or com-
mendation, but the manner in which its relation to

the existing building has not been considered would
afford an opportunity for those who desire to be
funny or facetious to indulge somewhat in the

exhibition of those qualities.

At the two gateways of the terrace on each side,

are coupled columns with plinths and bases that

were formerly exposed to Wew, and whether or not
the artistic authorities at the said otfice considered

these bases objectionable, we are not in a position to

say ; but it is certain that they have continued the

new balustrade in one straight line for the whole
length of the front. The consequence is that the

plinths, the bases, and part of the shafts of these

columns are hidden from view, with a most dama^ng
effect to the art'hitecture. This manner of pro-

cedure di.^plays, ill my opinion, great want of con-

sideration sind thought, and no regard for making
the new work a creditable adilition to the old. Had
such a desire existed, the piers of the new balustrade

Avould have been stopped in each case at the outer

angle of the plintlis of the existing columns. The
whole of them would then have been visible from the

Enil)ankment, the balustrade could have been
treated pictures(jiiely, and an addition of one

wouM not have been made to the list of public

buildings damaged architecturally through the

negligence of those having control over them.
Unfortunatelj'. these errors repeat themselves.

They are not cnnllued to one building, for if it were
reijuired, how sad a proof of incompetence and utter

disregard of detail and general effect by those under
whose control ovir public works are placed, and how
inconsiderately tiiey deal with the buildings under
their charge, is shown by the hideous attic lately

erected over tlio central hall of the General Post

Office, St. Martiii's-le-Graud. It is lamentable that

on the first opjtortunity occurring for making
additions or alterations to our public buildings, such

should be taken advantage of for exhibiting that

culpable ignorance that results in the spofiatiou of

them.—I am, t^c. W. W.

^likxmmmmmimi

QUESTIONS.
[•2384.]—AsplialteforFootpaths.—Would some

reader kindly iiitorm nie the iugredleuts, and the pro-
portions in whieli same are used, in making asphalte, as

used on footpatl.;", &c. ? Also, the best method of

mixing and layii : same, aud oblige—G. P. B.

[2285.]—An Inquiry.—I have recently noticed,

in several small cimrches iu Wales, a feature which I

sliould be much oljliged if any reader would explaiu to

me. In the side waU of the nave (there being uo
aisles), about "J Oft. from the chancel-arch, there is a
small archway leading to a tiight of steps which go up
in the thickness of the waU, towards the chancel, to

another small archway, opening into the church about
12ft. above the ground-floor. There is no gallery run-
ning round the church, but only this archway at the
top of the steps.

—

Ken.

[228(1.]—Portable Photographic Apparatus.—
"Will some *' lutercommunlcator" oblige another by

telling him where may be obtained those small port-
able photographic apparatus (on the dry-plate system)
used by field naturalists aud others, and whether they
are suitable for taking architectural detail, such as
elaborate carviug, &c. ?—W. L. S.

[2287.]—Ice-Well.—Will some reader kindly give
me a few hints on the construction of an ice-well ?

What are the points particularly to be noticed, aud
about the cost of one of ordinary size ?—W. K.

nSPLIFS.
[22SO.]—Iron Beam.—The beam shown in the

drawing by " M. A. IJ." is one of a section no longer
used. It is of the single-flange type, introduced many
years ago by Tredgold, but now altogether discarded
for the section with double flanges, kuown as Hodg-
kinson's beam. But, nevertheless, the strength of the
siugle-tlangc beam may be easily calculated from the
formula

—

W = A X D X C

in which A = the area of the flange in square inches
;

D, the depth ; L, the length of the beam ; and C, a
constant, which may be taken equal to 60. The value
of W wil! b<* tlic breaking' weight, in tons, at the centre,

on the supiio.^itioii thiu tin- In-um is horizontal, which,
for all i)ruetie:il purposes, will answer for any small
elevatiuu of one of the supported ends above the level

of the other.—J. L. P.

[22S1.] —Taking Out Quantities and Measur-
ing-up Work.—"ln<|uln-r " should get "The Young
Surveyor's I'reccptor," by John lieid, surveyor.—S. W.

[22S1.] —Taking Out Quantities and Measur-
ing-up Work.—" Inquirer " will find all the infor-

mation he wauts in "The Student's Guide to the Prac-
tice of Measuring aud Valuing Artificers" Works" (by
Dobsou & Tarn), published by Lockwood & Co.,

London. There is no better book for the purpose.

—

Clerk of Works.
[2281.]—Taking Out Quantities and Measur-

ing-up Work.—Keids " Yuuug Surveyor's I're-

ceptor" is one of the best.—F.

[22-S2.]—Colours Used in Drawing.—Payne's
gray for the former, and gamboge for tlie latter.— F.

[2283.]—Priming.—Unless stated separately, the
priming would lie regarded as one of the coats. AVhen
"Hatting '" is specilied for, it is always mentioned
separately—thus, 3.0.F would mean three times in oil

aud flatted.—1*. T. S.

[2283.]—Priming.—Ecckon priming as one coat.

—F.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Alleged Manufacturing Nuisance.—Mr. W.

Q,. Callondor, thfi manager of the Val de Travers
Asphalte Paving Company, appeared last week to
;in adjunrued summons, at tlie instance of the Green-
wich District Board of Works, charging him With
carrying on the business of the company on a piece
of land between the Kiver Ravensbourne and De[)t-
ford-bridge, so as to be a nuisance and dangerous to

till? health of the inhabitants, as certified by tlie

district medical officer. The evidence taken showed
that in the month of May last the company took
possession of a piece of land at Deptford, about
150ft. by 200ft., for the purpose of carrjnng on the
business of manufacturing asphalte paving. Tliree

sides of the land are sun-ounded by dwelling-
lunises, occupied by tradesmen and artisans, the
other side being open to the Kiver Eavensbourue,
about 25ft. wide, but also having dwelling-houses
adjacent. On this land, wholly uncovered, there had
been the manufacturing of the asphalte material in

eleven open caukli'ons, each from 10ft. to 12ft. in

lenf,^th and Gft. in width ; and alsii two fixed

cauldrons in bnckwork, connected with which is a
sJiaft chimney, but being of a less height than the
surrounding inhabited houses. These cauldrons
were heated by coal in open fireplaces, and large

quantities of thick white vapour or steam were
frequently given off of a very offensive character,

aud being described as perceptible among a dense
pi ipulatiou contained in an area of one-eighth of a
mile. The district board had been memorialised by
the inhabitants, and Mr. Pink, the district medical

officer, had certified as to the manufacture being
carried on in such a manner as not only to be a
nuisance, but injurious to the public health; and
Dr. Parker, a medical gentleman practising at Dept-
ford, nuw gave evidence that he was in the habit

of visiting patients within tlie area several times in

tlie day, ami that the extraordinary odoiu: given off

from the works caused the closing of doors and
windows of houses by the inhabitants. The effect

of the nuisance was to cause nausea and sickness

upon the strong and healthy, and upon the weakly
irritation aud coughing. In two cases in particular,

in which ventilation was of the greatest importance,

where one patient was affected with infiammatiou

of the lungs and bronchitis, and the other with

rheumatic fever and heart disease, the injurious

effects arising from the nuisance retarded their re-

cnvcry; and the treatment u^sually prescribed was
of no avail. The nuisance he described as being in-

tolerable and perfectly suffocating ; and he believed

it injurious to the vital energies and appetites of the

immediate residents, rendering them more liable

than others to attacks of cholera or any other

e[iidomic. In confirmation of this state of things

about a dozen witnesses were called, some of whose
wives and children and servants had been rendered

ill since the works had been in operation, and who,

i!i cross-examination, said that although a promise

had been made that day weelc, on the adjournment
of the simimons, that the nuisance should not bo

continued, it had existed in its entirety until the

prt^vious evening, aud that it still continued to

exist. After a great deal of legal argument between
the learned cormsel, Mr. Poland, on behalf of the

defence, said the fact was that the company was
compelled to comj^eto contracts which had been
entered into within a prescribed time under heavy
penalties, and instead of the manufacture taking

place in Switzerland the land at Deptford had been
taken. The whole of the open cauldrons had,

however, that morning been removed, and would not

be again used, but as it was necessary to complete
the work in hand, he promised, if the proceedings

were stayed until Wednesday, the 23rd inst., that

only the two closed fixed cauldrons should be used,

ami that the district medical officer, the inspector

of nuisances, aud another person should have per-

mission to visit the works, and if at the end of that

time there should exist any well-founded complaint

the company would abolish the works altogether.

This course was acceded to, and the Bummona
accordingly adjourned.

Transfekence or a Conteact.—Vincent v.

Campbell.—This was an action (brought last week
in the Lord Mayor's Court) to recover ^72 15s. 4d.

for work done and goods suppUed by the plaintiffs to

the defendant. Mr. Talfourd Salter appeared for

the plaintiffs, and Mr. Shaw for the defendant. The
plaintiffs, Messrs. "Willett and Vincent, carrj' on
business as gas-fitters and engineers under the name
of Deane and C"., in Artlmr-street, London-bridge,

and it appears that a Mr. Ilurduig, of Nicholas-lane,

was employed by the defendant to execute certain

work at the Internatioiuil Club, in George-street,

llanovcr-square, of which defendant was proprietor.

Mr. Harding transferred the job to the plaintiff.s,

who c;irried out the necessai-y work required to be

dt)ne, with the consent and knowledge of the defen-

dant. The question now at issue was whether Mr.

Harding was not responsible to tho plaintiffs, but

iiiasmucli as tho defendant knew that the former

had turned over the contract to tho plaintiffs, tho

rlefcndant not objecting, he was clearly liable.

Whnn Captain Campbell was asked for pa>Tnent he

pi-omised it, and offered the plaintiffs a bill for the

amount at three mouths, but they declined to accept
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it. The defendant said that lie refused to pay the
bill when it was presented to him on the jrround that
he feared Mr. Harding Tvould charfre him with items
whieh appeared in the plaintiff.-i' acc.mnt, Moreover,
some of the work which they charfri d for had been
already paid for, and he did' not think he could be
held liable. The jiiry found a verdict for the
pdaintiffs.

In Ee TI. a. Holden.—The case of Howard
Ashton Holden, contractor, of Ethelburga House,
Bishopsgate-street, came before the Oonrt of Rank-
niptcy la.'it week. Mr. Trehcrnc ai>plied. on behalf
of the ]ietitioning creditor, that the bankruptcy pro-
ceedings, which had been stayed pending the pro.
ccedings for liquidation which" had been instituted,
should be continued. A composition of 2s. in the
pound, unsecured, had been accepted, but at a pre-
vious meeting proofs for ,£1G,,')00 had been dis-
allowed, and eonse(iuently the resolutions coiild not
be registered. His lloinuir said that upon the pro.
duction of the Registrar's certificate that the liqui-
dation liail fallen through, directions would be given
to prosecute the bankruptcy.

COMl-ENSATION CASES.
Allen v. Nouth Loxdox Railway Company.—This was a comiiensation case (tried last week at

the Sheriffs' Court, Hed Lion-square, before Mr.
Under-Shcriff Burchell and a special jury) to assess
the amount to be awarded for premises in Cumlx-r-
land-place, Shoreditch, required by the railway
conq.auy. Mr. M. Chambers, (J.C, ami Mr. Tage't
were for the claimant, and Mr. Lloyd for the
company. The plaintiff is an extensive splint
maker, and supplies large quantities of splints to
Messrs. Hrj'ant & May. By machinery he made
thousands of splints per day, and had been obliged
to take other premises at Old Ford, because the rail-
way company required some portion of his premises,
said lie asked for compensation for tlie damage
oaused bj' the severance. No damage was asked for
the loss of trade. Evidence was given by surveyors
in sn])port of the claijn, and no witnesses were called
for the company. The jury assessed the com-
pensation for the"iircmises at il,2l8, and £24G for
the severance; total, £1,404.

The Carpenteus' Company v. the Geeat
Eastern liArLWAY Company.—This action (tried
last week at the Sheriff's Court, Red Lion-square,
before Mr. Under-Sheriff Burchell and a special
jury) was brought to ascertain tlie value of some
property in Norton Folgate, beiineathed to the Car-
penters' Company for charitable purposes, and now
required by the Great Eastern Railway Company for
the extension of their line to Liverpool-street. "The
evidence of the surveyors called by both sides was
verj- conflicting, and the jurs' had to decide between
the jmrties. The jury awarded £.5,400. Mr. Lloyd
anil Mr. Day were? for the claimants ; Mr. Hawkins,
Q.C.. and Mr. Marriott for the railway company.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Drainage (Jue.stion at Richmond.—At a
meeting of the Richmond select vestry recently,
Mr. J. Maxwell Imniglit forward a motion to dis-
solve the sewage committee, as a preliminary
measure to inducing the co-operation of all tlie

tow-ns and parishes now polluting the river with
their sewage in an appeal to Ciovemment for a com-
prehensive scheme of drainage for the entu-e valley
of the Thames. It was generally adnutted tha"t
Richmond was receiving the sewage of London, and
tliat any eff(.rt.s made by Richmond alone towards
the jjurification of the river would be unsuccessful

;

and yet Mr. Maxwell's motion was lost by 12 to 7.
Tlie reporter, who had not received pennission to
attend the meeting, was requested to withdraw, on
the ground that lie had not applied through the
usual channel for authority to do so, and this inci-
dent gave rise to a jirotest on the part of several
members, Mr. Maxwell among the number, who
moved that all meetings of the vestry nieinbers of
the ]iress be admitted. The majority, however,
were in favour of gagging the press.

Condition of North 'Woolwich.—Mr. Harri-
son, C.E., concluded, on 'J'uesday, an inquiry wliich
he has been directed by the Home Sccretarvto make
concerning the sanitary condition of the district
known as North Woolwich, cunqiri.'rfng parts of the
parishes of Woolwich and East Ham. JIajor Stewart,
Chairman of the DagenhaniCommissionersof Sewers,
said their comjjlaint was confined to East Ham,
where the marsh ditches were polluted by house
drainage, and rendered unfit for the cattle to drink :

but Mr. W. P. Jackson, Chairman of the Woolwich
Local Board, strongly urged the extension of the
inquiry to that parish, so far as it existed on the
northern side of the river, sajnng that though the
ratepayers had paid drainage rates for fifteen years,
the Metropolitan Board had shirked the duty cast
upon it of intercepting the local drainage. The
consequence wa.s that it was carried by the local
sewers into the River Thames at every tide, and was
ponded up in the sewers under the houses every day,
frequently overflowing into the cellars and streets.
Other evidence showed that there was no provision

whatever for drainage in East Ham, which is just
outside the metropolitan boundary, and that the
sewage spread in stagnant pools over the land adja-
cent, exccjit where it was ean-ied by open troughs
into the ilitches. Mr. Hudson, representative of
Woolwich at the Metropolitan Board, said that the

' Board was quite aware of its responsibility to drain
North Woolwich, but as it was 8ft. below high-
water mark the expense would be enormous, some-
thing like £50,00U, and £500 a year for a pumping
station. The Board was prepared to consider a
scheme for the combined drainage of the whole
district, if Silvertown and East Ham could be included.
Dr. Vance, Poor-law medical oflicer, said that
scarcely auy one residing in the district was in good
health, the prominent complaints being enlarged
liver and spleen, St. 'Situs's dance, and fevers. He
had traced to this district recent epidemics of scarlet
fever, which had spreail throughout London, and the
poisonous g.oses arising from the marsh ditches
were the constant source of sickness. Mr. M'Dowell,
relieving oflicer and registrar, said, on the contrarv,
that the death returns showed a state of health
superior to that of Scarborough, Leamington,
('heltenham, Windsor, and other salubrious places;
but Dr. Vance said that was because the peojile were
all sent away from North Woolwich to die. Mr.
Harrison said he had seen for himself that the dis-

trict was in a most foul condition, whieh requu'ed an
immediate remedy, without waiting for the Metro-
politan Board to propound a scheme. He should
make his report to the Home Office, and the result

would probably be an order upon the proper autho-
rities to carry out certain works of drainage forth-

with.
The Literpool Sewers.—Commenting on the

high death-rate of Liverpool, Messrs. Reade and
Gi'odison remark in a letter to a local contemporary
on the strangeness of the fact that so few practical
suggestions have been made for the improvement of

the defective sewerage system of the town. In the
early stages of sanitary work it was thought only
necessary to construct sewers of a capacity suffi-

cient to enable them to be entered and cleansed;
thus recognising their semi-cesspool char.acter.

Afterwards it was thought possible to make them
self-cleansing; and it is probably on this supposi-
tion that the sewerage of Liveqjool has attained its

present form. Experience has, however, shown
that this is impossible. Even with the best con-
structed sewers, with the smoothest inverts and
quickest gradients, deposits of flocculent matter
take place, which can only be remedied by frequent
tlushing ; and, in sewers of sluggish flow, more
solid deposits of road detritus, mixed with organic
matters—f.at, soap, vegetable matter, &c —occur.

Under the present system these pestiferous piro-

ducts are generally left fermenting in the sewers
until an interruption of the flow gives warning that
all is not right, when a crane and bucket make an
appearance to block up the streets, the cumbersome
flags are removed from the hermetically-sealed man-
holes, and the cleansing begins. Messrs. Reade and
< 1

1 lodison think if flushing gates were built in theman-
In '!es at intervals in the brick sewers in Inverpool,
which might readily be done—hung so as to open
against the pressirre of the water—with circidar
sluice valves for flushing contained in the gates at
the level of the invert, of a size to be readily
ojicned ; and were circular flushing valves the size
of the pipe sewers also provided, and together with
these several gangs of men with inspectors whose
duty it would be to attend to the cleansing of the
sewers, we should hear no more of deposits in the
Liverpool sewers.

. »
STAT'CES, MEMORIALS, &o.

Scottish National I'laxcE Consort Memorial.
—It is now fiuidly settled to place the Scottish
National Memori.al to the Prince Consort in the
centre of Charlotte-square. The proprietors have
unanimously put the square at the disposal of Her
Majesty, aud the committee, through their chauinan,
the Duke of Buccleuch, brought this under the
notice of the Queen when proposing and earnestly
reconnnending this site. The work is entrusted to
Mr. Steell.

Statue to Sin James Ovtram.—The statue of
Sir James Outrara, which has been erected on the
Thames Embankment, opposite Whitehall-jdace,
was unveiled yesterday at one o'clock, Lord Halifax
presiding.

Statue of Oliver Cromwell.—On Saturday
week a model of a statue, to lie erected to the memory
of Oliver Cromwell, wasplaeediiTO tern, in Parliament-
square, Palace-yard, immediatidy opposite the jirinci-

pal entrance to the House of Commons. The statue,
when executed, will be eight feet iu height, and
promises to be a fine work of art.

There was a discharge of joiners from Chatham
Dockyard on Saturday, inconsequenceof there being
no further need for their services ut present. During
the week a number of painters were also discharged
from the same cause.

The Olio is the title of a new penfty weekly
journal devoted to music and the dramiu "The firs"t

number has just appeared.

#ur B^t ^nk.

TiiF. Eating of Governmf.nt Property.—This
question, says Horner's Monthlij Circular, has
recently formed the subject of Parliamentary debate,
and attracted the attention of many people to whom
the subject is to a large extent new. M'hy should
the buildings which form the Government depots,

and are therefore supported and paid for by the
whole nation, be rated to the relief of the poor ? It
is a good and a safe principle that the individual

occupier of a house should be rated to parochial

burdens, hut in the instance of Government buildings

it is a very different thing. By rating Government
property, which employs labour, the country simply
pays to the local interest of a few neighbourhoods.
If the Government buildings be rated to the poor
rate, it must figure somewliere or another in tha
estimates which the Chancellor of the Exchequer
has to frame, consequently until the whole of Eng-
land comes under a comprehensive and general rating,

to charge buildings can only cause disputes aud ill-

feeling, as iu many cases the Government buildings
may be iu one parish and the workjieople iu another,
ami thus the parish receiving beuefit would not have
to pay to support tlie labour when unemployed.

0-xy-Hydeogen Gas Lights.—A company is

being formed for the purpose of lighting the cities

and towns of the United Kingdom with the applica-

tion of oxygen gas, as a considerable portion of New
York has been for some time, .and as Paris, Vienna,
and Brussels are about to be. When common highly-

carburetted hydrogen is properly burnt with oxygen
it gives a white light so pure that it may be seen for

twenty or thirty miles ; and by supplying this

sustaiuer of combustion direct to the flame, the pre-

sent vitiation of the air will be entirely done away
with. The value and importance of oxj-gen is,

indeed, generally known, but hitherto the cost has
been prohibitory. The promoters of the company
are in possession of a discovery b}' which oxygen can
be obtained at one-third the expense of ordinary
coal gas, and a complete and very desirable revolu-

tion is on the verge of being made in the illumination

of our streets and houses. The parties connected

with the movement are said to be substantial, and
the capital to be subscribed one million.

WoRiciNG Men's Visit to S. Paul's.—About 60
members of S. Angustiue's Working Jlen's Club,

Haggerston, have paid a second visit to S. Paul's

Cathedral, by the kind invitation of Canon Liddon,

who spent three hours in conducting the party over

the building. From the crypt below to the galleries

above, including every monument of any interest,

all was explained in the most kindly and painstaking

way. At the annual meeting, held on Monday last,

in S. Augustine's School-rooms, under the presidency

of Mr. Richard Foster, it was decided to subscribe

one guinea out of the balance in the treasurer's hands
towards the Cathedral Restoration Fund, as some
small but practical recognition of the kindness of

Canon Liddon. The vote having \been carried by
acclamation, received an additional impulse by a

donation of £5 from Mr. Foster.

FiREriiiioFiNG SiiiXGLi: Roofs.—A wash com-
posed of lime, salt, anilfine sand or wood-ashes, put
on in the ordinary way of whitewash, according

to an American journal, renders a shingle roof fifty-

fold more safe against lire from falling cinders, in case

of fire in the vicinity. It pays the expenses a

hundred-fold in its preserving influence against the

effect of the weather; the older aud more weather-

beaten the shingles, the more benefit derived. Such
shingles are generally more or less warped, rough, and
craclved. The application of wash, by wetting the

upper surface, restores them to their original or first

form, thereby closing the space between the shingles j

and the lime and sand, by filling up the cracks,

prevents it warping. By the addition of a small

quantity of lamjiblack. the wash may be in.ade of the

same colour as old shingles, and thus the offensive

glare of a whitewashed roof may be avoided.

SuuuKiiAN lIotsEs.—Our vast and seemingly

never-endiiig suburhau districts would present a
very different and mure ]ilcasant appearance, says a

local journal, if the residents therein were iu the

.slightest degree horticulturally- disposed, aud would
commence planting trees and cultivating vines aud
"creepers." If the fronts of the houses were not

gracefullj' covered aud made pleasant to the eye, the

backs (now so grievously monotonous, dreary, and

unsightly) might be made green and cheerful. A
little attention to tliis matter would transform our

interminable mass of brickwork, in all directions,

into a succession of productive vines and verdaut

climbing plants, and would much conduce to subur-

ban comfort, for in our suburbs we have too much
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of the dreariness of rural life, with too little of its

eujoyments.

Thk New I^'nIAN Civil Engineering Col-
lege.—The Spectator, in chronicling the opening

•of this college, to "which our lirst leading article was
devoted last week. sa3's that the Duke of Argyll
** made a forcible but rather indiscreet speech, con-

demning English engineers for tiieir want of scien-

tific training, and evident!}' anticipating better-

trained men from his college than from the great en-

gineering establishments." Our contemporarj'' does

not share this anticipation, though it approves the

college. " It will not give us abler men. It will not

give ns such practical men. It will not give us

such rough-and-ready men. But it will give ns

men whose glory will be economy, and not ex-

pense, who will look to the State, and not to the

profession, for reputation and honours ; and wlio

will regard the Government as their friend and ally,

instead of their enemy. The last is a very dan-

gerous feeling, entertained by all the semi-organised

services in India, and verj^ nearly incurable. It is

the jealousy which English soldiers and sailors show
of civilian orders, exhibited on a larger field and in

a less restrained way."

Buxton.—The new pleasure grounds, &c., were
opened on Thursday last b)^ his Grace the Duke of

Devonshire, K.G. The grounds, which for many
years past have been known as the Serpentine Walks,
have been so altered and improved that those

who visited Buxton would scarcely be able to recog-

nise the old walks. The gardens, as they are now
called, are in the centre of the town, and have been
laid out on lands presented to the Buxton Improve-
ments Company by the Duke of Devonshire, who
has also contributed in a very liberal manner to the

capital of the company. On the north side of the

grounds a spacious pavihon has been erected. It is

400ft. long, and contains a central hall for concerts

and assemblies. Tlie central hall is flanked by two
conservatories, with waiting-rooms, &c. From a
terrace running the whole length of the pavilion

the ground slopes beautifully down to the river "VVye,

which is crossed by a hand.^^ome cast-iron bridge,

over which the principal walk passes from the
centre of the terrace to the band-stands, from whence
the walks diverge in various directions, affording

both pleasant lounges, shady spots, and charming
views of the surrounding scenery, while the great
natural advantages of the grounds have been care-
fully and most artistically utilised. The works
were commenced in August last year, since which time
the large pavilion already mentioned, two miles of

walks and five bridges have been constructed. The
two lakes, which will be remembered by visitors to
Buxton, have been joined, two new waterfalls have
been made, and tlie grounds have been thickly and
artistically planted with evergreens and trees.

Statuary also is not wanting. The pavilion is built

of iron and glass, with a stone base. It is lighted

with gas, and provision is made for warming it by
means of four rows of hot-water jiipes running all

round the building. The structure is of course
quite modern in style. The pavilion and the grounds
have been designed and superintended to completion
by Mr. Edward Milner, the eminent garden architect,

of Loudon
; the contractors were Messrs. Wade, of

Manchester
; and Mr. J. Martin was the foreman of

tlie works. The total cost was £12,000.

The Thames Embankment.—The select com-
mittee of the House of Commons on the Thames Em-
bankment met on Wednesday week to consider their
report. The conclusion arrived at by a considerable
majority, in spite of the opposition of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer and the Attorney-General, sup-
ported by 'Mr. Laird and Jlr. Anderson, is favourable
to the claims of the public. On the motion of Mr.
W. H. Smith a resolution was i)assed recommending
that the greater part of the land in dispute, about
two acres in extent, should be sot apart as a public
garden, to be held from the OlHce of Woods, under a
lease of 31 ye;u-s by the Metropolitan Board of
Works, at a rental on the same scale as that paid by
the Duke of Buccleuch and other lessees of Crown
property. To the Crown itself is reserved for build-
ing purposes the line of land continuous with the
houses in Whitehall-gardens. The committee asks
the Government to take the necessary steps to give
e^ect to this resolution.

Close Days at the National Galleiu'.—
A curious circumstance is pointed out by the Globe
in connection with our two permanent picture
galleries, located at South Kensington and Trafalgar-
square. The latter, which is the National Gallery
of England, while it is rich in examples of the early
Italian School, and, by its recent acquisitions, in the
Dutch School, illustrates very feebly our own English
masters. Morland, Wilson, Lawrence, Landseer are

scarcely represented at all, and the splendid collec-

tion of Turner's landscapes is attributable entirely

to the public spirit and eccentricity of that artist.

At South Kensington, on the other hand, the exhibi-

tion may be said to be fairly represented. Three
days of the week are reserved for the students ; but

even then a trifling admission charge which keeps

away idlers allows access to those who desire to visit

the galleries. This arrangement has been continued

for }'ears and been attended with no ill results, and
the authorities find that the admission of a few
spectators is quite consistent with the conditions of

study which prevail in the building upon business

days. The lu-rangements at Trafalgar-square are

very different ; there, too, a couple of days in the

week are devoted to the Academy students, but on
those da3's admission to strangers under any circum-
stances is rigorously refused. Visitors to London
who have come from the provinces, and ma}' have
only Thursday or Eriday to devote to the picture

gallery of the nation, will find that neither payment
nor entreaty can gain them admission to see those

seventy splendid pictures for which the taxes where-

to they contribute have been placed under requisition

for as many thousands of pounds.

STAINED GLASS.
Redenkall.—A stained glass window has re-

cently boon placed in the south aisle of tho parish
cliurch, Redenhall, Norfolk, to the memory of tlie late

Mrs. Ormcrod, wife of the rector, the Ven. Arch-
deacon Ormerod, at the cost of her six children. Tho
window has three lights, representing the ResuiTec-
tion. The central light coutains a figure of the
Saviour, beneath which is the sitting figure of tho
angel who watched by the tomb. In one of tho
side-lights are represented the tliree women wlio
went early to the sepulchre on the morning of the
Resurrection, and in the third light appear H. Peter
and S. John. Below the figures are inscriptions,

and each of the side-lights hag in its upper compart-
ment an angel bearing an inscribed scroll. The top
of the entire window is filled with the family arms.
Thewindow was executed by Messrs. Heatou, Butler,

& Ba^Tie, of Garrick-strcet, Covent-garden. The
same finn have in hand a memorial brass for the
recess beneath tho window described.

The last of the Metropolitan turnpike gates

(Swiss Cottage, Finchlcy-road) has just been
removed.

At Southampton, a tramway between the railwaj'

station and tho Royal Pier is in course of construc-

tion, and will shortly be ready for use.

The National Schools at Little Bardfield, Essex,
are being enlarged by the addition uf a new wing.
Mr. C. Rolfe is the architect.

The chancel of Southend parish church is to be
enlarged, at a cost of £450.

PrittlewcU Church, near Southend, is now in

course of restoration, under the direction of Mr.
Ewan Christian, the architect to the Ecclesiastical

Coiumissioners.

Cbiiukr

Prices. August 15, per Petersbui-g standard: Archangel
best yellow, £V2 10s. to £14 Kts. ; ditto second yellow,
£9 10s. to £10; Petersburg best yellow, £13 to £13 10s,;

Wyburgbest yellow, £9 10s. to £10 10s.; Finland and
handsawn Swedish, £7 to £8; Christiana deals, best
f^orts, yellow and white. £12 to £12 10s.; Norway deals,

other sorts, £12 to £12 10s.; Norway deals, other sorts,

£7 to £S; Norway battens, all sorts, £-5 15s. to £7;
Swedish and Gettenbm-gh. good stocks, £12 to £12 10s.

;

common and thirds, £S 10s. to £D 10s.; Gefle and best
Swcedish deals, £11 10s. to £12 10s.; Swedish battens,
£S 10s. to £9 10s.; Quebec pine, first quality floated.

£lfilOs. to £1S; second floated, £12 lOs. to £13; third
floated, £8 10s. to £9 ; Quebec, first quality bright. £18 to

£19 10s. ; ditto, second quality bright, £13 5s. to £13 10s.

;

ditto, third quality bright, £8 15s. to £9 5s.; New Bruns-
wick mixed pine, £7 to £S ; Canadian first spruce, £9 10s.

to £11; secuuds, £8 10s. to £9 5s. ; thirds, £7 15s. to

£8 5s.

^rak lltbs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Leeds.—At a mopting of the operative brickmakfrs

of Leeds, on Friday last, attended by about 150 nipu,

a rpsolution was passed to the effect that a fort-

night's notice be given to the masters for nine hours
a day as the period of labour at 7d. per hour, and that

at the end of six months the remuneratfon be 7Ad.

per hour.

Sheffield.—On Friday last a crowded meeting of

operative carpenters and joiners was held iu the

Temperance llall, Shelheld, to take into consideratioa
ths desirability of obtaining a proper code of working
rules from till' masters' association. Great discontent
was expressed at the present state of affairs, and a
rL'Solution was passed that notice should be given to
masters for obtaining a code, and also for the nine
hours' system. A portion of the meoting desired
the notice to be given at once, but it was ultimately
decided that it should be postponed until next spring
at the latest.

Termination of a Strike.—At a numerously-
attended meeting of the miners of the east of Fife
held on AVednesday week at the Caves of Wemyss, it

was reported that several of the Murridge miners out
on strike for an advance of wages have returned to
work, thus breaking faith with their fellow workmen.
Ou the recommendation of the secretary of the Miners'
Association for Scotland, it was agreed that the rest

of the workmen should resume work ; also that an
effort should be made with a view of publicly prosecut-
ing " blacklegs" for obtaining money from the union
ou false pretences.

TENDERS.
Cheadle.—For residence, with stabling, conservatory,

&c., for J. H. Deakin, Esq., at Cheadle, Cheshire. Mr.
James Bayley, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Barber & Gibson (accepted) £2689 1 10

FuNUENHALL.—For a residence at Fundenhall, Norfolk.
Mr. K. M. Phipson, F.S.A., architect :—

Hales (accepted) £555

Garboldisham.—For schools and school-house, Gar-
boldisham, Norfolk. Mr. E. M. Phipson, F.S.A., archi-
tect :

—

Bishop (accepted) £825

Hastings.—For block of dwellings, in flats, of flre-proof
eonstruction, proposed to be erected at Hastings. Mr. Q.
Friend, architect, Maidstone:

—

Skinner £3749
Howell 3669
Stephenson 359a
Kelly 3569
Geary 3468 5
Blackburn 3407
Kussell 3353 4 2
Barnes & Moody 3310
Dover, Dowel, Wills, & Co 3300

Liverpool.—For new husinpss premises in Ranelagh-
street, near to the New Central Station. Quantities sup-
plied:

—

Evans & Son £5143
W. Tumkinson & Son 4577
T. Urmson 4553
Bay 4547
J. Pollock 45J5
W. & F. Witten 4388
Nicholson & Ayre (accepted) 4237

Maldon'.—For new Uniun House at Maldon, for the
Maldon Board of Guardians. Mr. Frederick Peck, 35,

Gordon-square, architect :—
Gozzett £22.184
Perry & Co 18,265

Jackson & Shaw 17,772

Bell & Sons 17,085

Runnacles 16,946

Evi-rott & Son 16,298

Brown 15,700

Saunders & Son (accepted) 14,470

Manchester.—For taking down and rebuilding two
shops, Nos. 191 and 193, Osfurd-street, Manchester, for Mi-.

Thomas Barber. Mr. G. S. Courtis, architect. Quantitiea

uot supplied :

—

Barber & Gibson (accepted) £1300

Sussex.—For the enlargement of National School and
master's house at Sayer's-common, {Sussex. Goulty &
Gibbins, architects :

—

Anscombe £394
Nell & Tuxfurd 350
E. Nash& Co 348

C. F. Hollands (accepted) 200

Thelvetham.—For new schools for the parish of Thel-

vetham, Suffolk. Mr. R. M. Phipson, F.S.A.. architect:—

Rednall £470
Grimwuod 4(;s i)

Tooipy 440
Cornish 437 10

Hawes 425

Eishup (accepted) 415

Thelvetham.—For benching Thelvetham Church, Suf-

folk. Mr. R. M. Phipson, F.S.A.. architect;—

Tooley £400

Hawes 400

Cornish 384

Grimwood 374

Bishop (accepted) 3*5

WrTHiNGTON.—For residence, with stabling and boun-

daiy walls, &c., for Robert Smelt, Esq.,at Withiugton. Mr.

James Hull, architect. Quantities supplied:—

Southern £2675
Harrison & Shaw 2590 12

Barber & Gibson (accepted) 2059 12 (J

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINO
ESTIMATES

WiiAnrEDALE Union.—Ni:w Worktiouse, August
23.— For the erection of a new workhouse, entrance

buildings, infirmary, &c.. at Newall. near Otley.

—

Christopher Jno. Newstead, Union Clerk, the Hoard-

room, Utley,

Wrington, August 26.—For the construction of

sewers.—James and ^Simmons, Clerks to the Sewer
Authority, Wrington,
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Basingstoke, Augnet 23.—For the erection ofnew
malt kiln and offices.—Mr. Joseph Oreenaway, jVrchitect
and Surveyor. 121, Queen's-crescent, Reading.

Bath, August 2*.—For the supply of al)Ont 900ft.

of 24in., 2,000^. of 18in., 2,nonft. of l.'.in., 2,50iift. of
12in., a.oonft. of i>in., aud r.onft. of ciii. glazed stone-
ware pipes, with junctions and bends.—Alfred Mitchell,
Enginei'r.

AnF.iiG,v.vKNNY UNION. August .10.—Forthe erection
of infirmaries and fever wards, and sundry other
additions and alterations at their workhou.se.—William
F. liatf. Clerk to the (iuardians. Union Office,
Abergavenny.

AcTox UocAL Board, August 22.—Main drainage
contract No. 10. For constructing 02Sft. of 3 by 2
brick sewer, in Home-lane.—Edward Monson, c!e.,
Surveyor to the said Board, Acton.

Wah Depakt.'uent, August 23.—For the erection
of an iron church at Fort Itowuer, near Gosport.

—

W. C. lladden, Colonel Commanding Royal Engineer,
Royal i*;ngineer Office, Torlsmouth.

SwixDON New Town Local Board or Health.
August 22.—For supplying and laying about (i.olo feet
of brick and stoneware sewers, a tunnel about 700
yards long, reservoir, &c.—James Copleston Towns-
end, Clerk.

BixcLEV, August 23.—For the Erection of a
large Wesleyau Chapel.—J. P. I'ritchett, F.R.I.B.A.,
Darlington.

Bishop's Stoktford National Schools. August
31.—For the erection of new school-rooms on a piece
of land near S. Michael's Church.—George Perry.
Architect. Bishop .Stortford.

Ueeos, September 1.—For the erect ion of sixhouse.s,
coach-houses and .st.nble and out offices.—J. Hall.
Architect. Belgrave-chaiubers, Leeds.

Leeds. August 2S.—For the erection of chambers
in Cookridge-street.-H. Walker, architect; 11, East
Parade, Leeds.

Mansfield Co-operative Industrial Society
Llmited, Septembers,—For the erection of a corn-
mill.— K. Giuthorpe, Secretary.

Salford, August 31.—For sewering, levelling, and
draining Plymouth-street.—E. Andrew, Clerk, Town
Hall, Salford.

Surrey, .\ugnst 22.—For building new schools, and
teacher's residence, at Grafliam. Dunsfold.—Mr. Geo.
Cox. Farncombe, (Jodalming, Grafhani.

HoRxsEV Local Board of Health, August 2S.—For the construction of an outfall si'wer, in connec-
tion with Sletropolitan Northern High Level .Sewer, with
theiuterual .sewers, for Ibesewerage of their district.—
AVm. Hanimoud, clerk of the boaril, IC, Furnival's-inn
Holbom, E.C.

' BiLSTON iMPnOVEMEXT ACT, 1R.50. .\ugust 21.—
For the erection of town ball, public offices,' and free
library builiiings at Bilston.—John D. Wassell, clerk.
Commis.siouers' Offices, Bilston.

Rochdale Aoricultcral Society. August 2i;—For the erection of a covered stand at their forth-
coming show, to hold sou persons.—James Taylor,
secretary, 2, the Orchard, Itochdale.

Stockport. August 21.—For the erection of .St.

Matthew's National School, Edgeley.—John B. Esk-
riggc, Esii., Hollywood, Stockport.

B.\TH AND OTHER BFILDfNO STONES
OP BEST QUALITY.

EA2n)ELL, SAUTOERS & CO., Limited,

Quan-ymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Qunrriea and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furnished on
apphcation to

Bath Stone Office :

[Advt.] COBSHAM, -WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
OKEEN ROOFINO-SLATES.

As fupplied to n.Hn. The Princcof Wnlci at Sandringham.

Tho Penmnylo Sea-green Slates are specially adapted tor
Churches, Public Buildings, Sc, Jtc.

(Lestcoatly t1ian ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in. sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:—

Per Equivalent to'

1,200 Slates, per aqaare

Best Qrccn Slates 14 by 7 2 17 G ICs M
Do. do. 1.1 by 8 2 17 6 "! U,a.M.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 .') ... 14s.
Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 c ... 1.33.

Do. do. 12byC 17 6 ... lis.

Prices of large Sizes Cost of Tmnsit, Heferenco Testi-
mouials, and Sample Specimens moy be obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. R.VNDELLft CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Si)ecimcns at .Museum of Geology. .lermyn-street. Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street
wcstmiuster. '

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIAIS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

METALW.

Pig—Foreign . .

„ English W.B.
„ Lead Co. . .

., Other brands
Sheet Milled . .

Shot, Patent . .

Red or minium . .

Litharge, W.n. . .

While Drv. . . .

„ ground in oil

British—Cake & Ingot
Best Selected . . .

Sheet
Bottoms
Australian ....
Spanish Cake . . .

Chili Rnrs, cash . .

.. Reflned ingot
Yellow Metal . . .

Pig in Scotland, cash
Welsh Bar, in Loudon .

Wales
Staffordshire . , . ,

tbiil, in Wales . . . .

Sheets, single in London
floops, first quality . .

Nail Bod
Swedish

Lead.

X>oT ton
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do

Copper.

. per ton
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. per lb.

Ikon.

. per ton

. do

. do

. do
do
do
do
do
do

Se.al, pale
Sperm body
Curt
Whale, South Sea, palo
Olive, Oallipoli . . .

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun
Palm, tine

Linseed
R.apeseed, Eug. pale ,

Cottonseed . . .

Timber.

Teak load
Quebec, red pine .... „

., yellow pine . . „
Quebec oak, white ... „

„ birch „
„ elm „

Dantzic oak
,

flr

]VIemeI flr

Bi.g.a „
Swedish „
Masts, Quebec red pine . „

„ yellow pine ... „
Oregon „
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „

St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by Uin.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „
St. .lohn, white spruce . „
Yolliiiw pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ...

2nd do
Archangel, yellow ... „
St, Petersburg, yellow . „
Finland „
Memel and Dantzic , . . „
Gothenburg, yellow . . . „

., white ... „
Gefle. yellow „
Sodcrham

^^

Christiania, per C, 12ft. by
3 by llin., yellow ... „

Other Norway „
Flooriug boards, pr square
of lin., first yellow . . „

First white „
Second qualities .... „

.€17 10
20 6
18 10
18
18 5
20 10
20 10

25 10

75
77
76
82
76
68
67
76

3 2
7 a
6 12
7 15
6 15
9 5
8 15
7 10
9 15

Oils, etc.

. per tira

51

51
87
32 10
43
20

12 5
3 15
4 5GOO
3 10
3 10
4 10 9
2 7

2 15
3 5
2
4
4
7
3
4 1

12 10
12 10

18
13 5
12 10
13
7 10

.S 10
8 10

10 10
8 10

10
7

9
8

£17 12 6

20 10
18 15
18 5

19
21

.33

80
35
33

26

76
78
81
83
79
70
69

7J

7 10
6 15
8 5

7
10 5
9 5

7 15
10

81

33 10
52

32 16
43 5

35 10

13 10
4 16
6 5

5
4 10

4
6 10
4
3

3 10
3 10
6 10
6 10

10
4 10
5 15

10
9

8

18 10
14

in 10
13 10
14 10
13 10
8

10 10
9

12 10
12

12 10
8

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN LONDON.

Holden. Howard Ashton, Bedford-square and Ethel-
burga House, Bishopsgate-stroet, builder, September 7,
at 11.

TO Sl'nBEXDER IN THE COCXTIIY.

Greenfield, Hannah, Horsham, late builder, Seplember
5. at Urigbton—Rin<ler, John and Samuel, Leea.s, con-
tractors, August 24, at Leeds.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

September 4. J. Jowett. Liverpool, timber bender—Sep-
temberWil. H. Saumlers. Islewortli, buililer—September
20, R. Nicholas, Bridgnorth, painter.

PIVIDEND MEKTINOS.

September 15, J. Bates, Wolverhampton, brick and tile
dealer.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

John Paterson, Gln.'^gow. contractor, August 1.".. at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSGL-VTED.
Allen lb-others. Worcster imcl Tipton, limhnr dealers—

Tupper and Co., .Moorgate-street, Comniereial-roail East,
and Birmingham, galvanised iron merehant.s—Fo-t au<i
Harrison. Ilnulford, masons-Gotley llr.ithers, Bristol,
brassloumlers—Hohues and Rassett, Birmingham, plas-
terers— lirond and llirrison, Tipton, engineers—Stafford
and Canovan. Reddish, masons—Swarbrick and ^Vins-
fleorth, Preston, plasterers.

i LEXANBRA PALACE & MUSWELL
J:\. HILL ESTATE TONTIl>fE.—Offices, 5 and 6,
Great Wiuchester-street-buildings, E.G.

4 LEXANDRA PALACE.—Notice to the
_/V Public. Intending Subscribers can obtain Tickets
to View the Palace and Grounds on apphcation to the
Secretary, stating name and address.

ALEXANDRA PALACE. — Arrange-
ments wiH be madf for an early opening of the

Palace and Grovinds to the Public, for completing the
Railway into the Palace, as well as other Railway com-
munication.

i LEX.\J^DRA PALACE. — The ad-
_l V vantages to Subscribers of One Guinea and np-
WTsrds are fully detailed in the Prospectus, and Subscribers
incur no liability, and must benefit.

ALEXANDRA PALACE.—Art Union.
£500 for a Guinea.

ALEXANDRA PA L A C E.—Musical
Festivals, Concerts, &c.

ALEXANDRA PALACE.—The object of
the Tontine is to provide for all classes of the in-

habitants of the metropolis, and especially of its northern
and eastern portions and suburbs, and for tho many
thtmt-ands of country Excursionists, a Grand Institution of
healthful recreation and elevating instruction, which m'll
combinn the solid advantages of the South Kensington
Museum and Schools of Art with the lighter pleasures
and pastimes of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, thus
giving effect to tho large and enlightened views of the late
Prince Consort,

THE ALEXANDRA PALACE AND
MUSWELL HILL ESTATE TONTINE.

To terminate on tho 30th June, 18Si3.

Trustees

—

John Glutton, Esq., Whitehall-plaee,

John HackblocI;, Esq., Bolton-gardens.

John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., Inner Temple.

The main features of this scheme may bo said to be as
follows:

—

The holder of a Tontine Certificate for one guinea or
upwards will become entitled to—
Free admissions to tho Park on certain occasions.

A share in the Art Unions, to be held ouce in every
three years when arranged.

To be reimbm-sed 30s. for each guinea subscribed, in
the event of the life nominated dying before 1886.

Or a share in the realisation of the estate in 18SG, whicli
it is expected will very largely exceed the amount
paid in

;

Or, say these privileges may at any time be commuted
for admissions tu the Palace and Grounds. (An E. Cer-
tificate includes all privileges.)

It being a "Trvwt," Subscribers incur NO LIABILITY,
and must benefit.

If no issue is made, the Subscript! ms will be returned
iu full.

For further particulars, see Detail- d Prospectus.

Admissions to view the Palace cm be obtained at the
Offices uf tue Company, 5 and (J, Great Winchester-street-
buildings, £.0,

THOS. DIXON, Secretary.

NATIONAL IXSTITUTION FOR
DISEASES OF TUE SKIN.

Physician—Dr. BAKB MEADOWS, 49, Dover-street,
Piccadilly, W.

Now Patients are admitted at 227, Grny's-inn-road,
King's-crofls, W.C., on Thursdays—Morning at Ten, Even-
ing from Six till Nine.

Also at tho City Tiranch,10, Mitre-street, Aldgate, E.C,
on Wednesdays. Same hours.

Average ntimber of patients under treatment 1,000
weekly.

THOMAS BOBLNSON. Hon. Sec.

r>
OYAL POLYTECHNIC.— Professor

\) Pepper's " Trip to the Western Highlands of
In-land ;" grand Scener>% and Irish Songs by Miss Barth.
—Engagcmont of George Buckland, Esq., and Great
Revival of Henry Russell's Songs, under his jjorsonal

kind superinteudonco, with grand Sccnit- and Optical
Effects.—"PARIS, as it Was and Is;" illuslratod with a
hoautiful .series of Pictures of the Public Buildings and
Streets; by J. L. King, Esq.—Engagement of W. B.
Alexander, tho Great Comic Polypbunist and Mimic.

—

The Ghost and other Entertainments as usual.—Admission
One Shilling. Open from 12 to b and 7 tu 10.
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FOUNDATIONS OF THE NEW LAW
COURTS.

BY the end of next February it is con-

fidently anticipated that the excavations

now proceeding in the enclosed seven acres

between Carey-street and the Strand will be
completed, and the foundation " got in

"

ready for the magnificent superstructure

that is to be erected on it. For some montlis

back, carts heavily laden with earth and clay

have been seen to emerge from four or five

entrances leading to this enclosed space, to

take their way through Temple Bar, and
then be lost to sight amid the heterogeneous
mass of vehicles that daily crowd and block
up that well-known thoroughfare. Many
persons have inquired the ultimate destina-

tion of these carts, but comparatively few
have any idea where the "stuff" all goes
to. It was not until we had witnessed what
was going on inside the hoardings that we
became informed on the subject. The first

impression of any one standing within the
temporary boundary of the seven acres is

that everything relating to work is in a state

of confusion, mounds of sand are heaped up
here and there, great piles of old bricks,

broken and unbroken, are thrown up on the
ground at various irregular distances apart,

quantities of gravel in one place, and bags of
lime in another. But a very short time
suffices, especially for the professional eye,

to perceive that, in sjiite of this apparent
disorder, there is method in the whole of it.

The sand is deposited in places where it will

be conveniently obtained when subsequently
required in the building of the superstruc-
ture ; the bricks are collected so as to be out
of the way of the labourers ; and the gravel
and lime are placed so as to be at hand for
the manufacture of the concrete, which is

used on a very considerable scale. With
respect to the nature of the material exca-
vated, it is by no means of the uniform
character that might be expected within an
area of dimensions so limited. The " stuff

"

may be said to consist of earth, sand, and
gravel, with some clay here and there. The
manner in which the veins or strata of sand
are dispersed is exceedingly striking. At
one spot there will be a gi'eat solid mass of
fine sand, almost perfectly clean and pure,
while at a short distance from this accumula-
tion there will be none whatever, or at the
best but a thin layer, with earth above and
below it. The greater portion of this " luck
find" is run to spoil in a corner of the
enclosure opposite Horseshoe-court, a great
bank being formed of it, which is made up by
tipping the sand from waggons drawn by
horses on a tramway up the incline.

All the old bricks, the relics of demolished
dwellings, the sand, the gravel, and the clay,
can be utilised in some manner or other in
advancing the buikUng of the new struc-
ture, but the absolute earth must be got rid
of by some means or other. It must be
taken clean away from the site it has
occupied for so many generations. In the
open country the ''shifting of stuff" is

accomplished without nmch difficulty, but
this is not often the case in London. Unless
there is a great demand for 'fillint'," such
as occurred dui-ing the embankment of the
northern side of the thames, it is not an easy
matter to get rid of a large quantity of exca-
vation. When stidf is wanted, it is well
paid for

;
but the conditions are reversed

when it is not wanted, and there are px-acti-

cally no places where it can be shot. Con-
tractors carrying out works in London are
frequently compelled, as in the present case,
to pay pretty smartly for getting rid of their
loose stuff. The greater part of that exca-
vated from the "seven acres" is carted to

the river and sent down the stream in barges,
where it is utilised on railways, and other
works of a similar character. It is a tolerably
long "lead" before it reaches its final des-

tination. It is. in the main, all good dry
stuff, well suited for forming embankments,
and not liable to the shrinkage which invari-

ably accompanies material of a sloppy, loose
description. Only those who have had to do
practically with the formation of high
embankments are aware of the vast diffe-

rence there is in this respect in the various
kinds of earth.

The most casual observer of works of con-
struction must have remax-ked the increasing
use made of concrete by architects and
engineers in even almost insignificant

instances. As an example in point, take the
new railings which encircle the people's

gardens on the Thames Embankment. Instead
of following the old plan of first laying down
a stone base, and letting the iron uprights
into holes made for the purpose, and flush-

ing up with lead, the stone is dispensed with
altogether. I'lie uprights ai'e simply set up
plumb on a layer of concrete, and while in

that position, the lower portion of them to
a height of about nine or ten inches, is sur-

rounded with concrete, which is held in its

place by temporary boarding until it is

thoroughly well set. The small boards are

then pulled away, and the railings stand
embedded in a base of solid concrete. It

must be confessed that there is abundance
of broken bricks and plenty of good gravel
on the site of the New Law Courts to make
first-rate concrete. On looking at the heaps
of broken bricks ready to be utilised in this

manner, it struck us for a moment, whetlier
some day or other the Pyramids might not he
demolished and pounded up for the same
purpose. The concrete that is now being put
in for the foundation of the central hall is

composed of six parts of gravel and broken
bricks to one of Ban-ow lime. As before
stated, the old bricks as they are taken from
the arches and pillars upon which the houses
which have been destroyed were supported,
as well as from the buildings themselves, are
first broken into smaller pieces by hand
labour. The </t7(Cw and gravel are then
mixed while in a iky state with the lime,

and transferred to the mi.xer. This apparatus
consists of a hollow cast iron cylinder, in the
interior of which revolves a shaft carrying
six strong iron arms. A portable engine is

attached by the usual wheel and band gear-
ing to this shaft, to which it imparts a hori-
zontal revolving motion. At the time that
the dry concrete is shovelled through a large
rectangular aperture into the mixer, it is

thoroughly wetted with water by means of a
pipe which supplies a constant discharge into
the apparatus. It is obvious tli-it the con-
crete becomes not only completely mixed,
but also reduced to smaller dimensions by
being crushed to a certain extent by the arm's
of the shaft, as it passes through the cylinder
to the lowei' extremity, where it is thrown
out upon a platform, shovelled into barrows,
run out on the staging and tipped into its

place. The whole of the excavation has been
taken out for the central hall, which occupies
a site of nearly oUO feet by 100 feet. Over
this spiace, the bottom of which is about 15
feet underneath the level from which the
concrete is tipped in, a number of upright
l^osts are ranged, and planks laid along so as
to enable the wheelers to run the barrows in

every direction, and tip the concrete in
regular layers below. The depth of the con-
crete for the foundations of the hall is seven
feet, and it is deposited in five successive
coats or layers. Under that portion of the
structure which faces the Strand, the depth
of concrete is ten feet, and elsewhere five
feet. A capital foundation has been reached
on the London clay.

The practice of tipping concrete from a
height is one that is of very ancient usage,
but one which modern science has condennied.
The objection to this plan is that in conse-

quence of the different specific gravities Of
the materials composing the concrete, they
tend to become separated during the fall,

and thus the principal value of the compound,
which consists in its intimate incorporation,
is lost. There is, undoubtedly, a good deal
of force in the objection, but nevertheless,
we see continually the old plan adhered to,

as in the present instance. The truth is,

that when concrete is used for tlie founda-
tionf of large buildings, which have a depth
of at least 10 or 12 feet below ground, there
is no other plan of depositing it, except by
erecting a platform over the excavation, and
tipping it in. In consequence of the great
weight of the central hall, which results
from the heavy description of its roof, it has
been very wisely determined to disconnect it

from the rest of the biulding, and lay the
foundations of it separately. In other words,
there will be a break in the concrete all round
it, so that any extra settlement that might
occur in this particular portion of the struc-
ture would be confined within its own limits,

and not affect the remainder of the edifice.

There are in all nearly 170,000 cubic yards
of excavation to be got out, and the contrac-
tors, INIessrs. Dove, Brothers, are pushing on
the work as energetically as the nature of the
locality will allow. It must be borne in mind
that the excavation of the present site in the
heart of London is a very different affair

from the getting out of a railway cutting,

where almost any number of men may be
employed. The contractors have about 300
men at work on tlie ground, under their fore-

man, Mr. Lett, who is evidently well up to

his business, and intends having the stuff

cleared out by the time stipulated. A reason-
able period will be allowed for the founda-
tions to settle, and then it is to be hoped the
New Law Courts will begin to " show up "

above groimd.

VIOLLET LE DUC'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURB
FEANCAISE." *

XI.

T^IIE Crusades naturally encouraged miU-
-^ tary architecture. The long sieges held
before the fortified places of the Panym
induced many improvements in attack

—

improvements which caused their inventors
to adopt means of defence calculated to cii--

cumvent them when, on theii' return home,
they rebuilt or added to their '

' old-fashioned"
castles. One of the great improvements
now effected was the addition of detached
barbicans to the outworks. These, by jutting

out from the main defences, compelled a
larger circle of contravallation to be made,
and the formidable " cats," as the stealthily

moving, ever-watching, wooden towers were
called, were thus compelled to be constructed

at a more respectful distance than they had
hitherto been obliged to keep. Moreover,
thoy thus required a longer time to approach
the walls, and when within the line kept by
these barbicans were liable to be set fire to

in a sortie of the garrison from theh' new
defences. At that city of Carcassone to

which we have liefore referred. Saint Louis,

on his return from the First Crusade, added
a very fine specimen of one of these. Of
this we gave a drawing (see last week's

Building News) showing its restoration

(Fig. 31). It will be seen that it is a

large circidar edifice, protected by a draw-
bridge-crossed moat, and communicating
with the chateau by means of a tortuous

staircase, so constructed that the enemy must
needs iiass in front of a series of loopholed

walls and between two high ramparts to reach

the castle itself. Both the barbican and
castle were built by S. Louis, and both are

crowned with those wooden " hoards "

which jireceded the advent of stone cor-

* Dictionn.'iire Raisonne de rArcliitecture Francaiso
du XI. nu SVI. Siocle. par M. VinT.l,ET l,E Drc, Architccto

du iTuuvt-rnment, Inspocteur-Gi^ueral des Edifices Dioc^s-
sains. 10 vols. ; bvo. ; Morel, Paris, 1854—1S68.
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belled uiachicollations. Lonu leJtjes of

timber were run out from the walls and par-

tially floored over with planks, leaving

interstices through which heav_y or annoy-
ing missiles might be hurled down upon
such sappers as attempted to breach the

walls at their base. How tliese men
reached these points is most graphically

shown by two illustrations from the very
artistic hand of the author. In tlie first of

these (Fig. ;i2) we see a covered shelter

to the men, drawn by capstans to the verge

of the moat. Under cover of this, bundles of

the fascines are thrown into the water, and as

ditch is slowly filled, planks arelaid down, and
the cover advanced a little nearer. Trebu-
cliets hurl huge stones onto the walls to drive

away the garrison, and the moat is gradu.ally

bridged over. Now, too, approaches closer

the skin-covered " belfroi" or " cat." Thus,
protected by its hide from the fire-bearing

missiles shot at it, and which fall harmless,

with a rapid run down the inclined plane

formed over the moat, tlie wall is reached

(Fig. .03), the bridge which formed the

mantlet on the top is lowered ; up swarm
the besiegers, and a band - to - hand
struggle is commenced on the narrow I'am-

part. "Turkish stones," as the fire-bearing

shells were called, set fire to the wooden
hoarding. Scorched by the heat and blinded

by the smoke, th.c defenders retreat, and if

the dominating towers which rise up from the

walls cannot confine the assailants to this one
length it is all up with that place. Con-
trasting the present system of fortification

with the past, M. le Due some sixteen years

ago wrote words which h.ave a curious interest

in them now. Tattle could he h.ave thought then
that he himself would ever witness some of

those events he then imagined; but then,

alas ! he left out of his category of defence

and attack that most jiotent of all the besiegers'

weapons—famine. Out of this steady im-
provement there grew up between the

eleventh and the sixteenth centuries the art

of fortification. It is only by studying with
care, and scrupulously examining the traces

of the defensive obstacles of those epochs,

that we can understand the records of those
gigantic attacks which took place, and which
we ai'e ofttimes disposed to look upon as

exaggerations. Before these well-arranged
defensive means, we can easily picture up
the enormous Labours of the besiegers, those

inovalile " belfries," those stockades, those
ramparts, or those moving mantlets, which
were superadded by a wary captain who fore-

sawand calculated all the chances of anattack,
and who was determined never to yield one
point without being able to retire into a
stronger position. Now-a-days, thanks to

artillery, a general who invests a place not
relieved by an army in the field, can predi-
cate the hour and the day when that place

must fall. lie can tell beforehand the
moment and the jilace when the first breach
will be made, and when the attacking columns
will enter on such and such a work. It isagame
more or less long in playing, but the besieger
is always sure to win if his ma)(-rkl does
not fail him, and if he has a corps irarmee

]iroportionate to the force of the garrison.
" Place attacked, place taken.'" is the French
dictum. That dictum has indeed been ful-

filled, but not exactly by the me.ans M. le

Due looked upon. No military architecture

is availing against that foe the I'russians

arrayed against so many fortresses and cities

in the recent war. It is useless when the
people ask for bread to give them stones.
" There is nothing which more strongly marks
the difference between the men of those
distant d.ays and the spirit of our own times,"
saysM. le Dnc,'-than the comp.arison between
a fortified place of the thirteenth, .and one of

the nineteenth century. In the latter case,

in place of frowning keep and crenellated
walls, we have an absolute invisibility of .all

means of resistarce—hardly a bastion is to be
seen. A cnr/w rl'nriw'r takes a town almost
without being seen by its defenders; they

have seen nothing but a few sloping earth-

works and a little smoke. AVhen a practicable

breach is effected, it capitulates ; everything

f.alls on the same day. A little bit of w.all is

knocked down, a little earth thrown up, and
the town, those bastions which have never
even seen a puff of smoke, the magazines, the

arsenals, everything is surrendered. A few
hundred years ago everything was different.

If a garrison was faithful and brave, it

required, so to spe.ak, a sep.arate capitulation

of each tower, and an individual treaty with
each of the captains, if it pleased them to de-

fend font by foot the post confided to each
of them. l''.ach one counted only on himself,

and defended his portion against all comers.

In those days it did not sutRce to take the

capital of a country to have th.at country at

your feet. Those past times might be
barb.arous times, liut that barbarism was full

of energy and resources. The stiuly of these

great military monuments of the middle ages

is. then, not only curious
; it te.aches us the

maimers of .an age which the spirit of the

nation would only g.ain by engrafting."

Since these words were ^n-itten, we and their

author liave seen the capital of his country
invested and succumb, and the n.ation im-
mediately follow its fall. We have seen

fortress after fortress fall, and with scarcely

an exception they have fallen without
even a ju-acticable breach being made

;

and we h.ave seen an utter absence of

that individuality of boldness and dogged-
ness of daring wbich formed such con-

spicuous episodes in the sieges and de-

fences of old. Truly, indeed, did M. le Dnc
write that :

" L'esprit nation.al ne pourr.ait que
gagner ii se retremper." Many interesting

records of those sieges are given by our

author, but we cannot indulge ourselves in

the luxury of reproducing them in our
columns. We must restrict ourselves to a

glance at their consequences, in the various

alterations in the system of defence these

numerous .attacks induced. The use of the

battering-ram had early taught the lesson that

round towers were stronger than square ones,

and we have seen th.at this form was adopted
by the (iallo-Roman military architects. The
size of these towers was increased, and then

it was found that their front was almost pro-

tected from the defence of the cui'tain wall .at

the centre of each tower. (.)nce here the .at-

tacking miner was compar.atively safe, if the

besiegers had destroyed the " hoards" .above

him, and this led to a variation in their plan.

Tow.ards the end of the thirteenth century
this was much v.aried. Sometimes it was com-
posed of various portions <.if circles, as the

CiEsar 'I'ower at ^^'arwick Castle : sometimes
beaked, like the bows of a ship, as at Loches ;

and sometimes, as at Carcasonne, a pointed
triangle was added to the circular form ; and
to the pointed form thus forced upon the

fosses may be traced the birth of the poly-

gonal system of fortification so largely de-

veloped by A'auban, which to this day bears

his name. The wooden "hoards" being so

frequently destroyed by fire, as the powers of

casting incendiary missiles became greater, it

became necessary to replace them l)y stone.

Thus arose that henceforth characteristic of

milit.ary architecture, the machicolated para-

pet ; and great was the ingenuity shown by
the .architect in corbelling these out so as to

he at once secure, and yet to leave space

enough for the defenders, and at the same
time jirovide a me.ans of roofing them over in

war time. In peaceful times the castle's

battlements cut out their dentilled edge against

the sky : the sentry walked his rounds in the

open air, seen of all men ; but when the w.ar

trumpet sonndedout, from magazine .and store

came long beams and rafters, and soon high

conical roofs capped the towers, and long

lines of low ones hid the garri.son from the

gaze and the aim of the foe. Men were in-

dividually precious in those <l.ays, and he

was the best captain who conld lose the fewest

of his soldiers. We have eliauged all that

now. In these advanced days it doesn't

m.atter how many you kill, provided you can
still outnumber your enemy. This is the
new principle iuaugur.ated in the Late Ameri-
can war. and which, we hope, h.as culmin.ated
in th.at European one which has just ceased.
M. le Due does not content himself with a
review of military architecture only ; he
studies carefully the range and effect of long-
bows and cross-bows, weighs the merits .and

notes the calibre of e.arly efforts in artillery,

and shows how each successive change in the
science of attack induced some counter change
in the science of defence. He m.arks how
castles rose, and how they fell : how from the
early earthwork rose the Willi, and how that
wall became lowered step by step, until in

these days we have again reverted to the
primitive dykes and ditches of our "barba-
rous " ancestors. Full of history, and
crowded with wonderfully-executed illustra-

tions, literary and graphic, this definition is

one of the greatest interest. It shows most
excellently that spirit of deductive reasoning
which marks especially .all that M. le Due
does, and which renders his book so widely
different to the usual run of that dullest of all

dull literature, " architectural books." From
it we learn how reflectively scientific

were the architects of old—nothing came
amiss to them, and they held their sway.
The greatest architects and artists then
thought it no scorn to "design" fortifica-

tions ; .and amongst others we may mention
that Michael Angelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and
that most amusing braggart Benvenuto
Cellini, were frequently engaged in bringing
all their science to bear for the defence of
their comitry. "When architects began to
look upon their art rather as simply a veil to
mask and cripple the requirements of a time
and place, th.an a-s a demonstration how those
requirements could be best met, their glory
dep.arted from them. Little men of little

minds, hungry after b per cent., took the
place of those great geniuses who preceded
them. Military architecture became military

engineering, and passed away from the .archi-

tect's duties, as in these latter d.ays their want
of brains has driven away from them the noble
chance of doing great things in civil architec-

ture, and created the hideous science of civil

engineering. Truly, indeed, may we take up
and apply to ourselves, as ai-chitects, the
words of our author, " l'esprit ne pom'i'ait

que g.agner a se retremper." "When studied
in such a spirit. Archaeology is the handmaid
of Progress, and not, as too frequently she is,

the .stepmother of Art,

ENGLISH GOTHIC :M0ULDINGS.*

MR. SHARPE, in the Latest of his publi-

cations, seems to aim at doing
thoroughly and once for .all what has been
repeatedly done in a partial and somewhat
irregular manner. Almost every book on
English Gothic contains some sections of

mouldings, and sevcr.al writers, amongst
whom Jlr. Paley is perhaps the best known,
have .arr.anged a multitude of them in a

consecutive series. The present work differs

from these in being more complete. It is a

kind of parallel of mouldings, selected from
our principal buildings, .and classificii ac-

cording to the features to wliich they belong.

Thus the first part consists of arched
mouldings, the second of horizontal inould-

ings, and the third of vertical ones. The
number now pulilished forms one section of

the first ]iart, and deals entirely with pier

arches. Of these there are sixty plates,

arranged according to date, the six periods

into which Mr. Sharpe prefers to divide the

duration of Meditcval stylesin England being

distinguished each by a different colour.

These colours, we are informed, follow each

other in the same order as those in the pris-

matic spectrum. Vi'e should see no great

* "The Mouldings of the Sis Periods of British Archi-

tecture, from the Conquest to the Reformation." By
]';nMrsii SiHRPE, M.A.. tF.E.l.I!.A. No. 1. London; E.

und F. N. Spon.
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advantage, however, in this device, even if

the tints employed resembled far more
closely than they do the hues of Nature ; for,

in any case, we apprehend that nine-tenths

of the people who consult the book will know
a Norman pier arch from a Perpendicular one

without puzzling themselves as to whether

black comes before crimson in a rainbow.

The names which used to be applied to the

prismatic colours, and by which, from old

associations, many persons still find it easiest

to remember them, were violet, indigo, blue,

green, yellow, orange, and red. Mr. Sharpe

makes his black, blue, gieen, yellow, red and

crimson, and so loses the advantage of the

familar list. This, however, is a trifling

matter, especially as the period and supposed

date are printed in capital letters at the top

of each page. But there is a more serious

objection to the dazzling effect and indistinct

outline of the plates in red and yellow. No
one whose sight is not of the strongest can

look without pain at the Geometrical and
Curvilinear sections ; it is a perfect relief to

turn back to the Norman division, and see

the plates in plain black and white. Not only is

the brightness of the colour fatiguing to the

eye, but the dimness of the outline is per-

plexing. To avoid trouble, the whole plate

is printed at one operation, and so if the

sectional ground is etched in yellow, the

profile is in yellow also. It will readily be
imagined how difficult it is to follow a contour

in so pale atint ; and to see it properly, the first

idea that suggests itself is to ink it over.

There is one other improvement which we
should be extremely glad to see, and after

indicating this we will proceed to tlie

meritorious points of what really promises to

be a very valuable work. At present the
section of each pier arch is shown, to half or

one-third the real size, on the separate blocks
which compose it, and as the page is not
large enough to let them follow each other in

orders, they are dispersed all over it to fill

it up. To form an idea of what the arch
really looks like, it is necessary to get a
clear idea of the hood mould, II, then
imagine it placed on the top of the first order,

I., and this on the top of the second order, II.,

and so on until the group is completed. But
every group of mouldings has, or ought to

have, a definite expression, a character of

its own, and by such a scheme as this the
character inevitably disappears. However
correct maybe the sections of each separate
order, there is no judging of the whole result

until they are fitted into their proper places.

The details of the separate arch stones,

scattered over a page, give no better idea of

the look of the arch than a series of details

showing a man's nose, eyes, and mouth would
give, in their separate state, of the appearance
of his face. It would, therefore, greatly in-

crease the value of the work, especially as a
parallel between the several buildings refeiTed
to, if a general section of the whole group,
no matter to how small a scale, were appended
to each plate.

The first number commences with an Early
Norman pier arch (date c. 1090) from Wor-
cester Cathedral. Here we have, not the
angle roll whicli is so common in somewhat
later work, but the roll occupying the corner
of a square recess. This arrangement may
be more fitly called a last relic of Classic
detail than a first germ of Gothic. The
angle bead, rather than the nook bead, was
doubtless the parent of most Mediaeval forms,
but still the latter did not disappear without
leaving here and there a trace of its former
influence. At Gloucester Cathedral (c. IIOU
A.D.) the angles are still square, but there
are three semicircular rolls applied to the
soffit of the lowermost order. The next
plate, from Southwell Jlinster, shows a much
further development. In this case the outer
rim of the arch has not only a bead, but a
quirked hollow on its corner, and the inner
one has a large roll, also quirked. At S.

John's, Chester, the same details are

employed, but one of the hollows, instead of

being circular, has a curious elliptical curva-

ture. Peterborough Cathedral, a little later

in date, is scarcely so advanced in style, and
New Shoreham (c. 1130) has merely angle

rolls, without any hollows. But at this point

comes a sudden and marvellous change,

and we could wish for some example,

a transition to the Transitional style, to show
how it came about. In New Shoreham
(c. 1170), we have, for the first time, rounds
passing into hollows with no intervening

line ; the hollows, too, are getting deep, and
the rounds are becoming elongated, and even
pointed. On the opposite side of the same
church, the pointed boutell is fully adopted
and freely employed ; not only flanked by
hollow quirks, but by those peculiar ogee

shaped members which, in this situation, are

more characteristic of Early French than of

English detail. Selby Abbey Church supplies

a very curious group of the same age. The two
outer orders have, between bold cjuirked

hollows, those peculiar ogee pointed rolls

which look as if they were made on purpose

to be broken. So far there is nothing

imusual ; but the soffit of the inner order is

in quite another style. Having no hollows,

it consists of one wide series of projecting

rounds, divided by v shaped members, or

double quirkf . There is a small roll on each

angle, then a semi-circular roll, then again a

portion of a roll forming about a quarter of

a circle, and lastly, in the centre of all, a
large stilted roll, standing out as much or

more than its breadth. It looks like an

attempt to produce an elaborate group
while the principles on which elaborate

groups could properly be formed were still

unsettled. Another example from Selby
shows the same idea worked out with pointed

boutells instead of round ones; while a third

is an experiment on the use of wide and shallow

concave members. Mr. Sharpe gives us a
large selection, though not at all too large,

from the details of tliis interesting period.

S. David's Cathedral, Abbey Dore, Furness,

Tynemouth, Wells, and Chichester, are all

laid under contribution. The first has a

certain stiffness and clumsiness about its sec-

tions ; in the second and third they are broad
and strong, but deficient in shadow. At
Tynemouth the filleted roll makes its appear-

ance, and the fillet, too, is a wide one, and
joins the roll, not by an angle, but a flowing

curve. In these two points it has some
resemblance to the corresponding feature in

the Curvilinear or Flowing Decorated style.

The expression, however, differs widely, for

in the Eaidy example the roll is a strictly

circular one, instead of being flattened or

elongated or bulged out at the sides accord-

ing to later practice ; the band, too, which
connects it with the fillet, is small and
sharp, and quite unlike the attenuated

ogee of the decaying Gothic. The pier

pier arches from Chichester it is difficult

to describe. Their designer had thrown
aside Komanesque traditions altogether, and
given the reins to his fancy in a way which
even his successors seldom rivalled. He
delighted in narrow-necked rolls with a
reflexed point drawn quite to one side ; in

wide undercut hollows of irregular section,

and especially in that beautiful and charac-

teristic mark of Early work, convex above
and concave beneath, which might perhaps
be called the bird's beak moulding.
The Lancet period Mr. Sharpe begins with

a selection from Lincoln Cathedral. Our
illustration contains, on a reduced scale, two
of his examples from tins building. The
member in the outer order of the first one,

formed by two rolls connected by a slight

hollow, is always beautiful, and is freely

employed elsewhere in this cathedral. The
hood mould in this case we cannot speak of

with great admiration ; it looks almost Per-

pendicular in the splay of its nosing, though
fifteenth-century workmen would perhaps
have foimd their patience fail in executing

the imdercut cavity beneath. From Hexham
there is a group (dated c. 1190) chiefly

remarkable for the skilful contrast of large
with small roll mouldings, and the preference
for gradated lights and shades rather
than for sharp edges and fillets. At Carlisle
Cathedral this tendency is exhibited with
less skill, and results in one of those undu-
latory, up-and-down gi-oups which have little

more special character than the reeding or
fluting of a Classic column. They exhibit
what appears to us the worst tendency of
Early English mouldings, and that which
often prevents them from equalling foreign,
and particularly French ones, the tendency
to become mere formless bands of light and
shadow. The builders of the Presbytery at
Worcester Cathedral determined, on the con-
trary, that there should be no want of sharp
separation between the rounds and hollows
in their pier-arches, so the latter in almost
every case coil round and bite a piece out of
the side of the former. This, no doubt, gives
a sharp shadow, but it does not give a beau-
tiful section, and as sections usually become,
by means of the arch joints and otherwise, an
impoi'tant element of effect, it is worth while
to attend to their outlines as well as their
c/iior' oscuro. A group from Whitby, which
comes next, is remarkable for the very large
roll and fillet in the centre of the soffit. la
this special position, indeed, its size is not
imprecedented, and we have now before us
two or three arch sections from various places
in which the same thing oocui'S. The feature
seems, in fact, to be, not perhaps a develop-
ment, but rather an imitation of those great
semi-cylinders, sometimes a foot or more
across, which often occupied this place in the
earlier Norman period. A second example
from Whitby, which we illustrate, is more
satisfactory than that just referred to. This,
and our second group from Lincoln, show the
Lancet, and we might say the English Gothic
style generally, almost at its best. There
are no more circular curves, unless in parts

of the smaller beads. Everything else is

drawn by hand, with a varying sweep which
puts every point of light and shade just where
experience shows it to be most effective.

Both the hood-moulds are good ones, and
the members generally are well formed, and
well contrasted as to size and position. A
little more variety, indeed, might be desirable

in both cases, especially in the occasional

substitution of some other detail for the ever-

recurring roll and fillet. Other specimens in

this style suggest plenty of such alternatives :

the pointed roll, the double roll with a V
shaped fillet in the centre, the semicircular

hollow between two halves of a fillefed roll,

the ])lain circular roll, and even the scroll

moulding. Of these, the first is peifiaps the
most effective, and at a distance from the eye,

hardly anything else can compai'e with it.

But all of them have their place, and several

of them, in the most perfect class of work,
often find a place together. Another group,
from the nave of Lincoln Cathedral, does
show some of them in conjunction. The outer

ring of the arch (for it will be remembered
that the whole of the present nimiber deals

with pier-arches) has a very effective com-
bination—a delicate ogee-pointed roll con-

trasted with a boldly-swelled-out roll and
fillet. The latter is of the sort—for which it

is much to be desired that there was a special

name—in which the roll is much wider than
it is deep, and in which, instead of turning

up in a reversed curve towards the fillet, it

doubles downwards into itself in a sort of

dimple, against which the square projection

is abruptly set. The next order has also an
ogee-edged roll. i)rojecting, contrary to the

usual custom, far beyond the face of the

stone ; and in addition to this, it shows,

on its angle, what would have been a
circular one, had not the adjoining hol-

low encroached on it and scooped a seg-

ment out of its side. As it is, it forms a sort

of bird's beak profile, by no means common
in such a place. A page from A\'orce.stcr and
another from Ely complete Sir. Sharpe's

display of Lancet detivils under the present
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head. In the former the fillet scarcely

appears. All the projecting members but

one are either plain rolls, or rolls with a little

circular head pinclied up, as it were, along

their middle, and there is some tendency to

the reedy, expressionless type, which makes

some groups of mouldings little more than

bundles of bent rods, with no centre, no

climax, no main, and no secondary divisions.

In the latter, the arch section from Ely,

there is a hood-mould of very beautiful pro-

file, and little else to deserve remark.

The Geometrical period is illustrated by

details from Lincoln, Hereford, Chichester,

Glasgow, Lichfield, Chester, Bridlington,

Selby, Guisborough, and S. IMary's Abbey,

York. Their dates range from about a.d.

1256 to 1290. At their commencement they

differ very little from the later specimens of

the preceding style. There is, of course, no

such gap, no such sudden outgrowth of

novel forms, as marked the change from

Round to Pointed architecture. The roll and

fillet and the ogee pointed roll, as, for want

of a better name, we may venture to term it,

still hold their own. Tlie first modification

that appears is in the width of the fillet. At
Glasgow this soon becomes something

astonishing, amounting in one case to no less

than four inches. In England such a size as

this was rare, even in the latest period, but

all along the tendency was in that direc-

tion. The originally convex surfaces were

cut up by flat ones, whose size was constantly

on the increase, and the originally flat ones

were hollowed out, so that at every step the

work became more weak and wiry, fuller of

edge-lines, and poorer in broad and gradated

masses. The application of two or three

fillets, instead of one, to each roll aided

strongly to produce this effect. It broke up

the convex faces, and thus, instead of a three-

quarter circle or ellipse, we see only a sixth

or an eighth of one at a time, while very

soon, as in the Geometrical arch mould from

Hereford, even this fraction was lessened by
turning it into an ogee. Here, it is true,

small beads are used instead of angular fillets

on the sides of the large ones, and this may
possibly have indicated a faint reaction

towards sounder practice. At S. Mary's,

York, the mouldings of this date had the

merit of being behind their age, and except

by the shallowness of the hollows, differ very

little from the purest Early English. Lich-

field, an example from which we have

repeated in our illustration, is far more
advanced. The square projections are broad

and freely applied, there is little shade in the

cavities, and the projections are chiefly

varieties of the scroll-moulding. This mould-

ing likewise makes its appearance at Chester,

this time in company with the plain,the filleted,

and the ogee-pointed roll. At Selby and
Guisborough we have what may be termed
the " undulatory system " applied to the

details of this period ; but, at least, it rids

us of the superabundant quirks and ridges,

and so far becomes praiseworthy by compa-
rison.

Passing on towards the Curvilinear, or what
is usually known as the Flowing Decorated
period, we are glad to find the major part of

the book behind us. It may be from the

comparative scarcity of work of this period

that so few specimens of it are here provided
;

but this reason certainly cannot account for

the brevity with which that of the ensuing

period is dismissed. The author has, we think,

exercised a wise discretion in not overloading

his books with instances of what is only fit

to be avoided. Tliese later styles, as far, at

least, as their ornament is concerned, are

abandoned in nearly all but the pseudo-

Gothic structures of the day, and the archi-

tects of these rarely waste nuich time on the

study of mouldings or anything else. Making
allowance for the ingrained poverty and shal-

lowness of the Later Decorated, we find here

some tolerable arch sections from Howden
and Lichfield. The former, which employs,

in place of a hollow, an ogee of which the

convex part is relatively small and sharp in

curvature, may be noticed as showing how
extremes sometimes meet, an almost identi-

cal form being used for the same purpose,

commonly in Early French, and occasionally

in Early English work. In its older appli-

cation, however, the concave part of the

ogee generally meets the roll at an angle, like

a quirk : in its subsequent one it is divided

from it by a fillet, and this small and appa
rently trifling difference is enough to make a

wonderful change in the character and ex-

pression of the group. The pier arches at

Beverley have a feature which, at least in

certain localities, is commoner than might be
inferred from its rarity in the present collec-

tion. It usually occurs on tlie sides of a

filleted roll, and resembles the half of a much
smaller roll hollowed on its outer side by the

curve of the adjoining cavity. At Ely Cathe-
dral we first see the regular three-quarter

circle take the place of the freely-curved

sinkings of earlier work, and thence to the

Perpendicular sections of Newark and
Beverley tlie transition is not great. We
observe the wide, flattened hollow which has

often been held a mark of very late date, at

Trinity Cluu-ch, Hull, set down at about

A.D. l;!7l). Of the Perpendicular wave mould-
ing, with its usual enclosing chamfers, no
instance is given, and we have even failed to

notice its Decorated variety, so frequent in

the pier arches of our minor churches. Mr.
Sharpe's researches throughout have to do
only with work of the first rank : or it is not

until ho comes to the decadence of Medireval

art that he refers to such buildings even as

Xewark or S. Michael's, Coventry. For
this there may possibly be a reason in

the subject. jNIany a village church with
rich doorways or elaborate arcading has

plain chamfered pier-arches, and so for these

the collector is in a manner driven to abbeys
and catheilrals. But since the practical

business of us all lies far more in compara-
tively small works than in large ones, and
since many—though by no means all—small

churches were anciently built with the highest

skill and ability, we trust that this most
useful, if not most showy, class of models may
find a prominent place in future numbers of

the book under notice.

There is still another wish, which must
have occurred to every one wlio has had the

task, on however small a scale, of trying to

describe groups of Gothic mouldings—and
that is, that some definite names could be
fixed upon and generally adopted, for their

principal constituents. ^Ve have, it is true,

the riill, otherwise called the boutdl, the

pointed roll or pointed houlell, the roll and
fillet, the scroll mouldinr/, the ivai'e moidiliiiij,

the ogee, and the hrace-mouldiivj. But how
many well-marked and distinctive forms
have no name at all, or none that would be
generally intelligible? How are we to desig-

nate that excellent, though not very common
Lancet moulding, of which one variety occurs

in tlie outer order of the first section in our

illustration from Lincoln Cathedral ? In
one phase it might be described as two rolls

separated by a hollow ; but it can hardly

be termed so when the hollow has grown so

slight as to lie barely perceptible. It occurs,

if we remember riglitly, in some of the shaft

capitals at Peterljorough Cathedral, and in

the door-jambs of several Northamptonsliire

churches ; and something like it, modifiedmuch
more tlian improved, is rather a character-

istic member of the plinths and bases in the

later Gothic. How, again, are we to distin-

guish the pointed roll formed by the

meeting of two circular curves, from the

other pointed roll, formed by the meeting of

two straight lines rounded off at the back to

the quirks from which tliey spring ? Again,
by what titles can we ever discriminate

between the numerous, the almost countless,

varieties of the roll and fillet ? As regards

the sligliter shades of difference, the case

indeed is liojieless. There is no fixing down
this Protean feature to rigid shapes and

definite configurations ; to find a separate
name for each of its separate forms would be
as vain as to try and name each separate cloud
as it appears in the sky. Yet, as even there,
description has been made partly possible
by generic titles, so it surely might be here
by a similar method. There is no reason in

the nature of things why the one term " roll

and fillet" should be applied equally to
twenty different forms, varying as much and
often far more from each other than a ci/iHa recta

does from an oimlo. It is worth while to
enumerate just a few of the shapes that

bear this all-including title. First, there is

the circular roll with a small rectangular

fillet planted on it at the middle of its

exposed surface ; that is, supposing it to be
an angle roll, just at the corner of

the square block from which the mould-
ing was worked. Secondly, there is a
similar roll, with the fillet placed on one side

instead of at the comer. This is quite a
different looking feature from the other one,

but it is likewise known as a " roll and
fillet." So, moreover, is the third variety,

in which the fillet joins the roll by a
hollowed curve instead of by an angle,

though this hollow keeps on growing larger

and larger, and the side of the roll approaches

more and more closely to an ordinary ogee.

A fourth variety, or rather group of varieties,

exhibits the roll no longer circular. It may
be drawn out into a sort of elliptical section

;

it may be bent round to the left or the right,

so that its axis, instead of being straight, ia

curved ; it may be flattened at the top, and
made to bulge prominently at the sides, and
this peculiarity may proceed so far that the

fillet even .seems to be squeezed in at the

junction of xvro rolls, which project as far as

itself. Again, such rolls and fillets as those

at Glasgow Cathedral, which have become
nearly all fillet, and scarcely any roll, need to

be distinguished somehow from the delicately-

ridged cylinders, so opposite in proportion,

of the earliest Gothic. Then, what are we
to say of the rolls with two fillets, of

which both may be on the sides, or

either may be placed centrally? And
how are we to mark the cases where the face

of the side fillet is vertical, aud those, on the

other hand, where it is a diagonal plane, facing,

as the case may be, upwards or downwards?
liy what name shall we know that roll and

fillet of the Decorated period which would

bo a roll and a triple fillet, only that two
small beads are substituted for its lateral

appendages? We might prolong the list,

but these instances may show that the "roll

and fillet " ought to be the name of a genus

or a family, not of a species. Proceeding to

other members, what name is there for that

most graceful of Early English abacus

mouldings, whose profile curls over from

above to meet an undercut hollow with a

bead or chamfer beneath? What name is

there for that other almost equally beautiful

one, formed also of a round and hollow, but

in which the latter, stopping in a flat base,

is a mere quarter circle instead of a shadowy

sinking ? AVhat name is there even for one

of the "commonest of early abacus and bell

mouldings, from the transition Norman
period onwards, which resembles the upper

half of a roll and fillet, whose underside had

been transformed into a cavity? What
name is there for that Early arch moulding,

found, amontrst other places, in the Iniilding

known as John of Gaunt's stables, at Lincoln,

which exactly resembles a pointed roll h.aving

its point removed by a small groove? There

is an instance of it in INIr. Sharpe's work from

Furness Abbey ;
but how to allude to it,

otherwise than by describing it, wo are quite

unaware. What, again, are we to call that

conunon Early English arch moulding, a

quarter or more of a circle between two

fillets set at right angles to each other, some-

times meeting them abruptly, sometimes

smoothed off to join them by reflexed curves '?

Should it be described as a wave moulding, or

as half a triply-filleted roll, orisitnot possible
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to devisp some term simpler and more accurate

tian either? The lateral wings, again,

which are neither fillets nor Vieads, often

attached to the later Decorated roll—rounded

above and hollowed beneath, so that tlio two
curves meet in a sharp arris and form a sort

of beak—they surely deserve, for convenience

sake, some short and easily remembered a]i-

peUation, All the forms we have mentioned,

it may be objected, arc mere developments

of a few primary ones. Very true, and some
people suppose in like manner all animals and

plants to be developments of a few primary

species. But we never met with any one who
thought it less necessary on tliis account that

they should each have appellations of their

own, or who, instead of speaking of a horse

or a donkey, alluded to the modified descen-

dant of an equine animal of the Pliocene

epoch. This, however, is analogous to wliat

has to be done at present in speaking of

mouldings. Taking the roll, or roll and fillet

as a starting point, it is constantly necessary

to describe, by roundabout and only half in-

telligilde language, the shape into wluch it

luis been turned and twisted in each particular

example. At best, there is a great risk of

being misunderstood, and even the simplest

combinations can hardly be spoken of to any
piu'pose without incessant reference to out-

lines and illustrations. A score of additional

terms, well selected, or well invented, would
bo a boon for which every one who takes an
interest in the subject ought to be thankful.

It would be a considerable step towards popu-
larising the science of mouldings, which now.

to superficial apprehension, is so full of

vagueness and mystery. We should rejoice

if Mr. Sharpe, in the promised directions for

arrangement at the close of his book, should

take the subject into consideration. It would
be fully fitting that the most complete work
on English mouldings should be accompanied
by the most complete nomenclature.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION'S EXCURSION.

15y One Who Was There.

TV/TONDAY, JULY 31.—Arrived at Ely
-'-'-*- this morning about 11. First view of

Cathedral, as seen on approaching it by rail

from the south, not impressive. It improves,
however, on a nearer approach, and though
the exterior lacks the grandeur of many other
cathedrals, it is impossible to gaze upon it

without admiration. The whole of the in-

terior beautiful in the extreme. A dozen
members already hard at work with sketch-
books and two-feet rules. Some have been
here since Saturday. Galilee Porch attracts

the greatest attention, and there Mr. Sharpe
commences his lecture upon the Cathedral.
Number ofexcursionists smaller than had been
anticipated, but still a large party. Dean
and Archdeacon jiresent, with other clergy-
men and gcnlk'uien

; and ''sweet girl gra-

duates with golden hair," or, more properly,

young lady amateurs, with pencils and pro-
grammes, give variety to the gathering.
Impossible to give in available space even an
outline of Mr. Sharpe's most interesting

remarks upon the cathedral ; specially in-

teresting and specially instructive because
every observation was ilbistratcd by the
object of remark itself. The cathedral itself

was before us, and in it every phase of

Gothic work could bo studied, and, with so

able a ^lentor, studied to the best advantage.
Evensong in the choir before Mr. Sharpe
has concluded, so an adjournment is made,
enabling the mcudiers to take part in tlic

service; at its termination the thread of Mr.
Sharpe's lecture is taken up and brought to

a conclusion. Not only is the cathedral
proper visited and described, b\it the sur-
rounding buildings also, embracing the I'O-

mains of the infirmary of the monastery,
Prior Cranden's Chapel, with its elaborate
tesselated pavement, &c., and many other
" tit-bits" of interest. Trinity Chapel, also,

entered from the north transept of the cathe-

dral, and used as a parish church, is also

visited, and its most beautiful and intricate

carving and nobly-groined roof examined as

carefully as time permits. Probably in no
other building in England of the same size is

there such variety, delicacy, a»id abundance
of carved ornament as here. The material is

"clunch,'' a kind of hard chalk; it is

eminently adapted for minute detail, and the

artists to whom we owe Trinity Cliapel liave

to the fullest extent utilised the cajiabilities

of the materi.al. Dinner at the Lamb Hotel

at half-past seven. Mr. Sharpe in the chair.

Tlie Dean and Archdeacon right and left of

him. After dinner a little speechifying.

Thanks to the Dean and Cliapter for allow-

ing access to all parts of the cathedral. Reply
from Dean, ditto from Archdeacon. Always
glad to have intelligent visitors to their

catliedral. At nine tlie cathedral is opened
for us, and we are favoured with an organ

performance. Cathedral in utter darkness,

and consequent unusually solemn effect of

the "Dead Mai'ch in Sauk" Trinity Chapel

lit up so that we may study its carved work
by gaslight. On returning to the cathedral

we find it also lighted up, and a careful exa-

mination of the reredos and the monuments
in the choir is made. Discussion as to the

extent to which colour and gilding may be

introduced into architecture, and especially

upon stonework. IMr. Sharpe advocates at

the most a very sparing use of such, and his

opinion is generally concurred in by the

party. One by one the lights are extin-

guished, and the faint light entering tln-ough

the clerestory windows hardly prepares us for

the brilliant moonlight outside, which bathes

the exterior of the cathedral here in silver

glory and there in deepest gloom.

Tuesday.—Adventurous members make
their way by devious passages and steep

narrow stairs to the smnmit of the west
tower and of the central octagon. The con-

struction of the latter (timber, covered on the

outside with lead) attracts considerable no-

tice and study. The ascent to the top of the

octagon is made up a sort of pipe in one of

the angles, which a flying buttress intersects

midway in its height. Once at the top, how-
ever, there is a fine view of the surrounding

country.

By i0.4t) train from Ely to AVatlington

station. Walk to the church of 'W'iggenhall

S. i\Iary ISIagdalene, a Rectilinear structure,

with some good woodwork iu the shape of

bench ends, &c. Embark in boats on the

river, and row down to Wiggenhall S. Ger-
main's, another Rectilinear church, particu-

larly rich in bench ends, which have been
illustrated in Colling's •' Details of Gothic
Arciiitecture." Return to the boats, and
descend the river a little further. Then land

and walk to \\'iggenhall S. Mary the Virgi7i,

a fine church with some more excellent bench
ends. Well-moulded Early English arch to

south entrance doorway. Cym.agraphs at

work at it and other parts. Return through

the fields to the boats, and discuss luncheon

as we row down to Lynn. A rush through

the town brings us to the railway station,

whore we book for Dersinghani. jU-riving

there we find 'buses waiting to take us to

the church. A rich treat here in a very
recently uncovered piscina and sedilia, com-
prising four bays of beautiful arcading. A
cluster of sketchers and cymagrapliers collect

material for a complete drawing. A pleasant

drive from Dersingham Churcli bi'ings us to

Sandringham House. This is a modern Eliza-

bethan m.ansion of no particular exceUeiice,

and not at all suggestive of a Royal owner.

In the grounds is situated the parish cliurch

(if .Sanih'inghani. It has been restored, and
.sonicliow or other the charm which invests

untouched churches is lost. Loyal members
sit down in the Royal pew, and turn over tlie

leaves of the Royal prayer-books, and then

go outside to see the grave of the last little

Prince. Drive to Castle Rising Cliurch.

Pleasant relief from the Reotiliuoar work of

preceding churches. Here is Transitional
work of a very interesting character. Oppo-
site the east end is a quaint brick building,

an almshouse founded iu the reign of James
the First. Inmates wear most peculiar cos-

tume, absurd but picturesque. Next to
Castle Rising itself. One or two rooms have
been modernised, and are now inhabited, but
the greater part is a complete ruin. Collec-

tion of ornamental tiles found in the neigh-

bourhood inserted over kitchen fireplace.

Endlessvariety of design, geometrical patterns,

coats of arms, conventional representations of

animals, &c. Gallery of great hall very in-

teresting. One particular cable ornament on
an engaged shaft is afterwards discovered in

nearly every sketch-book. Fine view from
top of castle. Land and sea bathed in sun-
shine. Drive into Lynn past the picturesque
brick tower of the (jray Friars. I)inner and
moonlight stroll past the old Flemish-looking
Custom-house of the port.

Wednesd-W.—Leave Lynn at S.f.O. Mem-
bers clustering like bees on the top of omni-
buses. Visit the following churches :

—

Tilney All .Saints : Fine Curvilinear tower of

good ashlar masonry, date about loIO to
i;!.50. Some interesting Transitional piers in

nave. Good roof, with carved angels at ends
of hammer beams. No wind braces, which
only disturb the eye, and are of no construc-
tional use. West Walton : Tower com-
pletely detached to the south of the church.

Lancet arcading round tower. Interior of

church very beautiful, (ilorious Early foliage

to capitals, deeply undercut. Piers circular in

p'.an, with four detached shafts of Purbeck
marble banded to main pier. Fine geometri-
cal window in south aisle of nave. For
illustrations of West Walton Church see

Colling's " Details." Walpole S. Peter ;

Capital Rectilinear church, grand effect of

exterior. South porch and parvise. Tower
Curvilinear, very plain but excellent. Sanctus
bell-cot over chancel arch. Altar raised

nearly seven feet above floor of nave, owing
to the existence of an ancient way at east

end of chui-ch, wdiich was arched over when
chancel was lengthened. Lower part of

rood screen still remains, with painted figure

decoration upon it. Jacobean font cover.

Panelled font. Real lilies bound round it,

one in each panel. Delicate perfume and
good effect. Idea for sculpture. Oak screens

to family chapels. Walpole S. Andrew

:

Rectilinear church, with good piscina.

Epitaph in churchyard:

—

" Life is a city full of crook'pd strnets;

Death is the market place where all men meet;
If life was a merchant disc that men could buy,

Rich men would ever hve and poor men die."

Terrington S. Clement: Tower detached at

N.W. corner. Altar raised considerably

above floor. Font cover of peculiar construc-

tion, with painted decoration inside. Lynn
.S. iMargarct : Chancel is of Lancet woi-k

particularly solid in character. Nave is

modern and barbarous. Stalls in chancel

particularly good. Lots of grotesques on
brackets and misereres. Fine brass lectern,

claws of eagle have disappeared. Two very
fine memorial brasses of great size in floor of

altar space. Lynn S. Nicholas : Peculiar for

a remarkable circumstance. Tlie buiklers of

the Lancet period had no sooner finished the
west fi'ont of their church than they liuilt a

tower right against it, thus blocking up their

west doorway and the windows above.

Floor of old Lancet churcli several feet

below floor of present church, and over-

flowed at high tide. New spire of timber

covered with lead lately added to tower.

Cost £1,84U, weight 201) tons. (Jeneral

opinion : should have been stone. Eleven-light

west window. Cross-like arrangement of

central light and tracery. Fine brass lectern

similar to that in the sister church. Claws
wanting here also. Suggested that they have

been of silver, and stolen for their intrinsic

value. After dinner walk to the Lady
Chapel on the Red Mount. Curious little

structure, illustrated in Britton's •• Architec-
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tvu-al Antiquities." Red brick sliell with a

kernel of stone, the Latter by far the better

part. Later on an organ performance for our

benefit in S. Margaret's. Sketching goes on

by gaslight.
"

Thursd.-vy.—Leave Lynn at 8.20 by train

for Wisbech. Then by carriage to Elm
Chm-ch, which possesses good traceried

window, and good caps and bases to the piers.

From there to Walsoken : Exterior of church

mainly Rectilinear. Tower, Lancet below and

Curvilinear above. Interior Transitional, but

has been restored ! Mouldings tooled over

and mutilated. General denunciation of all

parties concerned. Chancel arch particularly

rich in zigzags, &c. Jolly old chest in

vestry. Wisbech : Rectilinear church, with

two aisles on north side of .nave. Luncli at

inn, and then drive to Leverington : Square

tower with octagonal spire. Octagonal tur-

rets instead of pinnacles at angles of tower

at springing of spire. Parvise- over soutli

porch has a stone roof in imitation of wood,

more curious than beautiful. Fine Rectilinear

piscina in S.E. angle of S. choir aisle. Drive

from Leverington to Wisbech railway station.

Train to Boston via Sutton Bridge. Have to

wait there an hour and a quarter. Cooling

and refreshing drinks largely indulged in.

Nothing else to do. Nothing to see. Glad
when train comes. Arrive at Boston at (i.

Dinner at the Peacock. Then into church

for a short time. Dim gaslight, by which
the grand interior is seen probably to the

best effect, for the sham groining in the aisles.

&c., is not noticed in the shade.

FliiDAY.—Leave Boston by train at 8..3.

One or two of our number arrive at station

just in time to catch train. Have slept in

and got no breakfast. Chaff ensues. Leave
train at Surfleet station. Carriages waiting

for us. Omnibus with postilion in red jacket.

Swell tui'n-out. Drive to Pinchbeck ; Recti-

linear exterior. Tower having settled during

the progress of its building, the effect has

been somewhat rectified in the belfry stage,

which is almost plumb. An English tower
of Pisa ! Interior of church peculiar. Has
originally been Norman and Transitional, but
has been taken down and rebuilt in Recti-

linear times. Old materials used again.

Strange mixture of detail. Chirrch has been
raised in height, the old piers being built

upon, so that they are Norman in plan, but of

Rectilinear proportions and with Rectilinear

caps. Effect of interior much injured by tlie

discordant colours used for decorating (?) tlie

nave piers. Old rector offended at remarks
upon them. A few remains of old ancient

stained glass. Wish that modern work was
like it. Figures in outline almost as

if stencilled, and bright colour used
sparingly with gemlike effect. Surfleet

:

Tower very much out of plumb, spire

very little, showing that spire has been
built after settlement of tower. What faith

the b.uilders must have had ! Efflgy of

knigho on north side of altar ; feet go into

chancel wall, a niche being prepared for

them. Gosberton : Cross church, witli central
tower and crocketed spire ; wretchedly wiry
flying buttresses from pinnacles of tower to
sides of . spire. Good piers and arcade in

chancel. Quadring: Tower walls and but-
tresses batter considerably, object being to
give greater spread to footings. In the Fen
Country foundations not good ; indeed, it is

almost certain that many churches have
actually sunk bodily into the ground, in some
cases to the extent of two feet. Level
altered both on inside and outside, showing
that difference is not owing to external accu-
mulation of rubbish. Donington : A church
really well restored, tower to south-west, its

ground story forming the south porch,
projecting from aisle, and therefore in its

upper stages quite detached from clerestory

of nave, an effective position. Interesting

stall division of stone preserved in chancel,

date probably about V2'20. A cluster of

sketchers testifies to its beauty. Bicker : A
cross church ; nave Transitional ; remaider of

church Lancet, except the tower, which is Late
Geometrical ; nave arcade very rich in zigzags,

billet moulds, &c. Swineshead : Some good
bench ends collected in south aisle. Boston
Church : After dinner the church bells are

rung, and many members ascend the tower.

Chimes every hour, playing twenty-eight

tunes, one for each day of the month. Organ
performance in church for our gratification.

SATniDAY.—By train from Boston to

Algarkirk station, drive to Sutterton : Nave
arcade Transitional, rebuilt in Rectilinear

period. Old material used, but fresh details

inserted. Pretty Lancet clerestory to north

transept. Algarkirk : Church situated in a

pretty park ; a cross church of much
interest, although it has been restored.

Quantity of modei-n stained glass; quality

would have been better. Kirton : Bad
effect in chancel from the use of dark
mortar. Should always be of the same
colour as the stone. Fine Curvilinear

windows in the south aisle. Rectilinear

panelled font. Three doorways into nave.

The south and west of these exhibit Tran-
sitional and Geometrical mouldings mixed up
together, showing that the previously exist-

ing doorways have been taken down and
rebuilt in Geometrical times ; or it may be

that the stones of the Transitional chancel

arch were utilised in tlie construction of

these doorways. The north doorway into

the nave is Geometrical throughout. Framp-
ton : Beautiful Lancet tower and very fine

octagonal broach spire, with three tiers of

spire lights on cardinal faces only. From
the diagonal buttress at the south-east angle

of the south transept projects a sculptured

head with an inscription above, deciphered

as follows :
—" Wot ye whi I stond her for?

I forswormy fath. Ego Ricardus inAngulo."
Return to Boston : To the church to hear

Mr. Sharpe's remarks upon it. Finest example
of a parish church in England. Nave of

seven bays with side aisles. Cm-vilinear

tliroughout. Good stall work in chancel,

with grotesques and miseres. The tower,

or " Boston stump," has been so often

illustrated that it needs no description.

Final dinner at the Peacock. Vote of thanks

to Sir. Sharpe. Health to our chaplain, our

reverend friend of a year before ; and then

good-bye. South, west, and north go the

excursionists, well satisfied with their week's
holiday, and better for it in body and mind.

May we meet again another year !

REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAJST BOAliD
OF WORKS FOR 1870-71.

"VHEAR by year the reports of the Metropolitan

JL Board of Works record in an unpretending

manner the progress which has during the last six-

teen years marked the government of the metro-

polis in matters appertaining to the jurisdiction of

the Board.

Standing on the Victoria Embankment, now fast

approaching completion, with the river partially

cleansed rolling past a stately quay, as such a

noble river should, and not creeping like some loath-

some thing in and out pestiferous creeks, amid reelc-

ing, slime-covered, slowly-rotting barges ; and at

one's back, masking the ugly remains of wharfs

and warehouses, a fair garden gaily set out with

flowers and shrubs, one cannot but feel grateful to

the Metropolitan Board for what it has done, though,

in true English fashion, it may have taken a long

while to do it. We need not recapitulate the parti-

culars of the construction of the works further than

to remind every one that 37:^ acres have been re-

claimed from the river, of which 19 acres are occu-

pied by carriage and footways ; 7^ acres have been

appropriated by the Crown, the Societies of the

Temple, and other adjacent landowners
; and the re-

maining 8 acres of which are devoted to the public

use as ornameutal grounds.

It is not every yearly report that can chronicle

the completion of such a piece of work, yet the

record of tlie past year bears witness to an aggre-

gate of work in other directions of considerable im-

portance. With the exception of a short piece near

Blackfriars-bridge in connection with the Fleet out-

let, and the portion between Chelsea-bridge and

Cremorne pumping station, the whole of the

Northern Low Level Sewer is completed. At a

cost of X13,000 the Abbey Mills pumping has been
rendered more thoroughly efficient by arrangements
for working the engines in pairs, and the necessary
work of covering, reconstructing, and straightening
the old main lines of sewers has been proceeded
with as rapidly as possible. The Albert Embank-
ment, completed more than a year and a half ago, is,

like the Victoria Embankment, to be ornamented bj'

planting the spare plots of ground with trees and
flowers ; the construction of the Chelsea Embank-
ment, which will complete the northern river line of
thoroughfare from Chelsea Hospital to Battersea-
bridge, has also been commenced.
Among street improvements the further progress

of Queen Victoria-street towards completion must
be mentioned. All of it is flnished with the excep-
tion of about 500ft. of roadway from Peter's-hill

to New Earl street. The Park-lane im])rovement,

which consists in the widening of Hamilton-place,
and opening its northern end into Park-lane, has
also been completed. In the preservation of open
commons and spaces, the Board have during the
past year concluded a very satisfactory arrangement
for the acquisition of Hampstead Heath. The
obstinacy wliich characterised the late Sir T. M.
Wilson was fortunately not found in his successor,

Sir J. M. Wilson, who has met the Board in a fair

and business-like manner, thus enabling them to
settle a very old grievance. The Heath is to become
the property of the Board for a sum of £4,700, in-

clusive of all charges except such compensations
as the Board may have to pay to copyholders. An
equal measure of success cannot, unfortunately, be
recorded as having attended similar efforts ou the

part of the Board with respect to Epping Forest.

DUTIES OF PARISH AUDITORS.

IT is fpequently imagined that the duty of an
Auditor is simply to cast up a series of cash

columns, and see that the totals of each are correctly

transferred. But such is not the view, says Homer's
Monthly Circular, taken by the Metropolitan Local
Management Act. This Act proWdes that the

Auditors of the Accounts of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, District Boards and Vestries, shall, on a

day in tlie month of May, to be fixed by the Auditors,

attend at the various principal oflices of such Boards
and A'estries, and the Clerics, Treasurers, and other

officers of such Boards and Vestries shall produce

and laj' before such Auditors, at every such audit,

their accounts for the year preceding, and also a
fuU statement and account of all contracts, moneys
received and expended, during the preceding year,

up to 2.5th March of the then present year, properly

arranged under heads of receipt and expenditure,

and also all arrears of rates, and moneys owing to,

and mortgages, debts, and liabilities owing by such

Boards and Vestries respectively ; with vouchers,

books, papers, instruments, and writings in their

custody or control, relating to such moneys, &c.

The Auditor has power, in the presence of any
ratepayers who may desire to attend, to examine
any members of the Boards or Vestries, and to

summon them for that purpose to attend, touchmg
the said accounts, and to hear any complaint of anj'

ratepayer or creditor respecting such accounts, and

to examine, allow, or disallow the accounts, and to

charge in such accounts all sums which ought to be,

but are not accounted for or brought into account,

and if such accounts be found correct, but not

otherwise, the Auditor or majority of Auditors shall

sign the same. It is, therefore, evident that the

Auditor is the chief check upon parochial expendi-

ture, and ratepayers should see that he docs liis dutj'.

At a time when in some parishes the rates and ta.xes

amount to 40 per cent, upon the rental, it is desir-

able the ratepayers should attend and see how the

money they pay in rates is appropriated. Till rate-

payers take a more personal interest in parochial

management very slight will be the chance of reduc-

ing expenditure.

The Courts at the 0[,1) Bailev.—Mr. Com-
missioner Kerr, a day or two since, took occasion to

complain of the condition of the courts in the Old

Bailey, and drew attention to the fact tliat he and the

jury, and indeed, every one concerned, had to submit

either to be oppressed witli heat, or. in the event of

the windows being opened, to be absolutely deafened

bv the noise of the carriage traflic outside, making

it impossible in the latter case to hear tlie statements

of the witnesses or the accused. He added that a

few months ago he protested against a sum i*i £000
being spent upon the courts without any enlargement

or improvement being made, and that lie thought it

disgraceful that jur3'nienaud witnesses in waiting had

no suflicient accommodation, and had mostly to hang

about public-houses in the neighbourhood.
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DESIGN FOK AVINCUESTEK TOA\'^' HALL.

A SHORT time since (Brii.Dixo News, No. 854)
we gave an illustration of the preraiateil

design for the Winchester Town Hall, and %ve now
present our readers with a double i)atre illustra-

tion of a design submitted for the same building by
Mr. Edward AY. Godwin. All who are concerned

in competitions and the comparative merits of

selected and rejected designs will no doubt compare

these with interest.

The main endeavour of the architect in his de-

sign was to mass the buildings required well together,

so as to cover as little of the site as possible, the

sum mentioned in the instructions to the competing

architects having rendered this method of treat-

ment absolutely imperative. The low level of the

site, the immediate proximity of lofty buildings, and

the b^'-no-means distant College and Cathedral, ne-

cessitated a recourse to height, in order to secure

the dignity due to a Guildhall of a city like Win-
chester. To have done this, however, by a solid

tower would have been too costly, and as a civic or

domestic character should be given to the tower, so

that in the distance it might not be mistaken for a

church steeple, it was deemed advisable to design

the upper portion of the tower mostly as of timber-

framing covered with lead.

The principal feature of the internal design is the

inner lobby and grand staircase leading therefrani

to the council chamber. Here Mr. Godwin contem-

plated the employment of stained glass, vaulted

roofs, and historical wall paintings, representing

such scenes as the grant of Henry H., in 1184;
that of John in 1"20H; the reconciUatiou of the

town and King by Queen Margaret; and the ex-

amination of the Mint Masters by Henry \. in the

Christmas of 1125. These might have impressed

the visitor with due reverence for the historical

greatness of the chamber he was approaching, in the

ante-room to which he would read of those AVin-

chester worthies who for nearly seven centuries

from the time of Florence de Lunn had filled the

office of chief magistrate.

As an arcbreologist, the anthor of tliis design

must have felt more than a mere business interest in

this competition. The building of a Town Hall for

a city like "Winchester could not but engage the

earnest attention of any architect. Mr. Godwin's
regret at the rejection of his design we can believe

and share.

AN AMERICAN VIEW OF PATENT LAWS.

THE Hon. Chas. Mason, an Ex-Commissiou^of
Patents, has WTitten Mr. Geo. Haseltine, in

this country, an instructive letter on the subject, an
abstract of which we append :— I have, he says, never

had any serious doubt of the wisdom of a judicious

system of patent laws. The public welfare is best

promoted by inspiring individual effort in respect to

invention, through the motive of private gain ; and
who can more justlj' claim the exclusive use of any
property than he who has brought it into being ?

—

The American system of examination is productive

of much advantage to inventors aud the public, but
I doubt the wisdom of lodging in officials an un-
limited power of rejection. H the duties of ex-
aminers were advisory and adjuvant, reserving to an
applicant the ultimate right to a patent, at his own
risk, the chief objection to this system would be

removed.—The fees by all means should be small

—

barelj* sufficient to defray the expenses of the Patent
Office. Inventors are benefactors, and as a class

poorly compensated for their labour. Tlie imposition

of large fees discourages invention, ami thereby

checks the progress of civilisation. This cannot be

sound policy.—Experience leads me to the conclu-

sion that patents should be granted for more than

fourteen years, but this term, in most cases of merit,

is extended by our office to twenty-one, and ot ten by

Congress to twenty-eight years. The new law limits

the term of a patent to seventeen years, wliicli will,

no doubt, hereafter be extended ; and I do not think

twenty-one years too long a period for the original

grant.—In one respect I like your system better

than ours—your foes arc paid in instalments, giving

the patentee the option of keeping his patent alive.

The French plan of annuities is carrying the matter
rather too far. I think the English system better

than the French or the American, and all that is

needed is a reduced rate of fees.—Experts are nften

very useful, but they are regarded with suspicion,

and their opinions have little weight in our courts,

therefore what might be a great evil carries in some
measure its own re:nedy, and the interposition of

jurors in patent suits is generally avoided by obtain-

ing injunctions in Chancery, which is our usual
remedy for infringeraeuts.

L'.iXUUN INTEiiXATloNAL EXHIBITION
OF 1872.

HEPv MAJESTY'S Commissioners for the Ex-
hibition of lyol announce that the second

of the Series of Annual International Exhibitions of

Selected Works of Fine Art (including Music),

Industrial Art, aud Recent Scientific Inventions and

Discoveries, will be opened at South Kensington,

London, on Wednesday, the 1st May, 1.S72, and

closed on Monday, the oOth September, 1S72.

These exhibitions will take place in the perma-

nent buildings erected for the purpose, adjoining the

Roval Horticultural Gardens, and in the Royal

Albert Hall. Each annual exhibition will consist

of three divisions, viz. : (1) Fine Arts
;

(l>) Jlanu-

factures ; (3) Recent Scientific Inventions and New
Discoveries. Divisions I. and HI, will form part

of each annual exhibition. The classes of manufac-

tures included in Division II. will vary fron\ year

tu year.

Tiie productions of all nations will be admitted,

subject to their approval by competent judges as

being of sufficient excellence to be worthy uf exhi-

bition, and provided they have not been exhibited

in the previous International Exhibition.

The Exhibition of 1872 will consist of tlie follow-

ing classes. For each class a separate committee of

selection will be appointed:

—

Division I.—Fine Arts.

Fine Arts Applied or not Applied to Works of Utility

Executed Since IHCi.

Clnss 1.—Painting of all kinds, in oil, water colours,

distemper, wax, enamel, and on glass, porcelaiu,

Mosaics, &c.

Class 1*.—Sculpture, Modelling, Carving, aurt Chasing in

marble, stone, wood, terra-cotta, metal, ivory, glass, pre-

cious sc-.'nes. aud any other materials.

Class 3.—Engraviug; Lithography; Photography, as a

fine art, executed iu the preceding twelve mouths.
Class 4.—Architectural Designs aud Drawings. Photo-

graphs of executed buildingci, studies or restorations of

existing buildings and models.
Class 5.—Tapestries, Carpets. Embroideries, Shawls,

Lace, &e.. shown not as manufactures, but for the hue art

of their design in form or colour.

Class 0.—Designs for all kinds of Decorative Manufac-
tures.

Class 7.—Eeproductions— i. c, exact copies of Ancient
or Mediffival pictiu-es painted before A.d. 1550. Reproduc-
tious of mosaics and enamels ; copies iu plaster aud
llctile ivory. Electrotypes of ancient works uf art, &c.

Division II.—Manufactures.

Class S.—Cotton and Cotton Fabrics.

Clafis 9.—Jewellery— (. c, articles worn as personal
ornaments made of precious metals, precious stones, or

their imitations, but not goldsmiths' and silversmiths'

Wijrk. which will be exhibited iu 1870, or watches, which
will be exhibited iu 1S75.

Class 10.—Musical Instriunents of all kinds.

Class 11.—Acoustic Apparatus aud Experiments.
Class 12.—Paper, Stationery, and Printing:—(a) Paper,

card, and millboard ;
(f>) statiuuery, account books, ac;

(c) letterpress, plate, and all other modes of printing.

Raw Materials, Machinery, and Processes used in the
production of all the several classes of manufactures men-
tioned above.

Detailed rules and lists of the separate trades engaged
in the production of objects of manufactme will be
issued.

Division III.—Recent Scientific Inventions and
New Discoveries uf All Kinds.

All objects submitted for this Exhibiti(m must
have been produced since 1802. In the divisions of

Manufactures and Recent Scientitic Inventions and

Discoveries producers can send only one specimen of

each kind of object they produce, such objects being

distinguished by novelty or excellence. The
arrangement of the objects will be strictly aceording

to classes, and not, as in former International Exhi-

bitions, according to nationalities. Foreign govern-

ments which desire to have space guaranteed for

special and selected objects can obtain such a

guarantee upon making application before tlie 1st

October, 1871. (See special rules.) Objects pro-

duced in the United Ivingdom, as well as those

(tbjcets produced in foreign countries, for which

space has not been guarautei d, must be sent direct

to the building for the inspection and approval of

judges appointed for the purpose. All objects must
be delivered at the proper places in the building,

which will be hereafter advertised, and into the care

<if the appointed ofhcers, free of all charges for car-

riage, tJcc, unpacked, labelled, and ready for imme-
diate exhibition. Xo rent will be chiu-ged for space.

Her Majesty's Commissioners will provide glass

cases, stands, and fittings, steam and water power,

ami general shafting, free of cost to the exhibitors,

if their rerpiiremcut-s in these respects be notilied to

Iler JIajesty's Commissioners before tlie IstJanuary,

1S72, and the Commissioners will carry out the

arrangement of the objects by their own olficers,

except iu regard to machinery, and to any special

cases rc(iuiring skilled assistance, which must be

provided by the exhibitor. Her Majesty's Com-
missioners will take the greatest possible care

of all objects, but they will not hold them-

selves responsible for loss or damage of any kind.

Prices should be attached to all works of art, and
retail prices to all otlier objects intended for sale at

the close of the Exhibition. Agents will be ap-
pointed to attend to the interests of exhibitors.

Ever}- object belonging to Divisions II. and III.

must be accompanied by a label, stating the name
and address of the exhibitor, the special reasons

(such as excellence, novelty, cheapness, A'c.) why it-

is offered for exhibition, aud the retail price at which

the public can obtain it.

The days appointed for receiving each class of

objects are as follows :

—

On Friday, March 1st.—Machinery and raw material.

On Saturday, March 2nd.—Recent scientillc inventions
and discoveries.
On Monday, March 4th.—Cotton.
On Tuesday. March 5th.—Acoustic apparatus.
On Wednesday, March (Jth.—Paper, stationery, and

printing.
On Thursday, March 7th.—Painting in oil and in water

colours.

On Friday, March Sth,—Paintmg in oil and in water
colours.

Ou Saturday, March Oth.-Reproductions of pictures,
mosaics, enamels. &.q.

On Monday, March 11th.—Architectural designs, draw-
ings, aud models.
On Tuesday, March IStlu—Tapestries, carpets, embroi-

deries, &e.

Ou Wednesday, March 13th.—Engraving, lithography,
phutographj', as tine arts.

On Thursday', March 14th.—Designs for all kinds of
decurative manufactures.
Ou Friday, March loth.—Furniture and all decorative

works.
(In Monday, March 18th.—Stained glass.

Ou Monday, March 25th.—Musical instruments.
e»u Wednesday, March v!7th.—Sculpture.

On Tuesday, April yth.—Jewellery, which must be
brought in small cases, to be previously obtained from tho
Commissioners,

Prizes will not be awarded, but a certificate of liis

having obtained the distinction of admission to the

Exhibition will be given to each exhibitor.

The present rules apply to the Exhibition of lt^72»

and are subject to revision in future years. All

persons contributing to these exhibitions shall be

considered thereby to render themselves subject to

such rules and regulations as Her Majesty's Com-
missioners may, irova time to time, lay down for the

conduct of these exhibitions.

Musical AitiiANGEMEXTS.—Her Majesty's Com-
missioners will appoint a committee to select, for

performance in the llo^'al Albert Hall, new composi-

tions of merit which may have beeu pubUshed before

the 1st March, 1872.

Slti'lemextary Courts.—Foreign Governments
may also erect, subject to the regulations laid down
by Her Majesty's Commissioners, supplementary

buildings, with the object of giving additional space

to the exhibitors selected for admission into the

Annual International Exhibitions, but these build-

ings are only to be used for the display of objects

corresponding with those prescribed for each par-

ticular year.
>

THE ALBERT BRIDGE

CONSIDERING the length of time this muc&-
needed bridge has been in a state of almost

complete abeyance, the public will, no doubt, be a

little surprised to hear that there is now a continu-

ous platft»rm of timber right across the river. This

will serve as the temi)orary staging and working

roadway during the construction of the permanent

bridge. AVhatcver may have beeu the inactivity

and ueglect of those who formerly had to do with

the project, it has been more than compensated for

by the energy and vigour displayed under the new
nyime. It is scarcely six weeks since the contrac-

tor, Mr. Williamson, set to work to alter, repair,

and greatly extend the ?xisting staging and tim-

bering, so as to adapt it to the different features of

the new design. Under the able management of

Mr. F. AV. Bryant, C.E., of Blackfriars-bridge cele-

brity, the works are uow fairly started, and will be

pushed on as rapidly as possible. The cast iron

cylinders will soon be ready for sinking, and in a

short time the permanent structure will be^'in to

give visible signs of its existence. A small party,

consisting of the directors of the undertaking, the

engineers, the contractor, aud some visitors, met on

the temporary bridge, on Monday last, and drack

success to the project in a social glass of good wine.

A Church Struck by Ligiitxiso.—A violent

thunderstorm passed over Stone, iu Staffordshire,

aud the locaUty on "Wednesday week. Just as the

church clock had struck seven the tower of the

parish church w;is struck, and one of the four vanes

with its iron supporter, blown from the pinnacle,

which also was shattered. The lead roof of the

church was penetrated by a portion of the falling

pinnacle.
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NOTES ON CARPENTRY AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES.—V.

IN the franing of gates how much bad
work we see ! Sometimes the bars are

not braced at all, and often imperfectly ; the

foot of the l>raec, for instance, resting on the
lower bar and its head abutting on the head-
post, by which contrivance tlie weight of the

gate is brought to bear in the most effectual

way to drive the head-post off tlie tenon of

the top bar, and at the same time the weight
of the gate is made to cause a cross strain on
the tenon of the bottom bar.

The proper way to frame a gate is to cut a

shoulder in the heel-post a little above the

bottom bar, mortise it for the tenon of the

brace, and cut a similar shoulder and mortice

on the underside of the top bar, in the centre

of it, at a distance from the head-post of

about, but not exceeding, one-third of the

length of the gate. Lay the common bars

alongside, and let them into the head and
heel posts to their full depth of |in., and
strongly nail them to. Stiffen them by two
vertical battens. Sin. by Jin., placed on the

opposite side of the gate. Hang the gate to

a firm post, and set up a sufficient clap-post,

and you will have erected a gate that will

stand up to its work.
The frame, that is the top bar, the heel-

post, and the brace, should be of hard
wood ; the rest may be fir, and will be better

of fir than hard wood, because it will be
lighter. The mortices in the top bar and in

the heel-post sliould be Jin. wide. The gate
must be held firmly back to the main post by
a long strap clasping the end of the top bar,

and the bolt by which the gate hangs to the

post must pass through it, and be secured at

the back. The hooked staple upon which the

gate rests at the bottom must have a large

shoulder to prevent its being driven further

into the post.

The framing of lock gates or of pointing gates
for di'ainage woi'ks has peculiarities requiring
the nicest adjustment of work, as all work
does where water has to be contended with.

The following is a description of a pair

framed imder tlie present writer's inspection,

and the notes made at the time are to the

following effect : — "\Ve had the timber,
English oak, sawn ^in. wider each way than
the finished dimensions, to allow for planing
and squaring up. When it was ready to be
wi'ought and framed, two largo timbers were
laid along the ground (the width apart being
the length of the gate to be framed), and the
bars were got on to them and planed on one
side, across the grain. A winding stri]5 of

deal, about 4in. by Jin., 2ft. long, was then
placed at each end, and the ends planed down
until the strips were out of winding. The
middle part was then planed over crosswise,

until the whole was out of winding. The
inside of the piece, or that side which had to

come next the pointing sill, was straightened
first, which served to gauge the other dimen-
sions from : and the other sides having been
planed up to the proper dimensions, the
tenons of the bars were marked with a gauge
of the form shown in fig. 23.

The length of the bar from shoulder to

shoulder being then marked, leaving ^in. too
long at each end for scribing up, the
tenons were cut to the proper length, and
as each Ijar was finished it was placed further
along the gantry and covered up from the
sun and weather, otherwise they would
have been warped and twisted so that they
could not have been accurately put together.

The mitre posts and the heel posts were
next worked, and the mortices gauged with
the same gauge that had been used for the
bars. Both mitre and heel posts were left

square until the gates had been put together.

The bars then being laid in position, with
the planking side downwards, the mitre and
heel posts were brought to their places, and
knocked on to the tenons of the bars with
wood niells (mauls) as far as they would go.

Four rotls of Ijin. iron, screwed at each end,

were then laid across, two at each side of

the gate, and packings having been put in

between the washers and the heel and mitre

posts, they were screwed up close, and the

width between the mitre and heel posts

having been adjusted so that it was the same
at both ends, ^in. was gauged off from them
on the ends of the bars, which were out off

to that line as soon as the heel and mitre

posts had been taken off.
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The T plates and L plates were then let

into the gates on the face side, so as to be

flush with it, and after being marked with

a prick punch, corresponding with the same
niarks on the gates, they were removed and
the holes punched. The gates were then

covered with a coat of oil of creosote, and
when dry, which was in about an hour,
another coat was put on. The heel-post was
then rounded off, first by taking off the two
arises, then the remaining four, and so on,

until the heel of the gate had been brought
perfectly true to a mould. The edges of the
middle bars on the face side were then
chamfered off. All the bars and the mitre
and heel-posts were now turned over, with
the planking side upwards, and the screw put
on again, and the whole screwed tightly up.

Draw-bar pins of oak liu. diameter, were
then driven into augur holes previously

bored through the mitre and heel posts, and
through the tenons of the bars, two holes in

each tenon. The holes in the tenons being
bored a little short of those in the heel and
mitre posts, the j^ins drew up the bars still

tighter, or at least, prevented them giving
way after the screws were removed.
The rebates were now cleaned out at the

corners, and the planking, which was 2in.

thick, cut to the proper length and shot
straight on the edges. A mixture of cow-
hair and Archangel tar was now made. The
hair, being in lumps, had to be beaten out
until quite free, and about a handful was put
into about two cjuarts of tar. The mixture
was then spread over the seat of the planking.

The planks were covered on the edges with
white lead and oil, or stiff white paint, and
laid in their places (being first ereosoted on
the under side), and when three planks in

width had been laid down they were wedged
up close by double wedges and then spiked

down with 5in. deck spikes.

The notes of another pair of gates are as

follow :—The top and bottom bars, and the
mitre and heel posts, were of African oak

;

the middle bars of Memel fir. The tenons of

the bars were smeared with Stockholm tar to

make them slip into the mortices better, and
to keep out the water. The planking was
bedded on the bars with felt, soaked in boil-

ing tar, or the tar was put on to the bars and
the felt laid on it, and when the planking was
spiked down it squeezed out the surplus tar

and made a very solid

bed. The joints of the
planking were caulked
with oakum, the plank-

ing was first close jointed

and then the joints were
rimed out on the upper
side, but not quite to the

full depth of the plank-

ing. A thread of white oakimi was then

caulked in and two threads of black on the

top of it. When the gates were put into the

water the planking swelled and quite buried

the oakum in the heart of the joint. All the

castings and other ironwork were bedded on

flannel and white and red lead, mi-xed. The
gates were payed over with, first, a coat of

oil of vitriol and fish oil, in the proportion of

about one of vitriol to 10 or 12 of fish oil.

The second coat consisted of the first mixture,

with the addition of a little Stockholm tar.

Third coat, more tar mixed with former mbc-

ture. Fourth coat, more tar still, and the last

coat consisted of tar and pitch.

The pointing sills were Ijedded on the apron

on white and red lead, mixed. Tlie apron

was formed by laying a floor of timbers loin,

square and loin, apart in the clear, across

which were laid timbers 13in. square, laid

close, upon which was laid close planking oin.

thick, upon and across which was laid another

tier of planking iiin. thick, and upon this the

pointing sills were bedded.

•

New Science School, South^uiiton.—Some

time a^o "we referred to the new school of art here.

Another aiiditiou to the H-irtley lustitutiou (which

will be a. prominent estaljlishmcnt for the nse oj

sluilents for tlic Indian Engineering and Tele{.T:iphic

.services) is about to be made, the designs being pre-

pared b}- the borougli engineer, Mr. Lemon. There

are some features worthy of notice in the construc-

tion of the proposed building to which we may call

the attention of our readers.

FIC ,23,
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EEPORT ON FURNITURE AND METAL
WORK IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHI-
BITION OF 1871.*

(Concluded from parje 12.").)

OF furniture, illustrative of French marquetry, we
may point to a tal>lc by Messrs. .lacUson &

Craliani. anil to an oval table (in the Engli.sh

Picture Gallery), rcwanleil by the Society oi Arts.
The first is in Amboyna wood : round the edge are
delicate bwrdcrs of hare wood feray). palm cut on
the cross, liolly. ebony, and various other woods. A
cabiiu't. mounted with chiselled gilt metal work, in

the manner of t;outtii"-re, is also exhibited by
\Vertheimer. (No. .'ilin-i.) Other improvements in

furnishing took effect during this period. The
discoveries of Ilerculaneum and Pompeii revived a
feeling for t lie Classic; and the extravagant carv-
ings and sprawling lines of gilt wood-work gave
place to the clean-cut, careful liower-work we now
call Louis Seize work.
We may point to a console table, carved for

gilding, in soft wood, exhibited by a Dutch maker,
in the Furniture Tower, as an illustration of this

kind of work. Panelling and room fittings of all

kinds were carved in France at that period in this

elegant fashion. The French carving, however, of

the late eighteenth century lacked the fidl sweep
and grace of the It.aliau natural designs, and the
same may be said of the carving "of our own
country.

A great impression was made on the furniture, as
upon the architecture of bis d,iy, by .'^ir William
Chambers, the architect of Somerset House ; and
still more during the " Louis Seize period" by the
Brothers Adam, well-known architects and" de-
signers.

John Baptist Cipriani was brought over to
England, anil became a great designer of decorative
•wall painting, and in jiainting panels and orna-
ments of various kinds on furniture. Satin-wood, a
beautiful amber-coloured grain, taking a fine polish,

wa-s veneered on mahogany ami other woods, and
decorated with little panels in camaieu (two colours,
like a cameo scul]itiu-e), or borders of peacocks'
tails, &c., painted by him and In- Angelica Kauff-
nian, a Swiss artist, on the surface. Examples are
quoted farther on.

Good marquetry, in woods generally light and
delicate in hue, was made during the last century in
England. The worlimanship of these old pieces is

admirable.

Early in the present century, we find that the
French expedition to the East, and the Italian

campaigns, together with the establishment of the
Empire, brought about a fresh Classical revival in
France in furniture, metal-work—even in the
draperies of costume. Sphinx and lion heads an.l
claws were carved on the arms and supports of
chairs ami tables. In our own country we find

the dining-room furniture made in mahogany, con-
stantl_v following designs from vases; some very
good and appropriate, such, ]ierhaps, as could
liardly be bettered for useful and judgmatic con-
struction, :ind models of the legs of " trapezophora,"
or lion supports of tables and brackets found iji the
excavatioiis of It.aly. Collectors lilie Sir William
Hamilton, and tlie members generally of the Dilet-
tanti Society, went far in giving a Classic turn to
this taste in furniture.

One great change took place in the public taste
about 182n—viz., the revived taste for Gothic art.
Not only was Mediajval architecture revived and
studied undiT various iuHuential masters, but fur-
niture was specially designed to meet the ncwly-
develupcd taste. Tlie work had begun before Jlr.

Pugin's palmy days. JIany sumjituous houses
were built and furnished before Mediicval ])rinciples

of construction and decoration were half understood.
Both in solid furniture, metal-work, room-jiaper—in
short, every form of interior decoration—Jlr. Pugin
exercised a wide and a lasting influence. Liglit,

well-made pieces of furniture were turned out from
Mr. Grace's eslablislnnent and elsewhere, not to

epcnk of the wood-work of the Hou.ses of Parlia-
ment, which owed much to Mr. Pugin's publications
on MediiEval .irl. This taste has been variously
modified since. We m.iy notice, however, tin-it

while several examples of such furniture found
their w.-iy into the (ireat Exhibition of 1851 ai:d

subsequent gatherings, this taste is scarcely repre-
sented this year. Furniture being a kind of extra,
and one of the forms in which art has been allied

with manufacture, we are not entitled to conclude
more than that no sumptuous or carefully-decorated
furniture of this kind, except the doors already
noticed, has been turned out worth sending in.

• By J. HtJNGBIUOItu Poi.LE.v, Esq., M.A. From the
OtBcial Keports. Printed and publi.shed by J. M. Johnson &
Sons, 3, Castle-Btrcct, Holbom.

Happily, the resources of furniture invention are
by no means exhausted, and we cannot but view the
novel confributions of this kind with real interest

and satisfaction. Not only do -we see admirable
work, mere or less illustrative of the (Juattro-cenio
and Ciu)ue-cento periods which, full of inventive-
ness, we have tried to view in connection therewith,
but there are .several applications of simple prinei]>les

so new that we must speak of them as modern
inventions.

Under the learned term Xylatechnigraphy, we
have, from the workshops of Messrs. TroUope. and
designed by Jlr. A. F. Brophy (,S084, 308.5, 3080),
cabinets and wardrobes made of stained -wood. In
the case of the employment of many colours the
base of this work is pine-wood

; and where black
and white alone are used, it is sycamore—a white
wood. Tlie portiotis that are to be left white, or the

origin.al hue of the wood, are prepared so as to

resist the action of the stains put on. As the light

stains are added these p.irts are also covered for the
same purpose. By the time the darkest stain has
been applied these darkest portions have been
stetped in all the stains previously used.

It is to be noticed that by this process the dyes
sink deep into the wood, while the undyed, or

de!i.?ately-dyed portions are preserved by stojiping

from any further action of the deeper tints than
just the shades required.

There are more than one resuscitation of the
satin-wood furniture that w-as in fashion during the

last fifteen or twenty years of the last century. In
this description of furniture, borders, medallion
figures, lie, are painted on the bare wood. The
whole is then French-polished over. There is a
cabinet of this material (No. 30!U), with quaint,

bevelled glass panels, and spirited little painted

panels of mythological figures. Some of these

examples exhibited are painted in water-colour,
polished over in the same way, and proof against
the action of n-afer in consequence.

We notice, in No. 3094, ivory inlaid into satin-

wood, and engraved, looking, at first sight, like

white painted decoration ; as also Hungarian ash,

inlaid witli the graj- harewood, and with plaques of

M'edgivood gray and white cameo ware.

In the lower corridor a large application to furni-

ture of the Viennese coloured and inlaid morocco
leather work should be noted. It forms a sort of

cabinet, or great chest, on a stand of gilt wood-
work. We only regret the readiness with which
work so delicate and tasteful would get soiled and
dull, without, we fear, being easily cleaned.

We must point out the leather and other chairs of
I

Ingledew (some seen in 18G7, at Paris); others b}-

Collinson iVi Lock, and Jackson & Graham.
There are skilful pieces of carved wood, not

belonging to furniture at all (3087), by Rogers; a
frame (3080), by D. Dolce; a group in limewood of

a pheasant and foliage, by Wallis. These more or

less aim at the jierfect representation of Nature in

soft wood, carried to perfection in the seventeenth
century by Grinling Gibbons and bis pupils; and
some wood carving for clock-stands, &c., from
Baden, should be specially noted.

We prefer to notice separately the Oriental pro-
ductions, mostly exhibited by the Indian Govern-
ment, which are some of them of such beauty that

they form an exhibition worth studying by them-
selves.

(^f ivood sculpture in the form of furniture we
have but few sjiecimens. We see. however, for the

first time Scindc painting and Cashmere painting,

full of its Persian feeling, applied to furniture. The
chair of Hyderab.ad work, and the other pieces from
Cashmere, are covered with excellent decorative

painting, fohage, and shawl-pattern work. In the

form of door panels, &c., w-hich might be prepared
in India and lifted here in England, such a method
of decoration opens out to us entirely new sources
of house furniture. It will require great judgment
and a real artistic taste to avoid making a vulgar
use of such material ; but there are definable limits

within ivhich this work would be of great service.

Another method of painting wood-work should be
noticed in the Scinde productions of the turning
lathe. All shades of agreeable hues of red. green,
yellow, &c., are used in this decoration, iiigeniou,sly

broken by some handy knack of casting on other
colours. The result is akin to that of marbling
jiaperby the bookbinder. In that process oil-colour
is Hicked on tlie surface of water; one colour after
another. It is ivaved, or curled like the grain of
marble, by the handiness of the workman, and
taken up by ajiplying the paper to the surface. In
the case of this wood-work the rapid action of the
lathe either breaks the second colour or causes it to

fall with the required regularity on the wood-work
and no more. Some curious wooden cups, painted
iu a simple manner in the lathe, from Khota, are

worth notice. They are exbibitul along with vases
of earthenware, coloured like the lups.

The Bombay wood-work is of virions kinds. The
most modern invention from Bomb-iy are the chairs

and tables of pierced work, elaboiately carved in

hard wood. It is an attempt to adapt to modern
European forms a laborius manufacture suited for

different purposes. The chairs are not comfortable
and the tables in the least useful form. The small

Bombay n-ork, inlaid and carved in sandal-wood,
is both national and admirably adapted for the

sort of wju-es made from it. The inlaid work
is ,arranged in circles, borders, or stars of minute
pieces, in geometrical form ; generally combina-
tions of the triangle. The ivory, ebony, luetal,

&c., are cut in fine strips and glued into long
sticks. These are cut in slices, and each slice shows
the pentagon, circle, or other form composed of

triangular dies of ivory, white and stained, ebony,

tin, tie. It can then be veneered in the usual way;
or as is more usual, inlaid into the solid sandal-
wood. This art dates from a remote period. It is

derived, according to the learned Dr. Birdwood,
from Persia. The sandal-wood carving is executed
at Bombay and Mysore. The ivork from Jlysore is

rather larger, more artistic, and freer in the use of

figures than that from Bombay. It is better suited

for small ware, panels, &c., thau for expansion into

.articles of actual furniture.

AVe must not conclude these few remarks on
Oriental furniture without noticing the cabinet

exhibited by Sir R. Alcock, from Japan (English
Gallery). The whole decoration is in varied appli-

cations of stained stra^w fibre. The jiolished sur-

face of the straw, stained to a fuller colour, if,

indeed, the straw is not of its natural yellow, chosen
from kinds grown in Japan, has in decoration the

value of gold. The trees, birds, carts, &c., are

quaintly but artistically placed on this splendid field.

The small fittings of the njiper part and the chased

silver mounts, will remind the visitor of those fine

productions in small ware iu the manufacture of

which the Japanese are artists w-ith special tradi-

tions, but without rivals.

The Japanese combine what we have scarcely

known since the great days of European art—the

artist, handicraftsman, and workman in one ; with

secrets of metallurgy-, gilding, and lac-varnishing

in a number of mysterious ways, of which we know-

but the surfaces.

There is a piece of Chinese sculpture, partly wood
and mostly ivory, an elephant's tusk of unusual
size, utounted in ebony, which should be studied, to

show that Chinese carving, though not as good as

in times past, is active still. These are solitary, or

all but solitary, examples of Japanese and Chinese

wood-work, which can be more fully studied in the

South Kensington Galleries
;
particularly to the

remarkable contributions to the Loan exhibition of

the Museum.
And %vith these remarks n-e must bring to an end

our notices of furniture and w-ood-work. Though
not numerous, the contributions of this year are so

varied, and the number of novelties so considerable,

as to be suggestive of changes or developments more
than proportionate to the modesty of the present

display. We pass to

Metal 'Work.

The earlj- nations of the East were familiar vdth
mixed metals before they acquired tlie use of iron

and steel. The Greeks had famous schools of sculp-

tors in mixed metals at Egina, Delos, and Corinth.

The gener.aV metal in use was an amalgam of copper

and tin, known as bronze or brass. Other metals

in small quantities were added, differently in different

schools, and resulted in bronzes slightly differing in

hue and in tenqicr. The great statues of antiquity,

w-hich we now know in the form of marble copies,

nuade by late Greek artists, were originally executed

in bronze.

In studying many of the examples exhibited this

year, we are brought face to face with some of the

oldest forms and inctlinds of metal work know-n.

The art of working in metal, as every one knows, is

coeval with history. The very earliest liistorical

records we have mention or allude to metalliu-gy iu

gold, silver, and brass.

The Romans brought the use of this metal for

sculpture, armour, and arms, into Gaul and into our

own ciiuntry. Admirable shields and weapons, made
by our rude ancestors during or subsequent to the

Roman occupation, are in existence in our museums.

This ancient amalgam was revived and used with

great effect by the sculptors of the Cinque-cento, or

Renaissance period, in Italy. Donatello, Ghiberti,

Verocchio, Michael Angelo. and a number of great

artists brought in the use of bronzes, in various

degrees of toughness, and of varieties of colours,

according as white metals or copper predominated.
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into Italy. A sclic'l of sculptors in small works

of bronze has contmiRHl in that country to our owu
day. In France, antl in our own countrj', bronze

was used by artists for small work, and in our own
times (u|i(in occasions) for colossal public monu-
ments. In thi.'? report we are mainly concerned

with metals as used for decorative work ; and the

use of bronze for moiints or finishings of furni-

ture, carriages, harness, and various articles of hard-

ware. The tine metal edgings so delicately cut and

chiselled, which were used in the cabinets and com-

modes of the Louis Seize period, and during the cor-

responding period in England, and on clocks, &c.,

were made of mixtures of bronze. The mounts on

Messrs. Wertheimer's furniture, and a console table

of steel and bronze, are examples.

The French use bronze for an infinite variety of

small artistic objects, especially decorated utensils,

such as lamps, candlesticks, tfcc. The house of Bar-

be'dienne is at the head of this production ; that of

Deni^re and others make similar works. In the

French Annexe a large assortment has been received

from both these enterprising firms.

Though made as a manufacture in large quan-

tities, it must not be supposed that tbis work is in-

artistic. The best modellers in France are emploj'ed

on the designs ; in return, the enterprising manu-
facturers reap the custom of the world.

Brass, an amalgam of copper and zinc, takes the

place of bronze in England. The metal is more
easily worked in the lathe, and more valuable for

trade piu-poses. Both these metals are in various

degrees of toughness and hardness. This is regulated

by the proportions of the copper to the other metaLs,

which is two-thirds, or more or less than that pro-

portion, to the rest.

In iron we notice a pair of gates, bv Porter (No.

2480)- In brass (Nos. 2834 to 2838), church

uteusils by Messrs. Singer, a lectern by Skelley (No.

2841), a hanging candelabrum, in the Belgian

Gallery, of fifteenth century style. A mixed work,

a pulpit of wrought-iron with brass panels, is ex-

hibited by Cox & Sou.

Messrs. AVilkins, Betjemann, and others exhibit

specimens of gilt metal writing-table furniture, some
of it ornamented with coloured enamel.

More important enamelling is shown by Mr.
Willms, in the employ of Messrs. Elkington. This

is "-chaniphve,'' the space of metal is dug out, and

thick enamel let in, which passes the fire and becomes

attached to the metal base.

The same firm and artist exhibit other good
metal decoration in "repousse," beaten up from the

back, and then finished with the graver in front.

In Nos, 2801 to 2809 specimens of such work will

be seen, all conscientiously carried out.

The race-cups we omit, as they will be inchided

in another report. Plate for church use is exhibited

by Messrs. Cox, in the form of chaUces, &c., taken

from models of the fifteenth century, with certain

modifications in some instances, e.g., a square foot.

The forms were originally governed by the particular

convenience of handling diuing the office of the

Mass. The sqiiare forms show that the reasons for

the old arrangements are not observed.

The Belgian Court contains some fine specimens

of goldsmiths' work of MedUeval design, chalices, &c.,

and one remarkable central piece in the case in which
they are contained. These are by Bourdon de

Bruyne, of Brussels. The fineness of the worked
and twisted rims and edgings, and the general finish,

should be carefully studied. Amongst the Belgian

metal work we ought not to omit the trophy in

bronze, supported by four military figures, presented

by the Antwerp Civic Guards to the British Volun-
teer forces. Specimens of the finer French silver-

smiths' work are expected, but at the date of this

report they are not yet under exhibition. Table
plate of modern design, by Dufour, is also exhibited

in tiie Belgian Gallery. Notices of the engraved
steel work belong to another report.

The most remarkable collections of the year in

metal work arc the various contributions from India.

Here we find ourselves in contact ^vith work pre-

cisely similar, in many forms, to the old Etruscan

goldsmiths' work as it has been recovered for us from
tombs in Italy and elsewhere. The methods of

working gold now lost in Europe are still in full iise

in parts of India; particularly that of fretting gold

by soldering fine spines or hairs of gold ^vire as

dehcate in effect as thistle down, yet done by un-
scientific workmen possessed of certain chemical

secrets, which they put into practice by traditional

usages. We touch only on this material, which is

treated in the report on jewellery ; but the serious

attention of visitors cannot be too often directed to

this interesting subject—viz., the variety of artistic

traditions in metal still in vigoiir in our Indian
provinces

The gold work which falls within our present

inquiry is the Kooftgari work. This is iron, chased

with a tool into which soft gold, ver3' pure, is after-

wards hammered, the rough iron talting, by this

means, permanent hold on the softer metal, which

gets beaten into the fine scratches and hollows. The
most imposing use of this material is in the decora-

tion of arms and armour. It is also used to decorate

buckles, clasps, workboxes or caskets, and various

small objects for European use. The case of arms

in the Indian Court contains specimens of this work
on head-pieces, sword-blades from Gwalior, sword-

hilts, &c.

We may also note the " translucent " enamels

—

that is, enamel colours painted on gold (generally),

or gold leaf, which gives light and splendour to the

cidours. .Teypore is the finest school for producing

this material; and several specimens of it are ex-

hibited by tlie Governor-General of India in the

Fine Art Galleries. A shield of transparent rhino-

ceros hide, from Kutch, is decorated with a border

and bosses of this translucent enamel.

Excellent chain armour is contributed from

Gwalior, the ^Maharajah of which State still keeps a

bodjf-guard of a hunilred horsemen arrayed in this

romantic panoply.

Armour is contributed from Lahore ; a steel bow
from Sealkote ; other bows of wood, highly decorated,

are exhibited. With these the native archer can

knock down a sparrow, and has a knack of causing

the arrow to strike prej' so smaU with the shaft,

and not the point.

An elephant goad, from Gwalior, is richlj'' inlaid

with gold. A Fakeer, or devotee's crutch, plated

with gold, and containing a formidable dagger, is

contributed from tiie same State.

Stabbing daggers, that can be grasped by a trans-

verse hilt, with wliicii a man may strike an oppo-

nent above him while he is on the ground, are sent;

the longest from Vizianagram.

A villanous weapon, known as a baghnak, a set of

steel claws held by rings through which the fingers

pass, is furnished from Gwalior. This has been

before now the instrument of terrible deeds of

treachery in Indian history, as the weapon is con-

cealed by the closed hand.

We will bring our notice of these formidable

treasures to a close by calling attention to a sword

with gilt blade and enamel hilt, belt, &c., of Punjab
work, exhibited by Lord Mayo,

Another curious use of gold is in the work exhi-

bited by the Guickwar -jf Baroda Iron vases and

other vessels are ornamented with gold, hammered
in, not in the brandling, coral-like designs of the

Kooft-work, but in discs or masses. The whole is

afterwards polished in the lathe. Though less

effective than the damascened Kooft-work, it is a

method capable of varied and artistic application.

Before leaving the g(dd and enamel, we must call

attention to a piece of Hyderabad manufacture, in

silver, gold, and enamel. It takes, unfortunately,

the unpoetic form of a spittoon.

From Madras we have silver plate after English

designs. With these should be noted table p'ate of

excellent form, decorated with repousse work, from
Kutch; and a dish of silver, pierced with borders,

and circles intervening of hollow plates, like the

bowls of teaspoons, gilt. Curious repousse silver-

smiths' work, bowls, &c., are contributed from
Ahmcdabad. It is beaten up first in small patterns,

and holes are pierced to give effect to the pattern.

At first sight it might be mistaken for coarse

filigree.

The Beder work of black metal (an amalgam),

inlaid with silver and gold, in bold flat patterns, is

made by casting the vases. The core is first formed,

then a vase of wax is formed round it, and a mould
over that. The Avax is melted out through holes

made on purpose, and leaves a mould for the vase.

When the metal is cold it is chased or roughed out

in designs, and the soft silver or gold gently ham-
mered into it. There is a case full of good examples.

Ostrich eggs mounted in silver, and fitted for

European breakfast tables as egg-stands, are

contributed from Kutch.

One of the most interesting cases in the Indian

Court, and one of the most suggestive in the whole

Exhibition, is that containing articles in the form of

table-plate in brass and tin. It is contributed from
Moradabad, Jcypore, and Nagpore. In this manu-
facture the body of the work is of brass, and pure

tin is hammered over it, leaving spaces of the ground
as ornament. So white and bright is the polished

surface of the tin that the visitor will be inclined to

take it for silver of plain manufacture.

Whether this surface and colour will stand—or,

indeed, how they will behave under use for the table

—remains to be proved. As a matter of decoration,

we must try to direct the attention of artists and

makers to a most suggestive method. These objects

are not made for the first time, but they come to us

in a form (that of a substitute for silver plate) well

worthy the stud}* of the manufacturer.

Talien as a whole, the metal exhibition in the.

Indian Court forms a connected and most interesting

collection. It contains work representing the

earliest metallic traditions with which we are

acquainted. It shows the continued manufacture of

plate anil chain armour, various highly-wrought

forms of offensive weapons, and very interesting

applications of brass and common metals and alloys.

The modern workers in bronze are the Japanese and
Chinese, and we do not see their metal work fairly

represented. What we do see of Oriental produce,

for splendour, simplicity of processes, cheapness, or

suggestiveness, or more than one of these qualities

combined in the same objects or classes of objects,

forms a most instructive and delightful feature in

the year's Exhibition.

THE BRITISH ARCHyEOLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION AT WEYMOUTH.

THE Association visits Weymouth this year. The
inaugural meeting took place on Monday

afternoon at three o'clock, at the assembly-room of

the lloyal Hotel, where the President, Sir AV. C.

Medlycott, Bart, D.C.L., and the members of the

Congress were welcomed by the Mayor and Corpora-

tion in the name of the town.

After the usual greetings had been exchanged,

Mr. F. C. Steggall, the Town Clerk, delivered the

following address :—" To the President and members
of the British Archaeological Association.—Mr. Presi-

dent and gentlemen—The mayor and corporation

of the borough of Weymouth and Jlelcombe PiCgis

beg, in the name of the inhabitants, to welcome

3'ou to their ancient and loyal town. They have

not many objects of archseological interest in the

borough, but its connection with the history of the

past is very gratifying to themselves, and they have

no doubt, from what you will learn during your

sojourn amongst them, it will prove as interesting

to you. It will be the pleasure of the mayor to

afford yon all the assistance and information in his

power, and the inhabitants hope you will leave

Weymouth with many pleasing recoUectious of your

visit."

Mr. Edward Roberts, one of the hon. general

secretaries, thanked the town for the reception and

cordial welcome which the town had given the As-
sociation. This was the twenty-eighth occasion on

which the Association had held meetings in various

parts of the kingdom in order to bring forward

materials for history, or to improve, if possible,

those histories which had been written, and to in-

crease the number of students in the historical antl

archaeological refics of the kingdom. By means of

a few gentlemen, who were members of the society,

who had worked for many years amongst dust and

rubbish, they had in their volumes produced mate-

rials which had added to the information of Enghsh

people, and of all those who spoke the English

language throughout the world. Dorset, it appeared

to them, had never been fairly or properly treated.

The one great history of the county was certainly

not such an one as the county ought to possess. It

was true that a reprint was now being made, con-

taining many fallacies and errors which existed in

the original edition, simply because it was desired

that a reprint sliouUl be obtained, and not an im-

proved edition. This was one of those things which

coidd not be regretted but once, and that was a life-

time. He desired to see a history produced which

should be worthy of the county, and hojied that

during the forthcoming week many persons would be

endowed with the sphit which would induce them to

bring forward materials which would lead to a further

increase of archaeological knowledge.

The President thanked the meeting for the

great honour which had been conferred on him in

asking him to preside. At first he felt inclined to

shrink from such a responsible duty, knowing how

many more ablemen were qualified to fill the ofticc ; but

at the same time he should ask the Association to

give him their indulgence. He hoped that before

the week was over he should go away far better in-

structed in archicology than he at present was. He
then at some length read a paper on various objects

of interest in the town and cuunty, and concluded

bv hoping that the Association would have a pleasant

meeting.

Mr. G. Godwin, one of the vice-presidents, pro-

posed a vote of thanks to the chairman, which was

seconded by Mr. Black, and supported b^- Mr. John

Flo}'cr, 1\I.P.

At tlie conclusion of the meeting the Association

made a sliort excursion to the villages of Preston

and Osmington, two pleasant places about three

miles from Weymouth. The party was under the
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direction of the Rev. Talbot H. Baker, vicar of

Prestou, who had caused the Komaii tesselated pave-
ment recently discovered to be uncovered for the in-

spection of the Conj^ess. This relic of the past

was found abont eighteen inches below the soil. The
pavement looks as fresh as if just laid down,
although it is presumed that nearly 2,n(i0 yeais have
passc'l since the period of its afconiplishniont, Tliat

this had evidently been a lioman villa of no mean
pretensions there is no doubt, for the bases of rows

of columns are still there. Passages and rooms are

also discernible, and there is every reason to

believe that it is one of the finest specimens of

Koman architecture tliat we have in the county.

The Congress then ]>roceeded to view Preston

Bridge, and afterwarils inspected the collection of

antiquities at Captain Hall's residence.

After tlie return of the congress from their tour of

inspection in tlie villages of Preston and Osmington,

the inaugural dinner took place at the Royal Hotel,

under the presidency of Sir "William Medlycott.

Bart. On Tuesday morning a party of the

members and friends started at an early hour

for tliiir day's outing. Maiden Castle, an immense
cartlnvork fortification, being first visited. This is

about three miles from Dorcliester, and though from

the discoveries which have been made it is a place of

great antiquity, tlie term ''castle" is quite super-

fluous, and calculated to convey an erroneous im-

pression of the object to which it is applied. Tlie

term Maiden Castle sliould most probably be written

Mew Dnn. the Celtic for " great liill." The form of

the elevated mass is an irregular oval, its greatest

length being from east to west, and is about lliO

acres in extent. The inner anil upper portion of tlie

area is nearly level, and its elevation from the ad-

joining plain from G'tft. to Soft. Tliis fortification

consists of a series of very deep and steeji trenches,

on the top being a level plain covered over with

turf. On the north there are three ridges, on the

south five, and ou the east and west si.x and eight

;

but those on the north are the most steep. The
history and peculiarities of this early fortress were

very clearly pointed out by the Kev. Mr. Barnes,

better known as "tlie Dorset Poet," ^vhose interest-

ing dc3cri]ition was eagerly listened to. The spot

where the first halt was made, he saicl, was the place

where once .stood the western gate of the fortress,

and before this was a great bank for the purpose of

protection, but which had been cut througli in later

times. Near by some workmen, under the super-

vision of Mr. Cunnington, wlio had ke])t his eye

often on this spot, had made an excavation, from
whence had been dug up four stones, the fragments

of the pillars of the gate. From time to time tliere

had also been found stone which slunved that at one

time there had been a stone breastwork on the bank,

which, in .all probability, had been brought from the

neighbouring quarries of U]iwey, Further on were
traces of another bank, witli a bend at the corner

towards the east, which showed that the ground
under the bank was the first camp of the troops,

and ^lien the Romans wanted more room for their

cattle the}- fell back on the second or west camp :

for in those times, when engaged in wars, the

Romans not only brought in their women and chil-

dren, but also large herds of cattle, wliich probably
remained there for security for weeks and months
together. Through the kindness of the A.ssociation

he had been enabled to make some excavations on
the ground, and the workmen had come to a spot

which, in his opinion, had been a water-hole.

During the various excavations which had been
made of the barrows tliere hail been found relics of

the past which showed the place to have been in-

habited long before the invasion of Britain liv tlie

Romans. Principal amongst these were two flattened

sliarp bones, resembling combs with teeth cut .at

tlie end of each, and wliicli alone sliowed tiie

&pot to be one of very early date. liesides these

there were flints, Roman jiotterv, bones of men
andanimals, and other objects, but most of them were
of Roman date. By some Maiden Castle lias been

considered as of Roman origin, but a comparison
between that and the camp at Dorchester would
dispel that idea. The Roman castrum was nothing
more than a mere iuclosure of lines, marking the

boundaries of the area required for the encampment,
and capable of being guarded by sentries at tiieir

post, but without any of the ridges and labyrinthine

entrances seen at this castle. The most probable

theory is that the whole mass was originally a Mew
Dun—a natural hill, .and that its steepness first

suggested to the ancient Briton the idea of convert-
ing it into a stronghold. Two or three vicinal roads
may be traced liranching fmm the eastern part of

this remarkable fortress, and on the south side is a
cavity which tradition asserts led originally to the
centre of the town of Dorchester, That this strong-

hold of our forefathers is the work of .art, and not of

nature is certain, but for what purpose—whether

for defence or not—is altogether a matter of doubt.

After nearly two hours had been spent in making
a thorough examination of the remarkable trenches

and other objects of interest on the castle, the Asso-

ciation fioceeded to visit the Druidical circle at

"Winterbourne Abljas, a circle consisting of nine

stones. e:icli weighing about six tons. Tlireeor four

miles f lU-tlier off was another object which could not

fail to command the admiration of all who gazed

on it. Tliis was a most stupendous cromlech, which
stands on the property of Mr. AVilliam Manfielil, at

Portisham, and which is said to be the only one in

the kingdom. By some it is called the Druids' Altar.

This cromlech consists of nine immense ujirigbt

stones, varying in weight from six to nine tons, on

the top of which is a large flat sloping horizontal

stone measuring 10ft. Gin. by Oft., and of the weight

of Is tons. All the stones are very rough, as if

drawn from the quarry, except the under p.art of the

horizontal one, which appears to have been roughly

tooled. This cromlech stands on a very high and
broad tumulus, and can be seen from some distance.

]>y the people of the neighbourhood the cromlech is

called " the Hellstones," and they have a tradition

that the devil sent it from Portland, as he was
plaving at quoits. This relic of the past was an
object of great interest, and the thanks of the Asso-

ciation, as well as of ever)' archaeologist, are due to

Mr. Manfield, who has, at his own expense, restored

it. Luncheon was provided at the Ship Inn, Abbots-

bury, in which village there is an abundance of

material for the most devoted archaiologist to revel

in. The jiarty, placing themselves under the guid-

ance of Gordon M. Hills, Esq., then proceeded to

view the remains of the ancient Benedictine monas-
tery not f.ar off. The register of this monastery re-

lates that " here was built, in tlie very infancy of

Christianity among the Britons, a church to St.

Peter, by Bertulfus, a priest to whom that saint hail

often appeared, and amongst other things had
given him a charter, written by his own hand,

wherein he professed to have concentrated the church

him.self, and to h,ave given it the name of " Abbot-
bur\-." Although opinions differ as to when this

once splendid pile was erected, some writers ascribe

it to Orcus and his wife Tola in 1026, This .abbey,

which was once so splendid and extensive, has long

since paid the debt which the unerring finger of Time
lays on everything, and is now so f.ar decayed that

it is well nigh impossible to trace what its former

arrangements were. Mr, Hills gave a gr.aphic and

clear statement of the history of this once splendid

abbey, and other objects of interest in the neigh-

bourhood. After this had been done the party made
preparations for returning to Weymouth, where
they arrived between the hours of seven and eight.

Another p.arty devoted the day to objects

of interest in "Weymouth and Portland. The
members and friends of the Association assembled at

the Council Chamber of the Guildliall. where, through

the kindness of the M.ayor and Corporation, the

town regalia of "Weymouth and Melcombe Regis,

together with very antique se.als and mace.s, were
dispkayed, whilst there ivas a regular treasure chest

of old documents for the perusal of Jlr. Black
relating to the borough.

Jlr. Bl.m K said they had a rich collection of ob-

jects before them, and, he was sorry to say, some
he was incompetent to speak on. "The first object

was a very interesting collection of seals. It would
be remembered that originally AVeynnnith and Mel-
combe Regis were two boroughs, but now they

formed one, and amongst the seals were those belong-

ing to the borough in its divided state, and others

when it became united. Mr. Black then described

the various seals, and afterwards directed attention

to the old documents, some of which were in ex-
cellent preservation, whilst others would scarcely

bear handling. These consisted of deeds and char-

ters, princijially of Edward I., Henry "\^I1., and
Elizabeth's times. One deed was a beautiful speci-

men of the handiwork of our forefathers, fully

bearing out what Mr. Black afterw.ards remarked,
that the farther back writing was traced the better

the work appeared to be, wdiilst the more recent the

worse it was. The deed in question was most
beautifully illuminated and engrossed, and was from
the King of the Heralds' Oflice, dated l.'iO'i, saying
what coat of arms the borough ought to have. Some
of the ancient records were so effaced by time
that Mr. Black could form no sentences out of them;
but others were in excellent preservation, thanks to

the care whicli Jlr. F. C. Steggall, the Town Clerk,

has taken of them. Jlr. Black ex]dained the

reason, in answer to Mr. Hills, wliy the seals of

"Weymouth in Edward's time bore the arms of

Castile and Leon, saying that it was because Edward
married Eleanor of Spain, and as "R'eymouth
always bore the roval arms of England, when he

married those of Spain were also added. Speaking
of a seal representing a shi]i witoout a rudder, but
with a steering oar, he said that Mr. Cruden, in his

history of the port of Gravesend, sought to fix the
exact time when the rudder was brought into use,

but there had been great doubts upon that point.

On the gold coins of Edward III. there was a ship

witli a steering oar, but the coins afterwards bore

the impression of a ship with a rudder. From the

documents in the Record Oflice, however, he found
that the rudder was actu.ally used at Bayonne in

r2'.(;\ and there was a pen-and-ink sketch of it in

one of tlie public records.

After about two hours and a h.alf had been

devoted to perusing the ancient documents and seals

connected with "Weymouth, the party, under the

direction of Mr. F. C. Steggall, proceeded to the

Guildhall, where they examined a splendid old

piece of carving, representing the roy.al arms, both

back and front being elaborately carved, and the

arms bear the date of 1G22. This jtiece of artistic

work is carved from a solid piece of oak, and affixed

over the m.a^'or's chair in the Guildhall. It was
presented to the town by Jlr. Alderman Hancock,

in 1842. Going a few steps further, the pohce-

station was reached, where may be seen some relics

of the former paraphernalia of municipal dignity,

amongst them an antique chair, bearing date 1571,

with the inscription, " Remember T. Caih'ng.

Obeye thy Pryiice." This was formerly the mayor's

chair, though now reduced to its present ignominious

position. 'There was also another object of interest

at the station which excited much curiosity, being

a large staff, curiously studded with brass nails,

formerly wielded by the druni-major of the volun-

teers of 1.S05, when a visit from the First X.ipoleon

was hourly expected. An adjournment was then

made to the Custom House, where, under the direc-

tion of I^Ir. Steggall, a very ancient iron chest, a

supposed relic of the Spanish Arinad.a, was in-

spected.

.\s the weather was so wet. and the meeting had

been detained beyond the time stated in the pro-

gramme, the visit to Sandestoot Castle was deferred,

but after luncheon, the weather h.aving by this time

improved, the party proceeded to inspect the anti-

quities of Portland, of which there .are many
They were here received by a deputation, who con-

ducted them in carriages to view the ruins of Port-

land Castle, a venerable pile of former grandeur.

Through the kindness of Colonel Belfield. R.E., the

splendid collection of antifpiities, chiefly Roman,
was inspected in the Verne Museum. Other places

of interest were .also visited, the qu.arries and the

wonderful Chesil Beach exciting the admiration of

all.

In the evening the .attention of the Congress was
occupied by the reading of papers. The Rev. Mr.

Barnes, B,D., re.ad the first, this being " On the

Origin and Tithing of English Law."

Mr. J. C, lI.VLLnvELT.. F.R.S.. F.S.A., hiid pro-

mised to read a paper '• On the Municipiil Archives

of Dorsetshire," but in his absence this was read by
Mr, Gordon I\I. Hills, one of the hon. secret.aries of

the Congress. The papers were mostly of the fifteenth

or sixteenth century, and contained some very curious

entries of .accounts. Amongst these were the follomng.

relating to Bridport Church in the time of Queen

Elizabeth :
— " Imprimis, for wliopyngeof the holy-

water bokett with two newe hoopys, iijd. Item for

mendynge the locke for the vestuarye, viijd. Item

for mendynge of the haspe of the Churche yearde

ilore, ijd. Item, for ixli of wax for the Paskalle

taper, the faute taper, the alter, xs, vjd. Item, for

mendynge of the image of the best crosse with

wj-er, ijil. Item for iiijii. of lead luiltyd in the

best candelstyckes, vjd. Item, to John Skynner for

watchyngofaf the Sepulchre, iiijd. Item, for men-

dynge of the key of the vestuarye dore, ijd. Item, payd

to the plnmmer when he came to see the Crosse

upon the Tower, viijd. Item, payd to John Hudson,

William Butcherell, John Downe, and Thomas
Downe, for their paynes yn takynge down the

crosse. xvjd. Item to Joen Ilowper, for a horde to

mend the gutter uppon the North He, vjd. Item

for naylcs to n.ayle the same, jd. Item for a pounde

and di. of wax for the tapers ayenst the dedycacion

of the Church, xxjd."

Mr. Hills then s.aid that Mr. Black, F.S..'\.., would

read some ancient papers which had once belonged

to the town, but which he had never seen before.

Mr; Black then produced several old documents,

all of which were of the black-letter period, but

these he deciphered and expouniled with as much
ease as if he were simply reading ICnglish reprint.

Most of the jiapers related to .accounts at AVeymouth,

where, in one instance, " 2s, was received for a

Frenchman laden with salt."

Dr. J. "W. W.VKK Sji.\kt was announced to read a

paper on " The Cerne Giant," but in his absence
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this was read by the president, Sir William Medly-
cott. This remarkable ancient figure is cut on the

hill side overlooking Cerne, where he stands with

uplifted club, as though hewere the tutelary divinity

of the quaint old town.

THE TREASURES OF THE TIBER.

(From the Times.)

" /^II! If the Tiber could speak! " is an excl.ama-
^~-' tion which must have been wrung from the

lips of many a stranger as he gazed down into that

turljid steam from the parajiet of the Sant' Angelo

or of the Sisto Bridge. The Italians, it .ippears,

are at last determined that the Tiber shall tell its

own tale. They have made up their mind to search

the river from end to end, from IJipetta to Ripa

Grande, dredging it from the slimy surface of its

present bed to the rocky bottom on which the river

trickled before human history began. There is no

doubt that in everj' branch of material activity the

Italians have in these last few years developed a

pubb'c and jirivate spirit -which will soon bring them
to the level of the most stirring nations. The
opening of the Jlont Cenis Tunnel, by completing

the new route to the East, will bestow on their

country' the main benefits of the land and water
thoroughfares which other nations have traced across

Egypt, and lay o|K'n to their maritime and com-
mercial enterprise those remote regions with which
the modern world was first made familiar by their

forefathers, but from which they themselves have

been estranged during many centuries of a decline

which resembled lingering death.

This is prospective life in Italy ; but in the in-

stincts of the people of that country there must be
alwaj'S something retrospective. AVIiatever pros-

perit}' the present and future may have in store for

them, the past will always cling to them. The new
palace on the hiU-side can never be so handsome or

so commodious as to make them less proud of their

grim ancestral castle, the battered towers of which
still cumber the mountain-top. To console the

Romans for tlie hard fate which doomed them to

eternal servitude under Papal §way, the Kmjieror
Napoleon endeavoured to persuade them that their

true mission should be " U' culte dcs rwi/U's." The
Italians, now masters of themselves and masters of

Rome, have taken the Imj^erial liint. They have
cast in their lot with their Roman brethren. A
company has been formed at Rome for the excava-
tion of the bed of the Tiber. There is nothing more
catching than the enthusiasm of the Romans for

their ancient river. They believe they have got a
Pompeii—naj-, ten times a Pompeii—under those
waters, and they will set about fishing it up.
Pompeii had a warning of its impending fate, and
all the inhabitants could remove was withdrawn
from the curiosity of after-generations. But the

Tiber received all that Rome could not keep from it,

and whatever went into it was never afterwards
disturbed. The Romans look on their stream as the

safe receptacle of all lost things. Search, they sav,

and vou will find. Probe the shattered piers of the

Sublician Bridge, they tell you, and j-ou must reach
the helmets and cuirasses of those Etruscan warriors
whose bodies have been rotting there ever since tlie

victorious townsmen of Horatius Codes hurled them
in, 2,367 years ago. Dig in front of Castle Sant'
Angelo, and you may find some of the balls tired

from the falconet of lienvenuto Cellini, with which
he boasts of having killed tlie Constable of Bourbon
and wounded the Prince of Orange during the
famous siege .and sack of the city in 1527. Sfft the
sands along the Lungara, and j'ou may be rewarded
with the signet ring, or some other personal orna-
ment still clinging to tlie fleshless bones of the Duke
of Candia, son of Pojie Alexander VI., whom in 14U7
his younger brother, Ca-sar Borgia, Dnke of
Yalentinois, caused to be murdered and thrown into
the river. Look, indeed, where j'ou like, wherever
the stream glides along the skirts of the Seven Hills,

you have buried under its sands the evidence of the
noble exploits and of the startling crimes of that
people who tilled the world with their name in a
higher strain and for a longer period than any other
human race. Where else than into its waters could
be flung the crucilixes and the consecrated vessels

which might compromise the secret convert to

Christianity in the day of persecution ; or where
had the Christian himself in the hour of triumph a
better Lethe at hand into wdiich he might plunge
the idols and all the relics of abhorred Heathenism,
and doom tliem to perpetual oblivion ? Where
else, s.ay the Romans, should we look for tlie cargoes
of galleys and barges, so many of which have been
swamptd at Ripa Grande, in the turmoil of political

strife or .amid the havoc of natural convulsions

;

some of them, in olden times, laden with the spoils

of Tyre and Carthage, the marbles of Greece, the

gems of India; some, in later epochs, with the

trophies of Lepanto, the shrines and reliquaries of

Palestine? Wliere else should the heads of Imperial

statues, or those of warriors, statesmen, and Court

minions, have rolled as the}' were knocked down
one after another from the shoulders on which they

were carved, and on which were to be grafted the

features of the Dil Minores destined to have their

own short spell of popular worship ? Whatever had
life in Rome would almost seem to have lost it in

the Tiber. While everything around decayed and
perished, and the world passed sway, leaving the site

of Rome a dreary solitude, the ancient stream
flowed on, sweeping away the debris of Rome's
wreck, and awaiting the day in which it should

be called upon to give up its memories.

We do not share all the expectations the Italians

entertain as to the splendid results of their enter-

prise. Much more has probably gone down into the

Tiber than may be hoped ever to turn up again.

How those relics of so many generations may have
fared during their long immersion will in itself con-

stitute a most interesting scientific problem. The
Tiber will tell us how metals, stones, gems, all or-

ganic and inorganic substances washed by the

current, fretted by the gravel, or imbedded in the

mud, may withstand decay, escape annihilation, or

undergo transformation
;
what layers of rust may

have accumulated on the sword of Brennus; what
process of petrifaction the bones of the elephants of

IVrrhus may have gone tlirough. No wonder the

enterprise on which the Italians are said to be re-

solved has aw.akened the most liveh' interest, and
called forth offers of encouragement, sympathy,
and co-operation. The Italians will be working for

the whole artistic and scientific world, and will thus
repay the aid, both moral and material, by which
most civilised nations contributed to bear them out
victorious in that struggle for political emancipa-
tion in which, left to then* own efforts, they must
inevitably have succumbed. Having won Rome for

tliemselves, the Italians will make its river the
property of the world. The Tiber will become the
common inheritance and the treasure-hou.se of all

mankind. The Italians could never have hit on a
better scheme to give a fresh interest to the ancient
metropolis in which they have established their seat

of Government. The}- are sure to give the learned
of all countries enough to think of, to discuss, and
to write about for ages to come. To ingenious

hypotheses the Tiber will oppose stubborn facts.

No one can foresee what revolutions it -will work in

the whole realm of history and chronology, what
fond systems and theories it will overthrow, what
traditions it will continn, what reputed myths it

will explain and Justify. The Tiber has lield its

peace for so many centuries ; it ought at last to be
fnllv heard.

BUILDING STONES OF DEVON AND CORN-
WALL.*

BY the term building stone we understand here,

not merely stone used for building, but stone

so specially adapted for the purpose as to have a
more than local fame and utility—such stones, in

fact, as those of Portland, Bath, Bolsover, Holling-

ton, and the Forest of Dean. A perfect building

stone would be one easih- raised from the quarry,
obtainable in large blocks, of even and agreeable

colour, fine grain, readily worked, and weathering

well—that is, capable of withstanding the influences

of the atmosphere. Very seldom are these qualities

found united. Even with the best stone known
great care recjuires to be exercised in selection and
use. Ill the commercial sense of the term here used,

with one exception Cornwall and Devon do not pro-

duce building stone ; althougli large quantities of

stone used for building are raised and valued in

many localities.

Professor Ansted divides building materi.als into

three classes—granites, sandstones, and limestones
;

and these again into stones which can only be

worked by the piirk or by wedges; and those which
can be worked by the mallet or chisel. The latter

are the freestones. The word freestone is of the

most indefinite application, and in counties like

Devon aud Cornwall, where the varieties of stone

are almost endless, can never be relied upon as

meaning the same thing in two different localities.

All the classes of stone named by Professor Ansted
are found among the building stones of the West.

Granite is the one kind of stone in the two coun-
ties which is raised for commercial purposes outside

their borders. Very large quantities are exported,
chiefl}' from Cornwall. The main quarries, taking
them from east to west, are at Gunnislake, the

• By K. N. Worth, in the Western Chronicle of Science-

Cheesewring, De Lank, Par, Penryn, and Lamorna

;

and many tliousand tons which once were part of the
Cornish liills, now form some of the proudest fabrics
of the great metropolis. Granite has been worked
On Dartmoor—most largely at Haytor, but the
granite trade of Devon could never compare with
that of the sister county, and is now at a very low
ebb. For local purposes granite has been raised
wherever it has been found, as the old churches of
the granite districts throughout the West bear wit-
ness. The character of the material has had its

influence upon tlie stjde of their architecture, which
is generally plain and massive. The most notable

exception is that of the church of S. Mary Mag-
dalene at Launceston, almost every stone on the
exterior of which has been elaborately carved.

Locally granite was originally called Moorstone, and
was^chieriy procured from the large blocks where-
with the moors are strewn. Carew says that in his

time it carried the chiefest reckoning for *' windowes
domes, and chimnej'S ;

" and Norden that it was
"very profitable for manie purposes, in buylding
most firm and lasting." Granite was chiefly raisetl

from what ma}- be called surface workings down to

the time of Borlase, who notes five kinds—white,

dove-colour, yellow, red. and black, and says that

they were cliiefi}- procured in Constantino, Tre-
gonning, and Ludgvan. He gives the palm to

Tregonuiiig.

The civans of Cornwall and the tr.ap rocks of

that and the sister count)* have been for time imme-
morial the prolilic sources of building materials of

great value. Klvans, indeed, are the chief source of

Cornish building stone. The varieties of both
elvau and trap are far too numerous to mention here.

The most noted elvan is that at Pentewan, which
Carew speaks of as somewhat resembling gray
marble, anil of which the present house at Anthony
is erected. Other elvans at lUogan (used in Tehidy
House) ; at Creegbrawse (resembling Pentewan)

;

and at .S. Ernie (of wdiich S. Mary's, Truro, is built)

;

have been mentioned with more or less commenda-
tion. In Devonshire the only elvan of note is that

found near Plymouth, wdiich once enjoyed a high

reputation under the name of Roborough stone.

Borlase describes the elvans as being hard to work,

wdiich would seem to indicate that he employed the

term in a narrower sense than that in wdiich it is at

present used, as many of the elvans are of very

loose texture. He notes also that elvan stone gene-

rally went into the wall in its natural shape. Pryce

states the chief colours of elvan to be bluish-gray

and yellow.

The trap rocks are .almost more varied in their

character and composition than the elvans. Thou-
sands of little quarries have been opened upon either

for immediate local wants.

The best known building trap in Cornwall is that

which has been worked for centuries near Padstow,

and called Catacleuse stone. Carew calls it black, but

in reality it is dark gra}-. It is crystalline, chiefly

composed of white felsp.ar with specks of horn-

blende. Some of the best known buihling stones of

Devonshire are trappean, especially in the Exeter

district. The ancient castle of Exeter, and many of

the old buildings there, are erected of a trap, slightlj-

vesicular, from the hill on which the castle stood.

A hundred years since a good deal of similar stone

was raised at Thorverton, seven miles from the city
;

and quarries of felspathic trap at Pocombe, still

nearer Exeter, are now much worked. The general

colour is a dark ruddy brown. Some of the trap

rocks are highly vesicular, and come within the

category of what Sir H. de la Beche denominated

trapjiean ash. In the neighbourhood of Tavistock

an excellent stone of a greenish hue is used. It is

raised at Hurdwick, about a mile from the town, in

a quarry which, according to tr.adition, supplied the

materials of the old abbey. The commou form of

trap is locally called dunstone, the blue being the

most valued.

Slate is largely used for building throughout both

counties ; and in some cases answers well, although

as a general rule its appearance is much against it.

Under the lie.ad of killas, Borlase includes much
that would hardly be so classed now ; and it is not

alwavs easy to identif}- the stone of which he speaks.

He divides 'killas into three varieties, yellow, bluish,

and brown, and says that it presents a smooth face

for building, but is feather-edged and apt to throw

damp. Near Helston, in his time, a bluish and

yellow killas was wrought in an ancient quarry,

which was easy to square, but did not occur in large

blocks. In many places the brown irony kilhas

could be obtained in large masses, and was much
used. Tlie finest was found in the parson.age

ground, jMawnau. Oue of the best, perhaps the

best local building stone of this class, is that raised

near Bodmin, aud known as Margate stone, it is

described bv Dr. Boase as a kind of hornblende
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slate. The laminations are thick, the colour a drab,

and the stone works easily and -n-eathers well.

Arenaceous slates are also worked for building near

Li.tkeard, and in other localities.

A very considerable quota of the building stones

of Devon is derived from the limestone beds. These
are most extensively quarried for building; inirpnses

at Plymouth. Torquay, and rhuriloii,di, anil are

worked also in various parts of tlu; North of Devon.
They are mostly crystalline, and are not very easily

wrought, but look and last well. The quantity at

present raiired for buildinj;. exclusive of burnincr. is

enormous. There is very little limestone in Corn-

wall ; but Dr. IJorlase mentions a marble found

near Padstow, used for chimney pieces and similar

pr.rposes ; and another stone "of a marble texture,"

found on Goonhilly Downs, and at Kilkhampton,

which cut into neat mouldings, and would bear

carving.

The sandstones of the two coimties are compara-
tively unimportant. The linest, and the only one

which has ever enjnyrd a reputation outside its

immediate locaUty, is that found in the greensand

at Beer, on the extreme north-eastern border of

Devon. Of this stone the greater part of the fabric

of Exeter Cathedral is built, and it was largely

used in Devon throughout the middle ages, for

window tracery and the like. It is of good colour

—

a gray—of even tint, and has been quarried at

various points. The conglomerates of the new red

sandstone have been extensively worked in Devon-
shire for centuries, and many old churches exhibit

the fairh' enduring qualities of this unpromising
material. It was and is largely raised at Heavitree
(formerly under the name of AVereford) ; and is

quarried also at Exminster, Kenn, Pakeham, Tor-
quay', and other localities. A sandstone of recent

date, arising from the partial consolidation of the

deposits of sand on the north-west coast of Corn-
wall, occurs in the neighbourhood of Kewquaj'. It

was used in the erection of Crantock church,

and is described by Btprla.'ie as the only perfect

freestone he had seen in Cornwall, although in other

parts of the county a freestone of sand and quartz

was to be found. Carew speaks of a stone not

much differing from the eastern freestone taken out

of inland quarries ; but it does not appear what he

meant.
A stone which once enjoyed a very high reputa-

tion, and is once more springing into repute, is the

polyphant, raised near Launceston, of which the

ancient doorway of the " White Hart" in that town
(a relic of the old priory there) is formed. The
colour is between greenish and iron gra}'' ; it is

easily worked, takes a fine polish, and is very last-

ing. Dr. Boase classes it as a kind of serpentine.

Though not in the strictest sense of the term a

building stone, reference should be made to the

roofing slate produced at Delabole and other locali-

ties in the North of Cornwall, and (not much in-

ferior in quality though not less extensively) in

various parts of South Devon. The Delabole slate

has enjoyed the highest reputation for centuries, and
in Carew's time was largely shipped to Brittany and
the Netherlands.

THE NEW COUKTS OF JUSTICE.

TT^IIE Times, in noticing the photographs of Mr.
J- Street's amended design for the new Courts of

Justice, seems disposed to wish the whole question

reopened. We should be glad to know to whose
inspiration the leading journal is indebted for its

evident leaning towards a new competition. *'The

best," the Times thinks, "that can be said of Mr.
Street's design as a whole is that it has a certain

picturesqueness. Picturesqueness is very well in

its way ; Gothic architecture lends itself to the i)ic-

turesque, and in Beckfnrd's house or Walpole's villa

"we can be content with the piclurcs(pie and no

more. But we want much more than this in a great

building devoted to a great jmrpose—a building

which is intended to stand for ever, in the centre of

a metropolitan city, as a chief credential of its em-
pire and pre-eminence. We require pure and
noble form, exalted dignity, entire unity. That
these are not incompatible with Gotnic archi-

tecture and with wealth of detail no one knows
better than Mr. Street ; but he has given us in-

stead of these a chaos of ill-distributed masses

of weak and confused outline, without form, and
void of everything but freaks of detail with which
they are stuffed full fnim basement to pinnacle.

Looking at the i.hotngraph of the Strand front, no

one who did not know it would say it was a design

for the Courts of Justice of an Imperial city. It

looks rather like the photograith of some street in

a collegiate town. The row of buildings seem to

consist of some goodly houses, a church, a lown-
hall, handsome enough if we suppose them such.

but very mean indeed when we know them for

what they are. The town-hall portion, which is to

the right looking at the picture, is decidedly the

best, and if it be cut off from the rest by a blank

sheet of paper placed over the squeezed-up gables

next to it we get a building of some comparative

dignity, and a faint idea of what the whole might

be and ought to be. The general effect of the

front is far too ecclesiastical, and this 'effect

defective ' comes by a cause which is in the

hand of the architect and not in the nature of the

architecture. A Gothic building may be, and this

should be, Gothic to the foundation-stone without

looking in the least like a church, or like a huge
monastery, which this resembles. But it is hard to

say what it resembles, for it is a hotch-itotch of

everything. By placing sheets of paper over the

design, so as to leave a part exposed at a time, a

good church, school, or private house may be got

out of it. but neither by looking at it in the jiart or

the whole can a good Law Court, or what is the

least like a good Law Court, be got out of it. We
are not now judging the interior, but Mr, Street is

ecclesiastical indoors as well as out of doors, for he

has vaulted his great hall. This great hall is meant
for the strongpoint of the design, but what strength

lies in its false roof and window sunk between heavy

and unmeaning towers we cannot discover.

"In what should be the cardinal virtues of a design

for such a building as the new Law Courts, in dig-

nity of fonu aud unity of conception, Mr. Street's

drawings are altogether wanting. A good tost of

this is that in his Strand front a piece of blank wall

co'-dd not anywhere be endured. The whole is

crammed with detail, the Viuriety and multiplicity of

which are relied upon with a confidence which is en-

tirely misplaced, for, though good fonu may carry

off bad detail, good detail will never carry off bad

form. The towers on either side of the great hall

(we do not mean those on the great hall itself, though

they are ugly, too) are exceedingly ugly, and the

half-hidden gables at the same places produce an

effect which is most pitiful and poor. The whole

front is without balance ; there is no compensation

of i)arts, there is no centre, there are not even two
ends. We are not silly enough to sujipose that a

great and able architect such as Mr. Street

is has left all thi.s out of his design be-

cause he forgot, or did not know how, to

put it in. What we do suppose—nay, what we
feel sure of—is that he has of malice aforethought

avoided it, conceiving that an irregular and

fanciful pile of building would give him better op-

portunity for a display of that mastery over detail

in which he excels, and which, doubtless, gave him
the premium. But we require something more for

our Palace of Justice than a crowd of towers, and

gables, aiul chimneys, aud pinnacles, scarcely any
two of which are alike. We require a grandeur of

elevation, a majestic but not monotonous unity;

we require lines which prolong aud repeat them-

selves in beauty, lines w^hich the eye may rest upon
and follow, instead of the twists and the turns, the

nooks and the corners, the queer recesses, and the

queerer protuberances which will make up the

Strand front of the new courts if these drawings be

adopted.

" Much as we admire Mr. Street's fertility in de-

tail, it seems to us that in a regular and noble

building much of the detail he has employetl would

be altogether out of place. He has gone far be-

3'ond what is necessary for the brilliancy and

individualitj'^ which should be stamped upon the

work of a master hand, and has deviated into a

pretty pettiness altogether unworthy of a great

design. The studied care with which almost every

window is made to differ from its neighbour, the

formal indication by slanting courses of stone of the

staircases in the towers, the manifold iiatterns of

ornament, the minute and particular differ-

ences of gable and pinnacle—all this aiul more

may be in its place aud of value in small

aiul private work, but it is out of place and

positively pernicious in great and public work. There

is, for example, a window in the extreme left

facing the drawing. It consists of three lights,

one of which is separated froiti the other two,

and thrust from the middle of the gable by a pier

some feet in width. Such an uncomfortable and

ill-balanced ctnubination may be quaint enough to

be worth its ugliness in an ordinary house or church,

but it should have no part in a great and serious

architectural effort. The old masters in Gothic

architecture excluded such frivolities from their

more majestic work. They had a sense of times

and places; they loved to indulge in frivolous

whims, but they knew where to imlulge in them,

they knew that order was not incompatible with their

art, and they could have built a Palace of Justice

which would have been the perfection of Gothic archi-

tecture, and yet would have been as orderly as the
Parthenon. The town-halL of Louvain and
Brussels, and especially the town-hall of Piacenza,
are instances of this. They show us that the
Mediaeval architects did not fear uniformity, know-
ing that where there was no regularity there could

be no sublimity. The Piacenza to^^Ti-hall has a row
of seven or eight windows of the same measure-
ment. It is scarcely too much to say that in Mr.
Street's design, except in one place, no two windows
match. The exception is, significant l}', in the finest

part of the building, and there three of a size are

boldly set in a row. We should be very sorry

indeed to see these drawings carried into execu-
tion. The Law Courts are to stand for ever as

a witness for good or ill of the art of this age^

and should surely have about them something
better than a pseudo-ecclesiasticism, a picturesque

irregularity, a profusion of petty and fanciful

detail. They should have some horizontal lines to

charm the eye with a beautiful continuity, some
vertical lines whose chaste ascent would draw it up-
wards. As it is, the eye is checked and perplexed

at every stone, it has nowhere to rest, it seeks form
and dignity and finds only a labyrinth of detail.

The present design is radically mistaken, and cannot
be mended ; there is no reason we can see why there

should not be a new compi'titinn, an<l there is every

reason why expenditure should not be allowed to go
a pound further before the fault or merit of these

drawings has been fully debated and fairly decided.

Mr. Street need not be the loser, but the nation must
not be the loser—must not give its good money for

what appears to us to be bad art."

NEW CHURCH AT COTHAM.

THE Bristol Times and Mirror states that the

designs of Mr. John Bevan, of St. Leonard's-

chambers. Nicholas-street, have been accepted in

limited competition for the new church which is to

be erected at Cotham in connection with the dis-

trict of S. Matthew's. The edifice is to accommo-
date about 70U persons. It is to be built in the

Early Gothic stjie, of Pennant stone, with free-

stone dressings, and it will consist of a nave, north

and south aisles, apse, chancel, organ chamber, and
vestries for the clergy and choir, and there is also to

be a south porch, aud a tower and spire llOft. in

height at theeastern corner of the south aisle adjohi-

ing the chancel ; the tower and chancel forming one

end of the building as seen immediately upon
approaching the church from the Redlaud-road. The
roof is to be tipen-timbered, stained and vanushed,

aud the seats are to be of the same material. The
covering of the roof is to be slate. Provision is

made for the heating of the church, aud also the

lighting, which latter will be by means of numerous

windows in the clerestory as well as the outer walls. The

cost of the church will be about i'o.OUO, and though

this is by no means a large sum, the building will,

apparently, wheu finished, be a very elegant struc-

ture, aud quite an ornament to the neighbourhood.

Building operations will be conunenced without

delay.

IxtoxvExiicxT Sirx;E OrEU.VTioxs.—The recent

siege operations carried on by the Royal Engineer

authorities at Brompton, between Old Brompton and

New Brompton. have caused some dissatisfaction at

the Highway Board for Gillingham, whose jurisdic-

tion extends over Old aud New Brompton. At the

last meeting of the board complaint was made that

public footpaths across the lines had been stopped

or diverted by the military authorities in order that

the miuiug operations might be carried on, while no
communication on the subject had been made to the

board.

Thk ./Vjialgamatkd Society orCAKrEXTERs ani>

JoiXKRS.—From a manifesto issued by the executive

council of this society sitting in London last Satur-

day, it appears that a definite split has taken place

in the whole body—numbering over 10,000 members

—the rival executives, acting respectively in Lxulon

and Manchester, each claiming obedience from the

members. The London council in their manifesto

say that "between the branches now there is not

the slightest cohesion." aud add that the result of the

plea set up by the Manchester council before tlw

nmgistrate at Marlborough-strc(!t lately, to the effect

that the society was not entitled to the protection of

the Friendly Societies Act, has been "toreiul our

institution asunder." They conclude by saying,

" whether the number of branches who agree to be

governed by the rules increase or diminish, we shall

still do our duty, and continue the Amalgamated

Societ}' of Cari'cutcrs and Joiners.'*

i
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ABCHITECTUEAL & AECILffiOIiOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

YokkshieeArciijuologicalandTopogiiaphical
Association.—The arrangements for the visit of

tliis Association to Leeds, on tlie .30tli inst., have
hecu issued. After the members of the Association

li:\ve licoii oflicinlly received and welcomed by tlie

Mayor (^Hr. Alilernian Barran), they will start in

.'^alonn oniiiiijusrs for Adel Church, where they will

be met by the Ecv. George Lewthwaite, who will

i^-ive a siiort address respecting this interesting

Norman work. The large collection of Roman aud
other objects found in tlio parish will, through the

kindness of the rector, the Eev. E. T. Simpson, be

exhibited. After an inspection of the church, the

party will proceed to Kirkstall Abbey. Lunclieon
will he served in the Abbey grounds, after which a

lecture on the Abbey will be delivered by Mr.
Sharpc. The Norman work recently disclosed

during the alterations in the building formerly used
as tlie gatehouse, will, by the permission of Major
Butler, also be oj)en to inspection. Later in the day
the party will pay a visit to S. John's Church,
Leeds, whicli is almost unique as a seventeenth cen-
tury cluurch, aud contains a magnificent screen,

dividing a two-aisled nave from tlio chancel and
golgotlia. The special features of tlie church will

be pointed out by Mr. .T. T. Micldethwaite. It will
thus be seen that this visit to the ecclesiastical

antiquities of Leeds promises to bo of a very in-

teresting character.

NoKTHEKN Architectural Students' Society.
—By permission of the Earl of Durham, an outdoor
meeting was held on Saturday, the Ifltli inst., at
Lambtou Castle. The members composing the
party travelled from Newcastle to Chester-le-street,
by rail ; and after inspecting the ancient church
there, walked to the Castle ; over whicli they were
conducted by the resident architect. The stabling
and gardens were also visited. After leaving the
Castle, the members walked to tlie modern church
of Burnmoor, and ultimately returned home by i-ail

from Fence Houses.

PAKLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Water Supply in London.—The Earl of

Shaftesbury, on Tliursday week, in asking her
Majesty's Government whether it was their inten-
tion next session to bring in any measures in refer-
ence to the water supply and for the regulation or
abolition of tlie truck sj-stem, expressed a hope that
his noble friend opiiosite (Lord Granville) would be
able to give a satisfactory answer to both points of
the question. Witli respect to the water supply,
the reasons were very urgent why Government
should come forward to devise some means of
rescue from the irresponsible power under which
the country was supplied at present. It would bo
remembered that eleven years ago, when the late
Lord Derby's administration was in power, a com-
mission was appointed to inquire into the sources of
supply. The conmiission made a most admirable
and exhaustive report, but as yet nothing had been
done upon it. And it was the more necessary that
something should be done because there was not
only a greater need for an increased supply of
water, but there were sources of corruption " and
mischief in tlie supply we had. He believed there
was scarcely a piut of water in London which was
strictly wholesome, and a great deal of the water
was positively unsafe. As to the water given by
the water companies, it was by no means what it

ought to be. Kegarding the wells in tlie metropolis,
he believed there was scarcely one well from wliicli
one might be assured of drawing water which was
.«!afe. Some of the most favoured pumps, such as
the one in Old Broad-street, and the one in Temple,
gardens, which were formerly much resorted to on
account of the beauty and coolness of the water,
had been positively shut up because they contaiued
deleterious matter. It was perfectly well known
that more mischief arose from bad water to the
human constitution than from bad clothing or bad
liousiug. There was scarcely a great town in the
whole kingdom which was not better supplied than
London. Glasgow, Greenock, Manchester, and
Sheffield were all provided with ample reservoirs
from which t here was an abundance of water of the
best quality. Tliere was no stint in the use of
water to the inhabitants of those towns, and there
was no possibility of any deleterious particles getting
into the supply. He trusted to hear from his noble
Ir.end that it w.as the intention of Government to
take this iiuestion of the water supply into con-
sideration, and to bring in a measure next year.
Cholera was again approaching this country, and
the importance of a pure supply of water could not
be over estimated, especially in a city containing
foiu- millions of people.—Earl Granville entirely
agreed with his noble friend that there was nothing
more important than providing a supply of pure
^vater to the city. A bill had been introduced into
thn other house of parliament on that subject, aud
had Ven referred to a select committee. That ecun-
niittee sa.t, and the bill was now before tlieir lord-
ships. He hoped a select committee would be ap-
pointed to-moirow, and that the bill would become
I'lw before the end of the session. He also trusted

it would be a satisfactory measure, and that it

would effect the objects of the commission. He
also hoped that in the course of the next session a
bill would be introduced wlii(di would give far

greater powers for providing a constant supjdy of

pure water to the metropolis.—The Earl of Sluiftos-

bury said that the Water Bill before the House was
better than nothing ; that was all that could be said

for it.—Lord Truro said that the increase of the
water supply was of less importance than the im-
provement of its character, aud he hoped that a
bill would bo iiitroauccd next session.—Earl Gran-
ville said the Metropolis Water Bill was not a
perfect bill, but it did refer to the constancy of the
supply and the quality of the water.

The Regent's Canal.—Mr. Eastwick, on Thurs-
day, asked the President of the Board of Works
whether he would cause inquiries to be made into

the alleged insalubrious state of the Regent's Canal,
which at North-gate is covered with green slime,

and is even yet worse at Maida-hill, and causes
alarm to persons in the neighbourhood in view of the
approach of cholera.—Mr. Ayrton replied that he
had reason to believe, so far as he could ascertain,

that the Regent's Canal was not in as bad a condition
as it had been in previous years. It certainly was
not agreeable to look at, inasmuch as it was used for

the purposes of trade, and not for ornament. A person
who had resided wi'.h his family on the banks of

the canal for eighteen years had written to him to

say that a green weed floated on the surface at this

season of the year, but that he could not detect any
unpleasant eflluvia arising from it ; and in his

experience the canal was never so free from offensive
smells as it was at that moment. If there were any-
thing injurious or offensive in the condition of the
canal, he (Mr. Ayrton) believed that the local officer

of health was the proper person to take notice of the
fact, and if that otHccr failed in the discharge of his

duty the Home Secretary would be bound to inter-

fere when applied to.

The Frescoes in the Houses of Parliament.—
On the motion of Mr. Locke, on Friday, a return
was ordered of reports to the First Commissioner of
Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings respect-
ing Fresco Painting in the Houses of Parliament.

Suiting |iitclligcii«.

churches and chapels.

Aldborough.—The parish church of Aldborough,
Holderness, was reopened on the Dth inst. hy the

Archbishop of York. The church has been restored

under the direction of Blr. Perkin, architect, at a
cost of i£l,800. Among the relics was found a stone,

now rebuilt into a wall, stating that, in the reign of

Canute, Ulf, the Dane, built the church " for the

souls of Hanun aud Gundart."

Bury.—On the 23rd inst. the Bishop of Man-
chester laid the foundation-stone of the new church
of S. Peter, near Bury. The edifice, which will be
in a style of architecture representing the transition

from the Early English, or Pointed, into the Geome-
trical, will consist of nave, aisles, and chancel. The
nave will be 7oft. by 48ft. (including aisles), and
the chancel 3Gft. by 24ft., the height to ridge in

both cases being fylH. The church will accommo-
date 500 persons, aud its cost will be £4,500, exclu-
sive of tower, siiire, and carving. The architects

are Messrs. Maycock & Bell, of Manchester.

Childswickhaji.—The parisli church of Childs-
wickhamhas been restored, under the superintendence
of Mr.G. Hunt, of Evesham. The nave walls have been
rebuilt in the style of the fifteenth century like the
tower of the eliurch, as none of the original work in

the nave was thought worth preserving. The walls
are of Broadway Hill stone, with Bath stone dress-

ings. There is a new roof and new seats. The old
Norman doorway at the west end of the nave has
been restored. Home extra work was done in tlie

north trausejit, but not under the architect's super-
intendence. The upper part of the spire has been
rebuilt, and the otlicr part restored by Mr. Frith, of

Coventry. Mr. Gill, of Bourton-on-the-Water, was
the builder.

Dumfries.—S. Andrew's (Roman) Catholic
Church is to be enlarged. The nave is to be length-
ened fifty feet, with transepts on each side of the
new portion, so as to give the church a cruciform
appearance. The east end of the nave will form an
apse, with a dome. In each transept there will be
a chapel. The arches of the transepts will rest on
pillars of Dalbeattie granite polished, and on each
side of the apse will be square columns of red free-

stone, with panels of polislied granite. These
columns will be ornamented willi carviug of scroll

work. The cost of grouiifl—which will afford addi-
tional playground to the school in connection with
the church—was £1,000, and the expense of the
building will be about £3,000.

Henllys Church (Monmouthshire).—This
picturesquely-situated and fine specimen of four-
teenth century work is about to undergo consider-
able alterations and additions. The present floor
which is much below the outside level of ground,
and in winter times often inundated with water,
will be raised to Gin. above the outside level. A
fine moulded panelled oak ceiling, with carved bosses,
but now covered with plaster and yellow wash, will
be made good, and exposed to view. Three fine

toned bells, which are in a most dangerous and use-
less state, will have new carriages, &c., and be put
in proper working order. The whole of the present
high-backed pews will be removed, and replaced by
open ones with sloping backs, book boards, &c.
Tlie ceilings to nave and porch roofs will be covered
with circular hoarding. The communion, altar table,

pulpit, and desk will be new, and the whole of the
present yellow wash removed from the walls.

Liberal grants have been made by the various churcU
building societies who have approved of plans. The
contract is taken by Mr. W. Jones, builder, New-
port, and will be carried out from plans and under
the supervision of Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, architect,

Newport.

Hook.—The new church of S. Mary, Hook, near
Southampton, has been consecrated. It is built in
the First Pointed or Early English style, and the
external walls are of Swanage stone, with Bath stone
dressings. Internally the church consists of an
apsidal chaucel, nave, north and south aisles, vestry,

and organ chamber. The seats will accommodate
over 300 persons. The cost was £4,000. The
architect was Mr. Raphael Brandon, of Clement's
Inn, London, and the contractors Messrs, Dove,
Brothers, of Islington, with Mr. J. Osborne as

clerk of works,

Littleton,—Four years ago the church of North
and Middle Littleton was nearly rebuilt, and during
the present year not only has a school been built at

a cost of £700, but the church of Middle Littleton

has been restored by Mr, Preedy, architect, at a
further cost of £1,800,

Lowestoft,—The restoration of the old parish

church of S, Margaret, Lowestoft, has been com-
pleted under the superintendence of Mr, J, L. Cle-
mence. The first part of the work—taking down
and rebuilding the south aisle and south arcade

—

was executed by Mr. C, Godbolt, of Harleston,

1 uilder. The church has been re-seated, and there is a
pulpit of oak and stone ; the upper part composed of

tracery panels, buttresses, and pinnacles, and the
base carved aud moulded stonework. The chancel,

and also the risers to the steps, are laid with various

coloured encaustic tiles in patterns. The crjqit now
forms the vestry, having been restored. The jiorch

has also been restored, and there are new windows,
paving, doors, &c. The cost was about £4.000.
The contractors were Messrs. Lucas, Bros.

Selly' Hill.—The new church of S. Stephen,

Sellj^ Hill, near Birmingham, has been consecrated.

The building seats 300 persons; it is nearly 112ft.

in length on the outside, and 30ft, wide, and the

roof, open to the ridge, rises to the height of nearly

45ft, The edifice consists of nave, chancel, vestry,

organ, aud tower and spire ; there are no aisles. The
roof is an open-timbered one, carried on trusses,

without intermediate supports, A lofty arch, sup-
ported by two carved and ornamental pillars,

separates the nave from the chancel, the east end of

which will be polygonal. The edifice is built of

stone, and is in the Enghsli Gothic style of archi-

tecture ; the dressings are of Bath stone, lined

internally with the best pressed bricks. The altar

cover, lectern, &c., were supplied by Messrs, Jones

& Willis, of Birmingham and London. The archi-

tects are Messrs, Martin & Chamberlain, and the

builder Mr, Charles Jones,

South Brext.—The work of restoring the parish

church of South Brent, Devon, commenced about

twelve months since, has been brought to a complete

termination. The original church, of the Norman
period, was built in the eleventh century, cruciform

in shape, the present tower being the centre, and a

curious old building on the south side, now u.sed as a

vestry, the transept. The other portion of the

church is of more recent date, built in the fifteenth

centur}', A curious fact in connection with the

church is, that originally stone benches around the

pillars, portions of which still remain, and stone

seats in the windows, afforded all the sitting accom-
modation deemed necessary. The present church is

iledicated to S, Patrick, and consists of a nave, side

aisles, north ancl south transepts, and chaucel, with
tower at the west cud, and adjoining it a vestry,

'i'lie building is chicly Late Decorated and Pei^iendi-

cular, with, iiowever. Early I'hi^flish rcniaiiw at the

west end. The roofs ti.tvc bc«n r(i|4a^v4 by
uew ones of Merael. The whole of tlie internal
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plastering has been renioveil, and the masonry
throuf;iu>ut has been scrapetl, repaired, and

pointed, plastering being nowhere used as a cover-

ing inside or out, except over a small portion of

the plain masonry at the west end, ^vhere the

stones "Were extrenily small and rougli. The sedilia

and piscina in the chancel, Avhidi hail been partially

destroyed and blocked up, have been opened a[id

restored. The piscina also in the north chancel aisle

(where was an altar to Our Lady) aiu! the stoup

within the south ]torch, have been opened. The whole

of the restoration has been carried out from the draw-

ings and under the direction of Mr. Hiiie, F.IM.B.A.,

by Jlr. I'ethick, contractor, of Ph'mouth.

St.uifokd.—The work of strengthening the

foundations of All Saints' Church, Stamford, is pro-

gressing satisfactorily. The massive pier which
carries one end of the lofty Perpendicular chancel

arch, and receives three responds of the Early Kng-
lish south iiisle and cliajiel, is being put on a very

substantial basis; while it wa? kejit in ]>ositinn by
beams and by bars of iron tlie .spot beneath was
excavated, and a solid block of masonr}' will soon

fill up the opening. It would seem that the Karly
English church (the remaining parts of which are

very fine) was erected on the site of an earlier aiul

inferior structure, for the pier above mentioned is

found to have been built on mere rubbish that had
been thrown together without mortar, and from this

debris fragments of human bones and of a stone

Norman coffin have been picked out, which have
evidently been disintegrated before the present

church was erected.

BUILDINGS.

AccniXGTON.—New schools are being built at
Accrington for S. John's parish by loe.il contr.nctor.s.

Mr. 'William S. Varley, of Blackburn, is the archi-

tect. They consist of a girls' and boys' school and
class-rooms, with entrance porch, &c. The external
walls are being built pier point and brick lining,

having a cavity between. Tlie roofs are open-
timbered, stained and v.Trnished. The cost is esti-

m.ited at about Xl,4.30.

Belf.vst,—The new theatre in Belfast is now
almost completed. Scenes from Shakespeare's jilays

will be found in every available situation—the night-

scene from " Sracbeth," the Battle of Bosworth Field

from"Eich,'u-dIII.,"the b.alconj -scene from ''liomeo
and Juliet." thestorm from " King Lear," the church-
y.ird in "Hamlet," ami others. On one side of the

builcUng five heads will be placed in niches—Pistol,

Puck. Lord Dundreary, Touchstone, and the Nurse
(" Komeo ,ind Jidiet"). Heads in ias-rcHc/of the
following persons will be placed along the great liall

:

Barry Sullivan, Charles Kean, Mrs. Kean, Jlrs.

Warden. Kemble. Garrick, Titicns, Macrcady, Helen
Faucit, Brooke, Miss Batcmaii, Jlr. Warden, Toole,

Sothern, Buckstone, and Charles Mathews. On
top story are Shakespeare, Schiller, Lytton, Meyer-
beer, Sheridan, and Goldsmith.

Gkavksexu.—S. Mark's new schools, in connec-
tion with S. Mark's Church, Kosherville, were
opened on Tuesday week. Jlessrs. Wadmorc &
Baker were the architects, and Mr. J. Gould the
builder. The dimensions of the chief room are
.lOft. by '20ft., infant room IJOft. by ISft., and el.ass-

room lift, by ISft., and will .accounnodate about 100
scholars.

Lincoln.—The provincial grand lodge of Free-
masons for the county of Lincoln was heid on Friday
week, when the foundation-stone of a new Masonic-
hall in Xcwland was laid. The hall, which is

7!Sft. long, 32ft. wide, and 2.jft. high, has an
orchestra at the extreme end, Itift. wide, and 13ft.

deep. F;.xclusive of the orchestra, tlic hall will scat

700 per.sons. The building is designed in the (ieu-

metric style. The front will be -Ijft. wide and iUft.

high fr jm the pavement to the apex of the centre

gable, which in itself forms an equilateral triangle,

in the upper part of which will be carved the circle

containing the srpiare and compasses, with the eye
in the centre. The g.able will be surmounted by the
life-size figure of S. John.

PnioR's Lr:i:.—On the 9th inst. the foundation-
stone of a new infant school was laid at Prior's Lee.

The style of the building is Gothic. Internally, the
roof is of pitch pine, moulded aiul varnished. The
school will accommodate about 200 scholars. The
contractor is Mr. .1. F'. Cobb, of Chctwynd Enil,

Newport, and the architect Mr. Fogerty, of Victoria-
street, London. The building will cost about
£1,400.

A statue of Brunei, the onginoor, has been
temporarily erected on the unoccupied space on the
Thames EmViankment wliich has excited much
augry controversy. Stuck in tho middle of a desolate
waste, ths figture presents a very forlorn aspect.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

ciur corresponileiits. The Editor respectfully retjuests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly
ns possible, as there are many claimants upon the .space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Oun HE.4IUCKS.—We shall feel obliged to any ot our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.
Letters relating to advertisements and tho ordinary

business of the Paper shonld be aildressed to tbe EDITOH,
31. TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVEN'T-GAEDE.V, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday,

F. S. SMiTir.—Thanks for several items of information.

Mellop. »t Sutton.—We make no charge for inserting
illustrations and description of works.

Cn.VRLES TCRNER.—Manuscript to hand.

Received.—.1. W. Palliser. E. H. L. Barker, H. V. Tippet
E. & S.. E. T., J. P., J. B., J. F., Doulton & Co.. J. H. W.,
J. C, S. S.. Eialto, T. T., J. P. S., W. E., T. E. S.,

C. L. E., |E. & D., T. a, J. U.

faitspoiibciict.

SOMERSET HOUSF, AXD THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

To the. Editor of the Bitii.ding News.

Silt,—Keferring to " W. W.'s " impartial and,

what appears more now-a-days, truthful letter in

your last week's issue, there appears to me to be one
very important item that he has oiuitted : for,

although I agree with him as to the culpable igno-

rance displayed in the treatincnt of the balustrade, I

think he will be willing to acknowledge, upon a
second consideration of the subject, that if the

balustr.ade, instead of being carried riglit across, had
been returned on either side of the large central-

keyed arch, wduch was formerl}' used as a water-
gate to Somerset House, and the arch itself filled in

with bold and elaborate wrought-iron work, there

would not only have been a pleasing addition formed
thereby, but it would have, at the same time, greatly

eidianced the fine architectural effect which the arch,

until the erection of the balustrade, has formed to

the terrace front of this building.—I am, &c..

G. A.

SELENITIC MORTAR.
Sir,— It is not luy intention to enter into the

patent controversy on this subject now being car-

ried on in your columns, or into the comparative
merits of carbonates or sulphates, but to point out a
few facts that have come under my notice at various

times.

In the south of Europe, and generally in the
Levant, the interiors of ,all handsome chambers and
saloons are, and have been for centuries past,

finished with line wdiite or tinted stucco, impervious

to smoke or other exhalations, which being nearly
as hard and beautiful as marble itself, can be washed
and cleaned with equal ease. Tliis stucco is, how-
ever, no substitute for ordin.ary mortar, and its

present title of " Selenitic " is rather a misnomer.
This stucco is simply composed of white well-

slacked lime and fine marble dust, to be obtained
wholesale from quarries or workings, and is ivell-

described by Vitruvius, considering that in his time
the science of chemistry bad then no extstence.

It should be observed, however, that in those
countries wdiere such stucco is used the w.alls are

invariably composed of hard materials, and that it is

vain to attempt to make this, or any other, cement
adhere to soft walls, such as are foiuul in the general

run of buildings in this country. Tliis fact is ren-

dered obvious by the examination of demolitions.

Indeed, in such case, even the New Palace of West-
nunster would produce a mountain of dust, mingled
with larger rubbish, and the adherence of anystucco
to such walls is hopeless.

In this town a handsome church is now being
pulled down and rebuilt, because for years it has
been found that no stucco or costly cement will

adhere to such soft walls for many months. In this

country interior plastering is done with slaked lime
alone, called putty, by builders, which has no set

whatever, and ultimately cr.icks and f.ills to powder
;

good clay wcuild be preferable. Ceilings are done
with plaster of Paris, lowered down with wliiting,

a most rubbishing material, of no strength, and ex-
tremely absorbent.

In reg.ird to mortar, I may rem.ork that there are

two kinds in the south, as ebsewhere, one ni.ade of

white lime for ilry works, the otiier of bulf-c.doured
lime for fouiulations and waterworks, which sets

hardest wdicn covered witli water as soon as left by
the trowel. Pozzolana, wliicli is a volcanic clay iron

ore, found in any quantity about Rome, is sometimes
used, instead of the usual sharp clean grit, for very
important works. It takes its name from being dug
out of wells: "Pozzo," Italian for well.

Some years since it was deemed advisable to open
a new gate in the walls of Leghorn, when gunpowder
was required, as the mallet and chisel which wou!d
cut the brick made no impression on the mortar.
Owing to the possession of such excellent liu'.e

mortar, it has become the fashion of late in the
wine countries to build the large circular wine vats
of bricks and mortar, the smaller of -lin., and the
larger of Oin. work, plastered inside and out two
coats of the same mortar with which tliey are built,

and m.ide use of as soon as finished. Of course

tliey were hooped for safety, and can be built of any
dimensions. Bcsitles the white and buff lime, the

Italians possess two sorts of plaster-stone, one
similar to that in common use with us, that sets

imraeniately ; the other very similar to the first, but
takes from twenty minutes to half an hour to set,

giving time to run the work, and that without any
adulteration, so that it possesses great hardness when
dry. Neither of these will stand for ovUside works
like the ordiiuiry mort.ar, especially that made with
huff lime, which requires no coat of oil paint to keep

out moisture.— I am, &c., C. E.

Reading.

HOUSE CISTERNS.

Sin,—At page 129, " JI." observes that I blindly
abuse his suggestion of the siphon, aud that my objec-
tums are untenable. Xow, I object against his siphon
with my eyes open, aud my objections are perfectly
tenable, as the following sketch will show. In the

lirst place, I object to it be -

cause it is a siphon ; for, being
such, if once started to run, it

would uever stop so long as

,
-^ w.ater remaiued iu the cistern

;

J-Jir^r^^^^i^^^ELT^ but, by the time the cistern

^R;

|

^--^-^=^^^^^^
^ =E=JI was half einjity the ball-crane

[I
which fills it would be running
full bore. We shoulil thus have a

continual overflow and supply going on at the same
time, the result of which ought be the waste of many
thousand gallons of water Ijefore the waste was dis-

covered. Consequently, were the water company
which supplied the water aware of the circumstances,
they would be quite right to charge for the water
wasted, aud the plumber who fitted in a siphon for a
cistern overflow ought also to be made *' pay the piper"
for his untradcsmanlike work. Tliere is another point,

also, in the matter. Supposing the cistern to get
empty, aud to renuiin so for several days, what was to

keep the smell back then ? I think I have said sufli-

cient to prove that using a siphon for a cistern over-

flow is neither right theoretically nor safe practically.

Where a bell-trap is required in a cistern, something
such as I recommended is nearer the mark, while the

persistency with which " 3L" supports his mistake
shows the necessity for members of sanitary staffs being
men who thoroughly uuderstand their work.— I am,
ftc., Plumbei;.

Intcrtoiumunicatioii.(^

QUESTIONS.

[3288.]—Water Impreernated •with Leatl.

—

I have a case in \vliich tin- water of n well is found to

become extcnsivfly iniprrLnnitcd with It-inl durin<; its

passage throuffh tlie i)nnip-|iii»e and tho pump. It is

very strange that this should bo with ch'an, newly-hiid

pipe, while nothing of the kiml was ever perceived

during the many years that the old pipe (which has

been lately superseded by the new) was in use. Is it

l)robablc that there might exist on the interior of the
new pipe lead iu such a chemical condition as to be
readily soluble in spring water, and that what we now
jjerceive may last only while such is being washed from
the intirior .'^uriuce ? I have (rather lately, I think)

.•^'fu reciimmi'iultHl for such cnses lead pipe, the sur-

faces of which are coated with tin, and niy idea was
tliat I had seen such advertised in the Uuilium.;
News. 1 fail, however, to find it. Will any one
please give, through these columns, an opinion as to
this stdutioa of lead, and state if they know such
tinned lead pipe is made, aud who are the makers?

—

F. U.

[22SII.]—Smoky Cottage Kitchen Chimneys.
—In small houses the must convenient range is an ufn'ii

lire cottage range, with oven and lioijer ; but the open
space over the liobs admits so nmch coUi air as to check
the draught in the chimney and cause it to smoke. The
common remedy for this is a tin blower, but this is in-

convenient, as it so reduces the height from the hnb to

the mantel, when down, ns to interfere with the re-

moval of saucepans, Sm:. Can any reader suggest another

remedy, such as contracting, by any means, the open-

ing into the Hue by means of different construction

wiiilst building, or an iron-formed throat for chimneys
ah-euily built ?—U. A. U.

[•Ji':>o.]—Constructing- Stairs.—I am about con-

structing a stair on principle laid down in ISciLDiNtJ

News, and I want f<> know if it is necessary to give the

steps a " drip," as my employer said that all good stairs

should bo so ?—r. r. H.

[*.'-J:i1.]—Cement.—What kind of cement is best

for building iu salt watery—r. V. B,
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EEPLIES.

[22S3.]—Colours Used in Drawings.—I have

tried " F.'s " colours, but I caunot si'e that I'ayue's

gray represents Kentish rajr, or gambose Hath stone.

I have always been taught that Tayne's gray is for

slates.—I'll PI L.

[2282.]—Colours "CTsed in Drawing-s.—Go over

o!! the stonework of the draw hiR with a light tint of

yellow ochre, then put a broken wash over the parts

designed for Kentish rag of warm gray, made by mix-

ing Indian red and indigo, the first wasli represeut-

in" the Bath stone, and forming a harmonising tint to

tlie improvement of the gray wash reijreseuting the

rubble.—1". E. SI.

[2285 ]—An Inquiry.—The flight of steps in the

thickness of tlie nave-wall of -Welsh churches led up to

the rood-loft, a fine example of which will shortly

be illustrated in these pages.— J. P. S.

[.lo.s.i.]-An Inquiry.—The "small archways"

and'passage originally led to the top of the rood-screen,

which, before the Keformation, extended across the

chancel-arch. The top of the screen was called the

rood-loft, and as sermons and other addresses appear to

have been delivered from thence, and also for the pur-

pose of lighting the candles which stood on it, the

aforesaid little arches and flight of steps were neces-

sary.—r. E. M.

[2287.]—Ioe-"Well.—Several modes of building ice-

houses have been given in the back numbers of the

Building News. I beg, however, to send description

of another mode, contributed to the American Techno-

logiat by " W. F. H. :"—" An ice-house may be econo-

mically built in the following manner, and will give

entire satisfaction, if the dimensions be not less than

12ft. square by 12ft. high for the space to contain the

ice. Presuming that the ice-house is only for family

use, select a shady position and dig a cellar 2ft. deep,

and let the floor or bottom be properly smoothed off,

with a descent of ISin. in the 12ft., leading to one

corner. It should be made perfectly water-tight and

smooth witli a coating of cement, and a wall, also laid

in cement, should be erected therein 3ft. high, formed

on the top with a rabbet on the inner edge of two

sides for the purpose of receiving the joists for the

inner lining of the house. Blake tlie size any way you

please, only not less than 12ft. square inside ; erect on

this wall your double frame, carefully boarded with

tongue-and-groove boards on the inside, and made as

tight as possible. Pack the space between the inner

and outer lining with dry sawdust or tan bark up to

the beginning of the roof ; let the roof be steep, and

also lined inside with boards, but not filled, and let a

space under the peak be left open Sin. to conduct the

warm air to a ventilator on either side of the peak,

secured by wide slats in such a position as to make
ingress of rain impossible. Another ventilator must

be placed in the centre of the peak, the openings of

which must be larger in proportion to the house (say

1ft. square inside), and entirely secured against rain.

Let the door for filling and taking out be on the north

side of the gable, arranged like the roof, not filled, and

a drain-pipe of Sin. to 4in., properly cemented, run

from the lowest point of the bottom of the pit at least

10ft. (Lift, is better) under ground, with a good descent

for taking off the water, and your house is ready to

receive the ice, and it will keep it well for all purposes.

The filling of the house should be done in this manner:

Place at the bottom of the said pit cleau corn-stalks

ISin. deep, closely packed and levelled; then cut your

ice in square blocks, as even square as practicable, and

place them ou the corn-stalks close together, like tiles

in a hall, and w-hen six layers are completed, take a

watering-pot with a middling fine nose, and pour clean

water gently over all crevices left, until they are closed

by the freezing of said water ; continue then the filling,

repeating at intervals the watering process until you

reach the beginning of the roof, then let the ice settle,

and, if you find that the crevices have not been com-
pletely frozen, choose a very cold day to finish the

%vatering operation. You can then put in ice enough

to go half way to the peak, and you can enjoy the

luxury of ice until the new crop. To make the liand-

ling of the ice easy, have a l.)eam extending 3ft. from
the roof outside for block and tackle, and another one
inside near the peak for the same purpose, also fix an
tasy ladder on the inner wall ou the side where the

door is, and the ice can be nicely removed with the

tackle and ice-tongs without any trouble. -When taking

the ice some distance from the house, it would be

advisable to use a blanket to put it in while it is being
transported, which blanket should always be kept aired,

and should be cleaned every time it is used. Such a

building should be painted from time to time on the

outside ; and, whenever the ice is finished, the corn-

stalks should be removed, aud the house well venti-

lated, so as to be free from any unpleasant odours. If

so cared for, it will last a great many years, aud will

require very few repairs."

—

Cypher.

MoNCMEXTs TO MoLTKE AND Werder.—Monu-
ments are to be erected to Count Moltke at Parchim,

his birthplace; to General Werder at Freiburg, the

principal town of the Blaclc Forest, saved from in-

vasion by his bravery ; and, togetlier with these

modern h'erocs, to Hen-maim, the great chieftain of

2,000 years ago, who overcame the Romans and
ireed his country from tlie then national enemy. The
lat^flr figure, which is to be in chased copper and of

giganii.: proportions, will be put up on the very
battlefield where Varus' legions were destroyed, iu

the midst ol the Teutoburg forest, near Dctmold.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

The Allecei) Manufactuiuno Nuisance.—
Mr. W. O. Calliiider, tlio manager of tho Val do

Travers Asphalte Paving Company, attended on

Wednesday to an adjourned summons, at the in-

stance of the Greenwich District Board of Works,

oliarging him witli can-ying on tho business of tlie

company on a piece of land between the river

Kavcnsbonnio .and Deptford-bridgo so as to be a

nuisance and dangerous to the health of the in-

liabitants, as certified by Mr. Pink, tlio district

medical officer. The case was reported last week.

It will be reeoUccted that tho nuisance complained

of ivas from thick white vapoiu' and steam escaping

from open and also from fixed cauldrons into the

air of a densely-populated ueiglibourhood, caxising

nausea and sickness to the strong and healthy, and

irritation and cough to the wealdy. There wore

about a dozen witnesses called to speak to the

above effect, and the further hearing of the case

was adjourned until Wednesday, on the understand-

ing tliat only the two fixed cauklrons should

be used until the best practicable means -svere used

to prevent the nuisance, and an undertaking being

given that if tho works were then considered a

nuisance they should be removed altogether out of

the district. The nuisance, it was now stated, still

existed, and in support of which Dr. R. Miteliell and

Dr. E. Do-svning, of Deptford, wore called, and spnko

to attending the families of different Deptford trailes-

men, through ill-health consequent upon the smells

from the manufacture carried on.—Mr. Poland ad-

mitted that he conkl not struggle against an adverse

decision, under the •27th section of the Nuisances

Removal Act, that at tho time tho summons was

applied for and granted the best practicable means to

prevent the works becoming a nuisance bad not

been taken. The company had, however, as soon

as coini)laints were made by the iuhabitants, deter-

mined that the nuisance should bo done away with,

and tho wliole of tlio open cauldrons had been re-

moved and the chimney shaft, from whicli the

v.apour or steam escaped, heightened. As to the

future, the managers of the comp.any felt that, with

the aid of scientific knowledge now po,ssessed,

although expensive of application, the works can be

carried out without the slightest nuisance tn the

inhabitants.—Mr. Patteson said he felt bound to

convict, and imposed a penalty of £a and £15 costs.

©ur iffite M\l

The New Subway at Bl.u'kfp.iars St.vtion.—
In consequence of the extensive works now in course

of construction at the Blackfriars Station and

approaches the company has been obliged to inclose

Holland-street, which it intends to absorb into the

goods station. Although, however, the coinpaiiy

under their parli.amentary powers are enabled to do

this, they .are at the same time providing for pedes-

trian traflie, by the construction, under Holland-

street, of a subway under Blaekfriars-roiid to the

point on the east of the station where Holland-street

is continued in a north-easterly direction. The

subway is about 83 yards in length, four yards in

width, and upwards of six j-ards in depth from the

street level to the foot^way below. It will be ap-

proached from Blaekfriars-road and the east side of

the railwaj' by a wide and commodious flight of steps.

The entire length of the sub^n-ay has been comi^leted,

and the approaches will shortly be finished, when the

street will be closed and the subway opened for foot

passengers only, the compan}' having provided for

vehicles by constructing a new street, diverting Hol-

land-street into Southwark-strect. The whole of

the works will shortly be completed.

Double Actios Adjustable Spring Hinges.—
Some iniproveracnts effected in spring hingei by

IMr. Douglas Mole, of Blackfriars-road, London, are

deserving of notice. The three principal advan-

tages attained by the use of the new hinge are, 1st,

the ability to adjust the door to any centre after the

box is fixed, thus causing a great saving of time

;

•2nd, the avoidance of the old plan of taking up the

box to readjust the spring (which must be done

with any other hinge) ; and 3rd, that each portion

of the hinge is made to a standard size, and is there-

fore interchangeable and easy of removal for clean-

ing and repairs.

Completion of South London Tramways.—
The several lines of tramway along some of the

princip.il thoroughfares in South London, which

have been iu course of construction during tlie last

six months, are now almost entirely completed, aud

we understand that it is intended to open them for

traffic ou the 1st of September. These several

routes include a line from Blackfriars Bridge, along

Blackfriars-road. London-road, to the Elephant and

Castle, and in continuation along the Walworth and

Camberwell roads, to Camberwell Green ; also a line

from Vauxhall and Pimlico, along Kennington Oval

to Kennington Church, and thenee along Camber-
well New-road to Camberwell Green ; also .another

line along the New Kent-road, from the Elephant

and Castle to the junction of the Old Kent-road and

Greenwich line. At the large open area known as

S. George's Circus, where the Blackfri.ars-road,

London-road, Borough-road, Lambeth-road, and the

Westminster-road converge, a circular and connect-

ing series of lines have been formed, and at this

point the several lines have been connected by
branches with the Westminster-road and Brixton

and Claphain lines. On the opening of these seve-

ral lines, the aggregate length of tramway traffic in

the South London district, including the Westmin-

ster and Clapham and Brixton lines already open,

will be upwards of twelve miles in extent, which

will sliortly be increased to about fifteen miles, en

the further extension of the system from Camber-

well Green to Greenwich, vUi New Cross. With the

cxceiition of a short length in the Camberwell New-
road, near the Green, which it is expected will be

finished in the course of a few days, .all the fines are

ready for opening. It is stated that tor the pri-vi-

lege of passing over Vauxhall Bridge the Tramway
Company is to piiy a toll of £"2,000 a year.

Tr.\de Fe.stivities.—On Saturday week the

workmen iu the employ of Messrs. Mansfield &
Sons, decorators, of Sise-lane, Bueklersbury, had

their annual dinner at Roydon, Essex. On the

same day, the cmplo;/es of Messrs. David King &
Son, builders, Aldg,ate, dined at the Rye House.

In the absence of Mr. King, senr., through indis-

position, Mr. Ball presided, the vice-chair being

taken by Mr. Thomas. The workmen employed by
Mr. W." R. King, builder, of 10, Minories, ou the

same day held a festive gathering at Copthall Farm,

on the borders of Eppiug Forest, under the jwesi-

dency of Mr. King.

S. Andrew's-stkeet, Holborn.—This new
street (a portion of the Holborn Viaduct Improve-

ment), ivhich leads from Holborn Chens to the

junction of Farringdon-street with Fleet-street and

Ludgate-hiU, is in a very forward state. The sewers

have been finished, and subw.ays have been con-

structed for the gas and water pipes. The upper part

of the street, near S. Andrew's Church, is paved

with granite setts, laid on a solid bed of concrete,

and at the lower end, to-n-ards Ludgate-hill, prepara-

tions are being made for laying the foot pavement.

To suit the fevel of the new street, Stonecutter-

street, Shoe-lane, and Little New-street are being

re-levelled.

Proposed New Theatres in London.—We
understand that the Intern.ational Opera House

scheme, which we referred to a few weeks ago, is

now definitely settled. The site of the new theatre

is situated in "one of the best parts of Oxford-street,

and the building itself will be elegantandcommodious.

The architect is Mr. W.aUer Emden. It is again stated

that Mr. J. A. Cave is going to sell the Victoria

Theatre, Waterloo-ro.ad, of which he is the present

lessee, to a Umited company, and that Mr. Cave intends

erecting a new theatre in the Edgware-road, from

plans prepared by Mr. W.alter Emden, architect.

The tlieatre will be constructed to hold about a

thousand people, with entirely new arrangements for

the public comfort.

The Bed of the Tiber.—The scheme of a

thorough excavation of the bed of the Tiber has

been taken up by an It.alian association, at the head

of ivhicli is the n-ell-known Signor Alessandra Cas-

tellani. but which relies on the co-operation of many
artists, antiquaries, and other learned men of Europe

and America, all of whom have been strongly urging

the speedy commencement of an undertaking which

has already been too long delayed. Those who set

about it expect no other return for their trouble and

expense than the immense gain sure to accrue from

it to art and history—to archaeological knowledge in

all its branches.

The New- Post Office Buildings in S.

Martls's-le-Grand.—A grand new edifice is rising

in S. Martin's-le-Grand, for the purposes of the

Post Office, opposite the well-known central office,

which is considered one of Smirke's best works. It

will be supposed, of course (says the City Press),

that the design of the new building is sutficiently

vast to cover the business which has outgrown the

old famili.ar office, and that the department will be

sufficiently housed for many a year to come. Now,

it strangely happens that, extensive as the new

scheme is, the postal business, of which it is to be

the centre, has outgrown the capabiUties of the sitee

even w-hile the foundations of the new office havg

Ijeeu iu progress. On the day that the new huildinr

is dedicated to its proper uses, another of equal, o

even greater dimensions, w-ill he needed, and, in re-

spect of house room, the Postmaster-General w-ill be
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the counterpart of Jlr. Briiiirs on a large scale, an
in quite a serious way. The authorities already priy

X3,000 a year rental for additional premises in the
neighhdurhood of S. Martin's-le-Grand. and at the
completion of the new building this expense is likely

to be increased, instead of terminating altogether.

Precaution' in the City against Diseask.—
The City Coniniissionors of Sewers liavo, by :i

widely-circulated notice, drawn the attention of in-

habitants and owners of houses within the City to

the various legal provisions made with a view to
prevent nuisances, and consequently disease. They
recommend families freely to use chloride of lime
and carbolic powder in their houses, and request
that eviTvwhere the utmost elr-anlinrss should be
observed in respect of the condition of areas, base-
ments, collars, kitchens, and all damp and dark
places. They also warn people not to allow the
accumulation of rubbish, and to be careful as to the
state of their waterbutts and cisterns.

\

\
C|ip3.

A new (Rotnan) Catholic Chapel dedicated to

Our Lady and S.Osiom, and accommodating 140 jier-

sons, wius opened ^ Tynemouth on Tuesday week.

It is rumoured tliRt Miss Garrett, daughter of

Mr. Newson (Jarrott, V^f Suffolk, and a younger
sister of Mrs. Faweett aiV^ Mrs. Anderson, hiis de-
temiinod Uy devote lierself\to liouse decoration.

At the meeting on Mondhy of the Val de Travers
Asjjhaltf Paving Companj^ (Limited) it was decided
to divide as profit amongst{'the proprietors shares in

the Manchester, Scotch, and Irish Val do Travors
companies to the amount of ,€oO,000, and to sul>-

scribe for o,8a0 shares in those undcrtaldugs at the

price of £o per share, or par.

At the pits of the Newark and Vale of Pelvoir
Pla,ster Company's works, near Newark, on Satur-
day, part of the toji of a tunnel in which several

men were at work fell in. A man named Henry
Thompson was killed and foiir others injured, one of

them seriously.

The inauguration of the Mont Cenis Railway will

take plaee on the 11th of September. The Ministers

of Franco and the leatUng engineers of that and
other countries have been invited to be present at

the ceremony.

The honour of knighthood is to be conferred upon
Mr. John Gilbert, R.A.

At AVausbeek, near Morpetli, last week, an iron

suspension bridge over the river gave way under
the weight of a large crowd, aud about a hundi'ed
persons were thrown into the water, many of whom
were severely injured.

The foundation-stone of a new hospital for the
west end of Glasgow was laid a fortnight ago. The
new hospital will be 1,000ft. distant from Glasgow
University, will consist of ten pavilions (one of

which "will be used as a theatre for clinical instruc-
tion), and will contain 332 beds.

"W'e understniul tiiat Mr. A. R. Barker, architect,

has been appointed surveyor in the Diocese of Win-
chester, under the Ecclesiastical Dilaiadatious Act,
187L
On Tuesday week the Bishop of Ripon consecrated

a new churcli aud an additional piece of land to be
used as a burial ground at Thiirgoland, near
Sheffield.

The Marquis of Westminster laid the foundation-
stone of a new church at Brymbro on Tuesday
week.

The Bishop of AVinchester, on the 8th inst.,

opened tho new buildings of Reigate Grammar
School, which have been erected at a cost of X3,0UU.

The Bishoj) of Winc'iiester laid the foundation-
stone uf a new scliool at. Shauklin, Isle of "Wight, on
Saturday week.

The trustees of the British Museum have pur-
chased twelve va»ses recently found at Capua.
They are principally amphora) of a rare and beautiful

kind, large in size, fine and varied in form, with
black figures, and are assigned to an epoch a little

later than Alexander.

A new iron pier is in course of construcrtion at

Lambeth, in place of the timber one now in use.

A now Independent church is to bo built on a site

in Clapham-road, at the corner of Jeffrey's-road.

Thf Mercers' Company has contributed fifty

guineas to tho fund for the completion of tho
National Sanatorium for Consumption and Diseases
of the Ciiest at Bouruemouth.

The church of S. Michael, Biissishaw, is closed
until the lOth of September, to admit of its being
** renovated."

The Corporation of lioicester have decided to
ereeta fever hospital in that town, according to the
requirement of the Privy Council, and have ap-
pointed Mr. Thos. Barnard, of Leicester, architect
for the new building.

Tiie interior of S. Clement's Church, Eastchenp,
being about to be remodelled, i)hotograi)lis of the
building in its present state have been taken. It
is to be hoped that wln^n alterations are made in
other City churches the example set by the authori-
ties of S. Clement's, in securing a iiernmnent record
of the appearance of the building, will be followed.

Cimkr irak Jlebieb.

Pricks, 21st August.—Timber per load of rtO cubic feet:—(^luehcc red pine for yards and spars £3 15s. to £4 los.

;

ditto mixed and buildin:,'. £l' 15s. to £3 5s. ; ditto large
yellow pine. £4 .5s. to £-5 5s. ; S John's and Board pine,
£4 te £4 13s.; Building sizes, f,^ Ss. to £3 15s. ; Pitch pine,
£3 ins. to £3 I.5.S. ; Quebec oak, £G to £C5s. ; Hool; elm
£3 IDs. to £3 15s.; Ash. £3 10s. to £4 16s.: I,arf;c3 yellow-
pine masts. .£4 lo£Gl()^. ; Oregon ilitto, £7 to £10: New
Zealand ditto. £fi to £7 10s.; Quebec large Birch. £3 15s.
to £5 ; New Bnmswiek and Prince Edward's Island
ditto. £2 1.5s. to £3 10s. ; Small averages, .£2 ICs. tn .£3 5s.

;

Indian Teak, £12 58. to £13 10a.; African Ouk, £7 to £s';
British Guiana Greenheart, £5 lOs. to £(! 10s.: Cuba
Rnbicu, £8 to £9 ; Augtraliau Ironbark, £G to £0 Ids.

;

Wainscot per 18ft. cube. Riga crown, English and Dutch,
£3 17s. Gd. to £5 ; ditto brack, £2 17.s. Cd. to £3 5s. ; Jlemel
and Dantzig crown, £3 16s. to £4; ditto braclj, £2 to
£2 7s.; Flooring Boards per customary square of 1 Inch.
First yellow. 9s. to 10s.; white ditto. 8s. to 9s.; second
qualities. Gs. to 8s.; Matched Boards per square fin. and
jin.. 6s. to 8s.

Mahogany, per foot, superficial Honduras (cargo
average) 5}d. to Gd. ; Mexicjin. 5jd. to Cd. ; Tabasco, Gd. to
C5d. ; Cuba. 7d. to lod. ; St. Domingo, 7d. to lOd. ; Cuba,
Is. 4d. to 2s.

Cedar, per foot, superflcial, Cuba, Gd. to 7Jd. ; Honduras,
6d. to 5Jd.; Pencil, 2d. to 4^(1.

^ak lltlus.

WAGES dio'v:ement.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Tlie lua.stcr builders and

joiners of Newcastle and Uatoshead have (i.clared that
the strike of the joiners and liouse carpenters in those
towns is at an end. The men struck for the " nine
hours," but the masters resisted, and imported work-
men from Belgium. The strike lasted nearly five
mouths.

End of the Dublin Stkike.—The Dublin car-
penters, who have been out on strike for eight weeks in
order to obtain an advance of 3s. per week, have ac-
cepted a compromise of 2s., and have resumed work on
those terms.

Berlin.—At a general meeting of the Association
of Carpenters held in Berlin on Monday, it was decided
to stop work until the masters agreed to give ariseof 25
per cent, in the wages, aud to a reduction of the hours
of labour to nine and a half.

Strike of Slaters at Newcastle.—The slaters
are out on strike at Newcastle for an advance from 28s.
to 30s. per week.

TENDERS.
Cajiberwei.i..—For a new inlirmary for Camberwell

Union. Drawings prepared by Mr. W. S. Cross, architect.
Quantities by Mr. \V. F. Meakiu :

—

Amount of Credit for
Tender. Old Materials.

.Stephenson £18,774 £0
Smethurst

, 18,650 35
Wigmore 18,450 50
Newman & Mann 18,315 30
Philip Stiff- 18,200 20
Tarrant 17.990 25
Crockett 17,900 60
Hill, Keddell, & 'Waldram ... 17.G75 50
Mann 17.045 25
Capps&Ritso 17.042 .30

Pcrry&Co 17.iilO 20
Howard* Co 17.400 20
Thompson 17.420 35
Chappell 17,413 Xe 16
W. Cullum 17.1.50 05
Till 17,(191) 30
I.eathei-dale & Son 17,071 75
Hughesdon 17.000 70
Cooper ]G,900 62
\V. ctF.Croaker 10,020 27
Hart 16,.W5 76
Dover, Dowell, 'Wills & Co... 16,613 89

Kensington.—For new buildings in Ball-strect, in con-
nection with Nos. 38 and ;J!t. High-street. Kensington.
Messrs. James Broadbridgc aud Jonah Houle, archi-
tects:

—

Cow-land £3200
Hockly 3100
Temple & Furster 3075
Stimpson 2995
Scrivener and White 2988
Hnsspy 2075
Cooke & Green 2971
Languiead & Way 2875

Kent.—For rebuilding mansion. &c,. near Penshnrst
Kent. Mr. E. P. Browne, architect. Quantities supplied
by Messrs. Geo. Lansdown S Pollard, and Mr. W. !•;.

Stoner:

—

J. S. Ancomhe (accepted) £17,872

This amount is exclusive of foundations, bricks, lime,
and sand, which are found by the proprietor.

Lo.-siiON.—For alterations and additions to No. 33. St.

James's-place, St. Jomcs's-strcct, for W. C. Gainer, Esq.

Mr. Thos. Dudley, architect. Quantities supplied bv Messra
J. & A. E. Bull :—

M'Lachlaii (accepted) £1027

LONDOX.—For alterations and additions to the University-
Club. No. 71. Jermyn-street. St. James's-street. Mr. Thos.
Duillcv. architect. Quautities supplied by Messrs. J. & .\.

E. Bull:—

Newmann & Mann £3341
Kelly Bros .3319

Williams & Son 3234
M-Laehlan 3194
Kobt. Mann 3185
Coukc & Green 31GG

LOND.iv.—For a wareh-mse. Bow-lano and Watliug
street, E.C. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :

—

Mvers i Sons £5100
Perry & Co 5041
CJiimmon&Son 5027
Morter 4!)67

Kilby 4897
Colls 58G5
Browne & Eobinson 4810
Conder 4756

Kellv -1750

Turners Son 40115

Stimpstju 4037

Henshaw 4563
Perry Bros 4,377

Brass (accepted) 433G

London.—For alterations and decorations to a ware-
house, Love-lane, City, E.C. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect.

Henshaw & Co. (accepted.) £340

New Malden.—For the erection of boys' school, class-

room, and other works for tho district of Christ Church,
New Maiden and Coombe, Slurey. Mr. H. T. Freshwater,
Architect:

—

Walling Extra.
Pesketl & Taylor £499
Kadkin 473
Itoouey Brothers 340

Walling Included.
Eydman 500
Spearing and Stewart (accepted) 423 18
Taylor 416
Crowe 413
Huberts 400

Keadino.—For new Lecture-hall and buildings. Abbey,
Beading, for Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Quantities sup-
plied. Messrs. Wm. & J. T. Brown, architects:

—

Matthews £1957
Strong* Son 1947 18
Woodruffe 1883

Sbeppard 1877
Dunn 1845

Barnes (accepted) 1071 IS

W.^TFOHD.—For sewers aud roads on the Watford
Town Estate, for the British Land Company. Limited :

—

Wigmore £1050
Pizzey 899

Campkin 880

Holloway 795

Bloomileld 777

Young & Jarmitu 745
Hubbard 097

Pearson 0~5

Haynes Bros 530

Riley (accepted) 655

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BTJILDING
ESTIMATES

AnEKC.WFNNY UNION, August 30.—For the erection

of infirmaries and fever wards, anil sundry other

additions and alterations at theii- workliouse.—^Villiam

F. Halt, Clerk to the Guardians, Union Office,

Abergavenny.

Bishop's Stoutford National SrnooLS, .August

;11.—For the erection of new school-rooms on a piece

of laud near S. .Michael's Church.—George J'erry,

.-U-chitect, Bishop Stortford.

Leeds. .September 1.—For the erection of si.x bouses,

coach-houses and stable and out cilices.—J. Hall,

.\rchitect. Helgrave-chambers. Leeds.

Leeds, August 28.—For the erection of chambers
in Cookridge-street.—H. Walker, architect, 11, East

I'arade, Leeds.

Mansfield Co-oitkative Indfstrial Society,
Li.mited, September 5,—For the erectiou of a corn-

mill.— 11. (iiuthorpe. Secretary.

S.vlford, August 31.—For sewering, levelling, ami
liraiuing I'lymoulh-street.—E. Andrew. Clerk. Town
Hall. .><alford,

IIohnsey LorAL Hoard of Health, August 28.

— For the construction of an outfall sew-er, in connec-
tion with Sletropolitan Northern High I.,evel Sewer, with
the internal sewers, for thesew-erage of their district.

—

Wm, Hammond, clerk of the board, 10, Furuival's-iuu

Holborii, E.C.

ItowLEV l!Er.is Local Board. .September 2 —
For sewering, levelling, paving, flagging, and channel-

ling Black Waggon-street, within their district.— .\rthur

Wright, Clerk to tlie Board, Hoard ISooin. Kowley
Kcgis. •

Wilton (Wilts). September 2.—For the supply of

pipes, and tho reconstruction therewith of about

2,500 feet of loin, aud 9in. pipe sewers, aud the branch

drains in connection with the .s:ime.— I'lmmas Thring,

Clerk to the Local Beard. \Viltou. near Salisbury.

liitis-roL Local 1!oard of Health. .Vugust

31.—For reconstructing and liuishing a brick sewer,

aud other works in "The .Avon Interceiiting Sewer

District." Length of Sewer about 242 j--"''''- ="^''' ^":

iiin. high by 3ft. w i.le.—.John (i. H™ven, Clerk. Local

Boai-d oi licallh UIHce, 13, I'rincc-strect.
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THE CATHEDRAL OF COLOGNE.

THE double work of restoring and comiilct-

ing this splendid structure goes on, we
regret to learn, but slowly. From recent

numbers of the Domhlatt, or " Cathedral Leaf,"

a journal expressly devoted to this one sub-

ject, and which empties all its profits into

the subscription box, we learn that scarcely

any stone was put in, scarcely any money
collected, scarcely any work done last year.

That, however, need not be a subject of sur-

prise. W&r and preparations for war do not

belong to the harvest times of art in any
country

; and the mighty shrine of Cologne
naturally stood neglected while diplomacy
first, and battles afterwards, absorbed the

anxieties of Europe. But it is nothing less

than marvellous that the Cermaus—a people

of so much national pride—slioidd exhibit

apathy, and even parsimony, in respect of

their magnificent temple—the crown of all

Gothic in continental Europe. Yet so it is.

A destiny would almost appear to hang about
the building, as though it would never be
finished, and as though while the new sj^rung

up the old were foredoomed to decay. "We
have to remember, in fact, that this is the
process actually going on. Month by month,
as the central tower of iron rose from its

four sustaining pillars, deep-rooted in the
earth, through the roof and up, in perfect

grace and lightness, to a stately and airy

height, the grand portico was literally

moiddering, and dropping in minute frag-

ments to the ground. The fault lay with
the original constructors, who quarried for

their stone in the soft and porous cliffs of the

Seven IMountains, and, more particularly,

among the friable strata of the Drachenfels.

Materials of that kind were not calculated to

endure for ages, as is testified to by the

incessant patchings which the robber knights

and feudal princes of the Rhine had to

bestow upon their castles, and the rapid
crumbling of these edifices after being once
abandoned by those who had an interest in

preserving them. In fact, were it not for

the tourists, who supply an incentive to the
conservatoi's guarding the picturesqueness
of the Fatherland river, the ruins themselves
would speedily be ruined, and sink down in

shapeless masses on the rocks. This cause
partly accounts for the dilapidation of the
incomparable cathedral which adorns, even in

its incompleteness, the most imjjortant city

of Rhenish Prussia—a province overwhelming
with wealth, though begrudging the cost of

terminating that task which artists and
monarchs gloried to contemplate six centuries
ago. It is disheartening even for the stranger,

who cannot be supposed to share the German
pride in this sumptuous trophy of time, to
revisit the City of the Three Kings : to

revisit, autumn after autumn, and perceive
the same melancholy signs of indifference and
lassitude—the paltry heaps of unhewn stone,

from Andernacli and Treves, on the terrace
;

the sawing and sculpturing yard, unworthy of
a third-rate Thames-side contractor ; the
meagre scaffolding ; the few stragglers on the
roof ; and, above all, the inferior, rough,
spiritless, characterless work employed.
Within there is an appearance, but oidy an
appearance, of greater activity. That is to

say, the perspective is ruined, as it has been
for years past, by forests and frames of
timber ; and the wondrous beauty of the
choir is threatened with the heavy touch of

nineteenth-century restoration, when it needs
no touch whatever, except for the replacing
of certain fallen fragments. But a fragment
takes a long time to replace in the Cathedral
of Cologne. On October 17th, 14;U, one of

the pinnacles of the gallery rmming round
the vault above the Chapel of the INlagi fell

down ; on October 17th, 1834, four hundred
years later exactly, it was restored. That is

about the rate at which things do move in the

capital of the Eleven Thousand Virgins.

Passing through the portal, the sculptured

beauties of which are rapidly exfoliating

themselves out of form, we glance up, as far

as may be, through the twilight interiors of

the towers, which are to be five hundred
feet high, and have not risen a foot for cen-

turies past. They are choked with scaffolding,

and not the sound of a hammer, or a chisel,

or a trowel, or a man's voice, is heard. You
inquire of the sacristan, "When are the

workmen here?" "They will be here when
there is money to pay them." You may
easily believe it. The Calhednd Gazette

announces the week's subscriptions to the

fund for carrying on this universal German
labour of love—they amount, perhaps, toten-

and-sixpence! and this is no exaggeration.

It is clear that the heart of Germany is not in

the giant Dom of Cologne. A quarter of a

century has elapsed since a prodigious noise

was made, calling upon the entire Fatherland

to rescue its proudest monument from the

wasting influences which were reducing it to

the skeleton of its former self. It had gone
on growing through generations. The jjlans

of its unknown architect were taken up—

a

bit added here and a bit there—and laid

aside again. In one reign a few statues were
installed in their niches; in another a painted

window threw its gilded and jewelled light

upon the fractured floor, making it all one

treasure ; in a third a patch was put on the

roof, or a figure graven- for a tomb, to catch

the same niddy and amber rays athwart some
saintly face. But at length, fifty years ago,

the Germans began to profess themselves

ashamed of the sight that was to be seen in

the opulent city of Cologne. Beich wie. ciu

KiiUiwr—rich as a Cologner—had long been

a popular saying. The spectacle was, indeed,

to be lamented. Much of the interior was
only sheltered by a wooden roof ; the side

aisles were not vaulted in ; the two great

gables of the north and south front were
fragments, though fragments of superb de-

signs, surmounting every other stone struc-

ture in the city
; a pai't even of the exterior

wall was wanting ; only a few of the but-

tresses stood firm ; the nave had to be re-

roofed and vaidted ;
the cross gallery, with

its pinnacles and gablets all lovingly indicated

in the plans of the unknown architect, had
never been erected ; of the parts that had
been finished tlie finer traceries and mould-
ings were disappearing in decay ; the exterior

sculpture exhibited signs of honeycomb
;

total destruction, indeed, seemed to impend
over the finest structure in Germany, even
before it stood as a completed edifice at all.

When the architects were called in they
reported a degree of unsoundness, ricketiness,

and dilapidation by thieves, who had stolen

the leaden roofs, besides robbing the altars,

that an innnediate expenditure of £SO,O0U
was necessary to prop the tottering parts.

But the unknown architect was a Titan in

his ideas, and what he built of the towers

—

unsunk and unshaken now—were really in-

tended to boar, and can bear still, the weight
of an additional three hundred feet, ponderous
and massive, which he contemplated rearing

upon the two hundred already erect, huge,

upright, unshaken by time and temp)est, solid

as rocks—the protectors of that glorious

portal beneath whose arch many a noble

church might stand, with plenty of place

above the sjiire.

The German Governments, or rather those
of Prussia, Wurtemberg, and Bavaria, at last

felt compelled, for the honour of a nation
which is nothing if not boastful, and has
many reasons for boasting, to meditate upon
a systematic plan for saving the Cathedral.
Little importance can be attached to their

resolves, however, until the year 1842 was
reached. Then was constructed the machinery
which,feebly and spasmodically , is stUl at work.
liiug Frederick-WiUiam IV. became a patron,

and laid a new foundation-stone, as though
the labours of four hundi-ed years were be-
ginning over again ; and the Dombauverein,
or Cathedral Union, with a thousand affiliated

smaller unions ramifying through the land,
was established. It was agreed, in a moment
of unmeasured enthusiasm, that Cologne
Cathedral should be regarded as a symbol of
German unity. By the introduction of this

political idea the progress of the task was
retarded. Only Munich and Wurtemburg,
where German unity is scarcely as yet recog-
nised, contributed generous subsidies. But
the eagerness of the people was kept up at

white heat for a time. The King put himself
down for an annual subscription of £1,500

;

the societies collected funds ; lectures, ser-

mons, festivals, were drawn ujion as so many
sources of help ; strangers were pitilessly

sentinelled until they dropped money into the
boxes padlocked on every door

;
and, when

nearly twenty years had elapsed, results were
visible. Among others, a million of thalers,

or a million of coins worth three shillings

apiece, had been spent. The choir was
finished, and its harmony slightly marred.
The columns of the nave had been carried up
to their destined height, with a less flagrant

departure than might have been expected
from the original design. The vaulting of

the roof was in a fair way towards comple-
tion. The two hundred feet of tower had
been surveyed, and pronounced not less solidly-

set in the earth than Ehrenbreitstein itself,

and the Domhlatt had conm-.enced its appeals
to the entire Catholic world to aid in the holy
triumph at Cologne. But one singular in-

fluence was hostile to the Cathedral LTnion

and the Cathedral "Leaf." It is a proverb
throughout Rhenish Prussia, and far beyond
it, that Cologne Cathedral will never be com-
pleted, though, in order to the fulfilment of

this prediction it was not necessary to leave

it as Naijoleon's General found it when he,

without the least irony, complimented the

inhabitants of the city upon their "magnifi-
cent Gothic ruins." Still, the labourei-s were
not altogether idle. They declared, eight

years ago, that the interior only wanted a
finishing touch. It wants a good many, at

any rate, now. It is true that the barbarous
partition separating the choir from the nave
has at length been removed, so as to afford

the hope of an unbroken perspective before

long ; and even that every now and then, as

if by magic, all the inside scaffolding disap-

pears, when grand ceremonies have to be
performed; but a pilgrimage through the

splendid spaces, and still more splendid re-

cesses, of this surpassing edifice, proves that

no part of it can yet be called perfect, unless

it be the genius that lives in the whole. Nor
need we wonder. With all the hubbub, the

celebrations, the songs, the appeals, the local

organisations, the patronage of princes, the

mendicant missions abroad, the countenance

of the Pontiff, the pride professed by Ger-
many, and the periodical exaltations of the

Domhlatt, we doubt whether any sum ap-

proaching to three-quarters of a million

sterling English has been expended upon the

work from first to last, notwithstanding that

the structure was to be adopted as a symbol

of German greatness and unity. One thing,

however, the restoring architects did accom-

plish three years ago, and every German,
whether or not he had or had not subscribed

to the Cathedral Restoration and Completion

Fund, anticipated that, forthwith, the towers

would rise to their predetermined loftiness of

five hundred feet above the momid in the

Marz Plaz, whereon, tradition records, Agrip-

piua's Itomau veterans eucamiied. They
hauled down, in 18G8, the ancient and re-

markalile crane on the south tower, which,

for centuries, had been a landmark of the

crescent-shaped city, especially from the

river. They might have left it until there

was masonry to put in its place. IMany a

tourist, wearying his ej'e for the cathedral,

fir.st caught sight of the old well-known black

crane, with its grotesque framework and its
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beam slanting upwards like a bowsprit. It

has disappeared, and, let us hope, is in some
museum, for it was probably tlie only genuine
specimen extant of the cranes employed by
the builders of the middle ages. That its

power was immeuse is demonstrated by the

masses of stone which it must have lifted;

but, among all the florid histories of the

Cathedral with wliich German handbook
literature abounds, we have met with no
description of its mechanical principles. As
for Schlegel. he, of course, regarded it as no
part of his subject, and so soared from the

criine into the entities. After their war,

however, and tlie accomplishment of their

unity, of whicli, despite prophecy, the Cologne
Dom was not to be a symbol, we may hope
for more rapid advances. For the sake of

the choir and tlie majestic south portal alone,

if not for the sublime design of the towers
and the luxury of art-thoughts which must
have been amassed in the mind of the arclii^

te>et when he traced those aspiring jjillars,

those wondrous flying buttresses, those giant

piers, that dream of purpled pinnacles, and
those casket-like chapels which are jewels

holding gems. But, it must be repeated,

wlule the new is created the old is perishing,

and the old means that which was truest to

the typical hope of the foimder. For, anxious
and conscientious as the first generation of

toilers may be, they devote themselves to

their cathedral in an inevitably modern
spirit. It is not to them a passion which they
yearn to perpetuate by a monument ; they
labour upon lifeless stone, that refuses to

become animate beneath their liands. It is

not the pious Parnassus of their ambition ; it

is little sacred, little loved, little revered ; it

is the world-renowned Cathedral of Cologne,
which really must be finished, or it will grow
into a scandal. These considerations, forcing

themselves upon us, do not justify very exalted

hopes. It may even be imagined that the
Dom, the ancient of ages, would have been
more beautiful and more hallowed as a ruin

than it will be when the thrifty German
people have counted out thalers sirtRcient for

its completion. Nevertheless, Germany is

doing right in attempting, with however half

a heart, to prevent any such catastrophe ; for

though it might not imjiair the splendour of

the shrine in the eyes of those for whom
every Basilica upon earth is a shrine, the

disgrace to the nation must liave been in-

delible. What inspirations of different times,

what labour of nund^erless hands, what emu-
lations of ai'tists, what struggles against the
effects of decay and ravage, do these ascend-
ing piles, raised upon such deep foundations,

as though the architect had dreamed of im-
mortality for them also, represent. Tliey

may be somewhat vulgarised by nineteenth-
century contracts and repairs

;
yet, taken for

all in all, it is better that a people pretending
to greatness sliouhl be careful of its sacred
monuments, however tardily or slowly, espe-

cially when they assume such forms of re-

ligious grandeur as Cologne Cathedral, than
that they should only admire tlicm as they
crumble, and dedicate their purses to the

extinction of the arts—a project which is

auK.ng the latest ebullitions of the Teutonic
philosophy. So far for the story of a (ier-

uvxn architectural " restoration," not yet half

on its way to be finished.

REVIEAVS OF IlECENT BUILDIXCS.
yi.—Mi.xF.D Styles.

A VETvY large proportion of modern
-'-*- work, as every one knows, is assignable
to no definite style. It is Gotliic modified
by Classic, or Classic by (Jothic, or cither of

tlieni changed and added to by tlic individual

taste of each sjiecial designer. In the abstract
we are far from condemning the spirit of

iimovation. No past style exactly suits us
or quite expresses our aims and feelings. AVe
must adapt it, and widen it, and add to it

before it is capable of supplying our every-
day wants and of dealing with those

thousand details of modern life for which no
ancient parallel exists. The difficulty is, to

make our additions harmonise with the

original; to preserve the unity of the style

on which we experiment ; to interweave our
additions so skilfully that they may not
appear as patches and excrescences. This is

the weak point iu the half-and-half architec-

ture of the day ; its two halves no more
unite than oil and water. The best that can
usually be said of it is that it is an attempt
towards a desirable object, though it often

ends in total failure. Too much of it, indeed,

looks like the blind groping of men who are

dis.satisfied with existing styles—they do not
know why—and who would fain strike out for

a new one—they do not know of what sort.

If they can only hit upon some form or some
combination tliat was never hit upon before,

very likely tliis will prove the germ of that

new phase of art we are all in quest of, and
they will have the glory of originating it.

AA'e have seen, however, in tlie last few years

a great many novel and astonishing combina-
tions, a great many original and eccentric

details, but the new epoch seems as far off

as ever. Perhaps, after all, the haphazard
way is not the best one

;
perhaps we might

be more likely to find a modern style if we
knew what to look for, or to invent one, if

we had first decided to what subjects inven-
tion should be applied. In other words, if we
could take as a basis whatever existing style

(as, for instance, tlie earliest Gothic)
appeared to be the nearest to what we
want ; if we could then settle clearly what
parts of it were unsuitable to any or all

of our purposes, and if we could lastly

proceed to change these details for more
appropriate ones, which would harmonise
equally well with the rest of the style,

we should, by a much less ambitious method,
be making much more real progress. The
modifications might be small and gradually
applied ; but if they proved useful they
would spread. No one man, it is true,

would become illustrious as the originator of

of a new style ;
but then we very much

question whether any one man will become
so on any system, or ^ever did become so

since the world began. It is only by a mul-
titude of minds working together, accepting
the same main principles and aiming at the
same ends, that so great a work can be
accomplished ; and the amount of force now
being wasted in isolated and ill-directed effort

is something lamentable.
The work we have now to notice, No. Go,

Cornhill, designed by Mr. I'Anson, is a favour-
able specimen of its class. But for two or three
of its details, it might be described as in a
round-arched variety of Gothic. It is care-

fully studied, and generally harmonious in

its pai'ts; sufficiently fresh in conception to

be striking, and yet free from the desire of

novelty as a final end. Shut in between tall

buildings on each side, there islittle of it visible

besides tlie front, and a long and .si)me\«iiat

narrow strip of wall is nearly all that the archi-

tect had to deal with. He has, however, been
wise enough to display the roof, to introduce

a real ea\ es- cornice and not a disguLsed

parapet, and to relieve tlie sk^'-line by what
might easily have been an adiniralile finish to

the whole, in the shape of a large dormer.
This, however, as we may have to notice, is,

unfortunately, the most discordant and
least satisfactory feature in the design.

Between the street level and the roof, there

are five stories. They are mai'ked off on the
faeade by strings, and each of tliein is slightly

shorter than the one lielow it. The ground
floor is occupied by a sliop. Hero the angle

piers are of granite, brought to a smooth face,

but not polished. A i-ounded corbel projects

from the pier on each side, supporting a
light iron girder with its web pierced in open-
work jiatterns ; and on tliis girder rests a red

granite lintel running right across the front.

So far there are no mouldings or ornaments
of any kind. The girder, which is visible,

cannot be the real support of the wall ; it is

too small, too thin, and too much perforated.

The design of this lower story, though it is

by no means conspicuously offensive, is not
to be called successful. But how many shop
fronts can be found, of proportions like the
present, whose design is successful ? The
difficulties connected with them are immense
the conditions which the architect has to

comply with make his task almost hopeless.

He is bound, in the first place, to put his

widest opening at the bottom, instead of the

top of the wall, and bound to make it so

wide that scarcely any angle piers remain.

Still, if this were all, he might contrive a

fair solution of the problem, by turning, as

at Mr. Blomfield's offices in Chancery-lane,

a great circular or pointed arch from pier I o

pier. But a far worse restriction is added,

when, as seems in practice to be the ordinary

ease, he is compelled to carry up the shop
window straight and square to the floor

above. The shop front, is, in fact, settled

for him. He is no longer the designer, as

far as the groimd floor is concerned ; the

work is already designed, and he has only to

make its construction possible. This is the

true secret of failures in shop architecture,

and instead of asking why our architects can

never produce a tolerable shop, it would be
more reasonable to ask why they are never
allowed the opportunity. In the present case

a granite lintel is introduced which appears

to carry the four-story wall above, but which
obviously could not be trusted even to carry

itself across such a span. The actual support

of the wall, whatever it may be, remains

invisible. It is seldom satisfactory, however,

thus to conceal important pieces of construc-

tion. To see a great overhanging mass
balanced in the air, we know not how, is far

from producing pleasant sensations ;
and

though reason may assure us of its safety,

the artistic sense demands that its security

should be made manifest. This is one ground
on which we object to the impossible lintels

of stone and granite which have lately come
into fashion in these situations. But there

remains another one. Even if we could

persuade ourselves of their utility—even if

we could, by a strong effort of iniagiuat'on,

credit a shallow bar of stone witli cohesion

enough to stretch across a space of 10ft. or

15ft., the story so bridged would still fail to

harmonise with the arched ones. If a flat

stone will cover the wide opening of the shop,

why not use flat stones to cover the narrow

openings of the windows? INI ixed construc-

tion has generally something jarring and dis-

cordant about it, and the most perfect archi-

tecture, with few exceptions, is that which
confines itself either to tiie arch or the

architrave, as the case may be. But if the

two systems are to be united, tl;e natural

course, and that, therefore, which is artistically

best, is certainly to use arches for the great

spans and architraves for the small ones. On
both those grounds we think that either the

arch or a combination of arch and girders

will after all prove the best means of covering

these dispro)iortionate openings. But while

tenants and building owners fix the shape

and dimensions of them as rigidly as they

seem to do at present, any great success in

shop architecture seems to be out of the

question.

Leaving the ground story, however, we
come to the house elevation—the part in which

the architect may be supposed to have had

his own way. There still remain four stories

lietween the shop front and the eaves cornice.

Of these, the three lower ones are each

liuhted by an arcade of three semicircular-

headed windows, while the highest has five

narrower arches in a row. The materials used

are chiefly white brick and red and white

terra-cotta. The voussoirs of the arches have

a peculiarity which may have been suggested

by those in tlie well-known tower uf LaMar-
tozana, at Palermo, where a similar form is

adopted witli gocd effect. They aie rounded

at their inner extremities, and sj wl en placed

together, jrjduce a scolloped outline on the
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NOTES ON CARPENTRY AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES.—VI.

THE choice of the kind of timber to be
used in any proiiosed structure is a

matter of some importance. There is

strength to be considered, and also dura-
bility, and tlicy do not always go together.

Then there is the quality of stiffness, which

intrados of the arch. The dripstones through-
out are pointed ; but the arch-joints radiate

from the centre of the circle. AVhere the

windows are iu groups of three they are of

broad and low proportion, fitted with French
casements, and glazed with large panes of

plate-glass. The top ones are better in shape,

those beneath them having hardly reveal

enough for their breadth. Above the first

and second stories are two bands of red terra-

cotta with encircled medallions or circular

panels, which are well executed and effective.

Most of these are decorated with a kind of

fleur de lis, fitting well into the circle
;
but,

by way of variation, heads in low relief are

inserted at intervals. Stone string-courses

are also freely used. The principal cornice

rests on small pointed arches, corbelled out,

in Italian-Gothic fashion, on long cantilevers
;

and the faces of the latter have a leaf orna-

ment almost too small to be well seen from
below. On the walls of the third and fourth

floors, diaper bricks are employed. In the

first case they form a band above the tops of

the arches, and are of a simple, overlapping,

lozenge pattern
;
in the second their design is

more complex, but still effective. If this sort

of ornament were never worse applied than it

is here, we should have very little to say
against it. Unfortunately, it joromises to

share the fate of all cheap and easy modes of

decoration, and to be abused and vulgarised

till it becomes unendurable. Above the eaves

cornice appears what might have been the
best, and actually is the worst, or, ?,t any
rate, the most discordant part of the design.

This is a wide dormer, containing three

square-headed lights, and crowned by a
moulded pediment of ordinary Classic cha-

racter. So entirely does it differ from the

rest of the elevation—in style, in material,

and iu general treatment—that it is difficult

to suppose it to have been the originally in-

tended termination. A good dormer in this

situation would have been an admirable finish

to the whole ; but a more lame and impotent
conclusion than the actual one it woidd be
hard to imagine. The roof is of mansard
form ; there are chimneys conspicuously placed
at its sides, but they are quite free from
design of any kind.

Looking at the building as a whole, it may
be described as a favourable specimen of

London street architecture. It is not one of

those ill-considered masses which are so plen-

tiful, whose architects, neglecting general

form and composition, rely wholly on the
carver to make their works presentable.

Proportion and arrangement have been
studied as far, perhaps, as they usually can
be in a tall and narrow street front. An
architect whose practice lies iu the City has
to work under very stringent conditions^ie
can rarely give the reins to his fancy or put
much novelty or originality into his designs.

An architect, again, who has to deal with
shop fronts is still more closely bound down,
and if he escapes a glaring failure siionld

hai'dly be criticised too severely. From the
pavement to the cornice, Mr. I'Anson's
present work is generally pleasing, and no-
where conspicuously faulty ; we only wish
that the dormer and the chimneys had been
good enough to form a satisfactory finish to

it. As regards decoration, the red terra-cotta

bands are the most noticeable detail. Their
surface ornament is sharp and well executed,
and plainly distinguishable, in .spite of its

depth of colour. The foliage of the capitals

and corbels, on the contrary, is scaa-cely bold
enough for the height at which they are

placed.

ia distinct from that quality which gives

ultimate strength to timber. Thus in a roof
the weight to be carried is not great, being
not more than GOlb. per square foot, that

is 201b. for the roof and 401b. for the wind
—whereas floors carry more than twice as

much, common warehouse floors three times
as much, and corn warehouse floors four
times as much ; but in a roof, subject to the
percussive action of the wind, it is neces.sary

that it should be stiff rather than strong, and
that timber which (being not more expen-
sive than another) is stiff is better than
another which may be stronger, if at the

same time it be not so stiff. A roof might
be perfectly safe as far as strength is con-
cerned, but if it were subject to vibration

the covering would soon be loosened. But
in another structure, as, for instance, in a
bridge, sheer strength is better than mere
stiffness, a property which prevents the
material giving any warning of its being over-

loaded, but when it yields makes it yield

suddenly. American red pine has the pro-

perty of stiffness in a greater degree than
Baltic fir, and is therefore very suitable for

roofs
; while Memol, Riga, or Dantzic timber

is more suitable for bridges, joists, and
weight-carrying structures, and for outdoor
work generally, as being more dui-able in a
variable atmosphere. We shall not discuss

the properties of all kinds of timber, some of

them but little, if at all, used in carpentry,

but shall confine our attention to the three

sorts most commonly used—viz., Baltic flr,

American pine, and English oak. Of Baltic

fir, Mr. Edward Cresy, in his " Encyclopfedia
of Civil Engineering," says that this (the

Pimis si/lvestris) is " of all the species the

most valuable for its timber. It is produced
in most parts of Europe, and its quality

varies with the soil on which it is grown ; on
a stiff cold earth the wood has a red tinge, and
acquires a solidity which it does not attain on
sandy or light lands, where itbecomes in colour

nearly white. Sweden and Norway, as well

as Prussia, Poland, and Russia, supply the

English mai-ket. In Scotland this species of

fir, on favourable soils, attains considerable

size, and forms most excellent timber. Its

durability, especially the red sort, is equal

to that of oak. Its weight in a green state

is from 541b. to 741b. per cubic foot ; when
dry it weighs from :311b. to 411b."

Mr. Joseph Gwilt, in his " Encyclopfedia of

Architecture," says of Baltic timber, that the

annual rings [Here it may be well to remark
that most botanists say that a ring of wood
grows round the tree each year, that is in

exogenous trees, or those which grow out-

wards, as it were, of which class all timber
trees are, as distinguished from the endoge-
nous trees, like the palm ; and therefore that

one can tell, after the tree has been cut

down, how old it is] are, in the

best Baltic timber, not more than 1-lOth

of an inch. The dark parts of the rings are

of a bright red colour. That from Norway
is the finest sort, to which the best IMemel and
Riga are much inferior. The inferior timber

of this kind, which is not so durable or so

capable of bearing strains, has thick annual

rings, and abounds with a soft resinous

matter, which is clammy, and chokes the saw.

Jluch of the timber of this sort is from
Sweden, but it is inferior in strength and
stiffness. That which is produced in the

colder climates is superior to that which is

produced in warmer countries, the Norway
timber being much harder than that of

Riga. Tie weight when seasoned is from
29rb. to 4l)lb. per cubic foot. The same timber

(that is, the Piiiiis Ktjh-cfU-is) of English

gi-owth weighs from 2Sib. to 331b.

The late j\Ir. James Ncwlands, the Borough
Engineer of Liverpool, in his " Carpenter's

and Joiner's Assistant," says of this timber
that it produces " the red or yellow pine, the

wild pine, or Scotch fir. The timber grown
in Britain, especially in the southern parts,

is not so valuable as that grown in the

Alpine countries. There are, indeed, excep-

,

tions, but this appears to be the rule. It is
not so sound, it is coarser in the fibre, it

contains more sapwood, and is neither so
strong nor so durable. Dr. Smith, however,
in his essay on the production of timber,
says that he has seen some Scotch fir, grown
in the North Highlands, which formed the
roof of an old castle, and after 300 years it

was as fresh and full of resin as newly-
imported Memel." Of the timber of the
Piiiiis syloc'stris " Memel supplies three
qualities, viz.

—

Crown in baulk, loin. X
loin., and from 28 to 50 feet long.
Longer timber is apt to be knotty at the
small end. Best Middliiu/, and Siroiid Mid-
illiiif/, or Brack.—These are of about the same
dimensions as Crown, but as they contain
large knots they are not so fit to be cut into
small scantlings. Dantzig common baulks
are from 14in. to ICin. square. Crown baulks
are sometimes so large as 2Gin. and 30in.,and
so long as 70ft., but 40ft. is nearer their
average length. As this timber is very
sound it should be used where whole timbers
are required ; the Croirn is especially useful
for bearing timbers. Riga baulks are 13in. to
14in. square, and average about 40ft. long.
The heart of the baulk is often shaky ; it

should therefore be divided longitudinally,

and the flitches reversed. It is very hard to

tell the difference between IMemel and Riga
timber when iu the log."

Professor Rankine, in his " Manual of Civil

Engineering," says of this timber, " Pine
timber of the best sort is the produce of the
red pine, oi-^Scotch fii' (^Pinus sijtvestris^, grown
in Norway, Sweden, Russia, and Poland.
The best is exported from Riga, the next
from Memel and from Dantzic. The same
species of tree grows also in Britain, but is

inferior in strength. The annual rings, when
this timber is of the best kind, consist of a
hard part of a clear dark red colour, and a
less hard part of a lighter colour, but still

clear and compact. The thickness of the
rings should not exceed 1-lOth of an inch.

The most common size of the logs to be met
with in the market is about lorn] square.

This is the best of all timber for straight

beams, straight ties, and straight pieces in

framework generally, and for spars of ships."

The next description of timber we shall

notice is the white fir (Pinus ahks'), or Nor-
way spruce, and Mi'. Cresy says of it that

"it is a variety of white deal, and is the

sort which in deals and planks is imported
from Christiana. The trees from which
these are generally obtained arc of 70 or 80
years' growth, and are usually cut into three

lengths of about 12ft. each, which are sawn
into deals and planks, the most usual thick-

ness of which is 3in., and they are generally

9in. wide." [It may here bo remarked, how-
ever, that the sizes of converted timber recog-

nised in commerce are as follow :—Planks,

llin. X 3in. ; deals, 9in. x 3in. ; and battens,

7in. X 2i-in.] " In this country they are

sold by the hundred, which, in the case of

white as well as of yellow deals, contains 120

deals, be t'ueir thickness what it may, reduced

to a standard thickness of liin., a width of

llin., and a length of 12ft. "What is called

a whole deal is l|in. thick, and a slit deal is

half that thickness. This kind of timber

unites better by means of glue than the yel-

low sort, is much used for interior

work in joinery, and is very durable

when in a dry state. The colour of spruce

fir is a yellow, or rather brown white ; the

annual ring consists of two parts, one hard

and the other softer. The knots are tough,

but it is not difficult to work. Besides the

importation named, there is a considerable

quantity received from America. Christiana

fir weiglis from 211b. to 321b. per cubic foot,

when seasoned. That from America about

2!)lb., and the Norway spruce grown in

Britain about 341b. In seasoning it shrinks

aliout l-70th, and after being purchased as

dry deals at the timber yards about l-90th."

Of this wood Mr. Newlands says, "This
is the produce of the Pin us alics, or Norway
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spruce. It is light, elastic, but varies in

durability with the conditions of soil and

climate. It is nuieh less resinous than tlie

Scotch fir, and its colour is a reddisli or yel-

lowish white. This tree affords the Bur-

gundy pitch of commerce, and its bark is

used for tanning. The timber being fine-

grained takes a fine polish, and is easily

worked, either with or across tlie grain. It

holds glue remarkably well. The spars are

from ;3i)ft. to OOft. long, and from fjin.to Sin.

thick, and are used for scaffold poles, ladders,

oars, and masts to small vessels."

Professor Hankine says, "White fir or Deal

timber of the best kind 'is the produce of the

spruce fir (. I /iiV.< cxciha) grown in Norway,

Sweden, and Hussia. The best is that known
as Christiana deal. Jlnch of this timber is

sawn up for sale in pieces of various thick-

nesses suited for planking."'

KOOD -SCREEN, LLAXGWSI CIIUKCII,

MONMOUTHSHIRE.

THI'. road-screens in our eluirehcs were oflcn

•\vron.!,'lit witli an .imount of elalioiMtion that

is trnly astonisliing. and tliey sfom to have hcen

iniide l[u\U: a lahonr of love. I'.ven in ont-ot-the-

way villai;e chnrehes there are still to be found

si)e"eiinens, the cost of ivhieh must have been alto-

gether out of proportion to that of the fabric itself.

Such exan\ples are, indeed, rare at the present day

;

b\it that they were not so formerly is attested by

the ahnost uni\ersa! remains of provisions made for

their support and method of access. Throughout

Monmouthshire— and, indeed, generally throughout

Wales and its border counties—the staircase that

once led to the rood-loft is to be found within the

thickness of the wall of the nave, or enclosed within

a projection from it, and the doorway from the

church is to be found near the ehanccl, and either

within the nave or chancel. In otlier larger churches

only the corbels which supported the main beams of

the structure are to be seen, and then it is to be pre-

sumed that the staircase of access was a wooden one.

"We ha\'e recently fjiven descriptions of some of the

rood-screens which are counted aniont; the richest

artistic and archa'ological treasures of the county of

Norfolk, and more recently of one at Combe Martin,

in North Devon, whicli is a fair example of the class

of which many remains exist in that county.

The rood-screen of Llangwm, in Monmouthshire,

an enj^raving of which (from a drawinj^ by Mr. G.

Burridge), as proposed to be restored by Mr, Seddon,

we give in our present number, may be considered

as a typical example of the Welsh class of which

we have spoken, and, as such, we shall give a minute

description of it.

The chunh of Llangwm Ucha is situate about three

miles from I'sk, on the Chepstow-road, and, though
nipw a liighway mad passes witliin a (|Ujirter of a

mile of it, the county used only to be traversetl by
deepl^'-sunk lanes, and goods coidd only be trans-

ported on pack h<)rses ; a circumstance which, it will

be seen, had an influence on the construction ami
design of the screen-work under notice. Another
church, that of I^langwnr Issa, recently rebuilt,

stands within a few hundred yards of tliis larger

one. Llangwm, however, must have had, at one

time, greater relative importance than it now |^os-

sesses, as it has two prebendal stalls in Llandaff

Cathedral. The church consists of a simple nave,

.Ooft. long internally, by ll'ft. wi<le, with a south

ixircli, and a chancel aift. long by 12fl. wide, with

a tower projecting ne.arly midway from it on the

north side—an unusual position, but one whieii has

conduced to a beautiful gronjjing, and the entire

structure is a picturesque and charming example (if

a village church.

There is a staircase turret attached to the tower

on its south-western angle, tilling up the whole
space left between the end of the nave and the

chancel and tower. This turret staircase serves

both to give access to the rood-loft and to all Ihi'

stages and roof of the tower.

It somewhat remarkable that the chancel areh-

way, whieh is entirely concealed from the nave, is

unusually line. The east wall of the nave is no
less than 5ft. Gin. thick, and the .arch is of four

orders, each chamfered, and the inner ones resting

on carved corbels.

The screen stretches right across the nave in front

of this chancel arch, ami consists of eighteen

narrow-traceried divisions in t\vo heights; of these

the folding doors occupy the fo\ir central ones, there

being two panels to each door. The next four divi-

sions on each side have the upper panels open,
through which the chancel ean be seen, and the

three remaining ones on each side being against the

responds of the chancel are close boarded, and have

b en decorated with panels. -Ml the lower panels

are filled with rich linen-mouliled jiatterns under

delicate Iraceritd heads. A enrniee beam is con-

tinued through above as a linish to this part of the

screen. This is about a foot deep, and has three en-

richments between two beads worked in the solid.

The coved portion wliieh connected this lower with

the upper part of the .screen has been destroyed, but

there are tlie sinkings to receive the moulded verti-

cal ribs on the back of the lower beam of the upper

portion. Tiie restoration of this coving is, (here-

fore, necessarily entirely conjectural on the part of

Mr. Seddon, so far as the horizontal intersecting ribs

shown in the drawing are concerned, and also the

bosses which cover the intersections and the fringe of

carved work carried round each of the square

jianels.

The next part in order is the noble lower beam of

the rood loft, for the whole of which, as shown in

the engraving, fortun.ately there is authcrity. It is

nearly ift. deep bj- ilin. at the top, tapering to

about •lin. .at tlie bottom, and has five beads at

various distances, and a moulding at the bottonr

worked in the solid, and all the carved enrichments

have been separately wrought and let in between

these several beads and mouldings, as well as a

strawberry leaf cresting inserted below the mouM-
i[ig and continued round the curve of the sitle

tracericd brackets, which are supported by corbels,

suggesting in their treatment fan vaulting.

For the upper beam the same authority in the

shape of actual remains exists. This is about 1ft.

lin. deep, Oin. wide at top and 4in. at bottom, and

has four beads and lower moulding worked in the

si>lid, and has three carved enrichments and carved

crestings at top and bottom.

For the treatment of the intermediate .space there

is less certain authority, as all the panels have

vanished, as well as the buttresses or other ornamen-

tation to the front of the standards ; with, however,

the exception of the small strips of- tracery which

run up the sides of each standard, and are continued

round the soflit of the panels under the beam,

between two beads worked in the solid.

For the manner in which this part of the front of

tlie rood loft is restored, Mr. Seddon examined the

someivhat similar and more perfect, though less

rich screen at Patricio, near Llanthony Abbey. In

that example tracericd panels of similar description

to those shown in the illustration remain, and also

the buttres.ses in front of the standard. Grooves

for such panels, and the nails which once attached

some such decoration of the standard, are to be

found at Lla^g^\•lll.

There is a rich screen in a church in IMcrioneth-

sliire given in l*arker's " Glossar}'," with i>aiiels of

tracery varied in design in every instance with a

rich and striking effect, but it did not appear that

such w^ould be in keeping with the regular treatment

of the panel of the kiwer screen in this case. The
flooring of this rood-loft is iierfect, and also the

whole arrangement of the tilling in of the chancel

arch at the back of the rood-loft is cither perfect or

evident. This consisted of a beam 2ft. wide and

1ft. deep, placed level with the floor and top of the

tower rood-beam, seen in the illustration, worked

with a bolil cavetto moulding, and two edge beads on

the under side next the chancel, and upriglit board-

ing was carried up from the to]t of the lower screen

to this, while above from its outer edge other board-

ing was continued up to the curve of the second

chamfered order of the arch, to a wood moulding

fitted to the curve of this, and this beading had

four narrow slits with cusped arched heads, to enable

the occupants of the loft to look into the chancel.

No remains of any superstructure or sockets for

any rood cross or figures can be discerned on the toii i>f

the upper beam ; but it will be noticed that the

central and the side standards of the gallery .are

wider than the others, and it is an open question

whether they may have Inul figures with canopies on

them, but there is nothing to prove this. The
central one has, tlieref«tre, been filled as it seemed most

probabU't with pi'rforated tracery. Those attheside are

worked tri;mgiilarly on plan, and set with the back

flush with the rest, and fronts facing the nave angle-

wise, tile lower ctlj^o projecting over tlie enrichments

below ^vithout any finish, so that it would seem that

they may have been concealed by some projecling

figure or a corbelled pedestal. This was not ascer-

tained when the accompanying drawing was made,

and will entail some alteration from the treatment

shown of double buttresses at the angles.

As no doubt the rood-loft would be continually

surmounted by the rood-cross and attendant figures,

it is supposed these must have been independent,

and pUiced simply upon the beam, or supported from

behind the gallerv.

There is a platform with three steps in front of

the screen, of which only one cmdd be shown in the

drawing, and these greatly enhance the dignity of

its effect. Tlie screen also is placed upon another

step at the chancel, and instead of having one

behind it, the illustration differs from the present

arrangement in this respect owing to the drawing
having been taken from one made before the levels

had been reinstated after more careful examination.

It only remains to state that the whole is executed

in t'ak, which has attained a lovely silvery hue from
age. but is t'deral'ly sound. ("Iriginall.v, without

doubt, the whole was richly illuminated, as traces of

colour and gilding are found throughout.

It would appear that behind all the ornaments

and traceries, red and green were alternately used,

and the ornaments theiMselves more or less gilt.

The panels against the responds showed signs of

painting, but of a coarse and rude description, and
without figures, so that i»robably these had been re-

painted at a late date.

The vicar, the Kev. AV. Price, is most anxious to

retain the screen exaetl)' in its original position, and
to restore it thoroughly; but to do this is quite

beyond the means of its rural congre.gatiiui, and he

appeals for aid to the public for that purpose. It is

impossible in such a dra^ving even approximately' to

represent the exquisite beaut.v of the carvings ; it

must suffice, therefore, to sa.v that they are simply

unsurpassed in point of refinement and delicacy.

This fact, and the method of their insertion between

the mouldings wrought in the solid, seems to show
that the.v must have been brought from a distance

on horse or mule backs, and the cost of the execu-

tion iinder such circumstances must have been very

great.

It is not now only that this screen has excited atten-

tion, as man\' years back some ardent admirer of it

sought to purchase it of the churchwarileiis of that

day, to whose great credit it is that the.v remained

proof to the temptation. Instructions, it is said,

were then sent to a local builder to purloin as much
as he could of it that it might he copied, and to this

is due much of its present state of dilapidation.

Twy House, near Monmouth, the seat of the Duke
of Beaufort, possesses many chimney pieces enriched

with copies of its carvings cast in lead ; and Tort-

worth Church, in tiloucestershire, is said to have

some screenwork copied from this one b.v the agency

above named. The writer, however, has not had

the opportunity of learning how far this statement

may be correct. Even in its present forlorn and

dilapidated condition, this rood-screen of Llangwm
Church is worth a pilgrimage to see, and we hope

that the laudable design of the vicar to restore it to

its pristine magnificence m.ay be carried out.

S. NINIANS CAVE, WHITHORN.

THE cave of S. Niiiian (says the Scotsman) is

only a fr.agmenl of what it must originally

have been. The rocks which had formed its outer

side have tumbled down, and the pilgrim must reach

the entrance of the present cave over the dvhris of

their ruin, while the surface of the rocks which re-

main have become disintegrated, so that any carvings

that might originallv have been on the walls have

disappeared. During the recent visit td a part.v

from Monrcith, of which the Dean of Westminster

and Dr. John Stuart, of Edinburgh, were members,

it was observed that on a panel about twenty-five

feet to the south-west of the present cave, of wdiich

the original surface remained, there was cut the

figure of a cross, about nine inches in lieight, and

resembling in character some of the crosses in the

caves of Fife. It is not unreasonable, therefore,

to suppose that there had origiually been other

carvings on the walls of the cave, of which the

specimen just discovered is only one; and that thus

we may imagine the great instructor of the .Southern

IMcts having here made his retreat, like Kentigern, the

Apostle of Strathclyde, whom his biogra]dier pictures

at the mouth of his cave in the attitude of prayer,

and enjoying the indescribable sweetness of his soli-

tude. To the traveller who now visits the sadly-

neglected ruins of Whithorn, it is not ca.sy to recall

the early importance of the spot, i>r to enter into

the feeling which drew to it pilgrims from every part

of the Uritish islands. The present cimdition of the

ruins betokens that S. Ninian's memory has been

gi-eatly forgotten, and it would be a worthy object

for those who have the power to rescue them from

the degradation and neglect which have overtaken

them.

A new clock is being manufactured for All Saints'

Church, Knightsbridge, by Messrs. Gilb-tt & Bland,

of Croydon. It is to strike the hours and chime tho

quarters, and the time is to be showu upon four

Oft. dials.
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NEW FEVER HOSPITAL AT BRADFORD.

THE group of buildings for the new Bradford
Fever Hospital, situate at the top of the hill

at Penny Oaks, Leedi!-road, are rapidly approat-hiug

coniplelion. Of course the primary objects of study
with the architects (Messrs. Andrews & Pepper, of

Bradford) have been utility and convenience, com-
bined with economy of first cost, and in fnllilling

tliese conditions to the utmost of their ability the

architects have striven to make the grouping of

their buildings picturesque. The administrative

buildings face the north, and behind these are three

wards, one story each in height, convalescent wards,

and reception ward. These wards, which all stand

apart from one another, are united by covered

corridors of glass and wood with the administrative

department. At the east end, some distance from
the other wards, but still united by a corridor, is the

scarlatina hospital. Further to the eastward, near

the boundary of the estate, is the wash-house, stable,

and dead-hijuse. It was originally intended to have
had four wards for fever patients, but only three have
been built. The w.ards are lofty, with -inndows facing

the east, south, and west, enabling the sun to shine

in at some point whenever that luminary is visible.

Ventilation is provided in the roof, at the top of the

windows, and under tlie fiuor, the air finding its way
in the latter direction around tlie open stoves used
for warming, and is thus tempered with heat before

entering the ward, preventing chill to the patients in

cold weather. The walls are covered with P,irian

cement—hard, white, and cool as marble, and taking
a fine polish, rendering the cleansing down of the

the walls an easy operation, the cement looking
better the more it is rubbed. The floors are of oak,

and as mtich care has been bestowed on the other
accessories as experience could dictate. Each ward
is fitted with bath-room and closets, nurse's-rooni,

and siiare room, the ventilation being under the
control of the nurses in the latter apartment. The
wards have a very light, cheerful appearance. The
convalescent wards are somewhat elevated, and par-
take of the cheerful characteristics of the other por-
tions of the hospital. The administrative buildings
are being completed in a plain, substantial manner,
a series of Gent's electric bells affording ready com-
munication with all parts of the hospital. Tlie land
around the building is being laid out, and, from its

elevated position, the hospital gets an abundance of

air, the strong westerly breezes whistling round the
structure ; indeed, a constant change of air is in-

sured, from whatever quarter the wind may blow.

BURIED ALIVE.

TTIIIE recent lamentable accident at Woolwich, by
-L whieh a young married woman met a miser-
able deatli, deserves the very serious consideration of
all who may suspect the existence about their pre-
mises of old wells and drains. The inquest
ou Mrs. Balchin, of 45, King-street, Woolwich,
who, by the giving way of the dome of
a cesspool, was precipitated some 30ft. into a pit
half filled with mud and water, revealed some very
uncomfortable facts. Neither the present owner or
the occupiers knew of the existence of the pitfall.

It appeared that twenty years ago it was a draw-
well, and supplied the house with water, but the
cutting of tlie railway adjacent and the construc-
tion of the town sewers had drained it dry. Seven
years since the then owner of the house, finding the
well d.angerous as well as useless, employed a local
builder to cover it over. This he did by remo-i-ing
6ft. of the brickwork at the top, and constructing a
dome of the old bricks, half a brick in thickness.
He did not examine the bottom of the well to see if

the foundations were sound, for it had been used to
carry off the surface fdrainage, and contained a
quantity of water. The top of tha dome was
brought up to within 2ft. of the sm-face, and was
calculated to bear any ordinary weight. The brick-
layer who did the work having given evidence a
sewer contractor at Plumstead was called, and said
that from an examination of the pit he was convinced
that it was iiriginall\- a ivell about 40ft. deep, with a
lining of brick at the upper part to sustain the
loose earth. It was usual in sinking a well to dig
down to cli.alk or some other solid foundation, then
build the wall on that, and afterw.ards sink further
down inside until water w!is obtained. Sometimes a
lower strata of sand ivas washed out in the course of
years, and the foundations gave w,ir, causing the
brick wall to sink like a cylinder to the bottom.
This was, no doubt, the case in this instance, and he
had satistied himself by sonuding that the dome was
now intact at the bottom of the well. It had pro-
bably given way some time ago, leaving a mere
crust of earth to entr.ap the first person who should
step upon it. The coroner, while admitting that in

the present instance no crimin.al responsibility could

be fixed on any one, observed that nervous people

must uncomfortably reflect on the danger of walk-
ing in their gardens, and suddenly being engulphed
in some unsuspected pitfall, and that it was incum-
bent on the parish authorities to exercise the utmost
vigilance in these matters.

THE BRITISH ARCHyEOLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION AT WEYMOUTH.

ON Wednesday week Mr. George Eliot read a

paper " On the Antiquities of Portland,"

which was exceedingly well received. This was fol-

lowed by one from Mr. Drew, F.R.A.S., G.S., " On
Art Treasures and their Preservation," which we
intend publishing in our ne.xt issue. This subject

provoked some discussion, in the course of which
Mr. Godwin contended that he did not think the

cause of decay in the pictures of the present da}'

was to be traced to the desire of the artists to save

a few pound.s, as he knew they were most anxious
for their [laintings to stand the test of time ; but the

reason why the brightness of the tints faded both
artists and colourmen were at a loss to tell, and they
looked forward with g'cat hopes to the appointment
of a professor of chemistry by the Royal Academy.
He also differed from Mr. Drew, when he said that

the painter's art had not declined, believing that, al-

though some of the paintings of the present day
were exceedingly good, he should look in vain for

one to match a Raphael or a Vandyke.
Mr. Ed^vin Levein, BI.A., F.S.A., one of the hon.

sees., in the absence of Mr. H. S. Cuming, F.S.A.
(Scotland), read a very interesting paper on " The
Patron Saint of Dorset, S. Edward, King and
Martyr," giving a history of the assassination of

King ICdward at the gate of Corfe Castle.

On Thursday the members of the Congress exten-
ded their researches for archasological treasures in

the direction of Cerne Abbas and Dorchester. The
party left by special train for Dorchester, and after-

wards carriages were taken and the party proceeded
to Cerne, where a history of the once splendid abbey
was given by Mr. E. Roberts, F.S.A. According
to William of Malmesbury, this abbey was founded
in the time of S. Austin, where his zeal in the con-
version of the Saxons to Christianity led him into

these parts. The earliest period, however, at which
there were any certain accounts of a religious society

existing at Cerne is in 870, when Edward, brother of

S. Edmund, King of East Anglia, was said to have
resided in it. Through veneration for the memory
of that monarch, Ailmer, Earl of Cornwall and
Devon, rebuilt and endowed the abbey for Benedic-
tine monks about 9S7. Among the distinguished

nten who have lived in the abbey was Cardinal
Morton. The gatehouse remains externally entire,

but does not appear to be of a date long prior to the

dissolution. Above the gateway are two stories,

each having a pr<ijecting window, adorned with
elaborate sculpture. Some buildings, now a farm-
house and other dwellings on the south of the gate,

evidently at one time belonged to the abbey. A
mansion facing Market-street was almost built from
the ruins of the abbey. Near the remains of this

once venerable edifice runs a remarkable spring of

water, in which the saint is said to have baptised his

converts. After the party had thoroughly ex-
hausted the abbe}', a move was made to the Cerne
Giant, an ancient incised figure, cut on the side of

a lofty hill. There, with outstretched arm and up-
lifted club, as though he were the tutelary divinity

of the quaint old town, he stands in apparent defiance

of the degenerate race below, with which he owes
neither kith nor kin. To a person unaccustomed to

the sight, this rudely-sculptured figure is an
astonishing, and perhaps a repulsive sight. As a few
particulars may not prove uninteresting of this

monster, we may state his stature to be 180ft., his

foot 18ft., his lower limbs 80, bod}' 77, head 22,

arms HI'.*, and club 121. The figure covers above
an acre of ground. Ilutchins states that in 1772
there were three rude letters in the lower limbs,

scarcely legible, and over them three others, probably
numerals, but the}' were not satisfactorily deciphered,

and are now totall}' obliterated. The giant is sup-
posed to have been the reiiresentatiou of the Saxon
god Heil, who is said to have been worshipped in

Dorset, and his idol destroyed by S. Augustine in

Cerne, A.n. COS, when he preached Christianity to

the pagan Saxon.s, by whom he was treated with
great indignity, which the saint retaliated by work-
ing a miracle, which covered them, like the Isr.aelifes

of old, with perpetual shame. Stukely, in 1704,
idi'ntitied this god Heil with the Phtenician Hercules
or Jlelicartus, who planted, it is said, the first colony
on these shores, and he suggested also that it might
be the memorial of the ancient British King Eli to

ommemorate his victory over the Belgx There is

a tradition amongst the "natives" that the figure
was cut to commemorate the destruction of a giant
who, having feasted on some sheep in the valley of
Ubickmore, laid himself down to sleep after partaking
of his meal, when he was bound and killed by the
enraged peasants on the spot where the figure
is cut.

THE NEW ECCLESIASTICAL DILAPIDA-
TIONS ACT.

THE REV. J. G. JOYCE, rector of Strath-
fieldsaye, in a letter to the Gitardian^ says :

—

The New Dilapidations Act engages at this moment
the attention of every diocese in England, and must
continue to have a permanent interest for all incum-
bents who have houses of residence upon their

benefices. I wish to bring under notice as early as
possible an interpretation of certain of its provision*
which threatens adifticnlty, and calls for a practical
solution without delay. A surveyor having been
duly elected for the whole diocese of Winchester, the
language of the Act was then discussed by those
whose duty it was to settle the table of charges,
when it appeared that the Act directs the surveyor,
if he views for repairs, " to specify in detail " what
is needed, to "estimate" probable cost, and calculate
what time should be allowed for their completion

;

upon which he is to survey again, and, if satisfied,

then furnish the certificate of protection for five

years. Upon the minds of those who on that occa-
sion considered the language of the Act, there was
no doubt whatever that as the relief of the clergy
was the main issue, the purpose of the Act was
that the surveyor under the Act should be the per-
son to direct the repairs, and should draw up after

his first survey such a " specification in detail " as a
builder could estimate to and work from. It will be
apparent, I thiak, to any man of business that this

is not merel}' just and equitable, but a necessary in-

terpetration, because otherwise, iu every instance,

the peril would be imminent to an incumbent that
the surveyor on his second survey might refuse to

pass the repairs. A very trilling difference in the
dimensions of timber, or in the quality of other
materi.al, might result in the withhokhng of the
certificate of protection after the money was ex-
pended. It was, however, alleged on the part of
the surveyor, very respectfully and properly, but
very definitely, that this was a mistaken view of the
Act; that the meaning of the words "specify ia

detail" mercI}- is, that the surveyor shall sigairfy

in his report whether it is the residence, or the offices,

the roofs, or walls, or floors which need repau-, in-

stead of stating iu general terms that repairs are-

needed
;

anil it was even asserted iu reply to the-

clerical interpretation of the Act, that " the sort of
survey made at first would be of very little use for-

the purpose of drawing up a specification such as ai

builder could estimate to." A tariff was conse-

([uentl}' proposed, over and ahove the charges mider-
tlte Act, for "the direction of repairs" rateably to-

their amount, being about 5 per cent, ou the outlay..

It is of pressing importance to the clergy that in.

fixing the charges under the Act there should be a.

most distinct understanding upon the point in ques-
tion, because, as a matter of finance, it will be quite-

obvious that the surve}'or's view of the Act would
leave the clergy to pay, as before, for their repair*

6 per cent, on outlay to the architect, and would!
impose upon them besides a separate bill of cost*

under the new Act for two surveys, an estimate,

and travelling charges. As the tables of charges
are under consideration everywhere at this moment,,
I am desirous to invite some expression of opinioiL

upon so important a matter, and I would add that

it appears to me extremely important, if it were
possible, that some common interpretation of the

meaning of this Act shordd be arrived at in all the

dioceses before the table of charges is settled in any
one. There should be but one law in such trans-

actions.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Switches and Crossings, tj-c, 4c- Bg William Donald"
son, M.A., A.I.C.E. (London: E. &F. N. Spon.), com-
prises a Hcries of investigations of considerable in-

terest to railway engineers. The fonuula> are based
on the assumption that a sufficient degree of ap-
proximation to exactness is obtained by making tho
sine of the angles of the crossing equal to its cir-

cular measure.

—

Ehments of Plane and Solid Geo-
imtrg. Bg U*. //. Watson, JI.A. (London : Long-
mans, Green, & Co.), forms the sixth volume of th&
very valuable and accurate series of Text-Books of
Science now being issued by Messrs. Longmans,
Green, & Co. The syllogistic form of Euclid i»

retained thnnighout ; but an extended application

of the principle of superposition is employed. The
bonk is lull}' equal to its predecessors in the series,,

aud that is saying a good deal.

—

A Treatise on the
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Application of Iron to ttie C'otistruction of Jli'iil*/fs,

Oirdrrs. R00J3, amiothn- Works. B)j Francis Canqiin,

C.F. (l.tmdou: Lockwood A' Co.), will jirovc of

considerable service to students and otbors engaged
in the arts of constnietion. All attempts to fami-
liarise architects and engineers T\ith tho use of a
frequentlj'-raisapidied (because misunderstood) mate-
rial are to be welcomed.

—

l^rptanatnri/ Mcti^nratimi
for the Vsr of Schools. Bi/ the Her. Alfred Ilihij,

M.A. (7.ond(tn: lA>n{nnaiis.), altbouj^h published in

a school book, will be found liandy by all essaying
to obtain a knowledge of mensuration. About 700
questions and answers are given, and the examples
embody nearlv all the qut-stions set in tlie Local
Kxaiuiiiation l*apers of tho Oxford Pelcgates.— The
Law and iiciruce oj" Ancient /.it/Ids. Bi/ Hfmiershom
Cox, M.A. (London : II. Sweet.), is a second oditii^i

of a Work i>reviously partly published in a weekly
journal, and, according to the preface, '' has somo
pretensions to be regarded as a complete treatise

"'

on the subject,

—

Mathematical Instnnncnfs ; their

C"uslructif>n, Ad/ustiiienf, Testiyig. and Cite. B*/ J. F.
Iliather, ,1/..l. (London: Lorkwood, & Co.), is an
enlarge<l and re-written edition of this well-known
and pctjailar treatise whicli originally appeared in
lf4i>, and has since been used continuously in
Government Naval and Military Schools. The cn-
l.argemcnt has necessitated the division of the work
in three v<dumcs, of which this is the first, dealing
with *' Drawing and Measuring Instruments."— .1

Iludimtntarif Treatise on Anah/tical Geo7netri/ and
C'liic Sections, liif .James Ifaum. New edition, re-
written and enlarged by J. li. Yoimi/ (London:
Lockwood * Co.), although bearing tho name of
the original author, retains little of his work. It

aims to lead students already acquainted with the
priiiciiiles of common algebni and plane trigonometry
into fields of research fascinating to tlie intellect,

and which may seem to the superficial observer to
lie altogether beyond the legitim:ite province of the
science.— The ]\'orl,-man's Manual of Fiir/ineerin;/

llmicini/. By John .Maxlon (London: Loekwoud
tc Co.), is admirably ada|)teil forits pur]>ose—that of
enabling the working engineer to iiLsti-uct himself
in au important branch of his business. Seven
plates, anil nearly .'i.iO illustrations are given.— .1

Complete Course of I'ruhhms in I'ractica! Plane Gcn-
tnttri/. Btj W. ./". I'alli.<er (Simjikin, Marshall, &
Co.), is tho result of the author's inability, in his
capacity as a science teacher, to obtain a book sufli-

cieutly comprehensive and cheap for general use as
a text-book for all classes, more particul.irly for
arti.^ans. It is to be followed by a second volume
treating on solid geometry, and is very badly
printed.

ARCHITECTURAL & ARCH^ffiOLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

BOMEBSETSHIRE Auciij:oi.ofiicAI.SocrETy.—The
annual meeting of the Somersetshire Archreological
Society was conmieuced on Tuesday last at Crcw-
kenie, under the presidency of Mr. E. A. Frccmtin,
I>.C.L., and was continued on Wednesday and
Thursday (yesterday).

WARWICKSIIIEE NATrilALISTIC AND Ancn-iio-
loGicAi, Field Cl-uii.—The lust meeting of this
club for tho season took place on Tuesday, the 22nd
ult., when about a dozen members proceeded from
I,eamington to Kenilworth Castle. After paying
the usual fee of ;id. for admission to the Castle,
which no arehmologist would begiiulge, considering
that this source of income is devoted to the repair of
llieniins, the members commenced their exploration.
In taking a nipld and general glance round the
walls, one is immedi.alely str\ick with tho rei)airs
and restorations that have been accomiilished. For
some time tho members were oceupierl in viewing
the recent excavations in the farmyard, where there
were heaj)s of remarkable archaeological remains.
Their nextstudy was Lunn's tower, which had " long
defied the might of feudal power." but had "sunk
decayed with Time more strung." The members
then had a h.-iflly walk round the Tilt-yard, the Gatc-
liouse, Ca'sar's Tower, the Great Hall, "the Leycester-
buildings, and other well-known p.irts of the grand,
gray, old niins, for there were many who wanted to
discuss the ammgements of tho recently uncovered
chapel of tho Decorated jieriod, in tlie rick-yard.
The riehly-scnljitured character of the remains, and
the singular-shaped apse, would each fonn a chapter
in itself. Mr. Tom Durgcss pointed (nit that if

there w.is any truth in tho nmiour Uiat Levcester
built the gallery tower at tlie outer end of the tilt-

yard, ho must have the credit, or tho discredit, of
demolishing the lieautifnl chapel, for more than one
of tho tnoulded stones from the chapel could be
traced in the foundation of tho gallery tower, ail-
joiniiig what he might tena thi' orchard terrace. In
tho banqueting hiill. Dr. O'Callaghan pointed out
the tracery of the windows as being apparently of
a later date than that usually apjdied to structures
of tho yieriod in which .John O'Uaunt lived. Mr.
Frittou said he had been struck by the samo circum-
stance, and attributed it to the fact that Leycester's
m.asons had altered the tracery, and inserted the
transomes. Mr. Tom Burgess said there was really
no rcaeou to doubt tho period of the constnietion.
In tho fifteenth year of Itichard 11. (1392) a brief
was issued to Jolm Deyncourt, tho then coustablo,

to collect ma.*:ons, labourers, and material of wood,
stone, and tile, for the use of John O'Gauut, Duke
of Lancaster, in his buildings here. It might tlu-re-

fore bo stated to be early fifteenth century work,

and a good example of Transition work in domestic
building. The foundations and remains between the

sally port and tho wall of the pleasaunce on the

base court were chielly examined, and the unique
tracery on tlio walls. Tho party then walked
through Iho picturesque town of Kenilworth, and
afterwards proceeded in c.iiTiages to Meriden, where
the archaiidogists were mot by Mr. Charles Skid-
more, who pointed out the fibjects of interest in the

church, which is dedicated to S. Lawrence. After

a glance at the art workshop of Mr. Skidmore, the
party i)roceeded to Kenilworth, where they dined,

and afterwards returned to Leamington by train.

ARCaffiOLOOICAL.

Notes ox the Pre-ihstouic Arcii.eoi.ocy of
East Devon —At a meeting of the Devonshire

Association on Thursday week, at Bideford, the

Rev. K. Kirwan read a jiapcr on this subject. The
origin of bronze, said the writer, could be traced to

the fact that copper, from its being more easily re-

cognised as a metal, would be employed for cutting

instruments before iron, and to the probability that

when copper was short tin might have been employed
to supply the tleficiency. The mixture once made,

it would be found that the remitting met.al would
have ([ualities different from either of its parents ;

and experience would soon dictate the proportions

that should be employed. In a barrow at Upton
I'yne, he had found, in conjunction with Mr. R. M.
Lingwood, a bronze pin ; a (inely-patinated bronze

dagger ; a small, sepulchriil vessel or type known as

the incense cup, witli two later.al perforations for

suspension ; a grain of carbonised wheat ; fifty

beads of shale and a bugle-shaped bead of red clay.

It was ]irobable that in those beads they detected the

first traces of the use of the turning-lathe in Eng-
land, lie had made an investigation of an ancient

camp on I'eek-bill, near Sidmnuth, where he had
found charcoal bones of the pig-deer, sheep, and
possibly of the bos longifrons; a quantity of flint

flakes and cones ; and some implements of bone
which were identical in character with those which
were discovered in the barrows. Thus he held that

the first makers and the barrow builders lived con-

temporaneously, with or under the same conditions

of civilisation. The facts seemed to point out to

their being rather a quiet, peaceful jieople, who
erected the forts for the purposes of defence rather

than aggression. A very large collection of bones

and other things which he h.ad excavated in Peek -

hill were laid upon the table, and inspected with
considerable interest. In the discussion which fol-

lowed, Mr. Pengelly stated his belief that the object

of a large number of the bones being split was to

make the fragments into implements, not to extract

the marrow.

Uriconii'm.—The following letter has ajipe-aredin

the Times :
—" Sir,—You have more than once

called attention to the very interesting remains of

the ancient city of Uriconium, situated near here.

For some years the Shropshire and North Wales
Natural History and Antiqu.irian Society h.as em-
ployed a man to guard the ruins and act as guide to

visitors, charging six]icnce admission. A letter from
Dr. Henry Johnson, the society's secretary, informs
me ' the fact is the excavations are now closed so far

as we are concerned, as the receipts do not pay for

keeping JJones (the care-taker) there.' This is cer-

tainly most Lamentable, especially when we recollect

the dreadful damage done one Good Friday some
years ago by some miscreants who threw down the

most perfect of the hypocausts. I feel sure that

numbers of antiquaries and others throughout the

kingdom would gladly aid in subscribing tho few
shillings per week necess.ary to keep these most
vahuible records of tho past uninjured. If you
would allow the insertion of this letter in the Times
the end may be gained. I slnd! be most happy to

receive subscriptions, and retain the man at his

post.—I am, sir. yours obediently, J. E. Cranage,
member of the Council of the Shropshire .and North
Wales Natur.al History and Antiquarian Society,

The Old Ilall, Wellington, Shropshire, August 21st"."

TuAMw.n-.s FOR Pari.s.—It is rumoured that a
number of companies—English, French, and Rcl-
gian—are anxious to establish tramways in Paris.

The Prefect of the Seine has accc.rdingly requested
the Minister of Public Works to examine a scheme
by which the whole of the communes at a distance
of sl.t or eight miles round the capital would be
placed in communication with it. These lines

together would be more than 180 miles iu length.

fiuilVuig liitenigciitc.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Caersws.—Christ Church, Caersws, was conse-

crated yesterday (Thursday) week. The form of

the building is that of a parallelogram, of Gothic

style, sharp pitch roof, and bell turret, about 50ft.

high. The chancel is separated from the nave by
steps, and arched frame principal on freestone pillars,

18ft. by 21ft. The vestry is 10ft. by 'Jft. The roof

is of pitch pine timber, open-fr.amed, and varnished.

The Internal parts of tlie walls are plastered stucco,

anil lined. The seats are of red deal, open framed,

stained, and varnished ; and will aiicommodate 200

persons. The choir seats are placed on each side the

passage In the chancel, set off by a parapet of carved

stone, with pulpit and reading desk divided, one on each

side. The walls are built of the well-known gray

stone of the Penstrowed quarries ; the whole of the win-

dows and door dressings, also the string bands, caps of

buttresses, and wreathings of gables and bell turret

are of freestone from the Wrexham quarries. The
architect was Mr. F.dward Jones, of Newtown, and

the contractors were Messrs. ICdward William,s, of

Newtown, and Richard Mereditli, of Llanidloes, the

contract being for £795.

DucKLiNGTOX,—The restoration of Duckliiigton

Church, Witney, is contemplated. Mr. Bruton,

.architect, of Oxford, estiin.ates that £7o0 wiU be

requlreil for the purpose. The amount necessary

for the renovation of the chancel will be obtained

partly by a Io.au from Queen Anne's Bounty, and

piortly bj- private subscriptions.

Dudley Port.—The memorial stones of a

Methodist New Connexion chapel were laid on

Mond.ay hast. The chapel will be 51ft. by 40ft., and
Including side and end galleries, will seat 500 persons.

At the rear will be the schools, 72ft, by 2isft, to

accommodate tiSO children. .The buildings are semi-

Gothic in design. The estimate for the chapel,

exclusive of the schools, is £2,0Ci). The architect

is Mr. Edward Pincherj of West Bromwich ; and

the builder, Jlr. George llaffner, of Tipton.

Fladbvuy.—Th6 parish church of Fladbury,

Worcestershire, was reopeued on the 13th ult.,

having undergone several important alterations and

improvements, under the direction of Mr. F. Preedy.

The pews and galleries have been replaced by open

seats, free and unapprojwiated throughout ; the Nor-

man tower has been thi own open to the church, an

organ- chamber built, and the porch restored. The
chancel was thoroughly restored a few years ago.

H.vi.iK.\x.—On Monday last the foundation-stone

of the New Salem (Methodist New Connexion)

Chapel was laid at Halifax. The style of architec-

ture will be Decorated Gothic, the principal facade

fronting North-p.arade. The new chapel has been

designed by Messrs. Hill & Swaiue, of Leeds, and
the works have been let to the following tradesmen:

Masons, Messrs. Dixon & Gates
;

joiners, Messrs.

Smith & Brier; plumbers, Messrs. Walsh & Son;

plasterer and slater, IMr. Ambler ; and ijalnter, Mr.

BInns— all of Il.allfax. The cost Is anticipated to

be about £4,000.

Llandrixdod Wi:lls.^—Christ Church, Llandri-

dod Wells, has been openetl for divine service. The
architect under M'liose direction the building has

been raised, is Mr. T. Nicholson, of Hereford, and
the contr.actor Is Jlr. Gough, of Bishop's Castle.

The style is Early Decorated, and the church is

built of the stone of the county, with freestone

dressings, and open timber pitch-pine roof left In its

natural state, bordered and covered with Narberth

green slates. The nave Is divided from the north

and south aisles by .arcades of four arches, carried

on pillars witii carved capitals. The chancel has

chapels on each side for sacristy and organ-chamber,

and Is separated from the nave by moulded arches,

carried on clustered corbels. The nave, aisles, and
chancel are covered with tlle-ii, being most decorated

in the latter, and the chancel floors rise by gradation

from the level of the n.ave to an ultimate ascent of

Sft. Gin. The Inside walls are ashlared with free-

stone. The body of tiie church is seated with ch,airs,

and the cli,ancel has li.xed stalls. The dimensions of

the nave are G2ft. in length by 42ft. In breadth, and
the chancel measures .'i2ft. by 20ft, The substruc-

ture of the tower is built at the south-west angle of

the south aisle, and it is hoped that means -will

eventually be found to carry up the tower and steeple

in coiiforinit.v with the plan of the architect. The
jiulpit is of considerable size, and carved in stone,

and the front is also a carved specimen of Early

Decorated art. The cost has been £2,500.

London.—The Guardian st.ates that a scheme

has been drawn up for the union of two City livings
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—viz., St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, and St. Martin's,

Outwich. The latter church is to be pulled down
and the site suld for building purposes, and one if

not two new churches are to be built and endowed
in some other part of the diocese.

Rochester Cathedral.—The work of restoring

the cathedral, under the direction of Mr. Gilbert

Scott, is proceeding with good speed. The decayed

clerestory windows of the nave are now being re-

stored. The earth has been removed around the

east end of the building to ascertain if the founda-

tions are in a proper state, and it has been found

that they are quite safe. Scaffolding is being

erected at the east end for the restoration of that

part of the edifice, which is now in a lamentable

state ; much of the stonework is broken or decayed,

atid in many places, at some former time, the stone-

wurk was patched in the most hideous manner. lu

several parts of the catheilral ancien: windows
were blocked up with stone, ami in other cases

former "restorations"—if such a word can be used
. in connection with the work—consisted of making
windows, &c., not consistent witli the original

character of the building. If the cathedral is now
to be thoroughly restored by Mr. Scott it will in-

volve a large outlay and a vast amount of work.

It is understood that the Dean and Chapter have
large funds in hand applicable to this purpose. Mr.
"White, of Vauxhall-bridge-road, London, is exe-

cuting the work under Mr. Scott.

S. George's Church, Hanover-square.—This

very fashionable church, built 17 24, is undergoing some
extensive alterations under the superintendence of Mr.
B. Ferrej"", F.S.A., and Messrs. R. Fleming and G.

Pickett, the present churchwardens. The old-

fashioned sittings are reduced to a more modern
height, the pulpit and reading desk lowered and
made smaller, and all the old obstructions, such as

curtains and screens, cleared away, leaving manj'- of

the beauties of the church visible, which have, from
some mismanagement, in former years been allowed

to be covered up. The execution of the whole of the

works has been entrusted to Mr. B. B. Sapwell,

builder, Mayfair.

S. Mary-Church.—On Tuesday last, the memo-
rial stone of a new tower to the cluirch at St. Mar^'-
Church, near Torquay, was laidjby Archdeacon Free-

man. The church was rebuilt in the most sump-
tuous manner some years since, all but the tower.

This important feature is now, however, to be added,

as a memorial to the late diocesan, Bishop Fhillpotts.

It will be about 13-2ft. in height, and has been
designed by Mr, Hugall, of Oxford, the architect of

the church. The tower will be built in portions,

the first to be completed this year, and the second
to be proceeded with next year, if sufficient funds,

which are as yet sadly delicient, can be provided.

"WiTHiXGTON.—Yesterday (Thursday) week the

parish church of "Withington, Shropshire, was re-

opened, after entire restoration under the direction

of Mr. G. E. Street, R.A. The style of the building

is Gothic, plain but substantial, with nave and
chancel calculated to accommodate about IGO persons.

At the western end there is a spire. In the tower
the two old bells are re-hung and the old clock is

replaced, but the dial in front of the tower is of new
and appropriate design, by Mr. Hanny, of Shrews-
bury. The material of the church is red stone,

from Sugden Quarry, near Rodington. There are

three chancel windows, each tilled with stained glass

b}' Clayton and Bell, of London. Underneath is a
beautifuUj'-carved reredos, in Caen stone, by Earp,
of London, containing seven figures, the subject
being ''The Crucifixion." The font is ver}-- hand-
some, the base being of carved white stone, the cover
of elaborately carved oak. The aisles are floored

with coloured quarries, diamond shaped, from God-
win's, of Hereford. The ruof is open timbered, and
varnished. The communion table was made from
the old oak which was found iu the former building,
aud is covered with a richly-embroidered cloth, with
the sacred monogram in the front centre. The con-
tract was taken by Mr. Espley, of Eccleshall, for

about £1,7U0.

BUILDINGS.

Birkenhead.—On Saturday last new premises
for Mr. Kynaston, butcher, were opened for business.

The exterior of the building is in the Italian style of

architecture, and is faced with patent red bricks

(from Mr. T. H. Seacome's brickyard, Ruabon),
neatly tuck pointed, and relieved with Stourton stone

dressings. The exterior of the shop front is relieved

by carved trusses supporting bulls' heads neatly

gilded, which stop the shop's cornice. The architect

was Mr. Lewis Hornblower, of Baltic-buildings,

Redcross-street, Liverpool, under whose superin-

tendence the whole of the works have been carried

out. Mr. Edward Legge, of Grange-lane, Birken-
head, was the contractor.

Old Swindon.—New schools in connection
with the parish church have been opened at Old
Swindon, Wilts. The main building is a handsome
structure, and well suited for its purpose. The
principal gable, which forms the front on the south
side, is il5ft. high, the front extreme measure being
75ft., and the depth 109ft. The boys' school mea-
sures 71ft. in length by '20ft. in breadth, in addition

to which there are two class-rooms adjoining. The
girls' school is 51ft. long by 21ft. wide, and there

are also two class-rooms. There are three separate

entrances, with suitable approaches. Over one of

these is a bell-turret, 5(Jft. high. The master's

house, adjoining the schools, contains sitting-room,

kitchen, pantry, washhouse, and other conveniences
on the ground floor. The upper floor contains three

bedrooms. The architects are Messrs. Lansdowne &
Shopland, of Swindon, and the builders Messrs.

King & Godwin, of Gloucester. The total cost is a

little over £2,000.

Shrewsbury.—The large room over the old Mar-
ket Hall, Shrewsbury, has just been altered and
adapted so as to serve the purpose of the borough
justices' court, the old court having proved very in-

convenient. Plans for the necessary alterations

were prepared by the Borough Surveyor (Mr.
Tisdale). The result has been not only a convenient

and commodious court, but one that is in harmony
with the quaint architectural features of the building.

The Courtis 40ft. Gin. long, by 23ft. Gin. wide, and
the roof 20ft. from the flooring. The old ceiling

has been removed, and the roof is open to the

original rafters, which are of oak, and have been

stained ami varnished. The same improvement has

also been made in the other old timber of the building.

The roof appears to have been originally open, so that

the room has been restored, iu this respect, to the

original design of its builders. The work has been

carried out by Mr. Richard Price, builder, of IMount-
fields, Shrewsbury'.

S. Lawrence and New Fulford, Yorks.—The
foundation-stone of new schools was laid on Tues-
day week. The schools will occupy a position on
a plot of ground immediately iu the rear of the

church of S. Lawrence, and will comprise a boys'

school, 46ft. by "iOft.
;

girls', 50ft. by 20ft.; and
infants', 50ft. by 24ft. There will be, in addition,

two class rooms, and the building will have three

entrance porches. The boys' school will be divided

from that of the girls by an arch of stone corbels

with granite shafts'; and what is known as the Gur-
uey stove will be used for heating purposes. Mr. C.

T. Newstead, of Coney-street, York, is the architect,

and Mr. Brown, of Monkgate, York, the builder.

The Vktoria Theatre, Waterloo-road, is under-
going alterations, from plans by Mr. J. T. Robinson,
Haverstock-hill. The auditorium will be consider-

ably enlarged, by cutting the stage back, and the

whole of the present floors and galleries removed
and reconstructed. The entrances and staircases

will be re-arranged and enlarged, and the stage and
appliances replaced. The entrance-front is to be re-

stuccoed, and the flank walls coloured and pointed.

The contract has been undertaken by Mr. Thomas
Snowdon, of Ilanow-road, for i5,G00.

WiLLENHALL.—The memorlal-stone of the new
stores the Wiilenhall Co-operative Association

was laid on Thursday week. The building, for which is

far advanced, is from a design by Mr. Bidlake,

architect, of Wolverhampton. Blr. G. Chappelle is

the contractor for the work.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editur respectfully requests
that all communications Bhould be drawu up as briefly
as possible, aw there are many claimants upon the apace
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We Ehall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or iu progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements aud the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addrf'ssed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, UOVENT-GARDEN, W.O.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

oEHce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Received. -T. F. R., R. S. J., W. S. H., Q., P. E., J. B.

Oriental,—Your query asking where you cau get fire-

clay tallies for churchyards is an advertisement.

Walker & Alberon.—The drawings of Armley Church
returued. Illustrations nest week.

C. E. H.—Your note is not authenticated. We nhould be
surprised ifitweretrve that Mr. Gladstone is iu favour
of a new competition for the New Law Courts in favour
of any one.

H. Wilkes.—Should be glad of such items of iuformatiuu
at any time.

Erratatcm.—Iu "C. E.'a" letter on "Selenitic Mortar,"
page loa. last number, in the ninth line of the second
paragraph, after " Selenitic," read "mortar."

Cwutspukiue.

GOVERNMENT HONOURS.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,— A statement appeared in your journal last

week to the effect that Mr. John Gilbert, R.A., was
about to be knighted. Was this meant for what
Artemus Ward styles a " gnak ?" If so, it is a stupid
one ; it too closelj' bears upon an unpleasant truth, and
truth is no joke. The Royal Acatlemy has not yet
honoured itself by conferring membership on John
Gilbert, and the knighthood is, I fear, not less

hypothetical. The Crown and the Executive
Government of this country care not to bestow
honours, unless it be, as in the case of Lord Mayors,
in exchantfe for a dinner, or for political purposes,

to secure, it may be, a partisan. Genius in art,

literature, or science (except as it were by a fluke)

receives no favour. John Gilbert is cleverer far than
many of the Academicians, and has more merit than
most knights, but his talent being recognised in

either way is just one of the many things which
ought to be, but is not.— I am, &c. P. £. M.

DREDGING THE TIBER.
Sir,—It is interesting to hear that the (by anti-

quarians) long-desired dredging of the Tiber is about
to be begun. A company some years ago made an offer

to the Papal Government to make the river navi-
gable if tliey were aUowed to keep as payment what-
ever objects of value thej' discovered therein. The
offer was declined. Of all possible objects of inte-

rest which may be recovered, nothing would surpass

in value the seven-branched golden candlestick,

brought from the temple at Jerusalem, and which is

said to have been thrown into the Tiber at the Pons
Milvius, A.D. 312. It is a marvellous circumstance
that whilst sucli ample antiquarian relics remain of

other nations, there is positively nothing known to

exist illustrating the arts and manufactures of the

ancient Jews, not a coin, ornament, weapon, or

utensil of any kind.— I am, &c. P. E. M.

POETIC PROPHESIES.
Sir,—The following notes respecting the prophetic

power of vision of great poets may, perhaps, present

some little interest for your archteological readers.

1. Homer's vision of a locomotive—"Iliad," b.

IV., V. 370.

2. Spenser's vision of the steamboat— " Faerie

Queen," b. II., c. 6, stanza 6.

3. Spenser's vision of the electric light
—" Faerie

Queen," b. II., c. 9, stanza 4G.

4. Milton's vision of the steam thrasher

—

''L'Allegro."—I am, &c. C. E.

CLEANSING AVATER-CLOSETS.
Sir,—In the recent minute of Privy Council (dated

lOtli August, 1871)." On the means of preventing the
spread of cholera and other similar diseases," consider-

able stress is laid on the importance of promptly and
efficiently carryiugaway all noxious matters. The defect

of all water-closets is the accumulation of those matters
iu the pipes, traps, and drain, the quantity of water
which passes down the closet being generally iusufii-

cieut to effect their entire removal. To remedy this

defect we have devised a simple and inexpensive plug (a

specimen of which we send herewith), by the use of

which the lifting of the handle quite fills the basin, and
the plug being then removed the whole body of water
completely fills, aud thoroughly cleanses the traps and
pipes, iu the quickest and least objectionable manner.
If this flushing were done half-a-dozen times in rapid

succession in the houses in any neighbourhood, onco
every day at or about a fixed time, say wdien the water
is flowing into the cistern, the cleansing effect on the

sewers in the district would be very considerably

greater than if the same quantity of water wero
dribbled away in the ordiiiiiry laauuer.

As it is very desirable that some such plan should be

immediately and generally adopted, we have neither

patented nor registered this invention. It can be made
by any turner, and patterns cau be obtained from us

by medical men, sanitary inspectors, aud others, ou
appHcation at our offices, 2H, Change-alley, Cornhill, or

133, Upper Thames-street.—AVe are, &c.,

Wm. Harrison & Son.

[This simple contrivance, which we think is weT
calculated to effect the object iu \ic\v, consists of a

round disc or plug of wood, about 4in. in diameter, in

the centre of the top or upper side of which is fixed a

wooden handle, about ISin. long. A continuous flange

of indiarubber, half an inch wide, runs round tlie diso

or plug, and the indiarubber, by impinging against the

surface of the pan or basin near the bottom, is the

means of retuiuiug the water which runs into the pan
on Hfliug the ordinary closet handle. AVlieu the pan
is full of water, the plug is. of course, to bo pulled up

by its handle, and the volume of watiu- rn*hcs out of

the jmn with far greater cleansing eflect than can be

obtained by the comparatively small quantity of water
which passes through the pan in the same amount of

time by the present system.—Ed. B. N.]
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Inferfonununitiittait.

QUKSriOXS.
t2202.]—Raking Mouldings.—run tiny reader

recommend n work from which 1 can Uurn the way to
get raking mouhliuKsV Also, llie way to work what
masons-call circle njion circle?— II. ,1. W.

[220:1.]-Indian Ink.— Is there any preparation of
Indian iuk to be had that will not smear when bein^:;

coloured over on tracing-paper? And, if so, where
can it bo liad ?— II. AV.

[2201.]—Duties of Parish Auditors —UeferrinR
to your article on the above subject, can you inform
yonr readers %vhat would be the awful consenuence of

nn auditor refusing to sign the accounts? 1 know of a
case in which the auditors
surcharged u considerable
amount as having been im-
properly e.\pen<led ; but the
couseciuence was that no one
took the slightest notice of

the matter. The notice of

surcharge remains on the
books to this day, and has
been shown as a somewhat
humorous entry.— l^.

(22;i.'i.] — House Cis-
tern.—To exclude poisonous
vapours from our cisterns,

can any of our corresjion-

dents inform me if there
exists any objection to a

trumpet waste-pipe, of which I append a sketch,
showing its sUitc after water has been withdrawn from
the cistern ?—rLu.Mni-Tfu.v.

[229C.]—Staining Oak.—Will some fellow-reader
kindly inform me of the best method of staining oak?
I am cutting dorni an old pulpit (lio years old) ; some
of tile edges and joints will be scraped and planed. 1

want to know the best possible method of matching
before rc-vaniishing.— II. .1. W.

[2207.]—General Joiner.—I am thinking of hav-
ing a genentl joiner, one that I could shift from job to
jol>, and for manual power. I would feel nnich obliged
if some friend, from his experience, would state whose
or what description would bo the most suitable.

—

JOISKR.

[220S.]—Surveying Hilly Iiand.—In surveying
hilly land, is the horizontal or surface measurement
taken ? Will some one oblige ?—T. W. S. (Middles-
brough).

[2299.]—Barn Floor —I have lieard that a good
barn floor can bo made out of a comi)osition of mine
dust and lime. Can any reader iuforiu me as to tlio

true and proper proportions thereof ?

—

Fak.meu.

[2300.]—Land Surveying—If any one who is

ncquaiuted with T. Itaker's treatise on tlie above will
kindly tell me whether I am right in supposing that I

have found some mistakes in it he will greatly oblige.
Take one, for instance—viz. : Example 1, page 22. in
the trapezoid D d V f. is not d/ the line required for
multiplying the sum of perpendiculars by, and not ej'!
Assuming it to be e f, would it not equal aso instead of
395?-I'lZZLED.

[2301.]—Wooden Ceilings.—Would any of our
readerskindly inform me of the best and most economical
method of coustruciiiig wooden ceilings for domestic
cdiflces. and in the (Jothic style? Also, the cost, as
compared with plaster ceilings ?

—

Gothic.

[2302.1 —Incompetent Architect.— Can the
proprietor of a building discharge the architect through
Incompetency without paying him the full percentage
on the total cost of the job ?—T. JI.

[2303.]—Building Materials Used at Leeds.—What are the prices of bricks (different colours) ?
Also of stone, and its iiuality, name, and colour ? Also
the prices tor flooring, slating, and plastering iier yard
super? What are the prices per yard for walls siin.,

llin., and Isin. thick of brick, and I2in., l.sin., and
24in. of stone ? What is the building material com-
moidy used at Leed.s, and whether brick or stone is

found to be the cheaper (labour included)?—W.

liEPLIES.

[2284.]—Asphalte for Footpaths —•• G. r. B."
Itppears to have falli-n into the coinnion error that any
mixture of gravel and gas tar is an asphalte. This is a
complete mistake, and one which lias don-- much barm
to the real material. Itut if ho chooses to lay down
the above mixture on his footpaths, h-t him first bring
them to an even surface. If the earth is wet or soft, a
layer of clean gravil, about 21n. thick, should he lirst

laid down, linn the gravel that is next laid on should be
ml.xed with a suiricient i|uantity of the bituminous sub-
stance to cause the stones to stick slightly together. Upon
this a finer layer is put, and then some line clean
sand, the operation being terminated by thoroughly
rolling the whole surface.— I,. .'<. 1".

[22SC.]—Portable Photographic Apparatus.—"W. L. S." win get what he wants at Urodie t
Sflddleton's, artists' colourmea, in Long-acre, near the
I)rur)--Iauc end.—CoLOiii,

[22.S.1.]—Water Impregnated with Lead —
If "V. If." bail read rarefully the article which ap-
peared in thu Bt;iLDi.NG News of August nth, under

the title of " Iron v. Lead Pijies," be would not have
asked the question he has. The reason for the water
being affected in the manner it is is fully explained.

—

M. 1'.

[22SS.]—Water Impregnated with Lead.—
Spring water usually acts actively on lead. 'I'lie old

pipe referred to bad probably, in course of time, rc-

ceiveil a bard incrustation, which abated the harm.
The agents for the tin-lined i)ipes are Messrs. Navin
& Co., Barge-yard, Bucklersbury, K.C. Having
myself several times experienced a difliculty in obtain-

ing the address of the linn, I cannot but express sur-

prise at their not advertising more. They certainly

are not consulting their owni interests.—il.

[22111.]—Cement.—Portland cement will set any-
where. If ft very quick-setting cement is required,

such as is often wanted for the joints of walls exposed
to the action of the sea, Medina cement is the best
adapted for the purpose.—A. A.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

SiTTixcnoVKXE.—The luu- water-works at Koy-
coU-hill, .Sittins'l'0""iCi wcro formally oiicncd
yesterday (Tlmrsday).

The New Metropolis \V.\ter Act.—Ono of

the most iniport.int iirovisions in tlio new Metro-
polis Water Act is that for securing a constant su])-

ply. At tlic expiration of eight months from the
piissing of the Act every company sliall, wlien re-

qnired to do so, furnish "a constant supply of pure
and wholesome water suiticicnt for tlio dumestic
purposes of the inhabitants." The water is to be
laid on at sucli pressure as will cause it to reach the
top storj- of the highest liouses.

The W.1TE11 Supply of Coupak-Angus.—At
a ]>nblic mcettug held last week at the Koyal
ITotel, (3oui)ar-An,gus, called by the Q\w ' Coniniis-
sioncr, Mr. Uulross, in pursuance of a requisition

addressed to hira by the local authority for tlio

purpose of ascertaining the opinion of the inhabi-
tants of tlie burgh as to proyiding the town with a
suflieieiit supply of pure watoj, it was resolved:

—

•• 'That as the only supply of water for tlie inhabi-
tants of Coup.ar-Angus which is open to the coiii-

nuuiity is from tho Coupar Burn, wliicli is tho com-
mon sewer of tho town, and as tho great [iroportiou
of the inhabitants make use of this water for

domestic jiuiposes, this meeting is of opinion that
the use of tliis water is very injurious to health,
being most unwholesome aud impure ; this meeting
agree to request the local authority immediately to

put in force the powers conferred on them by Act
of rarliament, and talce steps without dohiy to
furnish, in as economical a manucr as jiossililo, a
sufficient supply of pure water for tho use of the
inhabitants."

The Sewage Faem at Saltley.—According to
statistics published in the newspapers, tlio loss

sustained on account of the sewage farm at Saltley
amounts to nearly £2,000 a year. The Woraster
Cltrimich says there is good reason to believe that
the statement is correct.

Choleua Precautions.—" F. R. C. P." wi-ites to
tho Times as follows :—"While sanitary authorities
are being instructed as to tho precautions they should
take against cholera, there are three simple duties,
now more than usually important, that ilovolve on
the master of every house. 1. Ho should have each
and every water cistern properly cleauedont. 2. lie
sliould have his dustbin emptied at least twice a
week. 3. He should leana by his own senses that
there is nowhere any draiu in his house."

FoRi'AR.

—

The Sanitary Condition op the
Town.—An influeutialiy-attcnded meeting of the
inhabitants of Forfar was held on Wednesday week
t'l consider the best means to bo adopted for the
aljateinent of a nuisance at a place at the east cud of
tho Forfar Loch known as tho " Bay." Sever.al
medical gentlemen present adverted to the iiiiisaiiee

.as being injurious to tho health of the inhabitants.
A resolution ajipointing a committee to wait on the
h|eal authority to urge the necessity for the imme-
diate removal of tho nuisance was adopted. Tlie
meeting also considered the water supply of the
town deficient, and requested the coimuitteo to
bring under the notice of the Commissioners of
Police the subject of a water supplj'.

Sanitjiry Condition of Rome.—Rome, it is

stated in a letter to tho Dehats, continues to remain
in a very neglected condition. The streets aro in a
deplorable state, the jiavement is very faulty, and
the lighting is extremely defective. It is but seldom
that the streets are watered, and; he sewers have
not been llnslicd since the inundation last December.
Notwithstjui.ling that the public health is threatened
by this neglect, tho municipal authorities allow
things to take their course.

Tho Theatre LjTique, at Paris, ono of the public
buildings destroyed by fire during the second siego
of Paris, to be restored. As au evidence of the
luxury of the Second Empire, it is said that tho
account for gold leaf for tho decoration of this
theatre, ono of the triumphs of tho reign of
Ilaussmann, amounted to not less than £>>,000.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.
Attempt to Blow Down the Kingstown

Statue of George IV.—Shortly after twelve
o'cloclv on Sunday night, when the vast crowds wiio
had been attending the French deputation to Kings-
town were nearly dispersed, an attempt was made to

blow dowu tlie statue of George tho Fourth at

Kingstown. A tremendous explosion was lioaid,

and on examination it was found that a large quan-
tity of gunpowder had been placed between the four
granite balls supporting tho pedestal, with the view
of dcstrojang the statue. No injury was douo
beyond tho supports being blackened.

The Lancashire Derby Memorial.—Mr. Nohlo
the eminent sculptor, and Mr. G. A. Dejiii, a member
of the National Derby Memorial Committee, have
been in Preston inspecting the Miller Park, the site

agreed upon for the erection of the statue of the late

ICarl of Derby, now in the hands of Mr. Noble. On
viewing tlie park, Mr. Noble remarked that there

was not a liner site in England for the memorial. It

is now proposed to place the statue within an alcove
or cano|iy of chaste design, to protect it from the
weather and the smoke of the towu.

Bust or Sir W^illiam Tite for the Guildhall,
Bath.—S^me time ago Mr. Theed executed a bust
of Sir William Tite for the London Institution,

Finsbury-circus. Subscriptions are now being col-

lected in Bath in order to commission tho same
sculptor to produce a duplicate bust for the Guild-
hall iu that city.

STAINED GLASS,
The Guildhall, London.—Mr. Deputy M'Dou-

gall, a member of the Court of Common Council,
has recently intimated his wish to be allowed to

place a handsome stained ghass window in tlie(_Juild-

iiall, and the offer having been accepted, the work
will be executed under the direction of the City
Lands Committee. Anotlicr window, the gift of

Mr. Aldermau Cotton, will bo inserted about tho
same time.

Lichfield Cathedral.—A small two-light win-
dow at the extreme west end of the south navo aislo

has just been filled witli stained glass, the subjects
being S. Michael and S. Gliad. The work has been
executed by Messrs. Burliston and Grylls, 23, New-
man-street, London, .and is in memoriam of tho lato

Hem-y Edward Joliu Howard, Dean of Lichfield.

KinwoUTH.—S. Wilfred's Church, Kibworth, has,

during the last two months, had two more stained
glass windows put in, now making six in all, fivo of

tliem being filled with Scripture subjects. Ono is

placed on the north side, and is a three-liglit window,
tlic subject beingthe raising of Lazarus. Tlie last win-
dow, which hasjust been filled in, isthe small window
in the chancel, on the south side. The subject of this

window is Cimst healing the lepers. In addition to

these windows, the patron saint of the Church,
S. Wilfred, has just been placed in the nielie over tho
south porch. Tho figure is in a sittiug position, and
clothed in clerical robes, with a pastoral staff in his

hand, and is the work aud gift of Mr. Barfield,

carver, &c., of Leicester.

§111' Office (ILiwIc.

Scarlf.t Fever in New Houses.—The Rev. W.
J. Stracey writes to the John Bull, from Buxton
Vicarage, near Norwich, " to ask if it is generally

knowQ—or to make it known if it is not so—that

eases of fever, especially of scarlet fever, are apt to

break out in new-built houses about eight or nine

months after the same have been completed. This
is said to arise from a decomposition which takes

place in the hair used in the mortar or plaster of the

walls through the action of the lime." Mr, Stracey

thinks that if this is found to be a common occur-

rence, and very nearly at the same period after com-
pletion, many families, if they were aware of this

fact, might be able to remove for some weeks, so aa

exactly to avoid this risk. "I have known of this

fact," he adds, ''for some j-ears past, but am more
especially moved to draw attention to it from
having lately read in a circular respecting a largo

boys' school lately opened, that within a short time

it became a very pesthouse of scarlet fever. If any
of your readers can remember any instances of the

kind, I hope they will make them known, or will

favour mo with concise p.articulars, which I in.ay

make known at some future date."

New Buidge at Welsiipciol.—The foundation-

stone of Leighton Bridge, Welshpool, was laid on

Tlinrsday week by the Mayor. The preliminary

work for the erection of the bridge was comiueneed

some time ago, and the foundation for the buttress

on the Welshpool side is now lirmly laid, and the

foundations for the second and third buttresses are

being rapidly proceeded with. Tlie corner stones

of this buttress are of great weight and size. The
principal stone measures lift, by 5ft. 9in., and is
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7ft. Cin. on the concrete. The second corner stone

contains 48 superficial feet anil is lOin. in thickness.

The stones are of Yorksliire rag landings. The

bridge will be a substantial, handsome looking struc-

ture, and is to be built principally of Pool Rock stone,

with dressed blocking-course and wall stone.

The height will be lift, .ibove the bed of the river

in the old ford to the underside girder. The parapets

will be constructed of perforated cast sheets with

three Sin. cast iron pilasters to each opening. It

will be linishedwith wing walls and coping, and have

a roadway 20ft. wide with Oft. abutment pillars, and

6ft. pilasters with heavy castings. There will be

five girders to the span. The total expense of the work

will be £1,000. Messrs. Fisher & Dyson, of Hudders-

field, are the contractors, and the work will be

superintended by Mr. Carver, the architect and

engineer on the Leighton estate.

New Public Pahks.—Ashton-under-Lyne is to

have a people's pari:. The late Samuel Oldham,

several years ago, betiueathed £7,000 as the nucleus

of a fuiid tor obtaining such a park, and now a

gentleman who lately purchased Highfleld Plouse

and its park-like grounds, the original cost of

which was £15,000, has presented it to the public

for the trifling con.sideration of £2,000. The park

is nine acres in extent, and is subject to a yearly

chief rent of £131 to the Earl of Stamford and War-

rington, ivhich his lordship has agreed to cancel.

By other inexpensive additions, the size of the park

is to be increased to fifty acres.—The Leech Mer-

cury states that a few days ago the Purchase of

Property Committee of the Leeds Corporation

inspected some land on the south side of Roundhay-

road, with a view to acquiring the property for a

pubUc park for the town.

The Social Science Congress at Leeds.—The

annual Social Science Congress will commence on the

4lh of October ncNt, Leeds being this year the place

of meeting. Among the questions which will be

treated of in papers and discussed by the members

are several of the highest importance, considered in

relation to the public health. lu the Health Section

(which will be presided over by Mr. George Godwin.

F.R.S.) the following, among other topics, will

engage attention :—1st. AA'hat are the best and most

economical methods of removing and utilising the

sewage of large towns ? 2. What arethebestmeans

of securing the sanitarj' improvement of human
habitations"? 3. What are the best means of pro-

moting the health of operatives in factories and

workshops? In the Economy and Trade Section

(to be presided over by Mr. William Newmarch,

F.R.S.) the following questions, among others, will

be taken into consideration :— 1. What principles

ought to regulate the assessment and administration

of local taxation ? 2. Is it desirable that the State

or municipality shoidd assist in providing improved

dwellings for the lower classes ? and, it so, to what

extent, and in what w.ay ?

Tramways in Birmingiia^i.—We observe that

the Birmingham Town Council are about to lay

down a system of street tramways and (we presume)

to appropriate the profits accruing from the traflic

to the reduction of the local taxation—a course

which the Metropolitan Board of Works has declined

to pursue with regard to London. A special meeting

of the Birmingham Town Council has been held to

consider the question. After a long debate it was

resolved that the Council, as the local authority,

.should make apphcation for a provisional order,

authorising the construction of Tramways within the

borough ; and the Public Works Committee was
authorised to take the necessary steps to obtain the

provisional order, and to empower the Council to

levy tolls for the use of the tramways.

New Clock Tower for the Temple.—Passers

through and frequenters of the Temple have for some

time past missed the great clock which used to

look on the terrace and gardens of the Inner

Temple from the point of junction between the

hall and library. When the old hall was pulled

down the clock disappeared, and in rearing the new
hall, no provision was made for replacing it. Now,
however, there is in course of erection what will be

a vcy handsome clock tower and additional entrance

to the library, the place of erection being the extreme

eastern end of the range of structures comprising

the hall and library.

The Forthcojiing Liverpool Art ExumiTioN.
—This exhibition, which will open on Monday next,

the 4th inst., will compri.se about 900 productions of

leading artists of the day, ni.any of them brought

from the Old and New Water-Colonr Society, the

Dudley Gallery, and the Suffolk-street GaUery—all

London institutious—anil will continue open to the

end of October. There will also be some very fine

statuary.

The New Local Government Board.—The

Right Hon. James Stansfeld is gazetted President of

the new Local Government Board, and by the new

Act the board is deemed to be established as soon as

the President is appointed. The powers to be

exercised by the new board relate to the registr.a-

tion of births, deaths, and marriages, public health,

local government, drainage, Ac, baths and wash-

houses, public improvements, &c., and to the pre-

vention of disease, and to vaccination, the last two

having been under the Privy Council, and the for-

mer under the Home Secretary.

Victoria-street.—Through the instrumentality

of Mr. Lucette, the gi-eater portion, if not the whole,

of Victoria-street will shortly be completed. The

buildings now to be erected will be placed on the

sites westward of the Westminster Chambers, and

will be carried on simultaneously on both sides of

the road. They are especially arranged for thecon-

venience of members of Parliament, and will be

built in flats, somewhat similar to the Belgrave Man-
sions, but without shops beneath. The estimated

cost, when completed, will be about £270,000. The

design of the buildings is by Sir. Welby Pugin, of

Westminster.

Leamington School of Art.—This flourishing

and well-conducted school, which is in connection

with the Philosophical Society, will reopen on Tues-

day next, the 5th inst.

Workmen'.s Dwellings for London.—It is stated

that a new scheme for providing working men with

commodious and healthy dwellings will shortly be

started in the Metropolis. Its promoters, who

include several influential members of Parli.ament,

dissent from the policy pursued by the Trustees of

the Peabody Fund, in building large barracks. Their

plan is, in "fact, an extension of that so successfully

tried by jMr. iruskin and Miss Octavia Hill. There

is plenty of scope in London for enterprises of this

description, while experience has shown that under

proper management they m.ay be made to yield a

good profit. As we have repeatedly pointed out,

the great destruction of house property occasioned

by recent street improvements .and railway extensions

renders tliis matter a pressing one.

Cathedral Restoration and Reforji.— The

choir of Gloucester Cathedral was reopened on Sun-

day week after having been closed for three years,

.and after h.aving, in the interim, been beautified at a

cost which in the end will be at least £13,000 of the

£45,000, which is Mr. Scott's original estimate for

the complete restoration of the cathedral. The

preacher iu the morning was the Bishop of the

diocese. In the course of his sermon. Dr. EUicott

said ;
—" Let every cathedral more and more strive

to free itself from its halt inherited, half adopted,

collegiate sj'Stem, from its closes and seclusions, and

make itself not only the mother church of the city,

but the parish church of the diocese, and then let it

fearlessly face any trial which the stirring times in

which we live may think fit to apply to it."

Tho Church of S. Dnnstan-In-the-East, Great
Tower-street, having been closed for repairs, was
rc-opeued on Sunday host.

A notice has been given that the Oxford Town
Council intends memorialising the Lords Commis-
missioners of Ilcr Majesty's Treasury for their

approbation to sell, alienate, and convey a piece of

Land, extending from New Iim-hall-street to George-

etiect, the property of the Mayor, Aldermen, and
citizens, to the Local Board of Oxford, for tho pur-

pose of forming a new street. The consideration to

be paid for the land is £1,000.

Tho Homo Secretary has refused to give his

sanction to the adoption of the Local Government
Act in Brackloy.

Tho parish church of Ebberston, near Pickering,

Yorkshire, has beenre-opened. The chancel has been

rebuilt at tho cost of the Ecclesiastical Connnis-

siouers.

New swimming and medical baths (which havo

been erected .at a cost of £22,000) were opened at

Harrogate on Saturday last.

S. Botolph's Church, Colchester, was reopened on
Sunday Last, after a " thorough cleansing and rc-

dccor.ating."

Land of the value of £1,789,913 has been sold in

tho Landed Estates Court of Ireland between the

1st of January, 1870, and tho lOth of July, 1871.

Now almshouses at Iluddersfield, erected by Mr.

Joseph Hurst, were reopened on Saturday last.

On Monday last the first pile of the new pier at

Redcar was driven by Rear-Admiral Chaloncr. Tho
pier is to be completed by Juno 1st, 1872.

On Saturday last the corner-stone of a large school

in connection "with Clu-ist Church, Tintwistle. was
laid by Mr. J. Sidebottom. The cost will be between

£4,000 and £5,000, and the school will accommodata

000 scholars.

Iron-clad churches are becoming quite a feature

in Now York architecture. Four of these edifices

are now in course of erection, the. most insignificant

of which is to cost 31,000 dots., and the most

sumptuous 01,000 dots.

The foundation-stone of a new Congregation.al

Church will be laid at Oswestry on Thursday next,

the 7th inst.

The Gateshead School Board last week received

authority to erect schools for 4,000 schokars.

Cjjip.

Broadwoodwidger Church, Devonshire, was re-

opened on the llth ult. by the Bishop of Exeter.

Tho works for the new station at Bristol, to bo

coustni'cted by tho Great Western, Midland, .and

Bristol and Exeter Eailw.ay Companies, have been

commenced.

. The autumnal exhibition of the Eoyal Birming-

h.am Society of Artists opened on Saturday last,

which was tho "private view" day.

The Union states that the magnificent Abbey of

La Trappe, near Mortagne (Orne) has just been

partly destroyed by fire.

The Baroness Burdett-Coutts has given £50 to the

fund for preserving Epping Forest.

On applications for contributions to improvements

the Metropolitan Board of Works h.ave, during tho

year, voted tho sum of £07,171 13s. 8d.

Of tho building plots in Queen Victoria-street,

Citv, fifteen havo been let by the Metropolitan

Bo.ard of Works on leases of 80 years, givuig a total

annual rental of £10,936.

S. M.a>y's Episcopal Chapel, Reading, will be re-

opened on Sunday next, after repairs and alterations.

The foundation-stono of schools for S. M.atthew's,

Y'iewsley, in the parish of Hillingdon, was laid on

the 17th ult., by Bishop Claughton, Archdoacon of

Loudon. The schools, for 300 boys, gu-ls, and in-

fants, are to bo built from designs by Mr. W. White,

F.S.A., architect, of Wimpole-street.

A new Wesleyan Chapel is about to be erected in

the village of Yearsley, from a design by Mr. E.

Taylor, architect, of York. Tho fouudatiou-stouo

was laid ou Tuesday week.

PBKSONAI..
Sir Titus Salt was ou Saturday last presented

with an address and his portrait, in recognition of

his late gift of a public park for Saltau-e.

Dr. Thomas Nicholas has in the press a volume

on "The Annals and Antiquities of tlie Counties

and Families of Wales," with illustrations of tho

castles, &c.

M. Fourncyron, the French engineer, whose name
is well known in connection with the turbine water

wheel, has bequeathed to the Academy of Science

of Paris a sum of money which will produce from

£40 to £50, to be given eveiy two years for the best

memoir on applied mechanics.

Mrs. John Wood has, it is s.aid, decided to build a

new theatre in Lonilon, to be called the " National,"

.and to be devoted to old English comedies and

di'amas.

Mr. J. Squiro, of Ross, Herefordshire, has been

awarded the second silver medal of the Royal Corn-

wall Polytechnic Society, for his water-colour

drawing, " Evening .at the Bedmthan Steps, Corn-

wall."

Sir Laurence P.alk, M.P., was last week entcr-

taineil at a banquet at Torquay, and was presented

with his portrait, in recognition of his cnterprisuig

spirit in constructing a new harbour ,at Torquay, at

a cost of £90,000.

Lord Wrottesley has consented to open the new

townhall at Wolverhampton iu October next.

—

—

Prices, 28th August, per Petersburg stanJard.--Fin9

ami liaudsa^T. .Swedish, £7 6s to £S is. Archangel best

yellow. £12 10s. to £14 10s. ; ditto second yol ow £9 lOs

to£105s.; Petersburg best yellow £13 5s to £13 lOs.

rinr-lipc first bright yel ow pine, £18 to £19 15s.
;
ditto

s^ecoml qmhly Stoil £!(! 10s, to £18 5.. ; second quality

iSt £ 3 6S to £13 15s.; ditto second quality floated,

£12108 to £13 5s.; ditto third quality bright, £8 6s. to

£9 10s
'

ditto third quality floated, £8 10s. to £9
;
St.

John's mixed pine, £7 £8 6s.; Quebec first white spruce,

£0 IDs to £11 ; ditto second quality, £8 10s. to £9; ditto

tli'irdqiiiility, £8to£8 5s.; St, John's first white spruc^o,

£8 10s to £9 5s. ; ditto second quality, £8 to £8 5s.
;
ditto

third quality, £7 10s. to £7 16s.; ditto unsorted £8 to

£8 :,s Prince Edward's Island white spruce, £7 Ds. to

£7 16a!; surm-o batten, £7 to £7 16s.; pitch pine plank",

£12 108. to £13 53.; Gefle and best Swedish deals, £10

Timber peiMoad; Pitch pine, £3 10s. to £3 15s. ;
Quebec

onU, £i; to £C 6b.; Memcl crown fir, £4 to £4 lOs.; ditto

best middling £3 59. to £3 16b.; ditto common middling"

£1 Via. to £i ISs. ; Sundewall, £2 Sa. to £2 Ua.
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ink Itfius.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
TiiK Xkwcasti.k .^latkks.—Tlu' liuiulnd slaters

who canif out on strikt* n (ortui{;lit n^o in Ni-weustU'
liavf pot ail advaiu't* of I's. per wi-ek. 'I'licy resuiiu'd

work oil Monday last.

TiiK STiiiKF OF Masons ATllritLis.—The nia-«ons'

Ptrikf at Itc/tin, which lias lasted for sonu' weeks, is

now at an end. The conditions are not stated, but
the telegram leaves the impression that the men have
been beaten. It is estimated that this strike has cost

the workmen about -.'uo.uuo thalers wages.

TENDERS.
Barnes.—For alieraiion.^ and additions to stahlen, &&,

Red Lion Hotel. Messrs. L>. liuylock & Sou, architocts,
Clapliam Juuetiun :—

Mansell £21!.')

t'ooper '.;:!0 o
Picking IMil III

Hearn (accepted) I'J-l 10

BATTF.asEA.—For the erection of a now manufaetory for
the Patent Plumbap) Ci'ueilile Company. Buttcrsea.
Wuantliies by Mr. W. B. Ilackshele:—

Sharpiiitrton & Cole £3111
Bnrge & Rnmage "288.5

Jackson & Shaw 1*324

Bracher & Son 2090
Manley 4 Rogers 2fJu7

BiRMixoHAM.—For the erection of St. Paul's Vicarage.
Quantities supplied by the architect, Mr. William Davis:

—

Sweet i'Lis:) 17
Sapcote&Son 1.540 o
Bloore lu'M u
Parton 1477
Wilson & Son (accepted) 14tJ-5

Barker £ Son 142.>

BlRMlNQHAM.—For factory at Small Heath, for Mr. T.
Shakesi»ear. Quantities supplied by the ai'chitect. Mi'.
William Davis:

—

Partridge £180.1
Matthews llJ.'i.'J o
Harborne 1G2« 111

Smith, W. i B. N 11)24 (i

Parton 15'JJ

Sapcote & Sod (accepted) 15i)6

Mountford 149,3 o

BIR«IXQH.^H.—For residence at Birds-hill, for Henry
Horsell, Esq. Quantities BUpplied by the architect, Mr.
William Daviu.

Harbomo £1061 7
Partridge 1050
Jeffrey & Pritchard 1040
Twigg4Fowke 1039
Blooro 1026 10
Parton (accepted) 1024 19

Brentkorp.—For the erection of a school, &c., in con-
nection with the C'ongrcgatii^ial Chapel. Boston-road,
Brentford. Mr. John W. Smithies, architect:

—

».>ibson Brothers £4.")5

Wiles 411
Brunsdcn ;t47

Bostel (accepted) 318

BfCKS.—For new national schools, teachers' residences,
&c.. at Mi8.senden and Lee, Bucks. Quantities supplied,
Mr. Arthur Vernon, architect:—

Clarke* Uobbs £1(580
Heavell lUDO
Hunt IBJU
Woollams 1.'>.>1

Corby 15.1,5

Honour & Caatle 1487
Holland 14.si)

Dover, Dowel, & (3o. ]. 1476
Snell i-i.y.i

Spicer ;"... i4:!i)

Clarke & Holland I:j75
Smith & Finchor 1:105

Fincher 1.302
Almoud 1299
Johnson 1285
Taylor 1)50

Maidstone.—For the erection of a new wing to Chil-
llngton House, for the Charles Museum :

—

Anscomb £2034
Davis ........v. 1905
Holloway & Elmoro 1899
Vaughan 18;i.',

Church .'. 1844
Cojc Brothers "'..'

i7y«)
Clements* Wallis .'.. i78y
Bridge 17,j.'-,

Avard (accepted) 1074
Abnett \m7

Bkadino.—For corn store, Ab!)oy, Reading, for Mr, R,
Oakshot- Messrs. Wm. A J, F. Brown, architects : —

Wheeler Bros £498
Bamicoat 449
t>unn 439 7 fl

Matthews (accented) 427

Stafford.—For smallpox and fever hospital for eight
persons, in connection with the union workhouse for tho
StafTortl Hoard of Guardians :

—

Batcllffe (accepted) i;:)25

(Fencing £13 lOs. extra)

TiirRNiiAU, Kent.— For tho erection of school and
class-nx.m, and teachers residence, at Tbumham, Kent
Mr. Martin Bulmer, architect:

—

Dover, Duwel, Wills 4 Co £1270
Wallis & Clements ','.'.*,',',"."

11.10
Marley '.'.'.'.'.'..'.

Ilia)
A'""^ nil
Bridge i,ist3

Cox Brothers I075
Abnett (accepted) ,'.*.',",' 1060

Wharfedale.—Fora new union workhouseat Wharfc-
dale :

—

Boothmau A Broomhead (accepted) £10,000
Sixty tenders were received.)

Yeovk..—For erecting a villa residonco at Hendford
Yeovil, tor Mr. C. Sharp :—

Chant £87.5

Baitlett 4 Sons 860
Col 860

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

.MANSFiEi.n (."o-opekative iNDfS'rniAL Society.
L1.MITED, Septembers,—For the erection of a corn-
mill.

—

U. (Jiulhorpe, Secretary.

Stoi'Kpoht Union, .September 28.—For the sui)i)ly

of nine iron bedsteads, and four invalid bedsteads, witii

rackheaiis.

—

I'.W. Johnson, Clerk to the Union, Union
Ortices, Stockport.

I.ANCASIIIIiE AND YOHKSnlRE RAILWAY, Sep-
tember 't.—For improved waiting-room accommoda-
tion at Wi,:;an Station.—Wm. S. Luwn, Secretary,
Hunt's Bank, JIauchester.

Kilkenny. October 2.—For the removal of the
present S. John's-bridge, over the Kiver Nore, and
erecting a new bridge, consisting of three cast-iron
arches, about 40ft. span each, on stone jjiers a)ul abut-
ments.— I'eter Burtchaell, Esq., County Surveyor,
CoinUy Surveyor's Offices, Court House, Jvilkenny.

Leeds, September 4.—For the erection of houses in
Lee's-yard, Meadow-lane.—George Corson, architect,

5, South Parade, Leeds.

Daiili.ncton, September 4.—For the construction
of a new service reservoir, near Hurrowgf.te Hill Toll-
gate.—Hugh Dunn, Town Clerk, Darlington.

AVAR Depart.'bent Contract, ,Septeniher 9.

—

For the erection of married soldiers' quarters for the
South Cavalry Barrack, Aldershol.—Uoyal Engineer
(Jfflce, Aldershot.

Midland Railway, September 4.—For the erec-
tion of a warehouse at S. I'aucras Goods Station.—J.
\Villiams, Secretary, Derby.

Midland Railway, September 4.—For the erec-
tion of a warehouse at S. Mary's Goods Station, Derby.
—J. Williams, Secretary, Derby.

Midland Railway, September 4.—For the erection
of an engine shed at 'Wigstou.—J. Williams, Secretary,
Derby.

Reading Local Board of Health, September
6.—For the construction of about 5,200 yards of egg-
shaped brick sewers, varying from Gft. in diameter to
2ft. 6in. by 1ft. Sin., about 35,000 yards stoneware pipe,
and upwards of 2,000 yards of cast iron pipe sewers,
principally 24 inch diameter.—T. Rogers, Clerk to the
Board, Reading.

West.minster Union, September 15.—For the
erection of infirmary oflSces and new wing to the Union
School, Wandsworth-common.—W. U. 'West, Clerk,
Board-room, Marshall-street, Golden-square.

Wiiiteoiiapel Charity Estates, September 12.

—For rebuilding Nos. 22 to 27, I'rinces-strcet, and
others in Bell-conrt, at the rear.-H. S. Mitchell,
Vestry Clerk's Oflices, 5, Great Prescot-street, \Vhite-
chapel.

'West Ham Local Board of Health, Septem-
ber 16.—For the hire of horses and carts, andthe supply
of the following materials:—1,500 yards cube Kentish
flints, 1,500 yards cube Bombay granite, 1,500 yards
cube Port I'hilip granite, and 1,500 yards cube broken
(iuernsey granite.—C. Wilson, Clerk, Town Hall,
.Stratford, E.

XoRTii Eastern Railway, September 0.—For the
erection of si.\ cottages at Guisboiough, two cotf:lges
at Skinuingrove, and additions to the goods warehouse
and ollices at Bishop Auckland.—J. E. Mac Nay, secre-
tary. Railway (Jfiices, Darlington.

Leicester.—For the erection of the proposed New
Fever Hospital.—S. Stone, Town Clerk, Leicester.

B.l.TH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., Limitsd,
Uuarrymen and Stono Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[•^DVT.] CORSHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFINQ-SLATES,

A$ lupiiUtd to H.RII. Tilt Prince 0/ Wain at Samlringham
Tho Ponmnyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, Ac, Ac
(Lew coHly than ordinary Oothie Tiling.)

These durable and non-ab.sorbent Slates can be obtained
In sizes suitable tor Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Olouoester:—
Por Equivalent to

l.S(N) Slates, per equikrt)

2 17 G .,. Ills. IM.
2 17 ... Ills. 6d,
J r, ... 14s.

I 18 6 ... Us.
1 7 6 ... lis.

Prices of lorgo Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testl
monlals, and Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. H.VNDELL 4 CO., Corshani, Wilts. ~
Specimens at Museum of Geology-, Jermyn-street, Piccft-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tuflon-strect
WcBlmlustcr.

Boat Green Slates 14 by 7 ...

Do. do. 13 by 8 ...

Do, do, 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 6 ...

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Lead.
Pig—Foreign . . . per ton £17 10 £17 12 6
„ English W.B. . . do 20 6 20 10
„ Lead Co do 18 10 18 15
„ Other liiands , . do 18 18 6
Sheet Milled .... do 18 5 000
Shot, Pttleut .... do 30 10 000
Red or minium .... do 20 10 000
Litharge, W.B, .[..do 000 000
White Dry do 25 10 26

„ ground in oil .. do

COPPER.

British—Cake & Ingot . per ton 74 76
Best Selected .... do 7G 78
Sheet do 75 81
Bottoms ilo 81 S3
Australian do 75 78
Spanish Cake .... do 6S 70 l»

Chili Bars, cash ... do UO 10 63 10
„ Refined ingot . . do 76

Yellow Metal .... per lb. Gj 00 7{

Iro.-j.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per tun 3 2 G
Welsh Bar, in Lnndou . do 7 10 7 12 6

Wales . do 6 15 6 17 6
Rtafford.shire .... do 850 8 15
Bail, in Wales .... do G 15 700
Sheets, single in Loudon do 9 15 10 15
Hoops, first quality . . do 9 9 15
Nail Rod do 8 5 8 10
Swedish do 9 15 10

Oils, &c.

Seal, palo per tun 33
Sperm body „ 80 81
Cod

,
34 10

Whale, South Sea, palo , ,, 33 33 10
Olive, Gallipoli

,
61 62

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 51 9
Pulm, fine

,
37

Linseeil „ S3
Rapeseed. Eug, pale , , „ 44
Cottonseed , . . „ 29 10 35 10

BANKRUPTS.
to SL'RRENDZR in LONDON.

Hosegood, Thomas William, and Turner, Joseph
CSeorge-yard, Whitechapel, colour and varnish manufac-
farers, September 1-5, at 11.

TO SCRRESDER I.N THE COtJXTHT.
Gadsby, John, Derby, builder, September 9, at Derby,

public e.vaminations.
November 7, J. Kain. Walthamstow, builder.-Sep-

tember 29, J. Eushforth, HuddersUeld, architect.

declaration of DH'IDEND.
J. Story, Southtown, Suffolk, carpenter, div, 2s. Gd. on

and after September 4.

DIVIDEND MEETINQ.
September 23, G. V. Barlow, Easton-on-the-Hill, North

amptonshii-e, stuuemason.

SCOTCH SEgUESTRATION.
John Longmuir, Kilwinning, contractor, September 4,

at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Close, ,\yre, :iud Nii h.jlson. York, iruufoundcrs-

Carter, Wouttou, and Chippendale, Preston, plumbers-
H. and E. Searns, Brixtou, builders—Cavill and Co., Shef-
field, engineers— Matthews and Staple, Birmingham,
stonemasons—Dronsfleld and Bolton, Oldham, brick-
makcrs—Pant, Coal. Brick, and Fire-Clay Company,
Ruabon—Hodge, Hislop, Dunlop, and Co., Liverpool,
engineei-s—Hcliiwell, Hinehcliff, and Co., Milnsbridge,
Y'orkshire. iruufoundcrs—Wilder and Sons, Reading, iron-
foauders.

ALEXAJTORA PALACE & MUSWELL
HILL ESTATE TONTINE.

Trustees

—

John (^'lutton, F.sq., Whitehall-place.
John Hackblock, Esq,, Bolton-gardens.
John Horatio Lloyd, Esq., Inner Temple.

ALEXANDRA TaLACE,—A Charming
Palace with about 500 acres of beautiful land (Free-

h'. 1 1) within 6 miles of Charing-cross,

TlEXANDRA palace.—This will be
j\. a Grand Institution of healthful recrentiou ami
elevating instruction, combining tho solid advantiiges of
llie South Konsin^'ton Mu-^euui and Schools of Art with
iho lighter ploasuroa and imstimes of the Crystal Palaco
at Sydenham.

Rome of the advantages to the holder of a Tontine Cer-
tillcato fi.r Onk (.U'INEA (and npu-^rds) may bu thus
described :

—
1. A Share in the division of the Estate in 1886.

2. Free Admissions, according to the number of Rights.

3. A Shaie or Shares In the proposed valuable Art
Unions.

4. 20s. returned fur every 21s. paid, iu event of death of
nominee.

5. Ample Endowments, Ac, for Children ; or a veiy
large return for the capital invested, may thus be
secured.

G. No risk or liability whatever.

Money returned in full, if issue is not made.
For further particulars, ace Detailed Prospectus.

Admissions to view the Palace (which has one of tha
largest and most perfect Organs iu the World) can to
obtained at tho Olllees of the Company, 5 and C, Great
Winchester-streot-buildings, London, E,C,

THOS. DIXON, Secretary.
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CnYSTAI; PAT.ACK TEACHINGS.

IT is no di."5paragcmeut of tlie aiiibitious

ai lists who originally planned the Crystal

Talace at Sydenliaui to say that their highest

hopes have been disappointed. They in-

dulged in a splendid dream, which by degrees

has" nirlted away. A strncturc so vast that

it miglit have been designed by the builders

of liatiylon, and so airy tliat it created an

idea of enchantment, rose on -the snmnut of

the brightest hills overlooking I^ondon, and

contained an illustration of history in all

epochs, manners in all aspects, art in its

most antiqno and its most modern forms,

costumes in every region of the wprld, vege-

tation as it springs in every clinK'te, industry

as it has been developed by every race, age

after age. This was indeed ejiitinnc minnli.

It was ex]iected that tjachings so new,

through so brilliant a medium, with all the

help and fascination of comparison and con-

trast, would inspire the multitude, and lure

it into the arcana of learning. Egypt was
presented to view, in temple and image,

colossal, solenm, mysterious, hieroglyphic

;

its entire life, its births, its marriages, and
its deaths : its feasts, sacrifices, and funeral

rites : its dwellings, tombs, and coffus ; its

fortresses, wars, and arms, vividly pictured

on wall and column : set forth in mnmniy
cases and models, and made familiar by
collections of genuine implements and uten-

sils, jewels and trinkets, dug by antiquarians

out of oblivion. Assyria followed, with its

glimpses of the great Scriptmal story, and
its numic monuments, it was e.^peLtod, would
be eagerly studied by a generation which had
been intent upon the Nineveh excavations,

and was believed to follow with enthusiasm

every ray of light, however broken or dis-

coloui'cd, that fell from actual history

upon the pages of the Bible. So, with

the exhumed architecture, the comfort,

the luxury, the religion of the Pom-
peian hou.sehold. These wonders of the

past, with the golden - fretted, flashing,

thousand-tinted roofs, the marble floors, th.-;

fountained courts, the ^loi'esqne arches, and
the crimsoned windows of Seville, kindling

the rich intei'iors, as it were, into an atmo-
sphere of irridesccncc ; the cool Itoman halls

;

the Virginal porticoes, snow-shafted and
slowdy mellowing in the sun of xVtheus ; the

magnificent trickery of the liyzantine era

;

the mingled ^^itcheries of the Ilenaissance
;

the Italian, with Angelo's giants
;
the Gothic

—all carved, door, windovr. pul}iit, and tomb
—all these, it was imagined, would constitute

an academy of the people, tenjpting them to

the sources of knowledge. AVe are bound
to confess that, in a serious degree, the ex-

periment proved a failure. Xor is it to be
wondered at. The myriads went to see a
show

; but they were no more qualified to

appreciate the lessons laid out before them iu

alphabets of mystic signs, Grecian urns, mor-
tuary swathings. Eastern and Vi estern styles,

the rings of Uoman ladies, and tlie votive-
altars of I'ompeii, than to decipher the
Moabite stone. They went, and saw, and
stared, and then gathered about the orchestra,

or, as do nine-tenths of the visitors to Inter-

national E.xhibitions, loitered in the vicinity

of refreshment counters. Too much had been
attempted with the material which had to be
worked upon. It was not reasonably to be
anticipated, in point of fact, that the popular
min<l would fall at once into grooves pre-

pared for it by men among the most erudite

and refined of their day, with whom culture

is a habit and taste a passion. The spelling-

book had hardly been put iu their hands
before they were called upon to translate

the very Vedas of the remotest human
civilisation. It was curious to witness the

earliest effects of this mute lore, scarcely

less unintelligibly interpreted by the shilling

manuals. Crowds passed in and out through
the fOgyptian and Assyrian colonnades, the

Attic and 'J'uscan doors, the gates of the

Alhambra, of the Goths, and of the Italian

revival, but they displayed more real- sym-
jiatliy with the denizens of a South American
or Central African hut, with an Esquimaux
or Samoycde in his canoe ; the bear-hunter
in his snow cave ; the earth-eaters of the far

AVcstern ^Mountains, or the tent-dwellers of

Tartary. These were portraits of living

races, not shadows of centuries and nations

long passed away, their very languages dead,

their creeds extinct, their men and women
surviving only in ]iallid statues and busts,

and names utterly dissociated from our com-
mon thouglits. The Egyptians and Assy-
rians, the (ireeks and the Komans, as they
existed in their public and domestic economy,
are even less to ordinaiy persons then arc

their myths and fables, for these impress the

fancy. Therefore, wdiile a certain elevating

influence may have been exercised upon frag-

ments of the masses which, during so many
years, have drifted to and from the Crystal

Palace, we are justified, we think, in the

opinion that large expectations, pleaded as

the excuse foi' a dead-waste of expenditure,

have been dissipated and will never in the

future be realised, 'i'his is not to suggest

that those arches of glass, those galleries of

iron, and all the countless objects crowded
within them, did not add a beauty and
a treasure to the most delightful of

metropolitan neighbourhoods. There was
an inunense field of studied decora-

tion ; there were gardens choicely jilanted

and exquisitely planned ; fountains of artistic

arrangement ; music in which no inferior

minglings were at first permitted ; some
good scul])ture, though never except the

vilest paintings, marked with prices that

seemed ironical ; a generally noble and
sparkling vista ; many curiosities ; examples
of numufactures from the four quarters of

the globe ; two towers, ^^•hich were prodigies

in themselves ; and an inunense cellar full of

machinery that might almost as well not be
there, for anything that the holiday throngs

care about, lint these attractions did not suftice.

Nor did it much avail when the Crystal

I'alace obtained the privileges of a bazaar,

and strangers were pestered to buy what
they had only come to see. People lounged
lazily amid heaps of dazzling plate, and
mirrored surfaces ablaze with Venetian and
Bohemian glass ; they eyoil the stiff brocades

of Albania, and the monstrous panoplies of

China and Japan, with something like ecpial

wonder ;
they glanced at the native armoury

of India, the equipments of the Greenland
fishermen, the arrow tubes of the Asiatic

j

Isla'id savages, the whaler's spear, the Indian

j

weaver's loom, the Chinaman's lathe, and the

I

Dyak's sword, as things proper to be seen,

pencilled iu the catalogue, .and mentioned at

home ; but here the attraction ended, and
yet the palace did not fill. IMonstre classi-

cal concerts drew for a season ; the edifice,

owing to' its enormous extent ; its superb
position, whence it gleamed like a jewel far

and wide round I^ondon : its ample gardens,

propitious with light and shade ; the facili-

ties for reaching it ; and its generally

glittering character, within and without,

became a favourite centre for festivals. It

could never overflow; no niunber of schools

would find it not big enough for their annual
treats ; it had a welcome for armies of Foresters
and Odd I'ellows. Fifty societies might
dine in it separately and simultaneously. It

was the very place for the presentation of

testimonials. The sovereign potentates of

Europe on visits to England may be said to

have held tlieir popular receptions at the
Crystal Palace. The Koyal Dramatic Col-
lego, upon a few occasions, celebrated its

munnnerios there. All would not do. A
few grand days did not suflice. Tight-
rope performances, oriental juggling, a dead

gorilla and a live chimpanzee, a dancing plat-
form, bicycle races, and fireworks, were
superadded, with theatrical entertainments,
and every novelty as it sprung up, and the
palace is now decidedly an established, if not
a too flourishing, institution. P)Ut we hear
little of the intentions avowed by or attri-

buted to its founders. It no longer professes

an ostensibly educational purpose. Con-
ceding this, we maintain that it has not lost its

educational capacity or value. For, if the
neglect of its historical, art, science, anu
industry treasures be areproach, thereproach
applies more or less to all our grand
structures and their contents, which might
be supposed to represent a world of teaching.

The truth is, that the multitudes who
explore tliem are not taught up to the level

at wliich these silent lessons would begin to

fell upon the intedect. Their principal

motive is curiosity, love of sight-seeing, and
fondness for the new. In one and the same
spirit tlit^y swarm into "Westminster, the

British Jluseum, the National (Jallery, and
the Courts of South Kensington, exactly ;>s

they would into St. Peter's at Rome, the
corridors of the Vatican, or the Coliseum
itself. In one and the same spirit would they
marvel at the Falls of Niagara, or the crater

of Mount Vesuvius, or the icebei'gs that rock
and nod in the Polar oceans.

To begin with, set holidays are not intended

to bo opportunities of study. jMen do not

think in large bodies, or when their families

are about them with views of pleasure. Nor
can any great results be looked for even from
parties conducted round a building by well-

meaning gentlemen undertaking to e.xplain

its contents. The infoi'mation thus conveyed
must necessarily be superficial, and addressed

to a few. Intelligent individuals, in twos
and threes, ranging the Crystal Palace for

h.alf a day, perhaps, of thoughtful hours,

might take away useful and permanent teach-

ings, especially if watchful of the fresh ele-

ments introduced, and the new pages illumi-

nated in that vast missal-book of history.

Thus, it often gathers the first fruits of travel,

as from I'olar explorers, and, most re:ently,

from those who have been journeying over

the loftiest uplands of the earth, in Yar-
knud, amid the most dreary of all wilder-

nesses, mountain deserts. AVho made those

excellent roads, constructed those curious

roofless huts, designed those citadel-monas-

teries, erected those picturesque granges on
the valley sides, heaped those religious little

cairns, friendly to the wayfarer, cultivated

those gardens, worthy of Damascus, wove
those sparkling tissues, forged that trenchant

steel, reared those amply-furnished towns,

wherein the houses are luxurious witli imita-

tions of lunopean furniture V A people wdiom
we are pleased to term barbaric, yet who
possess secrets which civilisation has never

mastered. We commend the Yai'kuud Court
for a careful examination. That completed,

a turn may be taken from the heights calleij,

in that cloud-piercing region, " the roof of

the world," down to the depths and recesses

of the ocean in the aqtiarium ; but of tlds not

much can yet be said. The finest, in every

respect, that we have seen is at Havre^
an exact representation, within and with-

out, of Fiugal's Cave in the Isle of Staffa,

with a fragment from the Giants' Causeway

as an approach. 'I'here the tanks were

grottos, teeming with marine life : the atmo-

sphere, the light, tlie ciilour. all was of the

sea: you appeared to be walking beneath

waters, in the midst of tlieir inhabitants, in

every phase and stage of life, with their

forests, their gardens, their landscapes, and

their homes. The aquaria of Brussels, of

Antwerp, and of Ilamburg, though the last

has acquired an unaccountable reputation,

are as nothing in comparison with it. That

at the Crystal Palace is. at present, a delu-

sion, being comparatively empty, but may
be expected to enrich itself by degrees;

indeed, in point of sub-aqueous architecture,

great progress has been made, though the
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.gonei-al effect of the interior too closely

resciiiWes that of a corridor in a model
prison. >7ot the slightest effort at artistic or

illusory effect relieves the straight, narrow,
palc-i)ainted perspective of oblong tanks
on cue side and dead v.ill on the other. It

is not thither, as yet, conseqiiontly, that we
would send the searcher after instruction,

especially since the entire structure breathes
"its Ihonsaud teachings in every uiouient

•-of the day, even if we deuuir to the
"boast of the management that it compre-
hends all that is worth seeing in art or

nature, from pictures to mechanical pianos,

from Assyrian arcliitciture to acrobatic

lagility. 'I'hcse gentlemen, we believe, have
'invented a phrase to cover the retreat of the

.Fine Arts from their progrannnc ; they have
" cast off many affectations." But they have
Tiot cast off all. The student at the Crystal
Palace finds an infinitude to reflect upon in

the edifice itself
; the battle which the

builder had to fight against the pecularities

of the soil and the inequality of the
levels, in the foundations, in the methods
of ventilation and warming, in the tint-

'ing of the interior, the disposition of

oi^nament, and the arrangement of sculp-
'ture. In this last class, where so many
• objects are gifts, -we must expect to discover
much tlutt is unworthy

; but it is not a
barren vista that gives u.s the ideal Shake-
-speire of IJoubilliac, the Frankfort monu-
ment to Guttenbcrg, Faust, and Soliwffor,

Cleaingcr's Francis I., Thorwaldsen's 'N'enus,

the i"euowned statues of (iattemclata and
Colleone. tlx; Farnesc Hercules, and the
Famese Flora. I5ut these are rather speci-
.mcns to admire than to be taught by. AVe
"iiarve already referred to the Fine Arts Courts,
the Egyptian typifying solidity, olxscurity,

and cavciTious coolness ; the Greek exqui-
site in its colours, blue, red, yellow, gold,
and embellisliment.<5 delicate as poetry ; the
EoDian, all grandeur, representing the men
•vrho, under Grecian masters, taught us the
architectural secret of Asia—the arch—and
•who, dug bright colours out from the natural
qitai^rijs of the earth ; and the scarcely-
restored Alhambra, built, as it were, between
ihe^ERS^ and A\'est, and born of a similar
'mion—a style vvliich would never serve in

England, .r.s being irreconcilable with the
ideals of- Christendom not less than with
:illdomei>:ic y.istoms of the West, and co.stly

beyond eoncjplion. Still, araid this efllo-

reseence of diapered splendours, iloral scrolls,

knots and wj'er.ihs, flowing and glittering lines,

stalactite friuges,.and even the pictures(iuc
Cuiic charjictsrs, lurk myriads of dainty
suggcstiuiis which, Uie art-worker might well
talce to memory, .for dextrous introduc-
tion iu new designs. The manipulation,
^0 commence -with, js perfect. Though
derived from the Bj-iantine, a quick eye
will at once discern that, while equally gor-
geous, it is infinitely more elaborate;
but the Byzantine Court is as yet in
only a jiartial state of resturation, though
2lsewhere the -tt-ondrous mosaics of that
.school glow with their E.-untly legends upon
dceji-toned walls rising from floors of
marble inlay. Let the visitors—^supposing
them to form, according to our idea, a small
group, intent upon each Bcparate kignificance
of this enormotis repertory, continue on, even
though the Coldstream drums are thundering
in the Rosary, or the Yokes family are bur-
Icsqucing in the theatre, and leaf after leaf
in the history of art unfolds itself, each
deserving the study of hours; the great
chancel .arch of Tuam, the Kly doorway, the
beautiful Heisterbcch fountain, the Mayencc
and Augsburg gates, the cloister of S. John
Lateran, the c;u-ved panels of ilildcBheim,
the effigies of Fontevrault, Cimabue's vault,
the Norman fort at >Vinche>-ter, the German
architectural relics, all tiilling their t.ale of
human fancy in its every mood—reverential,
grotesque, daring, imitative, passion.ate,
tender, or dreaming; and t!\rough these we
•aecm to reach, so to term it, the Nature of

Art. More th.au this, the English Jlediajval

court bears magnificent witness to English

genius in the past—the Rochester doorway,

the Angels' Choir from Lincoln, the Chapter-

house at Wells, the Hereford and Salisbury

monuments, and the niches and canopies from

Beverley Minster. Comp.are these, for the

s.ake of contrast, with Brunalleschi's Dome
at Florence, the liourgthoroulde farade at

Rouen, the Doria doorway at Genoa, and the

Cinque-cento work fr.)m I'avia. It is like a

journey through a panorama, one set of illus-

trations succeeding another before the inqiress

of the first has been weakened. JIauy an
Academy lecture teaches the listener no more
than I'.e can here leavn by the moment's tran-

sition fiom Fontainebleau vestibules to Peru-
gian ceilings, from the grace of Gonjon's
nymph to the horror of Pilon's Graces. At
this turn you cut amid t!ie pierccd-stonc-

work, warm interiors, and m.ossive carving of

the Elizabethan time, and that among the florid

loggias and fountained courts of Italy. The
contrast forces the growth of thought in any
mind not utterly warped by the gin-palace

architecture of the period. But, at this

point, a complaint is reasonable, on the part

of those who have been educated up to the

level at which the treasures of the Crystal

Palace become practically interesting, yet

who may not have mastered Dr Smith's

encyclopredias of antiquity, against the

pedantries flung in their faces. AVhy make a

show of Latin words to designate court-yards,

back-doojs, bed and dining-rooms, flower-

gardens, baths, passages, and lavatories ?

^Vhy bother the hurried working-m.au with
cuhicida, pOfta-porllca, J'atice.i and trirlibihi?

There is too much of this, as' well in the

tecimological and natural collections, which
are very much neglected, very much out of

the way, being no better treated than the
" picture gallery," or section of an upper floor

assuming that title, but which merit the

closest attention, though not to be compared
with the Kensington Cabinets. The inquirer

is pretty sure to be uninterrupted here,

except by the rustic and hum from the
transepts below, where the conductor wields

liis stick as though he -were defying the four

corners of the 'n'orld in arms, and scalping

their ch.ampions. Passing on, the picture

brightens into life, and the zones of the earth

exhibit their peoples, their manner's, and the
special gifts of God, the wild races, the
creatures consorting with them, the products
of the earth, the homes, clothing, adornments,
arms, household economies, fruit, vegetables,

animal food, arts, manufactures, and in-

ventions of necessity characteristic of their

i-nde and monotonous lives. Compare those
liuts and cabins, and their uncouth contents,

and those frail canoes, with the array of

shell-shaped carriages, all softness and lustre,

the perfcune fountains, the glitter of k.aleido-

scopic gl.ass ; Che services of painted egg-shell

china, the ssmiptuous furniture, the costly-

toys, and the innumerable nameless trifles

which are as honey is to the bee in the more
luxurious hives of theEast and the ^\'est around
which expand the cold circles of barbaric

existence. Here are teachings. Although,
therefore, we havcconfesseil what the Cryst.al

Palace is and must be for the many if its

lustrous arcades are to remain open, we think
there were reasons sufficient for claiming on
its behalf capacities -which m.ay yet go far

towards justifying the hopes of its founders.

THE DOME IN POINTED ARCHITEC-
TURE.

A MONGST the small and rmfashionable
^^ minority who look on Gothic principles,

not as articles of faith transcending reason
and demanding absolute and unquestioning
obe<lience, but sinqfly as rules laid down by
the human intellect of one age, .and capable
of being revised or improved by that
of another, it h.as long been .a ques-
tion why they should not lie applied to

domical construction. It may pcrLijjs be

answered that the use of the dome would
imply the abandonment of all the Jledireval

featirres which liad their origin in the cross

vault, such as the l->uttress, the pointed arch,

and perhaps even the gable. On examina-

tion, however, this position will, we think,

prove more plausible than true. Even as

regards the buttress, we doubt it. In a poly-

gonal dome, with ribs at the angles, the

main thrusts may certainly be collected into

points and resisted liy buttresses ; while even

in a hemispherical one, the same end might
be gained by a skilful use of leaning arches.

As to the pointed arch, however, tlie case is

still plainer. It is no cjuestion of theory

here ; the pointed areh and the circular dome
have been, as a matter of fact, combined in

more styles than one. Just by way of calling

attention to the subject, we will notice a few
instances of their combination.

'I'he earliest in point of time are probably
those supplied by the Saracenic architecture

of I'^.gypt, and the best known examples are

the mosques and tombs at Cairo. Amongst
these may be found domes either circular or

jjointod in section, used, in each case, some-
times with round and sometimes with jiointed

arches. At the Barkauk Blosque, Cairo,

both domes and arches are of the latter class,

the points, however, being obtuse, and only

just perceptible. The great dome, as usual,

is considerably stilted, and its tambour, or

upright face, is pierced by a range of lights.

As usual, too, it is completely visible on
the exterior, for the Mahometan builders,

unlike the Romanesque ones, did not enclose

their domes in a tower to serve as abutment.

They so constructed tUem as to stand alone,

thinning and lightening them towards the

top, and weighting them near the base, so

that even after their supporting w.alls are

rent ,and decayed, some of them still stand

as perfect as if they had been hollowed from
one vast block of stone. Their base is usually

squ.are, and the transition from the rectangu-

lar to the circular plan is managed in several

different ways. Externally, the square is

often brought into <an octagon, by sloping

broaches, like magnified chamfer stops ;
but

these, instead of being mere weatherings,

as in a Gothic spire, are more frequently

formed by a series of bold mouldings. On
this type there are several variations at the

tombs of the Calipbs, a mile or two from
the city of Cairo. A different type, also

common, is found at the INIosquc of Hassan,

aiul in this the square is earned up -without

alteration, and iinished with an elabor.ate

cornice ; but, whichever plan is adopted,

the dome rises clear of the summit. Very
often it has no abutment whatever beyond
the material contained in its own thickness.

This, at the Barkauk Mosque, is about 2ft.

Gin. in the taml>our, or iqiright cylindrical

portion beloiv the springing of the cuVve.

The wall of the SKpiarc area beneath, at the
.s;i.me place, is not less than 6ft. thick, and
if it received the direct thrust of the dome,
would be amply strong enough to counteract

it. But the point at -which, according to all-

ordiffiiry calcul.ition*, this thrust tends to-

0]iera?c is many feet higher up. It is con-

siderably above even the line or springing

at which the curve commences ; and yet even

betwceii the sjn-inging and the thick wall

there is almost always, in- tliese Egyptian

buildings, a long stilt or ujH'ight surface, per-

forated by a range of windows. How these

domes coinVive to stand, audi especially how
some of theai outlast the partial iniin of their

supporting oralis, is therefw-'J- in pai-t a

my.stery. It certainly cannot bo explained

on ordinary theories of equilibration, but

probadly defends on the jointing of the

stone, the skiifidness of the workmanship,

.and especially the tenacity of tht-counecting

cement. At any rate, the durabili.^ of these

building.s, soma- of them little less than a

thousand years, old, in a counta-y where

eartliquakes are aeitlier so rare nor so slight

as they are iu our own, s.ays much for the

stiength of domical, construction. If, might
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liave puzzled the ablest of Gothic masons to

raise a wide cross vault, with no abutments,
on four or five yards of thin ujjright wall, and
had the feat been accomplished, we question
if it would have remained, even under the

most favourable conditions, for modern eyes
to see. The great dome at tlie Mosque of

Hassan is about 70ft. in diameter internally,

and though in this instance the tambour is

somewhat thickened by a complicated system
of offsets, the addition is certainly not enough
to render it stable by the mere effect of

gravity. Of course, none of these domes
had a cupola on the top, to weight them in

the one place where of all places weight most
needs to be avoided. They have not (or at

least most of them have not) even a horizontal

crown. They are slightly pointed in section,

and turn up, on the outside, into a delicate

ogee, ending in a bronze flnial. The largest

of the mosque domes, however, arc not those
which are most closely connected with our
subject. Springing from a square area en-

closed by walls, they do nut illustrate, so

well as some of the smaller ones, the use of

domes in conjunction w ith arches. Such arches

as are connected with them are naturally

those of a secondary class, and of a span no
greater than that of an ordinary door or
window. But there are other domes to be
found in these Mahometan works which have
a vital and structural connection with arches,

being supported by them entii'Cly, and being
connected with them, as in Byzantine works,
by domical pendcntives. Tlio difference is,

that in the Greek churches the arches are

semicircular ; in the Egyptian mosques they
are as frequently pointed. This is the case,

for instance, in the sanctuary of the Barkauk
Mosque, where each dome rests on four piers,

and is carried by four pointed pier arches.

There is no string-course, and no difference

of curvature, above their simimits ; the same
dome which spaias the area is continued
down to the sprirsging to form pendentives.
The effect, though apparently artless, is very
pleasing ; th<3 work is substantially done
in the mast uupi'etending way, and this simple
style of conSFtruction has a grace and repose
which are rarely found amid-st the compli-
cated groiii ribs of the later Gothic.
Almost the same eombins,tion which pre-

vailed in the edifices of Medijeval Cairo still

finds favour in those of modern Persia.

There, too, the pointed arch and the dome
arc used together, though the curve either of

one or both is generally compound, iastead of

being simple. The four-centred arch, in fact,

has been almost universal there, until tlxe

"upper part of the curve, growing flatter by
degrees, has become absolutely gJraight, and
the arch has become an angulw one, with
^merely the haunches rounded. We do not
mention this peculiaritj' to recommend it, for
'though compound arches are oft;-n convenient,
they are rarely beautiful. The influence of
custom is needed l>3fore we ctu even appre-
ciate the work in Tshich they 'exist, and allow
for the real excellences which may exist even
under this strange and unprepossessing dis-
guise. The Peri5iau architeetm-e of the last
three or four centuries shovs in abundance
the faults of a decaying style. It is '• late"
and " debased" in the satie sense in which
our own Tudor architeetwe is so ; but, like
it, it contains some magnif.cent and sugges-
tive ideas for those who 'can distinguish an
idea from the mode in wJuch it may happen
to be expressed. Nothing which it contains,
however, seems more --suggestive than its

combinations of domes a:id arches. Of the
former, some, though Bet many, have the
plain pointed profile, as in certain parts of
the Great Mosque Of Mesjid-i-ehah, at
Ispahan. Here, for inj-jance, is an apart-
ment square on plan wiech is brought into
an octagon above by foiu'-centred arches
spanning the angles, and "npon these is placed
a dome differing little in section from the
principal ones at Cairo. The Pavilion of the
Eight Gates of ParadiiK, Ispahan, in spit* of
its faults of sti'le, is .-a work of striking.

beauty. It is octagonal, with the oblique
faces of the octagon considerably narrower
than the rest. Each of the longer ones is

open to give entrance, and is spanned by a
great foiir-centred arch. A passage of the
same width leads from each archway to the
exterior, forming, in fact, a corridor roofed
by transverse ribs similar to the arcli. But
though there are four great archways leading
into the apartment, they are not all alike.

Two, opposite to each other, are lofty enough
to cut into the dome which spans the in-

terior : the other two are only half as high,

and have a gallery above them. Over this

gallery, however, the arches are repeated,

springing from and rising to the same levels

as the two loftier ones, while the diagonal
faces are widened out by other arches,

so that the lowest point of the dome may be
considered as resting on a symmetrical
octagon. The dome itself is a wonderful
specimen of corbelling over and honey-
combing ; there is scarcely an inch of flat sur-

face about it, and no description unaccom-
panied by views can conve.y any notion of

its appearance. It islighted from above, in a
striking and effective way, by a circular

lantern opening into a large ring near the
summit. The bazaar of the tailors, Ispahan,

is very similar to this in arrangement, but
much simpler in detail. It illustrates what
is one of the peculiarities of Persian dome
construction—namely, that the pendentives

do not always stop at the apex of the sup-
porting arches. On the contrary, they often

continue to rise, and to converge inwardly
for some distance beyond, so that the dome
which is planted on them, instead of corre-

sponding on plan to a circle touching the

inner faces of the walls, is much smaller, and
sometimes not more than two-thirds or even
half the size. In the bazaar at Kacham,
Pereia, there are some remarkable applica-

tions of the pointed dome. It seems, in fact,

to have been used in all sorts of situations,

treated with the greatest freedom, made to

bend and adapt itself to almost every shape
and use for which a roof covering could be
required. Thus we not only see domes on
octagons and irregularly canted squares, but,

in the great hall of the bazaar last referred

to, even on an oblong more than tv\'ice as

long as it is wide. Practically this is covered
by three domes side by side, but there are

no great transverse arches to separate and
support them. There are mere mitre lines

or arrises where one dome intersects with
anotlfer, and even these are so faintly marked
thatthey would scarcely show in an outline

section. From all these and many other in-

stances one fact is clear, that the Persian
builders found the combination of domes and
pointed arches a thoroughly practical and
useful one. capable of being applied to the

most various and widely-differing circum-

stances. They thoroughly mastered it in all

its variations, and though, unfortunately,

they worked in a degenerate and decaying
Style, they have done c^uite enough to show
of what admirable results the system is

capable.

.Should any one think it a fault in the com-
bination under notice that it was originated by
Mahometans and misbelievers, we may remind
them of a more ortliodox application amongst
the churches of Southern France. S. Front,
Perigueux, and the long list of ancient

buildings which are closely related to it,

shew the same type in a form perhaps better

fitted for our instruction. Why, before the
origin of the Gothic styles, these buildings

came to exhibit pointed arches, is a question
:perhaps hardly j'ct decided. Mr. Fergusson
has made the important suggestion that in

this early instance, as well as in the later

and far more familiar Gothic one, the form
'vras introduced for structural reasons. It

has, at any rate, structural advantages for

rthc purpose ; and in connection with the

Some, too, it has gre.at artistic merits.

Roughly and barely as it is skctclied out in

-tliese early examples, a more beautiful com-

bination of lines can scarcely be found. If
we want a new and untouched basis for
modern art, here it is. Even with no orna-
ment at all it is surpassingly graceful. The-
mere form and shadow of a dome on pointed'
arches are enough to constitute an admirable-
design by themselves ; they do not ask for-

decoration to make them passable. Yet, on
the contrary, they do not shrink from it„
There is no better field for wall painting and
mosaic than these grand unbroken sm-faces.

They will not attract the third-rate oma-
mentist, the man who relies on tracery and
trash to make his designs go down. But
they will commend themselves to the truly
practical one, who aims at fulfilling

modern requirements, and fulfilling them in

a jjcrmanent and las-ting style. If we want:
to throw our churches open and fit them for
modern uses, tl:e dome has everything to
recommend it, for by the use of domes it

is always possible to have wide spans and
few obstructions. If we want to make them
dignified aud ornamental, the dome will be of,

equal service ; no permanent covering is so

cheap, so easily constructed, or so strong. Ife.

we want, in short, to develope an architecture

of our own instead of repeating the archi-

tecture of others, to explore a new miae. of

treasure instead of groping in tlKj half-

exhausted workings of the Middle Ages, we
shall do well to turn our attentio.i to the

dome in combination with the pointed areh.

ECCLESIASTICAL DILAPIDATIONS. -

rPHE objects of the Act of 1871 are the
-*- better sustentation of buildings that

ecclesiastic^ are bound to repair, and the
relief of such ecclesiastics. These objects

are to some extent opposed, since the interest

of the buildings and of the , repairers are
antagonistic, and every burthen laid upon a
benefice taxes the beneficiary. Incumbents
may, therefore, be glad- to hear that no new
burthen is imposed. The old machine is

cleaned and lubricated, and a friction roller

introduced in the shape of an official surveyor.

The bishop, and under him the archdeacon,
always had the duty of preventing dilapidation.

Claim have alwa.y3 been made upon avoiding

incumbents, but thebusiness of reparation haa-

not followed with uniform diligence and effect.

To an incumbent who has obtained a benifiee,

and whose pocket swells with money received

from his pjredecessor for dilajiidations, the

new law affords no relief, but the reverse.

The archdeacon, the rural deaji, and the-

patron, are each at liberty to complain to the
bishop when the buildings of a benefice ai-e

out of repair, and the bishop can thereupoii

set the statute in motion by directing the sirr-

veyor to inspect and report. Upon the occur-
rence of a vacancy, or in the event of seques-

tration, the bishop has not to wait for com-
plaint, but issues directions at once. The
surveyor does nothing, it is to be noticed, of

his own accord, but acts simjily at the-

instance of the bishop. '\Mien directed

to inspect a building that requires repair,

he is to report :
—"1. What works arc

so needed, specifying the same . in detail.

2. What he estimates to be the prob-

able cost of such works. 3. At or witliin

what time or times such works resqiectively

ought to be executed." Provision is made for

objections from the parties cojiccrncd ; but ic

the absence, or on the removal of objection,,

it devolves upon the incumbent to carry the

prescribed works into effect. The cost must,

of coiu-se, come out of the living in some
way, but one form may be more inconvenient

to the incumbent than another ; and this cir-

cumstance has been so successfully dealt with
as to afford him welcome assistance in caso-

of need. It will often, no doubt, be a relief

to the holder of a poor benefice to know that

he may boiTow of the Bounty Office, if the
governors see fit, the whole or part of the
cost of the works and attendant expenses, at

a low rate of interest, and spread the repay-
ment over a term of years, proportioned to
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thepcenliar case. Saviiirr default on tliepait

of the incumVient, it is only wlieie the livinj;

is seqvicstrateil tliat tlie surveyor lias to umler-
take the actual conduct and .su])orintondoMi'o

of the repairs. His services here are indis-

pensable, and the law luis made the sujiport

of buildings next in precedence to the minis-
trations of the t'hurch.

Where an avoidance takes ])lacc. the course

mlopted will be entirely new. The bislio])

instructs the .surveyor to settle the amount of

dilapidations with the outijoinfi incuml)cnt or

his representatives. an<l get the same paid,

throngli tie hands of the successor, into the

llounty Ollice, there to await application.

This, a^ain, is a matter wliich, to an cnterinfi;

inciunbent, may well be designated a relief.

It is strange that certain of tlic provisions

(4 this -Vet should already threaten difliculty,

:uid call for juactical solution ; but such is

the opinion of the I'ector of Strathfield.saye

(Uni.iuNd Xkws. .'iept. 1). 'J he authorities

in the diocese of AVinchestcr having first

appointed a surveyor for the \vhole see, i)ro-

ceeded to discuss the duties he would have to

perform, .ami the charges to be made. l']ion

the subject of duties tlie .\ct is explicit, hut
leaves the remuneration to besettlcdby those

who make the appointment. The dignitarii s

can hardly I'cceivc credit fin- a very carefid

reading of the Act, since, according to the

rector, •' there wiis upon tlie minds of those
who on that occasion considered the langu.age

of the Act no doubt whatever that as tlie

relief of the cli'rgy was the main issue, the

inupo.se of the Act was that the surveyor
uflder the -Vet should be the person to direct

thcu'iiairs."' Section I'.), on the contrary,
says. " In case of a benetice not under
sequestration, it shall be the duty of the

incumbent to execute the re]iairs prescribeil

in the linal report, in tlie maniu'r and at or
within the time or times iirescrilicd." >i'otliiug

could be clearer than this, and among the
reasons may be adduced the scru])ulous care
displayed throughout the statute to avoid
needless interference with the independent
siction of the clergyman in relation to his

freehold. 'J"he official surveyor acts in the
interest of the Church, or of an unknown
reversioner, and in .some .sense as a key to the
coffers of the Bounty Office ; but so that the

teuiporalities are adequately sustained, lie

will be found to influence in a very faint

degree tiie will of a resident and responsible
incumbent. It may in certain respects be
Ix'tter that this independence should
continue, and tliat when broken at .all, it

should be at the express desire of the clergy-
man. It is quite revolting to sai)pose that a
Very tritiiiig difference in the dimensions
of timber or in tlic quantity of other material
might result in the withholding of the certili-

cate of protection after the money was paid. To
remove so injurii.n.s an assum])tion, the Win-
chester surveyor appears to have explained
that for the information of the bishop, or
the governors, and for the ])nrpose of a
general financial ami not executive estimate,
such a.s he is called upon to give, the minute-
ness appropriate for a contract would be
unneces.sary. 'I'hc establishment of a rate-
aJile charge of .about .') per cent, for directing
repairs seeniB, therefore, only just and
reasonable. It agrees with the scale aihqited
for the probationary term of one year in tlie

diocese of London, which it niivy be conve-
nient to annex. " Fki;.s and Cii.MUJKs, 1)10-

rv.sv. or Lon-don.—§§ 12 to lo, or 2!l to ;!1.

For work recpiired, together with one copy
of re]) ut, i't .")«.

: fur other co|)ics, and scud-
ding the same, per folio, 4d.—§ 22. For
e.aeh inspection anil rejiort, £2 2s.—!)44. For
onch certificate, ln.s. (;il.^§ 4.j. For each
certificate rLMpiired, and for executing work
Irmc provided, o per cent, on outlay.—§ -Ki.

For certificate, and making and " sending
copies, £2 2s.—§§ oil and 01. For certificate,
.will making ami sending copies. Hi 2s.—§.')2.

For certificate rctpiipcd, ,i:2 2s. § .'li. For
•.-aluing for insurance, HI Is.—S .>7. For cer-
tifying in triplicate, Ho 3s.—gj ;'.S iji). For

iusjiecting under Ti.S, if directed so to do, and
and for perusing counterpart of lease under
.")!• i\ Is.—§ 711. For advising the bishop as

to consent, if employed, .^1 is.—§ 71. For
advising the bishop as to consent, if employed,
*:! Is.—For expenses of travelling .actually

disbursed."

FIRF-r.rvICK.S.— 1.

r>v Cii.VKi.Ks TiJ!N-i:i:, C.K.

iXTr,ODi'croi;v 1!i;>i.\i;ks.

TIIKSK bricks and other fire-clay goods
are used for buildings, parts of build-

ings, or other receptacles required to with-
stand a great heat. Xo substance known in

Nature is i-eally infusible, but is only so in a
rel.ative sense. Xo substance has yet been
discovered which cannot lie melted, or fre-

quently volatilised, before the oxyhydrogen
blowpipe, or between the cli.avcoal points of a
galvanic battery. The degree of fusibility

which any substance exhibits is, of course,
mainly dependent upon its chemical composi-
tion: but it is dependent almost, if not quite
.as miieli. upon the way in which its component
parts are mechanically, so to speak, com-
bined. 'J'Ue most refractory or infusible sub-
stances known are probably pure silica,

pure .alumina, pure magnesia, and jiure carbon.
It is by taking advantage of the natur.al or
chemical, or the most jjerfect mechanical
union of the above-mentioned substances, that

the best fire-bricks or other fire-clay goods
.arc manufactured. It is to be regretted that

no regular series of experiments have been
carried out, or at all events published,
showing the relative heat which pure silica,

alumina, magnesia, and carbon will withstand
without fusing or running into a glass. .Such

.an experiment, sufficient for all practical pur-
poses, might easily be tried in one of

Siemcns's regenerative furnaces, the heat of

the hearth being sufficient to run .any descrip-

tion of tire goods subjected to it. In men-
tioning silica, .alumina, magnesia, and carbon
as the substances cap.able of resisting the
greatest beat, it is supposed that a dry be.at

is applied—th.at is to say, a heat uncombined
with any flux. Silica subjected to heat, and
at the same time to an alkaline flux, melts
easily and runs into glass, I'ure .alumina is

very difficult to procure ; it is not so much
affected bj' .alkaline fluxes, but it is readily
melted by fuel containing substances which
combine witli it chemically. I'ure magnesia is

very infusible, .and adds a degree of infusi-

bility to other materials with wliicli it is

combined, especially with silica. \Mtli iron
pyrites .as a flux, and wood fuel, itis, however,
readily melted, ('.ai'bon, in the form of hai'd

coke or graphite, is also very infusible, but
combined with silica .and lime it is readily

volatilised. The most refractory fire-clays

for general practical purposes are those which
contain silica, alumina, and m.agnesia chemi-
cally combined, to which a certain propor-
tion of carbon is added, for a mechanical
purpose, which I will describe more fully

presently. An inferior description of fire-

brick, suitable for many piirprises, may be
manufactured by combining strong phistic

clay, toler.ably free from iron and lime, with
silica in the form of sharp coarse grit, con-
sisting, as far as possible, of pure quartz.

When exposed to a great heat, especially if

it be a reducing flame, the silica is apt to act
.as a flux on the clay, and cau.se it to run.
This is the case generally when clays arc
only mechanically combined with silica, mag-
nesia, lime, or iron. The most important
quality for a fire-clay to i)ossess is, no tloubt,

that of infiisibility : but infusibility alone
will not enable it to resist the action of great
he.at, especially if it is formed into large
mas.ses. The particles must, then, be so com-
bined together, that they will not crack or
p.art asunder under the expansive force of the
lieat applied. To produce s\ich a combination
is the great secret of making n good fire-

brick.

Tin; iiKvr riiiK-iiKicics.

Some of those which are licst known and
most in use .are the Dinas Silica bricks, which
arc probably the most infusible under a dry
heat, but will withstand very little pressure,
and are useless when fluxes .are u.sed : Scotch
fire brisks, '\^'elsh ditto, Xewcastle ditto,

.Stourbridge. I'well, Windsor, .and Poole fire-

bricks. Fxcelleut fire bricks are also made in

Uelgium, I'russia, and some parts of France,
but I'iUglish fire-bricks are alw.ays preferred

for the most important work.

Cn.\!fOXKNT PAliTS OK SOMK OK THE BK.ST

1-II!K Cr.AYS.

Xaino. Silicji. .\Iimima. O.xidoof Lime. Mag-
Iron. ne.siii.

Dinas Si liua . . :il-;i-'. .. 8-no ,. Traces ,

.

— .. —
Weisii .sii-iii .. ir-:iij .. 1-00 .. 1-00 .. —
Ncwcnjftip i;!l'L'.') .. )7'!)0 .. 2-97 .. 7-SS* .. 1-30

Su.urliriilKe . . 7U-i;il . , 211-CI) . . 2'00 .. 1-40 . . Tmocs
Windsor S4-Gj.. 8-S.5 . . 4-20 .. l-'M .. 0-30

TIIK rOOI.K CI.AVS.

The Dorset clays, principally found in the
neiglibourhood of Poole, arc Largely used in

the m.anut'acture of fine earthenware. Some
of them are c;q)able of withstanding a very
great heat, more especially that known as

the Beacon Hill clay. The Beacon Hill

works are about two miles from Poole .func-

tion .Station. The hill itself rises to a con-
sideral-ile height .above the adjacent Land,

and the excavations are carried into the face

of it. The clay in the lower ground is of an
inferior quality, but when the excav.ation

attains a depth of from 2ltft. to 25ft. on the
face, it cuts a bed of clay- termed in the

neighbourhood lianibeth clay, as it is sent

to Lambeth for the use of the stoneware
potters. It is from oft. to Oft. thick, .ac-

cording to its position on the ground. The
best of it is selected for the manufacture of

fire-bricks; it is composed of '.l8-.'iO parts of

silicate of alumina, and 1-50 parts of org.anic

matter. Tliis silicate of alumina contains

.approxiuiately silica r):i-Oll, .alumina o:i-,'i(l,

oxide of iron l-OO, m.agnesia 2-Ot), lime O-ilD.

There is a lower bed of dark blue clay beneath
the bed of Lambeth clay, which contains

about the same jjroportions of silica, .alumina,

and magnesia, with only traces of iron, and
it Inirus almost of a pure white colour. It

withstands fire r.athcr better than the upper
bed, but as it was worth 12s. per ton free on
board when shipped to Kuucorn for tho Staf-

fordshire potteries, it was too expensive to

use for fire goods cxcci:)t for special purposes.

Tin; I'uixciri.E ox which rinE-BitiCKs .\r.K

jr.vxrKACTc'in;!).

This, briefly stated, is to make them
as ]iorous as possible, so that the lie.at may
penetrate through them without creating an
exjiansion which m.ay be dangerous to the
stalnlity of the brick. This object is attained

in two w.ays. (1st) By mixing with the fire-

clay some combustilile substance, such as

saw-dust, hard coal, coke, or in some cases

starch. These Imrn completely aw.ay. under
the heat required for burning the fire-bricks,

leaving cracks or cavities in the substance of

the brick, in which the heated air and the
fire-clay can exjiand. The more regularly
these cavities are distrilmted through the
brick, and the smaller they are, the more
infusible practically will the brick be.

(2nd) By mixing with the fire-clay some
substance which is equally infusilile, but does
not contr.act so much as the fire-clay itself,

such as large grit, as free as possil.ile from
iron broken sherds, known as " grog" in the
Potteries; or better still, as .at Beacon-hill,
by using rough stuff, consisting of burnt,

criisheil, and sifted fire-clay of the same
quality as that used for the brick. In burn-
ing, on account of the unequal contraction of

the rough stuff and fire-cl.ay. small cracks

arc left round each of the particles of the
harder subf.t.ance. It is better that the fire-

clay should be well weathered or ground
dry. and it is essential!}' neccss.ary that it

should be thoroughly mixed dry with either

WaUT ami Organic Matter.
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of the above-mentioned class of substances

before the water is added.

MODE OF PROCEEDING AT llEACOK-IIILL.

—

RUCBLINO.

The local name for unbcarinw the surface

of the clay. This is conducteil in the usual

way by throwing falls from the face and

wheeling tn spoil. Portions of the mottled

clay, the purple clay, and the black loam

forming the upper beds were used formaking

red bricks and tiles. The cost of rubbling

averages from 3d. to 4id. per cube yard,

or from Is. to Is. 3d. per ton on the clay cut.

ci.AY-curriSG axd weathekisg.

The fire-clay was of so hard and tough a

nature that it could not be grafted in the

usual way. but had to be cut with cross-

handled emitting spades constantly lubricated

with water. The bed, when reached, was

scored across in from Sin. to lOin. squares.

These scores were deepened to 'about 9in.,

and the balls of clay were then readily lifted

from their beds and dropi^ed into the clay-

shoots, extending sometimes 30 or 10 feet to

the end of the tramway. These shoots were
kept constantly lubricated with water. The
clay sliding down them arrive;! at the end of

the tramway, and the balls were lifted into

the trucks by tools, called in the district

pugs, consisting of a spade handle with an

iron point. The clay was then conveyed to

the platform to be dried in the sun.

GRIT.

The first fire-bricks manufactured at Beacon
Hill were composed of fire-clay and grit found

upon the hill. It evidently consisted of the

larger particles washed out of the sand on the

upper part of the hill, and deposited in the

hollows. It had to be carted for about a

quarter of a mile down to the works, and

well sifted and washed to free it from vege-

table matter. 'I'he loading cost Od. per cube,

7d, carting. Is. sifting, and washing Is. Cd.
;

together, 3s. 6d. per cubic yard.

DRYING AND GRINDING THE CEAV.

After being thoroughly dried in the sun,

the clay was removed to the mill, crushed

under edge-runners, and screened at the same
time. The edge-runners were of cast iron,

about 3ft. (iin. in diameter, and weighing
'2'>c\\'t. each. They revolved upon a central

pier of brickwork in cement, surrounded by
a cast iron pan, tiie bottom of which was
formed of a framework, into which gratings

of different gauges could be fixed. The clay

falling through "the grating was carried by a

rake, attached by an arm to the central shaft,

to a pit formed in the ground on one side,

and lined with masonry. Two sets of scrapers

worked in connection with each runner—the

one set to draw the clay under the runners,

the other set to ccrape it over the gratings.

jriXING THE CLAY AND GIUT.

Four pug mills, worked by the engine,

were fixed in the clay mill, and two bays
were formed at the back of the pug mills,

about lijft. square each. They were about
I'ft. deep, lined and paved with brickwork,
and pudrlled at the back with clay. Tliese

bays were used alternately every twenty-four
hours—the time required for the clay to soak.

^\'hen required for use, the bays were filled

to about one-third of their depth with water.

The grit was wheeled in barrows to the head
of the bay, and mixed in a heap with the

ground clay in the proportion of six barrows
of clay to four of grit. The heap was then

well turned over with shovels, and when so

nii.xed cast, with an upward throw, into the

bay, so that the grit and clay might mix
thoroughly in falling into the water. After

leaving it for about twenty-four hours to

soak, the surplus water was run off, and it

was lifted into the pug mills. One man was
required to feed the. runners and one man to

wheel the grit. These two men also mixed
the clay and cast it into the bays. Two men
were required to feed the pug mills and two

to wheel away. The wages paid to th ese me
were from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per day, and the cos

of mixing, soaking, grinding, and wheeling

to brick tables, was .about 5s. per cubic yard,

including engine-power.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Form and Force.

{Conlhmed from p. 381, Vvl. XX.)

THE transition from geometrical ideas, or

those of magnitude and form, to ideas

of bodies in relation to force, is an easy one,

and though the first is independent of the

latter, the relations of motion to bodies can-

not be understood without the aid of geo-

metry. It has been said that every body in

nature may give rise to geometrical as well as

mechanical questions, and that if the universe

were to become immovable, we should still

have geometrical questions to solve. In my
last paper I dealt with the subject of geo-

metry in a practical sense, to show its

universal applicability to almost all questions

in which extension of all kinds—solid, super-

ficial, and lineal—were concerned, as w^ell as

its valuable training for the mind and eye.

Especially, the study of stereometry or solids

was recommended to architectural students

as the best means of obtaining just concep-

tions of form, and this constructive applica-

tion of the science I .alluded to as a far more

rational way of studying tl\e abstract part of

the science than the dry definitions and

verbal rules given in most treatises profess-

ing to be elementary introductions to the

science. Tily readers will pardon me if I here

refer to a few other properties that bear upon

art generally, especially architecture. I have

referred to the advantage of taking solid

bodies as the best initiative in conceiving

the properties, conditions, and relations of

lines and surfaces, a most necessary prepara-

tion for the artist of formative design.

Take, for example, the three solids,

the tetrahedron (or triangular and equi-

lateral pyramid), the cube, and the

sphere, and see the inexhaustible field for

the study of form they afford ; indeed, we
may resolve all the varieties of form as seen

in nature into the elementary figures these

solids give. Their sections produce the

elemental types of all architectural examples

and proportions—the primitive and resultant

elements of all form. Again, trigonometry,

the doctrines of polygons and the circle,

embrace the most valuable properties of mag-
nitude and form, while all problems of men-
suration, both plane and soliil, resolve them-

selves into the primitive conditions of these

three elements—the triangle, square, and

circle.

The sections of solids by planes I have

already referred to as a stuily of the most
important and valuable kind to the architec-

tural student, as without such knowledge the

mason and the carpenter must always possess

an advantage of much power over their pre-

sumeil instructors, from the empirical know-
Icilge at least they have picked up. I would

recommend all students to obtain a quantity

of wooden solids, such as cubes, pyramids,

cylindrical solids, sphoes. prisms, and the

like, and make a scries of sections, beginning

with those derived from the simplest solids

bounded by jilancs, and proceeding to the

curvilinear ones. These sections should be

m.ade by planes, fir.st in directions parallel to

the side^ or Viounding surfaces, and after-

wards in various oblique directions, so that a

classified arrangement can be made from

them The most valuable will, however, bo

found to be those sections produced by
oblique planes at different angles, so as to

suit different forms of base, as for ground

plans and the ever-varying necessities of

roofing. The positions and lines of hips and

ridges resulting from peculiar angles of plan

and roof surfaces, or the intersections of

planes of different kinds and angles, and with

curved surfaces, arc often left to be deter-

mined by chance, and the ultimate effect

produced is frequently disappointing, if not
leading to other difficulties of a constructive

kind.

But demonstrative proof can be afforded

by a study of this sort of many of the

theorems of geometry. Hero are a few :

—

" The three interior angles of every triangle

are together equal to two right angles."

(Euc. i., 32.) " Parallelograms standing on
the same base and between the same parallels

are equal to each other." (Euc. I., 3.5.) The
same truth as regards triangles. The Pytha-
gorean theorem is another. " Similar

triangles are to each other as the squares of

their like .sides." (Euc. VI,, li).") "All
similar solids are to each other as the cubes

of their like dimensions." "Circles are to

each other as the squares of their radii,

diameters, or circumferences." These and
o*her truths admitting of demonstration may
be elucidated practically through the eye.

Space and pressing professional engage-

ments prevent the writer from enlarging ou
this most interesting and exhaustless subject;

but the great importance of a knowledge of

"Form and Force," as constituting the two
great powers the architect ha3 to deal with

in his creative art, cannot be impressed too

strongly. They are the two great ideas he

has to seize, consider, and combine, both in

an abstract and practical sense ; all good
architectural art is a combination of the

laws of these two powers of Mature, to which
archreological studies and merely decorative

art are subservient. In one word, geome-
trical and mechanical principles being the

most universal, are also the most \irgent and
pressing, and even chemical action itself may
be resolved into them. They are un-

doubtedly, however, the onlytwo that are neg-

lected in our modern professional art-training,

and to the ignorance of which we must attri-

bute the blunders of popular architects, their

inconceivable whims, and the puerile absur-

dity of giving us a lifeless art, or piecemeal

productions of it, in lieu of a rational and

modern one. The opinions of unprofessional

M-riters, and the educated portion of the

public press, .attest the dissatisfaction felt at

some of our recent national works, and clearly

shoAv that our "architects" are not arrived

at that standard of intelligence in reference

to the application of scientific knowledge,

and to the common necessities of our civili-

sation expected of them, which make other

walks of professional life more esteemed.

The public demand for utility and common
appropriateness in a public building cannot

be satisfied by Medi.-eval picturesqucucss, or

multiplicity of misplaced det.ail, or a hotch-

potch of useless featm-es, instead of unity of

purpose or dignity of expression. The New
Law Courts have, for example, come under

deserved censure in this respect. G. II. G.

AKT TREASURES AND THEIT.

PRESERVATION.*

THE preservation of art trea-aires i.s an obliga-

tion we owe to posterity. Tliey are the

saoreil .-iymbols in wliicli can lu tracetl tlie social,

political, ami religious st;itns of our ancestors, and,

tliongli tlio literature of a country may perish and

its records decay, still there are certain monuments

amongst the art treasures of a n.ation which appear

to defy the rust of time, and outlive even the

mcmorv of lliose whose genius and labour called

them into existence. Now the object of tlie paper

we are about to read is to call attention to the de-

cadence which, under some form or otlier, has

become apparent in many of the higher depart-

ments of our |)rescnt schools of Art, for where the

art itself is still in the zenith of its power and

freshness, the elements and materials em]doyed to

give form and colour to llie creations of tlie minil

are fref|uently in themselves of a more fragile and

perishable cliaracter than were formerly used, and

this we date to the peculiar ch.aracteristic of the

age—namely, that spirit of rivalry and competition

aaiongst our niaiuifacturers wliicli leads them to pro-

• .\ paper road at the meeliu-.,' of the British Archajn-

lofioal Association, at Wevmnutli, on WeJnesJay, Aug.

'.'Snl. 1871. by Joseph Drew, r.R,A,S., F.O,S., &c.
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ilncc, irrespective of durabilitr, inferior articles at

the clicapest possible rate. Tlic decailencc, Iiow-

evcr, to which we nvire particularly alliulc, is es)ie-

ciallv apiiarc'.it in the absence of durability amongst

the paintings pr.nluced williin tlie last century, for

whilst the transcripts from Nature are (|uite a-.

faithful, and the ideal conceptions frequently more

elevated in cliaracter than many of tlie early

schools, still we regret to say the worlis of our

modern painters are, for tlie most jiart, doomed to a

very limited existence—premature decay has already

set in amongst them—and many of the noblest

efforts of modern art are even now passed into a

state of dilapidation beyond the restorer's art to re-

pair. We know we have men who assert that art

itself—taking the word in its most comprehensive

sense has degenerated, and that the art workers of

the early ages possessed a more elevated conception

of the beautiful than the designers of the present

dav, but we see no reason why we should endorse

this opinion. We have no standard whereby to

measure perfection, consequently our judgment can

only be comparative. One country may decline in

•art." but the groat wave of intelligence and genius

will be found surging on other sliores, and uidooked-

for examples of excellence have been and will

again be the result. To a certain extent, however,

we have come to recognise an idea of |)crfectiou, and

to beUeve that each particular department in the

art world culminates at its own specific time.

Sculpture is said by some to have reached its meri-

dian of glory and perfection several centuries

before Christ, when Phidias—the chief of the early

Attic school—produced this Olympian Jupiter, and

Traxitcles, the head of the latter school, his group

of Xiobe ; but may there not be in tliis idea an ex-

cess of veneration for early art ? Modern times

have given to tlie world marvels of beauty ; the

works of Uaily, I'radicr, and Canova will go down
to posterity as glorious specimens of art creation

wrought by men whom Kngland, France, and Italy

love to claim as their children, and although the

ideal in some opinions may not roach so high a

stand.ard as ancient Greek, still these works have

become art treasures, beyond price to their posses-

sors, and are as imperishable and as valuable for the

purposes of education and archaeology as those

relics-of the Athenian schools, the remains of wliich

are so much prized at the present day. Without,

however, jiresuming to be an art critic, and

without being so enthusiastic as some in favour of

ancient art, we cannot pass througli the courts of

the British JIuseum without being struck with the

massive grandeur and classic beauty of some of

the ideal creations of those men who have left us

such a comprehensive .syllabus, as it "nore, of pri-

m.Tiv.il civilisation. .Some of tlic sculptures in the

Egyptian sanctuarj', .although upwards of 4,0(Mi

years old. stand before tis as perfect in preservation

as if the last touch of the finishing tool h.atl just

been given, and yet, notwithstanding their preserva-

tion and beauty, many of tlie works of our modern
sculptors will bear a critical comparison with those

of the same class, whilst like thoni they have
become the imperishable reeorils of our age, in which
will be read the history of our art schools, and from
which posterity will be enabled to judge o' the ele-

vation or decadenceof our .art productions. Now, as a

rule, the works handed down to us by the painters of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and more
especially those of the Venetian. Komaii, and
Parma school, are well preserved. A\'c can go quite

as far back for examples of the painter's art as we
can for those of the sculptor's, but they are not so

familiar to us from the fact that very few are found
in private collections, for paintings were not always
the movable chattels and cabinet gems they are at

the present day. In its earliest phases the pai[itcr's

art was principally called into re(|uisition for mural
decoration—the delineation of battles and triumphs,

or the representation of great political events, and
these were usually jiainted on the interior walls of

public e<lifices. and on the ceilings of the mansions of

the great ; but even these early works commanded
much attention in their day, and the artists realised

enormous prices for their productions. The earliest

picture of which we have any authentic record is

one painted 720 years before Christ, by Bularchus,

and mentioned by Pliny. It represented the battle

of the Magnesians. aiul this was purchased by the

King of I.ydia for its weight in gold; but as we
have neither the size of the picture nor the parti-

culars of the material upon which it was painted,

we can form no conception of the price realised for

this early work of art. Pliny, however, mentions
another picture painteil by a disciple of Antidotus,

representing " Llysscs invoking the shadows of the

dead," for which the artist refused si.xty talents of

gold, or about £11,000 sterling, and afterwards
made it a present to Lis country. All these very

early productions, however, were in outline only, and

it was not until .\pollodoru3, the Athenian, estab-

lished a school for painting, about -100 years before

our era, that the distribution of light and shade be-

came a recognised principle of the art. ApoUodorus

was the first man who contributed to the glory of

]iaiuting, and before he appeared there was no pro-

duction of the easel worthy to be called a work of

art. -Vlexandor the Great was a munificent patron

of the fine arts, and by way of encouragement, he

gave a monopoly—so far as his own person was
concerned—to Lysippus the sculptor and to Apcllcs

the painter, and refused to permit any other artist to

carve his bust, paint his portrait, or even to intro-

duce his figure as a copy in any of their productions,

without his special license or consent, and by

these means men were stimulated to compete for

true excctlonce. But, passing over these art trea-

sures, of which so few examjiles remain, we come to

those with which the world is more faniili.ar, thnse

marvellous conceptions of Hapliael, whose works still

preserve all their origin.il delicacj- and beauty. With
very few exceptions, the productions of this prince,

of painters are in the same perfect state of preserva-

tion as when they left the easel, untouched by time,

and undefaced by the work of restoration. Not only

arc the paintings themselves in such a high state of

preservation, but the colours have such a brilliant

hue of freshness that we can scarcely reconcile their

beauty with the fact that tliree centuries and a half

have passed since his great patron, Leo X., stood by
his easel, watching the facility of his pencil and ad-

miring his work, for even now the delicate bloom on

the cheek of be.auty, the harmonious colouring of

the draperies, the semi-tones and half-tints, as it

>vere, of the accessories and distances, possess a

delicacy and transparency rarely to be found in the

productions of other schools. The intrinsic value,

however, of the art treasures bequeathed by this

glorious painter to posterity does not consist simply

in their high state of preservation and delicate wurk,

but in the emotions produced b}' the coutemplati.m

of their conception and beauty ; iu fact, the effect

produced by the study of a really beautiful picture

upon the mind is never effaced ; it becomes photo-

graphed, as it were, upon the imagination, and we
can always bring to our remembrance some promi-

nent incident in connection with its composition or

general be.auty. Kaphael, like the Grecian sculptors

in the purest era of their art, strove for that ideal

beauty which is never to be found in individual

nature, and which can only be represented by taking

the most beautiful parts of the many to form one,

and it is this desire to reach ideal perfection that .Sir

Joshua Reynolds says " ennobles the painter's art,

and elevates him above those who can only repro-

duce by the mere exercise of mechanical Labour."

What we have s.aid of the works of Raphael,

as to their perfect state of preservation, applies

equally to those of Correggio' .and to the

productions of other schools of the same period

;

the works of the best masters in the Dutch
and Flemish schools are also in the highest state of

preservation, forming a very striking contrast to

those dilapidated wrecks so frequently found

amongst the pictures of our modern men. Now the

great question is, where are we to look for the cause

of this decadence ? Certainly not iu the decline of

the art. If we could entirely disabuse our minds of

that " h.alb " which schoolmen .and enthusiastic art

critics have thrown .around the works of ancient art,

and were to go through this year's exhibition of the

Royiil Academy, we believe we could point to can-

vasses not wanting in the beauty and passion of

Raphael, the sweetness of Correggio, the triumphs

of Titian, the cool silvery landscapes of Ruysdael,

or the golden sunsets of Cuyp—the mellowness of

tone, wdiii-h time alone can bestow, being the only

element wanting to render many of them worthy of

the admiration bestowed upon their early rivals. But
will these modern efforts of the painter's art bear

the same test of years as their predecessors have
done ? We have melancholy foreliodings—amount-
ing .ilmoftto a moral certainty—that they will not.

Now, the old masters ^Yere chemists as well as

painters ; the}' were no tyTos in the mysteries of the
crucible and alembic ; they knew from personal in-

vestigation, much thought, and direct experience,

the nature and durability of the pigments they
were using. Under their own supervision were
their canvasses and panels grounded—under their

own immciUate direction were their colours selected

and their mediums proposed. No element of care
was wanting, no precaution neglected to make their

works, not only worthy of their name to posterity,

but durable in the highest degree. The artist-colour-

man, with his prepared canvas at so much per yard,
coaled with whiting and size, and his tube colours

ft.id megilph, so neatly put up. but which will not
bear the aetiou of light for a few vears, w.as un-

known in these early days ; and it was not until the

liroductions of this particular branch of trade were
made competitive in price and cheapness and became
the jrder of the day, that decay commenced its

ravages, and the durability of paintings could uo
longer be relied upon. In examining the prepara-

tion oil some panels of the tifteenth century, we
found the surface upon which tlic picture was
painted iiiucli harder than the panel itself, "whilst in

modern panels it was quite the reverse. In the early

jianels the surface broke with a gelatinous kind

of fracture, the edges of which were sufticieutly

hard to cut the fingers, whilst in the modern panels

a fracture of the surface represented a soft marley

appearance, and the preparation itself could

be crumbled by friction or pressure. It appears,

then, that this want of solidity in the prep.aration of

canvasses and panels permits the colour to sink in,

it extracts the medium used in working them, and

thus the pigments become so non-elastic, that as

the ]ianels and canvasses contract or expand by the

atmospheric changes so prevalent iu this varkable

clime, so the colours are rent in all directions, and
the fine network of cracks which we so frequently

observe spreading over the surface of a picture would

appear to be the first step towards its decay. Then,

again, in the metropolis paintiugs are generally hung
in rooms where the air becomes highly vitiated by
the presence of large assemblages of human beings

and by the pernicious influence of gas, and this is a

very prolific source of destruction to these works of

art, adiled to which even the air of Loudon itself has

been declared by competent authorities to be very

prejudiciiil to the preservation of paintings, owing to

the excess of carbonic acid and other deleterious

g.ases in the atmosphere ; and if this hyjiothesis is

correct then all other crowded cities must be the

same. In watching the progress of this decay in a

modern picture we noticed that when these cracks

once made their appearance their edges were imme-
diately eaten away by becoming oxidised, and as the

erosion went ou the fissures gr.adually widened, and

although a thin coat of the finest mastic varnish

would for a while stop the process of decay, still we
have even seen the varnish itself rent asunder by the

contractive and expansive action of the materi.als

beneath. In fact, so justly alarmed h.ave the patrons

of art become upon the question of durability

of our modern paintings—for some of them

have invested large fortunes in their purchase

—

that Sir Francis Grant, the President of the

Royal Academy, has suggested that a chair

for chemistry should be founded, and a

professorship established in connection with the

.-Vcademj', so that the painter's .art might receive the

assistance of the science of chemistry, in order, if

possible, to check the spread of this terrible blight

which is destroying some of our noblest works of

modern art. This difference in the durability of

paintings is painfully manifested, and can be readily

studied by comparing the pictures of the Peel col-

lection in the National Gallery—which are generally

productions of the seveuteeiith and eighteenth cen-

turies—with the Turner collection under the same

roof, which may be called examples of our own day.

In the former they are as perfect as when they were

painted, whilst in the latter many .are already in ruins.

Indeed, the possessors of some of the best works of

Reynolds, Turner, Wilson, Hilton, and a score of other

modern men, look with inereasingdism.iy on the widen-

ing cracks .and f.adingeoloiu-s of those otherwise match-

less productions of art, and tliey feel they have a

right to invoke the aid of the Royal Academy, whose

Council is supposed to be the conservator of this par-

ticid.ir art, to investigate the cause and point out the

remedy for this gigantic evil, which is robbing pos-

terity" of the art treasures it is our duty to hand

down to them in as good a state of preservation as

possible. But, as we have said before, we do not

believe that the art has waned, but we do believe

that all this mischief can be traced to the present

rage for cheap productions. The age in which we
live is essentially an age of electro-idate and lath

and plaster. The ancients built their houses upon

rock ; the moderns build them on sand, tjuantity

ami not quality, expediency and not prmciple,

are the prevailing characteristics of the present

age. Those matchless carvings which Gib-

bons left for our .admiration and instruction—the

throne at Canterbury, .and tlie choirs of S. Paul's and

Windsor—can now be imitated by machinery at a

comparatively small cost over the price of the

material. The portrait painter, with his hundred

guinea portraits on canvas and panel, has been

superseded to a certain extent by the photographer

with his sixpenny pictures on paper and glass. The

elaborate works of Benvenuto Cellini and his

followers are supplanted by race cups and salvers,

l)r.)duced by the thousand at the factories of Sheffield

and Burmingham. Lace work and tapestry, the
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goldsmith's art and enamels, stained glass and

ornamental china, and even architecture itself, have

all lost a certain amount of their native dignity in

the art ivorld through the inundation of inferior

substitutes; but the producers say that mediocrity

and cheaime=s pay the best, and these are the causes

^vhich will prevent many of the art treasures of the

present century from occnp3'ing that place in the

estimation of posterity which from our intelligence

and wealth they would otherwise be entitled to claim.

Vi'e cannot close this short paper without alluding to

the fact that ^^'ey^,louth has some slight associations

with the art Wiirld. Sir Christopher "Wren, whose

celebrity as an architect and mathematician is so

fully attested by the monuments he has left us, was,

in the year ITUO, elected one of the parliamentary

representatives of this borough ; and Sir .James

Thornhill, the eminent painter, whose daughter

married the itiiniitable Hogarth, was born at Wey-
mouth in 1Ij7i!, and, strange to say, Thornhill was

the artist selected to paint the dome of S. Paul's

—

one of the greatest achievements of "Wren's genius,

and thus w'ere the two men and Weymouth associated

together. The aitar-piece in S. JIary's Church was
the gift of Sir James Thornhill to the town, and we
rejoice to sa)' this admirable work, representing the
*' Last supper of our Lord," is still in a most excellent

State of preservation.

YORKSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

ON Wednesday week the members of the York-
shire Areha3ological and Topographical

Association visited Leeds, for the purpose of making
their annual excursion, and inspecting the ecclesias-

tical and other antiquities of the town and

neighbourhood. In the course of the day about

200 persons attended. The members of the Associa-

tion assembled in the morning in the A^ictoria Hall,

where they ivere othcially received by the Jlayor

(Mr. Alderman liarran).

Tlie JI.VYou, in bidding the Association welcome

to the ancient town of Leeds, said that though at

the present time the town presented more attractions,

perhaps, to the follower of trade and commerce than

to the historian and antiquary, j'et the past history

of the once sovereign state of Loidis wa-i to be

found amongst the most ancient of our national

records. The first charter was granted in 1207,

shortly after the erection of the Castle, but the

charter under which the Corporation now sat was
dated in 1G61, and since that year there had been an

unbroken succession of niaj'ors. The ancient church,

the Castle, the chantries, the bridge chapel, the

roadsid <cro?s£P, and even the bars of the town,

had all been swept away. A few ornamental frag-

ments of stone, gathered froiw its graveyard, were
all that was left to remind them that kings of Saxon
and Danish race found a final resting-place within

the precincts of its ancient monastery. The exten-

sive ruins of the great Cistercian Abbey of S. IMary,

at Kirkstall. alone remained. Faint remains of

British and Roman occupations might still be seen

in the town.

Colonel Hr.ooKE, in acknowledging on behalf of

the Association the cordhal welcome accorded by the

Mayor, said that one great object of their visits to

commercial and manufacturing towns was to show
that some of the money that was made there was
well expended in the preservation and care of the

monuments of the past.

Mr. F.VIRI.F.SS Bakeer then read a paper entitled

"A Few Notes on Leeds Old Britlge," in which he

said that the old bridge over the Aire at Leeds, now
in course of demolition, tells its own tale, and the

most inexperienced observer can see tliat what
until recently appeared to passengers to be but one

solid and compact work, lias been built at three

separate times—is, in fact, three distinct bridg-es,

placed close together side by side. The middle one

is the Old Bridge proper ; the one on the right hand
as you cross from Briggate, is an addition made, as

Dr! Whit.aker tells ns, in 1730 ; and that on the left is

a still later aildition, made in 17(10. The two latter

are plain stone bridges, built of squared ashlar,

presenting no special features ; but the first, or

central bridge, which the other two have hidden and
preserved for over a centurj-, deserves more than a

passing mention. It is, there can be no doubt, the

.same structure that existed in Thoresby's time, and

which he described as " strong and robust, in,ade of

large squareil stones." The underside of the bridge

is but some Oft. or 10ft. wide, and the roadway
above must have been less than this width by the

space which the battlements occupied. Of the five

archer, the lirst nearest Briggate spans the tail-goit

of the mill ; the next is, and for some time past has

been, dry : and the remaining three span the rivor.

The first or goit-arch is of more ancient constritction

than the others, and Dr. Whitaker tells ns that

when the chapel adjoining it was pulled down to

make way for the additions of 17C0, the foundation-

stones appeared so incorporated with those of the

bridge itself that both must have been built at

the same time. Tlie chapel, which was dedicated to

Our Lady, is mentioned in a deed dated as early as

1372 ; but, as no details have been preserved to

indicate the period to which the remains pulled down
in 17G0 ought to be referred, it cannot be stated

with certainty how old this arch is. Its construc-

tion is quite Media!v.al in character. From either

pier rise five bold chamfered ribs of stone, with

interv.als of about 12iu. each between them, and

these bear an arch of two orders, each of which is

also chamfered. Tlie remaining four arches of the

bridge are also of two orders, with chamfered edges,

but have no supporting ribs.

Tlie party next proceeded in conveyances to the

interesting Norman church at Adel, where the

symbolism of the remarkable sculptures of the

edifice was explained by the Rev. George Lew-
thwaite. The rector, the Rev. E. T. Simpson,

afforded the visitors an opportunity of inspecting a

large collection of interesting objects found in the

neighbourhood.

Kirkstiill was next visited, where, luncheon hav-

ing been served in the grounds of the Abbey, Mr,

Edmund Sharpe, M.A., of Lancaster, delivered a

lecture on the ruins of the fine Cistercian Monastery.

Mr. Sharpe's remarks were illustrated by a valuable

series of large drawings of the ground-plans of the

most noted Cistercian abbeys in Europe, including

those of Tintern, Byland, Eoche, Rievaulx, Crox-

den. Fountains, Furness, and Kirkstall. [It will be

remembered that Mr. Sharpe read a paper "On
Cistercian Architecture" at the Koyal Institute of

British Architects a short time ago.] Hand
plans of Kirkstall Abbey, and a table of the

seven periods of English architecture, had pre-

viously been distributed amongst those who took

part in the excursion. Mr. Sharpe said he remem-
bered some five-and-twent}' years ago being in a

committee-room of the House of Commons when
the proprietor of those ruins was endeavouring to

make out a case against a railway company which

had brought a bill into p.arlianient for the construc-

tion of one of tlie railways which had since invaded

the valley. He remembered listening for something

like an hour and a half to the evidence of a witness

wdio expatiated on the value and importance of

Kirkstall Abbey, and was rather curious to hear

what the opposing counsel could say in mitigation

of the case that had been made out. The counsel

for the railway company, he remembered well, got up
and asked the witness oul)' one question—" Kirkstall

Abbey—is it a ruin ?" and then sat down as if he had

completely demolished his opponents. It was his

(Mr. Sharpe's) business now to prove that the

abbey was something more than a ruin. He first

referred to the various methods in which such ruins

might be viewed, and adopted that which afforded

an opportunity of draiving from them an instructive

lesson. The Cistercian Reformation of the twelfth

century he spoke of as one of the most remarkable

movements that ever took place in the history of

the Church, and he thought the Reformation of the

fifteenth century was in some measure influenced by
the action taken by the first Cistercian monks who
left tile Benedictine Abbe}- in Burgundj'. He
described with much minuteness the buildings that

were erected by the order, and remarked that York-

shire contained more Cistercian abbeys than an}'

other county in the kingdom. The rules of the

monks, he explained, strongly influenced the

arrangements and architecture of their buildings,

and these rules he described with considerable

detail. In speaking of the arrangements of the

Cistercian abbeys lie made constant reference to

Fountains and other well-known monasteries, and
indicated the positions of the church, the cloister-

court, the chapter-house, the refectory, the kitchens,

the cloisters, the abbot's residence, the hospitium,

and the other apartments of a large and complete

monastery of this order. He pointed out the posi-

tion of the various apartments at Kirkstall, spoke

of the excellent condition in which the ruins were
kept by the lessees, and said that all present ought
to be much obliged to them for the care that was
taken of the .abbey, and for the access that was
afforded for inspection by visitors. The abbey, he

said, belonged entirely to the very commencement of

the Transitional period from 111.5 to 1190, having
been begun b}' Hour}- de Lacy in 11.52, and com-
[jleted in 1105. He spoke of the gatehouse as being

most interesting, from being the oiih* example of

tli.at period that he knew of. Mr. Sharpe, at the

close of his lecture, took the party round the chief

portions of the abbey, and pointed out the principal

features of interest. The gatehouse, which forms a
portion of the residence of Major Butler, was also

visited by the part}'.

After leaving Kirkstall, the excursionists returned
to Leeds and visited S. .lohn's Church, wliere Mr. J.

T. Micklethwaite, of York, re.ad a paper descriptive

of the special features of the church, which render it

almost unique as a specimen of seventeenth-century

architecture. The visit to this church brought to a
conclusion one of the pleasantest visits the Associa-

tion has ever made.

DEATH OF SIR JAMES PENXETHORNE.

WE regret to announce the death of Su- James
Pennethorne, who expired at his residence,

Worcester Park House, Maiden, Surrey, on the 1st

instant. Sir James was the son of the late Mr.
Thomas Pennethorne, of Worcester, and was bora
in 1801. During his Continental tour he devoted

consider.able attention to modern It.alian iirchitecture,

and on his return he became principal assistant to

Mr. Nash, and was entrusted with the Strand im-

provements, the building of Carlton-house-terrace,

the laying out of S. James's Park, and other public

works. He was appointed architect and surveyor

to the Board of Works and Public Buildings in

1840, and shortly afterwards surveyor of houses in

the Office of Woods and Forests, retiring in 1870,

with the honour of Knighthood, after thirty years'

service. During his professional career, he success-

fully carried out many important works. In 1838
he submitted to a Select Committee of the House of

Commons itlans for the improvement of the metro-

polis, which were approved and adopted iu an Act
passed in the following year, and commenced by
him in 1840, in conjunction with Mr. Chawner.
These improvements, costing in the aggregate over a

million of mone}', com]irised the formation of the

Victoria and Battersea Parks ; the new street from

Lower Sloane-strcet to Chelsea-bridge; the altera-

tion of the Quadrant, Regent-street ; the Geological

Museum, in Piccadilly; the additions to the Ord-

nance Office, Pall Mall ; the New Record Office,

Fetter-lane ; the new Stationer}' Office, Westminster
;

the new vrest wing of Somerset House ; the Offices

for the Dncliy of C'ornw.all ; the south wing of

Buckingham Palace; and the University of London,

Burlington-gardens. Among his private works are

the Bazaar, S. James's-street ; Christ Church,

Albany-street ; Trinity Cluirch, Gray's-Inn-road
;

the enlargement of Lamorby House, for J. Malcolm,

Esq. ; Swithland H.all, Leicestershire ; Dillington

House, Ilminster; S. Juliens, for the Right Hon. J.

C. Herries ; and house at Newmarket, for W.
Crockford, Esq.

Sir James Pennethorne's design for the Royal

Exchange w.as one of the five selectech He was an

honorary member of S. Luke's Academy, Rome, and

of the Society of Architecture, Amsterd.am. Ho
received the gold medal of the Institute in 18.57,

and was created a Knight, as mentioned above, on

his retirement in 1870.

COST OF THE MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

THE tot.al cost of the Mont Cenis Tunnel (to he

opened on the 17 th last.) amounts to G5,000,000f.

Of tills amount 20,000,000f. are to be contributed by
the Victor Enimannel Railway, or P.ailwa}' of Northern

Italy. This sum is to be paid on or before the

opening of the tunnel. The French Government

was to pay 10,000,000f. if the work was accomplished

within twenty years, reckoning from 18G2. But if

the work was accomplished at an earlier date, France

bound herself to pay 600,000f. more for every year

gained upon the stipulated time. As there have

been eleven years thus gained, France will have to

pay ,5,.500,000f. besides the 20,000,OOOL of the

origin.al stipulation. She has beskles to pay 5 per

cent, interest on the money due for the work as it

proceeded from year to year. Thus the ch.-irgo

borne by Italy in this enterprise will he something

less than 20,000,0001., an advantage fairly gained

by her diligence in carrying on the work, a diligence

stimulated by the very conditions of the contract.

It must be observed that had the construction of the

tunnel continued beyond the stipulated term of 20

ve.ars, it was Italy that would have lost 500,000f.

for cver\' }'ear in excess of that period. There was

a time in which the hard quartz, with which the ex-

cavators fell in on the side of Modane, rendered it

extremely difficult to f»retell how long it might be

before the tunnel could be terminated. Fortunately

the quartz stratum was only 380 metres thick, and

no very serious resistance was met elsewhere. The

masonry of the tunnel is excellent throughout. No
iintonvenience whatever from smoke, steam, or

mephitic air is apprehended.
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CHURCH OF S. BARTHOLOMEW, AIJMLEY.

OUR illustration this week is the chosoii design

fcir the rebiiiK'.ing of a church in one of the

suburli^ of Leeds, recently i^uliniittcil to liniiteil

competition. It will be seen that the ihurch !;

cruciform, with a central tower ^urnum^tel by a

saddle back roof and terminal cross. The eastern

arm of the cross is apsidal. and has been devoted to

the sanctuary, whilst the ihoir arc iiritviflcd for in

stalls under the ttwir. and the organ is intended to

be placed in one of the transepts, which will serve

:Uso as a choir vestry. The nave is of such dimen-

ions as will accomnio<latc an onlinary confcrcgation

\ritbaut resort to aisles or transept, and. indeed, the

nave only is iiilendid to be permanentl.v seated,

although extra accommodation can at any time be

obtained by the use of chairs. The church will .seat

altogolher about !'00 persons. ,nnd is iiilcndcd to be

built of local snndst<»nc. faced internally with lime-

stone from the Ancaster fiuarries. Messrs. Henry
TValkcr and .Ti>stph Athron, of Leeds, are joint

architects.

THK riiOrOSKD CANAL HETWKKX Till:

NtlUTII SKA AXl) THE BALTIC.

THI-: Berlin eorresjiondent of the Stajuhti'd

writes :
— '* ,\ great deal has lately been written

about the proposed canal between the North Sea
and the Baltic, and both the expense and the im-
portance of the natural obstacles in the way vi the

realisation of the project have been greatly ex-
aggerated. The only elevation which would render

a decji cutting or a lock necessary is from *J^ to n^
German miles in breadth, and n'»t more than f»7.|ft.

in height, and this can hardly be c.nlled a diflicufty,

as the soil is easily worked. The first estimate.

28.1'.I2,000 thalet^, "may havp lieen too low. and it

is known that the IVussian Minister of ("ommeree
from the first contemplated the necessity of employ-
ing a nuu-h larger sum. but. all things considered, it

is highly improbable that C.OOOjOOO more will be
required. The breadth (>f the canal at the surface

of the w.ater is to be iL'ilft., and at the bottom
TCft. ; its depth olft. This wouM afford .imple

-space for four ves.sels to pass each other, two of

which might be large incn-of-war. The length of

the longest proposed line is 11 German miles,

that of the sbrrttst llj German miles. The
choice of the Inie to be adopted is the most diflicult

'juestion that still remains unsettled, as every dis-

trict in the Elbe Duchies wishes a share in the im-
mediate benefits of the undertaking, and conse-

quentiy exaggerates the obstacles in the wny of

other plans, and enhances the advantages of the
project most favourable to itself. Besides this, it is

desirable to utdte, as far as possible, the interests of

the merchant shipping with those of the navy. To
meet Ihc wishes of both parties it would be neces-

sary to construct various branch canals, ^l|licll

would involve an additional ontlaj- of from
10,000.000 to l.i.noo.iKii) thalcrs. The results of

the experience guineil in the late war render it

almost certain that the port of Kiel will be chosen
for the one end of the canal, the month of the Kibe
for the other. It is highly iirobable that this ami
all other questions will now shortly be decided, and
the work commeiiceil."

TKOPCSED SAXITAUY EXHIBITION AT
LEEl).S.

THE Social Science Association have lUtcrniiiicd,

at the request of many persons interested in

sanitary reform, to hoM ;:;i exhibition of sanitary

a]ii>liances at their fiu-rbcniniiig annual Congros,
which is to be held at Leeds from the Ith to the 1 lib

of October next. Anong the articles which it is in-

tended to receive are lilters, water fittings, taps,

staiul pipes and pinnps, cU.'Set apparatus, models and
plans of improved workmen's dwellings, public bat lis

and washheiuses. gvmnasiimis, cottage ami IcmiKtrary

hospitals, illustrations of various disinfecting pro-

cesses, hospital ambulances, illustrations of drainage,

farm and sewage irrigation works, specimens eif ]irc-

served meals and other dietetic articles, improved
cooking ap|iaratus. warming and ventilating appara-

tus, &e. The exhibition is intended to bring uiukr

the notice of health olliccrs and the many men in-

terested and experienced in sanitary (jucstions in

various parts of the kingdom, who usually attend

the Congress, the latest appliances o! science having
for their olj' ct the improvement of the public health,

and will pr'bably form a useful as well as an attrac-

tive feature ( f the meeting. Every information may
be obtained on application to Or. Robinson, Ikoi.

sec. of the Ikaltb department, .Social iScicnce Ollices,

Leeds.

WALKER-.S FIRE-PROOE ELOORING.

ALIGHT and otherwise .idvautageons system of
iire-pror,f ilooring has recently been invented

by Mr. .lolin Walker, of 12, tLimes-street. Citv-
road. The main girders are formed of balks of
timber which have been rendered uninfl imniable,
and whiih are encased in four 2 irons, the llanges
of which serve to carry '.he joists. These latter .are

also of tinibf r. rendered .fire-proof and sandwiehed
between two deep |_ irons. 'I'hey arc jilaeed frrnn

12 to 18 inches apart, and on the llanges of the [_
irons rest tiles 12 or IS inches square, and feirmeel

with a lillet on the unelcr edge. Upon the tiling is

laid concrete or ce-incnt an inch or so in thickness,

and the body of the floeiring is complete. By this

arrangement the floor boards are readily fixed down
to the timber of the joists by nails, anil the laths of

the ceiling beiKalh are also easily nailed to the
unilersiile of the same member. The fillet on the
edge of the tile allows a space between its face and
the lathing, and so enables the proper keying of the
plaster. The adeantages of this system l.ave, we
understand, leei to its aeloption by a company which
has just been formed in Paris for rcbuiHing a
thousand houses in that dcsedaled city. We hope it

may Iw long before we have a ])raeti"cal test of the
Talne of the system, but if the Avood be properly
treateel, there is no reascm why it should not come
into general us' and supersede in many instances the
heavier systems.

MR. RUSKIN ON ART TEACIIIXG.

IN the current number of Fvrs Clavi;icia. 'Mr.

Riiskin, in describing the new eudov.nient he

has in hand, and also the progress of his land

scheme—the "S. George's Fund "— s.ays:
—"What,

for my own part, I am about to endeavour is cer-

tainly wilbin my power, if my lite and health last a

few years more, and the compass' of it is .soon de-

finable. First, .IS I tedd you at the beginning of

these letters, I must do nn* eiwn proper work as well

as I can, nothing else must come in the way of

that : and for some time to come it will be heavy,
because, after carefully considering the operation of

the Kensington sj'siem i f art teaching throughout
the country, and watching feir two years its effect

on various classes of students at C*xfftrd, I lice nine

finally convinced that it fell .short e)f its objects in

more than one vital particular; and I have, there-

fore, obtained permission to foniul a separate

master.ship of draieing in eonnection with the art

jirofessorshiii of ( 'xford : an.l elementary schools

will be opened in the University galleries, next
October, in which the nn-tlieids of teaching will be

calculalcel to meet the re(|nirenients which have not
been contemplated in the Kensington system. But
how far what these, not new, but very ancient,

disciplines teach, may be by modern students, either

required or endured, remains to be seen. The or-

ganisation of the .system of teaching, ami prepara-
tion of examples, in lias school, is, however, at

present uiy chief work—no light one—and every-
thing els"e must be subordinate to it. Rut in niv
first scries eif lectures at Oxford I stated, and
cannot too often eir teio firmly state, that no great
arts were practicable by any jicople. unless thev
were living contented lives, in pure air. out of the
way of unsightly objects and emanciiiated from un-
ncee.ss.ary mechanical occupation. It is simply one
part of the practical work I have to do in art
teaching, to bring, somewhere, such conditions into

existence^ and show the working of them. I know
also assuredly that the conditions necessary for the
.artsof men are thebcst for their souls aii'l bodies; a':d

knowing this, I do not etoubt but that it mav b;
with due pains, to some material extent, convinc-
ingl.y shown; aid I am now rcaily to receive help
little or much, from any one who cares to forward
the showing of it. Sir Thomas Dyke Acland and
the Right Hon. William Cowpe>r-TeMnplc have cmi-
seiitcd to be the trusl.'os of the fund; it being
distinctly understood that in that ((lice they accfpt
no responsibility f.ir the conduct of the scheme, aiul

refrain from expressing any oiiinion of its prin-
ciples. They simply undertake the charge of the
money and land given to the S. George's Fund

;

certify to the public that it is spent, or treated, for
the purpo,ses of that fund, in the manner stated in
my accounts of it; and in the event of mv death,
ludd it for such fulfilment of its purposes "as they
may then find possible. But it is evielcntly neees-
s.iry for the right working of the scheme that the
trustees should not, exceiit oiilv in that oflicc, be at
present concerned with or invidved in it ; and that
no ambigiujus responsibility should fall en'i them. I

know too much of the m.anner of law to hope that
I can get the arrangement put into proper form
before the end of the yeiu-; but I hope, at latest, on
the eve of Christmas- .l.iy (the day 1 named first) to
publish the Decembir numucr of Fors with the legil
terms all clear; until then, whatever sums or la :d I

may receive will be simply paid to the trustees, or
secured iu their name, fe>r the S. George's Fund

;

what I may attenqil afterwards will be in any case

scarcely noticeable for some time ; for I sliall only
work with the interest of the fund, and as I have
strength and leisure. I have little enough" of the

one ; and am likely to have little of the other, for

years to come, if these drawing schools become
useful, as I hope. But what I may do for myself is

of small consefpicnce. Long l)efore I can come ti>

any com incing result. I believe some of the gentle-

men of Englanel will have taken up the matter, and
seen that, for their own sake, no less than the

country's, they must now Vi\e on their estates, not

in shooting time only, but .all the year ; .and be
themselves farnie rs, or ' shejiherel lords,' and make
the field gain on the street, lU't the street on the field :

and bill the light break iiitei the smoke clouds, anel

bear in their hands, up to those loathsome city walls,

the gifts of (iiotto's charity—corn and flowers.''

In a note, Mr. Ruskin says ;
—"Since last Fors was

publisheel. I have sold some more property, which
lias breii!glit mo in another ten thousand to tithe ;

so that 1 have btnght a second thousaml Consols in

the names of the tru^tccs— and have received a

prettj' little gift of seven acres of woodland, in

Worcestershire, for yem, already—so you see there

is at least a beginning."

IKiSriTAI.S FeiK SMALL TOWNS .VND
VILLAGES.

rpilE fedlowing remarks appear in a recent Privy
Jl Council Minute on hospitals for infectious

diseases:—"Hospital accommodation for infectious

diseases in towns is wanted more constantly, as well

as in larger amount, than in villa.ges; and in towns
there is greater probability that room will be

wanteel at the same lime for two or more infectious

diseases which ought not to be treated in the same
ward. The jxrmanent provision to he made in a

town, in order to obtain reasonable security against

the spread fif infectious diseases, shoulel consist of

not less than four rooms, in two separated pairs,

each pair to receive the sufferer from euie infectious

disease, the men anel women, of course, separately.

The number of i-crmanent beds to be sujiplieel must
elepend upon various eireunistances, chiefly upon the

size of the town ; but, as no reasonable amo'-uit of

permanent accommodation coulel be trnsteel alwa^'s

to snp]dy the rctinirementsof a yilacc when infectious

disease has actually become epidemic, foresight

must in the first instance be used, heiw, in emer-

geuc}', aeUlitional accommodation can be temporarily

given to meet requirements in excess of the per-

manent provision ; otherwise, the authorities maj*

unexpectedly fiiiel themselves obliged to leave ill-

lodged infeclimis eases at their homes, much as if

no hospital had been provided- Aecordin.gly, for a

town of any importance, the hospital provision

ought to consist of a jHTmaneut building, having

around it space enough for the erection of tem-

porary structures as occasiem may require. Con-
siderations of ulfimate eeoiienny make it wise to have

the ])criiianeiit buihling equal to somewhat more than

the average necessities of the place, so that recourse

to temporary extensions may less often be wanted

In small towns, for instance, if a he)S[)ital consist-

ing of four wards and the necessary administrative

otTiees is to be j-rovided, the original expense of

making each warel serve for (say) eight persons, will

be far less than double that of making the wards

for four. And in any case, it is well to make the

administrative ofiiees somewhat in excess of tliei

wants of the permanent wards : because thus, at

little additional first cost, they will be reeidy to serve,

when occasion cemics. for the wants of the tern

porary extension, and so save great ineonvenienee

and ontkiy. In lints, as in permanent buildiu.gs for

the treatment of infectiems diseases, not less than

2.1100ft. cubic space, with 144 square feet of tloeir,

should be given to each patient. The ventilation of

huts, also, is of equal importance with that of jier-

manciit bospit.il buildings. It is best secured by the

conibiiiatioa of side windowswith roof openings, the

latter protected fremi rain, and ruuning the whole

length of the ridge of the roof."

AxxiAi. JlKKTixe! Ill' YonKsiiiui; BiiLUF.iis.—
On Wednesday week the annual meeting of the

builders of Yorkshire was held at the Nag's Head, in

Leeds. Mr. Woolley in the chau-. The officers for

the ensuing year were appointed. It was determineel

to eonsoliiiatc the Yorkshire Association, and make
it more than ever uscfed in pronuding amicable reda-

tieiiis between employers and their men. It was fell

that the ability shown b.v the Hoii.se of Lords in

tlealing with the Trades L^niem Bill, and the adoption

of their ameinlment bv the House eif Comnums, is

ctlculated to be of .great use in the case of ."trikes.
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PvEPOIiT ON THE riiESENT STATE OF
DESIGN, AS SEEN IN THE MANUFAC-
TURES IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBI-
TION OF 1^71.*

IJy Richard Redgrave, Es<j., R.A.

ON the first International Exhibiiion of 1801,

and on the recurrence of such exhibition?,

both liere and in France, I was called on to report

on " Design Applied to ilanufactures." On this

occasion I am again requested to undertake the task.

It is to be expected that this report, ranging as it

does over tlie same field, 'will repeat matter contained

in those already alluded to ; and of necessity, since

principles of taste, derived from the study of the

best works of the past, cannot be changed either in

favour of fashion or prejndice

There ha^^ been of late a renewed controversy in

the subject of "Principles of Design;" to the necos-

••^it}' of sucli ]irinciplcs I have long ago commitled

myself,! and in my reports of 1851, and more espe-

cially uf 1S05, many of these have been fnrnni-

lated. There is danger, however, in enforcing prin-

ciples too rigidly or too dogmatically;' they should

be our guides, not our masters; our go-cart in

youth, to be laid aside as soon as we have strength

to walk in our own path. Rules can never trammel

true genius, which soars away to make new prece-

dents
;
yet even genius, however errant at times,

recurs to the normal and central truth ; while it is

the misfortune of dulness to deride, as contrary to

rule, excellenee, which it has not the wit to achieve

for itself. It has already been said that what are

called principles are merely those facts in nature,

or in its application to the arts of design, which are

to be found underlying the best works of the

greatest masters ; ami as, on the one hand, he

surel}'' would be thought foolisli who, casting aside

all precept and all tradition, should begin his art

for himself, so, on tlie other, would bs the designer

who copied only the works of others, without endea-

vouring to enter into the principles on which they

were produced.

From the serial arrangement of these Interna-

tional Exhibitions, the present report does not take

so extended a range as former ones, the collection

this year consisting of woollen fabrics and pottery

unl^-. The design applied to these manufactures

will, therefore, principalh' engage our attention

;

with, bowever, a few references to manufactures in

other sections, ^vhich, having been admitted rather

as objects of art than of manufacture, should not

pass unnoticed, since the principles of design relating

to them are general in their application.

In the Report on Design (1855, p. 35, section

113) it is remarked, with reference to carpets, that

'' The utility of such works woiild suggest their

being qniet and unobtrusive in their general decora-

tion, even if rich and full of colour. All violent

and startling contrasts, either of form or colour,

which would draw the eye to them, should be

avuided ; and pictorial imitation would seem the

more out of place tlie more excellent it is, in a work
to be trodden under foot and intended rather to

support the general effect and richness of the apart-

ment than to command attention for itself." And
again, "llat treatment should be observed for that

which covers the ground we tread on." Such were

the principles enunciated in presence of the works
of some of the greatest designers of France, executed

in the richest materials by some of the greatest

French manufacturers, and there seems to be jio

reason to alter them on the present occasion. Indeed,

notwithstanding the controversy that has taken

place on the subject of these rules, it is most satis-

factory to find how gradually the}' have been

accepted and how extensively they have been

adopted in the manufactures exhibited on this occa-

sion. While most of the carpets are, as a whole,

in good taste, there is, at present, on the walls of the

Exhibitir)n hardly one which can be called abso-

lutely vicious in design ; indeed, in many the

faults arise from too great subserviency to these

laws; to want of piqxfancy, from want of contrast,

and from too subdued colour, rather than to their

excess, the quiet and repose having in some instances

been obtained at too great a sacrifice of contrast.

AVithout at all wishing to uphold Indian treatments

as the only desirable ones for these fabrics, it is cer-

tain that in most of the Indian carpets exhibited

there is an instinctive seuse of propriety and atten-

tion to good principles. Examine IS'^o. Clol, a

Madras carpet, exhibited by Vincent Robinson &
Co. First, it is to be noted how good the pro-

portion is between the carpet and the width

of its border. In most of the IJritish

* From the Onieial Report, Fine Arts Division, Part IV.

Pablishofl by J. M, JohnKon & Sons.

f'Tbe Necessity of Priuciples in Teachius Design."

Chapman & Hall, ISii'-}.

carpets designed on like flat principles the

borders are too narrow for the body of the carpet.

Then, again, in a well-designed carpet, there should

be contrast between the centre of the carpet and its

border; a rule little observed in those of English

design. In No. <;i3l this contrast is obtained, not

only by a border darker than the body of the carpet,

but also by ornamental details, smaller and more
closely treated and with gi'cater fulness of colour

than the design of their central portion. Such a

treatment may be reversed, and the details of the

centre he smaller than those of the body, and its

C(dour lighter, or variety may be obtained by other

methods ; but when there is no such contrast (as in

the Wilton carpet, G141, exhibited by Crossley &
Sons, otherwise a well-designed work, with a suitabl'^

prop.ortion of border), the result is indistinctness and

want ol piquancy. It is worth while, bef(tre

passing from the front of the carpet Glol, to ex-

annne the beautifnl subriety of its colouring;

reddish, bluish, greenish tones of colour are u'ed

—

not red, blue, and green, which it seems the sole

effort of some manufacturers to obtain. The very

ground of the centre, of unbleached rather than of

bleached woo], delights the eye of the painter ; tlic

ornamental details, flowing agreeably over the sur-

face an.i every now and then gathered into a

geometrical form—geometrical, 3^et not too strict and

rigid, serving to give hirgeness to the design, at the

same time that the colour is thoroughly dispersed

—

are lessons to be noted, showing sobriety combined
with cheerfulness, and warning us against too rigid

an adherence to the rule of subdued ornamentation.

Of carpets designed in other styles than those

wholly on flat principles or derived from India or

Persia, there are at jiresent few. There may be

others wticn the French goods are exhibited, as it is

mostly from that school that the florid and pic-

turesque treatments arise. The only specimen of a

Louis Quinze carpet is G158, exhibited by James
Templenian & Co.; yet even this is so pervaded

by the new taste that the vices of the style are

subdued, and the result is a pleasant breadth of

colour, and absence of naturalism in the details.

One of the most ambitious designs in this section

is that carried out in (JIjI, an Axminster carpet,

exhibited by Turberville, Smith & Sons. Though
the details of the ornamentation are clever, the

design, as a whole, cannot be considered successful.

It is too pronounced, and yet too intricate; thus it

is difiicult to define what is the general colour of

the ground of the carpet and of its inner border, or

to trace the main geometrical constructive forms in

their intersection with one another and with the

inner border. These geometrical constructive forms

inclose a white ground in the centre of the carpet,

and certain large spaces filled with a white ground
occur also in the inner border ; but, from the want
of coherency alluded to, they appear as unconnected

patches in no apparent relation to the white centre :

thus, as a whole, the design is confused and frag-

mentary. Had the gn-een foliage and its ground
been carried throughout the inner border, instead of

introducing the white spaces, the effect would have
been far more satisfactory.

There are a few carpets pxhibited which, from the

rigidity of the main lines of the ornamentation and

the smallness of the details of the filling, have the

appearance of floor-cloth; a great fault in snch

fabrics, as suggesting a meaner rather than a richer

material. No. G14o, though the work of one of our

eminent designers, is faulty in this respect.

In the same gallery with the carpets is the col-

lection of the pottery of all nations. The pottery

which princi[)ally embodies design may be classed

as

—

Tiles for floors and walls and architecturalpottery

generally.

Domestic utensils.

Ornaments.

It Is obvious that many of tlic lav»-s which should

govern designs for carpets arc equally applicable to

floor tiles. Thus all forms which, eitlier separately

or by combination, give the appearance of inequality

of surface, are even more objectionable when intro-

duced into tiled floors than in carpets, from our

sense of the greater rigidity aud hardness of the

material. Again, patterns that are extremely pi-o-

nounced or contrasting are objectionable in both

materials. The best taste seems to be to cover the

general surface of the floor with tiles whtise ground
is a simple colour ; or, if of varied colours, they

should be non-contrasting as to light and dark, to

give repose. These masses may be occasionally

varied with grouped patterns, and have ornamented
borders. The atlemiit to make each tile a decora-

tive unit, and to multiply it over the wlude floor, is

rarely satisfactory, however it may be sanctioned by
old precedents. Forms of this kind, recurring over

large spaces, are likely to prove very tedious to the

eye. After all. much depends on the architectural
combinations designed by tlic architect for laying
out the whole fioor, since tiles, simple in themselves,
nmy be combined so as to have due quiet and re-
pose, or to show all the faults arising from over-
contrast either of form or of colour. It is to be
remembered, also, that the decoration of the floor

must depend upon the use of the apartment. Large,
ami somewhat empty, entrance-halls call for more
pronounced treatments; aspect and use also must
determine -whother the floor should be cool or warm
in its colouring, light or dark in its tones; and the
jiumerous works exhibited by the great tile makers,
both of single tiles aud of well-designed borders,

suffice to give ample scope to the architect to group
and combine them in good taste. The decoration of

these goods has greatly advanced in fancy and
variety within a few j'ears ; and many of the
borders are flat in treatment, and in good taste.

The treatment best adapted for wall tiles differs,

in some respects, from that best suited to floor tiles.

The specimens exhibited in this class are very
numerous, though in some cases they seem very
unsuited to their purpose. The design of each unit
tile may in itself be satisfactory, yet, as has been
said, in their combination, the constant recurrence of

some too-prominent form of ornament is likely to

prove disagreeable. It is even more likely to do so

on walls than on floors. On walls breadth and
quiet (either arising out of the suppression of vic-

lent contrasts of light and dark, or of forms which
are too rigid, and do not flow into one another)
must he more desirable than even in the decoration

of floors. A strong expression of lines, arising

from tlie recurrence of ill-designed tiles, is always
objectionable, the more so if they tend too

obviously in a horizontal direction ; this lowers the

apparent height of low rooms. Strongly expressed

diagcjnals are almost equally unpleasant—diagoxials

tending only in one direction more particularly so.

There is, in many respects, a cleverly -designed

Euglisli tile in Messrs. Slinton's collection, orna-

mented with a branch of orange blossoms. It is,

however, spoiled by the introduction of large masses
of blue in circles on the white ground, while the

foliage, which crosses both white and blue, repeats,

aud wuuld form a line across the room at an angle

of -10°, with the floor in one direction only. Cover-

ing a wall with such a pattern must make the

objects in the hall or room appear out of the up-

right, while the blue bull's-eyes would, to most

people, be intolerable. As in iioor tiles, so in those

for walls, it seems preferable to iise those -which

show their natural ground, Avhether white, red,

green, or tinted. Sou\e of Maw's tiles, exhibited by
Simpson & Son (No. 7 in their list), and forming

part of a reredos, with delicate linear ornamental

forms, on the natural red ground, are good ex-

amples ; the rather objectionable combination

of square and round forms in the lines of their

decoratioir7 being hidden by the ground, is almost

overcome. There are many tiles, exhibited both by
Minton & Co. and Minton, Ilollins, £ Co., derived

from Persian examples; some are open to the above

objections, but generally they arc designed on sound

principles; in them the pure ground of the mate-

rial is preserved, and the recurrence of the pattern,

necessarily arising from the repeats of the tiles, is

so skilfully managed by the flow of the ornamental

lines, that the eye is led over the whole wall. The

luminous colour and graceful form of the ornament

remove the sense of the tedious repetition of nume-

rous small pieces. Tlie best of these tiles ought to

be carefull}' studied, not with the object of the mere

reproduction of Persian designs, but to arrive at

the principles of the original designer. The combi-

nations of form and colour they display (although

in the reproductions of our tile-makers some of the

fineness of the originals is lost) are delightful to the

eye; and while it may be said that they are mure

suited, from their lightness, for a hotter cUmate

than for our own, by using different tints for the

body of the tile, greaVer fulness may be ubtained,

without falling into the pai-ier-mache or japanned-

ware surface which is so objectionable in man}' of

the tiles exhibited. Some of the tiles manufactured

by Maw &, Co., and exhibited by Simpson & Son,

have much merit in their design. The rosette

pattern (cojisecutive No. 7), consisting of small

rosi'ttes in low relief, and with broken tints of

colour, has a rich and quiet textural surface, hiding

the recurrence of the pattern with good elTect. The

same, also, may be remarked of the borders (conse-

cutive No. 12), which are in good taste, and, irom

the treatment of the colour, would not have too

strong expression when on the wall. The opposite

is the case with the tilcn filling in the mantel-piece

exhibited by tliis firm, the clever design, it is said,

of Mr. J. Lonsdale. The strong contrast of the

blue ornament with the white ground of these tile:-
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would quite over-crow the objects of vertu the

shelves are meant to accommoilatc. The tiles /or

their t-ther mantel-piece, embodying the sentiment

of '• ^^'eleome is the best dish," arc more quiet and
in better taste. Many of tlic objects exhibited by
this lirm, and manufactured by Jfaw & Co., deserve

attention ; they are the work of Jfr. F.lden, and it

were to be wished that in all eases the talents of

desijjners had had more complete recognitiou in this

exhibition than lias been acconled to them. Tliis

recosnition of talent is wanted to secure the in-

terest of the artist in his work, and when given it

will benefit both him and the manufacturer. The
absence of the names of artists who have aided in

the production of works is the more to be regretted

on this occasion, since there seems to be a growing

indin.ation among men of liigli rank in their pro-

fession to aid our manufacturers, and to take a part

in tlecorative art. Tlie liber.al way in which the

wishes of the authorities at .South Kensington have

been responded to by artists, and the important

works that are resulting from their assistance, are

instances ; as are .ilso many objects in the Exhibi-

tion itself. Jlanufacturers, when they obtain the

help of high professional talent, are only too

anxious to make it known ; but artists who have

not yet obtained public repute have their claims

postponed in favour of the manufacturer, or even

of the mere tradesman.

A tile painting of an Aiinstle, with a hackgronnd

of gold mosaic, exhibited by Sinip-^tni & Son, is de-

signed in good style ; but it is duubtful if the com-
bination of tiles, as a surface for the painter's art,

can compete eventn.illy with the new method of

painting on hexagonaJ tesser:c, the invention of

Messrs. Minton & Co., and of which there is ;i speci-

men (a Falconer, painted by II. S. ll.arks, A. 11. A.)
in the Towers of the British Gallery appropriated to

fine art.

It is hardly possible to estimate the proper appli-

cation of design to the great body of works exhibi-

ted in this class, since tliey should be judged of

almost wholly in relation to the structures of wliicli

they are to f^)rm a part. Tlieir design is essentially

but a detail of the whole idea of tlie architect; and
to examine merely a balnster, a medallion, a patera,

or a portion of a string-course is, if in a lesser

degree, to take a single brick as a specimen of the

house. Thus the portion of the terra-cotta cornice

of the '' Wedgwood Testimonial " has its value as a

work of art only in relation to tlic whole building;

Jind even the rich and fanciful columns by the late

Mr. Godfrey Sykes, though the large style in wliich

they are treated may bo admired, can only be pro-

perly judged of in their place as a part of the archi-

tectural design of tlic South Kensington Museum.
If this is the case in works designed for a special

po>:tion, what cousiderati^in can be given to key-
stones, string-courses, balusters, pateras, brackets,

vases, medallions, and shop properties of every des-

<ription prepared for the building trade, to be in-

serted at pleasure in structures of any or of no style.

to add to their pretentious cliaraeter ? .Such can only

have a place in a report on the material, on its

<olour, hardness, duraliility, &c. This classification

Allowed, there are few objects claiming .a separate
notice, and none which call for any praise. The
constructive forms of many of the works exhibited

arc, it is true, to be traced b,ick to the antifine, but
80 vulgarised in proportion, and in their curves, as

to be wholly spoilt. Then tlie ornamentation of

these forms is, as a rule, redundant ; the material is

so pliant under the hands of the modeller, lends it-

self so readily to ornament, admits so easily of addi-
tional details, that, unless in the hands of a true
artist, over-ornamentation is sure to result. The
" Amazon Vase," whatever may be its merits as a
four de force of manufacture, is a good example of
this, and shows what slu>nld be avoided rather than
as a work of art. Other vases, fountains, &c., are,

as to ta.'^te. on a par with the positions they are likely

to occupy in the villas and mansions of our suburban
.districts. This beautiful material, however, is coming
into favour with our architects, and there are many
signs in the buildings in progress in various parts of

the metropolis that its projicr treatment as a ma-
terial for ornamentation is becoming appreciated by
them.

In examining domestic utensils fashioned by the

hands of the potter, it is reniarkalde how persistent,

in the different countries, are the forms of such
utensils ; how, indeed, the household vessels of re-

mote ages continue, in the same localities, to be pro-

duced even to our own times ; more especially in

those countries where civilisation is imperfect, or a
rude state of society is slowly yielding to a more
advanced one. Even provincial peculiarities as to

material, shape, colour, and other decoration, cling

to localities despite the novelties that extended trade
-nnd commerce tend to introduce. Exclamations as

to want of novelty are at times heard from the visi-

tors to this section of the Exhibition, even in the face

of the most extreme efforts after lutvelty ; but, in

objects of domestic utility, in what fs novelty to be

sought? There are but few simple solids of

cap.acity ; these we may combine, alter as to pro-

portion, refine, or the reverse, or vary by stems r.r

iiandles. Even here we are confined witliin still

narrower limits, when utility has to be largely con-

sidered, and capacity for containing or discharging

the contents, solid or liquid, for cleansing, porta-

bility, &c., form part of the problem ; and when
constant use has m.idc the consumers well-informed

in these respects, theu we become aware that variety

in this class of objects is inosllj- to be sought in the

surface decoration of certain established forms, and
novelty less to be expected than in those works it

has been thouglit well to describe as "ornaments."

There the designer, the modeller, and the painter

may lavish their art, unrestrained by an.v ntilit.v or

any rules but tliose which govern the best use of tlie

means or material on which they expend their siiiU.

And, in this view, great toleration should be given

to over-extravagant fancies and efforts, since, on

objects classed as ornaments, unrestrained art, lavish

decoration, and new materials are first tried, to be

applied in due time to domestic utensils, under the

restrictive rules for their production which are such

curbs on the invention of the designer.

AVhen tlie attempt to produce the porcelain of the

East was, at the beginning of the hist century,

crowned with success, and the Duke of Saxonv
founded the manufactory at Dresden, the hard,

semi-translucent body, the forms and colours of

Chinese porcelain, were the objects of the manufac-
turer's ambition. France, entering into the contest

later in the century, and disappointed in aehievlng

the hard paste of the East, invented the pate tendre,

which so readily lends itself to surface decoration. The
skill of the French chemists was engaged on the inven-

tion of new tluxes and new pigments. The best artists

of France designed new forms, and the painters

vied in decorating their surfaces : indeed, the style

produced msxy be called a painter's st_vle. Tlius,

the porcelain of the manufactory at Sevres obtained

a reputation that has never been equalled ; and
some of the choicest attempts of our own manu-
facturers are still devoted to the reproduction,

cither directly, or with varied treatments, of the

fine works of the golden age of that celebrated

manufactory. Hence perfection of material execu-

tion has resulted rather than novelty.

Again, at the latter end of the last century one

of our English potters, "Wedgwood, wisel.v and un-
reservedly seeking the aid of one of our English

artists, produced a style as novel in its kind as that

of Sevres. Based more directly on the art of Greece

and Etruria, it has yet its own distinctive character
;

it is marked b}' the impress of sculpture rather than

of painting, and, during three-quarters of a century

has continued a favourite with the world. Instances

of such marked class novelty arc hardly to be

expected to arise even from intern rtional exhibi-

tions ; but. with novelty in the treatment of indi-

vidual objects, with novelty of effort, and certainly

with restrained taste, the Exhibition abounds, as

also with novelty of material, such as that some-
what improperly called '" permanent fresco"of Minton.
Campbell, & Co., and the painting, with coloured

slip or cla.v, by the same firm, t^c. These, however,

do not enter into the scope of this rejiort. Perhaps,

among the domestic pottery of the Exhibition, the

most distinctive novelty, as a whole, is the earthen-

ware dinner-service and other utensils exhibited by
Messrs. Wedgwood, in which simple, and by no
means novel forms, in a cream-coloured body,

edged with a n.irrow yellow margin, are decorated

with subjects slightly and sketchily painted by
Lessore. There is a freshness .about the ver.v simpli-

city of the ground and its decoration that excites

our ple.Tsurc—the more, perhaps, from the proximity
of the highly-ornamented and skilfully-decorated

works which are in its neighbourhood.
AVhen the pottery coming under the previous

heads has been reviewed, there still remains a large

class of objects which we can only designate as

ornaments. What principles of design can be
applied to them, or by what rules shall we criticise

them ? It cannot be said that " Utility should be
considered before ornamentntion," for real utility

they have none. It is true that many of the objects
thus grouped may take the form of vases, cpergnes,
candelebra, fountains, pilgrim bottles, itc, 3'ct they
never jiretend to serve such purposes, but are merely
decorative ornaments. Indeed, judging from the
general aspect of such works, it would seen that the
more fantastic, rococo, and picturesque the work, the
more, with some persons, it seems an object of admi-
ration. It is possible to judge of an imitative fish

in an imitative basket, by its truth of imitation

.

but, at the best, even with the precedent of

Palissy ware, it is low art ; and, why such

imitation at all, since, after the first wonilcr-

ineiit is over, it will but cumber the side-table

or the cabinet '? The old Palissy and majolica

ware were intended, in the absence of silver or gold

plate, to furnisli tlie buffets of those days, and give

sparkle and colour in the apartment ; and there ni,ay

be a degree of pleasurable use in the same class of

ornaments for the same purpose on niantel-pieccs

and shelves in our own ; some may even hold

flowers, or the trifles of the boudoir or dressing-

table, and some may give richness to our dinner-

tables; thus works in this class may, perhaps, be

left to their fantastic originality. A vast amount
of good art is, however, expended upon these orna-

mental objects ; it is on such the artist is more

peculiarly engaged, rather than on pottery for

domestic use ; and some suggestions may well form

a part of this report, to prevent, if possible, art

being improvidently employed, or in a manner likely

to defeat itself.

And first, it would appear that china and even

faience and stonew;u-e, are so beautiful in their

material, or what is called the body of the ware, that

it seems wrong wholly to obscure that body—to

metalise it by too much gilding, to render it into an

imitative cloiaonnee enamel, to give it tiie appear-

ance of hardware, of pajiier miichc. or anything but

what it really is. Tliis seems to hold goud even in

our modern majolica, which when wholly covered

with paint has less beauty of appearance than when
the natural colour of the body pervades some sur-

face of the work. As an example, the large vases

exhibited by Prussia suffer from this defect ; had
some part of the natural surface of the material

been left, the contrast would have been agreeable,

the colouring have seemed richer, and the vases have
looked less like papier-mache', or Vernis-Martin.

Not only is it objectionable wholh' to hide the sur-

face of pottery, but the attempt to imitate other

materials is rarely satisfactory ; thus the beautiful

dark enamelled pottery from Worcester suffers from
our compiiriug it with metal enamel-work of the

si.xteenth century. The same may be said of

various very fine works exhibited by Minton &
Co.. who have made great efforts—and in most
instances successful efforts—in so man}' departments

of the potter's art in this Exhibition. Thus the

beautifully-manufactured vase (No. 'lii in their

list), and another (No. V.i) by the same firm, the

one imitative of clnisonnce enamel, the other

ornamented with bands of imitative damascened

ornament, although great efforts of manufac-
turing skill, are examples of mis-applied decora-

tion, and cannot compete with the rich quality

of surface of Chinese cluisonm'i' or the inlays of India,

Slilan, Liege, or Spain. In the fine vases of the

best time of Sevres, the bleu du Koi, the rose du
IJiirry. and other exquisite surface'colours, rarely cover

the whole object, but leave the ground of the pate
exposed in various parts, on which the painter has

exercised his skill in floral, landscape, or figure

decoration. This rule of uot concealing the true

material, holds good also as to the gilding of china,

both of the princip.al form and of the accessory

parts, handles, knobs, &c., which should not be

treated so as to look like gold mounts, but the gold

so added as to be evidently an enrichment of the

jiotter.v; too much .gold is particularly offensive,

giving a heavy, clumsy look ; this is sliowu in the

Kussian vase. No. 4072, also in some of the pieces

from Worcester, where the handles and knobs ap-

pear like ormolu mounts ; also in the handles, bands,

and cover—the raised ornament of a fine vase ex-

hibited by Messrs. Copeland. The handles have the

lieav.v look of ormolu, and appear as accessories

attached to, rather than formed out of the materials

of the vase itself, besides interfering with the

delicate jiainting of the flowers on the body of the

vase The pleasure arising from the materkil is

shown in our delight in white china, or in the most
sinqde mode of its decoration. Tluis, in Nankin
porcelain, with its blue ornament; in Satsuma ware,

or even our own line stone-w.ore, of which some

pieces of great beauty as to body or material arc

exhibited by Doulton & Co. This remark is not

intended to impugn the use of coloured body, as in

Wedgwood ware, or even that of French celadon, but

refers to the error of imitating another material in

porcelain or earthenware.

Having reported so far on design applied to

woollen goods and pottery, the classes more particu-

larly set forth for this year's Exhibition, it only

remains to notice some of the miscellaneous works

admitted to the Fine Art Galleries from their more

intimate relation to art. In m.anj- classes of manu-
factures these works are so few in number and so

dillicult to .group together, that design in relation to

them may lie passed over until the classes in which
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they are comprehended form a part of the Exhibi-

tion of the year. The larger number, however, of

such miscel'aneons works come under the head of

furniture, and call for consideration in tliis rejiort.

It was laid down in the report on the Paris Exhibition

of ISoo, p. 11, that " the primary elements of style

are constructive, and that the design of a worli must
have regard to construction, and consequently, to

proper use of materials prior to the consideration

of its ornamental decoration; and that "as con-

struction necessarily implies a purpose, utility must
have precedence of decoration."

In few of the costly pieces then exhibited had
these rules been observed. They were mostly de-

signed as ornamental objects, their use being little

regarded. But since that period, and in the present

Exhibition, a change is evident; i^artly from the

enunciation of these laws, and still more from a

reviving taste among our architects and designers

for the more simple JledLxval styles. The works

now under review m.iy be fairly divided into two

classes. First, that wherein utility is the primary

motive, and constructive simplicity the rule.

Secondly, that wherein the production of .a grandiose

ornamental object is the iirst consideration, the use

to which it is to be applied being of very secondary

importance.

Of furniture subordinate to its use there are

several objects in the Exhibition that deserve

especial attention. Look at the simple form of the

piece designed by Mr. Talbert, and exhibited by
Gillow & Co. ; at the first glance we ascertain its

use. The broad shelf, at a suitable height, for

dishes and other table requisites necessary to be

ready to hand ; the smaller nooks for condiments, the

upper shelf for silver plate, the cupboards and
drawers beneath, and the recessed shelf for less

sightly objects, show it to be a sideboard, and not

an ornament. Yet how agreeable are the decorative

details—panels of boxwood, where in low relief are

incised gi*ou]")S of tish, ilesh, and fowl, alternating

with geometrical forms ; the boxwood and the oak,

of which the structural part consists, have just

enough contrast to be agreeable without the slightest

pretentiousness; it is a work of much merit.

Another worlc on the same principle of con-

structive utility and subduedpropriety of decoration.

is the bookcase of ebony and araboyna wood, also

exhibited by Messrs. GUlow. Here, again, the

subordihation of ornament to use, and the treatment

of the material, is well attended to, and the result is

great propriety aud good taste. Messrs. Collinson

& Lock's exhibits are in this class. The bookcase

in satinwood, with delicate inlays and ivory fittings,

and the cabinet with painted decorations, though
these latter contrast rather too strongly with the

dark framework. Mr. R. Charles, in the works
designed for Jlessrs. Walker & Sons, has sought
utility and its simple decoration, and the w.anlrobe

and dressing-tables exhibited by them are in good
taste, as is also the wardrobe and dressing table by
Messrs. Hunter, with agreeable interchange of

materials, inlaj's, and fittings, though it is a little

over-decorated.

{To he continued.')

\VATEK SUPPLY.

FROM a report by Dr. Liddle on the sanitary

condition of Whitechapel district, we find that

the constant system of water supplj-, by the use of

waste preventers in the poorer districts, is increasing,

and continues to give great satisfaction. Dr. Liddle

sa3'S;—There are now IIG waste preventers (27 new
oneshavingbeenerectedduringthis quarter), bj-which
upwards of 850 houses are supplied. So couvinced
am I of the great improvement of this mode of

supply to the poor locahties over the old intermittent
system, that I have no hesitation in saying that it

.should be made compiilsor_v on landlords "of small
tenements to adopt it. The .alleged usefulness of

the intermittent system, by allowing the surplus
water to run to waste and so clear the drains and
pans of the closet, is not, in my opinion, of suffi-

cient importance to justify its continuance. The
poor are exposed to great danger b}' drinking water
which is contaminated by its retention in dirty and
decayed butts, and by its exposure to the air from
the want of proper coverings to the receptacles.

In many instances, the water is contaminated by the
emanations from those privies which are in close

proximity to the water receptacles ; and which con-
tamination is further increased when the privy and
the water-butt are connected, as is frequently the

case, by a waste-pipe. I may further add that it is

the exception, and not the rule, for the companies
to supply water on Sunday, so that the poor are

frequently without water on that daj-, unless they
fill their pails and tubs when the water is turned on.

and preserve it for future use. But as the poor

have neither proper covered vessels for holding
water, and no other place for keeping their sujiply,

except in their sleeping-rooms, and frequently under
their beds, I need scarcely say that water so kept is

unfit to drink.

The objections against the supply of water on the
intermittent system to the poor localities are so

great that I have no hesitation in giving it as my
decided opinion—an opinion which has been formed
after a long experience—that that system should be
discontinued to .all the poorer class of houses, aud
the constant system, bj- the use of waste preventers,

a plan which has been in operation in this district

for the last seven years, adopted in its stead. When,
however, all those houses i\ow occupied by the poor
which are unfit for habitation, are taken down and a
new aud better class erected, it may be desirable to

have a supply of water on the constant system in

the interior of every house; but under exist-

ing circumstances there is not a sink in any
house, nor a vacant space in which one could be
fixed, except perhaps in the room wliich is occupied

by a family night and day : but then in such a case

the emanations from the sink would render the room
unfit for habitation. The proposal, therefore, to

supply water on the constant service to the interior

of every house is simply impracticable. But what-
ever may be the result of the New Water Bill in

causing the companies to give a constant supply, the

butts now in use in the poor localities must be
abolished.

ON RECORDING EARTHWORK NOTES.*

EVERY railway engineer knows how important

it is to have earthwork recorded in such a
manner as to show, without calculation, what quan-
tities either of embankment or excavation, whether
of horrow or waste, lie lietween an}' two stations.

We offer here a simple device to accomphsh this end.

Represent the stations on an absciss line, the earth-

work quantities by ordinates, commencing with at

station 0, and representing the quantity of earth-

work between this and the next station by an ordi-

nate at the latter. Excavation is to be represented

by measurements upwards, or by an increase of

ordinate, and embankment in the opposite direction.

If the extremities of the ordinates to a series of

stations be connected bj' a curve line, the points

where cut and fill balance will be shown by the

intersection of the curve and the abscissa. The

Between Oand 5 + 90 cut and fill are equal.
Between and G or 8 + 90 and 6, 200 cb. yas. flll.

5 + 90 and 7, 1180 „ „
7 + 40, 1300 „

At 7 + 40 fill changes into cut.

Between 6 + 90 and 8, lOGO cb. yds. fill.

8 + CO, „ „
Between 5 + 90 and 8 + 60 cut and mi balance each,

other.

Between 8. + GO and 9, 480 cb. yds. cut.

10, CoO „

This cut to be wasted on account of obstruction.
Between 11 aud 12, 320 cb. yds. cut.

Betveeu 11 and 12 + 9-'i, cb. yds. cut.

Between 12 + 95 and 14, 320 cb. yds. flll.

Between 11 and 12, GOO yds. side cut and 280 side fill.

Between 12 and 12 + 95, GOO yds. side flll and 280 side
cut.

The work of two different months is represented by
the proper curves.

On first month, between 1+35 and 4 + 90, 1100 cb.
yds. out, worked in to fill; 350 ob. yds. left to be dons
yet.

Between 5 + 90 and 8 + CO, 420 yds. cut, worked in to
fill; 780 left undone.
Between 8 + CO and 10, 450 cub. yds, cut wasted ; 20O

yds. left.

On second month 1000 cb. yds. are taken from cut
between and 1 + 3-5 to flll between 4 + 90 and 5 + 90

;

work between 1 + 35 and 4 + 90 completed ; COO cb. yds.
cut and flll left undone between and 5 + 90.

Between 5 + 90 and 8 + 60. 220 yds. are moved from
cut to fill and 900 left undone.
Between S + GO and 10 work completed with 200 yds.

cut, wasted.

SOMERSETSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE 23rd annu.al meeting of the Somersetshire

Archxological and Natural History Society

was held at Crewkerne on Tuesday week, under the

presidency of Mr. E. A. Freeman, D.C.L., and was
very successful. The proceedings commenced with

a meeting of the council of the society at 11.30,

and at noon the meeting for the transaction of the

annual business was held. The place of assembly

was the Town Hall, which was well filled. The
annual report and balance-sheet for the past year

were read by the hon. sec, Mr. W. A. Jones, and
unanimously passed. There was a balance in hand
of £47 las. lOd. The vice-presidents qf the

society were re-elected, with the addition of Sir W.
Medlycott, Bart., of Ven. The treasurers and
secretaries were also re-elected. Mr. W. Bidgood

was elected curator of the society's museum at

maximum points will show where cut changes to

fill, and the minimum where fill changes to cut. A
break in the curve either above or below the absciss

line, indicates the necessity of wasting or borrowing

respectively at that point.

The scale for the whole may be made convenient

to the amount of work.

The work of different months over the same line

may be represented by curves of different colours or

shades.

The labour of drawing the above is very slight

;

the curve may be drawn on the same sheet as the

length profile.

The accompanying sketch of a record of an
imaginary earthwork will serve to explain the plan

more fully.

EXPLANATIO.N OF ENGRAVING.

Total work to be done represented by outside curve.

From station to 1, 1200 yds. cut

„ to 2, 2340 „

„ to 3, 3000

to 3 + 20, 3030 yds. cut.

At 3 + 20, beginning to flll.

From station to 4, 2800 cb. yds. cut.

to 5, 1420 „ „

„ „ to 5 + 90, „ „

• By H. Hocii, in Van Nostrand'a Enfjineerlng Magazine.

Taunton. After the President's address, papers

were read as follows :—By the Rev. E. A. EUacombe,
" On the Medieval Church Bells of Somerset ;

" by
Mr. Thomas Bond, " On the Parish of Pendomer ;

"

by Mr. F. H. Dickinson, " On the Statues of Wells

Cathedral;" and by Mr. T. Serel, of Wells, "On
Somersetshire Records." Crewkerne Church having

been inspected, the members partook of dinner at

the "George Hotel." At the evening meeting-

papers were read by Dr. Pooley, of Weston-super-

Mare, upon the "Cresses of Somerset;" by the

Rev. R. Kirwan, " On the Sepulchr.ol Mounds in the

South of England :
" by Mr. Buckley, " On Ancient

Copes and Embroidery ;
" and by Mr. Jones, " On

Montacute and the Phelps Family," written by Mr.

John Batten, who was unable to be present.

ElUrLOYMENT OF CuILDUEN IS BKICKFIELDS.

In the act on factories and workshops just issued

there is a provision (inserted on the motion of Lord

Shaftesbury) declaring that after the 1st of January

no female under the age of 1(1, and no child under

10, shall be employed in the manufacture of bricks

and tiles not being ornamental tiles, and the employ-

ment of such persons will be an offence under the

various salutary statutes in force in factories and

workshops.
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ASCHiSOLOGICAL.
Gi;i!MAX Autii.i;i)Lii<;iiAL KxrunnniN to Tjkiy

AND jKitusAi.KM.—Profcssor Ernest C'lirlius, the

histurian of Greece and late tutor of tlic Crown
Prince of Prussia, will set out in a few days on an

nrchxological expedition to Troy and Jerusalem.

The l*rofessor will be accompanied by Major Ile^'ely

and the well-known architect. vVdlcr. antl enjoy.^ the

protection of a gunboat specially placed at his dis-

posal.

Saxon Ricmaixs .\r Acki.asi.—A short time apo.

a portion of what is thought to be an extensive

Anfflo-Saxon cemetery was accidentally found on

Crown lands, at Ai klain-on-thc'\Volds(Kast IMdinft).

Some relics then ftnind were sold by the men for -is.

The Lords of the Treasury have |daced the proper

examination of the cemetery in the hands of the

Kcv. Canon Oreenwell, of I'urhani, and it is pro-

bable the work will be taken after harvest.

COMPETITIONS.
Blackuikn Ki!i:ii Lirr.MtY Axii Mi'sKi'M.—

A

corrcspr>ndent says:—"Thirty-eijjlitsets of drawings
have been received. From these eight have been

selected by the committee, who intend referring them
to an architect of reputo for his decision. The eight

be.ir the following mottoes;— 'Regiua,' 'Practical,'

'Veritas,' ' Experientia ' (2), ' Klcur-de-lis
,

'

'Knowledge is Power,' 'Quis Separabit,' and
' Literature.' AVc very much f|U,^stio:i if either of

the above can be carried out for the stipulated

amount. A few of the designs arc jiossessed of

merit ; the majority bear indubitable traces of

prentice hands. The lilachhurn Times, against

which a professional contempnrary has been running
a tilt on the subject, publishes a fair description and
criticism of the design.s, saving a few inaccuracies

which have crept in."

IIamitox.—The result of the competition for the

new school buildings at Hampton for the Kingston
Vnion was as fcdlows : — 1st. " Kxperientia

"

i'S.l.'jn, which was found, on opening the sealed

envelope to be the work of Mr. F. Ilaslam. A.K.LIi.A.,
of Henley-on-Thames. '_'nfl pr^'uiiuni of £\'i, '-Two
Jleads are lietter than One:" Thir.l. i'lO. "Masonic
Sign ;

" Fourth, £o. " Juslitia." The estimates were
all within a little of .£,'^,000.

Juiliiing |iitclligcnc£.

riii"Rri!i-:.s .\Nn cmai'ki.s.

Uaxteki.ky.— The cha;icel of the p.arish church of

P>axti-rley was reopened on the .'!Ist of August,
having been restored and remodelled under the
direction of Mr. G. T. Kobinson, diocesan architect

to the archdeaconry of Coventry, The three lights

at the east end of the chancel arc filled with painted
glass, the work of ICdmo:iston, of JIanchcsler, the
subject, the adnr.ition of the 'Jlagi, the presentation
in the Temple, and the centre light, our Lord
blessing little children; above, our Lord in glory
with sceptre and orb. The bishop expressed his
great pleasure at the thorough manner in which the
work of restoration had been executed—at the .sole

cost of the rector— and his hope that before long he
might be ]ircseiit at the reopening services of the
nave. This is in a dejdor.able state of repair, all the
more visible now that the chancel is restored. The
difficulty will be to raise the fnnd.s. The fact that
Latimer here took refuge when ejected from his
diocese will, it is hoped, give a national character
to the work.

Bei!K Fi:iti!Kn,s. — This beautiful Devonshire
church, built by Sir Vi'illiam and Ladv Matilda
Ferrer.i, in the ye.ar l."33, and which had fallen into
dcc.iv, has now been restored, at a cost of about
£1,G00. The principal objects of interest .are, the
painted glass window of the fourteenth century, now
restored ; the canopy tionb and cfligies of Sir'W. dc
Ferrers and Ids wife in the cluincel, and that of one
of the Ch.ampemowne family in the north transept

;

the docply-carved ,o,ik bench cnd.s, ancient font,

the carved marble reredos, hagioscope, and the new
organ by Nicholson, of Worcester. The work
of restoration has been carried out under the super-
intendence Ifr. i;. P. St. Aubyn, the architect, by
lit. W. lilowney, the contractnr. The church w.rs
opened for public service on AVcdnesdjiy last,

CiiiRi'ii niiF,si.KY.—The committee li.ivc ac-
cepted the tender of Jlr. Lilley. of Asliby, for the
work to be do:ie in connection with the restoration
of Greslcy Churcli. and the work wiil be proceeded
with without delay. •

nt:xi>KF..—In August last year the foundation-
one of a chapel and other buildings connected with

the proposed House of Mercy in Dundee was laid

by the IJishop of lirechin. Uesides the ch:ipcl, new
accommodation has been provided for a sclioolrcmni,

auil a hospit.al for incurables. The chap !. which
is .".'^ft. long and 18ft. wide, was designed \i\ I\Ir.

Street, of London. The styli is thirleentliccnlury

Gothic. The large altar is of stone, an<i is sur-

mounted by an elaborately executed reredos of

abibaster and marble, by Jfr. Farp, of London, re-

presenting our Lord in His hunnliation. The
tlooring is laid with ?dinton's tiles. The st:dls are

plain, and of oak. The opening and consecr;ition of

this chapel took place on .S. Bartholomew's Day, the

Bislmp of Brechin otViciating.

LvN.Moi-rir.—The new church of S. .Tolm the

Baptist, Lynmouth. North Devon, the foundation-

stone of which w-is laid on the 24th of June, l.siiil,

has just been opened. The church has been built by
subscription of residents and visitors on a site pre-

sented by Mr. Lock Kne, the jirineipal owner of (iro-

perty in the p.arish. There is at present neither font

nor pulpit provided. Jlr. ]'.. Dcdby, of Abingdon, is

the ari:hitect. The church is free and unapjiro-

priated.

Oi.DcoATs.—The new (Boman) Catholic Church, of

S. Helen. Oldcoats, is completed. The architect is

Mr. S. T. Nicholl, of Lond'oi, and th,' style adopteil

is foiirtoenth-centnry Gcithic. The material used
for the walls is Boche Abb?y stone, and cedar has
been very much used for the woodwork. Mr. J.

Athrou, of Doncaster, is the builder.

P.UGNTOX, Devox.—A pidilic meeti7ig was he'd
on the iimi ult., nmler the presidency of the Bev.

W. Poland, the viciir, ti> consiiler the question of

restoring tiie parish church. Designs fur the restora-

tion have been prepared by Jlr. Ivwan Christian.

The estimated cost is i':i,2.^0, embracing i,T20 for

bells. £i()il for a new clock with four di.ils, £200
for lighting and warming, and £ibO fiir a new-

organ. The amount already contributed is £:M1
."Js. 2d. ; sundry other contributions arc promised.
Condicting opinions were expressed, somewhat
strongly, concerning the remov.al or maintenance of

the existing g.alleries. A committee was ultiinatcly

appointed tc consider the question.

Plymouth.—The interior of the Catholic Apos-
tolic ('hurch, Plymouth, has recently received en-
richments of an elaborate character, which greatly

enchance the effect of the interior. Stained glass

windows from a London firm have been fixed in the
sanctuary. They are of an extremely ornate description.

The blocks of stone, which, at the alteration and en-
largement of the building a fe.v ye.trs ago, under the

direction of the architect, Jlr, H. Klliott, Avere left

for carving at a future time, have also been taken in

hand, and have been cleverly carved by Mr. Harry
Hems, of Exeter. The corbsis over the sanctuary
represent cheruljim and seraphiu hovering with
outstretched wings on either side of the emblems of

the sacraiuent—wlieat ears and the vine ; whilst
those supporting the roof timbers of the nave have
sculptured and carved fcdinge of a natural type
introduced into them. On loiu- of the.se are the heads
of the apostles. There arc also the heads of some
fema'.cs. The remaining corbels are of foliage of a
script nr.al type, the passion flower, the lily, myrtle,
pomegranate, rose, &c., and contrast prettily with the
other sculpture.

SAi.isi'.rnY, — The restoration of the choir of
S.alisbury Cathedral, as a memorkal to the late

Bishop Hamilton, is now proceeding rapidly. During
the past we?k the Dean and Chapter have engaged
Messr.s. Chytou & liell to execute the decorative
p.irt of the work, their contract amounting to £1170.

It has been foi'.nd imitossiblo to remove the yellow
wash covering the large painted medalliim on the
roof. The paintings of the vault anil spandrel are

to be restored delicately, and with as much
reserve as possible. The cntireexpen.se of the works
in hand will be ffi.olii;; the subscriptions pronn.sed
reach £!i,042. It has been promised that the stalls

and std).".ella! should be restored, and a new throne
be provided, with new pavement, se lilia, &c.. at a
cist of i-|,nO 1. The rcnnidelling of the "rgati will

cost £1,.OOII, and the new pulpit j::)00. The grilles

at the side of the alt.ar are set down at £IM.

TowciisTKi: —The chanctd of the parish church,
Towcester, is about to be restored, under the direc-
tion of Mr. Ewan Christian, architect to the Eccle-
siastical Commissioners.

Woi!ci:.sTKn.—On Wednesday the Bishop of P.ir-

mingham, assisted by Bishn|i Hrowji. of Belmont,
consecrated the new (Homnn) Callndic Church of the
Abbey Stanbrook. near AVorcislcr. The church is

but a first instalment of the new abbey buildings,
which, when finished, are to accommodate one hun-
dred religious persons, with apartments for the same
number of yuung ladies. The interior of the new

church contains every feature of a monastic church
of the Middle Ages. The stalls and choir screens

are of New Zealand salinwood. The organ case is

by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley. is an extremely
fine piece of wood carving, tbe'.spandrcls being filled

with angels in the style of the IS'urendnirg work of

the iif tec-nth century. The altars are by Messrs. Mor-
ley & Boulton. The pavement, by Messrs. Minton,
'I'aylor, & Co., is composed of marbles interspersed

w-ith encaustic tiles, with emblem;) appertaining to

the Benedictine order. The chancel rood and screen,

by Mr. Hardman Pow-ell, is w-rouglit in iron. The
whole of the interior of the church is of Caen stone,

the e.xlerior of Bath and brick. The building will

cost .about £10,000, and is executed from the designs

of Mr. E. Welby Pugin.

AVoncESTEE CA-riii;ui;AL Eicsron.vTiox. — The
work of restoration at Worcester Cathedral is being

carried forwartl rapidly, under the sujierintendence

of Mr. Perkins, architect. The decoration of the

ceiling is by Hardman, of Birmingham, w-ho will

also supply the orrmmental gas standards for the

choir and the fittings for the nave, Mr. Poole,

London, is the contractor for paving the choir and
aisles. The ancient stone pulpit w-i!l not be disturbed,

but it has been decided to remove the canopy or

"sounding board." It is expected tlnit the choir

will b2 ready for service before the holding of the

Festival next year.

BUII.DIXGS.

IIarkog.vtic.—On .Saturday weeit a new suite of

baths was opened at Harrogate. To meet a long-

felt w-ant, the Ila-rogate Inprovement Commis-
sioners determined to build a suite of baths for the

mineral w-aters, and accordingly the foundation-

stone was laid in April last. The architect is Mr.
Kichardson, surveyor to the local board, and the

cost is about £20,000. Th? building, which lies

between the Spa and I'romenadc Terrace, jiresents a

bold and handsome atipearance. -whilst the interioi

is fitted up in a siiigidarly comjilete and elegant

m-anner. There are waiting-rooms on each side of

the entrance which leads to the manager's office,

built upon the circular plan, so as to command a

view of the corridors, 200ft. in length. The bath-

rooms are placed on each side of the c irrido.-, these

in the w-est wing being for ladies, and are liift. by
lift, in size. The sulphur w-ater baths themselves

.are 18 in number; idso four vapour baths and four

shower baths ; whilst at each end of the bath are

swimming baths, one for ladies and the other for

gentlemen, the latter being G8ft. in length.

Ii.ivi.KY.—The Bishop of Ripon laid the corner-

stone of the new Natitmal Schools in connec-

tion with the parish church on .Saturda/. The new
schools are to bo built from the designs t.f Jlessrs.

T. H. & F. He.aley, of Bradford, and they w-ill have
accommodation for about ."iOO children. The block

plan shows the building to be T-shaped. The main
portion of the block is to be occupied by the older

children, the school for the girls being .oOf t. in length,

and ioT the bttys .o2ft., the width of each being 20ft.

A movable partition in the middle will albiw- of

these two portions of the building being thrown into

one large apartment, convenient for the purpose of

holding public meetings. There will also be an

infant school 4Sft. in letigth, by 20ft in width, and
chiss-rooms for the se:iior scholars. The style is

Gothic. The w-alls arc to be hainmer-ilresscd, the

window-s having ashlar dressings. Tlie principal

contractors for the v;irious w-orks are Jfr. l*2dmund

Dean, mason ; Mr. Wni. Hartley, joiner ; Mr. Thos.

llall, plumber, ;ill of Illiley. The outlay will be
about £2,o00,

iRosnitiDni:,— It has at length been decided to

erect the new- w-orkhouse on land adjoining the Lodge
Farm, on Lincidn-hill, in the parish of Ironbridge.

The buildings are to be erected by Jlessrs, Nevett,

builders, Iroid)ridge, from ('esigns by Jlessrs. Had-
don, Bros., of Great Malvern .and Hereford. They
will be iilain red structures in the Doric style, and
w-ill cover upwards of an acre of land. The co.«t,

including the purchase of land and other incidental

expenses, w-iU not be much less than £10,000.

MAXciticsTEi;. — Extensive workshops are iji

course of erection at Cornbrijok. for Jlessrs. JI.

O.g.ien & Co., of Deansgate, by Jtessrs. B. Xeill &
Sons, from designs bj- Jlr. W. Jlurray Sndtli,

architect.

Rothesay.—The local authority of Rothcs.ay has

instructed Jlr. Hunter, the Burgh Superintendent of

Works, to prepare plans for a new- hospital for con-

t.agious diseases ; the cost to be £1,000.

STr.ANnAi'.K.—A special meeting of Commis-
sioners of Sup(dy for the cotinty of Wigtown "was

held in the Town llall. Stranraer, ou Frid:iy, for the

purpose of considering and deciding on the offers

for the new Court-house. A committee recommen-
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ileil the acceptance of offers anumiitiug to £0.400,

Messrs. A. llerbcrtsoii & Son being the snccesstul

offerers for the mason and joiner work, which was

aL,-recd 1 1, anil the meeting further approved of tlic

rA-ised plans, spccilications, and vvorldng drawings

of flic new Court- liome, assemWy-roora, and police

buildings prci.ared by Messrs. Urown & "Wardrop,

arcliifccts. It was remitted to the committee, to

enter into contract witli the tradesmen whose offers

bad been accepted.

TO COERESPONDEITTS.
\Vc do not bold ourselves responsible Rr the oiviuions of

our correspondents. Tin Editor respectfully re(iucst.s

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as po.ssible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Obh En.iDEns.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in jirogrcss in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOE,

31, T.VVI.STOCK-STHEET, OOVENT-a.VE.DEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current weeli m-ist reach the

ofiico not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Wai.teh Ohksterton (Ottawa City).—Characteristic par-

ticulars of Ca,uadian construction would have an interest

to English readers.

"W. P. TAVT.nii.—We would gladly puldi,-\.nny particuhirs

j-ou may wish to send on smoky ehimne>\.

W. NoiTl.l!.—Tour reply is an advertisimeut.

C. P.—The principle ot f.-rtility in Nature.

STOXi:^rAso\.—You have written with such bad ink lluil

we-canuot decipher your writing.

W. 5III.NEH.—Next week.

a. M.—Letter on ' Covered Wells" nest wecli.

.T. B. M.—Two shillings each.

EixEivp.n.-c. F. n. & Co.—H. & c.—n. a. V..-3. p. s,

—r.. A.—W. II—J. H.—C. L. E.-C. B. A.—A. C—S. & Co.

—W. li- A. & C. H.—M. T. W.

Contsponiicnfe.

FIJII.M A YdrXt; ARCHITECT.

To the. EdiUir oj the Buildixc. News.

Sii:,—I am a young architect, and it has .alwa^-s

been my study fn ilcsigii on strictly truthful princi-

ples, down to the most minute details ; to calculate

for and provide amjile strength and solidity iu my
buildings before I allow myself even so much as a

moulding. I read tlie best architectural books, and

study and sl;etch old Iniildings and other artistic

productions, .striving Ijy every means in my power

to become an art-arcliitect, and to follow iu the path

of the pioneers of areliitectnre. I am not the best

judge of my oM'n success ; but I cannot forbear ex-

pressing tlie mortification I felt when I sa\v tlie re-

jected design of Mr l^lorlwin for the "Winchester

Town Hall. It is most discouraging. Here is a

design, full of pure and noble beauty, a mine of

weaitli to an artist, thrown aside for a production

full of incousistencies and the worst of detail, abso-

lutely without scale, or unity of expression, or pic-

turesqueness of grouping, or dignity of mass. The
moral of the matter is just this: that if I strive to

obtain fulness of artistic power, purity, dignity, aud

grace. I am only erecting a barrier between myself

and the building piddic.

\Vliose taidt is it? I tldnk that the senior and

\vealtI13' members of tlie profession, who are not

dependent on competitions for tlie chance of a good

opcinng, ought to feci it incumbent on them to take

some action in tlie matter. I know they would re-

joice if quacks were excluded from the architectural

as tliev are from the ineilical and leg.al professions,

and I know that the Voluntary Examinations are

prc]>aring tlie way for compulsory tests ; but cannot

sonictliing be done at once to prevent the liost of

builder.s, clerks of works, and house agents (styling

themselves architects) from sapping the foundations

of our existence ? We young men can do nothing

in the matter but suffer and wait, and, it seems,

grumble ; ami we locd; to our seniors for protection ;

to them it may lie a qiiestimi of one job more tlian

llie few dozen they luay have in hand, 1)ut to us it

may be our very income. I myself have already

suffered severely for my principles, and 1 intend to

suffer again, if need be ; but tlic sooner it is at an

end the better.

I do not see why a similar course to th.Tt ado|itcd

by the medical profession some -.ears ago sbi'uld not

be taken by us now.—I am, &c.,

rnixciri.!-..

tic hi". »1
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l.l>lA<flCAl. DII.AriDATIONS ACT,

1871.

^.ol iii-orted some remarks last week cx-

I iioiii .1 btter to the Gimrdifln by the Rev. J.

..-. i--l:itiiig to the surveyors' charges under

ii. I lone paid great attention to the sub-

II. I -lull hel obliged if you will permit me to

II on \iiivs. I h.ave now in the press a

•. "Iii.li I have called a "Handy Book," on

,, . ulii.li "ill shortly be published by Messrs.

.1,,.,-
I [herein I have expressed opinions

sidcrably from those of the snr-

ili.i.ese of ''Winchester, as represented

idi.'Ve referred to.

Iii-.cts the surveyor to "specify in

1 ;.-k. then, what tlie work, when done.

can W oiberwisc than a specification ? and, if it be

in .liMail nod properly executed, I cannot under

an" be' anything short of a detailed

for thi.s, of course, the surveyor

ly paid, and the charges uniler the

^cflicicut to remunerate him. It is

lis the Act directs the execution of

-pecification to which a builder can

pared, and it may as well be done

mil a survey as proposed in the letter

|iiirporting to set forth the views of the

di un surveyor, would be of no prac-

I be
I

sl:ind 1

spe.-ilio;ili'Oi

.sill. old lie I

Aoi -i Ill I

eviil-ni ih»i

the r.q.iiii

Work mo-

at onee.

referred t

Wii.ihe.-t

tii'id vabi' .

'Ibere slioidil be soiii" uniformity in the scale of

cloirges. ami ii would be well if a conference, for

coniniiring 1 be Mile proposed in e.acb diocese, were

to ineet. licfore they were finally' adopted in any. I

liave siiggesied a .-calc ill my little book, and shall

be i;bol lo furnish you with a statement if you are

di-i"isid I" :dlo\v the question to be debated in your

p:,g....^- I aiM, .^.,-

i;D%vAiti> G. Buvro.x, F.R.I.B.A.

lAt'i.r.! •* -j.i.-iiiber 2, 1871.
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i:S ON CARPENTRY.
article on this subject in your

1.1th (page 110) the usual mode is

; the foot of the truss-beam, but it

icrfect. For, iu the first place, the

!. of the principal is horizontal, not

1 its baclt, as implied by the direc-

Secondly, that in the settlement

akes place, the bolt will produce

Irain ; and, finally, because no de-

be placed on the notch iu the tie-

I h subject to decay.

1. I

gr;iin

abov-

strap

thro"

thai ;

it d if

|li.

con-l I-

I .110.

b-a

lb- liol

like the liberty of enclosing a dia-

or foot-strap that is free from all the

il defects. It will be seen that the

independent of any settlement, aud

,1111 far back from the end. Also,

t passes through the centre line,

k-u file timber.

11-rely serves to secure accuracy of

- well as to prevent side slip.—
C. E.

liiii

r.\-i INi.ll^HIXU FIRES -WITH GAS.

.-<ii;.— iiii |i:ig- OS, it is stated that a companj' in

New VorU proposes to lay down pipes to carry ear-

boni.- a. ill ga<. which, in case of a fire, is to be

play.l .01 II. 1 III- premises, whereby the flames will

be iiiiiii-diai-ly extinguished. Very likely; but

wb-ii uill 1 010. • of the firemen and the crowds of

loiik.r— .0 it III- wind should happen to blow the

ga- I'll I.I ill-Ill ;- —1 am. ilcc., C. P.

I.ML.i; \ I liiX AS REGARDED FRO.^I A
1 \N MHAN POINT or VIEW.

.<iii — \. .i.ii-i-ation is becoming so important a

fi- - »i III- |.ri--ient time, perhaps a few words on

(li. -iil.i-.-i. a- vi.-wedtrom this side ot the Atlautic,

will not be entirely without effect. There is little

doubt that there is room euoujli in this vast continent

for as UKiiiy as arc prepared to come, and there is

plenty of work to be had, botli in the farming country

for agriculturists, and in the cities for mechanic.^. I will

not now enlarge upon the farming question, but rather

upon the opportunities afforded to the nicclianics,

partly because the farming question has been pretty

libcriilly discussed, and partly because the prospects of

the artisan come more witliiu the scope of this paper.

At the outset may be meutioned an unfortunate fact,

that the probable emigrants in England have the idea

strongly rooted in their niiuds that anything will do

for life colonies, and that it is merely sufTicicnt for a

man 10 be able to handle a jack-plane to convince the

world that be is an experienced tradesman, and is

entitled to eiiual remuneration with those who have

gone tbrougb their regular apprenticeship. Now,
tliougli this idea is strong enough to start a man from

bis lioiiie aud country, vet the chances are many that

he will liud considerable difficulty, upon arriving in

this country, in persuading people to that extent.

The quality of trade, in many parts, is bad enough.

I own ; but there is, nevertheless, a strong desire to

improve. Jlen who can afford to build are striving to

have the best workmanship that can be got for their

money, and will not be satisfied if they think that

the quality of work.does not bear a fair proportion to

the money expended.
I think, too, that, as a rule, the good tradesman

does not care to emigrate ; for he, being a good trades-

man, has a greater chance of getting sufficient work to

insure bis daily bread, and, caring for little more, does

not trouble himself with thoughts of breaking up his

home, and so leaves the field to the mere superficial

mechanic, who, elated with personal esteem in in-

verse proportion to liis capabilities, fancies the colonists

are "green," and that he has nothing to do but go

about the country and just do what he chooses.

AVe undoubted'ly want labour, hut we want it good ;

we want men who, having a thorough knowledge of

their trade, can, nevertheless, conceive it possible that

iiuprovemeuts may be made, even upon old country

customs. I had no idea that Englishmen were such

boasters until I came out here, and continually re-

marked the conduct of my fellow-countrymen. They

think that any one who is not an Englishman, or edu-

cated in l-bieland. must of necessity be dejilorably

inferior to tli-ni ; but there are some good tradesmen

here who, in certain particulars, are not greatly behind

tlie boasting Englishman. I often think that my
countrymen would do better if, instead of proclaiming

their superiority, tliey were to go to work quietly to

raise the standa'rd of work throughout the country, a

much more silent and much more noble thing, it seems

to me.
All who come out to a new country must be pre-

pared to walk humbly at first-, but it is equally certain

tliat. if any good tradesman will bear the test, he will

find prospects open to him that were not possible in

Eui'land; but he must make up his mind to endure

many things. He has got lo earn a reputation (in

fighting our w.iy tiirough ti'.e world we carry our

destiny in our liiind.s, and there is nothing wo do but

in tlie uianiur of doing it we help to form our future)

;

but if be be true to himself he need have nothing to

fear. . . .

The system of building in this country is, m a great

measure, favourable to a good mechanic, for we have

very few large capitalists, all buildings being let by

tender. Tlie work of a separate trade is again let to

otliers, so that if a man coming here were to give up a

year or two, and work as a journeyman, in order to

get used to the different systems of building ; and if he

were wise enough to save as much as possible, so that in

a short time be would be in a position to accept a

small contract himself, or a part of one, as the oppor-

tunity presented itself—when he had gone thus far

he might look forward to the future with confidence,

liis fortune then would be in just proportion to his

ability and character.

If there is one point more than another I would

wi.sh to urge upon those who meditate emigration it

is the extensive importance of self-command and high

moral character. Intemperance is the curse of tliis

country. I have seen, only too frequently, men who,

were it but for that, could have made enough in a few

years to keep them comfortable for the rest of their

lives, and enable them to give a good start to their

children, but now are wasting, their life, work,

injurini' themselves, and laying in store plenty of un-

bappiness for years to come. If men would but con-

sider these things, and endeavour to live according to

the eternal and divine laws of Nature, to be temperate

in all things, they would then begin to see that in

obeying them they go far to insure conteutment. if

not happiness. ...
But it may be said that if those desiring to emi-

grat-' are not fit to go-have neither knowledge suffi-

cient for themselves or for others, what is to be done

for them, aud what are they to do ?

Soniethiui' surelv, can lie done for them in this age

of colossal irospilals. I'cabody-buildiugs, and refuges of

all kinds Surely iu an age when societies arc formed

to look lifter tlic welfare of aniimls, wlien homes are

orovided for destitute dog.^ something may be looked

for—not altogether iu vain—for our poorer brothers?

Granting, then, that something may be expected, the

next question presents itself—namely, What ? It has

been said that the bulk of those who wish to emi-

grate are not fitted lor their new position in a strange

country. AVcre it not well that tliey should have the

opportunity ot becoming so? Suppose, tln-n, tliat in

everv parisb-^or at least in those parislies from whence

emigrants are sent—there were to be procured shops,

and men wlio would teach the various trades most hkely
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to bo required—whoro, infnct, Intonding emigrants may
come to le«rn. thon, before thoy can receive aid from
nuy pocicty, they shall bo required to produce a cer-
tificate 10 the effect thnt Ihey can do something. These
shops, witli due care, might be made self-stipportiug.
or nearly so, and would bo found a substantial pood,
not only helping others, but helping tliem to lielp

themselves.—I am, 8m:.,

"Walter Chestebton, Architect.

Ottawa, Canada.

THE INTEIINATIONAL EXHIBITION.
Sin,—I have recfivt-d from Mr. Sinter a letter re-

ferring to a drawing of the choir of Sherborne Abbey,
exhibited in the Inteniationnl Kxhilntion, and men-
tioned by me in my olhcinl report. Jlessrs. Carpenter
& Slater are anxious that it should ho known that this
drawing, a vory excellent one, and representing
their rostoi-ation of this building, is from the pencil
of 5Ir. Rarbngo, and that it is by an overMght that
his name is not inserted in tlie oflicial catalogue as the
artist. As my rejiort ai)peared in your columns, you
will. I hope, permit this correction to receive equal
publicity.—I am, Ac, T. Roger Smith.

57, Strand, London, VT.C, September *>, 1S71.

Sclcctcif (if^orrcsponbcncL

[The following correspondence has appeared in the
Times during the past weeli.]

THE LAW COURTS jVND MODEUN
ARCHITECTURE.

Sin,—The appeal of S. Tliomas's Hospital for
£20,0nn, because their new buildings have cost more
than £500,000, following the Government rejection

and j-our criticism of Jlr. Street's revised and amended
plans for the Law Courts, suggest sojiic rellectioiis

which might save a great deal of such disappoint-
ment and of bad architecture.

\Vh_v has this hosjiital cost (I believe) more than
double the usual sum jier botl, and, by their own
showing, so much tliat they cannot quote a prece-

dcut in England for it ? Let anybodN- look at it for

five minutes, a.s I have done for five mouths from
the opposite windows, and say whether there is not
twice £20,000 wasted in wliat Mr. Kuskin called
"monstrifieation," or a heap of sujwrfluities which
only m.ake the buildiug uglier.

I know tliat architects inaj- retort that nobodj-
lias preached so eloc|uently as he has in favour of
'• ornamentation." and th.at it is only a question of
taste whether things are to be called by that name or
the other. I have no brief to defend liis consistency,
but some of his phrases are expressive and con-
venient.

Hut how long is public money for every kind of
institution to be wasted for the benefit of architects
and builders without producing any building worth
looking at twice? How many peojile have lost all

the money they invested in grand hotels because the
a.chitect has been allowed to spend what he chose
in carving and gilding and marble beyond the power
of the innkeeper to take it out in ch.irges for dinuer
afterwiirdsV Look, too, at those marble columns "all
standing naked in the open air " of that hopelesslv
finisheil hotel in I-incolu's-inn-ficlds.

Where, again, has there been a set of competing
designs e.\hibitcd in which the competitors have not
presumed on the ignorance and bad taste of the
judges, or gratified their own by n\erloading them
with showy decoration and fictitious deptlis of
ehndows ? And then they omit the latter by thin
and shallow building, and reserve to themselves power
to increase the former without limit, unless their con-
tracts happen to be overhauled by somebody who
has bought experience dearly.

The idea of making buildings handsome by their
proportions seems to li.ive perished out of the earth.
Those who call themselves Gothic architects are
generally understood to profess the principles at least
of the real tiotliic architects. Yet oue would think
from their wcrks that most of them never opened
the books in their libraries exce]it to pick a bit here
and a bit there from the architecture of all countries
and throw tliem together anyhow, and especially
that they had never letirnt that the Gothic architects,
no less tlian those of every real style that ever
flourishe<l, made symmetry their ride "and lopsided-
ness only an exception, to be allowed when necessary

;

though they never carried symmetry to the absiird
excesses of the Vaubrugh "school of revivalists of
Italian architecture.

Mulixval .architects, ton, were not afraid of
making 12 or L'i bays of a long building all alike,
except sometimes in minor details; while Mr. Street
and many of his brethren cannot give us three or
four in succssion without some startling variation
to avoid their great bugbear of " monotonv." And

yet their buildings ,tre monotonous, in having but
one tone of fussiness and overdoing, and want of re-
pose everywhere.

The ancients, too, of all styles had ideas of pro-
]iortions, and an eye for it, if" they had no defined
rules. Tliey did not plant "huge towers in
odd corners with features of gigantic size, and a
number of small ones close by, like pieces of York
Minster and a private chapel stuck together; or
with short gables running out of them which do not
seem to know whether they are transepts or porches;
or fancy they could produce grand effects by height
out of all [iroportion to the length of a body or the
width of a tower ;

or show their originality by queer
surjirises, such as throwing up a galile "or "two in
the middle of what is naturally a continuous roof

;

or any of the other elaborate monstrosities which one
now sees- in shoals.

If this is the fruit of the demand of the .architec-

tural writers of the last 20 years for a new and
original Victori.in style, I am glad to think that "in
my trumpery sphere of action" (as Sydney
Smitli said), I have done all I could to resist it", bot"h
in writing and in designing sundry churches ami other
buildings. It will come of itself, if it can come ; not
by forcing. The only thing that can be called the
Victori,an style is that jumble of the details of all

other styles whicli some people call "eclectic," and
others .advocate in other terms, and of which con-
tempt of proportions and symmetry, and an accumu-
lation of ornaments, seem to be the leading charac-
teristics.

Everything that is permanently pleasing, both in
art and in maukind, must have tliat uudefinable
quality called repose, which involves (though it does
not only mean) simplicity. And our architecture will

go on getting worse and worse, more and more vulgar,
if thisp.assion for over-decoration is not stopped and
old principles restored. Does Mr. Street imagine
anybody but himself will think his great vaulted
hall equal to the grand simplicity of Westminster,
which wants no statues .'

Y'ours obediently,

E. B. Deslsox.

P.S.—As I have several times sent you notes of
the sizes of large churches, I take this opportunity
of mentioning what probably nobody knows, tha't

the old monastic Norman church of Bury S. Edmunds
came next in capacity to Cologne, which, with
Amiens, follows Y'ork among the churches of Europe.
It had, moreover, the longest nave and the largest
trause])t north of the Alps, except old S. Paul's, and
its west front was longer still and flanked with two
large octagonal towers, 30ft. ivide inside, besides the
centr.al tower and another in the middle of the west
front. Y'ct its two sides were perfectly svmmetrieal,
according to the plau in Y'ates's ' History of Bury,"
and so they were in all our cathedrals but for altera
ti'jus.

THE PROPOSED COURTS OF JUSTICE.
Sir,—The letter of Mr. Denison in the Times of

this morning calls attention once more to the above
iinportant subject. I have no iuteution of following
him in his criticisms on S. Thomas's Hospital, be-
cause it is admitted on .all hands that it is a build-
ing admirably adapted for its jmrposes. It does not
ajipear to me to be in any manner over-decorated

;

all the colonnades and p,assages are essential to its
uses, and if the treasurer thinks it right to appeal
to the public for assistance in the cost of the
fittings, at all events he is nobly followed by his
personal friends; he has r.aised a large portion of
the .i'211,1100 he wants, and doubtless before long he
he will get the whole amount ; and, lastlv, this
hospital must have, even in the eyes of Mr." Deni-
son, the great merit of being one of the largest
public buildings recently erected not in Gothic style.
Jlr. Denison refers in terms of satisfaction to Mr.
Ruskin; but I know of no man who has done more
to debase the public taste in architecture than this
gentleman (rirfctho " .Seven Lamjis of Architecture "),
for he introduces on .all occasions and bepraises the
very worst type of Gothic .architecture in Europe—
viz., the Venetian-Gothic. But, leaving these not
very iinportant matters, I come to the very grave
question of the style of the Courts of Justice.

I am informed, upon the best authority, that Mr.
Lowe has objected to the elevations pro"posetl. He
laid the drawings in the librarv of the House of
C.uninons as soon as he had them, with the hope
that they would be equ.ally objected to bv the House

;

for, as he expressed himself to a friend of mine he
wanted the "form and mass.' Mr. Denison ap-
proves, instead, of the laboured and useless detail of
the intended building. But, unluckilv, at that time
the House was engaged upon the "great pnlitiial
questions of the session, and these drawings attracted

but little attention. What is now to be done I

know not ; but I feel this, that if the design shown
by those dr.awiiigs is to be carried out. it w'ill be not
only to the regret of all eidtivatcd Englishmen, but
when the learned Italian and French architects visit
our country they will be as much astonished as ray
friend Canina w.as on coming to England, at the
unaccountable freaks and vag.aries to be seen in our
modern public buildings.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

September 1. Anti-Gothic.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.
Sir,—In common with every person with whom

I have conversed on the subject, I feel indebted to
the Times for the article which has ai-oused public
attention to Jlr. Street'a revised designs for the New
Law Courts. There cnnnot be a doubt that if these
designs had been attentively considered by Parlia-
ment, or if they h.ad been considered at all, tlioy would
have met with such an amount of disapprobation that
Mr. Lowe would have felt himself justified iu refusing
to accept them. But, as they lay for many weeks
in the library of the House of Commons and were
not clmllcrigcd, Mr. Lowe may naturally have
come to the conclusion that Parli.ament had .accepted
them. He, therefore, may be unwilling to reopen
the subject, and acquiesce in designs "which, if

carried out, will be the crowning act of our many
artistic failures, and a discredit which will never be
forgotten both to the Government which has sanc-
tioned and to the nation which, .although warned
through your columns, has tolerated such a st'ucture.

It is true that these designs provoked no debate
in the House of Commons—but why.' Because
such was the pressure of Government business that
it was impossible for .any private member to dehay
the winding-up of the Session by raising a discussion
on that or any other subject ; and because, during
the present Parliament it has been the policy of the
Government, through their iMinister of "\Yorks, tO'

snub and sneer at every member of P.arliament who
has at heart the artistic advancement of his country
as being a dilettante amateur, and consequently
rather a contemptible creature than otherwise.
Under these circumstances many members who to
ray knowledge would have wished to criticise these
designs and .arouse public attention to the catastrophe
which is impending have shrugged their shoulders
and held their peace rather than subject themselves
to oflicial impertinence.

I am truly sorry for Mr. Street, who is a man of
undoubted talent, that these adverse opinions of his
work should fall like snow flakes from every quar-
ter ; but for his own sake it is far better for him to
hear the worst now rather than be handed down to
posterity as the author of a great national discredit.

For Mr. Street's sake, therefore, .as well as our own,
I trust i\tr. Lowe will have the courage, for it surely
cannot be too late, to insist on a new design. He
should bear in mind that this is not the original design
which was approved by the Commission. It is

something very different indeed, or the selection
would have conferred but little credit on the judges.
This design has never been subjected to any compe-
tition whatever. There is not an .architect who
competed some years ago for the construction of the
Law Courts who has not grave reason to complain
that such a design as this has been preferred to his,

and that, therefore, the inference will be drawn that
his design must h.ave been even worse.

After so many delays and hesitations the delay of
another year would surely be but as dust in "the
balance in comparison with the substitution of an
aggregate of detached and highly' ornamented alms-
houses for the Serene Temple of Justice, combining
majesty, union, and purpose, which the nation ex-
pects and demands. Thougli Parliament has been
silent, I trust the Press will make itself heard in

this emergency, and induce the Government even
now to interfere. Should the Ch.aneellor of the
E.xchcquer have sanctioned these designs no one
can imagine that Mr. Street would hold him to a

sanction which, if he will but appeal to the judg-
ment of his professional friends, he will soon ascer-

tain will be the ruin of his rising reputation.—

I

remain. Sir, yours obediently,

September 5. X. Z.
*

"\'.vi.u,\TiON OF Lax<.vsiiiri:. — The Bolton
Chronielc says the re-valuation of Lancashire now
being made is expected to show an increase upon the

v.aluation of 1804 of at least £2,000,000. la
Liverpool there will be the .greatest increase, the
difference in the two v.aluations being i)300.000,
arising chiefly from the property of the Mersey"
Docks and Harbour Board.
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Intoinmuiiicat'loii—
QUESTIONS.

[2304.]—Cement.—^Vill any contributor oblige me
with iiiformatiou as to the best way of " stopping "

craclcs iu cement ?

—

V. Jones.

[230.3.]—Thatching.—In tliatched Iiouses, as a
prevention against fire, is tlicre not a wire used as a
covering for the cliimney ? If so, will any reader Et.ate

where such wire can be obtained ?—r. (Bath).

[2.306.]—Mortar Mills and Mixers.—It has
frequently occurred to me that, notwithstanding that
most architects and civil engineers require, for works
of any magnitude, tliat tlie mortar shall be ground in a
mill, that the sand originally sharp and angular be-
comes, by the attrition of the he.avy mill stones,
rounded, or, as the workmen say, " soft," and if the
grinding is with a large mill, and is continued for any
length of time, the sand must become pulverised very
finely. This, we know, cannot beneficially affect the
mortar. Cau any reader inform me whether there is

any other satisfactory method of mechanical mortar-
mixing other than grinding ? Whilst writing on this

question, I may mention that the edge-runners of a
mortar mill, no doubt, A-ery satisfactorily crush all

small pebbles; but, on the other hand, the mortar
comes from the mill sloppy, and not stiff, as most autho-
rities recommend. Would it be beneficial to have a
quantity of mort.ar made by mill heaped for a con-
siderable time, and then beaten up with a small addi-
tion of water, as required for use ? This would give a
good stiff mortar.— If. (l

[2307.]—Marine Glue.—Will some kind reader
inform me of the best method to prepare and use
marine glue, to be used to fill in the joints of a floor?
—J. B.

1
('-

<:!J
<A

REPLIES.
[22i;i.]—Fireproof Plooringr.-The "French"

methods of forming such a floor arc described iu the
Sessional Papers of the Koyal Institute of British Archi-
tects, of some twelve years since.— C. P.

[22S3.]—Water Impregnated with Lead.

—

Lead pipe can be got, tinned both outside and inside,

at a cost of a few shillings per cwt. Any lead merchant
ought to be able to tell " F. H." where to get it.

Lead pipes cau also be got with a tin pipe put through
them ; but this latter jilan is much more expensive.

—

Tluiuber.

[2293.]—Indian Ink.—In reply to "II. W.'s"
query, as to an insoluble Indian ink, .Stauley, of Great
Turnstile, Holborn, has prepared an admirable solu-

tion, which would be found useful. However, if

*'H. W." (using good ink) were to mount his tracings

before colouring, he would rarely, if ever, find it run.

— JI. B. A.

[2295.]—House Cistern.—The "trumpet waste-
pipe," or " double cesspool " (depicted at page lilO) is

filled by the hand, and, in the course of time, often
dries up, when, of course, it is

__;^ 1 useless. If made, however,

r\\ I with sufficient " drown" (about

I j I I
. ()in.), it can be made to act

upon the same principle as the
self-acting bell-traj) I sent up
sketch of—viz., by boring three

I
j \

small holes at a prope/ height,

f_' i^^^^ J_ as at A, so that it might be self-
"^1

[

""
acting, as per sketch. I prefer
the bell-trap, however ; it takes

up less room, is not so clumsy, and stands upright all

round.—I'LLMIBER,

[229.5.]—House Cistern.—As I commenced the
•discussion on the trapping of waste-pipes from house
cisterns, by my query iu Building News of June
23rd last, 1 have pleasure in thanking our corres])on-

deut " number" for his reply in the number for .June
30th, and for his sketch illustrating a very capital trap
for the puri)OSe. If our correspondent " ti.," whose
query is contained in the last number, will read my
original query, he will see that the objection to his
form of trap is, that only upou rare occasions, such as
the accidentally sticking fast of the ball-cock, will the
trap ever be filled with water, and that, therefore, it

will be no trap at all. In reading " Plumber's" letter,

I would also refer "Q." to an erratum contained in a
subsequent number.—A. H. B.

[2297.]—General Joiner.—The be.^^t thing that
" Joiner " can do is to apply to S. ^Vorssam & Co.,
Chelsea, and get a small one to be driven by steam. If

he had one to go by manual power it would not satisfy
him.—J. B.

[229S.]—Surveying Hilly Land.—In surveying
hilly land, the distance actually chained must be re-

duced on plan to the projection of that distance, on a
horizontal plane, by means of a " correction" iu links

or fractions of a link, to be deducted from each chain.

—C. B.

be taken, as the sickle, plou.gh, &c., passes over the
surface of the hill, aud not at right angles to the cross,
or parallel to the base.

—

Kiivl.

[2298.]-Surveying Hilly Land.—For general
mappmg purposes, the horizontal measurement is
taken

; for agricultural or other special purposes, that
of the surface.—P. E. 31.

[2300.]—Land Surveying.—<!/ is the line re-
quired = 39.J. The distance,/, should be 980, which
it scales. This is doubtless a printer's error.—C. B.

[2302.]—Incompetent Architect.-The right
of a proprietor to dismiss his architect in the course of
a contract was discussed, and to some extent allowed,
in the Building News several moutlis ago. Besides
conducing to dismissal, incompetency would expose
an architect to consequential damages. But the gross
and injurious nature of the plea, if not substantiated,
ought, on the other hand, to bring down iq)on "a pro-
IJrietor " most exemplary penalties.—Anotiiee T. M.

[2302.] —Incompetent Architect.— The pro-
prietor cau certainly discliargc the architect should
he prove incompetent, or else the proprietor woidd
suffer grievous wrong. But it is higlily probable that
the architect so discharged would be recalcitrant, and
try the case at law.—r. E. M.

WATER SANITAK-r

[229;

—F.

.]—Surveying Hilly Land.—Uorizontal.

[229S.]—Surveying Hilly Land.—The hori-

zontal measiu'ement is taken, because uo more trees,

&c., will grow, nor can more buildings be erected, upon
the sid'^ of a hill than upon a level i)iece equal in area
to the l-ase ot the hill. For labour—such as reaping,
ploughing, &c.—the hypothcnusal measurement should

SUPPLY AND
MATTERS.

The Pollution of the Eiver Cuiwen.—

A

short timo .ago an action to recover i'2.5,000, from
the Corporation of Blackburn was brought by Sir
William Henry Fielden, Bart., .as compeus.atiou for
damage done to Lis residence, Feuiscowles-hall, and
the surrounding estate, by the pollution ot the
Hiver Darwen through the Corporation of Black-
burn turning tho sewage ot the town into the
Blakewater, a tributary of tho Darwen. The
matter was referred to tho arbitration of Mr.
Manisty, Q.C., who assessed the damages at i£l,'2.")0,

and ordered tlie Corporation to pay cost.s. "Sir (

William is now about to seek fnrtlier compensation,
this time from the Over Darwen Local Board.

South-ware;.-The South London Press slates
that the Southwark and Vauxhall W.ater Company
have, in anticipation of the spread of cholera to oitr

shores, written to the Vestry of S. George's, offer-
ing to erect, at their own expense, stand-pipes for
the use of the inhabitants living in crowded locali-

ties, and who have not proper means for storing
water. The stand-pii^es arc to be in use fur two
hours daily.

ToTNES.—The Totnes Town Council has decided
to take into consideration a scheme for draining the
whole borough.

M.4NCHESTEK.—A project is on foot for providing
the Hulmo district with a cott.age ho,spital for chil-

di-en.

The Sewage Dippiculty.—It is evident (says
the Pall Mall Gazette) that wo have yet a groat
deal to learn upon that most unpleasant subject, the
utilisation of sewage. Two of the most important
Midland towns, Birmingham aud Coventry, have
failed in thcu" attempt to establish a sewage farm

;

and against the latter place a charge is brought
that it not only destroys the health ot its own in-
liabitants, but also poisons the water supplj* of
Warwick. If it be an undoubted fact that sewage
can be made a source of profit, we should have
thought that at any rate at Bii^niiugliam there would
have been a keen struggle to get possession of so
valuable a piece of property, and that much inge-
nuity would have been displayed in making tho
most out of it. Are we to ascribe the failure—

a

disastrous one under present circumstances—to the
fact that the collective wisdom of a coi-poration mis-
m.anages m.attoi-s which, if left to the common sense
of .an mdividual, would go right ? At Coventj^y a
private association has been started for the purpose
of doing the work of the publie functionaries. If

it succeeds the ratepayers will have good reason
to complain that their interests have been sacrificed

to tho apathy or ignorance of their representatives.
But there is also a fear that while the experiment is

bemg tried, a far more ten'ible sacrifice may take
place.

SALTiiUEN-BY-THE-SEA.—The half-yearly meet-
ing of the shareholders of tlie Clevedon Water Com-
pany was held at Saltburn on Monday fortnight. The
directors recommended that a dividend at the rate
of 5 [jer cent, per annum, bo declared payable on
the 1st of September, and that £1.50 be added to the
reserved fund. Tliis will absorb £430 8s. 8d., and
leave a bahauce of £57 14s. lOd. to bo caixied to the
credit of next half.year's account. The directors
report that since the last general meeting the com-
jjany's pipes have been extended to the village of
Upper Marskc, and by a further extension of half
a mile a connection can be made with tho pipes of
the Eedcar Local Board of Health, whenever their
source of supply is drained by the Upleatham iron-
stone worldngs. The district supplied by this com-
pany includes Saltburn, Skelton, Brotton, and Upper
Marske, and the company's workmen aro engaged
in extending the pipes to the village of Marske.
The Cltairman moved tho adoption of tho report,

which was seconded by Mr. K. Thompson, and
carried unanimously. Iu answer to a question, tho

Chainnan stated that tlic reservoir which it is pro-
posed to constnict at Lockwood Beck Bridge Wotild
cover about 42 acres.—The Chairman then moved
that the sum of £18,000 bo raised under tho powers
of, and for the purpose authorised by, the Clevedon
AVater Works Act, 1871, and that for such purpose
tho directors of tho company be authorised to issue
1,800 new ordmary shares, at flO each, at such
times aud iu such manner as they shall think fit.

—Mr. J. E. MaeNay seconded tho motion, \vhich
was carried unanimously.

The Ventilation of Sewers.—Tho general
ventilation of sewers is no new proposal, but has
been recognised as a necessity by many eminent
engineers. Tho whole of the "main sewers devised
fur Lancashire by Mr. Eawlinson, and executed
under his sujjcrvision during the cotton famine, are
permanently ventilated, the Lancet says, by openings
at regiihar distances in the roadways. A'fter inqui-
ries made at West Derby, Bootle, Toxteth Park, and
Wavertroo, Mr. Eawlinson only consented to
recommend tlio sanction of tho Homo Secretary to
the lo.ans proposed for new sewers on condition that
the existing dumb shafts were uncovered aud con-
tinuously veutilateii, and that all tho new sewers
should be permanently .and freely ventilated at tho
siu-faoe of tho roadway. Tho same provision has
also been insisted upon for the main sewers now in
coiirso of execution at Brighton. That such venti-
lation is not universal is chiefly duo to the preju-
dices of town councillors and local boards, who
obstinately resist the engineer's proposal of ventila-
tion. It may. therefore, bo stated that the opinion
ot the late Mr. ]Sfewl,ands, of Liverpool, against
general ventilation, was quite exceptional, and that
the mass of professional evidence is entirely in its
favour.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
The Friendly and Benefit Building Socle-

ties'^ CoM.vnssioN.—The first report of the Com-
missioners appointed to inquire into tho operation of
the Acts relating to Friendly Societies and Benefit
Building Societies has just been issued. It states
that they have examined sixty-six witnesses, in-
chiding three principal officers of the Eegistrar's-
ofiice in London—Mr. A. K. Stephenson, Ecgistrar
of Friendly Societies for England; Mr. E. AV. Bra-
brook, Assist.ant-Hegistrar ; aud Mr. Henry Tomp-
kins, Chief Clerk at the Eegistrar's-ofiico ; the
oflicers of the two Largest affiliated friendly socie-
ties; gentlemen connected with two largo county
Societies ; sever.al actuaries ot eminence ; a group of
witnesses connected with burial societies ot different
types ; a still larger group of officers of societies and
other persons connected with benefit building so-
cieties; and gentlemen representing working men's
clubs and institutes. Amongst the witnesses thu8
referred to were Mr. Thomas Dawson, tho presi-
dent; Mr. Thomas Fatkin, the secretary; and Mr.
J. W. Middleton, one of the solicitors of the Leeds
Permanent Benefit Building Society. Evidence as
to the organisation .and oper.ations ot the society
were given by Mr. Dawson and Mr. Fatlcin, whUo
Mr. Middleton w-as examined with reference to tho
present state ot the law in connection with building
societies, .and he offered suggestions for its alteration
in certain particulars. The Commissioners stato
that the numerous communications received from all
parts of the country, some pressing evidence upon
them, and others containing complaints of different
descriptions or urging tho need of local inquii-y, had
shown to them the wide-spread interest taken in tho
subject of their investigation. They reserve for tho
present their conclusions.

Colchester Co-orEE.\TivE Permanent Benepit
BuLLDiNG Society.—This society held its second
»uinial meeting on Monday week last. A very
satisfactory report had been issued some days pre-
viously, whicli was unanimously adopted, tho
general statement showing—Liabilities : Subscribed
capital, £744 2s. 6d. ; deposits, £1C2 5s. ; interest
duo to depositors, £6 15s. 6d. ;

year's salary to
secretary, £5; shareholders' profits, £21 12s.; re-
serve fund, £2 18s. lOd. ; total, £942 13s. lOd.
Assets: By building advances (less re-payments),
£789 3s. Cd. ; cash at Messrs. Mills, Bawtree, & Co.'s

Bank, £152 6s. 3d. ; in secretary's hands, 4s. Id.

;

total, £942 13s. lOd. The interest paid has been
4 per cent, from tho conunencement of the society.

Some members of the management committee and
the oflicers having been elected, the proceedings
concluded.

Eci^LESiABTirAL Dii.AriD.VTioNS. — The new
Ecclesiastical Dilai^idatiur.s Act, commeuted ou at

p. 171 ef the jirescnt number, came into operation on
Friday, the 1st iust., and the fees aud charges under the

Act, which are payable to surveyor, bisho[i's secretary,

aiul dioces.au registrar, arc to be fixed ou or before

the 1st of Xovember next. The per.sons who are to

elect the surveyor or surveyors—for more than one
may be ajipuinted iu each diocese if thought necessary

—aud wh» are to determine upou the fees and
charges of all three orticers, are the bishop, the

archdeacous, the cbanccllor, and the rural de.ius.
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STAINED GLASS.
Merchant 'J"a\i.oi.s" Uai.l.^A c.irriiW li;;s

recently l>ccn coiistnu'trd un tli^ south siile of this

Imll. iii.ilcr the <lirc-tioii of Mr. E. I'Aiisoii, the

architect to the Comiiaiiy, for the inirimso of afford-

ing a coinmuuicntion Ix'twrcn tlio casteni nnd

western jiortioHS of tlie Conipniiy's biiildiiips. Tlie

corridor is about 112ft. long lUid 7ft. (liu. wide, and

hiui a range of twenty-five riehly-tniooricd windows
in tlie two eastern bays. Kor tliese wiudons designs

have been
i
rovided bv Mr. T. M. Allen and Mr.

Metcalfe, the exccu, ion being entrusted to Messrs.

lleaton, Butler, & Bayno. Three of the windows
arc occupied wiih reference to the famous quarrel

between the Merchant Taylors' and tlic Skinners'

Companies. In one is given a represent.atiou of a

civic procession in which the two companies appear

to bo struggling fnr j r. .cileuce. Another shows

the Lord Mayor and AW^ rnien, to whom the dis-

pute was referred by il.c Court of tiueens Bench in

118."!, giving their deii.-ion. \vhieh was to the effect

that the two coniimnies should take precedence of

each ether alternately, esi-ept eitlier claimed the

Lord Mayor of the year, in which case that one

shonld take the lead. To cement the friendship

between the two parties, it was further decided that

each should diue at the other's hall twice a year.

The third window shows one of these kanquets in

progress. The other decorations of the corridors a"'

of the most elegant and artistic character.

Til.

liWy

maueutly lieautifyiiig Harrow will

the sake of any private intlucnce.

Mr. Gilbert Scott, I;..\.. would n

itself to the majority of the subscriiicr- i" ili

Jlemorial Fund, from the beautiful «c.rk-

existing at Harrow from his design*, ami Ir

world-wide and well-dcscrved ripuiaii.ni.

Harrow. I have no doubt he woidd devote I

nir;i"e-t

• l.v.m

dr.'a.ly

>lll his

for

is best

-.H\illisiand-

Ml-. -Ii..uld

nin<-ti >n liii

11. 1
1,..,,-, t..

...v"- i:..Ai>

-ilnal.-d i(t

Avas lately

1 aiiiilhcr by
house i> -J-'ift.

stront:' and

(li^aD'c.

—A
the

rnofosiiii Rkmoval of City Cuukiiiks.

scheme has been proposed for the rcm.tyal of

church of S. JIartin (lutwich (under Bishop

Tail's Act), which stands at the junction of Thrcail-

nccdle-strcct and Bi.shopsgate-strcet, the parish to be

united with that of S. Jleleii's, Bishopsgate. The

church ef S. Aiitholin, 'Watling-slrcet, is an un-

sightly structure, and is to be removed with a view

to the p.irish bsino; amalgamated with that of S.

Mary. Aldcrmanlniry. S. Mildred's, Poultry, which

has .scarcely any resident jiopnlation, i^ also to be

taken down, ami the parish to be unilcd with that

of S. Olave, .lewry.

TiiK Ni:w Li:ki>s Bbidgk.—An unexpected diffi-

culty has arisen in connection with the works for

the new bridge. On the south side of the river (says

the Leeds Mcrcuiij') one of the coffer dams has been

constructed. On jiumpiiig being commenced for the

purpose of clearing the dam of water .and preparing

for the foundation-stone of the new .ibutmcnt, it

M;as discovered that the sujiply of water was equal

to the ptinqiiiig power. This led to an investigation

and the discovery that the shops adjoining rested

upon timber piles, and that the river flowed par-

tially beneath the buildings. As fast as the water

was pumped out of the dam the water under the

buildings made its way in, and it seemed not ini-

prob.ible that, had the pumping operations been

continued, the gravel and soil would be disturbed,

and the safely of the buildings be thereby jeopar-

dised. Under these circumstances, it has become

necessary for the Corporation to acquu-e a portion of

the property.

Tin; EsinoAcuJiKSTs or F.niiiiii Ki;i'tixk.—
Probably few persons are aw.are of the extent of the

encroaclimenls made by the sea upon the east coast

of Yorkshire. The Rev. K. 0. Morris has calculated

that there is an average loss of two or three yards of

land every year, and that in round numbers about
311 acres disappear annually between Spurn Point

and Fl.amhorough Head alone. Assuming tliat

the rate of encroachmeiit has been stationary,

this would represent a hiss of 3,!UH1 acres in a cen-

tury, and calculating the value at .£3(1 an acre, there

must have been a waste of smnething like £7011,0(10

in the interval siute the r»>nquest. But in his cal-

culations Mr. Morris har.Uy allows sullicient value

for the buildings destroyett. iiavenspuru was once

an important seap..rt, and returned a mciuber to the

I'arliamcnt of ICdward I., but when lioliubroke

laniled there in LS!!!! it was little more than a name,
and by the end of the next century had wholly dis-

ap|K;ared. .\uburn, Hartburn, and Hyde are vill.ages

which e.xist only in old maps and documents; and
Kilnsea, which lost its church in 182(1, seems likely

soou to follow the fate of its neighbours. Mr. Morris

states his belief that a sea wall laid at an angle of

about 3b° would arrest the progress of the encroach-

ment, but then no one seems to know whose duty it

is to protect our shores front this enemy.

TheXkw .Seiiodi. Bfii.DisGs ATllAnitow.—"A
Lover ol Art," writing l.i the Utirruw Gazette,

says:—"The extent of the eonteuiplated new school

buildings will be such as |.> command the services

of the most talented architect of the day. I trust,

therefore, that so good an opportunity of pcr-

energics and personal superiutcudeu.

ing the great pressure on his yaluall. li

he, however, be thought to have I....

haiuls, there is still a Street or n ^V

resort to."

A IlmsK Hn.MoVKi) nr Tio.vf

Sti-:a>ii;i;.—A large frame buildin;;.

Channel-street, Stockton, Californi:i.

removed frcm one part of the town 1

one of Thomson's road steamers. 'Ilie

by 4.">ft., and is constructed of v. ry

heavy material. It was liauled ab.ml ten blo.ks in

distance, part of the way along -ni....ili gravelled

streets, and a short distance over uneven >(reeis.

The road steamer moved along abimi a- la-i a« a

person could easily walk. The thji. vipi'-.l in

the lemoval was exactly three quarier- ..( an li..ur.

The building, which it is computed weigh. -.1 m.t less

than thirty tons, was taken round s!:arp . ..iiiers

without the .slightest ditheulty, an.l lanfl'-.l in its

posit!"': with tlie utmost iirccisiou, aint ^viile-m r.ny

dilliculty whatever. This is both ;i s|i.-e.l_\ ami

economical method of house-moving.

C.AitrKTS Madk FitoM WooT). -Tli.' Schiili/ic

Aiiwrican thus describes the new kin. 1 ..f ."rii,..!. the

use of which is stated to be rapiilly ..ii lie- in.-rease

in .\merica. 'J'hey are made of small s.icares ..f

ir.. -J. n.-.l

1 ar ..f

s.. a - to

las liey

ll.'V last

pie*' .if

•.1. The
ml ami

mH-i,

Ilie ^

it- arm.-

iille.l ol

li!.- to

..l.liers

,
piled

1 heir

i begin

ih(

ilismissed,

ilelav of

av.' .ijllv

II. Thiv
II.. I b.'illg

an e.|H:il

lla\-e no

wood, or of more ornamental shape, wlii.-li

on to a stout cloth. The pieces -.f w...

different colours, and are placed t.'gctli.r

produce all the effects of a mosaic v.nU. an

are about a quarter of an iueh ihi.-U.

several years. Tiiey are put fogeili.'i a.

nicety, so that the joints are perfeci a* a

cabinet work, and the whole is then \ arnisi

surface can then be polishel, rubli.'l. was

even oile.l, like inlaid floors, which ih..-se .-ariieis. in

fact, exactly resemble.

.•VllTI.SAX Soi.DIKRS IX (;I:^^tA^^. '111.' I h;:'lli-.

ner Journal of the 25th ult. publisln-s ih.- f.illo\ving

statement:— •The building of the n. « lions.- ..f

Parliament in r.cilin continues in (nil 'wiiig. The
masons employeil on the buildings up i" the 2 1th

ult. have been paid off and dismissc.l, ('i.in|,aiiy

upon compjtny of soldiers, 120 str.'iig. mIi.. ar.- all

masons, took iqi the work, and will

.so that the Imperial Parliament

liold its sittings there iu October,

marcheil up in full uniform with il

arms in front of the buildings, and

uniforms and put on their working

oiierations. The m;isons employed

ment buildings have everywhere been

for fear of future inconvenience in ilie

their completion. At present sohli-i- I

been employed on the Houses of Parliainc

receive 3s. ]ier diein. the time of i\ ..lU

liuiiteil. .\l night they are relie^ .'.1 by

number of their c.nnrades. The pi. I.He

sympathy for the masons on strike."

LoxiKix CiirnciiYAiiDS.—The v.'siry ..f -.

George's Southwark, have just de.i.l. .1 i.. lay ..iii

the churchyard with gravel walk.s, plaining ii with

flowers, and providing seats. It app.'i.rs that the

churchyard, which has for some time been .lisnsed,

is about an acre jind ;in half in exi.-ni, ami almost

as large as Camberwell-green. and ii i' iirg.-.l that

as it is in a disgraceful cundition, it v\..iil.l h.* a great

boon to the parishioners were itput iiii" .l.-."iii order

and thrown open as a recreation gr.'un.l. A memo-
rial ag:iiust the propo.s:d has been pn-seiiied by s..iiie

of the inh.abitants. objecting that were the .Ino.-li-

yard thrown open as jiroposed, tllie^*•s «'..ul.) be able

to .ibt:iin easy access to the premises, an.l ii "as
also opposed by certain members of the \'esiry : Init

it was urged in faviuir of the ].r.i|...-al iliai iu

various parishes iu the metropolis tli.-y wer.- plant-

ing and laying out the churchyards (..r ilie pnip..ses

contemplated, and that il might be lak.'ii f..r graiinid

that the local authorities would soon be ...inpell.-il to

turn the.se ]>laecs to some useful acconnl. as I...ii.(oii

greatly needed such oi)eu spaces. .\ ...;niiinni.';i1i.>n

was also read from the llolboru I'.'.ai.l ..i VV'orks

drawing attention to the churehyar.ls in ih.- .m-no-

polis at present closed, and suggesiii.g ihai ilic

parish should c.i-o|ierate with them an.l r.iher b..arils

in urging the Mctro|.olitau Board of W.irks i.. i.kc

the necessary steps to have 'the sever. il .-liun-ln-ai.ls

iu the metropolis thr.iwn open to ili.- publi.- f.ir

recreation pur|wses. The proposal i.» i.-m-eri the

churchyard of S. George's was carried :ibn..si imi.ni-

mously, and the consent of the rector, Avhich was
necessary, having been obtained, the conversion is at

once to be procee.led with.

Ffiuit HfXDUKD N.vvviiis WrnroiT Pfni.ic-

Hi>fsi-:5.—The Nctccasth' Daily Clironicle, in re-

porting a visit of the directors of the Newcastle a:Kl

Gateshead '\\':iter Company to the waterworks b.:ing

constructed at theuew reservoir atH:iUington.\orth-

umberland, says: ''In the construction of the works

there have been Cniployed from ilOO to 400 navvies,

for whose accommodation huts Inive been erected in

the neighbourhood by the company, and iustea.l of

having recourse to the 'truck' system, as is usual

in such works in outlying' districts, the directors

have jiaid all the workmen in cash. At the same

time, they allowed a store to be established on au

independent basis, with a guarantee that the goods '

supi>lied .shoul.l be cqu;d in ipialily and clieap.iess to

those to be got iu the nearest niiirket town. They
have not permitted any imblie-houses to be erected

or liquor to be sohl, and the residt has been that

during the jin.gress of the works there has not been

one charge of theft or the slightest semblaneo of

disturbance. Two members of the Xorthumberlan.l

police force have been st.ationed at the place, but their

duties h.tve happily been a sinecure."

liiiiMixe:iiAM Siiiooi. oi.' Ar'I'.—The BirminLliam

School of Art has re-opened for the autumn session,

and several additional cUasses have been commenced,

under the suiierinteudeuceof Mr. S. P. Fraser. whose

services the Committee have obtained. Mr. Fraser

holds high certilicates from the Department, an.l is

a snccessful exhibitor at the Poyal Academy. The

study of the living figure an.l costume has not

hitherto been oljtaiuable by the ordinary students of

the school, ami i( is therefore ^^ith pleasure that we
lind a class for the study of these subjects is to be

commenced. The committee have been at consider-

able trouble and expense iu in.aking the neeess:iry

arrangements for the classes, and have succce.lcd iu

obtaining, for the comfort of the stu.lents. further

accommodation, by renting the large Jtuseum Uoom
at the (Juecu's College.

Till-: Pitorosiin Exi,Ain:K.Mi;xT oi' IJni.xrox

Piiisox.—A determined opposition to the above

proposal, which involves the enlargement of

Brixton Prison to the extent of holding

over a thousand military convicts in addition

to the number of prisbuers it can at present

contain, is being organised. X series of jniblic

meetings will be held in Sunth London, almost

immediately, to discuss the subject, and to devise the

best means of bringing pressure to bear on the

(ioverumeut to alter their detenninatiou, on the,

ground that if carried out it will seriously affect the

value of land and house property iu Brixton

proper, and exercise a deteriorating iuHnence upon

the surrounding districts, by pl.autingin their midst

a c.ilony of cmivicts. The members for Lambeth

—

Sir .James Clarke L.awrcnce, Bart., and Mr.

M'Arthur—who last, session opposed the vote of

£31.000 for the proposed prison enlargement, will

lie invited to attend the meetings, and generally co-

operate with the local committees iu the course of

formation.

Oi'iixixi; Ol 1 iii; TitAMWAYS Bi>r\vi;i-:s Gi!i;i;x-

\vn !i Axi) Bi.AiKi-RHiis.—Tho cars travelled for

the first time on AVednesdjty last on the ;ibove line,

which opens iqi direct communication between IC.ast

Greenwich, Blaekheath, and Blackfriars. The
(irst car left East Greenwich at eight, and continued

to leave ^VQry ten minutes throughout the day until

10.10 p.m. On Sundays the cars will commence

ruuning at a.m.. and continue until I). -10 p.m.

From Blackheath-hill the lirst ear left on 'Wednes-

day at t<.« a.m., and will continue to start every

twenty minutes until 12 p.m. I'assengers from

lilackheath-hill change cars at Deptford-bri.lge

.Tuuction. The first car left Blackfriars-bridge on

Wednesday at '.>.! a.m.. and will continue to run to

Greenwich and Blaekheath every ten minutes

throughout the d.ay until 11.1 1 p.m.

Tn.MroitAKY Ci.osiN(i <n.- King's C.ii.i.i;gi;

Hosi'irAi..—King's College Hospital is now niider-

going the process of a thorough cleansing, painting,

and re decorating throiigh.nit all the wards. In con-

sequence of tins the" board of governors h;iye

decided to close the hospital until the Kith inst., so

far as the admission of fresh out-patients is con-

cerned. .\ll accidents and urgent cases, however,

will be admitted as usual.

All extensive range of black sheds, near the .s:iw-

miUs of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, ami used iv^

workshops and stores for se:is..ning timber, tU'O

ab.uit to bo removed, ami replacc.l by a largo

sniitbery, wlii<:li whcu complete will prob.ibly be

the largest and most comiduto smiths' shop in tUo

worhl.
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Cljips.

A rrciich Miginrcr, n-ritlns- to tlic Siei-Ie, says tlint

:Vs llu' I'VoMciii of cvittiilg tlirongli iiioiintains has

bucn Sdlvcil by tlie Mont Ccmx tnimol, tlicro is

notliiiie: to prevent a railway lieing' ukuU- froiu Paris

to IVkin. Tlie cust of tlic sivat tiiimr-ls ironUl bo

only £8,800,000.

Tlic design fur the seal of the London Sehool
Poard is somewhat aninsing-. On it is!i rather liard-

faeeil ans'el, who is reoeivinp; two children : one
bearing (lowers, the other a eopy of—in real trntli

—a copy of the Echo. "\Ve wonder how niueh the,

advcrtisciuont eost the proprietor.^..

—

SoutJi T.omlon

A surveyor will shortly he appointed for tlie

dineese of Path and Wells,' nnder the KeeUwiastieal

liiliil>idations' Aet, 187t. A|iplie!ition.s for the

ap] riintni(;iit are invited.

A fine art exhibition at Pebingtou, near Pirken -

head, was opened on Sativrday la-st.

Kew schools, in eonneetion with S. rh'orge's

Chnreh, Middle-street, Deal, were np.sned on Wed-
ne.^day week.

K'^w moulding and jdaning niaehinery, by Messrs.
S. ^\'. Worssam & Co., of t^'helsea, has been fitted

np on the premises of Messrs. Holmes, timber mer-
eliaufs, Bath.

The Mersey Doeks and Harbour Pxtard have
commenced the works for the construetion of new
approaches from the doeks to tlii' Mersey, from
plans by Mr. G. F. Lyster, the dock engineer.

A new poultiy ball was opened at Oakham a few
days ago.

Ojierations were hist week eommeneed at ^Iifl-

f'.alder liy Mr. - Francis Lawrie. slater, for the
erection of a Town Hall. The Imilding, when
tinishod, will have a handsome and connnodions
aiipearance.

It is pi'oposed to Iniild a ne^^ ehurch at P.roins-

grove.

It has been resolved by the inhabitints r>f j\riU-

brook to erect a new parish church on a site pro-
.sented by Lady Parker iVIill, ami to restore the
existing church as a chapebof-easc for the parish.

It is stated that the Pclgian Oouneil of Ministers

have resolved to lay before the King proposals for a

Universal Exhibition, to be held in Prusscls in 187-1.

The tower of Stowmarket ^parish church has, it

is said, been affected by the late gnu cotton explo-
sion, although it is a veiy massive piece of masonry.
The windows of the chureli are in course of recon-
struction.

The citadel of Ghent, which w^as eonimenceil in

1822 and completed iu 1830, i.s now in course of

rlcmolition.

A new Koinau Catholic clinpel was opened at

Newton Abbot on Tuesday week. It cost iiOO,
'Mr. J. W. Powell being the arehitet't.

Wliatevor the merits of Eiliiiburgh may be, snys
the riill Midi Gazette, it is certainly not a clean
city; intleed, it would be hardly possible to find, iu

some respects, a dirtier one.

The Sanitary Committee of thoPradfiird Corpora-
tion has decided to recommend the Town Council to

adopt Ganx"s system of carih closets.

A fish and market stand is being provided at

Falmouth.

The pier at Penzance- has been wideni'd and
strengthened. The work was commenced in May,
1^70, and the contract price for it was £4,440.

A deputation of Her Majesty's Commissioners for

the Exhibition of 18.51 will visit Manchester on the
12th iiist., fiir the purpose of conferring with the
chief Magistrates, the Chamber of Coiamcrce, and
the other local authorities of Mamdicster and the
neighbourhood, on the subject of the re]iresentation

of the cotton manufactiu'cs iu the Exhibition next
year.

Anotherseriouslaudslip has occurred near Korth-
wicli. in Cheshire, on a foot roail. and about 20
yards deep. It is believed to be on the site of the
first s.alt mine siuik in the county.

Plans for the extension of the infirmary at Forfar
arc nnder cousideration.

It is proposed to erect a large swimming bath in

Nairn, adjoining the beach. The pdans provide a
covereil bath of 100ft. tiy4(lft.—the si'a water to How
off and on every tide. The probable cost is ±'1,200.

A new theatre was opened at Heading on Monday
la.st, under the management of Mr. Elliot Galcr.

S. .Tohn's National Schools, in Scotgate, Stamford,
arc about to be enlarged, at a eost of .£000.

The now Church of S. Thomas, Pond's P.riilge,

"Whittlesev, will be consecrated by the Pishop of

Ely on the lltli inst.

The first stone of a chapel iu connectiiui with
the Diocesan Training School was laid by Mrs.
Wordsworth, at Lincoln, on the afternoon of tlie 24th
lilt. Jlessrs. Otter & Elsey, Lincoln, are the con-
tractors for the l.milding.
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PEKSONAL.

\. i^aicp, architect, is a candidate for

i.-al Surveyorship for the diocese of

. .-ilvan Evans, B.D., rector of Llany-

.iionethshire, has been appointed to

I.- Rev. H. Louguevillc Jones as editor

/."/v'fi Cnmbrensis, the journal of the

lia'iilogical Association.

I. ley, t'.E., has arrived in Pirming-
i>o or three of the members of tlie

i-> Committee, his services having been
ic .'ommittee to report on the engiiieer-

i' e scheme which, it is unilerstoo.l, is

.a ai.

W. Parry, Chief Assistant to the

. <- wir, Bradford, was last week ap-

•yv to the Eeading Local Board of

i-i- were 10.5 c-indidates for the olfic,

la- Drainage Committee selected the
;rom whom to make the final sclcc-

I'ritchard, C.E., Borough Surveyor,
•. l-I. L}iiam. Porough Surveyor, AVake-
\'awser, C.E., Surveyor to the AVar-
I'l ard of Health ; and the successful

. ,\. AV. Parry.

• r. the corouerfor Central Middlesex,
a ..n Monday evening last on the body

re, aged 32, a sculptor .and wood
mittcd suicide by hanging. It is

- deceased's brain was affected from
riic jury returned a verdict to the
eased destroyed himself while in an
.'i' mind.

Shaftesbury laid the foundation-atone
.alescent Home for Glasgo-w ou Mou-
The estimated cost of the newbuild-

I 'l.adwick, C.P., has issued a paper
II dons to be taken against the cholera,

itavovirably contrasts the action taken
;- sanitary authority -with that adojited
I by the Board tif Health, of which lie

l.'atcliff and Mr. Robert Eatcliff (of

ss, Itatcliff, & Grettou) have offere.l

liaths and wash-houses in Burton-
I I present the same to the town. The
ly is i-.7,000.

-bury laid the foundation-stone of the
in-.-'i. f.Iasgow, on AA'ednesday week.

Mr. George Fox, a well-known Yorkshire ' anti-
quary, and author of A ''History of Pontefract," died
at Pontefract on AVednosday week, aged sixty-nine
years.

Professor Yogeli has just made a discovery of
great interest to all lovers of tho fine arts. "While
cng.aged in examining the public library at Zurich,
he found a table-top painted by the celebrated Hol-
bein—a piece of work long believed to have been
lost.

Mr. AV. P. Frith, R.A., has just been elected a
member of the Poyal Academy of Belgium.

Tlie Kight Hon. A. S. Ayrton,^ M.P., Chief Com-
missioner of AA'orlcs, last week visited .Southampton,
for the purpose of making an ofiicial private inquiry
into particularities connected with the Ordnance Sur-
vey for the informatiou of a Parliamentary commis-
sion. The right hon. gentleman's visit lasted from
Monday till AVediiesday.

-
PuiCBS, SEPTKMBEit 5.—^Dantzig- crown deck deals per

40ft. Sin., 17b. Gil. to 2ls.; brack, lis, Gd. to 1 (Is,—Flooring
Ijoaids per square of lln.: Best yellow, 9s. Gil. to 10s. Gd.;

white wooil, 8s. Gd. to 9s. ; second qualities, 6s. to 8s. Gd.

;

matched, boards per square gin. and ^in., 5s. to Ss.—Lath-
wood per cubic fathom: Petersburg, £5 5s. to £G; Riga,
Dautzig-, Memel, and Sweilish, £3 to £5.—Oak timber per
load of 50 cubic feet: Memel crown, £5 10s. to £G 10s.

;

ditto brack, £4 15s. to £5; D.antzig crown, £5 to £G; ditto

brack and nnsquared, £4 to £4 5s.—Wainscot per 18ft.

cube : Riga crown (English and Dutch), £4 to £5 ; ditto

brack, £o to £3 5s.; Memel and Dautzig erown, £3 ISs. to

£4; ditto brack, £2 to £2 Ss.—Firewood per cubic fathom:
Swedish deal ends, £4 5s. to £4 I5s.; Norway red and
white boards, £3 5s. to £4 ; round and slabs, £2 10s. to £3.

—Deals and battens per Petersburg standard : Archangel
best yellow, £12 10s. to £14 10s.; ditto second yellow,

£9 los. to £10; Petersburg yellow, £13 to £13 10s.;

Wyburg yellow, £10 to £10 10s.: Swedish and Gothen-
burg (good stocks). £10 to £10 10s.; ditto common and
thirds, £S 10s. to £9 10s.; Gefle and best Swedish deals,

£10 10s. to £12 10s.; Swedish battons, £3 to £9 10s.; best

bright pine. £18 to £19 10s.; ditto seconds. £13 5s. to

£13 10s.; ditto thirds, £9 to £9 6s.—Fir timber per load of

50 cubic feet: Riga, £3 5s. to £3 7s. ; Dantzig and Memel
crown, £4 to £4 10s. ; ditto best middling. £3 5s. to £3 15s.

;

ditto good middling and seconds, £3 to £3 5s.; ditto com-
mon middling, £2 iOs. to £2 ISs. ; ditto undersized, £2 10s.

to £2 15s. ; ditto small, short, and irregular, £2 to £2 10s.

;

Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 15s,; Swedish, £2 5s to £2 15s.:

ditto small. £2 to £2 5s.; Swedish and Norway balks,

£3 13s. to £3 18s.

%xnk llclus.

"WAGES MOVEMENT.
B.lUNSLEV.—The brieklay.i-o and labourers of

Barnsley have, during the week, Ecrvcd a notice upon
their employers to cease work at twelve o'clock on
Saturdays instead of four. A meeting of the masters

has been called to consider the notice. The hours at

present worked per week are .'.2J,
and the present appli-

c.atiou would have the effect of reducing the working
hours to 4:iJ.

The AYAKEriELD Masons.—The masons of AVake-

ficld, who now work .52J hours a week and leave oft

at four o'clock on S.aturday, are now on strike for a

reduction of hours, wishing to leave .at twelve o'clock.

TENDERS.
Brcics.—For a.lditions, &e., to national schools at

A\'oul)urn-town. Mr. Artl-ur \'ern.ji!, architect:—
c.ji-iiy eae o o

Baughui-st (accepted) 4:i3 13 2

(IrtLiiFOuii.—For detached house in the Waterden-road,
Guililfonl. Mr. Heuiy Peak, architect ;

—

Loo -eilCD

Sliudwick W!i ^

Maaoa l'i-59 1"

I'earce & Clark (accepted) ilM IG

Folkestone.—For a rood-screen in wrought iron and
hrasswi .rk, t.) lie erected iu S. Peter's Chnreh, Folkestone

Mr. S. Slingsby Btallwood, architect. Folkestone:—
Kich ard son, Blade, & Co .6220

Hart, Son, Peard, & Co lO-l

F. 0. & AV. Francis ,

12-4

Guildford.—For pair of small houses on tho Waterden
estate, Guiliirord. Mr. Henry Peak, architect :

—
Smidwick i:7C8

Garuett ?" "

Mason ^09 5

Loo (accepted) ""'
*J

Bristow & Bnrdett (withdrawn) oo3

LONDON.—For alterations and repairs. No. 1-3, Duke-
street, Portlanil-place. Mr. James Harrison, architect.

(Juanlities supplieil by Mr. A. AV. Q. Nicoll:—

Parks *^2i)

.si.ephcns ^2-
Mashulan 3. t

AViUson Brolhws (accepted) a.37

LosiiON. For new laundry liuildiiigs at Bithnal House
Asylum. Messr.?. Tolley & Ualc, architects:-

matorial.s.

Forrest iClS74 £sn £UH
Cornier 15ii9 18 1401

AVicks, Bangs, & Go I.'i't7 60 1447

Smith 1500 5-5 1447

Killiy 1420 12 1408

Pritchard (acecniod) 1425 28 . 1395

London.—For new lauudi-y buildings at Grove Hall
Asyium, for E. H. Byas, Esq. Messrs. Tolley & Dale.

architects:

—

Wick.s, Bangs, & Cc. (acccrtod) £93-5
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING-
ESTIMATES.

Stockport Union, Soptcmbcr 2S.—For the supply
of nine iron bedsteads, and four invnlid bedstende, with
rackheuds.—F. W. Johnson, Clerk to the Union, Union
Offices, .«tockport.

Kilkenny, October 2.—For the removal of the
present S. John's-brid^e. over the Kiver Xore, and
erecting a new bridge, consisting of three cast-iron

arches, about 40ft. span each, on stone piers and abut-
ments.— I'eter Burtchaell, Ksf]., County Surveyor,
County Surveyor's Oflices, Court House, Kilkenny.

"Westminster Union, Sejitember l.t».—For the
erection of infii-mary otTieesaudnew wing to the Union
School, 'W'andsworlh-coniinon.—AV. B. West, Clerk,

Board-room, Marshall-street. Gollen-square.

WiiiTEcnArnL CnAnnv Estates, September 12.

—For rebuilding Nos. 22 to 27, I'rinces-street, and
others In Itell-eoiu-t, at llie rear.—U. S. Jlitchell,

Vestry Clerk's Offices, .•;, Circat I'rescot-street, 'White-

chapel.

TuNBRiDCE Wells, September 1-3.—For the con-
struction of about GOO feet of 4 feet by 4 feet brick

sewer, with manholes, ?creenin;c chamber, and other
works.

—
'riioinns Lewis, Clerk to the Loc:;l Board, Town

Hall, Tiinbridge "Wells.

'Wah Dei'aiitment Contuacts. Sei)tember 21.

—

For the erection of additional married soldiers'

quarters for the South Cavalry Barracks, at Alder-
shot.—Koyal Engineer Oihce, AKlershot.

Leeds, September 22.—For the erection of certain

premises, with cottages and stabling, in AVhitehall-

road.— Ilill and Swan, arcliitects. Leeds and .ShellieUl.

'WoncESTER.—In Cliancery. Attorncy-C!eneral v.

S. David's. October 31.—Fortakingilown and rebuild-

ing S. Oswald's and ITanie's Hospitals, Worcester.

—

Alfred llawlinson, Chief Clerk ; Creo and Last, 13,

Gray's Inn-square, London, lU'lator's Solicitors.

BiRMiNtiiiAM, September 1^.—For painting, paner-
hanging, colouring. Sec., at the I'arish OlTices.—William
Thomjjson, Clerk to the Guardians, Parish OfTicos,

raradise-street.

BoAnn or Works tor the Limehocse Dis-
trict, .September Is.—Eor watering the roads and
streets, for scavengers' work, and for the removal of

dust.—Thomas W. Katcliff, Clerk of the Board.

METitoroLiTAN Bo.vRD OF AVoRKS, September 2:>.

—For the construction of a brick sewer and the forma-
tion of carriageway and footways, with oflier works
alongthe new street near Seyniour-]tlace. Upper li'ork-

pl.ace, .Marylebone-road.—.Tohn I'ollard, Clerk of the
Boar<l, Sjiriug-gardens, S.'W.

Leitii Harbour, September is.—For the hydrau-
lic machinery and apparatus of an iron swing bridge
at Leith Harbour, to span 12n feet of water way.—John
I'hin, Clerk to the Commission, l:J, lleriot-row, Ediu-
burgh.
Atciiam Union, September 21.—For alterations

and adilitions to tlie Union Workhouse.—Joseph
Everest, C'lerk to the CJuardiaus, Union Offices, S.

John's ilill, Shrewsbury.

Dundee llARnouR, September 2.';.—For the com-
pletion of Victoria Dock, the construction of a graving
dock, and other works.—David Cunningham, Harbour
Engineer, AV'orks tuilce. Harbour Chambers, Dundee.

Crv-stal Palace 1'abk Est.\te, September Id.

—

For the erection of a villa residence on l*lot 10, close

to the Sydenham entrance to this estate.—.John Nor-
ton, Esq., architect, 24, Old Bond-street, W.

CiiEi'STOw, September li!.—For the enlargement
and alteration of Hardwick House, near Cliepstow.

—

Charles F. Uansom, Architect, 5, Arlington-villas,
Clifton.

Great Western Railw.it Company, September
12.—For the snpplyof Quebec yellow pine, converted
into longitudinals, transomes, planks, and other scant-
lings.—Fred. (i. Saunders, secretary, I'addington
Station, London.

T.XTn AND OTHER P.UILDfNn STONES
OF BEST gUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,
ftuari-ymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prioe.s at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
tran.sit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone OrriCE

:

[ADVr.] COKSHAM, 'WILTS.
«

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN KOOFINO-SLATES.

A» supplied to TT,R.H. The Prince of IVales at Sandrinoham.
The Penmuyle .Sea-green Slates are s|>eeially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

{Lc38COiUy tlian ordinary Oothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent ,Slate.scan bo obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices os
under.

In Kailway Trucks, Docks, Gloueestcr:

—

I'or Equivatcntto
1,200 S1.11P8. per aquaro

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 6 ... ICs. fid.

Do. do. 1.3 by 8 2 17 S ... ICs. (id.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 ... 148.
Do. do. 12 by 7 1 IS (i ... ]:is.

Do. do. 12byG 176 ... lis.

Prlcesof large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Eeferenco Tcsti
monials, and Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap-
j»licaiioft t >

MES.snS. n.VNDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.
Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyn-Btreel, Picea-

dilly, W.. and r.t Architectural Museum, Tufton-strcct,
Weatmius:- ..

LATEST PRICES OF ICATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

METALS.

Le.\d.

Pig—Foreign . . . per ton £17 10 £17 12 (I

„ English 'W.B. . . do 20 5 20 10
„ Lead Co do 18 10 IS 1.5

Other brands . . do 18 IS 5
Sheet Milled .... do 1850 000
Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 000
neil or minium .... do 20 10 000
Litharge, W.l) do
White Dry. do 25 10 20

„ ground in oil .. do

COPPER.

Priti.sh—Cake i Ingot . per ton 74 70
Pest Selected .... do 7G 7S
Sheet . do 75 81
Bottoms do 81 8-3

Australian do 75 78
Spanish Cako .... do fiS 70
Chili Pars, cash ... do CO 10 OS 10

„ Retinod ingot . . do 70
Yellow MeUl .... per lb. C| 00 7J

IRO.V.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton 3 2

Welsh Bar, in London . do 7 10 7 12
Wales . do 6 15 c 17

Staffiirilshire .... do 850 S 15
[will, in Wales .... do « 15 700
Slieets, single in London do 9 15 10 1.5

Ifoop.s, ilrst quality . . do 9 t» 15
Nail Bod do 8 5 8 10
Swedish do 9 15 10

Oils, &c.

Seal, palo per tun S3 o o
Sjierm body „ 80 SI
C.iil „ 34 10
Whale, South Sea, pale . „ 3.3 S3 10
Olive, Oallipoli .... ,, 51 52
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 51
Palm, fine 37
Linseed „ 53
fijipesfed, Eng. palo . . „ 44
Cottonseed ... „ 29 10 3-5 10

Timber.

Teak load 12 5 13 10
Quebec, red pino .... „ 3 15 4 15

„ yellow pine . . „ 4 5 5 5
Quebec oak. wbito ... „ 600 050

„ birch „ 3 10 4 10
elm „ 3 10 4

Dantzic onk ..... „ 4 10 G C 10
llr „ S 7 4

Memel flr
,

2 15 3
Kiga „ 3 8 3 10
Swedish „ 2 2 10
Masts, Quebec red pino . „ 4 10

yellow pine ... „ 400 C 10
Oregon „ 7 10
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 3 4 10

St. Petersburg „ 4 15 6 16
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by Oin.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 IS 10
St. .lohii, white spruce . „ 12 10 14
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ... „ 1800 19100

2nd do 12 5 13 10
Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10
St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 13 13 10
Finland „ 7 10 8
Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow ... „ 8 10 10 10

„ white ... „ 8 10 900
Gefle, yellow „ In 10 12 10
Soderham „ S 10 12
Christiania, per C, 12ft. by

:i by 91n., yellow ... „ 10 12 10
Other Norway „ 7 S
Flooring board.s, pr square

of lin., tlrst yellow . . „ 9 10
First white „ 080 090
Second qualities .... „ 060 080

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTKT.

Simmons, David, Charlton Kings, builder, September 12,

at Cheltenbttm.

PITBLIO EXAMINATIONS.
November 3, A. Causton, Walthamstow and Pentouville-

road, Islington, surveyor.

DIVIDEND KEETINQ.

September 27. S. Cochran and J. Parker, Chorlton-upon-
Medlock, builders.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

G. Webster, Stockton-on-Tees, builder, div. 2-.—G.
Hunter, East Dereham, engineer, div. 3s. 8d.

SCOTCn SEQUESTRATION.

Hubert Wilson, Edinburgh, painter, September S, at 2.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOL'TED.
Wilkin:- ju, Kollllt, ,t Wilkinson Worksop, stono masons

and builders—Hope Iron and Tin Company, Tipton
Street & Smith. Venlnor, builder.s—Eastons, Amos. &
Anderson, The throve, Southwark. and Erith, engiueers

—

Cashin & tfreen. Or'";bam Uouse, Old Broad-street, cn-
giuccre—Simpson & Dakin, Derby, plasterers.

SCnOOL-BOAKD FOK LOXDON.—To
Surveyors. Aucfionpors. Estato A-jont^. and Pro-

perty owners.—Thp Schoolhoard for Loo.lnn, havmg ia
Cftntomplation the erectiim of Seh^^ols within i he several
Districts mentioned hclow, are prpivtred to receive
OFFERS of SITES, of not loss than a quarter of an
acre m area, within sueb Districts. Offer.'! (on printed
Forms, which will he sent on application) containing full
particulars, and accompanied hy Plans of the Property, to
he seat to the Clerk of the Boartl.

CITY AND TOWER HMVILETS.
A.—\ District hounded on tho north-we.'^t hy Eishops-

patc-strcot, on the north-east by Commercial-street, on
tho south-east hy Whitcchapel High-sti'eet, and on thn
south-west by Houndsditcb.

FINSBURY.
B.—X Di.•^trict hounde 1 on tho north hy the Regent's

Canal, on the east hy Culcdotiian-road, Upper Southamp-
ton-street, and Southampton-street, on the south by Pcn-
tonville-road, and on the west hy York-road,

C.—A District hounded on the north by the Cattle Mar-
kel, on tho cast hy Caledonian-road, on the south by the
North London Railway, and on the west hy York-rLad.

p.—A District hounde.l on the nnrth-west hy Clerken-
well-f?rcen and Aylesbury-street, on tho east by St. John-
street, on the South by Charterhouse street, and on the
west by Farringdon-road.

GREENWICH.
D.~.\ District hounded on the south, wegt. and uorth by

the township of Uatcham boundaries, and on the easi by
London, Brighton, and South-coast Jlailway.

nACKNEY.
E".—A District bounded on tho north by Acton-street.

Livermere-road, Shruhland-road. and parts of Lansdowne-
road and West-street, on tho east by Caml) ridge-road, on
the south by Hackuey-road, and on the west by KingE-
land-road.

L.VMBETH.
F.—A District bounded on the north-east by Kent-

street, on the south-east and south by "Warner-street,
Purtland-place, and New Kent-road, and on the north-
west by Newmgton-causeway, Stouea'-end, and BUcknian-
street.

Q.—A District bounded on the north-west by BaMersea-
road, on the east and south hy th^Ci-j-stal Palace Railway,
and on the west by Latchmcre-road.

MARYLEEONE.
(5—A District boundctl on the north-we.-^t by St. Julin's

Wund-road, on the north-east by ( Jrove-i-oad, (h'ove-place,
and LL'isuu-grove North, on tho'south-easthy Marylebone-
road, and on the south-west by Edgware-road. '"

H.—\ District bounded on tho north by Euston-road. on
the cast by Tottenham Court-road, on tlie south by New
Cavendish-street, Upper jVIaryIebone-st[-cet, and Howland-
street, and on the west by PortlaM-pIace and Park-cres-
cent.

T. -A District hounded on the north by Cumberland
Market and Edward-street, on the east hy Hamp^teid
road, on the south by Euston-road, aud on the west hy
Albauy-street.

J.—A District hounded on the north hy Crowudale-
road, on the north-east by Old St. Pancras-road. ou the
s )Uth by Grenville-streetand Ahlenham-street, and on ihe
west by Evcrsholt-strcet and Seymour-street.

SOUTHWARK.
K.—A District bounded on the north by Spa-road, on thO'

north-east by the South-Eastern Railway, on the east by
St. James's-road, on the S'luth by Lyiiton-road, and on the
west l)y Balaklava-road, part of Alma-road, and Amelia-
row.

J?.—A District bounded on the north and east by White-
street aud Long-Iano, ou the south by Star-corner and
Bermondsey New-road, and on the we'st by Kent-street
and the Old Kent-road.

TOWER HAMLETS.
L.—A district bounded on the north by the huundarios

of the parish of Stepney, on the east by Globe-rt>ad. on
thf^ south by Mile End-road aud nn the we.-^t by Cleve-
land-street and the boundaries of the parish of Siepney.

N.— \ District bontid-'d on tho north- .vest by White-
chapel nigh-street and road, on the east l»y Turua--street,
and on the south by Coramereial-road.

0.—A District bounded on the north by Milc-eud-road,
on the east by Johnson's-stroet, on the south by Bull-lane^
aud on the weat hy White Horse-lane.

CHELSEA.
ilf.—A District bonnrled on the north by Kin»'s-road,

on tho east by Manor-Street, on tho south by the Thames,
and on the- west by Beaufort-street.

WESTMINSTER AND FINSBURY.
-S.—A District boundctl on thf north by Great Qu'en-

street .and the northern boundaries of Liucoln's Inn-liolds
and Liucoln's Inn, on tho cast by Chancery-lane, on the
south by the Strand, aud on the west bv Drury-lane and
Druiy-court.

« Tho usual Commission will be paid to Agents on tho
completion of purchases.

Offices of the Board. 33. New Bridge-street, E.C..
September G, 1371.

FOR SALE, the entire PLANT of a small
GAS-WORK, capable of making SO.rmO feet per

diem. Canal alongside.—Apply to Mr. Meacoc!:. Norwood
Green, Middlesex; or 15 aud Iti, Giltspur-.street. E.C.

AN OPPORTUNITY. — FREEHOLD
PRICK, TILE, and POTTERY WORKS for SALE,

with I'esi'.lcnce. ftud nearly 7 acres of land; nn old-esta-
blished concern. Excellent clays, all in ^'^o.\ working
order. Well situated abunt 50 miles from Londi'U, close
to ruilway-station, and embracing many local advan-
tages. The present proprietor retiring from the busines."?.

—For particulars apply to Messrs. Henry OI:iyton. Son. &
Hov.-lelt, Enginooraand Manufacturers of Brick and Tile
Machitiery. Atlas Works, Woodlield-road. ILirrow-road,
London, W.
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WHO OVERCROAVD
PROFESSION?

THE

IT is a curious fact that, in spite of the

multitude of young men who are con-

stantly seeking employment in architects'

offices, there are few things more diHicult

than to ohtain an assistant worthy of the

name. It is equally curious that, in spite of

the vast array of architects whose names

crowd the London Directory, the public

should find it no easy matter to get even the

simplest building fairly designed. The truth

is that architects' assistants are scarce, and

qualified architects themselves are scarcer

still. To look at our streets, one might fancy

there were not a dozen in the kingdom. Even

estimating them by the most exhaustive

methods—by an examination of executed

works all over England, and a constant study

of the views which appear in architectural

journals—one soon concludes that men of

ability must be comparatively few. INIany

able men there doubtless are who still remain

unknown. Unlike the painter or the literary

man, the architect cannot do his work regard-

less of the world's help or hindrance. With

him, ideas on paper count for next to

nothing; he must put them in brick and

stone before they will be regarded, and

to do this, he must first make himself

believed in by somebody who has capital to

lay out in building. Of those architects, then,

who as yet are a name and nothing more,

•we have no opinion to offer. We will hope

and believe that some of them, at least, when
they emerge from their obscurity, will do

credit to their profession. But there are too

many for whom such a hope can scai-cely

exist. They are in practice—have been in

practice for years—have had, it may be, ex-

cellent opportunities, and have failed to turn

them to account. They may be very respect-

able mon, with abundance of good qualities;

they are to be pitied, perhaps, rather than

blamed, for occupying a totally false position.

But the fact remains that though the archi-

tectural profession may be overcrowded, it is

certainly not overcrowded with architects,

who, whether as principals or assistants, are

not discoverable in any great plenty, even by
all the advertising processes known. The
correspondence on this subject which has

from time to time appeared in our own
columns has chiefly related to the supposed

superabundance of assistants. There is un-

doubtedly a great superabundance of pupils

whose term of articleship has expired, and

who, from one cause or another, have learned

very little. Many of them—who ought in

all fairness to have been rejected before their

term began—have not the slightest aptitude

or preference for the work they have chosen.

Others—articled where there was little to

be learned—have not had the opportunity of

cultivating such talent as they possess. By
far the largest part, however, have gone on
tranquilly in the notion that the mere process

of being articled for four or five years would,
in some occult manner, render them masters

of their business. They have never investi-

gated or inquired for themselves
; they have

fallen in with the routine of the office—traced

drawings, copied specifications, and coloured

plana—and hardly realised, till their time

was over, that this, in their particular station,

was not the whole duty of man. At the last

moment it dawns upon them that the mere
act of sitting, with whatever perseverance,

at a high desk on a leather-topped school,

does not of itself fill the mind with informa-

tion ; and that wood, though it is not a very

good conductor of electricity, is a still worse
conductor of knowledge. The former failing,

indeed, we have known to be compensated
by an ingenious arrangement of wires and

tinfoil, until the tallest of office perches could

not protect a pupil against a moderate-sized

Leyden jar ; but, unhappily, there is no

analogous means of transmitting unsought-

for instruction. Even where the very atmo-

sphere is charged with accunndated expe-

rience, a careless ear and a regardless eye

prove perfect insulators ; and so it happens

that from some of the best offices in London
come some of the most ignorant and useless

of assistants.

Instead, however, of confining ourselves to

general remarks, we may indicate a few of

the types of pupil and assistant which, during

the last twenty years, it has been our fortune to

notice. A. was amongst the earliest of our

architectural acquaintances. He had been

articled some three years when we first met
him, and had by no means idled away his

time. He was earnest in the study of mate-

rials, proud of his skill in measuring up work,

and enthusiastic on the subject of builders'

prices. Without a grain of talent for design-

ing, he soon entered into practice for himself,

and by excellent business habits and exem-
plary energy acquired a considerable con-

nection. B. and C, two friends, were amongst

the next we met. One was a. junior assistant,

the other by turns assistant and clerk of

works. Neither of them, probably, ever gave

a thought to their business out of office hours,

neither of them ever made a sketch or took a

note of any kind for his own benefit, and

neither of them, fortunately, found it worth

his while to remain in the profession. One
of them emigrated to South Africa, the other

became a wine merchant at the West-end.

D., a pupil with whom we were associated

about the same time, was a thoroughly good

fellow quite out of place. It was his unceas-

ing regret that he was not a farmer, and

when his articles expired, he was wise enough

to go abroad and follow the occupation he

preferred. E., another pupil, was of quite a

different sort. His talent, as he gravely

asserted, lay in invention. He had already

patented a lock worthy of the Laputan col-

lege of projectors, of which the peculiarity

was that if you inserted by mistake a wrong
key, the lock held it fast, and it could never

be removed. He was never heard of as an
architect, being, as he once informed us in

confidence, only able to design, but not to

draw. F., his fellow pupil, had a failing in

the opposite direction. He was a particu-

larly neat draughtsman, with an extremely

small knowledge of architecture, and a still

smaller stock of original ideas. He, how-
ever, by prudence and perseverance gradually

emerged, and in a remote part of the king-

dom acquired a small and steady practice

amongst the class which, as regards church
principles, may be defined as the lowest of

the low. G. was the principal assistant in

the same country office with E. and F., and his

peculiarity was that he could neither design

nor draw. He came down from London, he

told us, " to work the business." He brought,

by way of credentials, a magnificent set of

drawing instruments, which no persuasion

would ever induce him to handle. No one
ever saw
speedily ascertained in the office that he did

know not deals from battens, nor countess slates

from duchesses. But Nature had gifted him
with an unexceptionable pair of whiskers, he

possessed a mild and benignant address,

together with an aspect of profound wisdom,
and the impression which he made on poten-

tial clients was doubtless a sufticient return

for his salary. II., whom we were next intro-

duced to in a London office, was a managing
clerk of quite another order. He was
thoroughly trusted, and deserved to be ;

he
had very fair abilities for design, and had
made himself completely conversant with the

practical parts of the profession. He was
taken into partnership by the architect whom
he had served, and to whom he had gradually

become indispensable, and having deserved
the best position of all those whom we have
enumerated, found himself, after no very long

period of waiting, in actual possession of it.

We could easily go on with the list, and fill

the alphabet twice over, but the sample
already given may stand for the rest. If

any one thinks that more than one in eight

of the junior members of the profession are

really qualifying themselves for its higher

posts, his experience has been different from
ours, and different, we fear, from the average.

HAVING thus completed
summary of the history

VIOLLET LE DUG'S " DICTIONNAIRE
RAISONNE DE L'ARCHITECTURE
FRANCAISE." *

XII.

his historical

y ot the nistory of Mediseval

architecture in France, M. le Due re-

sumes his definitions of the various tech-

nical terms employed by the architect. From
one of these, the extreme beauty of one
of his illustrations induces us to extract

both it and much of the letter-press.

Under the word armurie (the aumbry or

locker of our technical language) we find

much interesting matter. In French, this

word is used in a generic sense to express any
kind of cupboard, fixed or movable ; but it is

at present discussed with reference to the

former only, its latter definition being ex-

pounded in the author's " Dictionnaire

Raisonne du Mobilier Fran(;aise"—a work,

though as yet incomplete, to which on
some future occasion we may probably revert.

In the restricted sense here adopted, the

word is used to designate any inclosed recess

in a wall, or a structural cupboard, whether
in a domestic or an ecclesiastical building.

We in England usually employ our synonym
" aumbry " in the latter sense only, though

no logical reason exists why it should not be
equally applied to domestic cupboards. In

the early abbeys, when monks used the

words work and worship side by side, it was
necessary to have some place close to hand
wherein, when the time for field labour came,

they could easily deposit those books they

had in daily reading ; consequently, we gene-

rally find in one of the cloister walls an arma-

rium or armariolus, as these niches were then

called, in which to inclose them. These were
carefully guarded by doors, for books were
trebly precious then, and were valued highly

—so highly that their receptacle was often

equal in architectural rank to those which

wore destined to contain the sacred vessels

of the altar, or the most precious relics of the

sacristy. Before the introduction of the
" tabernacle," in which the Holy Sacrament

is retained on the altar itself, aumbries

were used for this purpose, being fre-

c^uently found on the north side of our

chancels ; and the learned Thiers, in his

" Traite de I'exposition du Saint Sacrament,"

published in the latter half of the last neo-

tury, distinctly refers to the usage of these

aumbries for this purpose, as well as to the

ancient custom of depositing there the holy

oil, which was used in the rite of extreme

uni-tion. The Archbishop of Corenze, in
him touch a pencil, and it was Q^labria, who also wrote at the latter end of

last century, notes the " recent disuetude into

which these ancient receptacles have fallen."

At present in the Roman church they have

been completely abandoned ;
the temptation

of mounting a " Chubb" or "Milner" on

the altar, aud veneering it with^ rnarble, has

been too great to be resisted. This, and the

popularity of the modern rite of "benedic-

tion." has deijrived the aumbry of its dignity.

Destruction followed on disuetudc, and where

it yet exists it is found chiefly tenanted by
spiders and dusters. How important these

receptacles were considered is shown by the

record of one which was provided for the

Sainte Chapelle at Paris, described by
jSIorand, who published his history of this

• Dictionnaire Ralaonnc de rArchileeture Francaise
dii XI. au XVI. Siecle, par M. Vioi.i.f.t le Duo, Archltecte

du Gouvernmont, luspectour-General de9 Edillcea Dioc^s-
sains. 10 vols.; 8to. ; Uorel, Paris, 1864—1868.
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building in that very eventful year 1790, as

being constructed of gilt bronze, and orna-
mented with several figures ; -its doors were
fastened by ten keys, six of which undid the
outer doors, and the remaining four opened
intern.-vl trellis-work, which allowed tlie pre-
cious contents to be seen, but not stolen. We
need, liowever, no better illustrationof the im-
portance of these objects of Cliurch furniture
than th.it which we engrave (Kig. ;' from the
abbatical church of Souvigny, and winch dates
from the conunencement of the fifteenth cen-
tury. This is very ricli in its detail, and is

placed in the south transept of the church.
The doors are of wood, yet retaining much
of their painted decoration, and this interest-

ing relic of the past has most singularly (per-

haps, we ought, considering the relics it once
contained, to say miraculously) escaped the
ravages of the Revolution.

The ne.xt definition we encounter is that of

the word iirmoirie, or heraldry, a science too

much despised by our modern architects. It

is true that heraldry has been stigmatised as
" the science of fools with long memories ;"

but architects, whether with long or short

memories, justly deserve the epithet, if they
do not know somewhat of it, especially such
as are not sufficiently wise to abstain from
"blazoning" their ignorance. We know an
instance of a pretentious porchway, where
an ignorant architect has scattered broadcast
innumerable shields, and whereon he has set

forth that his client is both a bastard and a
traitor, liajjpily, the owner is as ignorant
as his .architect, but should his eyes ever be
opened, we do not think he will thank that

man who thus has held him up to scorn and
shame. We would, however, recommend its

study on broader grounds than mere bread-
winning. As an expounder of historical or

archaiologic.al puzzles, heraldry is an invalu-

able aid, and our heart has often ached when a

learned architect has come down to restore

some village church, and has improved these

sculptured records from off its walls ; or,

what is worse, has renovated them according
to his folly. It is not a hard science ; indeed,

its first rules .and principles are easy to

acquire. They have been reduced to their

smallest bulk in the crucible of ages, .and tlie

very fact that the school of colouring has for

its axiom, "Thiit colour must not be placed
on colour, nor metal upon metal," shows a long
period of observance of the changes effected

by juxtaposition. The broad, well-m<arked,

simple lines of the princip.al ordinaries also

show a great knowledge of what forms are

most readily impressed upon the eye .and the
mind. Both these things demonstr,ate that a

long period of observ.ation must have jire-

cedcd this settled order. Kothing is perfect

at first, and the wise reflection of long ages
was embodied before her.aldry had achieved
its perfection in tlie thirteenth century. "We
cannot here enter into a treatise on the

science, as JI. le Due has done; such
treatises or handbooks are easily to be pro-
cured by the student at a small cost. AVe
shall, therefore, confine ourselves to extract-

ing from the ess.ay now before us sucli com-
ments .as are not likely to be found so well

expressed elsewliere.

After remarking upon the general

"ch.arges," as the ornamentation of the

shield is called, and passing from tilings in-

animate to those culled from the animal world,

our author remarks that " During the thir-

teenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries

heraldic .animals .assumed those conventional

forms which it is necess.ary to know well, be-

cause they were not adojited without reason.

Meant to be seen at a distance, it was requi.site

to give a very distinct outline to them, and
the heraldic artist of those d.ays argued that

it was a sine (/ik'i iion that his picture should

be recognisabh'. Consequently the members
of the animal represented must be well de-

tached from tlie field, its movements exagge-
rated, and its physiognomy perfectly distinct,

or at a certain distance there woulil be but a
confused blot of colour on his 'scutcheon."

During the sixteenth century decor.ative art

became softer and weaker, and heraldic figures

lost that character which made them so readily

recognisable. The .artist then wished to give

a greater reality to his work, and inasmuch as

her.aldry is purely a conventional art, this at-

tempt at realism was in direct contr.avcntion

of its principles, and, divided against itself, it

fell. Hence it is necess.ary to imbue oneself

with a knowdedge of the forms given to ani-

mals before we would draw or restore old

heraldry. Of these forms JI. le Due gives

many examples, and their drawing is so clear,

sharp, .and distinct that we cannot refrain

from reproducing some of them. We have
here the lion (Fig. 35) ramp.ant, .as in the

arms of .Scotland ; theleop.ard (Fig. 30), astlie

French will still persist in calling our English
beast, who "passes gu.ardant 'cross th' en-
sanguined field ;" the wolf (Fig. .37) ; the stag

(Fig 38) ; the wild bo.ar (Fig. 39) ; and
the dragon (Fig. 40), all admir.able specimens
of purely heraldic drawing of animal form

;

whilst tiie arms of Paris (Fig. 41) show how
admirably I\I. le Due delineates, on the same
principle, inanimate forms. We would par-
tieul.aily draw the attention of decorative
painters and stone carvers to these figures.

Half the labour bestowed on the lumpy,
muddy caricatures they are in the h.abit of dis-

gusting us with, would, if properly directed,

produce a much more pleasing and spirited

result, and both pleasure and profit would re-

sult from the study and the jiractice of the
principles here inculcated. Not only does
the shield and its ch.arges receive considera-

tion at the h.ands of I\I. le Due, but all the
accessories pertaining to the "gentle science

"

itself are passed in review by him. Speaking
of supporters (those figures which sustain the
shield, as the lion and unicorn do the regal

arms of England), he s.ays, " The origin of

this ustage may be found in the tournament.
The knights there caused their hclmec. Lance,

and shield to be carried by pages or valets,

attired in str.ange costume, pr disguised as

animals. At the commencement of a passage
of arms these ' supporters ' Qcimnts), guarded
the arms of the combatant at the place as-

signed for their exhibition, and where he who
would engage their owner came to touch his

would-be adversary's shield. These ' sup-

porters ' were dressed as dwarfs, as giants,

Saracens, and savage beasts, and the her.alds

waited hard by to record the names of those

who thus sought the comb.at. At the cele-

brated tournament which took place at Cham-
bery, on the 1st of May, 134G, Am.adeus VI.
of .Savoy caused his shield to be guarded by
two huge lions, .and which, ever since th.at day,

have done duty as the supporters of the family

.arms. The choice of these i nimals was pro-

b.ably induced from the fact that Chablais and
the Duchy of Aosta bore each a lion on their

shield. The armorial insignia of the twenty
knights who there fought in mimic b.attle re-

mained for three centuries in the Franciscan
church, and it was not until IGGO, when the

good fathers 'beautified .and white-washed'
their church th.at this precious relic of Medi-
rcval pageantry was destroyed. Charles A'l.

was the first French mon.arch who used ' sup-

porters ' for his shield. lie one day, at Seiilis,

captured a stag, which bore round his neck a

golden collar, engr.aved with the words,

l.'.-KMir hoc milii ilotiinif, and from this strange

circumstance the two stags which supported
the arms of the French kings until the time

of Louis XII. found their way into

regal lieraldry. Louis XII. adopted a
coujile of porcupines, .and Fr.ancis I.

chose two salamanders for his ' supporters :'

and the fashion spreading, almost all

the noble families of France in the

sixteenth century, added the new accessory

to their arms, changing them at will." ]\I. le

Due commits an error in speaking of our
English usage on this point. He says,

"the English kings had for supporters of

their arms a leopard [he won't let us have a

lion] .and a unicorn. But these supports are

posterior to the reunion of Scotland to the

kingdom of England. Before this epoch the
snprorler.i of the arms of Kiniland in re a lion

and a drarjon, thin l<ist si/mhol hi in;/ dcriced from
the order of the Garter'." The italics are our
own, and we .are surprised that so learned an
antiquary as M. le Due should fall into such
an error. The fact is, th.at our kings were
very v.ariable in their choice of supporters,
but the dragon was .adopted by Henry VII.,
who cl.aimed descent from Cadwallader, the
Last king of Briton, and who thus set off his
claim by affixing the insignia of ancient
Cambria to the .arms of England. As these
supporters figure very frequently in the
gurgoyles .and other " vestiaries," of our old
churches and domestic buildings, it may bo
as well to give a short notice of those boms
by our English sovereigns. They were flrsi

adopted by Richard II., so that their intro-

duction in the two countries w.as contempor.ary.
He adopted two .angels as his adjunctive
emblems, the which were retained during tho
early part of the reign of his successor,
Henry IV., who, however, soon changed them
for the lion and antelope. Henry V., aiming
at Fr.ance, captured their two stags, and
ch.ained them to the English arms, using,
however, sometimes one stag only, with a
lion gu.ardant on the dexter or right-hand
side. These two antelopes did duty for his
successor Henry VI., but in Edward IV.'s
time they were changed for the black bull of
Cl.are and the white lion of ]\Iortinier;

Edward V. used the lion and the white h.art

;

and "the erooked-b.acked tyr.ant," Rich.ard
III., used sometimes two bo.ars, and at others
a bull .and a boar for his supporters. Henry
VII., as we have before st.ated, took the rouge
dragon of Cadwallader, and the white grey-
hound of the house of Somerset. Henry
VIII. used at first the same supporters, but
afterw.ards .adopted the crowned lion .and

retained the red dragon of the Tudor. Ed-
ward VI. chose a lion and a griffin ; IMary,

the greyhound and the crowned eagle of

Spain, sometimes uniting the two countries
under the symbol of our British lion and
"that cruel, evil-omened bird of prey."
Elizabeth went back to the ways of her father

and chose the same supporters; whilst James
1., in order to mark well the country from
whence he came, added to the lion of Eng-
land the appropriate spmbol of a savage
man. The "white king," Charles I., used
the lion and an angel vested in a surcoat of

fleurs-de-lys, in f.anciful comjjlimcnt to his

French wife. But the days of heraldry were
over, and after the Restoration the supporters

now in use were adopted. The catalogue of

beasts and birds, and creatures which are

neither, we h.ave just given will expLain many
a village sign, many a c[uaint device, ami open
out a fruitful fimd of musing for such as

delight to find out tlie why and the where-
fore of the daily history they come in contact

with. This is, however, only one of the
byeways of history that heraldry keeps the
gate of, and he who studies it will find him-
self more than amply repaid for the trouble

of mastering its preliminary " jargon." Tho
Lambrequins or mantlings, the badges and
cognis.ances, the mottoes, devices, and rebusses
of our English heraldry played a great p.art

in domestic and ecclesiastical decoration, and
he who cannot unravel these loses an im-
mense pleasure ; he sees but the outside

binding of that volume of pcrson.al hi.story

the buildings of his country would bid him
p ruse ; bnt he is unlearned, an<l the clerkly

lore they bid him read is lost to him, .and

probably condemned by him as foolishness,

because he himself is not wise enough to

understand it. City and borough arms are

full of history, and many an episode for the

deco.ation of our public buildings might bo
drawn from the chronicle they cover, but a

dull, bad copy from an ill-cut modern seal is

all the untaught architect can use. Even this

he generally gets carved with the most
zoological exactitude, and the most utter

absence of the recognition of these fixed

principles which should guide him.
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Heraldry fell when it came to be used

simply for the purpose of personal vanity
;

and when arms were gained, not by straight-

ness of back in the camp, but by dorsal

suppleness in the court, they ceased to be a

mark of true nobility, and in France a death-

blow was dealt to the science by the decree

of Louis XV., which established the
" Noblesse Militaire." Enrolled in this, no
particular right to bear arms was needed

;

good ancestry was of no value ;
the fact of

belonging to this order was sufficient, and

once in it armorial bearings followed as

officially as if the newly-elected was an M.V.
of our day. Individuality was gone, official-

ism reigned in its stead ; consequently, so

personal a science died. But we must ter-

minate this disquisition with the eloquent

words of our author, regretting that our

space will not allow us to make more use of

those three-and-thirty valuable pages he

has devoted to this interesting subject.

" The institution of military orders in the

twelfth century had created confraternities

powerful enough to alarm the kings of

Christendom. It was feudalism, not dis-

seminated and in rivalry, but organised,

armed, and powerful enough to dictate very
hard conditions on its sovereign. The
monarchial power, after having broken this

bond, desired to refold it round itself, making
it a rampart of protection rather than a

column of attack. It instituted, therefore,

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

the orders of S. Michael and the Holy Spirit

;

during the seventeenth century the order of

S. Louis; and, later still, Louis XV. founded
the Order of jNIilitary Jlerit. These insti-

tutions did away with the last love of

armorial bearings. Thenceforth the nobility
regarded them simply as a generic sign ; they
were no more an individuality. Jlonarchy
put itself in the same rank, and covered
with the same mantle the old and the new
nobility alike, and the night of the 4th of

August, 1789, saw those shields which this

mantle veiled broken by the mob, who only
regarded them as a symbol of unjust privi-

leges, and no longer the mark of important
services rendered to the country. The royal
shield of Louis XVI. [erroneou.sly printed
XIV.] had covered the whole of the nobility

of Franco; in the day of danger it found
itself alone—it was broken."
The last word of this first volume of jSI. le

Due's invaluable work is aromk (our dovetail),

as applied to masonry and carpentry—a word
needing but little explanation at our hands.
Its use is treated of in both these arts, audits
abuse referred to in those examples of pendant
vaulting such as we have in King's College,

Cambridge, and Henry VII.'s Chapel, West-,
minster ; but we shall have to revert to this

subject in that distant day when the word
"vaulting " is reached. Long as our review
of it has been, we clo.se this first volume with
a feeling of regret that it must remain a sealed
book to many, and with a wish that we could
havo given our readers more of it ; but eight
others await us, and we must not dwell too
long on one.

One rather important class of edifice it is

desirable to notice—a class which at one time
bade fair to introduce an important change
in religious architecture, but it became official.

It was adopted by a party, and when that
party fell it ceased—we moan the circular

churches adopted by the Templais. These,
borrowed from the East, strove to impart
another oriental feature, but from the cause
above indicated their influence was restricted.

In the Early Christian architecture of the
East, circular edifices were conmion, and this

form appeared to be about to develop itself

in the AVest. Without speaking of the nimie-
rous circular edifices erected at Rome under
the reign of Constantine, and which were as

much Uomau as Oriental iu their idea, we
find from the fifth to the twelfth centuries a
great number of edifices adopting this form
erected. At Paris, Childebert built, where
now stands the Church of S. Germain

I'Auxerrois, a church which bore the name of

the Round'Church of S. Vincent. On the

left of the entrance of the Cathedral of Paris

stood tho round chapel of S. John. At
Dijon there yet remains the lower storey of

the round church of S. Bdnigne, commenced
in the seventh century—a reflex of the

church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

Charlemagne's round church at Aix-la-

Chapelle was imitated in the twelfth century

at Ottmarsheim. In the eleventh century

the foundations of a round church were laid

at Neuvy Sainte Sepulchre, near Chateau
Roux ; and in tho twelfth century an enor-

mous circular church with triple aisles was
constructed at Charroux. In England many
attempts at its introduction were made. In-

deed, the influence of this form even lingered

down to tho time of Catherine de Medicis,

who built at S. Denis a mortuary chapel after

the fashion of the Holy Sepulchre, as a ceno-

taph to her husband. Other attempts at the

re-introduction of Eastern elements were
made from time to time, but its influence had

ceased to be vital.

NOTES ON CARPENTRY AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES—VIL

IN the last article we referred to the Euro-
pean red pine (Pinus .lyloestris), better

known as Baltic fir, although the Scotch fir is of

tho same kind ; and also to the European white

fir, or Norway spruce (Funis abics). We
shall now speak of American pine. There
are two sorts, called here red and yellow.

They come from Canada and North America,

and are there differently designated as to

colour. Mr. Cresy says of yellow pine :

"The white or Weymouth pine (P/»h,s-

strohus) is brought into the English market
from Canada or North America. Its annular

rings are not very distinct, nor is its dura-

bility remarkable, being subject to dry rot.

A cubic foot weighs 291b."

On the subject of American timber we have
preferred to consult as an auxiliary authority

an American author, and have looked into

the " Elementary Course of Civil Engineer-
ing," by D. H. Mahan, JM.A., sixth edition,

18G0, in which he says of the white pine or

northern (American) pine (Pinus strohus) :

"This tree takes its name from the colour

of its wood, which is white, soft, light,

straight-grained, and durable. It is inferior

in strength to that of other sorts, and it has
the defect of swelling in damp weather. Its

timber is, however, in great demand as a
good building material, being almost the

only kind in use in the Eastern and Northern
states for the framework and joinery of

houses, &c."

Mr. Newlands says of this wood: "The
Weymouth pine or yellow pine, called in

America the white pine, is imported in

large logs. Its wood is light and soft,

straight-grained, and free from knots, which
fits it for joiners' work, especially for mould-
ings. Its colour is a brownish yellow, and
the colour and textiu'c are very uniform. It

has a peculiar odour. The most important
information to the carpenter, however, is

that in the construction of the magnificent

wooden bridges over the Schuylkill, at Phila-

delphia, and the Delaware at Trenton, and
also in the bridges which unite Cambridge
and Charleston n with Boston, of which the

first is \,W) feet and the second 3,000 feet

in length, the white pine has been chosen for

its durability. . . . But, however highly
this pine may rank in America as a timber
for the carpenter, it is not esteemed in this

country. It is inferior to the Baltic timber
in strength and hardness, and is not to be
compared to it in durability. It is liable to

the dry rot, and is therefore, and for the

other reasons given, never employed in the
carpentry of the best houses, but is exclu-

sively used by the joiner."

Of another variety, the yellow pine of

America, that is to say the pine which is

called yellow there, the Pbuis Mitis, Mahan

says :
" Tho heart wood of this tree is fine-

grained, moderately resinous, strong and
durable ; but tho sap-wood is very inferior,

decaying rapidly on exposure to the weather.

It is found in greatest abundance in tho

middle states. In tho Southern states it is

known as spruce pine, and short-leaved pine.

Long-leaved pine, or Southern pine (Pinus

Anslirilis), has but little sap-wood, and the

resinous matter is uniformly distributed

tlirough the heart-wood, which presents a

fine compact grain, having more hardness,

strength, and durability than any other

species of the pine." And Mr. Cresy says of

tile J'iiius Mitis, or yellow pine, that it is

called in England the New York pine, and is

very full of turpentine, and is more durable

and of greater strength than the white pine. It

does not attain so large a size, but is a more
valuable timber.

Of oak, Mr. Newlands says there are many
species, the most common of which in this

country are the Quercus- rohei; or Querciis

peilnnculala (the common oak), and the

Q. sessilijiora, or the sessile-fruited oak. The
former has its fruit on a long foot stalk or

peduncle ; the latter has its fruit sessile, or

on a very short stalk. The common oak is

of slower growth than the other, which,

moreover, tends to grow with a more erect

stem and less tortuous branches. The com-
mon oak is believed to be more durable than

the sessile-fruited oak. The oak grows best

on a clayey soil, and it is in the alluvial

deposits of England and Scotland where tho

noblest specimens of this tree are to be

found. The wood of the common oak, the

pcdunculata, is stiffer and yet more easily split

than that of the scs.iilifli>ra. Its colour is

lighter, and its specific gravity not so great.

Tiie wood of the pedunculala contains more of

the silver grain than the other. It splits

clean. Its stiffness recommends it for beams,

and its quality of resisting alternations of

wetness and dryness renders it valuable for

piling. The weight of a cubic foot of each

kind is as follows :

—

When Green
When nalt Dry
When Perteotly Dry

Q. Pedo.ncclata. Q. Sessiliflora.

7G131b.
C.5-9011).

52-1 31b.

80-501b.

07-121b.

51-lOlb.

Professor Rankine says :
" The old English

oak, or stalk-fruited oak, in which the acorns

grow on stalks, and the leaves close to the

twig, and the bay oak, or cluster-fruited

oak Iq. sea.^ilifiord), in which the acorns grow
in cluse clusters, and the leaves have stalks :

these are the two kinds that grow in Europe.

The wood of the stalk-fruited oak is lighter

in colour and has more numerous and distinct

medullary rays [the scientific name of the

'silver grain'] than that of the cluster-

fruited oak, in which they are so few and in-

distinct as to have caused it in some old

buildings to be mistaken for chestnut. The
stalk-fruited oak is the stitfer and straighter-

grained of tho two, the easier to work, and

the less liable to warp; it is therefore pre-

ferable where stiffness and accuracy of form

are desired; the cluster-fruited oak is the

more flexible, which gives it an advantage

where shocks havo to be borne. The wood
of the oak contains gallic acid, which pro-

bably contributes to its durability, but tends

to corrode iron fastenings.

Mr. Gwilt says that the specific gravity of

the first-named wood is -8, and its weight

.50-4.olb. per cubic foot ; and of the latter kind

the .specific gravity is 87.'), and its weight

5.51b. ; their cohesive forces are proportion-

able. The red oak of Canada, the Quercus

rul>r(i, is a light, spongy, and far from durable

wood. Its growth is rapid.

Mr. Cresy says that the Quercus allia, or

white oak of America, and the Q. ruhra, or

red oak of Canada, are of quick growth, and

not so durable as the British oak. Wainscot

is obtained from the Riga oak, which is very

clean and free from knots, and much in re-

quest by the joiner, forming good flooring

and wainscoting.
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Oak varies in its specific gravity according
to the soil which produces it ; its strength is in

proportion to its <k'nsity, and that timber is

the most durable which has this quality in

the liighest degree Density is mainly owing
to the length of time occupied in the produc-
tion of the timber ; that which grows fast, as

it will do in light soils, is not so heavy, or

BO hard and compact, as that produced on
cold soils and by slower growth. From a'l

experiments made upon the strength of oak
timber, it has been found that this is in pro-

portion to its weight and density, and in-

variably the heaviest is the strongest. In
the trunk of a tree the most dense wood is

found in the lower parts ; this quality

decreases in those branches which are

farther removed from the base. Trees which
are suffered to complete their full growth
have their heart-wood throughout of the

same weight and strength, whilst those cut
down prematurely are found to possess these

requisites only in their centre wood.
Timber may be too much dried. It may

be reduced to two-thirds of its original

weight, but is weakened by the process. It

is best for carpentry when about one-sixth
of its original weight has been dried out
Oak seasoned so as to reduce its weight to

601b. per cubic foot is the most preferable.

Some of the oak timber procured for the
pointing gates we mentioned in a former
article had dead knots, which were grown
partly or completely over on the outside, and
one of the carpenters said of these that the
cause of the bad knots was that boughs had
been cut oS close to the bole or trunk of the

tree many years before it was felled, and that

the sap-wood had grown over it ; whenever,
therefore, boughs are cut off while the tree is

standing they should be cut at such a distance

from the bole that the growth of the tree will

never quite enclose the knot. Trees that
grow on old stumps have rotten holes in

the butt ends, for the new wood grows round
the old stump, which soon decays and leaves

a bad hole in the new one. Hedge-grown
trees are most likely to have bad knots, on
account of the boughs being so frequently

lopped off. Tho.se trees with the longest

boles are the most valuable per foot, having
fewer knots. Those knots with a tongue in

the middle are less likely to turn out bad
inside than those without tongues.

Another carpenter had it that Memel
timber comes the longest and most parallel

of any fir, and runs from llin. to 1-lin. square.

American red and yellow i^ine come in

good lengths, but taper more than Baltic

lir. Of the two pines the yellow comes the
larger. At one time the Americans would
not load a ship entirely with deals, but com-
pelled lier to bring a certain c^uautity of log
timber with a cargo of deals.

The timber both from America and the
Baltic always comes axe-hewn, nearly square,
and is generally thicker through the middle
than at the edges.

AVlien fir first arrives the sap is hardly
distinguishable from the heart, but after

lying in a timber pond for some time, or on
the ground, the sap turns blue, and is seen
immediately on the piece being opened.

Teak and .African oak arc very much alike,

the Indian teak being tlie better of the two.

A good de;d of teak is used in ships, but he
Las seen a piece of it taken out of a ship quite

rotten, which had been in only four years.

English elm will last as long, when kept
entirely under water, as any tindjer known

;

ships' keels are often made of elm ; but if

it is exposed to both water and wind it rots

very soon, lie thinks American red pine
will last as long entirely under w.ater as

!Memel or other Baltic fir.

Timber exposed to the weather before it

luis been properly seasoned becomes rifted

or shaken, but it is also shaken sometimes in

the upper end when it is felled, by falling

against other trees or across logs on the

ground. The common defects of timber are

sap, shakes, and dead knots.

In a course of lectures delivered at the

Royal Engineer establishment, Chatham, in

1«67, by Thos. Laslett, Esq., Inspector of

Timber at "Woolwich Dockyard, it was said

that of Baltic timber the Dantzic fir is the

best for strength, when the sap wood is

removed, but the sap wood is excessive in this

kind, and is not distinguishable at first from
the heart wood. Logs come from 18ft. to

4.ift. in length, and from llin. to 18in. square.

Deals cut from this timber are sorted for the

trade into crown and crown brack qualities,

brack being of about two-thirds value of

crown. The specific gravity is 682. The
relative values of the various sorts selected

for commerce were at that time 80s. per load

of 50 cubic feet for crown, 65s. for best mid-
dling, 52s. for good middling, and -lOs. for

conmion middling. Although prices form
no part of our present subject, these jn-ices

may show in general terms the relative

worth of the various sorts of Dantzic fir.

Riga fir, it is said, is straight, free from
large knots, and has but little sap wood. It

is not much converted into deals. Logs come
from 20ft. to OOft. long, and from llin. to

14in. square. Its specific gravity is 541.

Canadian red pine takes its name from the

reddish colour of its bark. Its timber is

white, clean and fine in gi'ain, and smooth
and silky in appearance when worked. It

has very little sap wood. It neither warps
nor splits in seasoning, and has few large

knots.

Canadian yellow pine, or, as it is called in

America, white pine, is the produce of a
lofty, straight-growing tree, found abun-
dantly between Nova. Scotia and the Rocky
Jlountains. Its specific gravity is 452. It

comes in logs of from 18ft. to 24ft. in length,

and from 14in. to 24in. square.

I'itch pine, from Virginia, comes in logs

of from 20ft. to 40ft. in length, and from
llin. to 16in. square. The tapping of this

tree for turpentine tends greatly to lessen

both its strength and durability.

Kauri or Cowdie pine, from New Zealand,
is a fine wood. The trees commonly grow
from OOft. to 70ft. clear of branches, and are

from 3ft. to 5ft. in diameter at the base. Its

mean specific gravity is 530.

THE SWLVIMING-BATH AS AN ART
INFLUENCE.

SO much has lately been said, and happily,

on the subject of swimming-baths
for the people that it would seem to be
almost impossible to add anything useful to

it ; but there are, nevertheless, not a

few practical details which remain to be
noticed, and without attention to which the

whole scheme, if ever acted upon, must come
almost to nought. Be it our province here

to add a few notes on the practical require-

ments of swimming-baths, and a note or two
on their artistic influence, if in any way
properly and thoughtfully carried out. And
fir.st, it cannot but have struck most people

who are, or who pretend to be, interested in

this question of bathing .and swimming, that

while old I'agan and liarbarous Rome num-
bered such costly and magnificent baths fit

and suitable for all, so that no one who
wanted a wash ever needed to be without
one, modern and highly-civilised London
cannot be said to possess biiths enough for

one hundredth part of its teeming population

of some three millions and a quarter of

human beings. And not only were the old

Roman b.aths plentiful enough, but they were
arehitectiir.ally and .artistically magnificent,

and artistically instructive—not insignificant

eyesores, as ours .are, but things of beauty to

go and sec and to be delighted with. What
a contrast between tlie old world and the

new, between the ways of Pagan barbarism

and high civilisation !

It has happened somcwh.at unfortunately

that, in consequence of the small number of

baths London has asked for, almost every

one of them has been built .and contrived by
some one to whom the subject was a new one.
No one ever seems to have considered, in the
pLanning of a swimming-b.ath, th.at something
more is required th.an a large tank of shallow
w.ater, a little deeper at one end than the
other, and that bathers need but tumble in

somehow or other, and after a while—as

short a time as you will—crawl rip a few
awkward steps and out again. But any one
practically aoqu.ainted with swimming matters
will know tliat this poor work is nothing,
and tends but to keep people away from
b.aths altogether, .and that it is only the most
hardy and enthusiastic that can or will go
through the inconveniences, and horrors
almost, of the present miserable arrange-
ments. It must be evident to most tliat

those who are most attracted to a swimming-
bath, and mo.?t likely to use it persistently,

are boys and youths, and that such are not
to be satisfied with the mere shallow Wiater,

and the keeping in it for half an hour, even
if trying to learn to swim in it, and still less

so if they be practised .and clever swimmers.
A .swimming-bath should, to meet the

wants and requirements of such people,
part.ake of the character of the gym-
nasium, and admit of bodily exercise

out of the water as well as in it, like

the old Roman therma;, and, indeed should
be properly planned and constructed, with
some, at least, of the usu.al apparatus of such
a place. It is, indeed, surprising to read
history a little ap.art from wars and tumults,

.and kings and queens, and to see in it how
people in old times lived and acted. Let any-
one try to f.ancy for a moment, if he can,

wh.at would be thought of the " reading" of

Homer or Slakespeare to a company of

bathers, fresh from the water of a swimming-
bath, and to know that such bathers had
been there for the express purpose of bringing

themselves into better humour for the hearing

of fine and noble passages of poetic fervour.

And yet this w.as one of the express purposes

of the Greek .and Roman thermfc. A man
with a new poem or even a new history went
to the swimming-bath to read a part of it,

cpiite sure of an audience in a fit state of

mental and bodily health to listen to liim and
appreciate his performance. Are we in

reality progi'essing educationally ? Were the

old Greek and Roman ways of life foolish-

ness and error, or was there in them much
that was true and well worthy of imit.ation ?

In a great Roman bath there were always

not only bathers and swimmers and gymn.asts,

but .an "audience and spectators, .and there

can be but little doubt that a good deal of

the great art of the sculptor is to be attri-

buted to the opportunity afforded to the

sculptor of those uneulightened d.ays for the

study of the form and movements of the

human figure. No wonder that the Greek
produced the woi'k he did ; everything in his

daily life went to help him in his work ; the

thermaj were a part, and an important part,

of this help. There can be no sort of doubt
that a large bath in London, modelled after

the Greek or Roman, would provea success ; for

human nature is pretty much the same .as ever.

The old tireek or Roman of centuries back

would have no need to hide himself from

modern eyes, however critical, for though
he lacked much, doiibtless, th.at we have, yet

had he much, .and very much, that we have

not. Fine art being one of the necessities of

his existence, and there being no "precedent"

or " .antique " to go by, he w.as compelled to

appeal to Natui-e whenever he could find it.

Again, in the construction of a swimming-
bath on a new .and hitherto untried plan, and
keeping well in view that somethingmore tlian

the mere water is needful, provision should

be made for .an ample shore to the bath, i.e.,

a way right round it, so that the water can

be approached from every side. The incon-

veniences of the opposite pl.an will be evi-

dent by inspecting any common bath, as .at

Endell-street, or Smith-street, Westminster,

where this has been omitted. A wooden
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floor, too, it may be mentioned, is better than
stone, for who is there in tliese poor days that

dares to think of a wai-med marble floor to a

swimming-bath ? Next as to the depth of the

water—a most important point. At one end,

of course, it may be shallow enouj,'h to allow
of very small people paddling about without
danger of drowning, and for learners who are

timid of water
; but the plunge end of the

bath should be deep enough for a " perpen-
dicular," say ten feet. Suppose it a small

bath, ."30 or GO feet long, and 20 or 30 wide,

then might the depth at the deep end be, as

we have said, 10 feet, gradually shallowing

to five feet to within a few feet of the shallow

end, leaving only a few feet of very shallow

water for learners. Thus wo have deep
water and a good shore all round it. The
water should be 15 or 18 inches below the level

of the shore floor of the bath-room, so as to

allow of a " running plunge." Of course, at the

deep end of the bath there must be a phinge
platform. This apparatus, simple as it is, is

always so contrived as rather to render its

legitimate use impossible than otherwise

;

but without a drawing we could hardly, in

mere description, make our meaning intel-

ligible, or the proper kind of apparatus
plain to the reader. It is all-Linportant in a

swimming-bath, and is indeed the " art"

apparatus element iu it.

We would gladlj' say a few words on the
architecture of a swimming-bath ; but as

things are it would seem to be almost hojje-

less to look for any architecture at all iu such
a place. The architecture common to a bath
of the day will be generally found to

consist of plain brick plastered walls
(sometimes not even that) and a corru-
gated iron roof with a skylight, the worst
of all possible forms for a bath-room, inas-

much as it cannot keep cold out nor the heat
in. The old Romans were surely in advance
of us here, for if, as has been contended, the
present Pantheon, now a chapel, was, in the
says of its prime, part of a bath, some faint

idea of the size and magnificence of the
Roman thermal nury be got by those who
must needs be content to di-eam of these
things. They certainly never can see them.
There is, however, near the General Post
Ofiice a small bath worth visit, some century
or more old, very quaintly designed, with
fragments of marble pavement—a mere frag-
ment of the past, for there were baths in

in England at one time. This arciiitecture

and sculpture, as parts of the idea of a
bath, seem to us to be all important, for a
mere washing apparatus can be got at by
any one as it is ; but our notion is that
a swimming-bath can be, and ought
to be, after "the antique," made a work of

fine art, and a means, as we have so slightly

indicated, of educating artists ; for why
should not the swimming-bath be made a
drawing school for the "figure?" How much
better, surely, it would be to study and copy
the movements and forms of the human frame
in natural, and healthy, and graceful action
than to spend time and thought, as they do
at the Royal Academy, over the awkward and
unnatural " set figure !" May it not be a ques-
tion here whether we are at the beginning of
a true art action and system of art education ?

One more passing thought iu part illustrative

of what we arehereoontendingfor. Itisavery
curious, but hitherto almost unnoticed ques-
tion, as to what kind and amount of change
educational change—takes place iu human
character by the immediate presence of
objects of really noble fine art, whether of
architecture or sculpture. Did, for example,
the presence of noble statuary do any good
to a Greek, it could do him no harm

; but
did it influence his mind and mode of thought
in any way ; in short, was he any the better
for it or no? We cannot help thinking that
he was, aud that tlie jierpetual presence of
noble " figures" in a room must add to the
comforts and delights otherwise to be found
in it ; and it is with this thought, which many
will doubtless agree with, that we think a

good bath should have iu it, and as a part of

it, some few, at least, of the. great antique
figure sculjitures—such, for instance, as the
Discobolus, tlie (iladiator, the Ajax, and
others—a few better than none. M^e must
contend for the genuine, and unrestored and
unpainted antique, for the simple reason that

it is the genuine interpretation of Nature by
the hands of the old sculptors. We see in

it what they saw of Nature's best work
;

while all modern work of the kind is at best
but second-hand work, and seen by a reflected
light, and produced under the impression
that there is in the antique, from which it is

always inspired, a something superior and
above Nature, not to be rivalled, or indeed
even copied

; while the fact really is that
were the same means and method of work
open to the modern man as they were to the
old Greek and Roman, the same results

would, doubtless, in time follow. ]\light

not, therefore, swimming baths and gymnasia,
on an artistic idea, help on this great work
of the future ? C. B. A.

FIRE-BRICKS.—II.

By Charles Turner, C.E.

moulding.

'T^HE first fire-bricks made were all hand-
-*- moulded, sand stock fashion, in the usual
manner practised in the district. The lumps
were cut off with a wire and the face of the
brick struck with a wooden strike kept
constantly wet. The moulds had to be of

very large size, owing to the great contrac-
tion of the brick in burning. They were
lOjin. long, 5iin. wide, and .S^in deep. The
moulders were sometimes assisted by a boy,
but generally worked alone. They wheeled
the bricks to hack, set them in hack, and
looked after them in hack. The price paid to

them was from 6s. to 6s. 6d. per 1,000. The
Dorsetshire brickmakers are never very
quick hand^, imd the lumps of clay were
much larger and heavier thanthey were accus-
tomed to handle ; the best men could not
make more than 700 yev day.

CROWDEN'G.

The bricks were wheeled to kiln in the
usual crowding barrows. This was generally
done day-work, as it was found the men
took more care of the bricks

; but the wheel-
ing, setting, drawing, and stacking were some-
times let piece-work at 2s. per 1,000.

DESCRIPTION OF KILNS.

The kilns used were open-topped kilns,

sometimes called Essex kilns, horsed at
bottom, with three or four fire holes, and
fired from both ends. The large kilns held
4e,00t:), the smaller, 82,000. The horses
were llin. wide, the spaces Sin. The bricks
were set in 12in. bolts upon the horses for a
depth of about 3ft.. ard then crossed with
wider bolts. We could only burn the fire-

bricks in the bottom of the kilns, as the
heat of the upper part was not sufficient to
burn fire-bricks—indeed, none of the fire-

bricks, except those close down upon the
horses, could ever be burned to a proper
pitch in these kilns, and the result was bricks
of three sizes, which had to be sorted into

best, seconds, and thirds.

DRYINCx AND BURNING.

The time occupied in drying varied, accord-
ing to the weather and the state of the goods
(although the kilns were protected by a cor-
rugated iron roof), to from 72 to 9G hours

;

full fire, 36 to 48 hoirrs; cooling down, 96 to
to 120 hours. The burner was paid Is. 6d.

per 1000. The coal was delivered into the
kiln pits. The coal mostly used was Welsh
coal to begin with, and '\^'ylam's North
Coimtry coal to burn off with.

A5I0UNT OF FUEL USED.

This differed considerably, according to
the weather and the quality of coal used. It

was considered a favourable result if a kiln

containing 12,000 fire-bricks and about

25,000 common bricks did not consume more
in drying and burning than eighteen tons of
coal, or about half a ton to 1000 bricks.
1 he mode of ascertaining the progress of the
kiln was by the settlement on the top. When
a kiln of this size had settled down 9in. it

was considered to be fully burned. The price
of the Welsh coal at the works was 16s. per
ton, Wylam 20s. 6d.

PROBABLE HEAT REQUIRED TO BURN FlRE-

BRICK.S

There was no means of ascertaining this
except relatively. The BeaconHill fire-bricks

required about one-third more to burn them
to a proper pitch than ordinary red bricks.

The probable heat when burned to a proper
pitch was that at which wrought iron would
run. This was ascertained accidentally. One
of the brickmakers, when counting his hack,
left a nail as a mark in one of the bricks.

The brick withthe nail iu it was set in the
kiln. AVhen drawn the nail was found to
have run into a shapeless mass, while the
brick was just burned to its proper pitch.

It was, as before observed, very difficidt to
burn the bricks to a regular size, owing to
the varying heat of the kiln. The bricks
which were underburned were too lai'ge, and
too fragile to bear transport.

DRAWING AND STACKING.

This was executed in the usual way, the
bricks being divided into classes according

to their size and quality. The underburned
fire-bricks turned green from the action of

the weather.

w.WTE.

From the cause above mentioned the waste
on each kiln was considerable, never averag-
ing less than 10 per cent, per kiln, and fre-

quently rising to 20 per cent.

SIZE AND WTIGHT PEE THOUSAND WHEN BURNED.

Hard burned bricks, 8Jin. long, 4|in. wide,

2^in. thick ;
underburned do. 9|in. long, 4iin.

wide, 2Jin thick. Weight per 1000, about

3| tons.

PRICE IN PLACE.

The price asked for the best bricks was 45.s.

per 1000. All those that were made were
sold.

CARTAGE TO STATION AND PuilLWAY RATE.

The cost of cartage to Poole Junction, in-

cluding turnpike, was 4s. per 1000. The rail-

way rate to London was 6s. 8d. per ton, or

20s. per 1000.

COST OF MAKING AND BURNING.

Summing up the foregoing figures, this

amounted to 29s. 9d. per 1,000 ;
or, including

extra expenses for contingencies and manage-
ment, left a profit of about 12s. 6d. per 1,000.

E.XPERIMENTS WITH THE ABOATJ BRICKS.

These fire-bricks are found to stand re-

markably well in the horses and fire-holes of

the kilns at the works, also in lime-kilns
;

but they did not stand well in the salt-glazed

kUns, cither at the South -Western or at the

Lambeth Potteries, being found to soften

when exposed to the heat and flux, and to

elongate as much as 2in. under pressure when
so heated. They were also too weak to bear

long transport when loosely packed and

grinding against each other; 5,000 sent to

the West Indies ground themselves abnostto

pieces on the voyage.

FIRE-CLAY CEMENT.

A material composed of the same propor-

tions of fire-clay and grit, but sifted through

a fine sieve, was tried for a lining to a small

cupola furnace at tlie Dorset Iron Works, in-

stead of the usual lining of road grit. It was

found to answer very well for the first melt-

ing. It began to run at the second melting,

and ran so as to choke the furnace at the

thii-d melting.

ROUGH STUFF,

In consequence of the result of these ex-

periments, it was determined to try a pro-

portion of rough stuff or crushed burnt fire-
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clay as a substitute for a portion of the grit.

The clay was burnt at tlie top of a kiln of

bricks, and crushed under the clay runners
through the |in. grating. The result of this

alteration was very satisfactory, as the fire-

clay cement lining to tlie cupola stood three
burnings extremely well, and bungs built from
these bricks in tlic salt-glazed kilns of the

Lytchett and South-Western Totteries stood
without the least appearance of softening or

elongation. There was, however, still a ten-

dency to run when these bricks were used for

the crowns of salt-glazed kilns. It was there-
fore determined to reject the grit altogether,

and use rough stuff in its place. The rough
stuff was burned and crushed as before, but
half of the gratings were used of tlie ^in.

gauge, half of the jin. Tlie clay and rough
stuff were mixed and wetted up as when the
grit was used, and the bricks were hand-
moulded, fine rough stuff being used instead
of land for landing the moulds.

EXPEEUrENTS.

The result of the experiments with this

new mixture of clay and rough stuff were
much more satisfactory. It showed very little

tendency to run, except in a slight degree
round the blast-hole of the cupola furnace

;

but it still cracked, and opened, and separated
into masses.

C.\LCnCED CLAY.

It was then determined to try the effect of

calcining or half burning the fire-clay before
it was used. Experiments were tried with
various mixtures of these materials, some-
times with the addition of a small quantity
of pounded and finely-sifted graphite. By
carefully comparing experiments it was, how-
ever, found tliat no result in projjortion to
the additional expense was arrived at from
the use of the graphite. The most useful
proportion for fire-clay cement, ascertained
by repeated experiments, was parts of cal-

cined fire-clay, 4 parts of rough stuff, ground
fine enough to pass through a grating of ^in.

gauge, and li parts of unburnt ground fire-

clay, thoroughly sifted together. The use of

calcined clay for fire-bricks, except for special
purposes, was found to be too expensive, and
the proportions ultimately adopted were 6
parts of luiburnt ground fire-clay to four
parts of rough stuff, half jin., half ^in. gauge.

FURTHER EXPERIMENT.S.

On trying the above mixture with calcined
clay in the cupola furnace, it was found to
stand very well for ten meltings ; in fact, to
be practically indestructible, except round
the blast hole, which required repairing every
two or three meltings. The only fault
found with the fire-clay cement so mixed,
was the difficulty of repairing, as it burnt into
80 very hard a mass that it was almost impos-
sible to chip it out, or break it even with
the heaviest iron bars.

PRESSED riRE-BKICKS.

The fire-bricks made in the manner last

above described, stood the various trials they
were subjected to remarkably well, except
showing a tendency to crack and flake off if

exposed to blasts of cold air, when heated
red hot, as in the arches over the fire-holes

of stoneware kilns during stoking, the
roofs of puddling furnaces, and the angle
piers of furnaces for heating large forgings.

It was determined to try the effect of con-
solidating the bricks by pressure, and for

this purpose some fire-bricks were made and
pressed in the hand press used for pressing
fan-bricks. Some of these bricks were
pressed and experimented upon with greatly-
improved results. But it was found so diffi-

cult to catch tlie bricks exactly at tlie time
when they were hard enough for the press,
that the process h,ad to be given up. If the
bricks were too hard, they cracked in the
burning, if too soft tliey were too large for
the press. The waste by this process was
more than 40 per cent. It was then deter-
mined to procure a machine which would

press clay, pugged very stiff, and mould it

into bricks. Kxperiments were carried on at
the same time in mixing the clay and rough
stuff, as the more thoroughly they were
mixed the better the bricks seemed to be.
Hand sifting witli a fine sieve did very
well for the fine stuff, but not for the coarse,
and the best way was found to be to pass
the clay and rough stuff under the runners
and through the gratings a second time.

THE NEW LXW COURTS.

"VT^JI-^-'T '^ meant by tlie agitation against Mr.
' ' Street's design for tlie Neiv Law Courts ?

Eviilently something seriou.?, or how else can be

accounted for the attitude of the leading journal,

and the almost unanimous expression of opinion liy

correspondents in the same organ against Mr.
Street's design ? Last week we reproduced some of

those letters, and since then others of a similar cha-
racter, all more or less bearing on the same point

—

namely, the unfitness of the proposed design—have
appeared. The Times appears to have made up its

mind on the matter. It says, in a leading article,

"Mr. Street's design is entirel3' unsatisfactory, and
as unworthy of acceptance as the original scheme
he was set to amend." Mr. Cavendish Bentinck and
Mr. Alfred Seymour, who may be regarded as repre-

senting, to some extent, opinion on both sides of

the House of Commons, send letters asking for a
reconsideration of the matter. Mr. Bentinck says :

'•Jlr. Street's designs were not exhibited in tlie library

oi tlie House of Commons until so late a period in

the season that any debate upon them was out of

the question." Mr. Alfred Seymonr follows suit.

But these individual expressions of opinion would
not amount to much if it were not known that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer does not approve of

Jlr. Street's elevations. In fact, he has said as much
in the House of Commons ; and it is rumoured that

Mr. Gladstone is favourable to a new competition,

on account of the reported prevalent hostility to the

proposed designs. We know that Mr. Ayrtou, pro-
fessing no art knowledge, says he is prepared to be
governed by the opinion of the Government art

advisers
; and we also know the declared opinion of

Sir. Fergusson, who acts in that capacity. We offer

no opinion now on the advisability of a new com-
petition, or the substitution of another design for the

one proposed by Mr. Street; we only for the moment
indicate the movement of the tide. At all events,

it is not unlikely that the Government will suspend
operations until the re-assembling of Parliament.

LEEDS SCHOOL OF ART.

THE annual exhibition of works produced by the
art students at the Leeds School of Art was

opened on Saturday. Some of the best drawings
executed in the school during the year are not
shjwn, many having been retained for the exhibi-
tion of the Science and Art Department. Tliere is

a large number of drawings in shade from the
cast and from the flat. As might be expected, thes?
form the chief feature in the exhibition, light and
shade representing nearly all that can be attempted
by night students, and being a branch of art wliich

is greatly favoured by tbe authorities in London.
At the same time it is clear th,at the operatinns of

the school do not lack variety. A former success-

ful student and a Queen's prize-taker (M. Allaun)
has, for instance, a series of admirable water-colour
studies, and there are other specimens from the same
pencil at .South Kensington. There is also a
number of promising efforts in colour by some of

the day students— not.ably by Miss M. E. Davis.
i\Iiss SI. Slclcalfe has her name attaclied to an ex-
quisitely-painted design for a fan, the work being
executed on silk. In addition she h.as contributed
a ilosign for a tea-service. From Sliss A. Myers
there are some very successful paintings from the
flat—a description of work in which she has already
obtained honours. A fine specimen of shading in

red and black chalk, after Mulrcady, has the name
of SI. A. Atkinson attached to it. The specimens
of shading from tlie cast and the flat are generally
well done, as well as numerous. Those bearing the
names of Sliss A. SI. Langley, T. W. Pottage, 11.

Robinson, G. A. Fox, .1. Pratt, and J. Foster, are
possessed of much merit. Two good paintings from
the flat have been executed during the year by Sliss

E. Snellgrove and W. Millard, and a pleasing out-

line of foliage from nature has been produced by T.
Watson. The exhibition comprises upw.ards of'2(IO

works. It closed on Wednesday, when Sir, Walter
Smith, the late Head Slaster, left Leeds to fill the
important Slassachusetts appointment which he re-
cently outaineil. The seliool is now under the
management of Mr. Andrew Stevenson, who con-
ducted the classes with Sir. Smith for some time
after the institution was established, and who lately
has done much in the way of art instruction at the
Keighley Mechanics' Institute.

LYTHE HILL, HASLEJIERE.

ONE of our lithographic illustrations this week
represents Lythe Hill, Haslemere, Surrey,

recently built under the architectural superinten-
dence of Mr. F. P. Cockerell. We shall in a week
or two give another illustration of the budding, with
a ground jtlan, and at the same time give some
additional information as to the building materials,

&c,, used.

SIASTERS AND WORKMEN.—NEW ACT.

ONE of the last Acts printed (Criminal Law
Amendment, ;U and 35 Vict., c. 32) was to

amend the criminal law relating to violence, threats,
and molestation. The penalty now for threats,
molest,ation, and obstruction may be imprisonment
with or without hard labour for a term not exceed-
ing three months. The acts specified are, violence
to any person or property; to threaten or intimidate
any person in snch a manner as would justify a
magistrate in binding over a person to keep the
peaee ; to molest or obstruct any person with a view
to coerce such person, being a master, to dismiss or
to cease to employ any workmen, or, being a work-
man, to quit an}' employment, or to return work
Ijefore it is finished; being a master not to offer, or,

being a workman, not to accept, any employment or
work ; being a master or workman, to belong or not
to belong to anj- temjiorarv or permanent association

or combination; being a master or workman, to pay
any fine or pen,alty imposed by any temporary or

permanent association or combii;ation; being a master,
to alter the mode of carrying on his business or the
number or description of any persons employed by
him. To molest or obstruct another person is to

persistently folloAV him from place to place, to hide
tools, clothes, or other property, or to deprive him
from the use thereof ; or if he watch or beset the
house or place where he resides, &c., or if with two
or more persons he follow in a disorderly manner
such person. The Statute recites the legal proceed-

ings to be taken, and the definition of terms to be
used.

NEW ALTAR AT S. PETER'S (ROSIAN)
CATHOLIC CHURCH, STALYBRIDGE.

^ rilllS altar was opened with a full choral service
-L by the Bishop of Shrewsbury, on Sunday, the
10th inst. The talde, wdiich is of Sicilian marble,

is supported by four green marble columns, with
carved caps and bases in Caen stone, the interme-
diate spaces being richly panelled, and containing
figures of angels. From the centre of this table

springs the tabernacle, which is of coloured alabaster,

with metal door inlaid with crystals, and guarded by
two angels carved in wliite alabaster. Tlie throne
consists of an open niche, with a canopy supported
by red marble columns, and is richly crocheted.

The reredos consists of an arcading iii the centre

of pointed-headed panels, with sunk quatrefjils in
spandrels, and a richly-carved cornice. The two
outer ends consist of buttresses, with clustered

marble shafts, and carved cips that are surmounted
by two tiers of niches. The lower ones have angel
figures, bearing the symbols of the Crucifi.xion ; the

upper canop3', which is also supported by marble
columns, and finished with a rich and crocketed
pinnacle, has the figure of a kneeling angel inside

the centres between these buttresses. Immediately
over the reredos is formed a gable, richly crocketed
and moulded, and containing ahfe-sized group of our
Lord, supported by the two Slarys, S. John, and the
Centurion. The linial above these consists of the
pelican and young. The stone used for the sculp-

ture and moulded work is of Caen, Painswick, and
Bath stones. Mr. Edmuinl Kirby, of Liverpool, is

the architect ; the wl^ole of the work has been

executed by T. R. & E. Williams, of Slanchester.

The Late SIr. Guote.—A bust of this celebrateJ
historian is to be jilacod in Poets'-comer, Westmin-
ster Abbey. The coiuinission has been entrusted to
Mr. Ch.^rles Bacon.
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REPORT ON THE PRESENT STATE OF
DESIGN, AS SEEN IN THE MANUFAC-
TURES IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBI-
TION OF 1871.«

By Richakd Redgrave, Esq., K.A.

^Concluded from page 183.)

OF works in the second class, that wherein
the production of a piece of ornamental furni-

ture is the object, the most prominent is the

walnut-wood sideboard designed by Sir. M.
Rogers. Its description, as "with richly-scnlp-

tured trophy, representing hunting and fishing,"

serves nt once to classify it. It is architec-

tural in its treatment, large in stjde, and in

good proportion, with solid columnar supports,

boldly projecting mouldings and cornice, curved
pediment, and other motives so common to Renais-
sance furniture. The carving is skilful, both in

design and execution. This sideboard, in former
exhibitions, would have been thought modest and
subdued in its decorative features, but it nov/ stands

as representative of the class of ornairtental furni-

ture, and enables us to compare the growth of a taste

for simplicity of form and constructive utility in

such works. In the same group is the ebony cabinet

designed by R. Jefferson (No. 3058). It is beau-
tifully executed, but the design has all the faults of

French Renaissance—false construction, heavy
mouldings, unnecessary niches, and useless columns.
The ebony cabinet designed by A. Lorimer has a

transitional loojt, with some of the stock Renaissance
motives of entablatures stilted on the top of columns,
broken pediments, &c. : it nevertheless is, in parts,

simple in its construction, while the projections are

not too pronounced. The ivory inlay is well designed,

and in good ornamental taste, its fault being tliat it

is redundant, and, from its being distributed over all

the constructive parts, instead of confined to panels

and large surfaces, it looks too flimsy and web-like.

AVhile on this subject, it may be as well to remark
on some faults in the application of marquetrie and
inkays, both of wood, of ivory, and of metal. An
examination of inlaid furniture shows the errors to

which thedesigneris liable. These may be described

as—First, when the contrast of the materials is too

violent—Second, when there is insuiRcient contrast

between the inlay and the material inlaid—Third,
when inlays are inserted in unsuitable materials

—

and, Fourth, when the ornamental inlay is in excess.

The design of the ornament when ebony is inlaid

with ivory, or in any strongly contrasting materials,

should be very perfect in line, and pure in its general
forms, the very strong contrast between the two
materials calling attention to any false curve or
unpleasant grouping ; if it is in too great quantity,
or spread too much over the whole surface of the
work, a want of breadth and repose is the result.

On the other hand, if the wood, or other material in

which the inlaj' is inserted, is too much alike, in

colour or tone, to the inlaj' itself, the labour bestowed
by the inlayer may be thrown away, or, at least, be
less effective than it ought to be. There is a little

sense of this fault (certainly a fault on the right side)

in the inlaid furnitme designed by Mr. R. Charles,
of which mention has been made. Thirdly, when
inlays are inserted in an unsuitable ground, the effect

is equally lost, as in the piano exhibited by J.

Brinsmead & Son, where the configuration of the
grain of the wood mars the effect of the inlay, and,
joined to the saw-cut ornament, disturbs the ej-e by
the multiplicity of forms, and destroys all sense of
pleasurable repose. The skilfully-designed inlay or
marquetrie of the table by Mr. C. Slocombe, belong-
ing to the Dukeof Northumberland, maybe referred
to as an example of excess. Not onlj- is the whole
surface of the table too much covered by the decora-
tive border and centre, but the want of repose thus
arising is increased by the redundant curve? and
busy fulness of subject in the marquetrie

; while the
flat treatment which ought to be the rule in inlaid
work is violated by bands and foliage passing under
and 0%-er one another, and by the sense of ornamen-
tal relief given by contrasting dark and light woods.
Thus, while the ornament is full of fancy, and of
high skill and merit, the principles that should
govern inlays are not so well attended to as they are
in the excellent inlaid table of Mr. Jacob, or in" that
of Mr. A. Lorimer. It has already been said that
redundance often arises from ready means of execu-
tion. This may account for a little excess of
ornament on some simple pieces of furniture designed
by Mr. A. F. Brophy, and on which a new process
of staining wood has been xtsed to supply the decora-
tion. Subdued, and used with more restraint, the
process seems to supply an agreeable mode of cheaply
ornamenting works of this character.

'Prom the OiBcial Eeport, Fine Arts Division, Part IV.
Pubhshed by J, M. Johnson & Sons.

Having thus reviewed some of the most important

objects embodying design, it has become evident

that, partly from the effect of former Exhibitions

—

by the spread of sound criticism, and deduction nf

principles from the examination of fine works—much
progress towards excellence has resulted ; and not

only has invention, controlled by sounder taste in its

application, been stimulated, but the extravagant

tours de force, the efforts after startling novelty,

and to produce works of great size or curious diffi-

culty, rather than nf utility and beautj', which
crowded our first International Exhibition, are far

less resorted to by our designers or manufacturers to

secure the applause of the public.

ANCHOR BEAM SUPPORT FOR BRICK
WALLS.

WE illustrate front an American paper a method
of supporting and anchoring beatns to brick

walls, invented and patented by Wni. W. Goodrich,

of Rondout, New York. The method consists

essentially in casting the supporting and anchoring

devices together in a single casting, the parts of

which are as follows:—Aisavertical flat plate, which
is placed between the outer course of brick and the

inner ones. The beam, B, rests upon a horizontal

plate, D, cast with the vertical plate A. The end of

the beam is dovetailed as shown, the dovetailed por-

tion fitting the recess between two vertical plates, C,

cast together with A and D. In this way the plate

is anchored to the wall, and the beam is firmly held

to bind opposite walls together.

METROPOLITAN IMPBOVEMENTS.
Meteopolit.vn BuitiAL-GnorxDS.—At the last

meeting of the Whitechapel District Board of

Works, a letter was read from Mr. Hopwood, Clerk

to the Holborn District Boartl of AVorks, asking for

the co-operation of the Board in an attempt which

it was proposed to make, through the Metropolitan

Board of AVorks, for obtaining Parliamentary

powers to appropriate the whole of the closed burial-

grounds in the metropolis as recreation-grounds for

the people. The matter was referred to the AVorks

Committee.

Proposed Ijiprovements at AVappino IIigii-

STREET.—The special committee of the AA'hitechapcl

District Board of AVorks, appointed to confer with

the authorities of Limehouse and S. George's-in-

the-East with reference to the proposed widening of

thoroitghfares from AVapping High-street to Little

Tower-hill, have reported in favour of the scheme,

and recommended that a deputation be appointed to

wait upon the Metropolitau Board to support the

carrying out of the same.

AsoTrtER Recreation-ground for East Lon-
don.—The large open space known as Stepney-
green having of late fallen into a neglected con-
dition, its enclosure has been the subject of consider-

able agitation, and at the instance of the Mile-
End Old Town A'estry, the Jlctropulitau Board
of Works have consented to expend £o,000 in con-
verting it into a place of recreation and a flower

garden for the use of the public. Stepney-green is

said to be the last remaining remnant of the once

famous Jlile End-green, the trysting-place of City
archers, and the rendezvous of the Essex rioters in

1381. The lord of the manor of Stebunheathe has
granted Stepney-green for the free and perpetual use
of the people as a recreation-ground, and, except ia

regard to the expenditure for enclosure and culture,

this large open space, which contains many noble trees,

will have been secured to the public free of cost.

The work is being rapidly proceeded with, and the
ground will be ready for the reception of the public

early next spring.

The Chelsea E.mbankment.—The Alhcru^um
understands that it is intended to erect the granite
parapet of the Chelsea Embankment in a plain and
solid line, as a work in that itiaterial should be, and
not after the fashion of the northern and southern
embankments, which comprise . trivial balustrades of

the order which is named " footmen's calves," with
mouldings which are suitable to sandstone and
limestone, but not to granite. The cost of working
the balustrades and mouldings for the northern and
southern embaukments was enormous, and added
prodigiously to the outlay on these works. It was a
pure waste of money. A plain and solid wall, coped
or chamfered at the top, serves best for a granite

parapet. The face of an embankment in that
material must needs become grand, especially if

wrought on a large scale, when it exhibits such a

parapet as this, with a slightly b.attering water -wall,

and a bold torus moulding at the level of the

roadway within.

ARCH^OLOGICAX.
Lake DwEt.LixGS on the Shores of Loch

Etive.—Dr. Angus Smith, of Manchester, who has
been exploring in a large utoss on the shores of Loch
Etive for a few weeks back, has discovered the re-

mains of a lake dwelling, the platform of which is

GOft.' in diameter, with the dwelling in the middle
50ft. in length by 28ft. in breadth. He also dis-

covered in a large cairn a megalithic structure, con-
sisting of two chambers, each 20ft. in length, con-
nected by a narrow passage nearl}' as long. The
Rev. R. J. Slalleton, of Dumbarton, who along with
several others, has visited the remains, believes no
other cairn like it has been as j'et discovered in

Scotland. It allies itself, he thinks, more to that of

New Grange, in Ireland, than any other, although it

is much smaller. One broken urn and the remains
of four others were also discovered.

AA'iLTSiiiRE Argh.'eologicai, and Naturai,
History Society.—A AViltshire paper says :—The
committee of the above society, having in view the

recent congress of the Archieological Institute of

Great Britain and Ireland at Cardiff, within easy

reach of this county, and the more recent gather-

ing of the Archaeological Association of Great

Britain in the still nearer county of Dorset, have
exercised a wise discretion in abandoning their in-

tentions to hold a general meeting this year. The
more zealous archiEologists of our county, must,

therefore, curb their antiquarian impatience for

another twelve months, for it is not without pru-

dence that the officers of our AViltshire Arch.Tological

Societ}' shrink from surfeiting their members with

too large a dose of antiquities ; and, after their suc-

cessful and largely-attended gatherings of late years,

decline to run any risk of summoning au assembly

of the members to which they might, perhaps, re-

spond with less than their usual ardour."

The National Gallery.—Is it going too far,

asks the Guardian, to suggest that, at least pend-

ing the erection of the additional gallery, a certain

number of the Peel pictures should be removed and

replaced with many more pleasing ones which at

present adorn the cellars and secret stores of the

department ? In the arrangement of the collection

the greatest names have been placed on the line,

irrespective of subject, so that some of the most

disgusting examples of the coarsest Dutch school

are made prominent, while some much less objection-

able if less valuable pictures are skied. AVe may
also take this opportunity of asking if the wonderful,

hideous, and expensive frame wliich has just beeu

placed on Cima's " Incredulity of S. Thomas " belongs

already to the picture, or has been made for the

purpose recently? The framing of pictures has

become a fine art in itself. But the impertinence

(in a parliamentjiry sense) of putting a coloured

frame on a picture which alrcaily glows with colour

most delicately harmonised is, to say the least,

astonishing. But on the gaudy and tasteless frames

in the National Gallery we might expatiate by the

hour. Query, how many of the pictures are spoilt

outright, and how m.any woiUd be better without

their frames ?
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CHURCHES ASD CH.VPELS.

BnisToi, Cathedrai,.—The works in connection

with the erection of the nave of Bristol Cathedral

are processing, though slowl}-. The committee

have received a considerable degree of encouragement

from a few friends. The ex-5Iayor, Mr. W. K.
Wait, who act5 as hon. secretary, contributes the

north porch, with the carving and sculpture, in ad-

dition to a prior benefaction. Shortly after the last

anniversary, on April Slst, the committee issued

instructions fur completing two additional bays,

which would only make four in all, and then to erect

a wall in order to temporarily inclose them. This

arrangement cannot be deemed satisfactory, .since tlie

beautiful north porch will be for a while disconnected

from the completed bays, and a considerable expense

be ultimately incurred in removing tlie wall. The
funds required to (inisli the nave and towers as far

as the roof of the building areabout £1,000 or £1,200.

A great deal miglit be effected by means of memo-
rials, as there are yet six windows, four nave columns,

two tower columns, and five monumental recesses

which can be subscribed for by the wealthy.

Chichester. — The beautiful Lady Chapel
in Chichester Cathedral is being restored in

memory of Bishop Gilbert, having been built by an
earlier prelate of the same name, Gilbert de Sco.

Leofardo. The aute-chapel has been again thrown
into the building, aud reveals a lateral window (now
closed up) like those of Chester and Hereford. The
sedilia, laver, and aumbries are restored, and the

stone work is renewed in the windows.

Exeter.—The parish church of Holy Trinity,

Exeter, after undergoing considerable alteration and
decoration, was re-opened for divine service on

Sunday week. The cost of the work will be about
£300. The works were executed by j\Ir. Seadding,

Messrs. Kingwell & Son, Mr. Bowden, Mr. Edwards,

and Messrs. Mitchell & Son. A stained glass window
is to be placed in the east end of the church. It is

to be supplied by Messrs. Beer, of Bartholomew-
street, E.xeter.

HoLLiNGWORTH.—A chapcI is about to be erected

by Messrs. S. & J. Higham, contractors, of Harpurhcy,
Manchester, for the Independent connexion in accord-

ance with designs prepared by Mr. H. Pinchbeck,

architect, Manchester. The cost is estimated at

about £2,n00.

KiRKD.vi.K.—The memorial-stone of a new Con-
gregational Church was laid at Kirkdale on Tuesday.
The church, when complete, will cost £5,500. It is

designed to accommodate 850 worshippers. The
architects are Messrs. Duckwortli & Medcalf, Tarl-

ton-strect, and the contr.ictor is Mr. J. H. Mullin,

of Liverpool, the sub-contractors being Mr. R.

Parry, bricklayer ; Mr. J. Roberts, mason ; Mr. J.

Turner, plasterer ; Mr. J. Sharp, plumber ; aud Mr.
H. Moss, ironfounder.

Latchford.—On Sunday week a new (Roman)
Catholic school chapel, dedicated to S. Nichol.as, was
opened at Latchford. Its dimensions are 70ft. long
by 2Nft. wide, with a channel at the north end IGft.

(Jin. by 12ft., and a class-room, now used as a vestry,

lift. (Jin. by 12ft. The school is divided from what
may be termed the chapel proper by large folding
doors, and tluis forms a room capable of seating some
200 duldren. The Iruilding is plain, in tlic Gothic
style, built with brick and ornamented with blue-

brick bands. As a chapel it will afford accommoda-
tion to 450 persons. Mr. Robert Curran is the ar-

chitect, and Mr. Abel Pennington the builder.

Little Marspes.—The foundation-stone of a
new church dedicated to S. Luke, was laid on Satur-
day last, the 9th iust., by Lieutenant-Gencral the

Hon. Sir James Yorkc Scarlett, G.C.li. Tlie church
will be Gothic in style, and consist of nave, aisles,

and chancel, with tower and belfry at the south-east

angle. It will accomnmdate alxuit o 10 persons, and,

when finished, will cost about £2,590. The archi-

tect is Mr. J. Green, of Todmorden; .and the con-

tractor Mr. J. Parker, of Burnley.

Littleoveu.—On the feast of S. Bartholomew the

parish church at Littleover, Derbyshire, which has
undergone considerable improvement, was formally

reopened. A new organ ihamber has been built, anil

the chancel, wluch has been laid with encaustic tiles,

is now arranged for the choir. The steps to the altar

and the foot pace are of Derbyshire fossil marble.
A handsome rercdos of Caen stone and alabaster, in-

laid with Derbyshire marbles ami spar, has been
erected by Mr. Hall, of Derby, who has also in haiul

a new ])ulpit of Caen stone and alabaster. Several
special gifts have been made, among which are three
stained glass windows, oneby Ilardman, of Birming-

ham, and two by Powell, of London, and an elegant

brass lectern. The ancient font has been removed to a

better position, and rests on a massive block of ala-

baster. The various designs reflect much credit upon

the architects. Messrs. Stephens & Robinson, of Dcrliy.

Messrs. Seaton are the contractors. The decorations

in gold and colours are by Mr. Cantrie.

O.sWESTRY.—The foundation-stone has been laid

of a new Congregational Cliapel at Oswestry. The
plan consists of nave, transepts, and side aisles, the

extreme dimensions being 57 by 72ft. The tower

terminates the south-west aisle, and forms an

entrance, and is surmounted by a spire rising to the

height of lo3ft. above the street level. Accommoda-
tion is provided for siio persons when the building

is completed ; aud the class-rooms f<tr about 220

children. The building will be pitched faced with

Cefn stone from Messrs. Dennis & Co.'s quarries

;

the niullions, tracery, and facings will also be

supplied by that firm. The benches and other

interior fittings will be of deal, stained and varnished.

The contract for the work has been taken by Messrs.

Jlorris & Cliajdin for the sum of £3,500, exclusive

of lighting and heating, and will be executed from

the designs aud under the superintendence of Jlr. Vi'.

II. Spaull, architect, Oswestry.

Wixdermere.—The ancient p.arish church of S.

Martin's, Bowness, Windermere, has recently been

restored, and enlarged by the erection of a new
chancel and vestry. The entire church has been re-

seated with open benches instead of the old-fashibfled

pews ; the east window has been restored (see

'•Stained Glass "), and underneath it a new reredos has

been erected. The reredos is of alabaster, and the

mos.aics are emblems of the four Evangelists, the

work of Messrs. Bell & Almond, of London. The
woodwork of the chancel aud organ-screen is by
Messrs. Brownrigg & T. T. Holmes, who have also

jointly executed parts of roof, &c. The woodwork
in the body of the church is by Sir. .T. Holmes, exe-

cuted under Mr. Blades, of Lancaster. The whole of the

work has been done from plans by and under the direc-

tion of Messrs. Paley & Austin, architects, Lancaster.

The new chancel was dedicated on Thnrsday week.

—S. JIary's Church, Windermere, is being enlarged

by Blr. R. Atkinson, under the supervision of Sir.

Cunningham, architect, Liverpool.

BUILDINGS.

BciiiEMi.v.—New schools have just been erected at

Bohemia, near Hastings. The buildings are of red

brick, with liath stone dressings, and open-timbered

roofs are constructed for the school rooms. Messrs.

Jeffery and Skiller, of Hastings, were the architects.

Accommodation is provided in the mixed school for

150 children, and in the infant division for 100

children. Mr. G. Bridgland, of S. Leonard's, was
the builder.

Deal.—Newly-erected schools, situate in Middle-

street, Deal, in the county of Kent, were formally

opened on the oOth ult, by the Very Rev. the Dean
of Canterbury. The buildings have been erected

from designs prepared by Mr. William E. Smith,

of Upper Bedford-place, London. Messrs. Gibbons &
Cohens, of Deal, have most admirably executed the

works, which have amounted, including the purchase

of the additlon,al site, to about £1,000. The boys'

and girls' schools are each lOft. long by 20ft. wide,

and each school has a good class-room. The style

adopted is plain Gothic, in red and yellow brick-

work, with stone dressings, and open timber roofs,

stained and varnished. Ample playgrounds .are

also provided.

HoLMFiRTir.—The opening of S. John's new
schools, Upperthong, took place on Thursday week.

The buildings are from the designs of Messrs. Joseph

Barrowclough & Sou.s, .architects, Holmfirth, and

cost £I,150'.

LiVEnpooL.—The Karl of Derby on Monday laid

the foundation-stone of the new Seamen's Orphan
Institution at Liverpool. The new building, the

designs for which have been furnished by Mr. Alfred

Waterhouse, will have its principal frontage facing

south-west, and nearly 300ft. in length towards
Xewsham Park. At the southern extremity of this

jirincipal facade, and in advance of the rest of the

building, will rise a tower 25ft. square and .about

12oft. in height. The materials used will be gray
bricks, with red Runcorn stone dressings. Over the

wmdow hcatis, which are generally scjuarc, there will

be relieving arches in red brick, and at the eaves of

the roof a cornice of the same material. The build-

ing will be generally four stories in height, and
consist of a main block running parallel with the

road, and at cither end a wing at right angles with

the main block. There will be accommoilation for

200 boys and 100 girls. The cost of the entire

structure will slightly exceed £20,000. The general

contractors arc Messrs. Ilaigh & Co.

NoTTrsGiiAM.—Large additions have been made

to the premises of Messrs. Charles Cox & Son, lace

bleachers and dressers, of London-road, from pl.ans

bv :Mr. Berridge. architect, of Bishopsg.ate-street

Within, at a cost of .about £lll,o00. With a vast

amount of plain fai^.ade to deal with, it has been the

aim of the architect, by the introduction of different

coloured bricks, to obviate the monotony which,

uiuler similar circumstances, architects have gene-

rally avoided by a resort to projections. The con-

tractors were Jlessrs. R. Dennett & Co., of Notting-

ham and Whitehall-place, on whose fireproof method

the principal floors are constructed.

Thorn.—The corner-stone of a new Wesleyan

school Avas laid at Thorn, Lancashire, on Saturday-

week. Messrs. Russell & Whitaker are the archi-

tects, the contractors being : Ellis & O'Brien,

mason work, &c. ; Sutcliffe, Brothers, joiners' work
;

Rushton, slating; rillin,g, plastering; and Clegg,

plumbing, glazing, and gas-litting. The total cost

will be about £2,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The City Commissioners or Sewers and

Trade Refuse.—At the Guildhall Police Court,

last week, Mr. Douglas Straight, M.P,, applied for a
summons against the Commissioners of Sewers,
under the 11th and 12th Vict., cap. 1G3, sec. 82, for

refusing to remove the ashes which they, as scaven-
gers, wore bound to take away free of cost. He
said he made the application on behalf of Messrs.

Comptou & Co., army clothiers, of Aldgate.

Messrs. Compton, in their business, used a small

steixm engine, which formed clinkers, and which
they contended the scavengers had a right to take
awaj'. Tlic Commissioners of Sewers, however,
wlio were their own scavengers, refused to remove
tliein, cm the ground that they were trade refuse,

and it was to recover penalties for that refusal that

ho applied for a summons against them. Mr. M.ar-

tin, the chief clerk, said tli.at this question had been
raised before by Messrs. Pontifex, .and the magis-
trates, after a great de.al of consideration, had decided

tlie question against them. Mr. Straight said he was
glad that Mr. Martin had mentioned that, because

there ^vas a decision by one of the metropolitan

magistrates to which ho was sure Alderman Sir

Thomas Gabfiel would give great weight. He then

read a judgment given by Mr. Cooke, at the Clerken-

well police-court, in which the contractor, Mr.
Dodd, summoned Messrs. Eley, cartridge manu-
facturers, of Gray's-inn-road, for pajTuent for re-

moving the clinkers from their furnaces, and the de.

cision was against the contractor, clearly showing
that they were not trade refuse, and that the scaven-

ger was" bound to remove them without payment.

The clerk said that the Act of the Commissioners of

Sewers was a difl'ercnt Act to that which the metro,

polls was governed by. By the 6th section of the

Act for the City, the Commissioners of Sewers were
to decide what was and what was not trade refuse.

Aldei-m,an Sir Thomas G.abricl said if that were so

there w.as an end of the case. Mr. Straight said if

it were so there would be, but he was not aware ot

it. The Act was then referred to, and it was found

tliat the sixth clause didgivethat power. Mr. Straight

said it was very impoi'tant that that should bo

publicly known, and the sooner the clause was
altered" the better. Alderman Sir Thomas Gabriel

said it was clear the Act gave that power to the

Conmiissioners, .and they could not alter it. There
was, therefore, an cud of the application.

STAINED GLASS.
Southampton.—The worlanen of Mr. Orr, stained

glass artist, have during the last week been engaged
in erecting in the apsidal chancel of St. Laurence's

("hurch, Southampton, three stained glass windows.
The windows are lancets, the figures of SS. Lau-
n'uee, Michael, aud John tlie Divine occupying the

niidiUe of the design, wliich is filled top and bottom
with a bold diaper pattern.

Windermere.—The cast window of the ancient

parish church of S. Martin, Bowness, Windermere,
has recently been restored by Messrs. Ward &
Hughes, of London, under the supervision of the

Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries, C. Watson,
Esq. The window is fanunis for containing portions

of the ancient stained glass window formerly

belonging to Furness Abbey.

Partial Suffocation by G^is.—A remarkable

instance of partial suffocation through inhaling gas

occurred at Pendleton on Blonday. A man and his

wife, n.amed Vicker.s, were not seen by the neigbb.iurs

at the usual hour, and their house was broken into

to ascertain the cause. They were found apparently

lifeless, and the house smelling strongly of gas. A
three-inch gas pipe had burst undergrnuiid, immedi-

ately in front of their dwelling, and the gas having

found its way into the house was Inhaled by the un-

conscious .sleepers, producing asphyxia. But for

the prompt action of the neighbours, their sleep

would have proved the sleep of death.
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TO COKEESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should bo drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOfi,

31, TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-QABDEN, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

fcitspiknce.

XOTES ON CAKPKNTKY.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—The method of securing the foot of the

principal given by " C. E." in last week's Building

NEWsdoes not seem to me to be so good as that given in

"Notes on Carpentry," for the following reasons. But

first I must notice that " C. E." misreads the article,

inasmuch as he says " the thrust of the foot

of the principal is horizontal, not perpendicular

to its back, as implied by the direction of the bolt "
;

but in your article it is expressly stated that the

bolt is employed merely to keep down the foot of

the principal to its place in the notch, and that the

thrust is borne by the timbers alone, and not by the

bolt. In the method given by " C. E." the thrust is

borne by the bolt alone, thus being directly opposite

in principle. Now to determine which is the better

method it is necessary to establish a few data with

which to compare the preposition, one of which is

that in any structure it should be as nearly of

homogeneous material as it can be made—that is to

sav, it should not consist in one part of a very strong

material, and in others of a comparatively weak

one, unless reasons of economy exist for the varia-

tion ; therefore if a timber structure can be so

framed that the pieces come together, wood to wood,

it is better than wood on one side and iron on

the other, for the essential parts of the structure are

not then homogeneous. In the other case the

essential parts are homogeneous, and form an abut-

ment of timber upon timber in the direction of the

grain, the extent of bearing surface being propor-

tioned to the thrust upon it, and the iron strap being

only introduced to keep the two pieces of timber in

their respective places, sustaining no part of the

strain, except in case of decay of the timber, in

which case it would be a safeguard. The abutment

of this joint, it will be seen on reference to the

figure, is not that of a mere tenon, but is a shoulder

having a considerable bearing surface, and the

settlement mentioned by " C. E." is that caused bj'

the weight of the principal, collar beam, and queen-

posts, which brings these bearing surfaces at once

into contact when the frame is erected, and it is not

until this final settlement takes place that the straps

are screwed up.

Now in the iron strap or bridle shown in the

figure given by "C. E.," the whole thrust of the

principal has to be sustained by it, and that thrust

is thrown transversely across the bolt that passes

through the tie beam, and by which ultimately tiie

whole strain is borne ; but to put a cross strain on a

bolt which passes through any material less hard
than the bolt itself is to bend it. If, indeed, the

bolt pass through iron, so that it has a firm bearing,

it will resist a shearing strain to the extent of its

sectional area, but to pull crosswise against a bolt

which passes through timber is to bend it, however
closely it may be screwed up.

The strain might not in this case be sufiicient to

cause the bolt to bend much, but it is of the prin-

ciple of construction that I speak, and the whole
tendency of the weights is to cause a distortion of

the frame by bending this bolt.—I am, &c.,

A. I. C. E.

refuse to sell, and will only let their land on building

leases for a term of years, at the expiration of

which all buildings thereon revert to themselves or

their descendants, they are in law the bond fide

proprietors. Let them sell their land out and out

freehold if they wish to be free from blame. As it

is, it is inconceivable how noblemen and gentlemen

possessing immense revenues can condescend to

derive a large portion of them from such filthy

sources.

The assertion frequently urged that it is not imme-

diately the fault of the superior landlord, is a gross

fiction, as well as that the mischief is entirely

caused by the tiniversal custom of subletting—

a

fact that has nothing to do with the law of the case.

The system of letting land on building leases for

a term of years has ever prevented our architects

and builders from producing really handsome and

permanent buildings, and it is a great national

disgrace that the Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences

actually stands upon leasehold ground. It is even

hinted that the new Palace of Westminster is built

upon land the property of the noble Marquis.

This system of ours of building leases, unknown
to foreigners, may well cause them to describe us as

a nation of petty shopkeepers, and if ever England

should fall into "decay, as predicted in the humorous

tale of the " Battle of Dorking," one of the main

causes will be this system of building leases.

The remedy for this overcrowding in courts and

alleys most frequently suggested is to build palatial

residences, divided into flats for four families each,

and five or six stories high, an expedient that

carries absurdity upon its face. The very poor—in

fact, precisely those we wish to dislodge from their

filthy domiciles—do not, and never will, inhabit

them. Four families, with all their children, con-

fined to one flat, with no outlet except the public

staircase, is an outrage upon human nature. The

six-storj' system puts too many souls upon the

ground plot, so that each individual has only about

three square yards to his own share of the earth's

surface. The six story is also a mistake in regard

to fatigue, for in going to and fro, the labourer

might just as well have his residence six or seven

miles from his place of business.

The opening out grand new streets through

crowded districts is no cure, the result being merelj'

an increased density of population immediately

behind. The question, therefore, of how to clear

out the slums of London still remains unanswered,

and will so remain until land can be bought and

sold as other goods, and the legal fiction of selling

land on building leases be rendered impossible.—

I

am, &c., C E.

Reading.

eft. or 8ft. from the level of the kitchen floor, and, had
the poor woman fallen through, the chance of her
being rescued in time would have been small, as
(allowing for silting) there must have been at the time
nearly, if not quite, 20ft. of water in the well.—I am,
&c., G. M.
Seaton Carew, September 6th, 1871.

P.S.—There is a well-sinker in this neighbourhood
who stoutly maintains that such a covering as I have
described is quite sufficient, if the wood be oak ; 80

that, unless prevented by competent supervision, such
things as the above will occur again.

HOUSE CISTERNS.—THEIR SITUATION.

Sir,—Cisterns are both good and useful in their own
place

—

e.g.. What is a reservoir but a large cistern?

In many cases, however, as put up in houses, their

place tliere is a very bad place. As happens in

thousands of cases in flatted houses, it is customary to

have the cistern of the one house right underneath the

water-closet of the house above ; and, as a consequence,

when it so happens that some of the inmates of the

upper house have been eating broken cups or saucers,

it is nothing unusual to find

that the pieces, not being pro-

perly digested, choke up the

soil-pipe, when down go cer-

tain savoury spices to flavour

the cistern underneath, aided,

perhaps, by the application of

the kitchen poker, as at A. C
is the watei'-closet cesspool of

upper house ; A, hole punched
in it by poker; B is cistern

of house beneath. What happens here is, of course,

owing to the situation of the cistern, as, also, to its

being unprotected at the top. In the top flat of house,

or in the garret, the cistern can be easily protected

;

but where it is right underneath a water-closet, it is

not exactly in the best of situations, especially if not
very carefully protected, and if kitchen tap is off it.^

I am, &c., P.

THE SLUMS OF LONDON.

Sir,'—The public prints teem just now with
notices and descriptions of the habitations of tlie

very poor in this metropolis, showing that they are

the nurseries of dirt, disease, and profligacy in every
possible form, for which various remedies of little

probable efficacy are suggested as a cure for this

great evil. It would appear tiiat, generally s]ieak-

ing, all our blind alleys and courts, sinks of dirt

and iniquity, stand upon land held on building

leases mostly from noble owners. Now no man is

allowed by law to create a nuisance to his neigh-
bours, under severe pains and penalties. How does it

bappen, then, that noble owners can set up and main-
tain such nuisances with impunity '( For as they

PUBLIC FUNERAL OF M. DUBAN.

Sir,—The announcement made early in the last

session of the Rov.al Institute of British Architects

of the death of its distinguished Hon. Fellow, JI.

Duban, will be fresh in the memory of most of

your readers. The Institute being now in vacation,

i desire to make known through your columns to

our scattered members the intention of his French

colleagues to give a public funeral to their great

confrere, at which it is desired that foreign archi-

tectural bodies should be represented. The funeral

is to take place at Paris on the 7th of October, and

as it is probable that many of our members will be

travelling at that time, it is hoped that the Royal

Institute of British Architects may be well repre-

sented. I shall be glad to receive communications

from any of our members who may be disposed to

attend, and to secure them a proper reception.—

I

am, &c., Fred. P. Cockerell,

Hon. Sec, Royal Institute of British Architects.

18, Manchester-square, W., Sept. 11.

COVERED WELLS.

Sir,—In your issue of September 1st you mention
the case of a young married woman losing her life

through the sinking of the brick dome of a well, and
this calls to my mind a circumstance that might have
terminated fatally, but which, happily, did not. Two
years ago I was staying in a house here (Seaton Carew),

and one day a woman employed about the premises
began to sink through the brick floor of a back-kitchen
or wash-house. The mistress, fortunately passing at

the time, gave the woman a push to throw her clear of

the spot, and she sank only knee deep. As there was
a hole, disclosing a dark cavity, the bricklayer was sent
for to examine tlie place, and he discovered that below
the floor there was a well of about 30ft. In depth.
This well had, about thirty to thirty-five years before

(wlien the house was built), been covered iu at the top
by stout tir planking ; the exhalation from the water,
with the want of ventilation, had caused the wood to

decay, and the bricks of the floor, originally laid on
the planks, were left to hold each other up. When I

saw the place, the water appeared to be not more than

^;
A

B

Intertonnniinicatioii;.

QUESTIONS.
[2.908.]—Moulded Stone Steps.—In giving an

order to a mason for a moulded stone step to an

entrance door, the building having a compo front \vith

no dressings, a question was raised as to its projection.

The door-frame is in a reveal Bin. from line of front.

— r— fS"

el'evatiok; ^"^

9'^

3

according to sketch. Perhaps some of your readers

would be kind enough to give their opinion as to its

said projection—whether the nosing should project

beyond line of compo front, or stand back in clear of

reveals, as shown.—M. I. Wrong.

[2309.]—Lead Letters in Marble.—Will some
kind reader Inform me of the best way to Insert lead

into letters cut In marble, and the best material ? Also,

the best mode of doing it to prevent the letters appear-

ing ragged and uneven when finished ? I have tried

common milled lead, but it appears too hard. la there

any way to soften It, and what will do it? Is there

any way of colouring the letters inserted of various

colours, without painting?

—

.Malvarian.

[3310.]—Responsibility of Architects.—13

an architect responsible for extras ordered without Ills

employer's authority ? I am seeking Information upon

this subject, and sliall be glad If some of our readers

could furnish me with the details, or name of any ease

where an architect has been successfully proceeded

against for the value of additional works, ordered

without the consent or authority of his employers. I

have lately heard of a case where a well-known church

architect has had to pay out of his own pocket the

difference between the cost at which he agreed to do

certain works for, and the actual cost of the works

when executed, which greatly exceeded his estimate.

I am aware that an architect generally escapes the pay-

ment of such extras, which are usually borne by his

client ; but it is often the means of producing much
unjileasantness, and architects not only Injure their

reputation by such acts, but render the public chary

of employing them.

—

Architect.
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[2311.]—Supererogation.—Does the existence of

aH engagement for certain lioiirs per diem necessitate
idleness before and after that period ? Is an assistant,

either morally or lepilly, bound to reject work nvuil-

able out of office hours, and in no way interfering with
his official duties?

—

F.

[2312.]—Oak.—Will some one kindly give mo an
acconnt of the nature and qualities of Duntzic oak,

and the Canadian and American oaks

—

i. e., the red

oak (Querciis rubra), the white oak (Quercus alba), and
the Ijye oak (Quereus virens) 1—E. O.

t23l3.]—Victoria Tower, "Westminster.—AYliat

is the height (tf the lI:ii:-^t:ifF on Ihi.'^ tower, and its

diameter top nud bottom?— II. W. 1*.

fur Office IMt.

Nkw Town IIai.l for S. llr.i.F.x's.—The Town
Council of S. Helen's, in order to secure a good

tlesign in their new Town Hall, decided to ask

six architects to send in plans, and give the five

unsuccessful competitors twenty guineas each. A
long discussion took place at their last meeting

on Wednesday week, on the limiting of the com-
petition, but it was urged that it was the plan

adopted most successfully in other places. The
.selection of the six is to be made from the following

gentlemen :—Messrs. Picton, Bradley, & Co., Mr.

Culshaw, Mr. Ellison, Mr. C. Sherlock, and Mr.
Weightman, of Liverpool ; Mr. Waterhouse, Jfessrs.

Mills & Murgatroyd, and Messrs. lilackwell & Co.,

of Jfanchestcr ; Ifr. C. Broderick, of Leeds ; and the

architect of the "U'igan town-hall.

A New Yoi!ksiiire R.vilw.vy Scheme.'—It is

said to be in contemplation, during the next session

of Parliament, to appeal for powers to construct a

railwa}' that will serve the towns of Huddersfield,

Halifax, and Keighley, not only affording those

towns a better means of intercommunication, and

placing them on a direct route from north to soutli,

but at the same time shortening the distance consi-

derably between London and .Scotland. The proposed

line, which will start by a junction with the Midland

and Manchester and Sheffield line, in South York-

shire, will run through the coal fields, thence forward

to Huddersfield. Thence in a direct line of .about

six miles to Halifax, and join the Worth Valley

branch of the Midland Railway near Keighley.

New Iron Pier at L.uibetii Stairs.—Within

the last few days a new iron pier, intended to serve

the double ]nirpose of giving access to the water-

men's boats and also as an approach to the steam-

boats, by being connected with the Embankment
by the present floating bridge, has been completed

at Lambeth, and in the course of the present week

it will be ready for the watermen's use. The Albert

Embankment has had the effect of destroying the

stairs tor the watermen's small boats and gigs which

existed up to the time when the Emliankmcnt was
formed, and this deprivation having been considered

a grievance by the watermen, the Metropolitan

Board of Works have erected the new pier for their

accommodation. The new structure is about 12

yards square, the flooring of the pier being supported

by twelve fluted columns, which rise from the bed

of the river. The boats and gigs will be approached

by a flight of steps about three yards in width,

which have been constructed at the north angle of

the pier, in connection with which there will be a

spacious raft or floating stage for the several boats

to rest upon.

Sales in the International Exhibition.—
Manufacturers are evidently far from unanimous on

the advantages of supplementary annexes to the In-

ternational Exhibition (now it must be remembered

n iiermanent institution), in which articles may be

sold and taken away b}- the purchasers on the sole

condition that the removal is effected after hours,

and tlic vacancy filled up the next day by some

similar object. This ye.ar, from some misunder-

standing, oidy the French exhibitors availed them-

selves of the privilege, but next year we must ex-

pect separate annexes, constructed either by the

Government or by private speculators, for almost

every impnrtant coinitry, besides a great British

annexe, which will cause tlie whole thing to degene-

rate into a vast bazaar, and nothing more, unless

care be taken in the management.

A Goon Cistern.—Awriterinthe.-lHim'c<rar/(i;!-

iaiioH gives the following directions to farmers and

others for the construction of a cistern that will keep

water both cold and pure:—^'Excavate in circular

form (for economical reasons) to the deptii of sixteen

feet or more, wall up all round from bottom ten feet

;

at this point turn an arch fur top, leaving a man-
hole for the purpose of cleaning, and continue an

opening or iiue to the surface of the ground. The

filter can then be built on the top of the arch, or at

any convenient point near it. This fdter is also

under the surface, and contains, first a layer of char-

coal ; second a layer v)f gravel; third, a layer of

charcnal, pounded fine, not dust ; fourth, another

layer of gravel ; then a laj'er of sharp sand. A
filter constructed in this way will arrest all vege-

table and solid matter that may be washed off the

roof. Kaiu water, if caught in this way. then stored

sixteen feet under the ground, with six feet of earth

above the cistern, can develop no animal life, because

the temperature is below that which brings animal

germs to life.

Ol'EXINO OF A FuRTIIER PORTION OF TrIE

Soi'Tii London Traiiway System.—We last week
chronicled the opening of the South London tram-

way system from the Surrey side of Blackfriars-

bridge to East Greenwich. On Monday last a

further portion of the system was opened, consisting

of a short length of line running from the Kenning-
ton-road along the Lambeth-road, past Bethlehem
Hospital, to the Obelisk at the southern end of the

Blackfriars-road, and thus uniting the Westminster,

Clapham, and Brixton line with the Blackfriars and
Greenwich line, thereby enabling cars to run from
Brixton and Clapham to Blackfriars-bridge as well

as to Westminster-bridge. In a few days the system

will be further extended by the opening of the lines

from Camberwell-green to Blackfriars and West-
minster-bridges.

Fi.o.\TiNQ Baths on the Tilvmes and Serpen-
tine.—Consequent on the present agitation for

|)nl)lic swimming baths, a company has been projected

liaving for its object the construction of floating

baths in v.arious parts of the metropolis. The com-
pany purposes, in the first instance, to obtain the

sanction of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

the Metropolitan Board of Works, and the Thames
Conservancy respectively, for the erection of a

floating bath, 25()ft. long, furnished with dressing-

boxes, &c., on the Serpentine ; also for two similar

baths on the Thiimes, one at Chelsea, and the other

below Rotherhithe. It is also in contemplation to

utilise, as far as possible, on a smaller scale, the

various sheets of water in the other metropolitan

parks. To meet the expense of this outl.iv it is

proposed that a charge of one halfpenny sh.ill be

made to each bather, or, with the use of dressing-box

and clean towel, the sum of one penny. The pro-

moters are very sanguine of obtaining tlie necessary

authorisation for the carrying out of the works.

Proposed New Metropolitan Cemeticry at
Cl.vptox.—Some fifteen years ago a projjosal was
brought before the public for the establishment of

a cemetery in the neighbourhood of Clapton, but in

conse(pience of the opposition it excited, the scheme

was abandoned. A second attempt is now being

made, under the auspices of a joint-stock company,
who have selected a site within a stone's-throw of

Lea Bridge-road—a plot of about 45 acres, bounded
on the north by Pond-lane, and abutting on to the

canal. Mr. Holland, the Government Inspector of

Gr.avey.ards, visited the spot on IMonday last, but

his opinion as to the eligibility of the site for such

a purpose has not transpired. It is objected by the

inhabitants, with some show of reason, that the

establishment of the new cemetery would be detri-

mental to the health of the locality, which is

becoming more and more thickly populated every

year as the various suburban railwa}' extensions are

developed and brought into play. There are ahead}'

workhouses and small-pox and fever hospitals in the

district, and Victoria Park, AbneyPark, Tower Ham-
lets, and Ilford cemeteries are all within tolerably easy

reach of Clapton. If an addition.al cemetery really

is needed, it would certainly be advisable to go

farther out than Clapton for its site. It is for Dr.

Tripe, the medical ollicer of health for tlie district,

to oppose the scheme if he considers it will prejudi-

cially affect the sanitary condition of the neighbour-

hood.

Tire New Law Courts.—Jlr. Wclby Pugin has

putjlished a long letter on the subject of the designs

for the uew law courts. He says :
—" Let us have

law courts pure, simple, and dignified
;

let nothing

be added for the sake of effect only, but let every

horizontal string, every vertical buttress, every win-

dow, and ever)- moulding serve a purpose, and be

eh.quently truthful, so that the aim of art—the

elevation of the human niind^may have a perfect

liberty, and all may detect at a glance in this great

national work an external sign of the majesty and

dignity of the law." He adds that as regards the

late competition, the money which has been expended

will not have been altogether thrown away, for the

designs taken as a whole demonstrate clearly that

not a single additional fault remains to lie ptTpe-

trated on paper ; we therefore, at least, know what

to .avoid ; this advantage .alone ought to afford the

new competitors a fair start.

Contempl.\ted Tunnel under the Clyt>e. —
Boring operations have been commenced at Clyde-

street Ferry, in view of the contemplated construc-

tion of a tunnel at that point of tlie river. Three
bores have alreaily put down, one on either side of

the Clyde, and a third within the quay wall; but it

is proposed to carry the experiments a little further,

All the borings will be carried to the depth of 85ft.,

and the results obtained up to the present time are

very satisfactory, showing that, as far as the soil is

concerned, the construction of a tunnel would not

only be quite practicable, but easy of accomplish-

ment. I'^stimates are now being prepared with the

view of ascertaining the cost of the undertaking, and

the revenue likely to be derived therefrom. The con-

struction of a tunnel under the Clyde is no new idea.

In 186-t, Mr. Deas, the engineer of the Clyde Naviga-

tion Trustees, prepared a plan and specifications for a

tunnel, which he submitted to the trust ; but,

although several members at that time thought

favourably of the matter, it was allowed to lapse

without the sUghtest attempt at action.

\

Mr. H. W. Peek, M.P., offers a premium of

£W 10s. for the best practical suggestions how to

supply the great want of baths and wash-houses in

Battersea, and how they can bo made self-support-

ing if erected.

The uew shaft of the Cement Works, Dovercourt,
w.is formally opened on Friday last. The proprie-

tor, Mr. Patrick, gave a luncheon to a select party

of friends. It is hoped the works will now be in-

offensive.

The Omiskirk Board of Guardians last week re-

solved to increase the accommodation of tho work-
house, at a cost of f2,000, thereby providing for 100
additional inmates, and also to erect, at a cost of

.£800, an infinuary for infectious cases.

Tho National Portrait Gallery, South Kensington,
will close to-morrow (Saturday) for alterations and
repairs, and will be reopened on Monday, October 2.

Wood-street, Cheapside, which has been closed for

some time, to admit of its being paved with asphalte,

was opened for public traffic last week.

Tho Justice Room at the Guildhall has just been
renovated and added to, under the suporintendenco

of Mr. Mun-ay, of the Architect's Ofllco, Guildhall.

It is proposed to est.ablish a permanent bazaar,

somewhat on the model of the Lowthcr Arcade, at

the approach to the London-bridge Railway Stations.

A Commission is to be appointed to inquire into

and rejjort upon tho expediency of a proposed unicm

of tho benefices of the rectory of S. Dionis, Back-
church, and the united rectory of AUhallows', Loni-

b.ard.strect, with S. Benet's, Graceehurch - street,

and S. Leonard's, Eastcheap.

A warehouse is in course of erection in Brazen-

nose - street, Manchester, by Messrs. Davies &
Mawdsley. Architects, MessVs. Clegg Sc Kuowles.
Cost, about £12,000.

The New Public Hall. Now Mills, Derbyshire,

was opened on Saturday, the 9th inst., by his Grace
the Duke of Devonshire.

Tho Liverpool Corporation Schools are .about to

be transferred to the management of the School
Board.

Several uew works of an important character for

the enlargement of tho Enstou Station and increas-

ing the acconunodaticm in various departments,

which have beeii for some tune in progress, are just

upon the eve of completion.

Astley's Theatre is to be restored to its original

use— that of a circus and hippodrome.

Christ Church (Unitarian), Nottingham, has been

re-opened, after alterations .and imitrovements, at a

cost of £300, under the gratuitous supcrintendenco

of the architect of the church, Mr. li. C. Sutton.

The church, which was built m 18G3, is Geometric-

Gothic in character.

Jlr. W. II. Smith, M.P., has given £500 to the

fund for the restoration of S. Albau's Abbey.

Mr. John Lambert has been appointed Secretary

to the new Local Government Board.

The Stockport Town Council resolved on Wed-
nesday, by the casting vote of the mayor, to purchase

17 acres of land from Lord Egerton of Tatton, as a

second public park. One-half the cost is to be sub-

scribed.
»

HoBNSEY Drainage.—The Local Board of Health

for Ilonisey have received teuders for the construc-

tion of an outfall sewer in connection with the

metropolitan northern high level sewer, together

with the works for the internal sewerage of tho

district, according to the plans of Mr. B. Latham,

C.E. The tenders varied in amount from £33.087 to

£24,'.521 lis. 8d., luid this lust mentioned, being tho

lowest (that of Messrs. Anderson & Dunmore, of

Camden Town), hsia been accepted.
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ABBEY CHURCH OF S. ALBAN'S.

THERE is great fear among those who
regard with reverence our mommiental

fanes lest the movement for saving from

complete decay—not for restoring, in the

common sense of that term—the beautiful

old Abbey Church of S. Alban's should fail

for the want of a sufficiently munificent sym-
pathy. And yet it is hardly possible to

believe that this time-hallowed pile will be

allowed to moulder, as mouldering it is, year

by year, until, to the reproach of our age, it

becomes another Kirkstall. But the evidences

of dilapidation are only too apparent, while

the endeavour to arrest the ruinous process

meets with only a half-hearted support. Is

it that these ancestral edifices are no longer

cherished in England, and that our genera-

tion would witness without remorse the

fading away of such dear relics as Grantham
crypt, the Gloucester .^flying gallery, the

beautiful Peterborough external recess,

almost unique in England, or the noble

architraves of Canterbury '? We must imagine

all this, or else we must refuse to credit the

report that £50,000 will not be forthcoming

out of all the wealth and piety of this nation

to rescue S. Alban's Abbey Church from

utter decay. Already the work of dissolu-

tion has gone too far That structure has

stood the storm and waste of more than eleven

centuries; and even in its origin it was ancient,

for it was built from the ruins of Verulam, a

creation of Roman bricks and tiles, an agglo-

meration of all architectural styles, yet with

a distinct design and many most imposing

features ; for example, the imposts to the

arches of the windows on the second and
third stories, the northern divisions of the

nave, the piers, with their many breaks, rising

to the impost mouldings, and sweeping majes-

tically round the arch, and the central tower,

which, though not majestic, has much of that

solemn simplicity so characteristic of our

earlier builders, who were priests as well as

artists. These, indeed, are among the minu-
test jjoints of admiration in that shrine of

sacred stone. A visit to S. Alban's, for

which we would fain recover some of the

love it has lost, is like reading a long narra-

tive of innovations. The edifice is antique,

and yet modern—a type, and yet a paradox.

What of that old fane, which we are in

danger of losing, so old that the Venerable
Bede speaks of it as " a most pleasant spot,

covered with several sorts of flowers," the

dying place of England's first martyr,

scourged, and beheaded, and remembered or

thought of to this day with affection by all

who dwell within the precincts of the monastic
pile ? It was a little chapel once ; once, again,

it was threefold its present size. It was, in

different periods, reputed to be haunted
; it

was nicknamed "The Abbey of Nightmares ;"

it was a scene of transitional miracles, it was
so rich once that William the Conqueror
thought it worth his while to rob the fat

ascetics of the Verulam cloisters ; its abbots
were men of fame and power ; but could they,

who set up solid golden crucifixes, and
beneath their adored canopies, see the white-

washed roof,|the naked pillars, the pavement*
unworthy of a Parisian bye-street, the dim
brasses, the golden inscriptions pass away,

the chapel rifled of every Christian ornament

and emblem, the great altar an anachronism,

and the doorways shut except to ticket hol-

ders, what su- prise would await them did

they even stand where the six pedestals once

stood, or where the canopy overhung the

martyr's grave, or where the empty niches of

the once incomparable screen are now crumb-
ling into dust? The images of the Lord and
His Apostles have vanished. We glance at the

exquisite chantry, andread the question "((!«ii

iacei hie ?" The answer is," Ilk Pater, Johannes

de toco Friaiientario," a.ni sculpture was a wor-
shipped art in the minds of those designers,

as with the men who wrought the long-

neglected monument of Abbot Ramryge, on
the north side of the choir, with the memorial
of S. Cuthbert, the desecrated shrine of

S. Amphibalus, and all the broken altars.

Talk of restoration ! We may prevent the

lovely Abbey Church from falling into a mass
of decay

; but we can never revive its glory.

What must it have been when the mighty
beam supporting the rood-loft was one pic-

ture of superb carved work, and when every
column was painted ; when the two celebrated

bells, christened Alban and Amphibal, were
hung on Holy Thursday in 1349 ;

and when
the Lady Chapel glowed from floor to dome
with gold and glitter ? Well, it is not des-

tined for any future historical records, unless

a saving hand is held out to preserve even

the shell, the lifeless and colourless remnant
of that which was once the pride of English

churches. We may do service, perhaps, by
telling in what condition the Abbey actually

is, and thus raising the question whether it

should continue to be mutilated, miserable,

and degraded. It must be remembered that

not half of the sum necessary for the preser-

vation of the Abbey Church has been col-

lected, or even promised. Two reasons are

assigned for this apathy. One is an idea

entirely hostile to mere picturesque and anti-

quarian architectural revivals of edifices

that once belonged, but belong no more,

to the religious life of the nation. The
antithesis of this is found in the thought that

they belong to all time, and should be the

objects of perpetual and affectionate care. We
confess preferring the latter theory. It is

not good for a country to neglect its trophies

of piety and art. True, they may still re-

tain, in ruin, their primal charm, as do

Melrose, Tintern, and Tintagel. We might
not even admire the great gorge of the Rhine

so ardently were it not for the shattered

keeps and broken battlements, whose legends

make an epic of the German river, and

whose towers hang like enchantments above

the rocks and the stream. But we are bound,

on the other hand, to cherish while it is pos-

sible the more perfect of our historic memo-
rials, a duty understood only just in time by
those who have charge of Westminster Abbey,
and Ely, Gloucester, and Salisbury Cathe-

drals, with their stately spires—ascending

far above the modest tower of S. Alban's

—

yet not so precious as chapters of history. It

is pitiful to see its rifted arches threatening

to fall, its colonnades eaten up, as it were,

by moth and worm, its original level lost,

the work of repair suspended through lack

of funds, the pavement absolutely sinking,

and all the glorious allegory of its decorations

from epoch to epoch fading out of recog-

nition. The general aspect of the Abbey
Church is well known. It is in the form of

a long cross, with a square and solid tower

rising from the intersection of the nave and

transept, and supported on four huge semi-

circular arches. Perhaps it seems more di-

lapidated, viewed from the outside, than it

actually is, owing to the effect produced by

walls of Ronum tiles, fliuts, bricks, and stones,

cemented together. Still, the impression of

ruin is real and strong. The peculiar coat of

plaster which so long protected the tower is

falling away. The battlements, comparatively

modern though they are, exhibit many frac-

tures, and much decay. Scarcely a remnant

exists of the graceful flying buttresses which
once adorned the south-east side, rising from
the aisles to the windows of the choir and
the Chapel of the Virgin, now degraded into a

grammar-school, deplorably disfigured and
patched ; in fact, a sense of desolation haunts

the entire building. The western porch is

a mass of mutilation ; the great pointed

arched window above it resembles nothing

more than the outline of a window carved by
an amateur out of mouldy cheese ; the

exquisite diamond-work on the third range

of arches has almost wholly disappeared

;

some of the bearing pillars are actually gone,

but the colossal character of the architecture

holds the edifice together, where others, less

massively reared, would have toppled to the

earth in fragments. All these parts were con-
structed of Tottenhoe stone, very fine and
close-grained, from the Tottenhoe quarries,

in Bedfordshire, the rest, with the ex-

ception of the screens, the choir, and the

presbytery, being of Roman tile. In one of

the Norman columns, of this material, is a
winding staircase, blocked up, however, by
rubbish, so careful have the authorities been

of their treasure. What have they done with

S. Cuthbert's screen, except to splash it with
whitewash, and allow it to be Vandalised ?

What with the delicate pinnacles and cornices

of the splendid Wallingford screen ? What
with Uuke Humphrey's monument, and the

gallery wherein " the monks of old" watched

over the shrine of the proto-martyr V It

must not be supposed, however, that all this

was due to sheer forgetfulness. No ; the

Abbey Church, whUe its magnificence moul-
dered, received very loyal attention at

different periods. The south end of the

transept has been made elaborately ugly by
the royal arms, emblazoned in gold and colour,

side by side with pompous dedication to

himself by one " Joshua Lomax, Esq." But
the curious passage which runs through the

wall of the building is less cared for than

an ordinary metropolitan sewer ; numbers of

the chapels have disappeared ;
the doorway

which led to the upper part of the cloisters

has been walled up ; the singular recess in

the masonry, intended for the watch-monk,

might now be searched for in vain ; damp is

eating away the sculptui-ed arches through

which, formerly, the abbot's chambers were

entered ;
even of the superb painted window,

illustrating the martyrdom of S. Alban, only

a few broken bits remain, while the inscrip-

tion beneath is scarcely legible. Still may be

traced, however, some little limning, which,

with the aid of local lore, we can read :

" Oh, liloody fact I that whilst S. Alban dies

The murderer himaelf weeps out his eyes.'-

It is really melancholy to pass on with only

evidences of decay to greet the eye. That

noble Bacchic mask, chapleted with ivy

leaves, cannot last long, even as a relic. The
barbarians, with their pots and brushes, have

whitewashed the carvings about the abbot's

door, hyenas that they are ! As for the

Chapel of the Virgin, it is simply a ruin,

though once the most delicate and marvellous

enrichment of the entire edifice. Heaven
forgive the whitewashers here ! They have

literally boarded over the pavement. After

this, does it surprise us that they have got a

local builder to job a wall across the ante-

chapel, as a common thoroughfare for the S.

AlbanitesV Then with respect to the monu-
ments. Vulgarity and profanity have done

their worst upon Duke Humphrey's tomb, and

even his mortal remains, which the sanctity of

S. Alban's shrine could not protect. The brass

image of Abbot Wethamstead, the Wykeham
of his age, was stolen long ago, aud melted

down by a dealer. That of Ramrygge, to

which we have already referred, was too

much of the pastry-cook order to endure

;

but where are the graves of Sir John Maude-

ville and the famous Alexander Veguam?

And where the yet more celebrated writmg-

room ? And what of the S. Alban's library,

which Leland wept over ? Forty years ago

a scheme was projected for re-gathering the

manuscripts of the monks ;
but the move-

ment, both for that and for rehabditating

the structure itself, failed, and we are now
witnessing a feeble effort to save S. Alban's

from the fate of Kirkstall, where
' Each ivied arch and pillar lone

Pleads haughtily tor beauties gone."

The .abbots here were princes in their state
;

kings deemed it an honour and a grace to

worship in th.at fane ; it was, and still is,

thougli fragmentary, a Pantheon of English

architecture ; and it ought not to perish for
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the sake of a sum insignificant in comparison
with tlie value of tliis majestic shrine, so long

and so often the victim of callous guardians

and imscrupulous spoliators. That historian

had some heart in his nature when ho spoke
of the brass font which was stolen in the reign

of Charles I. " by one Hickman, a vile iron-

monger." AVe have nearly done, however,
with the depredators. It is more agreeable

to think of that wliich may yet be saved.

There is no hope of discovering a trace of

true Saxon work in the Abbey Church,
though tlie nave of S. ^lichael's. in its close

neighbourhood, is unquestionably of that

era. The transept and nave, judged as a

whole, are undoubtedly Norman. Curiously

enough, no jiart of the structure is set down
as belonging to what it lias been agreed to

designate the Transitional period ; though
among the reparations, of coiu'se, examples
of tliat miscellaneous epoch are found. The
ponderous walls, generally constructed of

small stones, the plain base-courses, the

corbel tables, the parapets and copings, the
original form of the windows, the cylindrical

and rectangular piers, with their zig-zag.

spiral, and other mouldings, the roof shafts

and the side gallery vaults, tell of one pre-

dominating style. There is no real lancet-

work in the Abbey ; but the chair is a sump-
tuous specimen, ascribed to "the Geometrical
period," signifying, if anything, a geometri-
cal accuracy in window tracings, panels, and
arcades. But, as we have said, this remark
applies no more than generally. It it impos-
sible to separate the mighty Abbey Church
into distinct sections. It has gi-own like the

great Indian banyan tree, and its composition
is blended with a world of traditional

anecdote—of subterranean passages, of hollow
pillars, of prison cells long ago arched over,
of sly posterns in the outer masonry, of

secrets in the buttress and hiding-places in

the arch, and abodes of penance, with double
sets of cloisters, labyrinthine staircases,

spring-doors, traps, vampyre platforms, used
in the celebration of mysteries, and points of
" dim espial," whence the priests made use
of their power. Amid all this medley, then,

we are not astonished to find a circular con-
fronting a pointed arch, windows resembling
those of Wilsford and of ^Vinchester, relics

of Norman architectural habits in the cleres-

tory, a circular corbel in one part and a
regularly-moulded cornice in another, parts
of tlie edifice imperfectly lighted and others
brilliant, p3'ramidal cappings to buttresses,
and singular sunk ornaments on the parapets,
though, strange to say, concerning so com-
plex, a structure, no ogee, no division of but-
tresses, notwithstanding that there are breaks
into characteristic stages, no ball-flowers, and
very few intricacies in the ribbing of vaults.
Now, this heritage of centuries is in the

trusteeship of the living generation. Founded
in 70;1, A.I)., abolished as amonasteryin l.iiSi),

and subsoipiently adopted by tlie Anglican
establishment, it stands in the midst of us, an
incoherent, yet a natwal edifice, by no means
of only local interest, as Xewcomhe, its too
modest historian—who, however, is inexplica-
bly meagre in point of detail—would have us
imagine. No man, indeed, could be expected
to compile the full chronicles of that ancient
and royal foundation. Vi't; read of it in jiages

rusty witli tlie dialect employed by Matthew
Paris and Walsingham, in manuscripts of the
Cotton Library and the Ilarlcian collection,

in papers de])Osited of yore in the chamber
of that fearful and wonderful repository, the
Augmentation Otlice, and—as of what else

cannot the .same be said?—in Ivymer"s
" Federa." that catacomb of antiquities. It
was first built •• of timber and plank," these
anchoritisli authors assure us, it was sancti-
fied by the stopping of a planet in the
heavens above its roof, but it fell into direful
shame. The abbots wore silk, they jiledged
the holy vessels of silver and of gold, they
entertained large parties of ladies, purple and
fine linen crept in among the fashions of the
Vcrulam Trappists, the monks dressed and

rode like hunters, horses were stabled and
dogs were kennelled within the consecrated
precincts, until reforming ami rebuilding were
determined upon together, the brethren put
upiin a diet of pickled herrings, ami the
.Vli'ney Chm'cli itself redecorated and res-

tored. But those were the times in which
the Abbey possessed estates the value of

which has never been computed, but its

accumulation of wealth was prodigious.

.Stripped of this it became something between
a parish church and cathedral. Our solicitude

is lest it should become a ruin.

DESIGN IN CAST IRON.

\\rE have received from ilessrs. Macfarlane
' ' and Co., of Glasgow, a copy of the

fifth edition of their illustrated catalogue.

It is a large and handsomely-got-up work,
filled with designs of various degrees of

merit. ^\'e propose to notice some of these

as they occur, and at the same time to make
some remarks on the treatment of cast-iron

generally. The first objects illustrated are

rainwater pipes, and of these many different

patterns are given. There are, of com'se,

the usual round, and the perhaps more con-

venient half-round ones, and the square and
oblong, either plain or decorated witli dif-

ferent kinds of surface ornament. Of the

latter class the best appear to us to be a

round one, formed externally into a bold cable

moulding, and an oblong one relieved by a

delicate lozenge pattern. The worst, without
doubt, is one which represents on a small

scale the half of a Late Gothic pier, compris-

ing three filleted rolls, whose capitals form
the sockets required for junctions. In other

examples the treatment of these sockets is

original and somewhat suggestive. The
designs for pipe-heads, though several toler-

able ones might be selected from them,
generally err in being too ornamental. They
are cut up with tracery and notchings and
crests and cuspings, as if they were the chief

all-important t'eatm'es in a building, for which
no amount of decoration could be too great.

Of course, such faults as this are the very
commonest in almost all trade catalogues.

Every manufacturer wishes, naturally enough,
to make his circular a showy one, and it is

not at all surprising if he endeavours, not
so much to render his goods an harmonious
as a conspicuous part of the buildings to

which they may be applied. It is the archi-

tect's business to repress this tendency. His
office is like that of the conductor of a con-

cert, who must make his musicians, according
to Longfellow's description, "play with a
certain modesty, and not as if each instru-

ment were the only one in the world." In
doing this he will have inevitably to reject the

great bulk of patterns in almost any illustrated

catalogue, and may think himself lucky,

oven in building a mere sta'ule or outhouse,

if he can find there so much as a rainwater

head which will not be ridiculously out of

keeping with its surroundings. Jlessrs. Mac-
farlane present us, not only with heads and
ears for water pipes, but also with ornamental

elliows and offsets. They deserve credit for

having taken notice of tliese hitherto

neglected features; the misfortune is that,

as usual, they are tempted to make
too much of them. They are literally

crammed full of diaper .and cuspiug

and leaf patterns : whereas the desideratum
in details of this kind is a good general

form, with no decoration whatever. Un-
fortunately, good general form is at the

present day the very hardest thing to obtain.

^Vsk for a plain and simjile design, and you
get one of such clumsy and sliapcless ugli-

ness as even an -Vustralian savage might con-
demn. Ask for a more artistic one, and you
are presented with an object whose natural

graceles.sness is overlaid by an amount of

ornament which wouUl sullice for a good-sized

building. Apiece of sensible, woll-.studicd,

unadorned work you can scarcely get any-
where or for any money j and manufacturers,

in particular, can rarely understand what is

wanted when you ask for it. " There," they
say, "is a plain pattern, and there, again, is

an ornamental one
; what more can you wish

for?'' Wliat we wish for, nine times out of

ten, and what we find it almost impossible to

get, is a good design witliout jiositive orna-
ment ; such a design, in short, as the Greeks,
the MediiBval builders, and even the modern
French have produced as the natural and
fitting thing whenever they were considering
the suliordinato details of their work.
Messrs. Macfarlane's pipe-elbows and off-sets

might suggest ideas for a jewel coffer or an
ivory triptych, but they are decidedly out of

place in connection with the drainage of a
roof.

From rain pipes we go on to eaves-gutters

;

and here an immense variety of patterns are
given. There are half-rounds, ogees of

various descriptions, hollows, rounds, and
semi-octagons. The last, though the least

pretentious, we have several times noticed as

the best in practice. Following these, we find
iron gutters with a notched or cusped flange

hanging from the upper edge so as to form a
drip. Ornaments of this sort, unfortunately,
are. far less effective in reality (at least in cast

iron) than they look on paper ; and, apart
from this, we question whether a gutter
forming the top member of an eaves cornice

is in the right position for being decorated
at all. Even in the most elaborate Classic

examples the crowning cyma of the entabla-

ture is usually left plain ; and if this was felt

desirable when the mouldings were in marble,
it must be ten times more so when they are

nothing better than cast metal. There is

one form of gutter which we do not observe
in the present catalogue, and one which has
great practical advantages to recommend it

:

that, namely, which has an open railing or

plain cresting attached either to its back or

front edge. Such a cresting may easily be
arranged to serve many of the purposes of a
parapet, while avoiding its defects. While
sufficiently open to offer no appreciable

obstruction to the descent of water from
the roof into the gutter, it may be made
close enough to prevent the fall of loose slates,

and to break up into )iowder those avalanches

of snow which are liable to shoot in great

masses off a steep-pitched roof. The men-
tion of snow reminds us that snow-gratings,

for the purpose of covering uj) gutters, ai'e

amongst the details here set forth. Our own
experience has not been favom-able to them.

They may, it is true, keep the gutters par-

tially or even wholly free at first, though
this depends on the nature of the snow. The
soft and fleecy kind wUl doubtless mat
together and lie on the top of the grating

;

the small powdery variety, which is common
in very hard weather, is sure to find its way
through. But sup]iose that the snow in the

first instance lies wholly on the top, the sun-

shine next day produces a ]iartial thaw, and
it sinks through and tills the gutter. At night

it freezes again and forms a solid compact
mass of ice. So far, matters are much the

same as if gratings had not been used ; but
the worst is to come. The snow on the roof

gradually melts day after day, but the ice in

the glitter isactually .sheltered by the gratings

which were to have prevented it from forming.

The sun cannot get at it, and so it remains
;

and with wooden gratings in a lead gutter

we have known it remain for a week or more
after a total break up of the frost. A crest-

ing meant to be atfixed behind a gutter, for

the purposes we have noticed above, appears

on page i2'2. This, however, involves more
trouble in fixing than the smaller attached

cresting we have suggested, not to say that

the pattern in the present instance is some-
thing worse than unsatisfactory.

In terminals and finials we observe the

usual authemion or Greek honeysuckle, which
reminds us that the style to which we owe
our National Gallery and our British Museum
stUl flourishes in Scotland. Tiiere are also a

number of what ajipear to be Gothic finials.
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from which, even if we had no other means

of judging, we might conclude that the

Mediaival style does not greatly flourish there.

There are, indeed, somewhat better specimens

of it elsewhere in the book ; but an unfortu-

nate tendency is manifest to copy too closely

forms that are characteristic of wrought

metal. The ironfounder has much more to

learn from the bronze doors and candelabra

and other cast work of the jNIiddle Ages than

from the wrought-iron hinges and crestings ;

and yet the first class of subjects is almost

universally overlooked, and the second almost

universally copied. We agree with the belief

expressed in Messrs. Macfarlane's preface,

that design in cast iron has possibilities of

further development; but in trying to develope

it there can be no doubt that it is cast work,

and not wrought, which we should make the

object of study. We are not, of course,

recommending that cast iron shoidd be made

to pass for bronze ; we simply say that the

best ancient specimens of bronze work will

guide us far more towards a right treatment

of it than even the finest examples of wrought

and hammered iron. The Greek finials and

acroteria before referred to have at least this

merit, that they are more characteristic of

the material than the Gothic ones, and many
of them have obviously been suggested by
works in bronze. Amongst the horizontal

railing patterns, too, there are some in which

the qualities of the substance employed are

fairly exhibited. Such is that (No. 438) at

the bottom of page 245, consisting of a kind

of guilloche filled with an eight-leaved con-

ventional ornament. The form is pleasing,

and the effect is one that could only be readily

produced in cast metal. A pattern, on the

contrary, like No. 40 on the opposite page, is

a mere imitation of a wi-ought-iron design.

Not only is the slenderness of its parts unsuit-

able for a comparatively brittle substance,

but it shows the very bands and ties which a

smith would apply to connect the different

portions of the design. It is, in fact, a sham,

while No. 438 is a reality. No. 100, again,

on page 295, strikes us as being, if not quite

successful in the details of its form, at least

adapted in its general conception to the

material. It consists of a square panel,

inclosing a circle, across which nm two
diagonal bars, finishing in each spandrel witli

a sort of fleur-ilc-lis. The intervals between the

diagonals are occupied by heart-shaped stems,

flat and square in section ; while the whole
are bound together near the centre by a second

and smaller circle. Most of these railings are

unfortunately spoiled by aiming at an excess

of lightness for which they are unfitted

;

and, as less infected by this malady, the

Classic ones are usually better than the others.

No. 132 for instance, on page 321, has a

simple and gracefid arrangement of lines not

overdone with ornament ; we wish such pat-

terns were more frequent. Of upright rail-

ings there are few that inspire us with
admiration. In panels we come back to many
of the same patterns noticed rmder the head
of railings. In capitals to coluums scarcely

a single instance appears in which the require-

ments of moulding and the capabilities of

cast metal have influenced the design. Much
of the foliage seems to be applied, and a good
deal of it is a mere repetition of masonry
detail. There are few more effective and
more natural modes of treatment than that of

casting the leaves in one piece with the bell

and making them stand out edgewise, like thin

flanges ; but no example of this kind appears.

We next come to some useful and convenient

standards for school desks, which we thankfully

remark have escaped the prevailing epidemic

of ornament, and are at any rate simple and
inoffensive. Some of the street lamps have

a fair arrangement of lines, and only require

to be stripped of their adjuncts to be passable.

But even the ranges of wash-hand basins,

which form a convenient and serviceable

appliance, cannot be let oflf without a fringe

or inverted cresting round their margin ; and
the street m-inals exhibit the spoils of the

Saracen in the shape of a perfect network of

Eastern surface ornament. We could wish
that Messrs. Macfarlanc would allow us a

little more bread to their intolerable quantity

of sack, and would let their useful appliances

go forth to the world with nothing else to

recommend them but well-studied and cha-

racteristic form.

EGANIARD: AN ALLEGORY.
\ LONG time ago, as the story-books say :

-^^ so long ago, in fact, that, like many of

our old traditions, both the names of the per-

sonages concerned in the following events, and
of the scene where they transpired, are lost

to us. Not so long ago, though, but that it

would be possible for us, as antiquarians, and
as faitliful students of the past, to surround
these incidents with fictitious details, drawn
from such documents of the period as have
survived to us— a proceeding which, to the

vulgar and uninformed, would give local

colouring and apparent truth, at the expense

of strict accuracy and veracity ; a practice,

also, which has too often, in the observance,

been sanctioned by those from whom we
should have expected better things. But far

be it from us to detract from the merits of

the plain unvarnislied facts by any recourse

to such unworthy tricks. It must not be for-

gotten, also, that there are many reasons for

the silence of tradition, and a discreet ob-

liviousness of names and places is sometimes
kinder than a studied remembrance of what
had better have been forgotten.

To proceed, then, to our history, which
deals with a great city situated in the heart

of a prosperous country, teeming with in-

habitants, who at this time presented a

strange contrast of enormous wealtli and
wide-spread poverty. It is not within our

province, neither does it concern our story,

to investigate the condition of the inhabi-

tants of the vast metropolis in question.

Our more immediate concern is with a pro-

duct of this great city, which old and young,
rich and poor, high and low, were alike

engaged in elaborating. Daily and hourly,

and almost, we may say, without inter-

mission, was this industry being carried

on. Whether they willed it or not, every
inhabitant was forced to take part in it,

and so extensive were the stores of it

which they had accumulated that in course of

time, as the city grew and prospered, it

became a matter of the utmost importance to

determine what was to become of it
;

for,

unlike most other products, the one under
consideration was not what could be called a

marketable article ; it was not one that could

be bartered and exchanged, or that could

apparently in any way conduce to the wealtli

or profit of its producers. So far was it,

indeed, from being capable of being turned

to accoimt, that it had become the fashion to

ignore it, and to bury it in underground caves,

and conceal it in every possible way. "\\'c

may here for a moment pause to explain that

the townsfolk were generally not at all back-

ward in utilising so-called waste products
;

everything had a use of some kind or other,

and so far had this economy been studied,

that they even employed the bones of their

ancestors to manure their parks, and con-

verted the ashes and rubbish from their streets

into bricks and mortar.

There were many causes, however, for wish-

ing to conceal and forget this article; one of

the chief of these was tliat it had a very
powerful method of reminding them of its

presence and of making known its where-
abouts, and the more they endeavoured to get
rit of it the more objectionable it became.
Another peculiarity was that, slaves as

they all were, in the sense of being all equally

bound to engage in its production, yet, owing
to some false delicacy or foolish pride, they
yet among themselves concealed the fact of

its existence. It was not a topic about
which they cared to talk, and although
it intimately concerned every one of them, the

mention of it was tabooed in polite society.
This reticence does not affect in any way our
story, and before we go fiuther we may
briefly point out certain facts which will
render the subsequent events more clear.

The city we have mentioned was divided
into unequal halves by a navigable tidal river
which flowed through the midst of it, and on
the waters of this river the shipping of every
country of the world was wont to resort for
the purposes of trading and commerce. The
age which immediately preceded our history
was one of great invention and learning

; the
philosophers of that day, not content to occupy
themselves with passing events, piished their

investigations to the most remote times and
places. They had ascertained with tolerable

accuracy the nature of the gases which con-
stitute the Sim's atmosphere, and had carried

back their researches upon the origin of life

to the time when the moss-grown fragment of

a ruined world brought the vivifying influence

to matter, which thus, by the natural process
of evolution peopled ours. We have referred
to these matters thus in detail in order to
show how great were the attainment.? of

scientific men at that day, and with a view
also of proving the theoretical character of

many of their researches, and we may add
that in the natural sciences they had perhaps
achieved their most splendid triumphs. It

would be unfair were we to forget that en-
gineering had progressed also with giant

strides, and that within a few years the in-

vention of the steam-engine had been the
culminating-point of their ingenuity and skill.

With all their learning and ability, science

had at the time we speak of failed entirely to

grapple with the ditficulties arising from the

accumulation of the before-mentioned pro-

duct, and but for the introduction of the

system termed eganiard there is no knowing
how great might have been the calamities

which would have befallen this unhappy
peo)iU'. At some time previous to that

which we are describing some sage had
pointed out to his comitrymen the value

of water as a carrier. "A willing, active,

and inexpensive servant," said he, " always
ready to do your bidding and to remove
from your dwellings this hated product."

His suggestion was joyfully accepted, and
in a marvellously short space of time hun-
dreds of thousands of pounds were expended
in constructing underground channels" by
means of which to rid themselves of this

nuisance. Till the adoption of the system

of eganiard—for such this plan of disposing

of itcame to be called—it was necessary from
time to time, in the dead of night, and with

every precaution' to ensure secrecy and con-

cealment, to empty and cart away the stores

which they had collected. It was chiefly on
such occasions that the unpleasant qualities

of this product were called into play ; though
at all times, in dry and hot weather, it was
liable to strike down the strongest among
them on a bed of fever, and to decimate their

children with wasting sickness.

AV'ith a splendid river in their midst, which

gave them every facility for the disposal of

this water and its contents, it is not to be

wondered at that the plan we have described

spread with amazing rapidity ;
and so vast

were the quantities of refuse that they threw

into their river that its waters became foul

and polluted, and the navigation of it was
threatened by the formation of enormous

mud-banks and deposits. Here, then, was a

new difliculty and danger, and one they had

little contemplated when they were spending

their tliousands, nay, almost millions, on

eganiard. How were they to escape from

this second dilemma ? After long delibera-

tion, they decided upon forming other con-

duits greater than the first ; and thus, by
taking the matter further down the stream

and emptying it out only at high water, they

thought to avoid the consequences of their

folly and imprudence. Here, however, they

were again foimd to be at fault, for they had

overlooked the tidal character of their river,
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and forgotten that the deposits left by the

ebb wero carried back at each Rovr, and that

whenever they emptied their channels tlie

navigation was similarly impeded by the

mud-banks.
To add to their discomfiture, it was dis-

covered that this watery conijiound whidi
they were throwing away was in reality of

immense value, and they were daily wasting
materials estimated to be worth many
thousands of pounds.
Almost in despair about what stops they

should take next, they appealed to the men
of science to come to their aid—-which was
what they usually did, by the bye, at the

very last moment—and their call was nobly
responded to. Suggestions flowed in apace,

and many were the differences of opinion as

to what wrs to bo done, l^pon one point,

however, tliey were all tolerably well agreed,

namely, that the water must be separated

from the matters which were suspended in it.

It might be used, in fact, as a carrier as far

as the river's bank, but no further. "The
channels you have constructed with so much
skill, and the appliances you have intro-

duced for the mixture with water," said they,
" are so far so good, but your future aim
must be to do and to undo, to mix and to

separate." One daring genius went so far as

to propose a fresh system of channels, and
called his system the " separate sy.stem,"and
in the main lie was doubtless right. But
how was the mixture which they had con-
trived with so much care to be sundered ag.ain

so shortly, and in what way were they to

regain from the water the valuable matters
which they had thrown into itV Some said,

"filter it;" others said, "spread it in thin

layers over your fields, and it will separate
itself naturally." The chemists divulged the
nature of certain substances which would
cause the impurities in the water to fall in

the shape of precipitates, and companies
were formed, who proposed by throwing in

chemicals worth pounds per ton to reclaim
from the water substances worth only
shillings.

FIRE-BRICKS.—III.

By Charles Turner, C.E.

yiR. T. walker's patent brick irACHtNE.

TN the meantime inquiries were made of
-»- various makers of brick machinery for a
machine adapted to press and mould the
Beacon-hill fire-bricks when green. It was
ascertained that a machine was being m.anu-
facturcd by Messrs. Ingram & Hone, of the
Dorset Iron Works, patented by Mr. T.
Walker, manager of the West Quay Pottery,
at Poole, which appeared very suitable for
the purpose. It should, however, be men-
tioned that this machine was only designed
for pressing face-bricks of clay and sand.
Arrangements were made with Messrs.
Ingram & Hone, of the Dorset Iron Works,
to erect this machine for the company in

connection with a pug mill for pressing out
and cutting off the rough blanks to be u.sed

for the press.

EXPERIMENTS WITH TKE M.VCIIIXE.

The first diflicuUy that arose was from the
very rougli and imperfect manner in which
the pug mill did its work. It was an upriglit

pug mill, deliverinj,' horizontally, and.answered
extremely well wlien tlie clay was reipiireil

for hand moulding. But the clay fiu- the
press had to be pugged as stiff .as possible,
and conscrpiently came out throngh the squaro
mouth(iiece in sucli irregular shapes tluit it

could not be used, as it did not fill the mould.
The author of this paper determined to m.ake
nse of a roller mouthpiece, on a similar
principle to some already used by some of
the brick machine makers, with this differ-

ence, that instead of being lubricated with
water, the rollers were made hollow cast
iron cylinders, pierced with numerous holes,
flllsd with oil, and covered on tlie outside
with coarse cloth. The oil did not unite with

the clay like the water, and the cloth made
the roller sufficiently elastic to avoid tearing
the hard pieces of the rough stuff out of the
clay. The form of the mouthpiece was as
shown in the annexed sketch.

IlESCRIPTIOX OF MOUTHPIECE TO PUG 5IILL.

A A A A.—Wooden rollers covered with
cloth, and filled with oil, and perforated to
allow the oil to escape. B B.—Frame carry-
ing these rollers, which is fixed to the pug
mill. The press was found to act perfectly
in principle, but was far too weak to resist the
pressure required for the fire-bricks, and
continual breakages took place. It was there-
fore determined, after the principle of the

Sc^l£

machine had been thoroughly tested, to post-

pone any further work until a new and
stronger machine, with improvements sug-

gested by the author, could be manufactured

:ILEUAT10W

driving machinery .still gave way under the
pressure. The driving gear was strengthened,
and the machine itself w.as still further
strengthened, one principal alteration being
the substitution of a very strong disc^crank
for the crank hitherto used, which gave way
twice, even thouj;h made of the very best
Swedish iron. The result was the machine
here illustrated and described.

DESCRIPTION OF P.RICK PRESS

A. Bed plate, in which the standards B B
are fixed. B B. Standards. C. Plate on
which the bricks are pressed. D. Top plate,
carrying the gear for driving the press. E.
Fly wheel, F F. Fast and loose pulleys. Gr.

^Vorm. II. Worm wheel. I. Disc
crank. J. Connecting rod. K.
Cross head, working up and down
on the guide bars, L L. M M
Pods attached to the cross-head
to work the quadrant. N. Quad-
rant having a small arm, N', pro-
jecting from the shaft on which
it turns, O. Slide worked by the
quadrant N to put the blank into
its place, and pushes the brick
off. P. Spiral spring to break
the shock when the slide is

brought by the weightagainst the
post. Q. Second cross-head work-
ing up and on the guide bars, L L,

and having screws at the ends to adjust the
friction. S. Mould carried by the rods, S',

which arc attached to the cross-head, K. T.
Springs round the rods, S'. U. Plunger rod,

c VATroiM

and erected. Such a machine was erected l the plunger being within the mould,
aiul successfully set in action, but it was

I
The action of the press is as follows :—The

found thivt still further strengthening was I machine being set in motion, the disc crank
required, as some of the main parts of the I revolves, and the cross-head descends and
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carries with it the mould until it meets with

the resistance of the bottom plate, C, and can

descend no further. The cross-head carry-

ing the plunger continues its motion, com-

pressing the springs, which carry the mould

and the blank within it. On rising, the cross-

head first carries with it the mould, then the

plunger rod slides through the brass collar

attached to the bottom cross-head and plunger

until the shoulder comes in contact with the

brass flange on the top ol the collar ;
they

the blanks were cut thicker, and if the clay

was rather soft they also required to be

thicker. It was also found difiicult to

adjust the wires of the common cutting

table exactly to the same gauge, especially

when labourers had to set them, and a great

deal of time was lost if alterations were

reqxiired, as the whole gang was stopped.

A new cutting table was designed by the

author to obviate this difficulty, as shown and

described in Fig. 3.

/ IMCH SCALd

then ascend together and the action is

repeated as before. The work was performed

by six men, one man filled the pug mills,

the second attended to the cutting frame and

also delivered the blanks to the press-man or

ganger, who oiled and dusted them, and placed

them in front of the slide which carried them
under the descending mould. As the mould
rose another blank was placed in position by
the slide which pushed the pressed brick for-

ward until it came within reach of the taker

off, who placed it on a barrow which when
full was wheeled away by a fifth to the dry-

ing shed or to the hacks. The sixth supplied

the mill from the soak pit. When in full

work it required the six men above men-
tioned to work the press and pug mill—viz.,

one to feed the pug mill, one to cut off and
deliver to man working press, two men at

the press, one to put in the blanks and one

to take off the pressed brick, one man to

wheel away, and one man to wheel the pre-

pared clay from the soak pits to the pug
mill. These men made 3,500 fire-bricks in a

day of ten hours, and could have made 5,000

if we could have kept them supplied suffi-

ciently fast with rough stuff. Arrange-
ments were being made to erect another set

of crushers, but were put an end to by the

suspension of the works. The men employed
were only labourers ; the foreman received

2s. fid. per day, the rest of the men from
2s. 3d. to Is. (id. per day, the total amounted
to lis. Gd. per day. The engine power cost,

as nearly as could be estimated, 8s. fid. per

day. The cost of pugging and moulding was
therefore as nearly as jiossible Gs. per 1000.

CUTTING-OFF APPAIUTUS.

It was very important to keep the blanks

from the pug mill as nearly as possible the

same size and shape. If too large, clay

squeezed out under the bottom of the mould,

which hung on to the brick, and caused it to

stick to the bed plate of the press. If too

small the mould was not properly filled unless

DESCRIPTION OF CUTTrNG-FP.AJIE.

AAA. strong wooden table. B B.

Two iron frames, having long slots in them,

and turning on the centre B, connected by
bars, top and bottom, carrying the nuts for

regulating the cutters. C. Spur - wheel

moving the two spur-wheels, C' and C^.

These wheels are used to adjust the cutters

in order to vary the sizes of the pieces of

clay. C. The shaft on which the wheels

turn, having right and left-handed threads

of different pitches, and by which the nuts

are caused to approach or recede from each

other. D I) U. Vertical rollers carried by
the standards, Di. E. Horizontal rollers

on which the clay slides. F F. Top and
bottom nuts for regulating the cutters. The
action of the apparatus is as follows : The
frame being close to the moutli of the pug-

mill, the stream of clay passes gradually

along the rollers until it reaches the end,

when the cutting-frame is driven sharply

across, and the pieces of clay are cut to the

size of a brick. It will be seen by the simple

movement of the handle backwards or for-

wards that the gauge could be altered with-

out stopping the machine, and all the cutting

wires were kept exactly at tlie same gauge.

The side rollers kept the clay from twisting.

This cutting-table was found to work ex-

tremely well, and was in constant use up to

the closing of the works.

OILING THE BED-PLATE OF THE PRESS.

In the first press used the blanks from the

pug-mill were set upon small iron plates, the

size of brick-boards, which were pushed for-

ward by the sliding-framo under the box or

mould of the press. It was found very diifi-

cult in practice to drive these forward exactly

to their proper position, and there was a

great loss of time in separating the pressed

bricks from the plates, and returning them to

the head of the press. It was therefore de-

termined to let the fresh blank introduced

drive forward the finished brick, oiling the

plate sufficiently to allow the blank and
finished brick to slide over it. Tliis plan was
found to answer extremely well, but was ex-

pensive from the large consumption of oil,

often as much as 3s. Gd. per 1000 bricks.

Various self-acting oiling apparatus were
tried, and one was fitted which answered
extremely well, and reduced the consumption

of oil to about 2s. per 1000 bricks. It was,

however, found to get out of order, owing
to the rough usage it was subjected to, and
it was ultim.ately found better to use a simple

oil-can, with a very small spout, through

which only a limited quantity of oil could

pass during the time the pressman was able

to use it. The cost of the quantity of oil so

used was about 2s. 9d. per 1000 bricks.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Construction.

THE larger portion of the architectural

profession, mistaking their calling, be-

come copyists and ornamental draughtsmen
before they are designers. If, instead of

being dabblers in water-colours, sketching,

ecclesiology, and the like, cramming their

sketch-books and brains with bits of Italian,

French, and other Continental churches and
buildings, or details more remarkable for

their quaintness and frivolity of whim than

any other quality, these followers of an

art supposed to be creative, and in which

invention and devising are the chief attri-

butes, were to begin by an experimental

study of stones, and bricks, and timber, in-

vestigating their qualities, and making
tentative efforts of combination, or exercising

their minds with at least the simpler ideas

of form and construction, investigating the

properties of geometrical solids, cones and
cylinders, the intersection of planes, and the

putting together of arches, trusses, and

other mechanical forms of construction, we
should have a race of intellectual architects,

whose minds, trained practically in the school

of thought and invention, would outrival

in their "efforts all existing art by the very

strength and vigour of their conceptions.

^Vhat, I ask, was the training of those giants

of art who studded classic Greece and Italy

with their models of form and beauty, or those

who left the gigantic efforts of constructive

beauty in Mediaeval Europe, which so delight

the weaker race of our pseudo-Medisevalists,

and at whose shrines they are continually

drawing inspiration ? Nothing but the

training above indicated. There was no

learning to draw and copy before they could

think ; skilled artisans, masons, carpenters,

and other craftsmen worked out their

problems experimentally and practically ; not,

perhaps, with the light of science we have

now, but don't avail ourselves of, but accord-

ing to the lights they had then, unfettered by

what had been done before. The great evil

of our present architectural training is that

young men begin and are taught to copy

elaborate work before they can think or con-

struct for themselves in the simplest manner.

Being thus made unthinking slaves of copy-

ing, "it is impossible the faculties of inde-

pendent thought and invention can develope.

"Sketch, measure, and draw" is the first

lesson instilled into the young pupil. But

what? Not simple forms or constructive

problems, but old churches and abbeys,

quaint bits of domestic Gotliic. When such

a student is launched into actual practice,

the dormant faculties are brought suddenly

into requisition, and the young architect is

tauo-ht dearly by mishajis and blunders that

which after-experience can only correct. He
learns that it would have been better if he

liad mixed more with bricks, stones, and

mortar, or liad studied in the carpenter's

workshop.
The evil is too apparent ; the mere finish

of the organic structure can only be under-

stood after its purpose, elements, and parts

have been mastered. Ornamental detail and
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finish cannot be learnt unless the materials,

construction, and purpose of the desipnor arc

known. This cannot be attained liy mere
sketching. The obvious result is the making
mere details which should be the natural

outcome of construction, the chief feature of

design instead of the least important. Archi-

tects no\v-a-days proceed on the idea that

their buildings must conform to such and
such detail, or manner, or whim, and the

problem is to bring plan ami construction as

near to tliis ideal as possible.

I have said that force, after form, is the

next step in our educational cour.se, and they

may bo said to be mutually dependent in

practice. The idea of strength, for instance,

may often determine a form or section, as in

a cohmin, girder, tie, or brace. At nearly

every step in a design, the idea of force of

some kind has to be considered and met, and

the form to be given to the materials must
be modified by it to a greater or less extent.

So we see the miiversal empire these two
principles hold, and that even purpose and
convenience must frequently be subjected to

their rule.

The mechanical conditions of structure

demand primary consideratifm, and the archi-

tect should bo able to modify and direct the

forces he has to contend with, so as to pro-

duce stability, convenience, and other requi-

sites without violation of essential laws

either of expression or beauty. Li the best

periods of art, Greek, Koman, Byzantine,

and Mediaeval, the mechanical structure was
prominent no less than the geonu'trical form.

There are three forcesto which the materials

of a structure are subjected—namely, com-
pression, cross-strain, and tension, and
gravity is the active or producing force

which the architect has to ctmsider. All the

three forces above named are directly or

indirectly the result of gravity. The weight

of ,his materials, timber, stone, iron, &c.,

have to be thought of, their relative densities

and other properties. Next he has to deter-

mine the resistance or compressibility of the

materials subject to gravity, as brick, stone,

iron, or wood, or the foundations on which
these supports rest. Another kind of force

has often to be thought of—viz., lateral

pressure created by arches, vaults, and roofs

of various kinds, and it is the combined
efforts of the two forces that often lead to

ill effects in actual practice, and this lateral

or cross force is frequently neglected

in the designs of some of our well-known
architects, whose works it would be invi-

dious to name. Tliere is hardly a buUding
not subject to the three kinds of force

enumerated above. In every lintel, beam,

or arcli, we have cross strain or weight pro-

ducing the two other forces of compression

and tension in distinct portions of them. It

is therefore necessary to consider well where
we place an arch, however small, as it fre-

quently is an ever-active agent of mobility

and destruction. The writer has seen so

many disastrous instances of misplaced, mis-

shaped, and insuthciently-tied arches, that it

is a wonder to tliink the mistake is so often

committed. The same neglect of substance

of material isshown in the numberless cracked

and deflected beams, lintels, and ceilings. It

is too often lost sight of, also, that an insecure

floor or beam does other mischief besides

its own sagging. It draws the plates on
which it rests, and often considerably injures

the stability of the supporting walls or piers.

Mechanics, like geometry, is divided into

two kinds, abstract and concrete. The first

assumes all bodies to be inert, and acted on by
forces external to themselves, and no general

laws could be established if any natural

inherent forces were admitted in the bodies

themselves. Slovement is also considered

without reference to its mode of production.

In concrete mechanics we restore to the

bodies the inherent active properties they
are known to possess in nature. Hence
we find that abstract mechanics is the most

simple, as there is nothing assumed to modify
the action of the external forces which would
render any proposition more complex. Hence,
too, we find but one general property of

bodies taken into accoimt in the rational

duty of the science, that of gravity, whose
law is simple and defined

; and for all practi-

cal jjurposes we may take the ratit)tial or

abstract laws of the science without troubling

about those secondary and inherent effects

which it is the province of concrete mechanics
to deal with, but which are hardly suffi-

ciently known to adnut of exact rules being
laid down.
The ancients, as shown by the labours of

Archimedes, only understood statics, or the

'•conditions of equilibrium" of solids and
fluids, and this precedence corresponds with

the general law I have before spoken of

—

the simple and abstract character of the

fundamental and earliest steps, as all statical

problems nmst, from the nature of them, be

much easier than those of dynamics or tliose

in which the laws of movement are con-

sidered.

Practically we have only to look at the

forces, either single or combined, which
tend to move, compress, stretch or strain

our materials ; next to make oiu' materials

fit for such action both in quality, form, and

substance. To do this a thorough acquaint-

ance with the composition and resolution of

forces is necessary, and if architects and others

engaged in construction or design would
devote more attention to these simple

theorems of mechanics, insttnid of the copies

from the antique and of old buildings, they

would do much to take away from the pro-

fession the reproach that its members can only

imitate but imperfectly the works of our

ancestors. If the effect of strains and com-
bined forces were better understood, we
should not see half the designs of trusses for

church roofs we now do, or the careless

method of connecting the timbers, nor the

equally absurd manner of substituting width

for depth in timber scantlings, thick timbers

where thin would be better, S;o. It will be

needless here to enter into the well-known
laws determining either numerically or

graphically the amounts and directions of

the resultants and components of any known
forces or force, though on another occasion

the practical bearing of these valuable and
neglected rules may be considered ;

it is

enough that attention be directed to them, so

that students may shape their ideas and
materials, and use them with economy, and
combine in their future works the results

which a geometrical and mechanical disposi-

tion of their materials and a proper distribu-

tion of the parts of their designs will lead to.»

In this way we may again see truthfulness,

honesty of purpose, proportion, and scientific

art taking the place of the pseudo-sentimen-

tal ecclesiasticism and senseless whimsicali-

ties nicknamed art, and produced in our

great works by some most popular or well-to-

do practitioners of the pi'csent generation.

G. H. G.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF PAVINC;
STONES.f

THE lirst pli*>t<)£n*:ipl» that I will slmw ^-ou is one

from a drawiii;^ in a v/ork recently jniblislied

by Professor Silvestri. a wcrlv in whieli lie gives an

accDnnt of tlie ehanges that have taken place dnriiiff

tlie last few years through the eruptions of Jlount

l'',t[ia. Here you have a view of the summit of

I'^tna; the central peak is here. I ncetl scarcely tell

you that y<ni are h:>oking down upon it as if from

one of the balloon post.s, about which we have heard

so much latterly. All these round knobs tluitst.and

f>ut so numerously anil so prominently are so many
craters that from time to time have burst through

that mouiUain. There are hundreds of these craters,

and a large number of them constitute even decent-

sized volcanic mountains, scattered round the slojtes

of Mount Etna. Then these large black spaces, to

• In another article I will refer to this practicAlI)'.

} By Professor Wll.l.lA.\lS0N, F.U.S. From "Science
Lectures for the People."

which I would particularly call your attention, are

areas where the lava has burst through some of

these craters. Of course it has filled up the crater

through which it flowed ; but, in addition to filling

the crater, it has overflowed its summit, and spreail

itself out in broad table-hke areas over the sides of

the mountain, and over the surrounding plains.

Now, we have here an illustration of the kind of
thing that these volcanic mountains exhiiiit. Too
may be somewhat surprised if I tell you that those
slopes of Mount Etna are scarcely more pierced by
craters and encompassed by deposits of lava than
Wales is, in our own immediate neighbourhood.

There has been a time when Wales was almost as

much disturbed by volcanic tires as Sicily is now.
If you were to take a geological map of Wales. 3'ou

would see that it is studded all over and in every
direction with little red spots. Those little red

patches are colours employed by geologists to indi-

cate masses of ancient lava. Wales abounds in

these masses. We lind them on every hand, and it

is to some of them, in the first place, that I shall have
to call your attention to-night. I will show you a

section of a part of Wales where we have volcanic

rocks, and stratified or aqueous rocks, side l)y side,

or rather, the one within the other. A sectitin, you
w*ill understand, is that which you would have if I

were to cut a Dutch cheese in two, and show you
the cut side of it. If the Dutch cheese had happened
to have been made of layers, piled upon one another

like a pile of sandwiches, you would then have the

edges of the layers revealed to view. Cut here, in-

stead of sandwiche.s, we have a series of layers of

stratified rocks ; and, in the middle of them we have
a great mass of volcanic lava. This is a mass ot

ancient lava from one of the Welsh moniUains, with

an unpronounceable name. I dare not venture to

utter it. I should onh^ fail, because, as you know,
it is not easy to say which are consonants and
which are vowels in the Welsh language, unless one

is trained to it, which I was not. These are slate

rocks. You will observe they are arranged in slop-

ing layers, but these layers were originally horizon-

tal. The reason why they slope upwards is that the

volcanic fires which accompanied the outburst of

this lava mass has driven up these stratitied rocks,.

tearing them asunder, whilst the lava has forced its

way through. We have several reasons for atfirm-

ing that this lava was once fluid. Y'ou will observe

that the Ia^a has not ou]y broken through these

stratified rocks, but floweil upwards and downwards
in all directions, filling cracks and crevices, which
w ould not have happened had this lava not been

fluid. Before I give you another section illustrating

to you this action, let me show you a section of

Snowdon itself cut in two. You shall also see the-

summit of Snowdon, which a kind friend who is in

the room has brought to us. Then we have here a

section of Snowdon. Here you have the e-xtrerae

summit of Snowdon—the point to which many of

you probably have been. You will observe that

there are several series of rocks following each other.

Now what, in the first place, are tliese purple-

coloured layers at the b.ase? (The colours are

merely conventional, for the purposes of the dia-

gram.) They are beds of slate rocks. These

yellow-tinged parts above them represent enormous-

masses of lava. Now, this mass of lava was once

continuousovermany miles of district. The reasonwhy
it is now isolated is this : after spreading over many
miles of district, it has been subjected to the action

of currents of water when the whole was under the

sea. These water currents have scooped out deep

valleys, and swept away an incalculable number of

square miles of solid materials. Parts ' of AV^ales-

that were once thmisands of feet higher than they

are at the jtresent day have been completely cleared

away by this watery action—by what is technicallj'

called "denudation." Tiiis accounts for the inter-

rupted character of these masses of deposit. The
.summit of the mountain is a mass of volcanic pro-

duct ; not lava, but ashes. It -would appeju- as if

the volcajiic outbreak which had covered this part

of the c<nintry with this peculiar kind of volcanic

rock had been followed by some outburst such as

you meet ^\'ith in volcanoes of the present day, in

which an enormous quantity of volcanic ash has

been deposited ; and some of what escaped removal

by denudation now constitutes the extreme peak of

Snowdon. The next picture will show the peak of

Snowdon as it now is. The ditTerence between the

]iresent and the past is very considerable. I do not

ntean to say that the cairn is a volcanic peak; it is

not; but the material upon which the woiulerful

cairn is erected is volcanic; it is made uj) entireJy

of volcanic ash. So that we have in Snowdon three

distinct masses of material—the volcanic ash at the

top; a mass of lava in the middle; and the w.ater-

derived slate rocks at the base. In the di;igram I

showed you just now, you saw a broad red band
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CTOS^wiX tbe picture obliquely. Now this baud is

anotlier kind of volcanic rock, and of more modern

date tliau the others. You ask, "How do we know
that ? " Well, I think we may safely venture to

say that that which ^oes through another thing has

come there subsequent to the time when that which

it penetrates first existed. These rocks, j'ou per-

ceive, iiave been already deposited when some huge

volcanic crack has been formed in them, and vol-

canic material has come up and filled that crack.

Here we have evidence of successive outbreaks of

volcanic action. Now I will show you the proof

that this volcanic action was accompanied by heat.

I think I have said enough to show that this mate-

rial must have been fluid. The reasons why we
conclude that that fluid must have been in a heated

state like lava, are these : In the first place, where-

ever the lava has come in contact with any other

"kind of rock, it has entirely altered the character of

that rock. If it has come in contact with coal it

has burned that coal into cinders ; if it has come

into contact with limestone, it has burned that lime-

stone into marble; and if it has come into contact

with slates, it has altogether altered thfe character of

those slates, and given them a different appearance.

I wll show you an instance proving this point.

The picture that I am now going to exhibit to you

is a section of another part of Wales, derived, as

most of these sections are, from the very able re-

port on the Geology of Wales, b}- Professor Ramsay,

and which was published in the Memoirs of the

Geological Survey of England.

Here we have a series of slate rocks with a dyke
of lava running through them. Here is a fragment

of slate torn off from these rocks and imbedded in

the lava. You will observe that the appearance of

the slate immediately above and below the lava is

iiltogether altered. The difference is this—one por-

tion of the slate cleaves easily into rooting slates
;

but the layer in immediate contact with the lava

has been so altered by that contact that it refuses to

be so cloven. Now you have here a clear proof

that the contact of the lava with the stratified or

aqueous rocks has made an entire change in the

structure of those rocks ; and we know from ex-

amination that all these changes, wherever we find

them, are precisely the phenomena that would re-

sult if the same rocks were exposed to the action of

heat.

The next point that I will speak of is the more
special subject of the lecture to-night. I am going

to tell you about paving stones. As Professor Kos-

coe has intimated to you, it is a somewhat unpro-

mising subject; and I confess I was rather disposed

to approach it with a little fear and trembling. In

Manchester, as I learn from our friend Mr. Stott,

"who has charge of this department, we use different

kinds of stones for paving. I have here three stones

of one kind, and several stones of another kind.

Before going into details, I must remind you that

we have in Manchester an ancient civilisation and a

modern civilisation. If you go along the back streets

of Ancoats and other parts of the town, it will be

desirable, especially if the day be wet, to take care

to have thick shoes, because walking in thin shoe^

on the rounded boulder stones with which those older

streets are paved is somewhat uncomfortable work.

But our civilisation has made our more modern
streets very different. Yon know that they are

paved with those square stones which I tliink are

technically called " setts," stones which make a mag-
nificent paving. The only complaint we hear about
them is when our authorities do not suppl}' the

streets with quite sufficient water, and then the

gentry who ride their horses or drive their carriages

are a little ilispnsed quietly to complain. But this is

only one very insignificant feature of the.se stones.

It is true they arc apt to become a little .'^lippery in

dry weather; but, on the other hand, they are ex-
ceedingly durable, and being durable they are emi-
nently fitted for the purpose of the tax-payer, what-
ever they may be fur the equestrian. I learn from
Mr. Stott that we obtain these " setts" from three

localities. Here is one stone that is obtained from
Penmaenmawr. Here is another stone that has been
obtained from the Clfe Hills in Shropshire; and here

is a third stone that is obtained from a part of Car-
narvonshire, from the neighbourhood of a place they

call Glynuog. What are the rocks at these three

localities? The Penmaenmawr and Clee Hill stones

-are very similar in their essential qualities; they are

lavas, closely allied t() the form we commonly call

basalts and greenstones. I won't enter into the

minute distinctions of these stones. I am not about

to bewilder you bj' the wonderful chemical formula;

that my friend behind me (Dr. Roscoe) could favour

you with, in describing the chemical composition of

these stones ; that would be out of my reach and
line. Neither will I trouble you much with minute

distinctions between one kind of basalt and another.

There is an endless series of these distinctions that

would perplex him still more to identify all the

varieties when he saw them. All I have to do with
them to-night is to say that there are many kinds of

lava, whether we choose to call them basalts or

greenstones, or felspars or porphyries, or by any
other of those mineralogical names which are em-
ployed to distinguish them. But we can draw a
broad distinction between basalts, an ancient kind

of lava, and granites, which are also an ancient kind

of lava, but a very different one. Let us see wliat

this Penmaenmawr stone is. It is a lava very simi-

lar in its essential composition to the lavas of modern
times. Let us see what sort of appearance these

rocks present as seen in a photograph. I have here

two photograplis of Penmaenmawr, a place that pro-

bably many of you have visited. One is a view
from the north side and the other a similar view
from the south side. Here you have Penmaenma^\T
as it appears from the south side.

{To b& continued.')

NON-PROFESSIONAL OPINION ON THE NEW
LAW COURTS.*

IF the reports which we hear are correct, although

the ground-plan and general design of our

future Law Courts may be regarded as settled at

last, questions of style and ornamentation are left as

yet open. If so it may, even at this eleventh hour,

be worth while—though we fear it is but talking to

the air—to enter a feeble protest against the "ornate

Gothic" with which we are threatened on all hands.

Gothic, we are told, must be highly charged with

ornament, or it is merely dull and barbarious. And
the special examples for imitation which seem now
to find favour with the changeable race of tasteful

men—a few years ago they were regarded as simply

grotesque—are the town-halls of the north of Europe,

especially of Belgium. Now, far be it from us to enter

on that very barren field of controversy, or to pro-

fess any opinion as to whether the Parthenon of

Athens and the Pantheon of Rome are or are not

really nobler models than the Stadthuys of a

Mediaeval Batavian or Belgian town. We speak, of

course, as to beauty only : as to convenience, the

Mediaeval model and the Classical are perhaps the one

as monstrously unadapted as the other for the prac-

tical purposes of Courts of Justice of the nineteenth

century. But to talk of the law of convenience

either to men with heads full of icsthetic enthusiasm,

or to Chancellors of the Exchequer anxious only to

keep down the estimates, would be hopeless. We
accept—as we can do no better—the principles of

beauty and economj' such as our guides and masters

lay them down, though conscious that neither is

what we really want for public purposes. But then

we must protest in favour of a third principle—that

of permanency. Now if any one truth in practical

art has been demonstrated over and over again, until

the subject becomes tedious, it is this : that highly-

ornamented architecture has under London skies no

chance of durability. Mr. Street's Gothic fronts

would be in ten years a mere fretwork, marred in

undecipherable clots of soot. This is not probable,

but certain. It is just as certain as that London
chimneys will continue to smoke and Thames fogs to

rise. It would be quite as sensible for a lady, be-

cause conscious that she shows to advantage in the

gossamer textures of summer fashion, to lay in her

provision of batistes and muslins, chalys, and crepe-

lines, in the third week of October, as for a London
frontage to put on a tasteful apparel of tracery

wherewith to encounter our metropolitan atmosphere.

As we have said, all this lesson is familiar to us as

the oft-repeated advertisements of our newspapers.

It is familiarly known, also, that there are materials

for building stronger in texture and smoother in

surface than those which London architects affect;

that there are noble styles of building of simpler and
plainer cast, less inviting the adhesion of filth by
their projections. But they are unemployed and

disregarded. Those who control our taste dislike a

simphcity which does not suit their notions of dis-

play; those who control our finances object to all

extra expense in material, however economical in the

long run. So we have all round us melancholy

specimens of public and private buildings on which
taste and money have been utterly thrown away;
edifices reared within our own time at great cost,

of delicate material and intricate decoration, so-called

Gothic or Renaissance, all of which have passed or

are rapidly passing into the condition of '-grim

features," soot-besmirciied fronts, on which, mere
habit, not sight, enables us to trace the almost

obliterated lines of what was once beauty. AVhy
do we persist in the same stolidly pertinaciouscour.se,

Modern Architecture. Frgm the Pall Mall GazttU.

though shrugging our shoulders all the while at the
ob\ious and admitted absurdities which we are per-
petrating ? The reasons are really not far to seek.

The matter is nobody's business— or rather it is the
business only of the architect and a few good-
natured and frivolous people who constitute them-
selves his controllers. To the architect the style of
high ornament is captivating; it enables him to
exhibit liis skill in the manipulation of stonework,
his sense of what passes for beauty

; it insures him
admiration, or at all events the certainty of being
talked about for a few years to come, while his

performance remains visible. And what may
follow matters little to him, except that, should he
be still capable of employment, the prevalent dis-

satisfaction at the degraded condition to which the

monument of his genius wiU by that time be reduced

in tlie cour.se of nature may engender new works
and new expenses. And as for public opinion,

which ought to keep architectural vagaries in order,

it never looks twenty years ahead. A good many
of us take a pretty Uvely interest in the probable
success of an experiment in art which is to come off

under our own eyes. No one. or next to no one,

thinks or cares how London is to look in the eyes of

the next generation, or to what expense our children

may be put to repair our decayed surfaces or to re-

place them with other perishable novelties.

It is, in truth, a subject for somewhat uneasy re-

flection, which meets us at many different turns in

political and social speculation—How far ought
one generation really to coucern itself in taking
charge of the interests of those which are to

follow after, and how does such concern habitually

extend ? If the answer were to be framed in accord-

ance with ordinary usage, one might be tempted to

answer. Not at all. Provident forethought for a
family, we well know, is extended to many descents

after the life of a disposer of property. It is the

common ambition of high and low in this country to

construct the limitations of such landed estate as

they may die possessed of for " a life or lives in

being and twenty-one years afterwards ;" and they

would extend that jealous watchfulness for a much
longer period did the law allow it. The founder of

a family looks forward for generations to come. The
founder of a special institution, a college, or a

hospital, will be found for the most part equally

thoughtful of the distant future in the care which he

may bestow on the future management of his charity.

But for the interest of the general public our fore-

thought beyond our own time and that of our nearest

successors hardly seems to extend. The discussions

which have taken place respecting the diu-ability of

our supjdy of coal in Britain appear to show how
utterly futile is the task of imposing limits on pre-

sent cupidity for the sake of the contingent interest

of an indefinite public which is to come after us.

The resources of Nature are habitually lavished with-

out any regard to the necessities of the future ; nor is

this a special characteristic of our undisciplined times

:

it was equally the case when the body of the people

were under more restraint and authority more cogent

than is thought to be the case uow. The population

of the county of Sussex contrived in about a hundred

years to destroy so effectually the wealth of wood-
land which once prevailed there as to ruin the iron

industry for which that county was once famous,

and which, with a little economy, might have been

preserved to this day. The habitual negligence of

the peasantry on certain slopes of the Alps, parti-

cularly in the south of France, as to the preservation

of trees, has reduced extensive tracts of Alpine

valleys into mere deserts, becoming year by year less

tenantable from the denudation of the soil and the

ravages of torrents, insomuch that many village

communities have absolutely perished by the emigra-

tion of the whole of theh- members, and mere savage

solitudes are left behind. Over great part of Europe

and Asia the forests have been made the especial

victims of this spendthrift propensity; and it is diffi-

cult to exaggfrate the enormous loss to industry and

civilisation which this single cause has produced.

In some regions (Spain, for instance) the evil seems

to have been arrested simply because there was no

more natural wealth left to spend. In North

America the forests may still be reported as unex-

haust&l, and in some parts as growing afresh over

tracts once cultivated and now deserted ; but even

there the same complaint begins to make itself heard.

Even in the wide wastes of Australia they iiave

commenced the practice of ''ringing" the noble

Eucalyptus trees in order to save the expense and

trouble of felling them; a practice which, if con-

tinued, will so intensify the tendency to drought,

characteristic of the climate, as to produce fac-similes

of African deserts in the Southern hemisphere. The
profusion with which the wild animals have been

slaughtered of late years off the face of the earth,

by application of the new facilities for killing nith
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which modern ingenuity has furnished us, offers

another notorious example of the general truth.

Immediate interests, as in such matters as those to

which we have last alluded; immediate pleasures and
fancy, in matters of mere enjoyment, such as the

architecture which is to decorate our streets ; these

are the prevailing motives which govern society, and
which it seems almost hopeless to counteract by mere
argument, addressed either to policj' or to taste. Yet
something, if not enough, may be done to counteract

these evil tendencies through a little quiet resolution

on the part of Gjvernments and the growth of an
educated public opinion among ourselves. A de-

partment of the future, which should be charged

with protecting the interests of the as j-et unborn
public, would be an institution worthy of the Chinese

empire such as Voltaire and his fellow-philosophers

imagined. Unhappily, the idea of it is little adapted

to the propensities of modern Europe, and still less

of America.

The Guardian^ in an article on the New Law
Courts, after sketching the history of the competi-

tion, says;—"But two circumstances interferedwith

its immediate prosecution. Mr. Lowe, who, it

must be allowed, to bis credit or the reverse, has

been the lion in the way at every step, started the

extraordinary proposal that the Courts should be

erected not on the Strand or so-called Carey-street

side, but on the Thames Embankment. There was
not a single redeeming feature in this project, except
that it originated with so great a man, and was sup-
ported by him for inscrutable reasons which the general

public coultl not or would not penetrate. During
the reign of this idea in Mr. Lowe's mind, he

instructed Mr. Street to prepare an elevation and
other drawings for a river front. Now, without any
private intimation from Mr. Street, it is not difficult

to see that a totally different design would be appro-

priate for a building which would be visible from a

great distance, and would form a prominent feature,

like S. Paul's or the Houses of Parliament, in every
future view o' the metropolis. In the Strand site,

the upper portion only of the great tower and the

roof of the great hall would be visible at a few yards'

distance. He therefore made a much more ornate

design, one calculated more to please the popular eye

and to serve a purely jiictorial effect. Thus, as it

seems to us, he mistakenly abandoned the mass and
gravity for which his buildings are remarkable, and
entered on a course of reckless elaboration by which
the beaut}' of his worlv was much injured. From
this sprang the second cause of delay. When Mr.

Lowe was at length brought back to a right mind
and to the Carey-street site, so many ideas and plans

had been raised and discussed that a wh'i Ijr new
design was asked ftpr and obtained. But it is almost

impossible that any artist, however great his genius,

—and the genius of Mr. Street is undoubtedly very

great,—could conceive two such noble designs for

the same spot as his first for this. The second must
be inferior as " l-'aradise Regained" is inferior to

" Paradise I>ost," as the " Mill on the Floss

"

is inferior to " .'Vdam Bede ;" as Landseer's '' Morn-
ing" is inferior to "Night;" and as Mr. Lowe
himself could not match his first Budget. It is too

ornate, we hear from one side ; it is weak, we hear

from another ; it wants simpUcity, we are told ; and
finally, it is called in the Ximcs "a chaos of ill-dis-

tributed masses of weak and confused outline, with-

out form, and inid of everything but freaks of

detail." What tliis criticism is worth we cannot
say ; but it is followed by n vague and impractical

sentence, asking for " pure and noble form, exalted

dignity, and entire unity ;" words, for they are no-
thing more, whiili betray an utter want of definite

ideas to back them. That anj- conception of Mr.
Street's should be weak and confused is simplv im-
possible ; and the disapproval of the present design

must be put down to his departure from the severity

of his first drawings, and to the over-ornamentation
of the new work—a characteristic well calculated to

alarm Mr. Lowe and to secure the concurrence of the

public in its condemnation. For condemned,
apparently, it has actually been. And if we believe

the letter in the Times of Saturday to have been

written with the knowledge of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, we may derive the further information
from it that Mr. Pugin has been called in to assist in

the preparation nf a third design. The as.sislance of

Mr. Pugin's father did not improve Sir Charles
Barry's work at Westminster, and the unpleasant
controversy to which eventually it led is fresh in our
minds ; nor is it easy to understand Mr. Street's

acquiescence in such an arrangement. He is ac-

customed to draw every jiart of his work with his

own hands, and has, we are told, left nothing to his

snbordiiuites in any of his previous designs. Unless
he is the mildest of men, nay, even if he is, such an
interference will he very distasteful. In conclusion,

we beg to ask, lirst, why does not Mr. Street return

to his original design, and, secondly, has Mr. Lowe
any ulterior project, like th.at of Lord Palmerston

in delaying the building of the Foreign Office,

—

must we look forward to such a miserable com-
promise as that which disfigures S. James's Park ?

DESIGN FOR COUNTRY RESIDENCE.

OUR illustration this week is a design for a
country residence, which our readers will better

understand from the following:

—

RliKEllENCES TO PLAN.

N. Scullerv.

O. Plate Safe.

P. Dishes.

Q. Kitchen.

R. Passage.

S. Coals.

T. Lift.

V. Cloak Room.
AV. Store Room.
X. Servants' Stair.

Y. Housekeeper's Room.
Z. Servants' Hall.

A. Porch.

B. Vestibule.

C. Hall.

D. Dining Room.
E. Pantry.

F. Parlour.

G. Business Room.
H. Principal Staircase.

I. Passage.

K. Conservatory.

L. Butler's Pantr}'.

M. Stair up to Entresol

and down to Cellars.

The vestibule under the tower has a groined stone

ceiling, rising to the height of 18ft. P.assing through
an arched opening, we enter tlie hall, from wliich rises

the principal staircase. The hall is lighted by a large

coloured glass window over the lower part of the con-
servatory anil also through the latter, from which it

is separated by double transparent glass doors. The
space between the doors forms also a passage from
the butler's pantrv to the dining-room. The conser-
vatory consists of a dome 3Uft. in diameter. The re-

mainder of the ground plan will readily explain it-

self. On the first floor the dining-room is above the

drawing-room, the ante-drawing-room above the

pantry, and the library above the parlour. The
library is finished with an open timber roof, and a
balcony runs lound it above the windows, in order to

render the books more accessible. It is also con-
nected with the ante-drawing-room by sliding doors,

thus opening up a suite of rooms upwards of Cflft.

in length. The remainder of this floor and the floor

above consists of bedrooms, dressing-rooms, &,c.

It was designed and drawn by Mr. Thomas Lennox
Watson.

THE ABBEY OF S. ALBAN.

THE most attractive portions of this structure,

containing some good examples of the best
perii>ds of architecture, are the most ruinous and
neglected, whilst much that is of later date, and
inferior, is carefully watched and tended. The
view of the ambulatory or ante-chapel to
Lady Chapel is very striking and curious. The
windows, which are specimens of Early English work,
are richly and deeply moulded. The odd mass of
buttresses, battlemetits, and turrets, showing here
and there the bricks from ancient Verulam, contrast
strikingly- with the pure outlines of the triicery. The
central tower possesses a charm difficult to account
for, seeing that it has little pretension to architec-
tural finish, and is of the most ]irimitive tj'pe. It

is now almost hidden b_v scaffolding, and it is to be
hoped that the reparatiim will not rob it of its

char,acteristics. The present is a good opportunity
for all lovers of art or archa>ology to look into

'.he structure, as much is laid bare by the works in

progress which will repay a visit.

AV. II. Locivwooi).

M
JOINT FOR SHAFT COUPLING.

R. G. y. BLACK, of Jacksonville. Illinois,

has jiatented what he calls a universal jnint

fur shaft couplings ; and it consists in the enipluy-

mcnt for such couplinf;s of two coiled springs con-

ncctint^ the two shafts either in connection with the

jointed ftirkcd ends thereof, or of collars thereon nr

not, one ctf said coils being smaller and within the

other, and coiled in the opposite direction to that of

the outer one, and in such relation to the section of

the shaft to be turned that the resistance of said

shaft will tend to expand it against the outer coil,

which is to be arranged to be twisted smaller by the
resistance, whereby the tendency of one to be
changed fmm its normal condition will he neutralised

by the other; and all the advantages offered bv the

flexibility of coiled springs for universal joints will be
utilised without any of the objections that prevent the
practical success of the single coiled spring which,
when the resistance takes place, will cither coil up
the spring more or uncoil it, according to wliich way
the coil is arranged relatively to the direction in

which the shaft turns, and then fly backward or for-

ward when the resistance ceases.

"ECCLESIASTICAL GOTHIC."
A NEXT Mr. Street's designs for the new Laws
-i^ Courts, the Times says, " No one knows
better than Mr. Street that ecclesiastical Gothic is

wholly unfitted for secular uses." The Saturday
Jxeview, in an article devoted to the present contro-
versy, rejohis that, no doubt, if there were such a

thing as ecclesiastical Gothic, it would be wholly
unfitted for secular uses. "The mistake lies in the
vulgar notion, which the Times has not got rid of,

that there is such a thinga.sa specially ecclesiastical

Gothic style. AVe might almost think that our
instructor belonged to that sect which, whenever it

sees a pointed doorway or ivindow in an ancient

manor, at once calls out 'church' or * abbey.' It

is wonderful how hard it is to persuade people that

in Mediaeval England, just as ia ancient Greece err

Egypt, or any other time or place, all buildings of

the same date, whether ecclesiastical, militar}',

municipal, or domestic, were built in the same stjde.

The ecclesiastical Gothic and the secular Gothic of

any given age are exactly the same thing. It

might be too much to ask a writer in the Times to

put his knapsack on his back, and to go on a walking
tour through the nooks and corners of Somerset-
shire and Northamptonshire, and to spy out the

Media;val manors and parsonages which will meet
him at every turn, their architecture differing in

nothing from the architecture of the contemporary
churches. But he might go and look at a few
castles, at a few of those, at least, which lie in the

common beaten tracks of tourists, and see

how the architectural detail in those parts
of the buiUling which allow of any archi-

tectural detail are exactly the same as he would tind

in a church of the same date. Nay, he might per-

haps set out—though we are not sure that this

might not be looked on as the strangest task of all

—and look at Westminster Hall, Guildhall, and
Crosby Hall, and perhaps even extend liis journey
to Eltham or Hampton Court. Without going any
furtiier than this he might, if he has any eyes at

all, lind out that English builders, in days when they
were content to build as Englishmen, had no distinct

ecclesiastical and secular styles, but built all build-

ings, whatever their use, in the one national style

of their own day. Surely our teacher would not

think that the princely and civic halls of which we
have spoken were all of them desecrated churches,

as many people thought, twenty-six years back, of

the hall of the voyaX palace at Wiuchej^ter. We
must again proclaim that a church, acastle, a town^
hall, a house, and a barn will all differ in their

shapes, proportions, and arrangement-i, but that the

architectural style may be, and ought to be, exactly

the same in all. It is simply nonsense to talk about
ecclesiastical Gothic being unfitted for secular uses,

because there is no such thing as ecclesiastical Gothic

at all. If Mr. Street or any other architect gives a
court of law the plan, proportions, and arrangements

which are suited only for a church, he is siiiniug

against the first principle of Media?val architecture

and of all good architecture, that of building the

thing that you want of the size and shajie, tbe

length, breadth, and height which best suits its

purpose. A hall with the proportions nf a church,

and a cliurch with the proportions of a hall, are both

of them alike absurd, and they are just what the

Mediaeval builders never built.

FRAMING JOINTS.

AMR. NEWTON, of New York, has patented

a new and impro\'ed arrangement of mortices

and tenons for framing door-sash and other like

frames and cabinet-work together ; and it consists

in a semi-circular, or nearly- semi-circular, mortice

and corresponding tenon, the latter made on a
greater circle, so as not to tit the curved wall of the

mortice in the bottom closely, the mortice being made
by a circular tool, against which the piece to be mor-
tise<i is moved in a right line, or the tool move<l to

the piece; or the said mortice, being first made iu

this form by a circular tool may be modified by cut-

ting the ends down for about a half, more or less, of

the depth of the mortice, on a straight, oblique line,

and fitting the tenon thereto. The invention lUso

consists in providing the mortice on the curved wall,

or the partly curved aud partly oblique wails, with

a tongue, and the tenons with a corresponding

groove to receive the tongues. The object of the

first part of the invention is to simplify and cheapen

the making of the mortice, and to provide an

arrangement which will prevent the sagging of the

doors when the stiles shrink in width; also, to keep
the joints tight at the shoulders of the tenons ; and
the object of the second part is to provide an
arrangement wh(\reby the adhesion of the p;u-ts,

when locked together, will be greater, and a greater

surface and better condition for the adhesion of the

glue will be provided in the parts to be glued.
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SCULPTURE AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.*

Bt Kiciiakd Westsiacott, Esq., R.A., F.R.S.

IN discussing art, consideration must be given to

the conditions under whicli it is produced.

Some vrorlis may be the outpourings of a real love of

art tor its own sake ; and these, of course, claim the

first rank, as the expression of the mind, the feeling,

the intelligence, and the seuse of beauty of their

authors ; others are prepared to suit the prevailing

fancy or fashion, whatever that may be, of the time

;

or to meet a mere trade-demand, according to the

value certain popular kinds of art may have in the

marktt. The taste may be good or it may be b.ad
;

but even here there may be sufficient opportunity

for offering useful remarks on their leaning to, or

divergence from, a good standard ; and especially

for noticing the more material points of technical

execution and treatment of surface ;
matters of no

trifling importance, though they may be inferior or

subordinate to the more refined question of taste in

the selection of forms and the choice of subjects.

Others, again, are produced simply as decorative and

ornamental design, either in human and animal

form.s, or foliage, or even grotesque combination of

these ; but in which, while the object is to produce

variety and picturesqueness, there i.s always room

for the display of good taste, in the appropriate

character of the ornament, and in insuring its har-

mony and consistency with the general design and

surroundings with which it is associated.

It would be a great mistake if those who con-

sider themselves sculptors of a superior class, simply

because they do not profess or undertake the inferior

practice of ornamentists, should suppose that by

connecting their more ambitious studies with indus-

trial products any degradation of high or fine art is

implied, or other than a just appreciation of its prior

claim to consideration intended. Far from it. It is

evidence rather of the importance and value attached

to the practice of the higher forms of sculpture, and

their iuHuence in giving a superior impulse to all

collateral art. It might easily be shoivn from his-

tory and proved by existing works that the quality

and character of industrial art, using this expression

in its largest sense, have always been influenced by

the state of art in its higher branches. In Greece,

at its best period of sculpture, the taste and style of

small and useful works, as vases, patera, architec-

tural details, the ornamentation of arms, and of the

commonest vessels, followed, both iu shape and in

the character of their decoration, the noble lead in

the ilirection of the beautiful which the greater and

grander works of Phidias, Praxiteles, Polydetus

and others showed was the paramount motive of

their practice. The same is seen in the productions

of the best period of art in Italy, when such men as

Benvenuto Cellini and other artists of eicinence

—

whose superiority in this especial excellence still

challenges the rivalry of modern times—dignified

the calhngs of the goldsmith, the jeweller and

dealer in precious stones, the armourer, the maker

of furniture, by the beautiful accessories of their

skill supplied ; conferring thus a value on objects of

common use which, but for the addition of this

skilful labour, would have had but ordinary inte-

rest. Not a few of our own distinguished artists

(as Flaxman, Theed, and Baily) have lent them-

selves to this useful work, and, as the history of

fictile art especially testifies, effected by so doing the

most satisfactory revolution in taste by the intro-

duction of beautiful general forms, and, where

opportunity allowed of it, of a graceful character of

ornament, in the place of the coarseness and com-
mon-place which had previously been seen in such

articles of manufacture. Surely there cannot be a

more praiseworthy application of an artist's talents

than this of labouring iu the improvement—nay, it

may be said, the creation of public taste ; or

a greater mistake committed than to sup-

pose that ordinary workmen, uninstructed in the

first principles of design, are competent to invent

and carry out details which demand for their suc-

cessful treatment the resources of a cultivated taste,

supplemented by a competent knowledge of all classes

of form, and the power of facile execution in express-

'ng or illustrating the subject of the work, whatever

that may be.

In reviewing the sculpture in this Exhibition, the

art will be considered exclusively as one limited to

form. Where the effects are sought to be produced

by extra and artificial accessories, as colour of any

kind, or even by variety of materials, the works so

treated will con\e into a different category from that

of pure sculpture. They then more properly fall

into the class of decorative art.

It may be as well lo state, in a few words, the

principle on which such distinction or classification

» From the Official Eeport.

is based. There are two propositions or conditions

which should be carefully borne in mind when esti-

mating Fine Art Sculpture. The first is, that its

function is to represent by form ; and, secondly, that

the forms chosen should be the best that can be

found in the great school of Nature—Nature, that

is in her normal beauty and perfection, not as she

is often and indeed, generally seen after the wear

and tear of life, in what may be considered acci-

dental deterioration or deviation from the first pure

and perfect rule and type of creation.

It is reasonable to refer to this perfection as the

standard by which all works ii\ sculpture should be

judged : and tliat the standard is a trustworthy one

will be admitted from the fact that the greatest

masters of sculpture, at the period of its highest

excellence, made this the rule of their practice, as is

seen in the numerous works that have reached

modern times. In so doing, they have perpetuated

the noblest class of form found in nature, aud have

thus left to succeeding ages the truest canon or law

for the guidance of artists and lovers of art in their

study of this important and fundamental principle

—

fundamental because without a competent know-

ledge of the highest class of form the sculptor must

never expect to attain to eminence in his art.

The greater number of works in the Exhibition,

in the various classes of sculpture proper, are con-

tributed by artists of Great Britain. The next in

number are by Italian and Belgian sculptors. It is

a subject of great regret, especially considering the

known ability of many of their artists, that but few

specimens have reached the Exhibition from France.*

In the survey of the works submitted for public

examination some discretion will have to be exercised

in the reference made to particular specimens. Some,

even of merit, may be omitted if the}' are not of a

character to illustrate, in any useful or striking way,

any leading truths in art. It is for this reason that

portrait-statues, busts, and medallions must for the

most part meet with scant notice in this survey ;
for

however deservedly works of this class may claim

attention, and even high praise when they exhibit

striking character, truth to nature, and careful and

refined execution, yet the very conditions which give

them contemporary value or favour, namely dis-

tinct individuality, which can onlj' be secured by

copj'ing particular and exceptional forms (often not

of any remarkable beauty), aud the close imitation

advocated and practised by some sculptors of the

details of modern dress (at this time of pecuUar

ugliness and unfitness for sculpture), must, as a rule,

exclude them from commendation where the best

examples are to be pointed out as guides to improve

the public taste. It is as works of fine art that

they are here considered to be not desirable examples

for students ; and auy redeeming qualities they may
and often do possess of another kind cannot elevate

them to the rank of safe guides in educating the

public taste in the knowledge and appreciation of

one of the great general aims of art beauty.

At the same time it would not be difficult, while

admitting the difference, in kind, between fine or

ideal, and portrait sculpture, to quote instances of a

very high class of excellence in the latter practice.

But it is rare, and only found where genius of a

very superior order has been able to wrestle with

the drawback opposed in modern time to the exhibi-

tion here of true fine art, and so to stamp the work

with exceptional value. It is the realism and

minuteness which, as has been observed, are such

essential ingredients in portrait, that remove it from

that higher class whose province it is, or should be,

to deal with the general rather than the particular,

and, therefore, to choose for its exercise the most

perfect forms. The over-careful rendering iu sculp-

ture of the lowest minutix of costume, as the cravat

or necktie, entirely concealing the throat and the

true setting on of the head, aud scrupulous atten-

tion to the size aud form of buttons and button-

holes and similar trifles, must inevitably vulgarise a

work and, so far, lower it in its relation to Fine Art,

inasmuch as it places on an equality of representation

the living man and the surroundings of the tailor

and haberdasher. And yet, on the other hand, in

order to avoid this, to represent an ordinary Englisk-

mau of the nineteenth century as an ancient Greek

or Roman, or. half naked, with a blanket or cloak

thrown over him for drapery, must be full}' as objec-

tionable from its untruthfulness and incongruity. The
portrait sculptor is therefore exercising his art under

difficulties for which great allowance must be made;
but no recoguitiou of these, however liberal and chari-

table, can make works treated iu the manner re-

ferred to examples of sculpture worthy to be fol-

lowed by students desiring to distinguish themselves

ijin the nobler walks of art. For this purpose the

very highest standard must be chosen.

* This Report was iu print some time before the oiiening

of the French Annexe.

The great sculptors of Greece, when art was at
its highest perfection, were never embarrassed by
these difficulties and trials, for it was at a later

period than the age of Pericles and of Phidias and
his scholars that portrait sculpture was introduced;
and it may be remarked, as a circumstance especi-

ally worthy of note, that the innovation, dating
from about the age of Alexander the Great, heralded

in the decadence of the art in its highest aud noblest

forms, both of beauty and expression. It must not
be supposed that these remarks are made with a
view to disparage portrait. The importance of

portrait sculpture, both in the personal interest that

attaches to it, and in its historical value, cannot be
overrated. It is simply intended here to point out

the difficulties the sculptor labours under in modern
practice, and especially in the present age, to elevate

his works iu this branch of art to the standard of the

best known productions in sculpture. Realistic, or, as

it is also called, naturalistic art, has its indisputable

recommendations in the conscientious devotion it pro-

fesses to the trutli of nature; but even viewing ait

in its function of imitation only, to represent, how-
ever truthfully, what, though it may be natural, is

at the same time totally devoid of beauty and, it maj'

be, even repulsive, does not come within the proper

domain of line, or refined art ; and the minutiae of

costume, ^vhich is of all things the most varying and
artificial, cannot fairly come into the category of the
" natural." In the course of this review opportuni-

ties will present themselves of more forcibly illus-

trating the principles above hinted at.

Recurring to nations, it would not be difficult to

select from the numerous specimens sent by British

sculptors sufficient examples to prove their claim to

hold an honourable place in the practice of their art.

It has not unfrequently been observed, as a kind of

reproach or reflection, by critics of English art that

it is wanting in the characteristics of a school;

in the sense in which, for instance, it is the custom

to speak of the French, Italian, German, Flemish,

and Dutch schools. The remark, however, if true

at all, is only so in part ; for peculiarities in national

feeling will always distinctly show themselves in the

art of every country, and thus give a certain stamp of

individuality to its productions. It may be the demon-
strative and the exaggerated, or the religious and

sentimental, or the.r/cnre and famiUar, exhibited in

domestic iucidents and home scenes and landscape,

but marking unmistakably the idiosyncracy or

source of sentiment of each. But, even if there be

truth in the general observation, the fact itself may
be accounted for. .\rt, when it first began to be

practised by Englishmen, was rather an exercise

than an impulse. Up to uearly the end of the last

century, sculpture in this covntrj' was exclusively

in the hands of foreigners—as Roubiliac, Rysbrach,

and others ; and when Englishmen began to prac-

tise it it was rather to meet a trade-demand, which

hitherto had been absorbed by strangers than as a

fine art followed from original feeling. It was, at

its best, more suggestive of the times aud conven-

tional teaching of academies, or of the practice of some

popular modern leader in art, th.an of impulse caught

either from the study or love of Nature, or from

refined sentiment, or a keen sense of the beautiful.

And in this may, possibly, be found a reason for its

slow growth among us, and its inadequate apprecia-

tion by the general public. It was, at its opening,

beyond or foreign to their sympathies. Even of

Flaxman, of whom England is justly proud, it may
with deference be said he based his practice chieflj'

on the traditions of the " antique," while the

jjrevailing sentiment of his compositions has the

flavour of the simplicity and gentle quaiut-

ness of the early earnest Italian artists of

whom he was so great an admirer. It must be re-

membered, also, that almost every country in

Europe had had for centuries its school of design,

and boasted its artists of deserved reputation, while

England did not possess a single sculptor whose

name merits notice. Painting had its followers here

somewhat earlier; but till nearly the end of the

eighteenth century the sister art had no practitioners

of any power ; and therefore what character it had

was not derived from original feeling, but, as has

been observed, from such examples, often of very

questionable taste, as foreign academies and schools

had offered. But, admitting the force of the above

argument for what it is worth, may it not be urged,

on the other side, that the freedom from prescriptive

trammels may have afforded to those whij h.ad not

been subjected totlicm a wider field for independent

and original thought ? The discursive and varied

ch.aracter of subjects on which British artists h.ave

habitually exercised their talents, and the diflercnce

of treatment observable in their practice, arc strongly

iu favour of the view here taken. It may have

acted less advantageously, no doubt, in sculpture

than in painting ; because sculpture requires, in the
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first place, a discipline quite distinct from painting

;

and also because the former art cannot, without some

loss of its essential simplicity and dignity, deal (as

an art of colour and cliiar'-oxcuro can) ivitli

common and ordin.ary subjects for imitation ; in

giving, for example, force and emphasis to some

parts, and suppressing otiiers either by indistinct

rendering or b_y sldlfiil management of liglit and

shadow. These are means of conventional treatment

utterly denied to the sculptor.

[We sliall give the remainder of Professor West-

macott's report in the next number of tlie liuiLDiNG

Kews.]
•

KEPORT ON MISCELL.WEOU.? PAINTIXG

IX THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.*

By Sir M. Digdy Wy.vtt, M.A.

1I1E Slade Professor of Fine Art at Cambridge,

I his report on the " Miscellaneous P.ainting"

in the Exhibition, commences by noting the fact

tliat in the palmiest days of art—Classical. Medi.T-

val. or Eenaissance—the highest manifestations of

the painter's skill were .almost invariably associated

with structure. The painter's aid was called in to

expliiin .and, as it were, tell the story of the scope

and purpose of the building his work adorned.

AVhat was then the rule has become now-a-days

the exception. The portahilitji oi modern pictures

has operated to their detriment in three essential

particulars: Firstly, it has tenileil to make them

pretty rather than sublime, developing genre paint-

ing and discouraging historical. Secondly, it has

tended to engender such a limitation of scale in

design as to keep down pictures to sizes incompatible

with the display of a great artist's power upon any

large scale. And, thirdly, it has tended to the

isolation of each conception of a painter's genius,

instead of to that concatenation of ideas which best

finds scope for development in a well-ordered series

of subjects, all culminating in, or working towards,

the illustration of some great truth or law, divine or

human ; or to the record of some noble drama, big

with the fate of nations or of men. From this very

portability of modern pictures arise the peculiar and

often ludicrous inconsistencies which make our

leading picture galleries so often tissues of strange

incongruities. One has only to glance along the

walls of the galleries of the Exhibition to meet with

contrasts of style, purpose, scale, subject, and man-
ner entirely subversive of repose, and calculated to

fill the mind of the spectator with the notion that

the painter's art is fitted specially to minister to

whim and caprice, instead of to impress upon the

imagination the noblest lessons derivable from the

artist's profound study of beauty, moral no less

than physical. The current predominance of easel

over mural pictures, too, has a two-fold prejudicial

effect upon art. inasmuch as it deprives architecture,

on the one hand, of what, in the past .ages of initial

vigour, constituted its noblest adjunct and embeUish-

ment ; and because, on the other hand, it enfeebles

pamting by limiting its sphere of development, and

renders it comparatively purposeless. On these

grounds. Sir Digby hails with great satisfaction the

evidences of progress in miscellaneous painting (in

forms suitable for such mural -.lecoration as will defy

the vicissitudes even of oiu- climate) which are re-

vealed in the galleries of the Exhibition, alike in

tliose appropriated to the illustration of the tine arts,

and in those which mark the notable progress made
of late years in ceramic industry, illustrations of

other ilirections in which the artistic mind has been

seeking outlets for the jient-nj) power which no

doubt exists in this country for the production

of historical paintings on a large scale are con-

spicuously absent from the Exhibition. Fresco,

tempera, encaustic, and even soluble silica painting,

all seem abandoned, and ceramic, glass, and mosaic

painting almost alone make nj) the representation of

miscellaneous painting

—

i. e , of painting other than

in oil or water-colour.

As an architect, Sir DIgby cannot refrain from

noticing the evidences afforded by Messrs. Minton

& Co., Messrs. W. B. Simpson & Sons, and

Messrs. Maw & Co., of their power to contribute

novel and beautiful varieties of permanent poly-

chromatic embellishment to the resources upon which

the .architect of the nineteenth century may draw

for the enrichment of his structures. Great as is

the progress in manufacture shown by each of these

firms, their advance, and especially that of Messrs.

Sini))son & Sons, is distinguished by the facility

with which they wield the elements of the archi-

tectcinic treatment of their nniterial, and the skill

vith which they have learnt to temper briUi;incy in

parts with masses of balancing neutral tints, both in

• Abridged from the OiBcial Eeport.s, Fine Arts Division,
Part I. Published by J. M. Johnson & Sons, Caatle-
«treet, Holborn.

high lights and deep shades, so as to produce an

effect of richness combined with sobriety and good

taste. This is very conspicuous in several of their

chimney-pieces, and in some of their dados. The
staircase lining they exhibit in the Ceramic (iallery.

and a piliister with boys, lired without glazing,

standing ne.ar it. are novelties well \vortliy the

attention of architects and their patrojis. Sir

Digby then proceeds to give a brief historical sketch

of the use of coloured faience, of which in the

West, the little church at Athens, dedicated to S,

Theodora, affords one of the oldest examples. In

the ICast, originally, probably, invented by the

Kgvptians, and adopted by the Assyrians, it would
seem to have found a teeming soil for its frnctilica-

tion in Persia, in which country many lovely wall

coverings still remain to attest the skill with which

painted faience was used by the ancient architects.

In concluding his remarks upon what he considers

to be much the most important form in which mis-

cellaneous painting appears in the Exhibition, Sir

Digby AVyatt says it cannot but be gratifying to us

nationally to be able to recognise that, while in

point of beauty of design our ceramic miscellaneous

painting stands quite upon a level with that of any
other people, ancient or modern, the technical excel-

lence, the exactness, even colour and prospect of

durability and impermeability of our products fairly

place us at the head of contemporary manufacture;

and not of contemporary manufacture tmly, but of

every variety of such manufacture as Time, the

avenger and destroyer, has left us any trace of.

Sir Digby then enters into somewhat closer detail

in considering certain minor varieties of miscel-

laneous p.ainting which had been specially referred

to him, viz. :—
((?) Miscellaneous painting as applied to furni-

ture.

(^') Miscellaneous painting on porcelain with a

view to its applicability to furniture.

(c) Miscellaneous painting as applied to the deco-

ration of fans.

((i) Sliscellaueous painting by means of enamel

or vitriljed colours on a metal base.

(«)—The Egvptians, Greeks, Romans, and Byzan-
tines all painted their furniture. Throughout the

Middle Ages the practice was adhered to ; but in no

centiu^ies was it more popular, or carried to greater

perfection, than in the thirteenth and fourteenth,

in whicli were produced such noteworthy specimens

as the " Armoire" in the sacristy of the Cathedr.al

of Noyon, the grand altar frontal of AVestininster

Abbey, .and the scarcely less remarkable "retable"

from Norwich Cathedral. Visitors to the Interna-

tional Exhibition of 1862 will scarcely need to be

reminded of the attempts made by Mr. W. Burges

to revive the manufacture of such painted furniture.

Since that date much of that class of goods has been

designed by ingenious artists, such as Mr. Talbert,

Mr. Moyr Smith, and Mr. C. L. EastUike, and how-

ever little it m.ay have been appreciated by foreigners,

in this country at least it has met with a fair mea-
sure of success. In the present exhibition there is

but little of the strict Media!val type, but there are

several pretty illustrations of furniture decorated with

paintings principally through the medium of coloured

f.a'ieuce plaques inserted as pictures into the sides of

chests, sidebo.ards, &c. Conspicuous amongst such

is a large wooden coffer, the principal side of whidi is

enriched by a capital reproduction upon earthenware

of the clever " May Day Procession," by Mr. JIarks,

A.E.A. Blr. Moody, bj' whom this object was

designed, has, the Reporter thinks, succeeded in all

respects, excepting in the baluster-shajied legs on

which the chest is raised. They would be belter

away, and the chest lowered to the ground. The
painting has been executed by female students of

the Department of .Science and Art. By the same

hands have been painted in blue caniaieu the series of

elegant and spirited figures of "The Months," designed

by Mr. E. .1. Poynter, A.R..\., for letting into the

wainscoting of the grill-room attached to the refresh-

ment deparlment of the South Kensington JIuseum.

In other varieties of the application of pictures to

the decoration of furniture are to be admired Messrs.

CoUinson it Lock's very pretty black-wood cabinet,

enriched with figures and ornaments sunk in sotto-

relievo— i.e., beneath the general surface of the

planes in which they occur, as the ICgyiitians usually

recessed their hieroglyphics and pictorial sculpture.

The figures and ornaments have Iieen then painted in

red and white. The piano in light wood, slaiuetl

to a satin-wood tint, and covered with ornament boldly

designed and painted in monochrome in little more than

outline, by Mr. Gamble, well illustrates luiw far the

adililion of a little .art to any amount of utility may
be made at once to lift the common-place into a

source whence refined pleasure may be derived. The
clever process analogous to that by which this piano

has been decorated is well illustrated by work in the
production of which Messrs. TroUope and their

talented .artist. Mr. Brophy, have concurred.* Mr.
Walker's cabinet, made in satin-wood, and painted
by Jlr. Clausen in quasi-imitation of the style of old
English satin-wood, which used to be so prettily

enriched with paintings after and liy Cipriam,
Bartolozzi, Angelica Kauffmann. the Mosers, Kirk,
Thompson, and others, is very attractive. The most
beautiful specimen, however, of pictorial furniture

in the Exhibition is doubtless to be found in the

.Tapancse cabinet, decorated with (lowers, plants,

and birds, all executed in the most brilliant colours

by means of stained gl.iss and straw mosaic. Not
only is this object brilliant, but it is also in thorough
'• keeping," and it has certainly solved the truly

difficult problem of how to be ga}* without being

vulgar. In this '' gay " class of painted ornament
the student vA-ill find that he m.ay gain a lesson from
the beautiful patterns he will meet with upon the

various articles in papier~7nachtf, decorated by the

native artists of Cashmere, and contributed bv Lord
M.ayo (No. 2341, Div. I., Cliiss II.), and by His

Highness the Maharajah (No. 2.343). Amongst
the satisfactory preparations for pictorial furniture

decorations should be noticed some prettily-coloured

tempera panels by Mr. J. II. Pollen (No. 2307),
and some little religious subjects, for the most part

after earlv Florentine masters, and on gold grounds,

by Mr. R. H. Prance.

(h) There is probably no kind of old furniture

which ever attains so high a price in sale-rooms as

that remarkable kind, of which but little was pro-

duced—the small cabinets, '' bonheurs du jour," &c.

—manufactured by Keisner, and enriched by
Gouthiere's chased brasswork, and painted plaques

of " pate tendre " Sevres china. What gives ex-

ceptional value to this class of furniture is not only

its rarity, but its elegance. Its great money value

has naturally led to its frequent imitation, but the

success has not been commensurate with the fre-

quency of the imitation. Such delicate work re-

quires the utmost exactness and perfection of finish,

and unless the whole of the object is of equal excel-

lence, it sinks generally to the level of the least well-

executed portion. Hence the china plaque to be

mounted must be no less perfect than the framing

in which it is set, and vice versa. Of china placpies

suitable for such mounting the Exhibition contains

a large number. Amongst the most successful

artists Sir Digby Wyatt enumerates Mr. George

Gray, with his capital "Maid and the ISIagpie"

(No. 29H7) ; Mr. ,Tohn Simpson, with his " Village

Choir," &c. (2313); Mr. F. Lapf, of Bamberg, with

his noble figure of "Judith with the Head of

Holofernes," after Riedel (2311); Mr. W. S. Cole-

man, with his crowd of pretty fancies for Minton

;

M. Emile Lessore, "with his admirable groups of

children and studies from Nature and the old masters,

as one and all in their respective lines to be placed

upon a general level of great excellence. Sir Digby

expresses his admiration for Jlr. Powell's fine figure

of Christ, in white drapery, painted on opaque glass.

Mr. G. E. Cooke's stove tiles are elegantly designed

for their purpose, as are all those contributed by
Minton, Maw, and Simpson.

(() Until a comparatively recent date the world

has looked almost exclusively to Paris as the source

from which anything like a really artistic fan could

be obtained. As was clearly shown by the recent

interesting exhibition in the galleries of the South

Kensington Museum of fans of .all ages and coun-

tries, this has only been the rule -nnthin the present

century, l^p to the close of ths last century Italy,

Spain, and England maintained a lively competition

with France; and although the palui for absolute

excellence could not in justice be withheld from her,

even at that date, many English painters, carvers,

and designers combined to produce very pleasing

specimens of that art which it is now sought to

revive. In the fan compctitiou, the results of which

are now offered to the visitor to the Exhibition, the

hi;;hest merits are unquestionably exhibited by. and

the highest prizes have been awarded to. three mem-
bers of one family, the Misses Montalba. Miss

Henrietta Montalba carries off the first prize given

(i'l.'O for her "Shooting the Popinjay" (No. 2445).

and one of £10 for her " B.anqnet " (21 Hi), which to

Sir Digby aiqieared to be the cleverer of the two.

Miss Hilda Montalba gains £10 for her "Water
Party" (244S), and for her " Les Graces" (2447).

Miss Ellen Montalba has not been as fortunate as

her sisters; her fan mount "Oracles" (2 1 i:i) h.avhig

only won a £3 prize given by the Department of

Science and Art. Her fate seems a little bard, for

not only docs her design rccoginse the peculiar

radial character of the fan, but the details, heads,

* [This process was described in the BOTLDTNO NbwS for

June -J last, VoLXX., p, 4t.i,—Eu. 1!. N.]
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hands, expressions, and ornaments of her mount are

touched with more tender feeling and delicacy than

corresponding parts in fans which have been much

more highly rewarded. In fact, Sir Digby considers

this fan the best amongst all those exhibited. It

only wants a fuller tone of colour to be eminently

successful. Next to it in quality of work,_ though

somewhat wanting in originality, are the tine fans

(243.3 and 2434) painted by JIdlles. Ledoux and

Lemann. The second or third place has been assigned

by the judges to II.R.H. the Princess Louise, whose

fan mount, "A Skating Scene," has a fair title to

the position assigned to it. Miss Linnie Watt gets a

prize of £b for a pretty design (.No. 2460) of

"Lovers Attended by Cupids." Amongst the

cleverest of the unrewarded must be noticed Mi.ss

Mona Waldio Griffith's "Egypt and the Egyptians,"

representing with spirit and quaintness, and a good

sense of ornamental arrangement, the investiture of a

chief fan-bearer. This good feehng for ornamental ar-

rangement is shown by a few ladies whose want of

power as artists has prevented their doing their

clever designs full justice. In this class must be

placed Mi£S Maria Eassie (2415), Miss Evelyn Leslie

(2435), Miss Sarah Prince (2454), auc( Jliss Emily

Stanton (2462). Miss Julia Cowjier's " Spring"

(2411), on blue silk, is agreeable, and would make

up into a pretty fan. Miss C. F. Frere's (2421 and

2422) show much readiness both of fancy and hand,

and seem to want only a little more deliberation in

perfecting clever thoughts to have attained a fair

measure of excellence. Generally, it may be re-

marked in these designs that the particular orna-

mental character of the fan has been somewhat over-

looked. It is not every good water-colour drawing

that will make up into a good fan. Attention should

be paid to such compositions, ornamental or pictorial,

as it will look well when the fan is only partially

opened. Attention should also be paid tothe " fram-

ing-in"of the subject, so as to coimect it well with

the sticks ; and, above all, the fan should be made
gay and pleasing in colour as well as in subject. To

be ornamental is its first and essential function ; and

stiffness, coldness, or the appearance of too great

formality or labour, are so many drawbacks to its

completeness as a " weapon of offence" in the hands

of " armed science."

(rf) Sir Digby does not make any remarks upon

the general subject of enamelling, as they may well

be reserved for some future year, when enamel may
be a legitimate theme to dwell upon. The Exhibi-

tion, however, contains two or tiiree specuneus of

enamelling of great singularity and beauty. Among
these are Nos. 2.337 and 2338, contributed respec-

tively by Lord and Lady Mayo, from Je3'pore. In

addition to these exquisite specimens of Oriental

skill in enamelling, India contributes various inte-

resting examples of her current production. The
usual blue and green enamel of the Punjab is well

represented by a cup from Kangru ; Hyderabad and
Delhi vindicate their old fame by elegant enamelled

jeweller}', &c. The greatest effort of all, has, how-
ever, been made by the Maharajah of Cashmere,

who has sent his own portrait, painted on gold in

enamel, and surrounded by a frame, also of gold,

covered with most beautiful ornamentation, flowers,

&c., delicately pai^ited on enamel after the Persian

manner. It is said that Cashmere has long served

as a great field for artists emigrating from Persia,

and a careful comparison of Persian with Cashmerian
products leads one instinctively to the impression

th.at Cashmere must certainly owe much of her

delicate perception of the b»auty of colour and floral

form to her pro.ximity to and intercourse with the

time-honoured land of the Sun. It is to be hoped
that we may see much more of this beautiful variety

of Persian enamelling in future Exhibitions.

ON REPRODUCTIONS.*

F1852,
just after the first great Exhibition, it

was felt that no aid in teaching the principles

of decorative art was more valuable than a good
collection of casts of plastic ornament ; aecorilingly

the Government Department of Practical Art deter-

mined to make a systematic collection of casts of

objects having especial reference to art industry,

and to arrange them historically.

During the following year seventy casts were
taken from the furniture lent to the Science and Art
Department ; and, for the purpose of taking moulds
from tine original works entrusted to the depart-

ment, measures were organised at Gore House—the

present site of the Royal Albert ll.all—and arrange-

ments were made with Messrs. Elkiiigton to enable

the public to obtaiu repetitions through the ordinary

channels of trade. These arrangements were in-

*From the report on Reproductions in the International
Exhibition of 1S71. By Lieut. H. H. Cole.

tended to apply, not merely to casts, but to electro-

deposits of various metals. In the year 1855

Government directed that an inspection and report

of the Department " Du Moulage" of the Museum
of the Louvre, and the Ecole des Beaux Arts, in

Paris, should be made. At the same time, by

desire of the Emperor of the French, 51. Desachy,

the " mouleur " to the Louvre, visited London, with

the view of establishing an .agency for the sale of

casts and electrotypes. Casts of metal works from

Paris, carvings in ivory, and photographs, formed

part of a circulating museum which was sent by tlie

Science and Art Department to local schools of art.

In 1856 the scheme of reproductions made no great

progress, as the space at Marlborough House

—

where the dcp.artment was located—by its very

limited extent, restricted any systematic arrange-

ment. It was not until 1H58, when the collections

had been removed to the South Kensington

Museum, that any additions were made. The fol-

lowing year the important step was taken of obtain-

ing official photographs of the Raffaelle cartoons,

and arrangements were reconstituted for suppl}'ing

reproductions to the public. In 1861 Turner's Liber

Studiorum was photographed, and the demand for

]50sitiyes became so Large that it was determined by

the department to continue only to produce nega-

tives, leaving the question of printing to agents.

Some important reproductions were procured in

1864-65, among which were some large casts and

electrotypes. The expenses in the primarj' opera-

tions of moulding for such works from the originals

were found to be very considerable. To pursue the

scheme with economy, facility, and mutual advan-

tages to all countries, it appeared to be imperative

that some basis of operation, more enlarged than

heretofore, should be instituted. His Royal High-

ness the Prince of Wales and Her Imperiiil High-
ness the Crown Princess of Prussia, during the

Paris Exhibition of 1867, took active measures to

bring the subject of reproductions before the

Princes of Europe assembled at that time in P,aris.

Unanimity of opinion upon the subject existed, and
the result of it at length took the form of a conven-

tion, of which the following is the full text, with

the names of the various signatories :

—

Convention Foit Pkomoting Universally Re-
productions OF WoRK.s OF Art for the
Benefit of Museums of xui. Countries.

" Throughout the world every country possesses

fine Historical Monuments of Art of its own, which

can easily be reproduced by casts, electrotypes,

photographs, and other processes, without the

slightest damage to the originals.

" (n). The knowledge of such monuments is

necessary to the progress of art, and the reproduc-

tions of them would be of a high value to all

Museums for public instruction.

"
(Jj). The commencement of a system of repro-

ducing works of art has been m.ade by the Snutli

Kensington Museum, and illustrations of it are now
exhibited in the Briti.sh section of the Paris Exhibi-

tion, where may be seen specimens of French,

Italian, Sp.anish, Portuguese, German, Swiss,

Russian, Hindoo, Celtic, and English art

"(c). The following outline of operations is sug-

gested :

—

" I. Each country to form its own commission

according to its own views for obtaining such re-

productions as it may desire for its own museums.
" II. The commissions of each country to corre-

spond with one another and send information of

what reproductions each causes to be made, so that

every country, if disposed, maj' take advantage of

the labours of other countries at a moderate cost.

" III. Each country to arrange for nialdug ex-

changes of objects which it desires.

" IV. In order to promote the formation of the

proposed commissions in each countrj-, and facilitate

the making of reproductions, the undersigned

members of the reigning families, throughout

Europe, meeting at the- Paris E.xhibition of 18G7,

have signified their approval of the plan, and their

desire to promote the realisation of it.

" The following Princes have already signed this

convention :—
"Great Britain and Ireland, Albert Edward,

Prince of Wales, and Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh;
Prussia, Frederick-William, Crown Prince of

Prussia ; Hesse, Louis, Prince of Hesse ; Saxony,
Albert, Pri[ice Royid of Saxony ; France, Prince

Napoleon (.Terome) ; Belgium, Philippe. Comte de

Flandre; Russia, the Cesareviteh, and Nicolas. Due
de Leuchteuberg ; Sweden and Norway, Oscar,

Prince of Sweden and Norwaj' ; Italy, Humbert,
Prince Royal of Italy, and Amadeus, Duke of

Aosta ; Austria, Charles-Louis, Archduke of

.\ustria, and Rainer, Archduke of Austria ; Den-
mark, Prince of Denmark.—Paris, 1S67."

The Crystal Palace has made extensive use of

reproductions in its varied courts representative of

periods and styles of art—notably in the Egyptian
and Alhambra Courts. lu the Italian and English

Courts, too, are sever.al copies in plaster of f.ainous

sculptures, monuments, &c. The endless attractions

so well known as the leading features of the Palace

at Sydenham, however, quite throw into the shade

the instructive value of the fine .art fac-similes

which abound throughout the builcUng, and they are

rarely studied or appreciated properly.

The Arundel Society has also done much towards

promoting art knowledge, by publishing, from time

to time, copies of works of .ancient masters. These

copies are chiefly chromo-lithographic and photo-

graphic. The chromo-lithogriiphs are most success-

ful, especi.ally those lately produced. And, although

the work is not included in the Exhibition, I would
call particular attention to the copy of the triptych

from the Hospital of S. John at Bruges, a very

minute painting by Meralinc. This may be seen at

the office of the Arundel Society. It is a faithful

copy, and a remarkable work in chromo-lithography.

Having now briefly shown how the present sys-

tem of reproduction originated and has developed, I

propose to allude to the diversity of methods of re-

production. In the first instance I mention the

broad divisions into which reproducing as a process

naturally resolves itself :

—

I. The purely mechanical reproduction.

II. The reproduction in which mechanical, princi-

pally, and seme artistic, requirements are brought

into operation.

III. The reproduction depending solely on the ar-

tistic power of the reproducer.

The purely mechanical reproductions embrace;

—

a. The different methods of moulding in cl,ay, com-
posite, wax, plasters, gutta-percha, gelatine, and
paper, and of casting from these in plaster of Paris.

h. The methods of moulding in gutta-percha, wa.x,

plaster and composite materials to enable a deposit

of copper, silver, or gold, to be attached by the agency
of electricity.

It is to " form" that these methods chiefly apply,

although the art of the electrotypist extends oc-

casionally to the imitation of discoloured metals as

instanced by objects from Pompeii (No. 4035), and

to the introduction of enamels and imitations of pre-

cious stones.

In the case of No. 4012, which is a metal electrotype

of a violin in boxwood, given bj' Queen Elizabeth to the

Earl of Leicester, the imitation of the colour of the

wood may be said nearly to approach that second

class of reproductions in which artistic as well as

mechanical skill is necessary.

Of casting methods, that by compression of the

clay to the object to be cast is simplest. Mould upon
mould m.ay be built upon the face of the object, until

the whole surface is completely covered. Then, to

ensure a well-fitting of the moulds so made, groups

composed of three or four of them are screwed to-

gether by backings of wood, and the casts made in

plaster of Paris.

The results which are produced by this process

have to undergo scrapings, touching up, &c., in order

to get rid of the many indications of the junctions of

the moulds, which repeat themselves " in reverse" on

the surface of the last, as well .as to correct the " faults"

which occur frequently by the use of cl.ay. To a

great extent, more especially in sm.all carvings, this

after touching-up is inimical to the perfection of the

facsimile produced. And this applies in a lesser de-

gree to the process of piece moulding with plaster of

Paris, by which reproductions of a very perfect

character are made if great care is taken in the pre-

liminary operations. Thorough completeness of per-

fection is prevented alone by the indications of the

seams produced by the junctures of the plaster moulds.

In some cases it is considered desirable to leave the

seams on the east untouched, in order to avoid any

interference with the accuracy of the piece-mould

—

as in the case of the east of the Virgin and Child

(No. 4005), in which the carving is in very low re-

lief, and any touching-up would injure its character,

and introduce a quality of work inferior to that of

the original sculptor.

Piecc-mouliling, whether in clay, plaster, or any

other material, involves consideralile skill and time

;

hence its unsuitabiUty in reproducing large objects;

and this renders it neccss.ary to have recourse to a

process not only more easy and quick, but to a great

extent obviating the necessity of manipulating the

casts when they issue from the mould. A process

of moulding with gelatine was evolved, and it meets

the requirements above stated to a very considerable

extent. It is applicable in the reproduction of big

objects, by reason of the large area whicli a single

mould can cover. As the gelatine is elastic, a great

extent of what is technically called " under-cut" in

the carving, may be embraced in one mould, thus
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rendering unnecessary the makinj:; of a number of

joints. In withdrawing the elastic mould from the

object under treatment, the j:;elatine stretches it.'^elf

in order to become released from the uuder-cut, hut

it regains its shape almost immediately, without de-

stroying any of the extreme accuracy with which

the gelatine is able to repeat every mark and grain

on the surface reproduced. The two altar-pieces

(No9. 3990 and 3990) by Pieri)tti. illustrate the de-

gree of relief and under-cut which is capable of re-

production by an elastic gelatine mould ; the reredos

of an altar (No. 3997), by Franchi, is also a good

specimen of sharp and perfect reproduction by this

method. In every class of piece-moulding the method

of covering the carved surface with a number of

inelastic moulds capable of being individually re-

moved with ease, is theoretically the same; but tlie

perfection of the plaster piece-moulding depends on

the skill of the moulder in so disposing the moulds

as to have the fewest possible joints when the piece

moulds have been made to completely cover the

carving. These piece-moulds are. in turn, covered,

or rather backed, with larger moulds, which serve

to hold them in position when the cast is being

made.
In the gelatine process, the backing or wall to

hold the mould is the primary work, and then hot

liquid gelatine is poured between the backing and
the carving. The process is briefly as follows:

—

The carved surface is thoroughly cleaned and covered

with rolls of modelling-clay, the outer surface of

the clay is smoothed, and a plaster coating or wall

built against it. This wall is then removed, and

thecla}' taken away; when replaced, an interval of

the exact thickness of the clay will exist, and into

this interval is poured gelatine. After twelve hours

the gelatine will have attained the consistency of

india-rubber, and may be peeled off the carved surface.

In cases of deep undercutting, considerable force is re-

quired to effect this. The gelatine mould is then laid on

the wall which supported it in the liquid state, and

a plaster cast or fac-simile is made. In every

distinct operation the greatest care and experience

are required, in order that the natural good qualities

of the gelatine may be allowed perfect freedom in

producing an accurate copy.

Paper moulds are never satisfactory, the material

and its application are opposed to the production of

clean and sharp moulds. For objects in very low
relief, paper moulding answers to some extent, and

the process is easy to learn, while the material and
tools are cheap to purchase. When the surface of

the object has been prepared, strips of rather thin

paper are placed over it ; upon them are other strips

pasted, and by means of a blunt-pointed wooden
tool the paper is worked into the carvings of the

surface being moulded. The laying on of freshly-

pasted slips continues until a sufficiently strong

mould is made. It is then allowed to dry and
harden, and when withdrawn, plaster casts can be

made from it ; but, except in cases of emergency or

of necessity from absence of better materials, I can-

not advocate the use of the paper moulding process

as one likely to produce good results.

For moulding metal-work, gutta-percha is a con-
venient material. It is applied when in a soft state,

and the several pieces may be squeezed one into

another over a surface, so that the joins of the

niotilds become but few.

For electrotyping, moulds are most frequently

made in gutta-percha, and this material conduces

to excellent results. It is, however, applicable only

to the deposit of copper ; for silver or gold the mould
must be in copper, and is produced from a gutta-

percha or pla.ster " relievo."

In making an electrotype from a plaster mould,
the plaster is saturated witli btu-s'-wax, and covered

•with a metallic powder, on to width the copper will

deposit itself. For art reproductions it is most usual

to make the foundat/on copper, whirh is afterwards

silvered or gilt according to the original.

Hefore quitting the processes (which I put under

the "purely mechanical" category) for making
casts and electrotypes, I would draw attention to

the various specilic exhibits which I have classed in

tliis way.
The bas-relief of the Diana of Fontainebleau, by

Benvenuto Cellini (No. 3983), is a pla.ster cast,

made by a piece-moidd, and coloured to imitate the

metal of the original. The statue of S. George, on
horseback, slaying the dragon (No. 4000). is also

made by means of a piece-mould in plaster ; also

the two panels in relief (No. 4002), from the Cathe-
dral at Prato, by Stiattesi; and Messrs. Franchi &
Son's cast of the Virgin and Child (No. 4005).

The gelatine process was employed in producing

the larger and more important casts exhibited. The
Norwegian Doorways (Nos. 39m i and 3990), by Mr.
D. Brucciani, are casts obtained by this process, and
subsequently coloured to imitate wood, of which the

doors are carved. The cast of the Eastern Gateway
of the Sanchi Tope No. 39S1), made under my
direction in Central India, in 18G9, is from a gela-

tine mould, and cast in coloured plaster. Messrs.

Franchi have several pieces by this gelatine process,

among which is the reredos of an altar formerly in

the Church of San Francisco, but now in the Campo
Santo, at Pisa.

Some metal castings, by Signor Castellani, are

exhibited of eight original bronze objects at Pompeii

(No. 4041), and were made b}* means of sand moulds,

into which molten metal was poured.

Among the electrotypes, M. Franchi has a good

fac-simile of S. Patrick's Bell (No. 4008); also

copies of some pieces of plate (No. 4034), belonging

to the late Countess De la "\Varr, of Knole Park.

Fdectrotypes of large objects are composed of a

great number of detached pieces, which are fitted

together by hand, in order to form the whole copy of

tbe original. The Hall Lantern from the Palace of

the Counts Gradenigo, at Venice (No. 4040). is such

a reproduction, and has been made for the King of

the Belgians. The original is in wood, and it

was at his Majesty's suggestion and desire that jNI.

Franchi made the reproduction in metal. This work
has involved much skill and delicacy of manipula-

tion, and of its class stands alone in the history of re-

productions. The Milanese Shield (No. 4030), is a

careful electrotype, by Lionnet Frtres, who have

several other works in the room of the same merit,

and characterised by similar good workmanship.
Since writing the above, a foreign gentleman (a

Russian) has given me the opportunity of looking

at an iron electrotype. This is, I believe, a new
branch of electrotyping, and, judging from the

specimen produced, promises to be the means of pro-

viding cheap and highly artistic metal-reproduc-

tions.

The second class of reproductions, in which the

mechanical and artistic elements are mingled, em-
braces not a very great variety, and is coufined in

this Exhibition almost entirely to the copies of

mosaics. In 18G8, the Committee of Council on

Education deputed Mr. H. Cole, C.B., and Colonel

Scott to visit Italy and Sicil}--, with the view of re-

porting upon a feasible mode of obtaining for the

United Kingdom an historical series of specimens of

the art of mosaics. In an elaborate report upon this

subject, these gentlemen recommended the reproduc-

tion of a very comprehensive chronological sequence

of mosaics, which should be used for the decoration

of the New South Court now nearly completed at

the South Kensington Museum. Certain of these

works have already been carried out, and the results,

"The Saviour as the Good Shepherd" (No. 40G2),

executed by Messrs. Salviati, and (No. 4061),
" Christ's Entr\'' into Jerusalem," from the Cathedral

of IMonreale, in Sicil}*, executed by Messrs. Riolo,

are exhibited. Without strict comparison of the copy
with the original, an operation always attended with

difficulty and risk, and generally impossible, the

mere copying of the mosaic, left to the artistic power
of the copyist, appeared to be scarcely exact enough

a method for obtaining what was required. The
question seemed, therefore, to arise, how the fidelity

of the reproduction could be tested. A test was abso-

lutely necessary for the satisfaction of all concerned.

After a few experiments, a system was devised of

which the method is simple, and the materials easily'to

be obtained. Sheets of damped blotting-paper of a

certain thickness are applied to the mosaic to be

copied ; by dabbing these with a long-haired brush,

the precise position of each tesserre is obtained upon

the blotting-paper; when dry the arti.st paints upon

the indications of the tessera; the tints required,

which he copies from the original. This portion of

the work, which can be rapidlj' done, is, for the sake

of precision, carried out in the presence of the mosaic.

Reproductions of this nature have been made at the

instance of the South Kensington Museum, by />ne

of its agents. "When the C(dourcd paper co]>y has

been approved by the authorities at the Soutli Ken-
sington JIuseum, it is passed to the mosaicist. who
has but to place and tix his'own tcsserie in accord-

ance with the paper mould, and to exercise his

judgement in the selection of the proper colours.

It is, perhaps, unnecessary to mention that the

primary reproduction cannot be considered as one of

that section of works which have been described

as purely mechanical. The paper " cast," if it may
so termed, and its subsequent colouring, come under

the second class of reproductions—viz., fac-similes

requiring mechanical and artistic skill; and I think

that these mosaic copies take, in that class, a high

rank. Excepting the actual mosaic copies above
named, there are no other similar reproductions in

the present Exhibition.

Coloured photographs may be fairly classed under
the second division of reproductions. Great accu-

racy is obtained, so far as respects drawing, &c.,

and the colouring alone is dependant upon tha

ability of the artist to whom the execution of it

may be entrusted. If the artist has the power of

precise perttrption of colour, such reproductions are

highly valuahle. To instance this, I need but refer

to the very clever copy of a retable of the altar in

Norwich Cathedral (No. 40G0). by Messrs. Randall

& Pilsbury. Objections are, at times, taken to photo-

graphs as crude and inartistic productions. In the

case of the retable copy, it would be difficult to trace

any of the objectionable features of a yihotograph.

Those who know the original will be much struck

with the fidelity of the copy ; and this fidelity,

in the main, may be said to be owing to the

precision of the drawing insured by photography in

the uncoloured copy upon which the artist had to

work.

Of the third section of reproductions, those which

depend solely upon the artistic ability of the copyist,

to which the latter drawings of mosaics more pro-

perly belong, the portrait of Richard II., by Mr. J.

A. Randall, may be cited as a good example.

Herein one perceives the care which this precise copy

has demanded. The finesse with which the pink

tint is imparted to the gold background is the result

of patient investigation on the part of the artist.

Details such as these, in this kind of reproduction,

are of eminent importance, and go far to press upon

the acceptance of those who may not be acquainted

with the original work the precision of the remain-

ing and more straightforward portions which involve

but careful copying. An artist who pays so keen

an attention to minutiiK of his operations, such as

those to which allusion has been made, may reason-

abl}' be supposed to have the power of copying the

drawing and colouring the original work carefully. Of

course, it is only when such reproductions bear the

impress of the copyist's appreciation of the character

of the whole, and of the details of th^ original

work, that they are really valuable. Memoranda,

or rough sketches of fine art works are pleasant,

and serve as reminders, but their value, as works

of reference, cannot compare with precise and

elaborately-finished copies.

To the "art student the latter are of infinitely

greater value than the former, which invariably

contain the mannerisms of the hasty sketcher.

These mannerisms are notunfrequently or unreason-

ably mistaken for features belonging to the original

work.

Forming a portion of the historical series of

mosaics, but to be classed in the third di\ision of

reproductions, are some most excellent and extremely

carefully-coloured drawings of mosaics in the Cathe-

dral of" :Monreale, at Palermo, which, for pur-

poses of reference and stndy, are but little inferior

to reproductions on a full scale. These drawings,

forty-four in number, were produced between the

years 1859 and 1860, by Abbate Gravina. Other

drawings of mosaics are exhibited, notably one of

the mosaics of S. Maria Maggiore, which is executed

in a minute and accurate manner by Zeri.

In No. 4047 is exhibited a most interesting series

of full-sized copies of early Christian paintings,

from the catacombs of Rome, dating from the second

to the seventh centuries. There are in all four, of a

moderate size, and painted on canvas. A still

more interesting and instructive collection of copies

of earlv Christian paintings are exhibited under No.

4048;*Nos. 7, 8, and 9 cover large canvasses. They

are also full-sized copies from originals which have

been recently discovered at San Clemento. at Rome, by

the Prior, Padre Mollooly, whose indomitable energy

in carrying on the excavations has procured for him

some of the most interesting, and certainly earliest,

specimens of Chri-stian mural decorations. Fortu-

nately, the work of making the copies was perso-

nally superintended by Padre Mollooly ; the accu-

racy of them cannot, therefore, be questioned. The

subject of No. 3 is remarkable for being the earliest

known picture of the Crucifixion. One can scarcely

over-estimate the value of preserving the recollec-

tion of such paintings, which are daily becoming

more time-worn and injured by damp.

No. 4u>^\b is a copy of the picture, by Titian, of

" Peter ^lartyr." which was burnt at Venice some

years ago ; it is, therefore, now of increased value

as a reproduction.

In cjiicluding this report, I wish to draw a dis-

tinction between reproductions and counterfeit.s,

which are calculated to do more harm than good.

The di/cttauti in art matters have, at times, greatly

suffered from the latter; but hereafter it seems

unlikely that victims will be numerous. Counter-

feits, to pass as original works, have been, and are

still, surreptitious productions, from which unscru-

pulous bargain-drivers have i>rotited. But the con-

stantly growing fashion of forming collections of

fine-art works, in conjunction with reproductions of

all kinds, increase a familiarity with styles of art,
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a9 well as with fine standard art works themselves
;

and so, collectors of the present day beromincr natu-
rally imbued with a scepticism of objects purporting-

to be something which they are not, it will be diffi-

cult for the trade of quack dealers in curiosities to

meet with success or prosperity. An original work
of any merit rarely gets into the market without a
crop of connoisseurs as to its origin immediately
arising and ventilating opinions upon its virtues.

It follows, therefore, that any stimulus to the

creation of reproductions, which have a special and
honest purpose, is regarded with apprehension by
the manufacturers of " true originals " and "unique
objects." Plaster-casts can rarely be maile to serve

as counterfeits ; and electrotypes can always be

detected; it is, in fact, when the reDroduction

depends on artistic and manipulative skill in copy-

ing that there is danger of its being turned to

account as a counterfeit.

A soi-dlsant reproduction is frequently' sought
for rather then despised, because it is accepted as a
very perfect substitute for a genuine work which is

wellknown, and impossible or difHcult of acquisi-

tion.

time would be 7 days, 1.3 hours, 22 minutes ; and
at 50 miles an hour, 4 days, 10 hours, and 13
minutea. Of the total length of line required
nearly one-fourth (1,170 miles) is already con-
structed.

The highest estimated cost of the undertaking is

in round numbers 41 millions sterling, and the esti-

mated cost per mile ranges from £8,000 to £17,000
in different localities. The gross estimate for the
several sections is as follows:

—

In Austria £6,545,000
In Turkey in Europe ... 7,224,000
Steam-ferry across Bosphorus 100,000
In Turkey'in Asia „. 14,670,000

In Persia 6,R'Hi,0i)(»

In Beloochistan 5,302,000
InScinde 184,000

T
BUILDING TRADES SCHOOLS.

HE members of the building trades of Keighley
are seeking to establish a building class or

school at the Mechanics', Institute, something after

the model of the one which has been for some time
in successful operation at Bradford. In accordance
with a previous arrangement, on Monday evening
about a dozen gentlemen went from Keighley to

Bradford, of whom four were members of the

Institute and School of Art Committee, and the

rest representatives of the building trade. Mr. J.

H. Illingworth met them at Bradford school, and
they inspected the classes. They were shown how
the elementary training was made directly to prepare

for the specialty of their trade education. They
saw pupils first drawing on slates, then on paper

;

practical geometry from the black board demon-
strated, and then ivritten out in a copy book; and
the figures drawn. Mr. Leadlcy, the teacher of

the advanced classes, then explained the technical

drawings in the science of carpentry, roofing, and
construction. They saw the mason at work on a
skew bridge ; arches, circle on circle, &c., ; the

joiner making models of staircases, hand-rails, and
irregular roofs, domes, hoppers, &c., &c. They
expressed themselves highl}' pleased with the models
executed and erected of a skew bridge, and the

masonry of a circular-headed window, circular on
plan, got out in arch stones—models made and
worked by the pupils. After leaving the school

they adjourned to supper, and there was a warm
expression of the pleasure and satisfaction derived
from their visit, and a determination to go back to

Keighlej- and work to promote a similar institution

for the trade there. They were thoroughly satisfied

how advantageous to the trade it would be, and the

present institution is admirably adapted to its

purpose.

TO INDIA IN FIVE DAYS.

THE shortest route at present open between Eng-
land and India is traversed in tweut}' days by

way of Brindisi, Alexandria, and Suez, to Kurra-
chee or Bombay. An ambitious attempt to accom-
plish the journey in one fourth the time has just
been m.ade by Messrs. William Low and George
Thomas, of Cardiff, in a letter to Mr. Gladstone.
Messrs. Low and Thomas propose to make use of
existing Unes of raihv.iy and of the Mont Cenis
Tunnel to Trieste, and thence to construct a railroad
through Austria, European and Asiatic Turkey,
Persia, and Beloochistan, to Kurrachee, and onwards
to Bombay.
On leaving Trieste, the projected line wonld pass

by Fiume to the eastern shore of the Adriatic, and
run southwards along this shore to a point nearly
opposite Brindisi. From here it would turn directly
eastward, across Turkey, and to the north of the
Archipelago and the sea of Marmora, to Constanti-
nople. Crossing the Bosphorus, it would turn
southward at Scutari, and reach the Jlediterraneau
at Adalia. From Adalia to Alexandretta it would
skirt the coast ; and from Alexandretta would pur-
sue a south-easterly course to the western extremity
of the Persian Gulf. From this point it would
follow the shore of the Gulf, and of the Arabian sea, to

Ivurrachee, the total distance from London to Kurra-
chee being .i,.'jll miles by rail, and I'S miles (the
Straits of Dover) by sea. At a uniform rate of 10,^
miles an hour by water and 40 miles an hour
by land the journey would be accomplished in

5 days, IG hours, 4G minutes. Calculating the
railway travelling at oO miles au hour, the

£40,955,000

The authors suggest that the cost of construction

should be borne not by one nation only, but by all

through which the line would pass, and they as-

sume that to bring India within five days' journey of

England would be a source of enormous through

traific, as well as of traffic between various inter-

mediate points. Their suggestion is that there

should be an Anglo-Indian Company, responsible

for the construction and maintenance of the through

permanent Way, and a group of subordinate com-
panies responsible for the construction and mainte-

nance of all stations, sidings, and other works re-

quired for the local trafiic to, from, or within, each

country that would be traversed. Under such an

arrangement the through train from Calais to

Kurrachee wonld take precedence of trains running
shorter distances, these being shunted to make way
for it ; but, with this reservation, each local com-
pany might run its own trains between the termini

and any point in its own territory. Thus the

Turkish company would be at liberty to run between
Calais and Constantinople or between Constanti-

nople and Kurrachee.

The English through train, after leaving Calais,

wonld not, according to the scheme projected, stop

before arriving at Paris, and then only for a few
minutes, for the purpose of attaching and detaching

carriages and changing locomotives. The next
stopping-place would be Turin, after that Trieste,

then Salonika, after that Constantinople, and then

near Antioch, then Bagdad, Bushire, some town in

Beloochistan, and lastl}^ Kurrachee. In addition

to these other stations would be fixed upon, for the

purpose of changing the locomotive. Another daily

through train would start from Paris, stopping at

the same stations as the through train from London,
Another daily through train wonld start from Turin,

stop]iing at the same fixed stations ; another from
Trieste, another from Constantinople, also Antioch,

Bagdad, and Bushire, each starting daily for Kurra-
chee. Thus we should have an English, French,

Italian, Austrian, Turkish, and Persian through
train, leaving for India every day, and trains leav-

ing India for each of these places respectively, with
other trains between each of them and other import-
ant stations on the route.

The projectors conceive that the great difficulty

that has to be overcome is the formation of com-
panies and the raising the necessary capital for con-
structing tlie lines of railway in the different coun-
tries through which it is proposed to pass, and they
think this could be surmounted if the Governments
of these countries were to take an active part in tlie

matter. On the supposition that a }'ear would be

required for preliminary inquiries and for the grant-
ing of concessions, the authors assert that tlie whole
undertaking might be completed and at work within
three years from the present time.

examined and fully discussed. A pleasant drive
brought the party to Tong Church, where they were
met by the Rev. Mr. Laurence, who condacted the
visitors through the church, which is tlie one which
Dickens described, and Cattermole drew, in connec-
tion with the story of " Little Nell." Mr. Laurence
directed attention to the traces of the cannon balls
of the great civil war, the splendid carving of the
old screen and misereri' seats, the traces of the rich
old colours still remaining on the stone and wood
tlie magnificent monuments of the Vernon family
the Golden Chapel, with its rich pendants and fan-
vaulting, and venerable remains of gold and greea
and blue on its quaintly-carved roof, the rich old
altar-cloth, worked by pious fingers and pillaged by-
less pious hands of latter days, the curious old
" presses " full of portly folios and squat quartos
and damp duodecimos, which had so long formed
the neglected " Minister's Library " of Tong—all

were most completely and courteously shown
; and

Mr. Laurence received the verj' hearty thanks of
all. After luncheon the party proceeded to the old,
long, straight line of the Watling-street—to Weston
Hall, the seat of the Earl of Bradford, which hatl been
thrown open to the visitors for the day. Returning
along the line of the Watling-strcet, the party pro-
ceeded to Lilleshall Abbey. The noble western door-
way, with its capitals and mouldings almost perfect,
though the handsome shafts were gone ; the ruins of
the tower or towers, so thickly clad with ivy that
the stairs could not bo found ; the rich but simple
effect of the Norman capitals and corbel-heads ; the
grand proportions of the nave, the absence of any
aisles, the traces of plaster over the oM rubble of the
walls, the doubts as to the groining and the lighting
from the chancel windows; the Late Decorated, or
perhaps Flamboyant, window in the east ; the traces
of the sacristies, and treasury, and kitchen, and
guest-house; the refectory, now a garden within
the vener,able walls of the old hall ; the rich, quaint,
carving on the early Norman doorway on the north,
leading from the otlices to the nave, the details of
the construction and ornamentation concealed hy so
much splendid ivy, formed subjects for discussion.

The visitors left to proceed to Sheriff Hales Church
and Shiffnal, where dinner was provided at the Star
Hotel—the President (Mr. Y. Thomason) in the
chair. After dinner the party proceeded to the
church, which was specially lighted up for their in-

spection, and after a full examination of the restora-

tion by Mr. Gilbert Scott, returned to the station.

ARCHITECTTTBAX & ARCHJEOLOGICAJL
SOCIETIES.

Hawick Arcii.kological Societt. — At the

monthly meeting of this society, held on Tuesday
week. Dr. Brydon in the chair, a paper by ^Ir. Robt.

Govenlock, Teindside, on " The Exploration of a
Sepulchral Cairn at Ladyside, Mid-Lothian," was
read. The cairii was interesting in so far as, although
piled up after the most approved fashion of ancient
cairns, it yet contained nothing excejit a small vessel

of earthenware, elaborately ornamented, and a few
fragments of burned human bones, buried at a depth
of two feet below the natural surface.

BlRMINGlTAM ARCHITECTURAL SoCIETl'. The
annual excursion of the members of this society took
place on Wednesday week, when a part}' proceeded
to visit Albrighton, Tong, Weston, Lillcsliall,

Sherriff Hales, and Shiffnal. At Albrighton Church,
the early Norman work in the tower, and the tomb
of Sir John Talbot in the chancel, were carefully

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS.
Proposed Nkw TuoRouGiiFAnE for East

London.—Efforts are being made in East London
to extend the Bethnal-green-road and the Romaa-
road to Stratford and Leyton, which would greatly
facilitate the means of communication by road be-
tween the East-end and the northern and north-
western districts of the metropolis, besides opening
up highly-eligible buUding sites.

New Citt Thoroughfares.—The " shambles "

at the west-end of Barbican have been removed, and
it is in contemplation to make a new street from the
corner of Aldersgate-street, opposite Long-lane,
Smithfield, to Fore-street and London Wall, thus
enabling the heavy traffic from Smithfield towards
London Wall to avoid the detour of Red Cross-
street or .Tewin-street. This is a very desirable im-
provement

; but when is that fine now thoroughfare
leading from Holborn Circus to Smithfield Market
to be completed by being carried a few hundred
yards further to Old-street ? Till it is, its value as

a London artery is materially impaired.

The Widening of City Streets.—At the
meeting of the City Commissioners of Sewers on
Tuesday last, the Finance and Improvement Com-
mittee reported that through a difficulty in arranging

terms with the different owners of the premises,

192, 19.3, and 104, Upper Th.ames-street, they were
unable to effect a continuation of tlie widening of

the street. The Committee also reported that they

had arranged for the widening of Mark-lane in front

of the new Corn Exchange, at a cost of £400. The
report wss approved.

Fragment ok the Blackfriars Monastery.
—The Rev. E. Venables has called attention to a
fragment of the Blackfriars Monaster}' that has
come to light in the formation of Queen Victoria-

street, leading from Blackfriars-bridge to the Man-
sion House. A piece of Mediaeval walling and the

fragment of a buttress are to be seen among the

debris of a demolished house on the left-hand side

of the street, going up from Bridge-street, just be-

fore the Bible Society's House is reached.
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CIIIRCHES AXD OHATELS.

Bic.EY.—The jiarish church vt S. Jfary. TiiBhT,

Lincolnshire, is about to undergo some alterations.

A new east window, and various repairs to the

chancel, are in contemplation. Jlr. Huddlestonc, of

Lincoln, is the builder, and plans have been pre-

pared by Mr. Wni. Scott Champion, of London.

Brlstol C.\TiiKiiit.\.L.—In Last week's Buildixg

News it was crroneou.sly stated that "the funds re-

quired to finish the nave and towers as far as the

roof of the building are about i:i,000 or i:i,-20(l."

We should have slated the amount required to be

from £lU,orio to i;l2,000.

CiiiiDn.VR.—It has been determined to undertake

the restoration of the parish church of Cheddar,

Somersetshire. The work will be assigned to Mr. liut-

tertield. architect, and the estimated expense is about

£3,000.

FiiLKKsToxK.—The complete reseating of the old

parish church with appropriate low open sittings, in

place of the present high, ill-arranged, and inconvenient

seats, is now in contemplation, together with an im-

proved arrangement of the lighting, and the committee

has decided to request Mr. S. Slingsby .Stallwood.

architect, of Folkestone, to prepare the necessary

plans.

Gke.it ToTHAsr.—A new Congregational Chapel

has been erected at Great Totham, F.ssex. The

building is designed to accommodate 320 persons

—

viz., 230 on the ground floor and 90 in a gallery at

the end. The walls .are of red brick of the neigh-

bourhood, relieved with white .arches, bands, and

patterns. Stained deal benches are provided through-

out the building. The cost has been .£G.!)0. Mr.

King, juu., of ILalstrad, was the contractor, and has

carried out the works under the direction of Mr.

Charles Pertwee, .architect, of Chelmsford.

Halif.vx.—On Saturday the corner-stone of a

new general Baptist chapel was laid at the Ovenden

township, near Halifax. The chapel will be in the

Gothic style of architecture, with neat pitch-faced

gabled front and two slightly-projecting porticoes, a

large centr.al rose window over, and a smaller one on

each side. The size of the building will be 77ft. by

4oft., and the estimated cost, including the land and

furnishing, £1,500. The architect is Mr. T.

llorsfield.

Harrogate.—Yesterday (Thursday) week the

chancel and temporary nave of the new church

for the newly-formed parish of S. Peter's, Har-

rogate, was opened for divine worship. The

church has been erected from plans by Mr. J. H.

Hirst, .architect, of Bristol, the builder being Mr.

Ridal, of Wadsley, near Sheffield. The style is

Early Decorated, and the building will hold, when
completed, 1,100 persons. The chancel, temporary

nave, Ac, now available for public worship will

comfortably seat 450 persons. The interior walls of

tlie chancel and apse are of white Bath stone ashlar,

from the Corsham Down quarries. There is a pro-

lusion of carving and sculpture about the building,

all of which has been executed by Mr. Harry Hems,

of Exeter. The sum of £5,000 has already been

expended on the work.

HoKDWEi.T..—The parish church of Hordwell is

being enlarged. Mr. Giles, of Furnival's Inn, is the

architect. A new chancel is being built, and the

church is being lengthened six feet. The cost for

the work now in hand will be about £2,000, but

it is proposed eventually fo put a new roof to the

nave in accordance with the chancel roof. Mr. Lan-

der, of Burton, is the builder.

Horsham.—S. M.ark's Church, Horsh.am, is being

enlarged. The building is of local siuidstone, with

Bath stone dressings. The ])rincipal additions are a

tower and spire, which, when completed, will be

135ft. high, and a new south aisle. The cost will

be about £-l,0O0. The architects .are Messrs. K.

Habershon & Brock, of London. Mr. W. Shear-

burn, of Dorking, is the builder.

Inverness.—Three ornamental sedilia have been

presented by J. T. Slackenzie, of Kintail, for Inver-

ne.s.s Cathedral, at a cost of .£100; and Colonel and

Mrs. Learmonth li,ive presented a reproduction, with

8ome slight changes, in white marble, of the font at

the Church of our Lady in Ciipenhagen, the work of

the Danish sculptor Thorwaldsen. It consisUs of an

aagel kneeling, and resting her knee on the font,

which is formed of a sculptured shelL The cost

is £340.

Knowlk.—The opening of the new chancel of the

Church of the Holy Nativity, Knowle, took place on

jhe lUh inst., when there was high celebration at

eight o'clock. The chancel is a very attractive \ovk-

ing piece of work, the style reminding a spectator of

an Eastern temple. It is of the Byzantine school of

architecture, and is the only one of the kind in Bris-

tol. The apse is semicircular, with a domed roof

30 feet in diameter, of cement concrete. At present

this dome is coloured blue, but eventually it will be

painted, the subject being the Ascension. The altar

is a line production of inlaid wood, and over it is a

bcautifid canopy of alabaster and marble, surmounted

with exquisitely carved ligures, the whole su]q')ortod

by pillars of marble and alabaster, the capit.als of

which will be richly carved. The panels riuind the

chancel are to be tilled in with paintings, and the

stations of the cross will be carved in bas-reliefs

around the church. The floors are laid with en-

caustic tiles. The cost has been about £2,000.

Lincoln Cathedral.—The restoration of the

north arm of Lincoln Cathedral is approaching com-

pletion. The Purbeck columns have been renewed

where they were decayed, and the ceiling has been

renovated and the original decoration reproduced.

The restoration of the chapels in the transept has

•also been commenced.

London.—The church of S. Mildred, Poultry,

which it is proposed to pull down, was erected

on the site of a more ancient edifice, which was

destroyed by the great fire in IGGB. On this

occasion (says "A Kesident," writing to the City

Press) the parish to which it belongs was united

with that of S. Mary, Colechurch. The two

parishes were .served from that time by the existing

structin-e. Now they will be united with S. Olave's,

Old .lewry. The church of S. Mildred is the work

of Wren, and by no means one of his good designs.

Its interior is a simple room, with a flat covered

ceiling, "remarkable for nothing but a strange

want of symmetry at the west-end. On the south

side of the organ, which stands in a gallery, a

column is introduced, in order to carry the belfrj-,

which occurs at that corner of the building ; but,

insomuch as there was no similar weight to support

at the other side, a corresprnding column was not

deemed necessarj'." The interior is very small,

being 5fift. long" by 42ft. wide, and SCft. high.

Extern.ally the tower—a very plain but not un-

graceful portion—is 75ft. high. The cost of the

work was £4,054 9s. 7ad. Of the old church of S.

Mildred-in-Cheap, which this building reyilaced (and

which is not to be confounded with that placed

under the same invocation, and standing in Bread-

street, likewise rebuilt by Wren), .Stow sa_vs that it was

erected in 14.57 ; but there must have existed a still

earlier church in this place, and with this name, for

John de Aswell was rector in 1325 ; and it is recorded

that the church in which he served had become

decayed, so that the one destroyed by the fire was

built'in its place. Peter of Colechurch, who (117G)

in part built Old London Bridge, is stated to have

been chaplain of S. Mildred'.s, Poultry, but more

probably of S. Mary's, Colechurch, which was united

to it long after his time, obit. 1205. He was

buried in the Lower Chapel of S. Thomas, of his

own designing, on Old London Bridge. In the

Church of S. Mildred, destroyed by the fire, was

interred (15S0) Thomas Tusser, of the "Five

Hundredth Pointes of Good Husbandrie." His

epitaph is preserved in Stow's " Survey," with the

names of other City worthies who were com-

memorated by their tombs in his day, including John

Garland. From the produce of the sale of

the materials of S. Mildred's Church, and of

its site, £0,000 is to be expended for the erection of

a new church in Clerkenwell ; £2,000 for a rectory

house to S. Ol.ave's, OldJewry ; £4,000 f.ir reseating

and keeping in repair the church of the parish, with

benefactions to those of S. Andrew-by-the-Ward-

robes, and S. Ann, Blackfriars.

Mirfield.—On Wednesday week the corner-

stone of a new chapel for the Baptists of Jlirlield

was laid. The new structure, which is to be erected

from designs by Mr. Cocking, architect, of Iludders-

lield, will accommodate 030 perscnis. The style of

arihitecture is Romanesque, and the cost will be

.about £3,000.

SoiTiiiLL.—The parish church of Southill, one of

the oldest in Cornwall, was reopened on Monday
week after restoration. The edifice, which dates from

the fourteenth century, was originally cruciform, but

it has been denuded of one transept, whilst an addi-

tional aisle has been added. The lower, which is in a

good state of \>rcservation, has not been touched by the

restorers, but the other parts of the c liurch have more

or less undergone extensive altcr.ation. An arcade has

been taken down, as has also the south wall, while

the <dd roof has Ixen entirely ren\oved. Three

new windows have been put in, two on the north

side and a new Polyphant stone window in the east

of the south aisle. There are a piscina, a sedilia, and

a " squint," and two sepiilchres in the chancel. The

nave and south aisle are paved with tesselated tiling,

and the chancel with encaustic, glazed, .and other

tiling, thus presenting a beautiful appearance. The

seats, which are open, will hold about 400 persons.

Polyphant stone is conspicuous in the present build-

ing, the dressings being of that material, and the

gables being all newly coped with it. The cost of

the .alterations will amount to £1,200. The builder*

have Iieen ilessrs. Bone & Son, of Liske.ard. Mr. J-

D. Sedding, of Bristol, prepared the designs.

Walkley.—A new Wesleyan Chapel, from the-

designs of Mr. J. D. Webster, is being erected at

Waiklev. The joiners' work will be by Mr. J.

r.obertson. The building will be Gothic, with a rock-

faced front, the stone being obtained from Crookes.

It will also be used for day and Sund.ay schools.

The cost will be about £600. Mr. Butler is the

builder.

BUILDINGS.

Bratten St. Mavr, Somerset.—A mansion is

now in course of erection here for Charles Penrud-

docke, Esq., of Conipton Park, Wilts. The .archi-

tect is Mr. James Soppitt, of Shaftesbury, and the

builders Messrs. W. Clarke & Son, of Burton. The

w.alls are built of Forest marble, quarried on the spot,

with Doulting stone dressings; the roofs are covered

with Whitland Abbey green slate, and the interior

joinery throughout is of pitch pine, varnished.

C.\-MURiDGE.—Extensive alteriitions and improve-

ments have been made in the colleges of Cambridge

during the past few years, and still the movement does

not appear to flag. The building of a new master's

lodge and block of students' rooms at Pembroke

College is rapidly progressing. The contract, which

is being executed by Mr. Horsman, Wolverhampton,

is stated to be over"£25,000. Both buildings are of

the Tudor style of architecture, and will effect a

great improvement in the college .and its locality.

The new lodge will be at once elaborate and exten-

sive, .and the new building in Trumpington-street

will pro-side seventeen additional sets of students'

rooms, besides lecture-rooms .and fellows' apartments.

The building, which is constructed on the fireproof

principle, i.sbuilt from designs by Mr. Waterhouse.

At King's College operations have been commenceci

for erecting twelve additional sets of rooms next

Trumpington - street. This contract will exceed

£7,000. Other alteraticms .are contemplated at

Trinity Hall and Christ's College. The front of the

Fitzwilliam Museum is just now in a chaotic state,

the workmen of Messrs. Cubitt & Co., Gray's-inn-

road, being busily engaged in completing the

spacious entrance-hall according to the main features

of Mr. B.asseri's original design, which Sir. B.irry,

architect, estimates will cost £2,000.

Chatham.—The erection will shortly be com-

menced of the new Royal Engineer Institution and

halls of study for the .School of Military Engineering.

The buildings will be on an extensive scale, the cost

being estimated at £21,000. They wUl be erected

near the Engineer Barracks on ground now occupied

by the Huts Barracks, excavations m.ade there

having shown that good foundations can be obtained.

Elsh.vm Hall, Brigg.—.-V new entrance-porch

and conservatory had been erected at Elsham Ilall,

Brigg, Lincolnshire, the seat of Colonel Astley.

The whole is of brickwork, -nith stone dressings, the

windows of the conservatory having circular heads,

turned in brick, mth ornamental frames. The front

elevation consists of projecting piers between each

fight, with caps and bases of stone, surmounted by .a

cornice with patterns in sunk brickwork. The

porch follows the line of cornice in height, project-

ing out from the main building Oft. Gin., theentrance

into jiorch being through a wide douldedoor of sunk

and raised panelling, the upper portion being tilled

with glass. An entrance is formed from conserva-

tory into the drawing-room by an archway, which is

closed or opened at pleasure by a .sliding door of

Honduras mahogany. Another door at the extreme

end of couscrvato-y leads into the g.ardens; so that

visitors approach the entrance-hall surrounded on

.all sides by flowers. The floor on either side of the

flower-stands is paved with plain and encaustic tiles,

arranged in suitable jiatterns. Mr. Huddlestone,

of Lincoln, is the builder, and Mr. William Scott

Champion, of Giiildford-streot. Russell-square, and

Henley-on-Th.ame.s, is the .architect.

IIaxdsworth.—On Friday last, a meeting was

held at llandsworth, to take into consider.ation the

desirabilitv of the erection of a public hall on the

site of the l.ate toll-gate, Villa-ro.ad. A design has

been preparc<l by Jlr. W. H. Ward, of Paradise-

street, Birmingham. The style is a modern .adap-

tation of Gothic the materials proposed being red

brick, with stone facings. The principal feature of

the front elevation is a clock tower, with entrance
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porch ill the base. The large hall will be 60ft. by
35ft., aud with the gallery is intended to accommo-

date GOO persons. The roof will be open, and of

stained aud varnished timbers.

Lanark.—The foundation-stone has been laid of

a public hospital for the Lanark district. The
building is constructed for thirty-two beds, with all

the modern appliances. The ground pUin is of the

form of the letter H. The front is 13G{t. in length,

and the centre and side blocks ruu back 7"2ft.

Except in the administrative department, the build-

ing is all one story in height. The designs were

drawn out by Mr. James Watson, architect,

Dundee.

Mile End.—The New Pavilion Theatre, Mile

End, was reopened on Monday last, after great

alterations and inijjrovements, under the tUrection of

Mr. J. T. Ivobinson, architect, of Haverstock-hill.

The decorations have been executed by Messrs.

Pashley. Newton, Young, & Co., aud the large new
sunlight lias been fitted up by Messrs. Hnlett & Co,

of Higli Holborn. The theatre will now seat more
than 4,000 persons.

PtTERsifAM.—A gymnasium for the accommoda-
tion of sevent}^ boys is being erected at-Bute House,

Petersham, Surrey. The style is Gothic, from the

designs of Mr. W. Scott Champion, the architect of

the existing schools and out-buildings. M. Castel-

lotti, of 21, Maiden-lane, provides the gymnastic
apparatus. The builders are Messrs. Sweet, of

Richmond, Surrey.

KocHDALE.—On Monday the Bishop of Man-
chester laid the foundalion-stone of S. Peter's

National Schools, on a site adjoining the new church
in Newbold, Kochdale. The building has been

designed to accommodate 500 boys, girls, and infants,

and the entire cost has been estimated at £2,000.
The first contract has been let to Messrs. Ellis &
Hinchliffe, who are proceeding with the work under
the direction of the architects, I\Iessrs. Mcdland &
Henry Taylor, of Manchester.

KoMSEY.—The foundation-stone of new schools

has been laid at Romsey. The school is designed by
Mr, M'. E. Neslield. architect, of Argyle-street,

London, and the builder is Mr, George Wheeler.
The building will be of red brick, with Bath stone
gables. There will be a porch at the south-west
angle, over wliich is to be a stone bell-cot. Space
at this end has beenreserved for future enlargement.
At the opposite end will be the master's residence, a
two-storied house, with garden around. Internally the
main school-room will be 71ft. long by 10ft. broad.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Trade Custom.—Hubert Vorginc, formerly iu

the employ of Mr. Broadwood, architectural carver,
was sumnionod on Friday, at Marlborough-street,
under the Masters and Servants Act, 30th and 31st
Vict., cap. 141, sec. 4, for that, being a workman, ho
did unlawfully neglect to fill his contract. Mr.
Froggatt, who appeared for the complainant, said
this was a case of some importance to employers,
the summons having been taken out by Mr, Broad-
wood more for the benefit aud information of the
trade than for the recovery of the amount in dispute,
there being mauy worlcmen who had acted in the
same way as defendant. Mr. Broadwood said the
defendant was engaged by him about six weeks ago
at the fixed wages of 3Gs. a week, and not by tbe
hour, the agreement being that either might termi-
nate the engagement at the end of any "week, but
not in the middle of a week. On Tuesday, the 20th
of August, defendant left his employment for the
purpose of obtaining one of higher wages. Some of
the men in the trade set their masters at defiance,
and appeared to consider they could do as theyjiked.
He had only proceeded against the defendant for 12s,
damage, but the injury was much more, as he liad
been obliged to disappoint customers. Mr. Antill,
carver, Dean-street, said the old custom of the trade
was to pay by the week, but some masters now paid
by the hour. The men defied the masters, and did
prutty well wliat they liked. Mr, Willis liaviug
advU-essod the Court for the defendant, called Mr.
Wilson, who said he was an ecclesiastical joiner,

and declared that the custom of the trade was for
the men to leave their work whenever they thought
fit, and that pa}^uent was by the hour. It depended
on aiTangement whether a workman was paid so
much a day or by the week. It was the custom
with ecclesiastical joiners to engage by the hour.
Mr. Knox said the defence of payment by the hour
being customary had failed. To make a custom iu

the trade it must be shown to be universal. That
had not bccu dtme; but it had rather been shown
that the engagement by the week was customary.
As the present case was, no doubt, more for the pur-
pose of settling the point than to put costs on tJio

defendant, he would suggest that an arrangement
should be como to. Subsequently, on the applica-
tion of Mr. Froggatt, Mr. Knox made an order for Ge,

only, and 4js. costs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves respousiblo fur the opinions of

our correspondeirts. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as iiossible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.}

To Our Readkrs.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDTTOB,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday,

Received : J. P.—C. P. E.—J. C—W. B. A.—B. & Co.—
Hy. Bond.—M. S.. jun.—W. S. B.—C. W.—P. W. & Co.—
J. n.—W.^E. L. P. T.—R. M. T.—T. B. A.—W. H. L.—
R. B.—S. &Co.
H. B.—We suppose you refer to Nos. 767 and 778, Vul.

XVIL, which contained illustrations of furniture of
new gas offices, Sunderland.

Assistant Engineee.—Query next week.

A Reader,—We hope to comply with your request in a
week or two.

Analysis.—Rather too chemical for our pages. Ask
through tbe English Mechanic.

Erratum.—On page 184, in the description of the New
(Roman) Cathnlie Church at Stanbrook, it should have
been stated that the pavements are composed of tiles,

the bands of the pattern being formed of glazed tiles,

not of warble, and that they were supplied by Mr.
Robert Minton Taylor, of Fenton, near Stoke-upon-
Trent, not "Minton, Taylor, & Co."

Comspttkiitc.

NOTES ON CAKPENTRY.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—I see the writer of "Notes on Carpentry"
says that to place a purlin otherwise than at right

angles to the direction of the rafters is bad con-

struction, because the pressure of the roof, whether

it be of its own weight or the pressure of wind and
snow, is at right angles with the rafters.

Now I imagine the pressure ou a roof to be

vertical and towards the eaves, and I think as a

proof of this, you will always find when a purlin

gives way, as it does sometimes when there is no
principal rafter, that it bends towards the eaves;

in that case I should say then the proper way to

place a purlin is vertically. By that means yon get

about double the depth of a purhu placed at right

angles mth the rafters. I hope some one will

correct me if I am wrong in my opinion.—I am, Ac,

WORK.
Sir,—Having served an architect several years, with

no further holiday than a day occasionally {amounting
during the whole period to some eight or ten days),

this summer I requested, and luid granted to mc, a
week's holiday ; but find, much to my surprise, that

my employer deducts such week's salary from amount
due to me. I should feel much obliged if some one
will inform me whether this is professional, gentle-

manly, just.—I am, &c.. Worker,
[We consider it unprofessional, ungentlemanly, and

unjust.

—

Ed.]

INIGO JONES'S YORK STAIRS WATER-GATE.
Sir,—I observe floating about some exceptional

concernment touching the half-buried position of Inigo
Jones's water-gate, with even wondrous longing for

its upheaval above the merely modern Embankment
mound.
But why not wholly bury this inaugurative symbol

of a bad system—put together, like its compiler's scene-

paintings, for the passing play—as having outlived

both its purpose and teacliiug ?

Its teaching ! Do thoughtful English architects

really wish still to cherish a quasi heap of lapidary

learning, of odds and ends of effete Koman art, as a

pedantic beacon, telling them tangibly what not to

do, just as the owners of the style warned in words,
Miserum est aliorum incumbere favia: ? Or does one
solitary soul—regarding the long lineage of (i-othic

architectnre as a bad dream of a dark night—still

worship Jones's dismal display as an early monument
of the revival of true principles, almost stifled, but,

like science, grandly instaurated in his bright day ?

The last accents of Shakespeare hung magniiiccntly
over the polity of that period, with Bacon's warning
not to " corrupt the labours of predecessors " by copy-
ing their works. Andfollowing, while literature was thus
resplendent, dazzling %^^th unborrowed radiance, aud
the venerated father of modern philosophy spoke, what
sort of light comedy do we find the "father of pure
architecture [i. e,, pui-e copyism] in this country"
I)erforming?
Compounding a water-gate, pieced with a base from

this antique temple, a column from that, a cornice

from a third, wttli lions htsm Natura, much as Chinese
puzzles are jiieced—and altogether, in i)lain truth, no
remote reminder of those counterfeit coins, struck iu

one age with the image and superscription of another,

that are but posiugly preserved, if not considerately
crushed.

I, Sir, yield to none in loving reverence for the old
bygone days. A stone of archaic hoiu-s, carved by a
true man. is, to me, a precious relic, because it por-
trays, more or less, the genuine feeling and actual lifo

of that past which has made, aud so far is in, the pre-
sent. But while we strive earnestly to preserve all

that it is good in ancient times, let us not, for Heaven's
sake, bury ourselves in its rubbish and smother our
children in its dust.—I am, &c.,

Edward L. TaubuCK.
25, Hanover-place, Clapham-road.

Intacommitnicatioii,c^

QUESTIONS.
[2314.] — S. Micliaers and AU Angels',

Brighton.—Can any reader inform me wMio was the

architect of H. Michael's and All Angels' Church,
Brighton, aud about the cost of building it ?

—

An
Admirer.

[2315]—Polychromy.—What is the best work
published on " I'olychromy,*' as apphed to the interiors

of buildings ?—J. r.

[231G.]—Plastering of Walls.—Which is the

best material, irrespective of cost, for internal plaster-

ing of walls—Kceue's or Parian cement? The points

wanted are : non-porosity, that tlie walls may be wash-
able, and hardness, that they may not easily get

damaged. What would be a suitable material to mix
with either of these cements before being used, that

the walls may dry a light stone-colour, without the

necessity of being painted or coloured ?—W. W.

[2317.]-—Tar and Gravel Pavements,—Will
any reader kindly inform me who 1 should apply to

for particulars of tlie tar and gravel pavements that

are now being laid in different parts of Lambeth?
This material appears to be an excellent substitute for

the more expensive French asphalte, and, although

apparently not adapted to withstand the effects of

carriage traffic, it is, nevertheless, an excellent prepa-

ration for the formation of footways.—BI.

[2318.]—School Planning.—In planning schools,

what is the suiterticial and cubical area required by the

Council on Education for each child? In calculating

for the number to be accommodated, has provision to

be made for seating all at one time or supposing some
to be standing iu class?—CoMMCNE-BONnM.

[2319.]—Blackboard.—Will any of your kind

readers inform me the method of preparing the colour

and finishing a blackboard, such as is used in schools

for the instruction of music, &c., to write on with

chalk?—CvMRO.

ItEPLIES.

[230S.]—Moulded Stone Steps.—Tlie nosing

ought not to project beyond line of door-framo ; or,

better still, be kept back half the width of the frame,

so as to allow the weather-board of door to throw off

the rain. If the floor behind door is of wood, the

nosing ought to be of hard wood, not stone.—J. B.

[230S.]—Moulded Stone Steps.—The entrance-

door should overhang the nosing of stop about a

quarter of an inch ; in this way rain is excluded from

\
"

ptvirM^Mr\

I

lobbies or vestibules, whicb in the other way it is not.

It is not necessary to have the lower step the breadth

of landing.

—

Clerk of Works.

[230S.]—Moulded Stone Steps.—In answer to

M. I. Wrong's inquiry, whether the nosing should

project beyond line of conipo front or stand back, I

beg to inform him there is no rule to follow ; one must

be guided hy circumstances. In tliis case, I think the

nosing should be flush with reveal, so that tbe tread at

door be cipial to the bottom step ; it would certainly

look better when the door is closed.—Augustine.

The Eoyai. Commission on Friendly and Bene-

fit Building Societies.—The Royal Coinmissiou

on Friendly and liuilding Societies met on Wednes-

day in the CKarendon Hotel, Edinburgh, when several

witnesses were examined in reference to the opera-

tions of building and property investment societies,

and Odd Fellows" lodges. The cnmmissioners present

were Sir Stafford Northcote, MP., Sir JI. IC. llicks-

lieach, M.V., Sir Sidney 11. Waterlow ; Mr. Cully

being assistant commissiouer aud Mr. Ludlow secre-

tary.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SAIHTABT
MATTERS.

The Water Svei-ly or 1'enge.—A corrpspon-

dcnt t)f a local joiirwul writes: " It is hardly credible,

but it is iieverthcloss the" fact, that in a suburb of Lon-
don like Penge wc should do without a supply of

water for two dnys. 1 have hoth written and tele-

^aphed tn the Lambetli Water Coiuiiany, but can

get no reply. Eeport saya that there is a breakdown
at the works. That may he ; but at the U-st of times

the supply is very indifferent, and in the case of

cholera appearing amongst us wttuld be wholly in-

adequate for the purpose of sanitary arrangements.

Is it not time we had a more reliable supply for

London and the suburbs?"

Pollution of the Thames.—Notwithstanding
all the laws which have been passed against the

pollution of the Thames, the sewage of towns is

still continuously poured into it, and in many
instances in dangerous proximity to the sources

whence some of the supplies of water for London
are obtained. One disgraceful instance of this pol-

lution is to be seen at the railway bridge at Kings-
ton, where a sewer, discharging the most loathsome

matter, carries the sewage of this largo and increas-

ing town into the water, converting the river itself

into a huge sewer, and infecting its otherwise
healthful banl's with a fever-generating stcuch.

One disagreeable feature of this pollution is that the

filth attracts shoals of small fish, which feed upon
the human excrement thus discliargcd. It is obvious
that all the dangers of choleraic infection as well as

the dreaded evils of parasitic generation, so much
dwelt iipon at tho lato meeting of the British

Medical Association as likely to arise from the genns
of to'wn sewage, are incurred through these infrac-

tions of the law.

Batlet.—TlicMayorof Batley on Tuesday cut the
the first eod of the new Batley waterworks, which
are to be constructed at Yateholmc, a little distance

from tho village of Holme, several miles beyond
Holmfirth. Tho four reservoirs, when completed,
will give a supply of two million gallons of water to

the town of Batley per day; and had it not been for

the rapid falls of the valleys there, the supply would
have been two and a half million gallons per day.

The whole cost of tho undertaking will be about
£200,000.

The Sewage Question at Cambridge.—Tho
Cambridge Board of Town and University Improve-
ment Commissioners is on the eve of an important
discussion, materially affecting alike the interest of

the ratepayers and the health and comfort of the
inhabitants of the borough and the members of the

university. It is sought to amend the sanitary

condition of the town by diverting its sewage from
the River Cam. The subject is anything but new
at the locus in quo, for from the minute-book of the

Improvement Board the state of the Cam has for

many years engaged tlieir attention, and various
attempts have been made to improve its appearance
and sanitarj'^ condition. When the existing sewer-
age of Cambridge was constructed, the tlien authori-

ties saw fit to cause the sewage to flow into the river

from a dozen outfalls, at intervals between Newn-
ham and Barnwell Pool—a distance of about a mile
and a half. It so happens that seven colleges and a
Considerable portion of the town are immediately
contiguous to this particular part of the river. Let
it be assumed that the continuous deposit of the
sewage of 30,000 people into a limited and sluggish
stretim has made that same stream " a mere elon-

gated cesspool," and itwill readily bo imagined that
those who have the misfortune to reside within
reach of the exhalent gases naturally arising from
such a pestiferous bed of uncleanness have an un-
pleasant, and during the warmer weather even
dangerous time of it ; whilst such as in boats dis-

port themselves upon its frequently scummy surface
—and these are legion—do so to find that every dip
of the oar raises a volume of unmentionable filth and
blackness. Between three and four years ago a stir

was made, which culminated in the formation of a
*' Cam Improvement Committee," and a dep\itation
from that body obtained permission of the con-
servators of the Cam to dredge the river from Jesus-
green Sluice to Baitsbite liocks, and to restore it to

its original width and deptli, they taking all

responsibility as to cost. Under tho directions of

Mr. Uawkshaw, C.E., tlnsextensive work was rurricd

out aasi)fedily as possible, at a cost of between ,t' I.IIOI)

and £5,000 (the conservators giving iViUO towards the

fund, which was raised by subscriptions). Un-
doubtedly this widening and deepening contluccd to

improved rowing; buttlic work of purification was
evanescent, for in less than two years the stream was
reported to have again become so impm-e as to be
not only "a public nuisance, but a danger to health."

Permanent remedial raeasm'es have been persistently
advocated by a few gentlemen ; notably amongst
these may be mentioned the maycir (Mr. Alderman
Peecl), Dr. K. M. Fawcett, Mr. Alderman Balls, and
Mr. Dennis Adams. All, however, acknowledge the
need of a renu-dy, and tlie only remedy for tbe evil

is the total diversion of the sewage from thi? river.

That it is not difiicultof accomplishmcntwehavethe
autliority of Mr. Bazalgette, C.E., whose opinion is

confirmed by the local engineers, Mr. li. Keynolds
Rowo and Mr. G. W. Stephenson, the late and

present town surveyors respectively. Each of these

gentlemen has reported upon his individual survey;

and recommended inigation as the best mode of

utilising the sewage. To accomplish this diversion

and utilisation, however, a local act was necessary.

So at the close of last year the essential preliminary

steps for that purpose were taken up to a certain

point, several hundreds of pounds being expended
therein. When, however, the board met on the

l:ith of December last, a majority of the commis-
sioners then present decided that it was not expe-

dient to take further steps during tlie then ensuing

session of Parliament, it being belieted that a

Government measure woxild be introduced on the

subject generally. In June last a joint committee,

composed of members of the Improvement Board

and Town Council, with a syndicate as re-

presenting the university, was appointed to con-

sider the propriety of taking steps to obtain

an act for the diversion of tho sewage from

the Cam. From instructions given by this com-
mittee the town surveyor has communicated with

that eminent sanitary engineer, Mr. J. Bailey

Denton, of Whitehall-place, London, who has ]Kud

Cambridge several visits for the purpose of consider-

ing the best mode of diverting and utilising the

sewage. It would appear that early in October

there will be a conference between the Xhiiversity

syndicate and the Parliamentary committee for tin-

imi-pose of receiving reports from Mr. Denton and

tho town surveyor on the matter. Various sites

have been iuvestigated with regard to the levels and

geological formations of the district, with a view to

select that which is most eligible for a sewage farm.

Tho choice seems principally to lie between the

following four localities—viz. :—Chesterton and

Milton, Cherryhinton, Fen Ditton, and Tevershaui,

all of which are within a radius of abi)ut three

miles from Cambridge. Mr. Bailey Dentou is of

course in favour of irrigation. The cost of a simi-

lar scheme submitted last year by Mr. G. AV.

Stephenson was estimated at £28,000, which was
much less than Mr. Bazalgette's plan. The whole
of the present network of sewer outfalls will be

citncentrated into one grand intercepting sewer, in

whatever scheme is adopted. The point of inter-

section where the intercepting sewer will cut off

the present outfalls, will depend entirely upon the

choice of scheme.

STAXNED GLASS.
S. Lativrence Jewry.—A memorial has been

presented from the vicar, churchwardens, overseers,

and ratepayers of the united parishes of S. Law-
rence Jewry, and S. Magdalene, Milk-street, to the

Court of Common Council, asking tho Court to

assist the memorialists to record by means of staiued-

glass windows, the ancient connection of the churcli

with the Corporation. It is proposed to complete

the series of stained-glass windows on the south
side of the parish cliurch by erecting a window by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell, at a cost of £210, with two
sidijects, which shall refer to the administration of

justice—viz., one from the Old Testament ("Solomon
Sitting in Judgment)", and one from the New Testa-

ment (''S. Paul before King Agrippa"), and to place

on the border escutcheons of some of tho most dis-

tinguished of the chief magistrates of London, with
a brass plate beneath the window, stating that the

window was erected to commemorate the long-

standing connection between the parishes and the

corporation of London. Notwithstanding that the

vicar and churchwardens some few years ago did

very much, at their own sole cost, to improve the

appearance of the Guildhall by clearing away an
unsightly burial-ground, and throwing the whole
space thus gained open, and although a handsome
drinking fountain was erected by them between the

church and tho Guildhall, it was merely resolved
" that the petition do lie on tho table."

STATUES, MEMOKLALS, <S:c,

Memorial to the Late Duchess of Suther-
land.—A monument has been erected at the east

end of tho south aisle of Trentham Church, Stafford-

shire, in memory of the late Duchess of Sutherland,
who died on tlie 27th of October, 1SC8. It is the

work of Mr. Noble, the sculptor, and consists of a

full-length figure, reclining between life and death,
on the tomb as it,s final resting-place. There are

also some effective representations of flowers

—

namely, the Lily, Star of Jiethlehem, Passion
Flo wore, and the Kucharis. Other flowers are intro-

duced over a veil, partially covering the brow.
These are tho Asphodel, Olive, and Amaranth, de-
noting life, peace, and immortality. All this part
of the monument is in fine white Carrara marble.
The tomb is principally of Sicilian marble, from a
design by Mr. Robinson, of Whitehall-yard.

Equestrian Statue of the Prince Consort at
HoLRORN Circus.—At a meeting of the Court of
Common Council, on Wednesday last, the Imjirove-
ment Committee suggested, in a report brought up
by Mr. Deputy Fry, that the equestrian statue of
tlie late Prince Consort, by Mr. Bacon, which is to
be presented by an anonymous citizen, should be
furnished with a handsome and elaborate pedestal,

at a cost not exceeding 3,500 guineas. Mr. Deputy
Lowman Taylor said that as the statue itself would
only cost about £'2,000, he would movo that the ex-

pense of a pedestal should be limited to a similar

sum. The amendment was carried, and it was re-

ferred to tho Improvement Committee to obtain de-

signs for the, pedestal at the reduced but still ade-

quate sum of X2,000.

§u ©ffite Ink

Nkw Suburban Railway. — The new raflwaj'

connecting Blackheath and Greenwich witli the

station at Ludgate-hill, wliicli lias been constructed

by the Cliatliani and Dover Company, was opened

for traffic on Monday. The new line, which is three

miles in length, commences by a junction with the

Crystal Palace High Level line of the company at

Nunhead, and passing through Lewisham and Brock-

lev, has its present terminus at lilackheath-hill, the

ultimate intention of the company being to carry

the line forward to a further distance of four miles,

where it wiU form a junction with the North Kent
line and the South Eastern system at Charlton. In

addition to the Nunhead and Blackheath-hill sta-

tions, there are two intermediate stations at Lewisham
and Brockley.

Railway Extensions is Egypt.—The Delta,

which left Southampton on Saturday, took out 20
civil engineers, who are going out to make a survey

for the Khedive of Egypt for a line of railroad 600

miles long, through the Nubian desert, beginning at

the second cataract on the Nile. This railroad, if

formed, will, in connection with the navigable por-

tions of the Nile, be the means of effecting a rapid

communication between Lower and Upper Egypt,

the survey will take about si.^ months to accomplish,

and if the report of the engineers be favourable the

railway will, it is expected, be commenced at once,

and completed in about ten years.

AsPHALTE AT A DISADVANTAGE LS CoNNECTIOS
WITH Tramways.—On Sunday afternoon and even-

ing a scene of the greatest confusion prevailed at S.

George's-circus, at the south end of the Blackfriars-

road, in consequence of nearly every car passing the

points and curves getting off the hue. This state of

things has continued during the whole of the pre-

vious week. The roadway extending along the

Walworth-road to the London, Chatham, and Dover

Railway arch has been made up of asphalte, and the

traffic along this part has so worn down the road-

way that the rails are in some portions half an inch

above the asphalte. Whatever advantages there

may be in asphalte in many respects, it does not

seem to answer for the tramways, as it gradually

wears down, leaving the rails exposed. Tiie con-

ductors of the omnibuses state that the strain upon

the spokes of the wheels is very severe in conse-

quence of jerking against the rails, and necessitates

the examination of them every day or two instead

of once a mouth as heretofore.

Gaol Sites.—The inhabitants of Brixt<in and

South London (says the Central Press') deserve the

svmpathy of all well-regulated minds. They have

already a prison in their midst, and it is now pro-

posed to enlarge, if not entirely rebuild, that unpopu-

lar architectmal ornament. It is urged that a large

prison, in a picturesque and populous localit.y, is a
nuisance of a kiud calculated to deteriorate the value

of property, and it cannot be doubted that the

erectiou of an ugly gaol amongst the West-End
aristocracy would speedily cause an emigration. It

is bad enough to be reminded of one's possible end

hv the contemplation of a workhouse or a church-

yard, but the constant suggestion, through the

presence of a gaol, t-hat human nature is fallible, is

quite superfluous. Besides there really is no reason

why prisons should be erected in the midst of large

cities. They might just as well be built in places-

where land is cheaper. The ladies and gentlemen

who receive the careful attention of judge and jury

arc generally driven from the court to their place of

future abode, and the carriage might readUy set

down its occupants a little further on.

A New I'iblic Park for Dundee.—\ park,

which has been provided at a cost of about eighteen

thousand pounds, was thrown open to the public at

Dundee on Wednesday. The Earl of Dalhousie took

part in the proceedings, and planted a tree com-

memorative of the event, as did also the Provost.

Rain fell during the whole of the ceremony.

Mu. Rusicm's Works.— The first and fifth

volumes of Mr. Kuskin's " Modern Painters" are out

of print, and the other volumes nearly so. In the first

volume of the uniform octavo edition of his works

now in preparation, Mr. Ruskm has declared his

intention to print very little of Ms " Modern
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Painters," as his opinions have changed so much

since the days in which he \yrote that boolc. This

resolution has (says the Athencciim) ah-eady led to

the imiiortation of copies of tlie American reprint of

the favourite first volume of " Modern Painters."

New Bridge.—A new iron bridge is about to be

erected over the river Ystwith, near Bryneithen,

instead of the present timber one, at the sole expense

of Capt. ^Y. E. Rich.ards, K.A., from designs furnished

by Mr. G. H. Tliomas, Liverpool.

Epping Forest.—Since the commencement of the

long vacation, the Commissioners ef Sewers of the

City of London have filed a Bill in the Court^ of

Chancery for the purpose of bringing to a practical

issue themuch-vexedquestion of the rights of the public

in Epping Forest. The trustees of Earl Cowley, to-

gether with the other lords of manors within the

limits of the forest, are the defendants, and the suit

has been instituted for the purpose of obtaining a de-

claration that the plaintiffs are entitled to the rights of

common and pasture upon the waste grounds within

the forest, and of restraining the defendants from en-

closing or building upon such land. Most of the

defendants have filed a demurrer to the bill, and the

demurrer will probably be argued early in Michael-

mas Term before Lord Romilly, Master of the Kolis.

The Late Workmen's Exhibition at the Agri-
cultural Hall.—An unaccountable delay appears

to have taken place in distributing the prizes awarded

to the exhibitors at the recent Workmen's Exhibition

at the Agricultural Hall. A correspondent of the

English Mechanic writes :
—" I have been waiting

nearly twelve months in the expectation of receiving

a medal, which was awarded me by the jurors of the

Workmen's Exhibition ; up to the present time, as

far as I can see, my prospect of receiving the prize

appears very visionary. So far as I have investi-

gated the matter, the complaint is general among the

certificate holders, who are loud in their censure

against the management. I have given full expres-

sion to my opinions in letters, and I should like to

hear what some of the exhibitors think of such a

total disregard of the well-deserved claims of the

bona-Jide working man. The manufacturing element,

and advertising, which were so largely represented,

do not come within the category."

Technical Education.—The classes of the Birk-

beck Institution are announced to commence on

October 2nd. Instruction will be provided in all

branches of science and art, in addition to the large

number of other subjects set forth in the announce-

ment. The pupils who have attended the examina-
tions of the Science and Art Department during the

present year have been more successful than on any
previous occasion, and one member has succeeded in

obtaining a scholarship at the Royal College of

Science.

A Journal of Zurich states that Professor Voegelli

has discovered in the library of that town a dccor.x-

tion for a ceiling, painted by Holbein, and which
was supposed to have been lost. This work has
been sent tn the exhibition of paintings by that
master, at Munich.

At a late hour on Saturday night the extensive
painting brush manufactory belonging to Messrs.
Calmer & Sons, situate in the Hornsey-road, N.,
and a number of other buildings adjacent, were
destroyed by fire. No loss of life occurred.

An exhibition of the fine arts, including paintings,
sculpture in marble, and smaller carvings and draw-
ings, is to be held in Calcutta in December next.

It is proposed to build a new station at South
Penge Pa-.i, on the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway.

The Church of S. Michael, Comhill, has just
been reopened, after " renovation."

Farningham p.arish church is being restored, from
the designs ot Mr. Christian.

The Adelphi Chapel, Hackney-road, has just been
greatly altered and enlarged, at a cost of £1,000.

At Rome, on the 6th inst., a contract was signed
bythe SjTidic Pallavicini with the Banca Nazionale
for the loan of thirty millions to be spent on the
*' improvement of the city."

It is proposed to restore St. Michael's Church,
Southampton. Mr. C. E. Giles, of 7, Furnival's Inn,

Holbom, estimates the cost of the proposed work
at £3,115.

It is intended to restore Dulbrighton Church, from
the designs of Mr. Bruton, of Oxford. The estimated
cost is £700.

An additional building of considerable size is about
to be erected at Woolwich in connection with tlie

girls' cartridge factory, at the Royal Arsenal, which
at present gives employment to about 700 girls.

We .are glad to hear that Mr. C. H. Mun-ay is a

candidate fur the office for supervision of the vacant

lands of the Corporation of the City of Loudou. Mr.

Murray must be wellqu.alified for the work.

The City Commissioners of Sewers on Tuesday
last agreed to increase the salary of Mr. Swale, the

sanitary superiuteiideut, from £.300 to £400 per

annum, with au additional £50 in lieu of house
accommodation.

The annual exhibition of paintings by modem
Venetian painters is now open at Venice. The
majority of the pictures are said to be very bad, and

it is stated that the best Venetian artists will not

exhibit their works.

^mkx i^rabe ^ebitlu.

Pricks, September 18,—Timber, per load of 50 cubic

feet: Quebec red pine (for yards and spars), £."1 15s. to

£4 1.5s. ; ditto mixeil and building. £3 15s. to £3 5s.
;

Quebec large yellow pine, £4 -!>s. to £5 5s.; S. John's and
hoard pine, £4 to £4 15s. ; building sizes, £.3 5s. to £3 153.

;

pitch pine, £.^ to £3 15s. ; Quebec oak, £6 to £6 5s. ; rock
elm, £3 10s, to £3 15s. ; ash, £3 10s. to £4 15s. : masts (red

pine), £4 to £(! 10s.; large yellow pine, £4 to £6 lOfj,

;

Oregon, £7 to £10; New Zealand, £6 to £7 lOs.; Quebec
large birch, £3 15s, to £5; New Bruusnicli and Prince

Edward's Isle, £2 1,5s. to £3 lOs.; small averages, £2 10s.

to £3 5s,—Deals, Ac, per Petersburg standard : Peters-

burg best yellow, £13 to £13 10s,; Wyhurg best yellow,

£9 153, to £10 10s. ; Finland and hand-sawu Swedish,
£7 5s, to £8 ; Petersburg and Eiga white deals, £8 10s, to

£9 5s, ; Christiana deals (best sorts, yellow and white),

£10 to £12 10s,; Norway deals (other sorts;, £7 to £8;

ditto battens (all sorts). £5 5s, to £7 ; Swedish and
Gothenburg (good stocks), £10 to £10 10a,; ditto (common
and thirds), fS 10s, to £il 10s.; Gefle and best Swedish,
and best Gefle deals, £10 10s. to £12 10s. ;

Swedish
batten.s, £8 to £9 lo.s, ; Quebec best floated pine, £16 10s,

to £18; seconds, £12 lOa. to £13; thirds, £8 10s. to £9;
flrst bright, £18 to £19 10s. ; seconds, £13 53. to £13 10s.

;

thirds, £S 15s. to £9 5s.

Crabe fleijjs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Leeds.—The marble masons at Messrs. Welch's, of

TVoodhoiise-l.'iue, Leeds, having applied for a reduc-

tion in the hours of labour, have been met with a

lock-out. Some other masters have agreed to the

reduction. The plumbers are about to ask for an
increase.

Strike of Masons in Maxchesteu.—Some G-tO

masons arc employed iu the building uf the Man-
chester TowTi Hall—a larger number than has ever

before been employed in the erection of one building

in this country. On Friday last au under foreman
discharged one of the masons for insubordination.

Thf other men at once waited upon the head fore-

man and demanded the discharge of the under fore-

man. The head foreman requested time to inquire

into the facts of the case, and as he would not give

a decision at once the men struck, and tlio whole
640 left the place, but on Tuesday morning they re-

turned to their work without any concession having
been made to them. The reason of their return to

work is supposed to be that the societ}' would not
recognise their strike.

Threatened Strike in the 'WRorGHT-NAiL
Trade.—On Friday last a meeting of nail masters
was lield at the Dudley Arms Hotel. Dudley, Mr.
T. Tinsley in the chair. The object of the meeting
was to discuss the above question. About ten firms

were represented. After a thi'ee hours' discussion,

it was unanimously resolved " to adopt and pay by
the net workmen's list of September 15, 1869 (with
the exception of spike and plate nails), to take jdnce
to-morrow, September 16, 1871," This resolution

is not satisfactory to the workmen, and a strike will

ensue. From what can be gathered as to the general

feeling among the men, the strike v^'ill be the must
disastrous one which has taken place for many
years.

Barnrlet.—A conference of master builders and
the representatives of the bricklayers on strike was
held on Monday week. Nearly all the firms in the

town were represented. After some discussion, the

masters informed the delegates present that they
could not accept less than three months' notice, and
that any change in the working hours, &c., must take
place from the 1st of May, according to au agree-
ment entered into some time ago. The strike has
had the effect of stopping the erection of the new
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway station, and
other buildings.

Dundee.—For some weeks past the scavengers
of Dundee and Lochee have been agitating for an
increase of wages, and on Tuesday week they sent
iu a petition to the Police Commissioners represent-
ing their wishes. They stated that tliey are paid
at a much lower rate than the scavengers in Edin-
burgh or Glasgow, and want an increase from 14s. 6d.

and 15s. 6d. to 17s. a-week. The men were paid
their wages as usual on Thursday week, and as no
increase was given there were bittej' complaints.
No strike, however, was apprehended, as it was
believed that the men would continue to work until

they received an answer to their petition. Tliey
commenced work as usual on the following day, but
after having held a meeting, they left work and came
out on strike at ten o'clock forenoon. Some of the
men in the other classes of the cleansing department
were employed during the day in cleaning the streets

with revolving brushes drawn by horses.

TENDERS.
Cheshfnt.—For the erection of S. Marj-'s Schools,

Chcshunt. Mr. A. R. Barker, architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. F. W. Hunt:—

Walton £1648
Pocock 1327
Sanders U13
Patman 1404
Bentley l;J45 10
Archer 1033 10

London.—For laundi-y and flttings at S. Luke's Work-
house. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect:

—

Crockett £1800
Tin 1800
Turner 1777
Thompson 1774
Manley & Rogers 1757
Brown & Sons 1755
Saul 1710 O'

Crocker 1G59
Bamford 1(J50

"Wigmore IG35
Howard Ifi30

Bridgman & Nuthall 1591
Perry Brothers (accepted) 1589
Wall 1559 10

London.—For machinery, boilers and pipes, for laundry
at St. Luke's Workhouse. Mr. H. Saxon Suell, architect

:

Jeakes&Co £1028 3 3
Elliott 990
Benham 810
Potter & Son 740
May (accepted) 690

Malvern.—For the erection of a pair of villas at Mal-
vern. Mr. H. Hadden, architect. Quantities supplied :—

Garbutt £1456
Porter 1380
Mills 1313
Inwood 1280
Everal 1299

Rotherhithe.—For the erection of church for Scandi-
navian seamen, Commercial Ducks, Rotherhithe. Mr.
Edward Biven, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
Franklin & Andrews:

—

Wood £2600
Higgs 2274
Nison &Son 2247
Macey 2175
DoTe Brothers 2175
Nutt & Co 2148
Jackson & Shaw 2050
Henshaw & Co 2015
Nightingale 1999
Eunor 1979

Mann 1967

Hibbin & Trasler (accepted) 1892

«

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

lIoRBURY BuiDGH (near Wakefield). October 2.

—

For the erection of a hre-proof mill at Horbury Bridge.
—John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Hudderslield and
Dewsbury.

IIUDDERSFtELD, October 4.—For the erection of a
mill, teasing place, boiler-house, and long chimney at

Milnsbridge, near Hudderstield.—John Kirk and Sons,
Architects, Hudderslield and Dewsbury.

Leyton, October 2.—For the construction of out-
fall and other works, at Leyton, in the county of

Essex.—Robert T. Wragg, Clerk to the Leyton Sewer
Authority, 7, Great St. Helen's, London, E.G.

Castlefoud, September 27.—For sinking and
making trial wells in land near to the pumping statioa

of the waterworks.—George Bradley, Clerk to the
Board, Castleford.

Darwen, October 4.—For the construction of a
store and service reservoir, containing about 150,000

cube yards of earthworks, with 5,000 cube feet of

ashlar masonry.—J. Duxbury, Clerk to the Water-
works.

Portsmouth, September 26.—For the construction

of works of private or house drainage, and all rc(iuisite

works in connection therewith in the said borough
for a period of twelve months.—S. J. KUiott, Clerk to

the Board.

Bradford, Seytember 29.—For the erection of a

villa at Apperley.—L. MetcaU, Ai'chitect, Elizabeth-

street, Horton-lane, Bradford.

Birmingham, October 21.—Architects are invited

to send in plans for the restoration of S, Martin's

church, to the rector, on or before the 21st day of

October. Premiums for the tirst, second, and third

best designs will begiveu.,

CtiFTON, September 28.—For the supply of 1000

tons of large t^tone (" Black Rock," or some other stone

of equal quality, to bo approved of by the Guardians),

—C. H. Hunt, clerk, Clerk's Office, Workhouse, Fish-

pond-road.

Dublin, December 31.—For 500 tons bridge rails,

40 tons wrou^'ht-iron tie rods, 25 tons spikes, 14 tons

bolts, 1,100 Barlow's cast-iron chairs, and 30 ca^t-irou

block chairs.—Address Iron, care of W. U. Smith and
Son, Middle Abbey-street, Dublin.
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Dahlington, Roptnmber 2"<.—For a five-foot

polished flag-course for the improvement of the foot-

paths iu Southeud Grounds.—John I'ease. Esq., pro-

prietor,

Barxslet, October 2.—For the erection of Baths
at the west side of York-street.—William II. Peacock,
Town Clerk. Barasley,

Stocrpokt. Septembor 20.—For the erection of a
new Wesleyau Cliapel (on the Pite of the old chapel)

at Edgeley, near Stockport.—W. Jlill, architect.

IvEicinLEV Local Board of llrALTii, Septem-
ber 38.—For the purchase of tar and other ammonia-
cal liquor, for a term of one, two, or three years.—J.

Laycock, superintendent.

B.VLnocK, Herts, September 25.—For providing
and Injing 3..S00 lineal yards of stoneware pi]>e sowers.

and the construction of the necessary manholes, lamp-
holes, and other works counccled therewith.—S.

Fcasey, vestry clerk, Baldock.

Metropolitan Asyetjm District, Septomher
29.—For a new sower and road, boundary wall, and
entrance gates to land at "West Brompton, near the

West liOndon Cemetery.—W. F. Jebb, clerk to the

Managers, :;7. Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

OroE AND ItoniLRrND. September 27.—For the
following works:— 1. 'Wrought-iron superstructure for

the bridge across the liamgingn. 2. Wrouglit-iron
boiler-plate girders, o. Ironwork for roofing of running
engine shed at Lucknow,—C. C. Johnston, .^lanaging

Director, (.»ude and llohilkuud Kailway Company,
Limited, llu. Cannon-street, E.G.

Stocrport Union, September 28.—For the supply
of nine iron bedsteads, and four invalid bedsteads, with
rackhoads.—F. W. Johnson, Clerk to the Union, Uniou
Otfices, Stockport.

Kilkenny, October 2.—For the removal of the
present S. John's-bridgt-, ovi-r llie llivor Norc, and
erecting a new bridge, consisting of tlireo atst-iron

arches, about 40ft. span each, on stone piers and abut-
ments.—Feter Burtehaell, Esq., County Surveyor,
County Surveyor's Offices, Court House, Kilkenny.

Worcester.—In Chancery : Attorney-General r.

S. David's, October 31.—Fortaking down and rebuild-

ing S. Oswald's and Hame's Hospitals, Worcester.

—

Alfred Bawlinson, Chief Clerk; Cree and Last, 13,

Gray's Inn-square, London, Relator's Solicitors.

Metropolitan Board or Works, September 29.

—For the construction of a brick scwor and the forma-
tion of carriageway and footways, with other works
along the new street near Seymour-iilace, Upper York-
place, Maryleboue-road.—John Follard, Clerk of the

Board, Spring-gardens, S.W.

Dundee Harbour. September 25.—For the com-
pletion of Victoria Dock, tlie construction of a graving
dock.^and other works.—David Cunningham, Harbour
Engineer, AVorks Office, Harbour Chambers, Dundee.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAWDERS & 00., Limited,

QiUarryinen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Deputs, also cost of
tran.sit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[ADVT.] COBSHAM, WILTS.

TO AKCHITECTS.
fiREEN ROOFINQ-SLATES.

A9 supplied to H.RH. Tlie Prince of Wales at Sandringham

Tho Penmoylc Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for
Churches, Public Buildings, &c., &c.

{Less costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These diurable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Pot Kqnlvnlentto
1,300 SlatoB. per sgaare

Best Green Slateal4by7 2 17 o ... iCs.cd.
Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 6 ... Ifis. Cd.
Do. do. 13bv7 2/10 ... 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 118 6 ... Vin.

Do. do. 12 by 6 17 6 ... lis.

Pricesof large Sizes. Cost of Transit, Boforenoo Tosti
monialii, and Sample Specimeos may be obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSES. E^VNDELL & CO., Corsham. Wilts.

Specimens at Musexun of Geology, Jormyn-street. Pioca-
dilly, W., and at Architectmul Museum, Tufton-Btreot,
Wostmiuster.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Lead.

Pip—Forei^ . . . per ton £17 10 £18 5

„ Euffliwk W.B. . . do 20 6 20 10
„ I^ad Co do 18 10 18 16

„ Other brands . . do 18 18 6
Sheet Milled .... do 18 .1 000
Shot, Pntont .... do 20 10 000
Red ur minium .... do 20 10 000
Litharge, W.B do
"White Dry do 26 10 26

„ ground in oil .. do

Copper.

British—Cake & Ingot . per ton
Pest Selected ... do
Sheet do
Bottoms do
Australian do
Spanish Cake .... do
Chili Bars, cash ... do

,, Keflned ingot , . do
Yellow Metal .... per lb.

laON.

Pig in Scotland, ca.sh . per too
Welsh Bar, iu London . do

,. Wales , do
Staffonishire .... do
Kail, in Wales .... do
Sheets, single in London do
Hoops, first quality . . do
Niiil Hod do
Swedish do

Oils, &c.

Sea], pale per lua
Sperm body „
Cod
Whale, South Sea, pale . „
Olive. Oallipoli .... „
C'icoanut, Cochin, tun . „
Palm, fine „
Linseed „
Rapeseed, Eng. pale . , „
Cottonseed „

TniBER.

Teak load
Quebec, red pine .... „

„ yellow pine . . „
Quebec oak, white ... „

„ birch „
„ elm „

Dantzic oak ..... ,,

fir

Memel fir
,

Kiga „
Swedish „
Masts, Quebec rod pine . „

„ yellow pine ... „
Oregon „
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „

„ St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 2
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „
St. John, white spruce . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality ... „

2nd do ... . „
Archangel, yellow ... „
St. Petersburg, yellow . ,.

Finland „
Momel and Dantzic ... „
Gothenburg, yellow ... „

„ white ... „
Gefle, yellow „
Soderham „
Christiania, per C, 12ft. by

:j by Oin., yellow ... „
Other Norway „
Flooring boards, pr square

of lin.. first yellow . , „
First white

,,

Second qualities .... ,,

^.

£74 X7f!

711 78
7(i 81

SI 83
75 77 10
08 70 n
tl7 IS m 10
-.',

fij 7J

3 1 n
7 10 7 12 e
r. 15 6 17 G
8 10 8 15

15 7
9 10 10
9 10 10
s 10 8 17

15 10 2 6

S3
80 SI

34 in

32 10 33
50 10
49 5 51

37
34
45 5 .0 45 10
29 35

12 5 13 10
3 15 4 15
4 5 6 5GOO C 5
3 15 6
3 10 4
4 10 i; 10
2 7 4
2 15 3 5

3 3 10

2 2 10

4 10

4 f. 1(1

7 10
3 4 10

4 15 6 15

12 10 18 10
12 10 U 14

IR 19 10
12 5 13 10
12 10 14 10
13 1) 13 10

7 10 8

8 10 10 10
8 10 9

10 10 12 10

8 10 12

10 12 10
7 8

9 10
8 9
6 8

BANKRUPTS.
PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

October 13, D. Simmons, Charlton K'ngs, Gloucoster-
Kliire, builder.—November 7, T. W. Hosegood and J.

Turner, George-yard, WhitechapeL, colour and varnish
manufacturers.—November 7, T. G. and J. Jennings,
Whitechapel-road, plumbers. — October 9, J. Gadsby,
Derby, builder.—October 10, W. H. Baden, Diion's-greon,
Dudley, and Sedgley, ironmaster,

BANKRUPT DIVIDEND MEETING.

October G, L. Lloyd, Beekbury, Shropshire, late timber
merchant.

DBCLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

J. Jowett, Liverpool, timber bender, div. 3s. fid.

PARTNERSHIPS BISSOLVED.
A. C. Wylie and G. Blaxland, Cannon-street. City, ongi

neers.—Macleod & Sanders, Salford, plasterers, painters,

and cement concrete makers.

FOR SALE, the entire PLANT of a small
GAS-WORK, aipable of making JJO.OOO feet per

diem. Canal alongside.—Apply to Mr. Meacock, Norwood
Green, Middlesex; or 15 and 16, Giltspur-street. E.C.

LOUGHTON PARK, ESSEX, near to the
Stallon, FREEHOLD BlULDINS LAND, rcserrxd

fur f,'oii(l i)rivate rpsitlonees, with paddockK and grounds,
!•' Ill' SOLD or LET on Building leases.—Apply to Mr. E.
Littler. Upper Plaistow, E.

UPPER HOLLOWAY.—TO he LET,
several plots of CJipital BUILDING L^VXD adjoin-

ing ft Metropoliiuu station now in cour.se of erection on
the Midland Railway, Term 85 years. Ground rent very
moderate. The Innd posHcsses very valuablo frontages
to tho high road and othor th-iroiighfares, and it is .spe-

cially ti<lapted for Hemi-detached villa residences; roads
and sowora made. For terras. Ac,, apply to Messrs. New-
man and Lyon, Solicitors, 7, King's Bench-walk, Temple,
E.C.

QCHOOL-BOARD FOK LONDON.—To
j!j^ Surveyors, Auctioneers. Estate Agenl.s, and Pro- \
perty owners.—The Schoolboard for London, having in I

contemplation the erection of Schools within the several |

Distrir'ts mentioned below, are prepared to receive I

OFFERS of SITES, of not less than a quarter of an
acre in area, within such Districts. Offers (on printed
Forms, which will be sent on application) containing full

particulars, and accompanied by Plans of the Property, to
bo sent to the Clerk of the Board.

CITY AND TOWER HAMLETS.
A.—A District bounded on the north-west by Bishops-

gate-street, on the north-east by Comniorciiil-street, on
the south-east by Wl\itechapel High-street, and on tho
Bouth-west by Houndsditch.

FINSBTTRY.

B.—A District bounded on the north by the Regent's
Canal, on tho east by Caledonian-road, Upppr Southamp-
ton-street, and Southampton-street, on the south by Pen-
tonville-road, and on the west by York-road.

C.—A District bounded on the north by the Cattle Mar-
ket, on the east by Cnledonian-road, on the sooth by the
North London Railway, and on tho west by York-road.

P.—A District bounded on the north-west by Clerken-
well-green and .\y!esbury-street, on the east by St. John-
street, on tlie South by Charterhouse-street, and on tho
west by Farringdon-road.

GREENWICH.
D.—A District bounded on the south, west, and north by

the township of Hatcham boundaries, and on the east by
London, Brighton, and South-coast Railway.

HACKNEY.
S.—A Di.=5trict bounded on the north by Acton-street.

Livermere-road, Shrubland-road, and parts of Tjiusdowne-
road and West-street, on tho east by Cainbrid^'O-rnad. on
the south by Hackney-road, and on tlie west by Kinge-
land-road.

LAMBETH.

F.—A District bounded on the north-east by Kent-
street, on the south-east and south by Warner-street,
Portland-place, and New Kent-road, and on the north-
west by Newlngton-causeway, Stones'-end, and Blackman-
street.

Q.—A District bounded on the north-west by Ratterse*-
road, on the east and Routh by the Crj-stal Palace Railway
and on the west by Latehmere-road,

ITABYLEBONE.

G —A District bounded on the north-west by St. John's
Wood-road, on the north-ea.'st by Grove-road, Grove-place,
and Lisson-grove North, on the south-east by Marylebone-
road, and on the south-west by Edgware-road.

H.—A District bounded on the north by Euston-road, on
the east by Tottenham Court-road, on the south by New
Cavendish-street, Upper Marylebone-.itreet, and Ilowland-
street, and on the west by Portland-place and Park-cres-
cent.

/.—A District bounded on the north by Cumberland
Market and Edward-street, on the east by ll;impstead
road, on the south by Euston-road, and on the west by
Albany-street.

J.—A District bounded on the north by Crcwndale-
road, on the north-east by Old St. Pancras-road, on the
south by Grenville-street and Aldenham-street, and on the
west by Eversholt-street and Sejinour-stroct.

SOUTHWARK.
A'.—A District bounded on the north by Spa-road, on tho

north-east by the South-Eastem Railway, on the oast by
St. James's-road, on the south by Lynton-road. and on the
west by Balaklava^road, part of Aliua-road, and Amelia-
row.

R—A District bounded on the north and east by White-
street and Long-lane, on the south by Star-corner and
Bermondsey New-road, and on tho west by Kent-street
and tho Old Keni^road.

TOWER HAMLETS.
L.—A district bounded on the north by the boundaries

of the parish of Stepney, on the east by Glnbo-road. on
the south by Mile End-road, and on the west l>y Cleve-
land-street and the boundaries of the parish of Stepney.

N.—A District hounded on tlie north-west by White-
chapel Hifjh-street and road, on the east by Turner-street,
and on the south by Commercial-road.

O.—A District bounded on the north by Mile-end-road,
ou the cast by Johnson's-street, on the south by UuU-lane,
and on the west by WTiite Horse-lane.

CHELSEA.
M.—A District bounded on the north by KinR's-road,

on the east by JManor-street^. on the south by the Thames,
and on the west by Beaufort-street.

WESTMINSTER AND FrNSB0ET.

S.—A District bounded on the north by Great Queen-
street and tho northern boundaries of Linenln's Inn-tlelds

and Lincoln's Inn, on the east by Choncery-lane, on the
south by the Strand, and on the west by Drury-Ione and
Drury-court.

*,* The usual Commission will be paid to Agents on the
completion of purchases.

Offices of the Board. 33. New Bridge-street, E.O.,

September 6, 1S7I.

MORTOAGKS.—^FK. TT.VVNES has
clients prepared to ADVANCE SUMS of MONEY

to any amount on niortga^jo of Freehold .and Leasehold
properly, and upon Dep'>sit of Deeds. Ailvam^ep made upon
unfinished property. Several plots of Freehuld land to ba
let on buildins leases with advances.—John F. Haynes,
Solicitor, 3, Warwick-court, Gray's Inn, W.C.
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FIRE-BRICKS.—IV.
By Charles Turner, C.E.

new sliding-plate.

A NEW sliding-plate for the press was de-
-'-^ signed by the autlior, with self-acting

fini;er to take off tlie brick in case the man
sho aid fail. This wonldhave saved the whole of

the oil used for the bed-plate, and would also

have enabled the 2>ress to be woiked at double

the speed. It was not used on account of

the suspension of the works.

DRYING BY AETIFICI.\L HEAT.

During the summer months the clay, pre-

viously to crushing, and the fire-bricks, when
made, were all dried out of doors. In order

to work through the winter a drying-shed

was constructed, 150ft. x 25ft., witli one
large central flue, 3ft. x 2ft. 6iu., covered
with iron plates, and a series of small flues

at each side, diverging from two flues at each
side of the centre flue at the stoke-hole, and
converging into one flue at each side of tlie

centre flue at the chimney-stack. The centre

flue was used for drying lumps and other large

goods, and the spaces at the sides for the
fire-bricks. A space of 25ft. at the stoke-hole
end was used for drying clay ; a similar

space at the chimney end as a working-shed
for three moulders.

NEW KILN.

The chimney end of the shed was connected
with the kiln-house of a new down-draught
kiln, erected on account of the difliculty in

lining the fire-bricks properly in the common
kiln. This kiln was of the form illustrated

and described in Fig. 4.

15,000 bricks. When the chimney was

removed to the outside of the kiln house, the

kiln held 17,000 bricks.

The fuel used was the same as that used

for the common kilns, Welsh coal to com-

s I. c Tf a f^

An expanding die was, therefore, designed by
the author, in which, by the introduction of

wood packing pieces of suitable shapes,

bricks of any form could be moulded. A
press was also designed for making lumps of

any size, but neither of these plans were tried,

owing to the difficulties of the company.
The principle of the expanding die

was as in sketch and description

Fig. 5.

DESCRIPTION OF EXP^VNDLNG MOULD.

AA. Cast iron mould. BBB. Plun-
ger. CCCC. Four packing pieces of

mence with and Wylam coal to burn off.
|

The quantity of coal used to burn 17,000

bricks was about eight tons. With this they

were burnt thoroughly to the proper pitch,

with scarcely any difference in size, and not

more than 200 to 300 waste bricks in every

kiln, which could all be used for inferior pur-

poses.

SETTING KILN.

A chequer was laid first upon the floor of

the kiln three or four courses deep, to keep
the draught open, and the bricks were then
set in wide bolts, parallel to the diameter of

the kiln, and reaching to within about 18in.

of the crown, a few courses of open work
being laid on the top to prevent the dust and
small particles of coal carried up by the blast

from falling through and choking the spaces

between the bolts.

DRYING, BURNING, ANT) COOLING DOWN.

The time occupied in drying was very
little, and the kiln could be raised to its

full heat in about 48 hours. The time of

full fire was about 36 hours. Cooling down
occupied usually about 72 hours ; so that the
kiln could be set, burned, drawn, and
lit again in about eight days. The kiln

with the chimney in the centre held about

COST OF El'RNlNG.

The price paid for burning was rather

excessive, as the kilns were new to the country
burners, and a skilled bui'ner had to be
employed. The cost for labour in burning,

setting, and drawing was 4s. fid. per lOUO.

This amount was reduced with a larger kiln

to contain 30,000 subsequently erected to

4s. per 1000, and another season would have
brought it down to 3s. per 1000.

ARCH BRICKS AND LUMPS.

All bricks of unusual size and shape and
all lumps were moulded by hand, the stuff

being beaten into the lump moulds with
heavy rammers. The cost of fitting a special

mould to the press was from £10 to .tIS. It

was, however, found, after testing these

bricks to a considerable extent, that they

would not witli.stand wear and tear, or fire to

nearly the same extent as the pressed bricks.

D. Vulcanised indiarubber

blocks, which keep the packing pieces

free of the mould. EE. Movable sides

turning on the centre E', and having

arms projecting at right angles, which
press on the springs, FF. G. Sheet of

vulcanised indjarubber to prevent any
risk of breakage. FF. Springs to bring

sides of mould back to first position.

n. Iron plate resting on Gr.

PRICE OF PRESSED FIRE-BRICKS.

The quality of these pressed bricks

proved to be so superior to the hand-
made that the company was easily able

to obtain 6s. extra per lOUO for them,

while at the same time the freight to

London was reduced from Gs. 8d. to

6s. per ton (or 2s. per 1000), cost-

ing 18s. per 1000. Orders increased,

and there appeared a fair prospect of

doing a good trade, which would soon

have been a very large one, if the

arrangements could have been carried

out for supplying the extra plant required

and arranged. The total profit was 17s. fid.

per 1000.

WORKS WHERE USED.

The pressed bricks were used in large

quantities at the South Western Pottery, the

Branksea Pottery, the Poole (ias Works, the

Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Company,
the Union Steamship Company, Messrs.

Maudslay & Co., and many others, and were
also favourably reported upon by the Landore
Liemen's Steel Works, Thames Plate Glass

Company, Dorset Iron AVorks, and others,

and were in all cases found to last longer than

the Stourbridge, Newcastle, or Welsh bricks.

SUMMARY.

An endeavour has been made in the fore-

going remarks to describe briefly the nature

of fire-proof materials used for making bricks

and other fire-clay goods, mentioning the

most infusible substances, and comparing

them together. The desirability of conducting

a scries of experiments to decide the relative

fire-proof value of these substances was then

referred to. It was stated that, in referring

to silica, alumina, magnesia, and carbon, as

the most infusible substances, it was supposed

that they would be subjected to a dry heat,

their behaviour differing very greatly when
in combination with flu.xcs. The most re-

fractory fire-clays were then mentioned, in

which the component parts were chemically

combined, and inferior fire-bricks were

referred to, in which the component parts

were artificially combined. The most impor-

tant qualities of fire-bricks were stated to be

their power to resist melting and to resist

the expansion of the heat which causes them

to crack or part asunder. The best descrip-

tion of fire-bricks were then stated, and

an analysis given of the best English

fire clays. The Poole clays were men-
tioned, more especially the Beacon-hill

clay, so well known for its great infusibility.

The beds of clay at Beacon-hill were de-

scribed, as also the uses to which they are

applied, and an analysis given of the best

clay. The principle of making a fire-brick

wa; shown to be that of making it

as porous as possible, and thus allow-

ing for the greatest amount of expansion, and
the two usual methods of obtaining this

quality were described. The mode of pro-
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Deeding at Beacon-hill was then described,

referriug to the various stages of the work in

their regular or<lor—viz., rubbling clay, cut-

ting and weathering, grit digging and cart-

ing, drying and grinding the clay, mixing the

clay and grit, moulding, orow<ling, descrip-

tion of kilns, and setting, drying, and burn-

ing, amount of fuel used, price of fuel, pro-

bable heat rcquireil, drawing and stacking,

waste. Statements -svere tliun given of the

size and weight of the Itricks wdien burned,

their cost in places, and total cost of making
and burning. Tlie results of experimental

trials with these bricks -n-ere given, also tlie

manufacture of and experiments with fire-

clay cement. Tlie use of rough stuff instead

of grit was described in detail, including the

various methods of iflixing, and proportions

used, and mode of workmanship. The result of

experiments n-itli the altered form or mixture
were given, and also the use of calcined clay in

various proportions, with the above mixtures.

The favourable results of the fire-clay cement
so manufactured were stated. The advan-
tage of a closer combination between tlie

component parts of the fire-bricks was re-

ferred to, and the means adopted for press-

ing them described in detail—viz., the press

used and the improvements upon it, includ-

ing the alteration to mouth-piece of pug-
miU (Figure 1), the new press (Figure
5i), cost of working it, new cutting-off

apparatus (Figure 3). Oiling the bed-plate

of press and proposed new slide-jilate,

drying by artificial heat, were then de-

scribed, as also the new kilns erected

Figure 4), and the manner of setting and
the cost of burning the same. The manufac-
ture of bricks of unusual size and shape by
hand was briefly referred to, and they were
stated to be greatly inferior in quality

to pressed bricks. An expanding mould
(Figure 5), designed and made for the press

to make bricks of any shape vvithin certain

limits of size, was referred to and described,

and also a press for making lumps of any
size, and, finally, a statement of the improved
price obtained for the new fire-bricks, the

profit in making them, and the works at

which they were used.

CONCLUSION.

The results obtained from the manufacture
and experiments at Beacon Hill may be
Slimmed up as follows:—1st. That it is

always better to select a fire-clay iu -which

the silica and alumina are chemically com-
bined. 2nd. That instead of mixing free

silica with the fire-clay to produce a porous
body, it is better to mix with the clay rough
stuff burnt from the same clay. iird. That
although the infusibility of the clay selected

for making fire-bi-icks is the most important
point, the mechanical combination of the
component parts is almost of equal impor-
tance. 'Itli. That this combination is best
obtained by pressing the green mass of clay
and rough stuff firmly into the moulds. 5th.

That tlie less a fire-brick shrinks in the first

burning the better it is likely to witli.stand

heat. Gth. That fire-bricks should, if pos-
sible, be burnt in a heat equal to the greatest

heat they arc required to withstan<l. 7th.

That a thoroughly effective machine for

pressing bricks green is still a desideratum,
liut that the author is of opinion such a
machine can be constructed to make almost
indestructible fire-bricks at a very moderate
cost, suitable materials being used.

NOTES ON CARPENTRY ANT) ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES—VIII.

TTAVING treated of what may be called
-'-'- the apparent properties of the timber
commonly used in carpentry, we will proceed
to those which lie hidden from sight, on
which its strength depends, and which can
only be ascertained by experiment. Experi-
ments on the strength and deflection of
timlier have been quite numerous, nearly
every one who has had much practice iu its

use having made from time to time liis own
experiments, but few private experimenters'

(as may be said) have had sutViciently ex-

tensive opportunity to render their own
observations complete for all cases ; and per-

haps the chief use of such experiments lies

in the satisfaction one feels in an ocular

demonsti-ation of the truth of propositions

made by those whom we take as authorities.

The authorities in this matter are IMuschen-
broek, BuiTon, ]?ondelet, Morin, Robison,

Young, Bevan, Tredgokl, Rennie, Barlow,
.and Ilodgkinson. Of all these the experi-

ments made by Professor Barlow at "Wool-

wich, and by Mr. Ilodgkinson at Manchester,
are most to be relied upon.

The strains produced in a beam by a load
placed cross^wise of it, being the most im-
jiortant and often to be considered, we will

consider first. In a former article we said

tli.at the power with which a beam resists the
strains produced in it by a load is inversely

as its length, directly as its breadth, and as

the square of its depth. Now, whatever the

actual dimensions of the scantlings may be
which are experimented on, they can all be
reduced, on this sujiposition, to a simple
dimension of a foot long, or rather a foot

between the bearings, an inch wide, and
an inch deep ; and the weight that would
break a bar of this size, if placed upon
the centre of it, and supposing it to be
supported at both ends, is the measure
of the transverse strength of the particular

kind of wood experimented on. Thus,
if we were to find, on trial, that a
scantling of red pine, 2in. wide. Sin. deep,
and Ift. lietween the bearings, broke with
a weight of 2,0001bs. on the centre of its

length, wo should deduce from that experi-

ment a constant, or co-efficient, for the break-
ing weight, of 444 ; thus, according to the
proposition above given, if a bar 2in. in

breadth would break with 2,0001bs., another
bar of the same m.aterial, one inch broad,
would break with 1.0001b. ; and if a bar an
inch broad and 3 in. deep would break with
l,(lUlHb. weight on the centre, another bar
lin. deep would break with a weight of

1000 1000 „,„ . ,, i v .
. = = 11 lib. m the centre; but3X39 '

the length of the bar supposed to be under
trial is 4ft., and if a b.ar 4ft. long, an inch
broad, and an inch deep, would break with

1111b., another bar 1ft. long, lin. broad, and
lin. deep, would break with a weight of

111 X 4 = 4441b. This is the actual break-

ing weight of a bar of red pine of these

dimensions, and in calculating the dimensions
of any other bar or beam of red pine, to

carry any other weight, 444 is called the

constant multiplier of such calculation, or

the co-eflicient of strength, •ndien the beam
of which the dimensions are to be found is

to be loaded in the same manner, that is, in

the middle, the beam being supported at

both ends ; and, to reverse the process, the

breaking weight of a bar of red pine of 4ft.

bearing, 2in. wide, and Sin. deep, wouUl be

found thus : AV, the breaking weight in lbs.

• .11 L 4444 h tl^ .. . . .

in the centre =
;
that is to say,

444 times the breadth in inches, nniltiiflied

into the squ.are of the depth of the bar in

inches, and divided by the length in feet.

thus

:

444 X 2 X 9
2000, the breaking

weight in lbs. as before.

Again, to take a larger beam, let it bo
required to find what dimensions a beam of

12ft. bearing should have, to carry six tons
iu the centre, or 13,4401b. Let any con-
venient breadth be assumed—say, in this

case, 12in. Now, if the beam is to carry .an

actual load of six tons, its breaking strength,

or ultimate strength, must be, of course,

much greater. How much greater, or what
ratio the safe load should bear to the break-
ing weight, has never been agreed ujion.

Some have ventured so far as to recommend
a permanent load of one third of the break-

ing weight, others one foiu-th, and others,

.agiiin, not more than one tenth. A good
deal depends upon the kind of load—whether
it be a stead}' lo.ad or a moving, or live load

;

and a good deal, also, on the quality of the

piece of timber ; but, assuming a good sound
quality .and a steady load, about one fifth

seems to be as much as ought to be reckoned
njion. If, then, we adopt one fifth, the break-

ing weight of the beam we have taken for an
example should bo 6 X 5 = 30 tons, or
67,2iHilb. The depth of the beam would
then be found, thus

:

/W
• thus, d = ifSw

' ' "" '44Ti ' '

"
' 444 i

/, the length in feet, being 12 ; W, the break-

ing weight in lbs., in the centre, being 07,200
;

h, the breadth in inches, being 12 ; d' —
67,200 X 12 _ 67,20

^44
151, .and the

444 X 12
square root of 151 = 12{ nearly = the depth
required in a beam of red ])ine of sound
quality, the length of bearing of which is 12ft.

and breadth 12in., in order to carry a load of

six tons iu the centre, without straining the

fibres of the wood to more than one fifth of

their ultimate strength.

All these dimensions ai-e transmutable
amongst themselves ; thus, if the breadth
had been required, the length, de]ith. and
weight being given, the figiu'cs would have

stood thus : h = —-—

—

-—
444 (/-

If the greatest safe length had been re-

. , , , , 444 b d -

qiured, thus, I = ~
If the breaking weight had been required,

,, ,„ 444 h d-
thus, \V =

I

And in all cases, if we put W = the
breaking weight, I = the length, h = the

breadth, d = the depth, and c = a constant
multiplier, or co-elficient of strength, to be
determined by experiment, I W = c b d '.

"We showed in a former article that in re-

spect of central and distributed loading, a
distributed load may be twice as much as a
central one without producing greater strains

in the beam ; and in the case just supposed
12 tons might be uniformly distributed over

the beam, while the strains 'n'ould remain of

the same intensity (at the centre) as under a

centr.al load of 6 tons ; or, on the other hand,

the load remaining 6 tons, but being distri-

buted uniformly, the length of the beam
might be 24ft. instead of 12ft., or the breadth

6in. instead of 12in., or any other combina-

tion of dimensions and weight might have
been made that would have jirodiiced the

result of iiill' = "W = 30 tons = G7,2001b.,

as before.

If Riga fir had been in question, the con-

stant would have been 369, instead of 444
;

for English oak, 557, and for teak 820,

according to Professor Barlow's experiments.

Tlie other ways in which timber is com-
monly str.ained in structures is by direct ten-

sion, as in tic beams, king and queen jjosts of

roofs, the tie bars of lattice bridges, the top
bar of a framed gate, &c., an<l liy direct coni-

j)ression in the direction of tlie length, as in

struts, principal rafters and collar beams of

roofs, Viiaces, crane jibs, story posts, Sec. The
tensile strength of wood is proportionate to

the number of fibres in the cross section, or

to the sectional area, and is usually measured

by the square inch. Thus red pine will just

bear before it breaks about 12,00ulb. for every

square inch of the sectional area of the

piece, Riga fir about the same, oak 10,0001b.,

and the best teak 15,000lb.

The compressive strength, or power to re-

sist crushing, follows a different haw, for it

decreases with the length of the piece. If

the length is not more than about eight times

the thickness, the crushing strength of red

pine is .about 6,01 lUlb. jier squ.are inch, Riga

fir about the same, English oak about S,l)001b.,

.and teak 12,0001b. But when posts exceed
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in length ten times their tliicliness tliey bend

under loads, and at sixteen times their thick-

ness are incapable of resistance.

Tlie manner in -which direct tensile strain

and direct compressive strain are produced

in framed timber structures is so imperfect in

respect of the direction of the forces being

coincident with that of the pieces, that al-

though we may venture to assign one fifth of

the breaking weight as the utmost limit for a

safe load when applied transversely, we can-

not approach this ratio in cases of direct

tension or compression ; and probably one

tenth is as much as ought ever to be calcu-

lated upon for safety.

The formula deduced by the late Mr. Eaton

Hodgkinson from numerous experiments on

the strength of square oak posts is

,„ _ 3960 / Ifi

"' W X & P
When I = the length in feet, h = the breadth

in inches, AV the breatiug weight in lbs.

Posts of American fir or spruce may be calcu-

lated upon the datum that the compound of

crushing force and stiffness of fir is to that of

oak is as 25 to 40.

As to the ultimate strength of timber, how-
ever, and what portion of it we please to

assign, in the exercise of our judgment, as

being a safe load, there ai'C many cases in

which neither consideration can have place,

for a horizontal beam may bend so much
under even a safe load as to cause incon-

venience, if nothing more. In these cases

the deflection of beams under given loads is

the consideration to be had, and it is directly

as the weight as the cube of the length, and
inversely as the breadth and cube of the

depth, and is represented thus : D = „
, ,

When D = the deflection in inches ; I =
the length in feet ; W = the weight in lbs.

;

6 = the breadth, and d the depth in inches
;

E = a constant multiplier or co-efficient of

stiffness, the value of which is derived from
experiments on the different kinds of woods,

and was found by Professor Barlow to be,

when the beam is fixed at one end and loaded

at tlie other

—

For English oak 210
For Kigafir 192
Norway spar 211
Memel fir 120
Mar Forest fir 94
Pitch pine 177
Eed pine 266
Larch 120
Elm 101

Teak , 349

These are the values of E, deduced from ex-

periments on beams fixed at one end and
loaded at the other. When a beam is fixed

or supported in any other way, as, for instance,

where it is supported at both ends and loaded
in the middle, or loaded uniformly, or other-
wise, the deflection varies under the same
load according to the manner of loading.
When a beam is supported at both ends

and loaded in the middle, Mr. Barlow de-
duced the law that it is strained by a given
weight to only one-sixteenth part as much as
it would be if fixed at cny end and loaded at
the other, from the following reasoning :

—

" The deflection of a beam fixed at one end
and loaded at the other is equal to that of a
beam of twice the lengtli supported at both
ends and loaded in the middle with twice the
weight." This will be evident by referring

to Fig. 1 in the fir.st of this series of "Notes'
(Building News, July 28). "Consequently
when the weights are the same the deflection

in tlie first instance is to that in the
second as 2 is to 1 ; and when the
length and weight are both the same
the deflections will be to each other
as 16 : 1, for the strain will bo 4 times greater

on the beam fixed at one end than on that
supported at both " (as wo said, because tlie

effective length in the one case is twice that
in the other, and at the same time the weight
is twice as much, and 2x2=4), "and

therefore, all other things being the same,

the element of deflection will also bo 4 times

greater, also the entire deflection is as the

element of deflection into the square of the

length, and, according to the supposition,

the length is double ;
wlienco, upon the

whole, it appears that the deflection in the

one case is to that in the other as 1 : 4 x 4,

or as 1 : 16."

The deflection under any given form of

loading may be ascertained by the following

formula. When the beam is fixed at one
P W

end and loaded at the other, D = .-r-.—j.

When fixed at one end and uniformly loaded,

as in a cantilever,

3 i!jX _
-375 P W

« ^ E i rf!
~ E 6 (P

When supported at both ends and loaded in

P W
the middle, D = yOTTTI"'

'^'^^^'^ ®"P'

ported at both ends and uniformly loaded,

P ^V _ -62.5 P W
^ = « ^ 16 E 6 (P

~ 16 E i (P

It is necessary to observe that the co-

efficients of strength and of stiffness here given

from Professor Barlow's experiments were

deduced from trials with pieces of wood of the

best quality, and that various experiments

with balks of Memel. Dantzio, and Eiga fir of

ordinarily good quality, with the usual long

sound knots, have shown deflections of from

one-third to one-half as much more as they

give ; so that in estimating the probable de-

flection of any beam of ordinary cpiality in

practice a coefficient must be chosen which
approaches those here given more or less in

the same degree in which the quality of the

timber approaches more or less to the best

quality.

SCULPTURE AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXUIBITION.*

Br Richard TyESTjiAcoTT, Esq., R.A., F.R.S.

(Concluded from p. 218.)

IT may lie mentioned with respect to contribu-

tions of British sculptors that nearly all the

works now exhibitecl have been already before the

public, .ind have undergone public criticism. It is

therefore unnecessary to subject them, on this occa-

.sion, to a repetition of this ordeal. Sculpture may,

for convenience, be classed under three leading

heads. In the first rank may be placed those pro-

ductions which, dealing with the human form, show

invention and original thought in conception

and treatment, such as in poetical and historical

subjects. Even domestic, or familiar, and r/enre

works, if they are illustrative, may also be included

in this category. In the second may be included

portrait sculpture in its several branches of statues,

busts, and medallions, &c. The third and last

would comprehend sculpture intended for decora-

tion, as compositions for pediments, friezes, span-

drils, and other architectural accessories, not, as in

the first division, illustrative of specific subjects.

In this class would also he included works in carv-

ing, castings, chasing in metal, aud repousse work,

being imitations (treated in an artistic sphit) of natural

objects, especially the human aud animal form,

with flowers, fruit, &c. Examples will be found

in this class of art in its own department, under the

general heads of Pottery and Ceramic Art, aud Orna-

mental Plate. It would be impossible here to enter

into a detailed examination of the numerous inte-

resting specimens contributed by well-known

establishments in these important branches of what

maj' be termed industrial or applied sculpture,

though it may come within the scope of our func-

tions to particularise some of the leading firms who
are conspicuous exhibitors in this class

Among the works in sculpture which, by right of

merit aud subject, will come under the first head of

the above classification is one that will attract atten-

tion from some peculiarities in its technical treat-

ment. This is the introduction of polychromy in

sculpture ; and it is on this account that it is here

selected for especial cmnment. It is a group in

marble of a woman and child, by our eminent

countryman, the late John Gibson, and is a good

example of that admired sculptor's talent. The
forms are carefully studied, the drapery is com-

posed effectively and in jiarmony with the movc-

From tlio Offlcial Eeport.

ment of the figure, while the execution exhibits the
well-known power of the accomplished artist. But
the accompaniments given to this performance, of

blue ej'es, tinted hair, and flesh colour (or what
is or was intended for it) in the naked parts, with

gilding in other portions, almost removes it from the

category of pure sculpture, and may be said to con-

vert it into an example of decorative art. It has

been said that the use of colour in sculpture is

merely a question of taste. Not so. It may con-

fidently be argued that if the true function of sculp-

ture is to represent by form only, such productious

as the one under consideration challenge criticism

on false and mixed grounds ; that is, as both sculp-

ture and painting. But the warmest admirer of

flesh-tinting marble statues would, scarcely, it

may be presumed, consent to subject the process to

the test of criticism as painting; and this seems to

dispose of the matter as a question of fine art. Our
worthy countryman based his practice in this par-

ticular innovation on the assumed authority of the

ancients ; but the fact—which, however, must bo

admitted with considerable qualification—that in

some instances the Greeks employed, in their sculp-

ture, accessories, as paint (and then always in thick

body-colour) and other materials, affords no sufli-

cieut argument for their use by modern sculptors,

either as a justifiable practice or as a means of im-

proving sculpture.*

So iu another branch of practice, before alluded

to, where the picturesque is too prominently sought

after. Here it often happeus that the forms are

rather impUed than defined. In these cases of

sketchy and indistinct execution, a true art condi-

tion is departed from, and is not to be justified, how-
ever dashing and bold the treatment maj' be. In

works so represented it is not /orm that is given, but

only a more or less vague indication of it. It is a

maxim, already adverted to, that in fine art the forms

selected should be good, and, of their kind, beauti-

ful ; and it is for this reason that the finest ancient

sculpture, which always shows the stibmission of its

authors to this principle, holds its empire in the

opinions of all persons competent to judge on such

questions. The attempt to treat an art of form in a

slovenly, undefined way, for the purpose of produ-

cing picturesque effects for which it is not calcu-

lated, is not only a most dangerous—and it may be

said iUogical practice—for, strictly speaking, unde-

fined form cannot be accepted as form, in a sculp-

tural sense—but it tends to lower the character of

sculpture (which in the best ages had the prestige

of a chaste and somewhat severe art) to a species of

claptrap, prepared to excite the surprise and applause

of uncultivated minds. Moreover—and this fact

should always be remembered—wherever it has

been attempted it has uniformly resulted in the

decadence of the art. Even the genius of Bernini,

of Giovanni di Bologna, and of Roubilliac,

who were the greatest leaders of the pic-

turesque movement in sculpture, could not save

the art from its inevitable fall—the sure and fatal

consequence of their corrupt system of " bravura"

and dashing effect of execution. But even here due

credit must be given to those able artists for one re-

deeming particular of their practice ; and this was

the care they gave to the defined and accurate re-

presentation of the objects they imitated. Their

works exhibit no examples of slighted forms. How-
ever objectionable the taste which ruled the design,

all the details were presented under the required con-

ditions of the most careful attention and finish.

In commencing with the British department it is

gratifying to find that H.R.H. the Princess Louise

shows her interest iu art by contributing a statuette

to the Exhibition.

Among the more prominent works in marble, at-

tention will be attracted to some of great merit by

Messrs. C. Marshall, Durham, Stephens, Bell, Birch,

Leifchild, J. AVestmacott, the Woods (W. aud M.),

and Wyon, who, exhibiting various subjects requir-

ing reflection for their due expression, have pre-

sented them; n well-studied forms, and with the re-

commendation of careful execution. If the limits to

which this paper is confined allowed of a more ex-

tended notice, other artists, as Critteuilen, Davis,

Earle, Theed, Sharp, .and two lady sculptors, Mrs.

Thornj'croft and Miss Durant, might bo mentioned

as contributing works of various degrees of merit in

marble and models in plaster. The omission of other

names and works from tins notice must not be at-

tributed always to their want of merit, but to tho

necessity of condensing as much as possible a report

which does not profess to include any detailed criti-

cism of (tine art) sculpture.

Italy has contributed some works of very superior

merit ; by (the late) Finelli, by Caroni, who has

several excellent productions, by Salvini, and by

' This must bo takcu as tho individual opinion of »u
cmiucut ftrtiat.—Eu,
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Tantardini. Their statuary in the Italian gallerj*

deserves notice for its truth anil careful execution.

The last-named artist exhibits several statues of the

genre or costume class, which for the study of cha-

racteristic detftils, and especially for the skilful mani-

pulation of the marble, are, of their kind, highly

meritorious productions—praise which may justly

be extended to many others of the foreign sculptors

here met with, as well as to those whose works are

distributed in various parts of tlic building, as

Amici, Barzaghi, Fantiicchiotti, t'holli, I'ontana,

Lazzerini, and TorcUi. In the productions of this

school, even when exceptions may be taken to the

subjects selected for imitation, there is indication of

sound and careful elementary training in the study

of form which miglit be usefully adopted elsewhere.

Indeed, the art of the chief foreign schools may be

said generally to exhibit marked superiority in this

imj>ortant particular. Where the works may seem

to fail in other respects, there usually is evidence of

a thorough knowledge of form—or what is under-

stood, in the language of art, as " drawing"—from

which it may be iuferrcd that correct design is, as it

always should be, a subject of most careful attention

in the education of the student.

Belgium is well represented in the works contri-

buted b}' her sculptors. Among these are Jlessrs.

Geefs, De Leemans, Fraikin, Fassin, Van Oemberg,
Rombaux, Du Caju, and Sopers, whose various pro-

ductions, some of very high merit, would receive

here a more extended examination but for the rea-

sons previously adverted to. Little more can be

done than mention the names of the most distin-

guished contributors, trusting that here, as elsewhere,

even so slight a reference will lead the visitor to give

the works the careful attention they deserve. There

are many works by sculptors having German names,

but whose places of birth or residence are not stated

in the lists to which the writer of this notice has

had access. These artists are therefore requested to

make allowance for any errors that may appear in

classifying them. JIauy works referable to German
sculptors are placed in the British department, and

the attention of the visitor who takes an interest in

this art will be arrested by some productions of strik-

ing merit coming from that country, as well as from

neighbouring localities. Among these should be

noticed especially the works of Voss, Juuck, Jerichau,

(of Copenhagen), Raemaekers, Van Denbosch, and

IJoehm. The style of this last sculptor may gene-

rally be referred to the realistic and picturesque

school. His works exhibit great merit, and his

busts in terra-cotta are carefully modelled, full of

character and true to Nature.

French sculpture is not adequately represented in

this exhibition, but the visitor will observe much to

admire in the contributions of BIM. Clesinger, Cur-

lier, Gruy^re, and others, in bronze and in marble.

Some statues and two large busts, in various ma-
terials (bronze and coloured marbles), by Cordicr,

have great merit, but, like all similar productions,

they seem to belong to the department of decorative

rather than Fine Art.

Although no lengthened description can be given
of particular works, the visitor's attention should be

directed to the very interestijig collection of pottery
and ceramic art, and to some good specimens of applied

ar t in ornamental plate. It is very important that these

works should here receive marked notice, as they ex-
hibit in the apphcation of a good style of design in their

several specialities the great progress that has been
made in industrial art of late years. The contribu-
tions of Messrs. Minton, Cnpeland, and Wedgwood;
of the Royal Berlin Porcelain Works ; others from
the Worcester Works ; from the Royal Porcelain
Works at Copenhagen; from Messrs. Bing &
Grondahl ; from Gustafsbergs Co. (.Sweden), and
others, will amplj- repay the attention tlie visitor

may bestow on them; while the ])roductiiins of the

English lirms of Messrs. Hancock, Garr.ard, Klking-
ton, and some few but good specimens from France,

exliibit most satisfactory proofs in the industrial

products of their respective profession of their suc-

cessful practice of the various phases of art.

It would be wrong in a rejiort in whicli it is

desired reference should be especially made to the

employment of sculpture to useful and ornamental
works, not to take notice of some good wood
carving that may be found in the furniture depart-
ment of the Exhibition. Distinct reference .should

also be made to the extensive use now prevalent of

terra-cotta in architectural decoration. There are

some very creditable works of fine art sculpture in

this material, but it is in its application to useful or

decorative purposes that its importance is to be re-

cognised in this place. The great and successful
use of terra-cotta to be seen in the enrichment of
the columns and other parts of the new buildings at
the South Kensington Museum, in the Royal Horti-
cultural Gardens, and elsewhere, proves "how valu-

able tliis application of art may become. There are

somo very good productions in this material by
ISoui (Italy), as well as by French artists; by tlic

Crystal Palace Ceramic Art Union, and other weil-
known establishments. Among these mav be espe-

cially distinguished the several firms of MM.
Blashfield, Blanchard, and Doulton & Co. In thus
referring to these hou.ses it is only an act of justice

to bear witness to the great improvements that have
been effected by them in bringing terra-cotta into

more general use. The most satisfactory results

have been secured in modifying the more striking

defects caused by the shrinking of the clay under
the processes of drying and, subsequently, the strong
action of heat in firing. The ill-finis"hed work of

former day.s often, nay, usually, showed broken
lines, irregular joining in masonry, and unworkman-
like execution. There .ire examples now on exhibi-

tion, reproductions of really good sculpture, which
show that these difSculties—.and therefore the ob-
jections to the emploj-ment of terra-cotta (except
for the commonest objects) are almost if not entirely

overcome. This is a most important achievement,

when the durability and, compared with marble or

stone, the cheapness of the material are taken into

consideration. The opportunity is now presented of

obtaining every variety of effective decoration, for

architectural and similar purposes, at a cost within
very modest means. Without pretending to place

terra-cotta works on an equality with highly-

studied and refined original ornamental (carved)
sculpture, it must still he admitted to be a most
valuable substitute for it ; and, as its emploj-ment
is now being extensively adopted by architects, this

reference to the progress made in adapting it to

their requirements for mouldings, cornices, friezes,

keystones, and similar works, cannot be considered

out of place.

The artistic quality exhibited in what may be
classed as industrial works, including furniture, or

where gold and silver work, carving, bronze cast-

ings—in figures and groups for ornamental plate

—

clocks, lamps, sideboards, and cabinets are intro-

duced, and in which both taste in design and skil-

ful execution may be found, will, of course be con-
sidered in the reports to be furnished in their seve-

ral departments. A^Tiile, however, the considera-
tion of details may be safely left to the competent
examiners to whom this duty has been assigned, it

may not he irrelevant to remark here on the general

character of the art now seen in such productions,

compared with that shown in similar works of half

a century ago ; and it is gratifying to be able to

bear witness to the fact of the gTeat improvement
that is exhibited. Tliis phrase applies to the style

of tlieir ornamentation, to the variety of subjects

illustrated, to the choice of form, and to the greater

freedom and breadth of treatment observable in

execution. Now there can be no doubt, and too

much stress cannot be laid on this fact, that all this

progress may fairly be attributed to the intluence

exercised by the higher forms of art having been
more carefully studied. A cl.ass of artists has thus
been formed who, when they may not have been
successful in achieving all that their earlier ambi-
tion led them to aspire to, have, as educated artists,

lent their talents to improve art, in what may, it is

true, be considered a subordinate branch of prac-
tice, but which is not the less worthy of care, inas-

much as its effects, in an educational point of view,

are distributed over a larger surface.

In concluding this summary it is right to mention
that since its completion many additions have been

made to the sculpture contributed to this Exhibi-
tion, especially in works b}' foreign artists. Their

late arrival has prevented their being noticed as, in

many cases, their merits deserve. It is .also a
matter of regret to the writer that he has felt him-
self precluded from entering more extensively and
critically into the examination of many individual

works of merit in sculpture ; but neither the space

at his disposal nor the restricted object to which he
has felt himself confined has permitted this. It

must be borne in mind that this report does not put
forth any pretensions to be considered an essav

—

critical or theoretical—on line art. It simply re-

views the jjresent condition of one branch of

art in its relation to, and inlluence on, those indus-
trial products in which the employment or repro-
duction of form of all kinds constitutes the leading
element.

The application of inif/oved taste and methods in

industrial design has (ip -ned in recent years a large

and very importajit field of pr.icticc; for where
only a very few persans have a real 'ove of, or are

gifted with natural taste for fine art, and are com-
petent to judge it correctly, or who, having these
rare qualifications, jiossess the means of acq\iiring

iine examples of sculpture, there are thousands
whose sense of the beautiful mav be advanced or

even created, hy seeing around them, in the ordinary

objects of daily and familiar use, pleasing forms
and combinations, .and skilful and delicate workman-
ship, which may both educate their powers of

observation, improve their taste, and add immensely
to their enjoj'ment. Nor can it be supposed the

good effect of this education or development of the

sense of seeing—and this is an art in itself— stops

here. Even from the material point of view, the

cultivation of a love of art, in its teachings of the

charms and value of the beautiful, has recommen-
dations which will he admitted by every intelligent

and unprejudiced mind. But beyond this, without

laying undue stress on the beneficial effects to be

expccteil from the study of art, or indulging in

romantic ideas or speculation on its power to refine

and improve human nature, it may still be presumed

that the exercise and education of the faculties in

eiuleavouring to ascertain what constitutes beauty

—

that subtle quality or attribute which may be found,

by those who know how to look for it, under dif-

ferent forms and aspects, in all created things—may
bear fruits infiniteh' beyond our immediate cogni-

sance. Is it too much to say that the whole moral

feeling of society ought to be and m.ay be elevated

by the lessons thus taught, and that from the power
or aptitude thus imparted to it to .appreciate beauty
in material things, the mind may learn to seek it in

a still wider and nobler field—in sentiment and in

action—and thus acquire the habit of associating

the idea of the beautiful and the good in all the rela-

tions of life?

I

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN RU.SSIA.

THE great success which attended the Exhibi-

tion of National Industry held at S. Peters-

burg last year, and the increasing requirements felt

for promoting technical knowledge of all kinds, have
led to a plan for holding a Polytechnical Exhibi-
tion at Moscow in the summer of next year, which
will be devoted principally to mechanical processes

conducted on the spot. One of the principal features

of this exhibition will be that each important sec-

tion will be contained in a separate building, so as

to afford facilities for arranging the exhibits accord-

ing to the special requirements of each department.

Munitions of war will be exhibited ; the principal

building devoted to this section of the exhibition

will be erected within the precincts of the Kremlin,

and will, according to a writer in the £iigincer, be

of a somewhat special character. In form it will

be semicircular, and in size about 280ft. in diameter,

^vith the interior divided into sections by semi-

circular passages running parallel to each other,

containing exhibits displayed by the various depart-

ments of the War Ministry. These semicircular

passages will be intersected by others radiating from

the centre. The whole of the edifice is to be con-

structed of iron and glass, with the exception of a

little ornamentation in wood in the Russian style.

The building devoted to exhibits by the Ministry

of Jlarine will occupy a space almost double

that of the milit.ary department, and will also

be constructed of iron and glass, with wood
ornamentation in the Russian style. The iron-

work of these structures is to be altogether

of a novel kind. The whole of the skeleton of the

building will be formed of old rails, according to a

system invented by M. Puulihif, the iron manu-
facturer, who has already applied this principle in

connection with some of his works. The Museum
of Jlarine w-ill contain three rectangular pavilions,

of which the middle one will be the largest, .all

deeoratecl in the Russian style of bright gilding.

A short time back was pubhshed the report of the

Technical Society of Russia for the year ending

1870, from which it appears that the greatest success

has attended that jiart of the programme of the asso-

ciation which dealt with lectures on technical

subjects. There were altogether 107 sittings during

the year. But the apparently most useful object of

the society, the forming of primary technical schools

for the poorer classes, has met with but slender

support, and so has the endeavour to establish even-

ing classes for factory hands, men and children

principally owing to their utter exhaustion from the

twelve to fourteen hours' labour daily rcqurired of

them. Some success is reported in the way of techni-

cal publications for the use of artisans, mechanics,

&c. One of the objects of the society is the

establishing of industrial museums. A plan has

already been sanctioned for forming a permanent

museum of apphed science at S. Petersburg, in the

edifice in which the industrial exhibition was held

last vear.
•

A new .school of science and art has been erected

at Birkenhead, at the expense of Mr. Laird, M.P.,

Messrs. II. and J. Uny, of Liverpool, being tho

architects.
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FIRE-PROOF FLOORS.

ANEW methoil of rendering floors fire-proof lias

been patented by Jaraes Diuiseitb, of New
York, who, according to an American contemporary,

employs long flat bars of tliin sheet metal, -witli a

perpendicular flange turned on each edge. Other

long thin bars, whicli are curved or arched, and

riveted at or near their edges to the first named
strips, are placed edgwise vertically, one between each

two, the connection being so arranged that the tops

of the arches do not rise qnite as high as the tups

of the first set of bars. N.arrower strips are also

arranged across audriveted to thelower flanges at suit-

able intervals apart, to serve as laths for holding

the ceiling plastering to be applied to them as well

as to brace them laterally. Other similar strips are

arranged across and riveted to the upper fljinges, or

wood pieces may be bolted on, -if desired, to receive

and support the floor boards. The outside flanges

are built into and rest in the wall. Other flanges

may be applied, if desired, to the outside strip for

letting into the wall. For a floor of great length

the bars are lapped and riveted. . The width
m.iy be regulated by the number of bars con-

nected together. Diagon.al braces may be em-
ployed if preferred. The width of the bars is

varied to suit the circumstances of the case, but for

ordin.ary floors the inventor proposes to make them
from about ten to fourteen inches, and believes that,

^vith bars of this wi<lth, stronger floors can be made
with a given weight of material than can be made
b}' any other arrangement. He sometimes prefers to

brace the arched pljites by angle wire bars bent over

and riveted to them.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF PAVING
STONES.*

{Continued from p. 211.)

YOU observe that we have here a sloping plain.

Now this plain consists chiefly of stratified

rocks of various kinds. But you notice that Pen-
maenmawr is a huge rocky mass that rises up out
of the plains—a huge boss. Now let us see the

other side of Penmaenmawr. When viewed
from the opposite side, it presents precisely

the same features as before. Here 3'ou have
Penmaenmawr as seen from the vill,age itself.

You observe that from this side you again have
a large plain, made up of stratified rocks,

with this immense boss of lava that has been
forced through from below. The section I am about
to show you is from the verj' heart of a
mountain called Mynyddmaior. It consists of
substantially the same rocks as Penmaenmawr.
Now notice the stratified rocks. They have
been thrown into almost vertical positions bj'

the outburst of this lava. When the denuding cur-
rents have swept over that country—as I have told

you they have done, again and again thi-ough count-
less ages—the}- have removed all those portions of
the rocks that were softer than others ; they have
yielded to the action of the water, whilst the harder
rocks have resisted it. Now this lava being harder
than the stratified rocks, has resisted that action

;

and, therefore, it stands out like a huge boss from
the surrounding plain, precisely in the same ivay
that we have seen that Penmaenmawr stands out
from the plain surrounding it. It is simply because
this crystalUne lava is very much harder "than the
rocks .around it that it stands in this fashion ; it has
resisted the denuding action ; the other rocks have
yielded to that action. Here, then, we have a clear
illustration of the nature of the rock of which Pen-
maeumawi- consists, and which we are using to a
very considerable extent for the purpose of paving
the streets of Manchester. We will now leave Pen-
maenmawr.

Let us next see what we have in the Brown Clee
Hills. Mr. Stott informs me that tlie Clee Hills
stone will serve our purpose better than the Penraaen-
maivr stone. He believes it to be a harder stone.
But when we examine the conditions under which it

was formed we discover that it is substantially the
same thing we have had before. Here you have a
.section of the Clee Hills. At the b.ase we have a
limestone, similar to tliat which you have in the hillv
districts of Derbyshire. Then we have here the
millstone grit—that coarse grit—stone found in tlie

hills behind Oldham and Rochdale. Then, at the
upper part, we have a coal field, furnished with
seams of cu.al like those that we find in this neigh-
bourhood. But this red b.and running up through
the centre of the section, and overflowing right and
left, is really lava, very similar to what we have
seen at Penmaenmawr, a crystalline basalt, which is

spread out over a very considerable area, forming an

* By Professor WiLLrAMSON, F.R.S. From "Science
Lectures for the People."

extensive moorland district ; and it is from this dis-

trict that this Ulee Hill b.asalt is now being brought
to Manchester. Tims we see that the phenomena
attending the formation of tliis Clee Hill basalt are

precisely tlie same in .all essential features as those

that have attended the formation of the basalts in

Wales.

We have now to look at the third stone. You are
all more or less familiar with the name of granite.

Granite has unrpiestionably been an ancient lava
;

but it has been rather different from modern lavas in

a v.ariety of secondary circumstances. We see very
clearly, first from its composition, and .second from
its microscopic structure, that it has not been formed
under the same conditions as the ancient lavas with
which we are familiar. The probability is that it

has been formed under greater pressure. Whether
that pressure has taken place deep in the interior of

the earth, or whether it has taken place, as some
suppose, under a deep ocean, we have no means of

knowing. But there are many minor and secondary
features about it which indicate that the conditions

which make granite different from other stones have
resulted from an enormous pressure. But then we
have two kinds of granite. Common granite is

made up of three minerals, known by the respective

names of quartz, mica, and felspar. But the par-
ticular variety which I hold in my hand is that

known by the name of syenite ; and it differs from
other granite inasmuch as the mica of ordinary gran-
ite is replaced by the crystals called hornblende.
This i"! not a matter of any very gi-eat consequence
to us, except for this reason, that the hornblende be-

ing somewhat harder than mica, we may fairly e.x-

pect that the syenite may give us a harder paving
stone than the ortUiiary granite. We will see what
this syenite is like when at home. Here is a section

which exhibits to us the locality from which this

syenite is obtained. In it we again observe that we
have the stratified rocks thrown upon end. The fact

is, these stratified rocks in Wales, as elsewhere, have
been twisted and twjned about almost as easily as

you could twist and twine about layers of cloth or

brown paper. The forces with which Nature has
altered the condition of these strata ha.ve been so

gigantic that any resistance these rocks could afford

has amounted to very little indeed. Tills syenite,

you observe, presents itself to us imder precisely

similar conditions to those we have seen in the case
of basalt. It comes up from below, filling a huge
crack

; and if we examine the sides of the crack we
shall discover that the heat of the fluid mass of sye-
nite has altered the rocks just as the basalts and other
lavas altered the stratified rocks.

We will now leave these " sets," and examine an
.altogether different branch of our subject. We must
turn to the ancient Manchester paving, and this

brings us to the boulder stones. We have to take
into considerati(m two or three circumstances in con-
nection with these boulder stones. I .am informed
by Mr. Scott that in the olden time, when we were
in the habit of importing boulder stones for all the
streets of Manchester, thej' were chiefly brought
from the sea coast of Cumberland. If you go to

the sea coast, either of Cumberland or any other
land, you will find that it is frequently made up of
rounded stones, anything but agreeable to walk upon;
almost worse, if possible, than the rounded stones
with which your older streets .ore piaved. You might
be disposed to imagiue that all these rounded
boulder stones had tumbled down from the cliffs

above, and simply been rounded by the action of the
water, by the waves beating upon them year after

year and century after century. And in the case of

many of these boulders j'ou would undoubtedly be
right in so surmising. I don't know much about
the Cumberland coast, but I could take you to the
Yorkshire coast, about wdiich I do know something,
and could shoiv y(.u there precisely similar pheno-
mena to those wdiich appe.ar on the Cumberland
co.ast ; and we have every reason to suppose that
the essential conditions are pretty much the same in

the two localities. When we visit these coasts,

whilst we discover a large number of rounded stones
derived from rocks forming the adjacent cliffs, we
also discover mi.xcd up with them a very large num-
ber of stones that are not to be found in situ, as
we call it, that is in their natural position, within
miles from us. Here, then, we clearly have to seek
out some agent that has assisted the sea. There
has evidently been some other power at work that
has brought boulder stones to that Cumberland
coast that were not there originally, and that were
not derived from the strata of the adjoining cUffs.

We find there granites and lavas, and an endless
variety of other rocks that were not originally
derived from the Cumberland hills at all ; they h,avc
been imported into that district, and subsequently
re-imported from that district to Manchester. Now
whence have these other stones come ? It will

simplify the matter, as the Irish song sa5'S, " alto-
gether entirel.y," if we call your attention to a
Manchester brick-field. You. m.ay ask, what on
earth can a Manchester brickfield have to do with
Cumberland boulders and tlie paving of Manchester
streets ? More than you would imagine at first

sight. If I take a w.alk with you to a Manchester
brick-field, we shall discover that we are most in-

terested in precisely that part of the field that will

be the greatest abomination to the brickm.aker. The
brickmaker likes the nice, smooth, soft clay, with-
out any stones in it, which to the geologist is about
as stupid a p.ort of the field as he could have. The
geologist, on the other h.and, likes to find a place

that is full of gravel and sand, and huge boulder
stones of every shape, and sort, and size—the very
abomination of the brickm,aker. I have here certain

boulder stones that were t.aken from a Manchester
brick-field. What have I in my hand ? A block
of granite, which I carried painfully and laborionslj'

one day from a brick-field in the neighbourhood of

Ladybarn. It is a mass of granite, rounded just

like the rocks on the Cumberland coast. That
granite has been transported from a considerable

distance, because we have no granites nearer than
Cumberland. The nearest granite we have to this

locality is tliat we have at Shap Fell in Cumberland.
The granite from Shap Fell is a very remarkable
granite, from the large crystals of flesh colour which
distinguish it. I have here, from this same brick-

yard, a piece of Shap Fell granite. Why, I could

swear to this piece of granite .all the world over, as

a man would swear to the face of his own wife,

wherever he met with her. The features of it are

so remark.able that you could not mistake it, if j'Ou

knew what Shap Fell granite was. Now tlus Shap
Fell granite, rounded and water-worn, has been

brought to a Manchester brick-yard. How has it

got there ? I have here another boulder. There is

nothing particular about the appearance of this

boulder, except that it is a piece of limestone that

never "grow'd"—if I maj' apply Topsy's word—in

the neighbourhood of Manchester. It, like these

other stones, has been brought to Manchester from
a distance, but it tells me another stor}% It has

another tale to record. I see that this surface is

grooved, as if covered with the marks of a file. I

turn it round to the other side, and I see that it is

filed and grooved in like manner ; but these grooves

are not parallel with the former grooves. Here is a

second flat face. It is very evident that in some
way both these faces have had a good scrubbing,

that has evolved sometlung more than a mere
washing of the face. I dare say we have some keen

reminiscences of the sort of scrubbing we used to

get from the nurse's hsinds with rough coarse towels

;

but that is notliing compared with the scrubbing

these stones must have had. There has been an

action which has flattened that surface and grooved

it at the same time. We w.ant some agency that

will do .all these things together. Y'ou will remem-
ber that when my friend Professor Huxley lectured

here at the beginning of this series of lectures, he

pointed out to you in a very clear and prominent

manner, how absolutely necessary it was that any
theory that was propounded to explain a multitude

of phenomena should " go upon all fours ;
" that

is, it must be equal to the explanation of all the

sever.al isolated and detached facts that the theory is

intended to explain.

(To be concluded.')

The New Cokporation Library.— A sm.all

piece of ground at the back of the Bankruptcy Court
being required for the reception-room of the new
library, it has been purchased b}' the Corporation

from Government for £1,000. As the superficial

area of the ground is 107ft. 8in., this is at the rate

of nearly £10 per foot.

A Kux.vwAY Road Roller.—The accident in

Pall Mall last week should have the effect of render-

ing men in charge of steam road-rollers more care-

ful. A machine capable of doing almost any amount
of damage should not be left in a London street to

the mercj' of any juvenile idiot. On Thursday week
a large steam-roller, belonging to Messrs. Blowlem,

Burt, & Freeman, was left standing in front of the

Pall-mall Kcstaurant while the driver went to dinner.

One of a party of mischievous boys congregated

near the' spot, mounted the engine, and in some
manner started it. Alarmed at the consequence o£

his foolishness, he jumped off, and was lost in the

crowd wliich, seeing the accideut, had rapidly as-

sembled. The huge machine moved irregularly

along the tlioroughfare; ultiinatel}', with increasing

velocity, it darted into the shop front of a photo-

graphic colourist, in Cockspur-street, completely
smashingthe stonework and facade. Several persons

were more or le»a seriously injured, and one or two
nearlv killed.
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NEW LAW COUKTS, JUDGES' LODGINGS, &
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, BIRMINGHAM.

ONE of our principal illustrations represents a

desipi submitted in competition for tlic above

buildings, the elevation being towards Aun-street,

with a plan of the principal lloor.

As the present Town Hall is a Classic pjjimented

building, of heavy proportions and well situated, ad-

joining to which it is proposed to erect these liaild-

ings it was imperative in designing an elevation for

this site, to give height ami dignity to form a pleas-

ing contrast. For that object they have been kept

well out of tlie ground, the stories being of good

dimensions, and a large tower arranged in the centre,

added to which one of smaller .size is jilaced in Con-

greve-strcct at the intersection of tlie Municipal

Buildings with the Law Courts, with tliat idea, and

one for combining the three buildings into one har-

monious group. This mode of treatment was considered

the most effectual for the purpose in view. Tlie illus-

tration is the elevation of the municipal portion of

the structure and the front view of the judges' lodg-

ings, which are kept apart, and are of a more domestic

character than the civic portion.

The plan will show the internal arrangements better

than could be briefly described here ; sufUce it to say

that the reception-hall, council-chamber, and two

courts are placed central, to be free from street noises,

and surrounded by their offices, &c. The entrance

waiting-hall, staircases, and principal corridors are

groined with stone ribs, the spandrels being filled in

with the Dennett arcli. Tlie roojns on tliis floor facing

Ann-street are devoted to committee-rooms ; the

mayor and town clerk are likewise on this level.

The entrance to the law courts, which is iHt. Gin.

wide and groined, is from Congreve-street, and up

three flights <if steps to the level of the courts, which

are fifteen feet above the street, and from which the

public hall is entered, from whence tlie courts and

offices are reached, with corridors communicating to

the various oflices. The judges' lodgings are also on

the same level. The whole of the buildings (exclu-

sive of towers) contain 3,089,015 cubic feet, and the

cost will be £120,000.

The author of the design is Mr. Alfred Langston,

of Loudon, who responded to the call of the corpora-

tion by furnishing them with a scheme that is well-

arranged, well- lighted, practical, and artistic, besides

having closely adhered to the instructions issued to

architects.

REFERKNCES TO FLAN.

Defendants' witnesses'

rooms 26

Consulting-rooms

Committee-rooms 1

Ante-rooms 2

Library 3

M.ayor's parlour 4

do. private room... 5

Waiting-room
Town Clerk's private

offices 7

Town Clerk's office. ... 8

Clerks' offices 9

Reception-hall 10

Council-chamber 11

Ketiriug-room 12

Serving-room 13

Consultation-rooms... 14

Chief of Police 15

Governor of Gaol's

room IG

High Sheriff 17

Post-office 18

Telegrapli 10

Attorneys' rooms 20

Attorney s' clerks'

rooms 21

Prothonotary 22

Jury waiting-rooms.. 23

l''emale witnesses'

rooms 24

Plaintiffs' witnesses'

rooms 25

Barristers' robing-

rooin 28

Library 29

J u d g e s' associate

room 30

Clerk of Indictment's

room 31

Clerk of Crown's

room 32

Jury retiring-rooms .. 33

Judges' retiring rooms 34

Civil court 35

Criminal court 36

Public hall 37

Public lavatories 38

Steward.s' room 39

Grand entrance 40

Judges' clerks' room.. 41

Marshal's rooms 42
Drawing-room 43
Morning-room 44
Dining-room 45
Dining-room for

judges' clerks 46

Hall and staircase.... 47

beams of American oak, fastened by o.iken tree nails

driven througli the flanges of the chairs. These

beams are covered by tlie rails (weight (lOlbs. per

lineal vard), then a second coating of concrete is laid

to a little above the level of tlie sleepers, and this is

covered by a la' cr of sand. The paving stones arc

jointed witli bitumen for tliree inches on each side of

the beams and rails, the timber being thus fitted into

a sort of air-tight case. The contractors for the

rails, &c., arc Mcs.srs. Charles Brand & Son, of

Cumnock, and for tlie paving, Messr.s. Kaill, of Glas-

gow. Tlie rails will be made by the Khymncy Iron

Company, of Wales. Tlie engineers are Messrs.

Johnston & liankine, and Mr. Carrick, Master-of-

Works and City architect.

The omnibuses by which the tramways are to be

traversed are to be constructed to carry twenty-two

passengers inside, and about as many out. Tlie

steps giving access are to be only si.\ inelies from

tlio ground. Each omnibus will be drawn by not

more than two horses, and on routes on wliicli, at

present, the service is only once, every balf-honr an

omnibus will run every ten minutes. (Just now on

the Argyle-street thoroughfare an omnibus leaves

each end almost every minute.) The maximum
fare, as fixed by statute, is one penny per mile, out-

side or in ; and the company is under an obligation

to run on each Hne, morning and evening, two omni-

buses for workpeople at fares not exceeding one

halfpenny per mile. This comp.iny—"hmited,"

with a minimum capital of £200,000—has leased

the tramways from the Corporation for twenty

j-ears, in return for a certain rent in the form of

interest, and an obligation on the part of the com-

pany to maintain in good repair the portion of the

streets which they occupy. On the expiration of

the lease the tramways are to be returned to the pro-

prietary in good working order, the lessees refund-

ing the" money originally expended in their forma-

tion.

TRAMWAYS FOR GLASGOW.

ON Erid.ay last the ground was formally broken

for the commencement of the construction of

the Glasgow tramways. Tlie extent of mileage cm-

braced in the scheme is seventeen miles, of which

nine and a half will be of double-line tramways of

the first class, at an estimated cost of £9,0(10 per

mile. Only the works of the principal thorough-

fares, says the Glasgow Kveninrj Citizen, are,

however, meanwliile contracted for. Tlie follow-

ing is .111 outline of tlic mode of construction :

—

After earth has been removed to tlie depth of about

sixteen inclies, a four-inch layer of bituminous con-

crete is spread over tlie soil, on which composition

cross-sleepers are laid of creosotedred Baltic timber,

to these chairs are spiked, wliich receive longitudinal

NEW LUNATIC ASYLUM FOR THE EAST
RIDING, NEAR BEVERLEY, YORKSHIRE.

IN the course of a few days the Broadgate Lunatic

Asylum, near Beverley, will be opened for the

reception of patients. The erection of the building

was determined upon two or three years ago, when

plans were invited, and Mr. C. H. Howell and Mr. H.

Kendall, both of London, architects, submitted one

each, that of Mr. Howell being finally approved and

adopted by the Committee of Justices who were

appointed "to carry out the work. Tenders for the

erection of the building were received in December,

1868, and th.at of Mr. W. Bellerby, of York, being

the lowest (£23,725) was accepted, and the work

was commenced in April, 1869. The gas-works,

lodges, cottages, farm buildings, &c., have since

been contracted for, and these will increase the cost

by £4,000 or £5,000. The total cost of tlie

a.sylum and its accessory buildings, including

fittings, the furniture, and the purchase of the site, will

be about £40,000. The asylum itself is in tlie

Italian style, .and covers an area of about 13,50"

squ.arc yards of land. It is built of red stock brick,

relieved witli white brick and stone dressings. It pos-

sesses two fronts, facing respectively north and

south, their length being about 400ft. each. The

breadth of the building is nearly 300ft. The prin-

cipal front is towards the south, but that on the

north contains the entrances, it being the one

nearest approached from the main road. At the

west angle of the north front is the superintendent's

house, which communicates with the main building

by a circular corridor, and at the east angle of the

same front is the chapel. There are two airing

courts for men, and two for women, which contain

about 7,350 square yards each, and in the centre of

the south front is a circular court, containing about

4,030 square yards, in which will be erected a band-

stand, for the use of the musicians connected with

the establishment. The asylum is capable of ac-

commodating 300 patients and attendants. Al-

though the principal front of the building, as before

stated, faces tlie .south, the entrance for all ordinary

purposes will be from the north side. On the right

of the main doorway in this front is the reception-

room ; on the left is the visiting committee's room.

Further on to the extreme right and left of this north

front are the bath-rooms, each containing two baths

supidicd with hot and cdd water. Adjoining the

bath-rooms, and communicating with them, are the

lavatories, which are tilted up with JIacfarlane's

patent b.a-ins and taps. On the ground floor arc

also the day-rooms, wdiicli are lofty and capacious.

The largest of the male and female ilay-rooms are

made to accommodate 60 i>atieiits each. From the

men's day-room is an approach to the chapel, which

forms the cast wing of the north front, and is roofed

with green Wcstmorelaud slates, whereas the whole

of the other parts of the asylum are covered with

Welsh slates, which have a purple cast. The chapel

will accommodate nearly 2011 persons. Long wide

corridors conduct to other departments on the ground

floor, amongst which are shoemakers', niatniakers',

and tailors' workrtioms, the surgery, and the steward's

store-room. In the centre of the asylum buildings

is the kitclien, a lofty apartment lighted from the

top, and fitted with Benham's patent cooking range.

Near to the kitchen is the larder, below which are

cool cellars to be used for dairy purposes. The

kitchen looks into the dining-h.all, which will ac-

commodate 160 per.sons. In this hall are recesses

for side-tables for the convenience of serving, &c.

The fooil will be passed from the kitchen into the

dining-rooms through windows connecting the two

rooms, the sills of which are made for the purpose.

There are similar windows into the corridors, through

which will be handed food to be conveyed to the

sick and infirm wards, The laundry is on the

ground floor. The only dormitories on the ground

floor are those for the epileptic and paralytic

patients, and those in the infirmary wards, the

latter being day-rooms and dormitories combined,

in connection with which are sm.all sittting-rooms

for the convalescent. There is accommodation for

twenty patients each in the male and female infirmary

wards. The matron's store-room is also on the

ground floor. The ordinary dormitories are on the

first and second floors. The largest women's dormi-

tory contains 28 beds, and the largest men's 22

beds, the other dormitories being of various sizes.

There are also 66 bed-rooms, contaiuing one bed

each, and these will be reserved for a certain class

of patients, whose affliction renders isolation neces-

sary. The attendants' rooms adjoin the large dor-

mitories, and from his or her apartment the atten-

dant has a view into two of these sleeping-rooms.

The light will be thrown into the large dormi-

tories by means of reflectors placed behind g.as-

burners fixed in the attendants' rooms. About

1,000 cubic feet is allowed for each person in the

dormitories, and the ventilation is thorough. Above

the infirmary wards are wards for feeble patients,

and on the first floor are also workrooms for con-

valescents, both male and female. The building is

provided with a complete system of dust and air

passages, JIacfarlane's patent dust-shafts being

used, and the dust is carried by their aid to one

focus. For the general ventflation of the building

two towers have been erected for carrying off the

rarefied air. All the windows are made to open only

6in. or Oin.

The chief outbuildings are the gasworks and

engine-shops (onthesouth-westof the main building),

the workshops for joiners, blacksmiths, painters, &c.

(on the east-side), and the post-mortem houses. In

course of construction, near to the gasworks, are

the farm buildings, which comprise, in addition to

the ordinary requirements of a farmstead, a piniug-

house, slaughter-house, &c. To the south-west of

the farm buildings a house will be erected for the

use of the farm bailiff.

The contractor for the building, as before stated,

was Mr. W. Bellerby, of York. The sub-contrac-

tors were as follows ;—Bricklayer, Mr. Biscombe,

York ; stonemason, Mr. Bailey, York
;

plumber,

Mr. AValsh, Halifax ; slater, Mr. Baines, Ripon
;

engineers, Messr.s. Thomp.son & Stather, Hull; gas

engineers, Messrs. Porter & Co., Lincoln. The

work has been carried out under the supervision of

Jlr. \V. Lewis, architect ami surveyor, York, who

has acted as clerk of the works under the architect,

Mr. C. H. Howell, of London.

COLLEGE FOR THE DAUGHTERS OF CON-

GREGATIONAL MINISTERS, GRAVESEND.

''T^HE above institution, originated by the Rev.

JL Wilii.am Guest, of Gravcsend, is ultimately

intended for the board, residence, and education of

15(1 young ladies. The site chosen is elevated ground

at Milton, near the reservoir adjoining Windmill-

hill. The designs of Mr. E. C. Robins, of London,

were recently selected in limited competition. Our

illustration gives the approved plans and tho south-

eastern view of the proposed building as it wiU ap-

pear when completed. The parts shaded on the

plans will not be included in the first contract, as it

is not intended to provide for more than 84 pupils in

the main building in the first instance, but the din-

ing and lecture-hall, domestic oflices, and laundry

arc arranged for the accommodation of 150 pupils.

The school-room wifl be situated on the space occu-

pied by the three class-rooms on the left side of the

centr.ai portion, the division walls shown being

omitted. The foundation-stone will be laid by Mr.

iUorley on the 5lli of October.
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ART TEACHINGS OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

By Omicron.

WHATEVER the amount of success,

whatever the shortcomings, of the

International Exhibition of 1871, there can

be no question tliat the managing body liave

made ample provision, in point of amount at

least, if not of authority, for recording its

composition and results to the world. A staff

of reporters, forty strong, superintended by
Lord Houghton as general editor, with Mr.
A. 0. King as his assistant, has been ap-

pointed to take stock of the contents of the

exhibition, in its various sections, and to

record their individual impressions about

them, and the principles of theory and pi-ac-

tice involved in their production. A con-

siderable majority of the gentlemen selected

for this responsible service being,, as far as we
are aware, what may be termed " new hands"
—new, at least, to the literature of art and
industry—there is often a freslmess and daring
about their suggestions which contrast in au
amusing manner with the more learned dis-

quisitions which we have been accustomed to

read in the class-books upon the various

subjects. Moreover, as may reasonably be
supposed, it happens that amongst such a
multitude of judges, many of whom have oc-

casionally to tre.id upon common ground,
there is here and there great diversity of

opinion, which the noble editor, with all his

well-known wide range of ripe acquirements,
does not seem to have made any attempt to

qualify or reconcile. The result is a collec-

tion of esisays, which, however striking for

variety and novelty of opinion, cannot be
accepted as texts on the subjects of which
they treat.

We restrict ourselves on the present occa-

sion to the reports on Division I., that of the
Fine Arts, piu'e and as applied to manu-
factures and articles of furniture, which are

sixteen in number, by fifteen different hands,
two only (those on " Furniture, Iron, and
MetalWorking," and on "Tapestries, Carpets,
&c.") being by the same writer, Mr. J. II.

Pollen. These reports are comprised in four
parts, of about fifty small quarto pages, which
are issued at the price of one shilling each.

Upon this mode of publication, so at variance
with the economic tendencies of the age, we
cannot help remarking that if it had been con-
sidered desirable to give these talented pro-
ductions a wide circulation, iu the interests of

popular education, a much cheaper form of

issue might have been adoj^ted with advan-
tage. But this, perhaps, would not have con-
formed with the commercial interests which
seem to prevail over all other considerations
at South Kensington.

First in order is the Report on " Paintings
in Oil," by Sir Coutts Lindsay, a gentleman
new to us as an authority in Art, and pecu-
liar in some of his notions. His opinion of

the quality of the materials afforded him by
the Exhibition is not very encouraging,
though, we fear, but too true. The recent
commotions in the moral atmosphere of
Europe, he says, have acted unfavourably as
regards contributions from abroad, insomuch
that " most of our Continental galleries are
either filled by (with?) inferior works or not
filled at all

;

" whilst, as regards home pro-
duce :

" the number of pictures is great, and
the average worthy of exhibition

;
yet the

Royal Commissioners have not been able to
obtain a sufficient number of tlie best works
of our principal painters, and have, further,

been induced to dilute the collection with in-

different works, more appropriate for the
yearly exhibition which will henceforth be
opened in these galleries

;
" a statement,

which, unfavourable as it is as regards the
present, is still more discouraging as to

what we are to expect in the future.

In the dearth of subjects in the collection
worthy of individual notice, Sir Coutts
Lindsay indulges in some remarks upon tlie

history and practice of art, ancient andmodern,

which, brief as tliey are, challenge criticism,

as being likely to be attended by evil conse-
quences, wherever their influence shall ex-
tend, if not confuted. He hails with appro-
val what he is pleased to describe as "a new
influence, which bids fair to modify the
English method of art study, and to draw
together the long-separated schools of oil

and water colours." This appears inex-

plicable at first, when we reflect that
water-colour painting, properly so called, is

only a century old, and that it never had
any connection with oil painting ;

but we
catch a glimmer of the author's meaning
when, in the next sentence, we find him re-

ferring to tempera as being equivalent to,

or, at any rate, falling under the same cate-

gory as, water-colour painting. This he fol-

lows up by a very bold assertion upon a sub-

ject upon which a very considerable difference

of opinion exists amongst experienced critics

and men of practical attainments:—"The
English art of water-colour," he says, "which
twenty years since was conflned to what may
be more properly termed tinting on paper,

has made, during the last fifteen years, a
remarkable approach to the old system of

tempera—gradations of body-colour cover
the paper, which is treated merely as a can-

vas, its white surface no longer representing
the quality of light shining under transpa-
rent washes of colour. The system of using
a white pigment, tempered with water or

egg, to represent light (which is, indeed,
properly called ' tempera ') approaches to

the same system as oil painting, its only dif-

ference being the vehicle with which the

colours are mixed. Since the two systems
have converged thus closely, our painters

have begun to make excursions across the

border-land of the two methods, a feat at one
time quite beyond their powers."

This and much that follows involves im-
portant questions as to the conditions both of

water-colour and oil-painting, which it be-
comes important to consider. These condi-

tions we are prepared to hold are, by the
nature of things, entirely distinct, except only
in respect of the legitimate effect in both
being generally the result of the transparency
of the pigments, lying upon and illuminated

by a white ground. Sir Coutts seems dis-

posed to repudiate this theory, and, in the
case of wster coloiirs, at any rate, insists that
gradations of opaque or body colour are pre-
ferable to the effect of a white ground shining
through washes of transparent colour. In
this theory he is at variance with the evidence
of experience, as well as the opinions of men
practically acquainted with the subject. In
support of our position we cannot, perhaps,
do better than quote a few passages from the
well-written report of Mr. Samuel Redgrave
" On Painting in Water Colours," which im-
mediately follows that of Sir Coutts Lindsay
on oil painting. This gentleman, after de-
scribing the origin and progress of this new
and truly national art, and giving a list of

the principal practitioners from the days of

Thomas Sandby down to Hunt and Cox,
members of the Old Water-Colour Society,

who " apparently reached the perfection of

which their art is capable," states distinctly

that " their practice admitted of no mixture
of opaque and transparent colours." The
innovation of using body colours (together
with, let us add, the equally reprehensible
practice of chipping and scraping the surface

of the paper, fortheproduction of highlights),
is of comparatively modern date, though
of earlier origin than the period of fifteen or

twenty years ago fixed by Sir Coutts Lind-
say

; and the inducement to its adoption was
simply commercial, the object being to pro-
duce pictures of a larger size than heretofore,
in emulation of oil painting, and to obtain
a temporary advantage on the walls of the
Exhibition for the purpose of ensuring
a sale. Turner, however—and can we
produce a brighter example in evidence ?

—

" never attempted to exceed the true limit of

size of which the art is capable." Viith

transparent colours he produced the most
refined gradations of tint, the most brilliant

effects of light, and. eschewing the use o£
body colours himself, he declared "that
water-colour painting would be totally ruined,
and lose all its individuality and beauty, by
the bad practice, then first tried, of mingling
opaque and transparent colours." Of the
pernicious effects of the opatjue system Mr,
Redgrave particularly specifies the deteriora-

tion in point of colour, tlie flesh tints being
black and dirty, the tints gener.iUy being
heavy and woolly, particularly in the distance

and sky. as well as the falling-off in point of

execution, which, led away by the facility

afforded for producing strong eff'ects, often

by force of material, not of labour, is " loose

and slovenly, losing all its true beauty and
finish."

On tlie other side of the question—namely,
the proposed application of water-colour, or
more properly tempera, in connection with
oil-painting, we find Sir Coutts Lindsay sup-
porting his proposition by averments of fact

which are not tenable, thus showing igno-
rance as well of the essential conditions as
of the history of Art. Sir Coutts tells us
that " water-colour painters have gained a.

reputation in oils, and oil-painters have re-
covered the habit of using water-pigments in.

the initiatory stages of their works ;" and
that " tliis practice, which was adopted by the
earliest Venetians, has many advantages of a
technical nature, which we will leave to the
consideration of the profession." Is it not ai

pity that our amateur reporter did not himself
consider the subject, aided by the counsel of
professional men, before venturing on so bold
a position ? He then mentions Messrs. Marks,
Walker, Burne Jones, and Leslie as liaving
" first led the way in this interchange," with
the result of an " improvement both in the
colour and in the quality of the painting ;"

and sums up as follows :
—" They have im-

ported into their oil-paintings many of the
excellences which had previously been con-
sidered the exclusive heritage of water-
colours, and varied the treatment of material

from a knowledge of the fellow art. The
works of some of these artists bear a close

resemblance to those of the fourteenth century,

when tempera and oil were equally used, and
for this reason, that they work with the same-

materials."

Upon this has to be remarked, in tie
first place, that Sir Coutts Lindsay is

strangely in error in his concluding statement
that oil and tempera were " equally used" in

the fourteenth century
;
Van Eyck's im-

proved method of oil painting—essentially

"oil"—as distinguhshed from "tempera"
j^ainting, was not invented till the early part

of the fifteenth century, and did not find its

way into Italy for sixty or seventy years after

its invention, being at first only partially

adopted. The oil-painting of the fourteenth

century was an altogether different pro-

cess , that material being chiefly applied

for decorative purposes on stone, iron,

and other structural work capable of being

dried in the sun. In the rare instances

in which it was employed in painting pictures,

as Sir Charles Eastlake informs us, it was,

together with gilding, adopted only " in the

complemental and merely decorative parts,"

the flesh of faces, hands, &c., being after-

wards painted in tempera in spaces left

vacant for the purpose. So that, although

oil and tempera were occasionally used con-

jointly in pictures of this period, the oil pro-

cess was not that now employed, and tlie two
processes were so used upon separate portions

of the work ; it being remarked that the parts

painted in oil, from the greater coarseness

of the material, were always thicker than
those executed in tempera. Sir Charles East-

lake, in his " Materials for the History of Oil

I'.ainting," mentions the case of a picture by
Ghirlandajo, the teacher of Michael Angelo,
the composition of which is remarkably illus-

trative of the process just mentioned, the

two methods being applied to distinct por-
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tions of the work. The siibject is the Ma-
donna in (Ilory, adored l)y saints and angels
below. TLe two kneeling figures of S.

John and S. Francis are in oil ; all the rest

of the picture is in tempera. The iigurcs in

oil are supposed to be liy Francesco Gran-
iiacei, one of (ihirlandajo's scholars, and the
inference is that the picture was left un-
finished by the master, who never painted in

oil.

(To he Continued.)

ARCELffiOLOGICAIi.

Carnaevon- Castlk.—It aiipears, by a letter to

llie Thnes, from the Ilciiut_\-Coiiatalile of Carnarvon
Castle, that the authorities of the town have per-

mitted, if not encouraged, ill-advised eneroachmeuts
on the moat of th.it ancient fortress, which is one
of the most picturesque and imjiortant of our
castellated remains.

rCMnKKI.ANn AND WKSTMOnELAXD AnTIQITARIAN
AND jVnrH.-KOi.ooirAL SociKTY.—.\ nieetiiifc of the

memlpcrs of tliis society, in conjunction with the

Duriiam and NorMnnnberland Archaeological Society,

took place last week at Kirkby Stephen. The
members of both societies assembled at the raihv.ay

station, and proceeded in conveyances to "Warton
Hall. Afterwarils, after thoroughly examining the

hall, some of the visitors returned to Kirkby Stephen,

while others went to visit the ruins at Tendragon,
on t!ie banks of the river Eden, where tradition tells

US the father of King Arthur lived. Tlic members
and their friends met at Kirkby Stephen Cluirch,

which is now undergoing restoration. A pajier

touching the history of the building was read by the

Eev. J. 1". Hodgson, of Staindrop, From Kirkby
Ste]>hen the members proceeded to the ancient castle

of lirough, formerly one of tlie seats of the Vipoiuts,

"With the inspection of Brough Castle and Chm-cli

the visiting for the d.iy ended, and the party re-

turued to Kirkby Stephen. In the evening the
members met at dinner at the King's Arms Ilotel.

Mr. Mason, of Kirkby Stephen, presided. Next
d,ay the members of the societies left Kirkby Stephen
for .\ppleby. On reaching the town, they proceeded
to the church, and xuider the guidance of Archdeacon
Bonttlower, examined closely the objects of interest

in and around it. From the church they proceeded
to .'Vjipleby Castle, the residence of Admiral Elliott.

Previous to examining the interior of the tower, the

Rev. C. F. Weston read a portion of a pamphlet
upon Appleby Castle, prepared a few years ago by
the Rev. J. Simpson. After luncheon they left

Apjileby in conveyances for Broham Castle, Yanwath
Ilall, and Penrith, for the purpose of inspecting the

interesting prehistoric remains in the immediate
neighbourhood of these places.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

WisnEACu.—In compliance with an order sent
downi liy the Homo .Scci-ot:iry, the Local Board of
Health of M^isbeaeli and "W'alsoken are entering upon
a complete system of sewa.ge. Already upwards of

200 acres of land have been purchased, at a cost of
£1,000 for the utilisation of the sewage by irrigation.

Mr. Easton, of Soiitliw.ark, London, has been ap-
pointed to can-y out the works.

IsvEItuKiE.—The utilisation of the sewage of lu-
venirio is now under the consideration of the town
council. It is I'coposed to utilise tlie sewage in the
iiTig.'vtion of land, and thi' haugli lying between the
river Hon and tlio Great North of Scotland Railway,
an extent of from 8 to 10 acres, is fixed upon as a
suitable field for experimental operations.

JlETRoroLiTAN Watek SUPPLY.—Dr. Frank-
land, F.B.S., reports tljnt on the 18th inst. ho foimd
the water delivered by each of the eiglit companies
supplying LoTulon to be clear and transparent ; on
the 22nd the samples drawni from the mains of the
Chelsea, West Middlesex, Grand .function, Lambeth,
New River, Fast Lundon, and Kent Companies were
equally' bright and clear; on the 23rd, liowever, the
water delivered by the Houthwiirk and Vauxhall
Company at the cab rank opposite S. George's
Churcli in the Borough was slightly turbid.

Birmingham.—The Towni Clerk of Binningham
has received an ollicial communication amunuicing
that Dr. Buchanan, of the Medical Department of
the Privy Council, has been appointed to make an
inquiry into the ashpit system, so extensively used
in Binningham, and its effects upon tbo health of
the town.

A h.indsomc now school, erected by Mr. ,Tohn
Pender, on his estate of Minard, Argylcshire, was
fonnally opened on Tuesday, the 19th inst., in pre-
sence o'f a largo company. Mr. Pender delivered a
suitable addjTss on the occasion.

fntifVmg Intcirigcitte.

CHURCHES AND CHAPEI-S.

Barxstapi.e.—The new chapel of ease at Tra-
vellers' Rest, Barnstaple, was consecrated on Mon-
day last by the Bisliop of Exeter. The style is

Early Gothic. There is a central aisle running the

length of the building, and on each side the seats

are ranged. The pidpit, desk, &c., are neatly carved

with plain geometrierd iigures, and the windois's are

all formed into combinations of trefoils. Messrs.

Gould & Son, of Barnstaple, are the architects.

Caknfortii.—The first church in the town of Cam-
forth, near Lancaster, was commenced a short time

since. The church will he in style fourteenth centiu-y

Gothic, and will consist of nave 58 feet by 25 feet,

ehaneel '2tj feet by 10 feet, with south aisle and tran-

sept, vestry, and organ-chamber, &e. Provision is

nnade for future nortli aisle and transept. A tower

and s]nre of the height of 100 feet will be added
wlien funds [lermit. The church will seat about .340

adults (sittings free) ; it is to be built of gray gi'it

stone, and white freestone dressings of the neigh-
bourhood. The roofs will be open timbered and
boarded, stained and varnished, and tlie seats of

pitch-pine, with carved bench ends ; stone pulpit and
font are gifts to the church. The cost, as at present

contracted for, is about .£1,600, inclusive of tower

and spire. The architects are Messrs. Brade and
Smales, of Kendiil. Mr. R. Clarlison, Mr. Edward
Parkinson, and Mr. T. Walrasley, of Carnforth, are

the respective contractors.

CoPFORP.—Workmen, while engaged in some
much needed repairs to the east end of the fiarish

church of Copford, and in preparing for a memorial
stained window which is to be placed there, dis-

covered beneath the wdiitewash evidences of colour-

ing. Und(r the guidance of the architects (Messrs.

Slater & Carpenter, of London) and Mr. Joseph
Grimes, the w^hitewash has been carefully removed,
and disclosed the fact that the whole of the east end
of the church was formerly painted in fresco. An
artist has thoroughly examined the ])aintings, and it

is understood that an attempt will be made in the

spring of next year to restore what were evidently

beautiful frescoes. It is somewhat singular that

that these paintings have not been " une-orthed " be-

fore, as in Wright 's " History of Essex" we iindthe

following in reference to Copford Church:—''In

lono it was completely restored at the charge of the

parishioners, on which occasion, as the workmen
were preparing the walls for whitewashing, it was
discovered that VQi'v good paintings of the Cruci-
fixion, of Peter's mother-in-law lying sick of a fever,

of iMary Jlagdalcn, and other subjects, had been
covered with whitning."

Derby.—On Sunday week the Bourne MemorLal
Chapel, Kedleston-street, Derby, was opened. The
])lan of the building is nearly squ.are, the internal

liimensions being GOft. by 55ft., and 33ft. in height.

The sittings on the ground floor are arranged in a
circular form round the rostrum and communion
enclosure, with a sloping floor. The gallery is also

circular on plan, with ornamental iron scrollwork

to the front. Accommodation is j^rovided for about
l.OOn adults. The Derwent Foundry Company sup-

jdied the heating apparatus. The exterior is built

in Denby white bricks relieved with red bricks in

patterns to the arches and bands, and encaustic tile

p.anels. Stone dressings arc introduced, with

moulded and carved imposts, cornices, and columns.

The cost of the work is about £3,00(1, and the

works have been executed by Mr. E. Dusautoy,
from the designs and inider the suiierintendence of

of Messrs. Giles & Brookhouse, architects, Derby.

EvERTON.—Hamilton-road Unitari.an Church,

Everton, the memorial stone of which was
only laid in May last, was opened for public worship
last .Sund.ay, by tlie Rev, James Martineau. The
church contains sittings for about -120 persons, the

cost of which, exclusive of land, was ,i'l,21S. The
works have been carried out by Messrs. John Parker
& Son, under the superintendence of G. II. Thomas,
and Mr. Borst has acted ou behalf of the com-
mittee.

ExETKK.— S. Thomas's Church, Exeter, was on
Sunday last, formally re-opened, after repairs and
alterations. Tlie interior has undergone (piite a
metamorplmsis. aiiil all the high pews have been re-

moved. Tlie wcirk has been ciuried out by Messrs.

Hunt & Seccombe, contractors, of Holloway-street,

in accordance with the plans by Mr. J. Hayward,
architect. The lirass gas-stands were supplied by
Messrs. Wilier & Ford. A stained-glass window,
illustrative of " The Incredulity of .S. Thomas," is

to be placed iu the west window by Mr. F. Drake,

and another stained window in the south side of the

church by Mrs. Beer.

IlASDSwiiRrii. — The Congaegalional chapel at

Handsworth was reopened on Monday, after enlarge-

ment. The internal measurement of the old edifice

was 50ft. by 40ft. In length it is now 80ft. The
pro])ortion has been preserved by appropriating tlie

back portion of its length to vestries, organ loft, and
class-rooms for schools over. The organ has been

removed from its former position to a galler_v at the

back of the jiulpit. The floor has been seated with

open pews of stained aud varnished deal. The
pulpit and jilatform are of pitch pine. The front of

the edilice is in brick, with Bath stone dressings. It

has an open porch, supported on columns with hand-

eomel3*-carved capitals. O.ie of the principal features

of the front elevation is a large wheel window,

traceried, and tilled with lead lights of cathedral-

tinted and stained glass. The west staircase is sur-

mounted by a tower of about 70ft. high. Mr.

Ingall, Temple-row West, has been the .architect

;

and Jlr. Stokes, Edgbaston, the builder.

May'I-'.vik.—Christ Church. Mayfair, is being

enlarged. The carving is by Mr. Ans'ey, the gas-

liittings b3' Mr. Verity, and the slating by Mr.

Sterling. The facingof Kentish rag hammer-dressed
headers, and the dressings of Bath stone supplied by
Pictor & Sons, are ready worked from the quarry

for setting. The interior facing is of parti-coloured

bricks, in bands—yellow, red, and black, and a novel

effect is obtained by the unusual predominance given

to the darker colours, which are not introduced in

the ordinary way as banils only, but occupy nearly

a moiety of the whole surface. In some cases the

itrch stones are alternately Bath stone and black

brick. The church, which is in the Early Decorated

style, wiis built about eight years ago, from the

designs of Messrs. F. and H. Francis. Mr. C. Fiske,

of Pimlico, is the contractor.

S. Paul's, Covent Garden.—Improvements are

about to be made in the interior vi S. Paul's, Covent
Garden. The pews .are to be changed for open seats,

the aisles arc to be freed from the overhanging

galleries, which at present intercept a large portion

of the light, aud the organ is to be altered in posi-

tion. Plans for the alteration have been prepared

hy Mr. Butteriield. and sanctioned by the vestry

aud Bishop of London.

Well.vnd.— It is proposed to rebuild the church

atWelland. Mr. J. W. Ilugall, of Oxford, has

estimated the cost at .i'2,0liu. The building will

consist of a n.ave with south and north aisles ; at the

western end of the former the tower will stand, form-

inga south porch. Thereredos will be of Caen stone,

marble, aud tiles. The tower will be carried up to a

height of 40ft. iu stone, and upon it will rest the

ancient timber construction, which now appears as

a stone tower to the old church, but which, in reality,

is a fine specimen of massive and sound timber work

in three stages, and in such preservation that it may
be readily taken down and re-erected, the wlitile

giving an elevation of llGft.

WoKLESTON.— On Tuesd.ay week the corner-

stone of a new church was laid at Worlcston. The
architect is Mr. Charles Lynam. of Stoke-on-Trciit

;

the builders are Messrs. Powell & Co., of Frees.

The church is cruciform in plan, and consists of

nave, north and south transejits, chancel, organ

chamber, and vestry on the north side of the chan-

cel. The tot.lI length of the building is to be 80ft.

8in. ; the width of the nave is to be 20it. 8in. ; the

length of the transept 4 1 ft. Sin. ; ,ind the width of

the chancel 18ft. The interior will be titled, in nave
and transepts with open benches, and in the chancel

with stalls. The walls will be of " Slow cop" and
*'Tcg's nose" stone, the latter being of adark salmon

colour, and the former more inclining to buff—.1

very pretty combination. The walls will be in rub-

ble work, both inside and outside. The dressings

will be of (irinshill stone; the timbers of the roofs

ojicn, with plastered ceilings between the rafters. The
style is Gothic, of the Geometric period.

BUILDINGS.

Ca-stle Fields, SiinEwsnuRY.—The foundation-

stone of the proposed schools for the ilistrict of -\11

Saints was laid on Tuesday, the lOth inst. The
building will consist of boys', girls', and infants'

schools, the total provision, with the class-rooms,

being for 2G0 children. The w.iUs will be built of

red brick, relieved with bands, Ac., of white and

blue brick. Jlr. E. H.iycock is the architect, and

the contract has been taken by Messrs. Bowdler &
Darlington, for £852.

Horse-siioe Cloisters, Wisdsor Castle.—
These ancient buildings at the west end of the

Chapel Royal of S. George, erected in the reign i f

Henry VII., have undergone athorougli restoration.

There has been uo variation iu the horse-shoe style
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but there will be a second archway to correspond

with the one facing Henrj^ VIII/s gateway to com-

plete the fetlock. At the north end of the cloisters

is the library, which is being reconstructed in every

respect. This apartment is supposed to have been

the banqueting-hall of Henry III. Adjoining the

library there will be an octagon turret, with a

dome on the top and an oriel window at the end.

The building is the Gothie style of architecture, and

herring-bone brickwork. The restoration will cost

upwards of £20,000, at the expense of the dean and

canons of the Chapel Royal. The works, com-

menced eighteen months ago, are being carried out

by Messrs. Field, Pool, & Sons, of AVestminster, the

architect being Sir. Gilbert Scott.

Manchester. — Tiie new Reform Club, Man-
chester, is now receiving its final touches, and it will

be opened about the end of next month. The archi-

tect is Mr. Salomons, and the builders Messrs. Neill

& Sous. Internally the ornamentation is in keeping

with the external character of the building. The

principal entrance, in the King-street front, leads

through the entrance-hall and vestibule (which are

ornamentatedwith plaster arcadiug, and polished wal-

nut and pitohpine wood) to the main staircase and the

dining-room and billiard-room on the tirst floor.

Encircling the building are regular suites of offices.

The kitchen or culinary department is at the top of

the building.

MiDDLESBOROUGTi.—Mcssrs. J. Backhouse & Co.,

the bankers, have decided upon erecting new baidt-

ing premises at Middlesborough on an admirable

corner site facing the railway and Exchange. The
architect for the new building will be Mr. G. G.

Hosliins, of Darlington, from whose plans and

under whose superintendence new structures have

recently been erected for the same iirm at Sunder-

land and Bishop Auckland. Interior and exterior

views of the bank at Sunderland appeared in the

last volume of the Buildimg News, pages 111 and

165.

Westmixstkr.— The "Westminster Club-house,

Albemarle-street, is now undergoing considerable

alterations and improvements. The whole of the

roof and third and second floors have been removed,

the object being to raise the height of the billiard-

rooms, which will now be about IG feet high. The
works are being carried out by Mr. Childerhouse,

under the care of Mr. Charles H. Cooke, architect,

Juhn-street, Bedford-row.

WiRivSWORTii.—The erection of the new town-

hall at Wirksworth has been commenced. The
ground floor contains market-hall, billiard, reading,

and cloak-rooms, &c. The first floor is occupied by
the assembly-room, and four other rooms to be used

as occasion may require. The building will be

Gothic in style, and has a tower 71ft. high atone
end of the assembly-room, Btacon-hill stone will

be used for facing the building, and Yorkshire stone

for the principal staircase. The estimated cost is about

X4,000. Messrs. Picton, Chambers &: Bradley, of

Liverpool, are the architects ; and Mr. E. Thompson,
of Derby, the contractor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves respousible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all commuuications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOB
31. TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.O.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

•—•

—

DESIGN FOR COUNTRY RESIDENCE.

To the. Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—It is not altogether fair to criticise a build-

ing by the illustratious, for very frequently they do
not properly and minutely present the actual works
in such favourable light as the buildings themselves
appear ; but when we come to a mere drawing, or

such, for instance, as a set of competition plans,

we have no other mode of judging of its capacity
or merits ; but at the same time we must presume
that such plans are sot forth in the most favour-
able light in which it is possible for the work Itself to

appear, and in the best manner which lies in the
power of the architect. Let us see, therefore, in

how far the " country residence"—which, so far as

we can judge, is nothing but a drawing—is so

superior to most other residences that it is honoured

by a page in last week's Building News, as an
example of what such buildings should be.

Taking the plan first, as of far more importance

than the elevations, we find upon entering the front

doorway the most objectionable feature which a

house could possibly possess is at once made manifest

—viz., a very long straight flight of stairs, exposed

to view from without. In a grand public building

a fine staircase is a noble feature ; but in a retired

private house the circumstances are altogether

reversed, for what unostentatious lady would desire

to be examined by strangers at the door upon ascend-

ing or descending her stairs ? Again, the kitchen is

over 60ft. away from the dining-room, to reach

which the servants would have to traverse a dark

passage and then to mingle with the family or

visitors in the hall, and we don't know how many
silk dresses or dress coats would be spoiled in a year

by spilt gravy or rubbing up to fat and greasy cooks,

all entering by the same door, and the house scented

from basement to attics with " sweet-smelling

savours and spiced meats," ascending through the

main staircase. Strangers in the drawing-room

above would be rendered like the beggar-boy standing

at a cook's-shop, smelling dressed onions, which,

because he could not enjoy them, was but a cruel

satire on his h unger.

The freedom of entry into the main rooms is

partially destroyed by the doors being crammed
into corners. "We almost invariably place the door-

ways so far from the corners as to allow a chau:

between it and the door. Where are the water-

closets ? Why, nowhere ! Neither one for the

servants, and that for the main house fixed exactly

in the middle of the building, without light or venti-

lation, and entered only through one of the principal

rooms, a greater blunder than which we never saw
perpetrated even upon paper.

Supposing the washing were accomplished in the

scullery, would not the kitchen aud the whole house

become saturated with steam and cflluvia,! which,

added to the scent of cooked meat, travelling where

it listeth, render the whole house unhealthy ? Pre-

suming the drawing-room placed on the first floor,

as the description states (though a very questionable

act), we cannot find a single bedroom of any fair

proportions, although the building is more than

100ft. in length, and to all appearances the family

would have to stow themselves away by night in

the attics.

Looking briefly at the perspective, we would ask,

are not the roofs greatly exaggerated in height

without adding much to their beauty ? So near as

we are able to scale it, that over the bay cannot

be less than 18ft. or 20ft,, or nearly equal to the

width of the rooms, and certainly much higher.

We are told that this room is supposed to have an
open-timbered roof. Well, we have in our day
designed open-timber roofs, and our practical inves-

tigations have led us to the conclusion that for

interior effect, either iesthetically or acoustically, a

very stiff roof is in no way superior to a flatter one

of say 45 or 50 degrees' rise. It is a very common
practice for draughtsmen to exaggerate the apparent

height of the roof, aud ought not to be allowed.

Neither the use nor the advantage of the circular

turret are made manifest upon the plan, aud, not-

withstanding it helps in a very great degree indeed

to balance the parts of the picture, and is an excel-

lent fill-up, yet I question whether Mr. Thomas
Lennox \A'atson would quickly find a client ready

to expend £160 on the corner of a servants' hall

simply " for effect."—I am, &c., II.

INIGO JONES' (SO-CALLED) WATER-GATE.
Sir—With regard to the letter in your last week's

journal ou the York Stairs Water-gate, it appears to

me that the writer thereof knows nothing about what
he so freely delivers his dictum upon. In the first

place, he attributes the authorship of the design to

Inigo',Jones," whereas he ought to be aware that it is

by Nicholas Stone. His estimate, too, of the merits

of the design is as incorrect. It savours, to me, of

an overweening vanity in this person setting np his

isolated opinion in opposition to the long-established

judgment of the many. The Water-gate is unim-
portant in size, but it must be a very careless ob-
server who does not appreciate its graces, displaying

as it does, what is so rare to see, genuine artistic

feeling—the poetry of architecture. The rabid way
in which some Gothic votaries affect to ignore the

beauties of the Classical styles, discovering no merit
but in Gothic art, is just as unreasonable as a man
blessed with two eyes obstinately shutting one, de-

terminedly refusing to see but out of the other. A
man may, and should, love Gothic architecture with-
out being a bigot. In fact, I will assert that if there

is genuine and thorough admiration of Gothic art.

there will be (as surely as the mau is a true artist)

right appreciation of the beauties of all styles. The
real art lover is a catholic. I beg to give as an il-

lustration the name of Mr. Burges, a gentleman of

established reputation as a Gothic architect, and who
is notably free from, and superior to, the miserable

affectation I have referred to.—I am, &c.,

Philo.

WALL TILES AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Sir,—^As the terms in which our exhibits are

referred to in Mr. Richard Redgrave's " Report on
the Present State of Design as Seen in the Manu-
factures in tlie Internationa! E.xhibition of 1871,"

published in e.Ttenso in the issue of September 8th
and succeeding number of the Building News, are

likely to lead to a misapprehension, and convey the

impression that we are merely dealers and exhibitors

having no part in their production, we shall feel

obliged if you will make it known that the exhibits

in question are the joint production of Messrs. Maw
& Co. and ourselves -, the painted tiles, or, as we
prefer to distinguish them, the art tiles, being

painted and fired by us at our own establishments in

London ; while the tiles, enamelled borders, and
architectural majoUca with which many of the

specimens, notably the staircase decoration, are com-
bined are from the works of Messrs. Maw &. Co.

These particulars were fully given in the forms
which accompanied every object sent in, and had
they properly appeared on the label attached to each,

much confusion and annoyance would have been

spared both to Messrs. Maw and ourselves.

We gladly acknowledge the assistance of Mr.
Elden as the designer of many of the exhibits,

although many also are by other artists. Two of

the specimens smgled out for special commendation
—viz., the No. 7 and the figure of S. Luke, are

from designs by Mr. L. F. Day and Mr. F. Weekes
respectively.—We are, &c.,

W. B. Slmpson & Sons.

457, West Strand, W.C, Sept. 27.

BUILDING TRADES' SCHOOLS.

Sir—I was much pleased on reading an article in

the Building News for September 22, on Building

Trades' Schools, as I was not aware that such a school

existed, although the idea has often occurred to me
of attempting to start such a class, as I believe it to

be of ptractical value to the mechanic, especially

young beginners or apprentices in the various trades,

and I should like to see such classes in every town
in the kingdom, for there is a great want of technical

knowledge amongst mechanics in the building trade.

I do not think it probable that professed teachers

could be obtained in all towns, neither would it be

necessary, for if the working men would take suffi-

cient interest in the matter, the classes might be

made mutual improvement classes.

Let him who possesses a better technical education

than the rest instruct his fellow workmen, and by so

doing he would continue to improve himself.

I should like to see the opinion of some of my fel-

low workmen on this subject, as I think it au all-

important subject, especially to young beginners in

the building trades.—I am, &c.,

Fr.VNK CllE-SSELL.

Woldng, Surrey, September 24.

BLACKBURN FREE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM
COMPETITION.

Sir.—As there can be no duality of opinion as to

the whole of " the selected eight " being designs, far,

far in excess of the stipulated cost, would it not be

more in consonance with the principles of equity (on

which this model competition was to be conducted)

if the consulting architect were allowed to make his

final selection from the whole of the designs sub-

mitted, instead of being limited to the " eight " as at

present contemplated ? To pat competitors on the

back who glaringly infract the great command-

ment as to cost is neither a moral nor commen-
dable proceeding, and is manifestly unjust to those

who "counted the cost," as I did.—I am, &c.,

£5,500.

WINDOWS OF .S. LAWRENCE, SOUTHAMPTON.
Sin,—I take the liberty of informing you that the

windows mentioned in your numbt rot tlie IStliinst..,

as being set up in the chancel of S. Lawrence's cliurch,

Southampton, were designed by myself, and executed

by Messrs. Ueatou, liutler, & linyne.— I am, &c.,

Bruges, Sept. i.i. W. C. Bkangwvn.
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IRON cnuRcnES.
Sin,—Permit mc to draw tlif attDntioii of the i)ati-oiis

and buiUU'rs of temporary iron churclics, &c. to an

exami)le which is well worth their consideration. I

refer to the dissenting chapel iu the llanipstead-road,

Camden-town, at the corner of Grnnt)y-f=treet, Ilur-

rington-squaro. It is, to my mind, the only erection

of the kind with any pretensions to taste, and must. I

should siy, have been designed by an architect. I do

not mean to say that it is perfect, but it is well worth
studying, and if its principles are carried out, we
may hope to see an improvement in future works of

tile same class. Sly remarks refer only to the exterior,

as I have never been Insiilc it.—I am, Sec.

Tubal.

|n!crcoiniiuiiiic;itioii—
QV'i'STIONS.

[2820.]—Is an Iron Porch a Fixture P— It

appears to he generally acceptiMl that a chattel fixed

to the premises by a tenant for the jiurpose of orna-

ment may be removed during his term or tenancy, if

it can be so removed without injury so the prenuses.

Jlay an iron porch lixed in front of an entrance-door be

80 removed? The pilasters or supports arc lixed by Inps

into a stone supported on brickwork. Tlie cantile\er3

next the house arc fixed into the wall by lugs, and

the iron framing at apex and eaves next the house are

let into wall. The roof is boarded and covered with

zinc, with zinc flashings cut into the wall.—Abciii-

TECT.

[2321.]—Cement Test.—I should feel obliged were

you or some of your readersto kindly inform me as to

whether or no I am correct in employing the following

test for Portland cement, my method being as follows ;

—Having made a mould for the cement giving a web
lin. square and 9in. long with tt couple of circular ends,

1 support the cement upon a lin. square iron fork at the

neck, as shown by the shaded lines ; while nt the bot-

tom I have a cramp, also shown by shaded lines, to

which I attach a wooden board for receiving the

weights to be applied, as sho\ra. The cement, alter

being taken from the moidd, is allowed to remain in

water for seven days, being then tested. I'robably,

however, some one will give mo a few practical hints

on the subject and average tests.

—

Assistant
Encineek

[2322.]—BrickClay.—On whatprinciple shouldone

going on to a new brick ground test the clay for mak-

ing of good bricks.? Is there any difference inmaking

bricks by hand and machinery in point of quality. ? I

am informed that macbinerj- does not at all times turn

ont good stocks, owing to quality of clay.—Bog-
wood.

[2323.]—Paperhangers' Canvas.—I am about

to put up a light partition across a largo room, so as to

divide the latter into two smaller ones. The frame-

work I intend making of wood battens, about 2ft. apart.

and across these I propose to stretch paperhangers'

canvas, on which the paper will be pasted. Can any

reader tell me whether the canvas should be put ou

wet or dry ?

—

U.^ndy 3Ian.

[2324.]—"White Lead.—What way is there of

testing white lead, genuine, from No. 1, and No. 1

from No. 2, &c. ; and are the genuine white lead casks

always branded, " Genuine, warranted?"—S. II.

ItEPLIES.

[2308.]—Moulded Stone Steps.-1 cannot agree

with "Clerk of \\ork3" iu his reply to above query.
As he would place

the door, the door-

frame would liave to

pass the top step,

and rest on the land-

ing below, which
would be bad. The

position of door and
step is usually, and
rightly, governed by

the door frame.

This is commonly
let into top step, and
generally stands

4Jin. from face of

wall, thus the lop

step will show at

least 3in. beyoml
the door (see dotted

line), or it may
come out to face of ^TalI, when it would sliow about

"in. Either would look better than not seeing the step

and would not be objectionable as regards the wet,

though if the step projected as uuich as "Augustine"

.--'-'

, \

|3

s.

recommends, that is to correspoml with bottom step,

it miL'ht bo objected to. I append sketch plan, and

should recommend step to bo, if door frame is oidy

t^in. from wall, nt A. If reveal is Oin, 1 should put it

at U.—r. E. M.

[2;u 4.] — S. Micliaers and All Angels',
Brighton.— ^Ir. liodhy was tho areliitecl ol llie

above church, and the cost was, I believe, between

£7,000 and iS.Oni.).— (i. I. C. C.

[2.110.]—Plastering ofWalls.—Neither Keeue'8

nor rarian cement are non-porous as ordinary ])lain

trowelK'd work. To make them non-poiMU^ thi'y

must be iiolished, the cost of which is about four times as

much as trowelled work. I should say that Kt-eno's

line quality cement mixed with umber or ochre will

answer the purpose for " W. W.," and is no doubt pre-

ferable to rarian on account of its preater hardnes.^.

If on brick walls Portland cement should be used as a

rendering coat.—Jno. W.

iur iite Cable.

An Eel in tite Pipe.—The pollution of our

drinking water, remctrks the Lancet, is of much

more complex origin than is generally known,

licfore entering the various channels of distribution,

the water, as it leaves the reservoir, passes tlirough

a kind of sieve, which is thought to keep back non-

drinkable ingredients of the grosser sort, such as

straws or twigs—to saj' nothing of drowned kittens

and puppies, which will sometimes find their way
into these handy receptacles. The meshes of the

sieve, however, are by no means so fine as to exclude

infantine eels, which thread the harrier, descend into

the channels of distribution, and fin.allv enter the

water-pipes. B_v this time, thanks to the nutritious

qualities of the liquid with which London slakes its

1 hirst, the enterprising .apodian has developed to a

considerable hulk, until the pipe becomes such a

very tight fit that further progress is impracticable.

There it sticks—either till the impeded water above

it causes the pipe to burst, or till death by pressure

leaves it to decompose and taint the drinking supply

of some household. This occurrence is much less

rare than is popularly suspected. We have instances

within our knowledge in which the g.irdener of a

suburban ^^Ua has cut through a pipe and the head

of an immense eel at the same time—thereby disclos-

ing to the puzzled householder the cause of the leak-

age of water above the point of obstruction. A
vivarium is an excellent thing in its proper place

;

but we object to its uses being subserved by our

water-pipes, to the possible arrest and certain pollu-

tion of our drinking supply.

Battersea Paeic.—It is stated that certain al-

terations on the river embankment at Battersea Park

are now contemplated, in compliance with a letter

forwarded to the First Commissioner of Works by

tlie Battersea Vestry from Mr. Condy, with reference

to forming a day and night roadway between Chelsea

Suspension-bridge and Old Battersea, fur foot

passengers, carriages, carts, cabs, &c., along the

frontage of the river, railed iu from the park and

river, and lighted.

TitE Hotel de Ville of Paris.—A third plan

has now been brought forward by JIJM. Terrin and

Charles Blanc to rebuild the small facade of the old

H6tel-de-Ville, Paris, and to erect at the sides and

in the rear low buildings for offices, which, having

no pretension to match the other, would leave the

original work of Bocador to stand .ilone in its former

beauty. A Sub-committee of the Municipal Council

has been appointed to consider this new plan, and

report on it.

Fire at Bradford.—About nine o'clock ou Mon-
day night a fire broke out in the premises of Mr.

Thomn.s llalliday, joiner and builder, Little Morton-

lane, Bradford, and in one hour a large workshop

and spacious store-rooms, and a large iinanlity of

timber stored in an adjoining yard, were entirely de-

stroye<l. The damage is roughly estimated at .i'H,llbO

to ilO.nno, and Mr. llalliday is insured to only a

very small amount— £-.'.00fl"or .£,3,000. It wasVe-

ported that two horses iu the stables were destroyed,

ami that several persons were severely injured owing

to the fall of a shed on which they were standing.

Tlie lire brigade exerted themselves with great energv'.

I'xiiiuiTiox OF AVonics " in BL.vnc and
WiUTi;."—A scheme of a very promising character

has recently been set on foot, for an exhibition of

works iu black and white, which will comprise

ancient ami modern engravings, etchings, and draw-

ings in pen and iid<, sepia, crayons, pencil, charcoal,

&c. We believe the collection will be exliibited in

the Dudley Gallery, Egj-ptian Hall. If this jilan

has no more obvi(jus udviintage than that of forc-

ing the attention of our artists to chi.ir'oscuro, the

pluase of design least cultivated in this country, it

will be more than welcome, aud highly beneficial.

So .ibsurdly deficient is English art teaching in this

respect that, not many years since, an eminent en-

graver, one of the very few masters of his art in

England that are still .alive, one who earued the

warm applause of Turner, when he urged on a vene-

rable Koy.al Academician the imimrtance of afford-

ing instruction in chiar'oscuro to the students of the

Royal Academy, got for his reply, "Ah, indeed,

very true ; but who is to teach it ?
"

Wren's Churches.—The City Press of Saturd.ay

last, referring to apaper read before the Architectural

Association a few months ago, and which, with the

discussion thereon, appeared in the Building News
for March 10 last. Vol. XX., pp. 178-9, says:—" We
were rather amused the other day with tlie

report of a discussion which took place a short

time since at a meeting of architcct.s, after the

reading of a paper on Wren's churches. Judging

from the tone of the remarks then made, it would

seem that we have .all been in the habit of consider-

ably overrating Sir Christopher, whose genius, it is

suggested, was by no means of a very brilliant

order, and that, as a whole, he was rather below the

standard reached by Rome gentlemen of the present

day. One of the speakers professed himself quite

ready to undertake the improvement of Wren's

churches, and intimated that if called upon to

superintend the restor.ation of any of them he

certainly should not think of slavislily adhering to

the origin.al designs. Another dcclareil the famous

architect's churches to be 'very uglj'.' Much wa.s

made of the fact that his daughter is credited with

the designs for some of his best spires, and it was

more than hinted that, as he himself was generally

pretty busy, it was exceedingly probable th,it in

many cases his .assistants suppUed the jilans while

he appropriated the p.ay and the glory. In this way
the reputation of the architect of S. Paul's was

tossed about like a shuttlecock, and if it still

remains uninjured small thanks are due to the

prattlers who so vigorously endeavoured to talk it

down. As the speakers were for the most part un-

known men, it is to be presumed that they are all

going to do great things, which shall jilace theui

on a higher pedestal than AVren's. When this has

been brought to p.ass, it is possible that their judg-

ment on their famous jiredecessor will command
more respectful attention than has yet been bestowed

ou it."

PitorosED Tunnel Under the Tees.— At the

monthly meeting of the Middlcsborough Chamber of

Commerce last week, the necessity of further railway

accommedation for the Clevelfind district was dis-

cussed. A committee was a]ipointed to consider the

desirability of making a railway from Castle Eden

through Wynyard to Stockton, as a portion of a

scheme which must be extended so as to include

Middlesbrough, aud to consider whether a bridge

across the 'Tees, or a tunnel underneath it, near

Middlcsborough, would be best to meet the require-

ments of the district. Mr. Dunning, C.E., produced

several sections showing the bed of the river Tees as

it existed .at Middlcsborough some teu years since as

compared with the present time.

CovENT Garden IMarket.—The threatened tr.ans-

ference by the m.arket gardeners and nurserymen of

a great portion of their business from CoventGardan

to Farringdon m.arket would appear to have impressed

the Duke of Bedford, or his agents, with the necessity

of something being done to improve Covent Garden

market, for we find that three or four houses

are iu course of demolition in M'ellinglon-street,

with the view of enlarging the Howcr market,

which will, we understand, be entirely re-covered

with an iron .and glass roof, and have a new
frontage to Wellingtou-street. Although this may
satisfy the requirements of the florists and nnrser_v-

men, the market g.ardeners and the vegetable s.ale.s-

men will be no better off unless the two quadr-angles

of the market proper be covered in in the same way.

But even if this were done, the market would not

shelter frinn the weather all who do business there,

inasmuch as it is far too contracted in area for its

trade.

The Xew Science Sciiooi.s.—In an article on

the new Science Schools at South Kensington, which

appeared iu the Times of the •J2nd of August,

General Scott was stated to be tlieir architect. That

journal has since received a letter from Major Fowke,

late of Her Majesty's 51th Regiment, inquiring what

has become of certain plaus and elevations for the

permanent buildings at South Kensington which,

IMajor Fowke states, were designed by his brother,

the late Captain Fowke, R.E., and whether and to

what extent they have been used by (k'lieral Scolt.

Our contemporary is informeil that Captain Fowke

left behind him no complete plan or elevation for the

new Science Schools ; that he left a sketch elevation

and a block plan, but that neither of these has been

used in the present building.
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WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE AN
ARCHITECT.

WE remarked, two or three weeks since,

that though the architectural profes-

sion may be overcrowded, it is certainly not

overcrowded with architects. The country,

doubtless, contains a vast number of yoimg
men whose period of articleship has expired,

and who are looking about, either for inde-

pendent practice or for situations in offices,

as the case may be. But it contains com-
paratively few, in proportion to the amount
of work to be done, who are really qualified

to do that work, either in a primary or sub-

ordinate position. This state of things,

though it is much to be regretted, is not at

all surprising. It is an easy matter to get

a youth articled ; it is an easy matter to take

an office and put up a brass plate with " Mr
X., Architect and Surveyor ;" but it is far

from being an easy matter to deserve these

titles. To some of our younger readers it

may be useful to indicate a few of the accom-
plishments they imply.

The first thing learned in the three, four,

or five years of pupilage is usually drawing.

It is a very important thing, for it i.s even
more difficult for a man to be an architect

without knowing how to draw than to be

an author without knowing how to write

;

but it is far from being the only thing or the
main thing, as most pupils not unnaturally

suppose it. The great point is to know what
to di'aw, and it is this, and not the method
of drawing it, that takes up nine-tenths of

the real architect's consideration. Doubtless
there may here and there be found a person
who has seen so strongly the mistake of

making drawing everything that he has gone
to the opposite extreme, and neglected it too

much. But this is a rare exception, and
students need to be warned—not, indeed,

against taking undue pains to draw well, but
against thinking that draughtsmanship and
architectural ability are by any means identi-

cal. Drawing of course includes a know-
ledge of perspective, and this is a thing by
no means so universal as it should be. Most
assistants, it is true, profess to be able to

make perspectives, and many of them, where
time is unlimited, can do so with great neat-

ness. But, in a large number of cases, no archi-

tect could put, for example, his competition
plans and elevations into their hands and leave

them to do the rest. He could not depend on
their judgment to choose agood point of view,

nor on theii' knowledge, without constant
instruction, to draw the details

;
probably he

could not even spare the time which would
be consumed by their slow and mechanical
mode of proceeding. Now, if the designer
has to set out the view himself, to supply
sketch sections of every arch and jamb and
string-course and coping, to say nothing of

the sculptured ornament, he may as well
make the perspective at once. An assistant

who cannot do this is no assistant as far as
competition perspectives are concerned—and
in certain othces these consume a large share
of every year's labour. In other words, a
mere acquaintance with perspective is not
enough ; the mere power of drawing, with
whatever neatness, is not enough. A know-
ledge of style, and a perception of artistic

fitness, are primary requisites, ev en for the

assistant ; and if for him, how much more for

the independent architect ?

Next to drawing is supposed to come con-
struction. In practice it is too apt to come
a long way behind, and to meet with less

instead of more attention. There are fewer
opportunities in most offices for the study of

it, and then it requires thought and atten-

tion, not merely imitative talent. There is

no easy, well-trodden track which leads

straight to the knowledge of it ; and it would
be difficult to prepare a really good and use-

ful list of books on the subject. Construc-
tion, unhappily, as many modern authors have
treated of it, is simply the art of mimicking, by
the cheapest and flimsiest methods, the ap-

pearance of what is durable and substantial.

Those oracles of the country carpenter, the

productions of the late Mr. Peter Nicholson,

are a perfect treasury of shams and falsities.

Tredgold's carpentry is doubtless worth
studying as far as it goes, which, unfortu-

nately, is but a very little way. In the matter

of roofs, for example, its author scarcely in-

vestigated any save those with a tie-lseam

straight across at the feet of the principal

rafters
;
and the best that can be said of his

designs is that they might have answered
very well for railway sheds and similar build-

ings if iron ones had not already superseded

them. As to these latter, and as to iron

girders and bridges, books are more abundant.

Engineering investigations may be very use-

ful to the designer who takes care not to

make an engineer's use of them: who does not

fancy that calculation will serve him instead

of thought, and feeling, and taste, and inven-

tion, and who does not persuade himself that

the chief end of man is to bridge the widest

possible space with the least possible quantity

of material. On masonry, we hardly know
what book to recommend, except M.
Viollet le Due's dictionary. There, in-

deed. Mediaeval construction, in whatever
material, is dissected and explained in

the clearest and most thorough manner

;

and the student who had really mastered this

one work would be by no means ill-furnished.

Masonry, however, and carpentry, to a great

extent, may be learned from our own Media;-

val buildings, and learned in the most suc-

cessful manner by any one who will take the

requisite pains. The secret of learning it is

to make measiu'ed drawings—plans, sections,

and details to scale on the spot—marking
every bed and joint as it occurs, and finding

out the reason for each peculiarity, as far as

it can possibly be done. The process does
not make pretty sketches—it involves trouble

and sometimes a little unpleasantness—but,

more than anything else, it helps an architect

to become master of his business. He sees

the object of all these picturesque contri-

vances in old work which nine students out of

ten copy and repeat without ever discovering

that they were contrivances at all. He sees,

by the light of the half-dozen centui-ies

which have passed over them, where the

buildings of the Middle Ages were construc-

tively perfect and where they might have
been improved on, and he comes to design
with more and more ease as he learns, by
example, the principles on which good design
proceeds. But we had better, perhaps, not
say too much on this head, lest genuine archi-

tects should multiply, and there should be a

real overcrowding of the profession. Pro-
bably, however, the labtiur involved, and the

unattractive look of the study, will prevent
any such catastrophe. It is one of those

secrets which may safely be told to the world,

because the world will not believe it ; and,

like the man in the old story, who stood on
London-bridge and vainly tried to sell real

sovereigns at a penny a piece, we may publish

it without any risk of its being generally

made use of. Carpentrjr and masonry (in-

cluding brickwork) are, of course, the main
branches of building construction. But the
others are by no means to be neglected. The
fall of a ceiling, for instance, is not so bad as

the fall of a house ; but it is much too bad
to be tolerated ; and, as long as we employ
pla.stering, it is part of our business to get
it done properly. Very often, we fear, it is

not done so, and the architect who takes
pains with his walls and roofs pays too little

attention to its unattractive details. Cement,
again, varies beyond all calculation as to

strength and time of setting ; workmen, if

they are not discovered, will often mix it up
two or three times over, and without care

and a system of tests there is hardly any
dependence at all to be placed on it. This
happens most, probably, when only a small
quantity is used—when only a few piers and
bond-courses are built in it, while the rest of
the work is in mortar. In such cases the mortar
is very often strongerthan the cement, and the
latter sometimes proves no better than so

much loam or road scrapings. Plumber's work
is a subject, too, which calls for more attention

than it generally gets. Of all things except
ironmongery, it is the worst to economise
in, and its failirre causes the greatest annoy-
ance. For their own sakes architects ought
to insist on providing against such things as

freezing of water pipes and accidental over-

flows of cisterns ; and few building proprietors

would grudge the trifling additional cost of

preventing them. When the first hard frost

of every winter brings the annual shower of

letters to the Times—when architects get

their periodical and not unnatural rating

for want of common care and forethought,

the client who had escaped the general

plague would be able, with considerable

effect, to recommend the architect who had
saved him. Then there are two other equally

important and cognate subjects, gas-fitting

and warming by hot water, which an archi-

tect is obliged to acquaint himself with. His
ignorance of either may lead to unpleasant
results, as well as to much needless expense.

The slater's is comparatively a simple trade

to master, and ordinary care will prevent any
failure here, and the rest will come more
projierly under the following head than under
the present one.

Leaving construction—itself almost a study
foralifetime—the architect has next, orrather

.at the same time, to make himself a judge

of materials. The two subjects are intimately

connected, for a form of construction that

may be perfectly safe in a good material may
be liable to fail at a moment's notice in a

bad one. The central tower of Chichester

Cathedral, for example, which came down in

a heap of ruins about a dozen years ago,

would be standing now, if its piers had been
of Portland or any similar stone. As it was,

they consisted of a sort, of shelly limestone,

full of vents and open spaces, and when they

were slightly cut away for the purpose of

casing, their reduced section was crushed by
the weight above. But all-important as the

knowledge of materials is, it is in some
respects more diflncult to gain than even that

of construction. It is far, indeed, from being

as complex or as wide in its range, but
opportunities for acquiring it are even harder

to obtain. The fact is, it must be made a

special study. The young architect must set

about its attainment as a distinct and definite

object, and must find out, too, the best way
of attaining it. Much, no doubt, may be done

by inspecting works in progress, and much
experience will come, almost unconsciously,

by the mere process of going about with

one's eyes open. This, however, will not do

everything, and special efforts are needed in

particular'directions. The different qualities

of iron, whether wrought or cast, deserve the

moderate amount of research which will enable

them to be distinguished. Considering that

they vary in strength as well as in price to

the amount of 200 or 300 per cent., it is

highly important that when we specify the

best quality of iron we should know whether

we have got it. The same remarks will apply

to timber, and it is well worth the student's

while to make a collection of specimens of its

various sorts and qualities. A collection of

building stones, too, is a most serviceable

thing. They should have marked on them,

or kept near them, a list of particulars, giving

the name of the quarry from which they

came, the address of its owner, the particular

bed in the quarry they represent, their price

there, per cubic foot ; the distance from the

quarry to a railway station, canal, or seaport

;

the means of ascertaining, by inspection, the

proper bed of the stone, and au estimate of

the cost of working it, as compared, say, with
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Bath or Portland. To these may he adiled,

as they are heard of, a list of the luiildiDgs,

old or new, where it has been used, and a

statement from observation as to whether it

Las stood well or badly in each. For want
of svich knowledge as this, the absurdest
blunders have betn committed. ^Vc have
found architects, strange to tlie soil, taking
Bath stone to Yorkshire, and Kentish rag to

the borders of Northam]itonsliirc ! To
carry co,al8 to Newcastle has never been held
a mark of wisdom, but this can only be
described as carrying shale there. Stone,

iron, and wood are probably the hardest

materials to judge of. Bricks may be esti-

mated acoording to their worth by a little

practice, though it must be remembered that

those with the hardest surface are not always
the most durable. There is a smooth, clayey
brick, common about Manchester and else-

where, much hoarder outside th.an anything that

is produced in Suifolk, which, nevertheless,

disintegrates and peels off rapidly by expo-
sure. As to lead, the weight may be esti-

mated from the thickness, or more accurately,

by picking up a small strip, weighing it and
calcidating its area. Painter's work requires
some attention, and varnish needs well look-
ing after. Once put on, it is too late, with-
out trouble and expense, to sot it right.

Everybody, in fact, can judge of materials in

this way after the event. It takes no tech-
nical education to tell that a bad building
stone has been chosen when, as at the Houses
of Parliament, it is visibly crumbling away
at the sills and string-courses ; it needs no
chemical investigation of limes and cements
to prove th.at the plastering is badly done
when the ceilings fall ; and it requires no study
of gums and resins to show that the painter
is to blame when the congregation literally

stick to their pews at the first service in a

new church. It is the architect's business to

foresee that all these things are impending,
and, foreseeing it, to prevent them ; and here

of course is the difficulty.

On first starting in practice, especially in any
large town, it will be discovered that a quan-
tity of miscellaneous information is wanted
which we have not yet referred to. To be able

to survey and level the site for a building is an
important and easily-acquired accomplish-
ment. Then in London there arc the ins and
outs of the Building Act to be studied, the
forms of application to the Metropolitan
Board as to lines of frontage, apjieals from
district surveyors' decisions, and many other
purposes. Then in the City there are appli-

cations to the Commissioners of Sewers
before areas and cellar entrances can be
formed, there are questions of light and many
other disagreeable but inevitable difficulties

to be faced. These things have to be studied
for the most part as they .arise, they take such
different shapes that it is of little luse to in-

vestigate them in tin- abstract. But there is

one most importuTit subject not yet named,
the preparation of estimates. Whether archi-
tects are to charge for taking out quantities
or not, it is imperative that they should be
able to take them out, and with something
like accuracy, moreover, to price llunu after-

wards. Quiintity surveying and builder's

prices are not learned in a day or even in a
year, and the knowledge of them once gained
require to bo kept uj) by jiractice. It is, in

fact, the stock-in-trade of a separjite jirofes-

sion, and yet the architect is compelled to

have something more than a superficial

acquaintance with it. Then, for any one
whose practice is not confined to a very
limiteil area, it is im])ortant to know some-
thing about local customs in different parts

of the kingdom. There are local ways of

contracting; in the North, for instance, a

building is still commoidy erected by five or

ten distinct and independent tradesmen.
There are local w-iysof executing work, very
often the best that (^an be devised for the
materials of tlic district ; and tlie architect

will lie very unwise if he supplants tliem,

without inquiry, by liis stock specification

clauses. There are local ways of measuring
work, and for want of knowing these the'

different parlies to the contract may have
great difficulty in deciding on the price that

is to be given or received. There are, lastly,

local names for different sorts of materials and
Labour, so that a description which is clear

enough to a London workman is little better

than Dutch to a Northumbrian one. Items
of this class, like those of a previous one, can
seldom be learned to much purpose before-

hand. But they need a special effort in each
separate case, and without this, serious incon-

venience may arise.

With the experience and information now
described, some few of our readers may, per-

haps, ask what more can be wanted V Here
is labour enough, it would seem, for a life-

time ; the m.an who has gone through it may
surely sit down in jteace and trouble his brain

no more. Alas! all this knowledge put toge-

ther does not make an architect ; there are

many men who have it all witliout deserving

the title. For architecture is an art, and
while knowledge by itself constitutesascience,

knowledge and invention together are neces-

sary to m.oke up an art. All these facts

which we have supposed to be learned

—

though almost innumerable, are but the tools

with which the architect works. By the

knowledge of these facts, and by his own
faculty put together, he is now to set to work
and produce good buildings : good in every

sense, in design, .arrangement, materials, and
construction. If he has the knowledge and
not the faculty, he might make a good builder

or a good clerk of works, or a good quantity

sm'veyor ; but he cannot claim the title of

an architect. Of the two, the faculty is even
more important to architecture than the

knowledge. It is sad to see a good design

carried out in ill-selected materials, as it is

sad to see a good painting decay from want of

conmiou care or prudence in its artist. The
f.ault in each case brings its punishment ; but

no one refuses to praise Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds because his system of mixing colours

was reckless and ruinous ; and no one denies

Westminster Abbey to be a great architec-

tural work, though much of its outside

masonry has perished over and over again.

These, however, are examples to be avoided,

and he who is best qualified to design will

generally be most anxious that his designs

should last. But to architecture proper
space will hardly allow us to allude. How
many conflicting wants have to be har-

monised, even in the simplest building, only

those who have earnestly tried to do their

best can understand. There is the general

arrangement or plan—and this must be jjer-

fcotly fitted to the uses of the building
; it

must be adapted, perhaps by much thought
and ingenuity, to the contour- and levels of

the sight ; it must be lighted throughout,

though possibly winilows can only be placed

in certain portions of the walls ; and it must
be adapted to a simple and satisfactory

form of roofing. The making of a plan

alone, very often, is like the playing of a most
intricate and complicated game at chess— so

complicated that almost every one would be

beaten were it not possible to trace each

failure up to its fir.st wrong move, and so play

the game over again, in strict truth, however,

plans cannot be made alone. A design

worth the name is a whole, and has to lie

evolved from its designer's mind as .such. He
must work out, by whatever means he can,

plan, elevations, and sections altogether, and
alter each to suit the others till all arc what
he wishes. Tlie production of a real archi-

tectural design is not unlike a case of what,
if we remember rightly, is called in algebra

"indeterminate analysis," which relates to

equations which may be solved in a multi-

tude, or perhaps even an infinite numlier of

ditTercnt w.ays. If x + >/
— ;' = 10, then x

may evidently have any value whatever,
according to the values applied to the other

unknown quantities. But if we get it settled

that >/ and ;: shall lie between certain limits

—

say between 1 and 20, we get, taking whole
numbers, a limited set of results to choose

from. This is generally analogous to what
takes place in design. The number of

reasonably admissible forms in any one ease

is not infinite, but is reduced by a variety of

consider.ations. This shape, we find, would
be too long or too wide for the ground, if it

is to contain the required area. This other

shape would give a badly-proportioned eleva-

tion or section ; the third would be difficidt

to roof, and a third would cost too much
money. So, by thinking about it long enough
and earnestly enough, a fair solution is

reached at last ; and two or three of the chief

" unknown quantities" being once settled, the

others, as workmen say, "find themselves."

We say nothing of style, details, ornament,

or sculpture ;
they are not to be treated of at

the fag end of an article. But there remains

one more difficulty for the architect to sur-

mount, let his knowledge and ability be what
it may, and this is the difiiculty of getting

the world convinced of them. It is not, wo
think, that the world takes any special

pleasure in keeping down its ablest

men ; the fact is simply that it does not

know them when it sees them. This is not

surprising when we reflect how few of us can

speak with certainty and actual knowledge

as to the goodness or badness of anybody's

work out of our own particular business.

Still clever men do, as a rule, get appreciated

sooner or later, unless by their own fault. As
Pope said of Johnson when he was a yoimg
man, and as yet unknown, " they are sure to

be (/cterre*-." They have need of patience,

undoubtedly, while they see quacks and pre-

tenders flourishing.and they have admii-able

practice in learning to control their temper,

when some influential friend recommends them
to go and see Mr. Gables's new Gothic chapel,

and try, if they can, to imitate it. Mr.

Gables and his compeers, however, will not

last for ever :
" Deus dabit his quoque finem."

The architect who really cares for his art

will not abandon it for a little delay or a

little disappointment, He will make his

years of waiting contribute to his xdtimate

success, and will feel sure th.at, as the Spanish

proverb says. •• The stone that is fit for the

wall will not be left in the way."

A CHANNEL TUNNEL.

THE triumph of the ISIont Cenis engineers

has revived a project which has long

been in existence. It is nothing less than

the timnelling of the British Channel ; and

there are not wanting practical jiersons who,

while appreciating the difliculties of the

work, believe them to be by no means in-

super.able. AVe hear so much of the tedimn,

delay, and annoyances accompanying the

present system of transit between France and
England, that, iui doubt, such a scheme, if

sho^vn to rest upon any prob.abilities of suc-

cess, would be un<louiitedly and universally

welcome, though the tourists of the actual

day could scarcely hope to derive much per-

sonal benefit from its execution. No doubt

the generation which has created the Suez

Canal and perforated the Alps has reason to

jiut faith in its jiower of accimiplishing other

similar achievements, upon an even grander

scale ; but there is a vast difference between

scooping an open channel through a desert,

or hollowing a road with a mountain as its

roof, and constructing a safe and solid high-

way with a peculiarly restless sea pressing

upon its arch, and for ever chafing .against the

superincumbent nuass. It is true, beyond

question, that an iuunense progress has been

made since the Thames 'J'unnel was regarded

as a miracle of engineering and a wonder of

the world
;
yet a Chamiel tunnel would be

an .almost wholly dissimilar undertaking.

Still there are men with sagacious heads, not

likely to dream, who think the pei-form.ance

<(uite possible, and who would be willing to

enter upon it, provided the one great necessity

—an adequate capital—were furnished. One
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proposal is to avoid the chalk altogether, and
following the Wealden, which contains pro-

digious masses of clay, extending from
Dungeness to Cape Griznez, to luirrow at a

depth of a liundred feet below the bed of the

sea, which, it is affirmed, could then be as

easily kept out of it as the London pave-

ments out of the London sewers. There is

a rival line—on paper—from Dover to Calais
;

but we need not compai'e the two plans in

detail. Both would run at an equal depth
;

the difference in point of distance would be

only a mile and a half, and, as a means of

commimication, the one would probably pos-

sess little or no superiority over the other.

The c^uestion, apart from absolute technicali-

ties, is, are we likely to see tliis mighty
enterprise taken in hand and completed?

Now, as to its being an impossibility, that

idea may be dismissed ; but would it be

worth the while of governments and specvda-

tors to assume the gigantic task, with all its

many and undeniable chances of repeated

disappointments and faihn-es, and disasters to

human life, of millions sterling swallowed
up, of the labour being suspended, of one
new capital after another being required, of

contractors ruined and shareholders with
them, and the sea being paved with more
gold than the submarine traffic could ever

repay? The engineers, who have carried one

railway through and another over the Alps,

would indubitably not slirink from their own
professional share in the responsibility ; but
there is much more than this to be thought
of. They have brought us within a few
weeks' journey of India, China, and even
Australia, it is true, and it may be expected
that before long the most protracted steam
voyage from one port to another on the globe
need not exceed a month. We are growing
accustomed to extraordinary applications of

natural and mechanical power. The hydraulic
arrangements for lifting enormous weights at

Great Grimsby and liirkenhead do not
astonish usnow. Wehaveceasedtoboastabout
the Bramah press, which gave to a forty-

horse engine the power of fourteen hundred,
and raised the tubes of the Menai Bridge, each
nearly a thousand tons in weight. The Great
Eastern is as familiar, with all her vastness, in

England as the giant pumping machinery for
the Haarlem lake was to the dauntless in-

dustrial genius of the Netherlands. The
blows of the Nasmyth hammer, the armour-
plates of our ironclads, the twenty miles an
hour speed of the Holyhead packets, the
twenty-five thousand tons capacity of the
Great Eastern, Krupp's monster artillery, the
Cherbourg breakwater, the Bermuda floating

dock, the Liverpool docks, the arch over the
Dee at Chester, the bridge of Niagara, the
Fell Railway and the Mont Cenis timnel, the
Atlantic and Pacific railroad, the "artificial

Bosphorus " connecting the Red with the
Mediterranean waters,—all these are testi-

monies to the tendencies of our epoch to
attempt mechanical triumphs from the very
thought of which the engineers of a former
period—since the Cyclops and the Egyptians,
at any rate—would have shrunk. The money
for this Channel subway might doubtless be
had

;
the materials, of course, would be forth-

coming, and the difficulties of the work do
not alarm the engineers of eitlier country

;

the question, therefore, seems not far from
being reduced to one of commercial calcula-
tion. But is a very serious question, not-
withstanding, involving, according to the
most moderate computation, an expenditm-e
of £8,000,000, which, we should say, is merely
fanciful, and as Gibbon said, when writing
about Hannibal and his reputed passage of
the Alps, a "sterility of fancy" in such
matters is above all things else to be desired.

Now, it may be taken for granted that, to
nine-tenths of people at least in certain

weathers, the pas.sage from Dover to C'alais,

though brief in point of time and dui'ation, is

abominable. There is, naturally, a chop]iing
cross-sea in that i^art of the Channel, due to

conflicting tides, winds, and currents, and

the steam-boats feel the rolling motion all

the more for being so small. The question
has often been put, why are they so small ?

The inevitable answer is, because larger

vessels would draw more water than the

harbours on cither side could coumiand.
They are all four shallow at low tide, are

greatly encumbered by mud and sand, and
are much affected by inconvenient winds.
The question is, whether to improve them,
or to diminish the necessity for their use.

Hence the tunnel schemes, which are various.

There was talk of iron shafts running up
from the bed of the sea as means of ventila-

lation. Then followed M. Favre's plan, in

which the tunnel, like Mr. Remington's,
was to be a hundred feet below tlie level of

the sea-bed ; shafts sunk through the water
and clay were to fm-nish facilities for ex-
cavating the great hollow and supplying it

with air ; and the trains were to be propelled
by atmospheric pressure. The subsequent
ideas of Mr. Nicol and Mr Austin were, the

the one for a tunnel lined with an ii'on tube,

the other for three parallel ways cut at a

depth of only (iOft. below the weight of the

water. But these imaginations were eclipsed

by that of M. Thome de Gamond, who pro-
posed a tunnel ventilated by conical shafts,

two of which were to be of such gigantic

dimensions as to permit of winding roadways
through their interiors, to a station bm-ied
lOOft. down in the clay. Some one has
astutely observed " it is dangerous to laugh
at engineers, for they have the knack of

turning the laugh against us, by doing the

very things whicli we have i^ronounced im-
possible,"nor are wespeaking of impossibility

in this case, when Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr.
Brunlees, and Mr. Remington have recorded
their opinions in quite an opposite sense.

But the question is not entirely that of a

tunnel. j\lr. Bateman, whose authority -svill

not be disputed, declared that he could con-
struct a railway on the actual bed of the sea,

and avoid the necessity of excavating beneatji

it. The proposal, however, was, so far as we
remember, not altogether his own. More
than fifty years ago, two distinguished

Frenchmen, MM. Tessie de Mottray and
Franchot, suggested that a cast-iron tube
might be laid and secured across the bed of

the Channel, from Calais to Dover, of pro-
portions to allow of wheeled vehicles to pass.

Another Frenchman, M. Payernc, preferred
masom'y to metal, and wanted, by the assist-

ance of the diving bell, to build a causeway
from shore to shore of Ijrick or stone. j\Ir.

Winton thought of a railway in an iron

casing ; ^Ir. Zerah Colburn would have sunk
his tubes, put together on the land, in lengths
of a thousand feet each ; Mr. Chalmers
developed a magnificent notion, wliich

would cost fifteen millions sterling ; Mr.
Cowan fancied an iron shell, lined with con-
crete ; and Mr. Page, engineer of the new
Westminster-bridge, declared for building
on shore eight conical shafts of iron, towing
them out, sinking them, and filling in wilh
concrete the space between an inner and
outer skin. A lighthousjC was to be erected
at the top of each, while at thebottom would
be, of com'se, openings to the tube, which
would be constructed in quarter mile sec-

tions, sunk, and joined by workmen descend-
ing in diving-bells. When some engineers
asserted that men could not work under such
an overwhelming pressure of water, Mr.
Page aflii-med that he could get rid of this

difficidty with perfect ease. And so would
Mr. Bateman, though in a different manner

;

he puts faith in a tube, but of a different

construction, thirteen feet in diameter, and
four inches thick, built up in sections, and
put together within a peculiar kind of air-

tight chamber, at the bottom of the sea, to
be pushed on as the work advanced, by
hydi'aulic pressure. But then arose a jirac-

tical inquiry, on the part of a doubting man,
" You would have tiO,(IOO joints in your tube,
any one of whicli might get into trouble, and
what would you do then? " Which pro-

.blem we are far from undertaking at present
to solve. It is only a sketch of the idea and
its history that we are offering. Then, there
has been the plan of a floating corridor, so
to term it, midway between the bed and the
surface of the sea, calcidated to float at a
depth of forty feet or so, and steadied by
mooring chains and anchors, with immense
granite piers on both sides, at cither end,
and cork-screw staircases. The proposal is

meritorious on account of its courage, and of
little else. Much the same may be said of
the Babylonian projectors who undertook to
erect a bridge, right across, on 400 piers, at

a stupendous height, or to carry one across
the sea level, with pivot openings and di'aw-

bridges for the passage of ships, or to rear a
structure with arches of 500 feet span at an
elevation beneath which all her Majesty's
fleet could sail. We are bound, for the time
at least, to dismiss many of these schemes as

chimerical. There is, however, the project

due, we think, to Mr. Fowler, of a steam
floating bridge, in the shajie of an immense
flat ferry-boat, adapted for an exact touch-
ing, at particular times, of either shore, belo^w

certain towers, considerably advanced into-

the sea, where, from an embankment, the

vessel could be raised or lowered, at any
level of tlie tide, to an evenness with the
railway. We have had similar plans roughly
drawn by Mr. Chinie, Mr. Daft, Mr. Gran-
tham, and Mr. Bridges Adams, besides one
by Mr. Galloway on a less ambitious scale.

The most elaborate of them, however,
includes the opening of at least two large

and costly new harbours, whence the mon-
strous craft might be received and dismissed,

works sufficiently easy on the English side,

but presenting obstacles of serious magnitude
on the French coast, since Calais is radically

a bad port, while Boidogne is not far from
being as unsuitable. The point selected

by Jlr. Fowler was at AncbeceUes
,

situated between Boulogne and Calais, where
there is deep water, no sand, and ample
shelter. This would reduce the distance from
London to Paris by fourteen miles, and the

time occupied on the journey by two horn's.

Whatever may be the choice, in the end, of

public opinion, it is not likely that the say-

ing of Captain Tyler will be permanently

disregarded :
" Frequently the traveller from

India or America finds the British CUiannel

the most unpleasant part of his transit, and
he as often looks forward with more anxiety

to- the state of the CUiannel than to the heat

of the Red Sea or the winds of the Atlantic."

There can be no doubt concerning the abso-

lute truth of this. But still more does it

apply to the common p)assenger traffic across

the Straits of Dover. The boats, as a rale,

are confined, over-crowded, and ill-venti-

lated ;
women and children, in fold weather,

are crammed into a cell, ironically called a

cabin ; the transport of merchandise is upon
an equally unsatisfactory, if not discreditable,

system ; more is lost, in value, on the quays

and wharfs than in hundreds of miles of rail-

way carriage ; and how long wdl it be before

some alteration takes place ? We leave the

grander projects, for a moment, out of sight,

to quote some details of that which has been

found practicable elsewhere. Bodeu-See, or

Lake Constance, is a fresli-water lake, about

sixty miles long by about ten or twelve wide.

It separates Austria, Wurtemburg, and

Bavaria from Switzerland, and stops direct

railway communication between Switzerland

and those countries just as the British

Channel does in the case of England and the

Continent. " It w;is impossible to carry the

railway round the lake, as the natural barrier

which this forms is prolonged at its extremi-

ties by the impassable Alps "—impassable no
longer, for this report was written some years

ago. " Consequently, the goods traffic of

(Tcrmany with Switzerland and the South of

France, which is considerable, was exposed to

delay by transhipment, to tlie great inconve-

nience of every one interested in it. Under
these circxmistances, Mr. Scott llussell, who
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had built the first fast steamer navigating the
Boden-See, -n-as asked by the Swiss Kailway
Company whether he could undertake tn

design a vessel by which railway trains and
locomotives could be carried across, with the

understanding that no machinery of any kind
should be required to put the trains on hoard,
except the ordinary locomotive engine." His
prompt answer was in the affirmative. There
were two small and shallow harbours, allow-
ing of no more than a six-foot draught. At
each a structure was stationed for the traffic,

nominally a ship, but answering all the pur-
poses and having all the appearance of rail-

way stations, with platforms, offices, and re-

freshment - room, double-decked, with two
rudders, and indejicndent paddle-wheels. The
description goes on, the placing of the trains

on board the ferry is a very simple operation.

They are transferred by means of a bridge,

suspended in the air by heavy weights,
capable of adjustment to the rise and fall of

the water, which, although it is a lake which
is in question, has a periodical variation of
about ten feet. Carriages intended to cross
the lake are left at the siding, which leads to
the ship ; the locomotive which does the
ordinary work of the station comes and
pushes the train on board, and, once there,
special precautions are ready to prevent its

breaking loose, and the whole operation takes
rather less than five minutes. It maj' reason-
ably be objected that Lake Constance is not
the British Channel. It is not an enormously
overcrowded maritime highway ; it has no
Atlantic billow and no heavy ground swell

;

but it has the short, sharp, chopping waves
characteristic of the Dover Straits. Says Mr.
Scott Russell, " the advantage of taking your
bed-carriage in London, and not having to

leave it until you awake in Paris, need not be
enforced." Between the politicians who
maintain that "the thin streak of sea-siok-
ness " separating our island from France is

our natural fortress, and the tourists who
want it abolished, what can be said ? For
ounselves, we have nothing to do with the
politicians, and trust that, in the long run,
the engineers may decide the question among
themselves.

NOTES ON CARPENTRY AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES—IX.

TN a former number of this series of notes
-*- we gave an example of a roof of 60ft.

span. Here is one of 00ft., also executed
under the eye of the present writer. In so
far as the parts of the two roofs are in common
the details of this one are omitted, for they
are the same as in the other one. The foot
of the principal, for instance, is treated
in exactly the same manner. This being a
king-post roof the jM-essiire of cither strut is

balanced by that of the other, or nearly so,

and therefore needs no sinking bodily into
the tie be,am to resist a thrust, as a queen
post does, but is simply tenoned into the tie

beam. The heads of the principals are
treated in a similar m.anner, in respect of
shouldering and tenoning, to that we de-
scribed for the other roof. The purlins are
notched on to the prineipals in the s.ame
manner. Tlie common rafters are also of the
same scantling, and are, .a." in the other case,

nailed to, but not notched on to the purlins.

In other respects thi.s roof is different to the
other one, and in those respects we give the

details as they were executed.

It will be seen that this roof partakes
of the character of a mansard roof, inas-

much as it provides a floor within it. The
floor, being 24ft. in width, is supported
in the centre from below by a truss reaching
from one line of principals to the next, and
as the bearers which carry the ends of the
joists (wliioh are X •'!, 18in. from centre to
centre) are but 9 x U. with l.")ft. bearing,
they arc supported intermediately at two
points by an overhead truss with suspension
rods. A\'e need not encumber our space
with details of the manner of joining these

pieces of timber, for they are the same as
those given in the case of the warehouse
floor in the last number of the Building News.
We proceed tu call attention to the manner
of shouldering and tenoning the heads of the
struts into the principals, Fig. 27. Here a
square and solid bearing of an inch in depth
is given to the strut, and a sufficient tenon to
keep it in its place.
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10X5

BASE STONE 1^3X3 i X I 3

hEAO AND FOOT OF POSTS

In designing a structure the reverse opera-
tions occur to those which take place in build-

ing it. In the one place you begin with the
foundations, in the other you begin at the

top and design downwards. The weight to

be carried is the first consideration, then its

immediate supports, and afterwards in succes-

sion those which finally bring the weight to the
ground, where a sufficiently solid foundation
must be had. In this ease the posts which
carry the roof stand 1.5ft. apart longitudinally,

and are set upon base stones 3ft. square and
1.5in. thick, which are bedded upon concrete
."jft. square and 2ft. thick, for the central

line of posts, and 4ft. square and 1ft. thick

for the outer lines. The posts are held down
to the stone blocks by 3in. bolts, the heads of

which are countersunk in the bed of the
stone, and the nuts are applied by cutting

away a mortice in the side of the post, the
space left between the nut and the outside of

the post being afterwards tightly filled with
hard wood.

P'/C.ZS TEnoMOFfiisr
-f'V-f'
TOP PLATt

' Jom T

'5 'i ;-^« nRACoMTlE

VERTICAL SECTION OF ANGLE

Kg] FIC.3Z

The top plate, which runs round the building

on the heads of the outer posts, and also along

the central line, is 10 X 5, mortised on to the

heads of the posts ."Sin. long, 2|in. wide, and
2iu. deep, the mortice being cut a little

deeper than the length of the tenon, so that

the bearing of the plate is on the head of the

post, aud not upon the end of the tenon. The
tenon, therefore, must not be cut too large,
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so as to reduce the strength of the end of the

plate too much. In general, tenons should
never take away more than one-third of the

width of the wood ;
in this case the propor-

tion is one-fourth, which is better ; but the

plate is wide, so that it fully allows a suffi-

cient strength of tenon without greater re-

duction than this.

The hip rafters cannot well be managed
•without providing a support for the foot at

at the proper level. This is obtained by lay-

ing a dragon tie anglewise, directly under the

line of the hip, one end resting on the top
plate of the wall and the other upon a cross

piece, or angle tie, laid to receive it.

In the upper part of the roof the collar

rests ujion the strut and abuts against the
Tafter. The end of the strut is cut with a
bii'd's-mouth to receive the bearings of the

collar and rafter, and is tenoned into the end
of the collar.

We have not given this roof as an example
of architectural beauty, for the outside aspect
of so large a roof is ugly in the extreme ; but
if a few hints on framing are taken from the

arrangement of the timbers and the manner
of joining them, that will be an answer to our
purpose. It will be seen that wherever a
cross strain would be thrown upon a beam or

post it is either balanced by an opijosite

pressure or supported from below.
The whole of the timber is Quebec red

pine, except the common rafters, which are
Petersburg red battens, ripped.

[Errata.—In column 1, on page 220, for ib^x :> 1-2 read
4 &2 + -5 /2 ; and in the table of comparative stiffness in
the same column for "Memel fir 120," read " Memel flr

100."J

S. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL, PRESENT
AND FUTURE.

A T a time when so much of all that is

-^^ thoughtful in the way of art and archi-

tecture is expended in sjieculating and
theorising about them, and when so very
little is done in the way of adding materially

to them, it becomes doubly interesting to

watch over the remains of those of past

times which yet exist. In London if there

be one building more than another, the

remains of the past, valuable and interest-

ing to Londoners and Englishmen, it certainly

is S. Paul's Cathedral. It is the central and
most conspicuous of London buildings, and

as a specimen of Renaissance architecture,

and a work of a great Englishman, it is not

surpassed by any other building. It is,

therefore, not a little interesting to ascertain

what state it is in, and still more so to find

out what is now going on in it in the way of

repairs and " restoration," as it is called.

We are compelled to say, shortly and simply,

that what is now doing in S. Paul's in the

way of restoration is altogether destructive,

not to say absolutely ruinous, and it is some
comfort to know that it was in the Building

News that it was first endeavoured to point

out the precise character of that destruction,

and the momentous results involved in it.

We did not anticipate at the time that many
would agree with us in condemning the pro-

posed position of the organ, or the rearrange-

ment of the choir, or the destruction of the

organ screen ; but since we wrote, a protest

against them has been published by one of

the minor canons of the Cathedral, the Rev.

J. Lupton, a gentleman of course well

acquainted with the Cathedral and all that

goes on in it. It cannot surely be waste of

time or out of place to say a few more words

on the proposed changes now actively going

on, and on their meaning and certain effect.

It is not too late to stay the mischief.

Let us again remind the reader—and he

cannot too often call it to mind—that S. Paul's

Cathedral was never designed and planned

on a Protestant principle-

—

i. e., that all in it

should comfortably hear and see all that is to

be heard or seen ; but that it is simply a repro-

duction or copy of the cathedrals of the

Middle Ages. The plan of S. Paul's is Gothic,

and is fitted only

—

i. e., to utilise the whole of

it—for the purposes to which the old cathedrals

were put, every part of them being made
use of, and serving a distinct and definite

purpose. Wren's difficulty lay in building a

structure which should be in all its parts

useful; of course he failed, for from no one

spot in the whole building can a human voice

be heard or aman seen from everywhere and all

over the building. It is the organ only that can

make itself heard, and it is to the subject of

the present position of that instrument and

its division into two parts—it now being in

course of building up—and to the destruc-

tion of the organ-screen, and the uses to

which its parts are being put, that we pro-

pose to ask the reader's attention. It is not

yet too late to mend matters, and to

"restore" S. Paul's to its original state as

Wren left it, and also to still further utilise it

by a few reasonable alterations and additions,

but without destroying any more of it. We
would ask the reader who feels real interest

in this matter to visit S. Paul's and test these

matters for himself, bearing in mind the diffi-

culties of the problem, and the fact that to

completely utilise an old building, or to

adapt it perfectly to a modern purpose,

and one for which it was never built or

planned, is a very difficult task indeed,

and sometimes impossible. Mr. Lup-
ton says, as we did, that the division of the

organ into two parts, and its position as now
determined on, will have in the future to be

reconsidered, andthatthetime mustcome when
the organ screen will come to be put back again

into its old place and "restored," and, we
may presume, the organ with it. No one

can possibly doubt this who will be at the

pains to study the subject a little, and to look

attentively at the building and at what is in it.

The difficulty, as we said, is doubtless very

great for the quiet undemonstrative " ser-

vices" of the national church do not admit of

any very great latitude of expression. English

nature is too dull to see a foreign idea of any
kind, whether good or bad, and to make allow-

ances for it. It is impossible to have every-

thing just as one would wish, and to fully

make a use of every part of S. Paul's

it would be absolutely necessary to take a

foreign iilea, and to copy S. Peter's or

some Continental church, wherein there

are two or more distinct churches under one

roof ; indeed, to copy for that matter, and to

come nearer home, Westminster Abbey itself.

Henry VII.'s chapel, now periodically used
used as a " morning chapel," and on special

occasions, answers very well to the choir of S.

Paul's ; either of them are amply large enough
for the ordinary week-day services. It is on
Sundays, though not for "special evening
services " only, that increased space is

needful for a larger congi-egation, and for this

purpose it is that the large area under the
dome and the nave of the Cathedral is

required. It is almost impossible to treat, or
even comment on this important subject with-
out going a little into matters theological.

The old churches and cathedrals were built

for an idea ; modern churches are built first,

and then the idea, whatever it may happen
to be, is fitted into it, somehow or other ! Here
is the difficulty. There must be two altars

in S. Paul's, one under the dome, somewhat,
we should suppose, eastward of the centre of

it, and one where it now is, in the semi-
circular apse at the east end of the church.

Thus there would be two churches under one
roof,^ the organ-screen dividing them. But
there are two churches in AVestminster Abbey,
and two altars and two pulpits, not to reckon
the one in the nave, which is one of those
compromising, make-shiftarrangements which
English people seem to delight in, and which
merely says, " that is all we can possibly

think of. There would also be two pulpits,

as at present ; but of course the one now
under the dome—and which, by the way, is

out of all harmony with the archi-

tecture of the building in which it is

placed, would be further westward, so as

to take in as large an oval of hearers as

possible, itself standing in one of the foci.

Such an arrangement would utilise the

cathedral to the utmost possible extent—not

wholly so, for that is impossible, for no one
can hear the loudest and clearest of voices

under the dome at the west door, or even
at the transept doors. Of course we are

supposing the organ-screen and organ replaced

as they were left by the real architect. Sir

C. Wren, and the clever organ builder,

Bernard Smith, who really understood the

cathedral better than Wren himself, for he it

was, doubtless, who pointed out to AVren,

who objected to the "box of whistles," the

magnificent and unique effect of the acci-

dental arrangement. ]\Ir. Penrose, the pre-

sent architect custode of this great church,

seems to be completely lost in it ; there is

no knowing what will be pulled down next,

or what on earth will be done with the

pieces and fragments of timber and broken

stone ! S. Paul's now presents the most fear-

ful scene of destruction and confusion of

ideas that it is well possible to conceive, and
one is at a loss to know which is most to be
lamented, the pulling down and destruction

of the old and useful work, or the senseless

purposes to which they are afterwards

applied ; for what, may we ask—pray go and

look at it—is the practical utility of the half

of the organ-screen being fixed or

attached to the northern transept door-

way ? It being all open, it does not even

keep out the cold draughts, and anybody

can see with half an eye, that it has been

brought from somewhere else, and that

it wns never designed for the place it now
disfigures. In passing wo may ask why is

the stonework just at this spot in course of

being painted four coats of common oil

colour ! We would ask Mr. Penrose to pause

for a few weeks, before it is too late, and re-

consider the whole matter, and to map out

in his mind what he really wants to do, and

on what idea he is going to work. What a

splendid opportunity there was for a few

harmless experiments during the present tem-

porary arrangements ! A complete idea

might have been realised with a few planks

and yards of red cloth, and no harm done, if

ever so extravagant and ever so wrong, and a

truly glorious i-esult if by chance, happy
chance, right. Is it too late to miss if?

We may presume that we are not speaking
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without book when we assume that the

monster organ now in the south transept,

and which Sir C. Barry protested against, as

well he luiglit, as blocking up the whole
architectiu'e of it, is to come down again,

and the supporting cohmnis of rare marble,

we may suppose, cither buried away in

the crypt or given to tlio coulractur. It

is melancholy indeed to think of all tliis waste

of money and tine material, and to tliink at

the same time of what miglit have been done
with it if but an idea liad Ijcen present on
which to go to work, or at least a little

j-cverence felt for the building itself as

another man's work and a sacred place-!

After the preservation of the stonework and
the evidences of the workmen's skill of past

da3'S our own special subject of comment was
and is the position of tlie organ and the

restoration of it and its supporting screen.

Nothing, as we coutcnded from the first,

could surpass tlic musical effect of the old

organ in its old place ; nothing could be more
happily placed, and the almost impossible

feat of making a building a part of a fine

musical instrument was in, truth, accom-
plished. If there is anything in all Europe
comparable to it it [must be a something to

go and see and listen to and wonder at. We
wish we could say that some little notion of

it could be got at by listening to the present

temporary organ, so awkwardly placed close

to one of the supporting piers of the dome.
"VMiy not have made this organ moveable, so

as to try the acoustical properties of S. Paul's,

and test the best place for an organ in rela-

tion to the singers '? A\'e must not forget to

remind the reader and the public who care

for these things that nothing could be worse
architecturally than the effect of the double

organ reaching nearly to the roof, and so out

of all propoi'tion, as shown lately by a tem-
porally scaffolding and canvas, dwarfing as it

did the stalls, bishoi^'s throne, and all else

behind it, and hiding so much of the real

architecture of the cathedral. INlusically it

must fail, as at AA'estminster, where so much
has been lost by the dividing the organ into

two, and which mistake even Mr. Scott now
acknowledges to be a mistake, for he has

publicly given up the " vista " theory, for

which the change was made and the mischief

done. A very long length of building like

S. Paul's or Westminster grows in pictu-

resqueness and sense of vastness by such an
interruption as the organ and screen, so that

there is nothing more that can be said in

favour of the change made even by those who
once advocated it, while everything else is

against it and in favour of a real restoration.

The restoration of S. Paul's ! The glass, the

mosaics, the stone-scraping and jiainting

and decoration, as a matter of business, are

all distinct subjects to which we hope to

retiun. C. B. A.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
AnCIIITECTUPJlL COSIPOSITION.

IN our last paper the importance of " con-
struction " w;is generally discussed as

one of the primary ((ualitications of an archi-

tect, as well as being one of tlie chief

elements in design. Its connection and
dependence on form was also shown as deter-

mining the principal structural conditions of

architecture. Indeed, it seems to naturally

arise out of a consideration of the abstract

ideas of form and magnituile of parts as

api)lied to a buihling. Besides wliieh, it is

the first and most ini])ortiint step l)etween

the simple abstract and tlie complex and
concrete in our inventive faculties. It is the

first reasoning process of combining the inert

ponderable material and the dynamic and
imponderable properties of art in its higher

form. At this step the inventive faculty is

called into exercise, the powers of ajialysis

and combinaticin are here concerned in giving

to the inert material the form, proportions,

and connection lequired to give shape and ex-

pression to our ideas. If we were to conceive a

building composed entirely of one material,

as a rock-cut temple, the effort to produce
such a work would be limited to one of form,

and if sucli a liomogeneous material were
also of a very compact and cohesive natui'e,

the faculty of form merely would be the
paramount one, admitting great latitude to

mere fancy ; in fact, such a work of art would
rank little higher than a Chinese or Indian

cut toy.

AMien we come to construct, we have in

the simplest case (a structure composed of

separate stones, for example, which is a trifie

removed from the monolithic design just

described) to combine or compose, to give to

eacli part, for instance, its due size, position,

shape, and connection, as the column and its

entablatme and superunposcd weight, and
further so to regulate and adjust the rela-

tive mass, weight, and tendency of each wall,

column, roof, or vault, as to insure at least

cipiilibrium, to prevent dislocation of parts.

The marble temples of Greece afford us, in

their simple columnar and trabeated con-

struction the first architectural lesson pro-

perly so called, as distinguished from the

first monolithic conceiJtion, the rock-cut or

wooden originals of these works. As we
pass from this simplest kind of construc-

tion, in which the homogeneous material has

only to be studied, its properties, qualities,

density and weight to be considered, to a

structm-e of two or more materials, a far

more complex problem presents itself ;
the

faculty of combination requires a careful

analysis of materials and forces in respect of

the various circumstances of each, besides

the judgment of combining these materials

and adjusting the forces necessary to give

each its proper and legitimate office and
limits in the composite structure. The diffi-

culty of doing this effectively is at once seen,

when we consider the very different and
opposite properties, in a physical sense, these

materials possess. Thus we have stone

—

hard or loosely-compact concretions and
granular, frangible ; brick or burnt clays,

much the same ; wood, fibrous, tenacious,

flexible ; iron, hard, malleable, ductile, We
have also substances of a plastic and glutinous

nature, such as plasters, cements, and other

tenacious compositions. All these materials

have different densities, weights, and specific

qualities, aud behave themselves variously

in construction under different temperatures

and conditions. Combination of parts, there-

fore, does not fully express "construction" as

used in its composite sense in building. In

the lowest physical meaning construction

embraces the exercise of many mental opera-

tions, as perception, analysis, comijarison, &c.

In a constructional light, then, we have to

consider materials separately and combined

;

that is, every material used in a building

must be looked at specifically as to its nature

and properties, as well as its connection

with otliers in the composite structure. This

twofold aspect necessarily demands distinct

and often antagonistic modes of treatment,

especially where the materials are not con-

cealed, but play an inqiortant jiart in the

design, as for example, an open tindier roof

over a solid and homogeneous shell of stone.

The most skilfid contriver, when called ujion

to produce a degree of harmony in his

structure, finds this dilliculty often em-
barrassing, especially when econoniy imposes

a limit as to quantity. Our (Jothic ancestors,

with a boundless supply of stone, met such

by covering tlieir finest churches with vaults

of stone, even at the expense of external

lu'ops, thereby concealing the roof proper

or its timber framework. The ancients be-

fore them seemed to carry out this principle

of homogeneity of material in their temph'S by
beams or vaults of stone or brick. Thus,
we find, the earliest architects evaded the

disparity of different materials wherever prac-

ticable. Now, things are altered ; we don't hide

our timber roofs either with stone, brick, or

plaster. Our brick and stone are not disguised,

but we prid(^ ourselves in them, and even when

iron enters into our construction we fre-

quently show it, making these unlike materials

parts of an integral design. This diversity

of material has imposed upon us a problem
which our predecessors never thought of

—

namely, the harmonical relationship of various

materials. To accomplish this with any suc-

cess seems to be the main difficulty our .archi-

tects have to contend with, and the artistic

antagonism between stone, and brick, and
iron, for instance, seems to have been an in-

surmountable obstacle to the joint employ-
ment of these materials in constructive design.

Where one or the other material enters

largely, as in the case of an iron roof over

a brick or stone building, the ditficulty be-

comes increased, and an interblending of

the two elements in a skilfid manner is the

only way to produce an agreeable combina-

tion. To investigate the approximate prin-

ciples on which such relationship should exist,

we must briefly consider first the forces each

material is subject to, and its capability of

resisting them effectually. There are. firstly,

the chemical forces of Nature productive of

disintegration or decay, climatic influences

on stone, iron, zinc, timber, &c. The action

of the atmosphere on inorganic bodies is often

both chemical and mechanical, as in stone

;

thus we have the agents of moisture, frost,

heat, and electric influences at work. If
must be understood the atmosphere is nor-

mally composed of two gases—oxygen and
nitrogen—but often contains other more in-

sidious gases, as carbonic acid, sulphuric, and
various other destructive agents. Further,

these agents of destruction are most active

under the influence of moistm-e and dryness,

cold and heat, by the new combinations

superinduced between the earthy bases and
metals. The chemistry of building materials

is, however, still imperfect, on accoimt of the

varying conditions of climate and the compo-
nents of the materials themselves, so that a

great inductive knowledge is required to

establish anj' laws of theii' durability. Still,

experience points to densenessas ;ui essential

quality, and it may be well said that decay

is in proportion to the porosity of the stone,

as in all stones disintegration of the particles

is pi-omoted mechanicaUy by freezing water,

or by the solution of the cementing ingre-

dient, as in some of the limestones. The
Bath, Caen, and Portland oolites illustrate

this remark. Nitrification is another cause

of decomposition—namely, the effect of

nitrogen generated in the air combining with

the soda existing in all sedimentary deposits

as limestone. Another essential is to place

stones on their natural quarry bed.

Again, with bricks and all burnt clay mate-

rials, excess ox sand is productive of disintegra-

tion among the particles, while the chemical

nature of the clays, aud the degree of burn-

ing, are other important points. With limes

aud cements we have also chemical and
mechanical forces at work which need to be
carefully observed. The purer carbonates of

of lime are very soluble in water ; hence the

mortar jiroduccd, if much exposed to weather
or moisture, is dissolved. 'Phe argillaceous

limestones furnish on this account the best

limes for damp situations. G. H. G.

(^To be continued.')

OX THE DECORATION OF S. PAUL'S
CATHEDKAL.

THE last number of Frazcr's Magazine contains

an article on this question. The writer mainly

supports Jlr. Street's views, which have been com-

mented upon in our columns. The following is the

concluding portion o( the article :—And touching

the fjliiss we would s,iy a word in .season. Three

wiiulows in the apse are already tilled with glass of

Municli design and manufacture, and we .ore told

that tlie other three will shortly be similarly filled,

though it is added that the cummittee do not con-

sider the employment of Munich glass throughout

tlie catheilral as a matter of course. We are

thaidiful even for that qualifying statement.

Almost immediately after the appearance of Mr.

Broome's statement in the Times, there appeared in
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the same paper (.Tuly 19) a letter strongly urging

that, rather than complete the apse with glass of a

bad school, the three present windows should be

sacrificed to make wa}"- for something more in

keeping with the true principles of coloured glass

decoration. We must say that we more than con-

cur in this opinion. Before m-iting these remarks

we paid a visit to the cathedral to make a renewed

and careful inspection of these windows, and our

deliberate conviction is, that, granting the able

drawing and composition of the figiu-es (which some

of our own glass-designers might well take a lesson

from), these windows are. in all that concerns the

special qualities of stained-glass design, as thoroughly

bad in style as they can be. The colours are harsh

and inharmonious ; the employment of imitation

rococo architectural details of the worst description

as part of the design is heightened in its ill effect by

the glaring yellow tone in which these are por-

trayed ; the 'emploj-ment of perspective and back-

ground and at tempted chiar'-oscuro effect is at variance

with the first principle of stained-glass design, which

demands that the glass should be treated as what it

is—viz., a plane surface for the transmission of

light; and the design is produced, not by putting

together pieces of glass into which the colour has

been incorporated ('pot metal,' as it is termed), but

by painting on the glass, which is not the true art

of stained glass at all, and is more or less perish-

able. Stained glass, if made the medium for figure

subjects, requires that these should be treated in a

highly conventional manner, totally distinct from

that which is proper to pictorial art, and without

iny attempt at perspective effect ; otherwise the

thing sinks to the vulgar level of a ''transparency"

picture. But it is now a question seriously asked

by the best critics on the subject whether figure

designs are really suitable to stained glass at all,

owing to the difficulty of treating the outline of the

figure with sufficient delicacy and correctness, and

of avoiding absurd effects from the necessary

crossing of the lead-lines over the figures. We are

strongly inclined to the opinion that stained glass

finds its true field in the elaboration of decorative

colour design rather than in producing transparent

pictures ; and that if the cupolas, &c., of S. Paul's

Cathedral are to be decorated with figure subjects,

there is here a definite ground also for treating the

windows different!}', giving them a part of their

own to play in the general design, instead of

placing in them figure subjects shown by trans-

mitted light to compete with and overpower the

mural subjects which are shown only by reflected

light (and not much of that). We should bargain

also for delicate colouring, and not too much strong

primary colour; not only on account of its obstruct-

ing the light, but also because strong colour in the

windows always lessens the aerial perspective of a

large building, and consequently detracts from its

apparent size. But we hope to hear no more
of Munich glass : the style is essentially a vicious

one. The German architects and decorators, whatever
their merits, have always been conspicuous for a want
of perception of fitness in the treatment of material;

nowhere so much so as in their stained glass, as

evidenced not only in S. Paul's, but in sundry pain-

ful specimens which affront the eye of the specta-

tor in the International Exhibition this j'ear (in the

Me^Tick Gallery and elsewhere). We counsel the

Committee to have nothing more to do with Munich
glass; to rescind their order for the three new win-

dows; and to consider whether there is not afforded

in S. Paul's a very fine field for something entirely

new in stained glass design, in the production of

windows which shall display all the true principles

of design, hitherto only illustrated in Gothic glass,

but in a form and style suitable for the decoration
of a Renaissance builtling.

There are one or two other points which seem to

us most important to be borne in mind in the
carrying out of any scheme of decoration in such a
building as S. Paul's. First, as to the effect of

large figure subjects on the scale of the building.

Any one, we believe, who looks lirst at the spandrels

of the dome which are yet untouched, and then

turns the eye to either of the two which are now
filled with mosaic pictures, will be conscious imme-
diately that the apparent scale of the architecture is

diminished by comparison with these figures of
*' heroic," if not colossal proportions. There is

always this danger in the introduction of such
figure subjects into a large building; and, on the

other hand, there is no doubt that figures merely
life size would at that height appear paltry. The
dilemma is a difficult one ; but, as one way of par-

tially meeting it, we should propose that in future

paintings of the same sort the background to the

figures should not be, as in the two present designs,

£L plain expanse of gilding, but should be broken up
into a conventional diaper ornament of small size,

formed by the repetition of some simple pattern

which would give the eye a scale by which to esti-

mate better the space covered by the figures, and
consequently their real .size. Every one may observe

the effect which the old style of glazing windows

in small lozenge lights has in giving a scale to a

building, simply bj' the number of small parts into

which the window area is divided ; a plate-glass

T\indow always looks smaller in comparison;

this will serve to illustrate our meaning. The treat-

ment of the dome is another important point as

affecting architectural scale and appearance. The
difficulty in gaining the full effect of a dome as an

internal feature lies in the fact that, in proportion to

its height, it is always seen from below in fore-

shortened and diminished perspective, and conse-

quently never looks its real size or height. The
visitor to S. Paul's may convince himself of this by
comparing the apparent size of the base of the

dome above with the circle marked out below by the

dark marble in the pavement, and he will be con-

scious how difficult it is to realise that the two cir-

cumferences are nearly the same ;* and the height of

the curve, too, isvery much lost to the eye from below.

Any decoration applied to the inner sin-face of the

dome sliould therefore be so carried out as to add to

its present height by the use of smaller parts and

somewhat more delicate colouring towards the apex

as compared with the base. The cupola " closing

in a gold and azure glory " (to use the words of the

secretary's letter) might, we fear, operate in bringing

it down stiU nearer to the eye than at presentf
;

but of course this would depend in some degree on

the treatment employed in the lower portion. The
idea that the decoration of the dome must be

divided into eight compartments, corresponding to

the eight arches below, which seems to be generally

entertained, is one to be received with caution.

The dome is supported on an octagon, but is not

octagonal, nor is its immediate substructure ; it is

a uniform hemisphere, and any such treatment as

a strongly-pronounced division of it into eight ver-

tical bands or stripes of decoration would in our

opinion be most prejudicial to its grand unity of

expression ; and so far from being, as appears to be

supposed, a constructive design, would in fact be a

negation or falsification of the construction. Then
we are told that the decoration must be of a "reli-

gious " character, and that the committee have con-

sulted Mr. Burges, " an architect pre-eminent in his

knowledge of ecclesiastical decoration," who has

furnished a scheme or iconography of the arrange-

ment of the figure subjects, which concurs very

nearly with the previous intentions of the com-
mittee. We would say nothing in derogation of

Mr. Burges's proficiency, and there is no doubt that

his scheme (which we have had an opportunity of

inspecting) does indicate a very extensive acquaint-

ance with the conventional treatment and symbols

of the equally conventional personages of ecclesias-

tical history. But most of us who pay any atten-

tion to such matters kno"\v pretty well what is gene-

rally intended by the term *' ecclesiastical decora-

tion," and that in the main it signifies stiff, mechani-
cal-looking figures, with gold plates behind their

heads. The only excuse for this kind of figure

decoration in a Mediieval cathedral—^viz., that it is

really the style in which the Mediaeval decorators

did work, is cut away in the case of a Renaissance

building like S. Paul's. There is no excuse for

sham Mediaivalism here. We do not advocate,

certainly, a return to the style of decoration in

vogue in Wren's day, the taste of which was
execrable. What we demand is, that the figure

decoration shall be such as may appeal to our

widest intellectual and artistic sympathies, instead

of merely pandering to a narrow and degraded

antiquarianism, and that it shall be carried out

with all the knowledge of drawing and composition

of which the best artists of the present day are

masters, with of course just the necessary amount
of severity of style and outline which mural deco-

ration in mosaic or fresco demands. This is by no

means impossible. A great many of Flaxman's

outline designs, for example, are perfect models of

style for mural decoration, so far as form and com-
position arc concerned ; but they have nothing

whatever in common with Slediceval stiffness or

archaism. Mr. Burges's scheme, again, so far as we
can gather, comprehends figures on three different

scales, which, unless they are placed so that only

* Thoy are not quite the same, as the pilasters under
the bar^e of the domo loan inwards slightly, following the
lino of the concealed cone which carries the lantern.
This hanging inward of the pilasters has a very detri-

mental effect, and is one of the most serious among the
faults of dcHign to be found in S. Paul'-s.

t The same colours, gold and blur?, have been employed
in the rocont decoration of the roof of the choir at
Gloucester; the result is palpably to diminish the ap-
parent height of the choir.

those on the same scale can be seen at the same
time (which is barely possible), is a very doubtful
arrangement. The committee, however, have not
made tlicir scheme public in detail, on the ground
that they must have some security tliat the funds
will be forthcoming before they go farther with it.

This is surely putting the cart before the horse.

They say, in effect, to the pubUc, ''Give us your
money, and we will show you what we mean to do
with it." The public will probably r'dpiy, "Show
us your design, and we will tell you if we think it

worth the money."
One other comment we wish, to make, as to what

may be termed the theological aspect of the matter.
Fortitnately we are not called upon to expound the
logic of the concluding sentence of Mr. Broome's
letter ; but we must be permitted to point out that
the committee, in addressing themselves to the
general public for aid, are inviting subscriptions for

what a large number of those invited will consider

a serious anachronism. The scheme of decoration

is to include it seems, a whole cycle of biblical and
ecclesiastical miracles ; not to speak of the Six
Days' Creation, the nine Orders of Angels, Cheru-
bim " full of eyes," Mediaeval saints with their

appropriate symbols, and such other standard pieces

of ecclesiastical furniture. If the committee have
any idea of what is going on in the world, they
ought to be aware that the majority of thinking
persons among us regard these things as historically

false and totally irrelevant to religion, and even to

Christianity in its highest aspect. If they look on
the cathedral as the ]:)roperty of churchmen to do
as they please with, that is an intelligible position

;

but to advertise such a decorative programme as "a
work recommending itself to no one class or creed"

is simpl}'- ridiculous. They cannot reasonably ex-

pect support for such a scheme from any one out-

side the pale of their own communion, nor from
many within it. If the committee wish the decora-

tion of S. Paul's to be taken iip as a national work,

let them leave illustrating what many regard as

mere fables, and turn to the broader and subliraer

moral attributes of Christianity, the illustration of

which, in various phases and through various actions,

might furnish subjects of the highest order to

thoughtful and original artists.* We have little

hope, we admit, that this hint vnll be acted upon

;

the ecclesiastical amateurs, we fear, are too stiff in

their own views, the ecclesiastical artists too nearly

in the position of the silversmiths of Ephesust to

listen to reason on this topic. But if ever the scheme

is carried out wliich is to convert our only Kenais-

sance cathedral into a great storehouse of ecclesias-

tical " properties," we shall be able to say that in

one quarter at least a protest was raised against

the proposition to embodj', in an imperishable mate-

rial, histories and theories the actual truth and
moral relevancy of which are at this very time

becoming every day more and more widely ques-

tioned.

E.viLWAYS IX NE^\' South Wales.—It appears

that the cost of the line from Parramatta Junction

to Picton, in New South Wales, 40 miles in length, was
£607,241, giving an average of £16,IJS1 per mile.

From Picton to Goulburn, 81 miles, the outlay has

been £1,022,628, giving an average of £12,G28 per

mile. Upon the line from Penrith to Bathurst, 109

miles, the amount expended was £1,572,342, giving

an average of £15,746 per mile.

Labour for Ireland.—An immense estate (the

Martin) iu the County of Connaught, Ireland, has

changed hands—a domain as large as the whole

County of Dublin—and the new proprietors. Sir

Seymom- Blane, Bart., and Captain Jervis, enter into

possession on the 1st November, and intend at once

making most extensive alterations and improvements

that will require some thousands of more skilled

workmen than can be produced in Ireland. At
Koundstone, steam factories, churches, houses,

schools, a railway, hotels for tourists, are immediately

to be constructed, and some of our large contracting

builders in London and Liverpool will most likely

obtain the contracts. The spirited proprietors intend

to divide the immense property into agricultural dis-

tricts, to establish co-operative stores, to run coaches

from Gahvny to all parts at a great expenditure.

This will be tlic means of draining away from Lon-

don and the provinces a large amount of surplus

labour of all descriptions at a high rate of wages.

The estate in question is from end to end 44 miles in

extent—the largest in Great Britain.

* We alluded just now to Flaxman. He can give us
another hint here, for his Bcries of desigTis called "Acta of

Mercy," though not quite among his best artistically, sug-
gest precisely the kind of ideal treatment we recom-
mend.

t Acts xix., vcreea 24, 25.
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SOUTHSEA BATHS AND ASSEMBLY-KOOMS.

A POPULAR but comparatively young water-
iiiK place has just received a finisliing strolse

in the way of improvement, which enables it to be
placed on a par with the older and better-knowu
sea-side resorts in point of artificial convenience, as

it already equals them in natural advaiitafjes. Indeed,

but a few years since. Southsea had all the inherent
advantages common to most watering places, but
none of those conveniences without which it would
be hopeless to expect visitors. It was within an
easy distance of London, hut had a verj- defective

train service ; with a splendid beach, bathing was
next to impossible by reason of want of machines

;

and so on, and on.

But gradually all this has been changed. The
South Coast or South ^Veslern takes us down in a
couple of hours; the shingly common has been level-

led and turfed, and lias a splendid esplanade along
the whole length of the shore. These and manv
other improvements have almost entirely changed the
aspect of the place, and now, within the last few
months, an undertaking has just been accomplished
which cannot fail of good results, both to itself and
to Southsea.

The Southsea Baths and Asserablj'-rooms, to which
we refer, and a plan and perspective view of which
we illustrate this week, are situated at the extreme
west of the common by the side of the new pier,

directly facing the sea, and consist of buildings 32G
feet in length in the Italian Swiss style. The War
Department, on whose property the building was
erected, restricted their lessees using either brick or

stone in the construction, fearing that a too perm.a-
nent class of building might, at some future time,

possibly interfere with the general plan of tlic Ports-
mouth defences. Consequently, with the exception
of the engine and boiler-house and water-tower,
which are of brick, the whole of the baths and as-

semblv-rooms are constructed of timber, rough cast

outside, resting on four feet of brickwork, with a

four feet layer of concrete under all, and are covered
with an iron roof. The general effect of the build-

ings, notwithstanding this enforced paucity and
poverty of materials, is satisfactory, while the plan
and arrangements of the interior of the buildings are

very skilfully contrived.

The extensive length of the structure is broken
into three sections, and is flanked at one end by two
lofty lielvidere towers, and at the other end by the

water tower and engine chimney. The two end
blocks are about 45ft. high, and the centre block
about 50ft. high, each having an ornamental iron and
glass skyhght 4ft. high, withtinials. The Belvidere
towers have projecting slate roofs, and have balconies

running round them, from which extensive views of

the sea, the Isle of Wight, and the country inland
can be obtained. So much for the exterior. If we
were to make a suggestion, it would be that a light

iron balcony or verandah should be added to the
sea front, which now presents a somewhat bald ap-
pearance.

The means of ingress and egress are ample, there
being entrances on nearly every side, the principal

being at the esplanade end. This leads us to a
spacious vestibule opening into the main assembly-
room, which occupies nearly the whole of the eastern
block, forming a fine saloon 80ft. long by 40ft. wide,
with a minstrels' gallery at one end, below which are
the vestibule and clo.ak-rooms. It has a number of

French cjisemcnt windows on either side, opening on
to the croquet lawn, and to a terrace on the sea beach
respectively. The wall decoration of the inside of

the assembly-room is somewhat Classic in treatment,
buff and chocol;ite brown being tlic base colours, lead-

ing up to blue and white in the roof. This, com-
bined with the open ironwork of the roof and sky-
light, produce a light and [ilcisant effect. From the
iron roof hang down starlights at the intersections

of the trusses.

Two wide passages lead us from the assembly-

room to the central block, which comprises the ladies'

swimming-bath, with a clear water space fif lltft. by
22ft. (iin., with dressing-boxes fitted up round the

bath, a supper-room, billiard and smoking rooms,

board-room, manager's apartment.s, and nine ladies'

private baths, which are ranged round in a gallery

above the swimming bath.

Lastly, coming to the other end block, we have a

fine swimming-bath for gcntlenu-n, being Toft, long

and 22ft. (Jin. wi<le, in clear water sp.ace, and hav-
ing a maximum depth of 7ft. and a minimum depth
of oft. tlin. with dressing-boxes on either side, and
with tliirtcen private baths arranged in a similar

manuLT to the ladies', with lavatories, iScc, attachetl.

The engine and boiler-house, engineer's apart-

ments, laundry, and drying-closets occupy the ex-
treme end of the buildings. AH the baths cau be

supplied with salt or fresh water, either hot or cold,

and strained from all impurities at any time of the
day and .ill through the j'ear. The assembly-room,
billiard-room, and corridors are heated by steam
pipes, in coils or underneath the floors, and fresh air

is introduced through the channels in which the coils

arc laid ; there is communication all over the build-

ing by means of electric bells ; and, indeeil, we find

everywhere that miirked attention to details which
goes so far to securing the success of a structure.

There are two five-horse (nominal) engine.s, with
three boilers which have been proved up to llMdU.

presstue to the square inch.

The cost of the whole building complete, including
engines, titling, &c., is under £10,000, of which tlie

engine-work generally (by Messrs. Gimson & Co., of

Leicester) cost about £1,200. The gas-fittings,

which are numerous, well placed, and in good taste,

were manufactured by Messrs. D. Hulett & Co., of

High Holborn. Jlr. Chevallier, of London, executed
t he decorat ions, and Messrs. Neave & Fry, contrac-

tors, of London and Landport, took the general con-

tract.

The whole of the works were carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Messrs.
Davis & Emanuel, 2, Finsbury-circus, City. Since
the opening of the establishment it has been exten-
sively used for swimming matches, concerts, fancy
balls, and for public dinners and receptions.

THE REPARATION OF S. ALBAN'S ABBEY.

WE are very glad tohear, says the ^ theneeum, that

not half the sum necessary for the'^ preserva-

tion" of S. Albans Abbej' Church has been collected, or

even promised. The cause of so great a failure in sub-
scriptions, a failure which is, of course, assumed
to signify lack of public sympathy with the grand
ai.d historic edifice, might be hard to discover. We
should be over-sanguine did wc suppose that it is

due to a growing sense of the irreparable mischief

which, under the pretence of '' restoration," has been

effected in nearly every cathedral and great church

in England, and in more than one in Scotland and
in Ireland. Public disgust has not been aroused

even by proceedings which have utterly ruined the

most precious carvings ou the front of Lincoln

Minster, dealt so unfortunately with S. Patrick's.

Dubhn, and destroyed for ever so much that was
venerable, if not for its art, at least for its associa-

tions. It appears that vast sums of money have

been found for this and other, it may be less

injurious, operations ou churches in many districts.

Worcester Cathedral will soon be quite " as good as

new," and does but represent in an extreme manner
what has been done all over England and France.

The British craze for mere " tidiness " has been

indulged under the pretence of love for art and
honour for antiquity : the end of this is at hand,

for there will soon be no more churches to spoil,

—

an end which was assured when once it was recog-

nised that five per cent, ou the outlay for such works

was to be devoted to the architects employed. The
cost of simplj' repairing and maintaining ancient

edifices, which is all that artists and archaeologists

wish for, and all that ought to have been done,

would have been nothing compared with the opera-

tions which have yielded employment to many sorts

of tradesmen. Fifty thousand pounds, the sum
proposed to be expended on S. Albans, has not been

obtained. It is very hard to understand how such

an enormous amount can be required for the mere

preservation of the noble church: that half of

i'50,000, which is, we hear, avadable, ought, one

cannot but think, to be .amply sufticient. If, how-

ever, " restoration "—which means renovation,—is

proposed, any sum of money might be expendetl.

THE NEW TOWNIIALL, ROCHDALE.

TIII.S building, of which the foundation-stone

w.as laid by Mr. .Tolin Bright, M.P., on March
31. 1806, was formally opened hist week. The
architect under whose superintendence and from

whose design it has been ctuistructed is 5Ir. W. 11.

Oossland, of Leeds and London. It is planned in

three grand divisions, the two wings being at right

angles with the principal building. This central

part includes the exchange, lecture-room, grand

staircase, large hall, and refreshment-rooms for

public use on certain occasions. The east wing con-

tains the town council-room, m.ayor's parlour, com-
mittee-rooms, ami oflices for the borough treasurer,

surveyor, town clerk, rate collector.s, and for other

municij^al purposes. The west wing is devoted to

the magistrates and police, comprising a court-room,

magistrates' rooms, police parade-room, dwelling for

police superintendent.and prisoners' cells. The entrance

to the central or jiublic division of the building is

through the front porch into the exchange halL This
fine hall is 72ft. long by 39ft. wide. It is divided
into three bays by polished marble columns, with
richly-carved Bath stone caps and bases ; its ceiling

is vaulted and groined ; its floor is laid with tiles of

various devices, and its windows are of stained glass.

Adjoining this hall are two rooms—one for the
private use of the lecturer, when the hall above is

occupied as a public lecture-room ; the other for a
ladies' cloak-room. Opening out of the exchange,
an<l entered by an arcade of three arches, on grouped
shafts, is a large staircase-hall, 40ft. by 34ft.,

divided by arcades into nine bays, having moulded
columns supporting a vaulted ceiling. The staircase

leads up to the large hall. This upper ball, with
ladies' and gentlemen's retiring-rooms, cloak-rooms,

refreshment-rooms, and oflices, can, if required, be
let off, not interfering with the rest of the building.

The style adopted by the architect is of a similar

character to that which obtained in England at the

end of the fourteenth century, free use being made
of muUioned windows of many lights. The hall is

divided into seven equal bays, each lighted north and
south by a three-light window, with rich tracery in

the head. The stained glass designs in the windows
represent the kings and queens of England. The
roof is open-timbered, having hammer-beams with
grotesque figures holding candelabra from the ends.

The filling in of the roof is framed in square panels,

plastered for decoration. Over the platform at the
west end is a recessed organ-gallery, having a quad-
ruple arcade, with stone shafts and foliated capitals,

above which is a rose window of radiating tracery.

The length of the hall, exclusive of the orchestra, is'

90ft., and its breadth 60ft. ; its height is 64ft., and
it has sitting room for 1,200 persons. The council-

room is spanned by four stone arches, the spandrels

pierced with tracery. These arches support the

ceiling, which is framed in square panels for decora-

tion, as are the ceilings of the other large rooms.

The council-room is 60ft. long and 24ft. wide. The
works were carried out, from Mr. Crossland's design,

by Messrs. Warburton Brothers, contractors, of

Harpurhey, Jlauchester.

ASPHALTE IN THE CITY.

THE use of asphalte as a paving material finds

increasing favour ^Wth the citizens of London.

On Tuesday, at the meeting of the City Com-
misEioners of Sewers, various memorials from pub-

lic bodies and others were presented, urging the

Commissioners to pave with asphalte various tho-

roughfares.

Wherever the gradients of a street admit o£ the

experiment being adopted, the Commissioners sel-

dom or never hesitate to give the asphalte a fair

trial on being memorialised by the inhabitants ; but

it may still be said to be on probation. On Mon-
daj' they were reluctantlj' obliged, on account of

the gradients, to decline an application for its

adoption from the trustees of Sir John Cass's

Schools in George-street and .JewTy-street, and also,

for the same reason, one from the managers of the

Royal Ophthalmic Hospital, in Blomfield-street.

On the other hand, on the recorameiulation of the

Streets Committee, they ordered that so much of

the carriage-way in Threadneedle-street .as lies east

of the Val de Travers as|)halte, laid down in 1869,

be paved with the same material, at an estimated

cost of £605, less the value of the old paving.

They expressed an opinion, at the same time, that

it was not as yet expedient to pave with asphalte

the western part of that street, it being in good

condition. The Commissioners resolved that the

carri.age-way in CornhiU throughout be laid with as-

phalte at an estimated cost of £3,096, less £415,
the value of tlie old materials. The}' also resolved

that the irregular-shaped area intervening between

King \\'illiam-street, Lombard-street, Cornhill,

Princes-street, and Threadueedle-strcet, be paved

with the same material, at the estimated cost of

£2,495, less £451, the value of tire old stone. Mr.

Ridley called attention to the slippery state of

Cheapside from its being laid with asphalte to horses

after a slight rain. Mr. J. T. Bedford, a member
of the Streets Committee, argued on the other hand

that not one horse in 3,000 fell at present in passing

along Cheapside, antl that as a rule fewer horses now
fell there than before it was paved with asphalte.

There was also the comparative freedoni of a great

thoroughfare from mud and noise. Mr. .lohn Cotton

complained of what he called the huge monopoly in

the use in the City of the Val de Travers asphalte

over that of the Linuner quality. Mr. J. T. Bed-

ford replied that the Streets Committee had deter-

mined that there should be no monopoly, and that,

on the contrary, they wished to try every system of

paving, with a view to ascertain which was the

best in all respects.
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ART TEACHINGS OP THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.—II.

By Omicron.

Painting m Oil and Water Colours.

THE supposed " habit of using water-pig-

ments in the initiatory stages of their

works," or of tempera concurrently with oil in

any part of their works (except to the extent

and in the mode already described), which Sir

Coutts Lindsay attributes to " the earlier

Venetians," and generally to the artists of the

fourteenth century, is a pure matter ofassump-

tion. The question remains, did the Italian

painters, Venetian or others, of a later period,

use tempera and oil painting in combination
;

and if so, to what extent, and with what
results ?

It would require little argument to establish

the probability that oil painting and tempera

painting, being wholly distinct in respect of

the materials employed, and the process of

their application, could not be employed in

combination with successful result ; and all

the records that history affords show that in

actual practice, whenever the attempt was
made, it has led to disappointment. In the very

preparation of the ground the conditions of

the two processes essentially differ. In tem-

pera a process very similar to that in use

with the ancient Egyptians, as seen in their

mummy cases, was employed. The principal

ingredients were generally chalk, or plaster of

Paris, prepared with water or size, a com-
position which di-ied quickly and became
brittle with age, and which, therefore, though
well adapted for wood or other solid surfaces,

was not equally applicable to canvas. As a

consequence, upon the adoption of the latter

material, although the size composition was,

with others somewhat similar, still em-
ployed, it had to be laid on much
thinner, to prevent its cracking when the

texture of the canvas was disturbed by rolling

or otherwise. Another defect in this pre-

paration as applied to canvas was that it was
liable to injury from damp. Mrs. Merrifield

records a remarkable example of the disastrous

consequences of the use of a tempera ground for

a canvas picture, itself painted in oils, in the

case of Paolo Veronese's celebrated " Nozze
di Cana," which when transported, with other

art-plunder of the first Napoleon's, to Paris,

was found to be in such a dilapidated state as

to render it necessary to line it with great

care, in order to prevent it scaling entirely

from the canvas. This operation, as satis-

factorily accomplished as circumstances would
allow, was hardly completed, when, in 1815,

the picture was under orders to be restored to

Venice, according to treaty. But now it was
discovered that the colours crumbled off and
fell into dust at the slightest movement. The
consequence was that the picture had to re-

main in Paris, a picture by Lebrun being
sent to Venice in exchange.

So much for the matter of grounding. In the

process of colouring, the pigments are mixed
in wholly dissimilar vehicles in the two pro-
cesses ; in the one, for instance, with water,

yolk of egg, &c., in the other with oil—the one
drying more quickly and with a harder tex-

ture than the other. To apply these hetero-
genous processes one over the other would
involve an obvious incongruity, and whenever
it has been attempted it has led to failure.

The two coats being of a different consistency,

and with different capabilities of expansion,

the harder being placed over the softer will

crack, whilst the softer, superlying the harder,

will be liable to shrivel up. The errors of

commission of this sort amongst painters of

the best schools, of the period immediately

after the introduction of oil painting, are few,

but are none the less worthy of record. In the

Louvre are two pictures by Correggio of the
" Triumph of Virtue " and " The Bondage of

Vice," both painted in tempera on cloth. A
repetition of the former is in the Doria
Palace at Rome, which, accordingto Eastlake,

is apparently painted partly in tempera and

partly in oil, and the colour of which is

cracked and scaled off in various places.

Mrs. Merrifield, in her " Treatises on
Painting," states that when in Italy, particu-

larly in Venice, where the public collections

were under process of so-called " restoration,"

she made frequent inquiries of artists, pro-

fessors, and experts, as to the materials and
processes employed by the old masters.

Amongst other points she inquired about

was as to whether oil and tempera had ever

been used in common, and the answer
she received completely negatived that idea,

with one slight and questionable exception.

She asked Signor C. whether Titian had ever

painted in tempera on his oil paintings, and
theanswerwas " no "—no part of hispictures

in oil was painted in tempera ; he added that
' 'Paolo Veronese,being aware that oil darkened
colours, had employed tempera ;

but he did

not know of any others who had done so-''' men-
tioning particularly Bellini and Giorgione

as not having done so.

But even in the case of Veronese it is doubt-

ful from acomparison and full consideration of

the evidences of the authorities consulted by
Mrs. Merrifield, whether tempera was indeed

used in combination with oil colours. It may
be worth while to go a little into the matter.

Mrs. Merrifield states that mention was made
that Veronese was in the habit occasionally of

introducing some metallic colours, as red lead,

vermilion, white, &c., as overlays on oil

paintings, by a process similar to that of tem-

pera, but not in immediate contact with the oil

coats, but encased, as it were, between two
coats of varnish. One of Mrs. Merrifield's

infoi-mants stated that as a consequence, in

cleaning the picture, when the outer varnish

was removed, the so-called tempera colours

were found to be soluble in water. Another
authority informed Mrs. Merrifield, from his

own experience, that what people took
for tempera painting on the pictures of Vero-
nese was not really so. According to him, the

first painting was executed in oil, and the

part upon which the metallic colours, or

others which darken with oil, were to be in-

troduced were left until the surface was tacky,

and then the metallic colours were applied,

mixed with water only, after which, the water
having evaporated, the metallic colours were
left adhering to the surface of the picture.

Surely, however, such contrivances as either

of these, whatever the immediate ostensible

result, is hardly to be called " painting." It

should be recollected, however, that Paolo
Veronese was the last of the masters who pre-

ceded the decline of Venetian art—if, indeed,

it would not be more proper to say that the
decline, which was rapid and startling, com-
menced with him. Titian, his great prede-
cessor, never had recourse to trickery to

secure his splendid glow of colour, which, be
it added, contrary to the theory propounded
by Sir Coutts Lindsay, was attained by the
simple superposition of successive thin coats

of transparent colour, laid on, at considerable

intervals, upon a white ground (with rare

exceptions)—a similar practice, by the way,
to that adopted by Rubens and all the

great colourists of the grand period of art,

insomuch that it is on record that the

authenticity of a reputed Correggio was
recently denied by the Academy of Parma
because it was painted upon a red ground.
The adoption of coloured and darkened
grounds, and the /a presto style of "paint-
ing up " from the beginning throughout, were,
indeed, the symptoms which preceded and
announced the expiry of high art.

Before quitting this question let us cite one
eminent master from among the moderns whose
restless experimentalising in vehicles and var-

nishes was the ruin of many of his finest

productions. Reynolds, who, as is well
known, kept memoranda of the pigments, ve-
hicles, and processes employed in his various
works, thus describes the arcana adopted in

the case of the portrait of Miss Kirkman,
and the result, under date Oct. 2, 1792:

—

" Gum dr. et whiting, poi corata, poi ovatn,

poi verniciata—retouched. Cracks." Here we
have a blending of tempera and oil vehicles,
with the addition of wax, and Eastlake re-
marks upon it:—"A picture begun with
whiting and gum tragacanth, then covered
successively with wax, white of egg, and
varnish, could hardly escape cracking and
separating."

Retiu'ning to Sir Coutts Lindsay's re-
port, we find the writer, whilst select-

ing Mr. Walker for especial eulogy as the
perpetrator of what we denounce as heresy
in art, by the combination of oil and tempera
vehicles, pronouncing this unsatisfactory

opinion of the result, as a set-off to the ad-
vantages of " prismatic brilliancy and an
internal light which has been very seldom
attained by our English oil painters." We
are told :

—"On the other hand, the defects

above noted as incidental to tempera are also

visible
; the surface of the painting is pain-

fully broken and patched, there is an abrupt-
ness and want of gradation in the colour, and
a harshness of transition in the chiaro oscuro,

very detrimental to the complete beauty of

the works." Perhaps, oiu' distinguished cog-

noscenti is labouring altogether under a mis-
conception, at least as relates to Mr. Walker,
for he appends the remark:—"It is difficult,

I acknowledge, to dissect Mr. AValker's

method of painting, or to say whether he
has, indeed, used tempera in the initiatory

stages of his work." Let us hope he has not,

and that his critic may be equally in error

in his opinion of the effect of his pictures,

as in his theory as to the mode of their pro-

duction.

Evidently much ignorance exists, amongst
painters and critics, of the very technics of

art. Sir Francis Grant announced at the

Academy banquet the other day that it was
intended to appoint a professor of chemistry

at the Academy for the purpose of teaching

the right processes in the manufacture of

colours. May we be allowed to suggest that

colour-grinding might safely be left to those

who make it their trade, and who have every

reason to wish to do justice to their custo-

mers, and that the funds of the Academy
would be much more usefully employed in

adequately rewarding the services of a pro-

fessor of painting, who would give sound
and practical instruction in the mysteries of

preparing grounds, laying on colours, &c.?

It would be a pity if a short-sighted profes-

sional jealousy should interfere with the

attainment of that maturity and community
of practice which should pertain to any
association of intelligences pretending to be

termed a "school."

Sir Coutts Lindsay is not more fortu-

nate in his notions of the art history of

England than in that of the Venetian and
other Italian Schools. Speaking of the Exhi-

bition of 18G2 he says, " the English gallery

was graced with the finest productions of

Hogarth, Reynolds, Gainsborough, Wilkie,"

&c., whom he styles " the fathers of British

painting," and side by side with which were

those of " their immediate descendants,

such men as Lawrance, Turner, Maclise, Etty,

Stanfield, iVIidready," &c. There is surely

a little confusion here in the relative posi-

tions of the "fathers" and their "immediate

descendants." How, for instance, could

Wilkie be the father of Lawrance, being as

he was his junior by sixteen years, and suc-

ceeding liim as he did in 18o0 as painter in

ordinary to the king ; or of Turner, who was

ten years his senior ; or even of Etty, or

Mulready, who were only one or two years

his juniors ? And why is no mention made
of Wilson or of Constable as men who
exercised considerable influence in the ini-

tiation of the British school of landscape ?

Sir Coutts, two pages on, pursues the subject

thus, having reference to the men whom he

has named as "the fathers of British paint-

ing" :
—"The small knot of mastci's who,

flourishing in the latter half of the last

century, gave existence to the modern school

of painting in England, had little connection
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n-itli those painters who, under the influence

of the school of Vantlyck, practiserl their

art in tliis country. They were all of them
self-taught men."

Here are two assertions which we must
examine a little in detail. In the first place,

who were ••those painters who, under the

influence of the school of Vandyck. practised

their art in this country " in the latter half

of the last century V Vandyck died in Decem-
ber, KUl, more than six years before his

royal patron, Charles I. : and during the

Protectorate which followed the death of the

latter, art was totally extinguished, and any

influence which the example, rather than the
" school," of ^"andyck might liave previously

exercised was, as far as this country was con-

cerned, rudely suppressed. Yet not altogether

was the benefit of his example lost to ns,

though upon the restoration it came back at

second hand, and through the medium of a

new immigration of foreign artists, in the

practice of two of whom traditions of the

manner of Vandyck were retained. These
were Lely, who had already been in England,
under Charles I., where he emulated Vandyck
and succeeded him. on his death, as court

painter ; and Gerard Socst, or Zoust, of

whom Walpole tells us that he was much
given to satin draperies, in which he imitated

the manner of Jerburgh, " but enlarged his

ideas on seeing Vandyck," and who painted,

also, much in the style of Lely, of -whom he

was a rival. Nor must we omit to mention
Kneller, another immigrant, and another of

Lely's rivals, though not in the Vandyck
style. The name of Soest is connected with

some circumstances illustrating what we may
term the pedigree of art whicli lead us to

confront another of Sir Coutts's hold asseve-

rations—namely, that "the small knot of

Blasters " whom he has named as " the

founders of the modern school of painting in

England" were "all of them self-taught

men. " Such is by no means the case.

To begin with Reynolds, because he is in-

\rolved in the pedigree case of which we were
speaking. Reynolds was for four years the

p'upil of Hudson (1701-177S)), who was the

pupil and son-in-law of Richardson (lf)6."i-

1745), who was the pupil of Riley (Ki-lfi-

1091), who was the pupil of the said Soest.

Again, and here another case of pedigree

occurs, why start, with Hogarth, as one of

the fathers of English painting, ignoring

altogether Thornhill, of whom he was the

pupil and son-in-law ? Though Hogarth by
his genius was the creator of a style of his

own, there is no doubt that the mastery of

hand in drawing which he acquired under
Thomldll mainly conduced to his success.

Thornhill himself was not self-t.aught. Born
in 1676 he came early to London to pursue
his adopted art, when, as Pilkington informs
tis, his uncle. Dr. Sydenham, "supplied him
with the means of studying under a middling
painter," whose name, however, has not been
recorded. As to Gainsborough, he was the

pupil of Francis Hayman, and besides

studied deeply the works of Rubens, Titian,

and A'andyck, more particularly the last

named, whom he greatly .admired, and of

jsome of whose works it is said he mad(?

copies •• which might be taken for originals."

So much for Sir Coutts's theory th.-it the

R'Orksof these " self-taught" men—and simply

because they are self-taught—h.ad •'a stamp
very unlikeany art- productions of their imme-
diate predecessors," and " possessed a mar-

vellous originality of purpose and variety of

resource, although often cramped by an in-

completeness, painfully evident, in the tech-

nical knowledgeof their profession." T)io>ig)i

not admitting the technical shortcomings
here suggested of them, we must look to

other causes than their being ".self-taught"

for the acknowledged influence these pain-

ters exercised upon the new revival of art

in England. As to the other artists whom
iSir Coutts names, LawTcnce was chiefly

self-taught, though he had some v.iluable in-

struction from Hoare. Turner had, besides

other instruction, valuable aid from Girtin.

Stanfield was entirely self-taught, the rest

•n-ere all Academy men. It would be interest-

ing one of these days to inquire into the

relative merits of artists indoctrinated in

artists' studios and those who have enjoyed

the advantages of an Academy education.

Having now ascertained how generally in-

competent Sir Coutts Lindsay is for the task

he has been induced to undertake, we need
not troiible ourselves to confront any of his

opinions upon matters of detail—to discuss

with him whether " as a miniature painter of

subjects Meissonnier has never been equalled,

"

whether Mr. Faed's works are " conceived in

the very spirit of W'ilkie," whether ]\Ir.

Watts " holds to the earlier works of the
I'arthencn," whilst Mr. Leighton " attaches

himself to the later Greek scidpture," nor
the interesting problem how "men fitted for

such an undertaking " as the decorations of

the Houses of Parliament are to be " evoked
at the demand of a Government." Certain

it is that the Royal Commissioners, with ISfr.

Cole at their head, have failed to "evoke " a

man qualified by natural gifts and education
to afford the world useful instruction on the

subject of the art of jiainting.

THE CHURCHES AND BUILDINGS OF
NOTTINGHAM.

SOME interesting particulars re.spectlng the

churches and other public buildings of Not-
tingham, where the forthcoming Church Congress

is to be held, are given by a correspondent of the

GvartHan.
The weak point of Nottingh.'iin is, according to the

writer, its public buildings. Except one or two
crumbling bastions in the precincts of the ruined

Castle on the ruins of the old fortress, which was an

Italian palazzo built at the close of the sixteenth

cenUu-y, it has no secular building that is not quite

modern, and, architecturally speaking, utterly con-

temptible. If, however, there should ever arise a
local magnate -mtli sufficient patriotisn and wealth,

there should be open to him a splendid opportunit}'

of remedying the defect ; for if the block of build-

ings of which the Exchaiige forms a part were
re]ilaced by a really grand townhall and covered

market, the reproach of the town would be effec-

tually done away.
The church history of Nottingham may be very

briefly stated. The great, but by no means "mother"
church, is S. Mary's, a cruciform Perpendicular

structure, occupying the site of a Norman building,

of which some fragments have been found and used

up again as old materials. A local antiquary (Mr.

Thomas Close) is of opinion, judging from certain

heraldic and other indications, that the architect of

the nave, transept, and tower was no other than

WiUiam of Wj^keham. "W'hosever the work, it is

exceedingly good, and it is remarkable for its light-

ness and its vast extent of window surface. The
chancel is also Perpendicular, ^nd of fair proportions

and design, but so thin and inornate as to suggest

the idea that it represents the iron church of the

jieriod—a temporary arrangement till funds for a

more worthy choir could be raised. When the in-

cumbency passed into the hands of the late Arch-
deacon "Wilkins, the church was in a state that would

now be considered deplorable. The west front had

been rebuilt in a sort of sham Classic ; the

greater part of the nave was used as an "ante-church";

the transepts and chancel were filled with huge jtcws

and galleries, and there was a kind of Corinthian re-

redos, in oak panel. Dr. Wilkins at length set about

amending this ; but his plans were most pectdiar.

The galleries were taken down and the nave pcwed ;

but a stone screen was run across the entrance of the

chancel, and a second altar erected in front of it, the

chancel itself being used as a mortuary chapel. The
reading-desk (facing east) was placed about half way
down the central alley I The good Doctor and ids curates

were suddenly overtaken by a calamity which for a

time seemed to undo all their labours. The central

piers began to show such signs of weakness that the

church had to de closed, and the tower hastily shored

up. In sliK'r desperation an attempt was made to

procure a church-rate ; and on its failure Dr. Wilkins

resigned, and was succeeded by the Kev. W. .1.

IJrooks, an Evangelical of the strongest type. This

gentleman rebuilt the faulty piers, and the west
front, and generally restored the fabric, under the

advice of Mr. Scott ; but his ritual arrangements

were not of the most orthodox character. lie threw
open the chancel, and, by a curious arrangement of

the pews, he contrived to make the ediiice look all

on one dead level, from east to west. The reverend

gentleman also built several new churches.

S. Peter's, an Early English building, and S. Nicholas,

a brick post-Revolution church, were in the hands

of rectors of the old-fashioned type. S. -T.ames, a

proprietary chapel in the Gothic of 181 S, and situated

in the extra-parochial district of Standard-hill;

S. Paul's, a Classic edifice, erected out of tlie thanks-

giving million ; and Holy Trinity, a miserable

specimen of modern Early English, were all in

Evangelical hands. The High Churchmen built

S. .John's.

To those who are about to revisit the town after

an absence of eight or ten years, there is an

unexpected pleasure in store for them at S. Mary's.

One of Mr. Morse's restorations will afford every

Nottingham man pecidiar satisfaction. During

Canon Brooks's " restoration," the ancient chancel

stalls were ruthlessly torn down, cast out, and re-

placed by the meanest coneeiv.able deal pews. They
were, however, purchased b}' Mr. Wyatt and his

choir, and may now be seen at Sneinton ; but stalls

of exactly the same pattern are now to be set up at

S. Mary's. It would be unpardonable not to

mention the new church of All Saints, which is re-

markable both as being the oidy modern ecclesiastical

building of much merit, and as having been erected

bv the munificence of a single benefactor, the late

lir. Windley.

EXETER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

A QUARTERLY meeting of this society was held

in the College Hall on Thm-sday week, the

Earl of Devon in the chair. The Rev. J. L. Ful-

ford, hon. see., read the report of the Committee.

The document had reference to some church im-

provements, &c., effected in various parts of the

Diocese, but chiefly referred to the work of restora-

tion now being proceeded with at the Cathedral.

We extract the following :

—

It must be known to the members of the society

generally that your committee have, from the

beginning, regarded the work now making con-

siderable progress in the cathedral church of the

diocese as befcg one of very great uuportance, and

attended with grave consequences. And they have

now only to draw attention to the fact that from

August, 18G9, to M,arch, 1871, six documents in the

form of memorials and resolutions have been pre-

sented to the dean and chapter, and three letters

have been addressed to Mr. Scott, the architect, on

the then proposed and intended work of re-arranging

and refitting the choir of the cathedral church.

Most of these documents have already been recited

either in full or in part in the reports of the com-

mittee, and -will in due course appear iu our Trans-

actions.

The principle which your committee have in these

several documents sought to defend is the distinctive

uses of the choirs and the naves of our churches ; a.

priuciple which this society has for more than twenty

years continually advocated, and, where they could,

have endeavotu-ed to enforce ; a principle, as your

committee hold of ptiramount importance; one of

ritual propriety and ecclesiastical order, which is

now almost universally admitted and acted upon by

the whole body of church architects, and generally

recognised and observed by both clergy and laity.

The only difficulty that presented itself in carry-

ing out this great principle of the cathedral church

of tliis diocese was the existence of a liigh, close, and

solid screen. But that difficulty, taken at its utmost

value, your committee have held to be nothing more

than a difficulty on antiquarian grounds—a difficulty

caused by a mist.aken necessity, as your committee

have said again and again, for preserving intact an
old feature of the church. An old feature of the

church, your committee say, but it may be reason-

ably doubted whether an original one, in the sense of

forming a part and parcel of the original design of

the church as we now see it. with its many Second-

Pointed or Decorated beauties. An old featnre,

indeed, which harmonised very well with the Medie-

val uses of the church ; and which could not

altogether destroy ritual propriety as long as there

existed two altars in the nave beneath that screen,

and placed on either side of the entrance to the en-

closed choir. And though upon antiquarian

grounds there may be found flaws in the arguments

advanced or in the opinions expressed, which try to

estabUsh the originality of the screen—it.s originality

as connected with the design of tlie whole fabric

—

yet the real question at issue is not what may be

the precise or the probable date of the screen,—is

not whether the whole, as it now stands, is or is not

one design and one structure ; but wluuher the choir

and the nave shall practically be used as one church
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or two. The question raised, in short, is not one of

detail, hut of principle—a principle that cannot be

placed in the same scale with, or regarded in the

same light as, beauty of detail or richness of orna-

ment.

Since our last meeting considerable progress has

been made in the work. The modern screen, the

modern pavement, and the very late and meagre

stall-work have been removed. The removal of the

altar-screen has verj' much improved the interior

effect of the building, considered independently of

the main object and purpose for which it was raised.

And this improved interior does suggest to many the

most effective mode of treating the altar and the en-

richments to be attached thereto. Many would like

to see a rich baldachin encompassing the altar, with

relatively low screens on the north and south of it.

This method of treatment would, it is thought, give

great dignity and importance just where they are

most needed, and would, at the same time, as far as

is concerned, even extend the area of the interior.

The removal of the modern pavement has led to the

discovery of the old altar toot-pace and steps, and

an old tile-pavement. And behind the stall-work

on the north and south sides a modern' brick wall,

pointed, was found, with a continuous oak-bond set

therein, evidently for the purpose of attaching to

the wall the back of the stall-work just removed.

The fine pierced and battlemented cresting, which is

knovra to all, rested upon this modern brickworic

;

but there is no evidence, it seems, to prove from

whence it was obtained, or whether it did or did not

originall;/ serve the purpose to which it has been

recently put. The removal of the return-stalls has

brought to light a very rough untinished wall, on the

eastern face of the solid wood-screen. Whatsoever

may have been the date of this work, it is quite

clear that the lower portion of the present wall was

built from the western side against something, jiro-

bably the old stalls, for the western face of this wall

is smooth and carefully finished, w^hilst the eastern

face of the wall is of the rougliest description

possible. The mortar at the joints in many places

proves that the masonry must have been worked

against either some woodwork or stonework that

is now destroyed. For this mortar useil in many
places was flattened on the present eastern surface

of the wall, by coming, whilst wet and soft, in con-

tact with some substance in front of it. The shafts

of the western pier north and south of the choir

arcade are of Purbeck marble, and finished like the

other piers in the arcade; and they have their bases

quite as carefully -wrought and moulded. But the

wall of rough masonry already named is worked
without care against and around these Purbeck
shafts and bases. In the upper part of the eastern

face of this wall traces of a reddish-brown colour

are to be seen.

By the removal of the woodwork on the centre

of the eastern face of the screen a foliated arch was
discovered, corresponding with the foliated arch

near the stone staircases leading to the organ loft.

The jamb of this archway has but one section in the

moulding, which is wrought out of the square at the

angle, and the joints of the masonry of the moulded
jamb correspond for some distance north and south

of the opening with the joints of the wall masoiu-y.

In that portion of the rood-screen which projects

into the nave beyond the line of the two wc-^tern

piers of the choir arcade, iron-bars, about l^-in.

square, have been found arranged, your committee

are informed, in the form shown on this plan. These

bars are set into the piers of the choir north and
south ; they form an angle over the two central piers

of the west front of the rood-screen, and at each angle,

fastened with a pin joint, one bar descends perpen-

dioilarly towards the pier's west front of the screen,

and another bar, placed horizontally, runs eastward

and seems to tie the whole of the upper portion of

the screen into the wall on i^its eastern or choir

face.

Taking these points as they stand, it may be

asked if the mass of masonry on the eastern face of

the screen formed a portion of the founder's design

of the choir. Is it hkely that the Purbeck piers

and the Purbeck vases of the shafts constituting

those piers would have been carefully finished as

they are ? Would they have been very carefully

wrought and then at once buried in a wall of rough

masonry ?

Again, it may be asked if this structure, many
feet thick, from east to west, was ever intended

to serve any purpose in reference to the

stability of the building itself .' Should we have
found the piers of the arcade and the walls (they

are two) of the screen structurally distinct ? Would
they not have been very carefully and very firmly

banded together ?

Again, it may be asked if the strikingly peculiar

arrangement of the last two piers of the chou: arcade,

north and south (the two sets of double piers as they

may be designated), and the screen, as it now stands,

formed one design, and originated with one designer ?

Would that method of treatment whieli now exists

be the kind of treatment whicli might have been

expected ? Might we not, supposing the whole as

one design, have expected to find a solid w.all, in-

stead of this set of double piers, with a respond

pier, east and west, working in with the choir arcade

on the one side and the transept arches on the

other ?

Again, it is known that Bishop Stapeldon, who
was killed in 1326, " completed a gorgeous high
altar of silver, with its canopy and matchless sedilia;

and that Bishop Grandisson performed the dedica-

cation of the high altar in honour of Our Lady and
the Apostles S. Peter and S. Paul, on 18th December,
1.32S; and that a contract was entered into in

January, 1333, for the supply of Purbeck piers for

the nave" (Dr. OUver's " History of Exeter Cathe-

dral"). The date of the completion of the choir is a

settled point ; the Norman Towers have been pierced

and new ^vindows inserted by Bishop t^uivil, who
died in 12itl (Dr. Oliver); the new work in the nave
dates in its earliest stage with the entering into con-

tract for piers; the extensive nature of the work
proposed for execution prevented the possibility of

its being completed for many years ; but in the

meanwhile the new choir is most certainly used for

its many and constant offices. Both those who
celebrated those offices and the furniture of the choir

would need some protection whilst the new or the

altered work progressed in the nave. This is found

to be a necessity now. It was not less necessary

when there was a high altar of silver in that recently

fiutshed choir. A wall built across the choir suf-

ficiently strong to serve its puri>ose, and yet a wall

of a temporar}' character, would have been [but a

natiual way of meeting a present difficulty. Might
not such an imaginary wall account for that, at any
rate in part, which we now find on the eastern side

of the present screen ?

The colour-wash has been removed from the walls

aud groin vaulting of the lady chapel; and much
progress has been made in cleaning the groining both

of the aisles and choir. In the lady chapel, the

spandrels of the groining consist partly of Freestone

and partly of Thorverton stone. And, although

there is a great contrast in colour, there seems to

have been no attempt made to arrange the stones, as

it regards then colour, or any definite plan. The
beautiful boss, is, as it is well known, painted and

gilt ; and, as might have been expected, traces of

coloizr have been found on the groin ribs. Decorators

are now at work on the groin ribs renewing, j'our

committee understand, the colour in accordance with

the traces which were found on the removal of the

wash.

The report was adopted. A statement read by
Mr. Ilaj^vard showed that there was a balance in

favour of the society of £52 16s. lOd.

Mr. R. M. Fulford read an interesting paper,

accompanied by drawings, on a second visit to

Brittany, after wliich the meeting separated.

THE METEIC SYSTEM FOR BUILDERS AND
CONTRACTORS.

MR. LEONI LEVI, in a little work on the ad-

vantages of the metric system, shows the

benefits its adoption would confe.- on mechanics,

builders, and contractors. He shows that the ex-

tended substitution of iron for stone or timber has

greatly changed the condition of labour. The old

measures and their subdivisions were adapted to the

wants of the times when they were established. But
now, in metallic or other works, a much greater pre-

cision has become necessary ; and, since the old mea-
sures have no such small divisions, it has been found

necessary to create them. In Russia, for example,

where the measure does not descend lower than | or

^ of a verhook, that is, 0-0055 miUimetre, it became
necessary to divide the sagene into thousand parts

of two miUimetres each. In England the inch is

divided into eighths, sixteenths, and thirty-seconds

for some purposes, and into tenths for others. It is

a great advantage of the metric system in mechani-

cal valuations that, if we know the specific gravity

of an article, we may arrive at its weight by its

volume. A cubic metre of water weighs one ton or

1,0110 kilograms, and is also one kilolitre in capacity
;

therefore, if it were required to ascertain the weight

of a mass of rock, measuring, say, six metres long by
three metres wide and two metres deep, the product

of these, 36, is at once the weight in tons, and also

the contents in kilolitres of a vessel of water of these

dimensions. Multiply this again by the specific

gravity of the rock, and it will give at once the

weight of the mass of that rock. How different in

the imperial system. The iuch has uo simple decimal

relation to the pound weight. In ship-building, it is

a special advantage to have an unit which bears an
exact proportion to a ton of water. Neitlier the
inch nor the foot gives any convenient fact in rela-
tion to it, for a ton of water consists of 35 955 cubic
feet, and the long decimal fraction is so inconvenient
that Mr. Scott Russell said he had been led to get rid
of it by adding so much salt to the water as should
make 35 cubic feet weigh exactly the ton. Another
important advantage of the metric system is that it

leaves less chance of error from the misreading of
figures. Mr. Robinson, of the Atlas works, gave an
illustration of this. Take the dimension of 1,325
mUimetres, whether the decimal point is inserted
after the figure or not, no mistake can arise in the
operation of the workman, because 1325 are the same
as Im. 325mm. Suppose even that by accident
the decimal point should lie inserted after the 3, the
difference between 13m. 250mm. and Im. 325mm.
would be so great that the mistake would be im-
mediately manifest. But if, on the contrary, in the
present system a careless draughtsman inserts the
figure 12 instead of 1 foot 2, the difference of two
inches is so small that probably no error would be
detected; and every one using an EngUsh rule of 2
feet in length must have experienced the liability to.

mistake 1-7 for 17 inches, or 1'5 for 15 inches, the
combination of the figures 1 and 7 and 1 and 5 caus-
ing confusion, when dimensions are hastily or care-
lessly taken. It is well known that in making en-
gineering or mechanical drawings, plan-scales, being
reductions of the natural sizes, are employed ifor the
imrpose of saving space and promoting convenience
of transmission. At present these scales vary, ac-
cording to the whim or convenience of mechanical
draughtsmen, between ^ in., ^ in., 1 in., li in., and
3 inches to the foot ; so that in measuring off the
full size a considerable diversity of multiples must
be used. If, on the other hand, the decimal sj-steni

proposed were adopted, nothing would be easier than
the reading of the full-size from the scale-drawing

—

1'50 representing either the full size of Im. 50c., or
1 decim. 50mm., or Ic. 5mm., according to the scale

of the drawing expressed upon it, the mere altera-

tion of the position of the decimal point giving the-

desired full size on the scale dimension.

THEATRICAL ARCHITECTURE.

WHETHER a building may or may not infJuence

the works produced within its waUs, is (says

the AtheUfPiun, in the first of a series of articles oa
'• Theatrical Architecture and Stage Mechanics") a
difficult matter to resolve. Although scenic glory is-

not a necessary adjunct to dramatic excellence, this

is uo reason why a model theatre should not be

pushed to the nearest possible point towards perfec-

tion, both as regards the comfort of actor and of

audience, and the carrying out of an illusive picture^,

down to its remotest details. M. Garnier, architect of

the new Opera house in Paris, has determined that

his edifice shall answer all required qualifications,

and though many may disapprove of his taste in ex-
ternal decoration, none \vill grudge him a thorough

earnestness of purpose, as well as a profouud ac-

quaiutance with his subject. The introduction of

covered entrances for occupants of carriages to pub-
lic buildings is but of recent date. Since the appli-

cation of the principle, some sixty years ago, three

systems only have been in general use—viz.. a mode
of entrance in connection with the fafade, or by
means of a subterranean roadway, or by applicatioa

of porticoes on the sides of the edifice. The first of

these methods is objectionable, as bringing foot-pas-

sengers in juxtaposition with carriage occupants.

The second method, as employed at the Berlin and
Turin theatres, and in the Italian Opera at Paris, is-

also objectionable, on account of the reverberation

caused by tlie arrival of a string of vehicles beneath

the feet of the audience. The space provided for this

purpose at the Italian Opera of Paris has, indeed,

been converted into a huge receptacle for stores. The
third system, as employed iu the recently-destroyed

theatre" at Dresden, is undeniably the best, as, besides

keeping pedestrians and carriages apart from each

other, it provides an .architectural motive for adorn-

ing the blank side-walls with a semi-chcular loggia,

these walls having generally been left without relief

to their native baldness. Such side-entrances may
be placed cither near the front of the house

—

i.e., at

the extremities of the grand vestibule, or nearer the

centre of the building. The latter of these arrange-

ments is the best, for it is better that the separate

crowds should not meet in the grand vestibule. It

is impossible to lay down an arbitrary rule for the

length of the covered carriage-way. M. Garnier

has decided that his new Opera house shall be pro-

vided with one 30ft. in length, and he has so

devised the approach and the imperial boxes and

apartments on the grand tier as to avoid stairs or
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lifts. This is effected by an inclined road of horse-

shoe form, rising from tlie entrance of what may be

called the outer territory of the opera to a culmin-

ating point at the private door in tlie centre of its

arch, and a.s gradually declining again to the gate of

egress, which is placed side by side with the gate of

ingress. Thus all state paraphernalia are confined

within an almost circular space, and cause no inter-

ference with the admission of the public to tlie build-

ing. It is essential to this arrangement, and to the

provision of generally eflicient means of ingress antl

egres.s, that the model tlieatro should stand in an

open .square or space, leaving a roadway all round it.

There are not many theatres in Paris, and none
in London, which are fitly providwl with vestibules.

The new Opera at Paris possesses a double row cf

vestibules, running along the entire length of the

fafade ; the first, a species of covered arcade open to

the air; the second, a vast saloon, with folding doors

leading to the grand staircase. For that portion of

the public which drives to the side entrance a special

waiting-room has been reserved, of huge dimensions

and circular form, occupying, in fact, the entire

space beneath the pit. There is also a large vesti-

bule in connection with this circular one, for the use

of servants.

M. Garnier considers a handsome staircase to be
one of the most important items in the architectural

success of a great theatre ; and while ample care

seems to have been taken to make this an important
feature, it is gratifying to notice that several small

but important matters of detail have not been neg-
lected. Among other commendable features we ara

glad to notice that every door in the house will be

made to open both ways (e.^cept those of the boxes,

which will slide into the w.all), so as to remove one
great source of danger in case of sudden panic.

THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE first meeting of the 24th session of this

Societ}- was held on Wednesday evening in

the Roysil Institution, Colquitt-street." Mr. II. II.

Tale presided. Amongst the donations announced
were drawings and photographs of "Ancient Irish

Architecture," received from the autlior of the work,
Mr. Arthur Hill, B.E. ; and -'The Styles of Architec-
ture," by Mr. Edmund Street.

Tile President delivered his inaugural .iddrcss, in

the course of which he remarked that on assembling
there that evening he felt it his first duty to refer

to the lamented decease of their worthy and highlv-
esteemed Borough Engineer, Mr. James Newlantls, to

whose memory it was right that they should pay a
fitting tribute. He was quite sure that all who liad

had occasion to meet Jlr. Newlaiids hail found liini

give a warm and cordial response in all ]irofessional

matters when appealed to, and he ever exhibited a
-willingness to afford help and advice to ever}' 3-oung
member of the profession, and the mixed difficul-

ties of their local Building Act he was always ready
to remove. On private and public grounds he (the
President) greatly regretted Mr. Newlands' com-
paratively early death, and he hoped that Liverpool
might be successful in filling up the vacant post.

He also had to express deep regret at the death of
another gentleman who had been connected witli

their society, Mr. Lonsdale Minshull. In referring
to architectural questions he said he considered that
they could now foresee a period approaching when
most of the great discoveries of practical science
would become incorporated witli the practice of
architecture, and he was satisfied that all true
architects woulil and must keep pace with the march
of science and invention. The use of terra-cott.i,

of concrete, and of iron or zinc, in all their varied
forms, should l)e advocated and advanced bv tlicm
as they were by the engineers both iji this country
and abroad. Inventive minds would not rest satis-

lied even with present progress, marvidlous tliough
that progress undoubtedly had been. He believed
that the carrying <if great spans of floor and ceil-

ing entirely without beams and intermediate sup-
ports would be attempted, either by a web-work of

iron ami concrete together, or some system of self-

supporting arches that wcmld entirely supersede tlie

use of iron pillars and girders, as at present
adopted. In reference to local topics. Mr. Vale
said the question of the health of the town had
occupied mncli attention, and lie felt that here,

sooner or later, they must have a grand clearance of

fever-breedirg dens, and healtliy dwellings erected
•upon the sites of the mi.serable hovels that now
tilled their courts and alleys. The reproach of
having no annual exhibition of p.iintings here had
at last been removed, mainly by the energy of their
friend Mr. .1. .\. Picton. The question of" river ap-
pro.aches as an entire scheme still remained in abey-
ance, aud the protest of Mr. James Holme against

Hie temporising policy would be endorsed by all who
had carefully considered the subject. It was to be

hoped, he sairl, that the Corporation plans for

selling plots of land at the Sefton Park for build-

ing purposes would soon be completed, so that

jdaces of architectural beauty might be erected

there. In the course of the address, Mr. Vale
further touched on matters of architecture gene-

rally, referring to the Conference of Architects in

London, to Continental architecture, and to the visit

of the Society to Lancaster.

At the conclusion of the paper a hearty vote of

thanks was accorded to Mr. Vale.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF PAVING
STONES.*

(Concluded from p. 231.)

NOW we want a theory that will fully ex-
plain all these things. We want a theorv

that will mix together rocks of all kinds, that will

mix them up with clays and with sands, and with

an endlessly varied set of materials. We want a

theory that will make .some of those rocks round and
grooved and streaked. We want a theory that will

explain why some rocks that are transported are as

angular and as sharp as this specimen. In order to

give you such a theory, I shall have to carry you
half w.iy across Europe. I wMl beginhy t.iking you
to Switzerland, and if you haveas pleasant a voyage
thither to-uight as I had some months ago, I shall

envy you the repetition of my enjoyment. Here is

a photograph I took in one of the loveliest scenes in

all Switzerland. Here you have the Mer de Glace,

that great stream of ice which has been celebrated

in almost all ages as one of the loveliest spots in

Switzerland. The Mer de Glace belongs to that

range of mountains of which the peak of Mont
Blanc is the centre, and it is only a few miles away
from that great mountain. This is a glacier. M'hat

do we mean by that ? Those mountains which }'ou

see on all sides of the glacier are within the limits

of perpetual snow ; summer and winter, wlierever

there is a ledge upon which the snow can rest, it re-

mains unmelted. This accumulation of the snow
would in time entirely hide and bury the mountains,

unless Nature had provided some way for getting rid

of the surplus. She has provided such a way. The
pressure of the snowv mass on the upper parts,

forces the lower snow into the valleys. Then that

snow, partly under the influence of the intense cold,

and parti}- under the influence of the pressure to

which the particles are subjected, becomes re-frozen,

becomes consolidated, not into snow, but into a mass
of solid ice ; and by a wonderful series of changes,

which my time will not allow me to explain, this

icy mass flows down the valleys of these Alpine

mountains, fitting itself to the various curves, to the

widenings and narrowings of these valleys, almost as

if it were a tluid. Indeed, so wonderful has been

this peculiar power of the ice to adapt itself to the

shape of the vaIle}'S, that the late Professor James
Forbes, of Edinburgh, arrived at the conclusion that

ice. bard as it appears to be when you are skating

over it, must have possessed a certain property of

viscosity, a certain kind of fluidity which enabled

it to adapt itself to tlie various contours of the val-

ley. Professor Tyndall, however, has given us a

better explanation. He shows us that ti.is down-
ward steady movement is really accompanied by a

crushing process, instantaneously followed in each

atom by what he calls re-gelation, which means, in

plain English, freezing over again. The (loiut we
have to deal with is not this re-gelation. We ni.ay

take the movement of the glacier as an accepted fact.

These glaciers move from the higher valleys into the

lower ones at a very slow pace, hut one which is

capable of being measured. But what takes place

as they do so ? These m.agnificcnt nvnintain peaks,

composed in this instance chiefly of granite, are lie-

ing continually disintegrated by the cold of winter,

b\' tile rain, storms, and various atmospheric .agen-

cies that affect the surf.aceof the globe. Huge frag-

ments come tumbling down from above, and of course

these fragments come from the ice. You will see

running along here a band of rubbish that has fallen

from above. You will see along here another band
of rubbish that has fallen from above on the opposite

side. The next jihotograph is one I took of the same
spot in the immediate neighbourhood of what is called

the iiioraitic, or, in other words, this band of rubbish.

Here yon have the mountain slopes that we de-

scended. We crossed over these huge rocks. Here
you see the ice-slope which we had to climb in order

to get upini the glacier. You sec here what kind of

materials the moraine consists of. The whole of tliis

* By Professor Wii.liauson, F.E.S. From "Science
Lectures for the People.'

mass of rubbish is resting, not upon the ground, but
upon the ice, so that, as the ice moves, it carries all

these rocks along with it, just as easily as you would
carry yotir hat upon your head, and if it is one of

the chimney-pot hats, I will venture to say, an en-

ormous deal more easil}-. This is what is called a
lateral moraine, one running down each side of the

glacier. There are other moraines. The next pho-
tograph that, I will show you is from another glacier

in the Chamouni valley—another of the Mont Blanc
glaciers ; but it shows a different part of the glacier.

This is a very instructive picture to those who have

not visited the real scene. Here is the lowermost

part of the ice ; here is the cavern from which the

water issues—there is always a torrent of water

rushing down—and here we have what is called the

terminal moraine. You will understand that when
these masses of ice come down from the cold valleys

above into the warm valleys below, the ice neces-

sarily melts. AVere it otherwise, those splendid

scenes would become simply one sheet of polar ice.

It melts, but the stones that it carries won't melt;

consequently they have to stay there. As the ice

melts, these stones drop down ; and here you might
almost imagine that you see them in the very act of

dropping. These are stones that must have fallen

almost the very day that I was there. Here is a

glacier covered with ice ; here are all the stones

that form the moraine ; here is the melting ice

breaking off in blocks, and, as the ice breaks off

and melts, the stones that break off with it tumble

down as you see here. Now, you observe that in

this way we have brought down to the lower

v.alleys enormous quantities of material that lately

had their home on the peaks of the mountains and
in the valleys above. In this way we see that the

glaciers not only receive from the mountains on

each side immense masses of rock, but that they

carry these masses of rock along with them down
to the lower valleys. There is no doubt whatever

that a very large quantity of material that we now
find spread over the surface of the globe has been

conveyed in this way.

But this alone would not account for the pheno-

mena of our Manchester brick-fields. We want

something more. We have evidence clear as the

sun at noon-day that the m.aterial of which otir

Manchester brick-fields, and the brick-clays over a

great part of the worlil, .are similarly composed,

have been brought thither by water. They have

been deposited under water. We frequently find

sea shells in them. We have the clearest evidence,

I repeat, that these remains have been accumulated

under the sea. Unless we can bring our glaciers in

some way into contact with the ocean, our theory

will not fidfil Professor Huxley's requisition—it

won't "go upon .all fours." Let us see if we can

find proof of that contact.

We will now transfer ourselves from S'witzerland

to Smith's Sound, in the Polar regions. Here is a
drawing I have copied from one of Dr. Kane*s

sketches. Here you have what is intended for the

sea. If you saw it in daylight, it would be a proper

sea green. Here you have the rocks and lofty cliffs

that surround the part of the country in which the

phenomena I am about to explain exist. In the ex-

treme winter these masses of iceextendrightacrossthe

Sound, from side to side. As the summer approaches,

the central ice breaks up speedily, and floats away

;

but long belts of ice hold their ground around the

coast for a considerable part of the year, and some-

times the,v fail to break away from one season to

another. Now these blocks, or m.asses of ice, tech-

nically called "ice belts"—because they belt round

the coast—receive masses of rock in precisely the

same way as the glaciers did in Switzerland. Thus

we see that these blocks of ice would carry away
with them blocks of stone, if any circumstances

occurred to detach the ice from the land. The
detachments take place perpetually, and they carry

away with them these blocks floating tipon their

surface. They are huge ice-rafts, which sail south-

wards, impelled by Arctic currents. But this is not

all. We have some i;laciers in these polar regions,

of precisely the same nature as those of Switzer-

land ; but. instead of the polar glaciers being com-

p.aratively diminutive—quarter or half a mile across

—the great Humboldt gl.ncier is fifty miles across,

from one side to the other, and yet that Humboldt

glacier, which comes right down into the sea, is

bringing stones along with it in precisely the same

w.ay as the other glaciers. Now, with such prodi-

gious masses of stone-covered ice as this existing

in the northern seas, you will not wonder that from

time to time icebergs of the most gigantic size are

met with floating out of those northern bays and

straits. Remember that what are called icebergs

are merely cither fragments of this belt of ice of

these Arctic glaciers broken away, or portions of

that huge mass of ice which in winter covers the
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whole of those regions—-when you see that these

ice formations exist on so gigantic a scale, you will

not wonder that icebergs are met with in these seas,

sometimes a mile in extent. If you realise that,

when you have an iceberg of this size, it floats

with its summits 200 or 300 feet above the sea, and
that it sinks below the water some six or eight times
its elevation, I thiulc you will readily understand
how that floating raft would be able to carry a very
considerable slice of Pcnmaenmawr upon its surface !

I have here a picture of one of these floating rafts

copied from Dr. Kane's book. I have represented it

as well as I could. Here you have the ice, which
has upon its surface huge blocks of solid rock. This

was sketched by Dr. Kane as he saw it floating

away into the southern regions. It is an exagge-
rated example ; we do not usually see the rocks so

huge in proportion to the siee of the raft, but it will

give you an idea of the kind of transporting power
these ice rafts have.

Now let us see how all this applies to English
scenery. I have told you that the glacier moves
steadily down the v.alley. You saw from the diagram
that the glacier is cut up by deep fissures, called

crevasses, that go down frcquentlj' to its very bottom.
The stones that appear upon the surface of the

glacier fall into these crevasses, and at the bottom
they become entangled in considerable numbers in

the solid ice. Many of them are angular But you
will also understand that if that vast mass of ice,

filled with stones, is moving steadily downward over
the rocks of which that valley consists, those stones
will act like the teeth of a huge rasp ; that they will

plough, just in proportion to their size and sharpness
and hardness, deep grooves in the rocks along which
the ice is travelUng. The stones themselves, being
imbedded firmly in the ice, will scratch and
scour over the rocks over which they move ; and this

is precisely what we find that they do. Sometimes
the ice retreats, leaving behind the smooth and
polished rocks, over which it formerly travelled ; the
changes of the seasons frequently lead to its doing
so

; the glaciers not frequently recede up the valleys
in hot seasons and come down .again in cold ones.

When the ice recedes we see that the rocks are scou red

aud grooved and polished in the way we should ex-
pect them to be. But if they receive this rough
sort of treatment, what might we expect to be the
result upon the teeth of the rasp ? Workmen know
perfectly well that when they use theu files upon
hard metal the angles get worn off. It has been so
here. We could readily understand that if this stone
was imbedded in the ice, and formed one of the teeth
of our great Arctic rasp, that its surface might well
be flattened and grooved with longitudinal grooves.
Here, then, we have an agent capable of producing
grooves. Then, if these icebergs float upon the
ocean, carrying rocks with them, they will travel
southwards, carried by currents, aud, as they come
into warmer regions they will share the fate of the
Alpine glacier. Floating upon the sea does not save
them; they melt httle by little, and as they melt,
the rubbish that they are supporting falls to the
ground. The fact is, we have here a grand Arctic
Limited Liability Carriage Company, and it is one in

which the liabilities, in a financial sense, are at a
minimum and exceedingly small, whilst the tran-
sporting power is at its maximum, or exceedingly
great. If we were shareholders in a limited liability

company, these would be just the results that we
should like to attain to if we could. Inasmuch as
the fioating rafts cost nothing, it is of no consequence
to the company that they melt, and that whatever
they carry goes to the sea bottom. If they were
bringing our trunks from the Arctic regions, we should
find out the difference between them and a good old
wooden ship. But they melt, and whatever they
sustain, trunks or stones, goes to the bottom. The
result is that large portions of the sea bed are being
strewed over with blocks of stones—angular blocks,
rounded blocks, sand, rubbish, every conceivable
kind of produce that those northern mountains fur-
nish is being gradu.ally brought southward, and
scattered over the bed of the Atlantic at the present
day. .\nd precisely similar phenomena were t.aking

place during one of the latest of the geological periods
when nearly the whole of our island was under the
sea. There was a time, comparatively recent, geologi-
call}- speaking, when our island was under the sea,

but when the mountains of Wales and Scotland
stood out like islets from the Arctic ocean. The
great valle3's of Snowdon were filled with these
glaciers. If you go up the pass of Llanberis, you
will see on every hand the indications of the fact in

the rounded rocks, and in their scored surfaces, that
abound on each side of the road. A little .above the
village you see them beautifully exhibited ; and in

the same wa}- throughout in the district of which
Snowdon is the centre, you have these indications
of glacial action so numerous and so clear, that not

a shadow of a doubt remains that the Snowdonian

valleys, as well as the valleys of Cumberland and

Scotland, were, at the time of which I am speaking,

filled with ice glaciers. Now all these glaciers

—

along with others coming from hundreds, not to say

thousands of miles away, as well as from moun-

tains in the immediate neighbourhood—brought their

produce to the same bed of the ocean, and as it was

all tumbled down into one common mass, you find

materials in the shape of mud and sand as well as

coarser materials, including both rounded and angu

lar blocks, accumulated in the same sea bed. Now
I think you will see that I have brought before you

an explanation that fully accounts for the miscel-

laneous kind of admixtures that you find amongst

the sand, and clay, and gravel beds, whether of a

Manchester brick-field or of the coasts of Cumber-

land and Yorkshire.

Ladies and gentlemen, I have now finished my
task. I have endeavoured, I trust not altogether

unsuceessfully, to show you that in the natural

world there are no objects, however common and

familiar, that cannot reveal an interesting storj', if

we are but inteihgent enough to question Nature in

a right manner. Many of you .are occupied with

manufacturing pursuits, and from time to time

your workshops receive the visits of strangers, who
look with intelligent interest upon the processes in

which you are engaged, and upon the final products

of your labours. I invite you, in like manner, to

visit Nature's workshop. She, too, is a fellow-

labourer mth yourselves ; only, unlike you, she

needs no rest, but works on, with untiring energy,

day and night, summer and winter. She usually

toils so noiselessly that few men know the vastness

of the forces at her command. When we float idly

upon a summer sea, or recline in some sheltered

nook, watching the tranquil glories of a July sun-

set, we reck little of the fearful energies that under-

lie the present calm. It is only when Nature

rouses herself, like some angry lion, that men re-

cognise her terrific powers. It is when the reeling

earth is shaken by the earthquake, and cities

crumble into dust; when the volcano belches forth

its showers of ashes and streams of liquid fire,

hiding the prostrated ruins from the eyes of men

;

when the dashing lightnings and the grand roll of

the thunder inspire the stoutest hearts with wonder,

not unmixed with awe ; when the stormy ocean and

the flooded river inundate the land, tossing man's

proudest works, like playthings, from their surface,

and hurling them to destruction, then it is that we
learn something of Nature's power. Yet these

forces, at times so terrible, are ever working out their

Divine Creator's will aiul ministering to human
wants. Study them aud they will interest you; ex-

amine their products and they will repay you. You
will then recognise the truth of the words which our

greatest dramatist puts into the mouth of his banished

duke, when he declares that there are

The Art Library in connection with the school ia

also in working order. To stimulate and encourage
the pupils, and, if possible, to induce a larger atten-
dance, the Board have instituted a special local

prize fund, apart from the ordinary revenues of the
school. It is intended to give at Christmas next
the sum of £65 in prizes for original designs of
various kinds. This is independent of, and addi-
tional to the awards bestowed by the Department
of Science and Art. The Department has, on cer-
tain conditions, granted the sum of £300 for re-

purpose of discharging the liability incurred in the
constructing and refitting the building. Thanks
are specially due to AVilliam Dunville, Esq., .T.P.,

for his annual subscription of £100, which ia

chiefly intended to pay the rent of the school, and
to the President of Queen's College, Belfast, for his

prompt acquiescence on the request of the Board
for the use of the available casts deposited in the
College.—Mr. Thos. M. Lindsay, the head master,

then read his report, in which he compared the work
of the school with that accomplished by other and
longer-established schools, and the comparison speaks
very favourably for the Belfast school. Having
stated the need of a local museum for the exhibition
of all classes of art production, and particularly

such as would bear upon the manufacture of the
town, he insisted on the necessity of the art educa-
tion of the masses of our people, if we would not be
outstripped by other nations. Mr. Lindsay, in an
appendix to his report, strongly deprecated the idea
that students could produce anything of permanent
worth except as the results of long and patient

application.—Sir Chas. Lanyon, F.R.I.B.A., moved
that the very satisfactory reports both of the Com-
mittee and head master, be received, adopted, and
printed for circulation. He congratulated the sub-
scribers on the flourishing condition of the school, and
highly approved of that portion of the report of the

head master which referred to the establishment of

a local museum and local prizes. He thought it was
very essential to the prosperity of the school to esta-

blish local prizes in connection with the staple

trade of the neighbourhood, and he would be glad to

assist in having these improvements carried out.

—Dr. Moore seconded the motion, which was car-

ried unanimously, and ten members of the Board
having been re-elected, the proceedings terminated.

Tongues in frees, books in the running brooks,

.Sermons in stones, aud good in everything.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
KocHDALE.—On Saturday week the annual meet-

ing in connection with the Rochdale Government
Science and Art classes was held in the Public Hall.

The Mayor (Mr. G. L. Ashworth) presided. The
report stated that the total number of students

under instruction in Science was 138, " and in Art

G8. The total number of certificates obtained this

session was 98 in Science and 18 in Art.

Belfast.—The annual meeting of the friends and

subscribers of the Belfast Government School of

Art was held lately in the Institution, College-square,

North, Mr. James Combe, J. P., in the chair. Mr.

Shephertl, the secretary, read the first aunu.al report

and statement of accounts of the Board of Managers,

made up to the 15th September, with the head-

master's report on the internal working of the

school. The statement of accounts shows au
outlay of £816 lis. 4d. in the necessary alterations

and fittings of the building formerly used as a

school of design. The general expenses, amounting
to £384 Ts. 2d., though heavj-, were occasioned by
the necessary outlay incident to the opening of the

school. There is a balance of £372 2s. 8d. still to

debit. The school, which was formally opened on
October 17, 1870, has .already attained a degree of

success very gratifying to all its founders and friends.

Upwards of 440 pupils have availed themselves of

the advant.ages which it had placed within their

reach, and it is pleasing to record that their progress

has been such as to fully satisfy the Board and the

authorities at Kensington. Though only a few
months in operation, there were sent in by the

various classes on the 'Jth of April last more than

1,500 works to the National Competition in London.

^uilbiiig liitelligentf.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Adderbury.—The parish church of Adderbury
is beiug restored and enlarged. The gallery at the

west eud is to be removed, so that the arch which it

blocked up ma}' be opened and the principal entrance

made from the western tower. The tower is to

have a new oak tioor above and a stone one beneath

and a window over the door. Messrs. J. and T.

Davis, of Banbury, are the contractors.

Chichester Catuedkal.—The restoration is

going on of the Lady Chapel of Chichester Cathe-
dral, in memory of Bishop Gilbert, having been
built by an earlier prelate of the same name, Gilbert

de Sco Leofardo. The ante-chapel has been again

thrown into the building, and reveals a lateral window
(now closed up) like those of Chester and Hereford.

The sedilia, laver, and aumbries are restored, aud the

stonework is renewed in the windows.

Clifton.—It is now nearly seven years since the

foundation-stone of All Saints' Church, Clifton, was
laid. Lately, however, great advances have been

made, aud it is anticipated that the date is not very

distant when the temporary nave will give place to

the permanent one, and the edifice be finished. A
reredos will shortly be placed underneath the painted

eastern window, the material from which it is to be

fashioned being Caen stone, probably coloured. The
nave, when completed, will be one of the largest in

England, as its dimensions are 1 1 1 feet in length

—

five feet shorter than the new nave of the Cathedral

—and 56 feet 4 inches in width. The chancel is 45
feet long ; so from the east to west the church mea-
sures 156 feet ; and the width of the chancel between

the piers is 'Iry feet. There is a height of 4.'> feet 2

inches from the floor to the roof plate, while above

that is the roof itself, ascending 18 feet additional.

Mr. G. E. Street is the architect. Originally it was
arranged to have the work undertaken in three con-

tracts, but the number of independent contracts has

since been increased to five. The first, for putting

in the foundations and raising the building as high

as the plinth, was let to Mr. William.? ; the second,

for carrying on the erection to the springing of the

ai.sle windows, was undertaken by Messrs. Davis &
Son, who are also executing the third, now in pro-
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gress, and will probably have the supplemental con-

tracts for completiiif^ the roof, ji.ivin^: the nave and
aisles, &c. The walls arc built of dry stone, and
th(»roughly grouted with mortar every six inches. Tlie

outer and inner course of stonework is built in mortar,

but the heart is laid in dry stones, by which means
the whole becomes thorouj^hly amalgamated. It is

proposed to linish the stonework ready for roof- plate

this year, if sufficient funds come in. the work now
being completed from the springing of the lower aisle

wiiulows u]) as far as roof-plate high. The jirches

of the wimiows inside and those nf the aisles are

built with various-coloured stone—blue Pennant, red

jManslield, and Box ground iuvous.soirs being used.

Tile whole of the interior of the edifice is to be paved
with encaustic tiles. There is a side chapel and
orgai. chandler, each about 18 feet wide. On each

side of tile nave are tivc arches resting on octagonal

piers with carved capitals, and (j\'er every arch is a

traceried three-light window in the clerestory, 15

feet by 9 feet.

Dppfryn.—A new church at Duffryn, Neath,
was consecrated by the Bishop of Llandaff on the

2lllli ult. The building is a regular type of the

Welsh church of the twelfth century, with the olil

lychgate at the entrance to the churchyard. It is

fitted up i\ith open benches of varnished pine for

3(1(1 persons. The site was given, and the church
built, at a cost of ,£'3,.'j00, by Mr. Howell tiwyn, of

Duffr^Ti.

nALi-ra-ELL.— The opening of S. Luke's Church
as a chapel-of-easc to S. Peter's. Halliwell, took
place on Sunday week. The church is situated on
the western side of Bolton, on the Chorley Old-roaM.
The church has a lofty apsid.al chancel, with a bel-

fry over the chancel arch. The tower is not yet

completed. The walls are mainly built of the rough
rubble stone of the district, with quoins, arches,

string-courses, &c., of red stock bricks ; dressed

ashlar is used in the heads and sills of the windows,
and fortraccrj', cusping, &c. Thereof is slated in

bands and patterns of two colours, purple and
green. The north-eastern view is the principal one.

It takes in the three eastern apses, the gabled chancel

aisle, the north aisle wall, the lofty clerestory, and
the main north door. At the extreme south-west
corner, and projecting to the west, is the baptistry,

covered by a steep-pitched quadrilateral roof. The
luaiu entrance is by the north-western porch, the

southern door of which opens directly into the nave,
which is broad, lofty, and of five bays. The nor-
thern aisle has four bays and the southern live. The
font is placed at the west end of the south aisle.

The colouring of the walls internally is in two tints.

in many places divided by a line of red brick. The
ceilings between the stained roof timbers are coloured
a pale gray tint. There are open wood parcloses

or screens between the chancel and chancel aisles.

The chancel stalls are of ]iitch pine and walnut.
The large apse window is tilled with p.ainted glass

by Blessrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake. The
baptistry window.? are also by the same firm. The
glazing generally is in varied patterns of the archi-

tect,s design. The pews are of pitch pine. The
heating apparatus is by Messrs. Ilailen. The church
will accommodate 800 persons. The contract, which
was taken by Messrs. Robinson & Son, of Hyde,
amounts to abont £4.200. The architects are
Messrs. Medland and Henry Taylor, of Manchester.

KiniiY FLKKTii.iii.—The old parish church of
Kirby is about to be restored, under the direction of
Mr. Woodier, of Guihlford. The foundation-stone
of a new chancel was laid on Mond,ay week.

Levkn.—The new church of Leven United Pres-
byterian congregation wa-s opened for public worship
recently. The edifice is a plain building of

freestone, neatly and substantially built, and capable
of holding over COO persons. The architect is Mr.
Kobert Biddy, Glasgow.

Paignton.—A public meeting was held hLst

week at the townhall, to consider what steps should
be taken for the restoration of the parish church.
The committee, which had been appointed at a

previous meeting, brought up a report, recommending
the churchwardens to obtain a faculty from the

bishop of the diocese, empowering them to remove
the present seats on the ground door of the nave aud
aisles, and to take down the galleries. They recom-
mended, as a lirst step, the reseating of the ground
fioor, and removal of the organ gallery and pulpit,

and the heating and lighting of the church ; the re-

maining improvements to be proceeded with as funds
would permit. .£600 has already been collected.

Stamkokii-iiii.l.—A new Congregational church,
which has just been erected at Sl.amford-hill, was
opened on Wednesday. The building, which was
designed by Messrs. Tarring & Sons, the archi-

tects, of Basinghall-street, and built by Messrs.

Dove Brothers, contractors, is in the ornate style

of Gothic, and is constructed of Kentish ragstone,

with Bath stone ilressings. Its interior dimensions

are ll.sft. by 51ft. (iin. It consists of a n.ave, aisles,

and galleries. There is a transept extending out at

each side, and an apse at the eastern end, and it

supplies seat accommodation for 1,IJ.*^0 per.sons. At
the back there are public and other vestries, apart-

ments for the chapel-keeper, a large lecture-hall

capable of seating 300 people, a kitchen, and other

accessories.

Waiirington, Laxc'Ashibe.—The restoration of

Ilol}' Trinity Church, which has long been needed,

has now commenced. Tlie committee, acting on the

architect's ailvice, have decided to strip the roof of

its present gr.ay slating, to take down the ceiling

with its enrichments (which h.avebeen much d.amaged

by the settling of the timbers), to reneiv the stone-

work of parapet and cornice, and, should the funds
])ermit. to renew the stonework throughout the build-

ing where dcca,v has made it necessary. The resto-

ration is being effected under the .advice and superin-

tendence of Mr. M'illiam Owen, of Warrington,
architect.

Wkston.—S. .John's Church, Weston, Bath, has

been for some time past undergoing enlargement
and rearrangement. The work was sufticiently

ailvanced to admit of the reopening of the edifice

last week. An apsidal chancel with live lancet lights

in the a])se has been built, which is divided from the

nave by a chancel arch supported by two pillars

with carved capitals. At the south side a transept,

capable of accommodating sevent}' worshippers, has

been erected. This is separated from the body of

the church by two arches, springing from the cen-

tral shaft. There is a small vestry at the east side

of tile transept, and at the other end of the building,

on the same side, a spacious porch. The church has

been newly seated throughout. Another great

improvement has been effected in the lowering of

the fioor and the removal of the low pitched plaster

ceiling. A handsome encaustic floor has been laid

in the chancel by Maw & Co, The chancel screen

is constructed of Bath stone, with Devonshire
marble pillars. The reredos contains one of

Salviati's mosaics. A groined roof, after an original

design by Mr. E. Mercer, is an attractive feature of

the church. The contractors were Mr. K. Mann
(builder), Mr. E. Mercer (carpenter), Mr. Parham
(ironmonger), Mr. S. Francis (glazier), Mr. Price

(j)ainter), and Messrs. C. J. Hurley & C. Abbey
(carvers).

BUILDINGS.

BmEFORD.—New Public Rooms have just been

opened at Bideford. The music-haU and assembly-

room is ninety feet by tliirty-six, the ceiling being

upwards of twenty-seven feet from the fioor, aud
the style that of the Domestic Gothic. The roof is

of the hammer-beam form, ceiled at the collars, with

wrought woodwork beneath, and the ceiling is formed
into panels by the collars, principals, and longitu-

dinal ribs. The wall-pieces rest on detached shafts

of red Mansfield stone, h.aving carved caps and
bases, and the cornices, as well as the niches of

ventilation, are ornamentally worked. There are

entrances by two flights of stairs to the orchestra

and front seats, which, with the other staircase,

allows of four exits. The doors, Uke the woodwork
generally, are of pitch pine.

Bolton.—The foundation-stone of Sunday schools

about to be erected adjoining the Independent

Methodist Chapel, Fold's-road, was laid on Saturday,

the 23rd instant, by Mr. A. Winterburne, of Bolton.

The estimated cost is £2,000, of which amount a

moietj' has been collected. Messrs. W. Burrows

& Son are the contractors, and the architect Mr.

.lames Lomax, of Bolton, The building is designed

in an unostentatious style, the material being brick.

Bradiord.—The Right Hon. W. E. Forster,

M.P., opened the new Bradford Mechanics' Insti-

tute on Mondav. the foundation-stone of which was
laid by l.ord Houghton. The building has been

erected from designs by Jlcssrs. Andrews & Pepper.

The lecture-hall will oomfortably seiit 1.2 50 persons.

The seating or stalls in the body are after the style

of the .Vlbert Hall. On the first njiper fioor, f;icing

the Bowling-green, is aiTanged the library and read-

ing-room, of lofty and ample dimensions—84ft. by
3!'ft. wide— divided longitudinally by seagliola

columns into live bays, aud the ceiling into panels,

with enriched cornices an<i centre-pieces, at the rear

of which is the lecture-hall. On the upper fioors

large, commodious, and well-iuranged suites of class-

rooms are provided, and also a great want will here

be supjilied by well-lighted rooms, suited for the ex-
hibition of drawing models, casts, and other works
of art, and forming at the same time drawing-rooms
for the school of art iu counection with the institute.

There is al.so provided a small science lecture-hall,

with laboratories, &c., to the same. The whole of the

building is fireproof. The seagliola columns in the
reading-room are in imitation of verd-antique, by
D. Dolan. Manchester, The carton-pierre decora-
tions to g.allery front are by Bockliindi r. nf London.
The external appearance of the building is of the
Italian style of architecture. The contractors who
were intrusted with the carrying out r-f the works
were :— P'or masons' and joiners' work, Messrs. Archi-
bald Xeill ; ornamental ironwork, Jlessrs. Macfar-
lane. Glasgow ; the clerk of works being Mr. R.
Stewart. The land has cost £12,500, and the buildmg
a further sum of £20,000.

LoxDox.—Messrs. Newman & Mann, of Peter's-

hill, are rebuilding 43 ami 44, Lombard-street, for

Jlr. .1. Greenboam. The work, which is It,alian in

style, is being executed in Corsham Down stone,

from plans prepared by Mr. W. Thompson, of 74,
Old Broad-street. The property on wliichthe house
is beiug built belongs to two ditTerent ,ground land-
lords, so that though it is intended to have some of

the rooms the wlntle length of the building, arrange-
ments have h.ad to be made for the insertion of a
p.arty wall should it ever become necessary to divide

tlie building into two houses. This has been done
by the insertion in each floor of riveted iron girders.

The cost is estimated at about £3,0(55.

London.—Messrs. Holland A- llannen. of Duke-
street, Bloomsbury. are rebuilding ancl enlarging
Messrs. .Johnson, iSlatthey, & Co.'s gold and silver

refinery, which extends from Hatton (iarden back
info Leather-lane, which was partially burnt down.
The basement is fire-proof, and is spanned by
riveted i\Tought-iron girders, suppUed by Messrs.
JI. T. Shaw & Co., of Cannon-street, which are
also used in the various floors throughout. In the

roof is a large tank of cast-iron plates, with ^^Tought-

iron tie-bolts, capable of holding about 10,000
gallons of water. The floors also of the refinery are-

of iron plates, specially cast for the purpose. Tho
work is being done from plans prep.ared by Mr. T.

Piper.

Manche-ster.—The first portion of the New
Manchester Ro,val Exchange—nearly two-thirds of

the whole of the intended building—has jnst heen

finished, and on Monda}' was thrown open for the

use of subscribers, the Old Exchange having been

clo.sed on Saturday. There was no opening cere-

mon,v. When completed the room will be the

largest covered room in the world used for secular

purposes, and in its present state it affords 70 per

cent, more accommodation than the Old Exchange.
The old building was in the Doric style—the new
one is in the Corinthian style—the principal features

of the exterior being the octostyle portico of the

main front towards Cross-street, and a large dome
over the centre of the building. A lofty tower and
spire will be built in the new portion which has

yet to be erected.

West.mixster.—No. 28, Bedford-street, Strand,

is being rebuilt from designs by Messrs. Finch, Hill,

& Paraire, by Messrs. Howard. The same firm

are also building No. 22 and 23 in the same street,

from the designs of Mr. A. Cross. The facing is of

malms, from Rydon, of Ball's-pond, with cement

dressings. Parts of the ironwork are by Messrs.

McFarlane & Co.. of Loudon and Glasgow. The
slating is by 5Ir. Brindley, of Penryn Wharf, Ber-

mondsey-wall.

STATTTES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Memorial to the late Eakl of Uaklisle.—

A

memorial to tlie late Earl of Carlisle was inaugurated
at Morpeth on Monday, b,yEarl Cirti,v. The memorial
consists of a bust in marble, by Foley, and of a
present worth about two huncb*ed pounds, consisting

of a telescope and microscope, and scientific books.
The bust has been placed on the staircase of the
Town Hall.

MoNtMENT to Cardinal Wiseman.—A monu-
ment in white marble was some time sineo erected

over the grave of Cardinal Wiseman at Kensal
Green. It has been executed by Me»si-s. Farmer
& Brindley, of Westminster-road, from designs by
Mr. Pngin. On the upper part of the tomb there is

a recumbent figure of the Cardinal. On tho sides

are representatious of scenes iu his life. There is

also a head of S. Ch.arles Borromco. Round the
toml.i an inscription is carved. On the foot of the
tomb is the Cardinal's escutcheon, with the motto
Omnia pro Christo.

Bristol Eocitaiile BriLoixo Societt.—Tho
twenty-first annual meeting of the members of this

society was hold the otherday. Therepi>rt and balance-

sheet "showed that the total income of the soeietyup

to the 31st July last was £U7.0(iI Uls. 2d. A reso-

lution was then unanimously carried authorising the
directors to alxilish the guarantee fund from July

la.st, whereby tho borrowers and investors would in

effect have a bonus of about £800 between them,
after appropriating £5t;9 13s. lOd. towards futuro-

workiug expenses, and £1,000 to the reserve ftmd.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hoM ourselves responsible for the'opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all commuuications should bo drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Ovn Readers,—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or iu progress iu the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STEEET, OOVENT-GABDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Eeceived.-f. s. s.—k. c. m.—t. c.-j. w. t.-t. r. n.

—W. & Co.—Rev. C. B.—Labour.—W. E.—J. N.—W. N.

W. B.—H. a—W. J. D.—J. B. D.—B. & Co.—J. J.—

Cordes & Co.—W. T. E.—E. S. D.—C. B. A.—W. T.

—

—

PAVING STONES, &c.

To the Editor of the BuiLDi>fG News.

SiR^—Wishing the public to be certain of the

correctness of the articles which appear in your

valuable journal, I take the opportunity of pointing

out one or two slight errors I noticed in last weeli's

Building Nkws, hoping my fellow readers will do

the same, where such occur in then- particular

locality, as it is better than laying the joiu^nal to

one side, saying you cannot at all times depend on

the correctness of these things.

First, I observe, from " The Natural History of

Paving Stones," that Shap Fells is quoted as being

in Cumberland. Shap Fells are in Westmoreland.

The granite quarries are situated about four miles

from the small town or village ot Shap, and four-

teen miles from Kendal, on the turnpike-roadside,

where, in former days, the London coaches p.assed

daily, being the stormiest part of the road from

London to Edinburgh. I am also well acquainted

with the coast of Cumberland, but never noticed

any granite similar to Shap granite on the coast.

My opinion is that the granite boulders are eitlier

from Dalbeattie or the Isle of Man. It is also very

sunilar to tlie granite at Dublin, from which place

it is more likely to have come than from Shap.

In " Archeological" I notice the Cumberland and

Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archaeological

Society called at •' Broham" Castle. This should

undoubtedly have been Brougham Castle. It is

situate but a short distance from Brougham Hall,

the country seat of the famous late Lord Brougham.

In reference to the paragraph in " Our Office

Table" on eels in pipes, I noticed, about tiie

beginning of July, and for several days, a vast

quantity of small eels, plenty of them not larger

than a tailor's needle, passing up the side of a small

river. I counted them at the rate of about 100 a

minute pass my stick on one side of the river only.

As many more seemed to be going on the opposite

side. The same had been noticed two or three years

before.—I am, &c. Pko Bono Publico.

BLACKBUEN FREE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM
COMPETITION.

SiK,—No one, I should imagine, will doubt the

truth of your correspondent's statement published

in your issue of last week with regard to the above
competition. It seems to me a reductio ad absiinlum

to restrict competitors to a certain cost, and then to

select the very ones who most glaringly throw those

restrictions totally on one side, and submit designs

that will cost at least twice, naj', three times that

stipulated cost; aud I ask, what is to be binding, if

the instructions issued by the very gentlemen requiring

the building are not ? Besides, it places competitors

in such an extraordiniiry position, they neither know
whether to keep the cost of their building according
to the instructions, or to double or treble it ; and
certainly it competitions are to be conducted in

this way, it would be far better to throw instruc-

tions to the wind ; for if an honest man sends in a

design kept witliin the prescribed cost, outsiders im-
mediately imagine that he is incapable of anything
more elaborate, and consequently liis reputation, to

a certain extent, is more or less at stake.

In conclusion, I most strenuously urge that the

arbitrator, whoever he may be, should be made
aware of the instructions, and if either of the eight

chosen designs are held by him not to be cai)able of

being executed for the cost named tliercin, that they

should be immediately turned out, one then being

chosen that can be carried out for the sum named in the

instructions. This is the only fair way of proceed-

ing, and if any other course is pursued, it will be

most unfau- to all.—I am, &c., H. F.

"DESIGN FOR COUNTRY RESIDENCE."

Sir,—As an anonjTnous correspondent in your

last issue makes some remarks upon lu}' design for a

country residence, illustrated by you the previous

week, and as his letter contains a number of blunders

and misrepresentations, I must request your insertion

of the following in reply.

Passing by such objections as that of placing the

drawing-room upon the first floor
—" a very ques-

tionable act," as he calls it, and I don't mind his

calling it in question, and of milking a feature of the

stair, which is dependent upon the other—we find

that " the kitchen is over 50ft. away from the

dining-room." It is 45ft.—a very ordinary distance.

Wh.at he calls " a dark passage " is lighted by two

glass doors and three fanlights.

I do not know what part of the country can boast

of your correspondent's presence, but it seems to be

the custom with him to have the table waited on by
" fat and greasy cooks." If the destruction to "silk

dresses and dress coats" were to be so enormous in

the hall, I should think they would hardly escape in

the dining-room.

It is not customary, as " H." asserts, to plan the

doors so far from the corners as to admit of a chair

being inserted. In a majority of cases this would be

impossible, and in any case it would spoil the wall

for any large piece of furniture.

Y'our correspondent asks " Where are the water-

closets ?" .and tells us " nowhere !" The bath-rooms

and water-closets are, as they ought to be, on the

first and second floors. It is not necess."iry for me to

contradict him, as he does so liimself, and tells us (I

shall say nothing about his bad grammar) that the

water-closet for the main house is entered off one of

the principal rooms." " One of the principal rooms,"

your readers will observe, is the cloak-room ; but
" H." has never lieard of a water-closet in connection

with a cloak-room. In this case it is lighted through

the cloak-room, and ventilated over the ceiling of the

scullery and passage—an arr.angement common
enough, but which your correspondent has never

heard of.

Some of "II.'s" remarks are extremely fanciful, and

indicate a vigorous and highly-developed imagina-

tion. He talks of the house being "scented from
basement" (there is no basemeJit) " to attic with

sweet-smelling savours and spiced meats," and again

of the house becoming "saturated with steam aud

effluWa, which, added to the scent of cooked meat,

tr<avelling where it listeth, render the whole house

unhealthy." Now, as the kitchen and scullery are

shut off from the rest of the house, and have a sepa-

rate passage and entrance, we must suppose that the

smells are intended to travel out by the back-door,

round the house, and in again b\' the front. As this

would only happen under very peculiar circumstances,

I admit that I have not p^o^ided against it. I miglit

have planned the house without a kitchen, but I

could not have more completely isolated it than I

have done.
" H." supposes that the washing would be accom-

plished in the scullery, and thinks that it might be

attended with SI ime inconveniences. If I had in-

tended it for a washing-house I would have called it

so. He might as well suppose the cooking to be

performed in the parlour, or the dinner to be served

up iu one of the bed-rooms. The washing-house is

intended to be detached from the main building.

Y'our correspondent is kind enough to say that
" the roofs are greatly exaggerated in height." He
does not say tliat they are too high for construction

or for convenience, and he admits that it increases

their beaut)'. But he says " thej' .are greatlj' ex-

aggerated in height." As I have not yet thoroughly

mastered this piece of criticism, I shall not attempt

to answer it. He has in his day, he tells us, designed

open timber roofs, and he recommends for our adop-

tion a pitch of about 45 degrees. Of all pitches pos-

sible this is the very ugliest, forming, as it does, a

right angle at the ridge. If "H."will in future make
a better use of his eyes he will find that, with

scarcely an exception, all roofs with the slightest

pretensions to beaiity or fitness are either much
higher or much lower than the pitch he has named.

As "H."is anxious to be informed where the bed-

rooms are, I may mention that five large and seven

of moderate size are provided for. If he does not

understand tlie plan, he should have obtained the as-

sistance of some friend to explain it to him, which
would have saved himself, as well as his readers,

some little trouble.^1 am, &c.,

THO.MA.S Lennox Watson.

Inlatommunitation*

QUESTIONS.
[2325.]—Pump for Dairy.—What material should

the suction-pipe and pump be constructed of for use in
a large dairy, wliere milk would daily retiuire pumping
from a largo vat? Some material desirable that could
be easily cleansed by having water passed through the
pipe and pump when out of use.—T. P.

[2326.]—Principal and Interest.— Can any
reader give the formula to find the principal when the
rate per ceut. is given, with the gross amount of the
intere.st and principal, thus :—A has £1,4G2, which is

the principal, and 17 per cent, upon it. Query—Wliat
was the principal? We know if we take 17 per cent,

discount from £1,4()2 we reduce that sum to £1,213
Ss. c<h\. ; but if we put 17 percent, upon £1,213 Ss. 6jd.

it will only amount to £1,419 hs. lOd.

—

£, s. D.

[2327.]—Voluntary Architectural Examina-
tion.—Will any reader kindly inform me as to the
nature of the above Examination, and where I could
obtain any of the papers of examination that have
already been used, together with all the particulars?

—

Ambition.—-rWriteto Secretary, Koyal Institute of

British Architects, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street,

W.—Ed. K. N.]

[232S.]—Architects' Charges.—Can any of your
professional readers give me the benefit of their expe-
rience in the following case ? An architect is called ia
to prepare sketches for alterations and additions to a
building in which a certain amount of additional ac-

commodation is a sine qud non. An approximate esti-

mate is given, and the sketches are approved by the
client. The architect is then instructed to prepare
working drawings, and to get out the quantities. This
done, estimates are obtained from several respectable

builders, and the lowest tender is found to be in excess

of the approximate estimate. Ways and means are

discussed, and certain deductions made as requested;

but the plans are subsequently abandoned. The work
is at once put into the hands of a builder, who prepares

his own plans and specifications for a totally different

scheme, and the work proceeds. The architect sends

in his account, charging 2^ per cent, for quantities, and
l\ per cent for drawings, each charge being calculated

on the lowest tender. The client refuses payment
except on the approximate estimate. The architect

wants to know what he can justly claim.—A. H.

The Portsmouth Town Council had a scheme
before them la,st week, by which it is proposed to

extend the docks bohiuging to the Corpt>ratiou, at a
cost of £250,000. The project was refeired to a
Committee.

REPLIES,

[•2321.]—Cement Test.—A machine to test the

tensile strength of cement requires to be so constructed

that the strain on the cement block shall be equally

distributed, and also that it should be so gradually

applied as not to cause the least vibration or move-
ment, and these requirements are not attainable by the

machine your correspondent proposes to adopt. The
Metropolitan lioard of Works use one made on the

principle of the lever-balance, and which effectually

answers the purposes for which it is intended, and
similar machines by the same maker (Sir. Adie) can.

now be obtained for about £20. When cement is

guaranteed by the manufacturers to stand a certain

tensile strain, it is better to use one of these machines,

as you then get moulds of an exact size and other

appliances necessary; and, in fact, where important

work is being done, it is well to be guided in the

quality of the cement supplied by the conditions laid

down by the Board of Works, and make the manufac-

turers sup])ly it on those conditions. The Board of

Works made many experiments as to the form of

cement block, and that which was ultimately considered

best, and which is now used, is of this shape, and a

parallel thickness of 1 Jin., and their specifications re-

quire that the cement "shall weigh not less than

1121b. per striked bushel, and capable of maintaining

a breaking-weight of 3501b. per square inch seven

days after being made in the mould, and immersed ia

water during the interval of seven days." The block.

as here shown, should therefore maintain a strain of

787jlb ; but this is a very severe test, and it is doubt-

ful whether advantages in other respects arc not

lessened in manufacturing cement to withstand so

severe a trial. 1 may mention that I tried several of

the principal London mathematical instrument makers,

but fouud none but the one mentioned who made
cement-testing machines.—T. P.

[2323.]—Paperhangrers' Canvas.—The canvas

should be put on wet, and stretched moderately tight,

but wetted before the paper is i>ut on, and both can

dry together. When wet. the canvas is contracted,

and paper damped expands, each recovering its normal
condition as it dries. If the canvas is sized, the wettiug

might be dispensed ^vith.—(J. M.

/-
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FATtniNonoM Map.kkt.—At a meeting of sales-

men and others connecteti with Farringdon Market,

held on Friday last, the following resolution was
carrie<l, on the motion of Mr. .Tanios Vhillips,

seconded by Mr. Alfred Frisby :
—"Having seen a

report in the Citij Press that the Committee ap-

pointed by the wardmote of Farringdnn Without to

consider the subject of Farringdon Market propose

to recommend Ut the wardmote the retention of tht*

market on its present site, the Market Association

can but express its surprise at such a decision, since,

if reconstructed on the plan submitted by the

Markets Committee, not only would the market be

enclosed on three sides, but on the only remaining

side the approach would be by three narrow open-

ings; it would also be cut off from all railway com-

munication ; anil the Association agrees with the

expressive language of the Times—that if the rail-

wav cannot be brought to the market, the market

ought to be taken to the railway." It was also resolved

that the meeting should ask the wardmote committee

to reconsider its decision in favour of recommending

to the Court of Common Council the retention of the

market on its present site. It was stated during the

proceedings that the wardmote committee, while it

numbered 2>< members, comprised only four tenants

of the market, whereas 44 of the present occupiers

of the market were in favour of the removal.

Speculativk Building in South London.—
Houses are being run up so quickly in the neigh-

bourhood of Peckham that the supply is at present

greater than the demand, and the landlords of some

of the occupied houses, unsolicited by their tenants,

are lowering the rents 10 and 15 per cent. In a

new road, lately built in another South London
suburb, the houses in which let at £42 and £55 per

annum, the scaffolding had not been removed three

•weeks when, a rather stiff gale springing up, a length

of cornice extending continuously along the tops of

eight houses was blown down. This shows the

nature of the workmanship and materials. To
have inspected the houses in this road while in

progress, and to liave observed the very indifferent

materials used, and then to have gone over the

houses when " finished," in all the glory of plaster,

paper, and varnish, would be quite sufHcient to im-

press upon everj' one not yet aware of it, that gene-

rally, buying a new house is tantamount to buying

"a pig in a poke."

Closing ok the International Exhibition.—
The Exhibition of 1871 closed on Saturday with the

singing of the National Anthem by Mr. Land's glee

party. The number of visitors was by season

tickets 1,495; on payment of Is., 14,G05 ; total,

10,100, The total number of admissions since its

opening in "May was 1.142,154. At a lecture

delivered in the Albert Hall, it was stated that the

greatest number of visitors was on Whit Monday,
when 21,lt4() passed the turnstiles, and the smallest

on the IHth of August, when there were only 5.400,

There had not been a single case of wilful injury to

pictures, marble, or textile, or an instance of mis-

conduct calling fur the intervention of the police.

After all expenses the rtceipts uf the season would
leave a balance of somewhere about £30,000.

Tunnklling the Clyde.—The idea of a tunnel

beneath the Clyde seems to be taken up with such
spirit as to promise well for its speedy fulfilment.

There is now a report of a second scheme for tun-
nelling the river, promoted by several engineers in

Glasgow, and for which plans have already been
prepared by Messrs. Storey & Smith, of West
Kegent-street. This i)roject is intended to embrace
both carriage and footway, whereas the tunnel pro-

jected by Mr. Deas, the engineer to the (Myde Navi-
gation Trustees, is proposed to be used for passenger

traffic only.

ErriNo Forest.—On "Wednesday, the 27th ult.,

Vice-Chancellor Wickeus, the vacation judge, granted

an injunction, on the application of the Commis-
sioners of Sewers of the City of London, restrain-

ing Mr. Johnson, of Lake House, from proceeding

to plough up the Great Avenue at Wanstead, being

part of Epping Forest. The Great Avenue here

alluded to is one of the noblest avenues of trees

within many miles of the metropolis, and has for

generations been the favourite resort of thousands

of ])oor inhabitants of the eastern districts of

London.

City Imi-rovements.—In the Building News of

a fortnight ago reference was made to a proposal

for opening up a new route of communication
between Cripplegate and Smithfielii. This proposal

was that the existing thoroughfare of Long-lane
should be utilised, aud that at its eastern end, at the

angle formed by the junction of Aldersgate-street

with Bjirbican, a new street should be made, chiefly

through very old and dilapidated property, to Ked-
cross-street and F<tre-street, just by the Church of

S. Giles's, Cripplegate, and the eastern end ol Jewin-
street. This scheme was suggested by the fact that the

extremely mean-looking shambles which have tem-
porarily served as a retail market have been
removed together, with a good deal of the old tumble-
down property, so that a great portion of the

ground whicli would be required has been already

cleared. Another scheme with the same end in view
i.e., opening up improve<l communication between
Cripplegate and Smithfield—is being promoted, un-
der the auspices of Mr. Alderman Besley, By this

plan it is proposed to apply for power to widen the

western end of Jewin-street, and thus effect a long-

needed improvement. Jewin-street having been so

widened, would form part of the proposed new
thoroughfare, which would be continued across

Aldersgate-street and through simie old propertv,

13'J to 142, Aldersgate-street into Queen-square, and
from thence across Bartholomew-close, and, taking

down a house or two, the new-street would emerge at

the northern end of Duke-street, opposite the corner

of S. Bartholomew's Hospital. By this plan the

Long-lane route is discarded.

Society ok Engineers.—The first meeting of

this society for Session 1871-72 took plaec on Mon-
day evening last in the Society's hall, Westminster
Palace Hotel, when a paper was read by Mr. Perry

F. Nursey on " Recent Improvements in Explosive

Compounds." The other meetings of the society

for this year will be held on November 0, December
4, and the annual meeting on December 11.

CoLu.Mni.\ Market.—A memorial from the prin-

cipal shipowners and smackowners of the port of

Ipswich has been presented to the Baroness Burdett

Coutts, praying that in settling arrangements for

the future management of Columbia Market she will

stipulate that the covered square of the market, or a

large portion of it, shall be continued by the Corpo-
ration of London as a wholesale fish-market for

seven years after the completion of a tramway from

the Great Eastern Railway to the market. When
this tramway is completed, there will, it may be

noted, be a direct line of rail from Harwich to the

market. At Harwich it is proposed to establi.sh a

"fish reservoir company'," after the plan of tho.se

which have proved so successful in France.

Ventii-ation of S. Thomas's Hospital.—It is

rumoured thatthe system of ventilation adopted at the

new S. Thomas's Hospital has proved a complete

failure, and will require a thorough overhauling. In

the Building News of January- 27th and February
3rd last, Vol. XX., pp. 62 and 82, the plan of

ventilation adopted by Mr. Currey, the architect, is

described by himself in a paper read before the

Ro3*al Institute of British Architects. In our

report of the discussion which followed the reading

of the paper, it "^vill be seen that some doubt was
then expressed as to the efficacy of Mr. Currey's

arrangements for ventilation.

The repairs at tlie Mansion lltiuse have boon com-
pleted, and the scaffolding in Mansion House-place
has been removed.

New schools have been commenced for use as

Sunday schools and an infants' day school, at Win-
wick, Lancashire. Mr. William Owen, of AVar-

rington, is the architect.

The death is announced of M. Joseph Piquer. the

celebrated Spanish sculptor.

The foundation-stono of the new church of S.

Paul, Sheerness, was laid on Thursday week. It

will be in the Gothic style, and acconuuodatc 5U0

persona. Mr. R Wheeler, of Tunbridge Wells, is the

architect.

The Birmingham Town Council, last week, gavo
its sanction to a scheme of tramways. The esti-

mated outlay is £136,195.

A class of instruction in military engineering has
bren fomicd at the Scliotd of Military Engineering,
for officers stationed with their corps iu Chatham
garrison.

A valuable collection nt books has been sent from
the Trusifvs of the British Museum, as a jircscnt In

the Birmingliam Reference Library. The books
chiefly relate to antiquities and art, and to natural
history—26 vtdumes coming in the category of the
former, and 12.') in that of tlio hittiT.

It is probable that Queen Victoria-street will be

opened fi>r public trafiic by the Hth I'f November.

The new pier at Westward Ho. North Devon,
was washed away on Thursday night, the 28th ult.,

by a heavy ground swell.

Mr. Josiah Mason, who last year built and en-
dowed, at a cost of over a quarter of a million, an,
orphanage homo at Erdingtou, near Bu-mmgham,
has resolved to make important additions to that
noble institution, which at the present time contains
222 boys aud girls. It has been considered desirable
by Mr. Mason and others that there shall be a
Reparation of the sexes, and to that end lie has de-
termined to erect a new wing, with donnitorics to
accommodate 100 cliildreu.

A remarkable group of conical stone monumeute,
made of smooth and apparently hewn stones cemented
together, aud evidently the work of skilled builders,
has been fouud near Death Valley, in Southern
CJalifoniia. There are probably one hundred in
:l11.

On Monday night, the 25th ult., the New Theatre
Royal, Belfast, which has been erected at a cost of
i:13,0UU, was opened.

A building, erected at a cost of £3,000, for the use
of the Salisbury Literary and Scientific Institution,

and the Salisbury School of Science and Art, in

New-street, in that city, with a hall capable of

seating 800 persons, was publicly opened on Mon-
day.

A new church has lately been consecrated at
Apsley End, Ilemel Hempstead. The building,

which has cost £7,000, is from a design by Mr.
Joseph Clarke.

Writing with icspccttothe British Museum, Mr.
George Ellis remarks that in that building there is

one of the m^>st interesting collections of portraits

in all England, but they are placed as far beyond the
reach of human vision as the originals are removed
from earthly care. He suggests their removal to
some other better place.

Engineers have been making surveys for a tram-
way from Howdon to North Shields.

An Act authorising the expenditure of £100,000
ou a harbour for East London, Cape of Good Hope,
has passed the Cape IjOgislature.

Tholate Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
has by his will bequeathed a legacy of £6,000 to

the college. The bequest is entirely unconditional,

and tlie governing body have absolute power of

applying it in any way to the advantage of the
society.

At Saltloy, Birmingham, Mr. Hardwick has com-
pleted the tower of S. Saviour's Church. The tower
is 17ft. square, aud is now 8oft. high, wiih a comer
turret 15ft. liigher. The cost uf the work was
nearly £1,000.

The Alexandra Music Hall, Union-street, South-
wark, Loudon, was entu^ely destroyed by fire on
Thm-sday evening, September 28.

The Roman Catholic Chiirch of the Holy Name,
Oxford-road, Manchester, is aunounced to be opened
ou the 16th of Octol>er.

The foundation-stone of a chancel for S. Peter*s

Church, Fylde-road, Preston, was laid on Saturday
afternoon last by br. Spencer, Mayor of Preston.

With the addition of the chancel, the cluirch will

have a capacity for 1,200 persons ; 650 of the

sittings will be free. The chancel will cost about
£900, of which sum £650 has been received or

promised.

The late Dr. Wilson, Gleneraie, near Forres, w^ho

died on Sunday evening, the 24th ult., has by his

will bequeathed a sum of about £10,000 to the

University of Aberdeen.

A Protestant Church is about to be built in Kome.
The ground has been purchased, sa}s the Gatdoisy

by an American company, who propose to build an
edifice of great magnificence.

oEiiukr Criik ^Itbitb.

Prices, October 2.—Per Petersburg standard hundred

:

Wylmrg best yeHow, £9 ISs. to XIO 15s. ; Archangel best

yellow. £12 Ifts. to £14 10s.; ditto second quality yellow,

£9 lus. to £10 5s.: Petersburg best yellow. £13 os. to £13
15s.; spruce battens £7 to £7 15s.; Uuited States pitch

pine planks, i;i2 10s. to £13 5s.; Quebec first quality

floated yellow pine, £16 lOs. to £18 5s.; ditto second
quality floated. £12 lOs. to £13 10s.; ditto thu-d quaHly
floated, £8 lOs. to £9 5s.; ditto first quality bright yellow
pine. jt'lS to £19 lUs.; second quality, £13 5s. to £Vi 15s.;

ditto third quality, £S 159. to £9 H's.—Timber per load of

50 cubic feet: Swedish, £2 5s. to £2 15s.; Riga, £3 7s. to

£:tl:*s.; teak. £12 10s. to £13 lus.; best middling Memel,
£3 68. to £3 15s.; pitch pine. £3 10s. to £3 15s.—Wains-
ci't por 18ft. cube ; Riga crown, English aud Dutch, £4 to

£.',; ditto brack, £3 to £3 58. ; Memel and Dantzic crown,
£;il5s. to£4; ditto brack £2 to £2 Ss.—Lathwood per
cuhic fathom : Petersburg. £5 to JCG 5s. ; Riga, Dantzig,

M.Muel. and Swedish, £3 to £5.—Firewood per cubic

fathom: Swedish deal ends. £4 5a. to £4 12s. 6d.; Norway
red and white boards, £3 5s. to £4 ; ditto round and
labs, £2 10s. to £3.—Oak staves per mills of pipe : Memel
crown, £170 to £175; ditto braclc. £146 to £150 ; Dantzic,

Stettin, and Ilambro, £120 to £160 ; Canadian standard

pipo. £S5: puncheon per 1.200 pieces, £25; Hosnia single

barrel per 1,200 pieces, £29 to £30; hogshead, heavy and
extni, £35 to £46; slight ditto. £30 to £32.—Flooring
boards per square of liu.: flrst yellow, 9s. to lOs.; ditto

white wood, ys. to 9s.; second qualities. 6s. to 8s. ; matched
boards per square i and $ inch, 53. to 8s.
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THE KEW LAW COURTS.

NO'SX that a strong division of Mr. Street's

staff is firmly established, and in full

working order, in his office on the site of the

New Law Courts, the time has come in which
our readers may fairly expect from us a faith-

ful, impartial, and full notice, both descriptive

;ind critical, of tlie designs that at length are

on the point of being carried out between
Carey-street and the Strand. The adverse

critics have said their say ; and it is but
justice to them to add that they have done
their best. If they have not been generous,

they certainly have been candid. "When thoy

endeavoured to explain what they desired

the building for the New Law Courts to be,

if not always particulaj'lj'- clear and
intelligible, they never have failed to express

distinctly and emphatically their condemna-
tion of Mr. Street's designs. Perhaps, had
they been not quite sonm»h in haste, and had
they bestowed upon the entire series of his

drawings of both plans and elevations a little

more thoughtful observation and more careful

study, even the most hostile of I^Ir. Street's

critics might have written with somewhat less

of bitterness, and their condemnatory sentence

might have been in some degree less sweep-
ing and absolute. It will be remembered, as

at once the conclusion at which the criticisms

adverse to Mr. Street aimed, and the consum-
mation which they claimed to have achieved,

that the designs for the New Law Courts
were declared to be still in abeyauce. Taking
the lead in this particular, and not content
spargcrc ainbir/nas voces, or to hint that new
designs once more might be required from the

ai'chitect, with characteristic cool assumption

of authority, the Times in so many words
positively asserted the rejection of Mr.
Street's last designs by the Government to

be a matter of fact. Instead of being a fact,

however, this idea of rejection is pure fiction.

There exists no authority whatever for any
such assertion or suggestion. Mr. Street's

designs have been formally approved and
officially accepted by the Government ; and
in consequence of this formal and official

acceptance and approval, the work of pre-

paring the foundations lias commenced and
will be continued ; the quantities also of some
of the most important jiarts of the building

have been taken for the contractors, the

remaining quantities are being taken, and all

other preparations for erecting the entire

building from Mr. Street's designs are in the

act of being carried on, and they will be
carried on vigorously and without the
slightest probability of any interruption.

The contract for the foundations, taken for

£35,060 by Messrs. Dove Brothers, of l.'i,

Studd-street, Islington, was signed by the
heads of that firm, and on the part of the
Government by Mr. Street, in February last

;

and, as we write, the gi'ound for the main
block of the building is being rapidly levelled,

and the concrete for the foundations over a

considerable space has already been laid. As
a matter of course, during the progress of

the work, some modifications in matters of

detail may be introduced into his designs by
Mr. Street ; as, in fact, since his recent return
from Switzerland, he has done, with admir-
able effect, in the flanking staircase turrets

of the grand entrance to the central hall in

the Strand front. At the eastern extremity

of this same front also, where Mr. Street

had proposed to erect a clock tower of a
noble and truly original character, the design

that will be actually carried into effect has not

yet been finally adopted ;
and, in like manner,

the termination of this same Strand front to-

wards the west has still to be decided. And
again, some slight change in the line of the

Strand front, accompanied with acorrespond-

ingaddition to the width of Carey-street, might
follow should it be decided, as has been pro-

jiosed, to pull down the church of S. Clement
Danes, with a view to rebuild it on the site

offered by the Government for that purpose
more to the north, thus accomplishing an
important widening of the thoroughfare of

the Strand where it is urgently required.

Bounded north and south by Carey-street

and the Strand, with Lincoln's-inn and the

Temple close at hand, on the east by Bell-

yard, a little in advance of Chancery-lane,

and towards the west having an open space

intervening between its own front in that di-

rection and Clement's-inn, the building for the

New Law Courts will cover an approximately
square site of about .500ft., and, consequently

(the quadrangle andtlie other open spaces being
included^, it will stand on an area of about
28,000 square yards. The Strand front, it

must be added, will certainly exceed 500ft.,

since it will extend in both directions beyond
the east and west fronts ; but, as has been
already stated, the extremities of this Strand

front are yet under conside'.'ation. The .sur-

face of the ground has a slope from north to

south of IGft., the mean levels (given as in

the datum in the maps of the Ordnance
Survey) being, Carey-street, 62ft. above the

mean sea-level, and the Strand 46ft. The
floor of the central hall will be 50ft. above
the sea-level, or 12ft. lower than Carey-street,

with an ascent of 4ft. from the Strand ; and
the level of the floors of the actual courts

will be G7ft. above the sea-level, that is, 17ft.

above the floor of the central hall. The
general plan of the entire building, briefly

stated, is such as this. A single great rec-

tangular block, covering the whole area from
north to south, extends eastwards from the

line of the west front o20ft., and contains the

central hall and all the courts. Further to

the east is au open quadrangle, measuring
100ft. from west to east, and 34(.)ft. from north

to south, bounded by a narrow range of

building towards the north, and towards the

south by a somewhat more important range,

which buildings severally constitute parts of

the Carey-street and the Strand fronts.

These are connected eastwards with the
building which closes in the quadrangle in

that direction. This building, which is

comparatively narrow, like the main block,

ranges over the full extent of the site from
north to south, and its exterior face forms
the eastern or Bell-yard front of the edifice.

Throughout these buildings the level of the
floor of the courts is distinguished as the
" court floor." Above this level are two
floors, severally distinguished as the "first"

and "second floor above the court floor,"

and, on the other hand, lower down, there

are a " first " and a" second floor below the
court floor."

In assigning to their most appropriate and
consistent uses the various parts of this vast
extent of building, and in so assigning each
and every part under the most advantageous
conditions, before arriving at his final con-
clusions, the architect has not failed to avail

himself of tlie prolonged period for reflection

and reconsideration which the peculiar cir-

cumstances connected with the introductory
chapter in the history of the New Law Courts
unexpectedly placed at his disposal. Thus,
amidst much of loss from the delay that has
attended the commencement of the works,
there is this one great gain, that the plans
for the disposition, the arrangement, and the
adjustment of all the parts of the whole
buikling have been elaborated to a degree
that may be pronounced almost incapable of

further improvement. The most anxious
thought has been bestowed again and again
upon each individual part ; and no one
part has been allowed to assume its place in

the building, until after it had endured the
most searching and exhaustive tests many
times repeated. In dealing with his designs
for this great national edifice, unlike the hos-
tile critics by whom Mr. Street's plans were
overlooked and ignored altogether, this per-

fection of his plans, the importance of which
it is not possible to estimate too highly, we
consider to demand for Mr. Street the
warmest commendation. And this opinion
is confirmed by the fact that the more
minutely Mr. Street's plans are examined
and the more severely they are subjected to
every variety of practical trial, the mors
complete is their triumph ; so that, instead of
a competition, in the first instance had a
council of architects been held for the sole

purpose of producing the best possible plans
for the proposed New Law Courts as the
result of their concerted action, the architec-

tural designs being left for subsequent con-
sideration by individual architects, we are

convinced that no better plans would have
been devised than those which now have hap-
pily been approved and adopted by the

Government.
The Plans.

In proceeding to examine these plans more
in detail, we commence with the lowermost
floor, and advance from it upwards. It is to

be observed—and this is a quality in Mr,
Street's plans which will become more pal-

pable, and therefore better to be appreciated,

when we shall have been enabled to engrave
the plans themselves—that in no single in-

stance throughout the entire building in any
part of any one of its fioors is there bor-

rowed light ; nor has this universal presence

of direct lighting been obtained either

through the sacrifice of any space thiit could

not be consistently and advantageously

assigned to such a purpose, or by an occa-

sional eccentricity in the positions occupied

by any of the windows. This perfect system

of direct lighting from without is declared ru

a very few words ; but, the judicious and
comprehensive arrangements that had to be
made, together with the grave and widely-

diversified difficulties that had to be met and
overcome in carrying it into effect, while they

may be readily understood, may be said to

defy anything like minute description. The
ventilation, again, is no less worthy of high

praise, from the boldness .and completeness of

the system with which it has been planned
and carried through every part of the build-

ing. As our description advances, in addi-

tion to the presence of true windows where-
everthc admission of lightmay be necessary or

desirable, in the arrangement of the door-

ways, the stairs, and corridors, we shall have
occasion constantly to direct attention to the

thoughtful and vigilant care displayed in

making full provision, not only for all the

ordinary requu'ements of whatever business

might legitimately be expected in connection

with Courts of Law, but also to meet and

satisfy any and every exceptional contin-

gency. In connection with the absence of

all borrowed lights in Mr. Street's design,

we may here record the fact that, witli one

or two exceptions only, which in reality are

scarcely exceptions at all, throughout the

building the windows arc without tracery.

The heads of the window-openings also are

very generally square, even when the pointed

relieving arches of the windows constitute

integral features in the design. Again,

when they do appear, the mullions that are

introduced arc of the slcudcrcst proportions

consistent with strength and stability, so that

all the windows, as well the muUioned as the

mullionless, admit the light in abundant

measm-e and with unrestricted freedonu

INIoreover, one of the severest of the hostile

critics may be pleased, or perhaps disple.iseii,

to learn that, being Gothic, every window
that ought to open will be found both to open

and to shut in a manner that will leave

nothing to be desired. Thus, in these

supremely important features of his design

the architect has strictly conformed to the

prevalent idea of our own times as to the

proper char.acteristics of civil and domestic

buildings, as distinguished from such as

would be designed for ecclesiastical uses.

Unlike his critic in the Times, whose pro-

found ignorance of Gothic architecture and
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kis consequent unfitness to deal with the

designs which he presumed to condcnm was
shown in a signal degree by his pronouncing
'Ecclesiastical Gotluc" to be a distinct

architectural style, Mr. Street is one of those

masters of (lothic art who know as well the

unlimited comprehensiveness of the great

style and its ei]ual applicability to the dis-

tinctive circumstances of every age, as they

know the plastic elasticity with which, ever

true to its own essential and characteristic

attriljutes. it adapts itself in }]ractice to build-

ings of every variety botli of >ise and magni-
tude. AVhcn ]irepaving his tlesigns for the

Kew Law Courts it would liave been simply
impossible for Mr. Street to liave treated

Gothic architecture as if he had been design-

ing a cathedral. Tlie stylo, as ho well knows,
and as every one well knows who has

any true knowledge of the style, has its own
proper expression for each class and order of

building, so that none but the most inex-

perienced novice could confuse the forms of

Gothic expression or mistake one of tliera for

another, or could conceive the possibility of

any such confusion or mistake having been
unwittingly made. Mr. Street certainly is

not the man to have made any mistake of this

kind, either deliberately or unconsciously

;

and the critic of the Times has shown that

no less certainly he is capable both of making
such a mistake and of not being aware of

having made it. It is true that the earliest

Christian churches were originally basilicas,

civil edifices converted to ecclesiastical uses
through tlie exigency of the times ; and it

also is equally true that from the structm-al

features of the primitive basilican churches
the ecclesiastical edifices of after ages (except

in the great and significant feature of a ci'uci-

form jilan) derived their primary type ; still,

tills by no means implies, or even suggests,

any necessary identity of treatment in civil

and ecclesiastical buildings when architects

became free to design and erect each class of

buildings in happy independence. It is a subject

of archfclogical interest to know that in early

times great ci\ ic buildings should h.ave been
elevated to far higher uses than their builders

could have contenijolated for them, as it also

is an historical fact that Gothic architecture

—

in this respect differing from Classic, which
has only its pediment-carrying colonnade as

its sole typical feature for every class of

building—always has been able to produce
secular and ecclesiastical buildings of equal
excellence, each of them endowed with quali-

ties emphatically peculiar to themselves.
AVhat Gothic architecture did in past times
it is competent in able bauds to do now—an
assertion demonstrated by the eminent
ability displayed in his strictly secular appli-
cation of the (iothic style by Mr. Street in

liis designs fur the New Law Coiu'ts.

The B,vse3ii;nt Floor.

This floor, the second below the principal
or '• court floor," of which the level varies
from about -Jy'it. to S'Ht. below that floor, is

assigned in i)art only to rooms for special
piu'poses ; and the rooms so assigned are
situated on the south-west and south-east
sides of the main block, and are continued
throughout tlie range of building to the east

of the quadrangle. On this floor, which is

traversed by tramways, are to lie placed the

boilers for the hot water ti boused in heating

the main block of the Iniilding, Here also

are the stands for the tire-engiiies, tlie cellars

for the coal-stores, &c. Towards the west
is a range of public and private rooms and of

offices for clerks and othei's connected with
the Enrolment Ottice, the solicitor to the
Suitors' Fund, and the Common Law Asso-
ciates. To tlie east are corresponding
arrangements for the officials of the Exami-
ner's Office, the Circuit Associates, and the
I'etty Uag. On both sides are entrances
with stairs communicating with the floor

above. To the east of the quadrangle are

the ranges of tlie Kecord and 'Writ fire-

proof rooms, the other fire-proof rooms for

the Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, and
Exchequer Masters ; also, towards the south
are separate rooms for searchers, with a hall,

distinct entrances, and stairs.

'J'he floors which next rise in succession

one above another, in addition to a concise
general description of each one in its order,

will require .also to be con.sidered collectively,

since in the distribution and aggroujnuent of

their respective contents they have a very
close and intimate connection.

The Cektk.vl ILvi.l Flock.

This floor, the first below the " court
lloor," has its level varying from 5ft. to llift.

aliovc the level of the Strand, and at its

highest it is about (ift. liclow the level of

Carey-street. In the main block the more
important of the varying levels are occa-

sioned by the inti'oduction of a mezzanine,
which has been utilised to great advantage.
Midway between the west and cast faces of

the main block, its own south end 80ft. from
the line of the strand front, and its north end
lliOft, from the line of the Carey-street

front, is the great Central Hall, its internal

dimensions being 230ft. by 43ft., with a
height of 75ft, from the floor to the crown of

the vaulting, the floor being 4ft. above the

mean level of the Strand. On this floor the

central hall has, on cither side, seven open
spaces which light the parts of the building
adjoining them ; and there are five pas.sagcs

which lead from each side of the hall,

severally to the west and east. On the south
the entrance is from the Strand, by a low
flight of steps, through an outer and an inner

vestibule ; but, as it was a point of special

importance that the hall should not be used
as a thoroughfare, instead of any direct

approach from Carey-street (where the levels

differ by 12ft.), there arc side entrances

opening to broad corridors, from which,
besiilcs communicating with the Central
Hall, there branch out corridors and passages
in various directions. Commencing to the
west of the hall and at the south, and ad-

vancing northwards, the plan shows the

public stairs to the galleries of the courts,

with the adjoining smaller staircases for

juries ;
then an arbitration room, succeeded

by lavatories and other conveniences, with
rooms for stamps and cause lists, and shafts

for air and smoke. Further west are three

distinct flights of witnesses' stairs leading
right and left, with five sets of separate

rooms for male and female witnesses ; the

same number of jury rooms, with three

flights of stairs for juries ; a large room for

stores, ventilation-shafts, three great open-
ings for light and air, lavatories, &c. Still

further west, bounding the groups of rooms
already mentioned, luit accessible from the

central hall by attorneys and their clients

through the mezzanine, is the attorneys'

corridor ; and beyond this, in succession

from south to north, are a room for service

with a lift, the Yice-Chanccllor's stairs, four

consultation-rooms, porter's-room, judges'

entrance and stairs, a fifth consultation-

room, separate rooms for the Sheriffs of

jNliddlesex and Jjondon, st.airs for oflicers, a

waiting-room, the (iueen's Advocate's room,
rooms for the Solicitor-General and the

Attorney-Gener.il, clerks'-room and waiting-

room, another consultation-room, another
flight of olliccrs' st.airs, and a seventh consult-

ation-room, beyond which is the entrance

and corridor leading to the centra! hall from
the west front of tlu' building. On the east

side of the central hall, and between the hall

and the eastern attorneys' corridor, the
arrangements closely correspond with tho.se

on the other side just deacriljed, except th.at

here is the iiost-ollice (adjoining the centre

of the hall, and corresponding with the
st.ainps office on the opposite side), and a bar
rol)ing-room near the south-eastern public

stair-turret, 'To the east of the attorneys'

corridor, the .succession of the rooms gives

the ujiper p.art of the entrance in the soutli-

ea.st angle, stairs to bar-room and the Vice-

Chancellor's chambers, service-room, five

consulting-rooms, porters'-room. Judges' en-
trances, hall and stairs, lavatory, officers'

stairs, record-room, chief clerk's-room,

public office, room for the Queen's Coroner,
jlaster'softice, officers' stairs, and secretary's-

room and waiting-room. To the north of

the central hall, on the north also of the

broad corridor which connects the western
and eastern main entrances, and on either

side of the corridor leading northwards in

the same line with the axis of the central

hall (which corridor extends to Carey-street,

but has no communication with it, being 10ft,

below the level), arc the special jury hall and
the jury hall, with spaces for light and ven-

tilation. More towards the north is a cor-

ridor running west and east, and beyond it

two other spaces for light, two flights of

public stairs to the galleries of the courts,

with a second bar robing-room and a refresh-

ment-room. j\Iore to the north -west are

flights of stairs for witnesses, juries, and
officers ; rooms for juries and male and
female witnesses, two considtation rooms, and

two more light spaces ; and again, to the

west of what may be regarded as the pro-

longation northwards of the attorneys' cor-

ridor, are stairs to the Vice-Chancellor's

chambers, principal clerk's-room and pre-

sentation office, pursebcarer's-room, sealing-

room, officers' stairs, messengers'-room, and
lavatory, &c. On the east of the central

corridor the arrangement differs so far as to

provide kitchens and store-rooms adjoining

the refreshment-room ; and to the east of the

line of the eastern attorneys' corridor the

arrangement gives a consultatiou-room,

public stairs to the Master of the ItoUs'

chambers, with the station of the police and

a room for service with a lift. Separated,

towards both the south and the north, from

the main block by the open archways that

lead respectively "from the Strand and Carey-

street into the " quadr.anglc, the long range

of the Iniilding to the east of the quadrangle

on this floor has been arranged in the manner

following, commencing from the Strand front

:

Entrances from both west and east, with

stairs connected with the latter entrance ;
six

large rooms for business connected with

wrhs, appearances, and judgments ; a hall

and a passage leading northwards to the main

corridor of the Common Pleas' ^Masters, who
have, connected with that corridor, six

oflices for themselves, in addition to two

clerks' offices, a lavatory, and a hall for

attorneys. Further north is the principal

entranc"e on the front towards Bell-yard, with

flights of stairs leading to the room of the

(Jueen's Bemembrancer, the Chancery Kegis-

trars, and the Taxing Masters, with porters'-

lodge and retiring-room, and stairs leading

to the quadrangle. Further on are the

oflices in connection with the Accountant-

General's Hepartment, consisting of the

rooms of the Accountant-General and the

chief clerk, with a waiting-room, and six public

oflices; and, still further north, three Kecord,

"Writ, and Beport olfices, two offices for

general business. Clerks of Records and Writs

offices, public stairs to the oflices of the

Chancery Begistrars and Taxing INIasters,

with corridor, porter's-lodgc, and service-

rooms, and an entrance from the archways

leading from Carey-street to the quadrangle,

(To le continued.")

CHARACTER IN FOIL DESIGN.

IT ought to be needless, at this time of

day, to point out how many shades of

character and expression may be produced

by slight changes in the proportions of cusped

work." "We ilo not mean such palpable obvious

changes as arise, for example, from a variation

in the number of the cusps. Everybody knows

the difference between the look of a trefoil

and that of a quatrefoil or a sexfoil
;
but it

is not everybody, even amongst ai'chitects,

who seems always to remember the difference
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between a trefoiled circle -whose cusps pro-

ject till they nearly meet in the centre, and
one in -which they scarcely break the line of

the circular curve. Yet these two differ in

expression as much as two adjoining notes in

a musical scale, and between the two lie as

many intermediate forms in the one case as

tones in the other. Strange to say, in a great deal

of what passes for " modern Gothic" this im-
portant fact is overlooked. The -designer

apparently tells his assistants to put in a tre-

foil here and a quatrcfoil there, as the case

may be ; but what sort of quatrcfoil or tre-

foil they may put in is left pretty much to

accident. It may be the sort that is wanted
there, and which just suits the adjacent forms,

or it may be that which would be better away,
and which jars with all its surroundings.

There is no one form, either of arch, or but-

tress or foil, which is tlie best for all pur-

poses indiscriminately. An architecture that

is worth anything at all must adapt itself to

circumstances, and modify its details to suit

particular cases. There is, unfortunately, no
" standard example" of anything which we
can copy for all pm-poses, and so save our-
selves the trouble of thinking. Even the

eighteenth century apostles of architecturc-

made-easy found this out in the course of

their researches. Poor Sir William Chambers
and his imitators used to be sadly puzzled by
the different proportions which they found in

the same " order" at different places, though
it never occurred to them that the difference

might be a beauty instead of a blunder.
But as Gothic is a much freer style than
Greek or Roman, so it admits of much wider
differences, and the architect who always
sticks to the same unbending rules is, to say
the least, very far from making the best of it.

We have before us a series of photographs
which show some of the varieties of foliation

traceable in certain Englisli and French
churches, and there is something wonderful
in the multitude of different effects which
these comprise. Take, for example, the tre-

foiled arch so frequent in Early Gothic
arcades. In the front of Peterborough
Cathedral a band of them runs across the
tops of the great arches. They are not
pointed, but round, and their cusps project

so little that at the first glance one might
almost fancy them to be semicircles. Yet
they are very beautiful and very delicate

;

had their outline been more marked it would
have detracted from the importance of the
-wheel windows above ; had it been absolutely

circular it would have looked heavy, and
have jarred with the pointed work in the
rest of the design. In the front of Lichfield

Cathedral we see another arcade, also of the
round trefoil shape. Here, amongst a mass
of tracery and crocketing, the refined out-
line of the last example -would have been
overpowered : the cusping is therefore more
prominent, and the form altogether more
marked. In a lower stage at Peterborough
is another arcade, and a very good one, this
time of the pointed trefoil. The cusp is

placed rather high, and the general Outline
tolerably steep. At Wells Cathedral is a
broader sort of pointed trefoil, the span
being rather greater than the height. But
this is nothing to what occurs in the arcade
above the great doorways at Notre Dame,
Paris. Here the trefoils spread out till they are
nearly three times as wide as they are high

;

and the differenre of expression between
these and the Peterborough oces can hardly be
described in words. A niche on each front

buttress at Notre Dame shows, however, a
still more curious variety ; for the side curves
of the trefoil actually turn right over and
hang do-wn, so that the cusp becomes a stone
pendant on a small scale. At Amiens Cathe-
dral, which may close the list, is another and
most delicate mode of working out the same
idea. The cusps are very slight ; the propor-
tions are rather wide than higli ; and the cen-
tral curve has so faint a point that the eye
scarcely discovers at first what makes the
trefoil look so different from the round ones

at Peterborougli. We turn next to the cases
in which the foils are arranged in a circle

instead of in an arch. The first great diffe-

rence of expression depends on whether the
enclosing circle is or is not visible round
them. If the outer moulding follows the out-
line of the foils, a very marked and con-
spicuous character generally arises. A cir-

cular border, on tlie contrary, somewhat
lowers and simplifies the effect, substituting
as it docs a single curve for a multitude of
angular lines. Each form has its appropriate
situations, and in good work there is no such
thing as using them indiscriminately. At
Peterborough the wheel windows have a bold
enclosing circle of mouldings

; at York, if

we remember rightly, there is one in which
the mouldings follow the zig-zag outline of the
radiating arches. At Amiens, on a buttress
between the front portals, is a lovely sexfoil

panel in a ring of foliage ; at Peterborough,
in each spandrel between the great arches
and the string is an equally lovely one, with
a drijjstone worked in and out to follow its

curves. At Notre Dame, Paris, some smaller
spandrels of like kind are filled with unen-
closed trefoils, having cusp terminations of

foliage ; at the fine church of Raimds,
Northamptonshire, a similar position is occu-
pied by very similar trefoils, which here
receive additional ricliness from leaves curling
over them at intervals. At Raunds, by the
way, is another form of trefoiled arcade not
before referred to—that, namely, in which an
outer aud somewhat lofty pointed arch
holds within it a round trefoil of strongly-
marked character. There is a fine example
of this .species at Dunstable Priory Church,
illustrated in the Building News of Novem-
ber 18, 1870. But, returning to symmetrical
foiled designs, their expression varieswonder-
fully, according to the position of their verti-

cal axis. A quatrcfoil, for instance, placed
with a cusp uppermost is a very different-

looking object from one placed -with a foil at

top and bottom. The one is to the other pre-
cisely what a square is to a lozenge, and it can
scarcely be an indifferent matter which of the
two is to occupy a given position. So it is

with other forms : a trefoil with the small
end above tends to lead the eye upward, and
contributes to an aspiring and vertical type
of design. Turned the other way, it has an
effect entirely the opposite, though one that
may still be useful— where, for instance, it is

desired to emphasise some detail beneath it.

In cinquefoils and more complex figures the
difference is as real, if less striking. SejDt-

foils, for some reason or other, are rather un-
common, though octofoils are by no means
rare. One of the most beautiful of the latter

which we remember is in the upper window
at the east end of Lincoln Cathedral. The
foils are elongated and .slender in section, and
each of them is itself delicately trefoiled. A
greater number than eight foils in a circle is

scarcely desirable, and even these are too
many for ordinary occasions. AVhen a round
window comes to suggest nothing better than
a circular saw, it has passed the point where
elaboration ceases to be effective. Extremes
meet, and too much cusping (as witness any
late Perpendicular design) looks more poverty-
stricken than even too little. But between
the limits of trefoils and octofoils it is

possible to produce almost inexhaustible
variety. The endless shades of exjiression

which the old builders contrived to get out
of this seemingly narrow range are almost as
wonderful as those which the musician can
produce within the range of a single octave.
Of this variety, the chief sources seem to be
these. First, there is the obvious difference
in the number of the cusps

; then the equally
obvious one between making them round and
pointed

; and, next, the scarcely less notice-
able one between placing a curve or an angle
uppermost, as the case may be. But the most
valuable sources of variety were nioi-e subtle.

They comprised differences of proportion, by
themselves infinite, in the case of every
pointed arch ; differences in the projection of

the cusps, and the consequent boldness or
weakness of the foliated character ; differences

in the bounding curve of the figure, which
might, as we have seen, be either circular or
of endlessly-varying degrees of angularity,
differences in the mouldings which constitute
the foils, alone sufficient to produce marked
and at first imaccountable variations in effect.

To these may be added all that carving can
do—whether in leafy cusp-terminations, or
curling crockets, or enclosing garlands of

continuous foliage—not to speak of dog-tooth
and nail-heads—similar descriptions of con-
ventional ornament. Adding all these things
together, or, more accurately speaking, mul-
tiplying them all into each other, we begin
to see that the changefulness which has
amazed us is brought about by very simple
means. That they have produced such won-
derful effects is simply owing to the fact that
the men who used tliem loved their work, and
were never tired of giving it more perfect

harmony, more astonishing variety, more
fascinating beauty. The means are as much
in our power as in theirs : why should the

result be so different ?

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Architectural CoMrosiTiON.

—

Construction
IN ITS Rel.vtion to Force.—Stonework.

(Continued from page 246.)

RESUMING our remarks on the atmo-
spheric effects on materials, or the

chemical action to which they are subjected

in construction, it may be observed, from
what has been said, that the resistance offered

by stones and bricks will be obtained most
effectually by the manner in which they are

located and shaped in the building. As it is

the external influences which chiefly disinte-

grate and destroy their composition, care

should primarily be given to make them as

inqjregnable as possible against these assaults.

Thus, to place porous stone, as some kinds of

Batli, in exposed situations, as the summits
of buildings, chimneys, cornices, buttress

weatherings, &c., as generally done, is mani-

festly to put them in naturally the very places

where decay will be accelerated ; being, in

fact, to reverse their natm-al condition as in

the quarry. Again, theu- shape and form

should give them the greatest power of re-

sisting the destructive agencies of the weather

and other mechanical dangers to which they

may be exposed. How often we find this

unattended to—indeed, not thought of—by
some, too, of our well-to-do practitioners.

Flat, level surfaces should chiefly be avoided,

as conducive to retain moisture instead of

throwing it oft'. Thus, the upper surfaces of

sills, cornices, string-courses, and the like,

instead of being, as usually, nearly or quite

flat—being put so to save stone in many
cases—should be -well sloped or weathered,

and, if need be, less moulding, rather than

all moulding and no weathering, should bo

given them. Masons, as a rule, seem to be

afraid of giving too much splay or slope to

their work, simply because they think it is

not seen. The upper members of cornices

and string-courses may often be of some
harder and more impervious material than

the lower parts. Again, the form of tlie

mouldings should be such as to resist or

tlirow off, as much as possible, rain, &c.
;

well-cut hollows or drips, though not too

deep to reduce the mass or substance, should

always form the upper members of mouldings
;

while deep quirks or hollows, which Ciitch

the water, should be studiously avoided in

external work. It should be remembered tliat

the conditions of outside stonework or mould-
ings are very different to those of internal

work ; but the mistake is nearly invariably

made of putting the same kind of mouldings,

or rather the same principles determine both

cases. The hardest and most diuable mate-
rials are frequently placed inside a building,

while the softer kinds of stone, &i-., are used

for the most -weather-beaten and exposed
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parts, as plinths, cappings, jambs, &c. It is

so difficult to get men to reason from funda-

mental truths. The Early Gothic architects

m some of thcirbest work thoroughly entereil

into the nature and substance of their mate-

rials, and wrought mouldings and stonework
npon principles which cannot be too well

.studied. Mr. .Sharpe lias done something

towards this ; but the " principles " of their

work, not the mere copy, is required. From
the foregoing premises, the following seem
to the author the chief principles in designing

."Stonework ;—1. Mass and squ.areness in di-

mension and form. The avoidance of slight

and insufficient size is in this material very

important, as no beauty of form or moulding
will atone for attenuated proportions in a

material of this kind. As a rule, cubes or

parallelopipeds, pyramids, or prisms whose
ends or bases have figures with angles not

less than rectangles, are the most suitable.

Cylindrical solids are admissible. The best

stonemasons—the builders of Athens—knew
how to work their stones with advantage, giving

them all the solidity they could. So also did

the Middle Ago builders, till the r.ace of non-

thinking reproductionists neglected principle

for mannerism. This rule is especially neces-

sary where the idea of force or resistance is

expressed. 2. The avoidance of acute angles,

both in mass and contour. An angle less than

a right angle on plan is both physically and
ffisthetically improper, in external work par-

ticidarly, as a much less angle does not give

tliat cohesive strength or resistance which is

expected in a material of the nature of stone.

In the contour of mouldings, also, a circum-

Bcribing line which does not make an external

angle acnter than, say, 30°, is the safest ; the

obtuser the angle formed the better. An
examination of some of the best mouldings of

the Komanesque, Early English, and Deco-
rated periods will show the groups or con-

geries of mouldings comprised within recti-

lineal, square, and receding angles. The
wiry reediness of some Early English and
Perpendicular examples show the departure

from this principle.

Besides .disintegration, mechanical dislo-

cation is a danger to which stonework is

liable. Weight and mass is the only natural

condition of tlie material which can neutra-

lise this, for it must be remembered that

compression is the only mechanical force it

can resist naturally. The Greeks only

applied stone in this way, for they never
trusted its strength transversely in any bear-

ings. So also the Gothic builders, in their

arched system, observed the same principle

and counterpoised one weight by another,

tlieir arches and vaults being balanced by
counter arches, or by weight and mass of

materials in pinnacles and external buttresses.

When they did apply stone, as in lintels,

fhey fully satisfied the mind and eye by the

depth and thickness they gave to the mate-
rial. The dependence on the cementing
power of mortar or on the mere cohesive

strength of such material is to be avoided if

possible, even when artificial help by jog-

gling or cramps is resorted to. The union of

stone with other similar material, as in the

building of jambs, quoins, arches, &c., may
somewhat modify this rule, but even here a

proportionate thickness or bed is required to

satisfy the eye, or the resort to a

tougher material becomes indispens.able.

This also applies to the ribbing of

groined vaults ; superiority and hardness of

material is demanded in all such salient

features. For simihar reasons all stonework
exposed to harm or injury should be splayed

or rounded at the angles where necessary.

The union of stone with iron .should

be very carefully considered, both physically

and testhetically, as, though such a combina-
tion may ultimately be ostabli.shed upon
proper principles, without .some compensa-
tion or scientific connection, the variable

conditions of metal make it a very doubtful
companion.

Concrete and iron m,ay, I think, admit of

more judicious architectural combination
than has at present been attempted, the

rigidity of the latter giving great transverse

strength to the mass. The application of

these two materials in various systems of

flooring and roofing show the wonderful
strength obtained by their incorporation. In

walling, the amalgamation of the two mate-
rials and stone will probably mark a new
architectural epoch before many years ; and
I tliink much might be accomplished in con-

struction by their joint u^e. The surfaces of

such walls would admit with far more
adhesion than brick the use of ))olycliromatic

plastering and stucco, both internally and
externally.

Before quitting stonework, itmaybenoticcd
how important a connection there is between
geometrical form and masonry as an art.

Stone-cutting must, indeed, have been one of

the first arts to which the application of geo-

metrical principles could have been applied.

From the exquisite conic profiles of the (ireek

mouldings to the skill evinced by the Gothic
masons, both geometrically and mechanically,

a history of descriptive geometry as applied

to architecture might be traced. The col-

lateral aid, indeed, both arts have received

by their inseparable co-operation is enough
to show the connection between the " forma-

tive " and " constructive " in design, espe-

cially the value of solid geometry before

alluded to as the most usef id preparative to

construction.

Coming to wood, as the next valuable

material to stone, we find a different chemical

action superinduced than that with stone.

Organic influences are here chiefly at work
in assisting its decay. Alternations of dry-

ness and moisture, absence of ventilation

productive of wet rot, the disease of dry rot

caused by the presence of seeds of crypto-

gamous plants, and the natural fermentation

promoted by high temperatures. Free access

of air should be given to timber both before

and after its use in a building, and every part

sliould bo exposed to its influence. Entire

immersion in water is another preventive,

preserving the wood from attacks of insects.

The durability of wood in building may be
.artificially preserved by means of coatings

of paint or other solutions applied, and known
as the Kyanizing, creosoting, and other pro-

cesses. The least presence of moisture or

saji, however, in the wood so treated renders

such a process really more destructive than

preservative. All efforts have been fruitless

in entirely preserving wood from decay, as

many timber bridges, &c., have, in spite of

all the precautions of selection and immer-
sion in solutions of metallic salts, &c., suffered

from the effects of the moisture having
reached joints and parts of the timber left

unprotected.

The tougher qualities and elasticity of

wood, especially the firs and pine tribe,

place it in a very different and more varied

sphere of action than that of stone. It

may be said to occupy an intermediate

position between stone and iron in the com-
posite structure. As frangibility is the

characteristic property of all stones, elasticity

seems to be that of wood ; it therefore im-

poses a distinct treatment. Mankind soon

found out its capabilities in this respect,

though architects often put it in anomalous
positions for other motives. Physically and
mechanically, however, it must be considered

and used, before it can be said to be pro-

perly understood in construction. From its

ready decomposition when exposed to mois-

ture, &c., it should never be useil (uidessdue

jirecautions are taken) in ba.sement flours or

in underground positions. Unless free ven-

tilation between the timbers can be obtained,

concrete or ceuient, or some other non-porous
substance should invariably be resorted to

for floors, &c For upper floors, roofs, &c.,

it still supersedes the use of iron, from the

fact of its being wrotight easier, and being a

more el.astic material in its capabilities. It

is naturally a material for under cover use

rather than for situations exposed to climatic

inclemencies. As a material for external use

it must always be regarded as a doubtful sub-

.stitute for stone, brick, cement, or iron, and
its employment should be always subject to

certain rules, such as free access of air, pro-

tection from wet, and the shape it is used

should subserve these ends. Horizontal and
level positions for timber should be avoided

if possible as the most conducive to decay,

upright or sloping positions being less reten-

tive of moisture. Besides this, the longitu-

dinal direction of wood being also that of

the grain or fibre both in the tree and in its

artificial adaptation, is another important

reason for the upright position, externally at

least. G. H. G.
{To be continued.')

ON TEr>P..\-COTT.\, BRIJKS, AND ENCAUS-
TIC AND OTHER TILES.*

By Gilbert R. RKncitAVK, Esq.

WHETHER we explore the fertile basins of the

Nile and the Euphrate.s, the cradles of our

most ancient civilisation, or ex.iniine the modern

rude utensils of the savage, we everywhere find nu-

merous evidences of the use of clay by tlie potter. Claj-,

which abounds on the banks of every greal river,

and lines the surface of nearly every plain and sea

bottom, has been employed not only for vessels, but

for structural purposes, from the most remote

perods, and from the date of the building of Babel

until the present day, has. in nearly every country,

been utilised in some form by the Imilder.

This clay, so universal in its distribution, and so

time-honoured in its application, is not all alike

suited to the purposes of the potter. Pure clay,

which is, chemically, hydrous bisilicate of alumina,

contains .ibout forty-seven parts by weight of silica,

forty parts of alumina, and thirteen parts of water,

per hundred parts, and in this form, known as

"kaolin," is of comparatively rare occurrence in

nature. Some of the clays wliich are found in the

plastic beds of Devon and Dorset, and the coal

measures technically known as "fireclays," and

largely used for terra-cotta, are also extremely piu-e,

but contain larger proportions of silica; while the

clay deposits of the more recent formations, con-

taining varying percentages of o.xidc of iron and man-

ganese, carbonate of lime, magnesiii, and the alkalies,

are chiefly used in the preparation of the commoner

kinds of bricks and tiles.

As it is our object in the present report to deal

only with the clay used structurally in the form of

bricks, tiles, and"terra-cott.% we have little need of

inve.stig.ating the composition and ch.aracteristies of

the finer qualities of potters' clay; and we will now

proceed, after a few general remarks, to es.imine

the objects in the Exhibition, pointing out such pe-

culiarities in the processes of manufacture, and of

the materials employed, as appear to us to need

comment.
From a brief inspection of the reports of the

previous London Exhibitions of ISol and 18G2, and

of that prepared by Jlr. Henry Cole, C.B., on the

terra-cotta shown at Paris in 18G7. it would appear

that, in the number of exhibitors, both ICnglish and

foreign, this exhibition is fully equal to the former

ones, and we may assume that it is fairly repre-

sentative of the present state of our striutur.al ceramic

manufactures. Wcmiss, however, several prominent

names, and the principal firms of the Leeds, Glas-

gow, and Newcastle fireclay districts are conspicu-

ously absent.

The intention of the Commissioners to avoid the

separation of the objects exhibited into distinct

countries and district-i has, we tliink, been better

carried out in Class VIII. than in any other, and

we shall, therefore, take the various objects together

as we find them, without dividing the English from

the foreign, or the red w.are from white terr.i-cotta.

We are here, even at the outset of our task, con-

fronted with the difficulty of distinguishing between

bricks and torra-cotta—a very vexed question

—

wliicli many would solve by declaring that terra-

cotta is a vitrified brick. We wish that this distinc-

tion would hold good, and that we could admit that

all the terra cotta was thoroughly vitrified through-

out. Unfortunately, to speak of terra-cotta as a

vitrified material is, in the case of nine-tenths of the

ware, a misnomer. It is rare, indeed, to find a spe-

cimen in which any more than just the surface skin

h.as been at all fused. In the case of terra-cotta

made from fireclay in a pure state, tlie tendency to

* From the Official Reports of the Inteniiitinnal Exhibi-

tion. Published by J. M. Johnson & Sons, 3, Castle-street,

Holbjru.
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fuse even at the surface is very limited, while in

that made from mixed clays, the amount of flux,

and the heat requisite to make the ware truly vitre-

ous, is scarcely ever attained. The reasons for the

more perfect fusion of the exterior of the blocks

have frequently been sought after, and it has oc-

curred to us by way of explanation that it might
perhaps be due to the drying out of the water con-
tained in the clay, which is said, in its green state, to

"sweat." This water may frequently dissolve

or contain in solution minute quantities of lime
or alkali, which, as it evaporated, would be distributed

over the surface, in the form of a thin coating or

film. If this film is left intact it would tend, in the

firing, to run tlie silica in the clay to a greater ex-
tent on the exterior than in those parts of the terra-

cotta where this deposit is absent. If there is any
irutli in this theory, manufacturers ought to be

careful how they meddle with the ware after it has
/iried, as this natural process of producing a hard
surface undoubtedly tends to preserve the terra-

cotta from decay, and to make it non-porous aiul

durable. Another point in connection with this

may also here be noticed—namely, the danger of

removing from the lurnt ware this vitrified surface.

"VVe have frequently seen masons hard at work in

chipping away and rubbing down a lumpy or pro-
jecting joint in order to carry a true arris, and we
have invariably noticed that, in a year or two, the
portions of the work which had been thus tampered
with have become just as black and discoloured as

stone would have done, and, by admitting the soot
and damp, were in a fair way to ruin the terra-

x;otta.

Perhaps the chief difficulty with which the manu-
facturer of terra-cotta has to deal is the contractijn
of the claj'. Pure fire-clay shrinks, between the
time of moulding and final firing, as much as liin.

in the foot, or one-eighth lineally. Of this shriidi-

age, about one-half takes place in the green state,

and the other half in the firing. The drying pro-
cess is, perhaps, the most critical in the whole
period of manufacture. If this operation is con-
ducted too quickly, or if the ware is uneven in

thickness, it frequently twists and becomes dis-

torted, or it splits open and produces cracks which
it is impossible to stop or conceal so as to stand the

subsequent firing. Mixed clays shrink rather less

than fire-clay—about OTie twelfth of their lineal

dimensions. This is, perhaps, owing to their more
complete amalgamation, and to an increased densitj',

due to the incorporation of two or more differently-

constituted substances.

Red clays, i.e., clays which burn to a red tint,

receive their colour from oxide of iron, which exists

in them, generally iu the form of the sesquioxide.
This iron, when it amounts to eight or ten per cent.

of the clay, frequently stains it of a red colour, and
Tenders it very fusible and difficult to burn. Jlarni-

facturers have, therefore, to regulate very carefullv

the heat of their kilns ; and objects made from red
.clay cannot compete iu hardness and durability with
those made from the purer and more refractory
"White clays. To obviate this difficulty, some manu-
facturers stain their white clays with iron ; and if

this is done judiciously, a good colour may frequently
be obtained, and one which bears heat well ; the

fusibility of the native red clays being generally
greatly increased by the presence of the other im-
jiurities we have mentioned, consisting of lime,

magnesia, and small quautities of potash and soda.

The red clays, owing to the closeness of their

body and the tendency of some of their constitu-
ents to expand rather than contract under firing,

j-arely decrease more than one-twentieth to one
thirtieth lineally in the process of manufacture. Of
course, this is partly due also to the comparatively
low temperature at which the firing is conducted.

To overcome these difficulties of shrinkage, it is

usual to mix with the clay certain proportions of
refractory substances, such as crushed pottery ware,
or, mth some chays, sand, as much as twenty per
cent, of these materials being not unfrequently
used. The d.anger of mixing in with the clays
varying proportions of foreign ingredients lies in
the habitual carelessness of workmen, who, unless
they are constantly looked after, get into the habit
of making these mixtures bj' guess-work, and thus
causing from time to time considerable variations in

the amount of shrinkage. Of course, where the

terra-cotta is compounded from a mi.Kture of several

clays, the element of danger from this source is still

further increased ; but we obtain very frequently in

this way a much more carefully prepared Iiody,

owing to the necessity that then exists for thoroughly
incorporating the various ingredients.

With such a refractory and pure material to deal
with as fire-clay, the manufacturer who makes his

ierra-cotta from this substance is often led into great

slovenliness in preparing it for use. Thus, nine-

tenths of the fire-clay terra-cotta is merely made
from clay picked as to colour, to see that it is free

from particles of grit and ironstone, which, after

admixture with a certain proportion of "grog"
(previously burnt ware), is ground under an edge

runner, pugged generally with hot water, and used

at once. The resulting terra-cotta, when it is

properly burnt, is excellent in surface, texture, and

colour, but appears ragged and porous directly the

outer skin is removed, and manifestly suffers from

the want of a small proportion of some flux, such

as is obtained from the lime and alkalies in the

mixed clays.

'We may here speak of a practice whicli has come

under our notice, and which, we trust, is confined to

foreign manufacturers—namely, that of overlaying

a coarsely-prepared, common body with a thin ex-

ternal coating of a finer and more expensive clay.

Unless these two bodies have been most carefully

tested and assimilated in their contraction and ex-

pansion, they are sure, iu course of time, to destroy

one another—that is, the ineciuahty in their shrink-

age will cause hair-cracks in the fine outer skin,

which will inevitably retain moisture and cause the

surface layer to drop off in scales after the winter

frosts. This we have actually observed to be taking

place in more than one large building abroad.

Another very reprehensible custom is that of coat-

ing over the clay, just before it goes into the kiln,

with a thin wash of some ochreous paint, mixed

with finely-ground claj', which produces a sort of

artificial bloom, very pretty-looking for the first

;rear or two after the work is executed, but sure to

wear off before long, and reveal the natural colour

of the materials. We could bring this fault home

to some of our English manufacturers by name, but

we will give them a chance of amending their ways.

We are convinced, from a careful examination of

all the terr.a-cotta in the Exhibition, that this

material is still far from being properly understood,

and a moment's consideration points out, we think,

the grounds for the abuse of what is really one of

the most beautiful building materials we possess.

Terra-cotta was brought prominently into notice at

the commencement of the present century as a sub-

stitute for stone, and it is this stone treatment which

has ever stood in the way of its proper appreciation.

It was called in the first instance artificial stone,

lithodypyra, pyropolite, &c., and in the disguise of

such grand names as these had to fight a losing

battle with cement and stucco. To assimilate their

ware to stone, mauufacturers frequently sacrifice not

only .all the grace and delicacy of treatment for

which the clay by its plasticity seems so admirably

adapted, but they under-bum it in order to keep it

light in colour, and, for the sake of imitating the

granulations of stone-work, they destroy its surface

and texture, and thus expose it to the risk of speedy

decay. It is for this reason, too, that so many manu-
facturers aim after the production of blocks so large

in size and so unwieldy that the cost of the terra-

cotta is immensely increased, and the brick origin of

the materi.al is forgotten. It is this brick origin of

the terra-cotta that we would impress upon our

manufacturers; this should be the starting-point of

all work done with baked clay. Ever}' step which

is taken away from this starting point, and which

ignores this fact, is as false in principle as it is un-

just and hurtful to the best interests of terra-cotta.

Those who know this material only by means of

the very commonplace vases, chimney-pots, and

flower-boxes which constitute the ordinary manu-
facturer's stock-in-trade, will scarcelv conceive the

wonderful colour and the rich and beautiful relief

which terra-cotta is capable of receiving when pro-

perly burnt and modelled ; aiul it is this colour and

surface treatment which we search for in the Exhi-

bition almost, we may saj', in vain. Even the com-

paritively pure claj-s of Dorset and Devon, and the

besi fire-chays, contain a small proportion of iron,

.and, by long-continued firing, this iron is more or

iess oxydised on the surface, and imp,arts to the ware

a rich yellow or buff tint. Of course much longer

firing is needed to obtain the buff tint, aud a far

higher temperature must be reached than for the

white or pale straw colour
;
and what mth the in-

creased expense of the fuel, the difficulty of insur-

ing uniformity of tint, and the danger of uneqn.al

and excessive contraction, manufacturers are very-

shy of the rich-cohnired terra-cotta. For our own
part, we do not care to see terra-cotta too uniform in

tint or too regular in appearance. The play of

cfplour in adjacent block.s, if not too marked, is, wo
think, rather an advantage than otherwise, and a

slight unevenuess in the lines of the string-courses

aud mouldings serves at once to distinguish between

this material and stone, and to give it a character of

its own.
Having thus, in general terms, indicated our views

upon terra-cotta, we may pass on to notice the works

of individual exhibitors. First, in point of excel-
lence and number, are the objects contributed by
Messrs. Doulton & Co., of Lambeth, whose works,
situated as they are in the heart of London, must
have forced them to compete under most disadvan-
tageous circumstances with manufacturers in locali-

ties where both coal and clay are cheap. Messrs.

Doulton do not seem to hesitate about the size of

the pieces they undertake, as many of the objects

they exhibit are truly colossal when one comes to

consider the difficulties which such objects en-
tail. The cumbrous moulds, the time required for

drying, the moving iu aud out from the kiln, and the

chance of some flaw spoiling the whole work, are all

serious considerations in dealing with such large

pieces, and t\ e must give Messrs. Doulton great

credit for their success in overcoming all these tech-

nical difficulties The prevailing tint of the ware
shown b}' this firm is rather too pale, and their de-

signs for trusses, caps, and brackets are rather anti-

quated. This does not apply, however, to all their

work, for we find some finely-modelled roundels by
students of the Lambeth schools, and some well-

treated architectural enrichments. The fount,ain

shown by Messrs. Doidton, which, for want of room
in the arcade, has been erected in the garden, near

the brick machinery annexe, is a good example of

this class of work. We must confess, however, that

we do not quite like to see terra-cotta used for large

pieces of statuary or ornamental objects, where it

only serves as a cheap substitute for marble.

Messrs. J. Stiff & Sons, another Lambeth firm,

send numerous examples of the uses of terra-cotta

chimney pots (called in the north chimney cans),

vases, rather too cast-iron-like in treatment, garden
edgings, and a large collection of arch blocks inlaid

with clays of various colours. This firm seems to

aim chiefly after utility, and may be congratulated

on the general excellence of its goods. The coloured

inlays they send make a great show ; we presume

they are produced by staining the white bodies, which

are then run into cavities formed for them in the clay.

Some va.ses sent by Messrs. Stiff are noticeable from
having applique enrichments in red clay on a white

ground, a form of decoration which admits of very

good effect, but which gives rise to many difficulties,

on account of the difference in the contraction of the

two clays.

{To he continued.)

SANITARY INFLUENCES.

IN the Health Department of the National As-
sociation for the Promotion of Social Science,

which has just concluded its annual meeting at

Leeds, the question of improved sanitary measures

has been fullj' considered.

On Friday last, Mr. P. H. Hollond read a paper

on the Improvement of Working Men's Dwellings,

taking precisely the same views as the Rev. Charles

Kingsiey, who read a paper on the subject at a meet-

ing of the Association in 1858. The following ex-

tract from Mr. Kingsley's paper, it was stated, em-
bodied Mr. HoUond's opinions :—

•

" Cottages fit for a family must now be let in

competition with those constructed at the lowest

possible cost, the saving of expense involving the

almost inevitable sacrifice of their inmates' comforts,

health, morality, and possibly life. Unless the letting

of dwellings unfit for habitation be prevented, the

poorest would be forced into them, just as certainly

as they would be fed on tainted meat and doubtful

bread, if such were permitted to be sold. On the

same principle that the fair trader should be pro-

tected against the unjust and injurious competition

of the seller of imwholesome food, ami thereby be

enabled to get a fair price for a fair article, so might

the owner of a wholesome house be protected against

those who offer houses to let, healthy existence in

which is scarcely possible. It might at first glance

appear hard upon the poor not to allow the cheapest

possible houses to be let. lint an nnhc.alth}' house,

however low rented, was very dear. Sickness in a

poor man's dwelling exacts a rent far heavier than

the greediest cottage s]wculator dreams of. Cost of

doctoring, nursing, loss of time, aud diminished

strength quickly absorb .all apparent saving of rent;

anv who should estimate the value of life destroyed,

the cost of wives made widows, children orphans,

parents childless, of domestic morality destroyed, or

not fostered for want of domestic decency and com-
fort ; of a population at once weakened, diminished,

and degraded. Such cost, such loss, exceed tenfold

the difference of rent of houses unfit for habitation.

It is waste of money, as well as of life, and happi-

ness and mr>rality. and of interests higher still, to

permit men to live as many of our poor do, and,

unaided, must. But it may be feared that if the

cheapest houses be prohibited many now independent

must become paupers. Not so, however. The low-
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rented houses, by preventing better being let, create

far more paupers than tlicy prevent, if tliey prevent

anv. Far hotter would it bo for the ratepayers tf>

maintain a few paupers tlian to .allow a Large portion

to become paupers because of the sickness and death

the housitig of the mass of the poor, as they are

now housed, must and does occasion. This principle

of legislation was not new, as it bad been acted upon

on many .an occasion. In Liverpool the habitation

of cellar dwellings was prohibited, ami the operation

of the law had been most strikingly benelicial, saving

many hundred lives a year. To have placed lodging-

houses under inspection was a wise aiul kind inter-

ference with the liberty of the subject. The result

had been triumphant—disorder conquered, fever

banished, death restrained, ilecency secured, compa-

rative comfort olitained, and cheapness not sacrificed.

What was wanted was the extension of the same

principle of inspection by impartial examiners and

control by legal authority . to the whole class of

dwellings inhabited by those who cannot and do not

sufficiently protect themselves and their still more

helpless families. He saw no reason why the right

of inspection and the ]iowcr of control should not

be extended to all dwellings whatever, with whatever

precautions might be thought necessary to guard

against the risk of intrusion upon domestic privacy

—a very shadowy danger, it appeared to him. The
inspection and publicati<m of the results would do

much to bring about the remedy which local autho-

rities had tlie power, but not the will, to apply.

Where exposure of the neglect of the local autho-

rity was insufficient to raise a controlling local

opinion, appeal should lie to some external and in-

dependent authority, which would decide the point at

issue on its merits."

Dr. St.vllaud (London), in opening the discus-

sion, confined his remarks to a criticism of the last

speaker's paper. He objected to the improvement

of private ]>roperty at the public expense, and held

that the so-called improvements in Liverpool were a

miseriible failure. There might be good houses, and

yet by the character and the habits of the inhabi-

tants the}' might be unwholesome. Had houses .also

might be made healthj' by the care of the inmates.

It was upon that princi]ile that they must look for

the improved sanitary condition of the lower order

of the people. One great remedy he depended upon
to a great extent—the influence of the intelligent

people upon the classes with whom they had to

deal.

Dr. Fergus (Glasgow) described the operations

of the Improvement Commissioners in Glasgow,

and explained the object in view to be the

getting of people to work in the centre of the

city and to live in the suburbs. He deplored the

difficulties encountered amongst the low class Celtic

population. Sir John Pakington, he pointed out,

had made a curious, mistake in his inaugural address

about the death-rate of Glasgow. Instead of being

five per thousand, it had been thirty-one per thou-

sand for some years.

BIr. G. W. II.vsTiXGS opposed the giving autho-

rity in sanitary matters to an infinite number of

sm.all bodies conflicting with one another. To carry

out sanitary improvement really throughout the

country the ordv chance was that it should be done

by an authority operating over large areas. He ex-

pressed himself opposed to earth closets in Large

towns, but believed their adoption advisiible in the

country, and it might be useful to consider what
form of closet should be recommended.

Mr. C. L.\.MriinT (London) wislied to mention one

or two points upon which huuuin habitations not

only for the working classes but for all classes,

might be made a little more suitable. He main-

tained that there was not an architect comjietent to

construct a Inuise wiio did not put into practice the

principle of obi Fuller, that a man ought to build

his house to live in an<l not to look at. There was
a practical mode of ventilation which, he contended,

was efficient, and would not cost Is. Gd. Let tlierc

be built into the walls, on a plan he had carried out,

three or four inch tile drains, every three feet com-
municating with an open cornice. This system of

air drainage he would carry into A separate air-

shaft connected with the chimiuy.

Jlr. R.vwi.iNsdN, C. K., said that from a states-

man's point of view this question of ]trovidiug the

best form of lannan habitations had been neglected,

so far as his knowledge went, from the very earliest

dawniugs of history. He knew of no nation that

paid attention as it ought to do to the dwellings of

the lower cliuss jiopidation. One of the great evils

of the construction of dwellings in this country was,

lirst of all. the utter regardlessuess of the site, and
the subsoil and the material, and the mode of con-

struction, and then the mode of management sub-

sequently. Now, whether people were going to

build cottages for themselves, or cottages or villa

residences, or palaces, the first necessity was to have
a dry subsoil. If not n.aturally dry, the soil must
be dried by the best means. Tlie second necessity

was that the area iqion which the buildings are

about to be erected must be isolated from the subsoil,

and the cheapest aiul best means was to use con-

crete. The next tiling was that there should be put

in a damp-proof course to prevent the damp rising

into the walls. Then if there was a basement
storv. it shotdd be isolated from the ground

;
Jhe

earth should not come in contact witli the walls.

With regard to the arrangement of the rooms, the

last speaker had told them that means must be

applied to give ventilation, lie might s.ay, briefly,

that domestic houses bad two purposes to serve as

we use (hern. They had the domestic purpose for

the family— that for the cottager was the entire

purpose the house served, as they had few visitors

—

and the more ornamental purpose. But there was
the time when sickness came. People ought to be

taught they could not live healthily within the four

walls of their dwelling, whatever the arrangement

might be, if they did not open their wiudows and
.admit air. Those who visited the dwellings of the

poor should see to it that the windows of the bed-

rooms were opened, and if they did not open, the

landlord should be asked to make the requisite

alterations. If the outside air were let in, Nature

would do the rest ; she wonld oxidise and purify.

If there was a window on a staircase, and there was
no other means to procure ventilation, he recom-

mended that the window shoiUd be let down some

three inches from the top and screwed fast, so that

none of the servants or anj' one else could ever

close it by day or night. He knew of cases where
great benefit had been done by this simple expe-

dient. Then as to closet arrangements. lie h.ad

had to inspect AVindsor Castle, and there one would

imagine, if ever there was perfection to be found, it

would exist where Her JIajesty had to reside. In

1821, Parliament voted £500,000 to fit Windsor as

a place of residence for George the Foiuth. Vp to

the end of William the Fourth's reign he found that

£7.50,1100 h.ad been expended upon the Castle.

When the tjueen had come to occupy the throne,

and in the year 1841, the state of the Castle had

become so bad and was so offensive that it was

almost impossible to live in it, and it was found

upon examination that there were no fewer than

fifty-three cesspools within the basement, all of

them full and overflowing. It took some years to

remedy the evils that existed, but they had been

overcome, and now probably Windsor Castle was

one of the healthiest places in the world.

Mr. .J. BniEKLEY, C.E., BLackburn, said the sub-

ject divided itself into two parts. One was the

public duty of amending the sanitary condition of

the dwellings, and the second was the public duty of

informing tlie population, by every meaus in their

power, of the principles of science iu sanitary

matters. Local bodies were not always to blame,

he maintuined. People well-to-do were often found

living in houses of a wretched character, when they

could get better houses for Gd. more a week. He
advocated for the national health a central authority,

that would not only look after the large centres of

population, but woukl take cognisance of the whole

country, from one end to another. The want of

sanitary knowledge, he held, was not confined to

the pour.

Dr. B.wi.is (Birkenhead) believed that the crying

evil of houses was that no proper provision was

m.ade for dealing with that serious element that

could spread disease, death, and sickness. That

w!is to say. we required proper provision for the dis-

posal of excrement. Was it not a sniiiU thing to

call upon the Legislature to see that this residue

substance was disposed of in such a way as to pro-

mote the health of the inh.abitants ? No houses

should be built without proper provision for

conveniences, receptacles for ashes, &c., and a yard

in the rear.

Mr G. AVii.sox really believed that the cure

for bad houses wonld be to hang up all our

architect-s like bundles alongour streets. L'ntil we did

so wo should never have any decent houses. It

was .all very well to say jwople should teach sanitary

principles to those whj were ignorant. He came

down to Leeds, one of the leading towns of England,

and when the sewage question was discussed, one

gentleman, a member of the local authority, said

that he had learned nothing. And the town had

ado])ted a scheme of dealing with sewage that was

denounced by the highest authorities on the iiuestion.

Yet the scheme was spoken of by one gentleman as

the best that liad been propounded. Well, when
gentlemen of our Railing cities talked like this, how
could people go among the poorer clas.ses. and pretend

to be learned and well informed? Little progress

was made iu these matters just because people

would not listen to the few persons who were able to

give advice, and just because our Legislature was
so occupied with ]iarty struggles that it could not
attend to the health and the decency of the nation.

Mr. Councillor Gallswortiiy defended the action

of the Town Council of Leeds in adopting the A
B C system of sewage utilisation ; and, with regard
to buildings, the local acts gave Leeds, he believed,

suflicient power to see that proper accommodatioa
was given. Improvement was being carried on in

the town, .and he knew it was the intention of the

Council to destroy the whole of the worst houses

that existed. There was, however, a power to

prevent required as well as one to destroy, and the

Buildings Committee had thought it wise to get

extended powers so as to prevent the erection of

houses in any old courts. At the p>resent time the

town had not the power to prevent the erection of

buildings in courts.

Mr. R.\wi.:nsii-N-, C.E., wished to offer some
advice as to the condition of Leeds. He had had
the opportunity of holding an inquiry in Leeds, and
of turning his attention to some of the sanit-arj'

defects that existed, and he hail pointed out pre-

viously what in his opinion would have been a

remedy for one of these defects. Again he wished
to point that out, and enforce it with all the emphasis

he could apply, because it would not cost much.
Leeds had .abeady been sewered. He might say
there were sewers through the main streets, and some
of the tributary streets .also. The system was not

complete. The sewers were not ventilated at this

moment. The houses were connected with these un-
ventilated sewers. He could assure them that this

was one of the elements causing the excessive

mortality of Leeils, and he pleaded with the people

of Leeds to make the openings up to the streets as

they were made in London to let the gases come up
at as many points as possible, and the atmosphere

would dilute the gases and render them innocuous.

Then some of the streets were paved ; others iu the

suburbs were not paved at all ; and Leeds should

not permit its population to be dragged down by the

miserable condition of any street. lilven streets in

the heart of the town were in a bad state. For
instance, the street in which was the office of the

friend (Mr. Fenwick) with whom he was st.aying

:

anything more disgraceful than the pavement of

that street was not to be seen. It was a p.aved street,

full of ruts fit to break any springs that might go
over them. It was no economy to leave a street in

that condition, and he urged that the work of repair-

ing such streets should be commenced at once. If

the town had not the money, it should be borrowed
;

if it had not the power to borrow, then, iu the name
of goodness, let the town go and get power.

Mr. FowLEK (Borough Surveyor of Leeds) said

that since Mr. Rawlinson hatl beeu in the borough

the sewers had been ventilated to a very great

extent. In fact, the north-e.ast district of the town,

where the death-rate was the highest, was now venti-

lated by means of direct openings, and charcoal

tr,ays were used to disinfect. Ventilation was also

effected by means of communication with the chim-

nevs of nianuf .actories. In the north and north-east

wards the five miles of sewers there laid down had

had well on towards 100 ventilators p"' "i. He
held that Leeds was better paved than any town in

England. No town had so many paved stieets for

its .area as Leeds had ; and Park-place, the street

alluded to by Jlr. Itawlinson, was one of the best

streets in the town so far as area was concerned.

He admitted there might be holes in the street, but

when tlic Corporation were paving 100 streets

annually, and were employing all the contractors

they could, and when there were back streets to im-
prove, they might very well be excused if some
things were not done.

Mr. K.vwLiNsos had no desire to censure

the town of Leeds. He commended the water

supply of the town, and did not see why. in sanitary

matters, Leeds should not also take up an advanced

position. As regards the A li C works, the experi-

ment would not be void of results, as it would re-

move the solid from the sewage.

Mr. E. Cii.vDWii ic said that so certain had sani-

tary science become that a person might undertake

to contract for results. In the town of Leeds a

person might contract to reduce the mortality one-

thu-d.
•

HEALTH OF OPERATIVE.S IX FACrORIES
AND WORKSHOPS.

THE special question for discussion by the Health

Deiiartment of the National .Vssociation for

the Promotion of Social Science on Monday was,
" What are the best means of promoting the healtht

of operatives m factories and workshops ?''

I
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The first paper was read by Mr. J. H. St.vllard,

wlio said the question for discussion was precise, and
narrowed down to wliat toolc place in the workshop.

Tlie chief point was whether the air supply was
pure; and he maintained that the death-rate and the

kind of disease existing proved that the air in many
cases was impure. A sufficient supply of air was
capable of reilucing the deaths resulting from pul-

mon.ary disease, and this fact he illustrated by a

reference to improvements that h.ave taken place in

liarracks to secure voitilation. Having contrasted

the conditions under wliich the town artis.an carries

<-m his work with the conditions under which the

agricultural labourer pursues his calling, he con-

tended that man is made and constituted to live in

the open air, and not in a box. People who were
einploj'ed in towns were obliged to be fed more ex-
pensively than they would be if isolated in cottages

in country districts. There was no doubt in the

world we could produce a more healthy r.iceb^'a less

amount of expensive food than we could, by the

very best food, produce in barge aggregations in

towns and large establishments. "We should seek to

employ our peojtle in the open air. The real

stamina of the country, after all, came from the

agricultural element, and that was due principally to

the fact that those people worked wholly in the open
air. We wanted to establish the principle that fac-

tories and workshops should be so constructed as to

assimilate the condition as near as possible to that of

the open air, with provision only for protection

against rain falling and violent draughts. To pro-

tect ourselves from draughts and rain was all that

we really required. All ventilation proceeded under
the supposition that onl}' a certain amount of air

was required, whereas the true air supply we needed
was only to be obtained bj' living in the air. He
exhibited a diagram of an improved method of ven-
tilating hospitals, public buildings, and dwelling-
houses, and in speaking of it said that if we wanted
to place our workshops i:i free contact with the open
air, we should be compelled to adopt the principle of

numerous small openings, and must rely upon the

laws of diffusion and connection for a sufficient and
complete interchange. That was, we must protect

our ap.artments from the direct pressure of the wind,
and yet provide a large surface with which the com-
munication with the outer air should be free. Laws
of diffusion and connection were suthcieut to insure

interchange even in the stillest atmosphere, if only
we gave them sufficient opportunity for acting,

and the problem was thus reduced to the question
-as to the largest surface of our room sides which
might be perforated by innumerable small openings,
so placed as to be free from any outside pressure of

the wind. Of course we could not perforate anj' of

the sides, and we had only the top and the bottom.
It would be expensive and diiHcult and useless to

perforate the floor, and thus we were driven to the
alternative of perforating the ceiling. If we pro-
tected this perforated ceiling from rain, and exposed
it nowhere to the direct pressure of the wind, we had
succeeded in placing the workroom in free, complete,
and immediate contact with the outside air, and we
should have given the principle of slow diffusion full

play. No great volume of cold air could possibly be
driven down on any side of the apartment, whilst
the freest exit was provided for the warm and
vitiated exhjilations from the lungs and body and
for any unwholesome products of the manufacture
carried on. There was no disturbance in the atmo-
sphere of the room sufficient to interfere with the
natural rising of the vitiated products to the ceiling,

and in the plan he had proposed there was nothing to

prevent the escape of those products in the air chamber,
from which they were at once carried away by the hori-
zontal current passing through. The arrangement was
simple. Every room should be provided with a double
ceiling, the space between being in free communication
'with the outer air on all sides. The top ceiling was
cither the floor of the room above or the roof—the
lower ceiling was made of finely perforated zinc, or
•oiled paper. The air chamber should be large
enough to admit of being swept out from time to

time, and the sides might be made of perforated
tricks of v:irious colours and shapes. This plan did
not interfere wtth the employment of opposite
w^h:dows and ordinary means of warming rooms.
The sole object was to maintain the principle of
living in the open air, under all conditions, whether
in winter or summer, day or night. It was beyond
the control of any one to cut off the wholesome and
necessary connection. It was a principle which, in

tis judgment, was as necessary in a bed-room as in

a drawing-room, and as necessary in a factory as in

a hospital. It was a principle which had been
ignored by architects since the Roman ersi, but he
would observe that the courts of the Pompeian house
were but a more open arrangement than the one
proposed. He believed that the best means of im-

proving the health of operatives in factories and
workshops would be to place them in direct com-
munication with the open air by the plan proposed.

Mr. P. n. IIoLLDND held that the benelits sought

by Dr. Stallard could be got without the sacrifices

proposed. As the best means of ventilatilig he

recommended warming the air with the waste heat

before it is given off.

Mr. Lkiciiiton (Liverpool) said the simplest and

most effective sj-stem of heating and ventilation he

had ever seen was in a school-room at Glasgow.

The ^'hole of the exhausted air was taken awaj' by
the draught caused by a fire on the lower floor, the

school being on the second floor, and the air being

conveyed to the lower room in a tube from the ceil-

ing. The supply of fresh air was by means of a

perforated pipe, which pipe conveyed the air to a

boiler heated by the fire, and there the air was
warmed and conveyed back to the school-room.

Mr. Alderman Bexnktt (Liverpool) said that if

any one went into the Council-room at that moment
he would see the necessity of some system such as

Dr. Stallard had mentioned; and, so f.ar as the hast

speaker had gone, his system was insufficient on a

large scale in order that that rapidity of change

might be secured which was necessary. It was very

essential that the means for ventilation should be

most ample. He was not quite sure that the

method suggested by Dr. St.al!ard could be appli-

cable in all cases, but the question was a very seri-

ous one, and one which he feared did make the great

distinguisliing feature between the -health of the

agricnlturist and the health of the town man.

Dr. Sti-.w.\rt (London) said that by this plan, to

provide by small perforated plates for the diffusion

of the air, we might secure its introduction with

very great facility.

Mr. K.wvLixsoN, C.E., recommended the sugges-

tions of Dr. Stallard to the serious consideration of

.all persons having anything to do with men crowded

either into workshops or into houses. There was no

artifici.al remedy, there was no fine-drawn remedy

of flues or viilves or other means of that class th,at

would give fresh air in the abundance that appeared

to be necessary for health. Thej- were probably

aware that he had been sent out by the Government

to the army in the Crimea, and out in the Crimea

there was certainly room for an experiment upon

the grandest scale. The mortality was something

more fearful th.an had ever occurred with anj' arnn-

with which he had been acquainted. Our troops in

the Crimea had suffered in the three months during

the dreadful winter of 1854-5 at the rate of 700

per 1,000—70 per cent, during those three months.

They saw starvation of various kinds—from want

of necessary provisions and starvation from actual

exposure to the elements. The remedial measures

that were taken in the first instance were to send

out a number of huts from England, at very great

cost, in lieu of tents ; but these wooden houses had

no sooner been inhabited than they became fever

dens and pests of the very worst Idnd. And for

this reason. No instructions were given to provide

isolation of each hut from the subsoil and to pro-

vide ventilation. The side w.alls were 8ft. high,

and the roof was covered with patent felt, which

was waterproof ; but, unfortunately, it was airproof

too, and there being no arrangement for any ventila-

tion at the floor, and the huts being arranged for

twentj--five men, one-lualf of the occupants were

down in fever, and sometimes it turned to putrid

fever. There were some regiments with only one-

half of their strength. The 79th was down with fever,

and a most striking condition of affairs was found

out in comparing the position of the 79th with that

of the 12nd Regiment. Lord Clyde had gone with

him for the first inspection, and he asked to be told

the difference between the two regiments, there being

very little fever amongst the 42nd. Upon investi-

gation he found that the encampment was on a

steep mountain side, the greater part being oolitic

limestone and dry, but there was a broad band of

clay underneath. The 7',lth Regiment was on this

band of cbay, and the persons erecting the huts had

excavated a level place into the bank of the hill-

side, and, consequently, at the back it was three to

five feet in height, sloping down at the sides ; and

no provision being made to keep the earth from the

sides of the huts, they were like inverted bell

receivers, with the men inside, and the damp soaking

in under tlie floor. The 42nd, on the other hand,

were on the rock, and they had been compelled to

raise a false floor for the huts. lie advised the

shifting of the regiment, and from the time that it

was shifted the new type of disease ceased, and only

the men had to recover who were originally down.

The huts, however, on this band of clay were not

taken down. The quarter-master forgot that the}-

were empty. The .J2nd Itegiment came from India

and was quartered in them, and when they had been

there fourteen days, there were tbirtj'-two cases of

cholera. Tlie wretched huts were still kept there,

and a brigade of artillery having been sent into

them, within thirteen or fourteen days there were
thirty or forty dead with cholera. All this was
simply want of ventilation and proper sanitary

provision. As to d.ay and night atmosphere, we in

this country were not so much afraid of ventilation

as the people on the Continent. On the Continent

—

n France, in Germany, in Italy—there was nothing

people were so much afraid of as open windows;
and the common remark if an open window was seen

at night was " There is some fool of an Englishman
living in that house." He did think there was
something of the bugbear in what was said of

the difference of temperature between night and
day. It we could keep patients out of a direct

draught, if we could keep them well clothed with the

bed-clothes, no harm need be apprehended. As Sliss

Nightingale said. What could we have but night air ?

and how could we injure patients by night air?

There was either the atmosphere around, or an

artificial atmosphere of a most abominable char-

acter that was concocted by ourselves. We
knew that travellers out in the east had a

scorching sun, a tropical sun, on the sandy
plains of Arabia, and the largest rivers were

frozen over at midnight. Now, we had never

heard that travellers there had suffered from the

variation of temperature, and he himself had been

in a country where, marching during the day, they

had a temperature in the sun exceeding 120 degrees.

He knew he had to march with his coat off, and was
perspiring from every pore. He had no shelter at

night but a thin piece of cotton, and yet he saw one

inch thick of ice frozen on the river at night. He
had always been considered a very delicate man, and
.although "he did not say we could submit patients to

a difference of temperature such as that, 3'et it only

showed how wonderfully the human constitution

would adapt itself to circumstances if we give it

fresh air. Pure, uncontaminated air must be got in,

and let in and out in profusion, or we could not

b,ave that health whioh was necessary.

Dr. St.vi.l.vrd, in replying, said his system did

not interfere with warming a room or building in

the slightest degree. The proposal was the result

of long deliberation, but it had only been matured

within the last few weeks, and it had not been prac-

tically tested. He had the promise, however, that it

should be fairly submitted to test. There was no

daTigcr whatever from the night air in any moderately

well-placed building
;
provided, for instance, in hos-

pitals the patient was covered up sufficiently. One
medical man treated fever very successfully by taking

tlie windows out of his building .altogether, and if

that was the case where the rain might beat in, what

might not be expected from a .system such as he had

detailed ?

THE ARRANGEMENT AND DECORATION
OF THEATRES.

WE last week summarised some remarks on

the construction of theatres which had ap-

peared in the Athenwum of the previous week. The
same writer, in a second article, says that there .are

two distinct modes of arranging an auditorium, the

French and the Italian ; the latter of which may be

recognised by its sombre rows of pigeon-holes, in-

exorably straight, square, and regular. According

to the French fashion, the partitions between the

boxes, although high at the back, are gradually cut

away as they approach the line of balustrade, con-

veying the sembl.ance of a continuous and uninter-

ru]ited g.allery. By this means an air of animation

is attained, which is looked for in vain in examples

of the Italian arrangement, for the audience is placed

in light instead of shadow. The only serious dis-

advantage of the French plan is the im))Ossibilit.v of

the occupants of the boxes or balconies withdrawing

themselves from the public gaze to the extent pos-

sible under the " pigeon-hole " or Italian plan. This

disadvantage will, however, be obviated in the new-

Parisian Opera-house by the addition of a small re-

tiring-room to each separate private box. Every

box will also be ])laccd on two levels ; the lower one

for the occupants of the front row, the higher one for

the persons whose seats will be behind them. M.
Garnier considers this a felicitous arrangement; but

the utility of the innovation is questionable, for in all

prnhaliibly no conversation would be possible between

the occupants of the seats on the two levels without

their voices being raised to a pitch which would be

prejudicial to general comfort; neither could the seats

be moved about at will. BI. Garnier proposes to

divide his stalls into triangular sets, so as to .allow

free access to the seats ; but the advisability of this

arrangement is also doubtful, for the space lost

thereby might be more profitably employed, thinks
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M. Garnier's critic, in wideniug the distance between
continuous rows of scats, and the number of square
feet sacrificed would serve the purpose of passage-
way, besiiles giving to occupants of the stalls more
room in wliich to stretch their limbs.

As regards decoration, greater scope is given to

the artist by the French than by the Italian method
of arranging the auditorium. In the former case the
lines ore varied, and undulate differently on each
tier ; whilst in tlie latter case the monotonous even-
ness of every row renders inevitable a repetition of

similar pillars and similar draperies from floor to

ceiling; and besiiles, the eye is fatigued by a sameness
of shadow throughout the house. It is erroneous to

suppose that the colouring of an auditorium is to be
left entirely to the taste of the decorator. Certain
axioms may bo laid down which will reduce his

individual responsibilities within very narrow limits.

The auditorium consists of a foregr<iund and back-
ground, the I'lie farmed by the pillars and balustrades,

the other by the partitions in rear of the spectators.

The foreground acts also as a frame to the various
groups of persons assembled in the boxes. That this

frame must lie pale in colour is evident, for it catches

the light from the chandeliers, and is an important
element in the general gaiety of the picture. Jbire-
over, it must be distiLietly separate from its back-
ground, and were it to be dark that background would
need to be light, an arrangement which would throw
the occupants of the boxes into shadow. This is of

course impossible. The background, then, must be
dark. Thecolmirs of the spectrum are thus disposed :

violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, and red. Dark
violet and indigo light badly, and must be rejected

on account of their blackness. Pale violet appears
either blue or red at night, according to its tone. A
yellow background would appear light instead of

dark, and must also be rejected. Blue, green, and
red are the only available colours for our purpose.
IVe must seek for something which will encbance in

the highest degree the most important feature in each
bos—the ladies which it contains. Atthe firstwe might
be led to choose the nearest approach to a comple-
mentary colinir, viz., an amalgamation of violet and
green. But an individual head is relieved against its

background by variet}' of shadow, and therefore in-

dependent of the law of complementaries. We must
accordingly seek for a safer Mentor, and shall find our
guide in the law nf reflexions ; nearly all bodies are more
usually lighted by a reflected than by a direct liglit.

The colour of all others most likely to produce by its

reflexion an aspect of health and freshness, as well
as a warmth of sh.adow, is indisputably red, and red
is the only colour which will achieve that result. As
regards materi:d, we are reduced either to damask
silk or a flock pajier, for paint is unpleasant to the
touch, and we are forced to put aside any stuff or
polished surface which will destroy- the general repose
by a shimmering reflexion of white light. The
decorations of the recently-opened Lyceum Theatre
will supply us with a ease in point, for the exceeding
hideousness of these attempts at novelty is due to a
ilirect violation of the foregoing rules. The foregrouml
is sombre, and of a colour which by gaslight is

neither green, blue, nor violet, while the background
of the whole is of a polished white, rendered still

more objectionable by an effete and spidery attempt
at diapere<l pattern.

THE \VA.STE OF WATEK.
jl/TK. P. H. HOLI.OXD read a paper on Monday,
-l-»-L at Leeds, before the Xational .\ssociation for
Promoting Social Science, on a cheap mode of pre-
venting wjiste of water when continuously supplied.
The waste of water, he said, chiefly arises from some
consumers allowing many times as much water to
run away as they use, with the effect commonly of
making the average cpiantity supplied exceed three
or four times (often much more) the average r|uan-
tity used. The remedy iiroposcd was to sujiply each
house with as much water as would be fairly used
and not much more. Five gallons per individual, or
25 gallons per house, was considerably more than
was likely to be used per iliem ; but on washing days
tw-ice that rpiantity might be needed. This quantity
might be sup|ilied through a mere pin hole, discharg-
ing at the rate of two gallons an hour, and might
be conveyed through a pipe a tenth of an inch in
diameter, rnninng very slowly, and therefore with
very little friction. To .avoid the inconvenience of
h.iving to wait for sn;h a slow discharge a small
receptacle, large enough to licdd as much as wmdd
be wanted at once, wo' Id be needed. The advan-
tages of economising water were commented upon.

Mr. Eawmnscix, C.E., said that they e.iul.l not
have fine-drawn theories about water su'pplv. There
must be water in abundance, in .spite of tliat which
theory suggested.

Mr. E. Chadwick considered that in this case
much might be learned by inquiries frimi persons out-
side the profession. lie thought receptacles for the
storage of water were liable to objection on account
of the water losing its fr.shness in them.

Jlr. B. Latham also thought the storing of water
for dietetic purposes an error ; and as a means of

preventing waste of water, he recommeiuled Hall's
system, to be seen at the Sanitary Exhibition.

Mr. .\lderman BEXXErr said that if there was a
town in which, if practicable, Mr. IloUond's plan
ciinld be adopted with advantage, it was Liverpool.
He considered it one of the suggestions that might
be worked up by engineers.

iSIr. Fii.LiTiiK, in closing the discussion, said he
knew of no reason why any family should be
allowed to use hundreds of gallons more than w.as
needed. He did not know why they should treat

water upon a different principle from that on which
we treat bread or anything else, because when it

came into a town water was a manufactured article,

and a very costly article too. Tbat the constant
su[iply system must be adopted not only in London
and Liverpool but in every large town, no one was
more convinced than he was, and he had ha<I some
twenty-five years' experience in the conducting of

both systems. He iisked why the meter system
might not be introduced under proper regulations ?

It was said that the meter system would lead people

to use as little water as thej' could help, and thus
encour.age dirtiness; hut it might easily be so

managed that every house should be bound to pay a
minimum rate, say 6s. or 10s., ami should be enti-

tled to pass through its pipe a minimum quantity,

say 1I),000 or 20,000 gallons. If a man consumed
nuire, then he should be compelled to pay an extra
rate for the excess. The difliculty was as to the

construction of the meter. Even at the present

moment they could scarcely say they had got a
meter that they could entirely depend upon for

water. But they had onh' to give encouragement
to nnniufaeturers to have these meters put into ex-
cellent ciuidition, and such as they could adopt with
ease. The meters were now low in price, and he
thought that they would be both lower and more
correct soon. Five gallons a day per head he
thought too small a quantity, and his own experi-
ence of this matter suggested seven or eight gallons

per head. He should let people have an ample
supply of water for all their reasonable purposes,
and he would onh' exclude—as he should do rigo-

rously— that abominable waste which takes place in

all our large towns.

THE LESSON OF THE GRE.4.T FIRE .A.T

CHICAGO.

THE terrible fire which has destroyed, according
to present accounts, buildings covering five

square miles in the city of Chicago, and rendered home-
less over one hundred thousand inliabitauts, should
make us look well to our defences against this most
merciless of enemies.

We are not aware what facilities Chicago possessed
for the extinction of fire in the shape of a fire-

brigade. Probably, like those in many of the large
American cities, it was based on the volunteer system,

and not very remarkable for efficiency. In this re-

spect, in spite of the occasional vagaries of its di-

rectors, such as drafting all the men and engines to

one spot for the amusement of royal personages, and
the confusion of the inhabitants of the unfortunate
locality selected, we probably have the advantage.
Fire-engines, however, are quite useless v.'ithout

water, and we direct attention to a suggestive letter

in the Chicago Tribune of the 27tli ult., only ten

days before the fire, in which apjiears a long letter,

complaining of the inadeipnite water supply. "Your
remarks," writes the correspouflent to the editor, ''the

other da,v on the scant sujq)ly of water in certain

districts of this citv were tinu'l\' and just ;

" and
adding., "I am one of those unfurtunate individuals

who live outside the favoured circle, and am cum-
pellcd to resort to various devices to obviate the in-

c^nn-eniences complained of." Further on he savs :— '' There has been, it seems to me, either a stupen-
dous engineering blunder in not providing ample
mains for conveying water through our streets, or
there is a prodigal waste by 'h"se living rear the
source of supply, amounting to criminality. In
either case, the Board of Public 'Works owe it to the
community to furnish a full statement of the facts
and also to devise a remed,v."

The letter is accompanied by the following editorial

"remarks: "—
" ,\ reporter of the Trihmir yestcrd.ay

called at the oflice of the Board of Public Works to

ascertain the cause of the present small supply of
water in all .sections of the city, and was informed
that it-uas occasioned by the getting out of order of
the two largest engines at the Water Works. .411

the water now supphed our citizens has to be pumped
by the smallest of the three engines belonging to the
city—an engine of only 4J0-horse power. During
the summer months the two big engines, the one
1,200 and the other GOO-hLirse power, were run up
to their full speed, both night and day, and even
then there was great complaint among the people
who live in remote parts of the city of a scarcity of

water."

It will be remembered that one of the principal

disasters mentioned in the telegraphic intelligence ot
tlie past week is the destruction of the Water Works.
We wait with some eagerness to know how this un-
usu.al calamity occurred ; but whatever its cause, it is

very evident that Chicago, so f;ir asher water-supply
was concerned, was but ill-prepared to contend with
the enemy who has destro,ved her. Are we much
better off? The great AVestern city, which, in the
marvellous r.'i]iidity of its growth astonished even.

Americans, will doubtless soon be rebuilt with a cor-

responding activity. More attention will he paid to

the means of contending with fire. In other respects,

in the long run, the city, like London, may be rather

the better off for the calamity which has overtaken
it. We had long ago one tif such " blessings in.

disguise," and altbongh could we but select our owa
quarter, and comfortablv remove, and house else-

where the inhabitants beforehand, we might not re-

gret another such visitation, yet, as fire has an un-
comfortable habit of overleaping set boundaries, ami
devouring alike that which we would gladly surren-
der to it, aLid that which we value, it might be as well

to look somewhat carefully to our means of sub-
duing it, and to remain contcnteil with our present

slower, but less dangerous means of removing eye-
sores and nuisances.

EAST FRONT, ACTON BUENELL.

THIS is an interesting late example of Early
English architecture, and is remarkable f«ir its

massive dignity and simplicity of detail. There is

an illustration of this front in Rickman's "Gothic
Architecture," which does not do justice to its detail

and proportions. Seen in elevation, it has rather a
stunted appearance, but in perspective this is agreeablj'

corrected. The point of view is an important matter
in judging any architectural work, and too much care
cannot be used in securing a favmirable station
point, as the clianges it effects are very surprising.

We are not too rich in these e.xamjiles of Early
English, and can ill afford to have the few that re-

main mutilated or destroyed. The present example
has been much battered and bioken, but enough
remains to iiulicate the entire work.

W. H. LocivwooD.

LYTHE HILL, HASLEMERE.

FOUR weeks since we gave one view of this build-

ing, and promised to give another and a plan.

We 'his week fulfil theprcuuise. The house is built of

red brick of a fine quality and colour, the corners
being of ni.oulded brick of the same make, and the

windows and dressings are of terr.a-cotta, supplied

by Mr. Blasbfield, of Stamford. The roof is tiled.

The staircase, the panelling of the hall, and the doors
are of oak. The architect is Jlr. F. P. Cockerell.

and the contractors Messrs. Hayward Bros.

REKERENCE TO PLAN.

A. Porch ; B. Vestibule ; C. Hall ; D. Drawiug-
room ; E. Billiard-room ; F. Library; G. Smokin,g-
room ; H. Dining-room ; I. Morning-room ; J.

Servants'-hall ; K. Housekeeper; L. Back stairs;

51. Butler's pantry: N. Butler's bedroom, with
plate elosi't ; (). Still-room; P. Covered wav

; Q.
Kitchen; K. Scullciy; S. Drying-closet; T. Foot-
nnin's room ; L'. Lanier ; V. Water-closet ; W.
Area ; X. Archways ; Y. To stables.

A Lecht. Orixios of titic New Law Covrts-
—The Laic Journal devotes an article of some
length to a description of the plans of the New Law
Courts, and expresses its most unqualified approval
of them. " .\fter a careful inspection of the plans, and
after the full and lucid explanations of Mr. Street,

we are able to state that, so far as the business

capacity an i accommodation of the New LawCourt*:
are concerned, the most fxacting critic must be
thoroughly satisfied. We hope that the architecture

will jileisc the jmblic taste—or, perhaps, we should'

s;i.v the educated taste of the world of art ; but the

accommodation, the adaptation of the building for

the purposes for which it is to be used, is not a n.attor

of t^tstc, but a matter of fact, and therefore there is

nothing presumjituous in our asserting that in respect

to convenience the plans of Mr. Street leave nothing
to be desired."
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A RETROSPECTIVE GLANCE AT THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

rpHE first season of the International-Exhi-
-- bitiou-Assooiation has closed—closed in

the strictest and baldest sense of the word.
There was no ceremonial on the occasion, as

in 18.51, when the Royal Commissioners, with
Prince Albert at tlieir head, held a solemn
meeting to receive at the hands of Viscount
Canning the reports of the juries, and when
congratulatory addresses were delivered upon
the results of the Exhibition. We suspect,

however, that a farewell meeting between the

managers of the Exhibition of 71, and their

clients and the public at large, would not

have gone off so pleasantly as that of '51, it

being but too notorious that all is not coiikiir

de ivse at South Kensington. So the firm of

Cole, Scott, & Co., perhaps, did wisely to

shut up shop with as little fuss as possible,

closing the doors of tlio ugly, straggling

buildings as soon as the last of the visitors

had turned their backs, and then proceeding
to count up the shillings. And we believe

we may say that, in a financial point of view,

the first season of this new mixed enterprise

—half bazaar, half music-hall—has been a
decided success. The Royal Commissioners'
little puffing organ, "The Key," which was
published by themselves, for their own jiur-

poses, in their own building, announced in

July last that the amount received, one way
and another, up to the end of the eleventh
week—being exactly half the announced
duration of the season—"considerably ex-

ceeded the sum necessary to pay the working
expenses of the whole period of the Exhibi-
tion, and still left a balance

; so that whatever
might be the receipts for the next eleven
weeks, they would be all so mucli to the good
for continuing and improving the series of

exhibitions of the next nine years." The
estimates of the Commissioners appear to

have been based upon the calculation that
five hundred thousand visitors would
attend, paying one shilling each ; but the
actual number of visitors in the first

half of the season was somewhat over
570,000, and the total numberlduring the whole
season has risen to about double that figure

;

so that we may safely consider that the
Royal Commissioners have now a balance in

hand equal to the whole estimated working
expenses of the season. Of course we do
not know the exact figure either of income
or expenditure, nor, perhaps, ever shall, the

Commissioners not being compelled under
their charters to report oftener than they
think proper. Speaking offhand, however,
and at a guess, we should perhaps be
not far wrong in putting the net profits

of the season down at some thirty or
forty thousand pounds. This is a large sum
of money to get out of the free contribu-
tions of the public, and if applied judiciously
in the promotion of education and the various
industrial interests of the country might do a
gi'eat deal of good. But, in truth, have we any
sufficient ground to believe that such will be
the case ? Are there not, on the contrary, too
many reasons for the apprehension that the
very enterprise out of which this profit

has been realised may have done more injury
to trade, to industry, and to education than
the money is worth ; and that, if carried on
continuously from year to year on the same
system, it may become an absolute mischief,

discouraging and repressing rather than pro-
moting and supporting the independent
industrial enterprise of the country V The
papers have teemed lately with complaints
of the favouritism, and the something like

jobbery with which the interests of exhibitors
have been tampered with, and the injurious and
unjust competition which the whole affair has
created against the non-exhibiting members
of the trading community, particularly of

the metropolis
; and it seems impossible that

such complaints should continue to be made
without inducing some measures of redress.

Irrespective of questions of commercial

policy, there are several features in the

management of this royal and quasi-inter-

national institution which insjiire distrust

ammgst the public, and more especially in

those whose contributions it invites, and to

whose interest it pretends to minister ;
and

the first .and foremost amongst them, and
perhaps that which lies at the bottom of all

the others, is the constitution of the directing

body. Although the Royal Commissioners of

1S51, with the Prince of Wales at their head,

are nominally the managers of this affair, it is

pretty well known that the whole practical

conduct of it is in the hands of a small clique

of self-created philosophers and Cdyiiosceiitl,

with Mr. II. Cole, C.B., at their head, and
that nothing that does not come within their

views, or suit their little plans, has a chance

of fair representation amongst them. Now
this sort of thing would be all very well if it

was merely a question of an occasional fancy

fair, or amateur performance for th^e benefit

of some distinguished charity ; but when it

comes to an organised scheme pretending to

patronise, judge of, and to some extent to

regulate all the industries of the world,

practical men whose lives and fortunes are

involved in those industries will not be con-

tent to submit their chances of success in

their several callings to the arbitration of

such men as constitute the various councils

and the official staff of this establishment.

There are few men who, as the result of a

long life's experience, know the difficulties and
the nice arcana involved in their several

branches of productions, who would be
content to abide by the awards of the greater

number of the personswho have been appointed
as " reporters " on the Exhibition. Again, the

committee of selection, appointed out of the

self-same fraternity of the school of Cole,

Scott, & Co., how may their caprice have
operated to the utter suppression, without

appeal, of any man's industry which did not

happen to suit their fancy V And how must
the injustice thus perpetrated serve to dis-

courage the tender of objects for the exhibi-

tions of the future, particularly if of weight
and bulk, and coming from a long distance '?

AVe have a signal illustration of this, and of

the general unwillingness of foreigners to

participate in this so-called "International"

display in almost every one of its depart-

ments—indeed, the "reporters" themselves
repeatedly complain of it. In the woollen
department, most notably, itself one of the

chief staples of the exhibition, there were
scarcely any contributions from abroad except

those sent by heads of states, or govern-
mental authorities ; and to such an extent

must the imminent deficiency have made it-

self apparent to the executive, that the

representation of the manufactures of more
than a dozen foreign states, Prussia, Saxony,
Bavaria, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal,

Sweden, and others, had to be made up
by lots of goods exhibited, as the catalogue

informs us, by " the Royal Commissioners of

the E.xhibition of ISol" themselves, and
which had been probably purchased by them
for the purpose.

15ut a more serious ground of couiijlaint

remains behind, in that depressing obscurity

which too generally envelopes the interests of

the humble labourer. ^^Sicvns non mhis^^ sung,

despondingly, the poet of old. The principle

is still in operation ; the ingenuity and mind-
work of the employed, because lie works for

hire, goes too often to the credit of the em-
ployer, to the increase of his resources
and the strengthening of his position. A
promise was held out by Mr. Cole that in

the International Exhibition this injustice

should be done away with, and that as far as

practicable the name of the actual producer
of objects should be given, as was done .at

the AVorkiug !Men's Exhibition. This pro-
mise, however, has not been redeemed, ex-
cepting in the dep.artments of Fine Art, and
already remonstrances, half-stitied, have m.ade

themselves heard on the subject.

Omicuo.v.
I

LIVING MODELS.
XVTE read with a mingled feeling of joy
' ^ and disappointment a report of the

inaugural lecture delivered at University
College, London, by the newly-appointed
Slade Professor, Mr. Poynter, A.R.A. It is

always a dangerous experiment when practi-

cal artists are chosen for the theoretical

branches of art teaching. The inaugiual
lecture of Mr. Poynter serves to prove this

assertion. The practical artist loses his

ground at once when he attempts the office

of a theoretical teacher or of a philosophical

critic ; ho is generally in want of that per-

fectly serene mind which is necessary for the
decisions of theoretical generalisation. The
painter, the jjoet, the or.ator, the musician,

and the .stage player often evince taste or

even genius in their productions, but are

totiilly destitute of the power of abstracting

reliable theories in matters of taste .and art.

The practical artists are blinded by their own
special talents. The historical painter looks
down upon the landscape painter, who again
looks down upon the animal painter, who
again feels his eyes obscured by jaundice

when he contemplates the works of an orna-
mentist. The artist who is for the har-
monies of contrast rather than the har-
monies of analogy looks down upon his

antagonist with the same contempt as the
latter on the former. The practical artist

has often a crotchet, the outgrowth of his

individual talent or the consequence of a
peculiar disposition of his taste, and tries

to force this crotchet upon everybody
else as the only safe means to become an
artist. Mr. Poynter has done this, for he
says in his inaugural lecture: "The living

model is to be of the first and paramount
importance, and the study of the antique is

to be put in a second place." The cart is to

be placed, in the art teaching of University

College, London, before the horse. Art has

had its phases of historical development
which cannot be ignored. The Greek scidp-

tor had certainly first living models to look

at before he succeeded in creating his im-
mortal moilels of idealised beauty in statuary.

With us this is and must be different. The
study of the living model can no more form
the basis of our art teaching, for this would
be an anachronism. If Mr. Poynter cannot
give us at the same time the Greek land and
the smiling sky under which natural beauty
dcvelojjed itself to the highest point ; if he
cannot give us the Greek gymnasium, with
its excitement, the intense esthetic enthu-
si.asm with which people looked on the human
form as tlie most glorious creation of the

foi'ces of nature ; if he cannot give us Greek
public g.ames, "in which supreme physical

perfection was crowned by an assembled
people ;" if he cannot give us judges who
will acquit a woman, dazzled by her nude
charms, his " paramount importance " of the

study of living models will be a mere farce.

A\'hat is to become of a young student of

our times, with our notions of propriety, who,
not yet accjuainted with the ennobling senti-

ments of beauty, has to gaze on a living

model? Is he, ah ovo. to go through all

those disturljing infiuences and trials through

which humanity had to pass in its early

youth, till wild passions were conquered by
a cle.ar understanding of idealised beauty ?

AVill it not be more logical to make the stu-

dent first acquainted with those finished

models of the human form which art has

already hallowed by its touch, than to

force the young mind to stare at

models who, with all their naturalness,

exquisite muscles, and fine forms, convey no
impression to the student but that of rude
nature ? We often had occasion to refer to

the mistake which the materialistic school of

art commits in propounding, "that .anything

Nature has done is beautiful." This apo-

thegm is altogether false. Nature is to be only

the stuff, the clay, the material, the rough
marble which the .artist has to use up, to

transform, to model, and which he has to
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vivify with his ideas. Tlie first duty of

soliools is to cultivate tlie mind, and not to

make tlie student acquainted with the mere
forms of livinfr bodies. "When the student

approaches living models he must be already

well trained in the capacity of reproducing;

round forms on the flat, and must be freed,

in looking at nude forms, of all secondary

thoughts through a refined study of the

antique. He must be capable of lieing above

rougli nature. The training of a young stu-

dent cannot begin, from psychological and
physiological reasons, with the study of

life-forms ; this would be in art teaching

nothing more than practically piUting the

cart before the horse.

Aj-t schools can have only a two-fold aim,

if they are to lie of any use at all. First, to

develope the reproductive faculty in the

artist to enable him to express ideas in

forms. Second, to furnish his mind
with subjects which lie may reproduce

if that faculty has been developed. This

two-fold aim can easily be comliined by
a judicious process of teaching. There is no

tlifference between art teaching and the teach-

ing of sciences. 'We must have first the

means to express thoughts, and then we must
te furnished with ideas. It would be utterly

useless to teach a student English grammar
from John Stuart INIiU's work on logic.

Art schools have to give the students every

opportunity to cultivate their talents, to

enlarge their minds, and, in case of having the

required genius, to gather ideas through

sound generalisation, leaving all specialities

to the particular inclination of the individual.

An art school which begins with the solemn

promise to neglect the study of the antique

and to go in for the paramount importance

of the living model, commences art education

at the fag end. '\^'e crave too much for a

chequered originality. As soon as we set

foot on the Continent we distinguish our-

selves with eccentric peg-top trousers, wide-

awakes, monstrous opera-glasses, and a
haxighty contempt for everything foreign

;

but we are at once recognised as originals,

and to this nation.al vanity wo are ready to

sacrifice anything. AVe do the same when
we enter the sacred duties of education. To
introduce other school-plans would be a

disgrace. "NMiat do we want a system for,

or a cultivre of the mind, a study of foreign

languages, a correct knowledge of history

and geography ; that is all very fine for dull

German or lively French artists. AVe have
our own haphazard way : we are above all

things practical. But this way of educating
on the fielcj of art is, as far as the general

result goes, certainly not the most creditable

to our educational talent. For is there a
difficulty that an I'higlishman cannot accom-
plish? With jiride we may answer, Ko. Is

there anything really tasteful that he could
not produce ? AVe may again say, Ko. And
still how backward we are in all matters of

refined taste, when we compare our products
of art with tlio.se of other nations. Because
we neglect to follow out the plans of educa-
tion which have been tried for years in

Germany and France with the most brilliant

success. Because we will not fill our mind
with ideas. Because we have so many masters

who are ready to ignore the real purjioso of

theoretical art-teaching, or to s.acrifice a

systematic instruction to mere i)iactical

paradoxes: they cither proclaim "ornamental
art as high art and pictorial art as a mere
falsehood," or they make " the study of the

living model a par.amount study," and
degrade the study of the antique to a .secondary

place. AVhat is a stiulent who has no concep-
tion of art in general, no refined taste, no
cultivated historical and mythological know-
leilge, to do with a naked male model, with a

coarse, unmeaning face and big muscles, or

with a bland-looking woman, who jierhaps

exhibits heiself to procure bread for her
starving p.arentsV By what p.sychic process
will the student tuiii the muscular man into

a Theseus or Orestes, a John o' Gaunt, or

Ciomwell? By what means will he see in

an elegantly-shaped female model an Andro-
mache, a Penelope, or a (Jueen of the May ?

AVill he be able to do tliis if his mind has not
been tutored by a strict discipline in the
study of art from a higher point of view ; if

his imagination has not been roused and
regulated ; if his faculty of perceiition has not
been thoroughly trained so as to enalile him
to see gods and goddesses where others see

only big muscles and strong bones, or a fine

skin and round forms'? If ]\Ir. Poynter's
paradox were true, our students of anatomy
ought to be the very liest artists

; they study
the liuman frame in all its minutest details.

Still, as far as our experience goes, v,-e never
yet met svith a professional medical gentle-

man n'ho was capable of drawing well the

human figure, though ho knew every fibre,

nerve, muscle, and bone in it. AVliy should
our lecturers, professors, and teachers refuse

to go on a certain beaten track ? "Why are

they always on the look out for some sen-

sational paradox? They see that there are

flourishing schools of art abroad, in which the
antique is studied ; but they want something
original. They then conclude to have models
of their own. They will pick up a Laocoon
in the streets. A good old beggar will do

;

he will have plenty of protruding bones and
ribs and a haggard look

; we shall find plenty
of Aphrodites at ten-and-six per houi\ This
will be original, attract students, and fill our
school. Competition drives these kind of

men, without settled principles on the theory
of art, perfectly wild. AVe, however, feel it

our duty to protest, in the name of aesthetics,

history, decency, and the sanctity of real art,

against such crotchets. The living model is

only paramount as a study to a very few
students who will devote themselves to figm-e

drawing or painting. AVhy should we make
a special branch of art the foundation of

general art-teaching? The deficiencies of

students who devote themselves to the arts

m.ay be sought for in the narrow range of their

general knowledge, in the neglect of the

study of foreign languages, the literature

and history of their own as well as that of

other countries
;
in one word, the neglect of

a higher intellectual training before they enter

an ait school, and, if once there, in the neglect

of the study of esthetics, arcliKology, mytho-
logy, and art history. An institution like

University College, London, ought to supply
the students with regular courses of lectures

on ], a\sthetics ; 2, arehreology
; 3, compara-

tive mythology; and 4, history of art. The
students ought to insist on the teacliing of

these subjects, else they will never be able

to comi^ete with art students educated abroad,

who are well informed in these higher
branches of art education. AVhat right have
the authorities of any art school to withhold
from the striving young student a knowledge
of any of the above-mentioned subjects,

which form the principal topics of teaching

in the art schools of Ciermany, France, and
Italy? Do we really believe that we can

produce taste, refinement, and power of com-
position in our .artists and an appreciation of

the products of art in the public in general

liy a process of education different to that

followed out abroad? \Ve cannot become
mathematicians without knowing arithmetic;

we cannot become classical scholars without
knowing Greek and Latin; in eliemistry,

geology, medicine we liave to follow out the

same training as students abroad ; only in art

we ouglit to attain the same results, though
we might neglect the .above-mentioned
subjects. If the students of University
College, liOndon, were well versed in those

theoretical subjects, living models might be
of some use. Tlie par.adoxical teaching as

proposed by Jlr. I'oynter will bring out
prominently his own jiaramount crotchet, and
make the Slade foundation a mere useless

expenditure. The sjicciality is again to kill

the generalis.ation in order to produce a

crippled and one-sided result, altogether con-
trary to the very name of University College.

AVe have "a fleshy school of poetry," and do
not want " a fleshy school of art" without
refinement and higher intellectual attainments
in the students. G. G. Zeiifki.

IMPROA'ED DWELLINGS FOR THE 'WORKING
CLASSES.

THE above subject was discussed on Friday last

by the nieml)er3 of the Economy and Trade
Dcp.irtniciit of the N.ational Associ.ation for the

rnimotiiiii of Social Science. The special ques-

tion luidcr the consiileratioa of the section—Mr.
WiUiam Newmaroli presiding—w.is. " Is it desirable

th.it the State or municipality should assist in pro-

viding improved dwellings for the lower classes

;

and if so, to what extent, and in wh.it way?" The
tirst paper read -was one by Sir. .Tas. Hole, which, ia

the absence of the latter, was read I)}' tlie liev. H.
Solly. At tlie outset lie referred to the great defi-

ciency in accommodation for the poor, and after

commending biulding societies, which, however, it

wns stated, did not meet the deficiency, lie referred

to the two .\ct3 passed in IS.'il and l.'iGi!. the one to

encourage the estalilishmeut of lodging-liouses by
tlieautliorities. the other to enalde tlie rnlilic Works
Loan Commissioners to lend capital to erect improved
dAvelliugs for workmen. The author ajiproved of

the principle of these Acts, but contended that the

capital lent by the State sliould be advanced at a

lower rate of interest, and that a niuch larger pro-

portion of the cost of the improved d-n-ellings should

be advanced. He recommended that the scale of

rep.iyment should be so constructed as to enable

those who wished to become owners of their own
dwellings, and illustrated the principle by the expe-

riment made by the Model Cottage Society of Leeds

a few years ago.

Blr. T. B. Smithies followed with a paper refer-

ring more especially to the dwelhngs of the poor

and working classes of the metropolis. The pajier

attributed the success of the I'russiaa n.ation to the

assistance given by the State for the erection of

dwelhngs by the working classes, and advocated the

extension of the Peabody and Waterlow system for

London. One thing was essential to the project of

working men becoming their own landlords—the law
as to title and power of sale must be as simple as

the transfer of goods and chattels, so that if working

men were suddenh' called away from one part of the

metropolis to another, or from the metropolis to

the country, there would be no barrier placed in the

way of a speedy sale and transfer of the property.

Mr. Bunii.vM S.vi'fokd, ia a paper upon the same

subject, urged the necessity of sanitary inspectors

being appointed by Government, in order that they

might be free from local influence, this ofiicer to be

able to survey and advise as to the most available

means of drainage and as to the dispos.al of sewage.

Upon the report of such oflicer that the habitations

of the poor were unsatisfactory in number and

character, a mandamus should be issued compelling

owners and authorities, under such powers as exist,

to remedy the dcficienc}'. He considered that

throughout the rural districts the iinequ.al incidence

of local taxation had been detrimental to cottage

accommodation or improvement.

The CuAiRJUN said the first paper went right to

the question ; so to a certain extent did

the second ; but he was sorry he could not say

the same for the third. There could be *no

question as the desirableness of improvement,

and the thing they were about to consider was
whether it was desirable that the State or the

nuinici|iility should assist in providing improved
dwellings fnr the poor.

Mr. W. S. Jl.icii.isii, Newcastle, said he was con-

nected with the Newcastle Improvement of Dwellings

Company, which he was glad to say had been a suc-

cess, for it had declared a dividend of 5 per cent.,

after allowing a fund equal to 10 per cent, upon the

whole capital for depreciation in value. He felt cer-

tain S jier cent, could be realised upon workmen's

cott.ages, and while that could be done there n-as no

need to go to the State for aid. If proper care vrcre

exercised, workmen's dwellings could be m.ade to pay.

He asserted that the State had already given sufli-

cient and necessary assistance in this respect, and he

disapproved of their going to the Stale to borrow

money. As to the quest ion of the municipaUty .assisting

the erection of such dwellings, he thought they could

not well do so, as in many cases members of cor-

jiorations felt they were coming into comjietition

with private enterprise. This difficulty had beeu

experienced in Newcastle, and it had beeu left to

private enterprise.

Mr. Mor.niscjx, M.P., did not think it fair for the

Government to spend public money in providing

parks for London while they compel the people of
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Leeds and other places to do it themselves. He de-

clared that they could object to municipalities pull-

ing down the low class of dwellings and replacing

them with a higher class ; but the greatest difficulty

was to prevent "jobbing" among public bodies, more

especially with respect to the building trade. If

there was no prospect of private enterprise doing it

he did not think they should look to the Government.

He did not object to the Government advancing

money for the purpose, for they could borrow money

at 3| per cent, aiul could lend it at 4 per cent. Tliis

was a sufficient protit, and it would be a great con-

venience. After referring to the position of the

metropolitan companies, he said there were difficul-

ties in the country witli respect to dwellings, but it

was nothing to what it was in the towns. There was

need for some improvement in the law of the con-

veyance of property. The real obstacle to this was

the opposition of the legal interest. So long as we
had the present complicated system of conveyance it

was vain to expect working-men to invest in pro-

perty. They wanted some simple and general plan

of the towns laid at the Town Clerk's office, dtetch-

ing out the exact position of each site: where a man
could go and see it at once if he wished to purchase.

Speaking of the co-operative societies, he said they

were making a great deal of money, and some of

them, he was glad to say, had devoted their profits

to the building of houses for then: members.

Dr. Gaikdner, of Glasgow, said his experience

led him to entirely agree with the last speaker.

There were, in his mind, great difficulties in the way
of the State or the municipality building houses for

the working classes in the room of those misplaced

by improvements. It would, he said, be wrong for

the muuicipality to build a similar class of bouses to

those misplaced. In illustration, he said, in the city

of Glasgow there were 100,000 housr.s, 25,000 of

which were occupied by persons at a tenancy below

what it was possible to construct or hold an

ordinary dwelling. The majority of them were

below £3, some even £i 10s., i'i, and even £3.

It was impossible to get an}' place to accommodate

a family with an3'thiug lilic comfort—even if it

were only one room—under £5. Supposing some
great commercial operation should displace a number
of these houses, was the municipalitj' to replace

them with a similar class of houses?—a class below

the line of sanitary comforts ? for if they were not to

do so, they could not replace those houses thus re-

moved. The worlcing-class of Glasgow had become
so debased by the evil influence of miserable dwellings

that they could not rise to the idea of proper house ac-

commodation. The remedy for removing the present

low class of houses was to let the working-classes

understand that they must raise their notions of ac-

commodation. If such a class knew that the muni-
cipality would provide dwellings for them, there

would be no end to it. The dutj' of the municipality

was, rather than assist in erection, to destroy these

dwellings as rapidly as possible. They should remove
them as rapidly as possible, but he would recommend
a gradual process. Much had been said as to the

advantages of the flat system. He admitted there

was a great convenience in it, but there was danger

in it. The danger was this—it accommodated a large

population upon a small area, and this led to the

generation and increase of fever. If they adopted

this system, they must do it upon a conditional

system. He concluded by repeating that it was the

duty of the municipality to pull down the low class

of houses as quickly as possible.

Mr. W. T. Newjlvrck said several societies for

the erection of workmen's cottages had been formed
at Jarrow, near Newcastle. Having referred to the

rapid increase of the last-mentioned town, he said

there had been a consequent demaiul for houses. A
number of the working men had formed an associa-

tion, the object of which was to erect dwellings for

themselves. Money was borrowed in the name of

trustees, and used in building cottages. The system
they adopted was similar to building societies, but
differed from the latter in the respect that there was
no profit. Their system was progressive. They
paid 5 per cent, for the money borrowed and 5 per

cent, for amortissement, and the dwelling became
the property of the tenant in 13 or 11 years. On
this system thej' had erected between 100 and .500

dwellings. The speaker created much amusement
by stating that the association painted all its houses

alike, and when a man got his house to himself he

made it conspicuous by painting it a different colour

to the others.

Mr. HoLLOND asked whether if, in those societies

referred to by the previous speakers, remuneration

was given to the directors or the inspectors ?

Mr. Daglisii said nothing was paid to the

directors or inspectors in the company to which he

had referred.

Mr. HoLLOND observed that with respect to the

Peabody buildings in London he never went past
them witliout feeling that tlie money spent in their

erection had been perverted from the proper object

of the donor to another object. Around the build-

ings in Spitalfields tliere was crowded a dense mass
of the low class of population, who, instead of being
inside the building were huddled together in its

vicinity. On a recent visit to the place, he said,

the manager had assured him, with apparent ex-
ultation, that there was not now a costermonger or a

dock labourer in tlio building, which fully illustrated

what he had said as to the building being perverted

from its real object.

Mr. J. HoLME.s (Leeds) said the}' ought to reduce

the rental of jiroperty beyond a certain point, or it

would stop the current of commerce. lie thought
the association should appoint a committee to pro-

cure information upon the subject and draw up a

report.

Mr. 'i\''iLsox, in opposition to the previous

speakers, maintained that the only way to procure a

higher class of dwellings for the poor was for the

municipalities to purchase hand and build thereon,

and thus check the tyranny of private speculators.

Mr. J. NuTTAi.L, Oldham, spoke of the good

effects brought about by co-operation, the funds of

some of the societies having been devoted to the

erection of dwellings. The Registrar had held this

to be illegal, but within the last five or six months
it had been altered, and now they could invest their

funds in the erection of cottages. The efforts of

every one should be directed to influence working men
to join the movement.

Mr. G. Potter thought the attention of the

section should be directed to providing better dwel-

lings for the working classes in the large towns. The
real question was bow to raise up the working class

;

they must have help from some source. All that

hacl been given by Peabodj' had been monopolised by
a class for whom it was never intended. A project

had been mooted for erecting a block of buildings in

the suburbs of London, in which should be placed a

market, and a part of the scheme was to have a

railw.ay running from it to the town.

The CiivVnniAN agreed with the remarks of Dr.

Gairdner. He thought that the Act of Mr.
McCullagh Torrens should be made as effective as

possible.
-•-

XEW METHOD OF STREET ILLUMINATION.

ANOVEL adaptation of the catoptric lenses already

in use in lighthouses to the purpose of street illu-

mination, has just been introduced by Mr. Skelton, of

the firm of Skelton & Pether, architects. The inventor

takes the ordinary street lamp, and by the intro-

duction of catoptric reflectors at aU sides and on the

top of the lamp, increases the illuminating power of

the jet threefold. A very ingenious contrivance

secures the reflectors from dust, it being simply to

inclose each set within glass squares. The illus-

tration given shows this invention applied to an

ordinary street lamp, but it may also be applied to

lamps of any form, and is suited not onl}' to streets

and open air places, but to raihva}' stations, factories,

and such hke places where the light ascending above

the level of the lamp is wasted ; it is intended to

prevent condensation of vapour within the cases, by
artificially rendering the air inclosed perfectly dry,

or by inclosing some fragments of quick lime to

absorb and fix any moisture accidentally incased.

SECT ION ELEV AT lOM

Referesce to DRAwrxGS.—A. Cases of reflec-

tors hermetically inclosed between glass plate. B.

Tlie brightest point of light. C. The rays of light

useless iu ordinary lamps. D. The reflectors. E.

The rays C reflected into a du-ectiou of usefulness.

Messrs. 'Walker & Sons have at their factoiy tho
organ belonging to S. Bride's, Fleet-street. This
iustrunieut hjis long been allowed to remain in its

very old-fashioued state as to pedals, compass of

manuals, &c.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.

TO serve occasion reasons are as plentiful as
blackberries, and " the why is plain as way

to parish church." When a new hall is wanted,
.all sorts of arguments are hurled against the old
one. It is inconveniently situated, it is incon-
veniently planned, it is ugly within and undigni-
fied without, it is too small iu area and too low iu

ceiling—like Dr. Johnson's leg of mutton, that was
bad from being badly bred to being badly served—it

is bad altogether, and to be made at all better needs
onlj' to be wholly rebuilt, and in some other situation.

One reason that has as yet been overlooked, and
that might be thrown in as a makeweight, is the
toil, trouble, and expense of adventitious " decora-

tion." " Beaut}' unadorned 's adorned the most,"
and " Good wine needs no bush ;

" but upon all

great occasions—nor are these like ''angels' visits"

—the nakedness of our City Hall must be draped
with Turkey red, and its " coignes of vantage" be
garlanded with evergreens. Now, if we had a hall

"worthy of the city "—say, like St. George's Hall,.

Liverpool—all this might be saved. As the l.idy ia

"The Spectator" could not put a patch upon her
face without biding a beauty, so then no decorator

could cither wreath a column or drape a window,,
without committing a sort of sacrilege. Yet there

are those, I believe, who, despite the genius of an
Elmes and the taste of a Cockerill, would be zealous

to commit it ; who, upon the first fitting oppor-
tunity—to celebrate the completing or the opening
of the building—would choke the acanthus with
evergreens, and smother the architecture in uphol-
stery, the perfection of art being, of course, the con-

cealing of it {ars est celare artcm, free-and-easily

translated), and then expect you to apprecia-

tively thank as well as handsomely pay them for

having so successfully done it. It had, doubt-

less, beeu left for them to make the hall really
" worthy of the occasion

;

" proportion, sym-
metry, light and shade, and perspective, although

seemingly insuperable, they would wholly overcome;

decoration crowned with laurels they would see

triumph over architecture ; and the newspaper press,

as iu duty bound, would, with its ordinary intelli-

gence, advertise the victory.

Whether or not a new hall may spare us some of

this "wasteful and ridiculous excess," we are appa-
rently to have it. Of " the good City Hall," as Dr.

Anderson called it on the occasion of his jubilee,

Glasgow seems to have become either tired or
ashamed, and accordingly at noon on the sixth day
of October there was a meeting held of gentlemen
who are taking an interest in promoting new and
adequate music and r-ssembl}' rooms for the citizens.

The acting chief magistrate presided, and he stated

that a sub-c mmittee had made prelimin.ary inquiries

in Liverpool, Manchester, and elsewhere, and had
procured plans of buildings of a superior description,

wliicli were exhibited; and that a site had been

offered on the west side of North-street, between

Berkeley-street and Kent-road, and bounded on the

west by Rochester-street, and which, being in the

very cen'.re of the "West-end," was-- in a most
eligible position for the projected buildings. This

ground, containing 9,910 square y.ards, can be

had for £30,000, and the total cost of the under-

taking is estimated at £121,402. The capital is as-

sumed at £12,5,000, in 12,.500 shares of £10 each.

The concert-hall is intended to seat from 2,500 to

3,000 persons, aud to have an orchestra for GOO

performers ; and the assembly-rooms are to have ac-

commodation for 250 couples on the occasion of a

ball, and for 500 ladies and gentlemen on the occa-

sion of a banquet. It is proposed that the sub-

scribers, iu adilitiou to interest on their shares,

should have a preferential choice of seats at all public

concerts aud other entertainments. It is for the

local press to discuss whether the site under con-

sideration is not just rather much "in the very

centre of the West-end ;" so much so that the-

building would be a great deal more conveniently

situated for the burghs of Piu-tick and Hillhead than

for a verj- large portion of the burgh of Glasgow ;.

aud it is for the Glasgow Institute of Architects to

ponder, if it chooses, upon what is meant by the

sub-committee having "procured plans of buihlings

of a su])erior description."

The following figures, taken from an official com-

putation newly completed, shows the proportion,

according to rental, of dwellings within the Glasgow
municipal boundaries, including the old royalty :

—

Houses .at £5, and under 35,054

Above £5, and not more than £10 39,llrt

Above £10 19,822

Total 93,992

Out of these 93,992 dwelling-houses not more than.

0,204 are upwards of £20 rental per aonum.
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Preparations are being made for the cnmmeiice-

ment of the building of the fountain commemorative

of the introduction of water to GIas;;ow from Loch

Kelturin. The fountain is to be ti-rminatcd by a

bronze ligurc. somewhat lari;er than life, of the

Lady of the Lake. The sculptor is Mr. Mnssman.

TOWN' PAVKMEXTS.

MR. E. CHAOWICK, C.B., read a paper on

Saturday, at Leeds, before the National

Association for the Promotion of Social Science, on

ths sanitary influences of town pavements. He
showed that ihe public health is very materially

inrtuonced by the gond or the defective manner in

iv'.ruh streets are paved. Amongst the evils arising

from bad pavement, he cited the escape of gases, the

baneful effects of vibration on the system, caused

bv unevenness ; the loosening of the joints of pipes,

and the affording of direct means for the propaga-

tion of disease. lu places where self-cleansing

house-drains and sewers bad been brought into good

action and where the death-rates had been reduced,

but where some amount of typhoid and foul-air

diseases yet lurk, they bad been very much confined

to those streets where the surface was unpaved and

badlv cleansed, and the subsoil soddened with foul

matter. He spoke highly in favour of the intmduc-

tion of the Val de Travers pavement, and statt-il that

it had realised more than was expected in the amend-

ment of town pavements. It was to be wished

however, that the material were more abundant, that

it might be obtained clieaptr. It was to be main-

tained as a duty of the local authorities to provide

such leaving and cleanly snrface conditions in the

poorer districts that tliere would be no mud for the

children to roll in or to make mud pies of if they

would. It was for the local authorities, and in their

default—the default commonly of low landlords

—it was for the central authority so far as to make
the population as clean as might be done by cleanly

surrounding pavement. Of course a special economy
Vfixs to be consulteii for such work, and was avail-

able for those districts where there was little quick

traftic, and where the same peculiarly hard road sur-

face was therefore not needed. Justice, he con-

tended, was not done to the Val de Travers pave-

ment by carrying it out in isolated patches. With
the new available materials, the professors of sanitary

science might put these questions to urban popula-

tions :—AVill you obey the command, "Wash and

be clean ?" Will you pave so as to enable us to do so ?

Will you pay for good paving and cleansing, to save

the direct expense of filth in clothes and extra cost

of washing ? Will you pay for good paving, to save

more than half the expense of horses and carriages

and the cost of transit ? Will you pay, in good

paving and cleansing, to reduce the greater expense

of the filth diseases ? The time, he predicted,

would come when a local administration would
be tested, especially in the lower districts, by the

i^niell of the place and by the look of the people

inhabiting it.

ARCH.a:OLOGICAIi.

Exo.vvATiONS IX KoME.—Wc Icam that the

Italian Government has constituted Signor Kosa
chief superintendent of excavations and antiquities

for the province of Rome, with almost unlimited

power over the whole regicm ; in one direction from
the Capitoline Hill to the Porta San Sebastiano ; in

the other, from the liathsof TitustoMonteTestaccio
;

the operations to be commenced at once, with
300,000f., to be continued annually. An extensive

series of excavations has been begun within the long-

neglected Forum, and in the Baths of Caracalla.

Carnac and Stonhiif-nck.—The Illustrated

London Neics has lately been giving a series of en-

f^ravings depicting some of the Druidic remains of

Brittany. There is evidently agreat dilTerence (says

our contemporary) between the mere parallel shape-

less fragments at Carnac and the couccntric circles

and uniform tri-Hthic structure at Stonchenge, with

the marks of human workmanship in its squared and
neatly-adjusted slabs. It does not follow because

the latter are certainly artificial that every stone-

range or stone-pile which may have been associated

with Druidic worsliip, or with some more ancient

superstition, was put together by the hand of man.
As Mr. Thomas Wriglit observes, in his treatise on

*'The Celt, the Roman, and the Saxon," with re-

ference to this subject in gener.al, "Geologists and
antiquaries seem now agreed that the rocking stones

are not works of art. but that they are the result of

natural causes, and that they have been classed er-

roneously among Druidic remains.'* The form of

structure named a cromlech, or kist-vaen, which is

much the same as what is called a dolmen in Brit-

tany, consists of four stones, arranged so as to build

a chamber open at one side, but closed at the top.

These seem to have been constructed for sepulchres,

and it is probable that tliey were covered with heaped-

up earth, to make a high mound or barrow. Gal-

leries connecting one such chamber with another,

like subterranean catacombs, may have been made
under the artificially-raised bank of earth. The
roofed chamber of stones, in fact, would be a con-

trivance to preserve the hallowed corpse, with any
other sacred objects laid beside it, from being crushed

biMieath the earth of the mound above ; and there

mav have been a covered passage for the priests to

get access to the interior recess.

WKsTnuRV-ox-TuYM.—Mr. John Taylor, a resi-

dent, writes, expressing his surprise at the apathy

with which even the educated portion of the inhabi-

tants of Westbury-on-Trym appear to regard the

threatened destruction of the ancient ivy-draped

tower attacheil to the mansion known as Westbury
College. This battlcmented structure, it appears, is

the only relic (except the collegiate church) of a

Benedictine monastery that had its origin as early

as tlie beginning of the ninth century, and was re-

founded in A.D. 983, by Oswald, Bishop of Wor-
cester, nephew to the famous 0<lo, ArchI>isho]) of

Canterbury. Oswald frequently resided here with

the monks, and AVulstan, his successor in the see of

Worcester (whose fervent denunciation of the traffic

in Irish slaves, for which merchandise in the bodies

and souls of men and women Bristol was, in his

day—A.D. 1093—a famous mart, were crowned

with success) was also much at Westbury. and re-

stored the conventual buildings there. The castel-

lated tower, for whose preservation Mr. Taylor ap-

peals, is a remnant of the work of the munificent

William Cannynge, the builder of RedcHffe Church;

and as he was primarily buried at Westbury, and

no memorial of hin\ there exists, it would be no ill

compliment to liis memory if this venerable tower

were retained as his monument. '' I understand,'*

Mr. Taylor writes, " that the property within which

it is situated ha-^ recently been purchased for a

building site, and that it is purposed to shortly take

tlie tower down, and utilise the material in the

erection of small dwelling-houses. Could it not be

purchased from the present owner by some of the

influential and wealthy inhabitants of the district,

and be maintained uninjured by insulation in a grass

plot or garden provided around it?
"

A New Domesday Book.—This is the subject

of an able letter in the Times, on the shortcomings

of the Ordnance Survey OfHce, and wherein it is

maintained that by shaming the Government into

q\iickening the operations "we may very soon, by
the help of the parochial rate-books, secure for the

England of the present day a Domesday Book as

superior to that of the Norman conqueror as the

country is in wealth, population, and all the elements

of civilisation to the England of the eleventh

ccntnrj-."

Stamford.—An interesting archaeological dis-

covery has recently been made on some premises in

High-street, Stamford. On removing the paper and
canvas which covered the walls of the room adjoin-

ing the street, the greater part of a Mediaeval fire-

place was brought to view : it was of Stamford stone

of a fine grain, was seven feet in length, was worked
at the sides with the double ogee moulding, and had

evidenth' been ornamented with spandrels. The
wall above, too, exhibited flowers and foliage in

fresco painting or stencilling; but, owing to the

activity of the workmen, this relic of a past ni;;e

soon disappeared. The other walls were found to

have been originally built of oak and plaster, and

were apparently those of the principal room of a

house erected in the early part of the sixteenth cen-

tury. Beneath is a cellar of ashlared stone, with a

semicircular arched ceiling, and of excellent masonry,

of a date contemporaneous with the wood and

plaster structure above. Stamford is rich in these

old cers.

TiiK Swimming Bath Paht of Ei.emkntauy
EnrcATiox.—Mr. .1. MacGregor, at the meeting of

the London School Board on Wednesday, proposed
that a Committee of the Board be appointed to in-

(juire as to the j^resent batliing accommodation in

the sdiool district's, and to report thereon, so as to

allow due time for the provision i)f cheap and con-

venient swimming baths for the next bathing
season. The proposal was referred to the General

Purposes Committee. Wc should be very glad to

see the School Boai-d actively moving in this matter.

In a week or two the two largest and best known
swimming balhs in London will be closed for the

winter, and those who value the exercise will be

compelled to forego it until they re-open in the spring,

or resort, at considerable inconvenience, to other

baths, in out-of-the-way parts of the metropolis.

Jiurliiing luttHigcnce.

CIIIIRCniiS AKD CHAPELS.

Ayi.icstonk, xear Lkicestfk.—A new Xoncon-
forniist chapel has been opened in this villa.ije. It

is in the Early Gothic style of architecture, the

materials for the walling being Clarkson's patent

pressed red bricks, -with dressings of Derbyshire

stone. It win scat 200 persons, and has cost CoOO.

The architect was Mr. Tail, of Leicester, and the

builders Messrs. Glover, of Blaby.

Biit.MiNGiiAM.—S. Philip's Clnirch, Birmingh.im,

which ha.s been closed for live weeks, in order that

it micht be redecorated, was reopened on Sund.ay.

The decorations have been designed by Mr. Yeoville

Thomason, and executed by Mrs. Newbokl, of New
Jleeting-street. In the nave the principal colour

used for the piers is a warm buff or salmon colour,

the reeils in the (lutes being picked out darker. The
plinths and hollows to the base are in Indian reil,

and the capitals in red and blue.

Edlsiilkgii.—The New Trinity College Church
is about to be commenced. The designs are by Mr.

Lessels, and provide for the reproduction of a con-

siderable portion of the olil church. The building

will be of an oblong shape, witli a tower and broached

spire rising to the height of ll.jft. The height of

the roof-ridge is 65ft. The part of tlie old church

selected for preservation is the east end ; but, instead

of its being placed end-on to the new structure, it

is to be turned round so that the apse will come in

as part of the east elevation of the composite edifice,

while a gable, reproducing the (dd transept window,

will form a corresponding feature in the west ele-

vation. The clerestor)' will be reproduced exactly

as it appeared in the old building, as will also the

beatitiful roof of groined stonework. The original

width of the nave, 24ft., and its original height of

48ft., to the spring of the arch, will be preserved

;

while the length of the reconstructed portion will be

().5ft., nearly corresponding to the width of the new
churcli.

KiRKBY.—The new church of S. Chad, Kirkby,

Cheshire, was consecrated on AVednesday week.

The structure, which is in the Early English style,

was erected according to plans furnished by Messrs.

Paley and Austin, of Lancaster. Mr. E. Gabbett,

of Moira-street, Liverpool, wa;. the .sole contractor,

portions of the work being sublet. The entire cost,

.amounting to .about .£12,000, has been sustained by
the Earl of Sefton. The church is cruciform, of the

inside length of 135ft. ; breadth, 55ft ; height from

floor to ridge of roof, 63ft. It is divided into a nave

01ft. long, with aisles of corresponding length, and

lift. 3in. broad. The nave is divided from the

chancel by a central tower and transepts. The

church will accommodate about 560 persons.

Mkaiis.—The old church of S. Mary, Mears,

near Glastonbury, is being restored. The three

galleries have been removed, the floor of the church

relaid with blue lias stone-paving, the whole of the

stonework and bases of columns restored, the body

of the church reseated, the chancel raised five steps,

new reredos in Bath stone, with plaques of Maw's

encaustic tiles : stone credence table, altar-rail, and

standards ; oak choir-stalls (made out of some of the

oak seats'; ; and the old stone pulpit restored. The

cliancel, tower, and nave were built about 1322, and

the aisles by Abbot de Selwood 1457, whose mono-

gram still exists on the ea.st .side of the parapet of

the south aisle. 'Whilst the works -were in progress,

the piscina on the south side of the altar, and the

hagioscope through the north pier of the chancel

arch, were revealed. This arch is peculiar, having

onlv one pier on the north side, being flush with the

wail on the other. The architect is Mr. E. Baddeley,

of London.

K.iMs<:,\TE.—A new statue of S. Augustine of

England, the work of Mr. Boulton, of Clieltenham,

has been placed over the entrance to the Bene-

dictine Churcli at Kara.sgate. The corbels and capi-

tals of the pillars have also been carved by the same

artist, as well as the shields on each side of the

statue, thus completing the original de-ign.

UUII.DINGS.

Bowi IXG.—St. John's Schools. Bowling, York-

shire, were opened \ast week. The style of the

building is Gothic. It has been erected at a

cost of £-2,000, from the designs of Messrs. T. II. and

F. Ilcaley, architects, of Bradford.

G.VTKiiofsE.—A new clock tower has been in-

augurated at Gatehouse-of-Eleet, N.B. The tower

is lift, square, and rises to a height of 55ft. from the

ground. The design is from plans furnished by Mr.

i'ilkinglon, Edinburgh ; the contractor for the work

was the late Mr. Cairns, builder, G-itehonse, and the.
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cost of the erection was £267. The tower is square
in form, and is divided into three stages— the lower
portion being battered to tlie height of 17ft., the
middle .storey pierced on four sides with long, nar-
row, round-headed windows, and the masonry of

both are of whinstone with granite facings. The
upper story is built entirely of Craignair granite,

and on each face of it are arched recesses for the
reception of the clock. The structure is surmounted
by a corbelled parapet, built of granite.

Hull.—New offices for the Hull Dock Company
were opened on Thursday week. The building

stands upon a triangular plot of ground, facing

Junction-street, New Cross-street, and the Queen's
Dock respectively'. The style is Italian, the three

facades being simil.ar in character, coupled pilasters

of the Ionic order, havingenriched bauds, with a regu-

lar entablature and balustrades over, being used for

the ground floor, over which is a highly-enriched

entablature corresponding with the height of botli

orders, and with a blocking course of coronetted

terminals above. Semi-circular headed windows are

arranged in each story between the pilasters, with
appropriate dressings, and in the space between
these and the first floor and the main entablature
are sunk panels with beautiful carvings of figures

i n relief. The ends of each fat^ade are accentuated
by wings formed by a recessed arch, with a channelled
archivolt and carved keystone, and spandrels spring-
ing from imposts capping richly-banded piers of the

height of the jdinth of basement to the springing
line of the heails of the first floor windows, a window
of smaller size, but in diSerent details, being .ar-

ranged within the arch of the first floor, and that
from the ground floor being treated the same as the
general range, but with single columns flanking it

instead of double pilasters. The architect is Mr. C. J.

Wray, F.R.I.B.A., of 46, Cannon-street, London.
The erection of the building generally, including tlie

brickwork, masonry, carpenters' and joiners' work,
painting, &c., has been carried out by the Dock
Company's own staff of workmen, under the superin-
tendence of tlieir resident engineer, Mr. R. A.
Marillier. The whole of the structure is fireproof,

on Dennett's system.

Maidstone.—The ceremony of opening the new
Grammar School at Maidstone was performed on
Tuesday afternoon. The style adopted in these

buildings is late Gntliic. The principal school-room
\Till be soft, by 25ft., and will seat comfortably at

the desks 108 scholars, but in reality has floor space
for 150. Adjoining the school-room, and approached
by the corridor, is a class-room, 19ft. by 15ft.,

which will .accommodate a class of 34 scholars ; and
in addition to this there is another class-room, 3llft.

by 20ft., which affords floor space for a further num-
ber of 75 boj'S. The whole of the scholastic portion
of the building is cut off from the master's residence.

There is to be a bath-room on each floor, with lava-
tories and clothes store, &c.

TrIF, M.IDONN'.IS OF D.Vn.MSTADT AND DreSDES.
Mr. J. A. Crowe contributes to the last number of Im
Neuen Reich an article of great value on the Hol-
bein exhibition now open at Dresden. It.s chief

point, according to the Academy, lies in an ekaborate
and convincing technical comparisin between the
great riv.al " M.adonnas " of Darmstadt and Dresden,
which seems finally (o establish the certainty that
the former is the genuine original and the latter a
copy—an opinion entert.ained by Mr. 'Wornum, and
aft :r vigorous opposition accepted by Dr. Woltmann
and some other critics in Germany. Mr. Crowe
does not think that the copy can be with confidence
ascribed to any individual hand, but sees in it the
manner gener.ally char.acteristic of the Netherland
students of Italian art at the end of the sixteenth
century. In the course of his remarks Mr. Crowe
appears to accept as undoulitedly genuine the male
portrait lately acquired by Mr. Millais. The ques-
tion of Holbein's birth-year, and the question of
authorship as regards the Augsburg "S. Anna,"
are botli reopened since the experiment by which
HH. His, Sesar, ami Hiiber (see Academy, vol. ii.

p. 372) have finally proved the spuriousness of the
inscription setting forth that picture as the work of
the j'ounger Hans Holbein iii Ids seventeenth year.
Mr. Crowe contends for the elder Hans Holbein as
its painter, arguing from the great variety of style
shown .at various periods of that artist's activitv.

On the other hand, tlie new number of the Jahr-
hucher fur KnnstwUscTischaft contains an argu-
ment by Dr. His on belialf of Sigismund Holbein in

this connection, accompanied witli an account of
the experiment to whicli we h.ave alluded, and witli

some eliiborate genealogical researches into the
family of Holbein, for which facilities have been
given by the accession of a new keeper of the
archives, Herr Christian Meyer, at Augsburg.

,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not bold ourselves re.=iponsible for the opinions nf

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all commuuications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Ee.^ders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOB,
31, T.WISTOCK-STBEET, COVENT-GABDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofUce not later than & p.m. on Thursday.

Hkceiver-C. J. H. & Co.—W. H. C—S. 'W.—J. T. E.—
J. W.—T. C, jun.—C. L.—W. B. & Co.—J. H. W.—
S. O. B.—Art Student.—E. W. S.

Will.—We cannot recommend books.

A Subscriber.—We know nothing of your former letter,

but if it were not more polite than your second it de-
served no notice.

A North Coontrt Architect.—See Patent Selenitic
Mortar Company, on our front page.

STcnENT.—See cur first article last week.

Inquirer.—Yes, it would be asking too much. The
illustration accompanying your query would cost at
least two guineas to engrave, when probably it would
not be worth 2s. or 2d. to any one else.

A. J. S.—The drawing being, as you say. twelve inches
square, is not the right size. It is big enough, but
not proportionate ; twelve inches by eight would be
about the thing.

farwpnbtnce.

ATTHE ABBEY CHURCH OF ST. ALBAN.
ST. ALBAN'S.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—It would be difficult for any notices of the

grand and venerable Abbe}' Church of St. Alban. at

St. Albau's, to appear at the present time in your
columns, which I should not read -with a deep in-

terest ; and, accordingly, I beg to thank you for

your opening article, and also for the brief commu-
nication signed by Mr. W. H. Lockwood, both of

them in your issue of September the 22nd. "While,

however, I cordially agree with Blr. Lockwood, as

well in his advice to all lovers of art and archieo-

logy to visit the Abbej' Church during the progress

of the works that now are being carried on, as in

both his admiration for the " amlnilator}'' or ante-

chapel to the Lady Chapel," and his lament over its

deplorable condition, I am not able to concur with
that gentleman in his statement that "the most
attractive portions of the structure (of the Abbey
Church), containing some good examples of the

best periods of architecture, are the most ruinous
and neglected, while much that is of later date and
inferior is carefully watched and tended." Amongst
those parts of the Abbey Church which are in the

best condition of preservation are the Early English
and the Decorated arcades of the nave, both the

pier-arches and those of the triforium (the sculp-

tured capitals of the latter executed with equal care

and delicacy all round) works second to none of

their order and period ; the clerestory windows,
it is true, are not in a condition quite so satisfactory.

Now that measures have been adopted for averting
the grave peril threatened by the tower to those
parts of the building which adjoin and radiate from
the central intersection of the cruciform plan, it is

not possible to regard as ruinous or neglected the

truly remarkable and very early Norman arcades

—

if they are Norman, and not the work of Saxons
used by the first abbot after the Conquest—of the

triforium of the transept; the choir also, and
the retro-choiror presbytery ic which stood the shrine

of the British protomartj'r, with their fine clerestory

windows, and curious wooden vaulting, also with the

unrivalled M'allingford, or altar-screen, which divides

them, is even superior to its sister-screens in Win-
chester Cathedral, and the chiu-ches at Christchurch,

Hampshire, and of St. Mar}-- Overy, or St. Saviour's,

inSouthwark; and with the group of three noble
arches—now closed with masonry, which opened the

way on still further eastwards towardsthe Lady Chapel.
All these, and the eastern portions of the aisles of

the nave, and their vaulting and rich vaulting bosse.'f

that may be grouped with them, are, at anj' rate, in

very fair preservation.

Of the monuments, the chantr}' of John de
AVIieathamstede, a work of extreme dignity and
beauty, with the sole exception of the actual munu-
ment of the famous abbot, is a marvel of almost
absolutely perfect preservation, the traceries, mould-
ings, and splendid heraMic sculpture being fresh and
sharp as on the day when they left the artist's hands.
The Kamryge chantry, which fills the opposite biy
on the north side of the choir, a later and much
more elaborate structure, notwithstamlingnuich mu-

tilation, retains a large portion of its original beauties

—and beauties they are of a very high rank. I must
add that some of the massive timber for shoring up
the parts of the building adjoining the tower ap-
peared to me, when I visited the Abbey Church a few-

weeks ago, to have been placed in this beautiful

chantry with a minimum degree of care and thought-
fulness. The third great chantry, that of Hum-
phrey, Duke of Gloucester, on the south of the

presbj'tery, which has suffered so much throughout
the lower parts of its north side, has its canopy of

clustered pinnacles almost uninjured; which also is

the case from the basement upwards on the south,

side, whore the original strong wrought-iron grille

still fills the space between the main piers of the
arch ; even the statuettes remain unhurt in the many
niches of this southern face of the canopy-work.

The three entrance doorways to the church f:i, m tl e

west, with all the western parts of the na . j aisles,

must be specially mentioned amongst those parts of

the edifice that have undergone the most wrong,
next to the ante-chapel to the Lady Chapel—which,

I may observe, closely resembles the corresponding

part of "Winchester Cathedral. The north-west and
south-west entrance doorways may unhesitatingly

be said, without exception, to have been the noblest

and finest works of their class that adorned the

palmy days of the Early English age of Gothic
architecture. Now in a truly frightful state of

ruinous decay, they still speak plainly and eloquently
of their original grandeur, and no less plainly and
eloquently do thej' demand to be—not restored—but
reverently preserved, that they may continue to speak
on of their great past to the time to come. At the

present time surmounted by an enormous many-
light window of the very worst pierced Perpendicular

panel-work, the central entrance, still in use, was
also singularly noble in both design and execution.

The modern pavement of the nave, with its long

array of early slabs alwa3*s despoiled of their brasses

and often broken, is raised considerably above its

original level, and consequently, it has cut off and
buried out of sight the bases of the lower ranges of

clustered shafts of the double central doorway;
and in like manner it has dealt with the bases of

the aisle wall-arcades, together with the lowermost
members of the bases of the piers in the main
arcades of the nave. Some 25 years ago, with
the sanction of the then excellent rector of St.

Albau's, the late Dr. Nicholson, I myself dug out
some of the earth at the central west doorway of the

Abbej' Church, and at the west end of the south

aisle, to see if the bases still existed, hidden only,

and not destroj'ed ; and an arrangement was made
at that time by which these bases are still shown to

remain in a comparatively perfect condition,

in situ. Except so far as they have left

their mark upon the outer face of the south
aisle-walls, the great cloisters have disappeared alto-

gether, and the rich Decorated doorway which led

to them is closed up. Close to the site of the

eastern walk of the destroyed cloister, at the south

end of the transept, there remains, massive still, but
with too evident time-stains upon it, the vaulted

and elaborately-enriched late Norman passage

which led to the lodgings of the abbot. In the win-
dows of the north aisle of the nave, which may
justl}' claim the admiring study of all loversof noble

architecture, area series of heraldic shields in stained

glass, all of them of peculiar interest. Of the period

of Abbot Wheathamstede (about a.d. 145n), they
include several royal shields, with shields of more
than one abbot ; and there are also in this glass

several beautiful figures of angels acting as suppor-

ters to the shields, after the manner of the sculp-

ture by the same abbot on the altar-screen and else-

where, together with his badges, the "Agnus Dei"
and the eagle "agnus et ales," these symbols of the

two Saints John, the Baptist and the Evangelist,

having been assumed by the great Abbot to indicate

his own Christian name. Some of this line glass is

fixed in situ in the window-tracery, where it is tole-

rably secure ; but the royal shields are set amidst the

common glazing of the window-lights, and to sa}-"

that their position there is hazardous is to use a very

moderate form of expression.

I do not propose to follow the author of the article

with which your Number for Sept. 22 commences,

through the wide and somewhat discursive range

over which, in his zeal for the Abbey Church of St.

Aiban in tlie oMen time, it was his pleasure to roam
;

but I may brictly express my surprise that, after

speaking of tlie *' spires" of the spire-less " AVest-

minster Abbey, and Ely and Gloucester Cathedrals,"

in contrast with the "modest tower"— it is both massive

and lofty—at St. Alban's, this writer should represent

the " brass image" of Abbot Kamryge (not " Kam-
r^-gge") to have been "too much of the pastry cook
order to endure," whereas the incised I'urbeck marble
slab to this abbot, much worn but not broken, is
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lying in the pavement near the east end of the south

choir-aisle. Again, it i.s slranjj:e tu read that there is

*' no ogee" in this church, while the great pointed-

arched window above the western porch, like t lie

corresponding window at the north and south end.'5

of the transept, are the flattest of ngce arches. Once
more, this same writer adds that there are 'Mio ball-

flowers ;" and yet the arches and mulliona of the win-

dows and their tracery-bars in the Lady Cliapel (which

has ceased to be degraded into a grammar-schooi, and
SI very far from being "simply a ruin"), are covered

with some of the boldest and most effective ball-flower

work that ever was wrought in stone in the days of

the second and third Edwards; and, in like manner,

instead of it being "impossible to.separate thcmighty
Abbey church into distinct (architectural) sections,"

since the entire editice with all it.s details '' tells of one

predominating st3'le"— it would be difficult, indeed,

as difficult as to find " zig-zag, spiral, and other

mouldings" connected with the early '* Norman cylin-

drical and rectangular piers" at St. Alban'.s. or to dis-

cover there any early Xorman '* cylindrical pier.s"

whatever—thus diflieult would it be to point to any
great Mediaeval edifice, in which a "predominating
style" is more conspicuous from its absence than in

the Abbey Church of St. Alban, or in which the

"distinct architectural sections" are more emphati-

cally pronounced, and distinguished each one by U^
own special characteristics. In fact, it is from
these very qualities that this great church— archi-

tecturally considered—is so specially important

and valuable as a brick - and - stone - written

dictionary of English architecture. "What this

writer may have designed to indicate as claim-

ing special notice in the Abbey Church, by a

*' noble Bacchic mask chapleted with ivy leaves," or

by the " exquisite diamond-work " wliich has
''almost disappeared" from "the third range of

arches," and by several other, to me, no less mys-
terious passages, I shall not attempt to investigate.

Still, amidst much in his article that is worse than

perplexing, he is intelligible enough when he

exclaims :
—" Talk of restoration I AVe may pre-

vent the lovely abbey from falling into a mass of

decay; but we can never revive its glory. What
must it have been when the miglity beam support-

ing the rood-loft was one jiicture of superb carved

work ; when the two celebrated bells christened

Alban and Amphibal were hung on Holy Thursday
in 13-19; and when the I.ady Chapel glowed from
floor to dome with gold and glitter ?" It is a sug-

gestive longing, such as this, for a restoration wliich

would renovate, and renovating would destroy, that

has kept at so low an ebb the subscription for the

proposed restoration of what has come down to us

as the Abbey Church of St. Alban. It is not true,

as many a noble act of munificence can testify', that

either a niggardly spirit or an indifference to national

monuments of the highest order is prevalent, or

even in existence amongst us. Tlie contrary is the

truth. But the most devoted and tlie most open-
hauded lovers of venerable relics have learned to

regard with the strongest suspicion anj' proposal for
*' restoration" in the case of such a relic as the

Abbey Church at St. Alban's, even should the work
be conducted by the most conservative of restorers.

Accordinglj- I am persnaded tliat contributions to

the " St. Alban's Abbey llestoration Fund" have come
but slowly, not because the sum asked for in itself

was too large, but because it appeared to be

large enough to accomplish avast amount of irrepar-

able mischief. The very persons who would most
gladly exert their utmost efforts to preserve St. Alban's
Abbey Church would also most resolutely resist tlie

hopeless destructiveness of any project for restoring

it to the "gold and glitter" of its ileparted *' glory."

We do not want to exchange this old 7nnst true

*Manip of architecture" for a new one, though the

new one might be a reflection of what the original

may be supposed once to have been. By all

means let a new church be built, as exact a repro-

duction of the old Abbey Church in '"its glory " as

the builders can devise and erect ; but let tlie old

church continue to be the o\d church—the old church

as it is now in its old days, and not as in its young
days it once may have been. Thus, the "preserva-

tion " of the Abbey Church of St. Alban is one thing,

as the "restoration" of it would be quite another

thing. Let an appeal be made for funds to cleanse

the grand old church from end to end from all

defilement, to protect it from all wrong, to preserve

it, as far as any work of man's hands may be pre-

served, from all further decay and from every threat

of ruin, and let puch an appeal be accompanied with

a positive guarantee that, while everything will he

pre.served, nothing will he restored, and I feel

assured that such an appeal will not he made in

vain. It would, indeed, be truly sad to see ruin,

positive and complete ruin, descending on the Abbey
Church. Whatever such a ruin would retain, how-

ever, would be the veritable work of the men who
long ago reared the fallen fabric ; and such a ruin,

though in broken language, would retain a truthful

utterance. If, therefore, we really cannot keep in

all hoHOur whatever is precious in this time-honoured

edifice, let us not dishonour it by restoration. Far

better that it .should come down than that it should

be "done up." Ilather than that the restorer, with

amide means and unrestricted powers, should work
his will upon the Abbey Church at St. Alban's, let it

" share the fate of Kirkstall," of Fountains, and

Xctley, and Tintern, and their sister ruins. But I

have no fears for St. Alban's, when once it is

thoroughly understood that subscriptions are a-^kod

for an honest and faithful preservation, without the

faintest suspicion of a desire to see this " pride of

English clnu-ches " become at least as much a work
of the nineteenth century as of any earher century,

and " glowing again from floor to dome with gold

and glitter."

Ask, sir, for a " St. Alban's Abbey Church Bre-

servation Fund," and whatever sum that fund may
require you may be assured will not be w^ithhehl.

—

I am, &C.J CiiAitLics BovTt:Li,,

One of the Founder.s, and of the first Hon. Soc.'s of

the St. Alban's Architectural Society.

October 7, 1871.

A CITY IMPROVEMENT.
Silt,— I was much surprised at the statement

made in the last number of the Clii.ding News, to

the effect that it is again in contemplation to make
an opening between Jewin-street and Smithfield.

by way of that CJtl-de-sac Bartholomew-close.

Surely the planners of such a scheme could not have

coatemplated the cost of the compensation to be paid

for removal of premises, &c., of so many large and
influential firms—the cost of which would be

immense—to make a semi-circular street, and Jewin-

street is already too narrow for its growing traliic.

Would the proposer turn his eyes a little more south,

and he could make wide a short opening, much more
useful, and at many thousands less expense. Cut-

ting Bartholomew-close at angles, a street from the

south-east corner of the said Close, opening out be-

tween Falcon-street and Little Britain, would divide

the traffic for the lower part—Wood-street, via

Falcon-street ; another portion would pass into

Gresham-street ; another would get into Cheapside :

and the south-east traffic would take Caunon-street

;

and in this way the whole of the growing traffic

eased off. The property between Bartholomew-
close and Aldersgate, being occupied chiefly by yearly

tenants, he would be able to make the cheaj^est and
most useful street in London. If you add any more
traffic to Jewin-street, the stoppages would be as fre-

quent as they now are in Long-lane.—I am, &c.,

Bautlkmy.

VENTILATION OF S. THOMAS'S
HOSPITAL.

S:r,—I beg to inform you that there is no truth

whatever in the "rumoiir'' which you published in

your last number as to the failure (.f the system of

ventilation at S. Thomas's Hospital. I .shall feel

obliged by your insertion of this in your next issue.

— I am, iS:c., Henry Cukuey, Architect.

37, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C., Oct. 10.

LINTELS FOK CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

SiK,—In building with concrete, are lintels required

for windows and other openings, or is the concrete

of sufficient tenacity to withstand the weight upon it

in such cases as before mentioned? Also, what is the

experience of any one as to the clieapncss and <lura-

bility of the Broomliall Tile Company's Patent

Blocks for casing concrete?— I am, «.^e..

ECONOJIY.

DESIGN FOR COUNTRY RESIDENCE.

Sill,—I was pleased to see the criticism on the de-

sign lately published in your journal, considering it

fairly and sensibly done, and likely to be useful to

the author of the design, unless blinded by vanity,

and to your readers jL,'euerally. as the errors pointed

out are of common occurrence. 1 had, independently,

noted the defects, and I perfectly agree with the

writer of the criticism. That he docs not give his

name does not. it appears to me, detract in the least

from the value of his rem.irks. I think criticism,

provided it be honest—and I expect, sir, yitu wouhl
see to that— is better for being anonymous. Jt is su

much the rule in this country to suppress the names
of writers that it seems something like pretentious-

ness and conceit putting cue's name. To avoid

invidious remarks, I will, however, subscribe in full.

I should like, sir, from my experience, as Mr.
AYatson is not convinced, to re-affirm some of "H.V
statements. As regards the drawing-room, although

in town we are obliged to put reception-rooms on the

first floor, yet it is manifestly inconvenient, and, ex-

cept from necessity, such should never be there.

In a country or suburban house the drawing-

room should be on the ground floor. This rule

one would think, is plain enough. Doors to sitting-

rooms should not be less than 18 inches from side

wall. The ill effects of inattention to this rule I am
constantly reminded of, as the wall-papers of my
dining and drawing-rooms (though frequently re-

newed) are always defaced and unsightly from the

servants' dresses rubbing against the wall. At
length I have been obliged to attach pieces of brown
hoUand to the walls for the protection of the surface.

I see also a picture-frame hanging near the door,

suffering from contact witli people's heads. Inde-

pendently of this serious annoyance, the doors in

such position are decidedly awkward to visitors

entering. In a decent house, a reailil3'-come-at-

able gentleman's water-closet (under disguise) on the

ground floor is absolutely necessary, with tlie

sine qua non of external light and air. The
proposed plan of *' ventilating over the ceiling of the

scullery £;nd passage," and which I beg to say is

not common, would prove a positive failure. The
darkness of the main thoroughfare is a very grave

defect, and a common one. The idea of the author

fancying that by " two glass doors and three fan-

lights " this passage would be sufficiently lighted '.

Glazed doors are an abomination, and but little bene-

fit. All passages should have direct light, and
plenty of it. We have too many dull days in this

country to be satisfied with borrowed light. "H.," I

opiue, in speaking of washing, referred to the

cleansing of pots and pans, which Mr. Watson
shouM know are always washed in the scullery, ami

the smell of which is objectionable, decidedly.

I am, &c,, Pinup E. Masey.

Sir—Let me reiterate a statement made in my
former letter, that it is ueitber fair nor desirable to
criticise a building from the iUustrations. for obvious

reasons ; but when a gentleman like Mr. Thomas
Lennox Watson takes upon himself the otRco of

teacher in the profession, by publishing picture ilesigus

that will never be realised only upon paper, we are

thereby led to couceive that those desij^'us must some-
how be superior to the general run of works of that

class. Therefore, as such, they should be open to a
free and full criticism, so that by comparison and
analysis tlie readers may judge for themselves wliether

its standard of excellence does or does not justify the
exceptional com-se taken by the Building News ia

publishing it.

Let me invite your readers to refer to Sir. Watson's
illustration (IUildixg News, September 22). That
gentleman failed to perceive the drift of my remarks con-
cerning the relative positions of staircase, dining-

room, and kitchen, and blinded himself to the blunder

which he had committed by cavilling at a sentence. It is

scarcely necessai-y to point out the confusion that

visitors would be thrown into by themselves and ser-

vants crossing aud re-crossing the hall and staircase

while the dining-room is being prepared. The arrange-

ment of these important rooms is so radically wrong as

to destroy all harmony of plauthrouj^hout. The dining-

room should be so placed as to be entered from the

hall, and communicated with by the servants, that they

shall not be seeuhy the visitors, and the kitchen con-

veniently close, but eulirely shut off from it. Such
arraugeinouts are of primary importauce to humbler
mortals than Mr. Watson, whose greatest forte is in

mock turrets, big roofs, and gigantic towers.

Mr. Watson says, '* It is not customary to plan the

door so far from the corners as to admit a chair being
inserted," because " in any case it would s])oil the wall

for any large piece of furniture." We have only to

refer to Mr. Watson's dining-room for a refutation of

this dopmutic utterance, for on entering it the side-

board (the proper position of which is at the end of

the room) would stand exactly in the way. and we
admit with Mr. Watson that in his case it is "impos-
sible to have the door anywhere else,"' and the same
remark refers to all other rooms, because tlie design is

so ill-couceived that " it is inipos.-*iblc to have the doors
anywhere CISC'"

Wo have so far failed to ascertain why the pantry

should have so prominent a place, confouudiug tho

li\iug rooms with the butler's arrangements, which are

properly in another pan of the house. Visitors on
business also need not disturb domestic repose : they

ought to euter a business room, without being shown
through the building.

It is not my purpose to discuss the propriety of

placing the water-closot in the centre of the building,

ventilating it -'over the ceiling of tho scullery." and
lighting it "through the cloak-room;" but with all

deference to 3Ir. Watson's "common practice " of such

an arrangement, we can only repress our amazement
that that geutleman should place it before the reader

of this journal as worthy of emulation.

In "that part ef the country that boasts of your
correspondent's presence." nothing is so disiipreoablo

to the architect, or derogatory to his profession, as to
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discover when the work is done that sundry small, but
nevertheless, absolutely necessary rooms have bot-n

omitted in his calculations. Not so with Mr.

\Vatson, for says he, "• Oh ! put them in another
buililiu^." Hence when it is pointed out to him the

want of such things as larder, washhouse, servants'

vvater-closet.s, and many other things, he gently hints

to his client the advisability of another agreement for

more work, and more percentage on the cost. The
teacher in the profession should produce plans perfect

and complete.
The statement that " the roofs are greatly exagge-

rated in height '* has been a great mystery to Mr.
"Watson, which is to be regretted, considering it is a

piece of vulgar construction which we should scarcely

have thought that gentleman capable of aping. In a

building of this kind it would be infinitely more hand-
some externally, and convenient internally, to have
crrried the walls a little higher, retaining the position

of the ridge. A far more imposing building woiUd he

obtained at the same cost. We are told that the

library over the parlour is to have an open timber roof

and a balcony running round over the windows, so

that the light would be expected (by Mr. Watson) to

travel upwards through the well hole 15 or 20 feet

to the top. It i>uts one in contemplation of that

dim religious light which it is said will be the chief

characteristic of a certaiu5" dark, gloomy, imperforate
vault '' which is threatened to be raised near the
Strand.
We might comment upon the vulgar roof of the

tower, which dwarfs the building into comparative in-

significance ; but it is unnecessary to criticise the ap-
pearance of a house the plan and arrangement of
•which is so radically wrong and ill-conceived that it

has not the remotest chance of ever being realised ; or
if so, the more pity for the possessor.—I am, &c., H.

Sir,—Like "H." (page 293), I too am dissatisfied

with Mr. Watson's plan for a country residence (No.
873), while I recognise in his design evidence of con-
siderable architectural ability, and desire to criticise

his performance in a friendly spirit, and to make ouq
or two suggestions which, in my opinion, would, if

carried out, render the building more convenient to
its inhabitants. First, then, I should like to have the
library on the ground floor, and, as he contemplates
ai extensive one. 1 would suggest that he should use
his diuing-rnom [for that purpose, which I would
lengthen by taking the staircase more to the right, thus
giving a larger corner for the doorway, for, iu spite of
Ills assertion to the contrary, I hold with " H." that the
doorway should always be kept away from the corner
of a room a suflicient distance to place a chair, say I'ft.

at least. This done, the necessity for his pantry would
not exist, and I would absorb it in the parlour, which
would then be a really magnificent room. These two
rooms might be connected by folding or sliding doors,
to be opened for receptions. The business room to
remain the same as now. For the purpose of the
dining-room. I would absorb the space now occupied
by the cloak-room, the store-room, and housekeeper's
room, the entrance to it to be from the hall as now, but
with an additional entrance to passage for servants.
The kitchen might remain as shown, but the scullery
to be placed on the other side, the area of which, and
butler's pantry to be used first for cloak-room, with
entrances adjoining staircase, and butler's pantry
between that and kitchen. These would be of a con-
venient size then; at present both the cloak-room and
butler's pantry appear to me to be much too large for
ordinary requirements. Tlie servants" hall to remain
as shown, with the exception of the circular tower,
which is both useless and expensive, though it has
lights in it which should indicate a staircase. The
three mndows of the hall should be ranch enlarged, or
the room would be far from cheerful. Remove also

the ugly and useless buttress on the outside,
and which now appears to support the oriel above.
As he contemplates addition to the building on the
right of the kitchen, space for the displaced house-
keeper's-room, store-room, and scullery might be found
therefor them. The library on first floor might now
be used for a best bedroom, and while I don't think au
open timber roof desirable, I would suggest that the
pitch be kept as shown, or at an angle not greater
ihan GO degrees.

These alterations of plan would involve little alter-
ation of elevation, and would, I believe, considerably
add to the comfort and convenience of the house, and
if you will be good enough to print these observations,
I shall be glad to hear what Mr. Watson may have to
say about them ; at the same time not forgetting the
old proverb that " Every man thinks his own child the
handsomfst." The design is generally so good that I

am induced to offer these suggestions towards perfect-
ing the plan, and this must be my excuse for troubling
you.—I am, &c., E. Grimes.

ENGiNEEKixrj Schools in It.\ly.—The number
of en^neering schools (or, as they are termed, schools

application for e::^Qeers) in Italy is three. During
the scholastic year 18(iS-18(J9 the number of diplomas

granted was 65(1, being 31)5 at Milan, 7'J at Naples,

aud 182 at Turin. At the University of Padua
there is also a course of eu^ueeriug;, but only two
diplomas were granted during the above-mentioned
years. The total number of students entered ou the

books of these schools during the scholastic year
18G9-70 was 5G0, of whom 100 were registered at

Turin, 135 at Naples, aud 242 at Milan.

Inicrtdiuniuntratioit.

IT
-CI B-l**

QUESTIONS.
[2329.]—Asphalting.—C'oulil any reader give me

the price of asphaltino;, such as i.s laid iu Cheapsido aud
the City?

—

Aspiialtlm Nigul'm.

[2330.]—Breaking-.Weight of Stone Lintels.
—Is there any reliahle formula for ohtainiug the break-
ing-weight of various stoucs, when used as lintels ?

—

E. K.

[2331.]—The Churcli of S. Mioliael Royal,
London.—Can auy one inform me why the top front

gilt jjipes of the organ of S. fllichael Royal are not
there now four years? Are they sold to pay the ex-
pense of r(?pairiug the organ, or what has become of

them, for the organ looks very strange without them?
—Civis.

[2332.]—Geometrical Staircases.—TTill some
draughtsman or practical joiner inform me the correct
and m-.thomatical way of making the ramp, and show
the same method in a sketch (looking frontwards and
sidewards at it)?

—

Lover of Art.

[2333.] —Breaking'-'Weig'lit of Lattice Girder.
—What would he the breaking-weight if jtlaced on the
centre of a lattice girder, ooft. span, elliptical ou top,

5ft. deep in the centre ? The top and bottom flanges

are formed of angle-iron, 4iiu. x 4iin. x 2Mu., riveted
together, aud the lattices of fiat bar-iron, 2ilu. x giu.

—T.

[2334.]—Lithofraoteur.—Can any reader tell me
anything about the new explosive, litliofracteur, or, as

it is to lie called. Kerb's explosive ? Who are the
agents in Loudon, whether it is dearer than powder
for blasting, aud also if it is safe to send by rail ?

—

illNER.

[2335.] — Civil Engineers.—llow can I become
au Associate of the Institute of Civil Engineers?

—

W. T. W.

5.]
—^Measuring Artificers' Work.—Iu a

book on "Measuring Artificers'

Work," it is said that the
cradling to ent.ablatures, &c.,

should hi; measured at per foot
superficial. Would the girth
be taken (as shown on sketch)
and multiplied into the length
of the entablature ? A reply
will oblige

—

Tecta.

[2337.]—Architeots' Charges.—Will auy reader

kindly give his experience iu the following? In the

case of a client finding iroumougery, grates, aud
chimney-pieces, iu the erection of a new house, is it

the custom of the architect to charge the commission
of J per cent, ou the cost of each of the above-named ?

Is not such considered a part of the building ?—r.

[2338.]—Asphalte for Roadways.—^I under-

stand that the cost per square yard of paving a street

with the Val de Travers asphalte is rather greater than

that of paving with the best granite cubes or " setts."

This is, of course, inclusive of the bed of concrete upon
which the asphalte is laid ; but can any reader say

whether (in Paris or elsewhere) experience has sho^\-u

that the same layer of concrete will serve as a bed for

two, or three, or more successive layers of asphalte,

presuming that the system of street-subways for gas

aud water-pipes, &c., is adopted (thus saving the con-

crete bed from being periodically broken up), aud that

the old and worn-out asphalte can be detached from
the concrete on which it rests, without the latter

being disturbed? If so, the cost of maintenance of our

streets would, I apprehend, be greatly lessened. Also,

I should like to know whether the Limmer and Barnett

systems of asphalte-laying are similar to the Val do

Travers iu point of requiring a bed or foundation of

concrete ?

—

Delta.

[2339.]—Diocesan Surveyorship. — Can any
one succinctly describe the duties?—F.

[i3.iO.]—I^otice. — Iu the face of au ordinary

monthly engagement, would it be requisite for the

employe to give a clear mouth's notice of intention to

terminate engagement, or M-ould a notice served upon
receipt of past month's salary (say a week or so over-

due) sulfice ? If so, how should the uotice be worded ?

—Sam.
[2341.]—System of Keeping Trade-Lists.

—

Being an architect in practice. I receive every week a

quantity of illustrated and other price-lists, all very

useful for reference, .and have now a box containing

about 20ft. cube of them, closely packed. They, of

course, necessarily differ from each other largely, in

form aud size. Some are goodly volumes, whilst others

are on such flimsy single sheets of paper as to be very

difflcnlt to preserve intact. These papers lose half their

use to me because I do not know what I have of them,

and when I require to refer to them I have the least

time to sort them over. Will some reader advise, not
only myself but many others who are in the same " fix,''

what system of sorting and keeping such documents
will render them easiest to refer to ? I have tried the

alphabetical system ; but when I want say a particular

range, of which I recollect most of the particulars, ex-

cept the maker's name, I have lost all key to the where-
abouts of the paper which illustrates it and gives its

prices. I have at another time arranged the lists iu the

various trades, but a very considerable quantity could

not.be placed under the head of any of the usual bnild-

ing trades, and some include in one book matters

appertaining to three or four of those trades. Perhaps
some system of indexing and numbering would be
useful, but I am afraid woidd he almost too compli-
cated to be kept up with sufficient regularity to bo
really useful.—.S. It. Q.

BEPLIES.

[2320.]—Is an Iron Porch a Fixture P—The
iron porch mentioned by "Architect" is a fixture by
law, and cannot be removed by tenant.—E. G.

[2323.]—Paperhangers' Canvas.—In the reply

to the above in last week's issue there was a misprint.

It should have been, " The canvas should bo put on
dry." The remainder of the paragraph correct.—G. BI.

[2323.]—Paperhangers' Canvas.—The advico

given by " G. M.," as to paperhangers' canvas, is wrong,
as may bo easily shown, llemp canvas shrinks when
wetted, as most people know, and expands again on
drying. If wetted, therefore, before stretching on
stoothing, it will be baggy when dry. Stretch the dry
canvas as tightly as possible, and nail to stoothing,

paste your paper well, aud haug as usual, aud when dry

it will be as tig'it and smooth as a drum-head.—E. G.

[232.5.]—Pum.p for Dairy.—The pump should bo
of tin for the barrel aud suction-pipe, and of tinued-

irou for spear, with customary wood " bucket.''—L.

[2326.]—Principal and Interest.—Here £1,402

represents principal aud interest at 17 per cent., so

does £117 represeut principal aud interest of £100 at

17 per cent. Hence £117 : £100 : : £1,462 : £1,249

lis. SAd. nearly, aud this latter sum, added to interest

thereon at 17 per cent., £212 Ss. (Jjd. = £1,462.—L.

[23211.]-Principal and Interest.—As 117 is to
67

1,462, so is 100 to the principal, equal £l,249-jYf_

J. T.

[2326.]—Principal and Interest.—17 per cent.

It ^15
is - _ Let X = the principal, then r = the inte-""

^15 "
rest. By the question a; H- "3 1 = £1,462. Solving this

equation, x = £1,249 12s., and the interest = £21-2 S3.

—S. H.

[2326.]—Principal and Interest.—Let.'; = the

principal; y = the amount of principal, plus the inte-

rest ; z = the rate of interest per cent. Then

—

100
: !/

Taking the example given by " £ s. d.," the above

formula would resolve itself thus :

—

n X
a; -f -— = £1,162.

100

Multiplying by 100, to extinguish the fraction, we get

—

100 + 17 a: = £14,620; or 117 x = £14,020, aud

therefore

—

£14,620 _ ^
117

Consequently, x = £1249-5726, or £1,249 lis. 5d.—
Jos. Osw.\l,D, Newcistle.

[2327.]—Principal and Interest.—Let T =
principal aud interest for one year ; let c = £100; let

J)
= £ per centage ; and 1' = the uett principal in

pounds but for one year. Then will the following for-

mula auswer the purpose of " £ s. d.'' :

—

T -1- 100

c + p
= r.

—S.J.l.^'-'^ X 1°" = ""^"'^ = £1,249 113. 5d.-il
100 -I- 17 117 117.

[2326.]—Principal and Interest.—"£ s. d."

must have made a mistake iu his figures. Discount is.

by definition, the amount taken off a sum of money
due some time hence (in consideration of its present

jiayment), such that the sum paid, with the interest

thereon during the time may amount to the original

sum

—

i.e., the present value is the princtpal, which

woidd produce the gross amount. The discount on
53

£1,462 for one year (at 17 per cent.) is £212 Ss. Gd.-j^

or a fraction over £212 Ss. ejd.. which reduces £1,402

to £1,249 lis. 5jd., and not to £1,213 Ss. 6{d., as stated

by " £ s. d." Before occupying your valuable space,

questioners would do well to verity theii' calculations.

—T. II. E.

[2326.]—Principal and Interest—The formula

for solving this question is obtained by a simple

equation, aud is as follows :—
rrincipal = —"—

1 + -r.

Q = gross amount of principal and Interest: T rate per

cent., which must be considered as the decimal part of

100. It will therefore have to be borne in min>i that,

for all rates under 10 per cent., the decimal will have

to be preceded by a cypher, thus :

—

Divisor for 1 per cent, is I'Ol

IJ ,.
1-0125

li ..
I'Ol-'

„ 1} „ 1-0175

2 „ 1-02

10 „ 1-1

Applying the above formula to the question given by
"£ s. d.," we have

—

ld!ir = 1249'573 = £1,249 lis. iidk. = principal,
1-17

and 212-427 = 212 S OJ = interest.

£1,402

Take another example. What has a contractor to pay
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me for supplying quantities ftt 1 J por cut., the gross

amount of tlie tender beinj? f40,700? Answer:—
*"'"" = £40,000 = nett amount of tender.
1-0175

700 = commission @ IJ por cent.

£40,700 — .7. "W. (Lincoln).

(23-2S.]—Principal and Interest.—Tliere is no

(lifRculty in solvinj; the question, nml the following

formula is universally npplicnWe :— Let A equal the

total sum, which evidently consists of two parts (the

prineipal ami the interest). If either of these he found,

the other is also then easily got by suhtraction from

the total sum. I.et the principal = .r, and the interest

V. then hv the question .r + !/ = A. I'ut R, ecpial the

rate of interest auil we have the proportion x : y: :

10 0: K; from which we get

—

__ R_x_x
* "^

100

Substituting this value in the above equation, we have—
(J- + It X J ) = ^Y

100 '

Reducing and solving for x, we obtain

—

(100 X + Kx) _ j^
Too

From which the general formula forr, that is, the prin-

cipal, becomes— ^ _ 100 A
ino +]{.

Now, let " £ s. d." apply this to the question lie gives,

and we lave

—

117

which is the principal rcqiiii-ed.—Crlx.

[232G.]—I*rincipal and Interest.
£1.249 lis. Od. ; iuterest, £212 8s.

—F.

[232S0—Architects' Charges.—Tenders having

been obtained, all rluirp-s would naturally be based

upon tlie amount of tln' lowest. In their absence the

only existinji baj^is of char^re w<uddbe iho a)tpro\imate

estimate. Surely a hnnr} fi,ir tender on <iuantities sup-

plied must be nearer tlie actual value than ati approxi-

mate estimate could be ? In tlie event of the lowest

tender being less than the approximate estimate, would

the client in that case have " refused payment '" ?

—

¥.

Principal,

Gd. Total, £1,4C2.

Cottrell, in ewpport of the appeal, urged that the

claimants ouprht not to bo prejudiced by tlic assign-

ment uf the contract, and that they had a clear

rij^ht of prnof at;;;aiust the estate. After hearing

Mr. Treherne on Ijelialf of the petitioning creditors

under tlie bankrujitcy, Mr. Registrar It*ichesaid that

he madt! no imputation whatever upon the parties

who had l)een associated -with Mr. Uolden in the

Cnntract for the Albert Bridge; but at the same
time he thought that the claims ought not to be

iu<;scssed to outweigh those of other creditors -whose

debts were free from any objection. It was (piite

open to creditors to agree to any arrangement i>ro-

posed under the bankruptcy, pursuant to the 2«th
section of tlie Act, the same as under the petition

for li(iuidatiou. The appeal would be dismissed.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
An Aiiciiitect's Bill.—Caulisle.—Hodgson v.

Bowstrad.— In tliis case, Mr. OstcU a]>iieared for the

plaintiff—Mr. Hodgson, architect, of Carlisle.—^Tlie

action was brought to recover the sum of £10 8s.,

balance of account for architect's work.—lu support

of the claim, it was alleged Mr. Hodgson was en-
gaged by defendant to superintend in his capacity

as an architect the erection of a dwelling-house in

Bmuswick-strcet, Carlisle, and his remuneration was
to be 5 jierccnt. on the net cost of the hiuiso. The
cost of the house, as sho^v^l by tlic original con-
tracts, was a trifle over £700, and Mr. Hodgson had
been paid the percentage on the amount—£35.
AVhile the house was Ix'ing erected, liowever, im-
provements and embellishments were introduced,

and these inereased the cost of the building to a

little over £1*00, Mr. Hodgson's bill being tlius in-

creased to £4o 8s., and it was for the difference be-

tween tlie hitter sum and tlie £35 that had been paid
that the action was brought to recover.—The de-
fence was that the agi'eement with Mr. Hodgson was
that li^ shnnld Ijo jiaid o jht cent, on the original

contract price for the building, and that the £35
settled all that was due to the architect, a specific

agreement having been made between the parties to

that effect.—His Honour tlumght that the use of

the words net oust of the building inferred that
plaintiff was to be paid a percentage on the entire

cost.—Mr. D. Birket, arrhitt*ct, was called by Mr.
Ostell, and stated that for such a house as the one
in question five jier cent, on tlie cost was a reason-
able charge for the architect's work of superintend-
ing its erection. It was usual to charge percentage
on the entire cost.—His Honour gave a vculict for

the plaintiff for the amount claimed.

A CONTKACTOII IN THE BaNKUUPTCY CovKT.—Re H. a. Holden.—This case was before the
Court last week, by way of appeal from Mr.
Registrar Keene. Xlie bankrujit, iloward Ashton
Holden, described as a contractor for public works,
and carrying on business in Bisliopsgate-strcot, liad

acted as contractor for the construction of the

Albert Bridge. The contract was with tlie vVlU^'rt

Bridge Company, wlio agreed to ]>ay the baukrui't
£61,000 in fully paid-up shares and £20,000 in didten-

tures, which, however, were only to be issued on a

certain number of shares being subscribed for. or

after a certain amount of work liad been done. The
bankrupt had assigned his contract, but under the
original contract it appeared that he had incurred
obligations for a considerable amount to Sir Thomas
Parkyn, Captain Roger.% and others. Those gentle-
men had voted in favour of residntions for the
acceptance of the composition of 2s. in the pound
offered by Holden under his jH-tition for liquidation,
but the claims were rejected by Mr. Registrar
Keene, mainly upon the grounds "that the services
agi-eed to Ik: rendered by the parties had not actually
been rendered, and that the shares in tlie company,
which were to be applied in payment of such ser-

vices, had not, in point of fact, been issued. Mr.

WATER StTPPLY AND
MATTERS.

SANITARY

OBITUARY.
S[K Tin>M.\s Dkani:.—From Dublin we are In-

formed of the death of this eminent Tri^h architect,

at the ripe age of seventy-nine. The late Sir

Thomas Deane was the eldest son of the late Mr.

Alexander Deane, an architect inthecouuty of Cork,

where he was born in the year 1792. Ilis name is

verj- widely known in Ireland, he having been ex-

tensively employed as an arcliiteet for the last forty

or fifty years by private persons, by municipal

authorities, and also hy the Irish Government, in many
if not most of the various improvements in the public

buildings, &c. in the south of Ireland, and especially

at Cork. Among the chief works with which the

name of Sir Thomas Deane is associated are the old

and new savings banks, the Bank of Ireland, and

the commercial buildings and court-houses at Cork.

He was also the architect of the City Gaol and the

Anglesey Bridge in that city, and the greater part of

the naval and ordnance depots erected on Ilaulbow-

line Island, in the Cove of Cork, were from his designs,

lie was magistrate for the county of Cork, and

twice served the office of Iligh-Sheriff of Cork

—

namely, in 1830 and 1851. Sir Thomas Deane
received the honour of knighthood at the hands of

the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland in 1830, in recogni-

tion of his public services and professional attain-

meuts.

Death of a Notable Railway Engineer.—
Mr. Thomas Barker, a self-taught mathematician

and practical engineer, has just ended his days as a

"poor brother" in the hospital of the Ciiarterhouse.

The solution of many of the most diihcult problems

in the earlier stages of railway surveying and con-

sLruction was due to his genius. It was he wh<i in-

vented the celebrated method of laying down rail-

way curves, and the Durham Advertiser says that

he "laid out the Stockton and Darlington Railway

—the first line in the kingdom." He also laid out

the atmos|)heric line from Dublin to Kingstown, and

in the infancy of the railroad system he was largely

engaged in many parts of the kingdom. The last

line which he surveyed was that projected by Mr.

George Hudson for connecting Lowestoft with Lon-

don, and for making that town on the eastern coast a

second Liverpool—a project which the ruin of the

** railway king" extinguished. Mr. Barker was
the author of several works on mathematics, both

theoretical and practical. Of these the best known
are the "Elements and Practice of Mensuration," a
" Treatise on Land and Engineering Surveying,"

the "Principles and Practice of Statics and Dyna-
mics," a " Treatise on Subterranean Surveying,"

the "Mechanical Companion," and "An Original

Method of Integration."

Death of Mr. Thomas Pilghim.—AVe regret to

announce the death of Mr. Thomas Pilgrim, engi-

neer, aged seventy-one years, on the tith instant, at

his son's residence, Plumstead, Kent. Fur the last

thirty-five years the deceased was intimately asso-

ciated with Mr. Francis Pettit Smith, and the intro-

ductitm of the screw propeller. It may be remem-
bered by some that Mr. Pilgrim acted as chief engi-

neer of the Archimeih's, celebrated in the history of

steam navigation as the first ship ever sen', to sea

propelled by the screw.

Birmingham.—At the meeting of the Birming-
ham Town Council on Tuesday week, a special

committee appointed to report on the disposal of the
sewage of tho town presented their report. The
sewage question has for some months formed the
most prominent and urgent question before the
Birmingliam Corporation, an injunction in Chancery
having been obtained to prevent the pollution of tho
local river. After the ordinary committee of the
council had presented several reports which oilered

no generally satisfactory solution of the question,

a special committee was appointed, which has gone
into the matter in a thorough manner, and has re-

ceived the assistance of the most eminent autho-
rities on sewage. The report, which was most
voluminous, after revealing tlie abimiinable results

of the present system, concluded by recommending
tlie gradual abolition of middens and substitution

of a new privy system based upon the principle of

exclusion from tiiejsewcrs, and the weekly collection

of all cxcrcmentitious matter, solid and liquid; a
system to be developed in connection with the above
of exclusion from the sewers and c»tllection of refuse
of slaughter-liouses, cattle-markets, urinals, cow-
houses, and stables; an experimental trial of the
Rochdale and Manchester systems ; and ultimately
an extension to the whole to^vn of that system
wliich shall bo found to be the most efficient for

the exclusion of deleterious refuse from local

works.

East London Waterworks.—A diWdend at the
rate of G per cent, per annum, free of Income tas^
has been declared.

Coventry.—Last week there was a special meet-
ing of the Coventry Local Board of Health, to d-s-

cuss the sewage question. The Town Clerk was in-
structed, imder tlie seal of the Board, to defend an
action fur fouling the River Sherbourne, brought by
Mr. Herbert Jackson. The Board then received
Mr. Uawkslej"^ and Mr. Blackburn, the former pre-
senting and explaining his plans for the construc-
tion of engines for the pumping of the sewage on
the farm at Pin ley ; and the other offering explana-
tions in reference to the mode of distributing the
sewage upon the land. The full consideration of
the matter is to take place at another meeting.

BlACKBVRN.—IlXTENSIVE SeWAGE OPERATIONS.
—The most extensive scheme for the iiTigation of

towns' sewage yet promulgated and in actual pro-
gress of development is, perhaps, that which is

now being carried into practice b}' the Corporation
of Blackburn. During last session, this Corporation,

obtained powers to effect large purchases of lands,

or to acquire them on lease ; and powers were also
secured to borrow between £200,000 and £300,000
to can-y out irrigation works, with liberty to spread
the repajanent of loans required in purchasing lands
over a long term of years. The Corporation have
power to acquire 1,000 acres of land in Plesington,

Houghton, and Samlesbuiy for irrigation purposes.

An agreement has been entered into between Sir

Henry de Houghton and the Corporation with reference

to the Higher and Lower Park Fanns, which con-
sists of about ISO acres, and possession has been
taken by the Corporation. Upon these farms it is

proposed to utilise part of the sewage, which will

be distributed by means of valves and troughs. The
land, for the most part, has a wild, moor-like aspect,

but the soil, being of a sandy nature, is well suited

for receiving a large quantity of sewage.

The CoNsERV.VTivi; L.vnd Society.—At the

sevcnty-si.xth quarterly meeting, held on Monday,
at the Norfidk-street ofiices, the report presented

gives the (piarterly receipts as £3y,843 14s., tho

yearly receipts as £1311, 014 4s. 5d., and the grand
totals to Jlirhaelmas amounted to£l,7l'J,373 lUs. Til.

The total wlthilrawals since the formation of the

.soeicty in 1851 to Michaelmas amounted to

£441,G0l 17s., and the number of the last (£50)
shiu-e issued to the same date was Xo. 30.472. The
reserve or surplus fuml stands at £10,500. The
report was unanimously adopted. The rate of in-

terest remains at five per cent, per annum on shares,

and four per cent, per annum on deposits.

Utilis.vtion of Iuox Slag."—Xumerous proposi-

tions have been made for the utilisation of iron slag.

When the ore to be smelted requires the emp!'>yment

of an aluminous llux, we have a slag which is capable

of being worked iq> into alum ; it is also admirably
adapted to the preparation of cements. Where lime-

stone is used as a fiux, the slag is an impure glass

capable of being emplo3'ed in the construction oi

buildings, walls, and roads. Instead of allowing the

cinder or slag to run away into rivulets, it would be

possible to have it cast in iron mouldsof any required

size, and after gradual cooling, by which it is

annealed, it could be piled up ready for transporta-

tion. We have seen in Germany the gardens near a

blast furnace, and even farm lands, surrounded by
walls laid up of rectangular blocks of slag, which
were thus cast at the mouth of the furnace; antj

there was anotlier application of these blocks, which
we have never witnessed in this country—viz., as

soon as the casting was made the mould was put

upon an iron wlieel-barrow and hastily wheeled to

the kitchen by one of the workmen, where it was
dumped upon the liearth, and served for heating the

house and cotiking the dinner. Each workman was
entitled to a certain nnmt)er of these blocks, and

after they were cool they were either used in making
a wall round his garden or in constructing a house.

The rectangular iron numlds were placed in the

track of the overflowing lava, and there appeared to

be no practical difiiculty in thus economising th^

heat of tl-e cooling mass, and of subseijuently era-

ploying the blocks as indicated above.
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iiir iffite Mk.
The Architectural Associatiox.—This A^sn-

viation commences its next session on Friday, the

27th inst., with a conversazione. An Architectural

Exhibition will also be opened at the same time, and
continue open daily from 10 a.m. till 10 p.m., until

November 4, admission free. All drawings must be

delivered at the oflice in Conduit-street on or before

Monday, the 23rd inst.

"Working Men's Collegtc, 45, Great Ormond
Street, AV.C.— The Art Classes already formed

comprise—Elementary, Pencil and Chalk, Water-
colour, Ornament, Architectural Drawinsj, Antique,

Still Life, and Life; the teacliers beiiii;' Jlr. W. Cave
Thomas, Wr. Henr}' W. Brewer, and Mr. G. Rosen-

thal. The lectures on Perspective will commence on

the 20th.

Prorosed Widening of Citancery-i.ane.—At
the meeting; of the Metropolitan Board of Works, on

Friday last, the Works Committee presented a report

recommending that a communication be ad-

dressed to the First Commissioner of' her Majesty's

Works, &c., representing to him the desirability of

clauses being- inserted in some bill to be introduced in

the next session, to provide for the widening of

Chancery-lane. After a great deal of discussion the

report was referred back to the committte for recon-

sideration.

BuRSLKM Sciioor. OF Art.—The annual meet-
ing of the Wedgwood Institute School of Science and
Art was held at Burslem, on Thnrsdaj' week. At
present the benefits of the Institute are not sought
for by students in such numbers as is desired, and as

ought to be in a district where art study is so neces-

sary for the development of its staple trade. The
manufacturers, too, are apathetic. Though the In-
stitute is free from debt, the expenditiu-e for the

past year exceeded the receipts by £13. Sir Smith
Child delivered an address on the importance of art

culture.

Squares Without Railings.—In the Building
News for July 28 last, p. 61, we treated of the

London squares, and suggested (among other means
of improving, enlivening, and rendering useful those

desolate places) that the hideous iron railings encircling

them should be removed. Our contemporary the

Oraplnc takes much the same view. The project

of a railway from Euston-square to Charing-cross
(it remarks) appears to afford a hope that the un-
sightly nuisances in Leicester-square will be removed,
and this locality', so familiar to our foreign visitors,

rendered less disgraceful to our municipal authori-

ties. The occasion, therefore, offers an opportunity
of putting in a plea for a little more variety in the

matter of our open spaces in town. It would be

in the highest degree satisfactor_y if we could for once
do without iron railings. This would of course

necessitate a different sort of square from Lincoln's-

Inn-Fields or Bloomsbury, for a garden with trees,

grass, and gravel paths would hardly exist in Lon-
don if quite open to the public. But surelv we
have squares enough of the Lincoln's-Inn-Fields

t>'pe? Why shouM we not try the experiment
of what the French call a " Place," and the

Italians a ''PLizza?" One such square was pro-
jected '-y a Duke of Bedford, who planned the space

in Coveut Garden where the market now stands,

but the gardeners ame and orrupied it with fruits

and flowers until they became too strong to be re-

sistetl, and now the very meaning of "piazza" is for-

gotten, and nothing is known by the name except
the colonnade which half surrounds it. A real
^' place" or "piazza," such ar. is so common in Paris
and Lyons, in Turin and Florence, would be an
agreeable change, and would be welcome in the
eyes of our foreign friends. In such a square a
few beds of flowers like those which may be seen in

the space opposite Palace yard would be appropriate,

init the great point is to set the fashion of dispensing
with ugly iron rails.

The NE^v Law Courts.—The Observer re-

marks that the first work of the New Law Courts
has been very successful. The foundations were
estimated to cost £35,000, but it now thought they
will be made for £5,000 or £0,000 less. The con-
tractors have come upon a valuable bed of sand,

which will yield a sutScient supply for the whole of

works.

Food Adulteration.—AVe .'re very pleased to

note that the Liverpool Corporation ju-e about to

consider the advisability of appointing a public

analyst to carry out, as far as such a miserable law
can be carried out, the intentions of the Food and
Drink Adulteration Act. This is the third town
which during the present year is adopting this

course, and we liail it as a slow though sure test of

public opinion as to the necessity of more stringent
legislation on the subject.

The west window of Tipton Pansh Church, near
r.irhenhead, has been Ollrd with stained glass. The
siibject, tlio Crucifixion, was designed by Mr. John
Cunningham, of Livcqiool, the architect of the
church, and executed by Messrs. Ballantiuo & Son,
of Edinburgh.
A monument to Flora Macdonald. to bo erected

over her grave in Skye, is now all but completed,
and may bo seen at the granite works of Mr.
Forsyth, Inverness. The monument consists of an
lona cross, 27ft. high, of which the principal stone
is 18ft. in height, and upwards of 4ft. wide at tho
cross. The cross is a magnificent piece of granite.

Nearly twelve months elapsed before a stono of

sufficient dimensions could bo secured at tho Aber-
deenshire quarries.

The reconstruction of tho Vcndomo Column will

commence next week, under the direction of M.
Renard, the well-known contractor for public works.
A Civil C.B. has been conferred upon Mr. J. H.

Parker, who is now in Bnmo.
The Rev. E. L. Cutts, M.A., of Queen's College,

Cambridge, and Billerieay, Essex (well known to

most of our readers as an archrcologist), has been
appointed by tlio Dean and Canons of S. Paul's to

the living of S. Andrew's, Haverstock-Uill.
The Pope has been reproducing, by mean.s of

chromo-lithography, the mosaics of Rome, but tho
work has come to a standstill for want of funds. It

seems, however, the process will be coutiuued by
Spithover, the German publislicr.

Mr. Charles Noel Armfield, architect, Whifby,
has been appointed one of the two surveyors, under
the New Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Acts, 1871, for

the diocese of York.
It has been decided by the Town Council of Pres-

ton, Lancashire, at a recent meeting: "That the

engineer should instruct Mr. Joseph Clayton to pro-

ceed with tho work of the new covered market at

once, according to the terms of his contract."

It is announced that new works will shortly be
commenced in the Bay of Passages, near Irun, in

order to provide the north coast of Spain with a
harbour suited to its commercial resources.

The Secretary for AVar has consented to hand over
to the Mayor of Portsmouth 13 acres of land, forming
part of the glacis opposite the railway station, and
in tlic centre of the town, for the purposes of a
" People's Park."

A provisional committee, of which the Mayor of

Portsmouth (Mr. J. Baker) is the head, has been
fonncd at Portsmouth, to set on foot a subscripti'^n

for a public memorial to the late Charles Dickens in

that town, the birthplace of tho great novelist.

A special sub-committee of the Liverpool Corpora-
tion on Monday last recommended Mr. George F.
Deacon, engineer, liiverjiool, as borough and water
engiueex-, tho post left vacant by the death of the
late Mr. Newlands. The recommendation has yet
to be confirmed by the Council.

Mr. Joseph Clarke, diocesan architect, has been
appointed under the new Ecclesiastical Dilapidations

Act, in conjunction with Mr. Spooner, brother-in-
law of the Arclibiskop, diocesan survej'or of Canter-
buiy.

It has been decided to hold a Scandinavian Ex-
hibition at Copenhagen, chiefly for the display of

articles from Denmark, and Sweden, and Norway, but
new inventions fi'oni other countries will bo ad-
mitted.

The City Commissioners Sewers last week autho-
rised the extension of asphalto paving in the City, at

a cost of more than £6,000.

The River Clyde Trust have under considera-
tion the erection of a 40-ton crane on the General
Terminus Quay at the east end of the Mavisbank-
shed, Glasgow.
The Liverpool Town Council, at their meeting

last week, decided upon assuming the proprietorship
of the existing tramways in tho town, which, it

appears, they have the power to do under their local

Acts. It was also decided to obtain running powers
over other lines which it might not be deemed de-
sirable to purchase.

Baroness Bnrdett Coutts has been invited to lay the
found;Ltii»n-stono of the "Working Men's Extension
Wing of the ijncen'.s }[os])ital at Hirniingham. The
ceremony is expected to tiike i>lacc al>out the end of

this month. A sum of £5,000 has been raised in
three years by the periodical contributions of 20,000
workmnn in tho principal factories of tho town.
This will be, it is believed, tho first hospital in tho
kingdom erected by the contributions of working
men.

Mr.'W.H.Corficld,M.A., M.B., Professor of Public
Health at the University College, has been appointed
medical officer of health for Islington, in the room of
Dr. Ballard, resigned. There were two other candi-
dates—viz., Mr. Ha^•^lan^l. M.R.C.S.E., lecturer at S.

Thomas's Hospital on "Tlio Geography of Disease,"
and Mr. 0. Mepuott Tidy, M.B., Professor of
Chemistry and Lecturer at the London Hospital.
On the motion of the Sanitary Coimnitteo thespocial
thanks of the Vestry were unanimously accorded to
Dr. Ballard for the zeal atnl ability shown by him
in the perforaiance of the duties of his office.

(iCimbcr irnk Txebhk

PniOES, Ootoljer 0.—Fanny wood per ton :—Bahama,
satin wood, X4 to £6; Eio rosewood, £15 to £2.0- Cahia
rosewood. £1.3 to £1$; Tulip wo.,d, £9 to £I8;'Puprti
Oabello Zebra wood, £6 to £7 ; Ceylon ebony, £1) to £1" •

City of St. Domingo lignum vitre, £5 to £10; Cuba
Cocus wood, £5 to £6; Turkey boxwood, £4 to £14.

Baltic flr timber, per load of 50 cubic feet;—Riga] £.3 5s.
to £3 7s. ;

Dantzig and Memel crown, £4 to £4 loa'.; best
middling, £3 5s. to £3 15s.; good middling and second
.£3 to £3 53. ; common middling, £2 lOs. to £2 14b. ; under-
sized, £2 lOs. to £2 1.5s.; small, short, and irrc^^ular
£2 to £2 10s. : Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 15s. ; Swedish, £2 5s'.

to £2 13s.; ditto small, £2 to £2 to £2 Ss.; Swedish and'
Norway balks, £1 12s. to £1 18.s.

Baltic oak timber:—Merael crown, £5 10s. to £G 10s.

-

brack, £4 10a. to £5 5s.; Dantzig and Stettin crown'
£5 to £6; brack and unsquarcd, £3 15s. to £4 l.'is.

'

American timber per load;—Quebec red pine, £2 15s. to
£3 5s. ; large Quebec yellow pine, £4 .5s. to £5 5s.; St.
.John's and board pine, £4 to £4 15s.; building sizes, £3 lOs.
to £3 15s.; Quebec oak, £6 to £5 58.; Rock elm, £3 10s!
to £3 15s.; ash, £3 10s. to £4 159.; Quebec largo birch,
£3 15s. to £5; small averages, £2 10s. to £3 5s.

Deals, &c., per Petersburg standard hundred:—Quebec
pine, first quality tloated, £16 10s. to £18; second, £12 10».
to £13; third, £8 10s. to £9 ; ditto first quality bright, £18
to £19 10s.; second, £13 5s. to £13 10s.; third, £8 15s. to
£'.1 6s. ; Archangel best yellow, £12 10s. to £14 10s. ; ditto
second, £9 10s. to £10; Pctersbnrgyellow, £13 to £13 10.s.

;

Wyburg ysllow, £9 15s. to £10 10s.; Gefle and best
Swedish deals, £10 10s. to£12 10s.; Canadian spruce first
quality, £9 10s. to £11; second, £3 10s. to £8 1.5s.; third,
£7 15s. to £8 5s.; New Brunswick first quality spruce^
£3103. to £9; sucond, £3 to £8 5s.; third, £7 10s. to
£7 153.

^xuk Setos.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Baunsley.—The strike of bricklayers and labourers

still continues, and there are no signs of a settlement.
The masters express their determination not to give
way, and are taking steps to supply the places of the
men on strike. They state that tliey will find now hands
constant work, and will protect them from all moles-
tation. The men, on the other hand, are taking steps

to prevent new hands being employed, and have pickets
at the station and on the road leading into the town.
The strike is causing considerable inconvenience, as
nearly the whole of the work is standing.

Alnwick.—The journeyman slaters of Alnwick have
struck for an advance of wages, after giving their em-
ployers a week's notice to that effect. Heretofore they
have been paid at the rate of 'i4s. per week, but they
now demand 2Ss., a rise of 4s. per week. So far the
masters have declined to accede, as they say they are
unable to comply with the request of the men.

Agitation in the Nail Trade.—The nailmakers
of the Bromsgrove district, encouraged by the success
which has attended the efforts of their brethren in the
Dudley and Hales Owen di.strict, are agitating for an
increase of pay. A meeting of the Operative Nail-

makers' Committee has been held, at which tho state of

the trade, and the fact that some of the masters are
paying a farthing, and in some case a halfpenny, less

than the net list settled in ISOii, were taken into con-
sideration, and it was resolved to take steps at once to
obtain the payment in all cases of the full list price,

with an increase of 10 per cent.

Threatened Masons' Strike.— The masons
throughout the north of England are agitating for an
advance of wages, and they intend shortly to put their

demands before their employers. They receive at pre-

sent from 27s. to 28s. per week, and they have resolved
to ask for n uniform rate of 30s. They will give six
months' notice.

Leeds.—The operative plumbers of Leeds having
asked for a reduction of their hours of labour to nine
hours a day, and for an advance in their wages to the
extent of Id. per hour, a meeting of tlie Master
Builders' Association was held on Friday last for tho
purpose of taking it into consideration. After a dis-

cussion it was agreed to call a general meetin;? of the
master plumbers before deciding upon the question.

TENDERS.
Banrury.—For building a house in Terrace-road for

Mr. Richard Bailey. Plans supplied by Mr. HuL-Uett:

—

Davi.s Brothers £715
Kimberley GS6
Claridge fiCS

Orehard Brothers 649

COOKLEY.—For new organ-chamber and fitting chancel
at Cookley Chureli, for tho Rev. H. Kempson. Mr. J. T.

Meredith, architect. Quantitiea suppliea :—
Hortou £126
Smith 9.5

Durham.—For house, offices, stables, &c,, at Seaton
Carew, near West Hartlepool, for Robert S. Fawcus, Esq.
Mes.sr.s. Alexander & Henman, architects:—

Purdeu (accepted) £.5320

HmnnuuY.—For the erection of workshop at Highbury,
Coaeb Factory, for the London General Omnibus Com-
pany, under tbo superintendence of Mr. P. Tosh. Quauti
ties .supplied by A, .1, Bolton :

—

Dunford & Langham £],47.'>

Pnttigrow & Moyea 1.-120

Pink I,;i:t2

Parsons Brothers 1,:iW

(^xik l.;j.'iO

Rimdall & Cockle 1,;U0 f)

Johnson & Co 1,2C7 2 9
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Thompson ^1,2"0
Vauphan l.-J-U

Norris 1.217

Sct-tt l.-'U 10
Rnoncv Brothers !.•.?"'»

Morrion l.U'-^

Crocker l.lilO

Bleazo 1.1^0

Ford 1.170

Goodman l.liJ

Mann 1.111

Brown & Son 1,110

High 1,096

"Wripht l.f'0.5

Eohbins&Co. l,04f^

Atchinson & Walker (nccepted) 1,025

HiflnnunY.—For conservatory, &c. at Highlmry. Mr.
Eichanl Martin, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Frederick Spurrow :

—

Architect's estimate £2G3
Briitgman. Nuthall, & Co. (accepted) 250

Kenley.—For Indse at Kenley, Surrey, for John
Younp, Ksq. Mr. Richard Martin, architect:

—

Simons £'2->0

"Wnnl 240
Scrivener 235
Smethurst 232
Baker (accepted) 202

Kbxlky.—For pair of cottages at Kenley, Surrey, for

John Yuung, Esq. Mr. Richard Martin, architect;

—

Saker £2!»9

Hunter 2SG
Bray -275
Ward 273
Simons 270
Scrivener 257
Smethurst (accepted) 250
King 24H

KrpDEUMiNSTEK,—For villa residence for Mr. James
Wilkes, Chester-road, Kidderminster. Mr. J. T. Meredith,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Thompson £'"'0^

Hilton (^58

Goodman & liurmore .'tG5

Kidderminster.—For extension of spinning-shed for

T. Lea. Esq.. M.P., Kidderminster. Mr. J. T. Meredith,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Hilton £925
Binnian & Son 916
Thompson (accepted) 91G

KlDDEKAnxsTER,—For new premises for the Kidder-
minster Co-*^pcrative Society (Limited), Woreester-strcot.

Mr. J. T. Meretlith, ari.-hitoc't. Quantities supplied:

—

Guodman & Burmoro (accepted) £1125

KIDnER^^^STER.—Fur erection of weaving-shed, ware-
bouae. dye-hnnsc, engine-house, stoves, drying-shed, and
Ktack for Messrs. Winnall & Faweott, Kidderminster.
Mr. J. T. Meredith, architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Binnian & Sun £3560
Thompson 350O
Goodman & Burmore 3499
Hilton 3400

LOXDOX.—For alterations to No. llA, "Westmoreland-
buildings. Aldersgate-street. Mr. Benjamin Tabberer,
architect :

—

Pritchard £735 10
Merritt & Ashby 708
Cohen 5§5
Arbon 545
Sargcant 475

L0NT>ON.—For new shop-front and alterations to No. 14(>,

Cheapside. Mr. Benjamin Tabberer, architect:—
Colls £C,00

Rivett 571
Langmead & Way 51G
Pavitt 487
Merritt & Ashby 4G0

Trimi'LEY.—For coach-house, stable, &c.. Trimpley,
near Kidderminster. Mr. J. T. Meredith, architect:

—

Hilton £:yj-2

Goodman & Burmore 299 11

Binnian & Son 257

WRTnnENHALi,.—Fur erection of shed, &c., for Messrs.
Lowe Brothers, Wribbenhall. Mr. J.T.Meredith, architect.
Quantities supplied:

—

Hilton ..£4R9
Horton 469
Parton 465
Binnian & Son 44S
Smith & Sons .-^^U

«

BAH'KRtrPTS.
TO SrRRENOKIl IN THE COUNTRT.

Richard Peters, Ashfurd, builder, Octjbor 21, at Can-
tcrburj-.

DECLARATIONS OF nr\'rnE\D.?.

A. DavJes, Worcester, carpenter, div. Is. 7d.—L. Taylor,
Tunbridge Wells, plumber, 8s.—J. & J. Gallic, builders,
Liverpool, div. 2.

ri'BUC EXAMTXATrOXS.
November 21, G. F. Smith, Prinrcs-stroet, Lotcester-

squarc, builder.—October 24, S, Wood, Blnuingham,
stone merchant.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
J. & J. XiiMiill, Bkrkbnrn. iruiif.mndcrs.—I'unliff &

Freeman, Boltun-Ie-MuorH, architcits and survey -rs.—

W. B. & N. F. Daw. Lanca-ter-road. Kotting-bill,

builders.—Clark & Withers, Birmingham, chandelier
irftnufacturers.—Edwanls & C>wen. Carnarvon, lime bur-
nerA - Jenkins & Thomas, Newport, Monmouthshire,
builders.

Breakfast.—Kprs's Cocoa.—GRAXEFrL and Comfort-
ISO.—"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operalions of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful appliciitiou of the line properties of wcll-

pelected cocoa, 5Ir. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavoured beverage which may
nave ua many heavy doctors" bilis."—' Civil Service
Gazette." Made simply with Boiling Water or Milk.

Each packet la labelled-"James F.rrs & Co., Homcoo-
pathic Chemi-'-te. London." Also, makers of Epps'a Milky
Cocoa (Cocoa and Condensed Milk).

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Leeds. October 20.—For the erection of eight houses
in llunslet Carr.—liichard Towee, architect, Dewsbury-
road, T-ecfls.

CoNORESBunY SCHOOLS, October 2S.—For addi-
tional or amended tenders for the erection of these
schools.

—

llcv. W. limit, the Vicarage, Congresbury,
Bristol.

Great Western Railway, October 17.—For the
erection of the following works: viz.— 1. A station
and other buildings at King's Sutton, near Aynho. 2.

A passenger station and Buildings at Taplow, near
Maidenhead. -T. A passenger station and buildings at

Little Kimble, near I'rinces Kisbom'. t. A ware-
house fn the Company's goods-yard at Bristol, ."j. A
goods-shed at Newtown, near Cardiff. (;. 'J'he earthwo ik.

ballast, and brickwork for the formation of a junction
line at Acton.—Frederick G. Saunders, Secretai-y, l*ad-
dington.
Altrincham Union, October 25.—For additions

and alterations to the workhouse at Knutsfonl.

—

John B. Cutter, clerkto the Guardians, Union Olhces,
Knutsford,
Isle of Thanet Union, October ID,—For a new

deep well pump and engine.—Henry George Holloway.
Eastbourne, C>ctober 25.—For the erection of a

villa residence and stabling.—R. K. Blcssley, Aixhitect,
Westbournc-villa, Eastbourne.
Folkestone, October23.—For the erection of the

new church of St. Michael.—Rev. T. W. Burridge,
Folkestone.
Wvmondham Charity, November fi.—For re

pairs and alterations to the Chapel of S. Thomas
A'Becket.—Jlr. E. J. Howlctt, Solicitor, Wymond-
ham, Norfolk.
Salisbury, October 25.—For providing and fixing

the ironwork required in adding a footway, fift. wide,
and 140ft. long, to the north side of Fisherton-bridge,
and a railway, ooft. long, on the south side.—Chaide^
Marsh Lee, Town Clerk, Salislniry.

Leicester, October 2o.—New Hospital for Conta-
gious Diseases.—For the erection of the proposed
new building, viz. :—Contract No. 1. Excavating,
brickwork, stonework, carpenter and joiner's work,
and slating; No. 2. Ironwork-, No. 3. Plumbing,
painting, and glazing.—Samuel Stone, Town Clerk,

Leicester.

Bradford, October IS.—For the construction of

buildings and works, at Bradford, required by the
IVat Engineering and Sewage Filtration Com]mny. for

defecating the sewage of the borough, including
depositing and filtering tanks, wrought-iron roofing,

and cast-iron columns and girders.—W. T. McGowen,
Town Clerk, Corporation O'Hces, Swainc-street, Brad-
ford.

BATU AND OTHEIl BriLDTNG STONES,
OF BEST Oi'ALITY.

RAXDELL, SAUNDEES & CO., Limited,
Guari'ymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at Ih'^ Qimrrieg and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[Advt.] C0R3HAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GUEEN UOOFING-SLATES.

As supplied to H.Tt.H. The Prince of Wales at Sandrinohnm
Tho Ponmoylo Sea-green Slates .ire specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildiugs, &c., &c.

{Less costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Per KiiuivftTpnt to
1,200 Slates, per pqunre

Best Green Slates 14 bv 7 2 17 G ... Ifis.ed-

Do. do. ];JbyS 2 17 6 ... Ifis. 6d.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 ... 14s.

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 G ... 13s.

Do. do. 12byG 1 7 G ... Us.

Pricesof largo Sizes, Cost of Transit, Eeferonco Testi
monials, and Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap
plication to

:\rF.SSRS. R.VNDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyn-street, Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-strect,

WostmiuHtcr.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Pig—Foreign . .

„ English W.B.
„ Lead Co. . .

„ Other brands
Sheet Milled . .

Shot. Patent . .

Red or minium . .

IJtharge, W.B, . .

White Dry. . . .

„ ground In oil

British—Cake & Ingot
Best Selected . .

Sheet
Bottoms
Australian ....
Spnniwb C'«l:e . , ,

Chili Bars, c.ish . .

„ Rcilncd ingot .

Yellow Metal . . .

por ton £17 in
do 20 6 (1

do IS 10
do 18
do IS r, n
do 20 10

do 20 10
do
do 25 10
do

COPPER.

per ton £7t
do 77 ()

do 77
do 81
do 7r.

do OS n n
do 07
do 7G

per lb. C|

£18 6
20 10
18 l.j

18 5
13
21

2(1

£7(1

78
SI
S3
77 10
70
69

7J

Iron.
Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton £3 IJ £0
Welsh Bar, in London .do 7 17 8 2 6

„ Wales .do fi 17 2 7 2 6
StalT.inlsliIro .... do 8 17 o 050
Rail, in Wales .... do 1.1 700
Sheets, single in London do in 10 11
lloops, first quality . . do 9 10 10 5
Nail Hod do 8 15 9 5
Swedish do 10 10 10

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun ,33
J|

Sperm body „ 80 81 „
Ond

,
33 10 0°

Wli-aie, South Sea, pala , „ .32 0,
Olive, Qallipoli .... „ .51 "
C'ocuanut, Cociiin, tun . ,, 51 0^
Palm, flno „ .37 "
Linseed „ 33 "
llapeseed, Eng. pale . . „ 41! 10 "
Cottonseed 33 10 34 10 U

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.
—ABCHITECTUBE. — Professor T. HAYTER

LEWIS eommenced his Lectures on Tuesday last, 10th
October. The Lectures will be divided into two courses,
each of two terms, and will be d'-Hvercl on Tuesday
evenings. Course A. on "FINE ART," from 6 to 7

;

and Course B, on " CONSTRUCTION,' from 7.6. to 8.5.

Fees for one term, either course. £3 13s. 6d. ; for both
courses, £6 Gs. Fees for btith terms in either course, £6 6s.

;

in both courses, £11 lis. For further particulars apply to
.Tohu Robson, Esq., B.A., at the College, Gower-street.
W.C; or at the Professor's Office, 9, John-street,
Adelphi, W.C.

CAUTION.—Mr. LIPSCOMBE'S SELF- /:

CLE.\NING CHARCOAL CISTERN FILTER, on
immense improvement, three times more efficient, seven
times more durable, than other Cistern Filters; above
2,000 in use: rented in London if preferred. Prevents
incrustation in engine boilers. Prospectus free.—TEMPLE-
B.\B.

LINFOKP'S niPROVED CIRCULAR
SAW BENCHES, with planed tops, for 30in. saw,

£aiOs. ; for 42in., £15.—Mansfield Wharf, Belgrave-road,
Leicester.

Adapted to the Act of 1871. Price 4s. G.1

A DISCOURSE UPON DILAPIDA-
TIONS, ECCLESL4.STICAL and GENER.4L :

their Nature, and the Principles of Assessment succinctly

demonstrated.

A POPULAR OrTLtNB OF PERSPECTIVE, or
GRAPHIC PROJECTION. Price .3s. fid.

Parallel, Diagonal, Pan-angular, Graceful.

BY THOMAS JlOnniS, ARCHITECT.

Third Edition. Demy 8vo. With Designs for Villas,

Parsonages, and Country-Hoiisfs. Price 123. GJ.

A HOUSE FOE THE SUBURBS,
Socially anil Architecturally Sketched, with a Prefatory

Glance at the Great City.

With illustrations on wood. Price Gs. Cd,

BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH CARPENTRY :

History and Pruiciplcs of Gothic Roofs.

Handbook fo r Valuers, Claimants, Managers, and
Vendors, price 4s. Gd.

A CLUE to RAILWAY and other C0JIPEN3.\TI0N for

PROPERTY and PENSION.

London : SIMPKIN. MARSU.N.LL, and CO.. St.Ttioners'

Hall-court, E.(".

Originally published at £3 3s., reduced to £1 Is.

THE OPEN TBIBER ROOFS of the
MIDDLE AGES. illusti;vteil by Pers|)cctive and

Working Drawings of some v( the best va rieties of Church
Roofs, with Descriptive Letter-press by R. & J. .-X. Bran-
don, architects. Demy 4to., cloth, containing 43 plates (5

coloured).

J.\MES RDIELL, 400, Oxford-street, London.

Now ready, with 33 cuts, leather, gilt edges, waistcoat
pocket-size, price 2s., post free,

THE POCKET ESTIMATOR FOR THE
HUILDINO TRADE. An easy method of Esti-

mating the various parts of a Building collectively. Priced
aecor.ting to the present value of materials and labour,

r.y .\. C. Beaton.

I.ond.-n : LOCKWOOD .?• CO., 7, Stationers' Hall-conrt, E.C.

Now ready, in I Vol., Svo.. with 13 Plates, price lOs. 6d.

MODEL HOUSES. By BANISTER
FLETCHER, Assoc. R.LB.A. Being a Review of

the Defects of existing Houses, and containing Registered

Designs bv the Author for Model Houses from which
Buildings 'have been erected ; together with Registered

Plans for the Adaptation of existing Dwelling-houses for

Letting in Flats,

L.indon: LONGilANS . GREEN .<: CO., Paternoster-rovr,

yToYAL POLYTECHNIC— Professor

IV Pepper's New Lecture. ".\LL ABOUT GUN
COTTON. " Dvnamito and Lithofracteur: with brilliant

and nohclets Experiments, ami Graphic Illustrations of

the CATASTROPHE at STOWMABKET, by Vlck and
Deazeley.—Mr, Grossmith, jun.'s Now Sketch, THE
SILVER WEDDING! with humorous and musical illus-

trations.—A perfectly new and unique Illusion called tho

\I! \HL\N JIYSTERY.—Novel and mnrvell.ius effects of

the ELECTRIC LIGHT UNDER WATER, by Messrs.

Ili'inke and Davis.—Occasionally. PARIS : n.i it Was and

Is' by J. L.King. Esq. with Songs by Miss Alice Barth.

—Open daily from 12 to 5 and 7 to 10.—Admission One
Shilling.
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THE AJIERICAN CONFLAGRATIONS.
THIIE people of the United States are never
-*- timid, and rarely careful. They possess

a territory so vast, so supremely superior in

its immensity to all other countries of the

world, Russia and China scarcely excepted,

that it appears impossible, so to speak, to

contain her energies within controllable

limits. There is, moreover, in the national

character which has grown out of this

characteristic of the land, a daring and
defiance leading often to calamity. Now
Chicago, so young and yet so prosperous,

was constructed with boldness, in splendour,

on the grandest scale, with especially

extensive waterworks, on the borders of a
lake magnificent enough to be termed an
inland sea; it had many streets and structures

of stone, and still the conflagration over-
whelmed everything in its way, the water-
works and the fire-engines among the first,

the flames rushing to them along the plank
pavements, the wooden railings, the mountains
of lumber on the quays, the heaps of dry
forest produce accumulated everywhere.
There have been many assertions and contra-
dictions upon this subject, but an examination
of the best and most recent authorities will

suffice to convince us that the United States'

system of erecting new locations and con-
verting villages into cities is a perilous one.

The very thoroughfares are inflammable
; and

although it is perfectly true that the
Americans, within the last twenty years,

have adopted a substantial style, given up
mere frame-work, resorted to tlieir splendid
and inexhaustible quarries, and built for

posterity, as well as for the living generation,
still it is equally impossible to deny that
those multiplying towns of the West, .swift

in their rise and sudden in their wealth,
represent, in a melancholy degree, a feeling
of preference for riches over the security of
human life, of ostentation over genuine
solidity, of the old baokwood principle of
"clearing," " knocking-up," and "settling
down," which was beneficent once, but
which the people of the United .States should
surely now have outgrown, and which they
really have outgrown in many of their next
to illimitable territories.

Chicago is a city unique. While the great
anti-slave war lasted it was almost the only
city of the Union which enjoyed an un-
exampled prosperity. Its agriculturists, its

manufacturers, its merchants and mechanics,
were all flourishing with marvellous activity
and success in every branch of industry and
trade. Money and banking were in esrelsis

;

gold, the commercial thermometer, compen-
sated for a thousand advances in price, and,
strangest of any facts, insurance premiums
ranged at zero. It may be interesting, how-
ever, to repeat, upon Chicago authority, an
account published, somewhat boastfully, of
that city, built "not for an age, but for all

time," of the precautions taken to make it

safe from fire, or to atone for its losses by
this disaster. There were the Hertford, the
Springfield, the Merchants', the Home, the
City, the Relief, the Western, the Irving,
the Connecticut, the Crotan, the Thames,
and the Mutual, all "solid and endm-ing,
and fireproof,"—and all destroyed. It may be
an additional and suggestive commentary
that, with the whole of these offices annihilated,
so far as the shells of the edifices acconuuo-
dating them are concerned, the "water debt'
of Chicago, at the moment of its rnin,

amounted to not less than fifteen hundred
millidus of dollars. But what a commerce
was that—in grain, in flour, in meal, in wheat,
in corn, rye, barley, oats, beef, pork, hogs,
and so forth—and upon what a perishable
basis ! It is useless to combat the fact that

the pork-packing brokerage warehouses of

the AVestern capital were run up with an
utter indifference to security. The aim was
to get space and light; to do the work
expeditiously; to " handle," "bulk,"and cut

up so many pigs a day ; to employ machinery
for the carving of carcasses, and to make
fortunes with all the rapidity possible. So
much for the materials of Chicago ; now for

its contents. It contained, a few months ago,

not less than a thousand millions' worth (in

dollars) of timber, in lumber, shingle, laths,

squared wood, cedar posts, railroad ties,

telegraph posts, and stave-bolts ;
and the

winter was especially propitious for logging

;

while the demand for fencing, flooring, and
clear or finishing lumber was peculiarly great,

owing to the shortness of water in the rivers

during the preceding season. Then there

were prodigious stores of oil and of coal, the

latter of the highly-combuistible " egg and
chesnut size." Well, a Chicago periodical,

proud of all this plenty, says "it never rains

but it pours,"—which, by the way, is not

true. "For years the people of Chicago
have been growling about their water supply,

and growing more and more despondent over

its increasing blackness." This was -m-itten

six years ago ; since then, it was determined to

tunnel out under the lake. An abundance
of water was made accessible to the city ; it

flowed, not from the lake only, but from the

bed of the Rock River ; and, simultaneously,

works were commenced to complete a

system of fire alarms and precaution. The
Chicago description of this, in consideration

of recent events, is peculiarly interesting.

It is to the eifect that "one of the most impor-
tant enterprises in our capital of the West has

been the adoption of the fire-alarm telegraph.

There have been already about a hundred
and twenty-five miles of wire laid down,
forty-five in the south division, fifty in the

west, and thirty in the north ;" and yet not
one of them proved available. " In addition,

there are river cables connecting these three

divisions of the city." We continue to quote
the local organs, because they must throw
the truest light upon so dreadful and
inexplicable a catastrophe. " This work,
when completed, will m.atei'ially reduce the

amounts now lost yearly by fire, furnishing

the means of giving instantaneous and precise

notice of a fire, and its location. There will

be another, not small, advantage : the crowds
now drawn to the scene of a fire by the

sound of a court-house boll will be wanting
;

the alarm will be silent to all save those who
are needed to assist." Here we have two
facts demonstrated : that fires, so to speak,

were familiar in the natural history of

Chicago ; and that its boasted system of pro-
tecting telegraphs has been an utter failure.

But it wouldalniost appear that the Americans
take pride in their fires, as they do in their

storms, vaunting even their thunder as supe-
rior to that of other regions. "A fine fall

of snow for a young country " was an obser-

vation made once to Lord Metcalfe, then
Canadian (tovernor-General. Let us glance

at the losses, computed by dollars, of the

Northern States alone, in one year only—it

reached a total of twenty millions of dollars.

But this sum includes no estimate of the de-

struction by fire caused in that year of horror,

through the war, or the fearful ruin of timber
at Long Island, in New Hampshire, in New
York, Michigan, Maine, and in the Lake
Superior country. It simply represents the
amount of property consumed by the ordinary
.agencies of incendiarism. Neither is the
amount of insurance considered, as the
American offices seldom publish reports.

Taken for all in all, however, the United
States calculate their losses through fire,

directly and indirectly, at not very far short of

five or six millions sterling per annum ; and
they seem rather proud tlian otherwise of a

fact so convincing as to their flom'ishing and
their misfortunes.

It is an utter vanity to talk of such cities

as models. They may sjiring up in a few

years
;
they may erect monster mansions and

hotels ; they may raise or reduce the level of

their streets ; they may move their houses
upon rollers ; they may do all which is

American, and seems impossible everywhere
else

; but they are not scientifically or even
scrupulously constructed. That great town,
standing on the margin of a mighty lake, was
three-parts destroyed in the course of a few
hours, notwithstanding its celebrated water-
works, through the accident of a "little boy
kicking over a lamp of kerosene oil." Twelve
thousand buildings lay in ashes ; four square
miles were converted into a desert of tinder

;

and how ? One writer, who has some claim

to be heard, tells the story in this wise :

he says—" The secret of Chicago's disaster,

actually within her own established free

limits, whore wooden houses are prohibited

from being built by law, lay in the

almost universal absence of slate roofs.

Owing to the great expense of slates, caused
by tariffs in favour of some miserable speci-

mens of slate quarries in the state of

Pennsylvania, we are compelled, in fact, to

roof our houses either with wooden shingles

or with tar-felt paper, swabbed over with
melted pitch, and then strewn with small

gravel,"—all which, of course, must be taken
cum t/ratio, as the expression of an exasperated

holder of Chicago property. But we can

readily comprehend the details following :

—

"The heat of the sun causes the gravel in

many places to sink into this pitch and expose

it, as also whore the paper is turned up
against the interior of the outside walls,

which always exceed the height of such a

kind of nearly level roof, as used to be the

case with the roofs of old Jerusalem, which
were more safely paved with stone slabs in

those ancient days of careful Iniilding and
slow progress." This is exactly the point. It

is careless building, and impatient, and
hurried, and improvident progress that we
have to think of in connection with these

calamities which startle and alarm the entire

world. " In Chicago "—this is from the pen
of a Chicago proprietor—" how hopeless,

when once the fire had got beyond the imme-
diate control of the fire-department, to expect

that a stone or brick building would stop or

divert the raging flames, while their almost

flat roofs of wood and pitch were ready to

catch the falling embers, carried along and
fanned into flames by a fierce and unrelenting

gale." No confirmation could be stronger of

the opinion that these American fires are

attributable to defective, hasty, and flimsy

construction. That which is called, in the

rough idiom of the New World, " LTncle

Sam's Estate," is -not,' in all respects,

too carefully arranged. And one reason

may be that the landlord, giant as he
is, feels so confident in himself ; he can re-

build nearly as fast as fire can destroy, and
perhaps he cares less for his property than
other people. For he holds, without fee, the

soil of that immeasurable continent, and it is

exhanstless in marble, in stone, in timber,

in industry, in all that makes the wealth, and
hope, and credit of great communities.

This Chicago, whose disaster has naturally

excited so much of human sympathy, is really

a wonder, no doubt ; but a wonder not alto-

gether to be approved. It stood as the bank-

ing capital of the great North-AVest, adding

territory after territory, month after month,

to its pay-roll, trebling its resources in a

year, undergoing the most violent fluctua-

tions, but always warned that it was a tinder-

box, in spite of its brick and stone dwellings.

The insurance interests of the city, always
large, had become extravagant before this

vast conflagration occurred. The vast accu-

mulations of riches from the surrounding
district, the endless warehouse facilities, the

concentration of the provision trade at this

jjoint, the heavy stocks of merchandise re-

(piired by traders to supply the enormous
commerce of the North-West, rendered that

Virgin of the Lakes a treasury of the Union
;

and proportionately melancholy is her ruin.
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The city, in view of its character as a

radiating centre, was, although so young,
selected many years ago as the commercial
and financial metropolis of the North-West,
and a basis of all important operations for

Ohio, Indiana, Jlichigan, Illinois, 'Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, IMis-

souri, and Kentucky, Still, tlirougtiout the

short history of its triumph, we note, from

its own journals, confessions of the temporary
career to which the .architects of the city and
its fortunes looked—" miscellaneous curren-

cies ;
" " mixed .and motley rag issues

;

"

"wealth sold for trash;" "a greenback
flooring;" and so fortli, in the slang of the

place and the time. These are not healthy

signs. They indicate no solidity. AVe m.ay

fear, indeed, that they presage as much of

moral as of material dissolution, amidst a

state of things so crude and formless.

The action of the American genius, in

most respects, while bold and inventive, is

violent and irregular—witness the great

^Maryland C'an.al. designed to unite the waters

of tlie Ohio with those of the Chesape.ake.

At George Town, which is at the head of

tide-water and of the navigation of the

Potomac, the river suddenly narrows, and
there the can.al is conveyed across to its

southern bank by means of a stupendous
aqueduct, the trunk of which is merely of

wood, supported at an immense height above
the tlow of the stream by a few abutments
of ponderous yet dangerous masonry. How
tliis work has survived so long is a mystery
to American engineers. But, like others, and
like Chicago, it was intended to "tap the

West." That is the secret, and Chicago was
its complete illustr.ation. It is very diffe-

rent in the south - west. There the

Chicagos, so to speak, float upon the rivers.

Their lumber vessels, usually laden with
shingles, m.asts, spars, and boards, are the

de.al mines of IVIaine, though the forests are

disappearing, and the earth is being searched

for its ores. But they build upon a different

principle, are less hasty, and employ less

timber in their construction. Above all, they
do not render solid walls worthless by roofs

of wood and pitch.

THE NEAV LAW COURTS.—11.

{Continued/rum jiar/e 2G2.J

The CoiuT Flooi!.

THIS, the principal floor of the building,

the arrangement of which has deter-

. mined the arrangements of the floors below
and above it, lias its level varying from 17ft.

to 21ft. above the floor of the Central Hall,

and it contains all the courts. The Central

H.all itself is connected with the surrounding
parts of the building only at its south and
north ends, and at its south end it has a gal-

lery over the entrance
;
but the open spaces

for light on its *\vo sides, whieli also give

light to the entire range of the bar corridor

and to the northern consult.ation-rooms,

are broken by four groups of additional con-
sultation-rooms, two on each side, that abut
iijion its side-walls. The bar corridor,

•jft. 4Jin. in width, is carried continuously

across the two ends and along the two sides

of the Central Hall, beyond and innnediately

adjoining the lateral light-.^jiaces and the

northern group of consultation-rooms. To
the south, the central siiace over the grand

entrance archw.ay is flanked by consultation-

rooiiis severally adjoining one of the three

Courts of Exchequer and one of the time
Courtsof Common I'le.as; the octagonal towers

with the main flights of the public st.airs leading

to the courts' g.alleries and the lesser jury

stairs being close at hand. The Equity and
the Common L.aw Courts are respectively

placed west and east of the central line of

the building. The courts are arranged in the

following order. On the west, conunencing
from the south, opening westward from the

bar corridor, are in succession two Courts
of Exchequer, the Comts of Divorce, of the

Admiralty, and of Bankruptcy, and the
Court of the Lords Jn.sticcs

; and in connec-
tion witli these courts are three flights of

witnesses' stairs, and as many other flights

for juries, which also provide access from
tlie attorneys" corridor below ; there are also

large and small spaces for liglit. air, and
smoke shafts, and appropriate conveniences.
On the east of the eastern range of the bar
corridor, corresponding witli the aggroup-
ment on the other side, are the second and
third Courts of Common Pleas, the three
Courts of Queen's Bench, and the Vice-
Chancellors' or Appeal Court, with flights

of stairs, &c., as on the other side. Beyond
the northern range of the bar corridor,

divided by another corridor leading, at right

angles to the former, to a central entrance
for the bar from Carey-street, are the two
Mec-C'hancellors' Courts, between the Courts
of the Lord Chancellor and the iSIaster of

the Rolls, with their appropriate flights of

witnesses' and other stairs, light spaces, &c.

Beyond the courts is the judges' corridor,

in width Gft. Oin., carried round the entire

building at a level of oft. above the inner or

bar corridor, on the west and east, its long
vistas being slightly broken by a light-space

on each side with windows, while on the

north it rises by steps and crosses the b.ar

corridor ; access from without the building

to this corridor is obtained direct from the

judges' own special entrances ; and from the

corridor, on its opposite sides, are doorways
leading to each judge's rooms, and to the

bench in his court. Also, adjoining each
judge's own rooms are the rooms for his

secretary and registrar, whose privacy, like

that of the judge himself, is secured by the

inviolability of the judges' corridor. This
corridor also enables the judges to communi-
cate in private with one another. The rooms
which are ranged beyond the judges' cor-

ridor, include robing-rooms, wardrobes,

and waiting and porters' rooms, with the

judges' stairs, stairs to the Vice-Chan-
cellor's chambers, [and ofticers' stairs,

•also with light-spaces, &c. On the east side,

it must be added, a room has been provided

for the fifteen judges, and rooms for the

!M.aster of the Rolls and his secretaries close

to the Vice-Chancellors' court. On either

side of the bar entrance from Carcy-.street is

the bar robing-room and the bar-room, or

liar library, with private stairs leading

down to the bar refreshment-room. The
range of building to the east of the cjuad-

rangle, as in the floor below traversed by a

corridor along its entire length, contains nine

rooms for the Queen's Bench Masters and
their clerks, with a hall for attorneys, lava-

tories, and stairs to the otRccs of the Taxing
Master and the (Jueen's Remembrancer.
Further north are the rooms of the regis-

trars, chief clerks, senior and junior clerks,

and their assistants, with lavatories, Sec, and
st.airs; these rooms are '2[t in number. Across

the north end of the (piadrangle is a range of

five more rooms for a chief clerk, registrar,

assistants, and under-secretaries and clerks,

with corridor, service-room, &c. To the

south of the quadrangle, over the entrance

archwav", is a second bar-room of large dimen-
sions between open arcades ; and beyond, in

addition to a hall, tliero is group of rooms
for various uses, to be occupied in the dis-

ch.arge of some of their duties by the higli

officials and others connecteil with the courts

of law ; liut, as before has been stated, at

this point the .arrangements have not been
finally completed.

Fu:sT Flooi: Ahove the Conn Floor.

This floor, the third above the b.aseinent of

the building, has a level v.arying from 2Ift.

to '2(){t. oin. above the pavement of the Cen-
tral Hall, which at the level of this floor

stands on all sides absolutely clear of the

surrounding m.asses of building except at its

two southern angles. The flights of stairs

for the general public in the oct.agonal towers

which flank the main entrance from the

Strand, on this floor are connected with two
jiublic corridors, communicating with the
public galleries in each one of the eighteen
courts that encompass the Central Hall; but
there is no communication from these public

corridors, which are over the bar corridor,

with any other parts of the building ; it must
be added, however, that there are two other

flights of public stairs, one at the northern
end of each direct and unbroken range of the

public corridor. Beyond the upper parts of

the courts, towards both the west and the

east, there is a separate corridor, that may
be distinguished .as the "office corridor," to

which access is obtained on each side by two
flights of steps from below. Each of these

corridors communicates with a range of 27
rooms assigned as chambers for the Vicc-
Chancellors, and offices for clerks of differ-

ent ranks and assistants, with a library,

waiting and service rooms, rooms for papers,

sever.al spare rooms, lifts, &c. To the south,

east, and north of the quadrangle the ranges

of offices and their attemlant rooms, in all up-
wards of 50 in number (their precise num-
ber not being determined until the arrange-
ments about the south-east angle of the

building shall have been completed), will be
assigned to Registrars in Chancery, the

(Jueen's Remembrancer, the Exchequer
^Masters, and to v.arious officials connected
with their respective departments, with a
library, rooms for visitors, service rooms, &c.

The Second Fi,oon Above the Court Floor.

This, the uppermost floor of the building,

with a prevailing level of .')Oft. above the

pavement of the Central Hall, in the main
block contains ranges of rooms along the

west, noi'th, and east faces of the building,

with continuous corridors facing on each qu.ar-

ter towards the Central Hall, and with ac-

cess by five flights of stairs. The rooms, up-
wards of 60 in number, including a large

arbitration-room witli an adjoining reception-

room and a range of spare rooms on the north,

on the west are appropriated as offices for

the probate registrars, and on the e.ast for

those of the Admir.alty registrars and of the

Marshal's office, with the Admiralty record-

rooms, &c. To the east of the quadrangle,

as on the lower floors, .are double ranges of

offices divided by a corridor ; in number they

are 3.5, with two flights of stairs, lifts, lavato-

ries, &c. ; they are to be assigned to the

Taxing Masters, their clerks, and various

assistants, and they include a library, fire-

proof rooms, and some spare rooms. Near
the south-e.ast angle it is propo.sed to place

rooms for stationers and for clerks and others

connected with their department, with

paper-room, stairs, lifts, &c. ; but of the

actual arrangements in this quarter on this

floor, as on those below it, we shall .speak

hereafter, when we describe the clock-tower

near the extreme south-east angle of the

building.

Such is a concise general sketch of the

plans for the sever.al floors of this great edi-

fice, .as they rise one .above another from the

basement upwards towards the I'oofs. But,

if the motive which influenced and guided
the architect in devising and framing these

plans is to be really understood in order that

it may be con.sistently appreci.ated, the .ag-

groupmeiit and arrangement of the several

floors must be ex.amined .and considered ver-

tically as well as horizontally, and their rela-

tive connection witli and bearing upon one

another must be taken into account. In
the main block, like tlie basement, the upper-

most floor may be regarded as having a com-
p.arati vely distinct existence and application

—

a sort of supplementary character, and the

duty of supplying what had not been pro-

vided elsewhere. And yet even here the

.assignment of the offices in a great measure

has at le.ast been influenced by the uses of

those parts of the building which are below

them. In like manner, the arriingement of

the long ranges of offices in the building to

the easl of the quadrangle has been detei-
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mined in no slight degree by the considera-

tion of tlie means whereby they might be
occupied most advantageously with more or

less direct reference to the courts in the

main building. All these offices have been
provided for the greater benefit and conve-
nience of professional men practising

in connection with the courts, in prefe-

rence to their having to pass continually to

and from the courts to their own chambers
or private offices ; and, in addition to tlie

general fact that such provision has been
made for them under the roofs of the 'tiow

Law Courts, professional men and ollicial

personages will find that the jio&itions of

their rooms and offices in the new building

have been fixed with the most thoughtful

care for their several requirements. Like
the advantages conferred on various profes-

sional men by offices and consultation and
other rooms being provided for them in

immediate connection with the courts, will

be the effects of the concentration of the

courts themselves upon the judges, the bar,

and various classes of persons whose affairs

and duties may call them to one or other of

the courts. When the new building shall

have been completed and shall be in use, the

judges will always discharge their high func-
tions on common ground and near to each
other ; and coiinsel will no longer have to

hasten from a court in one part of London,
anxious to be in time for a fresh case in

another court situated at a considerable dis-

tance. Unity of action in the supreme
courts of law will have, not only a dignity

of its own, but also many speci.al advantages
of great moment peculiar to itself.

The court floor—itself the key to the
whole group—and the floors immediately
below and above it, in their combined
arrangement exhibit the practical develop-
ment and application of a single idea. For
as the entire building is designed to be com-
plete as "the New Law Courts," so is each
one of the courts (which collectively consti-

tute the one great whole) to be complete in

itself—complete, that is, in all that can be re-

quired or even desireil in connection with
the administration of the law in a supren^e
court of law in the metropolis. The Cen-
tral Hall-—true to its own distinctive appel-
lation—being and having been assumed to be
the centre of the building from and around
which the courts in their order should radiate,

each of these courts becomes in its turn the
centre to what may rightly be entitled its

own system. What the architect of the New
Law Courts had to do, then, when he had
determined on the primary condition of a
Central Hall, was first, to plan out one court,

to determine its form, size, and proportions,
and to adjust both the positive and the rela-

tive positions of the approaches to it.

Then, in the second place, he would proceed
to marshal around this court and below it,

and in its immediate neighbourhood in the
next higher floor, the entire series of its struc-
tural accessories and dependencies. The
judge would first engage the architect's at-
tention. He must have a suitable entrance
from without into the main building, quite
distinct from the principal entrance to the
Central Hall

;
he must have a private apart-

ment, becoming in its character and conve-
niently situated, with a robing-room, and
their own rooms for his special official atten-
dants, his secretary and registrar

; he must
have due provision made for his personal
comfort, as also for ready access to his seat

on the bench in his court ; and, while his

personal privacy would be secured with pro-
per jealousy, the judge must be enabled—his

official privacy being still secured to him—to
consult with any one of his brother judges, or
with several of them, or even with them all.

Again, as complete provision must be made
for all becoming privacy for each judge and
for all the judges, so, on the other hand, there
nnist be readily available means of access to

each judge for those persons connected with
the administration of the various duties of a

judge's office, with whom under widely differ-

ing circumstances any judge may require to

bo in personal communication. In his

arrangement of the judges' entrances, stairs,

corridor, and rooms, Mr. Street has
thoroughly realised all that the judges them-
selves could desire. The judges' corridor,

from its admirable arrangement, demands
especial notice and the very highest commen-
dation. In connection with that rigid ex-

clusiveness which distinguishes the judges'

corridor, and is its peculiar feature, inas-

much as it restricts its own action to its

own specific and regular duties, reference

must lie made to Mr. Street's thoughtful and
judicious provision for contingencies that

must constantly occur in cases in which attor-

neys with their clients (or other persons) may
have to consult a judge. If the judges' cor-

ridor could bo made available in such cases,

it would cease to be inviolable—cease to be,

what it was to be and what it is, a judges'

corridor at all. Accordingly, when a judge
is to be consulted privately, ready access to

any judge's room may be obtained (quite

irrespective of the judges' corridor) by the

officers' stairs or from the witnesses' stairs

through the mezzanine. Cnce more, with
no less of care and judgment, corresponding
provisions would have to be made, and in each
case made with a special view, for the mem-
bers of the bar, for attorneys and their clerks

and their clients, for juries, for witnesses,

male and female, for very numerous officials,

and for the general public, of which classes

of persons each one would require to be
treated both individually and in connection
with every other, as all would have to be
considered with a common reference to a
court, or, perhaps, to all the courts. On a
judicious distribution of the rooms, below and
higher than the courts themselves, and espe-

cially on a skilful adjustment of stairs, cor-

ridors, and passages, to some of which secon-
dary as well as primary uses might advan-
tageously be assigned, the successful provi-

sion for so many complex requirements would
mainly depend; and hero Mr. Street has
achieved a masterly success. One particular

instance may be adduced to exemplify the
care with which he has not neglected very
exceptional cases. The general intention is

that the public should he present in any
court in a puTilio gallery specially set apart
for their reception and accommodation, and
in connection with which there are separate
flights of stairs and separate corridors for

approach. But some judge may choose to

admit the public also to the body of his

court, and thither the public stairs and cor-

ridors would not lead. In such a case as

this other public means of approach to the
body of any one of the courts are at hand,
and available by means of the witnesses'

stairs, so that an order such as has been sup-
posed from any judge could be obeyed at

once, and without any confusion or difficulty,

or any serious interference with the plans of

the building, or with the usages generally
prevailing within its walls.

^Vith extreme gratification we record the
testimony unequivocally given by the judges
themselves, by the heads of the departments,
and by oificial personages of every rank and
order, that in all the diversified and compli-
cated arrangements incidental to the plans
for so great a building, both in their separate

and in their collective capacity, jMr. Street
has been eminently successful ; and it has
been particularly noted by others besides
ourselves who have carefully and minutely
examined them, that jNIr. Street's arrange-
ments, while they appear to have omitted
nothing, are no less distinguished for a pre-
vailing simplicity than for comprehensive
completeness. By order of the Government,
before the plans were finally accepted, a
specimen court was selected for trial by means
of a model. A model, accordingly, was con-
str\icted, with the adjoining rooms, stairs,

corridors, S:c., in connection with the court
itself, the whole being in exact accordance

with Mr. Street's jjlan—a portion of his
building on a small scale. This model,
explained by the architect, and which also was
fully competent to- explain itself, was
minutely examined by some members of the
Government, and particularly by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchecpier, by some of the
judges, and by other official personages

; and
in the working of each of its component
parts, as also in the combined action of all its

parts, the model was unanimously declared
to fulfil every recpiirement in the happiest
and most satisfactory manner. The typical
court, thus planned, and thus proved to fulfil

its duties, the architect repeated for each
of the whole series of courts in succession
around his Central Hall, with certain slight

modifications in some instances, such as
might be demanded in certain positions on
the general plan, and by special conditions
of circumstances. Thus each court in all its

essential features is a counterpart of every
other, so that familiarity with the arrange-
ments of any one court would imply cor-

responding familiarity with the arrange-
ments of each of the others

; at the same
time, lest this resemblance should ever prove
to be perplexing, instead of being a source of

advantage, the walls that enclose the wit-
nesses' staircases on the west side of the central

hall have a polygonal plan, while the plan of

those on the east side is semicircular
; and

thus the groups of courts on the two sides

of the central hall may readily be identified.

To the entire group of the eighteen courts,

again, some few additions had to be made,
having reference to all the courts collectively

;

such are the bar-rooms, and the conference,

consultation, and arbitration rooms.

We do not teniember to have observed in

the Times, or in the remarks of any other
critic hostile to ]\Ir. Street, any allusion

whatever to these plans, and to the provident
thoughtfulness and consummate ability dis-

played by the architect in his arrangement
of them. Perhaps we overlooked what the
critics wrote upon this pre-eminently impor-
tant point ; for we can scarcely imagine such
exalted critics, who claimed for themselves
plenary authority, to have overlooked or
ignored the grand point of all in the designs

which they condemned without even the
faintest recommendation to mercy.

The Elevations.

When a general estimate is formed of any
one of the elevations of the fronts of the

New Law Courts it will be kept in remem-
brance that the average length of each of

them is about 500ft., and consequently that

it will not be possible for the entire archi-

tectural eft'ect of a whole front to be seen at

once from any one point. Hence in each
front the design has to be considered as well

in its effect when seen from two or three

different points, as when the whole is visible

at once in a drawing or engraving. In each

of his fronts Mr. Street's design will be

found to endure with equal success an exami-

nation of the whole as a whole, and a sepa-

rate examination of such portions of any one
whole front as may advantageously be seen

from particular points—sayanylOOlt. or 200ft.

—which is as thoroughly effective in and by
itself as the whole 500ft. is thoroughly effec-

tive also. Notliing could be happier than

the varied yet always harmonious balance of

parts that pervades all these fronts, and con-

tributes in so high a degree to the effective-

ness of each one of them ; and equally happy
also is that subordinate balance of parts that

invests with a peculiar value and dignity the

principal component members of each front.

When studied in succession, and due atten-

tion is given both to the palpable evidence of

unity of jirinciple and to the recurrence of

familiar details, all the fronts are seen to

belong to each other and to the same edifice,

as with equal impressiveness each front

declares its own completeness as being in

itself an independent composition.

As we have been using the word " fronts,"
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it iniiy bo well for us licro to observe (for the

special bclialf of the critics of the daily

iiewspaiiers) that a buiUling about ."JOOft.

square, such as the Xew Law Courts, has

more fronts thau one ; and, indeed, since its

plan includes a great open quadranj;lc in

addition to its four external fronts, this par-

tionlar building has the same number of

fronts facing inwards to tlie qtiadranglc

—

eight fronts, therefore, in all. And more
even than this, the great Central Hall has

three iadcpendent elevations of its own—its

two sides, that is, and its north end; its south

end forming a p.art of the Strand front of the

entire building. We li.ave further to .add, as

there has been no necessity, either architec-

tural or arising from any other soin-ce, th.at

any two of the fronts of this building should be
alike, th.at no two of the main fronts are .alike :

in fact, each front, based upon its own require-

ments and .accomplishing its own purpose,

is a distinct composition. From tliesc very
pimple yet decidedly significant facts is deduced
the conclusion th.at when the Times and its

allies.audfollowers criticised certain unfinished
parts of a single front, and held those parts
to be " the design," unquestion.ably meaning
Jlr. .Street's complete design for the entire

building, they unconsciously but conclusively

proved their own criticisms, whether adverse
or laudatory, to be equally worthless.

In designing his elevations, as in framing
his ))l.ans for the New Law Courts, it has
been i\[r. .Street's aim alw.aysto assimil.ate the
architectural char.acter of each p.art of the
building to its own special purpose and func-
tion, that the architectvire might be gifted

with the faculty of speaking for itself con-
cerning its own purpose and its own practi-

cal .afsiciations. 'I'hus, the more dignified

the use to which .any p.articular parts of the
building might be assigned, the greater aUo
is the dignity with which the external archi-

tectural features are endowed. On this

princij)U', inthewest, east, and north fronts, for

exanqile, the windows of the judges' rooms
are distingviished by being enriched oriels or
b.ays ; and on the same principle the
entrances and the windows which light the
ll'ghts of stairs severally assigned to the
Loid Chancellor .and the Judges, to the Vice-
Chancellors, and to the olhcers of the courts,

exhibit three distinct gradations of archi-
tectural rank. .So far as the compositions of
Ihi' sever.al fronts of the building are con-
(cnieil, the courts themselves (wdiich give its

title to the edifice) are conspicuous from
their .ab.sence. This result is connected with
that condition of gr.ave importance in deter-
mining the position of the courts, which
refers to securing fot- them freedom from
interruption by noise from without. With a
view to preserve for them the necessary
silence, the architect has withdrawn his
courts as far as possilile from the streets, as
lie also has interposed open spaces an<l cor-
ridors between tiicm and the Centr.al Hall.
In .accordance with this feeling, an open
space of considerable extent will range along
the western front of tl.e building, and on
thi' east there will be .'iHft. of open ground
between the eastern front .and the line of the
liuildings in I5ell-yard. All the elev.ations

are alike in being remark.able for the i)ropor-
tion between the windows-openings .and the
intervening w.all-spaccs being such as will
give light in the most generous abundance,
this proportion sometimes being almost as one
to two. It is also to be particul.arly ob.served
fli.it every window has both its size and
its position det<-rmincd from within. The
windows .arc large or small, of a single
light or of more than one light, as
the rooms to which they would give
light might require. Instead of having been
iliiiwn for architi'ctural effect, in telling posi-
tions, and with skilfully-adJTisted variations
of size and form, and then made to fit the
room or the rooms made to receive them as
they beat might, .and sometinu-s under very
unfavourable circumst.ances,—where the win-
dows woidd be wanted there they will be

found ; and whatever duty any window ought
to discharge, it will prove itself equal
to ilischarge that duty to the best adv.antiige

in condjination with the h.appiest effect.

Throughout the building a feature of great

beauty prevails in the grouping together each
pair of windows, one below .and one above, in

the upper tw'o ranges under a single arcli.

This truly felicitous arr.angement, which is

carried out in all the details with singular

skill and the most refined taste, sometimes
extends to other p.arta of the building .also.

Without being endi.attled, the parajiets arc

generally simple, sometimes diversified with
various .appropriate enrichment, in their

rows of corbels, .and alw.ays effective. The
roofs have a high pitch—not too high, and
are crowned with ridge-cresting.

As a matter of course, the engravings
which we soon shall be enabled to give from
Mr. .Street's drawings, .and which will include

numerous details, will convey correct ideas

of the elevations of the New Law Courts
infinitely better th.an we can hope to do in

words. Still some verbal descriptions will

consistently prepare the way for the engrav-
ings, as the two when considered together will

mutually illustrate each other. VCe purpose,

accordingly, to proceed to treat of the several

elev.ations in succession, commencing with the

Central Hall, and leaving the Strand front

(" the front") till the last. The t.ask, by no
me.ans easy, is truly gratifying. Indeed, it

is more than gr.atifying to be able, strictly

upon the merits of the case before us, to

vindicate the signal worthiness of the designs

of an .artist of .acknowledged eminence, who
has won his way to a foremost place in the

front rank amongst his brethren, and who is

deservedly held in very high estimation ,• to

be .able, also, in so doing, to meet and con-

fute criticisms that were equally unjust and
ungenerous, .and to show th.at in their

approval and acceptance of these designs for

the New Law Courts the Government have
done a good deed, and may rightly claim to

be cordiiilly supported in their decision. It

is indeed more than gr.atifying to follow the
train of thought of a master mind, expressed
under noble forms and beautiful images, and
unfolding a gr.and idea in just, h.armonious, and
dignified proportions ; to observe how, with
genuine originality of conception and treat-

ment, a great English design is maintained in

strict conformity with the essential truth and
purity of the Gothic of England as astyle—the

national style—of architecture ; to see in

details the mo.st varied beauty, simplicity,

and a felicitous appropriateness always pre-
sent together ; and, in a word, to discern in

this s.ame great design, throughout its nuani-

fold parts, evidences of an exuber.ant richness

of resources combined with an ever-fresh
versatility and a consl.ant harmony in the

application of them.

(To be concluded next week.)

DESIGN rOR NEWCA.STI.E CATHEDRAL,
KEW SOUTH WALES.

THE design of which we publish a plan anj
transverse scotimi, tnpetlier »ith .1 part nf the

siile elevation, was submitted in competition for the
.il)ove building by Mr. .1. Horbury Hunt, of Sydney.
It aj'i)eared, hmvever. to the building committee to

be too extensive for their means, biit they entrusted

Mr. Hunt with the superintendence of tiie works
aetu.ally decided on. Tliese liave since come to .a

stiuidstill on account of a general depression in the

affairs of the colony ; and when the building is

again proceeded with, it will probably be on some
modifieation of the plan now published. Mr. Hunt,
in his report to the committee, mentions the assist-

ance derived from Mr. lieresford Hope's " English
Cathedrals of the Xineteenth Century, and gives a

detailed explanation of the means by which he pur-
poses to screen the walls from the effect of sun and
driving storms. The general principle adopted

—

that of double walls and surrounding doister.s—has
l)een adopted from early times in many of the

llyzantine churches nf Turkey and Asia llinor, and
has been recently revived at lirisbanc. Colombo, anil

the Memorial Church at Constantinople. The uave
is seven baya long, and appears to have an apsidal

termination at the west end. How this is managed,
either inside or outside, we are unable to sa}', not
having received from Jlr. Hunt either an external
view or a complete longitudinal section. The uave
is olfl. wide from ceiUre to centre of the columns;
the side aisles are barely 5ft. wide in the clear, a
dimension too small even for convenience, and, com-
liared with the nave, much too small for satisfactory

effect. Mr. Hunt's plan has the great merit of

putting the whole congregation within view of the
service; but the dillicnlty is always to do this

witlumt injuring proportion and artistic character.

In the present case we incline to think that no aisles

at all would be better than aisles only oft. wide. In
a church with a .'JOft. nave they might pass,

thougli even Sir. Brooks, at S. Columba's, Kingsland,
has not been satisfied without a 7ft. passage. But
everything is relative, and what would not be dis-

agreeable in a moderate-sized building may appear
absurdly diminutive in a large one. In this design
we more than question whether, in any sense, the

nave arcade would be worth its cost, and whether it

would not be better to follow the system adopted at
(ierona, and roof the church from wall to w.all.

Saving in this way the space now occupied by the

nave piers, the entire width within need oidy be
about 5Cft. ; and if a vault, or even a ceding of

sufficient importance were stretched across this

space, there would be no need to regret the absence
of the usual arcade. The narrow- aisled type of

church has much to suggest for certain purposes
;

but when pushed too far both the use and the
beauty of the nave arches become vanishing quanti-
ties. On the system wliich includes Alby, ("ierona,

and other vast one-spau churches, it has been a
difficulty, for modern purposes, to make any use of

the recesses between the deep buttresses. The
present design, however, would naturally retaitt

them for the purpose already intended—namely, to

form a cloister fur the protection of the walls from
the burning heat of the sun. The buttresses already
shown are almost large enough to resist the thrust of

a vault, and the alteration suggested would give an
incomparably more monument,al character to the work
at a comparatively slight e.xtra cost. The details

throughout require study and revision ; the tracery

shown in the clerestory' wi ndows is poor in design, and
the management of the buttresses and their pinnacles

not satisfactory. The merit of the plan lies in its

adaptation to the purposes of a congregation ; it

remains, as we think, to work it out in its separate

p.arts with thoughtfulness and skilL

CARVED -WOODWORK.

OXE of our lithographs this week illustrates some
carved woodwork executed by Messrs. Cox

& Sons. Southampton-street, for Henry Robert-

son, C.E., from designs furnished bj' .S. Pountney
Smith, architect, Shrewsbury, assisted b}' O. W.
Davis. The hall chimney-piece, which is carved

in oak is about IGft. high, and is massive in its con-

struction and details. The other chimney is for the

dining-room, and is also carved in oak.

VAL DE TRAVERS ASPIIALTE A FAILURE.

WE see that the shopkeepers and others of the

.Strand and other parts of London are peti-

tioning to have certain thoroughfares paved with

xsphalte. Now, considering the many advantages
attending the use of this material for paving ]jur-

poses, we are not surprised at the growing feeling in

its favour, and particularly just now after a
smiuner's experience. But we entreat all who are

asking for its more extensive ai^jdication to pause a

little. Let them have the experience of winter as

well as sununer before they ilecide. -\Vhen ])assing

through Leicester-square yesterday (October 10)

about mid-day, wc saw that hundreds of people had
collected. AVe thought at first that some procession

or other spectacle must be coming. Wc were, how-
ever, soon uiuleeeived, for the horses while passing

over the asphalte pavement were falling down so

fast as to excite a great deal of ]iublic attention and
curiosity. Though wc were not present more than

a few minutes, sever.al horses slipped and fell during

the time, and others that did not fall were in peril

of falling while passing over the pavement. Some
cabilrivers as soon as they got on the asphalte cau-

tiously turned b.ack again, others turned away at

the very first turning, arul all that passed over Iiad

to do so .slowly and with extreme care. We don't

know whether the same kind of pavement in other

parts of London is so dangerous during humid
weather as that recently laid in Leicester-square ;

if so. the demand for tearing it up will very soon be

stronger than that for laying it down. No doubt

\'al de Travers' asiilualte is very good for Continental

cities, but for London and other large English cities

during winter, it will be found altogether unsuitable.
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KOTES ON CARPENTRY AND ON
STRAINS IN STRUCTURES.—X.

WE will conclude these notes on carpentry

with a reference to a heavy class of

work. lu the East Riding of Yorkshire, and

in Lincolnshire—as well, indeed, as in Cara-

hridgeshire and other counties—large drain-

age works are necessary to bring into and to

keep the land in a fit state for cultivation.

The outfalls of these drains, which in many
cases resemble rivers, are navigable, and

communicate with tidal rivers. It becomes,

therefore, necessary to have at the junctions

of the drains with the rivers such gates as

will keep in the water to a regulated height,

and yet allow excess of water to pass out

when the tide permits, and at the same time

such gates as will prevent the -rise of the

tides flowing up the drain. These works are

generally called sluices, and are for the most

part of masonry, but there is a good deal of

carpenter's work about them ; for instance,

the pointing gates, the draw doors, the piled

foundations of the masonry, the aprons, and

the coffer dams.

To keep out the water while the founda-

tions are being laid, and the work brought

up above the water-level, temporary dams
of clay, enclosed within two rows of close

piling, are employed. Before a row of close

piling—generally called sheet piling—can be

driven, hoi-izontal timbers, called walings,

must be fixed for a guide, and before the

walings can be fixed piles must be driven at

intervals to which to fix them—guide piles.

The guide piles, then, must be first pitched

and driven at the proper distance apart

lengthwise and crosswise of the dam ;
10ft.

is a common distance lengthwise, and Oft.

crosswise. There should be at least two tiers

of walings to each row of guide piles, in order

to guide the sheeting piles straight when
driven, and where the sheet piling is of great

length, three tiers. If the sheet piling is

intended to be of whole balks, the wales

should be placed on each side of the guide

piles ; the sheeting piles are then driven in

the same line with the guide piles, between
them. The sheeting piles should be sawn
straight (slabbed) on tlie two sides that are

to come together. This is necessary to pro-

tect the clay puddle, which will be filled in

between the two rows of piling after the

carpenter has done his work, from being

washed away or dissolved at the joints by
the water outside the dam, and cracked by
the sun on the inside, both of which must be
prevented, and therefore the sheet piling

must be close jointed. The work of the

carpenter, indeed, is to make a framework to

contain the puddle wall, and to keep it intact.

If the sheet piling is to be of half balks or

less, it could not be driven between and in

the same line with the guide piles, which are

generally whole timbers, unless the walings,

if placed on both sides of the guide piles,

were let into them to a sufficient extent to

reduce the space between them to the tliick-

ness of the sheet piling ; and as coffer dams
are only temporary structures, and as waste
of timber or any other material is to be
reprehended, the walings in this case are both
placed on the inside of the guide piles, being
kept apart by distance pieces behind the
guide piles.

The walings are supported on chocks,

spiked to the guide piles. The guide pile^

are cut to a point, but tlie sheeting piles are

cut bevelled, so that in driving the tendency
is to draw each pile close after the one driven

before it. The ground is usually too hard
to allow the piles to be driven without
being shod with iron. If the shoes are of

wrought iron care must be taken that they are

driven on as far as it is po.ssible, so that in

driving the piles they cannot be displaced.

If the shoes are of cast iron, a square seat will

be provided for the toe of the pile, the point
of which is to be cut off so as to give a solid

bearing to the pile. The last operation before
driving the piles is to roundoff theedgesatthe

top, and drive on a hoop to prevent splitting

in driving.

^\4icn the piles have been driven the two
sides of the dam are held together against

the pressure of the clay puddle by bolts

passing through all, and at the joints of the

walings, through a capping piece which takes
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Before the clay is filled in, the carpenter
will be called to remove the lower tiers of

inner w.alings, so that the puddle shall not
hang upon them, as it would do if they were
left in, forming hollow spaces under them.
Fig. 35 is an elevation, and Fig. 3G a cross

section of a coffer-dam such as we have
described. The dredging, puddling, and
other work, not being carpenter's work, is

not here gone fully into. If we have any-
thing to say about earthwork in future notes

it will be there described.

No dam would stand against a consider-

able head of water outside unless it were
strongly shored up from within. If the dam
is short, it may be supported by diagonal

struts from the shore, but where it is of

considerable length counterforts of piles and
framing are to be placed at short intervals.

In these counterforts strength is an absolute

necessity, and the timbers should be so cut and
placed as to receive direct strains. In bracing

a frame the braces are sometimes merely
placed alongside the sills and uprights, and
a bolt is passed through them. Now this is

a weak and ineffectual method. A cross

strain is thrown upon the bolt, and if the

pressure be great the bolt will be bent, and
the brace will give way. The brace should

abut against the other pieces with square

shoulders, and bolts be used only to keep
them in that position.

A good deal of carpenter's work is done in

the construction of river-side jetties. Figs.

37, 38, 89, and 40 show an example of a

small one. If it had been pushed further

out into the river, the piles would have been

braced. The timber chiefly used for this

kind of work is Baltic fir.

hold of about 2ft. of the end of each wale.

The bolt-holes through all these timbers
should be bored rather small, so as to require

the bolts to be driven through them, otlier-

wise water will leak through the dam along
the sides of the bolts.

W^
THE ARCHITECTURAL ART CLASSES.

ITH the present month the season

again comes round for the meetings

and classes of the various architectural

societies. October is a busy time foi' the

officers who have to prepare the lists of papers

and to lay down the work for the ensuing

session. The joint committee which has

been appointed to arrange the programme
and to carry out the scheme of art training

for architectural students, is early in the field

with its proposals for the formation of classes

for the study of ornament and figure-draw-

ing at the Architectural ]Museum. Our
readers will remember that more than twelve

months ago the Royal Institute of British

Architects, the Architectural Association, and

the Architectural Museum, nominated certain

of their members to form a joint committee,

entrusted with the management of the Archi-

tectural Art Classes, and that after a very

prosperous session these classes closed for

the summer vacation in June last. Owing
to pressure of business, the energetic secre-

tary of these classes, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge,

has been compelled to resign his post in

favour of Mr. T. H. "Watson, the ex-President

of the Association. Since the constitution of

the committee, the Rev. Lord Alwyne Comp-
ton, and Messrs. Blomfield, Ruskin,^ Perry,

and Spiers have retired, and Messrs. Gambler

Parry, Pearson, Godwin, Florence, and

Plumbe have succeeded them.

At the beginning of next month the classes

will reopen Ifor three evenings in the week.

i\Ir. AVeeks will take charge of the figure-

class, as before, and a committee of visitors

has been appointed to carry on the ornament

class. As this committee includes, among
others, Messrs. Alfred AVaterhouse, J. P.

Seddon, E. W. (iodwin, W. Burges, Tarver,

•and AV.atson, who will take it in tirrn to at-

tend the meetings on Thursday evenings, in

order to give their assistance and advice to

the students engaged in drawing from the

cast, it will be strange indeed if the classes

are not very numerously attended. A slight

alteration has also been made this session in

the constitution of the managing body. Thus,

in lieu of the large joint counnittee of six-

teen members, a working committee has been
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appointed wliich, in addition to six members
of the joint committee, will include the names
of two of the most active students in each
class, who will thusli.ave a direct voice in tlie

management of tlio nndertaking. It was
originally proposed to set on foot classes for

architectural modelling and for perspective
;

but enough members could not be obtained
to make either of these subjects a success.

This seems to us strange, more especially in

the case of modelling, which is a most delight-

ful pursuit, and one of great value to the

architect. Mr. Morris, who bad offered to

become the instructor of this class, and who
would doubtless still be willing to assist, was,

as our readers will remember, the artist who
modelled the .admirable terra-cotta eni-ich-

mcnts for the 'Wedgwood Memorial Institute

at liurslcni.

It would be very sad if, after all the cry that
h.isbeenmadefor so many years for a ''School

of Art Accessorial to Architecture," that
after such a school has been started, atgre.it

trouble and expense, it should die out for want
of sympathy among architectural students.

The days ilxed for the different subjects arc,

for ornament Tuesdays and Thursdays, and
for the figure, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays, from 7 to St.oi) p.m. The fee for

the figure-class is 7s. (Id. per month ; that for

the orn.ament-cla.ss is is. (jd. Any student of

the ]\Iuscinn or member of the Architectural
Association enrolled in these classes may
draw in the Museum during the daj-tinie, when
the liuilding is always open. The hours
specially fixed for the ornament-class on
Tuesdays and Thursdays is from 3 to 5 on
the former day, and 7.30 to 9 p.m. on the
latter. Prizes of the value in all of seven
guine.is arc offered for the work of each session.

Those mend)ers attending the classes who do
not belong either to the Association or tothe
Alnseuiu will have to ]iay an entrance fee to

each cla.ss of 2s. Cd., which is to cover the
cost of admission to the Museum during a

period of four months. Anotlier very at-

tractive feature of the .scheme of art classes is

the delivery of lectures upon the magiiificent

collection of casts on Saturday afternoons.
Last session tliere were two such lectures, the
one by ^Ir. .Seddon. on " The fasts in the
Museum Specially Illustrating the History
and Principles of Foliage and Architectural
Ornament," and the other by Mr. W. Burges,
on those " Specially Illustrating Figure .Sub-

jects and Grotesques." It is intended to
arrange for sinnlar lectures during the present
session.

The opening meeting will take place on
Thur.sday, IS'ovember the i!nd., at 8 p.m.,

when the prizes obtained during the past
session will be distributed, and .all those in-

terested in the classes are invited to attend.
In the meanwhile the Secretary, Jlr. T. II.

'Watson, will answer any letters on this snb-

i'eot which may be forwarded to him at it,

'lottingham-place, W.

L.VKGE Sr.\N liOOFS.

IT is in he hoped, on (esthetic groimils, tli.it tlie

m.ania for erecting gig.intic single-.-^pan roofs

h.is cnlininated in Mr. llarlow'.s example at tlie S.

l*ancras tcrniinns of the IMidland Ixailway. ITowcver
great the ingonnity displayed tiy their c'n.struetor.s in

spanning area.s of maxininni widtli wltti a tnininuun

quantity of material, sneti roofs as the one at .S. Pan-
eras and tliose on tlie nortii l)ank of the Tlianie.s at

Charing-eross and Cannon-street are great eyesore.i.

The lofty and unitrolten line of roof shuts out every-
thing Iteliind it. and detracts from the ]uetures(pie-

ness of tlic scene, as every one in tlu> lialiit of fre-

quently crossing the Thames hridges Cityirard will

testify. JIany of the nunierons steeples of the City
churches liave heen qui'e obscured from the view of

the passenger across Soutlnvark and London bridges

by Sir. Hawkshaw's Cannon-street roof, which testhc-

tically has, it is true, one redeeming feature when
compared with his roof at Charing-cross, viz., the

towers at the angles nearest the river. It has often been
paid that sueh wide-span roofs were erected from con-
siderations of economy, but if it can be shown that
it is bad, or at tlie best dcubtful, economy to con-
struct such roofs, wcm.ny hope that no more of them

v.-ill arise to make London hideous. Utility, cer-

tairdy. does not demand these huge single spans

—

witness the Paddington terminusof the Great "Western

I'aihv.ay, aiid the new London-bridge termiiuis of the

Brighton Railway, both of which seem admirably

adapted for the Large trafiic which they serve. Our
contempor.ary the Enr/lnecr s.iys there is no ques-

tion but that engineers are beginning to recognise

that l.irge span bridges, gigantic roofs, and enor-

mously heavy castings are very bad economy, and
should be resorted to only when there are no other

means of accomplishing the desired object. Mere
.size is not, and never w.i.s, the highest criterion of

engineering ability on the part c>f the designer, and
the bistor\' of the Great Western liailway is a la-

mentable instance of the practical ill-success of the

adoption of such a standard. It is always preferable

to avoid taxing the resources of the foundry and the

workshops beyond their legitimate means. AVhen

no other method of effecting an object is available,

an ingenious tour de force is very commendable, and
a judicious departure from the beaten track com-
pletely justiliable ; but when the necessity docs not

exist, tliere is no e.xcuse for incurring the risk, and
ihould accidents occur, there is less excuse for them.

r,ELGKAVI.\ AND SOUTH KENSINGTON
NE'W ROAD.

THE Moniivg Post puts in a plea for this

undertaking. It understands that the pro-

moters of the long-desired improvement purpose

making another effort to carry it into effect. The
powers of the company' for the acquisition of the

necessary land expire shortlv ; but it is stated that

another (the fourth) Act of Parliament will be ap-

plied for in the coming session, if the Metropolitan

Board of \\'orks determine upon aidiii.g the under-

taking by granting sueh a sum in aid as to make its

execution a possibility. It has hitherto been found
impossible to put the powers granted b}' Parliament

into effect in consequence of the costliness of clearing

the ground and compensating the numerous lessees

and sub-lessees who have interests in the land of the

proposed route. It is affirmed that there is an ab-

solute necessity for a thorough communication be-

tween Belgravia and the important new neighbour-

hood of South Kensington, and every year increases

the necessity as the attractions of the latter increase.

Since the formation of Grosvenor-g.ardens the access

frrnn Eaton-square to the "N'ictoria terminus and to

the Houses of Parliament is comjilcte ; but between
the former and South Kensington the route is still

throngh a labj'rinth of tortuous side streets. Be-
tween the two exists a tr.act of waste land which, in

effect, completelv issolates these important districts.

The Legislature have by three Acts of Parliament

allirmed the urgent need for and ap]iroval of the pro-

posed road, but it has been found impossible, in a

pecuniary point of view, to carry the Parliamentary

powers into effect. The ccmpanv have, in fact, ac-

quired a white elephant, but our fashionable contem-
porary trusts that the time has arrived when the

Metropolitan Board of "Works niav see their way to

granting such aid as will render ])racticable the car-

rying into effect this long and much-desired thorou.gh-

fare. If the ]iresent opportunity be lost (the pro-

perty being tied up for some sixteen years) it is

feared that another generation will pass aw£iy before

it can be carried out.

PfCUN Mc.sKVM.— Sir Arthur Guinne.ss, the prin-

cipal if not tlie sole proprietor of the Dublin Exhibi-

tion Palace has, it is said, resolved to convert it

into a jmblic " Museum of Art, Industry, and

Manufactures." The buihiing, which was purchased

by Sir Arthur Guinness .about a year ago, at a cost

of about .4'l)ll,00ll, ha.s, since ISC"), when an Inter-

nati(uial l''xliibition was held in it, been devoteil to

jturposes of public amusement, with, however, indif-

ferent financial success. The 'ntention now is to

convert it into a permanent museum, as closely as

jiossiblc in ituitatioii of the South Kensington Insti-

tution. There will he a Lfian Collection and a .Sale

Collection, both consisting of works of art, industry,

science, and of miscellaneous articles. Theouep'T-
tinii will be contributed by noblemen and others who
are .•inxious to promote the object in view—art uUi-
eation ; and the otiier by manufacturers. The
promises of contributions to the Lo.an Collection are

said to he already numerous. A line collection of

marble statuary, contributed by a citizen of Dublin,

has already arrived from Rome. The sale colectioii

will consist iti " English and foreign manufactures,

scientitic inventions, pottery, porcelain, paintings,

photography, sculpture, &c." The ceramic depart-

mens already cont.-iius a collection of Worcester
porcelain, embracing in an unbroken series speci-

ment of the ceramic manufacture of that city from
17iltolt<71.

giiifoiiig Intelligence.

rriTTRCHES AND CH.VrELS.

BniXTOx.—S. Matthew's Church Iia.s recently

been reopened after undergoing thorough repair, and
being decorated with ornatnental colouring through-

out the interior, from tlie designs and under the

supcrinteiideiice of Mr. E. C. Robins, of South-

ampton-street. Mr. McLachlan was the general con-

tractor, and iNk'Sf-r.s. (Jreeu & King executed the

decorative work.

DuFFRYX.—A new church, dedicated to S. Mat-
thew, lias been completed at Duffryn, from the de-

signs of Mr. Norton. It is a Gothic building, and
Pennant stone is used, with Bath stone dressings.

The altar is of Kilkenny marble, and the pulpit is

of stone, with alabaster crosses in the panels. Ifr.

K. Roderick, of Margaur, is the builder.

HuDDicnsi'iiii.n.—On Saturday last the corner-

stone of a new Congregational church was laid at

Huddersfield. The church, which will be built of

stone from the local quarries, will hold 700 persons,

and it is estimated to cost about ^14,000. The archi-

tects are Messrs. John Kirk & Sons, of Huddersfield

and Dewsbury.

LiVERrooL.— A new Baptist Tabernacle was
opened at Toxteth Park, Liverpool, last night. The
building, which is in the Italian style, is constructed

of gray bricks, relieved by the introduction of white

and blue bricks in the arches, cornices, and other

parts of the building, the dressings being of white

Stourton stone. The elevation is divided into three

spaces corresponding with the lines of the columns and
central nave of the interior; the central ])ortion,

.'JTft. wide, projects slightly beyond the main build-

ing, and is divided into compartments with pilasters

having carved capitals, from which spring three

arches surmounted by an entablature antl pediment,

the side spaces or wings being repetitions of one bay
of the side elevations. The chapel is 70ft. long,

(;7ft. broad, and :i7ft. high to the centre of the roof,

titled with galleries, and arranged to accommmodate
about l,;tOO people. Messrs. Haigh & Sons, builders,

of Liverpool, were the contractors for the work,

which has been satisfactorily carried out according

to plans prepared by Jlr. W. J. Mason, architect, of

Castle-street, Liverpool. The tabernacle, with the

land, will cost about £7,00l>.

MiRFiEi.D.—A new church built at Mirfield at a

cost of £25,00(1 was consecrated on Friday last. Mr.

George Gilbert Scott, of London, is the architect.

The style is Early English. The plan consists of

nave and aisles, chancel, south porch, tower, and two
vestries at the north-east corner, one of which is

appropriated to the choir. There is a tower at the

west end of the nave, which adds considerably to the

length of the church internally, and rises 14nft. from

the ground line to the verge of the pinnacles. The
nave is 82ft. long, divided into tive bays, and is 27ft,

across ; the tower is 21ft. square, the aisles 13ft. Cin.

wide, and the chancel 40ft. by 27ft. between the

walls. The entire length is 50ft. Gin., and the width

between the walls 00ft. 4iu. ; the height from the

nave tloor to the ridge is (;4ft- The clerestory is

arcaded both inside and out. and has a small lancet

window pierced through the middle of each bay.

The tower is vaulted under the ringing cliamber tlDor,

the stone arches springing from stone corbel shafts

at the angles ; the cells are tilled in with local stone

in their corners. The reredos is enriched with

carvings, diaper panels, marble figures, the caps,

bases, and panels, being in Derbyshire spar, and the

divisional clustered shafts being in Cornish spar.

The arcading on either side is in Caen stone, with

Manslield triple shafts. There are four sculptured

figures iu the reredos. The centre group represents

the Crucifixion. The contractors were Messrs. W. &
J. l\Iilnes, Mirfield ; the carving has been done

throughout by Messrs. Parmer & Itrindley, Londo.a
;

the reredos is by Mr. F.arp, London.

RowoK, Wilts.—S. Matthew's Church, Rowde,
has recently been re-seated throughout with

benches of Riga oak. The old peal of five bells has

been recast with additional metal into six bells, by
Messrs. Taylor, of L<)ughhorough. A new north

door, with oaken porch, has been added, together with

a new ]>riests' door. The ironwork for the same is

the work of the lo.cal smith. The tower has been

carefully restored, and the western arch, which has

for many years been hidden by an organ- gallery,

has now been opened, and a new organ placed at the

east end of the north aisle. The west wall of the

tower has been fiuislied with a new three-light win-

dow in tlie same position a.s the olil one. which had
been removed and blocked up. It is filled with

stained glass by Messrs. Bell & Almond, of Londoa

,
—the subjects being Adam and Eve in Paradise, the
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Fall, Passage of the Red Sea, Manna, Sacrifice of

Isaac, and the Paschal Lamb. The tracery of upper

portion contains the types of the Blessed Trinity.

The contractor fur the woodwork was Jlr. Powney,
of Bromham. The whole of the stonework was car-

ried out by local hibour. The organ, peal of bells,

and new seats were the gift of the late vicar, who
did not live to see the resnlt of his munificence. The
wliole of the works have been carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr. E.

Swinfen Harris, architect, of London and Stony

Stratford.

S. SiTiiNEY.—The parish church of S. Sithney,

Cornwall, was reopened on Friday week, after partial

restoration. Of the works effected by the restoration,

those most deserving of remark are the new east

window to the chancel, the new roufs to the chancel

and nave, and the tiled pavement and fittings of the

chancel, which are from original designs by Mr. Sed-

ding, the architect. The chancel roof consists of

moulded principals and purlins dividing the barrel

form into squares running transversely. Across

these square panels are smaller ribs, and carved bosses

at the intersections and further carved enrichments.

The oak roof, excellent as it is, is made more effec-

tive by the addition of colour. The stonework used

in the large five-light new window, and in the copings

to the gables, is Polyphant stone. The restoration

has been carried out by Messrs. Bone & Son, of

Liskeard.

BUILDINGS.

High "Wycombe.—The foundation-stone of the

"Wesley Sunday Schools at High AVycombe was
laid by Mr. J. S. Budgett, of London, with some
ceremony on the 2ml inst. The new rooms are

required to receive about 500 children, and will be

light and spacious. The brickwork will be treated

ornamentally, and freely exposed inside. A note-

worthy fact in connection with this school is that it

can claim to be the oldest in England, having a

foundation dating back more than lfl2 years. Mr.
Arthur Vernon, of High Wycombe, is the architect,

and Mr. Reuben Spice, of the same place, the con-
tractor fur the works.

RociitsTEB.—On "Wednesda}- afternoon a new
Corn Exchange for the city of Rochester was for-

mally opened. The building is an exact reproduc-
tion of the Cutlers' Hall at Shefiield, and consists of

a hall, 100ft. in length by 50ft in width. The
new building was erected by Mr. Sollitt, Stroud,

from designs furnished by Messrs. Flocktou &
Abbott, architects, Shefiield.

UxBRiDGE.—New offices have been erected at

Uxbridge for Messrs. Grimsdale & Sons, of Uxbridge,
by Messrs. Fassnidge & Son, contractors, of the same
town, from the designs and under the superintend-

ence of Mr. Charles J. Shoppee, of Doughty-street,

London, architect. It has been designed fur ground
rioor offices only, in order to meet Messrs. Grimsdale
& Sons requirements, and comprise a clerks' office,

"with entrance lobby facing the street, and in the

rear, set back from the main building, a principal's

office, lavatory, Ac, &c. The materials used for the

structure are red pressed Leicestershire bricks, re-

lieved with dressings of Box Ground stone, and red

Mansfield shafts to the windows and doorway. The
panels under windows, string-courses, and the apex
of the gable are of Pether's patent ornamental red

bricks, and there is also one course of these bricks in

the eaves cornice. The roofs are covered with the

old plain tiles, relieved with bands of new ornament.^1

red tiles. The ridges were manufactured by Cooper,
of Maidenhead

;
and the eaves, gutters, and down-

pipes by Messrs. Walter Macfarlane & Co.

AVooBURN.—A considerable addition to the national
schools, Wooburn, Bucks, for the reception of 100
more scholars, has been commenced. The schouls

are pleasantly situate near the lately-restored church,
and this enlargement will much increase their present

handsome appearance in this picturesque village.

Tlie style is Early English in stone and flint ; and
the roof is somewhat quaintly supported by diagonal

trusses dividing the interior into squares of strong

and L'ffeetive construction,and leaving spaces available

for arch openings into old or new rooms if desired.

Mr. Arthur Vernon, of "Wycombe, is the architect,

and Mr. W. Banghurst, of Bourne End, Bucks, con-
tractor.

Nottingham School of AuT.^TIiree students

of this school have recentl}' received appointments to

Art Masterships—viz., Mr. Joseph Harris. Head
Mastership of the Salisbury and Anduver Govern-
ment Schools of Art ; I\Ir" .T. Seddun Tyrer, tlie

ftListershipof the Art Night Class recently opened at

Mansfield in connection with the Department of

Science and Art ; and Mr. Robert Harris, the Assist-

ant Master in Drawing at the Blauchester Grammar
School.

TO COKRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves reKpouaiblo for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the spaeo
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readeiis.—"We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with bi-ief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOU,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-aARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofQce not later thau 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—A. "W. & Co.—a R. Q.—D. H. W.—A. S.—
A. E. & Sons—E. E. R.—W. T. & >Sons—W, H. G.—W. B.
—L. & Son—E. L. B.—E. E,—G, E. S.—C. B.—E. M.—
E. W. E.—G, H. G.

Isaac Hobbs.—Really no room for your very long, very
wandering, and very extraordinary letter.

Edwin.—Gwilfs Dictionary, published by Longman & Co.

Erratum.—In article on "Theory of the Arts," in the
last number, p. 264, line 39, for 30° read G0°.

fcitspouknce.

PLANNING HOUSES.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir—-Apropos of the late desiga for a " Counfrj^

Resitlence," it is remarkablo liow rarelj' one sees a

well-arranged, well-lighted ground plan. Architects

seem not to think of the real comfort of the prospective

occupiers when planning a house. Mr. Watson's

plan was altogether wrong, but it must be admitted

that he sins in good company. The design by a
celebrated architect in last week's Building News
has exactly the same faults as Mr. W.'s plan. The
arrangement of the apartments is inconvenient

(according to ordinary notions) ; the position of the

doors singularly awkward, the main passage imper-

fectly lighted (borrowedlight) ; no gentlemen's water-

closet, whilst that fi:)r servants has no external light

or ventilation, and is put, in point of fact, inside lar-

der/ The effect of placing the smoking-room opening
from entrance vestibule will be that the objectionable

fumes must be wafted into and through the house.

The result of putting the butler's tiantry under en-

trance porch will be that the footmen, who generall}'

occup}' much of their time in this room, will see and
overhear all that goes on at the entrance door—any-
thing but desirable. This room has a large window,
but it being urder the porch will not give good light,

yet it is expected to illumine, besides, the passage at

the back ! The stairs round the chimney back and
across the window is bad ; this and the cutting up
windows for independent rooms, as in servants'-hall

and housekeeper's rooms and the breakfast room
and passage, is, it appears to ine, of a slovenly make-
.shift character of (iesign. One wonders why the ser-

vants' water-closet was not formed by a prolongation

of the passage leading to it, by which light and venti-
lation would have been got from outside wall, and a
lobby obtained to it. This would have made the shape
of larder symmetrical, and done much to stop the

smells from passing. Possibly this water-closet is in-

tended to be lighted from the roof, hut if so, it will

certainly be found that more smell will enter tlie

house tliau will effect escape externallj'. The con-
tiguity of tlie larder is very strange. A common-
sense improvement would be to place the smoking-
room where is the morning-room, and vice versa.

The entrance to morning-room is very bad.

Good plaiming is so rare that I beg to saj', sir, I

think if 3-ou were to invite designs for the grouud
plan of a villa of some such size as " Lythe Hill

"

(it would be good exercise for young architects—and
many old ones), and pubUsh a sheet of such, with
criticism, it would be very interesting and beneficial.

—I am, &c., M.

LINTELS FOR CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

Sir,—Replying to a correspondent, I beg to state

lintels are not requisite for any ordinary door, win-
dow, or other openings, except where necessary for

the lixing thereto of door fr.ames or other joinery.

Temporary wood bearing-pieces are, however, essen-
tial to hold up the concrete till it is set suffieiently

strong to carry its own weight, and in doing this the

hearer should first be thoroughly sodden with water,

otherwise the wet concrete causes it gradually to

swell, and thereby disturb the setting process.

I have, in many instances, had witulow and other
openings seven feet in width clear of all support, but
nev:r knew the concrete ever to show the least signs
of weakness ; in fact, a concrete wall may be taken
in practice to he similar to a solid stone wall without
the vertical joints—great care being, of course, taken
in the selection of the m.itcrials, the execution of tlie

work, aud other matters.

The Broomhall facing-blocks make suljstantial

walls, but not more so than all concrete, and at con-
siderably more outlay. The relative cost of walls
faced with IJroomhall blocks and those constructed
in the usual manner with common bricks must de-
pend largely on local circumstances, but as a rule the
latter are much cheaper. The patent facing-blocks
require no patent apparatus, whereas solid concrete
walls cannot well be built without.—I am, &c.,

T. P.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION IN
GLASGOW.

Sir,—Seeing that your valuable paper is exten-
sively circulated in Scotland in general, and Glasgow
in particular, I take the liberty, through the medium
of your columns, of calling the attention of the Glas-
gow architects to the very ufisatisfactory state of

architectural education, and the facilities existing for

the improvement of their pupils.

When such steps are taken in other cities in the
form of lectures, classes, &-c., for the benefit and im-
provement of art students, why is it that Glasgow
should be so far behind ? And considering the ueces-

s'lty of the study of the numerous branches of the

profession to be enabled to become an architect, what
can be more discouraging to those ambitious for ad-
vancement in the art than want of attention paid to

them by their seniors ? We have a Government
School of Art which we may be thankful for, so far

;

but what has become of the pupils' society, lectures,

the use of library and rooms granted free by the

Architectural Society, and why does that society

cease to offer prizes for pupils' designs, as formerly

;

and what will become of the architects of the future

if thej' are to be left altogether to themselves with-
out any other assistance or means of cultivating and
improving their tastes than tiie usual office board ?

Let the Institute of Architects take the matter in

hand and speedily provide such facilities as will give

an opportunity of acquiring such knowledge as will

enable them to become useful and able members of

this profession.—I am, &c.,

A Gb.iSGOw PuriL.

InftrronuuunicatioiL(^

QUESTIONS.
[2342.]—Concrete Cottages.

—
"Will any reader

who has had experience kindly inform me what thick-
ness walls sliould be for two and three-storey houses,
and what proportion of good I'ortland cement, with
shingle from the beach? Also, if cobbles in the centre
of the wall would be detrimental to the strength ?—H.

[2343.]—Landscape Gardening.—AVill some
contributor to "lutercommunication" kindly inform
me where I may obtain, and the price of, a work on
landscape gardening? A rudimentary treatise might
be sufficient for my purpose.

—

Rural.

[2344.]—Roofs.—^\^lat kind of roof is meant by
"common span or gabled-roof with purlins and prin-
cipal and secondary rafters" ?

—

Tecta.

[2345.] —Door-Frames. — What kind of door-
frames are distinguished as " proper door-cases," and
when are they proper?

—

^Tecta.

[234fi.]—Tendering-.—Six builders are invited by
the proprietor to tender for certain buildings (the en-
closed is a copy of the invitation). Each builder takes

out his own quantities, and sends in a tender. The
proprietor's architect calls on the lowest tenderer, and
informs him of the result, and says he may proceed.

Later iu the same day he calls again, and countermands
the order, giving as his reason that he misunderstood
the proprit-'tor. The lowest tenderer then calls on tho

proprietor, and is informed that the work will be given

to Mr. , the next above him, giving as Ins rea-

son that he knows him. Query—Should not the lowest

tenderer be compensated for the time and trouble in

taking out quantities, and making his estimate, and

can he legally enforce a claim against the proprietor ?

Also, is there any legal precedent ?—Copy of memo-
randum :—" From E. G. to Mr. D. M.—Dear Sir,—

I

shall be glad if you will give me a tender for my new
premises in High-street, the plans and specifications of

which may be seen at IVIr. K 's offices. Town-hall.

on and after Tuesday next, 20th inst. Tenders are to

be sent to JFr. K not later thau 5 p.m. on Satur-

day next, 30th inst.—E. G."—A Country Buildeh.

[i?347.]—Arbitration Fees.—Two surveyors (A
and li) disagree upon a valuation of standing timber,

and by joint letter appoint a third (C) to decide. What
is the correct or usual mode of obtaining fees for valua-

tion undertaken and iierfornu'd by C ?—Oak.

[:?34S.]—Amiens Cathedral.—The writer of tho

suggestive article on "Character iu Foil Design" in

last week's issue of the Building News would oblige

by informing me if the example of cusping at Amiens
referred to is that in the arcade above the porches iu

west front.—;M.\i'niCE B. Adams.

[1-40.]—Percentage on Deductions.—Kxcep-
liou is ofttimes taken lo the charge lor measuring d«
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ductions from contract nmounts for work not cxcculod.
Is the eliarge unreasonable or unfair v If the deduc-
tions exceed tlio extras, and no cliarge is allowed to

be made for measuring them, is the surveyor to emu-
late tlie example of innumerable tradesmen, who osten-
sibly "live by thwir losses "?—F.

[2360.]—Brewery.—Will any of my fellow-roaders

be good enough to inform me where, or in wliat books.

I can gft information as to the building and lifting up
of a modern ale and porter brewery on a large scale?

—BuiLDEn.

f23.'jl.]—WrouBlit-Iron Girders.—Will any con-

tributor oblige with a iornmln (in aritlimetie) bow to

calculate the strength of wruught-iron built girders ?

—C. V.

[•23.V2.]— Surveyors' Fees.— I have prepared

plans. Jieriodically insi)ecled the works, and certitied

advances for two building speeulations. the agreement
stating that my charges are to be paid by the Imilder.

I should be glad if any subscriber could tell me the

proper charges to make. Kigbt houses in terrace

worth .£100 each, and a pair of semi-detached worth
JC1,.^00 the pair.—L. H.

nSPLIES.
[2S3-2.]—Geometrical Staircases.—I extract (lie

following from Xewlands's " t'arpenter and .loiner," in

answer to " I^over of Art":—
" Continue the bottom line of the
rail upwards until it intersects the
line of the back of the last baluster,

draw a horizontal line through
the top of the newel, measure from
that line down the back of tlie

baluster to the intersection, and
set off the same distance downwards
on the under side of the rail, from

which square out a line to intersect the horizontal
line above ; this will give the centre point of the
curve."

—

Tect-v.

[2333.] —Breaking-Weight of Lattice Girder.
You say the angle-irou for top and lioltom Hangea is

4jin. X -tjiu. X -Jiu.; it should be 41in. x 4jin. x Jiu.
— Ci. II. TlIO.'US.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Tr uiFic.iTiny of thf, C.\m.—For somo time past
the Caml)rid;.,'e Improvement Comraissionors have
had under their consideration the importance of
taking steps for the diversion of the sewage from
the River Cam. The stream ha.s become polluted
witli tlie sewage, and although the Ifniversity have
spent some thousands of pounds in its purification,
the evil, owing to the sewage, still exists. Tlie
(!ommissioners have been urged to action ; the
public liealth has been in danger; and yet, from a
want of unity as to the seliemo th.at shall be adopted
—whether by irrigation or ileodorising—delay after
delay has occuired. Now that tlie University are
up, the fiiiesti<m is again introduced, and Mr. Bailey
Denton, who has been eoii.sulted, endiu'ses the
opinion given by the town surveyor (Mr. .Stephen-
son), that the scheme of irrigation will be the best.

At a committee meeting held last week, the sub-
ject was fully gcme into, but no definite plan could
be agi-eed upon. The 13oard has adjuumed the ilis-

cnssion of the subject till tho Slst inst., when it is

hoped that somo decision will be arrived at. The
Board is prepared to spend £00,000 on the work.

_
CiRKNCESTER.—Much diiKculty has been expe-

rienced in obt.aiiiing a supijly of water for Ciren-
cester. Tho Town Commissioners having caused
borings to be made on Lord Bathiirst's estate.
adjoining the town, and finding water in abundance]
submitted it to Professor Church, of tho Koyai
Agricultural Ccdlege, lor analysis. His report was
satisfactory, and Mr. Taunton, C.E., has given an
opinion that the ('i^mmissioners may judicionsh-
make arrangements for rditaining aservice of 3li,»uil

gallons a day fnun a well to be sunk.

Beuwick-on-Tweed.—The new waterworks for
Berwick-on-Tweed, erected at a cost of £8,000, were
fimnally opened last week by tho Mayor and Cor-
poration.

The Dhainage op Cakiiiff.—At a meeting of
the Cardiff Local Board of Health, last week, the
surveyor ro])orted that the Bute Trustees had con-
sented to a weir being thrown across the TafI, near
the (ireat AV'estem and 8<Mith Wales railway bridge,
on tlio other side of which a sewer could be carried
to enable the new district to the west of the Taff to
be drained into the Cardiff sowers. By means of the
weir thoj;^ole of the new district can be diaincd into
tho old sewers at one-third of the expense of a jiro-

posed scheme to make a sj-phon under the river, with
pumps on each side.

The Utilisatiov op Sewage.—The rorlsraoutli
Local Board have resolved to ntili.so their sewage

;

and an offer by Messrs. Huss A- Minns, of London,
lias virtually been accepted. The following are the
principal terms :—A lc,a,se of 2.5 years, the rent to
commence on the iilth of Seiitemlier next. For tho
first live years the lessees are to pay £.iO0 per
anmini; second five, fUOO; tliird five, £700; fourth
five, £800; and the remaining period, £1,000. The
Bysfcin thus lu-oposcd to be adopted is for in-igatiou,

and large tracts of land a few miles from Ports-
mouth will be put under the system. It is also said

that many thousands of acres will be now reclaimed
from the sea.

STATtTES, MEMORIALS, &o.
The Late Heav .\lfoiiii.—On Monday aftenioon

a statue of the late Dr. Alford (Dean of Canterbury)
was publicly unveiled in the niche of the west front

of tho Cathedral at Canterbury. It has been sub-
scribed for and erected by tlie (Canterbury Hannnnic
l^nion, of which the late Dean was both founder and
president. Dean Payne Smith and the otlier mem-
bers of the Cathedral t'hapter were present. The
statue was uncovered by the Cathedral architect,

Mr. Harry G. Austen,

Preston.—It has been resolved that the statue of

the late Lord Derby, to bo erected in the Miller
Park, at Preston, sh.all consist of white marble, the
previous resolution to erect the statue in bronze
having given dissatisfaction in many quarters. Tho
entire cost of the statue is estimated at £2,500.

Camhuhwell Vestry Halt..—The plans of com-
petitors for the erection of the new Vestry Ilall to

be erected on the site of Havil House, Camberwell,
were sent in on Saturday last, the 14lh inst.

The Firk at Ciiicvgo.—A correspondent of the

Scotsman calls attention to an article in Cham-
bcrs'ii Journal of 30th September last, in which
the following remarks, suggesting a cause for the

rapid spread of the conflagration, occur:—"Where
does petroleum come from ? In the neighbourhood
of Chicago there arc enormous deposits of oil-bearing

limestone. Some of the houses there are built of it,

aud after a while present a smeary appearance from
the exudation of the oil, &c."

A WooDES R.iii.wAY.—A wooden railway, on
the 4 ft. 8iin. guage, is being constructed from the

town of Sorel, at the confluence of the Kiehelieu

River with the S. Lawrence, through Drummond-
ville, to Athabaska, bj' Mr. L. A. Senecal, con-
tractor. The Montreal Herald gives a long ac-

count of a recent inspection of the works. Upwards
of two thousand men were at work, and the rails

are laid on a large portion of tiie road. An experi-

mental trip was made, the train going at the rate of

twenty-live miles an hour, and running with re-

markable smoothness. Th; ties, which are of hem-
lock and tamarac, are brought down on trucks from
the woods through which the railw.ay runs; tiiey

are put on a roll-way, run up to most ingenious

circular saws, so gauged that at one operation they
are mortised the proper depth and distance, not the

difference of a hair's breadth being found between
one an<l another. As fast as they are cut (and the

operation is very fast indeed), the prepared ties arc

rolled over to a different siding from that on which
they were received, an ordinary circular saw sides

them, and they are loaded up to be run out to the

place where they are wanted. The wedges for key-
ing the rails are also prepared here. The rails are

of maple, 4in. by Tin., aud 14ft. long, the gauge of

the line being 4ft. X^iii. The cost of the line, in-

cluding stations (nine in number), car and locomo-
tive depot, engine and repairing shop, engine and
tender, two passenger cars, eight grain cars, and
twenty-live wood cars, is 6,000 dollars per mile in

full for .all but the Yamaska briilgc, wliich cost

.a."),000 dollars.

AspiiAi.TE RoAns IM Paris.—It is stated tliat

the authorities of Paris are about to give up the as-

lihalte paving, and return to the ohl-fashioned

stones, ill consequence of the great expense of keep-

ing up tlie former. The iletcrmination of the

Parisians is not encour.aging, but then it must be

remembered that we are not quite so ready to use

our paving-stones for the manufacture of barricades

as tliey arc.

Bi.ASTixii Timber with Dyx.vmite.—Last year,

at the comineucement of the war, a tremendous
storm inflicted much damage in the great forest of

Have (Meiirthc-JIoselh-). The ground being weak,
and the wind e.xerling a great force against the tops
of the trees, a large number were thrown down.
Recently the State has taken steps to sell these
fallen trees by public auction. The stumps were
taken off with the saw and the trunks were cleared

and raised. The beech-roots having become very
hard by a long exposure to the air. they could not
be cheaply removed, and there remained on the
ground a very large amount of timber. An engi-
neer thought of applying the method that had been fol-

lowed with success in similar cases in Cermaiiy ; re-

course was therefore had to dynainitte. In each root,

and following the axis of the tree, a hole was drilled

with an auger from Oin. to loin, deep, and Jin. dia-
meter. A dynamite cartridge, of about 50 grammes,
provided with a fulminating cap ami a length of ordi-

nary mine fuse, was placed at the bottom of the hole.

When the charge was tamped the explosion wiis

made, which divided the root into quarters, after

which it was easy to reduce it h}' ordinary means
into ei>nvenient sizes. By aid of this arrangement
each woodman was able to break up 2.^ cubic }'ard3

a day with an expense of about 3f. for dynamite,
implements, and hand labour. In this manner
lirofitable results were obtained from timber wiiieh

would otherwise have been abandoned.

Bfll.niNG M.VTF.RTAI.S AT THE TrIICSTE F-XIII-

TION.—The first exhibition of arts and manufactures
in Trieste is now opened. The potte.'y and pave-
ment manufacture of Trieste is worthy of some
attention and improvement. Tlie j^uzzolano is a

wonderful material for ilensity and hardness. It can
be cast into any form as walls, flooring, columns,

cornices, ornaments, trusses, and articles of daily

use, and can also be turned to account for engine-

beds, foundations, piers, moles, baths, closets, and
drain-pipes; indeed, the variety of form which can
be given to this material is endless. Of brick and
tile machinery there is none iu the exhibition. The
specimens of timber are fewer and smaller than
might have been expected from the immense timber
forests in possession of the Austrian Ooverninent.
The building itself is temporary, constructed of

wood in the form of a cross, well lighteil from the

upper sides ; while the different annexes are placed

about the grounds in convenient position.

The East River Bkidgic.—The caisson for the

abutment of the East River Bridge on the New
York side w.is recently towed into its final position.

The caisson is oblong in sliape, being 172ft. long

and 102ft. wide. The main portion is 1.3ft. deep,

and the fangs or wedges O^^ft., making the entire

depth 22^ft. The planks are screwed together with
huge wrought iron bolts, and the crevices are care-

fully caulked with oakum and pitch, so as to be

completely watertight.

De.vtii ok Mr. W. E. Whittingiiam.—Mr.
Wiilter Elliott Whittingiiam, the secretary .and

auctioneer of the British Land Company, and
Natituial freehold Land Society, died very suddenly

on Thursday week at M'althamstow. He ivas

addressing a lar.ge gathering at a Sunday school

anniversary when, leaning forward on the platform

rail, he whispered " It's too much for me," and died

in the arms of the friends who supported him. Mr.
Whittingiiam was originally associatecl with Mr. Ctib-

den and ^Ir. .lose])!! Hume, with Mr. Samuel Morley,

M.P., Sir .loshua Walmsley, Mr. Charles Gilpin,

M.P., and others, in carrying out a scheme which
they had formed for extending the franchise by
creating small freeliolils. Gradually the objects of

the society and compain' have become less political,

but in past years the Liberal votes thus created very

much changed the aspect of the Register in many
districts, and provoked the establishment of the Con-
servati^-e Land .Society. For more than twenty
years Mr. Whittingham's name has been connected

with breaking up the land into buikling plots.

New L.\w Coi'rts fdu IlAMrsimiE.— At the

Hampshire quarter sessions on Monday, the

magistrates decided to accept the plans of Jlr. Wyatt,
architect, London, for the new law courts for the

county. The scheme will include the restoration of

the County Hall, which is over 500 years old. The
outlay will probably exceed £20,000".

The Kist.v.v Buidgk.—The bridge over the
Kistna. now the only break in the railway communi-
cation between Bombay and Madras, has been making
g.iod progress. It is under the sole charge of Mr.
Liiulsley, who was engaged in erectiug iron bridges

for the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. The land

piers on the Bombay side are being jnished on, and
arrangements are being made for the river bed piers

being laid in as soon as the fall of the river will

admit of it—that is by about December. The ])iers

are formed of great iron c^^dinders set side by side

;

they arc 7ft. in diameter, and are Imlted to the solid

gTanitc rock below and filled with concrete.

Glasgow IxsriTtiTE of Architects. — The
fouith annual general meeting was held on Tuesday,
in the office of the Institute, 157, St. Vincent-street

—Mr. Alexander Thomson in the chair. The an-

nual report of the Council was read, and unanimously
approved of. The Council for the ensuing year was
appointed to consist of the following;—Jlessrs. Alex.

Thomson. George Bell. .lolin Baird, Campbell Dou-
glas, David Thomson, .loliu Gordon, .lohu Iloney-

in.an. juu., Thomas M'Guflie. Thomas H.alket, and
Alexander G. Thomson The conncil met after-

wards, when the following otTiec-bearers were ap-

pointed ;—Mr. Alexander Thomson, president ; Mr.
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Thomas M'Guffie, rice-president ; Blr. John Baird,

treasurer; Mr. Wm. M'Lean, secretary; and Mr.

George Bell, auditor.

TiiE ExrEi.sioR Hydkauuc Gold-Washing
Company of Cat.ifounia, Limited.—This com-
paii3% forming under the auspices of Messrs. Chad-
\vicks, Adanison, Collier, & Co., proposes to acquire

and "work a well-knowu auriferous tract of country
,

ill El Dorado, and to construct a canal some thirty

miles long to bring water from a higher level for

washing out gold deposits. The works are already

in successful operation, and at a moderate calcula-

tion promise greatly-improved results. The capital

of the company is i'lioO 000 in 35,000 shares nf

£10 each, of wliich £200,000 is preference capital.

Pl-RIFICATins op W.\TEK AND Sf.WAGE EY

Sponge Ikon.— In a paper read at Leeds last week,

before the National Association for the rroraotion of

Social Science, Professor Bischof, of the Andersonian

University, Glasgow, remarked tliat the power of

metallic iron to purify impure water had been known
for a long time. Bj' sponge iron he alluded to iron

which had been produced in reverberatory furnaces

Ity reducing an oxide without fusion. The surface

was naturally greater than the surface of iron in

any other form, and therefore it was to be" expected

that its purifying action must be proportionately in-

creased. On the other hand, sponge iron could be

made at a moderate cost in almost unlimited quanti-

ties from burnt ores after the copper had been ex-

tracted by the so-called chlorisatioii process. AVater

which was not thoroughly bad, but of a doubtful

character, might be thoroughly purified by filtering

through sponge iron one foot thick at such a rate

that one cubic foot of water passed through every

cubic foot of sponge iron every jive minutes. He
asserted that sewage ni'ght by filtration through

sponge iron be so purified as to exhibit all appear-

ance of the purest drinking water. In his opinion

the action of sponge iron was twofold—chemical and

mechanical. To prevent a clogging of the iron it

was indispensable that the filters should be so con-

structed as to allow a reversion of the current of

water every twenty-four hours for a few minutes,

and the iron being loosened by means of iron rods,

any oxide formed was carried off. Any suspended

iiup\irity should be separated by fdtration through

sand or other known means before filtering it through

sponge iron.

Arches Court.—Queen Victoria-street at this

time is, remarks a correspondent of the Parochial

Critic, well worth a visit by those who may take an

interest in ancient and monastic institutions. Near
the old Probate House, wluther, during the last two
centuries, so many have anxiously flocked in searcli

of wills, may be seen the last remains of the Court

of Arches—an ancient court within which all causes

spiritual arising within the parish of S. Mary-le-

Bow ana twelve other parishes were tried. The
vaults containing the cells where the ecclesiastical

offenders were imprisoned in ^^ durance vile " may
still be seen and entered, but will soon be demolished

to give place to more modern structures. Imme-
diately opposite tins stands the old church of

S. Benedict, built liefore the Fire of London. It is

constructed of red brick with stone facings, and is

the only church in the metropolis having a tiled

roof. The business of the Court of Arches has

been removed to AVestminstcr, and that of tlie

Probate House is soon to be temporarily removed to

Somerset House, and thence to the new Law Courts

when completed. The old vaults above mentioned
constituted the Star Chamber.

The Tramways.—The difficulty experienced by
the tramway carriages in steering from one line to

another at the points of divergence continues to

cause great hindrance to the traffic, and considerable

inconvenience to the public. To meet this difllculty

an invention has been patented bj- Mr. S. W. Nor-
man, of Lambeth, which is very simple in its

application, and appears to have the advantage of

being likely to effect the object in view. One of

the means employed is to apply a break or block on

the leading wheel, on that sitle of the car which
corresponds witli tlicreriuired direction, thus steering

or guiding it into the curve desired. The breaks

may be so constructed that they may form either an

independent system, or may be provided with suit-

able machinery to allow the driver to work them
altogether for stopping as well as separately for

steering. There are other plans included in the

patent but the above is said to be at once simple and

effective.

The Law Courts.—It has been said that a bed
of sand found on the site of the new Law Courts
would reduce the expenses by some £o,000. This
(tlic6'Ha)(?;'«)i observes) is amistakc. The ground had
been carefully' examined and probed in all directions,

and the exact contents of the superficial beds were ac-

curately estimated. A few silver coins of the reign of

Elizabeth have been found, but nothing older. The
great proportion of the demolished streets and lanes

did not date earlier than the beginning of the seven-

teenth century.

Cj)!pS.

The Vestry of LambctU have decided to support
tlie memorial recently addressed l>y the Vestry of

Ncwiiigton to tlie Metropolitan Board of "Works on
the widening of Ncwiiigton Butts.
The Birmingham School Board has resolved to

apply to the Public Works Loan Commissioners for

£20,000, to be expended on the building of rate-

supported schools.

Mr. E. M. Phipson, F.S.A., of Norwich and Ips-

wich; Mr. J. H. Crown, of Norwich; and Mr. E. L.
Blackbnrne, F.S.A., of London, have been elected sur-

veyors for the diocese of Norwich, iinder the New
Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Act. There were seven-
teen candidates.

The Library Committee of tlie Corporation of Lon-
don have given consent to a proposal, made by Mr.
E. J. Francis, to facsimile their copy of Pualph Ag-
gas's map of London. This map is extremely rare,

and the British Museum does not possess it.

The constmotiou of a new pier at the Battery,

New York, is being pushed forward rapitlly. Already
12,000 square yards of mud have been taken from
the bed of the river, and 10,000 square yardsof stoue

dumped and levelled in its place.

It is stated that Messrs. Waring, Bros,, the emi-
nent contractors, have offered to widen Bristol Bridge,

at a cost of £5,000, on condition that the citizens

consent to their laying a tramway through the city.

On Satm-day the cornerstone of a new Congrega-
tional chapel, to cost ^£4,000, was laid at Paddock,
near Huddersfield. The style is Gothic, and the
sitting accommodation is for 700 persons.

A meeting was held ou Friday, at HaxcU's Exeter

Hotel, to get up a petition to the vestries, with the

view of causing an immediate paving of the Straud

with asphalte.

The quarterly meeting of the committee of the
Manchester Diocesan Church Building Society was
held at the Town Hall, Manchester, on Thursday,
the 5th inst., the Bishop of Manchester in the chair.

The following grants were made :—S. James's,

Bolton, for a new church, £350 ; S. Luke's, Brier-

field, near Burnley, for a new church, £400 ; Roch-
dale Parish Church eulargement, j£45; and Atherton,

for a parsonage-house, iElOO.

At a meeting of the Paving Committee of the
Manchester Corporation, held on the 11th inst., it

was resolved tliat the offer of the Manchester Val
do Travers Paving Compau}' to pave York-street

from Mosley-street to the corner of Spring Gardeus,
in lieu of Cross-street, should be accepted.

A mill four stories in height, just covered in at

Guiseley, completely collapsed on Sunday, the 8th

inet. It was in course of erection for Mr. Deacon,
of Shipley, draper.

The Bradford (Yorks) Town Council liave

confirmed an agreement entered into with the Peat
Engineering and Sewago Filtration Company,
Limited, Liverpool, for the defecation of the sewage
of the borough.

Miss Chafyn Grove, of Zeals House, offered to

erect a drinking fountain in the Early English style,

in the Market-place, Salisbury, at her own cost;

but the Town Council declined it because it was
not wanted, and would, if erected, cause a great

waste of water !

iiiubtr ^nik Jlebiclu.

PniCES, Octoher If.. — Pcusacola pitch pine planks,

£12 l-ls. to iiy 5s.; spruce battens, jE7 6s. to i'7 15r.; New
Brunsmck mixed pine, £7 6s. to i'S 6b.; Quebec best

floated yellow pino, jElC 15s. to £16 6s. ; ditto first bright,

£18 15s. to £10 15s. ; ditto second floated, £12 15s. to £13;

ditto second bright, £13 10s.; ditto third floated, £8 1.5s.

to £0; ditto third bright, £9 6s.; Quebec first white

spruce, £9 16s. to £11 : ditto seconds, £8 10s. to £9 ; ditto

thirds, £8 to £8 6s. ; St. John's white spruce, first quality,

£8 1.5s. to £9 6s.; ditto secouds, £8 to £8 10s.; ditto

thirds. £7 158. ; ditto unsorted, £8 to £S 6s.; Archangel
Isest yellow, £12 15s. to £14 15s. ; ditto seconds, £9 10s.

to £10; Peter.sburg best yellow, £13 5s. to £13 15s.;

Wyburg best yellow £10 to £10 10s.; Petersburg and
Eiga whitewood, £8 15s. to £9 10s.; Norway deals, other
sorts, £7 6s. to £8 5s. ; ditto battens, all sorts, £6 5s. to £7.

Oak timber, per load of 50 cubic feet :—Mcmel crown,
£5 10s. to£(> 15s.; ditto brack, £4 15s. to £5 .5s.: Memel
and Dantzig crown, £3 15s. to £4; ditto brack, £2 to £2 7s.

Fir timber; Dantzig aud Merael crown, £4 to £4 15s.;

ditto best middling, £3 .5s. to £3 1.53. ; good middling aud
second, £3 to £3 10s. ; dttto common middling, .£2 10s. to

£2 153.; Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 16s.; pitch pine, £3 Ss. to

£3 15s.

Flooring boards, per square of tin. ; First yellow, 9s. to

10s. Cd.: ditto white, 8s. 6d. to 9b. r,d.

The Lumber Trade of America.—The completion of

the various railroads in Maine is adding rapidly to the

value of the enormnus lumber tracts in that state. Logs
are now cut 260 miles from any water communication.
The spruce timber of Maine is said to be equal to any
that is exported from Christian*, Riga, Revel, or any
other port in Europe, and the ffunsnniptiou is world-wide,
aud the demand tor it constantly increasing.

Crak iebs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Bolton.—A meeting of the house carpenters and

joiners of Bolton was held ou Tlmrsday week, for the
purpose of considering questions affecting the trade.
It was resolved tliat during the ei^'ht mouths of summer
and autumn the number of working hours should be
the same as at present—viz., nine hours on Monday,
ten hours each on Tuesday, Wednestlay, Thursday, ami
Friday, and live and a half hours ou Saturday ; but
that during the four winter months the working hours
should be nine for each of tlie first five days of the
week, and four and a half on Saturday. A motion that
no overtime be worked was rejected by a large majo-
rity. It was proposed that "time and half" be paid
for all overtime. An amendment was moved that
" time and half" be paid up to ten o'clock, and " double
time" after that hour. A rider was proposed that 9d.

per hour be paid for the first four hours' overtime, and
Is, 2d. per hour afterwards. On being submitted to

the meeting, one voted for the original motion and au
equal number each for the ameudinfc>ut and rider. The
chairman gave his casting vote in favour of the amend-
ment, which was declared carried.

New York.—On the evening of September 23rd,

the ofTicers of the recent eight hour demoustration in
New York city held a meetiug, in which it was resolved
to organise the building trades into a grand " Build-
ing League," and it was further announced that a great
strike is arranged to take place next April, which will

include the whole of the United States and Canada.

TENDERS.
Bedford.—For the erection of a new shop and pi'emise.s

for Mr. H. Adkin, gunsmith. Mr. John Usher, architect,

Bedford:—

Carter £1114
Corby 1091

Howe (too late) li>70

Hull (accepted) 1040

Hackxey,—For the supply and delivery of 2,000 yards
of the be.st blue Guernsey grauile, for the Hackney Dis-
trict Board of Works:—

Fenning (accepted) 128. 9d. per ton.

Hackney.—For the supply and delivery of 1.000 tons of
broken granite, for road purposes, for the Hackney Dis-

trict Board of Wurlis:

—

Crook (accepted) lis. per ton,

Ho^fETiTON.—For new meat larders, coal stores, &e., at
the Fever Huspital. Mr. Johu Walker, architect. Quau-
titios by Mr. A. L. Buzzard:—

Builder's Work.
Walton £1628
Crabb 1575
Blackmore & Morley 14S5 U
Niehuls&Co 1478
Mann 1337

Vaughau 1379
Wateraon&Co 1195

Front 119.5

Brown & Suns (accepted) 1154
Bobbins (withdrawn) 8CG

Engineer's Work.
Colyer & Co £395
Stamiah 280 15

Perrin 279
J. & F.May 274 17

Whitmore & Binyon 2(i5

Turner & Co 2^>(J 13 4
Smith 249
Warren & Co 233 4
Jeunia^^s (accepted) 224

LiVKapOOL.—For office and warehouse to sugar refinery

for Messrs. Henry Tate & Sous, Love-lane. Mr. W. J.

Mason, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Geo.
Northcroft, surveyor:

—

Tomkinson (accepted) £4127
Rome 4140
Urmsou 4146
Wells 42G0
Haigh 4317

JN icholson & Ayre 4559

London.—For the erection of dweUing-houaoa, ahops,

stabling, &o.., Whitocross-street, St. Luke's. Mr. W.
Seckliam Witherington, architect, 135, Cheapslde:-

Cross& Holmes £2170
Elkington (accepted) 2127

Sandy.—For the erection of now offices f.ir E. T. L.

Smith, Esq., at Sandy, Beds. Mr. Johu Usher, architect-

Field ^279
Corby 274

Haynos (aceept»jd) 247

Stoke-on-Tkent.—For tho insertion of shop-front, and
sundry additions and repairs to No. K, filebe-streot, for

Mr. \V. Moody. Mr. Edwin Penu, architect:

—

Mifilin & Davies £Ur,
Ogdou ISO

Bradbury 173 11 6
Pope ly-"'

Barlow (accepted) 134

Stoke-on-Tkent.—For alterations and additions to

No. 7, Glebe-street, for Mr. R. Shufllebotham. Mr. E twin
Penn, architect:—

Miniin & Davies £114
Ogdon £112
Bradbury 107

Pope 98

Barlow (accepted) 95 j
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

Waltiiamstow. Xuv. :i.— Ki)rtlu' tMu-hisurc of tlii'ir

new burial <rri.>uuri. by oak park pale {t-nciii^, about
5ft. cin. hi;;li.—William llouxbtoii, ('Icik to the ^aid

Board, 10a, S. Ilflfu's-phiCL', liishops^guto- street,

London.

Leeds. Oct. 2C,.—For the erection of a police station

at Kirkstall. in tlif township of HcatHngley-cum-
r.urlt'y.— {.'. A. Curwuod. Town (.'Irrk, Lucds.

Leei>s, Oct. 25.—For the bricklayer' and joiners'

work of two honses, Woodsley-road.—James Charles,

architect, Inlirmary-street.

Ireland, Oct. 30.—For erecting and completing a

new barracks for the Koyal Irish ('onstabulary at

Kuchfort -bridge. County We.stmeath.—Mr. Kdward
llorusby. Secretary, OJliee of Fublic Works, l)ublin.

Jehsev. Nov. 1.— For the construction of aline of

railway fr< m8. Ilidier't^ to (liuvy, in the Isle of Jersey,
about six miU'S in length.— Information from 5Ir. John
AVimble, Secretary, Jersey Eastern llailway Company.
J ersey.

GOHTON, Oct. 2G. — For sewering, flagging, channel-
ing, und completing c<-itaiu jiassages within the di^tricl

of tlorton.— IVter Iliudle. Clerk to the Hoard, Locat
Itoanl Ollices, Ilyde-roai!, Gorton.

IIav.vnt. Oct. -111.—For the erection of national
schools.—Architect, Mr. .1. W. I'infold, No. 17, I'arlia-

meut-street, Westminster.

CoNGREsnuRY SfHooLS, October 2S.—For addi-

tional or amended tenders for the erection of these
schools.—Kev. AV. Hunt, the Vicarage, Congresbury,
Bristol.

Ai^TRiNciiAM Union, October 25.—For additions
and alterations to the workhouse at Knutsford.

—

John B. Cutter, clerk to the Guardians, Uuiou Otfices,

Knutsford.

Kasthotrne. Octuber 25.—For the erection of a
villa residence and stabling.— U. K. Blesslcy, Architect,

West bourne-villa, Fast bourne.

Wvmonoma.m Cii.vuiTV. November G.—For re-

pairs and alterations to the Chapel of S. Thomas
A'ilecket.— :\Ir. E. J. Hewlett, Solicitor, Wyinond-
ham, Norfolk.

SAi.isniitv, October 25.—For providing and fixing
the ironwork required in adding a footway, 6ft. wide,
and 1 loft. long, to the north .-^ide of Fisherton-hridgc.
and a railway, tioft. long, on the south side.—Charles
Marsh Let*. Town Clerk, Salisbury.

BATH iVND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QCALITY.

EAiODELL, SAUNDEES & 00., Limited,
Uuan-jTnen and Stone Merchants.

I-ist of prices at the ijuarries and Uepijts, also cost of
transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Batii Stone Oftice :

[Advi.] cobsqam, wilts.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN BOOFINO-SLATES.

A! luppUed to n.nn. The Prince oj Wales at Sandrinnham
Tho Penmoylc Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Pablic Buildings, &c., ite.

(Leaa costly tlian ordinary Qothic Tiling.)

These durable ami non-absorbent Slates can bo obtained
In sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Ducks, Gloucester:

—

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 ...

Do. do. la by 8 ...

Do. do. 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by C ...

Per Eqniva'entto
1,200 Sliitca. lierttiiuare

2 17 G ... Ids. fid.

2 17 ... Ifis. Gd.

2 S ... Us.
1 18 G ... l:)s.

17 0... lis.

Prices of largo Sizes, Cost of Transit, Eeferenco Testi-
monials, and Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSnS. BANDEIX * CO., Corshani, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Genlngy. Jermyn-street, Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tuftun-street,
Woutmiuster.

BANKRUPTS.
TO Ki:UKEN[)EK IN LONDON.

Jean Nadal, Newmaii-stroct, Oxford-street, hydraulic
engineer, October 2;l, at 12.

TO SfltllKNDER IN THE COUNTRY.
Thomas Chapman and Joseph Shaw, Halifax, contrac-

tors, October 27, at lu.

PIIIMC EXAMINATION.
November 2.1. J. J. Bell and II. Ilarrls, IlanoTcr-street,

Plmlluo, builders.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.
W. Uarvey, Plymouth, buihlor, diy. Is. IJil.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
November 10. J. Fanner. lr.)nbrid;^e, builderand cement

mannfactvn-er.—October 2.1, W. W. Martin, Exeter, en-
gineer.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
J. W. Winstanley and M. M. noltowny, as executors of

tho late W. Strode, and K. P. Williams and J. M'lvenzio,
Osnaburg-slreet. and elsewhere, gas engineers. — D.
Nicboll. H. lilaruahaw. and W. U. Dean, Halifax, stone
merchants.—E. \V. Slraker and It Burke, Brown's-
buildings, SI. JInry-axe. painters.—E. Hojes and U.
Uoyos, Noiiingbnm, builders.—Thomas and William.s,
'<lrdirr, engineers.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Lead.

Pig—Foreign . . . per ton £17 10 £\S r,

„ Engli.sh W.B. . . do 20 6 20 10

Lead Co do IS 10 IS 13

„ Other brands . . do 18 IS 6

Sheet Milled .... do 18 6 19

Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 21

Red or minium . ... do 20 10 00
Litharge, W.B do
White Dry. do 2.5 10 2il o

„ ground in oil . . do
Copper.

British-Cake&Ingot . per ton £74 £70
llest Selectei ... do 77 78
Sheet do 77 81

Mnttonis do SI 83
Australian do 7.5 7S

Spanish Cake .... do OS 70

l-hili Mars, cash ... do il7 G'.l

, Rellncl ingot . . do 7.5

Yellow Metal . per lb. CJ 7}

Iron.

Pig in Scotland, cosh . per ton £3 10 £10
Welsh Bur, in London .do 7 17 G S 10

Wales .do 7 7 10

Staffordshire .... do 000 850
iiail, in Wales .... do G 1.5 700
Sheets, single in London do 10 10 11 5

IIo,,ps, Urst quality . . do 10 10 10

Nail Uod do 8 17 G .5

Swedish do 10 5 11

Oils, &c.

Seal, pale per tun "a 10

Si>ermb..dy .SO SI 1
Cod „ 3:! 10 .".:i 10

Whale, South Sea, palo . „ 32 10 "

Olive, Uallipoli .... „ 61 »

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 52 0"
Palm, fine „ 37 "

Linseed 34
Bnpesfed, Eng. palo . . „ 47

Cottonseed Si 10

Timber.

Teak load 12 S 13 10

Quehcc, red pine
,

3 15 4 15

„ yellow pine . . „ 4 5 5 5

Quebec oak. white ... „ Go G 5

„ birch 3 15 .5

elm
,

3 10 4

Daiitzic oak „ 4 10 C 10

!!r , 2 7 4

Memeltlr 3 3 .5

Riga „ 3 3 10

Swedish
,

2 2 10

Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 G 10

„ yellow pine ... „ 400 G 10

Oregon „ 7 10

Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 3 4 10

St. Petersburg „ S 10 6 15

Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

bv Oin.,

Que"bec, white spruce . . „ 12 18
St. John, white spruce . „ 12 14
Yellow pine, pr reduced O
Canada, 1st tiuality 13 10 20

2nd do .... „ 1300 14 10

Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10

St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 12 10 13 10

Finland „ fi 15 7 15

Memel and Dantzic . . . „
Gothenburg, yellow , . . „ 8 10 10 10

white 8 9

Gelle, yellow
,

10 10 12 10

Soderham
,

8 10 12
Cliristiania, perC, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „ 10 12 10

Other Norway
,

7 S

Flooring boards, pr square
ufliu., llrst yellow . . „ 9 10

First white
,

S 9

Second qualities G 8

Breakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comfort-
ing.—"By a thorough knowledge of ihe natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

aiul by a cjireful application of the flue properties of well-

solectcil cocoa, Mr. Epps has proviiled our breakfast

tables with a delicately flavoured beverage which may
save; US many heavy doctors' bills."—"Civil Service

Gazette." Made simply with Boiling Water or Milk
Each packet is labelled—"jAMES EPPS & Co„ Uomooo-
palhic Chemists, London." Also, makers of Epps's Milky
Cocoa (Cocoa aud Condensed Milk).

LIGHTNING CONDUCTOKS.—
R. S. NEWALL and Co.. Patentees nf the COPPER

ROPE 1-IOlITNINU CONOUCTOU. supply the same, with
point ami all staples, comploto for fixing, at the following
prices:

—

Three-eif:hths-inch diameter Is. Od. per foot.

Ilalf-ineh dianietor. Is. Gd. „
Fivc-eighths-iiich diameter '2a. Od. „

R. S. Newall and Co.'s Patent Copper Rope lii^'htning

Conthietur is being a])plicd by architects, engiuccrs, and
scieutiUc men in all i)arts of tho world.

OfkickS— l."ti», Strand, London.

„ tiateshead-on-Tyne.

„ fis, Anderson-qimy, Glasgow.

„ 17, South Castle-street, Liverpool.

r EAi) (;lazixg for ciiurciiks.-
IJ W.M. PEPPER HuppliesArehitncts.Rniliiers.iind the
Trade with LEADED LiOHTS for CUURCH ES and other
builtlingn, executed in every description of freunictrical

pfttteruM, quarries, or fret work, in sheet, crown, or rolled

plate, &c. Architects' designs carefully carried out.

Miinnfaeturer of ancient, half-round, fret, aud modern
window lend, for painted glass whuU.w.-i, at tho lowest

terms, with dispatch. Quotations promptly attended to

—Addrct,3,t;3, \Vhitllcld-strcet,TytteuhamCourt-road,W,

UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW.—CLASS
of CIVIL ENUINEERINO and MECHANICS (in-

c-Iuding Jlcchinical Principles of Naval Architecture).
This class will open on Tuesday, the 7th of November,

at 4 ji.iu.

\V. J. MACQUORN RANKIXF, C.E., LL.D.. Professor.

Now ready, with 33 cuts, leather, gilt edgea, waistcoat
pocket-size, price 2s., post free,

THE rOCKKT ESTIMATOR FOR THE
r.illLDINa TRADE. An easy method of Esti-

mating the various parts of a Building collectively. Priced
aeeor»ling to the present value of materials and labour.

By A. C. Beaton.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Stationers' Hall-court, KO.

Just Published, in 1 Vol., 8vo.. with 13 Plates, price Ids. 6d.

MODEL IIOUSE.S. By B.\NISTER
FI.ETCOEB, Assoc. R.I.B..\. Being a Review of

the Defcc'.s of existing Hnusi^s, aod containing Registered
l>csigiis by the Autli-ir f<.r Moilel Houses from which
Buildings have been erected ; together with Registered
Plans for the .Vdaptation of existing Dwelling-houses tor

Letting in Flats.

London : LO-XaMANS. GREEX & CO., Palcrnoster-row.

T) OYAL POLYTECHNIC.— Professor
lii Pepper's New Lecture, "ALL ABOUT GUN
COTTON," Dynamite aud Lithnfractnu-; with brilliant

and noiseless Experiments, and ()r;iptiic lllufitrations of

tho C-VfASTROPlIE at SToWMAKlvEl', by Vick and
Deazeley.—Mr. Grossmith, jnu.'s New Sketch, THE
SILVER WEDDINGI with humorous and musical illus-

trations.—A perfectlv new and unique Illusion called the

ARABIAN MYSTERY.—Novel and marvellous effects of

the ELECTRIC LIGHT UNDl'.U WAl'ER, by Messrs.
Ileiuke and Davis.—Oecasiouully. P.VUIS ; an it Was and
Is! by J. L.King, Esq. with Songs by Miss Alice Barth.

—Optn daily from I'i to 5 and 7 to 10.—.\dmis3ion One
Shilling.

PRIZE MED-\L, EXHIBITION OF 1802,

Awarded for Excellence of Manufacture and Beanty

of Design,

THE ARCHITECTURAL POnERY COMPANY
POOLE, DORSET.

MANUFACTURERS of MOSAIC,
ENCAUSTIC, and TESSELATED TILE PAVE-

MENTS, including Vitreous, Blue, White, and Green
Tessera, for Churches, Halls, Conservatories, &c. White
Glazed Tiles. Plain, and with Patterns, tor Baths, Dairies,

&e.. Coloured, Enamelled, and Embossed ditto ; White
and Coloured Glazed Bricks, Metalline Paving Tiles, Cin.,

Uin.. and I'Jin., Black Paving Bricks, Black Facing and
Arch ditto. Black Grooved Stable and Fire Bricks, Ridges
4c.

N.B.—Removed from 50. Parliament-street, to

48, ST. MA RTIN'S LANE. LONDON, W.O.

MORTAR IMILLS AND PORTABLE
STEAM ENGINES FOR SALE OR HIRE.—

Stationary and Donkey Engines, Steam Pans, Cornish

and other Boilers, Furniice Work, Safety Valves, Steam
and Water Gauges, Pumps, Tanks, Shafting, Coupling,

Plummer Blocks, Riggers, Fly-wheels, Edge Runners,

Hydraulic and Screw Presses, Punching and Shearing
Machines, Hydro-extractors, Saw-frames and Benches,

Crabs, Jacks, Blocks, and other useful Machinery.

—

T. T. TAYLOR, 41, White-street, Borough.

N.B.—Plant and Machinery Purchased. (Cash.)

LATHES.—The Cheapest House for good
Lathes, with planed iron beds, iron standards. *e.,

the friction parts of hardened steel, is NEILSON'.S,
l:), Denmark-street, Soho, London, makers of every

description of t>jols and apparatus for amateurs antl

mechanics. Inventions worked out. Illustrated price

list three stamps.

WORKMEN'S INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1870.

Silver Medal (only prize for Lathes) awarded for

excellence of workmanship.

JOHN GOSiNELL & CO.'S CHERRY
TOOTH PASTE is greatly superior to any tooth

powder, gives the teeth a pearl-liko whiteness, protects

the enamel from deeply, aud imparts a pleasing fragrance
to the lircath.

Angel-passage, 92. Upper Thames-street, London.

WHITE'S MOC-MAIN LEVER TRUSS
IS allowed by iipwartls of 500

iiie>licAl men to bs*the luoat elTei'tive Invention
ill tlio uurntive trcHtiueul r>( HBKMA. The use of

>i stf^ul rliniie, BO i»fi«u hurtful iu lt« eilocls, in here
i>v.ittlt>>l. -I suFI )>Hiiilat{e being wurii roiiiid tVie body,
wliltn ibo reqiiUiU' resisting p.iwt-r iu wii)|>lied by the
MiiCMAlN I'AD iiiiJ I'ATKNT LEVKR, tlttiiig

wjlh v<i much etiBe Hiid closeness th»t tt ckunut be
il<'l(-i;tfil, and iiifiy bo woru during sleep. A dencrip-

tive circular nmv bo had. kiuI tho truss, wlilch cannot

f.iil to (It. foiwMdid by post. <.ii the circumference o(

the body 21d. below the hips, buing 3«ut to the

MAKUFAiTU'RSB,

' I 1 MR. WHITE, 228, Piccadilly, Lokdos.

L-,1 L« Pflco of a 8inj(l« Tuaa. lfi«.. 2Ib., 20a. 6d., aud
^^Ld^ Pustige l3.

Price of ft Double Truaa. 31». 6d, . 429. , and Si's. Od. Postage Is. 8d.

Price of UmbtUc»l TniBs. 4:fl. and 628. 6d. Postjvge Is. lOd.

Peet-otBce Orders t»i be made payable to JoKX Wbitb,
Fo«t ollice. PkoadiUy.

NEW PATENT ELASTIC STOCKINGS. KNEK CAPS. 4c.

The matiriia of which these ar- made U recnnmien.led by the

faculty as L.-mg itecnll ^rly lu.Aamr and coMrBowiwi-K, aud the b«»t

lliveniii'ii for flvintCi'tlUlvut and piTHianeut sui>l>.irt In all Cftces ol

WKAKNFSS VABU-OSKVKINS, 4r. Price 4a. 6d., 7e. 6d., 10b.. and Itia.

each. PoeUkge fid.

SPINAL MAC1IINE3. LEO IRONS,

And every DesiTiptlim of Snrgicjil Appliances.

JOHN WHITE, Manufacturer, 228, Piccadilly,

LONDON.
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THE RESTORATION OF SCULPTURE.
npiIERE was until lately in the foremost
-»- museum of Europe, tlie Vatican ex-

cepted, a figure in marble, the glory of a

splendid hall, in the centre of which it stood,

enthroned on a lonely pedestal, incompara-
ble. It was known as the Venus of Milo,

and, in the art-world of Paris, concentrated

in the Louvre, was held to be a treasure

priceless and inimitable. Among the innu-
merable charms which connoisseurs were
for ever discovering in it was a certain sideway
bend in the contour, which certainly was of ex-

ceeding grace, and great were the praises of

the sculptor. But when the fierce convulsions

of France broke forth, and her capital was
threatened with ruin and pillage, the guar-
dians of those rich galleries lifted the marble
beauty from her eminence, laid her in a

wooden case, and concealed her in a cellar,

until the tempest should have passed away.
It was then discovered that the image was
constructed, not of one piece, but two, fitted

together by a soi'tof iron spine, and learned
people have ever since been seriously doubt-
ing whether the artist ever thought of
the fascinating "Grecian bend " at all, but
whether, the statue having been broken, unless
it was not originally moulded in two parts,

its attitude had not changed, thus happily,
in the process of restoration. All we can say
is that we wish our modern restorations were
equally fortunate, since as it is they are rarely

better than triumphs of disfigurement, worse
than the nmtilations they are supposed to
remedy. Better a Venus de Medici with one
hand gone, or Clyte with a ringlet struck
from her head, than that these gems should
be manipulated, as other gems have been, by
the clumsy hands of men to whom art is

little better than a trade, a stonemason's craft,

a kind of mortuary knack. Rarely, if ever,
is the effect satisfactory, or even not repul-
sive. Legs, arms, fingers, noses, chins,
cheeks, and brows, with other parts calling
for the sweetest outlines, are replaced without
any of the spirit of the early sculptor, and
may instantly, notwithstanding all disguises,
be detected. Nor is this entirely the re-
storer's fault. It seems impossible to re-
produce the tint and mellowness of the an-
cient marble, which grew uniformly as ages
went on, any more than to emulate the per-
fection of form which the Greeks gave to
their sculpture. For example, who" would
dare to carve a body for the Roman head, or
Mmbs, arms, and a head for the superb torso
which the Duke de Luynes, a few years ago,
presented to the French Emperor ? They
would necessarily be the work of totally
different schools, bearing the stamp of far-
divided ages, and imbued with an utterly
changed spirit. AVe question whether Michael
Angelo could have succeeded in completing
a fragment of Phidias, and we know that
Flaxman would have refused to attempt re-
storing a work from Michael Augelo's chisel.
There can, of cour.se, be no originality, no
idealism, no character, but only guess-work,
mathematical copying, with inferior materials
and inferior talent, in a restoration; and,
therefore, since it must be conceded and it

cannot be denied that a thousand tender
touches may be wanting, our belief in the
masterpiece may remain ; but its subtleties
are gone, its influences are disturbed by the
presence, as it were, of a rude and coarse
intrusion. All great artists have secrets,
which they illustrate by the productions of
their liands

; these, when a head or limb is
lost, are lost also. We cannot bring back the
expression of them, any more than we could
obtain a Torso Belvedere, or Venus Ana-
dynome, from one of the New-road or Kensal-
green Cemetery sculptors, "\^'e might as
well challenge a comparison between the

grand antique collections of Europe,
and the myriad Nymphs. J.Iusidoras, Eves,
Lfnas, Godivas, and bathing groups, po-
lished with curd soap, or treated with
strong acids, to improve the colour and
gloss of nineteenth-century exhibitions. Our
generation does not want to express what the

Greeks wanted to express. With them it was
part of a religion

; with us it is a part of our

manners. AVe are dealing more with general

principles upon this subject than with par-

ticular instances ; but, in illustration, it may
be asked upon what principle is the work of

restoration carried on at the British IMuseum?
V\hj is the first gallery absolutely a collec-

tion of heads, arms, legs, feet, and hands,
presumptuously added to ancient sculpture,

when in other greater galleries the most
splendid relics of antiquity are respected ?

Why are Ceres, Diana, and Venus maltreated
in one place, while they are held sacred in

another ? We do no find this barbarous
patchwoi'k going ou among the Lycian
marliles, although they number some of the

noblest aud yet most mutilated groups in

existence. The sculptures from the jiedi-

ment of the Parthenon have not been touched

:

they include the headless Niobid group, and
the struggle of Theseus with Artemis ; nor
has the splendid Apollo from the Coffier col-

lection
;
nor the exquisite torso of a girl from

the temple of Rhanmies
; nor that of a woman

from the Isle of Claudus ; nor the celebrated

Persian equestrian figure ; the Apollo Cithe-
roedus ; nor that airy Nereid, armless, and
with an amputated leg ; nor the two groups
of young carrying gii'ls, that seem alive, aud
suggest themselves in their entirety far better

than any restoration could suggest, although
they are the merest fragments. Let us hoi)e

that no arrogant and pedant hands will ever
be laid upon them, but that they may be
exemplars of the highest art that ever bloomed
upon this earth for the delight of all genera-
tions.

Some years ago there was held at Paris

a conference of painters on a kindred
question—that of picture restorations. For
a long period previously there had been
a rage for this victimising process. The
directors of the Louvre undertook to brighten
up and revivify the half-perished treasures of

private individuals, whose property often

came home to them utterly ruined. The
destruction thus wrought can never be esti-

mated. For instance, the Jlonks of La
Trappe obtained from the Administration a
jiromise to restore the portrait of the Abbe
l?ance, the famous reformer of Citeaux,
pirinted by Rigaud from memory. On the
back of the picture was written its very
peculiar history. This the restorers imme-
diately covered over with another canvas

;

the mistake was discovered ; the canvas was
taken off ; but the inscription had been
obliterated, and the work had lost nearly all

its value. Nine professional restorers were
not long ago employed at the Lou^Te repair-

ing and varnishing the pictures, and at

Versailles these gentlemen were ordered to

shorten or lengthen pictures, in order that
they might fit particular panels in the walls.

Thus, and by similar methods, a rich cabinet

of art-work was shamefully and irretrievably

damaged, for even restoration could not
pretend to do anything here. Thus Sebastian
del Piombo's " Virgin Going to Visit S.

Elizabeth " was for months in the dark
laboratory of the Louvre—the only work of

that master in the collection, except his fine

portrait of the wicked Bandinelli, and it

emerged worn down, violated, and destroyed.
Next Rubens' " Virgin and Angels " went up
with all the glow of his genius upon it ; it

came down " like afine fruit crushed between
the fingers, and strained by the roughest
contact." Works of painting, indeed, often
restore themselves— beautify themselves
indeed, being subject to transformations
brought about by tinu', and owing to different

circumstances and causes exceedingly diffi-

cult to appreciate. Oils and varnishes alter

in numerous ways ; the subjectiles, moreover,
on which oils are placed exercise various
influences ; and it is, most frequently, a
pernicious habit to attempt counteracting
them; the process is a natural and rarely a
mischievous one. Thus are brought out the
last and most subtle qualities, the intangible

delicacies which, with all the hateful jargon
which artists have at their command, cannot
be described, the final touches of the
magicians in light and colour constituting a
masterpiece which vanish under the hand of

the restorer. It is the same, or nearly the
same, with sculpture. We Top nothing away,
it is true, but we deface the beauty of the

work, disturb the eye, destroy the harmony
of it by vulgar additions. Who would give
a single real antique for all the modern heads,
busts, legs, arms, hands, feet, or toes in the
British Museum ? The French are not quite

such savages in this respect. Among their

collection of primitive sculpture they have
never touched the imperfections caused by
accident and time

;
they set a high value on

torsoes, and have not even reimited the
fragments of the Olympian figures be-
cause it would necessitate a slight intrusion

of their own inferior handicraft. The wisest

principle would be, perhaps, if it be thought
essential to realise a full idea of the broken
image or group, to reproduce it in'a copy, and
set this by the side of the original, a method
by which the imagination might be assisted.

Perhaps an illustration of what we mean is

the beautiful group of the child and the

goose. For the most part it is ancient ; but

the head is new, and a coarse, inert, lifeless,

and expiessionless head it is. Then there is

the celebrated statue of Cincinnatus, all

vitality, all movement, but the arms are awk-
ward, or not in harmony with the body,

though they have been attributed to Michael
Angelo ; they are heavy, and modelled in a

style of disagreeable exaggeration. Better

have left the noble figure alone ; for, plainly

speaking, the restorer, whoever he might
have been, spoiled it. Indeed, it may be
doubted whether a good deal of decapi-

tation and amputation might not be
undertaken in our galleries of ancient

sculpture with admirable eifect ; a "restora-

tion" in a different sense, giving back to us

the footless Venus, the armless Diana, the

headless Pscyche, who, were it not for that

nineteenth-century head, would appear about

to float from her pedestal, wingless though
she be. At any rate, we trust that the

growing good taste of the time, encouraged

by so many ambitious schools of art, will,

before long, on the Continent as in England,

put at least a check upon these restorations,

which virtually are mutilations, and these

sophistications, by which our collections,

with their once inimitable treasures, have

been depraved. We have referred, however,

to an example in which a restoration, if it

was a restoration, is reputed to have added

a beauty to a renowned masterpiece of sculp-

ture, the Venus of INIilo, unquestionably the

finest work of its class existing—queen in the

realm of nuarble art, so powerful and lofty, and

even adorable, as it was left to us at its cul-

minating point by the ancients, and yet from

the hand of an artist whose name has perished.

The beauty of the face is of the happiest

kind, but that, and the attitude of the form

it is which has been the subject of a recent

ami unexpected controversy. This will best

be understood if we quote the brief but

exact descrijition given by M. Hem-iLavois:

"The goddci-s maintains," he says, "by a

movement of the thigh and hip, slightly

raised, the drapery by which she is half

veiled; from tlu' origin of the shoulder the

right arm curves outward ; and the hand, by
a graceful movement, is raised to the hair, to

which it gives the last arrangement ; the

left arm descends, slightly pressing on the

bosom, but its forepart rises and holds a

mirror; the body is bent slightly backwards,

the liead is raised, and the eyes are fixed

on the object that attracts them. It is Venus
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contemplating the splendour of her own
divine charms, and smilini; in pride at her

unrivalled beauty." Such, at least, is the

account of a smaller statue, believed to have
been the original of this one, and by no means
a copy from it. The point is whether that

bend was intended by the artist, or fortui-

tously given to the figure when recon-

structed.

If so, we admit that the grace of the statue

may have been increased. Still, it was not

done in our time. But. for the most part.

these restorations arc of use only to ignorant

and superficial visitors who gape about

museums, and are incapable of perceiving

beauty in a legless Ilobe. Even the Venus
of Aries has been desecrated by having a

fresh arm bestowed upon it, drying up, as it

were, the sources of inspiration in the ad-

mirer's mind. His eye is attracted by the

restoration as by a blot on a snowy surface.

So with that nameless recumbent goddess
lately in the Louvre, -nhich is literally beneath
disfigurement, and in the restoration of

which the artists employed were posi-

tively not satisfied with adding, but also

took away, sawing off fragments in order

to connect the broken parts, as if an atom
could be spared from those precious and
speaking relics of the most refined and
sptirkling civilisation that mankind ever saw,

thus producing " an ugly even surface," as it

has been boldly called ; boring deep holes

—

which seems a cruelty to these tender works
of the artist's love—and introducing iron hold-
fasts, so that, if ever the restorations were
taken away, the effect would be lamentable.
But by this device the barbarians chained
their own awkwardnesses to the grace they
were disfiguring literally by fetters of iron.

We wonder whether the saw is ever employed
at the British IMuseum as it was once at the
Louvre. To a larger category belong a multi-
tude of restored bulls, horses, lions, hounds.
Stags, and mythical creatures, among the latest

of which is a colossal lion, concerning which
nothing less can be said than that it has been
made hopelessly hideous. Why have touched
it? Or, why not have touched the hundreds
of figures which h.ave been allowed to contmue
in their majestic fragmentary state, exactly
as when they were dug out of vast city ruins,

old-world tombs, and the sand-depths of the
desert? If the restorers must h.ave employment
for their ingenuity, let them keep among
the antediluvian mammoth bones, with
which they can do little harm, except that
their reproductions are likely to delude.
But, in the name of art, let them keep their
profaning hands from the wondrous sculp-
tures of antiquity, which they can only
touch to profane.

THE JsE^V LAW COURTS.—HI.
{Continuedfrom page 280.)

The Central Hall.

"W/^HILE the old association between
' * ^Vestminster and the Courts of Law
may continue to be indirectly maintained by
the presence of a noble hall in the midst of
the actual courts in the new building, when
regarded from an architectural ])iiint of view
the resemblance between ]\Ir. Street's Cen-
tral Hall and the famous old hall at West-
min-ster is seen to be very slight iiuleed; in

truth, all that is common to the two edifices

is the fact that each one is a hall, and that
both are fine and chai-acteristic expressions
of (iothic architecture.
With the excci)tion of its south end, which

forms a part of tlie grand front of the entire
building, and constitutes the central culmi-
n.ating point of the composition in that front,

the exterior of the Central Hall is compara-
tively closed in by the surrounding parts of
the the building, its north end rising above
guch parts as .abut upon it, and its sides being
left clear—absolutely clear, iudeed, above the
string of the window-sills—by wide open
light-spaces provided in part for that par-

ticular purpose. The exterior elevations

—

fh.at in the Strand front excepted—accord-
ingly, are severely simple ; and yet their

simplicity is eminently dignified, and
throughout characterised by true artistic

feeling. At each of the two southern angles
is a large tower-like octagonal stair-turret,

showing much origin.ility of treatment, of

which the finials rise l."i5ft. above the Strand
level (the ball beneath the vane of the quasi-

spire of St. Clement's Church is l.iGft.).

riain from the basement mouldings upwards
to the string immediately below tlie window-
sills, the side-w.alls will be built of red bricks

(the bricks of fine clay and peruli.ar propor-
tions, giving five courses to the foot) with
stone dressings. The bays, nine in number,
are divided by buttresses of bold pro-
jection, which at the parapet are crowned
by acute-angled headings, quite plain.

The low buildings which abut upon the
side walls of the hall cover only 129ft. Gin.

on each side ; and thus, since the exterior

length of the walls is 343ft. 8in., on each side

the walls rise perfectly open and free from
their plinths upw.irds throughout 214ft. 2in.

of their length. The space between each pair

of buttresses is filled by one of the windows,
except in the sixth bay, where on each side

of the hall there is a stair-tower with fiank-

itig buttresses and air-shafts, in general
character corresponding with the southern
angle -towers, but considerably larger.

From these twin towers are carried up,

spanning the roof, the great arch-buttresses

that perform a most important part in sup-
porting the lantern and its crowning fleche.

The finial of this fleche, which combines
richness of detail with the utmost boldness
in each of its stages and in all its leading
features, is l',):-ift., being 60ft. above the

crested ridge of the roof. By means of a
central spiral flight of stairs from a gallery

not far above the ridge of the roof, provision

is made for access to a snjall U])per gallery, a

little below the finial, from whence may be
obtained a remarkable bird's-eye view of the

whole range of the buildings. The parapet
of the side walls, formed of two rows of

corbels with corresponding courses of

weathering, is bold, plain, and effective.

The north end, quite plain except its finial,

is clear above the line of the side window
sills ; below the vaulting it is pierced with
three distinct large lancet-windows perfectly

plain, and above them in the gable—which
shows to advantage over the sky-line of the
Carey-street front—are three other lancets,

cusped, with a trefoil roof-window higher
still. At the two angles are buttresses, pro-
jecting 10ft. and set at right angles to the
walls and to each other, which are gabled at

the parapet level, and at that point from
them there rise two bold corbelled tom-elles,

with plain conical cajis and finials. The
exterior aspect of the hall at its south end
will be most appropriately considered with the

Strand front.

As seen from the interior, the south end of

the hall has a very striking effect. Through
the main triple entrance-archway the pro-

longed perspective of the inner and outer

vestibules first attracts attention. The eye

then rises to the gallery, with its flights of

steps adjusted to the lesser height of the two
lateral arches, and leading we.st and cast to

the bar-corridor. On the face of the wall

beyoiul the gallery is an arcade of three

arches corresponding with the entrance-

archway below, the central arch being
crowned with a plain rectilineal canopy rising

above the sill of the central light of the
south window. This south window is a
gi'oup of five lancets, graduated in height,

tlie central lancet being considerably more
lofty than the two exterior lancets ; or

this fine window may be accurately described
as a central throe-light between two lateral

single-lights, all the lights being lancets, and
the whole being combined by a series of

richly-shafted mullions to form a single win-
dow-composition beneath one great window-

arch ; this arch has two orders of enriched arch-
mouldings, shafted jambs, and an enriched
hood-moulding, with beautiful corbels. At
its head each of these five lancets has five-

foil cusping, the uppermost foil acutely
pointed, and the other foils rounded, all the
cusps being sharp, and having a bold projec-
tion. A tali pointed pierced quatrefoil, within
an elongated oval, also pointed, and with an
eye, appears on each side of the head of the
central lancet, but there is no other indica-

tion or suggestion of tracery. Within the
great window-arch the central group of three

lancets has a distinct hood-moulding, and so

also has each of the lateral lancets. Imme-
diately below this window, which at once
contrasts and harmonises well with the great

uucusped triplet at the other end of the
hall, is a horizontal belt of sculptured work,
:35ft above the level of the pavement. At
thenorthern end of the hall, asat the southern
end, there is a gallery in the centre ; but this

northern gallery, which is carried by two
arches and as many half arches, does not sm--

mount any doorway, the northern end of the

hall being closed to j)revent a thoroughfare.
From this northern gallery a double arch-

way leads still farther northwards at the level

of the court-floor. The three very large

lancet w'iudows, without any cusping, which
light the northern end of the hall on the
interior, are grouped together by shafted

jambs and by continuous arch-mouldings
with a band of nail-head. A rich string

below the window-sills is 38ft. din. froui the

pavement.
The width of the hall, 4Sft. (not 43ft.),

effectually preserves it from any appearance

of undue length, and with a height of

70ft. 6in. (not 7aft.) gives to the interior

proportions that are well balanced and digni-

fied. The interior length is 230ft. (the

extreme exterior length is 2a8ft. 8in.)—

a

length absolutely necessary to enable the

hall to fulfil its appointed duties ; this length

with the width of 4Sft. gives nearly five

squares of the superficial area. The treat-

ment of the sides of this great hall demands
unqualified admiration. Commencing from

the south, on each side in the second,

fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth of the nine

bays, beneath a sculptured string 13ft. from

the pavement is a wall-arcade of five pointed

arches with trefoil cusping, each group of

their clustered sliafts having one detached

shaft between two that are engaged ;
in the

central arch of the fifth bay also there is a

doorway. The string is continued for a short

space in each of the first, third, seventh,

and ninth bays over a narrow acutely-pointed

wall-arch with five-foil cusping; and then

the string rises to form a large and lofty

arch, beneath which is a double doorway-a,rch

leading to the flights of stairs in communica-

tion wuth the courts and with the other parts

of the building. While they interrupt the

continuity of the wall-arcade these double

ai-chways arc in perfect harmony with it.

The same archw.ays in the northernmost

bays have a special communication with the

coi-ridors that lead to external entrances in

the west and north fronts, and on the east

from the qu.adrangle. Above the archways

and the string of the wall arcade the walls

are plain until, at 31ft. Gin. above the pave-

ment occurs the belt of scul])ture at the foot

of tlie range of window sills, of which the

continuity is interrupted only by the

clustered shafts, corresponding in position

with the buttresses of which they may be

said to form the inner faces, that divide the

bays and carry the main arches of the vault-

ing. The abaci of the capitals of these

vaulting-shafts arc 4Sft. above the pavement,

while those of the shafts, also clustered, of

the window-jambs rise 13ft. higher. Each bay,

except the sixth from the soutli. is filled by one

of the range of eight windows that light the

hall on each side. Under a single arch each

of these windows has two tall trefoilod lights,

surmounted by a circle having eight-foil

cusping, the cusps cut off square. The
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extreme width of each -window from the

exterior of the jambs is 21ft. Gin., the height

of the window-arches is 47ft., and the lights

have a clear height of 31ft. In place of

windows, the sixtli bay is occupied by the

tliree clusters of shafts, each cluster carried

by corbels rising from canopied niches, which
support the great triple arch of the lantern.

The vaulting throughout the hall is of the

simplest order
;
transverse arches divide the

bays, and in each bay two diagonal ribs

intersect each other. Here we may observe

that the open spaces for light, five in number,
which range along each side of the hall,

are upwards of 26ft. in width ; also that the

comparatively narrow strips of building that

divide these light spaces rise to no great

height ; consequently, there is abundance of

I light for the hall, and there are ample means
for seeing its exterior. And these remarks
lead on to another, to the effect that each

one of the ten open light spaces which en-

compass the Central Hall, as it has the hall

itself on one side of it, on the opposite side

has another part of the building ; again, eacli

of the eighteen courts has an elevation for

each of the two sides that contain its ranges
of windows ; also, there are ten elevations for

the polygonal and semi-circular towers that

contain the witnesses' flights of stairs, and
the corresponding ten elevations of the parts

of the building opposite to them ; so that, not
to particularise certain other lesser elevations,

upon every one of which thought and care

and labour have been unsparingly bestowed,
in addition to the eight great elevations

already specified, and which comprehend
the main fronts of the building, not less than
forty-eight other elevations are to be included
in Mr. Street's designs ; and yet we feel

tolerably sure that not one of the critics who
were so ready to condemn Mr. Street's
" design " ever even dreamt of their existence.

The West, on Clement's Inn Front.

Possessing many features common to the
other principal fronts with itself, this west
front, like the others, has its own distinctive

characteristics, and in itself, also, it is no
less original and no less complete as a com-
position than it would have been had none
of the other fronts been in existence. It

will be kept in remembrance, as a quality
common to all the four main fronts, that
their average height is about 100ft., and their
average length about 500ft. The height of
Messrs. Twinings' bank, one of the loftiest

buildings on the opposite side of the Strand,
is 57ft. lOin. The line of the face of this
front is broken only by parts of the building
which have a slight projection, and are few
in number. These projecting parts (which
also break the sky-line) are, first, the stair-

case tower, near the north-end, SOfl. wide,
a work of gi-eat dignity and beauty, rising
high above the parapet, tlie two-light
windows ascending with the ascent of the
stairs within and the strings accompanying
them ,• the uppermost windows are canopied,
and the tall pointed roof is supported by a
richly-corbelled parapet ; in this tower there
is an entrance-doorway : second, the central
tower, 40ft. wide, with the rich oriels of the
rooms for the Admiralty and Bankruptcy
Judges, and other windows below and above
them

;
the roof lofty, with rich cresting and

vane, llanked by a chinmey toward the south :

and third, the Judges' entrance-tower, Hbit.
wide, with a square-headed doorway undera
lofty arch, surmounted by three two-light
windows transomed, the whole crowned by a
very richly corbelled parapet and lofty roof,
witli rich cresting and finials. Besides these
three towers, there are two projections
containing the officers' entrances and stairs,

with two two-light windows, and two groups
of three-lights, which do not rise to the
parapet. Also, near to south-end, the Vice
Chancellors' beautiful octagonal entrance and
stair turret, with its four two-light windows,
has its pointed roof springing from its own
corbelled parapet a little below the line of

the main parapet of the building. The
difference of level between Carey-street and
the Strand, which causes the west front at

first to appear as a building of four stories

only, is adjusted by flights of steps descending
south-wards from the north end. In addition

to the two oriels already mentioned, in this

front there are the oriels of the Lord Chan-
cellor, the Lords Justices, the Divorce
Judge, and two of the Barons of the Ex-
chequer. There also is a large double-arched
entrance near the northernmost tower, open-
ing to the corridor which leads through the
main building to the quadrangle ; and a low
and wide doorway in the central tower lead-

ing to the basement. The windows in the
basement, and in the first story above, with
the exception of a solitary three-light in each
story, are plain and single, witli square or

very slightly rounded heads. In the court-

floor the ranges of windows are under pointed
relieving arches, the openings being flat. In
the upper two stories the windows are

grouped together, either as single windows
or as pairs, the window arches of the upper-
most range being continued as a wall-arcade;

the capitals also have their enrichment
carried on to form a continuous belt of

carved work ; in the towers the uniformity

of these upper ranges of windows is some-
what modified. At the north-west angle is

a corbelled tourelle, the corbel shafted ; the

arrangement at the south-west angle awaits

a final decision. The roofs, of a high pitch,

have a ridge-cresting, and from them there

rise thirteen chimneys. It may be added
that in this front there are upwards of

320ft. in which tlie wall lias a uniform face

;

that the sky-line of the main range of

building, broken only by three towers, has
two levels only ; that of the 180 (or there-

abouts) windows, 140 have the lights quite

plain, open, and with square heads, while in

seventeen windows only—all of them judges'

oriels or staircase windows—is there any
approach even to the simplest tracery. The
balance of parts in this front, and their

distribution, leave nothing to be desired.

The North, or Carey Street Front.

iSTotwithstanding the disadvantage inciden-
tal to the higher level of Carey-sti-eet, which
reduces the height of this front by 17ft.

and deprives it of its basement-story (here
below the street level), the north front is one
of the most pleasing and impressive, as it is

orfe of the most perfect of Mr. Street's com-
positions for the New Law Courts While
the whole range of building towards Carey-
street forms a single united and harmonious
front, in part distinguished by the stricte.st

uniformity and in part exhibiting the most
decided variety, in reality this front consists
of three distinct fronts—the north front, that
is, of the main block, the exterior north
front of the quadrangle, and the noi-th

front of that eastern range of building which
closes in the quadrangle towards the east.

Of these three fronts, the first, the north
front of the main block, divides itself into

five compartments. The central compartment,
in length 120ft., has in its own centre the bar-
entrance, a spacious square-headed doorway
under a single lofty pointed arch, the arch-
head pierced with liglits and canopied. To
the west of this entrance are two pairs of

two-light windows under lofty arches, suc-
ceeded by two grovips of three-lights, one
group above the other ; these windows are
balanced on the other side of the doorway by
a range of five large single-light windows,
the lights with trefoil cusping under continu-
ous window arches—this range lights the nor-
thern bar-room. Above, extending along the
whole of tins compartment and rising to the
enriched cornice below the parapet, there is a
range of five large two-light windows to the
bar-library or principal consultation-room

;

the liglits have trefoil cusping, and in the
head of each richly-canopied arch is a circle

pierccil with a quatrcfoil ; the window-arches
themselves are connected by a wall-arcade of

pairs of acutely-pointed cusped arches, each
pair being surmounted by a circular panel
with eight-foil cusping, containing an armo-
rial shield on a diapered field ; the ceiling

of this noble room is panelled with arched
principals. The crested roof of this central
compartment, flanked by chimneys, rises

above the level of the roofs on either side of

it. Over the centre the north gables and
tourelles of the Central Hall are visible, and
lead up well to a culminating-point. Each of the
compartments which adjoin the central com-
partment to the west and east contains a
public entrance ; a judges' bay window, of
two lights ; a single-light window trefoiled

;

and two ranges of five windows in each, the
lower range plain, with square heads, the
upper range having pointed arches alternately

with five-foil and trefoil cusping. Above,
a rich cornice sujiports a plain parapet, and
the roof has a dormer and a chimney. Again,
this front of the main block is completed to

its west and east angles by another compart-
ment, flanked on eacli side by a shafted and
corbelled tourelle, and containing a judge's

entrance, tlie canopy of the archway en-
riched with pinnacles, crockets, and a finial

;

one plain window, and two upper ranges of

windows corresponding with those in the ad-
joining compartments. The roof has two
dormers, and a single massive chimney.

Set back 40 feet from the line of the front

of the main block, the Carey-street front of

the quadrangle comprises an entrance tower,
and a gabled range of building to the east of

it. In the tower, which has a roof of a very
high pitch, crested, and flanked by a tall

chimney towards the east, the double entrance-
archway is surmounted by a group of richly

corbelled and canopied niches, between two-
tiers of cusped two-light windows, three in

each tier ; and above the niches is a large

transomed window of two cusped lights,

under a very rich and lofty canopy, which
rises above the corbelled parapet of the tower.

The adjoining compartment, with a plain

gable containing thi-eo windows above a belt

of quatrefoil-panels, has seventeen single-

light windows, the arches pointed and cusped.

The roof-cresting is very rich, and there is

one chimney. J\iore to the east, and advanced
again to tlie line of the main block, is the

north-east tower, rising 135 feet above the

Carey-street level, with an octagonal stair-

turret, and a lofty chimney ; it has five tiers

of windows, with intervening belts of sculp-

ture, and in the head of the uppermost win-
dow-arch is a statue of Justice. The parapet
is richly corbelled, and the very lofty crested

roof has a dormer and finial. Abutting on
this tower towards the east, and completing
the north front in that direction, is a gabled
compartment with an angle-buttress, the gable
pierced with narrow lights, and crowned with
a finial, wliich presents two vertical sub-

compartments, that to the east being a re-

petition of the four lower stages of the tower
;

while adjoining the tower itself are three tiers

of transomed two-light windows, each window
having an enriched arch, lighting the end of

the central corridor of the building.

(To be concluded next vieeh.)

DUDLEY GALLERY.—WINTER
EXHIBITION.

THE multiplication of so-called " Exhibi-

tions " is becoming a rather serious

affair, both as regards the sight-seeing public

and the character of our arts. Time was
when "the Exhibition" was that of the Royal
Academy, selected and put together by a
controlling corporate "oody, which was re-

sponsible at least, however incompetent.

Then foUowed other annual displays of re-

cognised art societies, under special condi-
tions of their own. In the earlier days we
speak of purchasers were rare, and the exhi-

bition too often brought empty honour rather

tlian substantial reward. 'When the patron-

age of art became fashionable, however, the

state of affairs changed, and the exhibition
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became, in tlie fullest sense of tlie -word, " a
shop." It was not unnatural tliat under tlicse

circumstances the pictui'c-dealinj; fraternity

should step in, and, under the name and sem-
blance of an "exhibition," ojien each his

own bazaar for the traffic in pictures, which
were sent in for the purpose on commission
or otherwise. Under all these forms of exhi-

bition the public had some <;uarantce, some
assurance, against a positive inundation of

incapacity or mediocrity in the persons of

the m,an.af;ing committees or the status of the

speculative dealer, who, in the way of

business, had a character to maintain. AVithin

the last few years, liowever, a new step has

been taken in the business of exhibiting, or

showing pictures for sale. The "artists"

—

ehietly those of the " rising " ranks, who have

not yet obtained recognition in the established

emporiums of art—form themselves into " co-

operative associations," hire a room, dignified

as a " gallery," for themselves, where they open
shop on their own account. Of course these

little ventures are .styled " exiiibitions,"

with the usual shilling entrance fee, and a

shilling or sixpenny catalogue ; and of course

all the art critics go to them, and measuring
merit in each object by a standard amiably
.adjusted to the average pretensions of the

particular collection, never fail to find much
to admire, or where admiration is impossible,

much to encourage, in the performances of

each self-tauglit aspirant ; of course, a certain

number of the public, who go everywhere,

go to these exhibitions as to others, and of

course some of the pictures are sold ; and of

course, what with admissions and sales, the

concern is made to pay ; and our art is brought
into contempt and ridicule amongst foreigners

who happen, on their occasional visits, to look

in at these places, and who goaw.ay staggered

with the impression that they fairly represent

the British " School." It is notour province
hereto inquire how this state of tilings has come
about, or to whom the fault is due ; we have
only to express the hope that one of these

days a movement may be made to effect a

remedy to so crying an .abuse. If artists and
would-be .artists cannot or will not do what
is wanted, let the " lay " element step in,

and establish a commodious exhibition g.allery

of sutficient dimensions to accommodate .all

the "outside" talent of the day, to be
managed by a committee of some amount of

authority, and not entirely composed of the
great " unschooled " themselves.

The above remarks, which we consider
appropriate .at the opening of an " Exhibi-
tion" season which promises to be of un-
exampled severity, are particularly appli-

cable to " The Winter Exhibition of Cabinet
Pictures in Oil," being the fifth, which has
just been opened at the Dudley Gallery.

The catalogue informs us that this display is

m.ade " under the management of the Com-
mittee of the Dudley fJallery," whoever they
may be. In former years, as we recollect,

the names of the gentlemen comprising the said

committee were printed ; this ye.ar they .are

omitted, leaving ns to our own conjectures

iis to the fatuous influence under which this

extraordinary assemblage of " j)ictures in

oil" can possibly have been brought together.

The g.allery itself, was not, we believe,

constructed for the purposes of pictorial dis-

play, and is certainly not adapted to it,

more particularly for pictures of small dimen-
sions which rerpiire to be hung within a

moderate height or depth from the line of

sight. It is ill-lighted through three small

circular skylights, or in dark weather,

such as that on the day of our visit, by
means of three star gaseliers, which pour
their light over the middle of the room,
rather than upon the walls ; .and then at an
angle very trying to the vision. I'oor as the
ligl\ting is, however, it is perhaps more than
sufficient for the interests of the painters

whose works .are here thrust into view. It

is no use mincing m.atters, and the fir.st gl.ance

round the room convinces one that, for the

most part, to say nothing of the waut of

purpose and creative power in the artists,

there is an utter deficiency .amongst them of the

merest technical acquirement, as in the know-
ledge .and use of colours, dr.awing. &c., which
renders their putting themselves forw.ard as

exhibitors at least prem.ature, if it do not also

suggest re.grcts for the obvious nnsdirection of

time and labour from fields of industry more
adapted to their individual natural endow-
ments.whetherit be in the counting-house, the

tailo!''s board, the milliner's shop, or the
.still-room. As exceptions to the ride, there

are certainly a few works of some degree of

merit, either in point of purpose orexecution,
and others which claim especial notice on
various grounds, which we shall mention
presently. In the interim, let us dismiss, and
dismiss as briefly as we may, some amongst
many glaring instances which obtrude them-
selves in illu.str.ation and support of the sweep-
ing condemnation we have just uttered.

Place anx damegf .and with sorrow lie it

averred that, though " strongminded " in

politics, the weaker sex are still weak in art.

What could be conceived more "stale, fl.at,"

and unimpassioned than Mrs. Charretic's
" .Sylvia," dressed in l.ace bodice and pale

pink skirt, with the gold chain her lover gave
her dangling in her hand ? Miss Ellen Stone
in "New Kniek-kn.acks " has some good fur-

niture and curiosity painting, but " fliitness
"

again. Where, let us ask, is the lady who is

placed with her back to the fireplace supposed
to lie sitting, if not on the hob ? Miss Rebecca
Solomons' "Roman Peas.ant," ISIadame A.
Ballot's " On Guard," Miss A. ]\1. Thorny-
croft's " Study of a Head," and Miss Ellen

Wilkinson's clumsy little wench, " .She was
eight years old, she said," are, among.st many
others of a like sort, trivialties which in

mercy should never have been suffered to

make their appearance anywhere beyond
the precincts of the school class. Il.arry

Goodwin presents a striking example
of unskilled Labour and profuse waste of

materials in the thick, rough laying-on

of pigment in the " Swanbourne L.ake,

Arundel." E. W. Russell exhibits similar

qu.alities in his corridor interior, " A Spanish
Artist ;" but both are surpassed in audacious

coarseness by the " Study of Popl.ar Trees,"

of Henry !Moor, and its neighbour, " A
Sketch at Lynmouth," by Albert Goodwin.
Hamilton M.acallum spoils the effect of a

well-intentioned performance, " Sculling the

Dingy," by a similar carelessness of execu-

tion, though not carried to the san\o extent.

His other exhibit, " Poaching Sea Trout,"
though less reproachable as reg.ards the work
bestowed upon it, is, like his first-named

work, open to the charge of too palpably

borrowing from Hook. Ch.arles INIartin's

picture of Venus floating in her shell dis-

plays a fe.arful legginess, in a sickly-bluish

atmosphere. Val Prinsep's "Sir Harry
Wildair" represents a female of very ordi-

nary pretensions dressed in m.ale clothes,

with tlu' back of her head absolutely jammed
into a red brick wall. Artliur Hughes ex-

hibits a similar w.ant of appreciation of the

importance of space, by representing his

insipid " Opheli.a" endeavouring to force

her dislocated right arm into a tree
;
and in

the same category of error we must put

J. D. Watson's " When Lubin is Aw.ay,"

representing a very coarse sort of woman,
sitting on a cliff, with joined hands, labori-

ously striving to look pensive, with a back-

ground of sea and cloudy sky, wliich

threatens every moment to smother her.

Simeon S.alomons's "Carrying tlie Law in

the Synagogue at (ieneva" is carefully

studied, with some good effect of rhiar' iwcMro,

but the manipulation is painfiiUv heavy.

C. W. A\'ynficld's "The Pair Klorist," a

lady in white muslin watering flowers in the

conservatory of a suburban villa, is attractive,

though somewhat garish in elTect ; the hand-

ling cruile.

.1. K. Hodgson shows considerable spirit in

" A Disputed Move,"' at a g.ame of chess by

Turks. Briton Riviere, in "His Only

Friend," treats with great naturalness a
touching theme—a way-f.aring lad, reclining
on a bank, his delicate features bathed in
slee]i, whilst he clasps under his left arm a
rough, faithful dog. who keeps vigilant watch.
A word of praise also to Field Talfourd for
his prettily-treated fem.ale study, " I\Iy P.ird."
" The Chorister," by G. D. Leslie, A.R.A.,
is one of those f.air creatures, full-eyed,
light-haired, which he loves to treat classically,

in a medium of cool gray, and most satisfac-

torily has he achieved his design. There is

considerable humour in the "Village Gossip"
of R. S. Marks, A.R.A. Whistler's truly
origin.al productions, " V.ari.ations in Violet
.and Green" and " H.armony in Blue and
Green," are two of the coolest examples of—
wh.at shall we say ?—well, " cheek," we ever
remember to have met with on canv.as.

Imagine a smooth expanse of very p.ale blue or
violet, intended to repi'esent the sea, with a
dab here and there suggesting rather than
representing a ship, or a figure, as may be

—

all c.ap.able of being knocked off in a couple
of hours

;
and im.agine two hundred guineas

being .asked for one of these mjirvellous mani-
pul.ations, the other being left "priceless" in

the cat.alogue, and, bewildered at the modesty
of genius, we may well exclaim, " Wh.at
next?"
The " post of honour," as it is called, is

awarded to a real Academician, G. F. Watts,
R.A., who fills it with a " finished design for

a large pictui-e,'' entitled "The Angel of

Death." j\Ir. AV.atts is an artist who has

been forced into a good deal of undue noto-

riety by indiscreet friends, .and whatever
.amount of sucess ho may have displayed in

imitating the manner of the old masters in

portraiture, or rather the effect of their works
as they would appear after three centuries of

wear .and tear, he is not destined, we appre-

hend, to emulate any part of the genius of

those departed worthies in historical paint-

ing. The present effort, intended to be
enl.arged into an .altar-piece (if a commission
can be found for it), shows no improvement
upon his large decor.ation of ".Tustice" in

Lincoln's-Inn Hall, upon which the students

at dinner have long since pronounced judg-

ment. " The Angel of Death," who is a very

respectable .angel, .afterthe conventional type,

sits high up at the back of the picture, with

wings wide extended ; on his lap sprawls a

defunct infant, which a disconsolate mother,

in awkward elong<ated attitude, has just sur-

rendered to him ; in front are all sorts and

conditions of men coming forw.ard to deposit

their credentials on a tombstone—the aged

king his crown, the warrior knight his sword,

the crippled beggar his crutches, &c., whilst

on the riglit a young urchin, in rude health,

tears aside the winding-sheet and smiles

saucily, though what he sees to laugh at we
cannot exactly understand. As to the com-
position, we have but a confused, incoherent

jumble, the individual m.aterials being but

too jmlp.ably reminiscences of such originals

as Kaphael, Giorgione, Paul Veronese,

Albano, &c. On either side of this ambi-

tious but unfortun.ate performance hang
" The Noble Argalus" .and " Piirthenia," by
C. K. Halle, intended to be after the preux

chcvcilkr and lack-a-daisical damsel model of

the romantic ages ;
but the knight is terribly

ungainly in pose, ill-favoured in feature

;

whilst my l.ady is a simpering miss, with very

large awkw.ard hands, tawdrily attired. We
wish we could hope that they are not both

]iortraits ; a department of .art to which Mr.

Watts, being successful in it, would do well

to confine himself, in all its simplicity. O.

PEDESTALS.
By TiiOM.vs Morris.

THE great monuments of ancient archi-

tecture are massive .and majestic, severe

and dignified, pure, and apparently simple

;

but they are so only as gold is simple when

.all impurities h.ave 'been cast out by subtle

refinement. Such is the superlative merit
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«ve acknowledge in the Parthenon. In sculp-
ture and architecture alike, we refer to it as

the touchstone of taste ; and though in some
respects unsuitcd to modern wants, it stands
the prime representative of Classic art.

Governed by their special purposes, buildings
take every variety of feature, and each archi-

tect endeavours to express the conditions for

whose fulflhnent he is employed. In looking
Isackward at the Parthenon, we encounter
more than twenty centuries of changeful
destiny, but certain family lineaments have
never been effaced.

Ai-chitecturo demands as the first element
of stability for every building a solid and
apparent footing, or platform next the
ground. This construction is indefinitely

called the "base"—a term that may be
applied to any mass that supports another.
It may be of any form, but commonly consists

of a plinth and moulding. At Venice, the
tases are often battered, or inclined like the
sides of a riding-school. This form is not
very frequently adopted here ; but of the few
instances, one may be seen in Park-lane, and
another at the new Government Offices in S.

James's Park. In Greek temples, the base
consisted of two or three steps, and upon
the uppermost of these the Doric colmnna
stood without further preparation. At the
temple of Theseus there were two steps, at
the Parthenon three, and such was the base
of the grand Doric temples in general. It

received the name of " stylobate "—that is, a
base for columns, and it is consequently to be
used only where columns are present.

Another term for a base is derived from the
amphitheatres. The arena was surrounded
by a strong wall, twelve or fourteen feet high,
at the top of which the seats for the senators
began. The first row projected over, and had
a gallery front or railing, while the flat soffit

would effectually prevent the escape of fero-
cious animals exhibited in the spectacles.
The enclosing wall was called the " podium."
and the term has been extended to unbroken
substructures of similar form, that is to say,

with a plinth or base, a die or dado, and a
cornice or surbase.

Not only did each receding seat in an
amphitheatre possess an increased elevation,
but groups of seats were raised by larger
heights above each other. To each group
there was a front wall similar to that next the
arena, with apertures at intervals for com-
munication with the stairs and corridors.
Upon the uppermost of these divisional walls
was placed a range of columns, and the
crowning effect of so noble a peristyle is

represented in Canino's illusfration of the
Coliseum. The best approach to such an
effect in modern buildings is the arcadcd
gallery of the Koyal Albert Hall. The ex-
terior of this hall being without columns is

well calculated to display the podium, the
absence of which is remarked at the Roman
Pantheon. But here (at Kensington-gore)
the feature is thoroughly developed. The
ornamented base, panelled die, enriched frieze
and cornice, constitute an excellent design,
somewhat roughly executed in terra-cotta

—

a material moi-e subservient of ostentation
than of sterling art. Cast - work always
savours of endless and mechanical repeti-
tion.

Several temples at Rome had bases of the
podimn form. Of that of Fortuna Virilis,
Messrs. Taylor & Cresy remark that the
stylobate is in height between a third and a
fourth of this order. The circular temple of
Vesta at Tivoli is a well-known example

;

and the little temple of S. Peter in IMontorio
may be named. It is given in Le Tarouilly's
book, and was erected for Ferdinand and
Isabella, from Bramante's design, at the
beginning of the sixteenth century. The
late Mr. Wilkins introduced the podium at
the National tiallery, where there arc
columns, and at S. (ieorge's Hospital, where
there are none. It appears in that most
adiuirable work of INIr. P.asevi, the Fitz-
william Museum at Cambridge, engraved in

"Memorials of Cambridge," by Messrs.
Wright & Jones, who use the word stylobate
for the base, and term the unbroken attic,

at the top of the building, a podiiuu. A
similar block surmounts the Wellington arch
at Hyde Park Corner, where Mr. Decimus
Burton has freely imitated the arch of Sergio
at Pola. No more elegant example of the
podium can be adduced than the Pandroseum
at Athens presents ; and the peristyle of the
mausoleum at Ilalicarnassus had an equally
lofty basement. One of these buildings has
a series of noble statues, and the other
columns, but Fosbroke, on the authority of

Winckelman ,says that, as the first statues

were mere stones and shapeless blocks, the
Greeks used the same word for columns and
statues, even in the best times. Podium and
stylobate would tkerefore appear interchange-
able

; but a discriminative employment of

podium and attic seems at least to be desir-

able. The place of the one is at the foot and
that of the other at the summit of an edifice.

The arch of the Goldsnuths at Rome

—

that so-called arch without an arch—has a
podium to each pier, and the arch of Trajan
at Ancona has a complete podium, raising

the arch proper to tlie level of the causeway
by which it is approached from the sea.

When there are columns, and the constructed
base, which, but for their occurrence would
be a podium is broken for->vard, or as it may
happen detached, to support each column,
the parts so thrown forward or de-

tached are termed pedestals. The word
is derived from the Greek for a foot,

and a column. The French synonyme is

jneilesldl, the Italian piedxtallo, and the Dutch
voet-sliit. This kind of substructure was of

somewhat late introduction, and is not found
in the purer Greek examples ; but very beau-
tiful instances occur in the decorative monu-
ments of Rome. At the arch of Septimus
Severus the detached columns are on pedes-

tals charged with figures in relievo that lend
a graphic beauty to the work, and are so

lofty as with their sub-plinths to bring the
bases nearly uji to tlie impost of the side

arches. Similar in this respect is the arch
of Constantino, freely imitated by John
Nash, in the very handsome structure called

the Marble Arch, originally erected at Buck-
ingham Palace, and which now forms the
stately entrance to Hyde-park. It is an
ornament deserving its conspicuous site, and
of completion by sculptural accessories to

indicate the history or current appropriation
of the place. Riding, walking, bathing,
military exercises, and the acquisition

of the park are obvious texts for illustration.

Gwilt, in his Encyclopaidia, does little more
than dissuade the student from using the

pedestal, but in the short essay prefixed to

his " Notitia Architectonica Italiana " he de-

scribes itsparts and proportions. Columns on
pedestals have been compared to men upon
stilts, but Sir AVilliam Chambers appreciates

their claims, and describes the usage of several

masters. He admits their value in raising

the bases of columns nearer the eye, in

reducing the height, lightening, and thereby
improving the effect of an order. Situation

he considers may sometimes necessitate

pedestals, and refers to the Luxembourg as

an instance in point ; but the illustrations of

this palace by M. Gisors hardly sustain the
selection. The pilasters of that palace, like

those of our S. Paul's, are coupled, and the
pedestal in each case serves for the pair.*

Raphael's design of the Palace Stoppani
at Rome, or the t'anossa, by San Micheli, at

Verona, would have served as well as the
Luxembourg, while Giulio the Third's Palace
by Vasari, and that for the Count Cliiericati,

by Palladio, at Viccnza, would have done
better. A forlwri should be remembered the
Palais du j at Mantua, so called from the
figure of its plan (designed by Julio
Romano), a perfectly regular pile, with the

In tlio £:rni]n(ls of the I.u:cGiiibnurg a pleasing littl(»

prolto nf kinilreil dfsi^n ttj the wnter-gato at the
Adolphi has the pod?stal single ami detached.

pedestal fully adopted as part of the order.
The incident of the initial reminds one of the
adoption of the e in Eliza\)eth's reign, and
of John Thorpe's

| and y.
Vignola, who used pedestals at the Capra-

rola Palace, fixed their proportion at one-
third of the supported order, and gave to the
die a width equal to that of the plinth at

the columns base. This made the pedestal
more considerable than it had been in early
times, as notably the Pantheon of Hadrian at

Athens. Inigo Jones did not use it at White-
hall, yet although he placed his columns upona
continuous basement, ho broke the entablature,
and his example is followed by iMessrs.

Banks & Barry in the Piccadilly front of

Burlington House. In general, however,
where the aim of the architect has been to
make his work cheerful and ornate, the
pedestal has found favour. It is employed
in the Strand front of Somerset House, and
the principle may be said to have been
adopted by Sir James Pennethorne in Bur-
lington Gardens, where square pilasters are

substituted for columns. It is seen in the
Foreign Office by Mr. G. G. Scott, and Mr.
Frederick Porter has executed it in granite

at the Union Bank, Charing-cross.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
Architectuhal Composition.—Wood and

Ironwork.

{Continued from page 261.)

TN the last article it was said the successful
-»- preservation of wood by means of im-
mersion in water, impregnation with chemical
solutions, as mineral acids, tars, and essen-

tial oils, coatings with paint, has not yet been
attained, though the value of such processes

or saturations much depends on the state of

the timber at the time, and its thorough de-

siccation by a slow process—no less than a

thorough impregnation or coating with such
preservatives, which, however, is seldom per-

fectly pel formed in practice. The great

secret is in extracting the soluble matters of

the wood, as the sap, or preventing it from
undergoing fermentation or chemical change,

which makes it susceptible of decay and the

ravages of insects. Protection against fire,

also, is a matter yet incompletely fulfilled, as

no solutions or sheathing in metal have
answered the end proposed, or at least are

more than partially effective. The combus-
tible property of this material renders it on
this account improper in constructions of many
kinds, and the lamentable fire of Chicago
alone is a sufficient lesson to architects for all

time, and nuikes us wish that some process

could be devised which would effectively

render wood, at any rate, proof against the

first attacks of that destructive agent.

Mechanically, the application of timber is

a subject that has elicited a large amount of

learned theory and practical experience.

Trcdgold, Barlow, Rondelet, Emy, and a host

of other experimentalists and practical men,
have devoted a lifetime to the elucidation of

the principles of carpentry and the strength

of timber ; but they ha-\-e all treated the sub-

ject from the utilitarian point of view, and
have left the architectural student here. The
eesthetic or artistic treatment of woodwork
has been thus comparatively neglected, and
many of the ancient examples, whiletheyshow
a keen appreciation of art as applied to the

material, are, nevertheless, either ill-adapted

to our modern ideas of taste, and comfort, and
economy of in.aterial, or are defective in a

mech.anical point of view. In short, we have
abundance of examples of timberwork de-

signed on purely mathematical principles,

and a valuable collection of ancient wood-
work, designed with purely artistic feeling,

but each wanting the combined excellences

which only a philosophical study of the .sub-

ject can adequately give. The principles on
which ancient woodwork was designcil hardly
meet the extended experimental knowledge
we now possess, though it cannot be doubted we
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are too prone to keep within the narrow
limits assigned by mere custom or rule, .and

do not sufficiently apply our better mechani-
cal knowledije in an artistic direction. Lately,

indeed, some tentative study has been be-

stowed under the influence of ecclesiastical

art, or an archaiolojrical resuscitation, if I

may so term it, of the spirit of Mediaival

woodwork has been attempted : but from its

falling so far below our scientific standard of

perfection, it must necessarily be a mere
fashion, short-lived, and void of any defined

influence on the future of art. Sucli studies,

however, although imperfect and wanting in

result, may help the great movement of

scientific generalisation as applied to all art

material and workmanship. Each man has

a speciality or hobby which ])redilcction of

education or mental bias may give him, in

which some crotchet, idea, or association is

uppermost ; but by tlie co-operation of all

artists and workers, however diverse and
opposite their lines of action may be, or seem,
a result favourable to art may be expected ere

long. Thus we have our engineers working
in one cliannel, our artists and architects in

another dircL'tion. and their combined action

cannot be resultless if they are only true to
themselves and their respective arts. With
our imperfect knowledge there must ever be
an impassable gulf between utility and taste,

between the siuqde, plain, decisive adapta-
tion of material and the remoter feeling of

art. Thus, what seems the clearest and most
sensible method of using our wood and iron
is not always that which we can admire ; but
by careful study and a thorough acquaintance
with the properties of materials we can often
attain in some degree to such combined effect,

and meet approximately some of those laws
of beauty whicli appear inscrutable.

" Mass " and " weight "' were said to be
the chief essentials in stonework, inasmuch as
the resistance of stone to cross strain cannot
be depended on, the cohesion of its particles

not being reliable. AVhile, therefore, simple
compression is the chief action to which that
material should be subject, in timber, from
its toughness and natural elasticity, we have
two additional forces or pressures to which it

may be exposed—namely (1) cross strain
and (2) tension. From these conditions it is

clear quite another and very opposite condi-
tion of structure is imposed—namely, " light-
ness " and "length" in proportion to" the
resistance it has to offer, for it must be con-
si<lcred excessive cross-.section or thickness
only adds weight without equivalent advan-
tage—a remark that some of our architects
seem to ignore in practice. For cross-strain,
the strength of a beam is " directly as the
breadth and square of the depth, and inversely
as the length,"' or the ratios of strength to
dimension is

—

I

Results from the experiments of Barlow and
others show that for fir less than half of the
cross-section or fibres are engaged in resisting
the force of tension, the greater portion being
employed in the resistance to compression

;

therefore the neutral axis, or plane, as it is

termed, is rather below the centre of the
depth of a beam. It will not be necessary
here to enter into the mathematical theory
and results relating to the strength of timber
—a subject which every stuflent shoidd be
familiar with. From the simple formida used
it is obvious what proportion depth sho\ild

have to width and length in beams or timber
subject to cross-pressm-es. If this rule were
more thought of, we should never see a square-
sectioned beam, rafter, or joist, and certainly
never one placed llatwi.se. The stiffcst section
for timber is that whose breadth is to the
depth as -riH to 1 ; Itondelet and other French
writers make the ratio as 5 : 7. Circum-
stances may vary this ratios in some ca.scs

and in all instances an allowance for the pur-
pose of the carpenter nmst be made in excess
of the rule. Bailow gives one-foui'th the

breaking weight as the maximum load ; but

beyond this, especially in timbers framed, a

nuich less weight than that must be allowed

—one-tenth or twelfth as a margin for con-

structive use. It must also be remembered
that stiffness, or resistance to deflection, must
enter into our calculations, as the lea.st

degree of curvature may often sadly mar our

construction whore .straightncss is an object,

as in a floor. The deflection of a beam is

directly as the weight and cube of the length,

and inversely as the breadth and cube of the

depth. Of course, for different woods tlio

value of deflection varies ; and Dnhamel and
Tredgold have investigated tliis, and fixed

" constants " by which it is easy to calculate

the thickness required, assuming one-fortieth

of an inch to the foot as a sinking that would
not be noticed. It is found that the greatest

results of transverse strength with the mini-

mum of material are not obtained by parallel-

sided beams, but by forms more or less

curved. Thus a beam supported at both ends,

and loailed in the centre, requires either its

upper side convex towards the weight, formed
by two parabolic curves, or its horizontal

section or plan of a similar shape. If loaded

uniformly, the curve assumes an elliptical

form on its upper side. Again, a beam fixed

at one end and loaded at the other—a case

that occurs in cantilevers, brackets, &o.—the

form of equal strength is that of a parabola

on the under-side, the breadth being constant

;

or when such a beam is loaded uniforndy it

assumes a triangular shape, the wall being

one side of the triangle. These results,

though seldom or never applied in practice,

mny be usefully suggestive ;
while regarded

resthef ically, the convexity of a beam bearing

weight is far more consistent and in harmony
with our ocular notions of strength at least.

Transverse strain, which may be considered

as a composite action in which compression

and tension are combined, is that to which

timber is most exposed in the constructions

of the carpenter, and we may sum up gene-

rally the following cases:—l.^When the beam
is supported at the ends and loaded in middle,

the ordinary case in construction. The for-

mida in this case we have given. 2. When
the beam is fixed at both ends and loaded

in the middle, we take H the breaking weight.

;!. When the beam is fixed at one end and
loaded in the middle, we take 1\ the weight.

4. Wlien it is fixed at one end and loaded at

the other, wo take i the weight. "When the

load is uniformly distributed, double the

the weight is required to produce fracture

than if placed in the centre. 5. Inclined

beams as rafters. Here tlie breaking weight
equals the same beam placed horizontally mul-
tiplieil by its length and divided by the hori-

zontal distance between supports. In all the

above cases the specific value of the strength

of the material used, or the " eoustant," has

to be introduced into the calculation.

Resistance to tension is a condition of the

material which, though often called into exer-

cise, may in some cases be better supplied by
iron. Here the strength must be proportional

to the area of section, audit is only necessary

to find experimentally the constant or tabu-

lar number for each kind of wood with which
to multiply this area ;

the fourtli of thi.-i re-

sult is consideroil the safe tensile str.ain.

Kcsistance to compression. This is a condi-

tion of the matcri.al often usefully called into

requisition. M. Kondelet arrived at the con»
elusion that resistance to this force does not
sensibly diminish in a prism the height of

which does not exceed eight times its base, a
higher proportion tending to bend. The
strength or resistance, according to Tred-
gold, is inversely as the strain in all ca,scs of

columns or supports, or the strain is directly

as the weight and square of the length, and
inversely as the diameter. We have seen,

tlien, that wood is capable of resistance to the

three different forces or strains which can
possibly occur in static construction, or can
fulfil tiie offices of column or strut, tie and
beam, though fuither investigation and study

will eventually assign to it, perhaps, a more
limited sphere of use in combination with
iron and other materials.

The comliination of timbers in systems of

framing, or to fit them for the purposes of a
building, requires a further knowledge of

mechanics, or that very useful principle the

composition and resolution of forces, the

rules of which are so well known as not to

require repetition here. The assemblage of

the parts of a truss might be seriously dis-

arranged by a want of such knowledge, or

the unequal strains produced by an in-

sulhcicnt resistance or abutment of one part

may considerably affect those to which minor

attention may be given. In designing

systems of framing the values of the different

strains can be easily ascertained geometrically

and with sufficient accuracy by completing

the parallelograms of forces, and taking the

respective and proportionate distances by
scale. The actions of loads on certain parts

of a truss cannot be too much studied ; for

example, in rafters the greater the obliquity

of them, or the higher the pitch, the less

direct will be the weight ; while a dimini.shcd

load on a horizontal rafter or a roof of low
]iitch will be increased by direct action.

Again, it must be considered that as the

resistance of beams is inversely as their

length, so nmat their scantlings be regulated.

It should be known that the angle of least

strain when the rafters are uniformly loaded,

is about 35*
; the angles, indeed, made by the

pieces or component parts of a frame with

each other determine in a great measure the

amount of the strains produced. It is of

great importance to know which is a strut,

and which a tie, in a system of framing ; but

this is a matter often difficult of immediate

discrimination, and we cannot always hart-e

recourse to practical exemplification or ex-

periment. In the majority of cases, however,

it is readily perceived which piece of the

framing or "truss could give place to a rope,

or in other words, which is in a state of

tension ; but it is often difficult to know
precisely whether a certain piece is not under

the influence of more than one pressure

—

namely, a compressile and a cross strain, or

a tensile and a cross strain ; or, in other words,

whether a particular member of a piece of

framing is in so direct a position as to receive

a direct action of the pressure. The test of

the rule adverted to will in all cases solve the

doubt. As a general rule, the strain on any

piece is proportional to the sine of the angle

which the strain makes with the other piece

directly, and also that inversely made by the

pieces ';
because the sides of a triangle are

proportional to the sines of the opposite

angles. G. H. G.

{To be continued.)

1T.\U\S rURXITURE .\K» BUILDING
AI'PLIANCES.

TIIE following notes on It.iliim furniture ami

buililin^' .aiipliantt's .ire taluMi from a report in

the Jaunnil of" the Society of Art!< on the National

E.Khibition of industrial Products :

—

Furniture.

The principal materials employed in Italy at the

present moment for the manufacture of furniture

are indigenous walnut-wood and iron. The former

has l.een used for centuries l,y the cabinet-makers

aiul ornamental workers throughout the country.

It assumes the same place which mahogany holds m
Englaiul, and only of late years, and in certain

towns, on account of its increasing rarity and high

price, is employed as a veneer, being usually solid,

while cherry, apple, and pear wood, generally stained,

are used for commoner furniture, and iron is rapidly

becoming the oidy material for bedsteads. We have

before our eyes a remarkably beautiful variety of

juniper (Jmiipcrus S(ihina). the variegated tints of

which, wine-red and straw-yellow, with all the in-

termediate shades, offers a inat.rial which, when

judiciously worked up in inlaid furniture, has a

peculi.irlv fine effect; unfortunately, this has not

been in "the least degree taken advantage of iu the

samiiles of work presented on this occasion.
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The most important manufactory of furniture in

Italy, almost entirely made by machinery, is that of

Levera Brothers, of Turin. Their exhibit shows
the qualit}' of work turned out by them, but gives

Init a very poor idea of the infinite variety of

branches which they embrace, commencing M'ith the

sawing, carving, and adapting the wood-work, the

upholstering department, the manufacture of fringes,

silk fabrics, bronze and iron castings, and ending in

the retail trade in the objects manufactured. Nor
is it to be passed over in silence that there is a school

of design in the establishment to form able work-
men.

Botthard, of Florence, has sent a good set of sam-
ples of his gilt mouldings for pictures and othei

frames, admirably manufactured, and largely sup-

plied to retail vendors in all the principal towns.

Gargiulo, of Sorrento (Naples), is perhaps better

known to British and American tourists than to his

own countrymen ; his accurate and tasty inlaid

mosaics, which take the name of the town whence
they come, are artistic, and bear a peculiarly Italian

stamp. In all probabilitj-, the art was carried thence

to Tunbridge Wells, where a very similar trade is

carried on. The defect of these mosaics is the great

ease with which they come to pieces when placed in

a damp spot—an evil which might be, in some degree,

remedied by employing the strongest glue. Lanceti,

of Perngia (Umbria), who stands far higher as a

manufacturer of mosaics of a more artistic nature,

exhibits this time some admirable samples of inlaid

mosaics applied to card-cases, album-covers, &c. In

addition to the use of stained woods, and engraved
ivory with ornamental designs, figures, &c., for which
he is so celebrated, he has combined geometrical

borders haWng so close an analogy with Bombay
work as to show that he has studied Indian manu-
factures to advantage. He cannot, indeed, come up
to the exquisite minuteness of the latter, but the in-

troduction of figures breaks the tiring monotony
observed in the Oriental patterns, and the introduc-

tion of engraved figures is so important an imjirove-

ment that we may venture to suggest that Indian

workmen, when making their mosaic, should be

counselled to insert Classical ornaments in carved
ivory, which could oe easily supplied them from
Italy for that purpose by the merchants who pur-
chase such manufactures for the European market.
The subject is worthy of the attention of those in-

terested in the development of taste in India ; and
we venture to hope that Dr. Forbes Watson will

take up the idea in the India Museum in London
;

for, though at first sight it might appear to be mix-
ing two styles essentiallj' different, the artistic effect

is so remarkable that it defies too severe a criticism.

Paper-hangings are principally used in northern
Italy, where, indeed, the influence of the neighbour-
ing countries is seen at every step. Elsewhere, the

more national custom of fresco decoration prevails,

whether executed by hand or by the aid of designs

cut out in wood, metal, or other material. Since

manufactories of machine-made paper have extended
in many places, a considerable impulse has been
given to the manufacture of paper-hangings, which
sell at from 0*30 lire the roll of metres upwards.
The specimens, however, observed in the exhibition

are principally of the better class, many of them
highly commendable for the taste displayed, showing
the excellent influence exerted by the numerous
schools of design which exist in all the towns of

Italy of some importance. Although the patterns
are inferior to those manufactured at IMulhanseu,
they show a decided improvement on tlie productions
of a few years past, and may be fairly ranked as
decorative papers. One point in particular ma}- be
noticed, which is the introduction more generally of
a ground, witli designs better grouped than formerly,
leaving more repose to the eye than where the entire

paper is surcharged with a pattern on its entire sur-
face. The patterns themselves are less vulgar and
commonplace than they used to be, and the colours
combined with belter harmony and contrast. Among
the best samples sent are those of Oggioui, of Milan,
and Ferro, of Tm-in.

As accessories to furniture may be mentioned the
ornamental castings of CoUa & Company, of Turin,
well worthy of examination ; while Pellas has sent
from his electro-chemical laboratory at Florence

some good samples of oxidised silver work, imitated

from Collins and other masters, now made so cheap
b}' the scientific a]iplicafions of the day as to be
accessil)]e to a large proportion of the community,
and highly Fuitable for purchase by travellers who
sojourn for any time in the artistic capital of Italy.

Building Materials.
Chinaglia, of Turin, has samples of bricks made

in his continuous kilns, rendered so famous of late

by the war which has waged in the courts between
him and Hoffmann, who accused the former of hav-
ing infringed his patent. There is a decided pro-

gi'ess in brick and tile making in these products

—

always limiting these observations to what has been

done elsewhere in Italy. The little hand-machine
for making the bricks, invented by Chinaglia, con-

sists simply in a table, on which are disposed one or

two brick-moulds. The clay is pressed into these

by means of a heavy iron frame-work, moving on a

hinge behind. The brick is raised by a lever, acting

by a pedal. He does not exhibit any machine for

mixing the clay, but the homogeneity of the products

seem sufficient to indicate that he must employ one.

The ornament.il tiles are highly ingenious. He does

not make them like Minton and others, but forms a

design in the act of making the tile, so as to produce

a hollow. This is afterwards filled with plaster of

Paris, cement, asphalte, &c., so as to produce the

most accurate patterns of the desired colour. The
inlaid pavements in Venetian mosaic, exhibited by
Gkanoli and Co., of Firenze, are very well made

;

they consist of small pieces, in the form of lozenges,

hexagons, squares, &c., which can be easily united

to suit the floor, previously covered with a layer of

cement. Hitherto it has been the general custom to

imbed the fragments of marble, serpentine, and other

stones on the cement in the apartment or passage

itself, and afterwards to rub the surface until the

whole formed a smooth plane. The cost of such

mosaic tiles is from Gd. to Is. per square foot.

Hydraulic cement is being much more largely

employed than was at first anticipated, not only for

subaqueous constructions and foundations, but also

for making bridges, flooring, &c., but we are not

aware of its being applied anywhere so admirabU* as

at Grenoble, and elsewhere in France, where the

whole fronts of houses are faced with cement, pre-

viou.sly moulded, and then put in the walls. The
Upper Italy Railway Company possess very exten-

sive cement works at Palazzuolo, near Brescia, where
they have applied all the modern improvements for

its manufacture, packing in sacks, and carriage to

the main line, whence it is conveyed to all parts of

their immense railway system, extending, as it does,

from the Alpine tunnel at Bardonneche to the

Austrian frontier, near Trieste, and from Turin to

Florence, with all the innumerable branch lines.

Next to this we find a sample of agglomerates

employed in the submarine station of Venice, con-

sisting in a block of 10^ cubic feet (1 cubic mfetre).

It is formed of

—

Hydraulic lime 30

Sand, perfectly dry 50

Gravel, perfectly dry and sieved 1 00

AVater (fresh) 120 litres 12

and, after having been submerged for four years at

Venice, is perfectly sound and solid.

Other cement works exist near Bergamo, and serve

for the use of the public. The samples are from the

Bergamask Company for the manufiicture of chment
and hydraulic lime in that city. This company was
formed in 18C4, and is now able to produce 20,000
tons of cement and hydraulic lime yearly. The
imitation Portland cement competes with that

hitherto imported from the Tyrol and Grenoble.

Among other places where the Bergamo cement has
been applied may be mentioned the crypt of St.

Mark's, at Venice.*

Two quarry-masters of Luserna, in the Walden-
sian valleys (Turin), have sent slabs of gneiss and
worked pieces of the same nnaterial for window sills.

There is nothing new in this material ; the streets,

not only of Turin, but of most of the cities of

northern Italy, excepting those near wdiich quarries

exist, are flagged with the stone of Luserna, one of

the best kinds in the country. Many persons have
an idea that the nucleus of the Alps is crystalline,

which is not invariably the case; indeed, in piercing

the Mont Frujus, in the whole distance of 12,200
metres, only clny-slate and a stratum of quarryite

were met with, but no gniess or other crj'stalliiie

felspathic rock whatever. This gneiss is largely

employed even at present in Alpine country villages

for roofing; and possibly where the weight of the

snow in winter is very considerable, and the winds
strong, it is preferable to tiles, which wre easily blown
off during the gales so prevalent in mountainous
regions.

9

S. JAMES'S CHURCH, DIDSBURY,
LANCASHIRE.

ON Friday, October 20, this church was re-opened,

after having undergone important alterations,

the sermon being lireachcil by the Bishop of Man-
chester. The original building, according to a local

authority, was one of the most ancient outlying
chapels in the parish of Manchester. la 1235 it

* Prices of the products per ton at Bergamo ;—Portland
cement, £4; slow setting cement, £1 Is.; quick setting
cement, £1 8s

was probably only a private oratory, limited to the

use of the Lord of the Manor, or the iuliuential

persons who planned its erection, but increasing in

importance and size in proportion as the tenantry

were permitted to worship in it, it became a paro-

chial chapel in 1352. In 1020 it was rebuilt, and
then, for the first time, a tower was added. At the

eastern extremity of the north ai.sle, where the nave and
chancel join, was a clear space about Oft. by ft, which
marked the Barlow Chapel, the Barlows being an
influential Roman Catholic family in the adjacent

township of Chorlton, whose more customary place

of interment, however, was in the Collegiate Church
(now the cathedral) of Manchester. A correspond-

ing space on the opposite side marked the Mosley
Chapel, being for the use and benefit of the family

who owned, amongst other lands, "Hough's End
Clough." The principal monument in the church is

to the memory of Sir Nicholas Mosley, of the Hough,
and formerly Lord Mayor of London, and bears the

date of 1012, which is associated with Queen Eliza-

beth, from whom Sir Nicholas appears to have re-

ceived some handsome presents of furniture for

valuable services rendered by raising 0,000 soldiers

and sixteen ships of war to meet an apprehended

attack of the Spaniards, to avenge the catastrophe

of the Armada by a fresh attack upon England.

At a subsequent date the two chapels appear to

have been formed into a continuation eastward of

the north and south aisles, pewing placed therein, and

arches (two on each side) formed opening towards

the chancel ; north and south galleries, and a west or

organ gallery, were also erected.

At a more recent date the outside walling was
refaced with stone, and rich Perpendicular traceried

windows replaced those which appeared as though

they had been borrowed from the adjoining cottages.

In the present alteration the church has been ex-

tended eastward by the addition of a new chancel, 30ft.

by Ifl ft., the old chancel being taken in and pewed for

a continuation of the nave, which previously was
too short, and which is still further improved by the

taking down of the cumbersome north and south

galleries. May they soon be followed by the west

gallery, .and a more suitable place found for the

org.an ! The new chancel arch is of stone, boldly pro-

portioned ; double shafts are ranged at sides, with

moulded octagon caps and bases, these carrying

deeply-shadowed arch and label mouldings with

carved boss terminations. The pulpit is of oak,

hexagon in jilan, with carved and uncarved panels,

and buttresses at angles with cap mouldings, bear-

ing a memorial inscription. It has been made by
Messrs. Sidebotham & Co., of Manchester, from the

architect's designs. The reading-desk is also of oak,

with open traceried front, and shaped and traceried

ends. The side windows of chancel are filled in with

memorial stained-glass windows, in illustration of

the following subjects: "Abraham offering up Isaac,"

"The Good Samaritan," "The Parable of the

Pharisee and Publican," " Christ blessing little chil-

dren," and " Christ teaching in the Temple." These

windows are by Jlessrs. Lavers. Barraud, & West-

lake. The east window is also filled with stained

glass, removed only from its old position and reflxed.

The reredos, a former gift of the present rector, has

been relixed.

A font cover has been presented, the work of Mr.

Skidmore, of Coventry, and comprises an oak top,

with the inscription "Suffer little children to come
unto me " round the edge, surmounted by a

wrought iron crocketed canopy, filled in on the sides

with scroll work. The wrought iron standards to

chancel seats, as also the gas pendant, have been

manufactured by Messrs. Hibbert & Co., of Man-
chester. The new chancel has been built by a lady

in memory of her mother, the other part of the work

having been undertaken by the rector, church-

wardens, and congregation. The contract for the

whole was taken by Messrs. Clay & Sons, Auden-

shaw, for the collective sum of £1,300, the stone-

work being sublet to Messrs. Ellis & Hinchcliffe,

of Manchester. Messrs. T. R. & E. Williams have

done the carving, and the architects are Messrs.

Horton & Bridgford, of Manchester.

CHIPS.

The doatli is announce<l from Brussels of M.
riiilastre, the decorative painter, who was pupil of

Ciccri, and who in conjunction with Cambon, had
been the decorator of tho Opera, and almost all the
other theatres.

The works for tho new public Public Hall at
Dorking aro in rajiid progress, under the direction of

Mr. Shoarburn.

New schools for tho picturesque village of Churt,
near Faniham, Surrey, were opened last week. Tho
building 1ms been erected at a cost of about £500 by
Mr. 1''. V. Birch, from dcsi.gns funiished gratuitously
by the architect, Mr. E. Woodthoqie.
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A STORM IN A TEA-POT.

THE newspapers—we suppose, for want of some-

tiling better to talk about—have been writing

somewhat sensational artiules under the heading of

" The Xew Social Movement." It was stated that

a combination had been formed between certain lead-

ing Conservative lords and a council of ''representa-

tive working men," in order to carry out a certain

extraordinary pn gramme, consisting " of passing a

homestead law, by which the families of our work-

men may be removed from the crowded quarters of

the town and have given to them detached homesteads

in the suburbs," of " a municipality for every towji

and village, with power to acquire and dispose

of land for the common good," the buying of the

railways by the Government and working them for

the public advantage, &c. It was supposed at lirst

that the whole affair was a hoax, but it subsequently

transpired that certain negotiations had taken place.

First, the lords whose names were mixed up in the

matter repudiated having ra.ide any such arrange-

ments as those imputed to them ; next came a full

explanation from the lords, saying what they had

agreed to, which in reality- was next to nothing; and

then came the explanation of the so-called wtirking

men. "We need scarcely say there is an immense

gulf between the conditions of amalgiimation as

stated by the lords and those suggested by the work-

ing-men. Mr. Scott llussell, who has not been pre-

eminentl)' successful in other engagements in life, has

acted as a kind of self-elected go-between, and has,

to all appejiraiue*, ]ierplexed and mystilied both

p.irties. and with him rests the credit or discredit of

originating the negotiations, and bringing them to an

inglorious end. Xo doubt all the parties concerned

have misunderstood each other. In all probability

the so-called working-men magnified (and that to a

great degree) the diitlomatic abilities aud influence

of Mr. Scott Kussell, ami Jlr. Scott Kussell magnified,

and that to a great degree, the abilities and influence

of the " representative working men ;
" and in all

probability the lords, who should have known better,

fell into similar error with regard to the negotiator

and the said " representative working men." Un-
derstanding each other a little better, they will no

doubt in future act a little wiser. It appears to us that

the great mistake the lords and the newspapers who

have commented on the proceedings have maile is a

misapprehension of the power wielded by certain

self-styled " representative working men." Those

men in London who frequently manage to make the

most noise possess the least influence. They repre-

sent no (uie but themselves. As a rule, they are

neither working-men nor middle-class men. The

following are the names of, we believe, the self-

elected " council of representative working-men :
"

—

Robert Applegarth, Daniel Guile, George Howell,

T. W. Hughes, Lloyd Jones, II. Broailhurst,

F. Whetstone, John Oeighton, Alfred Barker, J.

Squires, K. M. Latham, Joseph Leicester, William

Swindlehurst, and George Potter.

We may say we arc well acquainted with what are

called .and what are supposed to be the loaders of the

working men in London—we mean leaders in an

agitating sense—and we say we never heard be-

fore of .seven out of the fourteen above names, and

these are D. Guile, T. W. Hughes, H. liro.adhurst,

F. Wlietstone, John Deighton, A. Itarker, and J.

Squires, and of the remaiinng seven George Howell

and William Swindlehurst .are secretaries of building

societies; U. JI. Latham is a patent agent; Lloyd

Jones is half writer and half lecturer on socialism

and other " isms," and has been for a quarter of a

century ; Mr. Applegarth is (or was until recently) the

well-known secretary of a trades union ; ^Ir. George

Potter is h.tlf journalist and half 1'arliament.ary

agent ; and Jlr. .Tosoph Leicester is a hona-Jidv work-

ing man. Now, without wishing to dispute for a

moment the respeotabilily of any of those names,

we may s.iy that ujdess they were delegated to re-

present bodies of working-men, they are in no way
entitletl to call themselves " a council of represen-

tative working-men." I^et them speak in their

own names if they will, but let them not deceive

themse'.ves and other people in thinking or in styling

themselves the representatives of others. Had they

been known in their true capacity, the lords above

alludeil to might have saved themselves much

trouble, and the newspapers who have made so

much to-do about nothing might have written on

more profitable subjects. Our advice to the true

working-men of the country is to trust neither lords

nor any "council of representative working men," but

in all endeavours to ameliorate their condition to

relv on themselves.

Airni'lCIAL STONE AS A FIIIEPKOOF
BUILDING MATEPilAL.

MORE than once, when describing the premisCg

erected liy Messrs. M. AUeu & Son for the

Industrial Dweilings Company, we have referred to

an artiticial stone manufactured and used by them

for all purposes where stone is usually employed.

The artificial stone consists of Portland cement and

breeze, coke refuse or slag, in the proportion of from

5 to 7 of the former to 1 of the latter. Its cost is

about one fourth that of stone, and an idea of its

qualities of endurance may be obtained from the fact

that a step of it will outlast several cut from York

stone.

The recent fire at Sir Sydney "Waterlow's premises

in Hill-street, Finsbury, has very clearly demon-

strated the v.alue of the material in fireproof con-

struction. It was then used side by side with stone,

and the comparison of the lire-resisting qualities of

the two materials is thus easily established. In al-

most every case where the fire reached the natural

stone it is shivered and split to pieces or has alto-

gether given way. In every inst.ance where the .arti-

ficial stone has been subjected to the ordeal it remains

intact, and with its outline as sharp as on the day it

was fixed in its place. In the windows of the build-

ing the dressings were of the artiticial material, and

on them were bedded sills of natural stone. The lat-

ter is in fragments, the former unbroken, and in

most cases uninjured in the slightest degree. It is,

indeed, about the only material used in the construc-

tion ofthe building that has stood the fire. Even the

brick walls are rent and shattered,and girders and stays,

where unprotected, are distorted aud fractured. Mr.

Allen himself, though always maintaining its good

fire-resisting qualities, confesses that it has surpassed

his own good opinion of it, and intends, in future, to

use it more largely than heretofore. His principle

is to look to iron for strength in construction, but to

clothe it with this enduring fire-resisting stone—to

use his own simile, as the bones on which the human
body depends for strength are clothed and protected

by the flesh and muscles. A brick building in which

no lath and plaster partitions were used with floors

and stairs of the artificial stone, and with every

girder and stay surrounded with the same material,

would, the inspection of the premises at Ilill-street

convmces us, be as nearly as possible absolutely fire-

proof.

There are other well-known means for providing

against fire similar in principle to Mr. Allen'.s, which

can be adopted in the ease of arches and floors ; but

as his artificial stone is fireproof in itself, and ap-

parently o'onfers immuinty from fire on whatever

part of the building it forms, its employment should

become a question for the consideration of all in-

terested in the preservation of buildings from fire.

mistJtke at any point may result in disasters, or, at

all events, in a failure so complete that it will be

needful to undo all that has been done and begin

again. One of the most important conditions of

success is to apply the system to pUiit-houses of

comparatively small size. As a matter of fact, the

greatest conservatory ever constructed could be

heated by means of gas to perfection, but the cost of

gas is necessiirily high, and when we have to deal

with a large house it becomes a sheer waste of money,

and a most extravagant waste too, when gas is

employed. It is a question, of course, what is meant

bv the term " comparatively small size," and we

should be disposed to draw the line for practical pur-

poses between houses larger and lesser than about

411ft. in length by 10ft. or l'2ft. in breadth. The

kind of structure for which gas is best of all adapted

is the so-called conservatory Avhieh is usually

attached to the town residence, the length and

breath and height of which rarely give so large

a cubical area as the ordinary low-roofed plant-house

•10ft. long by Idft. or 12ft. wide, which we have

instanced as the largest structure to which gas-heat-

ing may be applied conveniently. The principal

.advantage of gas-heating is that stoking is dispensed

with, and if the pressure on the pipes is prettj' con-

stant, the apparatus may be left for many hours with-

out attention, as the heat given off will be constant,

and to a great extent determinable beforehand. It

must not he concealed, however, that to manage a

gas-heating ajiparatus requires some amount of ex-

perience, and those who would succeed must h.abitu-

ate themselves to observation, not only of the action

of the apparatus, but of its influence on the tempera-

ture of the house at different hours and in different

states of the weather. A body of flame sufficing

only to keep out frost on a frosty night with a clear

sky might suftiee to raise the temperature of the

house to 70= to 80° on a mild night with a cloudy

sky, and, as a matter of course, alternations so great

and sudden would seriously injure the plants the

ajjparatus was mtended to preserve.

Hl.ATlXG THE COXSERVATOKV.
Hi;.\TIXG the conservatory by means of gas is

(says the Gardener's iJagazinc^ understood

at present by comparatively few amongst the many
who might be advantaged by it. Only in the neigh-

bourhood of towns isthis modeof obtaining heat avail-

able, and it is in the urban garden f(>r the most part

where gas-heating is niost required. The subject

may be disposed of in a general way for the comfort
of such as prefer a summary to an argument by the

remark that a plant-lunise may be heated with g;is

in a most eflicient and cleanly manner, and the heat-

ing apparatus will occasion less trouble in manage-
ment than any kind of apparatus reciuiring any
other kind of fuel. Hut the conditions of success in

this business are somewhat narrowly defined, and a

WEST BROMWICII TOWN HALL.

WE give this week an illuslralion of the selected

design for the West Bromwich Town Hall

and Commissioners' Oftices. Our readers msiy re-

member that in this competition t\vcnt3'-nine archi-

tects submitted designs, and that upon the recom-

mendation of Mr. Ewan Christian, who wasrequested

to report thereon, tlie first premium was awarded to

Messrs. Alexander & Henman, of Stockton on

Tees aud Middlesbro'. As the cost of the building

is limited, it has been necessary to use materhals o5

an inexpensive description, and to keep the design

as simple as is compatible with a certain character

required in a public building. Red bricks and terra-

cotta, with but a small quantity of stone, are em-

ploved for the main structure. The roof of the Large

hall is formed of .semi-circular iron ribs, cast to or-

namental jiatterns. These last and the walls are

intended to be relieved by colour. Great care li.as

been bestowed upon tlie internal arrangements,

which will he understood by reference to the plans.

ORPHANAGE OF S. JOSEPH AT SCH.\ER-
BEEK, BRUSSELS.

WE give a perspective view and plans of this

Orphan -Vsylnm, which was built last j'ear.

The building wjis erected for orphans left to private

charity The architect, M. Carpentier, of Bela-il,

in a letter to us says, " It was begun with but very

small resources, as we cannot find assistance for such

things .as you can in England. It will be useless for

n>e to add" that I have been obliged to proceed with

the greatest economy, an 1 to devote myself to the

work charitably and'gratnitously. The service (kit-

chens, &e.) are established in the underground

story, on the front opposite to the jiresent view.

They are entirely above the level of the ground, which

is tliere much lower. The ground floor (contains the

school and asylum-rooms, and other appurtenances.

In the centre' is the chapel allotted to the public. On
each side of the nave is a gallery for the orphans.

This chaiiel makes a separation for the different sexes.

The first floor and the lofts contain large dormitories,

anil the bidldings are disposed in such a manner .as

to allow tlie airing of the rooms, so as to keep them

in a perfect state of salubrity, and without using arti-

ticial means. The communications are easy, and by

means of corridors. The service is concentrated, and

c:insoquently simplified. The walls are built of brick

and white .stone, and the whole is roofed with slates.

The establishment consists of 800 square metres

;

the cost amounts to 10, iKiO francs, or 1(10 francs a

square metre—that makes £3 Us. lOd. the square

yard. Just imagine a substantial orphanage to

accommodate 300 children being built in England

for less than £3, -100 !"
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CHURCHES WITH WIDE NAVES.

AJIOXGST the forms of plan which have

been recently tried, in the endeavour to

adaptMediacval church architecture tomodern

Ijurposes, that of which the essence is an ex-

ceptionally wide nave deserves to be noticed.

Jlr. Street has recently finished a church of

this class at Clifton. jNIr. Hansom is now
finishing another at INIanchester, and the type

is likely"to spread further. It is, of course,

not a new one, though it has never been

common in this country ; and, while its ad-

vantages for the use of a congregation are

obvious, there are considerable difficulties in

the way of its practical adoption. The chief

of these seems to be the difficulty of retain-

ing, either inside or outside, sufficiently lofty

proportions. This, it is true, ,is mainly a

question of money. Given sufficient funds,

nothing prevents us from raising the walls as

we widen the span ; till the ridge of the roof,

instead of being fifty or sixty feet above the

floor, as usual, maybe, as in some Continental

examples of the kind, between one and two
hundred. So lofty a nave must evidently be

an expensive one, and a system of very wide

spans is not, therefore, the most promising

for ordinary purposes. Up, jierhaps, to a

limit of thirty-five or forty feet it may often

be useful ;
beyond that, it will prove costly

if it be properly carried out. Even suppos-

ing, however, that the cpiestion of general

height has been satisfactorily settled ; sup-

posing that we can afford to make the side

walls perhaps twice as lofty as usual, increas-

ing their strength at the same time as the

rules of construction demand, the wide roof

will still give us some trouble. On a large

building, indeed, a large surface of lead, or

even of slating, may look very well. No
one, probably, would wish the roofs of Lincoln

Cathedral to be smaller than they are
;
but

the case of a cathedi'al is very different from

that of a i^arish or district church. The
amount of roof which suits the one will

dwarf the other ; the mass which a first-rate

building can carry with apparent ease will

seem to crush a small one to the earth. Two
of the first questions which suggest them-
selves, then, about any church with a specially

wide nave are these:—"What means are

used, either internally or externally, to pre-

vent undue lowness of proportion '?" and
'How is the crushing effect of a wide roof

avoided?" We have made at different times

some memoranda bearing on these points, as

they are illustrated by a variety of churches,

old and new, English and Continental, and
we oifer them to those of our readers who
may feel an interest in the matter, premising

that the dimensions are in round numbers,
and do notpretend to great exactness.

Taking the dimension, then, across the

nave, from centre to centre of the nave piers,

a large proportion of English works will be
found under thirty feet. Cathedrals and
abbey churches, of course, exceed it ; Lich
field measures about thirty-three feet, Here-
ford and Chichester about thirty-seven feet,

and York thirty-nine or forty feet. Amongst
the multitude of moderate-sized churches
which have been built of late years, twenty-
five feet is probably not far from the average.

Mr. Street's narrow-aisled church (S. Philip

and S. James) at Oxford measures about
thirty feet, and !Mr. Brooks's S. Columba's,

if we remember rightly, a foot more. Mr.
Hansom's new Catholic Churcli at Manches-
ter, before referred to, is nearer fifty than

forty feet across the nave, and is lofty in

proportion. This, however, is quite an ex-

ceptional work for England, and as usual we
must turn to the Continent for examples

showing largeness of scale. Here we may
find all dimensions, from the very smallest

upwards, but the average, at least in France

and Spain, is considerably greater than in

our own country. S. Ived, Braisne, for

example, has a nave thirty-three feet wide

from centre to centre of the columns ; Notre
Dame, Etampes, is one of the same size, and

S. Martin, Etampes, a foot wider. At S. Ived

the roof generally is of a steej> pitch, but

some distance above the eaves it turns

up into a much flatter one, and its

visible surface is thus considerably reduced.

The Church of Vilvorde has a forty feet

nave, the height from floor to ridge of roof

being about double this dimension. Soissons

Cathedral is forty-three feet wide, measured

in a similar way, and its height to the ridge

is treble instead of double the width between

the centres of the nave arcades. At S. Etienne

Auxerre the dimension is forty-four feet ; the

roof is nearly equilateral in pitch, and the

details throughout are large in scale. This

latter fact is worth remarking. If, as in

most of these wide-span churches, the general

design cannot be prevented from shaping

itself as a large and only slightly-diversified

mass ; if its natural tendency is towards the

solid and substantial rather than the pic-

turesque—we have still the option of making
either the best or the worst of this tendency,

by the way in which we treat the details. If

they are large, bold, and emphatic, the work
may become sublime ; if they are small and
frittered, it is certain to appear ridiculous.

The early French architects have left us ex-

amples of the first treatment ; and the chapel-

builders of to-day are taking care that we
shall not lack those of the second. With
such examples more words would be

wasted. In Germany, Fribourg Cathe-

dral is comparatively narrow, being only

thirty-six feet across the nave. S. Cross,

Bresian, has a width of forty feet ; the aisle

walls are high, and the roof is partly hidden

by those unsatisfactory side gables which are

now caricatured at every street corner by the

wholesale manufacturers of architectirral

trash. Lubeck Cathedral, which is as far as

possible from being a model of external

design, is also forty feet across the nave.

Worms Cathedral is forty-four feet, the height

to the ridge being about twice and two-thirds

of the width from centre to centre of piers.

S. Castor, Coblentz, has a thirty-nine feet

nave, with the relatively moderate height of

about seventy-eight feet from floor to ridge.

But the two gabled ends are flanked by
towers, which both narrow the elevatious

and draw up their lines
;
while the eastern

one is in great part fiUed up by the apsidal

choir which abuts against it. It is worth
remarking that a gable end merely showing,

as in this instance, above the lower roof of a

choir rarely looks unpleasantly wide. The
eye, in fact, does not easily perceive what its

proportions are, and thus, it' the west front

can be prevented from looking too broad,

the other end of the nave can be managed
with no great difficulty. S. ^Mary's, Lubeck,
is forty-eight feet wide, and its height (by
which the measurement from floor to out-

side ridge is always here intended) is

about three and one-third times as much.
With such an altitude as this, little difficulty

need exist in obtaining good proportions

;

but the more interesting cases are those in

which a moderate height is skilfully made
the most of. Ulm Cathedral has the height

as three and one-sixth to the width, the latter

being 56ft. Spires Cathedral is 61ft. across,

and of somewhat lofty proportions ; inter-

nally it measures T.jft. from the floor to the

springing of the vault, and 30ft. more to its

crown. (Jutside many of its roofs are hipped,

and much horizontal character is introduced

by cornices and arcades. It is noticeable

that a wide building of a horizontal type
looks sufficiently tall with far less actual

height than a vertical one of the same size

would require ; nobody complains that the

Parthenon is too low, and yet in an aspiring

type of Gothic the same proportions would
be intolerable. There seems to be a sug-
gestion here as to the economical manage-
ment of wide churches. It does not follow,

indeed, that we should revert to Classic pre-

cedents, for in Pointed art we have a
choice between these two opposite sys-

tems. There is the broad, simple hori-

zontal work of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries on the one hand ; there is the frit-

tered, exaggerated verticality of the fifteenth

on the other. The one will help us to deal with

these wide-span churches, while the other

will only inci'ease tenfold their natural diffi-

culties. We must reserve our suggestions,

however, for a future occasion, only remark-

ing for the present that abundant examples

remain of even wider naves than those yet

referred to. Treves Cathedi'al has a width of

sixty feet from centre to centre of columns.

Florence Cathedral the same. Alby has an

aisleless nave sixty-three feet across. S.

Bertrand de Commingcs a similar one of fifty

feet, and the Cordeliers at Toulouse one of

fifty-eight feet. In Spain, San Benito, Valla-

dolid, has a forty-two feet nave. Salamanca

Cathedral, Segovia Cathedral, and Santa

Maria del Mar, Barcelona, each one of forty-

five feet ; Tarragona Cathedral, one of fifty-

two feet ; San Jiaan, Perpignan, and the Col-

legiate, Mauresa, sixty feet naves ; and the

Cathedral of Palma, in Mallorca, one of more
than seventy-one feet. The list is enough to

make us confess that we hardly seem to realise

in this country what church-building is

capable of ;
and that even now, with a form of

worship in which the congregation is specially

called upon to join, our churches are incom-

parably less fit for congregational use than

those erected by the Catholics of Spain five

hundred years ago.

ART TEACHINGS OF THE INTERNA-
TIONAL EXHIBITION.—III.

By Omichon.

mosaic glass and miscell^vseous paintixg.

IN the multitude of counsellors there is not

always wisdom : the subdivision of labour

may be carried to such an extent as to pro-

duce confusion and weakness. The proof of

this position is painfully established on a consi-

deration of the various reports in the Art sec-

tion of the International Exhibition, sixteen

in number, which abound in dogmatic asser-

tion, repetition, and conflicting opinion, to an

extent positively Ijewddering. It would
occupy too much space and time to discuss

in detail all the absurdities conspicuous in

those productions ; we must, therefore, re-

strict our attention to some of the more pro-

minent. In two former articles under this

head we passed in review Sir Coutts Lind-

say's report on " Oil Painting," and Mr. S.

Redgrave's report on "Painting in Water
Colours." We will now proceed to pay our

respects to the report of Sir Digby Wyatt on
" Miscellaneous Painting," which he defines

to be all painting "other than oil or water-

colour," and to that of Mr. Gambler Parry,

on " Mosaic and Glass Painting," which

might more properly have been included

under Sir Digby VVyatt's comprehensive

title.

Sir Digby Wyatt, in the matter of mis-

cellaneous painting, is a man of a single idea,

but within the scope of that idea may be said

to be, in a certain sense, a man of " enlarged

views." His one idea is that painting is the

handmaiden of architecture, its highest mani-

festations having "almost invariably assumed

the form of association with structure."

According to his view, a picture must be

of large size, or it cannot be •' sublime."

The portability of modern pictures has been

the ruin of high art, their size being " in-

compatible with the display of a great artist's

power upon any large scale." According to

this, the masterpieces of Francia, of Ra-
phael, Correggio, Carracci, Guido, Rubens,

Rembrandt, and others of the old masters

which adorn our National Gallery and other

great collections, are mistakes—the fruit of

misapplied genius, "(ireat" art is dead amongst

us ; or, as we are informed in a rather cum-
brous sentence: " Illustrations of other direc-

tions in which the artistic mind has been

seeking outlets for the pent-up power which

no doubt exists in this country, for the pro-
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duction of liistorioal paintings on a large

scale, in tlie mural form, are con.tpiruou.ih/

absent from tlie present exhibition." In
answer to this, it will at once suggest itself

that it was liardly to he expected of our
artists tliat tliey .should decorate the very
walls of tlic Iiilernational Exliibition with
historical painting.s. uidcss they were ])ai(l for

them ; and tliat such decoration of tlio walls,

so far as it went, would render them un-
available for the purposes of an annual ex-

hibition. Besides an isolated sample or two
of hi.storic art ' in the mural form" would
hardly satisfy SirDigby; with him. painting

to be grand uuisf not only bo on a large scale,

but it must be applied to a "concatenation

of ideas," or " well-ordered series of subjects

all culminating in, or working towards, the

illustration of some great truth or law,

divine or human, or to the record of some
noble drama, big with the fate of nations or

of men." Big words these ; but what do they
mean? Have tliey, indeed, any possible prac-

tical import at the present day ? We all

admire and venerate the grand mural paint-

ings which covered the walls of the early

Christian church, and which continued to be
produced in the form of a degenerate art

during the wliole period of the dark ages;

we hail the nobler and more perfect produc-
tions of the like kind which engrossed the

earlier efforts of the masters of tlie Renais-

sance period ; but we acknowledge their claim

to our aduiiration and our sympathies not

only for their intrinsic artistic merit, but
for the grand useful purpose which they ful-

filled, of instructing the people in the truths

of the Gospel, and keeping before their eyes

the types emblematic of their creed. With the

introduction of engraving and printing these

mural liooks became unnecessary, and the

requirements of modem society have not
offered any other themes, -whether pertaining

to great truths of law, physic, or divinity,

requiring mural illustration, whilst the drama
of events " big with the fate of nations or of

men "is amply and more conveniently traced

in the columns of the daily paper or the

volume of history.

In no country in the world would the prac-

tice of mural painting (other than for the

purposes of mere ornamentation) be more
inappropriate, more inconsistent with the

genius of the ]ieople, than in England
;
and as

reg.ards the dccor.ation of churches, this is

especi.ally true. The tone of public feeling

from the date of the Reformation, and more
particularly dvu-ing the Protectorate, was
entirely against the painting of churches as

savouring of I'opery and idolatry. The per-

formances of Verrio and Laguerre, which
graced the Later days of William and Anne,
and were the subjects of the well-known
biting sarcasm of Pope, were of an essentially

different tyjie to those of the early church
painters, anil in themselves were not calculated

to increase our interest in the practice of

mural jiainting; and, passing over the occa-
sional efforts of a long intervening period,

what, let us ask, could bo more signally to

the discomfiture of visionary enthusiasts who
woidd restrict high <art to "the form of as.so-

ciation with .structure" than the lamentable
display of subjects .adorning the lobbies of

the r.alace of Westminster, in respect of

which the only comfort is that, through the

failure of materials, or other local conditions,

they are fa.st falling to decay? A\'e make
this remark, be it observed, without any refe-

rence to the artistic merit, be it more or less,

of the sever.al performances ; we are content

to restrict our condenmation to the very sub-

jects themselves, a "concatenation " of anec-
dotes of bygone and .almo.st forgotten his-

tory, not one of which illustrates any " great

truth or law. divine or Innnan." As to the
largest .and most eonspicunus of these unfor-
tunate production!?—n.ami'ly, ^laclise's "Tra-
falgar " and " W.aterloo."they are <an .anachro-

nism at a time when the whole purpose of those
bloody victories has been repudi.ated and cast

to the winds ;
and their location in the ante-

chamber of a sen.ate-house, in the very gal-

lery traversed by a pe.ace-loving sovereign,

is, to u.se the mildest terms, most injippro-

priate and unseemly. In the large interests

of truth, consistency, and good-will to man,
we are not sorry to hear from Mr. (Jambier
Parry that, though these pictures have only
been finished a few years, " they are already
rapidly perishing."

And this brings ns to another, .and per-
h.ayis the most discouraging p.art of the ques-
tion, as to the limit.ation of high art to w.all-

painting. It is not enough that there should
be subjects appropriate to. and demanding
illustration on our walls (which we niaint.ain

we have not), and artists able and willing to

do them justice in that form (who, wo sub-
mit, are not amongst ns)—we must also have
the materi.als and appliances necessary to pro-

duce them with success, .and under conditions

of perm.anence equal to that of the structure

they are intended to adorn. Now how st<ands

the ease in this respect? After repeated
attenqits, and numberless experiments, we
.apprehenil that it is est.ablished tli.at. whether
from defect in the materials, or nnskilfulness

in their application, fresco, tempera, and
encaustic painting are unsuitable to our damp
and trying climate—perhaps, indeed, it

would be s\ifficient to name fresco, which in

the days of the Renaissance superseded all

others in wall decoration. There remains
only mosaic, or ceramic devices which have
been introduced in aid or substitution of it.

ISfr. Gambler Parry is pleiisantly fluent in

expatiating upon the merits and adv.antages

of mosaic. He says that " England is

assin-edly the country for mosaic. We need
its durability and its lustre." Of its durabi-

lity, however, under our climate we have yet

to be assured ; whilst vitreous lustre, though
it may serve to liven up the walls of an ill-

lighted building, is not the exact qu.ality

which should predominate in a great work of

painting. It is too much to say that "nothing
can surpass the richness of its beauty"—much
too much to say that "its resources are un-
bounded." It w.as the very restricted n.ature

of its resources which caused mosaic work to

fall into disuetude when high art revived.

Would it lie fair to assume the corollary

that it will rise and flourish .again upon a

degr.aded art? AVill so-called "painting"
again become under its auspices a matter of

ni.annfacture and trade, as it was in the dark
aces to which it gave wh.at Mr. Pai'ry calls

"lustre" ?

Let us not be suspected of irreverence

when we would only iiw.ard to everything its

due meed of honour. Mosaic, in its origin

a purely mechanical contrivance of putting
together small cubes of stone, terra-cotta,

and pieces of vitrified substances of various
colours, was .an invention of the gorgeous
Alexandrine age, wdien the poetry of Greci.an

art began to give way to sumptuous glitter.

In the first instance it was only used for pave-
ments, and represented only inauim.ate ob-

jects. Under the Romans, who took it

from Greece, it w.as chiefly confined to

the same purpose, it being doubtful as

to the date, and the extent to which
under the emperors it w.as employed for wall

decoration ; but its resources wen' never, even
in the .ablest and most painstaking hands,

found to be "unbounded." As Liibke, in his

"History of Art," (I., 31.')) expresses it (and
this was a necessity resulting from the very
nature of the materials) :

—"The more deli-

cate lines of the body, the more tender sh.ades

of expression, lay not within the range of its

capability." The .same writer gives the story

of the rise, decline, .and fall of this method
of representation, as applied to early Chris-
tian .art, in such a torse and telling manner
that we cannot do better than adopt his lan-

guage. "Early Christian art," he s.ays,

"could easily dispense with the charm of

physical gr.ace and the deeper expressions of

feeling. What it needed were grand powerful
characteristics, strongly-exjiressod types of

sacred personages, which should express

themselves forcibly at a distance, and fill the

mind of the spectator with pious reverence.

Mosaic work, apart from its greater durability

and monumental firmness, was sufficiently

adapted to this ; indeed, its very clumsiness

was more likely to cause that the types once

obtained should be adhered to without wsiver-

ing, .and formed into a fixed canon." It

would be an interesting story, but too long

to tell here, how, thanks to mosaic, art main-

tained its position during the worst period of

the decline of the Western Empire,only marked
by an increasing want of spirit, the figui-e.s

ever becoming more lifeless .and dull, and
how, towards the fifth century, Byzantium
became the head school of art, and g.ave haws

and models to the rest of the world. These
models, every d<ay degenerating in type,

departing more .and more widely from nature,

became at length mere conventionalities,

more and more simple and meagre in out-

line, which the mechanic cop\'ist the more
easily followed in proportion .as they became
fl.atter and more unreal. Very generally,

after the ninth century, Constantinople had to

supply Italy with the workmen, as well as

the models, when a decorated building was
required.

On the partial revival of art in Italy in

the middle ages, under Rom.anesque influences,

mosaic still continued to be used, but now
)i.artially, and progressively, more and more
freed from the thraldom of Byzantine types.

In the more adv.anced development which
commenced in the thirteenth century, the same
old process was resorted to, and, when applied

by a master hand, with astounding results
;

witness, amongst others, the famed "N.avi-

cella," executed p.artly from the design of

Giotto, in the vestibule of S. Peter's .at Rome.
It was towards the close of the fourteenth cen-

tury th.at fresco—damp fresco—came into use,

and from that time, in face of the superior

opportunities which that process afforded to

the master hand, to say nothing of its

greater economy, mosaic began to fall into

disuetude. A remarkable illustration of how
completely fresco superseded mosaic, even

on its own territory, whence it had so long

given the law to the rest of the world, is

given by Didron, the French archajologist,

who made researches in ISSO into the state

of painting in Greece, Thessaly, and >Iacedo-

nia. He reports that mosaic, owing to its

great costliness, w.as then seldom or never

heard of ; whilst the incredible number of

frescoes he met with was matter of astonish-

ment to him. All the churches were filled

with paintings of this kind ; but, true to old

precedents, the various subjects were fre-

quentlv repeated in many churches without

any change. At Jlount .\thos, wliere were
i;iH churches, chapels, and oratories, all filled

with frescoes, he had an opportunity in one

of the mon.asteries of Avitnessing the exces-

sively rapid and easy mode in which such

work's were produced, the monk Joseph, with

five assistants, having painted a Chnst and
eleven apostles, the size of life, before his

eyes within the space of .an hour.

In face of such experience as we have
thus brietly pointed to, it may be well to

pause and reflect whether, in the impossibi-

lity of enq)loying fresco, even with the aid of

water-glass for wall decorjition, it would
be worth while, or consistent with the

character of a rem.arkably creative age, to

revert to the effete art of mosaic
;

or, even if

it were held to be desirable, whether it

wordd be feasible to obtiiin the necessary

talent for its application. To discuss the

subject with completeness it would be neces-

sary to take into account the several ceramic

apiiliances of recent invention, intended to

assist in realising or paraphrasing the prin-

ciple of mos.aic painting. But we must break

off for the present.

A (lot-ichmeiit of the Eoyal Enghicers arrived
at I.liintrissaiit last week for the ])urpose of com-
inoncinir the Ordnance survey of tlie county of

Glamorgan.
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ON TERRA-COTTA, BRICKS, AND ENCAUS-
TIC AND OTHER TILES.

By Gilbert R. Redgrave, Esq.

{Continued from page 2G5.)

WE do not find .anything .among Mr. James
Pulh.am's contribution.'! to beat the Mulre.ady

monument he exhibited .at the P.aris Exhibition in

1867. He shows this time .a guodly collection of

vases and ornaments, an excellent window, and a

Tvell-designed cornice, in which some red terra-cotla

is introduced with very good effect. He has .also

some fluted columns and ashlar work, a pier or gate-

post, in which bands of red and white ware are used

alternately. A well-modelled fountain, and nume-
rous smaller objects, serve to show for what a variety

of purposes this material can be employed.

The Watcombe Terra-cotta Clay Company .also

send specimens of their beautiful material treated in

all sorts of w.ays^made into vases and busts,

trusses and balusters, and the most delicate flowers

and basliet-work, many of which deserve the first

place in point of quality and excellence. We do not

quite like the colour of this clay, but in this respect

all red clay nearly is alike. It is rare indeed to

find a clay which will burn to a deep plum colour,

such as tile Fareham brick, and burn hard at the

same time. The Watcombe clay is some of it not

enough burnt; the point of a knife will scratch it,

which is not the case with the foreign red terra-cotta.

We invariably pronounce ware which will not stand

this test unsuitable for out-of-door nse. There is no

doubt, however, that this clay is beautiful in texture,

and perhaps with a little more firing it would
satisfy us on this other point : the surface of some
of the balusters and turned work seems almost

polished, it is so close grained and satin-like in

appearance.

The only other prominent exhibitors of red terr.a-

cotfa are Messrs. E. March and Sons, of Berlin, and
Signer Boni, of Milan. The former firm sends

numerous specimens both of the white and red

material. The red terra-cotta has been extensively

used in Berlin, as is proved by the large collection

they show here of photographs of executed works,

and the colour and qu.ality are decidedly better than

most of the red ware which has come under our

notice. We are not certain that Signor Boni's red

terra-cotta will stand well out of doors ; some of it

was already decaying fast when we were in Milan a

year or two ago. He exhibits this time only

statu.ary, and, therefore, his goods hardly come into

our province, which is also the case with the objects

sent by Messrs. Lindsa}' & Anderson. The ware
seems fairlj' well burned, and is very uniform in

colour, even in the largest pieces.

Messrs. Gibbs & Canning, of Tamworth, do not

make a large display. We presume that they con-

sider that the Arcades of the Gardens and the Royal
Albert Il.all will show what they are cap.able of.

The tint of their goods is extrenielj' pleasant, and
they exhibit several specimens of enamelled terra-

cotta or Delia Robbia ware, which promises well as

a cheap substitute for majolica. They send also

some hollow hexagonal blocks for filling in the

spandrils of vaulting, which .seem good. They were

designed some years ago by Jlr. Hansom, and are

now being largely used at Slancliester.

Some of the best terra-cotta in the Exhibition,

both in colour and manufacture, is that shown by
BI. v. Bransewetter, of Wagram, Austria. Particu-
'^fly good is a Roman Ionic capital, and some
mouldings, with Classic enrichment, exhibited b}' this

firm.

Mr. J. Knowles. of Wooden-Box, sends some
rather coarsely made but useful Gothic tracery, and
a large assortment of chimney-pots. These goods,

made from the Derbyshire tire-claj^ h.ave received

r,ather more firing than much of the terra-cotta

shown here.

Messrs. M. H. Blanchard & Co., of the Black-
friars-road, have also done so much work at Soutli

Kensington that they do not go out of their w^^y to-

make a display in the Exhibition. They send a

portion of the cornice for the Wedgivood Memorial
Institute at Burslem, but it is mounted up so high

that we could scarcely see it. The modeUingis good,

but the ware is all of one colour, and gave us rather

the imjiression of having received a coat of distem-

per. The column modelled by Mr. Godfrev Sykes

for the new Lecture Theatre at the South Kensing-

ton Museum, and shown by this firm, is an excel-

lent example of vigorous work in this material ; and

the column for the Horticultural Arcade, and the

two large blocks for the cornices of the Science

Schools, serve to show what good work is being done

' From the Ofllcial Reports ot the International Exhibi
tioii. Published by J. II. Johnson & Sons, 3, Castle-street,

Uolbora

at South Kensington towards establishing a prope""

treatment of terra-cotta.

Mr. W. .T. Holland, of Llanellj', sends a number
of trusses, balusters, and vases, whicii are most of

them very bleached and colourless ; he has, however,

some very commendable diapered blocks, m.ade in

pieces of ab6ut a foot squ<are, which would serve as

an agreeable substitute for plastering.

Messrs. Standing & Marten have here some arch

blocks, and a string-course of no particnl.ar merit.

I\Ir. G. Smith, of Co.ahnlle, makes a great show of

his so-called glypto terra-cotta, which is very bilious

in colour, and seems to have had all its surface

scrjiped off. His mouldings and shafts are. how-
ever, wonderfully true and accurate in shape, and

very like stone, which is evidently all that he aims

at ; we have already pointed out the errors of manu-
facturers in this respect, and we need not again re-

peat our views upon the subject. Mr. Smith's ware
is so coarse-grained in texture that we are convinced

that it could not fail to retain the soot and dirt, and
would get discoloured as fast as the most porous

kinds of stone.

Mr. C. J. C. Bailey, of Fulhani, sends a few

specimens of what he calls porous ware, and some

gas stoves of terr.a-cotta ; the adv.antages he claims

for such stoves is, that after the fire-clay of which

they are mainly composed has once got well heated,

it will radiate much more warmth than a small metal

stove.

The display of bricks is unusually good, and the

trade is very fairly represented. Both in colour and

qu.ality the specimens shown by Messrs. R. & N.

Norman, of St. John's, Hurstpierpoint, deserve our

highest praise; the designs are good, and the bricks

evenly burnt and uniform in tint. We must parti-

cularly commend a piece of tracer}', a portion of an

enriched moulding, and some .arch bricks exhibited

by them, and point out the rich plum colour of the

first-mentioned objects as specially worthy of imita-

tion by those engaged in the manufacture of red

ware.

Mr. George Gunton, of Cosse}', near Norwich,

has some capital red bricks, likewise very rich in

colour and admirably moulded. He exhibits an

entire chimney shaft of brickwork of an interlacing

pattern, sever.al varieties of chimney bricks, some
panels of large size in red clay, .an excellent b.alus-

trade in white cl.ay, and a smaller one in red. This

material seems particularly suitable for moulded

work.

The gault clay is m.ade use of by Mr. Pether for

his patent diaper bricks ; the idea of stamping on

the face of the brick a pattern, or a portion of a

pattern so arranged, that in building up the work in

ordinary bond the bricks may work together into a

simple diaper is an excellent one. and has been well

carried out by Mr. Pether. We h.ave here numerous
designs which need only be reg.arded as suggestive

of what may be done, for we understand that the

firm will make any pattern which may be desired.

The Burliani Company exhil)it, near the Brick

Macliinery Annexe, an arch of these patent bricks,

which has a very good effect. They can make them
both in white and red, but the latter colour is capa-

ble of improvement ; in fact, all the coloairs shown
are dingy, owing to the difficulty there is in staining

so strong a clay as the gault.

The Suffolk whites differ essenti.ally from the

gault bricks, in having a much larger admixture of

siliceous matter—of course, as both these kinds of

brick are made from tlie clays of the cretaceous

formation, the colouring matter in each case is

chalk. In the case of the gault bricks the tough-

ness and strength of the clay is not materially re-

duced before tempering by the use of sand, aiul the

lime and silica being |iresent in fusible proportions,

tend in firing to partially vitrify the body ; these

bricks .are, therefore, extremely hard, and at the

same time brittle and diflicult to cut. The Suffolk

bricks, on the other hand, are so opened-grained and

full of sand that they can readily be carved and

rubbed into any requisite form, and are on this

account in great demand for rubbers. The quantity

of sand in a Suffolk brick is sometimes so great that

one wonders how they can hold together with so

small a proportion of cementing m.ateri.al. but from

the fact that the Suffolk bricks undoubtedly harden

in the course of time in the work, it is possible th,at

some of the clay may combine gradu.ally with the

lime to form silicates in the wet way, and thus join

tlie p.articles of sand.

We may mention here that the impure red clays

of the Nottingham and Leicester district, which con-

tain large proportions of carbonate of lime, and in

some cases sulphate of lime, present in the form of

crystals of selenite, frequently occasion great diffi-

culties to brickmakers, owing to the imperfect dis-

tribution of tliis lime through the m.ass in the pro-

cess of tempering. Unless the lumps of limestone

or the crystals are thoroughly broken up and inter-

mingled with the clay, we get in both cases materials

in the burnt brick which, on the addition of water,

swell up and heat, and occasionally cause the dis-

ruption of the entire mass. Somie good serviceable red

bricks, however, from this district, exhibited by Mr.
G. Tucker, of Loughborough, are free from this

defect.

A wonderfully touijh and durable brick is made
from the gault, which, owing to the density of the

clay, however, is apt to be rather weighty. This

has been in some cases overcome by making a large

frog or filling the brick with sm.all perforations.

The latter plan increases the adhesion of the joints

and reduces the weight, without materially impair-

ing the strength of the brick, and might, we think,

be adopted with advantage in the case of all tough

and dense clays. Gault bricks are shown by the

Medway Gault Brick Company and the Burham
Company.
The Suffolk makers have a fair show. The white

rubbers fully maintain their high reputation. The
red Suffolk bricks are almost without exception

dingy and dirty in colour. The chief makers of

Suffolk bricks or bricks of similar quality who have

contributed to tliis exhibition are—the Great

Northern Brick Company, Arsley, Beds ; Messrs. E.

& E. C. Gibbons, of Ipswich ; and Messrs. Wheeler

Bros., of Coley Kilns.

Mr. B. Looker, of Kingston, has some capital

moulded bricks and arch bricks of various colours,

and some ingenious arrangements of tiles for the

formation of simple forcing frames and glass covers

for flowers and vegetables. Bv' combining notched

or grooved tiles and glass he provides, at a trifling

cost, a means of protecting delicate plants from the

weather, and puts it mthin the power of the hum-
blest cottage gardener to cultivate those less hardy

fruits and vegetables which have hitherto been con-

fined to the gardens of the wealthy. He has a large

show of different varieties of his frames in an ex-

temporised garden near the Brick Machinery

Annexe. Forcing frames, somewhat similar 'in con-

struction, .are' also sent, by Mr. W. E. Rendle.

Terra-cotta bricks, of good quality and of several

stained colours, are shown by Jlr. Davison, of

Egton, Yorkshire, and admirable facing bricks of

glvpto terra-cotta by Mr. George Smith, of Coal-

viiio.

Much as we admire it, we cannot help considering

rubbed brickwork to be false in principle. There is

no doubt that rubbing has been resorted to in some

of the most beautif ui work which we possess ; and

we must admit the new buildings at South Kensing-

ton are most excellent examples of the judicious

employment of red bricks. But we .are convinced

that as bricks are necessarily moulded in the process

of manufacture, it is a mistake to tamper with and

shape them after they leave the kiln. It is really

doing the work twice over to cut them into fantastic

shapes, as has been done in the window shown by

Mr. Wm. Cawte, of Fareham, when they might have

received these forms in a quarter of the time while

the clay was in the plastic state. Besides, mortar

joints .are on no account to be despised, and " im-

proved " down to the thickness of a mere sheet of

paper, as we see here. AVe should say, by all means

use the brick with the natural surface it receives in

firing, and give it a plain, honest bed of mortar.

This 'has been done in the Albert Hall and in the

new Exhibition buildings, and we venture to assert

that the effect with gray mortar is better than the

rubbed work at the Museum, which looks as if the

joints had been ruled on with a drawing-pen.

The colour of Mr. Cawte's bricks is admirable, and

the work here shown, a small two-light window, with

verv heavy mouldings, is most excellent.

Enamelled or glazed bricks and tiles are shown by

the Farnlev Iron Company, Leeds, Messrs. J. Cliff

& Son, of" Wortley, near Leeds, and Messrs. John

H.all & Co., of Stourbridge Bricks of this kind

are used for lining the walls of lighting-shafts, and

for the interior of butchers' shops, dairies, and other

places where great cleanliness is required. The

white glaze is obtained in two ways by different

makers. Some put over the clay a thin coating of

wdiite body, and protect this with a transparent

fritted glaze, while others employ an opaque enamel-

glaze, such as is used for majolica ware. With some

iire-clavs there is considerable difficulty in causing

the adhesion of a white body, and glazed bricks thus

made arc apt to scale. We have frequently seen

patches as large as a crown piece which have dropped

off, leaving the yellow colour of the brick exposed.

Both the Leeds "firms show the glazed bricks in

various colours, some of which are very effective.

The F;irnley Company have some salt-glazed bricks,

which .are very pleasant in tint, and would do well

for lining stables. They send also some large glazed

slabs. The bricks shown by Messrs. Hall are not
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SO good in colour as the ro.^t. They appear to have
been made by usini^ a stained gl.ize over a white
body. As a large piece of suecessfnlly-glazert terra-

cotta we may mention Mr. Findi'.s bath, althoni^li it

bardlj' comes within our province. These baths are

made at Stourbridjje, and are burnt in an ordinary

brick-kiln, and coated with tlie white body and f,'Ia/.e,

all in one firing. The colc)ur and texture of the

surface much resembles the white glazed bricks shown
by Messrs. Hall.

Th« surface clays of Staffordshire are largely im-
pregnated with iron, and advantage ha^ been taken

of this to produce the well-known I>luo ware which
is chiefly made in this and the reighbouring counties.

The production of this material from ferruginous

clays depends principally im a nicety, or better a

trick of tiring, and though there are doubtless nume-
rous beds of clay equally well adapted for the manu-
facture of blue bricks in other parts of the country,

we are not aware that they are made except in this

particular di-strict. Hy burning the clays at moderate
temperatures, in the presence i>f a plentiful supply
of atmospheric air, a good hard red body is obtained

;

by carrying the heat slightly further, checking the

in-draught into the oven or kiln of the air, and creat-

ing large volumes of smoke towards the latter part

of the firing process, the iron in the clay is reduced

from the condition of the red oxide to that of the

magnetic or black oxide, and gives, when the opera-

tion is properly conducted, a beautiful blue silvery

look to the goods. The knack of obtaining the blue

colour in perfection is a secret of a few firemen, and
the ^\Titer has on more than one occasion spent a

whole night in learning the precise details. Suffice

it here to say that the best results are obtained by
bringing up the heat by what is called a series of
" pinches," i.e., letting the tires down very low in

the "mouths," and then adding heavy charges of

fuel. Unless the stoking of the kiln is very care-

fully managed, a dull, purple-blue, without a trace

of lustre, is frequently attained, owing, doubtless,

to a partial return of the iron to the condition of

the peroxide; or the top and bottom of the kiln

may blue at so long an interval ap;trt, that in firing

for the bottom after the top is finished, the tiles

and lighter goods in the upper part may become
partially fused, and run together, which is very
readily done, as the blue clay is melted into a black
slag at china biscuit heat; or, lastly, the kiln nia)'

get "stored up." i.r., the flues and passages for

the smoke left between the bricks may get com-
pletely choked with soot from the dense black smoke,
in which case the fires will no longer draw and the

work comes to a standstill. The only remedy we
know of for this latter evil is to empty a few
pailfuls of water down the chimneys, which is a
very radical and generallj'- effectual measure.

There appear to be only two exhibitors of blue

ware at this Exhibition. Messrs. Peake, of Tun-
stall, call their goods terro-metallic ware. They
show a collection of flooring and roofing tiles of

first-rate quality, which have been very well fired.

It is rarely that blue clays are discoloured in firing

for more than one-eighth of an inch l)eneath t' e

surface, but we see from a broken sample that this

ware is blackened all through. The hardness of

blue bricks and tiles and tlieir consequent suitability

for pavements is well known. If we remember
rightly, M'estminster Bridge was paved with blue
quarries, which have now, however^ lost every trace
of their former colour,

^Messrs. Doulton, from their works at Rowley
Regis, also send some excellent samples of blue
bricks, copings, and channel blocks, which are ex-
ceedingly true and well formed, owing to the use
probably of metal moulds, and to the great care

they have received in firing. Some of the tiles

shown by other exhibitnrs have merely been coloured
by an external coating of some metallic oxide, pro-
bably manganese, and we may add that by the use
of an iron wash, a bastard blue briek is frequently
made, which looks well for a time, but does not wear
like the genuine blue goods.

The last few years have witnessed mnnv new in-

ventions with reference to cniicrete building, and the
claims of rival i)atentec3 of the various machines
which have been proposeil for the purp(»se have
been at times rather bewildering. We have in the

Exhibition several ingenious contrivances for doing
away altogether with machinery for concrete build-

ing. Thus Messrs. Parr & Strong show their

patent Ciunbination, which consists of hexagonal
tubes of terra-cutta filled either partially or entirely

with concrete. By this means a wall, having a
pleasant lioney-coml>ed appearance, is rapidly con-
structed without any apparatus, and the necessity

for subsequent stuccoing is dispensed with. In the

specimens shown we have, in the lower part, the
tubes with a facing of stone which is thus protected
from the damp, useful therefore for restaining walls,

while above them is a mode of using the tubes in

combination with concrete-blocks, but the tubes may
also he used alone without any backing whatever.

Tlie blocks in this case are made of Colonel Scott's

patent selenitic mortar, and the cornice was worked
by the Patent Stone "Working and Tunnelling
Slaehinery Company.
We have also here the facing for concrete walls

invented by Jlr. Taylor, of the Broomhall Company;
this is a hollow terra-cotta tube, square in section,

which, on being split diagonalh", forms a couple of

facing bricks : each course, when laid, serves as a

receptacle for a fresh la3'er of concrete, the exterior

of the wall resembling brickwork. The Broomhall
Comjiany also show the damp-proof course they have
introduced, and Taylor's Patent Hoofing Tiles, a cheap

and light substitute for the ugly looking slates or

heavy tiling in general use. To show the efficiency

of their damp course, which differs from that of

other makers in having a clear air-passage through
each joint, the specimen of walling shown by the

company is placed in a vessel of water. A small

model is also exhibited of a method of making and
laying tiles whereby a continuous air-space is formed
under each tile.

There is not a very great show of roofing tiles, but

we h:ive no fear that this class of goods is falling

into abeyance. For a long time the cheapness and
lightness of .'ilate, and the increasing facilities for its

transport, bid fair to extinguish the tile trade; but,

now that people have experienced the advantages of

slate and its discomforts, they are coming round to

tiles again, and manufacturer.s are trj'ing to give us

something better than the old-fashioned pan or plain

tile.

Foremost in the excellence of their goods are

IMessrs. Colthurst, Symons, & Co., of Bridgewater,

whose corrugated roofing tile has a very neat appear-

ance, and seems well made. This firm shows a large

assortment of ridge, cresting, and other ornamental
tiles, some of which are stained black with a manga-
nese wasli, and have a semi-vitreous glaze. The
Broomhall Company have the tiles we have pre-

viously mentioned, invented by Mr. Taylor, which
can be made in various colours ; and some good,

serviceable tiles are sent by Messrs. Major, of Bridge-

water.

The show of encaustic and decorative floor and
wall-tiles in the present exhibition is most complete,

and constitutes one of the most interesting features

in the ceramic department. Few could have fore-

seen, when Mr. Herbert Miuton perfected Prosser's

patent for compressing clay-powder, wliat an im-
portant branch of the trade this would eventually

beeome, and what a large demand would arise in the

course of a few years for the so-called encaustic

tiles. The art of making iidaid tiles is by no means
one of modern origin, as all who have examined our

(dd cathedrals and churches will at once remember.
Indeed, in the hands of Mediicval artists, it was
brought to great perfection, and the floor-tiles of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries still remain in

many of our ancient buildings in a fair state of pre-

servation. One of the most importonl. of the new
manufactories recently erected at Stoke-upon-Trent
has been built for the production of encaustic tiles,

and we are assured that the numbers used in this

country and exported abroad are enormous.
We fail to find an exact definition for the term

"encaustic," but we take it to apply to such mate-
rials as have their colours actually incorporated with

the clay, and burnt in at the same time as the body
of the ware. All the encau.>tic tiles are made from

red and white clays or stained bodies, and the colours

which are employed to decorate them are applied in

the condition of liquid slip, or, when made from dust,

in the form of a coloured powder. The so-called

m.ajohca tiles differ from the encaustic tiles in having

their colour applied in the form of an enamel or

coloured opaque glaze. They have not, tlierefore,

the same amount of durability, and are only used for

walls and similar ornamental purposes. A class of

pseudo-encaustic tiles is now being largely made in

which the colour which should be burnt in along
with the clay is merely applied as s transfer printed

pattern on tlie surface. Such tiles are frcpu'ntcd

coated in the gloss-oven with a transparent fritted

glaze, and serve for flower-boxes, wall-tiles, and
such-like purposes. To give them the appearance of

having true inlaid colours, the edges of these tiles

have frequently a little colour applied to them to

represent the depth of the iusertion of the coloured

clay.

Messrs. Minton, iloUins & Company, of Stoke-
upon-Trent, are foremost in the numher and excel-

lence of their good.s. A branch of the art of tile

making, to which they paid great attention, is the

preparation of tcsserai for mosaic work, made in the

same way as dust tiles, only on a much smaller

scale. A noble specimen of mosaic work in this

material is the frieze which surrounds the Koyal
vVlbert Hall. In this frieze the average size of the

tessera: employed is about half-au-inch square, and
the surface covered is over 5,000 square feet. The
ordinary flooring tiles, as used in the Exhibition, are

made from powdered clay, which is prepared from
slipped, dried, and ground clay put into steel moulds,

and consolidated by means of a very heavy bhtw in

a screw-press, much after the fashion of a coining

press. Messrs. Minton send some decorated earthen-

ware panels, stoves, and fire-places, and some well-

designed majolica wall-tiles. Their encaustic tiles

require no praise from us, as the name of Minton is

deserveiUy famed throughout the world f<ir this class

of go(jds. In the upper arcade are some admirable

wall tiles, made by stamping an impressed pattern

on the surface of the tile, and then filling in the

depression with colour.

Perhaps the most attractive display in structural

ceramic work is made by Messrs. W. B. Simpson
& Sons, who have produced numerous most sug-

gestive designs in what they have called art-tile

work. A staircase, handrail, and balustrade, and
adjacent wall decoration by this firm, is an admirably

worked out and most effective scheme for the employ-
ment of tile work and majolica. They send also

some chimney-pieces enriched with tile inlays and
painted tiles, and some most commendable wall

diapers and soberly-tinted specimens of majolica

tile-work. Some excellent glass and other mosaics

are shown by Messrs. Simpson, notably a reredos,

subject, "The Lord's Supper," and a portion of the

mosaic decoration for St. Paul's Cathedral.

Some very well-designed tiles, and some novel and
effective combinations and patterns, are contributed

by Mr. R. Minton Taylor, of Kenton Tile Works.

IMessrs. G. Maw & Co. also make ti strong show
of embossed wall-tiles and majolica ceramic decora-

tions. Some of the enriched panels they send are

very good both in colour and design. Especially

good also are some small diaper patterns for mural

decoration, some mosaic work, and some knobs and
bosses for building into walls in order to obtain colour

and relief.

The Architectural Tile Company exhibit their

mosaic and tesselated pavements. We believe that

this firm introduced the idea of making tiles which
represent a number of smaller ones joined together

in the form of mosaic work. This, as a fancy, is all

very well, but we do not quite recognise the correct-

ness of the principle on which it is founded, nor do

we like their tiles representing inlaid marbles and
mosaic work, which are too much like floor-cloth to

please us.

Messrs. Minton &, Co. exhibit decorated tiles in

imitation of encaustic tiles, for mural decoration, and
some admirably-painted earthenware slabs. Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne send some quaint and

prettily-designed tiles, illustrating fairy tales. Messrs.

Whetstone show some flooring tiles of good fjuality

and design, but rather poor in colour.

The show of tiles from foreign countries is very

poor. Some curious Portuguese wall-tiles are lent

by I\Ir. G. Maw ; these are, most of them, of the

character of our enamelled majolica tiles, being first

rudely modelled, and then coated with an opaque

enamel colour. In some cases a series of plain tiles

are put together to form pictures.

The Indian Court contains some most interesting

tiles, slabs, and roofing tiles, whicli are not yet

fuUv arranged, but wdiich afford excellent examples

of tlie use of richly coloured glazes over common
clays.

We do not find any exhibitors in this class who
come forward on the score of cheapness, and we
would suggest to our manufacturers the advisability

of giving us some more rtuighly-made tiles suitable

for the cottages of the poor. The admirable tiles

which are made in India, and sold at an amazinglj'

small price, should encourage Englishmen, with the

machinery and appliances tliey now possess, to give

us siunething better than the cold and cheerless stone

flagging, or the soft, damp, brick paving which is

too frctjuently the only material which can be ob-

tained for the floors of the labourer. We have now
arrived at so much perfection in tile-making that we
arc not likely to see any further improvements of

much importance. Now let our manufacturers turn

back and see what they can tlo in another direction.

Of course we are aware that tiles may be had at a

couple of shillings per scjuare yard, but these are

badly-shaped, ill-looking articles, and we want some-

thing better than this.

We cannot ternuiKite this report without express-

ing our strong conviction that, as far as the manipu-

lative processes are concerned, our terra-cotta and

tile manufacturers have little to learn; what they

uow want is more originality and art power in the

designs for theu: productions.
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A
THE CANADIAN S. PETER'S.

MONTREAL journal tjives some particulars of

a new (Roman) Catholic Cathedral now erect-

ing in that city destined to eclijise all existing eccle-

siastical structures on the American Continent.

Nineteen years since the cathedral and palace of the

Bishop -were destroyed ; Monseigneur Bourget at

once set abjut preparing to rebuild it, and chose for

his model S. Peter's at Rome. Accordingly, about

the middle of the year 18G9, the Rev. Joseph

IMichaud. of the congregation of S. Victoire, an

amateur architect, entirely self-instructed, was sent

to Rome to make plans and dr.awings of S. Peter's,

and to prepare a model in wood of the edifice which

was to be. The model, which is now in the posses-

sion of the Bishop, is said to be in itself a work of

art.

Having acqitired the above much-needed informa-

tion, the bishop at once began the worli of building,

and rather more than a year ago the founda-

tion-stone was laid. The main building, from the

entrance to the farthest extremity, is 300 feet long

;

the greatest breadth, which is at the transept, is

225 feet, while the average width is about 180 feet.

To be added to the length, however, is the portico,

which gives ."0 feet more. The building is cruciform

in shape. The average height of the walls will be

28 feet from the bottom course ; at the transept and

at the bases of the minor domes they will be 50 feet

in height, while the apex of the main roof will reach

a height of 80 feet.

The main dome will rise from the transept, being

supported on four oblong columns, 30 feet thick,

and will, when completed with lantern, ball, and

cross, reach a height of 250 feet. This dome will

be built of stone, and will be the only one of the

kind on this continent. Its diameter on the inside

will be 70 feet, and outside 08 feet. It will, except

in size, be an exact copy of St. Peter's. Just above

its junction with the roof it will be surrounded with

sixteen sets of Corinthian pillars about 24 feet in

height, surmounted by pilasters, the spaces between
the pillars being occupied by large windows, with
highly-ornamented sills and cornices. Above this

the dome gradually bends to its apex, from which
rises the large open-lantern. Like the dome, the

lantern is surrounded with pillars, though of lesser

magnitude. Above the lantern is the great ball,

and at last the gilt cross, 12 feet in height. About
half way in the descent to earth will be four smaller

domes, surrounding the great one in the centre.

They will be in everything but size almost exact

copies of the one just described. A portion of the

building as yet unmentioned is the portico. This

will not be finished, nor will it probably be begun
for several years to come. It will extend 30 feet

bej'ond the main walls, and will rise to the height

very nearly of the main roof, or about 75 feet ; its

length will be about 210 feet. Unlike the church
proper, the walls of which are exceedingly plain,

being built of uncut limestone and devoid of the

slightest ornament, the fai;.ade of the portico will be

of cut stone, and finished in that rich composite order

of architecture which allows of a very great variety

of ornamentation. There are to be five entrances to the

vestibule, which is to be .about 200 ft. long, from 18 ft.

to 20ft. wide, and 40ft. to 45ft. high. The walls of the

main building are, at their base, about 10ft. thick,

and will vary at the top from 4ft. to 6ft. On en-

tering the church there is an unobstructed view down
the nave, which is 40ft. wide, to the grand altar,

situated under the great dome. On either hand are

large pillars supporting the roof, and dividing the

aisles from the n.ave; .at e.ach pillar two chapels

will be placed, so that in the churcli there will be,

besides the grand altar, about twenty chapels. The
immense pillars (four in number) which are to sup-
port the dome, will rise from the transept, their shape
will be rather oblong than square, ami their greatest

diameter 30ft. A good idea of their size may be

formed when it is stated that at each pillar will be
three altars, or chapels. Light will be furnished exclu-

sively by the five domes and six lauterns placed in

the roof.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL AND
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

rrillE second meeting of the session of this

-L society was held on Wednesday week at the

Royal Institution, Mr. H. H. A'ale, the presi-

dent, in the chair. It was announced that the prize

for an " Architectural Sketch Book," consisting of

sketches taken during the recess, was awarded to

" Ve'rite," the author being Jlr.' Lowdon, employed

in Mr. Weightman's office. Tht chairman said he

felt sure the members would sympathise with him in

expressing their deep regret at the death of the late

Mr. James Holme, for many years a member of the

society. Speaking of the high sense entertained of

the character of the late Mr. Holme, the chairman

remarked thai, more particularly in connection with

cases of arbitration, he was .always distinguished for

his patience, honesty, and c:-.ndour, and his careful

painstaking way was an example for any j-oung

man to follow. He (the chairman) thought it was

their duty puhliclj- to express their sense of

the loss they had sustained in the death of the

deceased. The members then proceeded to a discus-

sion on professional charges, pursuant to a resolu-

tion passed at the recent conference of architects held

in London. A request had been made that the views

of the society should be forwarded, as it was intended

to draw up a coile of rules for charging which could

he recommended for general adoption. After some

discussion, a resolution was adopted that in those

branches of the programme in which a different

local usage is firmly established the profession in

that locality was at liberty to conform to that

usage.
•

SURVEYORS' FEES UNDER THE ECCLESIAS-

TICAL DILAPIDATIONS ACT.

A MEETING of the Archdeacons and Rur.al

Deans of the diocese of Winchester, was held

at Winchester House, S. James's-squ.are, under the

presidency of the bishop, on Wednesday, the 18th

inst., to determine upon the scale of fees to be

charged by the surveyor appointed under the Eccle-

siastfcal Dilapidations Act. Subjoined is the table

of fees agreed to.

Sections of
the act

referred to. ^ s. d.

12 to 16, For work required, together with re-

aud port and one copy of the same 5 5

29 to 31. For other copies of the report and send-

the same, per folio 4
(The specifying in detail required by

the act is to be sufficiently explanatory

to enable a trustworthy contractor to

estimate for the execution of the work
in all ordinary cases of repair, or to

enable au architect after personal in-

spection of the premises to prepare full

specifications and instructions neces-

sary for contractors to tender upon.)

22. If the repairs are found sutBcient 2 2

(If the repairs are found insufflcieut,

the report made is to be tantamount to

one made under section 15, and is to be
charged at a like rate.)

44. For each oertiflcate 2 2

45. For the work done under this section,

5 per cent, on the outlay with a mini-

mum fee of £5 5s. This charge is to in-

clude all certificates under sections 44

and 4G.

4G. For certificate in triplicate and send-

ing the same 2 2

50 and 51. For certificate, making and sending
copies 2 2

52. For certificate 10 G

But if personal inspection of the pre-
mises be required 2 2

57. For survey and report, together with
certificate in triplicate, as under sections

14 .and 15.

For certificates for the payment of

money during the progress of the
works, as under sections 44 and 46.

58 and 59. The work done under this section not
to be charged for separately.

70. For advising the bishop as to consent,

if employed, and if no inspection of the
building is necessary 110
If inspection is necessary, according

J
.

to the amount of work 1 ..30
71. The same as ander section 70.

For expenses of travelling in all cases
actually disbursed.

«

ECCLESIASTICAL DILAPIDATIONS ACT.

THE following appointments under this Act are

announced :

—

Chichester.—Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, of 23, Reil-

ford-row, London, W.C, has been appointed sur-

veyor under the above Act for the diocese of Chi-

cliester.

Ei.Y.—Mr. Day, of Bedford, and Mr. Fawcett,

and iNIr. R. R. Rowe, of Cambridge, have been ap-

l)ointed surveyors under the Ecclesiastical Dilapida-

tions Act, 1S71, for the diocese of El_v. The diocese

comprises four counties, and has been divided into

three districts, with a surveyor to each.

OxoN.—Mr. Edward G." Bruton, F.R.I.B.A., of

Oxford, has been appointed surveyor to this diocese,

Under the " Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Act,

1871." Mr. Bruton is known as h.aving published a
book on the state of the law before the passing of

this Act, and is the author of a "Handy-book" on

the new Law. There were eleven candidates.

PETERiioRoiTGii.—The following gentlemen have
been elected surveyors for the three districts of this

diocese:—Mr. Edward Browning, of Stamford; Mr.

T. G. Jackson, of London ; Mr. C. A. Jlacaulay,

of Leicester.

ARCHiEOLOGICAI..
Ancient Serpent Worship in the West.—

Mr. John S. Phene, F.G.S., F.R.G.S., wdio. it will

be remembered, has been engaged in arclncological

explorations throughout the country for some time,

and has made several interesting discoveries, has just

investigated a curious earthen mound in Glen
Feochan, Argyleshire. referred to by him at the late

meeting of the British Association in Edinburgh as

being in the form of a serpent or saurian. The
mound is a most perfect one. The head is a large

cairn, and the body of the earthen reptile 300 feet

long; and in the centre of the head there were
evidences, when he first visited it, of an altar having
been placed there. The position with regard to Ben
Cruachan is most remarkable. Tlie three peaks are

seen over the length of the reptile when a person is

standing ou the he.ad or cairn. The shape can only

be seen so as to be understood when looked down
upon from an elevation, as the outline cannot be un-
derstood unless the whole of it can be seen. This is

most perfect when the spectator is on the head of

tiie animal form, or on the lofty rock to the west of

it. This mound corresponds almost entirely with one
700 feet long in America, an account of which was
lately published, after careful surve}', b}' Mr. Squier.

The altar towards the head in each case agrees. In
the American mound three rivers (also objects of

worship with the ancients) were evidently identified.

The number Z/t/rewas a sacred number in all ancient

mythologies. The sinuous windings and articulations

of the vertebral spinal arrangement are anatomically

perfect in the Argyleshire mound. Beneath the

cairn forming the head of the animal was found a
megalithic ch.amber, in which was a quantity of

charcoal and burned earth and charred nut-shells, a
flint instrument beautifully and minutely serrated at

the edge, and burned bones. Tlie back or spine of

the anim.al form, which, as already stated, is 300 feet

long, was found beneath the peat moss to be formed

by a careful adjustment of stones, the form,ation of

which probably prevented the structure being ob-

literated by time and rain. Mr. Phene, who has

also been investigating some chambered tumuli on
the estate of the Duke of Argyll, at the instance of

Lord Lome, hopes that this curious and tmique

specimen of ancient w^orship may not be injured.

Interesting Discovery .vt Bury St. Edmunds.
—During the excavations now in progress in Bury
churchyard by Mr. Watson, the workmen a few
days since came upon twenty-three blocks of Pur-
beck marble, at a depth of about 4ft., and below the

foundation of what used to be the taproom chimney
of the Magpie Inn. Four of these blocks were

partlv worked into capitals, bearing ornamentation

of perhaps the early part of the thirteenth century,

the chisel-marks being as sh.arp as if made yester-

day; and the other nineteen are, apparently, just as

they came from the quarry.

The Ashmole.vn Museuji, Oxford.—Mr.' J.

H. P.arker, M..\., C.B., keeper of the Ashmolean
Museum, proposes to give two lectures in the upper

room of the museum on Tuesday and Wednesday,

the 7th and 8th of November, and to exhibit the

additions made to the collection during the last year.

His firet lecture will be on the additions and on
the progress of the study of archaeology during

the same period, and its future prospects. His second

lecture will be on the explorations and excavations

in Rome during the same period, with suggestions

for continuing them, and the probable results.

CHIPS.

In excavating for the foundations of the new
church of S. Faith, Maidstone, a number of .skeletons

have just been found, and lying at the side of one

was a leaden seal of a Papal bull of Pope Gregory

XL, who was Pontiff from 1370 to 1378. Tbo seal

has been placed in the Charles Museum, Maidstone.

A Bennoudscy "Steeple Jack" has written to the

Governor of Striisboui'g, proffering to take down the

vexatious French flag that still flaunts defiantly

from the flag-staff of the cathedral, defying the

prowess of ail who have yot striven to haul it down.

He only asks for his travelling expenses U be paid,

and will do the rest for the honour of the tliiug.

A now Corn-hall at Yarmouth, erected by Mr. J.

Davey, at a cost of £1,800, was opened on Wednes-

day week.

A new painted-glass window has recently

been inserted at the c;v.st-end of Christ Church,

Surbiton-bill. In the upper part of this window is

depicted the Ascension, and in the lower part scones

of our Lord's life after his resurrection. In the south

aisle there has also been placed a new window, tho

gift of Mr. Layers (Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake),

which has for its subject tho Annunciation.

The Uev. Dr. Goulburn, Dean of Norwich, is

engaged in preparing a work on his cathedral, its

history and architecture.
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CIIIErUKS AND CHAPELS.

Battf.rsea.— S. Saviour's Church, Battersca

Park, was coiiiiecratecl last week by the Bishop of

"Winchester. Tlie church Ls a well-proportioned

buildini^ iu the early I'rencli-Gothic style, anil is

capable of accommodating 700 people. The cost, in-

cluding site, is ilS.iJUO. The architect is Mr. E. C.

Robins, IG, Southampton-street. W.C. ; anil the

builders, Messrs. Lathey, Battersca.

Bi'rton-on-Trent.—A new Wesleyan Chapel at

Burton-on-Trent has been completed, from designs

by E. Holmes, of Birmingham. Sir. D. Bassett, of

Burton, was the builder. The style is of the Early
Decorated period, and the plan of the chapel, which
contains 84.') sittings, is a parallelogram, being 51 ft.

wide and GO ft. in length on the ground floor, and

84 ft. in length on the gallery level, the galleries be-

ing recessed back over the entrance vestibule and
vestries. There is a tower and spire which, together,

reach the height of 120 ft. The spire is of Bath
stone, relieved bv HoUington stone bauds. The cost

was £2,365.

CIUEXCE.STKK.—The chapels and other buildings in

connection with the new cemetery at Cirencester

have just been completed. They are from the designs

of Messrs. Medland & Son, of Gloucester. The
carving is by Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham. The
chapels are of local stone, with Bath stone dressings.

The cost was about £2,500. Mr. "W. Henton was
the builder.

Hasley.—The new chancel of S. .John's Church,

Ilanley, was opened on "Wednesday T\eek. The
chancel is built of brick and stone, and is of the

Early Decorated period. The end is made apsidal

for the reception of the altar, and the east window,
which is of three lights, is filled in with painted

glass from the window of the old chancel. Mr. AV.

Palmer, of Hanley. was the architect, and Mr.
Matthews, of Hanley, the builder ; while the tiles

were from the works of I\Ir. Kobert Minton Taylor,

of Fenton. The total outlay on account of both

chancel and organ will be about £900.

Lei.ston.—The parish church of Leiston, Suffolk,

was reopened on Sund.ay week, after consider<able

repairs to the roof and other parts of the fabric,

which have been carried on by Mr. W. J. "W. Laccy,

of Xorwieh, under the sujierintendence of Jlr.

Frederick Peck, architect, of London. A new roof

of Staffordshire tiles, lined with patent non-con-

ducting felt, has been put up, the old hot-water

apparatus substituted for a hot-air apparatus, and
the floor paved with Staffordshire tiles.

LiGiITCLIFFE.—A new Congregational chapel has

been completed at Lightcliffe, from the designs of

Mfissrs. Lockwood X' Mawson, of Bradford. The style

is Earlj' Decorated Gothic. The building consists of

a nave, aisles, organ-chancel, and a clock-tower and
spire. The tower is at the south-west corner, and
under it is the principal entrance. The roofs are

op«:i-timbered, and the seats accommodate about 700
worshippers. The total expenditure wsis estimated

at £8,515. Messrs. Dyson & Co., of Brighouse,
W£re the builders.

Market Wkioiitos.—The church of Market
Weiglitori, "i'orkshire, has been restored, under the

superintendence of Messrs. J. B. & W. Atkinson,
architects, of York. Three ugly galleries have been
cleared away, and the church re-seated throughout.
The whole of the roof has been renewed, the north

aisle wall rebuilt, and the chancel and chancel ari-h

restored. The cost of the r storation is £1,600, and
the church aceommodates (130 people. Messrs.

Bowman, of York, were the contractors.

Norwich Dkicesax Ciiitr< ii lUii.niNG Societv.
—The half-yearly meeting of this society was held

on Thursilay, the I'.Uh inst., when grants were made
in aid of building and restoring churches at Bough-
ton, S. Michael-at-Thoru, and S. Mary-at-(>uay,

Ipswich.

PKyr>i,ETi)N.—The memorial-stone of a new church

for the accommodation of the Ignited Presbyterians

in PendU-lon was laid on Saturday. The style of

the building is Gothic of the thirteenth century. It

will be built of brick, faced with Yorkshire Pierre-

point stone, and with dressings of Bath stone. The
church will accommodate 500 worshippers. The
estimated cost, exclusive of a tower and spire, which
arc not to be built at present, is £2,<10o. The archi-

tect is Mr. W. H. A\"ard, of liirminghani, and the

builder is Mr. E. Johnson, of Manchester.

EiroN.—A new Congregational church at Ripon
was opened on Tuesday. The cost of the church
has been about £;!,000. There are two transepts. A
lightly-constructed gallery runs round three sides

of the building. The seats are open, and accommo-
date about 600 adults. Mr. J. P. Pritchett, of

Darlington, is the architect.

Runcorn.—A new "Wesleyan Chapel was opened
at Runcorn last week. The style is Italian. The
plan of the building is a parallelogram, the length

being OOft. by 65ft- wide, thereof being in one sjian,

ami the height from floor to ceiling is 41ft. The
front of the chapel is built entirely of Stourton

stone, and is 68ft. wide. The principal feature is

the portico, with large centre window diove it. Mr.
George Harris, jun., was the architect, the builder

being Mr. George Harris, of S. Helen's.

SuRniTON.—The new chancel aisle of Christ

Church, Surbiton-hill, was opened for public wor-
ship on Tuesday week. The aisle corresponds in de-

sign with the one on the northern side of the chancel.

Communicating with the new aisle is a new vestry.

There is also a new entrance on the south-west side

of the building, a porch having been erected at a cost

of £280. The roof of the church has been painted

and decorated by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & West-
lake, at a cost of £400. The architect for the new
chancel aisle, which has cost £780, was Mr. C. I-.

Luck, of Carlton-chambers, Kegent-street, and the

builder Mr. Samuel Simpson, of Tottenham Court-

road.

Y'liRK Minster.—The south transept of Y'ork

Minster, erected about the year 1227 by Archbishop
Walter de Grey, has for some time given indications

of decay. The dean and chapter called to their

counsel and advice Mr. Street. His report as to the

critical condition of the south transept fully con-

firmed the conclusions already arrived at, and the

necessity for prompt action. This portion of the

cathedral is the earliest in the noble fabric, and is a

beautiful specimen of the Early English style. The
restoration of the transept is now in a fair wa}' of

being accomplished. The restoration will cost at

least £10,000.

BUILDINGS.

A New Public Hall for Gla.sgow'.—The pro-

spectus has been issued of the Glasgow Public Halls

Company (Limited), which has for its object the

erection of a large public hall in Glasgow for con-

certs and other purposes, after the model of the Phil-

harmonic Hall at Liverpool. The services of Mr.
John Cunninghame, the architect of the latter build-

ing, have been secured bj- the promoters, and with

him is .associated Mr. Campbell Douglass, I..\. The
site proposed is bounded on the east by North-street,

on the north by Berkeley-street, on the west bj'

Rochester-street, and on the south by Kent-road, and
has a total area of 12,580 square yards (or there-

abouts, including streets, or about 0,010 square yards
exclusive of streets. This site is offered to the pro-

moters at £30,000. The plans, which have lieen

prepared by Mr. Cunninghame, show a concert hall

formed on the model of the Philharmonic Hall at

Liverpool, capable of containing, comfortably seated,

1,3U0 persons in stalls, 444 in boxes, and 1,056 in

galleries, making a total of 2,800, besides a chorus

numbering 512, and an orchestra numbering 100.

In addition, there will be a suite of assembly-rooms,

capable of holding 250 couples, with supper and re-

freshment-rooms on a commensurate scale. In con-

nection with the Concert Hall there will be a large

and commodious cru.sh-room, 70 feet by 30 feet,

with ample accommodation on either side for retiring

rooms for ladies and gentlemen. This crush-room

gives access to a corridor which surrounds the entire

building, from which there are numerous exits. The
expense of the buildin.g is estimated as f()llows :

—

Concert Hall, including covered carriage-w.i.vs,

£40,040 5s. ; assemblj'-rooms, including covered

carria.ge-way, £22,352 15s. ; cost of site, £30,000;

interniil decoration, furniture, and fittings, including

a .grand organ, £20,000 ; total £121,402. The capi-

tal of the company will be £150,000, in 15,000

shares of £10 each.

Great Basses' Lic.ittiiouse, Ceyi.os.—This

lighthouse, which is all in Dalbeattie grainte, is now
a'most com])leted by the contractors, Messrs. Shearer,

Smith, & Co., Dalbeattie Granite Quarries, who are

now setting the linal portion of it. It is from a

design by Mr. James N. Diuiglass, C.E., engineer to

the Trinity Board, and will be creeled by that

board at I*oint <le Galle. Ceylon. It contains about

twenty thousand cubic feet of granite, and the

stones are all carefully dovetailed into each other by
joggles cut in the top, bottom, and sides of the

solid stone. The whole work has been accurately

finished and fitted together in the quarries before

being despatched.

KxmiEUjiiNsTER..—A new building for the Kid-
derminster Infirmary was openeil on Friday week.

The site is at the top of Mill-street, at the entrance

to the town, and the successful competitor for the de-

sign of the building was Mr. Bland, of Birmingham,
under whose direction the works have been carried

out by Messrs. Binian & Suns, Kidderminster. The
building is of the most substantial character, and the
internal arrangements include the most modern im-
provements in the construction of such buildings,

provision being made for each separate dep.irtment,

with waiting-rooms, surgeons' rooms, dispensary,

operating-rooms, nurses' ap.artments, kitchens, and
domestic offices, fever-wards, mortuary, &c. The
wards for the reception of patients are lofty, and
well-ventilated and arranged. These consist of two
ou the ground floor and two on the second floor.

Each w.ard will contain eight beds, or 32 betls in all.

The total cost was upwards of £5,000.

Spitalfields.—On Tuesday last the foundation-
stone of new schools at the corner of Quaker-street,

Spit.alfields, adjoining the Great Eastern Railway
Station, and in connection with S. Stephen's district

church, wiis laid by Mr. Robert Haubiu'V. The
building will include bovs,' girls,' and infant schools

capable of accommodating about 600 children, to-

gether with convenient residences for the master and
mistress, with the usual offices ; while underneath all

tiicre will be a spacious drill or recreation ground.

The works are being carried out bv Messrs. Merritt&
-Vshby, contractors, from a design by Messrs. T. & W.
Stone, architects, of Great Winchester-street, the con-
tract being taken at £4,000.

Wolveriiami'tox.—The new Town Hall for the
Borough of Wolverhampton, which was illustr,ated

and fully described in the BuiLDrsc: News of

July 2, 1869, was opened last week. The new
buildings are situated upon the site of the Old Lion
Hotel, which was a conspicuous posting-house on
the way to Holyhead before railways were opened.

When to this there were added, at a cost together

of over £12,000, the premises on either side in North-
street which had belonged to Bliss Mytton and Mr.
Charles Higgs respectively, there was at the

disposal of the corporation ample space for the erec-

tion of all the municipal courts. The Old Lion

premises were for some time in the hands of the

Corporation, and were partl.v adapted to town uses

before the Council accepted the plan of Mr. Ernest

Bates, of Manchester and London, for entirely new
erections. Mr. Bates's plans have been carried out

b}' Mr. P. Ilorsman, contractor, of Wolverhampton,
for £17,200, exclusive of certain improvements
which have been found necessary since the work was
commenced.

Woodbury, Devon.—The new nation.il schools

were opened last Wednesday ; they are built of local

brick, with dressings of Ham-hill stone, a plinth of

Westleigli limestone, an open-timber roof, covered

with Bridgwater tiles, and sunnouuted by an orna-

mental bell-turret. The jdan consists of a mixed
school-room 65ft. by 20ft., class-room, a lean-to porch

for boys' and girls' caps and bonnets, and an open-

timber porch. The master's house is attached to one

end of the school-room with offices, A'C, behind.

The general character of the building is First Pointed.

The total cost of the schools, master's bouse, houn-

d.ary -walks, &e., was £950; the .irchitect is Mr. R.

Medley Fulford, the Close, Exeter, and Mr. K.

Phillips, of Woodbury, the builder. After the

opening ceremony the vicar (the Rev. J. L. Fulford)

presented Lady Drake with a handsome lace hand-

kerchief, in the name of the mothers and children of

the school, made in the village, from a design given
by the architect.

York.—The Corporation of Y'ork have at present

under consideration a proposal to erect a covered

market for the city. According to a report of the

committee the market will open from Parliament-

street by a covered way 21ft. in width .and 25ft. in

length, such covered way opening upon a market-
hall 194ft. in length antl 97ft. iu width, and con-

taining an internal area of 2,046 square yards. The
total estimated cost of carrying out this scheme, in-

cluding fittings, contingencies, and Act of Parlia-

ment, is £20,529.

CHIPS.
The first annual meeting of the Hull Rofcmn

Buildin.g Society was held a few days ago at tho

Odil Fellows' Hall, Lowgate. The report was of a
very satisfactory character

The gas supply of Aberdeen lately passed into

the hands of the Corporation, and as a result of

this a first reduction to the eonsuincrs of fivepenco

per thousand feet has just been .announced.

Several additions and improvements have just

been completed at the Royal Free Hospital, Grny's-

inn-road. Anewand commodious operating theatre

has been added, and the old operating theatre con-

verted into a ward for six beds, besides other alter-

ations by which tho number of beds available has

been increased from 71 to 100.
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TO COBRESPONDENTS.
rWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

onr correspondents. Tlie Editor respectfully requests

that all communiciitions should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Ode KeAdees.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in tho provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-OAEDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

oflBce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

R. M. FuLFORD.—We can never say whether wo can give

an illustration unless we see the drawinij.

EECElVEn.—J. v.—W. T.—J. B.—J. P. S.-C. L. E.—
H. G.—0. 13.—S. & Sons.

Ccntspiikiitt.—

—

THE PURLINS OF ROOFS.

To the Editor of the Building New.?.

Sir,—A few weeks back I read a letter from

"Carpenter," calling in question what I had said in

a former article to the effect that purlins should be

placed at right angles to the direction of the princi-

pal rafters, and not vertically, because the direction

of the pressure is at right angles to the plane of the

roof.
" Carpenter" says he imagines that the pressure

on a roof is vertical and towards the eaves, and, as

a proof of that, he tliinks ' you will always find

when a purlin gives way, as it does sometimes when
there is no principal rafter, that it bends towards the

eaves," and h" therefore thinks the purlins should be

placed vertically.

Now, I look at the case in this way. The load to

be carried by the purlins consists of two parts, the

dead weight of the common rafters with their load

of slates or other covering, weighing, say, lOlbs. per

square foot, and the pressure of wind, which may be

taken at 40!bs. per square foot. The dead weight

acts in the first place verticall}', and being supported

by inclined beams, tends to slide down them with a

force proportionate to the sine of the angle of eleva-

tion. If we talce the case given in the article from

which " Carpenter" quotes, the half-span is 25 feet

and the rise 12-5 feet. The slant length of the roof

therefore is 28 feet, nearly. The principals are 13

feet apart. The weight on one range of purlins,

therefore, is 28 X 13 X W = 3,t)40 lbs. If the

range of purlins, with this load on their backs, were
vertically one over the other the cross strain upon
them unitedly would be that produced by a load of

3,640 lbs. uniformly distributed over their length,

but being laid at a pitch of 2 to 1

—

i.e., at a slope

of two horizontal to one vertical, the cross strain on
the purlins caused by that portion of the weight

which acts in the direction of the length of the prin-

cipal rafter is proportional to the sine of the angle

of elevation, or asl2*5to28. The pressure in the direc-

t xu • • 1 t» • 3640 X 12-5
tion of the principal rafters is ^ = 162olb.

28

and this has to be sustained by the cross strain

on the purlins. There are three purlins, each 8X4,
and a poll-|)Iate 4x4, but as the action of the poll-

plate is not directly across its breadth, but anglewise,

and requires a different mode of calculation, which

might too much increase the length of this letter, we
will drop its resistance out of the calculation, and sa}'

that the pressure is sustained by the three purlins

alone.

Each purlin has a breadth (in the direction we are

now considering) of 8 inches. Their united breadth is

therefore 24 inches. Then depth is 4 inches. The
case then is as if a distributed load of 162olb. were
put upon three beams side by side, each Sin. in

breadth and 4in. in depth, the length being 13 feet.

Applying the formula given in another number of

"Notes on Carpentry," (No. 8) viz., D =-
'^-^''' ^^

receive it, the lesser inconvenience of a small deflec-

tion being suffered in order to meet the main object.

—I am, &c.. The Whiter of tiie Article.

Iti E b d'>

•69.5 V 9107 V 160^
the deflection wiU be this,

X -i-
<
X lo-o ^ g^.^^

16 X 266 X 24 X 64
or a trifle over one-third of an inch. The co-

efficient 2G6 is taken as if for red pine. This is the

deflection due to a dead wei,ght of 101b. per square

foot. If a weight of snow be taken into account iu

addition to the weight of the roof covering, it would
perhaps double the weight in an extreme case. The
deflection is as the weigiit, therefore, under a very
heavy load of snow tlicre might be a deflection of

two-thirds of an iiicli in the middle of the purlins 13

feet long. But the greater portion of the pressure to

be borne by the purlins is that produced bj' high

winds, and this pressure acts at right angles to the

plane of the roof, and not vertically. Being the

greater pressure, the purlins are laid so as best to

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

Sir,—The writer of your two recent articles rela-

tive to tlie above asserts, in contradiction to the

Times and other influential journals, that the last

designs of Mr. Street have been " formally approved

and officially accepted," and that the works " will now
be carried on vigorously, without the slightest proba-

bility of any interruption." From the authoritative

tone of these statements, as well as the minute cha-

racter of the descriptions given, it is cle.ar tliat the

writer must have access to sources of information

not generally accessible. Perhaps he can inform

your readers why the approved design has not yet

been made pul die. Some of the adverse journals,

apparently with reason, object to a formal approval

and adoption witliout a previous public exhibition,

denouncing it as an "arbitrary and hole-and-corner

style of proceeding." The points of excellence so

much enlarged upon by the writer of the articles

would be much more apparent if the designs were

published than from pages of letter-press description

and eulogium, in which latter he indulges to such an

extent as quite to sink the critic in the advocate.

—

I am, &c., Inquirer.

[We may inform " Inquirer" that the carrying out

of Mr. Street's design may be regarded as a settled thing,

which none of the " adverse journals " are likely

to disturb. We have good reason for believing that

the Government and the law authorities are quite

satisfied with Mr. Street's designs and plans.

—

Ed. B. N.]

EMBRYO ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—Architects' assistants and pupils must be

possessed with an enviable amount of apathy that

the leading article in the Building News a few

weeks back (September loth) on " Who Overcrowd

the Profession " did not elicit from some of them

smart replies to the cutting rebuke contained

therein. Was it indifference as to what appears in

the public journals concerning them, or did they

acknowledge to themselves the justice of the remark,

that not more than one in eight are really qualifying

themselves for the higher posts of the profession ?

Possibly it was tho latter sentiment that kept them

silent, and they may also have found it difficult to

overlook the truth of another remark in the same

article, that, although the architectural profession is

crowded, it is certainly not crowded with architects.

Very pungent is this sentence. So, with an unbiassed

mind, we will look around us, and from our experi-

ence of the assistant or pupil endeavour to deter-

mine the accuracy or not of it, taking the average

man as a basis. He is engaged on what is termed a

fair elevation. Classical iu style, and is inking it in.

We shall see exemplary neatness in all the straight

lines ; but look at tlie Ionic or Corinthian caps, at

the mouldings, particularly those which have to be

reversed, such as the bases, or, in fact, at any

part of it where the tee, or set-square has to be

put aside. Not only is the form not correct, but

the line is as different in decision from the

rest of the work as it could be—or, in a sen-

tence, at the point where the simple part of

the drawing terminates and the artistic touch or

power of drawing commences, at that very point

is discovered the inability of the tlraughsman to meet

it. Look, again, at the full-size details : the lines

are such that if the workman into whose hands the}'

are put executed the work iu accordance with them,

it would be at once rejected by the very man who
gave him the drawing. In fact, it is a rarity to see

a really good line drawing. The fashion now is to

endeavour to hide defects b\' etching or colouring,

which, of course, in most cases only makes them more

glaring; and then, as to the etching itself, in nearly

every instance we shall find Mr. Street's method

adopted, viz., etching with a diagonal line or lines at

different angles. A more absurd method of repre-

senting plain surfaces was never invented ; it gives

tlie idea rather of indents ; but if the same or any

other eminent gentleman endeavoured to indicate

deep shadows in his pictures by the free use of

Chinese white—the average draughtsman would
immediately try to imitate him.

We have been speaking now of the mechanical, but

nevertheless the very essential, portion of the young
architect's powers. But, it may be said, their mental

capabilities atone for this bad drawing. Do they '?

Let us look, then, at their designs. Very good in their

way some of these may be ; but we shall see in most

of them uumistakeable signs of the source from

whence they were derived. Of course, no blame can

attach to the pupil or assistant who copies good ex-

amples ; but we do expect to find a little original

thought, a little evidence that the designer has not

trusted entirely to theexample before him. And again,

as to the general architectural knowledge of tiiese

young architects, to be discovered we will say
during the course of a conversation on the subject, we
shall find themdisplayingvery praiseworthy attention

as listeners to the arguments of others, and they

may possibly ejaculate " Ah !" " Yes," ' Of course,"

and so on ; but do they add to or even deduct from
the propositions adduced ? They may be, and we
will give them credit for being, very profound ; but

it can be said of them, as Leeds once said of Raskin,
" Profound enough, no doubt, because if there be

any meaning at all in some of their thoughts and
expressions it lies at such fearful depth below

the surface that without making a descent in a

diving-bell it is impossible to get at it." Glance,

again, at the professional correspondence of some of

them. It will often contain ungraramatical sentences

and bad orthography. And, lastly, as to their sketches.

How often do we see them as they were finished on

the spot ? They have been brought home, relined

in, curves made something like curves, shadows put

in, &c., and then exhibited as sketches made from

an existing building. We don't want such as these.

Let us have the sketch as it was made in the open,

and not the result of a little sketching on the spot

and a great deal of guessing at home. Such pro-

cedure would not have given us the careful sketches

Mr. Burges has recently published. At the approach-

ing conversazione of that admirable body of archi-

tects-in-embryo, the Association, sketches will be

exhibited, no doubt; but how many of them honest

sketches in the real sense of the word? We shall

see in the oft-exhibited sketches, the verj- familiar

sketches of even the elders of that body, distinct

evidence of the periodical retouching up and paint-

ing of aU the curves until the lines appear quite

indented with the amount of labour expended on

them. All this ought not to be. There must be

more honesty amongst the future representatives of the

profession. The motto, "Nulla dies sine linea"

may not perhaps in every case be possible to abide

by; but if the assistant or pupil works on con-

scientiously, and paj'S attention to the simple injunc-

tion (and it has often been instilled into me) that

what is worth doing at all is worth doing well, the

jiainful assertion that not more than one in every

eight are preparing themselves for the higher posts

of the i)rofession will soon become an untruth.—

I

am, &c., W. W.

PLANNING HOUSES.

Sin,—" M." is in the main correct, and might, with

perfect truth and safety, extend his animadversions

to the works of other professors and non-professors.

Sincerely hoping you will act upon the admirable

suggestion with which he concludes, I am, &c., F.

rWe should be very glad to publish a sheet or more

of such designs as mentioned by " M.," page 293 in

last number of B. N.

—

Ed.]

Intcrroiinuuniciitioit.—

—

QUESTIONS.

[2"..i3.]—Fastening- Stiles to Circular Heads
of Gothic Doors.—What method is employed to

fasten the stiles to the circular heads of Gothic doors,

witliout pinning them ?—An Apprentice.

[og.H.]—Treads and Risers.—What method is

employed to fasten treads and risers to strings of stair-

cases, wheu the treads .and risers are wrought, and

show on both sides ?—An Apprentice.

[2355.]—Price of Deals.—What is the price per

100 for deals of pitch pine, and can they be procured

sound aud free from sap ? Is the price of deals, &c.,

as given in the Building News every week, the price

at the docks, or is it the average price at timber yards?

—An Apprentice.

[235(1.]-Sewage Irrigation.—Can any reader of

"Intercommunication " tell me how sewage is disposed

of during long frosts, where sewage irrigation is tho

means adopted for purifying or utilising town sewage ?

—C. S.

[23."i7.]—Scientific Construction.—In a wrought-

iron roof the T .struts are sometimes fixed with tho

flange uppermost, and sometimes with it on the under-

side of strut. Which metliod is the most correct, as

regards scientific construction?—A. U.

[2:i">s.l—Carpenter and Joiners' Improve-
ment Society.—Together with some of my shop-

niates, 1 propose to form a Carpenter and .Joiners'

Debating .Society, or Slutual Improvement Association.

We intend to meet once a week, and have essays and

discussions on subjects in direct connection witli, or

relating to, our trade. Would any correspondent bo

kind enough to give us some information as to the for-

mation, routine, and success of any similar associa-
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tion, together with any useful hints which may occur
to them?

—

John W. IIauihe.

[2350.]—A Le^al Question—I shnll be ohlised

if any rea<iiT c^ni iHlvisf uw in the following matter;—
A. o«nis tlio freehold of a house, and also the basement
only of the adjoining; |)romi?es belonging to It. Can
B. claim any d:ini:igi' that may accrue by vV's. pulling

i\ovrt\ and rebuilding his (A.'j:) biisruunt under IV's

house, or has A. anv rir'ht to the property al)Ove his

basement ?—\V. T. H.

t23G0.]—Old Brick and Timber Houses.—AVill

some contributor lo '" Intereommuuication " kiiully

inform me which i^ the lust hook on the subject of

brick or plaster and timber houses of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and what architect has studied

the subject with refi-renee to tlieir reyturation ? The
restorations autl new building? of tlie style which have
come under my notice in Chester, .Shropshire, andelf^e-

where are oveiihuie, nnd their want of solidity and pro-

portion scarcely satisfnctory. In all I have seen there

is a lack of rei.o.>;c which does not please the eye, the

spirit of the old huilders is wanting. Can association

be the cause?—O. II. M.

[23(11.]—Scales.—Will any reader inform me of

the host way to re-hlack the figures in a boxwood
Sdle, the originals having been washed out ?—I'lto-

VINCIAL.

£2362.]—Handrailing.—Can any reader refer me

II I
. to an accessihle work containing the

I I
'j following, or explain the metliod?

' ' "^ (Jiventhe plan (A) of the handrail
a"A^ roimd the well-hole of a geometrical

^_^ JJ staircase, to construct the elevation

.
-^ of the curve (eh'vation of r

I
M being given).

—

Science.
&c.,

liEFLIES.

[232G.]—Principal and Interest.—£I.4ti2 being

both capital and interest, the puzzle is easily explained.

In deducting 17 jwr cent, from the whole amount,
interest has been included upon interest, as well as

upon capital, instead of upon capital alone. i:i,-Ii;2

consists of 100 parts capital and 17 parts interest, 117

parts in all. Consequently, if we multiply i:i.4(;'2 by

100, and divide by 117, we get the capital, which would

be £1,249 lis. 5d.-
117

proportion of sand, make good and substantial work.

Cobbles, or any old stones or bricks, may be used as

packing, care being taken to well bed them in the con-

crete, and leaving a space of 3in. between them, and

2in. from the inner and outer faces of the walls.—T. I'.

[2344.]—Roofs.—Evidently meant to be a common
span roof—that is. with no framed principals, but

having rafters of an extra size,^ at certain distances

apart, to carry the purlins.—T. I*.

[2345.]—Door-Frames.—Proper door-cases mean
the casings to roujrli piirtition-posts, so as to represent,

in a "proper" manner, solid door-frames ; but the

latter are often improperly called "door-casings."

—

T. 1\

[034.-j.]^_Door-Franies.—"Proper'' is a metro-

politan synoiiynie for "wrought, rebated, beaded,

framed, and fixed complete." In a Gothic building, I

presume, tiny would be "proper" if stop-chamfered

instead of biaded.— F.

[234(;.]—Tendering-.—A^ere I in "A Country
Builder's" po.'^itiou I should feel tempted to leave at

the option of the projjrietor the acceptance of my
tender, or of ininiediate legal proceedings to recover

compensation for "time and trouble," provided always

the clause "the lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted" was not, in this instance, quoted. Subpoena
architect as a witness. Cannot quote legal precedent.

Consult a solicitor previous to passing the Rubicon.

—F.

r2347.1—Arbitration Fees.—C. would naturally

obtain his fees from A. and 11. (who apjiointed him by

joint letter) previous to giving in his award, provided

he entertained the remotest idea of handling such

solatium.—F.

[234>!.]—Amiens Cathedral.—The trefoils re-

ferred to in the article on " Koil Design" are not in

the arcade above the west portals, but on the face of

the pier between the central one and the southern one.

Tliey spring from the same level as the great arches.

—

The Writer of the Article.

[23,)2.]— Surveyors' Fees.—£j per cent, has

been paid in a similar instance.—F.

and if we multiply 4;l,4iJ2 by

17, and divide by 117, we have the interest, £212

Ss. (id. It is only necessary to make one of the
117.

two calculations, and then deduct the result from the

gross amount given to find the other, but by making
both calculations one proves the other. Any other sum
of the same kind e;;n be worked in the same way, add-

ing the capital known to the interest known for a
divisor, and then multiplying ^nth the known capital

to find capital, and with the known interest to find

interest.—Koirr. A. Wiiitelocke.

[2329.]—Asphalting".— I have heard the price

mentioned for the asphalting of Cheapside put at

18s. (Jd. per square yard.

—

Teko.

[2333.]—Breakingr-Weight of Lattice Girder.
^The breaking-weight may he found from tlie follow-

ing formula, in which W = weight at centre ; A =
nctt section of angle-irons—that is, :ifter deducting
the area of the rivet holes ; I> = depth ; L = span

;

and C = a constant, which may be taken for a lattice-

girder at 72. The equation is

—

^y ^ A X 11 X C ^ 3-.3 X 5 X 72 ^ ,j j^^3^
L (iO

In the question there is no size mentioned for tlie

rivets, so I have t.lken tliem :it ^in. rtianietcr, which is

the usual size for auKle-irous ^in. thicli. Should Ihero

be a pair of angle-irons in each llauge (which is jire-

sumable, atthoiijLrh not mentioned), the value of W will

be 42 tons.

—

Ne.vo.

[2334.]—Xiithofracteur.—There are no London
agents. It is clu-ait.T t!i:in Ma.stiug junvder, and per-

fectly sflfe to send l)y rail ; but tlie iinpurt of it into

England is most strictly prohibited by (ioverument.
The fact is, the Covernnu-nt liave "gone in" for gun-
cotton and dynamite, and will not allow Krcb's ex-

plosive a ghost ut a chance, although it was tried at

Shrewsbury with the greatest success.— u.ne Who Was
There.

[2a3(;.]—Measurinfj Artificers' Work.—Tlic

cradling depicted \voul<l be accurately measured super-

ficially—length by width of sofht only—not girth, as

shown, (iirth measurement wovdd
only be correctly applieii to cradling

framed, and having two or three

faces— such .is, for in^tance, a sham
beam or archway, or for solTit and
facia of acornice.orthus : Lineal mea-
surement describing width or girth,

also tite distance apart of the brac-

ki'ts. or numbering the brackets and
giving their length and scantling,

would be equally aceumte, and in some instances the
preferable methotl.

—

y.

[2342.]—Concrete Cottages,—Concrete houses
having (uie-ehundur floor only sliould have the external
walls :tiii. thick; but where tliere are two-chand>er
floors, they should not be le.-s than rjin. It may be
taken as a rule that buildings which would retjuirc

9in., 14in., or I8in. brick walls should have the same,
if constructed of concrete, respectively liin., 12in., or
14in. thick. One part (by measure) of best Portland
cement, and seven parts of shingle, including a fair

T /"

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Action aoaixst a Cleki-; of A\"oi;k.s.—Thorx-

GATE V. Wicks.—In this case, heard at the Uodal-
ming County Court on the Ullh inst., the sum sued

f(U" was £'2 9s. for certain colouring work done at the

house of ]Mr. Norton, at AVorplcsdon, aud of which
defendant had been the clerk of the works. Mr.

Geacli appeared for the plaintiil, .and Mr. Sparkes
for tlie defendant. Tlie point at issue wii,s as to who
gave the order for the work. The contract for the

work was undertaken by a man named Stent, and
the plaintiff h.ad been employed under him. During
tlie progress of the work the plaintiff asserted that

the defendant gave liim instructions to do the

coloiirin.g work chargeil for, telling liim that it was
quite independent of .Stent's contract, and that it

would be paid for separately. To support this st.atc-

ment Stent was called, but his evidence went to

show that the contract taken by him included the

very work done by defendant, and that he had re-

ceived the money for it. In cross-examination by
Jlr. Geach, the plaintiff admitted that he had made
out the account first to Stent, but he did so in order

that he might obtain the money from Mr. Norton
wlien he paid for the c(uitract. Tlio defendant

denied ever giving any .authority to the plaintiff to

rlo work apart from the contract. He certainly in-

structed the plfiintiff to do the colouring, but it was
under tlie agreement with Stent, who had been paid

for the same. His Honour (H. J. Stonor, Esq.)

found a verdict for defendant, and allowed the costs

in the case.

liiAiiiLiTY OF Local Board.—Tn the recent case

of Foreman i: the Mayor of Canterbury, it appeared

that the servants employed by the Local Board on

the repair of tlie highways under the Board's con-

trol had negligently left a heap of stones in the

road without any light or means of seeing it,

whereby Foreman was upset while driving along,

and was injured by the stones. It was held that tlie

Board was liable for the negligence of their ser-

vants.

The Exclosuke of 'Wansteai) Flats.—Rela-

tive to the recent iuclosHres on Wanstead Flats,

Mr. E. J. Uaniells, solicitor to the Forest Fund, and

Mr. W. G. Smith, hoii. sec, attended at the Strat-

ford Police Court on Friday last to apply for a sum-
mons against Mr. Samuel Johnson, of Lake House,
Wanstead, for ohstmetiiig a right of way througli

the Brushwood Avenue, and tenniuating at

the t^ireen Man, Leytonstone. It was clearly

sb'>wn on the Ordnance map, nnd on the map
published by the Tithe Survey Commission. In
1>»(»(> the tenant of Lake Hotisu fenced in the

land and erected wicket-gates which adn\itted

of free passage. Now, however, iive-ban'cd farm-
gates, with chains and padlocks, were substituted,

and a field was plougiied up wliicb had not hitherto

been cultivated as arable land. 'I'lie pathway formed
a portion of the parish boundary, and was one of the
most beautiful walks in the neighbourhood of the

Forest. The obstruction was a great inconvenience

to many of the freeholders in the neighbourhood.
The sitting magistrate (Mr. S. L. Howard) said that

the ploughing up of the land could not, in his opinion,

be held to be an obstruction ; but with regard to the
ucwly-crcctcd gates, the summons would be granted.

Court of Bankruptcy, October 24.—

A

BuiLiiEU's Failure.—Re Charles Henry Trew.
—The banlaupt was a builder, of 29, Elliott-road,

North Brixton, owing debts i.'2,471 10s, and I'eturn-

ing assets at £1,185. He petitioned the Coxu't under
the liquidation clauses on the 10th of August last,

but not being able to obtain the necessary' assents

the liquidation proceedings fell through. Mr. H.
G. HaniuKiud, of Bishopsgate-street, a creditor for

£oi r2s. (Ill, afterwards otitaiiied an adjudication of

banlaniptcy, and Mr. Aird, solicitor, now applied

that the liquidation proceedings might bo trans-

ferred and tiled with the banki-liptcy proccetUngs.

Mr. Registrar Brougham granted the application.

Surveyors' Fees.—Millar v. Cox.—The plain

tiff iu this case, tried at the Clerkeuwell County
Court on Monday last, was Mr. James MilUu', a

surveyor, and he sued Mr. Cox, .an auctioneer and
estate agent, of Bennonilsey, for £4 4s. for profes-

sional services. The plaintiff stated that he was
engaged by Mr. I'iddell, the defendant's solicitor, to

give evidence in an action iu which the defendant
was interested, and it was agreed that he was to

have £1 lis. Gd. per day for his attendance. He had
received £1 Is., and there was now £4 4s. owing.
Application bad been made on several occasions to

Mr. I'iddell for the monej', and various excuses had
been made, but the claim had not been objected to.

Mr. riddell was sworn, and stated that he engaged
the jilaintiff on beh.alf of the defendant. Ho told

him that the fee would be one guinea per day for

attendance, and the plaintiff said he would be very
glad to accept it, as he was not very busy then. Ho
(Mr. Piddell) was always very particular on tliis

point, as the greatest difficulty might arise, as the
taxing-m.aster would not allow more than one
guinea per daj' for attendance.—The plaintiff said

that the fee mentioned was undoubtedly one guinea
and a half.—Thomas William Millar, the plaintiff's

son, deposed that he rendered the account to Mr
Piddell, and bad asked him for the payment of it on
several occasions since, and he only made some ex-

cuse for not paying. No objection was ever taken

to the charges made.—Mr. I'iddell said it was not

likely that he would have promised to pay half a
guinea more than he could obtain in costs.—The
plaintiff said that had nothing to do with the matter,

because he had received as much as three guineas

per day for attendance. The judge (Gordon Whit-
bread, Esq.) said that to obtain a verdict for a

larger sum than tho usual fee the plaintiff should

have obtained the promise in writing. He gave the

plaintiff a verdict for two guineas.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAKX
MATTERS.

London Water.—Mr. Chichester Fortescuo has

appointed Major Frank Bolton, R.E., to be Water
Examiner under the Metropolis Water Act, 1871.

Irrigation Works at Le.vmington.—On Mon-
day the chairman of the Leamington Board

^
of

Health fonnally opened the sewage irrigation

works which have been constructed in the town at a

cost of £1(I,(IIK). The magnitude of the works and

of Lord Warwick's irrigation farm (the latter is in-

tended to include 1,000 acres) has excited consider-

able interest iu the county. The two condensing

rotary beam-engines, erected at the pumping station,

are ISO horse-power each, and either will pump
1,500,000 gallons in twelve hours. The steam

evlinders are each Stiin. in diameter, and the pistons

liave a stroke of t<ft. ; the tly-wheel is 24ft. in dia-

meter. Tho beams weigh upwards of 15 tons each.

The pumps are 26in. in diameter and 5ft. stroke.

Steam is supplied by three Lancashire boilers, each

24ft. long by 7ft. in diameter. The rising main, 18in.

in diameter," is 2 J
miles long. The engine-house is

tn the modem Italian style, and is 70ft. by 30ft., ooft.

liigh, the foundations bciug 2Glt. deep. At the pre-

liminary trial one engine pumped 25,000 gallons of

sewage in an hour and a half, working lOJ strokes

per minute, with a recorded pressure of (iOlb. per

inch on tho boiler. The population of tho district

at the last census was 2o,429 ; and in ordinary

weather one pair of pumps will exhaust the whole
of the sewage by working four hours a day. Tho
engines and boilers cost nearly £5,000. Fortunately

for the town, the Board were not put to the expense

of purchasing land for irrigation purposes, .-lifter

various negotiations, the Earl of Warwick undertook

to dispose of the sewage for a term of thirty years.

In consideration of his lordship paying £450 a year

towards the pumping expenses, the Board agreed to

erect, at their own cost, engines, main, and to pump
the sewage on to Ids lonlship's estate, the highest

altitude to which it is to be pumped being 132ft.

Tlie irrigation farm has been prepared by Mr.

Clifford, who has had considerable cxpericuce in

such maiters. Many acres have already been sowTi

with Italian rye-grass, &c. A model cattle-house

has been erected for tlie accommodation of several

hundred head of stock, and many of the stalls are

already tilled, milch cows forming an important

item in the herds. Supplies of crops and fat beasts
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are to be sent to tlie metropolitan and other markets.

Mr. Tough, formerly of the Dorkincf Sewage Farm,
has rliarge of the husbandry department. Tliis, if

not tljc largest sewage farm in the emmtry, will in

all respects be a model. Lord Warwick having spared

no labotir or expense in order to test the principle of

utilising sewage by means of in-igation.

Scarlet Fever in the Peahouy Buildings,
Blackfriaus.—Some alarm has been occasioned

among the occupiers of the Peabody-buildings,

Blackfriars, through the outbreak of scarlet fever.

Dr. Batoson reports that lie found eight persons

suffering from tlie disease, and two cases had already

proved fatal. The South London Courier says the

ground-floors are in a very damp condition, and no

doubt the disease may be attributed to this circum-

Btance. It miglit be as well to ascertain if the sick-

ness is attributable to the theory, broached by a

correspondent, that fevers occur in the ninth month
of a new house.

Thetford.—A special meeting of the Thetford

Town Council was held ou Thursday, the Mtli

inst., when the plans and reports for the drainage

and waterworks of the borough were opened, as

follows:—That of Messrs. Church & Son, whose
estimate was for the drainage works x.'JiOOS, for the

waterworks £3,902, total £6,910 ; Messrs. Russ &
Minns, drainage ±'3,668 Is. 8d., water £4,339 10s. 8d.,

total £7,907 12s. 4d. ; Messrs. Whittaker & Perrett,

drainage £3,.590, water £3,900 (if obtained from the

river above Thetford-bridge) and £3,580 if obtained

from a well, totals £7,490 and £7,170. No decision

was come to upon the plans and estimates.

Overflow of Sewaoe at King's-cross.—Some
defect appears to exist in the sewerage of King's-cross

and its neighbourhood, and the result is that tlie in-

habitants suffer from a periodical sewage inundation

in their cellars and kitchens. Of the inconvenience

arising from such a state of things it is needless to

speak, and the residents have just grounds of com
plaint at being subjected to such disagreeable visi-

tations. At a meeting held on Monday evening to

consider the question, they resolved to send a depu-

tation to the local boards, "with a view to secure their

support to a memorial which it is intended to address

to the Metropolitan Board of Works, calling upon
that body to remedy the defects complained of.

fur M(t M\t
Architectiir.vl Art Classes.—The opening

meeting of the Architectural Art Classes will be held

at the Architectural Museum on Thursday evening

next (November 2nd), under the presidency of the

chairman of the Joint Committee, Mr. Alfred

Waterhouse.

Lead at Jersey.—An addition has recently lieen

made to the underground wealth of the Britisli Isles

by the discovery of lead in Jersey. Experiments

have been going on w^hich prove to a certainty the

existence of a rich vein of lead ore in what was sup-

posed to be merely a mass of rock. A vein issues

from the foot of a precipitous cUff in tlie Cove of La
Pulec, .ind runs down to the sea, improving in quan-

tity and quality as it goes on. From 60 to 00 per

cent, of good le:id has been olitained from tlie ore al-

ready procured, and it is believed that this vein,

which runs niirtli and south, crosses S. Ouen's Ba}-

and re-appears in the eastern cliffs. Some years

ago lead and silver were found in the Island of Sark

in small quantities, and the recent discoveries tend

to the belief that formerly the Channel Islands were

all one stretch of land, since se])arated by volcanic

agency. Copper has also been found at Jersey.

Metropolitan Lmprovemest. — The parish

authorities of S. Mary -le-Strand have decided, witli

the cordial consent and co-operation of the rector,

the Rev. Dr. F.vans, to move back the railings on

the southern side of the church for tiie distance of

8ft. and on the northern side for 18in., and widening

the Strand on each side to that extent. The eastern

and western approaches to the church will also be

altered, and the entire amount of space thus given

up to the public use will be nearly 2,000 supertidal

feet. The only matter necessary to complete the

negotiations is to obtain a faculty from tlie Bishop

of London. The entire space from Newcastle-street

to Somerset House will be paved with asphalte.

Edinburgh and Leitii Enginekrs" Sooiicty.—
This society held its first meeting for the season on

Thursday week. A paper was read h_v Sir. Alex.

Leslie, C.E.. president of the society, the subject of

which was "The Water Supply of Towns." In it

allusion was made to the numerous different sources

from which it is possible to obtain su]iplies of pure

water, with remarks on what is generally considered

a fair amount to provide for each inhabitant, with

reference to prospective increase. Reference was

also made to tlie effect of the drainage area on the

chemical constituents of tlie different waters, and

also on the great diversity of opinion at present

existing among eminent chemists and physicians as

to the effect on the human system of the use of hard

and soft waters.

Canal Banks.—An American engineer proposes

to prevent the washing away of the banks, which
has always been the great difiiculty in canal naviga-

tion, by placing a continuous iron apron over the

bank, so as to protect and stiffen it. Tliis apron or

covering will be held in its place by posts which are

driven into tlie ground at the edge of the tow-patli,

and will of tliemselves strengthen the bank. The
upper edge of the iron casing is to be rounded, to

prevent any injury from ropes when horses draw up
the barges. Galvanised iron is to be employed, in

order that it may resist the action of the water.

Slade Fixe .\rt Lectures .it Cambridge.—
Sir M. Digby Wyatt, t':e Shide Professor of Fine

Arts at Cambridge, will lecture in the Fitzwilliam

Museum as follows:—Oct. 31, "Fresco Painting;"

Nov. 1, "On Decorative Painting Generally:" Nov.

7, "On Illumination;" Nov. 8, "On Art in Glass;"

Nov. 21, "On Art in Bronze;" Nov. 22, "On Art

in the Precious Metals." Time, 2.15 p.m. each day.

The Pearody' Estate at Brixton.— Very
tardy progress is being made on this estate, which

cost the late Mr, Peabody £16,000, for the benefit of

the poor of London. A few houses have been

erected and sold, and let at good rents, by builders,

but how the products of the rents, &c., can benefit

the poor is a mystery to many. It was conjectured

that lodging-houses, to be let to the working classes

at cheap rent, would have been built, as being more
in conformity with the intention of the munificent

donor, wlio ]iurchased this land at Brixton about six

years ago ; but it is probable that in the next gene-

ration the ground may be built over and the benefits

accrue to future posteritj'.

Monster Casting for the New Albert
Bridge.—The largest cylindrical iron casting ever

made (according to the Mininci Jonmal) was run

on Tuesday week by Messrs. Robinson & Cottam, of

the Battersea Works. It is an immense iron ring,

21ft. in diameter, 4ft, Gin. in height, and l^iu. in

thickness. Its weight is about 10 tons, and it is the

first of several of tlie same kind which are about to

be cast by the same firm for the piers of the new
Albert Bridge, Chelsea. It is a fine specimen of

loam casting, and although nearly double the dia-

meter of an.-thing ever before attempted, is a

thorough success. About 40 tons of iron were used

in forming tiie mould and core of this cylinder, besides

a large number of bricks.

MoxsTER Safe.—Messrs. Chubb & Son, of St.

Paul's Churchyard, have just completed for a

banking firm an iron and steel safe weighing fifteen

and a half tons, the size being 8ft. high, 8ft. 8iu.

wide, and Itlft. Gin. deep.

Width of New London Courts .\xd Alley's.—
At the usual fortnightly meeting of the Whitechapel

District Board of Works on Monday last, a project

was submitted by the Trustees of the Charity

Estates of Whitechapel, to pull down certain

houses in Princes-street and Bell-court, Blile End
New Town, and to rebuild other houses as shown on

a plan submitted. A formal application had been

made to the central authority (the Slctropolitan

Board of Works) for permission to carry out this

work, and they had in the usu.al way called upon
tlie District Bo.ard to express an opinion upon the

matter. The Surveyor, iu reply to questions, stated

that it was intended to demolish tweuty-two dwell-

ings, and to erect ten others iu lieu of them. The
plan provided for 777ft. of court space, and 1.406ft.

of private space. He was of opinion that the

carrying out of the work would effect a consider-

able improvement in the condition of the place. A
member of the Board renfttrked that the regulations

of tlie Metroiioiitan Board provided that no new
courts slioiild be constructed having a pathway of

less than 20ft. in width, l)ut in this case it was pro-

posed to make one of onlj- half that extent. Such
an application, if in.ade by a private individual,

would not be entertained ; why. then, should it be

granted when made by a public body ? He moved
that a recommcndjition lie sent to the jMetropolitan

Board that the application be not granted uiiless a

path of 20ft. wide w;is made. On the other hand,

it was urged that as the width of the court at tlie

present time was only I'.ft. lOin., it would be a great

improvement to extend it to 10ft. It was ultimately

decided that the IMitropolitan Board should be

recommended to grant tlie application, especially as

its refusal would cause the property to be left in its

present state.

The Albert Mejiorial Chapel. Windsor
Castle.—BaroiiTriqueti has just forwarded to ^Viud-

sor Castle two of the fine marble tableaux executed

for the Queen, and intended for the partial decoration
of the walls at the east end of the interior of the

Albert Memorial Cliapel, once known as the Wolsey
Chapel, or Tcnnb House. These marlile pictures

were locked up in P;iris during the late siege, and as

some of the costly m.arbles and stones used in then:

embellishment were only procurable in Germany, the
works were impeded till the conclusion of peace.

One of the tableaux is now being placcil in position

on the north wall at the east end of the interior.

The subject is the entombment of the Saviour.

Yarmouth School of Art.—The annual dis-

tribution of prizes in connection with the Yarmouth
School of Art took place at the townhail on Friday
evening last. The report of the committee stated

that the past year has been peculiarly one of trial.

.\t the commencement a new master, jlr. Ryan, had
lately been elected to follow one whose success had
been very considerable, and, at the same time, from
the general advancement of art throughout the

kingdom, the department has raised its standard of

merit and instituted sever.al tests at the annual May
examinations, Ver}' favourable results have, how-
ever been obtained under these circumstances. In

the third or advanced grade, ten prizes have been

obtained ag.ainst seven last year ; in the second

grade there has been a falling off from the causes

mentioned, but ten prizes have been taken ; while in

building construction and geometry five Queen's

prizes have been obtained. No fewer than 442
works were forwarded to Kensington in April for

examination, agiinst 300 last j-ear and 67 in 18G9.

Opening of Queen Victoria Street.—The
Metropolitan Board of Works propose to open the

new thoroughfare named Queen Victoria-street, lead-

ing from the Victoria Embankment at Blackfriars

Bridge to the Mansion House, on Saturihiy, Novem-
ber 4. The opening of this thoroughfare will com-
plete the new line of communication between West-
minster and the City.

S. Thomas's Church, Hull.—In the competition

for designs for this church, ten sets of drawings were

sent in. The voting of the committee placed Mr.

Kitching's (Hull) design first ; Messrs. Goldie &
Child's second ; and Mr. ILagen's (Hull) third.

The Burial Pl.we of Sir John Buegoy'ne
—Many of our contemporaries, remarks the Guav
dian, have committed themselves to the error made
by the Times in calling the church in which were

buried the remains of Sir John Burgoyne, the Tower
Chapel. If we understand the reports, the funeral

really took place in the parish church of S. Peter,

on Tower-green, not in the chapel of S. John, White
Tower, as might, perhaps, have been supposed. S.

Peter (id ViJiada is the parochial centre of all that

lies within the Tower moat, and has always been,

until intramural cemeteries were abolished, the bury-

ing place of those who were domiciled in the parish.

Sir Thomas More was, it is generally allowed, buried

at Chelsea, though the Times speaks of his grave in

S. Peter's. Edward the Fifth and his brother were

perhaps the only persons buried iu the consecrated

precincts of S. John's; it is said to have been owing

to the piety of a chapiain that the staircase under

the chapel was chosen for them.

CHIPS.

A movement is on foot in the Isle of Wight for

the erection of a memorial to the late Sii' John
Simeon, M.P.
The Mayor of Eyde (E. Thurlow, Esq.), laid the

foundation-stone of the new fcvor wards in connec-

tion with the Royal Islo of Wight Infirmary, on
Wednesday, the 11th of October. Mr. Thomas
Uellver, of Rydc, is the honorary architect.

The amalgamation of the Loudon and North

Western and the Lancashire and Yorkshire R,ailway

Companies is now an established fact.

A meeting was held in Manchester on Friday even-

ing, the 20th inst., to discuss the project of erecting

a Trades Hall.

The new Refonn Club House, King-street, Man-
chester, was opened on Thursday, the 19th inst, by

the Eight Hon. Earl Granville.

The first meeting of the Society of Antiquaries

for the session of 1871-72 takes place at Somerset

House on the evening of November 23rd.

An association has been formed in Hackney to

oppose the formation of a cemetery on the Clapton

Park Estate. Reference has already been made in

our columns to the project.

A Prussian tender for the great iron building

which will fonu the centre of the Vienna Exhibi-

tion of 1873, has been accepted. In the competition

English iron manufacturers were considerably dis-

tanced, French and Belgians running close together.

The New Wesleyan Chapel at the corner of

Palm-grove and Tal'bot-road, Claugbton, was opened

on Thursday, the 19th inst. Cost of finished por-

tion, to accommodate 300 persons, £3,000. Total

cost estimated at iE6,000.
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timber Crak gtbidu.

Pbices, October 23.—Oak staves, per millo ot pipe

:

Memel crown, £175 ; ditto brack, £im to X155 ; Dantzig,

Stettin, and Hambro, £lir, to £160; Canadian .standard

pipe, £S5 to £90: Puncheon, jier 1,200 pieces, £25;

Bosnia, single barrel, per 1,200 pieces, £30; United Sutes
pipe, £ii> to £55 ; Hogshead, heavy and extra, £35 to £45

;

ditto slight, £30 to £32,

Timber, per load of 50 cubic feet: Indian Teak,

f 1210s, to £13 10s.; African oak, £7 to £8 5s.; Austra-

lian ironbark, £6 to £l! 10s.; Cnba Sabicfl, £S to £9;
Grcenheart, £5 10s. to £6 lOe.; QHObcc oak, £G to £6 10s.;

Elm, £3 10s. to £4 ; Ash. £3 15s. to £4 16s. ; large yellow

pine masts, £4 5s. to £0 10s.; Oregon masts, £T to £13;
New Zealond Masts, £« to £7 10s.; Quebec large birch,

£4 to £6: New Brunswick and Prince Edward's Island,

£3 to £3 10s.: ditto small .averages, £2 10s. to £3 10s.

;

pitch pine, £3 10?. to £4; large Quebec yellow pine,

£4 lOe. to £5 10s. ; St John's and board pine, £4 to £5;

building sizes, £3 10s. to £4; Memel best middling,

£3 lits. to £4 ; ditto common middling, £2 12s, to £2 15s.

;

Snndswall, £2 6s. to £2 16s.

Wainscot logs, per 18ft. cube: Eiga crown, £5; ditto

brack, £3 to £3 5s. : Memel crown, £4 ; ditto brack and
nnsquared, £2 to £2 ICs.

Deals, Ac., per Petersbm-g standard himdred: Pitch

pine planks, £12 lOs, to £13 6s,; Wyburg best yellow,

£10 to £10 10s.: Quebec best spruce, £9 15s. to £11 5s.;

ditto second quality, £8 15s. to £9; ditto third quality,

Quebec first bright yellow pine, £18 to £19 16s ; ditto

£8 to £8 10s,; Archangel best yellow, £12 15s. to

£14 10s.: Petersburg best yellow, £13 to £13 l.'is.

;

second quality, £13 10s. to £13 163.; ditto third quality,

£!) to £9 5s.; Petersburg and Riga white deals, £S 10s. to

£9 .5s.: Gefle and best Swedish deals, £10 10s. to £12 10s,

Deck deals, per 4oft, oin.: Dantzig crown, £1 to £1 6s.;

ditto brack, 15s. to 18s.

^rabe UcIds.

TENDERS.
Hbnpon.—For a Franciscan convent, proposed to be

erected at Mill-hill, near Hendon, for the Bev. the Supe-
rioress. Messrs. Qoldie & Child, architects. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Jaa. Schofleld.

Kin;r & Sons £5416
Patman vt Fotheringham 519S

.lackson & Shaw 4n!»3

Myers & Sons 4;iS7

Longroiro & Bnrge 4800
Gnnunon & Sona 4707
Hill, Keddell. & Waldram (accepted) 4(>4.5

Eueysson & Co. (too late) 4572

Lettonstone.—For the ercetiim of six shops and resi-

dences near the church. Mr. William H. Arber, architect

:

Ennor £1M0
ABhraolc 14*20

John Infjhftm l.wn
F. and F. J. Wood lL'H5

Arber 1250
Brown (accepted) 1100

London.—For stabling, for Alexander Clark, Esq.,
Rithbonc-place. Quantities not supplied. Mr. Peebles,
architect:

—

Bipbop £20^8
Perkins 1707
Hearle 1707
Kelly Bros 1715
Newman & Mann IfilKj

Mortar 1G93
Ebbs & Son 1678
Vaughan 1.594

Bau^h 1580
Eatuu & Chapman 1634

Surrey.—For providing and fixing washing and other
apparaius. and supplying same with hoi water. &c.. at the
new infirmary. Newington Workhouse, for the Guardians
of S. Saviour's Union. Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son,
architects

:

Smith £1895
Jeakes & Co. ; 1720
May I.'i7:i !t

Turner & Ca l.';40 o
Benham & Ca 1495
Eraser Bros. 1425

Sttruey.—For constructing and fixing, at Newington
Workhouse (new infirmary), bed, coal, and dinner lifts,

for the Guardians of the Poor of S. Saviour's Union.
Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son, architects

:

Jeakes & Co. £204
May IfiS

Elliott 160
Benham & Sons 159
Turner & Co 155
Waygond 155
Stnnnah 151
Warren. Hands, Jt Co 140
Smith 127

SfTRRET.—For providing and fixing pendants, brackets,
&c. : and Inyingon gas to same, with necessary pipes, &c.

;

and providing and llxing ventilating apparatus at the new
infirmary. Newington Workhouse, Walworth-common,
for the Guardians of S. Saviour's Union, Messrs. Henry
Jarvis & Son, architects.

Martin & Co £.100
Beck A Ca 200
Richardson, Slade, & Ca 185
Clutterbuck 170 3 6
.leakes&Co Ifi4 10 2
Buchanan 157 10
May lilO

Miles 149 10
Biggs 143 7
Chandler & Son i:tl 17
Randall 127 8

Sussex.—For two new lodges at the Grove Farm, for

Charles G. Eversfiold, Esq., Hollington. Messrs. F. H.
Fowler & Hill, architects, London and St. Leonards.

W. Avis (accepted) £431

TcrnhAM-Grekn.—For laying pipe sewers and con-
structing gullies and ventilatingshafts for theBriti'^h Land
Company (Limited), on their estate at Turnham-green.

Pearson £559
Williamson 544
Wigmore 49fi

Harris 484 o

Kent 474
Pizzey 470
Hnynes, J. & J 447
BloomQeld (accepted) 444 15

Ashton & Green, Slate and Slab Merchants
and Quarry Agents.—Shippers, Merchants, and Cou-
trnctcrs ftirni^lu'd witli Price Lists of every description of

ROOFING and MANUFACTURED SLATE, Railway-
rates, &c. Agents f.T London and Country for the Sale of

the celebrated WHITLAND ABBEY tJREEN SLATES.
Drawings and Prices of A. & O.'s RED RIDGE TILES,
specially prepared for use with these Slates, on applica-

tion.—Cilices and Show-rooms. 14 & 15, Bury-street,

St. Mary Axe, Loudon, E.C.—[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

SiTTiNGBOURNE. October 30.—For the supply of

150 tons of granite spalls.—Mr. W. J. Harris, Clerk to
Improvement Commissioners, Sittingbourue.

Stroud, October 30.—For the excavation and
removal of about ii,000 lineal yards of earthwork for

an additional reservoir.—Edwin Witchell, Clerk to the
Local Board, Stroud.

SuiutKV. November 21.—Fordi-edging mndfromthe
Surrey Commercial Docks by steam dredgers, and
lighteri4]£ away, landing, and disposing of the mud on
land td be found by the contractor.—J. Griffin,

secretary, 10(!, Fenchurcb-street, Loudon, E.C.

CiiORLDON, November 14.—For the supply and
erection of apparatus for the manufacture and storage

of gas at the Union "Workhousee, Withington.

—

W.
N. Edgill, Clerk to the Guardians, Union Offices,

Grosvenor-square, All Saints', 3Ianchester.

Lkeds Waterworks.—October 30.—For the labour
in building about 3^ miles of boundary-wall at Swinsty
Reservoir.—C. A. Curwood, Town Clerk, Leeds.

North-Eastern Railway.—November 2.—For
the construction of the Knaresborough and Borough-
bridge line.—C. N. Wilkinson, Secretary, York.

Nortii-Eastern Hailway.—November 2.—For
the construction of Leeds and Wetherby line.—C. N.
Wilkinson, Secretary, York.

Monmouth Railway and Canal Company.—
November 1.—For the sujiply of two six-wheeled
coupled-tank locomotive engines.—George Harrison,
Secretary and General Manager, Chief Office, Dock-
street, Newport, Mou.

Walthamstow, Nov. 3.—For the enclosure of their
new burial ground, by oak park pale fencing, about
5ft. iiin. high.—William Houghton, Clerk to the said
Board, 15a, S. Uelen's-place, Bishopsgate - street,

London.

Ireland, Oct. 30.—For erecting and completing a
new barracks for tlie Royal Irish Constabulary at

Kochfort-bridge, County Westmeath.—Mr. Edward
Hornsby, Secretary, Office of Public Works. Dublin.

Havant, Oct. 30.—For the erection of national
schools.—Architect, Jtr. J. W. Pinfold, No. 17, Parlia-
ment-street, Westminster.

WvMONDHAM CiiARiTY, Novcmber G.—For re-

pairs and alterations to the Chapel of S. Thomas
A'Becket.—Mr. E. J. Ilowlett, Solicitor, Wymoud-
ham, Norfolk.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EAXDELL, SAUNDEES & 00., Limited,
Guarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[Aj>vr.-\ CORSHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREICN ROOFING-SLATES.

Aiiupplietlio H.KH.The Prince of WaUs at Sandrlnfjham
The Ponmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, fie, &c.

(Leiscostly than ordinary Gothic Tilinp.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester;—

Per Eijnivalontto
1,200 Slfitos. pcrsqiiaro

Best Green .Slates 14 by 7 ... ... 2 17 (! . . If.s.M.
Do. do. IShy 8 ... ... 2 17 C . . K.s.Gd.
Do. do. I:U)y 7 ... ... 2 S . . 14H.
Do. do. 12 hy 7 ... ... 1 18 6 . . l.fs.

Do. do. 12 by G ... ... 1 7 C . . lis.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Leap.

Pig—Fnrci^'n ... per ton £17 10 £18 5

„ English 'W.B. . . do 20 S 20 10
„ LpiuI Co do 18 10 18 la

„ OthT brands . . do 18 18 5
Sheet 51illi!c1 .... do 18 10 19
Shot, Patent .... do 20 10 21
Ei>a or minium .... do 20 10 000
Lilhiirge W.B do
White Dry do 25 10 2G

„ gruimd in oil .. do OOP
CopPEn.

British -Cake* Ingot . per ton £74 £76
Best Selected ... do 7S 78
Sheet do 7S 81
Bottoms do 81 8.3

Australian do 75 78
Spanish Cake .... do 68 70
Chili Bars, eash ... do 67 5 60

„ Eellneil ingot . . do 74 74 10

Yellow Metal . per lb. 6| 7J

IttO.v.

Pig in .Scotland, cash . per ton £3 2 7i £0
Welsh Bar, in London .do 7 15 8 15

Wales .do 6 15 7 10
Staffordshire .... do 8 15 !) in

Bail, in Wales .... do 6 15 750
Sheets, single in London do 10 10 11 5
Hn.ips, rlrst quality . . do 10 10 10
Nail Bod do 8 15 9 5
Swedish do 10 11

Oils, Sc.

Seal, pale per tun 33 10
Sperm body „ 80 810
Cnd 33
Whale, South Sea, pals . „ 33 10

Olive, Oallipoli .... „ 51

Cueoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 50
Palm, fine „ 38
Linseed „ 84 34 5

Eapeseed, Eng. pale . . „ 47 47 10
Cottonseed „ 33 10 34 10

TniBEK.

Teak load 12 10 13 10

Quebec, red pine .... „ 3 15 4 15

„ yellow pine . . ,, 4 5 5 5

Quebec on It, white ... „ 600 650
birch „ 3 15 5

elm ,
3 10 4

Dantzic oak „ 4 10 6 10

flr 2 7 4

Memel flr „ 3 3 5

Riga „ 3 3 10

Swedish „ 2 2 10

Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 6 10

„ yellow pine ... „ 400 6100
Oregon „ 7 10
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 3 8

St. Petersburg „ 6 10 6 15
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3

by 9in,,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 18

St, John, white spruce . „ 12 14
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality 13 10 20

2nd do ,
13 14 10

Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10

St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 12 10 13 10

Finland 15 7 15

Memel aud Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow ... „ 8100 10 10

white ... „ 800 900
Oefle, yellow ,

10 10 12 10

Snderham „ 8 10 12
Christiania, per C, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „ 1000 12 10

Other Norway „ 7 8

Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., first yellow . . „ 9 10

First white ,
080 090

Second qualities .... „ 060 080

Brixton,

builder,

BANKRUPTS.
TO ST-nitKNDKR IX LON'IIOS.

Charles Henry Trew, Elliott-road, North
builder, November 2, at 12.

(4eorge Willsmer, Vicarage-road, Leyton,

November 7, at 11.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
James Rigby, builder, November 2, Bolton.

PfBLIC EXAMINATION.
November 14, S. Richards, Falmouth, builder.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
November 17, J. Bateliffe, Stafford, builder—November

1 7, J. Oettings and G. Cox, Bilston, ironfoimders.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
Robert Gillies, Cambuslang, joiner and grocer, October

2S, at 12—Donald Muuro. Edinburgh, engineer, October

28, at 2—William Ilcndersun, Edinburgh, mason, October

23, at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Rock & Cross, Spratslade, Staffordshire, builders-

King & Pickles, Halifax and elsewhere, masons aud
bilders.

Prices of largo Sizes. Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-
monials, and Sample Specimens may bo obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. RANDELLft CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyn-street, Picca-
dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tulton-stroet,
Weatmiuster.

Breakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.—Gratefui. and Comfort-
Iso.—"By a thorough knowledge of the natura laws

which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,

and by a careful application of the flue properties of well-

selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro^ided our breakfast

tables with a delicately Havoured beverage which may
save ^tis many heavy doctors' bills."—"Civil Service

Gazette." Made simply with Boiling Water or Milk
Each packet is labelled—"James Errs & Co.. Homnso-
pathic Chemists, London." Also, makers ot Epps's MilkJ

Cocoa (Cocoa aud Condeii3ed_Milk).
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MODEL HOUSES FOR THE INDUS-
TRIAL CLASSES.*

NOTWITHSTANDING the many at-

tempt? at " model" building which the

past thirty years have witnessed, it cannot

he said that'any one set of plans lias so far

justified its title as to command general

imitation. And yet plans are plentiful

enough. Every benevolent builder has con-

sidered it a bounden duty to give the world

some new "model" that should outvie all

its predecessors and leave no room for future

improvements. At the late Economic Mu-
seum of Mr. Twining, at Twickenham (the

destruction of which by fire is a real calamity

to social science itself), we have been
able to study an almost endless variety. And
yet there were none there which we could

recommend as an investment on ordinary

paying principles, or which we could think

the working classes would have chosen for

themselves had they been consulted in the

matter. It must be sorely disappointing to

the benevolent persons who have spent both
labour and money in this direction for so

many years to find that the dwellings of the

people remain pretty much as they were,

overcrowded and unwholesome ; that their

much-praised models are not imitated by
independent persons ; and that the general
sentiment of the working jieople remains, as

ever, hopelessly against them. And yet
every one of these model plans contains vast

improvements upon the common habitations

of the people. From the simple sanitary point
of view they are highly successful, and the
number of conveniences they pack into small
spaces is truly wonderful. The main cause
of their failure to attract the investing

classes is their generally expensive construc-
tion. Mr. Fletcher quotes, as the cost per
room of existing model buildings: Victoria
Lodging House, nearly £60 ; Columbia
Square, £106 ; Rochester Buildings, over
£!)6

; and I'eabody Square, - over £113

;

while ordinary builders, working with the
disadvantage of borrowed capital, build at a
cost of £31 per room. Here, of course, is

the great reason why these block bmldings
do not pay, and why the jiroprietors get
dividends of such uninviting amounts as warn
all other capitalists from treading in their

footsteps. Another cause of their failure is

their want of adaptation to the feelings,

wishes, and habits of the inhabitants. Most
of them are huge hives, containing such large
numbers that privacy is next to impossible,
and a superintendent is necessary, whose con-
tinued interference makes the inhabitants
feel rather too much like inmates of a public
establishment, and prefer any miserable
tenement where their actions are compara-
tively uncontrolled. Such mistakes are
typical of English philanthropy, which gives
on a princely scale, but too often fails for
want of complete sympathy with its objects.
Many of tlie gentlemen and ladies who have
erected model dwellings have not eared for
profit, and, of course, they have not got it.

They have had a great and creditable sym-
pathy for the working classes, and a real
desire to give them homes fit for human
beings ; but sympathy with their feelings,

habits, and prejudices could be exjiected
only from their own class, or from persons
brought into every-day close contact with
them.
The fact is the building of improved

dwellings is no work for philanthropists at all.

The artisan can afford to pay, and actually

• "Model Houses, being a review of the defects of
existing houses, with registered designs by the author
for model houses from which buildings have been
erected: and registered plans for the adaptation of
existing dwelling-houses for letting in flats." By Banisteb
Fletcher, Assoc. E.I.B..\. London: Longmans.

does pay, for his present uncomfortable
tenement a price which shouldgive him every

convenience and comfort, and that these are

not supplied in the ordinary way is a real

discredit to the building profession. We
are siu-e that if our friends would expend
upon the humble subject before us but a tithe

of the skill, time, and intellect which are

brought to bear upon designs of palaces,

theatres, town-halls, and cathedrals, the

result of their labours, though not so dazzling,

would be infinitely more beneficial to the

community at large. It is, therefore, with
the greatest satisfaction that we welcome
the present very practical and excellent book
ujjon the subject. Mr. Fletcher treats the

subject in a very business-like way indeed.

His first chajiter is devoted to an examina-
tion of the defects of existing plans, the

AVaterlow plans coming in for special condem-
nation on the general grounds of their

extremely narrow staircases, the great loss of

space in passages, the awkward slrape of the

rooms, and the darkness of the living rooms,
on which the tenants say the sun scarcely

ever shines, and even in summer for only a
short time. The external staircase is open to

the great objection of not being able to get

into the street or leave any one set of rooms
without passing neighbours and strangers,

shoulder to shoulder, besides destroying
the sense of privacy by giving a close

view into the rooms to passers-by. The
external balcony is also a source of great

darkness to the rooms. These remarks are

just, and might be greatly extended. But it

is time we inquired of Sir. Fletcher what
he has better to show us. Our illustration

(Nos. 1 and '!) exhibits the elevation and
ground plan of a group of dwellings recently

erected by iMr. Fletcher at Pentonville. He
tells us they have answered extremely well,

every set of apartments being let on remu-
nerative terms. It is a great recommenda-
tion of the elevation that there is nothing
to call attention to the fact that the same
building is occupied in common by more than
one family. It is a quiet unpretending build-

ing of brick, two stories high, with cement
dressings, and arranged in what is called the
" cottage" style, i. e., the door in the centre
and a room on each side. Nothing, save the
unusual depth of the structure, reveals
aught at variance with the idea that the
house is the residence of some respectable
member of the " lower middle" class of society,

and tliis effect is further supported by a
low dwarf wall in front with stone coping,
surmounted by a simple iron bar and
standards. The plan is peculiarly good. We
have met with no other so simple, with such
well-shaped, sjiacioixs, airy, and light rooms,
and containing every convenience that has
been attempted in the most successful of
previous " models." A passage runs the whole
length from front to back, secures a thorough
ventilation throughout the entire floor, and
gives access to four sets of apartments only.
From the centre and to the right of this passage
rises the staircase, spacious, well-lit, and so
contrived as to present no awkward angles or
corners, and landing in another passage,
which, running exactly over the one on the
ground story, contains in like manner the
entrances to four more sets of apiartments.
Each set of apartments contains four rooms,
one of the bedrooms being so planned that
while access can be had from the common
passage should it be desired to be let separately,
a door can readily be made opening from one
bedroom to the other, should it be required
for occupation by members of the same
family. The situation of the water-closets,
&c., is exceedingly well planned for airiness,
privacy, and the extrusion of smells from
the building. Coals and dust are equally
well provided for.

The humbler class of artisans are obliged
to content themselves with more stinted ac-
commodation, and ;Mr. Fletcher accordingly
presents us with a series of designs for
two-roomed dwellings, all characterised

by the same simplicity of adaptation we have
noticed. We give an elevation and plan of

one of these (Nos. 3 and 4). In these the
staircases are well lighted and ventilated, and
the covered balcony upon which the^ater-
closets, scullery, &c., are made to open,
provides amply for every sanitary purpose.
This is about the most economical of Mr.
Fletcher's designs. He would prefer others,

which he gives, as being slightly more
ornamental, and containing a few more
conveniences.

But, after all , the only way of dealing largely

and effectively with the question is by the
adaptation of existing houses. We know
that many practical men raise great objections

to this, and would far sooner pull down a
house entirely than attempt alterations. We
think this is a mistake. The bulk of the
London poor live in houses that have been
vacated by the richer classes as the tide of

fashion has set steadily westward. Drury-lane
and its pmlieus was once the abode of wealth,

and is now the abode of squalor, because as the
rich left the houses the poor huddled in,

without any alteration or adaptation of
them to increased numbers. The same pro-
cess is gradually taking place in other neigh-
bourhoods of more favoured S. James's, and
unless we make up our minds to adapt exist-

ing houses to altered circumstances, a future
age may have to speak of May-fair and Bel-
gravian slums with the same shudder that

comes over us at mention of S. Giles's. Bub
even new houses that are erected for occupation

by artisans are built as though the whole
place was to be occupied by a single family

of the middle class, and the inconveniences

entailed upon the occupants thereby are so

great that they are borne only because long
habit has inured them to bear with rather

than complain of them. jSIr. Fletcher gives

us a very great variety of suggestions for

alteration of existing buildings, all apparently

very practicable, but for which we must refer

the reader to his book. We, however, extract

one specimen (Nos. 5, G, and 7), in which he
proposes to convert a street of a very inferior

class of property—namely, houses having a
frontage of only 12 feet within the walls.

He would do away with every third house,

making such third house into scullery, with
kitchen range, sink, &c. The front portion

he devotes to three lobby entrances, one for

each of the ground-floor flats, and the third

lobby for the two upstairs sets of flats, which
are reached thence by stone staircase, the

under part of which is utilised for coal closets

and lobbies to sculleries. The existing back
parlour fireplace and chimney-piece remain
for one scullery, and for the other scullery a
fireplace is built as shown. There are

several other alterations of partitions, door-

ways, staircases, and windows, which will be
best understood from the plan. There can

be no doubt that some such mode as this of

dealing with existing houses would at once

get rid of many of the disease-jiropagating

localities which, in spite of the Building Acts

and vigilance of sanitary officers, have been
allowed to spring up all round us ;

and if, as

Mr. Fletcher maintains, it can be done at a
remunerative price, the sooner the work is

set actively about the better. It is time,

therefore, to examine his statement of cost

and rental. AMth respect to his first plans

(see Nos. 1 and 2), lie says :—" My client

determined to bidld one-half the block, for

fear of non-success as to letting, and the total

cost, including architect's fees, was £1,118.

. . . The half includes two of the bay win-

dows shown and one entrance door, and com-
prises eight distinct homes, eacli having
plumber's water-closet, sink (water laid on
thereto), range, coal-cellar, and cupboard.

The sizes of the rooms are also marked on the

jjlan. The present rentals are 7s. 6d. for the
back sets, and 8s. Od. for the front sets, thus
giving a gross rental of £166 8s. per annum.
1 should mention the rental is put too low

;

but they were finished building at a dejiressed

season, and the gardens could not be formed,
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because a part of the land required was not
vacated, and to i)vpvent any risk of tlieir not
lettinfr, the rent we considered fair value

—

viz., 10s. each .set—was not asked. 'J'he result

was, that at the rentals of 7.s. Hd. and 8.s. Ikl.

the sets let before the buihlinr; was finished,

and dealing even with this low rental the

result is

—

Eight sets:—

Four at 7a. 6d
Four tti Ss. 6d.

Deductions;

—

Apportioneil fjrounr! rent
Collection. 2J i>or cent ...

Hates unil taxes ...

Bepairs, say yearly

To return interest at 5 per cent, per annum
we require only £5.') 18s., so we get more than

84 per cent., as that sum would require only

£95 Os. 7d., leaving a surplus S,?> 14s. od." So
far Mr. F'letcher's ])ractical e.Kperience. lie

next enters into minute calculations (into

which our space forbids us to follow) of cover-
ing a plot of groundof four acres purchased at

£1,0111) per acre, with two-roomed tenements.
partly like our illustration (Figs. .'3 and 4), and
shows a probable return of over 8 per cent.

His calculation of the cost of a building like

the one given is £350, or nearly £44 per room
(not charging for balcony or scullery).

Per Year
The rental

Per Week,
of pround-floor sets at

:M. each
Ditto Ilrst-floor seus at 5s. each

Ground rent at 4s. per foot frontaf^o..

Bates and taxes
Collecting
Bepairs
Emptie."; and loss of rent

53 G

£-2a 1

Being a net yearly income of nearly £S 10s.

per cent, on capital. Tliese extracts must
suffice for the present to show tlie very prac-
tical and common-sense nature of i\Ir.

Fletcher's work, which we cordially recom-
mend to the attentive study of our readers.

-IV.THE NEAV LAW COURTS.
(^Concludedfrom page 299.)

THE EAST, OK BELL-YABD, FRONT.

TN this front—the eastern front of the range
-*- of building that closes in the quadrangle
towards the east—of which the distinguish-
ing characteristic is adignilied simplicity, the
uniform line of the plain ridge of the roof is

broken only by one entrance-tower, and the
equally plain uniformity of the parapet is in-

terrupted only by the same tower and by four
gabled compartments. 'I'hc completion of

this front towards the .south, wlicre it will be
connected with the clock tower, remains at

present undecided. This front, in its existing
condition, which is complete almost to the
south angle, may be briefly described. In
the basement there are, either in pairs or
placed singly, thirty windows with square
heads beneath pointed relieving-arches. The
first story contains fourteen larger windows,
sli.ghtly rounded at the head, six of them
having corresponding window-arches, and
eight being covered by more elevated ])ointcd

arches ; al.'^o five smaller windows at the south
end, their openings square, their pointed
relieving - arches ensjied, and with these

windows those .above them in the second and
third stories are identical in treatment. i\Iore

to the north, the range of windows in the
second story is quite plain, while those
above them have cusped relieviag-archcs.

The windows of the up])ermost range, for the
most part grouped in pairs, are trefoiled

:

these windows are divided by very bold wall-
shafts with sculptured capitals, which are
repeated at uniform distances from end to
end, except under the gables and in the tower,
and they rest upon a continuous belt of en-
riched panelling. 'I'here are two pairs of gabled
compartments, in treatment very nearly uni-

form, except that one has an entrance door-

way. These compartments, one pair of them
near the north end, and the other adjoining

the entrance-tower, are somewhat ailvanced,

and their gables, without windows, spring a
little above the par.apet-line : each of them
contains, .above the basement, four tiers of

two-lights—the openings square, the lights

shafted, the v.indow-arcbes cusped and having
varied enrichment. There also are three

oriels corbelled above the second story, each
having two tiers of windows corresponding
with the second and third tiers in the gabled
compartments. Again, to the south of the
tower, there are three uniform bays, in each
three tr.ansomed three-lights—the heads of the

lights squ.are, beneath unpierced panelling,

tracery, and canopies. All these mf>re impor-
tant windows light the rooms of Masters and
other ollicials of high I'ank, or those of chief

clerks. The entrance-tower, placed some-
what to the north of the centre of the front,

and boldly advanced, has an attached stair-

turret to the south, and rises one story above
the parapet-line : its own plain parapet sup-
ports a pointed roof, not of very high pitch,

with a iinial. Beside the entrance doorway
is a doulile three-light window ; above them
are two transomed five-lights, one above the

other ; to them succeed, divided by a zone of

five-foiled wall -arches, two tiers of arches,

three in each tier, those in the lowermost tier

pierced for windows, and those in the upper-

most tier pierced only in the arch-heads.

At the north-east angle of this front the

finely-varied outline of the north-east tower
is seen over the roof with admirable effect.

In this front there are nine chimneys.

F..\5T FnoNT OF THE QUADP.ANGLE.

This front, which faces the quadr.angle on

its eastern side, looks towards the west, and
it forms the western face of that range of

building of which the Bell-yard front forms
the eastern face. About the centre, the line

of this front is interrupted by a group of

three giibled compartments, of which the cen-

tral and largest compartment has the boldest

advance. Ivach of tlie gabled compartments,
their gables having their own lights, contains

ranges of windows corresponding with those

in the similar compartments in the Bell-yard

front. In this front there are two oriels cor-

belled above the basement, each containing

two tiers of three-lights, the openings square

beneath cusped relieving-arches, and two
similar oriels corbelled above the first story,

.and containing a single three-light only. All

the other windows of the upper two stories

are grouped in jiairs, with the shafted arcade

continued between the windows. The windows
of the b.asement and the first story are quite

plain, and those next above them have plain

pointed relieving-arches.

WEST FliONT OF THE QI'.\DEANGLE.

This front f.aces eastwards, closes in the

quadrangle towards the west, and is the

eastern front of the main block. I^ike the

front opposite to it, it has a central group of

three gabled compartments, in which are the

corbelled three-light oriels of two of the

judges" rooms, with a four-light and two
single-light windows, all corresponding, in-

terposed between them on the line of the

second story. On the same line are three

more judges' two-light oriels ; a judges'

entrance and staircase windows—two large

and lofty traceried two-lights : the corbelled

oriel of the Master of the Kolls over the

doiible archway opening from the quadrangle

to the corridor which traverses the main block

from east to west to the north of the central

h.all ; .and the two projecting Hights of officers'

stairs. The basement windows are square

;

those of the first and second stories, divided

by a belt of panelling, arc slightly rounded
in their heads, the latter having pointed
relieving-arches. The windows of the upper
two stories ai'C grouped in pairs, with con-
tinued wall-arches as on the opposite front.

The crested ridge of the roof h;v3 two levels

only, and from it there rise twelve chimneys.

The parapet is plain, with <an enriched

cornice : and the gables are ])ierced with
narrow lights and a six-foil within a circle.

This front, like each of the others, possessing

features peculi.arly its own, is in perfect

harmony with the other fronts of the quad-
rangle.

INXEK NORTH FRONT OF THE QUADRANGLE.

On its south face, the building that closes

in the ijuadrangle towards the north has a

corbelled oriel, the corbel shafted, above the

double entrance-archway, with two tiers of

trefoiled two-lights, divided by a belt of

sculpture. More to the east are three tiers

of windows, four in each, the windows in the

upper tier being two-lights ; still higher,

beneath a plain parapet resting on one row
of corbels, a wall-arcade of eleven shafted

arches has seven of its arches pierced with

narrow trefoiled single-light windows. The
design for the opposite inner front of the quad-

rangle—that on its south side, which faces to

the north—has not yet been decided.

THE COURTS .AND SOME OF THE LESSER FRONTS.

The Courh.—While they have other parts

of the building abutting on their two ends,

that is, behind the bench and in front of it, the

courts .are lighted on each of their two sides

towards the adjoining open light-areas by a

range of three large and lofty windows of

two cusped lights, surmounted by a richly-

cusped circle in the window-head ; this

arcade is continued both ways by correspond-

ing arches not containing windows. On the

exterior, over the masonry of these windows,

are lofty arches of brick, which are connected

and carried by similar arches forming a

pointed intersecting arcade, beneath a para-

pet which is embattled and weathered. In

each of these exteriors of the courts are

three other windows, severally level with the

judges' corridor, the .attorneys' corridor, and

the corridor of the lower offices. The ar-

rangements of the eighteen courts are nearly

identical, and their thirty-six lateral eleva-

tions are nearly the same. Each court in the

interior is r.ather more than a cube of 32ft.,

the actual measurements being : height, 3"2ft.
;

width across the face of the bench, o 1ft. 9in. ;

and length to the back of the public gallery,

3!)ft. 3in. The bench is approached by the

judge through hisown lobby from the judges'

corridor. Each court is also lighted by a

skylight.

Witnesses' Striir Turrets.—Tho designs for

the exterior of these turrets, eight in num-

ber, four of them polygonal to the west of

the Central Hall, and the other four on the

east circul.ar. are compositions of extreme

beauty, closely corresponding in their general

character, with some variations in the details.

Each turret has a lantern with a range of

windows and a conical roof and a finial ;
and

as they wind round the central newel in each

turret the stairs are accompanied by two

tiers of most graceful windows, which ascend

with them. The extermal width of these

turrets is -20ft. (iin. Opposite to each of these

stair-turrets, on the other side of each open

light-area, the composition exhibits five tiers

of windows, two in each tier, varying

in their clmracter, in keeping with the rank

of the corridors and rooms to which they

give light.

ELEVATION.S IX THE LIGHT-AREjVS AD.IOINING

Tin: CENTRAL HALL.

In the light-areas, twelve in number,

which encomiiass the Central Hall, at a dis-

tance from it of ^Cft. Gin., the elevations

facing the hall show five ranges of win-

dows, with two, three, and four windows

in the successive tiers, with intervening

strings also, and a simple jjarapet, slightly

embattled. All these compositions, and

many others besides them, display much skill

in treatment, and a remarkable variety of

detail, and they constitute by no means the

least pleasing features in the general design.
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THE SOUTH OR STBAND FRONT.

This, the principal front, though very far

from being the only one— '
' the front " of the

building, in more tlian a few important par-

ticulars still awaits the final decision which
must precede a complete and completely-satis-

factory critical description ; meanwhile,

however, it certainly is desirable to give a

general sketch as well of the central parts

of the composition of this front, which
will undergo no further change, as of

those other parts that in sJl probability may
be added to them ; it is scarcely necessary to

add that the full effect of the central parts of

the composition as a whole must in no slight

degree depend upon those other parts by
which tliey may be flanked towards both the

west and the east.

Like the Carey-street front, this Strand
front comprises a front of the. main block
and southern fronts of the quadrangle and of

the range of building to the east of it.

The front of the main block, again, so far

resembles the corresponding front towards
Carey-street, that its own central feature is

the principal entrance, on either side of which
the balance and uniformity of the component
parts are as complete and perfect as possible.

The soutli end of tlie Central Hall, most
happily introduced into this composition, is

set back nearly COft. from the line of the
front, in order to olitaiu for it an increase of

dignity, and at the same time to enable so
lofty a building to be seen with good effect

from tlie Strand. Flanked by two octagonal
angle-towers of striking character, 1.5.5ft. in

height, in the centre of the end of the hall
is the great window, its group of a tall

three-light between two distinct yet united
single-light windows covered by a vast arch
of three enriched orders, the jambs low
and shafted. Above this window, from
a zone of embattled arched-work at a height
of 105ft. rises the great gable, pierced with
a circular window of geometrical tracery,
20ft. wide, the wall plain, the finial crowned
with a statue. Below the great window a
very bold arcade of pierced and canopied
arclies ranges above the principal entrance-
archway. This archway, which is triple, of
three shafted orders, beneath a beautiful
rectilineal canopy without crockets or finial,

stands between two richly-traceried and
canopied two-light windows. 'I'he interval
between the actual hall entrance and the
entrance from the Strand itself is occupied
by an inner and an outer vestibule, both of
them vaulted, and having their own entrance-
archways and side windows. From the Strand
on each side of the central line are seen the
gables, their finials supporting statues, of
parts of the building immediately adjoining
the vestibules. On either side the outer
entrance is flanked by an octagonal turret,
close to a tower of the same form, the latter
large, and 110ft. high. Both are of great beauty,
and with admirable skill they are grouped with
one another, with the adjoining parts of the
main building, and with the angle-towers of
the hall. These turrets and towers severally
contain the flights of stairs for juries and wit-
nesses. His designs for these towers have
very recently been completely recast by Mr.
Street, and now they are certainly second to no
compositions of their order in every highest
quality of architectui-al excellence. To the
west and east of these towers the range of
building has three compartments of four
stories, very nearly uniform in their details,

and in their general effect the exact counter-
part of each other. Some variety in the
character and arrangement of their windows
may be seen in each of these compartments,
and also in their decorative members, but all

have been carefully studied and are thoroughly
appropriate and effective ; each outermost
compartment is further distinguished by
being gabled, and liaving its gable flanked by
shafted and corbelled tourelles. The e.xterior

tourelles of these two gables also bound the
south front—extending 288ft. Gin.—of the

main block of the building. To the east the

front is continued by a range of three arch-

ways forming the entrance to the quadrangle,

over which is a broad belt of pan el-work and
sculpture, surmounted by an arcade of five

arches opening to the corridor of the south

bar-room. Above the arcade is a string, and

then the composition is completedby a group

of three gables with crockets, their finials

cro-wnedby statues; thecentral gable is pierced

with a richly-canopied three-light window,
while in each of the lateral gables there is a

similar window of a single light.

Further to the east, to complete the south

front of the quadrangle, to complete also the

entire range of the Strand front in that direc-

tion, the design still remains under conside-

ration. Criticisms, consequently, whether
favourable or adverse, must be somewhat pre-

mature. The completion of the design for

this front towards the south-east must in a

great degree be influenced by the clock-tower,

which will stand in or near the south-east

angle. Tlius much is certain—that this part

of the Strand front will be essentially diffe-

rent from what was suggested for considera-

tion in the photographs so well known by
some of our daily contemporaries, and the

change implies the most important and
decided improvement. Mr. Street has made
two designs for this part of the Strand front,

which will be submitted for consideration to

the Government. One design has a noble

block of three compartments, five stories

(including the basement) in each, grandly
simple and truly dignified in character, which
would adjoin the three archways that lead

under their triple gables to the quadrangle.

Beyond this block this design has an open
space, succeeded by a magnificent clock

tower, with an archway leading to Bell-yard.

The other design omits the open space, unites

the new block to a clock-tower of great beauty,

but of less height and considerably smaller

proportions, and carries on the range of

building one compartment beyond the tower.

Eitlier design in itself would be altogether

satisfactory, and would tell most effectively

upon the rest of the front. For ourselves,

we should prefer the design last named, but
with the greater in place of the lesser clock-

tower introduced into it. On the west of

the main block it is proposed to extend the

Strand front westwards by a group of three

arch-svays under triple gables, corresponding
(but not identical) with the quadrangle
arches on the east, and also by a south-west
wing, which would reproduce the very ad-
mirable block of three compartments, five

stories in height, as it has been suggested in

the former of the two designs prepared by
Mr. Street for the other side. More parti-

cular and minute notices, with all detailed

criticism, of this Strand front we leave till

the design for the entire front shall be before

us in a complete form. The appearance of

the complete design we await in perfect con-
fidence that it will fully realise all that we
both desire and expect from it.

The designs of IMr. Street for the New
Law Courts, which wo have been describing,

may be erected, according to the estimates

that have been calculated, within the limits

of £750,000, the last sum fixed by Parlia-

ment ; this estimate, however, which includes

everything else, does not include the greater

clock-tower.

NOTES ON BRICKWORK.—I.

''T^HE size of the mould in which common
-L bricks are made is lOin. X 6in. X .'^in.

There used to be an excise duty of 5s. lOd.

on every thousand common bricks that were
made, and tlaat size was fixed for the mould
by Act of Parliament ; larger sizes were
charged with a higher duty, and bricks used
for draining land were free of duty on condi-
tion that the word •' drain " should be stamped
upon them. Now, however, there is no duty
or any limit to size, and some few brick-

makers vary it, but the old size is still gene-

rally adhered to for convenience. In the
process of manufacture a brick of this size

shrinks about an inch in its length, half an
inch in its width, and about a quarter of an
inch in thickness, so that a well-burnt brick
is reckoned to be 9in. X 4^in. x ^fin., and
with jin. bed joints makes very nearly a
dimension in place of 9 X 4i X 3, four courses

in height measuring a foot.

Different kinds of clay vary in the shrink-

age, and some bricks measure when burnt
only 8Jin. in length, while others measure
almost 9;tin. The average dimensions, how-
ever, may betaken to be 9 X 4|- x 3 in place

in the work. A wall intended to be about

9in. thick is one brick thick ; the next thick-

ness is a brick and a half, or a llin. wall ; the

next an 18in. wall, or a two-brick wall ; the

next a 2i brick wall ; and so on for any other

thickness, advancing by half a brick, or 4^in.,

at each increase of thickness ; and it is not un-

usual to specify the thickness as so many
bricks thick instead of by feet and inches.

The quality of the clay for brick-making

varies much in various parts of the country.

Some clays are found in which the ingre-

dients that make the best bricks are naturally

mixed ; ^hile in some parts good bricks can-

not be made unless sand or other material is

artificially mixed with the clay, for the purest

clay does not make the best bricks—it is of

too strong a nature, and however carefully

the bricks may be burnt, they generally crack

in the process of burning.

Both science and art are involved in the

making and laying of bricks. By experience

a brickmaker may judge pretty correctly

when he sees a mass of clay in its natural

position what sort of bricks may be made
from it, or if he cannot, he can easily take a

sample and try it ; but in this, as in too many
other manufactures, scientific knowledge of

the subject is not thought to be worth acquir-

ing, and the consequence is that workmen
endure a life-long state of limited and nar-

row acquirements which have the worst effect

upon their general welfare.

The physical sciences which relate to the

composition and natural characteristics of the

materials employed in manufactures ought to

be understobd by all who work them up.

The science of geology teaches that clay of

all kinds is the product of the slow disinte-

gration of rocks by means of atmospheric

action, and water-carriage to the place of

deposit ; and the science of chemistry teaches-

what ingredients each kind of clay is com-

posed of ; and the two together make it evi-

dent from what rocks any particular kind of

clay has proceeded. Pure clay is supposed

(we say supposed, because it is necessary in

physical sciences to speak with caution, for

new discoveries are often made in them,

whereas in the exact sciences you may be as

dogmatic as you please ; as, for instance, in

asserting that two and two make four

—

nobody will ever find that they make any

other number) pure clay is supposed to be

the product of the disintegration of primitive

rocks in which felspar and mica are abun-

dant, for both consist of the same or very

similar elements—alumina and silica, with

small quantities of potash, oxide of u'ou, and

manganese.

Professor Ansted, in his "Elementary

Course of Geology, Mineralogy, and Physical

Geography," says of the clay group of rocks—

but it may be well to say that a geologist

means by the word '• rocks" many other for-

mations than the masses of stone commonly

called rocks—" By the term rock, in geology,

is understood any aggregation of minerals, or

fragments of minerivfs, whether crystalline or

amorphous (that is, whether of regular or

irregular form), hard or soft, compact or

loose, forming now an essential part of the

mass of matter subject to our observation

near the earth's surface. Rocks may, there-

fore, be mere mechanical heaps, presenting

no structure, and nothing from which their

history can be traced, or they may be mecha-
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nical heaps arranged so that -we can readily

discover the law of their formation, or, finally,

they may be so far modified by some re-

arrangement of particle?—the result of che-

mical action—that the history tliey present is

that of snbseqnent chancre, more or less

obscnring the evidence of original formation.

The vast majority of examples are of the

latter kind, llocks may lie regarded in two
•ways, either as derived from certain crys-

talline masses, snch as granite, presumed to

be part of the original oxidiscil fdm of the

earth before it became affected by atmo-

spheric or aqueous agency, and thence called

]»iiiiilirc, eiidoficnous. or by other similar and
significcnt names ; or, as mineral sub.stanccs

accumulated at first in a manner more mecha-
nical than chemical, and afterwards changed,

by the action of chemical force, into the con-

dition in which we now find them. The lat-

ter view is preferable, because it teaches us

to proceed from the known to the unknown,
and rc<|uires no statement of theory at start-

ing. The essential minerals in all natural

combinations on a large scale are quartz,

limestone, clay, and water."

This being the definition of the term "rocks "

a? used by geologists. Professor Ansted pro-

ceeds to say of the clay group of rocks that

under this title are included chiefly impure
silicates of alumina. Common clay usually

contains, besides silicate of alumina, a vari-

able pro])ortion of silica, iron, lime, and
water, with traces of manganese, potash,

soda, magnesia, and carVmn, and being more
frequently and more abundantly mixed with

such impurities than either limestones

or sandstones, some extent of change or

modification can generally be discovered,

even in the most mechanical and least-altered

deposits. Under the general head of "clay"
roaj be included a multitude of earthy

minerals, whose base is hydrous silicate

of alumina, but which presents admix-
tures of iron, manganese, lime, magnesia,

potash, and soda, with free silica (or

sand). The properties of silica, alumina,

and water are variable, and tlius the different

varieties may be collected into groups. They
are all amorphous(without regular form). Clays
proper consist of "1. Kaolin, or porcelain

clay ; 2. plastic clay, or potter's clay ;
">.

brick clay, or loam, iwhich contains a little

lime, varying from 5 to G per cent., partly as

silicate—most clays of this kind contain

iron ; 4, marl, whieli is the name given to

clay which contains from 20 to 25 per cent.

of carbonate of lime ; 5. oclires ; (5. bitu-

minous clays, containing carbon."
The best kind of clay for building bricks

is that wliich C(mtains a sufficient (piantity of

sand, without containing too much, and very
little lime. Tliat whicl\ contains mucli sand
is not sufticiently tenacious without the

admixture of powdered chalk. That
which contains carbonate of lime in lumps,
even though they be small ones, is objection-
able, because the carlionic acid of the car-

bonate of lime is driven oft" in gas by the
heat when tlie brick is burnt, and the small

lump of limestone is converted into quick
lime, and quick lime has a great aihnity for

water or moisture, by receiving which it

becomes sl.aked and converted into a liydr.ite

of lime, and swells, by wliieh action the

brick in which the .small lunqi of limestone

has been allowed to remain is burst asunder
and becomes unsound and useless.

These are little tilings of some interest as

showing why certain effects apparent to
everbndy come about, and they are worth
while inrpiiring into in order to guard against
failure in constructive works.
When, therefore, clay that contains lumps

of limestone is made into bricks it is neces-
sary to grind it up, ortopass it through rollers

set very close, so as to reduce the lum])s of

lime into powder and incorporate it with the
clay. It is because that at many brickyards
no machinery is employed, and because of
the impossibility of separating to a sutticient

extent those lumps of lime from the clay by

pedal and manual labour, that it has become
an axiom that clay that contains much car-

bonate of lime is to be avoided in choosing a

locality from which you will have bricks for

use in any considerable work.
Other clays contain stones—rounded

pebbles—and if these are not either picked
out or ground up they will disrupt the bricks

in the process of burning, by reason of the

clay arounil the pebbles contracting when the

water is driven off by heat, while the stone,

in tcad of contracting equally with the clay,

is expanded.
•

DILAriDATIONS.

WHEN one considers the numerous arts

and sciences that the professional man
must have at least some acquaintance with,

alist of which the reader will find given at

some length by that grand old writer,

Vitruvius, in the first chapter of his first

book, is it to be wondered at that dilapida-

tions arc not more studied ? The young archi-

tect too often revels in grand ideas, in designs

for magnificent public halls, palaces, and
churches, in per.spectives giving impossible

views (parenthetically one may remark that

one finds older architects making perspectives

on the same principle, especially some of

those who send in their designs in competi-

tion), in laying out grounds with splendid

stone and marble terraces, and endless flights

of steps and fountains of gorgeous design,

and lives in expectation of suddenly rising to

the top of the profession, by some lucky

chance or successful competition (that bane
of the profession), and such an one invariably

despises the slow laborious work by which our

predecessors made their way into large

practice : and consequently his success be-

comes a matter of grave doubt and jiure

speculation. But let us assume that the

yoimg architect and surveyor really desires

to be well grounded in the practice of dilapi-

dations, what are the books from which he

must derive his knowledge?
First, of course, there is Gwilt's " En-

cyclopedia of Architecture," giving a general

outline of the subject, and more than this

could not be expected from such a book.

Xext there is that celebrated work " Wood-
fall's Law of Landlord and Tenant " (of which
the ninth edition, by W. K. Cole, is, I think,

the latest). Next, a valued work " Grady on
Fixtures and Dilapidations " of which the

second edition is the latest) ; and there is also

the admirable report of the select committee
of the Institute ; this latter pamphlet, how-
ever, deals only with a portion of the

subject. Omitting all consideration of the

cost of these books, the reader finds that

lawyers, writing upon the subject of dilapi-

dations, not understanding in the least

tlie practical part thereof, give a mass
of information, so arranged ; that he has to

wade through the ponderous volumes to find

the special point he is in doubt about. It

does tlierefore appear, that it would be a

most valuable assistance to the s\n'veyor in

his daily vocation if a brother jn-ofessional

were to put in a short and simple form the

exact liabilities of persons to dilapidations

and reparations ; drawn from the latest pre-

cedents, and citing also what is the usual

practice of the present day. It is proposed
in the following chapters to do this.

With this view I will classify the different

holdings, and show separately all the liabili-

ties that can attach to every such holding.

The first table will show separately .all the

rights and liabilities that attach to a lessor

anil landlord ; the next separately all that

attach to a lessee ; and so on
;
yearly tenant

;

tcnant-at-will
;
(I may mention an almost ex-

l)loded kind of tenancy) : tenant in fee

simple ; tenant-in-tail ; ten.ant-in-tail after

possibility of issue extinct; mortgagor,
mortgagee in possession ; tenants in common

;

joint tenants; coparceners; tenants for life:

tenants for years without impeachment of

waste ; so that at a glance the technical
reader can find out what he requires to know
and properly advise his client.

Often, in my own practice, has a client

asked me what sort of dilapidations he was
liable for, and no doubt this lias occurred to
many of my brethren ; and how few can state
positively the exact liability, or tell his client
what reparations ho must make under his
peculiar holding to satisfy the dilapidations,

and thus avoid a money payment.
t)ne instance I may mention, which shows

that solicitors themselves are uncertain or
inaccurate. A client, who is a solicitor in

large practice, had taken a house on a twenty-
one years' repairing lease ; and afterwards a
builder, who was called in to see to the roof,

reported that an entire new roof was neces-
sary. I was then consulted, my client saying
that if a new roof was wanted, of course that
was not for him to do, but his lessor, and I

had to point out that he ought, before he
took the house, to have had it surveyed, to
judge whether the roof and walls would last

the length of the proposed lease ; as he was
bound to keep the house up, and therefore
to keep the roof watertight, though, of

course, not to put a new roof unless he could
not otherwise keep the house water-tight.

I purpose first to consider the rights and
liabilities of the various parties ; next the
various covenants, with their meanings and
value; then dilapidati<ms and waste ; going
practically into what they are and how to

ascertain them; and lastly I propose to give
the duties of surveyors. And in closing this

introduction to the subject, let me say that

I shall be pleased to receive (addressed to

B. F., office of the BriLDixc Nkws), any
suggestions, any particulars of pecu'iar prac-

tice, or any questions that the writers may
be in doubt about, and may wish solved or

ventilated (to use the slang of the day), so

that every part of the subject may be
thoroughly discussed.

Let not any reader think lightly of these

tabulated forms which follow. They are the

essence of much labour, and will save him
wading through many volumes.

T.\BLE I.—RIGHT.? AND LIABILITIES OF LESSORS

^VND LANTILORDS.

1. Not liable to repair premises where
there is no express agreement or stipulation

that they shall do so. (Note.—This applies

equally to premises let to a yearly tenant, or

let on lease.)

2. Not liable to rebuild, even though he

has insured the premises and received the

amount from the insurance office.

3. No implied covenant arises on a lease

that the house is reasonably fit for habitation

or occupation.

4, No implied covenant that it will last

during the term.

o. Where the lessor agrees that he would
first repair the messuages he must perform

this covenant before he can insist on his

lessee repairing, kc.

0. Where a sale of premises took place

with a liability of the above (lessor) to do
repairs at end of tenancy (a lease being

running), it was helil that in whatever way
the lease was determined, or at whatever

time, the liability ^li/l attached.

7. Where under covenant to repair all

the exlcniiil parts of the premises, and an

adjoining house is jiulled down which exposes

jiarty wall, and that wall fell down, it was
held that he must rebuild, as the vxtcnml

parts of the jiremises are those which form

the enclosure of tliem, and beyond which no

jiart extends ; and thus the decision made
tins class (the lessors) liable under the

covenant.
,s. Where the covenant is that in case of

fire lessor would " rebuild and replace

them in the same state as before the fire,"

he is onlij bound to reinstate them as they

were when he let them, and not bound to

rebuild any additions that may have been,

since granting the leiiso, erected by his lessee.
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9. Where covenant to repair contains the

exception " casualties by fire and tempest
excepted," not bound to repair in either of

the excepted cases. (Note.—Tenant, not-

withstanding, continues liable to pay rent.)

10. Cannot be compelled to repair un-

less under an express covenant that he will

do so.

11. Cannot be compelled to rebuild where
premises are burnt down, although he may
have insured the premises and received the

amount of such insurance from the office,

unless specially bound to rebuild in such an
eventuality.

12. Covenants to repair usually have been
construed in favour of lessors and landlords.

(Note.—There is a change perceptible in

very recent decisions inclining to a more
liberal interpretation of covenants.)

It will be seen by comparing this table

with the table of liabilities of .lessees (Table
II., which will appear in next week's issue),

that the lessors and landlords have more
rights and less liabilities. B. F.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
AnciiiTECxnuAL Compositiox.—Wood and

Irontn'ork.

(_Continued from page 302.)

"DESIDES the strains or pressures to which
-*^ the pieces themselves are subject, these
pieces in their turn transmit the forces to the
supports, which, therefore, must be able to
resist them also. When, for instance, a load
is not in the centre of the points of support,
the pressure on those points will be unequal,
a.nd it will be necessary to apply the rule to
find what resistance must be afforded by each
suijport or wall, as well as that which the
respective joints of the timber must afford.

In examining the earliest Gothic examples
of the carpenter's art, we find an extravagant
use of material, partly from the plentiful
supply of timber, but chiefly from ignorance
of the principle above enunciated. The old
examples still remaining of Middle Age car-
pentry show that only the simple "compres-
sive "_ principle of framing was understood

;

the pieces or timbers we find composing a
roof truss were chiefly intended as struts^or
posts from the horizontal or tie-beam, which
latter was of such a large scantling as to pre-
clude the idea of a tie, but rather served as
supportive of the uprights or posts. Indeed,
if we compare an ancient roof truss of the
ordinary construction over our old churches
and a common truss of a king or queen-post
construction, the intention evinced in the two
cases is very different, the olfice of post in the
one being supplanted by ties in the other.
This conception or adaptation of the material
shows clearly that the principle of the "tie"
was unknown or Imrdly developed, the simple
idea of compression only (which was so well
adapted in the stone lintel, column, and arch)
being still the predominant one. It was a
long time, too, before the masonic idea gave
place to that of scientific framing ; in fact,
from the manner in which we find collars and
angle-braces and puriins framed into the
main rafters or principals, and the scantlings
and connections used, we have sufficient e\a-
dence to conclude that the principle of the
truss or a system of composite construction
was not understood. The short angle-pieces
often seen under the collars were evi-
dently intended to act as braces or struts
rather than as direct ties ; while the scant-
lings and proportions given to the cross-
sections of rafters, &c., indicate a great igno-
rance of the fundamental laws of strength and
strain of the material. Again, we find wooden
pins and trenails used for pieces that could
only serve as ties ; the almost entire absence
of iron in the connections, and the unscientific
joints adopted, making the art of framing
timber of the period referred to a very im-
perfect one. From about the fourteenth cen-
tury we find some splendid examples of roof
framing in which the masonic comjiression

principle was acknowledged, as in some of

the hammer-beam roofs. Although not ex-

pi'essed, the principle of the tie was somewhat
adopted, the arch braces serving that office in

connecting the triangular frames which com-
pose the truss across the angles. The framers
of such roofs, however, as that over West-
minster Hall clearly show that weight and
compression were only thought of, as in the

above instance ; the main arch braces are of

such a scantling and design as to show they
were intended to take the weight of the roof

and throw it on the walls or corbels at some
distance below the springing. Again, the

upright posts which rest on the inner ends of

the hannner-beams were intended to throw
the weight of upper portion of roof on these

beams, which, in their turn, transmitted the

pressure to the ribs and wall-posts.

The roofs of Hampton Court Hall, Elfcham

Hall, Crosby Hall, &c., may be instanced as

fine specimens of this class of framing, in

which the compressive principle was artisti-

cally expressed in timber, and the tie ignored
or skilfully disguised. A superior knowledge
of construction is evidenced in these tieless

class of roofs, and the principle adopted has
never been since more artistically worked
out.

The introduction of the tie in systems of

framing, or at least its acknowledgment,
constitutes a new phase in the development
of the art of carpentry. This arose, doubt-
less, by the necess'ty imposed on the archi-

tect and engineer of roofing or bridging wide
spans. In such cases the employment of a
single beam of sufficient scantling was im-
possible, and the use of iron had hardly

become recognised as a constructive material.

Framed or trussed girders and roofs, com-
bining an arrangement of struts and ties, of

small scantlings or sections, gave rigidity

witli a minimum of material, and superseded
in a great measure the employment of stone

and brick as a constructive expedient. Sec-

tional area of the material was reduced in

accordance with mathematical theory, and the

ascertained strength of wood and combina-
tions of the material designed in strict con-
formity to the laws of statical construction

replaced the old systems of framing the

pieces, in which massive struts and arcli ribs

gave the required rigidity, though often very
ponderously.

In the composition of the simple truss the
art of construction may be said to be per-

fected, for in it we have the three forces

which separately act and react in any struc-

ture or machine. These three opposite
actions are mutually combined to form one
simple beam. The truss may, indeed, be
regarded as the germ of a system of architec-

ture which will eventually supersede the
simple repose of the compressive system, and
a more economical one tlian even the arched
or thrust principle ever gave. Greek archi-

tecture has been said to be the petrifaction

of carpentry, but the science of framing, as

perfected in the truss, required the know-
ledge of a mechanical proposition which the

Greeks did not practically apply. It may be
remarked, an analogy exists between the
carpentry of civil and naval architecture

—

massiveness and size of timber in both giving
place to lighter sizes and a principle of com-
bining with the greatest advantage the
several pieces ; and this could not possibly
have been attained without the advances
made in mechanical science. As stated

before, the tenons and trenails took all the
strain in the earlier systems of framing, and
the weights were taken by the cross or tie

beams. When the tie was understood, we
find the weights and strains transferred to the
ties by struts in the direction of their lengths,
never transversely ; and wo find that in a
perfect truss this principle is carried out, and
tliat the pieces composing it are only ex-
posed to compressive and tensile forces.

Thus, we have king and queen posts
and their various struts receiving the main
loads and pressures, while the main couples

or principals transmit a great portion of their
strain to the ties. Cross strain being thus
so much diminished, and being transferred into
pulling and compressing actions, the economy
effected in the material was something
wonderful. The next step was to disguise
as much as possible the necessity of a direct
tie, and this is still one of the most interest-

ing problems to which the attention of a
student of construction can be called. The
numerous examples of wide-span roofs with-
out ties show the amount of success which
has attended this effort, and also what may
be realised. The substitution of an indirect
or curved tie for a horizontal one has been
ingeniously attained in several well-known
examples by a combination of cross braces
and curved ribs, in which case the inner or
intrados line of framing is exposed to either
tension or cross strain. The well-known
laminated ribbed roof invented by De Lorme
and adapted subsequently by Colonel Emy
and others, is jierhaps the consummation of
a self-tied roof. It may be noticed that in
most cases in which this class of trussing is

adopted, the component parts of a truss are
a series of triangular frames whose rigidity

is secured on the well-known property of a
triangle—viz., the unchangeable angles, the
sides being fixed pieces. The lattice girder
or rib is really composed on this principle,

the upper pieces sustaining compression, the
under tension. The laminated systems of
roofing adopted at King's Cross Station and
the Exhibition building of 1862

; the Cannon-
street Railway Station roof, constructed on
the bow form, are also examples of this

principle. Such bracing in effect constitutes

a solid or compact shape, whose jjower of

resistance may be considered analogous to a
close-webbed girder of the assumed form. I
need not multiply examples of this beautiful
system of framing, whicli is destined to be
widely employed. The use of iron has done
much to secure the joints of framing, and its

combination with wood for ties has developed
a kind of construction which may ultimately
be adopted with some artistic feeling.

Coming to the less mechanical uses of
woodwork, or what is termed joinery, it will

bo needless here to refer to the multifarious
requirements of building. The framing of
doors, &c., the substitution of chamfers for
mouldings, the gradual disuse of paint as a
covering for internal work ; and generally
the adoption of a more rational method of

treating the material, giving to it its peculiar
and intrinsic functions and merits, instead of

disguising them, are steps that are leading in

the right direction both in a constructive and
artistic sense. If we take only one instance

of tliis—namely, the improvement in church
woodwork, the substitution of open and
stained and varnislied benches for tlie old
pews, tlie more reasonable construction of the
backs and elbows or ends, and especially the
more truthful and artistic expression of

purely constructive adaptation and material,

there is enough to convince one of the
miiversality of this material, and its use as

an art-agent of the first order.

The propositions we may generally deduce
from the foregoing considerations of this

material are instructive, and shoidd always
guide us.

1. That it should be employed only in

positions unexposed to alternations of tem-
j)erature or inclemencies such as moisture and
dryness.

2. Tliat wood should be employed or
adapted in the direction of its length for all

constructive purposes, being that also of its

fibre.

;'). That the forces or strains to which it

may be subjected in construction should,
where practicable, be confined in the direc-

tion of its length or fibre, either as compres-
sion or tension.

i. Arising from these propositions, wood
or timber should be confined to purposes
where length and lightness are necessary.
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5. That, aijrceably to its physical constitu-

tion and behaviour, it should not be fnijiloyod

as a component of brick or stone walls in

any other manner than for equalising pres-

sures or wi'jcrhts. Its use for templates,

bond, and lintels in brick or stone walls is

objectionable, though for plates not entering

into the composition of a wall it may be

allowed.

6. That for tying-in and connecting walls,

covering or roofing, or used as flooring, it is

legitimately proper, also for fittings and
purposes which require rigidity and lightness

combined, or in which a non-conductive

material is necessary.

7. That deeorativcly it should always be

used wliere it can truthfully express its

nature and properties, not as stone or plaster

(carving may be excepted, though moulding

is more rational ; carving only, I think, being

proper, the grain or fibre of the wood lends

itself to that operation), chamfers or mould-
ings in the direction of grain and other

artistic effects that do not destroy the fibre

but rather express it, being allowable. Its

combination with iron or other metal work
may always be attained when each lends to

the other its characteristic office or property,

or where they both unite to some purpose of

usefulness. G. H. G.

A''

PEDESTALS.
By Thomas Norris.

(Continued from page 301.)

the London University buildino

ISurlington-gardeus, the pedestal takes

a prominent place as a strictly decorative

feature, large and well-designed examples

being made to range and vie with the seated

statues of distinguished men by which the

entrance-portico is adorned. Cast iron, from
its facility of ornamentation, has superseded
wrought work for enclosures; but there is a

general mawkishness of design with which
such .specimens as those on the south of

the India Office, in Parliament-square, on the

north of the Junior Carlton Club, and at the

Prince of Wales's Office, at Buckingham-
gate, contrast very favourably. Wrought
iron panels, and small pedestals of stone with
iron caps, at Somerset House, are indicative

of the weak resources of Sir William Cham-
bers's time, yet they are far more artistic

than many pretentious specimens of recent

execution. The breastworks of our chief

modern edifices are usually, however, of stone.

The clubs of S. James's especially attract

attention, and in Pall Mall, the productions

of Nash, Burton, Barry, Sydney Smirke, and
David Brandon, are clustered like a constel-

lation. The Army and Navy Club, by
Messrs. Smith & Parnell, must not be for-

gotten, whether for its pedestals or Vene-
tian origin, which seems also to have found
the motif of the new Post OHice, by Jlr.

Williams, of II. M. Office of Works. Nor must
the .lunior United Service, by Mr. !Marsh
Nelson. The latter arcliitect has charged his

pedestals with groups of cupidini. nude,

robust cliildren of Mars, with cas<[ues and
"circumstance of glorious war," the naval

service being indicated by dolphins on a

shield, and a device that, by tlie modeller's

ingenious rendering, may be a coronet and
sceptre, or Neptune's holiday trident. Dol-
phins have always been favourite types of the

ocean. A duljthiii was matchmaker between
Neptune and Amphitrite, and it may have
acme allusive significance on the cyma of

Nerva's temple. But Neptune's proudest
creation was the horse, and this he staked
against Minerva's olive tree in their contest

for the privilege of naming the capital of

Greece. Mr. Spang* has endiellished the

screen in front of the Admiralty with both
dolphins, naient sea-horses, and other

emblems. The best artificial figure of naval

merit is, however, the rostrated cohmin. Mr.

Spang prodnced the anatomical flguro with which
lilc-studcuts are geneniU; acquainted.

Nelson has showni by his commendable
example at the Junior United Service how
advantageously such spetddng decoration

might be adopted in other of these sump-
tuous piles. The breastwork in front of the

Home Office, having escaped Barry's W/accmM,
stands as left by Sir John Soane, and invites

a series of statues of distinguished Home
Secretaries. They would, perhaps, be appro-
priately modelled sejfint, with the existing

pedestals for footstools. Passing from the

l)ase to the top of building, it may be noticed

that while the mansard or curb roof is nearly

as common here as in France, the Metropolitan

Building Act obliges us, in a general way. to

place it behind a wall or parapet, and thus

disguised, the identity is lost. With us,

therefore, the parapet becomes an object for

ornamentation, and the balustratle, with piers

and pedestals, recurs. Nevertheless, the

Travellers', Reform, and Junior United Ser-

vice Clubs are finished with bold Roman
eaves cornices. In most of the other build-

ings of this class balustrades occur, and in

several there are well-marked pedes-

tals, though these have rarely any ob-

ject to support. Bridgewater House is

an admirable example, and Somerset

House is also remarkable for many
excellences ; but the great length of

its river frontage, and the inequality of

level between the foreshore upon which it

abutted, and the Strand, caused some archi-

tectural difficulty, and the order has the dis-

advantage of a preponderant substructure.

It was unquestionably a grand success for'

its time, but the bolder and more practised

hands of modern artists would probably have

secured a better sky line, it being one of

the very few buildings in the metropolis

where that line is of the slightest consequence.

The upper balustrade has pedestals, charged

in part with filleted urns, and in part left

vacant. In the new west flank. Sir James
Pennethorne has surpassed the Swedish
knight and able originator. His central

attic is more elevated, which allows for visual

depression, and besides the elaborate tym-
panum and frieze, the elegant statues that

occupy the pedestals of the balustrade impart

an eminently architectonie and finished

character. In otherthan domestic structures,

pedestals are freely and advantageously

introduced. They terminate the retaining

walls of Trafalgar-square, erected by Sir C.

Barry, those on the north being bold masses

of quadrangular plan, and those at the south

taking a cylindrical form. The tambour,

with its sweeping cap and base, proves very

effective, and the prismatic octagonal lamps
by which they are terminated are original and
appropriate. A\'ere other squares enlivened

with a few pedestals, and guarded by enclo-

sures of moderate height and gi-aceful forms,

were the areas too, arranged and decked with

taste, how inspiriting, how bright and healthy

would be tlie change ! A movement of the

sort has indeed been initiated at Grosvenor-

gardens, Piuilico, that, if properly followed,

would utterly metamorphise the aspect and

enhance the value of numy a now dank and

dismal plot.

The art result of parapet and pedestals is

marked in Mr. Bazalgette's Thames Embank-
ment. The elcnu'nts are characteristically

severe. One cube of granite is set upon
another, the second receding a little for the

sake of a plinth line, and having a hollow

moulding round the top. Upon the face of

the upper cube is a bronze liou-mask holding

a massive ring, about which a seniicircidar

reb.ate is made in the plinth. Often as this

design is repeated, it never becomes insipid.

From the massive wall of granite, with the

heavy tidal flood at its base, to the airy and
light-giving lantern above, the transition is

rapid ; and the difficult task is at present in-

complete. Of the larger, indeed gigantic,

masses upon the ICrabankment. it also seems
premature to speak. The designer, doubt-

lessly, knew their intended destination and
significance. They abviously admit of noble

appropriation, but as yet their meaning is

undeclared.

To overlook the artistic qualities of this

great work would be as undiscerning as it

would be uncancbd to disparage them. On
the Middlesex shore of Westminster-bridge

one sees to the north the work of Mr. Bazal-

gette, engineer, and to the south, the em-
bankment in front of the Palace of Parlia-

ment, by Sir Charles Barry, ai'chitect.

Where, then, does the distinction between
these vocations lie? Nowhere! So far as

the intramural affairs of towns are concerned,

the palaces, churches, and edifices of every

kind thereunto pertaining, with their ways,

and di-ains, and sewers, are properly withLn

the province of the architect ; and he who
undertakes them enters that province and
makes himself to such extent an architect.

To what piu-pose, then, do one class of pro-

fessors seek to impose shackles on a free

art ? The utmost success in that direction

would but promote monopoly in small affairs,

while the Imniics hotickes, paid for in millions,

would continue to be swallowed by engineers.

The attempt to create these distinctions is as

futile as the late pretensions of the Gotliic

school, that did so much towards professional

disruption, and signally collapsed by the

employment of the grand master of the order

on the Government buildings at Downing-
street, ^fhere the most English portion of

the work is the inspersion of Jarobean by Sir

Digby Wyatt, in the internal details of the

India Olfice. The Corporation of London
have a standing architect and a standing

engineer, and cannot say who's who ! The
qualifications of these officers are the same

—

each is, in fact, an architect and a member of

the Institute.

Bridges, too, have been wrested from their

proper authors and devoted to the pretensions

of science, with at least one appalling result.

So keenly was the mean effect of the best of

them felt when the tieir-apparent ushered his

bride elect into the metropolis, that the City,

in a paroxysm of unwonted shame, immolated

its architect in the attempt to impart to it

for the nonce something of the tasteful guise

in which it ought permanently to appear.

Why should we be without one national

object of the kind, one Pvn.t Triiimphalis, one

exultant testimonial of virtue in arms, in

commerce, arts, and " heaven - directed
"

civilisation? There is no excuse for shaving

tastelessly down to the very quick of close

utility the leading bridge of this grand

capital, leaving it devoid of such accessorial

graces as woufd satisfy modern intelligence

and atone for the absence of those picturesque

qualities that are indelibly associated with a

former London-bridge. We lack the art, it

seems, to stamp our name, our age, and at-

testation on the work, and so. despairing, leave

the cold arcade no more allied to London than

to " Babylon or Great al Cairo."

FINE ARTS.

WINTER F..XHIBITION OF C.\BINET PICTURES.

FRENCH GALLERY.

MR. II. W.VLLIS opened his usual Winter
Exhibition of Cabinet Pictures by

British and Foreign Artists on his premises,

called the FrencirCallcry, in Pall Mall, on

Monday last. This is the nineteenth year of

the enterprising caterer's speculation, and we
understand that in its time it has been the

meansof introducingalarge amount of floating

capital into the picture market. We should be

afraid to tell, for instance, what we have

heard named as the figure readied by the

sales at the exhibitions in this little gallery,

winter and summer, last year ;
it was a sum,

however, which if it did not attain to a

hundred thousand pounds, went considerably

more than half way towards it. 'Whatever

the merit or importance of former displays,

that of the present yeiu- is, we are compelled

to say, undeniably below the average. Out
of tlie 208 canvasses, chiefly of small dimcn-
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sions, tliere are scarcely a dozen noteworthy

for any degree of merit. The rest are weak
and tawdry specimens of that class of pro-

duct familiarly known as " furniture pic-

tures," the mysteries of dealing in which are

quite beyond our comprehension. Close to

the door, however, is a very clever bit,

full of humour, by E. Nicol, A.K.A., en-

titled, " Perplexed." With one hand scratch-

ing the back of his head, and the other

thrust incontinently into his breeches' pocket,

and some letters on the table beside him, the

good old yokel wears upon bis features an

air of extreme bewilderment, plainly indicat-

ing "a mess" of no ordinary dimensions.

A little further on we come upon two or

three startling examples of the destructive

influences of the money patronage as at pre-

sent exercised upon art. "A Summer's

Afternoon in Kent," a cow subject, is utterly

unworthy of the talent by. which Mr.

Sydney Cooper, R.A., raised himself to

eminence ; his sheep subject is a little more
respectable, as regards the sheep, but the

landscape is very poor. Mr. T. Faed's

CR.A.) " An Early Morning in Spring,"

representing a single female flgm-e sitting on

a bank, is weak and spiritless to a degree we
could hardly have supposed in the painter of

"His Only Pair." Mr. W. P. Frith, another

K.A., must have acted under strong, doubt-

less friendly, compulsion, when he allowed

himself to send for exhibition his miserable,

ill-painted little "Amy Robsart " having

her hair dressed ;
and Messrs. Ansdell and Le

Jeune also step out from the Academy ranks

with contributions which can add little to

theu- renown. Mr. J. Pettie, A.R.A, how-
ever, displays considerable fancy in his

" Haunted Wood," the expression of the two
girls peering into the gloom being very nicely

conceived. The portrait of Napoleon III, by
A. Yvon, in an oval, taken in 1868, does not

realise the astute expression we conceive of

the distinguished original. A single clever

and highly-finished little bit, by L. Alma
Tadema:—"Pottery Painting," stands out

conspicuously amongst a surrounding of abso-

lute daubery. The figure, and keen apprecia-

tive glance of the young woman scrutinising

the effect of a newly-painted vase, are happily

rendei-ed. "A Parisian Home, 1S70," by
M. T. E. Saintin, is a sad domestic scene,

feelingly realised ; in a similar vein, and not

unsuccessfully treated, is the " Ou est Mon
Pere '?" by Mrs. K. Bisschop, representing a

young widow, inspecting the portrait of her

slain husband, ivith her child, who is uncon-
scious of her early bereavement, standing

beside her.

LO.\N EXHIBITION OF DR.\WINGS IS W.\TER-

COLOUIiS.

There has just been opened at the Institute

of Painters in Water-Colours, iu Pall Mall,

a most sumptuous and interesting assortment

of paintings in water-colours, contributed

by some of our most distinguished collectors,

Messrs. Leaf, Quilter, Riicker, Lucas, and
others, the proceeds of which will be appropri-

ated in aid ofthcfundsof the National Hospital

for Consumption, on the separate or cottage

principle, recently erected near Ventnor, in

the Isle of Wight. There is thus afforded

the opportunity, rarely obtainable, of study-

ing the works of the best hands in this

particular and peculiarly national field of

art, from the days of its earlier triumphs to

those in whicli we live. It was a courageous,

but a generous thing for the Institute of

Water-Colour Painters thus to throw open

their walls to a display of the choicest speci-

mens of the nineteenth century's production,

within a few weeks of the time when their own
annual exhibitions will be opened ; but the

feeling which prompted it cannot but be

appreciated, and who knows but what the

result in the end may prove to the advan-

tage of all sound and worthy workers

in their body, by improving the education

of the public eye, and increasing the demand
for high-class productions of their school?

Without pretending to go into any detailed

criticism upon names and works which have
already established their position in the his-

tory of art, we cannot help remarking, not
without regret, how much in all the grand
essentials of appreciation of nature, delicacy

of feeling, and power of handling, the work
of the past generation, say thirty years

or more ago, surpassed the present. In
figure painting, F. W. Burton, for ele-

gance of contour, roundness and finish of

his flesh texture, and charm of expression,

distances all competitors ; witness only his

" Marchosa," " Faust's First Sight of Mar-
garet," and "Tyrolese Boys Trapping Birds."

Then how beautiful in their simple concep-

tion, but high in finish, are L. liaghe's interior

groupings ; how honest and spirited Catter-

mole's scenes of chivalrous life. In landscape

we have a mine of wealth in D. Cox, grandly

rough, and breathing every variety of

life in his landscapes, but soigne and broad

in his interiors, as in his two of Hard-
wick ; and endless diversity in the honest

treatment of Nature in J. Varley, P. DeWint,
W. Nesfield, W. Bennett, Stanfield, and
Turner. It is om-ious, also, and instructive,

to look at the straightforward, substantial

work of such a man as Birket Foster, in his

earlier day, and compare it with the fritter

of handling into which of late years he has

too often degenerated. And W. Hunt, too !

so inimitable for his little rough rustics, and
his delicious fruit and foliage. When we add
to the names already cited those of such men
as G. Chambers, Copley Fielding, Prout,

MuUer, G. Bach, E. Duncan, N. G. Hine, F.

Taylor, and J. F.Lewis, we say enough to indi-

cate the high quality of the art entertain-

ment now inviting public attention at this

jjretty little gallery. O.

THE INFLAMMABILITY OF LONDON.

nnHE Times, in an article under this head, con-

tains much useful information, which cannot

receive too much consideration :

—

The first and one of the most serious of the risks

to which London is exposed arises from the utilising

of premises to purposes for which thej' were never

intended. Houses erected for private dwellings have

been converted into warehouses and manufactories
;

story after story has been piled up on walls never

intended to bear them ; space has been made by ex-

cavations, which shake the foundations, and base-

ments designed for domestic kitchens have in hun-

dreds of instances been converted into engine houses

to work niftchinery on the upper floors. The next,

and perhaps still greater, risk is the incongruity of

the various businesses carried on beneath the same

roof. This is by f.ar the most curious phase of Lon-

don commerce. Nothing but actual inspection can

give any one an adequate idea of it. If the most

accomplished incendiary were employed lo arrange

the materials for conflagration, he could scarcely

succeed in ])lacing them better than chance or neces-

sity has done it tliroughout wliole streets of territory.

The general idea, no doubt, is that a warehouse is a

warehouse only. Nothing can be more erroneous

as regards the warehouses of London. You cau

hardly find one that does not contain a manuftictory,

and a manufactory of a dangerous kind. As a rule,

whatever may be going on in the floors and lofts

above, there is an extensive fabrication of packing-

cases underground. Miners are not more numerous

in Cornwall than packing-case makers are in the

caves of the London warehouses. If there is here

.and there a celKar without them, it is occupied by
coopers. It is scarcely necessary to say that in

nearly every instance the work of both is carried

on by gaslight. Loolc down beneath any of

the great soft-goods warehouses, and the chances

tire ten to one you wiU see light timber,

and shavings and binding laths in .all direc-

tions, and jets of gas within a few inches of the

ceiling. But packing-cases are indispensable, and so

various are the sizes of the cases required every hour

and every moment that it is found necessarj' to have

them made on the premises. Pacldng-cases are so

considerable an item in the expenditure of such

warehouses that the firms themselves find it to their

advantage to manufacture them. AVhere the house does

not make its own packing-cases, people in the trade

pay as mncli as X'_'oil to X.iOO a ycarfor a cellar close

at handwliich may. perhaps, be beneath an oil and

colour or a tallow store. We have seen a regular

packing-case manufactory which is only divided by
a narrow passage from one of the largest oil and
colour stores in the city. In it are one or two large

lofts filled with sawing machines, light wood, and
bags of shavings ; in a cellar beneath is the steam
engine which works the saws, and overhead is a large

apartment, to which access is had by means of a
ladder and trapdoor, the manufacture of paper boxes
in all its stages, including the dying and drying, is

carried on. On this upper loft are a stove and hot-

air pipes for drying the paper, and bags of paper
shavings are piled up wherever there is room for

them. Such is the difficulty of finding premises in

the city that the dingiest cave or loft commands al-

most anything asked for it, and is rented without re-

ference to the other trades which may be carried on
above or below. Under such circumstances to tell

a man that he ought to build new premises which
would be in accordance with the requirements of the

Building Acts is to tell him to suspend bis business

while his present premises are being thrown down and
the new ones erected. It is a common thing to hear

merchants say how much they could save in fire insur-

ance and gain by an extension of their trade if they

could only build, but the insurmountable difficulty we
have just indicated stands in the way. It is curious to

observe the shifts, and in manj' cases dangerous

shifts, to which they are forced to resort. Where
there is no room for wood inside it is piled outside

beneath the windows of the building, and the bind-

ing laths of packing-cases are arranged in bundles

along the entry, lengths up, just as if they had been

placed for a bonfire. Again, nothing is more decep-

tive than the outward appearance of some of the

warehouses. You see an imposing stone building,

with the name of some well-known firm over the

door, and you imagine that the hmits of the stone

block are the boundaries of the warehouse. But in

all prob.ability some portion of every house withm
h,alf an acre of that imposing building is rented by
the same firm, who have broken through party walls

and burrowed out underground passages leading into

streets at all angles with that in which they have

their principal entrance and counting-house. Be-

neath one modest fai^ade in the city 'you can obtain

entrance to seventeen or eighteen different houses, a

consider.able portion of every one of which is occu-

pied by the same firm and filled with their goods.

And this is only a specimen case. In nearly all

such instances the portions of those houses not

rented as annexes to the warehouse are shops in

which retail business is carried on, and over which

neither the Building Act nor the merchant has any
contrcd. The use of gas is so general in many of

the great warehouses that everything is done in

them by artificial light. Some years ago it was
estimated that the movable property of London

might ou any given day be estimated at 900

millions. It is believed that at the present

day an estimate of 1,000 millions would not

be above the mark. There is more than one

private firm whose stock when full is valued

for a million at cost price, and there is

a wharf between Soithwark and London bridges

which rarely has at any hour less than that

money's worth of consigned goods stored in

its lofts. H.alf a million's worth is quite an or-

dinar}' stock for many of the water-side stores, and

yet throughout the portion of the city to which we
have been referring, the wharves and warehouses are

stuck so closely together that a whole range of tea

or a dozen of them cau only be regarded as one, in-

stead of what they ought to be, so many separate

risks. Throughout the whole commercial area there

are a ver\' bad class of " fire traps," in the shape of

houses composed either entirely of wood or of wood

with some very thin brick walls between the frame-

work. This adds immensely to the danger of London

from fire. A m.an may build a house, the main por-

tions of which are of uninflammable materials,

but what will this avail him if he is surrounded

by wooden structures ? A building nuiy be

of uuinfl.ammable materials while the goods with

which it is stocked are peculiarly inflanuuable.

Again, material may be uninflanmiable, but by

no means fireproof. In more than one of his

annuid reports Captain Shaw has drawn attention to

the distinction between "uninflammable" and "fire-

proof," though, as he remarks, the words are often,

but erroneously, used as synonymous. Thus, stone

staircases are uninfl.ammablc, but he regards them as

being anything but safe or fireproof. It appears

that they soon become calcined by great heat and fall

down in a heap, .and so tend to frustrate efforts to

extinguish fires that have made any head in the in-

terior of the building. Iron columns are " unin-

flammable," but in the opinion of the same authority

they arc by no means " fireproof," when made hollow,

as they are in this country. During the fire of Paris
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it was found that iron columns stood well and sup-
ported the sui)erincunibent -weights; but, on inquiry, it

has been ascertained that those pilhirs were Sl^li^l,

which malies all the difference. It will be seen,

therefore, that even .stone and iron will not stay the
progress of a great conflagration if tliey are stiiciicii

with inflammable goods, and are in' sui-li dose
pro.ximity to " lire traps" that they .and Ihe latter

may be said to be one risk. Another danger to

London is the narrowness of many of the streets in

the commercial .[uarter. lu his Annus Mirabilis
Dryden observes how

—

" down the narrow .streets it swiftly came,
And. wi(l<'ly opening, did uii tn.th .sides prey;
This benefit wo sadly owe the llame,

If only ruin must enlarge our way."

The poet's expectations as to an enlargement of " our
way " have not been realised ; and if suclt another
fire brolie out now during the business hours, the
block of waggons whiih are in a long double line

from niorning till night would seriously embarr.ass
the firemen. This is one of the reasons which in-

fluences the chief of our fire brigade to recommeiul
that light manual engines should always be kejit

among the ndling stock of the fire establishment.
Builders' yards choke full of timber are plentifully
disperseil among the city w.arehonses. More perfect
" fire traps " in such situations could not be devised.
But, as in the case of the wooden houses, where is

thereraeily? The liuilding Act is not retrospective,
and, perhaps, it would be going too far to compel
a man to knock down a house which he was born
in, and which suits his own business, because it is

d.angerons to the business of his neighbour, who has
set up long after him. It might not" be so unreason-
able to give tlie Act a retrospective operation as
against the owners of stores, warehouses, and manu-
factories. Vi'e have mentioned that it is evaded
even where it was intended to apply. Thus in order
to remove their premises from the category of whole-
sale w.arehouse.s, merchants in some instances " break
bulk "—that is, sell some article or articles by retail.

Another means of evasion is by enlarging and alter-
ing under the name of '• rep.airing." As long as it

is the old house on whicli you .are working, you niav
defy the district surveyor ; but, as has been alrcadv
explained, the.se evasions are the result of the exi-
gencies of trade and of limited space rather than of
any nigg.ardly economy, or recklessness as to the
danger of fire. It is worthy of remark, that some
of the trades which .are popularly suppo.sed to be tlio

safest are among tlie most dangerous. Thus, when
people hear of a fire in an iron foundry, they are
apt to conclude tliat it cannot do much liarm. ' But
an iron fonudry is a Iicavy risk. For ten men
engaged at the casting, there are. pcrhap.s, as many
as twenty employed at making the wooden model.s,
and both these and a stock of timber, all as dry as
matches, are kept in the same premises with' the
furnaces. Then a fire in glass stores is supposed to
be a mere nothing : but firemen regard it with great
apprehension, because in bidk of stock the crates
and straw are usually about double that of the
glass.

On examining the .shipping and the wharves, and
Other waterside premises from London-bridge down
to the Surrey wooil docks on the south side, and the
Regent's Canal dock on the north, it is im]iossible
not to be struck with the danger which lies lurking
througliout the whole w.ay. The trade of the jiort
of London has grown out of all proportion to the
safe accommoilaiion for it. The buddings in tlie
narrow streets and lanes on either side are literallv
upon the stores and wharves, and whole .acres
covere<i by the premises of different owners are for
fire and its prevention uotliing more than a single
risk. Between the most valuable blocks of ware-
liouses are old wooden houses to the number of
hundreds, and, worse still, many wooden coal hoists,
than which nothing is more dangerous. To
economise time nearly all the large cargo steamers
arc loaded and unl.iaiied by means of steam cranes.
The vessels are brought up cIo.se to the wharf wlien-
ever there is room for them, and the engines are
constantly pulling their .smoke ami sp.arks up to the
doors and windows of the warehouses. The tiers of
ships are necessarily so close and so surrounded by
lighters that even on the river itself there is no small
amount of danger. Coal hoists, wooden houses,
lighters with railw.iy sleepers steeped in creosote, ami
barrels of iietroleum, are all within easv distance of
flames breaking out in any one of them"; and though
the authorities of the port and the dockmasters do
their best, the block of merchandise and the
gcncies of time defy them. In j

danger of a general conflagration
appears to be greater than

utifavourabie to due precaution. It would be easy

for social science pliilosophers to suggest theoretical

remedies, but it would be vain for practical men to

ignore the difliculties in the way of their adoption.

A classification of trades, and the rigorous restriction

of particular g>iods to particular stores and particular

lofts, would no doubt do a great deal. But is that

possible ? Then, as to warclionses for the storage

of inriannnable goods, if each separate block could

be made to stand entirely detached we should probably

arrive at a " minimum " risk. But enough has been

stated to show that such a precaution is out of the

question. Buildings, the stiick in which never could

be entirely destroyed, might be constructed on the

compartment system, but what chance have we of

that ? A partial attempt in that direction has been
made by the introduction of metal doors under the

Building Act, but at best they are ouly a slight

security.

No. 7G, JERJIYN-STEEET.

THE building of which we this week give an

illustration of the elevation towards Jermyn-
street has been recently erected for the London and

Provincial Turkish Bath Company, from the designs

of Mr. Arthur Cates, of Wliitehall-yard. The well-

known Ilammam or Turkish Baths, which were

some few 3'ears ago constructed in the rear of the

St. J.ames's Hotel, under the inspiration of Mr.

David Urquhart. and from the designs of Mr. George

Somers Clarke, having jiroved a remarkable success,

the directors of the company found it necessary to

rebuild the front block so as to improve the access

to the public baths, to provide additional accommo-
dation for the service of the est.ablishment, and
apartments for the reception of those devotees of

the bath who might desire to reside on the premises;

the new building has been arranged to satisfy th(»se

requirements, and to utilise to the fullest a some-
what limited site by adopting a central staircase

with corridor around on each floor, the architect has

managed to provide a seriefc of chambers generally

arranged so that the bed can be placed in a weU-
ventilated alcove with separate entrance thereto

from the corridor, and tlnis the one room of the

bachelor resident satisfies all his requirements of a

spacious slec()ing apartment, and when not so occu-

pied is by the judicious use of drapery to shut off

the alcove, converted into a handsome sitting room.
Great attention has been paid to secure economy of

service by the arrangement of speaking tubes, fitted

by Sheath, of 89, City-road, and of electric bells,

fixed by Freeman, of 8, Vine-street, Piccadilly, by
wiu»m also the gaswork was executed—and the

ventilation has been provided for by the liberal

employment of air flues, generally formed by Bovd's
Hue plates and by the introduction of Boyd's
hygiastic stoves. The general contractors were
Messrs. Kirk & Parry, of Sleaford ; the masonry of

the front is of Ancaster stone, and the red bricks
supplied by Mr. Knight, of "W'oodbridge.

so that even the ordinary workman might be
able to produce manufactures which were essentially

artistic. After alluding to the general advocacy of

art, and the common arguments used in its favour,

the lecturer said that in inquiring as to whether the
spirit he had referred to prevailed, they might look

at their streets and houses in Birmingham. Bir-

mingham had never at its best been a very beauti-

ful place, and he did not think it was getting much
more beautiful. He thought that those old houses,

with their gables and steep roofs, which their friend Mr.
.S. Tinimins and the other members of the Archaeolo-

gical Societj* were trying to preserve, were much
better than a great many of the buildings they were
getting ill the place of them. They had certainly

got a uew street, but it had not a gable in it, and he
did not think that in the matter of beauty, they
could pride themselves very much, even upon New-
street. After giving numerous examples in con-
nection with this p.art of his subject, the lecturer

said they did not want art so much to meet
the demands of fashion and the desire to m.ake gootl

profits, as for its own sake, and because it was
essential to their own life. They wanted the state

of feeling which was active as well as passive. If

they were to have national art, this was the first

great requisite. People turned round and said that
they could not do it if they h.ad not the soil. 'Well,

it was very unfortunate if they hi»d not. But they
had some comfort in this fact, that j'cars ago—pos-
sibly some hundreds of years—art did flourish m
this country. At th.at time there was no work any
man did, however humble it might have been, but
h*nl some ornamental features about it. Mr. Cham-
berlain having referred to the influence of the
Puritans, which was deadly in connection with art,

whatever it was in other matters, concluded his lec-

ture by observing that there was some comfort in

the fact that there was a gradual increase of care for
art in this country. With great drawb.acks, they
were perhaps getting on as well .as they could
reasonably expect.

exi-

word, the

in London
anv other citv,

because in none other is there anything like the same
amount of commerce of all kinds carried on within
the same superficial area, and under conditions so

ART AS APPLIED TO MANUFACTURES.

ON Wednesday evening, Jlr. J. H. Chamberlain,
F.R.I.B.A., delivered a lecture on this sub-

ject at tlie rooms of the Roy.al Society of Artists,

New-street. Birmingham. The lecturer saicl that
his subject was on]y part of a large one ; it formed
a portion of what w.as called decorative art, which
was not held in very high esteem by profession.al

artists. He was sure that artists themselves would
gain immensely by studying this art. Probably
they were frightened by the decorator, who was, in

fact, an undertaker for them whilst they were yet
alive. lie would polish, veneer, and varnish, but
all he thought of was fashion and profit. He had
set a sad example, which he was sorry the manu-
facturers had followed. He had set a good example,
which he was sorr}* the manufacturers had followed.

Yet decorative art could be of the highest service and
use. It was self-sacrilicirig. Other arts obtruiled

themselves upon their notice, but the art of the true
decorator was often lost sight of. It began in a
low place and occupied itself with arr.aiigements
which they might say had very little to do with art.

-And yet artist-s recognised it as "composition." It

was the basis of all simple ornamentation, but it did
not stop there— it ran through all art, and in archi-
tecture especially was of great value. Speaking of
the application of art to inanuf.aeture. the lecturer

ob.served that tb.e latter when worked on bv the
individual artist ceased to be manufacture. It"was,
therefore, most diflicult to keep it good, and its

goodness would depend almost entirely on the
general state of art knowledge and love of .art. For
the successful application of art to the work which
was subordinate to it, it would be necessary that
there should be such a great spread of art power

IL4JS'LEY SCHOOL OF ART.

THE annual meeting of the Hauley School o£
Art was held on Monday evening, under the

jpresideucy of the mayor. The hon. sec. read the
report of the committee, who were happy to have
secured the services of Mr. Bradbury, the uew
master. They referred with great satisfaction to
the result of the last national competition, which
brought to this school one silver and two bronze
medals, and the examiners, in their report to the
Deiiartment, said they regarded with satisfaction

tile marked improvement in the stutlies forwarded
from this school. The accounts had been made up
to the end of last July, and included a year's income
and sixteen mouths' expenditure. Mr. Bradbury,
the master, read his report, which stated that the
students h.ad worked with great diligence, and
m,ade great progress. He regretted he could not
carry out as he wished the drawing of flowers,

plants, and foliage from nature, which was one of
tlie most useful departments of study, but it was
almost impossible to obtain suitable plants, either as
gifts or loans, for the use of the students. The
number of pupils during the year had been 174. the
average monthly attendance of artisan students
being 82. The modelling cl.ass was in a satisfactory
state, and the private day class had succeeded
beyond his expectations. The result of the national
competition had been ; Free studentships, .5 ; sets of
works pjissed. ;iG

;
prizes, IG; second grade subjects

passed, 3C
; prizes, 11. One silver and two bronze

med.als, and X'lll offered as a special prize for a
design of a vase or other large object, and open for
competition to the students of tlie United Kingdom,
had been awarded to this school. In a total of 117
schoipls, only 12 stood before Hanley in the number
and i]uality of the medals obtained; while 41 schools
had a larger attendance, and 59 were in towns with
a larger population than Haidey. The statement of
accounts showed that the balance against the school,
which in September, 1870, stood at £r.i (is. (id., had
increiuied to i'.MJ 17s. 3d. ; and the expenditure for
the iieriod previously referred to amounted to
£481 4s. Gd.

The directors of the North Union Railwav Com-
p.aiiy have accepted tho tender of Messrs." r,aiiks,
Thornton, & Garside, contractors, of Bolton and
Halifax, for the erection of the railway station, vVc,
at Preston, Lancashire. The works are to proceed
at once and rapidly.

Mrs. Drooke, of Gateforth House, near Selby, lias
])aid over one-half of a promised gift of £30,000 to
the committuo of tho Royal Albert Asylum, Lan-
caster. The south wing of the lusylum will heuce-
fortli bo known as "The Brooke Wing," iu acknow-
ledgment thereof.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION'S EXHIBITION.

"T E Roi est mort: vivo le Roi!" No
-Li sooner is the old Architectural Exhi-

bition pronounced tobe defunct than a new one
rises in its place. Such, no doubt, was the

impression left on the minds of many visitors

who assembled in the newly-decorated galle-

ries in Conduit-street, last Friday evening, as

guests bidden to the Architectural Associa-

tion's opening .w/nA'. We are sorry to unde-
ceive them, but the truth is that the exhibi-

tion closes this week, and indeed to have kept
it open for any length of time would have been
to ignore the result of many years' experience.

The project of an architectural exhiliition

originated with the Association, and for awhile,

aided, perhaps, by the charm of novelty, it

flourished under the management of that

society. But as a self-relying and indepen-
dent scheme it missed the fostering care of

its first promoters, and gradually languished.
The present temporary revival was half con-
templated last season, but various causes led

to its postponement until the occasion of the
society's coiiirrsazioiic—as good a one, per-
haps, as could have been selected to make it

popular among the profession. Its popularity
with the multitude is, we fear, past praying
for. Whether it will be found worth while
for the Association, at much trouble and
some expense to renew their attempt from time
to time may be doubtful ; but meanwhile
they may fairly be congratulated on the suc-
cess of their experiment. The exhibition
consists of two portions, the first embracing
the annual display of prize drawings and
sketches made in the classes of design, to

which the smaller of the two galleries is

appropriated, while the larger one is filled

with contributions from without, in addition,
of course, to the designs and drawings lent

by members of the Association itself.

Among the latter works none deserve or
attract greater attention than a series of
swiftly-executed but admirable sketches by
Mr. R. Phene Spiers, illustrating the sad and
now historical ruins of modern Paris. In the
whole range of subjects which the Continent
affords for pictorial study, these are, perhaps,
the last which one would have thought an
architect likely to transfer to pajier ; and yet
we may safely add that there are none capable
of awakening keener interest. Strange as it

may sound, the very circumstances of the de-
vastation wliich all Europe has been lament-
ing lends these ruins—even from an artist's

point of view—a jjicturesque, if melancholy,
charm. The " Salle des pas perdus " of the
Tuileries, with its shattered vaults, its totter-

ing walls, its stout girders twisted into shape-
less masses of waste iron, and richly tinted,

first by the action of fire, and afterwards by
rust, could scarcely have been rendered more
attractive, as a wi'eck, if centuries of decay
had brought about what a few hours of wilful
destruction accomplished. A vestibule in

the same palace, with its vista of charred
columns, battered doorways, and deserted
staircases, yields in pictorial, still less in sen-
timental, interest to no relic of ancient Rome.
The " Salle des IMareschaux," which retains
sufficient traces of its chromatic decoration to

suggest its former si^lendour, is another tiiste,

though captivating subject. But perhaps the
most touching of all is a view of the south
facjade from the Prefect's Garden, with its

once fair arcade standing mutilated and
blackened in the midst of overthrown masonry
and broken columns, while a fountain which
has escaped the general havoc still sends its

water spla.sliing over basins (so long neglec-

ted as to be filled with rank vegetation) down
to the deJiris below.

If ever there were sermons in stone, these

ruins have one to preach, and Mr. Spiers has
done his best to render them impressive.

AVithout striving after effect, without exag-
geration of colour or scenic trickery, but by
simply recording with an accurate hand and
truthful brush all that could be recorded in

a sketch (and for such stibjects we much pre-

fer a sketch to the most finished painting),

he has produced a series of studies which now
and hereafter cannot fail to be historically

interesting. The slight and facile nature of

their execution renders them well adapted for

reproduction by chromo-lithography, and we
venture to suggest that Mr. Spiers might

find it worth liis while to adopt this means of

giving them publicity.

Among the other pictorial works in the

Exhibition are some drawings, chiefly exe-

cuted in body-colour, by Mr. J. O'Connor,

the smallest and best being a view of Amiens
Cathedral, with a foreground of water, pic-

turesque houses, and figures of peasantry. The
broad unconventional handling of this sketch

reminds one of Mr. Ilemy's manner, though

it falls short of the refinement which that

artist manages to unite with the vigour of his

touch. ]\Ir. O'Connor's " Interior at Caen "

is an equally powerful and effective study,

full of excellent qualities ; but his large

tempera painting, " View from the Triforium

of "\\'estminster Abbey," is on too grand a

scale for the amount of finish bestowed on it,

and consequently looks coarse in execution.

Mr. T. II. Longfield sends a series of

elaborately-coloured geometrical elevations,

apparently transferred from the Kensington

Exhibition, and illustrating a restoration of

Edward the Confessor's shrine. These di-aw-

ings evince greater industry than artistic

skill. The inlaid decoration has evidently

been based on the remains of mosaic work
which still exist on the monument, and ap-

pears tolerably correct in arrangement of

pattern forms, if not always happy in asso-

ciation of colour. But we should be curious

to know what authority Mr. Longfield has

for his design of the gilt tabernacle which
surmounts tlie shrine in his restoration. The
wooden model now standing on the monu-
ment is, of course, a comparativly modern
affair. At the same time, we cannot help

suspecting that it bears—at least in general

outline—more resemblance to the original

feature than ]\Ir. Longfield's ideal, which,

whatever its intrinsic merits may be, seems
out of keeping with the rest of the work.

Although the architectural designs ex-

hibited do not, as arule, rise above respectable

mediocrity, there are some which, for certain

reasons, deserve special mention. It would
be obviously unfair to criticise Mr. E. W.
Godwin's competition design for the

Leicester Municipal Buildings by aid of the

rough and unfinished, though clever, draw-
ings which hang in Conduit-street. The
absence of a plan necessarily prevents one
from forming an adequate idea of Mr.
Godwin's sclieme as a whole. But in so far

as one may judge from the principal elevation

and a few sections, the artistic merit of the

conception is well worthy of its author,

which is in itself no light praise. A
picturesque and well-proportioned massing
of roof and wall—judicious distribution of

window-space, scholar-like details, refined

and well - studied tracery, constructive

polyohromy suggested rather emphasised, and
a liberal use of decorative sculptui'e. Such
are the characteristics which raise this

designer's workfar above the level ofcommon-
place Gotliic. Mr. Godwin, like all true

artists, does not care, as the phrase goes, to

repeat himself, and in this design we
recognise a tendency to depart from the
extreme severity of what we may venture to

call his second.style, which itself was perhaps
the result of a reaction from the Ruskinisui
of his earliest efforts. The central clock
tower, for example, is in its uppermost story
of a more ornate fashion than IMi'. Godwin
has lately affected, and in some other details

we find a concession to that order of taste

which rests ill-satisfied with the cold dignity
of i^roportions, however excellent they may be.

It is strange to turn from such work as

this to the grandiose and academical drawing
which Professor Kerr exhibits under the half-

melancholy title of " An Old Competition De-

sign." In what year this design was prepared,

or for what building it was intended, we can-
not say with certainty, but judging from the
fact that the Victoria-tower is introduced in

the background, and that the principal

facade appears open to a park, we may
assume that it was submitted as one of the
schemes for the structural amalgamation of

public offices at Westminster. In style, we
need scarcely say the design is severely Classic.

Some idea of the building in point of size

may be conveyed by the statement that the
principal floor of one front is decorated with
at least 140 Corinthian columns alternating

with round arched windows the whole length

of the building, and that the ground floor

is occupied by a corresponding number of

Doric pilasters. To modern critics this end-
less repetition of features may seem mono-
tonous, but it must be remembered that there

was a time when monotony with the Classic

architect was an aim. How far that aim was
justifiable we will not here discuss, but one
fact is, we think, tolerably certain—viz., that

under new conditions of taste we are likely

to secure more variety of design than sufticed

for the last generation. Even Professor Kerr
has allowed his inventive faculties freer play

since these drawings were completed, and
there are hopes of his ultimate conversion to

a brighter creed.

Mr. G. Vialls sends a perspective view of

Gwernafield Church, North Wales, erected

or rebuilt, we presume, from his design. Its

principal features are a semi- octagonal E end,

and a sturdy square central tower, rising just

high enough above the ridge nave roof to ad-

mitof two low lintelled belfry windows before

it terminates in a slate spire. The same
architect's " Design for the English Church
at Patras " might, we think, with advantage,

have shown either more decided affinity for

its site or more emphatic relation to its pur-

pose than the style selected seems to indi-

cate.

The Exhibition, almost side by side, of the-

first and second prize designs for the "Cri-
terion" restaurant, will enable the public to
judge between their respective merits. For
our part, we think Mr. R. P. Spiers has beea
more successful in his "Museum of Natm'al

History," than in his conception of the Picca-

dilly building. Both show the influence of a
modern French taste, but the former design

is more refined in its details and more
artistic in its proportions than the latter.

Admirers of INIr. Brooks's skill as a church

architect must regret to find the really

noble work of S. Chad's, Haggerstone, and
S. Columba's, Kingsland-road, represented

by the hotly-coloured and unsatisfactory

drawings sent to Conduit-street. The same
architect's " Town Hall and Corn Exchange
at A\'antage," a very clever though modest
design, suffers, though in a less degree, under
the artist's hands. The tinting of architec-

tural drawings is occasionally carried to

great perfection, but when a skilful brush is

wanting it is surely far better to trust to a
vigorous pen.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
COMPETITION DRAWINGS.

rPHE special feature of this Exhibition is,

JL of course, the collection of drawings

sent in for the various prizes offered by tho

Association, or through its agency. For Sir

William Tite's prize of .£5 bs., the subject

given for which was a design for an hospital

for lUO beds, four sets of competitive drawings

are shown. Out of these, that marked " Saint

Luke " has been selected as the. most meri-

torious for the main object the designer

should have kept in view—namely, the con-

venience of plan and general numagenient.

The elevations, however, are deficient in

many important respects, both with jegai'd

to con.structiou and treatment architecturally.

The amount of the prize offered was there-

fore divided between the author of this design

(Mr. Keith D. Young, to whom £3 Us. was
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given) and that of a far more pretentious

and effective set contributed by Mr. W. Scott

(to •\vlioni a'2 2s. was awarded). Tlie judj;cs

to whom the selection between these dcsij^ns

was entrusted Avere Messrs. riumbi\ Kdi.s.

'Waterhousc, and .Salter. In the plan of Mr.
Young the two wings contain the wards for

48 males and females in each respectively,

divided on two floors. The lavatories and
closets are judiciously placed at the centre

of the wards. Corridors, to which arc attached

small receiving wards, connect these wings

with the central block of olliccs. The laundry

is on a detached block at the rear of this,

and a porter's lodge in the front of it. The
whole issimply arranged, with good provision

for light and air, and seems very practical.

In the far more complicated plan of Mr.
Scott, each wing is subdivided into two
wards for twelve patients on each floor,

with the Lavatories, &c., at their ends, as at

the Leeds lIosDit.al, and made obtrusive

features in a manner we do not approve.

The elevation is of a heavy castellated cha-

racter, with nmnerous towers, the purpose of

which is not obvious ; and the largest

windows are grouped only for effect in parts

of the corridors where they would be need-

less. Xeither of the other sets were of merit

at all approaching that of these premiated
ones, 'i'he prizes offered by Mr. E. W. God-
win of S.b OS. and il Is., for the design of a

house in such a street as Gower-street of

24ft. frontage, worked out in a given time at

the rooms of the Association. For these

there were eight competitors, and the judges
were Messrs. J. II. Christian, E. W. (iodwin,
and Thos. H. Watson. The prize was
awarded to Mr. H. A. Avern for a design in

which the entrance-doorway, under a porch
with .arched opening, and a wide window,
divided by wood mullions into three lights,

occupied the ground floor, and two pairs of

long CJueen Anne proportiouLnl windows the
first and second floors ; while a single dormer
with two-light window therein gives light to

the attic floor above, and an openwork parapet
extends on either side of it to the party wall.

By this arrangement it is obvious that the
main central pier of the facade is not carried

down througli the gromul floor, but comes
over one side of the arched head of its wide
window : this is not good construction.

Although the design as thus shown for a
single house of the street is quiet, and not
without merit, we fear that if extended the
length of Gower-street, it would not be much
less monotonous than is the case at present.
The second prize was awarded to JNIr. T. E.
Hudman. In his design the wide-arched
doorway is sheltered only by a balcony to the
window above it on the first floor. The
fenestral arrangement at the side of it

is of three distinct lights, with 14in.

brick undlions or piers between a con-
tinuous stone lintel, and separate arched
heads above, filled with herring-bone p<at-

tem in brickwork. The first floor has
three separate windows, each under an arched
head, similarly treated, and the glazed open-
ings divided by a casement into two lights

below them, and an oblong space above,
with oinamental lead glazing. Three flat,

obtusely-pointed openings occupy the second
floor, and two dormers give liglit to the
attics. These last, and tlie shape of the
heads of its windows, as of those on the

floor below, arc objectionable. The balcony
supports are heavy, and the repetition of the

design would be as monotonous as the last,

though the constructional arrangcnu^nt of the
solids and voids is better. Another design,
marked with the motto " Streets of London,"'
is not very di.ssimilar to the first described,
but the four lights in the first and second
floors are not grouped into pairs, but ai-e

equidistant, and Rn attempt to overcome the
monotony tas been math' on the third floor,

to which there are no dormers, but a range of
narrow semi-circular headed openings and
blank p.anels between, and a straight unpara-
peted cornice above, to which the district

surveyor would certainly object in Gower-
street. TTiis upper story is no im-
provement upon those in ordinary use.

Perhaps the triplets of arched w'indnws in the

first floor of the design, ' well considered,"

.and its treatment of piers and openings, would
be better than any yet mentioned, but other

portions of the design are faulty. TIpon the

whole we must decide that the problem set

by Mr. Godwin (a difficult one) has not been
solved by any of these competitors, highly

creditable though their attempts have been,

and useful on the part of the projector .and

kind donor of the prizes. The Architectural

Union Company's prize of £.5 for the

best series of measured drawings from exist-

ing buildings in England, or portions of the

same erected previous to the eighteenth cen-

tury, and the prize of £'2 10s. by the Associ.ation

for tlie second best series, were .awarded to

Jlr. riuUip J. Marvin and ^Ir. F. W. Brooker
respectively—to the former for a set of

excellent drawings of the Church at Yaver-
l.and, and Quarr Abbey, in the Isle of Wight,
and of Barking and East Ham Churches in

Essex ; some decorative details of the Last-

named church may be noted as an interest-

ing ex,ample of the painted scrollwork then

so freely used. Mr. Brooker's drawing re-

presents the Tower, Choir, and Lady Chapel
of S. Mary Overv, Southwark. In this case

]\Iessrs. P'lumbe, W. White, T. H. Christian,

and George Vialls were the judges, and
they have passed over with judgment the

far more pretentious set of drawings from
portions of S. Alb.an's Abbey, by another

competitor, doubtless because the jointing of

the stonework has evidently been put in, and
the drawing lined up for effects, and cannot

be trusted as drawn and plotted on the spot,

and therefore truly represented.

Out of a large number of drawings and
designs by the Class of Design of the Associa-

tion, the first prize w.as awarded to Mr. S. J.

Xewman, for a series of sketches of consi-

derable .ability, among which we noted a

rich octagonal chapter-house of good pro-

portion and well-concentr.ated ornament, a

porch for a wooden church, and a clever

sketch for a stone bridge leading to the gates

of a Medisaval town. The second prize was
given to Mr. William Penstone, for a

quaint design for a street mansion in the

fashionable Queen Anne style, such as many
souls love now to search out in Chelsea and
elsewhere, but which, we think, m,ay as well

be left there as memorials of an age gone
by, and not pure enough to bear reviving,

although certainly they may be studied with
advantage, and are preferable to many more
pretentious modern works. A set of draw-
ings by Mr. Aston '\\''ebb, of very great merit,

received a special additional prize—the second
prize, .although he really merited it, was
denied him this time, because of his

having received it on a former occasion. His
sketch for a cobunbarium, perhaps, looks too

much like the adaptation of an old defensive

town-wall tower. Those, however, of a

village club and a stone bridge over a river

are very charming and picturesque. In the

elementiiry class of design, Mr. Philip dames
M.arvin carried otT the prize by two carefully-

drawn large church windows of geometrical
and leaf traceried character.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCLVTIOX.

THE openiiig conversazione of this nourishing
(juul deservedly-flourishing;) Association for

session 1H71-72 tonk place on Frid.iy evening lust.

The members .ind tlieir lady (ricinls were present in

strong force, and there was a large attendance of

tlie senior members of the profession. In connec-
tion with this year's opening meeting a new feature
has been introduced as an experiment ; we refer to

the exhibition of drawings, upon which we have
commented on p. .'l.'il. If this is found to be a suc-
res-j. it will be ctmtinued annually, with, as the
Committee of the Association hope, increased advan-
tage and usefulness not only to the Association, but
to the profession at large. The Association is

heartily to be congratulated on the fruits of its

labours. And here we would say that its success is

due, in no small degree, to the urbanity and cour-
tesy invariably displayed by its officers, from the
President downwards, in their demeanour towards
both members and visitors. A well-merited and
graceful tribute of this kind was paid by Mr. Row-
land Plumbe, the new President, to bis predecessor

in office, Mr. T. H. Watson ; and we feel sure, from
our knowledge of Mr. Plumbe, that at the end of

his term of office he ivill be deserving of a similar

compliment. The same maj' be said of Mr. J,

Douglass Mathews, the Vice-President ; while those

who attend the meetings of the Association regu-
larly will not fail to recognise the assiduity to

business and the courtesy of bearing exhibited by
the Honorary Secretaries, Messrs. J. .S. Quilter &
Bowes A. Paice. and all the other oificers. In fact,

the great secret of the Association's success consists

in the harmony with which its members, old and
young, work and study together for mutual benefit.

It is pleasing to see tliat so many of the old members
of the Association, mindful of the benefits accruing

to them from their connection with the Association

when younger, devote a good share of their time in

helping on the work of the Association by serving

on committees and conducting the work of the various

classes (or, rather, supervising it, for each class

is self-governed). On the whole, the Association has

well deserved its success, and we conlidently expect
that there will be no diminution in its usefulness

during the session just inaugurated. We notice

with pleasure that, like the " Post-ofTice London
Directory," the little *' Brown Book '' issued bj* the

Association cets fatter and fatter every year, its in-

crease in bulk being owing to the continued acces-

sion of additional information regarding the educa-
cational facilities afforded by the Association itself,

and institutions, societies, &c., of a somewhat kin-

dred nature.

Mr. ROWL.4.SD Plumbe, the President, took the

chair at nine o'clock.

Sir. PAirn, Hon. Sec, announced that the follow-

ing gentlemen had been proposed as members—viz.,

Messrs. R. S. Landell, H. Wipple, L. A. Shuffrey,

W. Stair, W. Freeman, J. Brooks, F. Bargeman,

G. E. S. Langford. A. S. Lawford, G. A. Barr. .T.

H. O'Brien, A. E. Page, A. Ingleton, .T. Conder, V.

Trubsh.awe, .J. S. Eden, W. '\\'ilson, and G. Btigshaw.

PRESEXT.VTION OF PRIZES.

The various prizes offered by or through the

Association during the last session were then presented

as follows, the prizes consisting of books to the

value stated :

—

The Ess.vy.—A prize of two guineas and a h.alf,

given by the Association, for the best essay by a

member on either of the following subjects—viz., (1)

A monograph of William of Wykeham, or .John

Thorpe ; (2) The influence of a CEtl.edr£il church on

the architecture of the neighbourhood
; (3) On the

structural and other differences between Modern and

Mediaeval Gothic architecture. Awarded by the

judges (Messrs. Rowland Plumbe, G. H. Birch, ..^

J. T. Perry) to ilr. W. R. Mallet, for his monograph

of William of Wykeham.

Class of Design Phizes.—A prize of two guineas

and a half, given by the Association, for the best

series of sketches contributed in the Class of Design

during the past session ; and a prize of one guinea

and a half (also given by the Associ,ation) for the

second best series. The tirst ]irizc was awarded by
the judges (Jlessrs. T. Roger Smith. E. W. Godwin,

and Rowland Plumbe) to Sir. S. ,T. N'ewman. With
reganl to the second prize, the judges were of opinion

that the series of sketches really meriting this dis-

tinction was by Mr. Webb.' who was ineligible to

take th^ prize, having taken the second prize in the

same competition last year. Under the circum-

stances, therefore, the judges recommended that the

second prize should be awarded to Mr. W. Penstoue,

and that the Committee of the Association should take

into consideration the propriety of awarding a

special prize to Mr. Webb.

Ei.i'.MENTAKy Class of Design Prize.—A prize

of one guinea and a half (given by the Association)

for the best series of studies submitted by members
of the class during the past session. Awarded by the

judges (:Messrs. T. Roger Smith, E. AV. Godwin,

and Rowland Plumbe). to Mr. P. ,T. Marvin. The
judges also noticed as worthy of commend,\tion some
of the drawings submitted in this competition by
Messrs. Hudman, .Johnson, T. C. Yates, and

Mc'Lachlan.

Class of Coxstructiox Prize.—A prize of two

guineas (given by the Association) for the best sum-
mary of subjects treated at the meetings of the class

during the past session. Awarded by the judges

(.Messrs. .1. Douglass Slatliews, G. R. Redgrave, and

L. C. Riddett) to Jlr. Robert E. PowuaU.
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Sir W. Tite'9 Prize.—A prize of five guineas,

given by Sir "William Tite for the best design (by a

member of the Association) for a hospital for 100

beds. The report of the jmlg^es (Messrs. AVater-

house, Edis, Plumbe, and Salter) was read by Mr.
Salter. It stated that in this competition five sets

of drawings had been submitted. The judges had
carefully examined each set, but hardh'^ considered

any one set so decidedly superior to the others

as to be entitled to the prize. The design marked
with two red circles had defects in planning, the

various offices being wronijly disposed ; but this

design had well-executed elevations, and some good

points in its plan. The design marked " S. Luke"
was most carefuUj' considered, and the arrangement

was very compact. The administrative buildings were

very well designed, but the elevations were inferior

in design to those on the set of drawiugs marked
with two red circles. The judges said that as there

could be no doubt whatever that in a building of

this kind the arrangement of the plan should receive

the first consideration, they recommended to Sir W.
Tite and the Architectural Association "that the prize

should be divided between the two designs named,

in the proportion of three guineas to "'S.Luke,"

and two guineas to the design marked ^nth two red

circles. The authors of these designs were
found to be Mr. Keith D. Young and Mr. William
Scott respectivelj'.

Prizes for Measured Drawings from Exist-
ing Buildings.—A prize of £i> (given by the

Architectural Union Company) for the best series of

measured drawings from existing buildings in Eng-
land erected previous to the eighteenth century,

and a prize of £2 10s. (given by the Association) for

the second best series. Both prizes open to all mem-
bers of the Association. Awarded by the judges

as follows : First prize, Mr. P. J. Marvin ; second

prize, Mr. J. W. Brooker.

Mr. E. W. Godwin's Prize.—A prize of two
guineas, given by Mr. E. W. Godwin, for

the best design, by a member of the Association, for

a London street house, to be worked out under
special circumstances. Awarded by the judges

to Mr. H. Avern. It was stated, in the absence of

Mr. Godwin, that that gentleman was so well

pleased with the result of this competition that he
intended offering a similar prize this session.

Vie may state that all the designs, &c., sent

in competition for these prizes were under
mottoes, and the names of the successful competi-

tors only known to the members when the reports of

the judges were read. As the chairman presented

the prizes he addressed a few words of congratula-

tion to each recipient.

THE president's ADDRESS.

Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A., the Presi-

dent, then gave a short address on the position and
prospects of the Association. He said that for yet

another year the Association had prospered, the

number of students joining it comparing favour-

ably with the number who had joined in past years.

The attendance at the ordinary meetings had been

satisfactory, great interest had been shown in the

subject-matter of the various papers and essays

that had been read, and many interesting discussions

had resulted. The work undertaken b}^ the several

classes had been well carried out, and much useful in-

struction aud knowledge had been imparted through
their means. The Saturday afternoon visits had
not failed in bringing together large numbers of the

members desirous of this opportunity of studying
the construction and architectural features of the

buildings visited. The excursion so kindly orga-

nised and assisted by Mr. Edmund Sbarpe had been
thoroughly appreciated hy those who were so fortu-

nate as to be able to attend. Great advantage had
been taken of the lending library of architectural

books, and the various other agencies of the Asso-
ciation had been thoroughly successful. Financially

there was no reason for anxiet}', a large balance

remaining in the hands of the Treasurer available for

the carrying out of the operations of the present

session. The Association had great reason to con-

gratulate itself on the choice made of its President

for the past session (Mr. T. H. "Watson) ; and where-

ever—as must necessarily be the case—differences

of opinion and (Ufliculties of management had
arisen, the officers had always been able, under his

skilful management, to support him unanimously in

the carrying out of such measures as were necessary

for the well-being of the society. Having paid this

well-deserved tribute to the past-President, Mr.

Plumbe continued :—One of the most pleasing duties

that a new President has to perform is probably

that of presenting the rewards given to the success-

ful competitors for the various prizes offered by
the Association during the year that has passed. In

the present instance the invitation given to com-

pete has resulted in so hearty a response that we
cannot but regard this last action of the past session

as most fittingly closing its career. An inspection

of the various competitio.i drawings submitted and
exhibited iu the galleries this evening will show that

a decided improvement has taken place in this branch

of the society's efforts. And when the compara-
tively insignificant value of the prizes given is com-
pared with the great amount of work done,

it must be admitted that the reward of suc-

cess is held to be much more in the honour
and knowledge gained than in the substantial benefit

conferred. The prosperitj' and success of the past

session, though a matter of congratulation, is yet a

cause of anxiety to those who are responsible for the

well-being of that now commencing. Greater exer-

tions must be made to prevent a diminution of in-

terest, and, if possible, to surpass the last session in

the success attending it. This will be the constant

aim of the present management. It is gratifjMng to

know that on the outset our prospects are promising.

We begin by establishing a new exhibition of archi-

tectural drawings which, for the first time, we hang
on the walls of these galleries as the commencement
of a new effort on the part of the Association to pro-

vide an additional means of instruction to its mem-
bers, and which, it is trusted, will in time grow the

more valuable as its object becomes better known to

the elder members of the profession, who are asked

to co-operate in it. Among the many drawings of

interest exhibited, I must particularly call your at-

tention to the series representing the ruins of Paris,

the production of one of our past Presidents, Mr. R.

Phenc Spiers. (Applause.) The work of the classes

will, it is hoped, be continued with increased vigour.

The S3'llabus of papers to be read at the ordinary

meetings is in no way inferior to that of last session.

The librarj' will be increased, as also the number and
value of the prizes to be given, while all the other

operations of the society will, it is anticipated, be

carried on with spirit and success Among the many
topics of interest which have arisen during the past

session there is one which I feel compelled particularly

to mention. It is thought by some of the el ier

members of the profession, and it has been specially

advocated by the President of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, that it would be well if the

Architectural Association and other kindred societies

could be united with the Institute, so that the whole

could be worked as one ])Owerful body. The Archi-

tectural Association (at all events, in late years) has

been most anxious to co-operate in all those pro-

jects of the Institute that in any way approximate
to those which it has itself in view, and which have
related mainly to the education of students and
younger members of the profession, and possibly iu

years to come a much more intimate connection be-

tween the two societies may exist. But we feel con-

vinced that the Association, constituted as it is at

present, can do its own work iu its own way, and do
it much better than would be the case were it merged
into any general and larger society, and in this

opinion we feel that we are supported almost unani-

mously b\' the members and well-wishers of the As-
sociation. (Applause.) In the many efforts that are

being made to bring architectural education to a sys-

tem and to create a standard of efficiency and learn-

ing to which all members of our art must be brought,

there is just the fear of reducing the profession to

one dead level of thought and practice; and though
this might be in many ways superior to the system

at present existing, we should yet regard it as being

in some respects unfortunate. AVe believe it is quite

probable that in the attempt to create one general

school of architecture in England, one in which all its

members would be educated to regard only as correct

tho.se principles and tenets which its professors for

the time being might hold, great injury might pos-

sibly be done to our art. It is just as easy to destroy

the genius and the talent which a great Creator has

implanted in a man by too-close an adherence to

systems of education, and by too-rigid a training iu

the doctrines of a special school, as to fit for the prac-

tice of our profession by careful training the minds
of those possessing no such talents or special qualifi-

cations for it. And we venture to think that

the harm done to our art by the extinction of.

or injury to, one mind God-endowed for its

special work can never be remedied by the

creation of a whole school of professional me-
diocrity. (Applause.) Now in our mutual efforts

to help each other and to place facilities in the way
of our members for gaining a complete knowle-ge of

the work that has to be done by us, we would above
all things guard against this loss of individuality.

We would teach the young architect first by a care-

ful and diligent study of the works of the

old master-builders how to train his hand and
eye to fit him to appreciate all that is true

,

and beautiful in art itself, and we would dis-

courage in every young architect the teDdencj"-

that exists to fall back upon and to be satisfied with
that which is being done in the present day, even
though the work be good and the authorship that of

a master-mind in the profession. How often would
beginners see the mistake they make in thus learning

could they better know the mind of the author of

the work they so much admire, and which they hope,

by a comparatively easy road, to equal and imitate.

Could they but see the disappointment which has
been occasioned by the inability to carry out the
lofty conceptions which the author has struggled to

realise, the regret that constantly follows the true

worker in knowing that he can never reach the abso-
lutely true and beautiful, that he can never call his

work finished and perfect, but that his true work in

art-life will ever be to maintain a constant struggle

and hard light to reach a goal of perfection which in

itself is hardly less an attribute of the Deity, he
would be much less ready to accept the work of any-

living architect as his ideal model. But while we
seek to develope the artistic elements of our art, we
would not do so to the exclusion of those quafilica-

tions which are equally necessary for the successful

practice of our profession. We endeavour to make
men of business of our members, and to teach them
how to acquire that knowledge of the practical part

of the art that is so necessary in this material and
commonplace age. The successful architect in the

l)rcsent day should be one who can protect his

client's pocket as well as give him good architecture,

lie should know practically how to build to the best

advantage, as well as how to design the most per-

fectly. He should also be able to conduct the

various duties pertaining to his calling in a common-
sense, conscientious, and business-like way. We
would further teach our members, and we would also

desire to impress upon our clients and the public

generally, that if this knowledge is gained and acted

upon, the best architecture is in ever}' way the most
economical. True art is not in itself an expensive

thing. We now collect and treasure the works of

bygone years—their paintings, their porcelain, their

enamels, their works in metal, stone, ivorj', and
])ottery, and are willing to purchase them at fabu-

lous prices, and to treasure and hoard them in our

cabinets aud museums as articles of priceless value.

But in the days in which they were made, they were
frequently articles of the ordinary and coraraoa

usage of everyday life, not costly or hard to be got,

but used by the poorest members of the community.

And our appreciation of them frequently arises from
perceiving their beauty aud fitness for the common
purposes for which they were used, and from our

inability, in this age of badly-educated art-workmen,

to produce their equals. Now we would seek to en-

courage each other to stud}"- and practise our profes-

sion in the spirit of the old art-workers. We would
discourage all waste, extravagance, and unfit-

ness iu the use of all material and workman-
ship in our buildings, discarding everything that

is not necessary for theu: construction and com-
position. Above all, we would discourage the

vulgar and common fault of covering our build-

ings with useless and costly ornameutation, which

can never succeed in making a bad building

good (though to some extent it may for a time gain

it a cheap and fleeting popularity), and which is

certainly sure to spoil the effect and mar the pro-

portions of any good building in which it may be

used. Above all, we would insist upon a thorough

and careful study of the innumerable improvements

in materials and manufactures which the present

age affords, and the command of which should give

us so great an advantage over those who have

gone before, and we would try in every way to

design so as to ensure their true adaptation to the

uses we put them to in our buildings. All forms of

faulty and deceptive construction we wtuild avoid,

seeking ever to let the requirements of our buildings

aud the materials with which we build tell their

own tale well and truly, without undue regard to

the supposed requirements of any school or system

of architecture which has previously existed. In

short, we would try in every way to carry out the

great acd good principles involved in the teaching

of the miitto which we have adojited to characterise

our Association—viz., to ''design with beauty" and

"build in truth." I am glad to see there are so

many old friends and former workers of the Asso-

ciation now present. We do not seek to take up
your time this evening by any long discussion, but

we have usually had the advantage of just a word
(pr two of counsel from some of dur visitors.

Perhaps I cannot do better than lirst of all to call

upon Mr. Chatfeild Clarke, an old friend of the

Association, and a member of the Loudon School

Board, for a few remarks. (Applause.)

Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarke, F.R.I.B.A., said he

had ver}' little to say except to compliment his old
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friend Mr. Plumbe on seeing him the occupant of

his present dij,aiitied position as President of the

Association, and to congT'^tulate the Association

upon the very useful work it was doinj;. The Asso-

ciation was doins the very work which was most

required in the profession. It had lon^' been acknow-

ledfied that as a liceneral rule the education of youni,'

architects was very detieient, and by its efforts the

Association was doing ver^- much to remove such a

reproach to the profession. He wished the Associa-

tion every success, and should be glad at all times

to assist in auy and every way he possibly could.

(Applause.)

Professor Ki:i:r. had very little to say, except to

second what Mr. Chatfeild Clarke had said. lie

was glad to see an«dher session of the Association's

labours inaugurated under such favourable auspices.

The work which the Association had done in past

sessions had now come to be abundantly acknow-

ledged on all hands, and the work which it had yet

to do would be eiiually well done, and would receive

an equally full acknowledgement, lie would say

110 more, on account of the excessive heat of the

room, which was not at all creditable in an " archi-

tectural" building. (Laughter.)

Mr. K. W. Ems, F.K.I.C.A., F.S.A.. said that as

a past President of the Association he was both proud

and happy to see how much the Association was

doing to benetit the profession. He hoped it would

continue to go forward to the task which it had set

itself witli that modesty and discretion which had

€ver characterised it. for that was the only way in

which, as an association of the junior members of

the profession, it could do good. If its members

tried to do more, and strove to become, in matters

foreign to the objects of the Association, rivals of

those who had gone before, it would cease to retain the

respect of tiie tddtTs of the profession. (Applause.)

Mr. W. \Viini:. F.K.I. li. A., F.S.A., also a past

President of the Association, said his observations

would be devoted to a practical purpose, viz., the sub-

ject of the prizes offered by the Architectural Union

Company fnr the best series of measured drawings

of old buildings, upon which he was appointed one

of the judges, ll-? was of opinion that the present

competition, as a whole, ,«howed a marked advance

upon that of last year, although he did not think

there was one subject so well worked out as that of

S. Leonard's at JSloneinthe previous competition.

But although so much ability had been evinced in

this competition, he tiiought that it would be a great

advantage in future if the sketches from which the

•finished drawings ji.-id been maile were exhibited

with the llnishetl drawings themselves, as in the

absence of the sketches it was very ditHeult to judge

lu what manner the drawings had been worked up.

If his suggestion was adopted, he shoidd be glad to

supplement tlie prizes offered in tlie competition

with a two guinea prize for the best set of sketches

exhibited, irrespective altogether of the merits of tlie

finished tlrawings made from such sketches. (Ap-

plause.)

Mr. T. PiKJKU S.HiTii. F.R.I.B.A., another past

President of the Association, saiil be should follnw

Mr. White's example, and conlino his remarks to

some of the results of the working of the Association

as exeniplitied by the drawings on the wall. With
regard to the drawings made by the members of the

Class of Design, he would just point out, to those

•who might not have noticed it. that they were

exactly the sort of drawings which they ought to

he able to make to show to their clients before under-

taking tlie commencement of any impi-rtant public

buiMing. A facility for making such drawings did

ROt come by nature ; it could only be gainecl by hard

and steady application. The practice, again, of the

Klemcntary Class of Design was of a character

T'hich he was sure would be found useful to the

members during the whole course of their professional

career. In tlic adjudication of the prizi's they had

the assistance of the most trenchant, candid, and
nagacious architectural critic that he knew—viz.. Mr.

E. W. (lodwin. and that gentleman had been exceed-

ingly pleased by the nature of the drawings exhibited

in tiie Class. With regard to the general prosperity

and enlarged usefulness iif the Association's operations,

"Mr. lioger Smith said that it seemed to hiui, when
he looked round the room tliat evening, that there

must be some mistake. He could remember attend-

ing a meeting of the committee some years ago,

when it was seriously discussed whether the Associa-

tion should not be given up altogether as a lailurc.

It w*as decided to try it for another session, and it

had since gone on increasing in prosperity and use-

fulness year by year. He was sure that tlie

gentleman who. at the meeting referred to, proposed

and succeeded in carrying the resolution for continu-

ing the existence of the Association, must be exceed-
ingly gratitied by what he saw on the present occa-

sion. (Hear, hear.)

This ended the speech-making. Coote and

Tinne3''s band contributeil to the enjoyment of the

evening by a very ably-reiulered and well-selected

programme of music. The refreshments were sup-

plied and served by Mr. lluthven. cook and confec-

tioner, and the Association is to be congratulated on

its very marked advance in this respect.

The next meeting of the Association will take

place this (Friday) evening, when there will be an

address from the President, entering further into

matters of interest to the Association and the profes-

sion than was possible in the foregoing short address
;

anil the reports from the various classes will also be

received.

TIIE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

TIIE meetings of this society, which was founded

in 181S, and was incorporated by royal char-

ter in is-^S, for the general advancement of mechani-

cal science, will be resumed on the second Tuesday

in November, the 1-lth inst., and will beheld weekly

till the end of May, with the exception of the last

Tuesday in December and the first Tuesday in Janu-

ary, and the Tuesda3's in Easter and M'hitsun weeks.

The annual general meeting for the election of the

President, four Vice-Presidents, and fifteen other

Members of Council for the ensuing year, will be

held on Tuesday, the 10th December. At this meet-

ing the outgoing Council will present a report on

the conditiiui of the Institution, and will lay before

the members a statement of the receipts and pay-

ments for the year ending on the SUthof November,

as well as of the funds belonging to, or under the

charge of, the society at the same date. The list of

members of this society now contains the names of

14 Honorary Members, 725 Members, l,0o() Asso-

ciates, and "205 Students, making a total of "2,000 of

all classes. At the same date last year these figures

were IG, G09, 99-1 and 171), together 1,885 respec-

tively. During the last three months, the deaths

have been recorded of F. M. Sir John Burgoyne,

(i.e. B., &c., Honorary Member ; of Messrs. Jose|ih

Hamilton Beattie, John George Blackburne, Robert

Benson Dockray, Albinos Martin, and Josiah Parkes,

Members ; and Messrs. Arthur Field, Edward Moseley

Perkins, and Henry Beadon Rotton, Associates. In

the period referred to no additions have been made
to tlie list, as the meetings have been suspended dur-

ing the vacation.

band of men who had to devise and inaugurate

works with little or no experience to guide

them, and prepare the way of the more brilliant but

not more solid achievments of modern engineers.

DEATH OF ilR. J. EASTON, THE
ENGINEER.

THE death of Mr. James Easton. the founder,

and for nearly forty yeiu"s the senior jiartner,

of the well-known firm of engineers which still

bears his name, took place last week. He was born

in 17!i(}, at Bradford, near Taunton, and was a

son of Josiah Easton, a well-known and much-re-
spected land agent and surveyor. From a very

early age he practised surveying and civil engineer-

ing, in conjunction with his futher. He came up to

London iu 1822 to introduce the hydraulic ram,

the jiatent of which he had purchased from the cele-

brated IMontgollier. In 1-S25 he was engaged in

conjunction with the late N. G. Rennie iu a survey

of the then projected London and Northern Railway,

to which George Stephenson was consulting engineer,

and he made the Parliame?itary plans for the section

from London to Peterboron^^h through Cambridge.

The scheme, which was most infiuentially supjiorted

by the leading monetary and mercantile men of the

day, was carried to Parliament in l82f>, but the

money panic of that year put a stop to this, as well as

many other projected railway undertakings. Mr.

Easton then turned his attention to mechanical

engineering, and in 1827 established Iiinisclf at the

Grove, Southwark. where the business is still carried

on by tlie ]>rcsent well-known firm. Among a vast

"unilier of works he carried out during his long

career may be briefiy mentioned the perfecting and
extensive introduction of tlie hydraulic ram, the

supplying with water of above 30 towns, the Govern-
ment waterworks at Trafalgar-square, which supply

the palaces and public ftilices besides the Houses of

Parliament, the imjirovement of the navigation of the

Dartford and Crayford Creeks, and the drainage of

the whole of the marshes from London to Dartford

on the right b.ank of the Thames. In ISGIJ Jlr. Kastmi

retired from the firm he had founded, but his active

nature an<l love for his profession made him continue

to t.ake a great i[itere>t iu many <if the umlertakings

lie had been instrunuMital iu inaugurating, and up to

the day of his death he retained the post of engineer

in charge of the Government waterworks and orna-

mental waters iu the parks, to which he had been

appointed by tlie Chief Commissioner of Her
Majesty's Works. In Mr. Easton the country has

lost oue of the pioneers of engineeriug—one of tliat

ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF
HEALTH.

TIIE first meeting of this association for session

1871-72 was held last week at the usual place

of meeting, the Scottish Corporation Hall, Crane-

court, Fleet-street, Dr. Druitt, M.D., President, in

the chair. After the usual prelimiuary business had
been disposed of, and a number of new members en-

rolled, Mr. Gardner Brown exhibited a new self-act-

ing disinfector for water-closets, lately invented b}'

him and patented. Sympathy was expressed at the

death of Dr. Beale, medical officer for S. Martiu's-in-

the-Fields, and for the dangerous illness of Dr.

Puckle, medical officer for Lambeth—his illness hav-
ing been contracted in the discharge of his official

duties. Dr. Liddle then read a paper on the connec-

tion between imjuire air and unhealthy dwellings

and diseases and sicknessamoug the poor. He quoted

many eminent authorities in proof of his assertion

that consumption, debility, atroph)', scrofula, and
other diseases were brought on by the breathing of

impure air. To show how the same class of people

suffer from ill-health in their ^NTCtched houies, he

adduced the high state of health prevailing in pri-

sons compared with that of the surrounding popula-

tion. He likewise gave statistics proving how a

number of paufier boys received on board the train-

ing ship ' Goliath" had increased in height, weight,

and breadth of chest, to a wonderful extc'..t. Dr.

Liddle exhorted the members to press their respec-

tive boards to put in operation the existing laws for

amending the sanitary condition of the dwellings of

the poor. In respect of the erection of new houses,

he considered the law not sufficiently stringent, and
he suggested that the Association should use its in-

fiuence in procuring the insertion of effective sanitary

clauses in the new Building Act, which would prob-

ably be brought in again in the approaching session.

A discussiou followed, in which the President, Drs.

Stevenson, Iliff, Hardwicke, and Sutton, the Kev.

Jlr. Cohen, and iMessrs. Gladden and Finlay, took

part. All lamented theunsatisfactory condition of the

dwellings of the working classes, but opinions varied

as to what was necessary to be done. One difficulty

arose from the ignorance of the poor, another from

the greed of landlords, another from the fact that

member;* of vestries were, in many cases, connected

with these unhealthy houses. All agreed that at

least the buildingof any more tenements of this un-

satisfactory kind shfmld be prevented by legislative

enactment iu the interest of the health of the poor

and the pockets of the ratepa^'ers, upou whom they

fell as u burdeu iu case of sickness.

GRANITE AND ASPHALTE PAVEMENTS.

rjIHE following is the substance of the report to the

-*- Streets Committee of the Hon. the Commis-

sioners of Sewers of the City of London upon Granite

and Asphalte Pavements, by "William Haywood, En-

gineer and Surveyor to the Commission :

—

Gentlemen,—The reference to me upon this sub-

ject is conveyed iu the following resolution of the

Streets Committee:—"That it be referred to the

ICngineer to report generally upon the asphaltes

which have been hiid or are to be laid in the carriage-

ways of the City of London, and upon their advan-

tages and cost as compared with stone ]iavements.

Also as to the streets, which, in his opinion, are, from

their gradients <ir any other cause, unfitted for such

asphalte pavements." In accordance with those in-

structions I now beg to present you my report, aud

the reference being to carriage-way jiavements the

report deals almost exclusively with them.

ASPIIALTK CARRI.VCJK-WAY PAVKMKNTS.

The asphaltes which have been, or about to be, laid

down in the carriage-ways of the City of London are

—The Val de Travers Comjiressed Asphalte." the

Val de Travers Liquid Asphalte,* the Limnier Li(|uid

Asphalte,* Barnett's Liipiid Iron Asphalte, McDon-
nell's Patent Adamantean (.Concrete Paving ; and to

these may be added granite sets witli asphalte

joints.

VAL VK TKAVi:nS COMTRESSED ASPII.VLTE.

This is composed of a mineral from the Val de

Travers, a few miles from the town of Neuchatel, in

Switzerland.

* The term "liquid" asphalte is used to mdicate thoso

asphaltes which arc broufjht to a semi-liquid state by heat,

before beinfr laid. Freneh writers have uamed these

"mustic" asphaltes.—W. H.
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It is laiil in the following manner :—A foundation

is formed of cement or lime concrete, varying from

six inches to nine inches in thickness, according to

the traffic in the street. The mineral rock in its

natural state, and without admixture with other in-

gredients, after being broken into small lumps, is then

brought to a state of dry powder by subjecting it to

c >nsider.ible heat in revolving ovens; it is then put

into iron carts with close-fitting covers, and brought

on to the works, taken out, laid over the surface, and

whilst hot compressed with heated irons into one

homogeueous mass without joints.

The finished thickness varies from 2 to 2^ inches,

according to the traffic of the street in which it is

1 lid, and it further compresses and consolidates under

the traffic ; tlie company states that this compression

is from 20 to 25 per cent.

It is called compressed asphalte on account of the

mode of laying it, and this definition should be held

in mind, as it expresses a speci.il characteristic of the

Val de Travers asphalte, which, as far as I know,

is possessed by no other, and which is, perhaps, the

reason of its success, and why it alone has been laid

to any great extent in the carriage-ways at Paris.

The first street laid in Paris with this material

was the Rue BergiJre in 1854, and it has since been

extensively laid in that quarter of the city which

lies between the Boulevards, from the Church of the

Madeleine, to the Rue Poissonicre and Ruede liivoli.

There ivere before the war manj' miles of it at Paris,

and some of it in streets of considerable traffic, among
-which may be mentioned the Rue de Richelieu, which

has a trattic at seasons of the year of about 5,000

vehicles daily ; and the Rue Neuve-des-Petits

Champs, paved in 18C0, which has also a large and

mixed traffic.

Tlie company, at its own expense, with the view

of satisfying the Commission of the fitness of their

•compressed asphalte for carriage-ways in streets of

mucli tralTic, laid 4H5 square yards in Tiireadneedle-

street, near ti> Finch-lane, in May, 1809. At the

same time they laid 147 yards of liquid asphalte in

the footways immediately adjacent to that laid in

the carriage-way, ami also at their own expense.

The compressed asphalte in Threadneedle-street

was laid upon a foundation of cement concrete eight

inches thick, on the top of which a coating of mastic,

half an inch in thickness, was run and worked to the

proper gradients and curvatures and upon the mastic

the asphalte, two inches thick, was placed. It was
heated in this instance upon the works, and was taken

direct from the ovens and put into its place.

The weather being exceedingly wet when the con-

crete was laid, and indeed during the whole time the

work was in hand, the pavement did not progress so

quickly as I desired, and the mastic was laicl to ex-
pedite the work ; but it has not been employed in

any of the compressed asphalte pavements since laid

in the city. The daily traffic at this spot is about

4,200 vehicles in twenty-four hours.

The next pavement formed with it was that in

Cheapside and the Poultry, which was completed in

October, 1870. It was laid in the manner already

described, with the omission of the mastic. The
thickness of the foundation is 9in., and the asph.alte

2:fin. ; but the asphalte was in this case brought to

the work already heated in iron carts, so as to pre-

vent offence to the public from the smell caused by
heating it on the ground ; and this mode has been

adopted by the company in all the paveiTiCnts laid

since that time. There is, however, still and unavoid-
ably a slight bituminous smell when it is being laid.

The price paid for the concrete "^vas Is. Od , and
for the asphalte ICs. 3d., making together 18s. per

square yard complete.

I'he numbers of vehicles which pass over these

pavements daily in twenty-four hours are—in

Cheapside, west of Queen-street, about 11,900;
in the Poultry, about 9,000.

The following carriage-way pavements have al."0

been laid with compressed asphalte:—Old and New
Broad-streets, Queen-street, from Cheapside to

Queen Victoria-street, part of the Old Bailey,

Gracechnrch-street, part of Milk-street, Russia-row,

part of Tlirogmorton-street.

Other carriageways ordered to be paved with it

are:
—

"Wood-street, from Gresham-street to London-

w^U, Pinsbury-pavement, part of Moorgate-street,

London-wall, from Moorgate-street to Broad-steeet.

The total area already laid is about 10,000 square

yards, and of that yet to be laid about 9,000 square

yards.

The company is to keep all the pavements in

repair for seventeen years from the date of comple-

tion, the first two years without charge, and the

remaining fifteen years at a price per square yard

per annum over the whole surface, which price has

been agreed upon,—and the company is to leave

them at the expiration of the seventeen years in as

good a condition as when new.

The company states that at the expu'atiou of the

seventeen years it will continue to maintain the

pavements at the respective prices per square yard

per annum for a further term of years, but it has

made no tender to that effect to the Commission.

The Commission nuiy terminate the arrangement

as to repairs at the end of the first seven years, and

may afterwards direct sucli repairs only as it thinks

needful from time to time, paying for them at a

price per square yard which has been arran,ged *

Restorations over openings made for gas, water,

or sewerage purposes, are to be paid for at 5s. 9d.

per square yard, including the making good the

foundation.

V.\L DE TR.\VERS LIQUID ASPHALTE.

In March of the present year the company formed

the carriage-way pavement of George-yard, Lom-
bard-street, with their liquid asphalte, which is l.iid

upon a concrete bed Gin. thick, the asphalte surface

being liin. thick. Its superficial area is 232 yards.

In laying this pavement, the rock is first ground

to a fine powder, and being then placed in caldrons

on the works, from 5 to 7 per cent, of bitumen is

added to solve it ; heat being then appPed, it forms

into a semi-fluid or mastic state, and when in that

condition, about CO per cent, of grit or dry shingle

is added to it, and after being thoroughly mixed

together, the compound is spread over the concrete

in one thickness.

The price with the concrete is 12s. per square

3'ard, and the companj- undertakes to maintain it for

tan j-ears without any cost to the Commission what-

ever.

The price for reparing over openings for gas,

water, or sewerage purposes is to be 6s. 9d. per

square yard.

The footways of part of Gr.acechureh-street have

also been laid with liquid asphalte by this company.

I.I5IMHR ASniALTE.

The Limmer Asplialte comes from a mine situated

at Limmer, near the Citj- of Hanover, and another

situated at Vorwohle, near Alfeld, in Brunswick.

It is laid in the following manner : a concrete

foundation is first formed, and tlie asphalte, which

ill the Hanoverian mine differs in quality from that

in the Brunswick mine (the one being harder than

the other), is used in certain proportions by the

judgment of those directing the work ; it is broken

up and mixed with clean grit or sand of different

sizes according to the place in which the pavement

is to be laid ; a small quantity of bitumen is then

added to the materials, which are placed in cauldrons

on the spot, made liquid by heat, and the compound

is run over the surface and smoothed with irons to

the proper slopes and curvatures.

It is run in two thicknesses, the lower stratum

being made with grit of a larger size than that of

the upper. The total thickness of the asphalte,

when finished, is from Ik to 2 inches, according to

the traffic in the street.

The only carriage-way in this city laid with it is

that of Lombard-street, which was finished on the

18th Mav last. The concrete in that street is !)

inches, and the asphalte 2 inches thick ; the area is

1653 yards.

The price of the concrete is 2s. 8d., and the

asphalte 13s. 4d., making together IGs. per square

yard ; the conditions as to maintenance and rejiairs

are similar to those arranged with the Val de Travers

Asphalte Company for Cheapside and other thorough-

fares, and the price for maintenance after the first

two vears is to be 9d. per square yard per annum
over the entire surface.

The traffic which passes over Lombard-street daily

in twenty-four hours is about 2,000 vehicles, mostly

consisting of cabs or light traffic, excepting at a

small portion of the western end, where a few

omnibuses pass on to and stand upon it.

The other specimen of tliis asphalte which has

come under my observation is in Bermondsey-street,

opposite the old church, where 329 yards were laid

in the carriage-way in October last. It is formed

upon a bed of concrete, 9 inches thick ; the thick-

n.'ss of the asphalte is 2 inches ; the traffic which

passes over it daily during twenty-four hours is

about 2,000 vehicles, of a mixed character.

It has been laid at Glasgow, in the carriage-way

of Vincent-lane. The surveyor of that city informs

me that about 140 carriages pass daily over it, and

that it is a private thoroughfare.

The company states in its prospectus that the

asphalte has been successfully tried at other jdaces,

and in some of the large cities of the Coutinent, in-

cluding St. Petersbur.gh. Berlin, Hanover, Warsaw,
and others, but it does not state whether in the

carriage-ways or footw.ays of those cities, and, in

answer to my inquiries upon this point, I have been

• 5s. 9d. per square yard.

informed of the carriage-way of the Krnest August
Bridge, at Hanover, where it has been laid five

years.

It is intended to pave part of Moorgate-street

with this asphalte, so as to test it by the side of

others.

barnett's liquid iron aspiulte.

This can be made either of natural or artificial

asphalte. mixed with pulverised iron ore or sesqui-

oxide of iron and a small proportion of mineral tar
;

it may also, under the patent, be composed of other

ingredients, but Mr. Barnett states that that which is

intended to be used here is similar to that just

described.

The materials are put into a cauldron which is

brought on to the works, and are made into a liquid

state by heat, run over the surface, and smoothed

in the same way as the other liiiuid asphaltes men-
tioned; the thickness usually laid is about two
inches.

About 1,000 yards of it .are to be laid in Moorgate-

street as an experiment, ailjoining specimens of the

Limmer liquid, and the Val de Travers compressed

asphaltes.

The price, with the foundation, is to be 13s. 6d.

per square yard, 4s. Od. to be paid at the expiration

of the first year, another 4s. (id. at the end of the

second year, and the remaining 4s. Od. at the end of

the thud year, provided that the pavement at the

end of each financial year is in a good condition. Mr.

B;irnett's responsibilities are to cease at the end of

the third year.

Mr. Barnett states, however, that he will under-

take to maintain the pavement for about fifteen years,

at Is. 4^d. per squareyardper annum, measured over

the whole surface.

Repairs over openings for gas, water, and other

purposes, are to be 5s. 9d. per square yard, includ-

ing the concrete.

Three specimens of this asphalte have been laid in

carriage-ways at Paris, one in the Rue vide Gouss^t

in 1807, one in the Guiehet de Carrou.sel about two

years ago, and one in the Rue Vaugirard, near to the

Luxembourg Palace, laid about IS months ago.

I have inspected those in the Rue vide Gousset

and the gateway of the Carrousel, The traffic over

the firmer is not inconsiderable for Paris, and that

in the gateway of the Carrousel was large, before

the war broke out ; what it has since been I cannot

say.

m'dosnell's p.vtest adamantean concrete
p.vve5ient.

In April, 18G9, about 757 square yards of the

carriage-way of Carter-lane were paved with this

material, wliich is composed of blocks made with

broken stone, chalk, lime, and clay, mixed with vege-

table or mineral pitch or tar.

The blocks are 18 inches long, 12 inches wide, and

C inches deep, and were laid | of an inch apart from

each other, upon a solid foundation, aud the joints

were then run with an asphaltic composition.

The price per square yard is 20s., seventy-five per

cent., to be paid within two months after the com-

pletion of the work, ten per cent, at the expiration

of two years, and fifteen per cent, at the expiration

of three years, provided the pavement is at each

period in a good state of repair ; at the end of the

third year the contractor's responsibility ceases.

The traffic over it was until recently about 700

carriages daily in 12 hours ; it is now less, owing to

Queen Victoria-street, west of Bennett's Hill, having

been opened.

GR^VNITE PAVEMEXTS WITH ASPHALTE JOISTS.

The ordinary mode of forming granite pavements

in the metropolis is to fill up the joints with lime

grout, which prevents the surface water from sink-

ing between them into the foundation, and makes the

pavement compact and solid.

Pavements jointed with asphalte having been

used at Manchester, and other northern and midland

towns, the Commission determined to try it in the

city, and an experiment was accordingly made in

Duke-street, Smithfield, in May, 1808.

In that street 350 yards of pavement were formed

of granite from Carnarvon, the size of the stones be-

ing about G inches by 3 inches, and G inches deep

;

they were laid one inch apart from e.ach other, the

joints were filled nji with small clean pebbles, and a-

composition of pitcli and oil in a heated state was

then run into them. This mode of forming pave-

ments being well understood at Manchester, the cor-

poration of that city lent their assistance by supply-

in" (at the expense of the Commission) the materials,

apparatus, and tools necessary for the performance

of the work, and, moreover, sent their own super-

intendent and paviors to execute it, so tliat it might

be done by skilled labour, and in the best manner.

Immediately adjacent to it was laid at the same

time a pavement formed of 3 inches by 7 inches
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Aberdeen granite, the joints being made with stone
lime grout, in the usual manner. The area is .32i>

superficial _vards, and as it is subjected to the same
traffic as that with asphalte joints, a comparison of

the value of the two pavements may be made at a
future day.

The traffic which passed over them when first laid

was about S.SUO carriages daily bctweeh 8 a.m. and
8 p.m., but when the Holborn VLiduct was opened
in November, ISO!), it fell to aliont --MOd carriages,

which is its present daily traflic during the same
hours.

In 1870, 574 yards of the carriage-way of Fleet-

street, next to Temple-bar, were also formed with
asphalte joints, the stones being Aberdeen granite 3
inches wide and !i inches deep ; and bOU yards at the
eastern end of .St. I'aul's Churchy:ud, near to Cheap-
side, were also formed <if the same material and in

the same manner. This work was done by the con-
tractors to the Commission.

rin.\NITK PAVF.J1F.XT.S.

Before instituting a comparison between the cost of

granite and as|)lialte, it is necessary to make a few
preliminary reni:u-ks with regard to the pavements of

the City generally.

Within the City there are upwards of 900 public
places, and the total length of the public-way of

all cla.sses is about forty-eight miles. Of these,

about nine miles of carriage-ways are subject to the
largest, most concentrated, and most destructive
traffic in the world. There are, also, many miles
of collateral streets which have great trades carried
on in them

; and have also a very large and trying
traffic.

The wear from the traffic causes a large consump-
tion of granite annually, which principally takes
place in the main thoroughfares ; these, therefore,

need the best description of pavement, the most
fiequcut renewal of their surface, and the most re-

paration.

The new granite brought in to supply tins waste
is in some years nmcli larger than in others ; but if.

for one or two years, the sujjply has been small.
in years following it has invariably been largely in-

creased.

The practice pursued almost uniformly is to lay
this new granite in the main thoroughfares, and
when their pavements are considerably worn, and
the stones require to bere-workcd before they can be
advantageously relaid, or an entire relay of the sur-
face is needful, it is customary to remove the
granite and lay new in its place ; aiul thus it most
frequently occurs that the pavements in main
thoroughfares are removed before they are worn out.

The old material is taken to tlie stone yard, where
it is mi.xed with the general stock, re-worked, sorted
into sizes, and laid in other thoroughfares when
needed, and it is owing to this system (which largely
conduces to general convenience) that, although the
cost of the repairs is accurately known, the cost of
most of the pavements during a term of years cannot
be arrived at, excepting by estimate.

For public convenience, the hardest, most durable,
and therefore the most economical graidtes are not
employed. I'Vom time to time, indeed, hard granites
or other stones have been tried, but have invariably
caused so much dissatisfaction that they had to be
removed before they liad been down many^'ears, and
the gray or blue granites from Alierdeen, or those of
similar character, have almost exclusively been used
in the City as best meeting the general exigencies of
the trallic.

Other circumstances affect the cost of the pave-
ments. For example, the stoppage of the carriage
traffic when a street is paved causes both public and
local inconvenience, and sometimes, in the latter case,

pecuniary loss, and, with a view of obvi.iting this
a,s far as practicable, relays arc postponed farbevond
the time when economy requires that the work should
be done. Consc(|ucntly the stones .'u-e much more
damaged, and there is much more patchwork than
would be otherwise required, and p.atching is the
least satisfactory and the most expensive of all

paving works.

Kven when work is ordered, there is frequently
difficulty iu finding convenient opportunity for

doing it, for it is necessity to consult the local

boards surrounding the city as to work they may
contemplate, so that two parts of the same line of
highway may not be stopped up at the same time.
The gas and water compaides also require notice,

to enable them to do their pipe work, aiul time must
elapse for the ground to consolidate afterwards. In
some streets, the seasons which best suit special

trades have to be taken into consideration, ami days
of festivity aud public ceremonial have al«o to be
considered, as they affect the traffic in main
thoroughfares. These and other circumstances
often prevent the pavements from being laid when
it may be most economical to do the work; and

even when all arrangements are complete, wet
weather may disarrange them ; indeed, in wet
seasons, it frequently happens that work has to be

postponed until the following year.

For these and other reasons the expenditure upon
pavements in the City is necessarily high ; nor can
the cost be reduced, excepting by the sacrifice of

public or local convenience in some of the particu-

lars referred to.

The cost of a pavement depends upon the mate-
rial of which it is formed, the width of the street,

the extent and nature of the traffic, and other con-

ditions. In no two streets, therefore, is their ciiilu-

rance or cost the same, and the difference between
the highest and lowest is very considerable. As the

present object is comparison between the cost of

asphalte and granite, I select Cheapside, Poultry,
(JId liroad-street, Moorgate-street, and Lombard-
street inr that purpose, thej- being thoroughfares
which already are or are about to be paved with
asphalte, and the cost of maintenance of which for

seventeen years has already' been arranged, and their

entire expense to the Commission during that term is

therefore known. These five streets also, on account
of their variations in width and the nature of their

traffic, may be taken as types of the leading
thoroughfares of the City.

In all the estimates, I assume pavements of

.\berdeeu gr.inite, with stones -Sin. wide and ilin.

deep, that being the class of pavement mostly used
in main thoroughfares.

The prices of paviors' work have varied con-
siderably during the last twenty years, and at

present are low. Pavements of Aberdeen granite,

with stones 3in. by 9in., are 15s. 4^d. per squiu-e

yard. I do not think it probable that this price will

continue, and for comparative estimates it will be
safer to take a somewhat higher one, aud I there-

fore take 16s. per yard, no foundations being in-

cludeii in that price.

(To be concluded.)

COMPETITIONS.
Bl..\rKBi:iiN FkeK LiBU.iUV AND Mu.SKUM.

The design submitted by Messrs. Woodzell & Coll-
cutt has been selected in this competition.

CuiBEKWELL VivSTRY Hall.—The twenty plans
sent in in this competition are the subject of a good
deal of gossip in the neighbourhood, according to

the South London Press, aud some of this gossip
is not a little suggestive. For example, the other
day a group of gentlemen were conversing at a
street corner, and one of them ventured the sngges-
liou that certain of the vestrymen h.td a personal
interest in two or three of the plans sent in. "That
is not the way to put it," was the significant retort

;

"would it not be nearer the mark to say that there

are oidy two or three in which vestrymen have not
a iiersonal interest" ? But then people are so cen-
sorious !

AECHiEOLOGICAL.
Discovery of a Lai^e Dwelling in Wig-

TowxsniKE.—The foundations of a crannoge, or
lake dwelling, have been discovered by Mr. Charles
Dalrymple, Kinellar Lodge, Aberdeenshire, on a
small circular island at the south end of the Black
Loch, C:istle Keuneily, \\'igtownshire. On remov-
ing the surface soil a circle of stones was discovered,

the diameter of which was between 50ft. and (iOft.

On digging deeper through the stratum of forced

cartli anil stones,. Hit. thick, what appeared to be a
different and older layer of soil was reached.

Among this black earth were found wood ashes, bits

of calcined bones, aud tiat stones placed contiguously.

Immediately below the stones, at the depth of a
few inches, an artificial flooring was discovered,

formeci of the trunks of oak and .alder trees. At
this point the level of the loch was reached, and the

influx of water prevented further excavations iu a
downward direction. In IStio-II, by the drainage of

Dowalton Loch, iu the same county, .several cran-
noges were exposed ; and in the spring of this year,

when the White Loch of Castle Kennedy, which is

now connecte<i with the Ulaek Loch by a short
caind, was being dragged with u net for trout, the

net brought up a canoe, of ancient make. In all

likelihood it was the ferryboat used for en.abling the
iidiabitatits of the lake dwelling to go on shore when
nccessiu-y to procure food and fuel.

MoNKTON Wylt).—A new staincd-phuss window
liaN just Ik^cu placed in the west end of the navo of
S. Andrew's Church, Moukton Wyld. Dorset. It is

erected to the memory of the vicar's father, aud
contains in its two principal ctmipartmeuls rejire-

sentatiims of the Nativity and Baptism of our
Hlessed Lord. It was supplied by Messrs. WariiS:
lluglies, of London.

Jiiilliing liitdligeiia.

cnuRcnES and chapels.

.\LDERBnRV.—The parish church of Alderbnrj-
has been restored and reopened. The alterations

have been carried out by Messrs. Dowler & Darling-
ton, Shrewsbiu-y, under the supervision of Mr.
Slater, of Loudon. The church has been consider-

ably enlarged, the altar rails lowered, and the altar

itself r.aised 18in. The floor has been relaid with
Minton's encaustic tiles.

Bath.—Last week the foundation-stone was laid

of a new chapel in Bath, for the Partieidar Baptists,

Messrs. \V'ilcox & Wilson have prepared the plans.

The style chosen is Gothic, of early date, aud the
chapel will consist of a nave, with two narrow
aisles each side, and clerestory above. The material

chosen is oolite, in a rough state, with Bath stone

dressings. Accommodation will be provided for

about 600 worshippers, and the cost of the work is

estimated at .£-2,5(MI.

ExTON.—A stained-glass window has been erected

to the memor)' of the Hon. and Rev. L. Noel in the
western end of the nave of the parish church,
Exton. The subject selected is that of the Good
Samaritan, forming richl^'-coloured panels, the
general background of the window being of a light

grisaille treatment, intersected bycoloured bands, the
whole enclosed by borders of colour : a floriated

Latin Cross is conspicuous in the tracery.

Maidstone.—The foundation-stone of the new
church of S. Faith, Maidstone, was laid on Friday
last. The church will be iu the Early Decorated
style, aud the plan comprises, nave 68ft. by oOft. Gin,

north and south .aisles, 61ft. by 13ft. 6in., chancel

oOft. by 2Gft, with organ chamber, vestry, and tower
(22ft. square), which will at some future time be sur-

mounted by a spire, rising to a height of 170ft. from
ground level. There will be two entrances to the
church, the principal one being under the tower and
7ft. wide ; the other at the west of the north
aisle. The seating accommodation will provide for

a congregation of about 620 persons. Mr. E. W.
Stephens, of Maidstone, is the architect, and Messrs.

Clement & WalUs, of the same place, are the con-
tractors.

BUH.DINGS.

Halif.vx.— The new north bridge at Halifax,
which crosses the valley of the Hebble, and has been

erected to replace the old stone structure built in

1770, was formally opened last week. The founda- -

tion-stone of the bridge, which connects two impor-
tant districts of the town, w.as laid in A]iril, 1869,
and one half was opened for public traflic in August
1870. It consists of two elliptical iron arches, each
of which is 160ft. in length, and rests on stone

piers. The breadth is OOft. and the roadway is 16ft.

higher than the old bridge which formerly spanned
the valley. The total cost of the work amounts to

i;46,000. The engineer was Mr. J. Eraser, of Leeds,

and the builder was Mr. A. Neill, of Bradford.

Kidderminster.—The new cattle and wholesale

vegetable market at Kitlderminster was opened on
Thursday week. It covers an area of about two
acres. The Corporation some time ago purchased a
suitable site for the market at a cost of £1,925, aud
Mr. Mftore. the Bor<uigh .Surveyor, drew tip plans,

from which the ground has been laid out, and the
requisite buildings erected. The contractors for the
woik are Messrs. Goodman & Burmore, and the
total cost of the market, including site, is about
£4,000. The entrance-lodge and gates are in the
lUizabethan style. There is a house for the super-
intendent of the market, and offices of the usual
character. The principal entrance-gates are of cast

iroiL The market on the side of Market-street is

enclosed for 120 yards by a dwarf wall, surmounted
by neat palisades. The cattle market affords accom-
modation for about 240 pigs, 1,400 sheep, 80 horses,

aud 100 cows. In the wholesale vegetable market
there is space for about 250 carts.

Pi.VMOiiTii.—The Plymouth School Board have
appointed Messrs. Norman & Iline their .architects.

New school buildings for 1000 children will be
immediately erected.

CHIPS.
Ten thousand pounds is about to be expended in

the alteration and improvement of the old cells at

Coldbath-fields Prison.

The new market buildings. Bridgnorth, erected a
few years ago at a cost of £8,000, were hist week
purchased for £2,500. The building has been un-
occupied since its erection, iu consequence of the
opposition of the tradesmen iu the High-street.
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TO CORKESPONDENTS.
j^We do not hold ourselves responsible for tbo opinions of
our correspondents. The Eilltor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Cflmsponkiice.

PLANNING HOUSES.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—I am glad to see that the important subject

of the proper planning of a "gentleman's house"

is about to be thoroughly discussed in your columns.

I take the liberty of proposing that the Building
News undertake the management of a competition

among its subscribers for the best plans of a gentle-

man's country residence, to cost say £10,000 to

£15,000 ; that you, Mr. Editor, lay down the con-

ditions: what accommodation ought to be provided;

what conveniences and comforts ought to exist, both

as to general arrangement and to detail as regards

the position of doors, windows, and fireplaces ; also

what ought to be avoided. The drawings to consist

solely of plans of the two main floors, and that a few
of the best be then illustrated in the Building News,
with the names of the architects. (Sufficient induce-

ment, I believe, to bring together a goodly array of

plans.)

The profession and public would then possess some
standard plans, and we sliould see fewer of those

gross errors pointed out bj' some of your correspon-

dents lately.— I am, &c.,

T. SiNGLON.

39, Asker-street, Oxford-road, Manchester.
Nov. 1, 1871.

[We should be glad to undertake the management
"of such a competition, and beg to offer £b .5s. for
the best plan. The conditions of the competition
will be specilied in an early number of the Building
News.]

ARTIFICIAL STONE AS A BUILDING
MATERIAL.

Sir,—Your remarks in last week's number res-
pecting the fire at Jlessrs. Waterlow's and Mr.
Allen's artificial stone are very interesting. Perhaps
Mr. Allen will kindly give in greater detail the pro-
cess of the formation of the stone—such as the
requisite state of the cement—whether the coke or
slag should be crushed to a definite degree of fine-

ness, whether any sand enters the composition, quan-
tity of water used, and whether the mixture is rammed
in a mould. Answers to these questions would un-
doubtedly be very interesting to j'our readers. As
to the suggestion to render construction fire-proof

by covering the iron girders, &c., with this beton, it

appears to me that although heat will not destroy
the artificial stone, yet the material will not resist

heat, but will become very hot without damage to
itself; if tliis be the case the girders, although so
encased, will still become so hot as to expand in a
much greater degree than the concrete, in which
case all cohesion between the two materials will be
destroyed and the concrete will be broken up, not bv
the du-ect force of the heat, but by the expansion
of the iron construction. Query also : May burnt
clay be used with advantage with the coke, and
what description of coke is best ?—I am, &c.,

K. A. X.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.
Sir,—Will any of your numerous readers kindlj-

afford me some information as to the course I ought
to pursue uudcr the following circumstances ? I have
for some time past been engaged as architect in con-
ducting and superintending extensive alterations and
improvements in a parsonage-house in a country vil-

lage some distance from I.,ondon. The rector, my
client, being his own i:)uil(ier, employinghis own work-
men, and finding his own material, there is conse-
quently no contract upon the amount of which to

charge a commission. Would it be in accordance
with general usage to charge simph- for the time oc-

cupied on the work, and at what rate ?

A Young Beginner.

EMBRYO ARCHITECTS.
SiK,—Your comprehensive article on this subject

clearly demonstrates the fact that out of every eight
" embryo architects " but one is fitted to remain in

and follow up the profession. Now I take it that
" W. W.," whose letter j-ou published last week, has
proved himself to be one of the " seven," bej'ond the

possibility of doubt. In the first place he seems to

think that the sole mission of an architectural

draughtsman is the outlining of Classical elevations,

and says that " the average draughtsman " is in-

capable of this, and tries to disguise bad drawing
with worse colouriug, " which only make the defects

more glaring."

Now who, for a moment, fails to see the

superiorit}^ of a coloured drawing, when compared
with one merely in line ? " W. W." must know that

there are other things to be studied besides form
;

for instance, how can the natural tints of different

materials be indicated in a line drawing ? Let alone

chiaf oscuro, in itself quite important as colour, if

not more so. With regard to " pen and ink" (a

subject about which " W. W." waxeth exceeding
wrath), I cannot imagine an artist such as is the

architect of the New Law Courts adopting a style of

delineation which is "absurd" according to "W. W. ;"

a style which is increa-sing in popularity every day
;

indeed, the excellent photo-lithos which appear in

this journal are, as ever}' one is aware, nothing but
" pen and ink " in principle.

Again, he objects to " imitation ;" now, I am of

opinion that whatever system (no matter how peculiar

or unprecedented it may be) is practised by a master

of his profession must be a fit subject for emulation

by those who would fr)llow in his footsteps. There
are, however, a few men (professional and other-

wise), who would have us believe that an architect

should not be an artist in any sense of the word
;

that he should content himself with mechanicall}''

copying old hackneyed examples which obtained in

the last century, and that any attempt at originality

of design, or an endeavour to introduce an artistic

effect, in any form (more particularly on paper),

are but evidences of the decadence of the profession,

and they shake their wise heads accordingly. But
the artistic drawings of the present day bespeak
artistic minds, which will not be fettered by the

mechanical Classicalisms of the last generation, and
we in.ay hope the majority of our " embryo archi-

tects," instead of being cast down by the old-world

prejudice with which their works are regarded by
some green-spectacled individuals, will continue the

emulative and progressive courses which they have
adopted, and make the next generation of their pro-

fession a great one.—I am, &c., J, J.

HEALTH OF OPERATIVES IN FACTORIES
AND WORKSHOPS.

Sir,—Dr. Stallard's remarks at fhe Social Science

gathering held at Leeds, as reported in your issue of

the 13th ult., point to a necessity which has
existed as long as bricks and mortar have known
each other, namely, internal ventilation. But, while

admiring the noble feeling which prompted the

eminent doctor and other gentlemen to advocate the

claims of the operative class, we think the subject

might jndiciousl}' be pushed much further. The
present system, or absence of system, whicli permits
ladies or delicate persons of either sex to enter a

church, chapel, or theatre at a temperature of say
fifty degrees, and sit gradually stewing hotter and
hotter, breathing other's breaths, and the poisonous

influence of the gas-lights until they reach fainting

heat (which we know has often happened) surelj'

demands a remedy. Hospitals might well have a
better system, too, than that of opening windows
and thus placing the patients within the dangerous
influence of a direct draught. And lastly, if any
person would consent to enter a casual ward, a
police or county court (especially on a wet day), a

poor relief waiting-room, or indeed any place where
the ]ioor most do congregate—not excepting, in too

many instances, their own homes—he or she would
be sensibly impressed with the presence of such a
vitiated or rather vile atmosphere that either his

or her exit, or the ventilation of the building by an
effectual plan, would appear an absolute necessity.

In view of our heavy death-rate recently, we .are

happy to say that the principle suggested by Dr.
Stallard, but simplified and improved, has been re-

cently patented, and will shortly be offered to the

public after years of study. It will likewise give
us the advantage of an equalised temperature,
maintained at any required degree, of purified air,

and self-acting. This will be at once a preserver of

health and a luxury to all classes, including our
operatives.—We are, &c.,

Stevenson, Welsh, & HorE.

2G, Lord-street, Liverpool, October 28.

Inlemmmaniratioit.c^

QUESTIONS.
[•-'!i;:!.]—Head of Water.—In Hurst's "Formula

for Calculating Water .Supply and Drainage," frequent
mention is made of " head of water." Will some
scientific frieud kindly explain the meaning of this?

—

Mist.

[2364.]—Construction.—Standing in need of the
designs usual for a church, I sketched the following plan
{as shown) as a suitable and efficient one for my pur-
pose. The main roof I determined to be the hammer-
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beam style, and the transepts I msh to divide into two
gables, as shown (see roof plan). Which is the best
construction in doing it ? Ought I to throw an arch
across from a pier placed between the walls (as shown),
so that the roofs will rest on it, and also be a support
for the principal of the nave-roof coming in between?
If my method is wrong, or there is a bettor and more
scientific way, will some efficient person interested and
well up in church work kindly answer, and, if neces-
sary, show by sketcli ? 'J'he principals for main roof
are shown in dotted lines.—DitAutiiiTSMAN.

[2:3(15.]—Koofing".—Can any of the readers of this
journal inform me where 1 can get a moderately cheap
and suitable work on iron roofing, consisting of work-
ing details. &c. ? Also, a lute work on church archi-
tecture, containing plans, sections, details, &c., drawn
to scale.

—

Draughtsman.

[23ii(;.]—Sewag-e Irrigation.—Can any reader
of "Intercommunication" give me the names and
prices of any works on tlie method of using sewage for
farming purposes ?—F. L.

[J3(J7.]—Sawing Timber.— I want to saw some
English timber into long pieces, octagon shape. By
what rule can the sawyer cut them into true octagons?
—S. S.

[2368.]—Hot-Water and "Warming Appa-
ratus.—Would some fellow-reader give tho title and
price of a good work on hot-water and warming appa-
ratus in general?

—

Heat.

[23(JS).]—Girders.—Can any correspondent inform
me on the following points ? (1) What is the rule for
the " wall-hold" of girders ? (2) What are the formula
for calculating (A) the strength and (B) the defiection
of wrought-irou girders of cellular construction. A
figured sketch of an executed example, with applica-
tion of the formula in calculating its strength, would
much oblige.

—

Excelsior.

[2370.]—Remarkable Chimney Tops.—I have
for some years past seen at No. 34, Duke-street,
S. James's, four rather remarkable chimney tops. I
called to make inquiries about them, but the occupier
would give no information, and closed the door and
conversation somewhat abruptly. Can any reader say
where they can be had ?—C.

REPLIES.
[2345.]—" Proper !Door-Frames,"—Heferring

to replies to this question in last number, it appears to
me that the answers are not quite explicit. L>i»es the
terra " proper door-frame" include single or double
rebating? It certainly cannot include "fixing."' as
your correspondent suggests. The fixing would be
provided thus:—Provide and " fix" proper door-frame,
although, of course, in a bill of quantities, the fixing
of every kind of work is assumed if not specially mea-
tioned to the contrary.—K. M.

[23:.s.]—Carpenter and Joiners' Improve-
ment Society.— If Jolni W. Ilardie will say where
the proposed association is to be founded, and if the
locality is convenient, the writer will be pleased to
give some practical assistance.

—

Arcuitect,

CHIPS.

Thp organ (by England) of S. Stephen's, Wal-
brook, is in tho hands of Mossrs. Hill & Sou, to be
ro-built and ro-erected iu its old position at tho
western entrance.

Captain .T. IJritten has been elected Chairman of

the (Junneil of the Society f<n- the Encouragement of

the Flue Arts for Session 1.S71-7-'.

Steps are being taken by the IVliddlesex magis-
trates for the erection of a now lunatic aaylum for

the county.
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I^GAIi INTELLIGENCE.
Important Kuisance Case in Sovth LoNnox.

—Tlio ap|iL'iil of Mr. J. A.Moore, barristor-at-law,

against jin onltsr luado by Gcorj^o Clmiico, Ksfi-. cue
of tho magistrates at the LamboUi rolico-court,

camo ou for bearing last week, before a full bi'ncb

of tlic Surrey magistrates. Mr. S. Ojnienheim
appeared for the respondent, and Mr. Bfsloy and
Mr. E. G. Clarke for the Vcstr>- of Caniberwell.

Tlio principal features of the ease are these : Mr,
Moore is the owner of a large jiroperty known as

Westwood Park, Forest-hill, which property, or

part of it, lias been leased to a Mr. Itorris, wlio has
underleased it to others. In iMGlj, Mr. Moore,
tlirough bis surveyor (Mr. Kogcrty), submitted a

jdan of draining the whole of the said estate to tho

Camberwell Vestry, by whom it was api>rovcd, a.s

also by tlie Metropolitan Board of "Works. For
some reason or ()ther this system of drainage was
not carried oiit, probably the land not letting for

building purposes so well as Mr. Moore had antici-

pated, the result being that certain liouses that were
already built on the estate, just on the brow of a

liill, were dejinved of all chance of carrying off

their sewage unless the occupiers or leaselioldrrs

consented to pay to Mr. Mooro a sum of £500, thus

being made to contribute not oidy their own share
towards carrying out the entire drainage of the
osteite, but also paying a large item for the benefit

of Mr. Moore. The consequence of this was that

cesspools had to be used, and from tho peculiar

position of the jiroperty on a hill, with a gradient

of alxnit 1 in 12, these cesspools were continually

ovcrtlowing, and discharging the soil from tho

houses into a ditch on Mr. Moore's laud, which also

quickly filled up, and then this fetid matter, dis-

charging itself on the land, became a nuisance of

so foul a character as to be most injurious to

health. In tho autumn of 186i) tho vestry directed

summonses to be taken out against the ouTiers and
occupiers, and orders were made upon them to con-
struct larger and more imjiroved cessjiools for each
liouse (but as a temporary measure only), tlie posi-

tion of the houses being such that it wtnild always
only be a matter of time as to tho frequent recur-

rence of the nuisance, as it afterwards proved.

Things went on i!i this state till Augvist last^ aud
all negotiations with Mi*. Moore or tho owners prov-
ing equally futile, the vestry then determined to

again summon the owners and occupiers, as also

Mr. Mooro, at the Lambeth I'olice-court, for per-

mitting a nuisance to exist on their land and
premises by which human life was enilangored. The
case was heard before Mr. Chance, one of the Lam-
beth magistrates, and after going minutely into the

whole of tlio ovidonce, he decided that Mr. Mooro
was responsible for tlio nuisance, ordered the same
to be removed forthwith, prohibited a recuiTeuco

thereof, and also ordered Mr. Moore to lay down
such structural works as would remedy the nuisance.

It was against tliis order that Mr. Moore last week
appealed. Tbo ease was opened by Mr. Besley,

who strongly ctmimented on tho act of injustice

that was attempted to be forced upon the lessees by
trj*ing to comjiel them to pay the ^500 towards tho
Bystcni of drainage, as ]jroposcd by him, and said

that as the nuisance had since been removed—the
vostry having put in force the powers vested in

tliem under the 'J2nd section, and of their own
accord put down a pipe sewer of sulHcieut dimen-
sions to carry off the drainage from the houses—it

was very evident tliat all Mr. Moore wanted was to

nullify tho validity of a piece of juiper. especially
as tbo cost of the work would have to be borne by
the several o\\niers of the houses, accoriling to their

respective proportions ; and, furthermore, to sliow
the spirit in which Mr. Moore was working, lie had,
Binco tho case was heard, served a notice of eject-
ment upon each of tho ownei*s. The only witness
heard in the case was Mr. Keynolds, surveyor to the
parish, who very clearly proved to the Court the
nature of tho nuisance, the different methods that
had been adopted to remove the same, ancl tlie stop
that had now been taken by the vestry, and wliicli

lie said was the only practicable one to bo done in

such a case. On K^ing cross-examined by Mr.
Oppenheini, ho said that if the law were altered and
builders were c<mipelled. under heavy penalties, to

construct the sowers before attempting to build

houses on the land, no such nuisance could ever
exist. On Dr. Aldons boing put in the witness-b(tx,

Mr. Oppenheim stated that ho was iirepared U>

admit «>n t)ie part of his client that a !iuisaneo had
existed, and also one injurious to health. No nuire

witnesses being called on either side, Mr. Oppenheini
addressed the Bench in a long and voluminous
opccch, occupying nearly throe hours, treating tho
case technicaliy onits legal merits. lb? endeavoured
in every ]x»iut to jirove that Mr. Motiro was ni>t the
owner, as implied by the act, and iniusmuch us a
notice of appeal was given within seven days after

tho serving of tho c»rder, he contended that Mr.
Chance's order was illegal; aud also lliat the vestry
had no power to lay down such works till after the
hearing of the appeal. After some ccmsultation tho
chairman stated that it was the unaninunis opinion
of tho Court that tho appeal against Mr. Cliance's
order should be dismissed with costs. Mr. Oppen-
heim then asked for a case, which, not being
objected to by tho opposing counsel, was granted.

Court of BAXKurpTCY, October 25.

—

Re
William Girling.—(Before Mr. Kegistrar Iloche,

sitting as Chief Judge.)—Mr. Brough applied for the
apjinintmont of Mr. John Bath, accountant, King
William-street, as receiver, and for an interim in-

junction t<» ri':<;tr;un proceedings by creditors under
a petition for liquidation tiled by William Girling,

carrying on business as a builder at Bromley,
Middlesex. The debts were about £300, and assets

XllSO. Both applications were granted.

Disi'L'TE as to the Puice of Timber.—Simpson
v. DowNES.—This case was decided on AVednes-
day, tlio iSth iust.. in the Ipswich County ('ourt, by J.

Worlledgo, Esq., tho judge. Tho action was brought
by plaintiff, a timbermorchant at Needham Market,
to recover from the defendant, tho rector of Bayl-

ham, -£45 l^s. 8d., a balance alleged to be duo for

oak and chesuut boards, and for labour supjjlicd in

connection with the restoration of Baylham Church.
The particulars wore :—For oak planks and boards,

Xl(u; -Ss. ; chesnut planks and boards, £6 6s. lid.;

labour in sawing, &c., £13 3s. 9d. ; amounting to

i' 125 18s. 8d. Credit was given for £80, leaving a

balance of £45 18s. 8d. With respect to the chesnut
planlis and the s^^nv charged for labour, no material

objection was raised, but with respect to the oak
jilanks and boards. Mr. Harper, of Hadleigh, who
appeared for the defendant, objected to tho price

cliarge<l for the oak—viz., 5s. per cubic foot, alleging

that it should have been charged 4s. per cubic foot,

also to the quantity charged for, and the quality of

tho oak. With respect to the quality no sufficiently

definite evidence was Riven to enable his Honour to

give effect to the objection. As to the price, Simp-
son and his foreman, William Mulley, swore that the

price agreed upon was 5d. per incii, or 5s, per cubic

foot, and evidence was given that that was a fair

price for such oak as plaintiff supplied. On the
other liand. Mr. Chapman, agent for Sir George
Broke-Midtlloton, who at Mr. Downes's request

saw jdaintiff with reference to the matter, said

jilaintiff offered to supply the timber at £8 per load,

which was 4s. per cubic foot, and that when he had
delivered timber to the amount of £(iO, plaintiff

camo to him and said ho must have £10 per load,

lie told plaintiff that he must see Mr. Downes, but
it did not appear that he did so. Mr. Downes also

stated that tho price he agreed upon with Simpson
was £8 per load; that Mulley was not present when
the agreement took place, and, further, that Mulley
had told him so himself. It also appeared ttiat

Day, tho contractor, supplied some oak as well as

Simpson, and that he charged 5s. per foot scantling

—i.e.. r)ay took the waste, and ho said that as

plaintiff took the waste, 4s. per foot was a fair price.

}lc also said that some oak sent for back panels was
uiititfor the purpose. His Honour said, the evidence
being contradictory, he asked himself whether
there was an independent witness. He thouglit Mr.
Chapman sucli a witness, and upon this evidence
decided theciuestiou of price in defendant's favour.

With rosjioct to the quantity, if plaintiff's books
were correct, plaintiff supplied all the oak charged
for. On the other side there was no evidence given
to show that any particular jdauks or boards sot

down in Simpson's books wore not supplied, but
after tho work was done the oak in the church
sup)died by Simpson was pointed out by Day and
bis foreman to Mr. Hewitt, builder and surveyor,
Ipswi(di, who measured it up and found IDOft.

Sinq)Son charged for about 425 cubic feet, which
leaves 235ft., or 55]per cent., for waste, and it was
dcjHiscd on defendant's side that 25 ])or cent, was a
liberal nlhtw.nnce for waste, and tliat it was im-
possible that defendant could liavc supplied all this

timber when so little was found in the cliurch. His
Honour remarked that it would have boon more
satisfactory if plaintiff had had an opportunity of

being present when Mr. Hewitt measured tho oak.

When the oak left Simps<m's promises it loft his

contrid, and he was in no way responsible for what
became of it. Ou the theory set up for the defence,

be must convict Simpscm of having wilfully made
false entries in his books, and then connnitted perjury
in swearing to the cori'ectness of them. He could
not do that, and therefore decided the question of

quantity in plaintiff's favour; in di.>ing so lio threw
no iuqiutation ou anybody else; he merely saiil ho
did not know what became of tho oak. His Honour
allowed £82 8s. Gd. for the oak. and the full amounts
claimed for tlio chesnut planks and labour. J)c-

dueting tlio £80 for which credit was given, ho gave
juflgmont for £21 I'Js. 2d., with costs, payable in

fourteen davs.

CHIPS.
There are hundreds of houses in South London,

says the local Press, not yet connected with the
main sewors. In tho event of any epidemic, a
hoa\-j' responsibility will rest upon all concerned.

Negotiations are in progress for the ]nircli.ise of a
site for the erection by the Metropolitan Board of
Works of a fire-engine station in tho Lower W.aiuls-

worth-road.

It was decided on Friday last by tbo Metropo-
litan Board f>f Works that tho cost of lighting and
paving tho Thames Embankment should bo charged
to the wli(de metropolis, instead of tho parishes in

which it is situated.

WATER SUPPLY ANX> SANITARY
MATTERS.

London Water Supply.—A bill is in course of

preparation, and will be laid before Parliament early

next session, to supply London with water from the
Cumberland lakes.

East London Water Supply.—Tho directors

of the East London Water Works have (says the

Citt/ Press) announced their intention of at once
substituting the constant for the intenuittent supply
system in all the. houses furnished with water by
tiio companj'. thereby following the example of tho

New Kiver Company. The inhabitants of tho com-
pany's district have accordingly received instruc-

tituis to prepare for the change by providing them-
selves with the necessary fittings, &c., so that loss

may be avoided. Failing tlicse alterations, the

directors intimate that the constant supply will not

bo forthcoming.

©ur Mtt Mk
Proposed New Pauk for CAJinERivELL j\jid

Peckham.—At the last meeting of the Camberwell
Vestry it was resolved ;

" That it be referred to a

special committee, to consist of the parish officers

and two members from each ward, to consider aud
report to this vestr}- as to the measiu-es which it

would be expedient to adopt in order to secure the

formation of a park adjoining to or in connection

with Peckham Kye Common. Also, that they pre-

pare and submit for the approv.al of the vestry such

a representation as they would suggest should be

presented to the Metropolitau Board of Works to

induce that Board to obtain powers to form tliis park

as proposed." ^\'e should have thought that with

the Rye the inhabitants of this locality would con-

sider themselves pretty well off for open spaces. In

support of the resolution it was urged tliat " it was
impossible to walk over Peckham Rye with safety

because of the boisterous games carried nu there!"

Teciixicai. Eiu'C'Atiox.—On Monday the Lord

Mayor disiributed the prizes gained at the small

but very interesting exhibition of articles in wood-

turning, which has been held at the ^lausion House
during the last few days, under the auspices of the

Master, Wardens, and Courts of Assistants of the

Company of Turners, one of the guilds of the City

of London. The judges were Mr. Charles llutton

Gregory, Mr. .John J. Holtzapffel, aii.l Jlr. ,Iohn

Jaques— all citizens and turners— and they awarded

the prize of this year to Jlr. W. H. Uidout. It con-

sisted of a large and handsome medal in silver gilt,

bearing on one side the arms of the company aud

on the other the name of the successful competitor,

"with an inscription that it had been awarded to him,

together with the freedoms of the company and of

the City, for superiority in h.and-turi'ing in the com-
petition of 1S71. The Lord Mayor observed that

steps were being taken by some of tlie City com-
panies in that direction. The Painters' and Paper

Stainers' Company was as yet .almost the only one that

had done anytliiiig practical in that way ; but if the

Goldsmiths' and Merchant Taylors' Coiiipanies. with

the wealth and public spirit for which they were

famous, were to offer inducements for the cultiva-

tion of the special arts and manufactures which

tliey in early periods of our historv jiatronized and

controlled, aud if other companies would ilo tlie same
he was convinced it would be a movement eniinently

conducive to the public good. The Turners' Com-
pany bad set a l.-uidable example, and he was
ilelighted to see in the Mansion House so many credit-

able specimens of their handicraft.

.SoiTii Kensi.ngton Sruooi, <ii- Art.—Pr. G.

G. Zerth will comence on Tuesday ue.xt, November
7, a course of forty lectures on the Historical

Development of Ornamental Art with special refer-

ence to Architecture, Scnljiture, and Painting. The
lectures will be delivered at 3 o'clock p.m. every fol-

lowing Tuesday in the lecture-theatre of the

Jlnseuin. The public are admitted on paying a
nominal fee.

The Albert Memorial Cilu'EL .vt Wixd.sor.

—Few people, remarks the Guurdidii, liave yet

been permitted to inspect the works now in ])rogres3

in Wolsey's Tomb-house at Windsor. Tliese few,

however, will hear with regret tliat, owing to the

conclusion of peace on tlie Continent, tlie works
have again commenced, and arc, in fact, almost con-

cluded. Magnificent (perhaps gaudy is a preferable

expression) and costly the decorations certainly are;

but the building is ruined, nay, absolutely dislignred

as well by the jtrocess. Imagine a Perpendicular

chapel, with an excpiisitely groined-roof and traceried

windows in the latest de\-elopment of the style:

imagine its walls lined with drab German marble

arranged in a pseudo-Byzantine design, with panels

representing Scriptural scenes of the poorest modern
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German School in various shades of the same colour,

with the adilition of black and white in places

:

and imagine the fretwork of the roof filled with
ItaUan glass mosaic, and the windows—well, we
have said enough ; but ought to add we have reason
to state that the work has been wholly carried out
by foreign workmen, [designed by foreign artists,

and executed in foreign materials. There is some
satisfaction in remembering Englishmen have had
no hand in it.

London asd Xortii-Westekn Raii.w.w.—The
directors of the London and North-Western Railway
Company have determined on the immediate con-
struction of .another double line of rails between
Stafford and Crewe. The contract for the embank-
ments, cuttings. Ac, has been let to Mr. Moss, of

Stafford. The cost will be nearly £1-20,000, and the

work will employ 800 men for two years.

Marquaku's Artificial Stone.—An American
journal speaks in high terras of a new compound,
the result of experiments made by Phillip Marquard,
Buffalo, N. Y., noticeable for its pure whiteness,

semi-translucency (like marble), and the ease with
which it appears to have been moulded. It takes
polisli like marble, and is said to be capable of stand-
ing the severest weather, as water does not penetrate
it in the least. Chemically, it is silicate of lime,

with an excess of the latter
; it also contains some

alumina. The inventor states that it is far cheaper
than any natural stone worked by hand ; and does
not shrink in burning, coming out of tlie fire exactlv
equal in size and form as it came from the mould.

'

Bath Abbey.—The base of another column of
Bishop John de Villula's Church, several remains of
which were found during the restoration of the nave,
and are observable on the eastern exterior, has been
uncovered in the choir, in the same relative position
to the present extreme column on the north-east as
those in the rear bear to their adjacent pillar. It is

to be expected that other remains will be disclosed
as the excavation proceeds, from which the extent
of the former structure may be determined.

Pai.estixe Exploration Fund.—The new ex-
pedition, which has been in preparation for a con-
siderable time, has just started for the Holy Land.
It has been placed under the charge of Captain Pi. W.
Stewart, K.E. He has under his orders two ex-
perienced non-commissioned oflicers of the Ro3-al
Engineers, Sergeant Black and Corporal Armstrong,
and the party will be joined before Christmas, it is

hoped, by Mr. C. F. Tyrwliitt Drake. Mr. Drake
was last year with Mr. Palmer in the desert of the
Tib, and has since done a great deal of work with
Captain Burton, the celebrated traveller, in the
Haur.an. round D.amascus, .and in the Anti-Lebanon.
He is also an Arabic schol.ar, an archxologist, and a
naturalist of great eminence, .and his experience in
all these branches will be of the greatest service to
the party. Captain Stewart's main work will be
the completion of the survey of Palestine They
will also examine the mounds whieli are found
dotted all over the country ; sketch ami photograph
the ruins which he on the hill tops; collect the
traditions, and copy the inscriptions. The com-
mittee's programme embraces a period of three or
four years to complete a work which costs little,

and is of an importance not only national, but
imiversal. The Americans, at the same time, are
preparing an expedition for the East of .Jordan,
where their work will lie. The results of the two
expeditions will be published at regular intervals,
and simuftaneouslj-.

Proposed Tramway to the Crystal Palace.
—At last week's meeting of the Lambeth Vestrv,
a letter was received from Mr. J. D. Gover, solicito'r,
of Old .Jewry, intimating an intention on thep.artof a
company to apply, under the provisions of tlie Tram-
way Act, 1870, for powers to lav and work a line of
tramway between Camberwell Park and the Crystal
Palace, three miles and three-quarters in length
From CamberweU-green to Blackfriars and '\Vest-
minster bridges there is akeady tramway communi-
cation.

Proposed Street Improvements in Central
London.—Several of the vestries and district boards
of works of central and north-eastern London are
taking steps to unite together in an agitation for the
formation of the long-proposed new street fromGos-
well-road (opposite the end of Old-street) to Hart-
street, Bloomsbury, and New Oxford-street. It is

urged that by widening Wilderness-row for its whole
length, and carrying the new street across Clerken-
well-green, and along Liquorpond-street (wliich
would require widening) to the King's-road and Theo-
bald's-road (the latter thoroughfare also requiring to
be widened), a good line of thoroughfare would be
obtained from Shoreditcli Church and tlie Hackney
and Kuigsland-roads to Oxford-street, at a compara"-
tively small cost. Vi'e should like to see something

done, also, in the way of carrj-ing the new Charter-
house-street (which runs from Ilolborn Circus along
the north side of the new Metropolitan meat m.arket,

Smitlifield, but stops short just this side of Charter-
house-square), to its legitimate termination

—

i.e., at

a point opposite Old -street in tlie Goswell road, a
little soutli of Wilderness-row. This would greatly
relieve the lieavy traffic on J^ong-hane, besides com-
]ileting a fine, wide, and straight line of street ex-
tending from Shoreditch Churcli to Ilolborn Circus.

Old City Bitri.il Grounds.—Here and there
about the city of London curious pedestrians may
have observed little patches of ground enclosed by
railings, the peculiarity of which is that no gate or
door gives access to them, while the rank gr.ass

and weeds wliich cover their surface are left to

struggle for existence in the smoky air. Sometimes
a tablet against an adjacent wall informs the public
that " before the dreadful fire " here stood the church
of the parish. In fact, these patches are the old

grave-grounds of churches which it was not deemed
.advis.able to rebuild after the fire; and it is now
evident that many more such enclosures will soon
be divorced from the church with which they have
for ages been associated ; for on Sundays our city is

deserted, congregations are thinned down to two or

three old women and a few children, and, as a con-
sequence, the work of pulling down these edifices

and rebuilding them iu the suburbs is steadily ad-
vancing. Under these circumstances some interest

attaches to a movement set on foot by the Board of

Works for bringing not only all these stray plots,

but all the disused grave-grounds of the metropolis,

under their control. Some of them luave historical

and biographical associations which, in the eyes of

the learned, give them a special interest, but all are
valuable as open spaces in a citj- sadly wanting in

pleasure-grounds. The Board are anxious to adorn
these neglected spots and preserve them for public
use, and few suggestions could be more worthy of

S3'nipathy. In one or two parishes this suggestion has
already been acted upon. Grass and flowers, and
even fountains dropping water into stone basins
filled with goldfish, occasionallj' refresh the eye of

the citizen wliere Lately were only green moss and
mildew ; but, unfortunately, the vestries have no funds
for this purpose, and (s.ays the Graphic) without some
new powers from the Legislature, the suggestion may
prove abortive.

Leeds Art Worthie.s.—From the ranks of

Leeds workers (s.ays Van Athencemn, m an interest-

ing article on Leeds and its associations, apropos of
the Social Science Congress) have issued some of the
men whom Leeds is proud of h.aving for native
townsmen. Ralph Thoresby, whose career ex-
tended from 1628 to 1725, forgotten as a toiUng
merchant, is remembered in the fruits of his leisure,

devoted to the topography of his birthplace. Another
Leeds man, Benjamin Wilson, the figure and land-
scape painter, who died tn 1788, was of very humble
origin. He was not equal to his namesake, our
English Claude, poor beer-swilling, red-nosed Dick
Wilson; but the pupil of Hudson and the master of
Zoffani was an able and original .artist, and cleverer
than the other Wilson in this, that he contrived to
get the appointment of Master Painter to the Board
of Ordnance—a sinecure of " ihe good old times,"
which brought the holder £800 a year. Leeds also

gave to Art, Lodge, the engraver and painter, who,
like his contemporary Congreve, abandoned the
study of the law to follow a more genial avocation.

A Suburban Nuis-^nce.—Trees (remarks the
Globe) are no doubt ornamental enough in their

place. But why should they be suffered to hang
over the footpaths, strewing the streets with dead
leaves, and making a heap of decay round every
lamp-post, or ruffling our hats and tempers with
their soppy leaves, as we brush under them ? The
nuisance of awnings, by good luck, does not much
affect umbrellas, open .awnings and open umbrelLas
seldom existing together, but with respect to trees

drooping over the street, the foot-passenger, even if

his rights do not extend usque ad cir.liim, is entitled
to at least an umbrella's length of uninterrupted
space above his head. The encroachment of trees
from the front gardens into the street in suburban
districts is a nuisance in all weathers, especially in
the autumn, ami those who have not acquired a
philoso])hical patience for these trifles must content
themselves with tlie luxury of grumbling, as there
is not the smallest chance of a cure being applied to
a matter so easily remedied.

^
The Tomb of the Author op " The Chbistian

Year,"—After an interval of five years .and a lialf,
two monuments have Jieen erected" to mark the rcst-
ing.pl.acesof the Eev. .John Keble and his wife. They
have bccu designed by Mr. Bnttcrfiold, and consist
of largo and ponderous slabs, ornamented with
foliated crosses, and raised upon plinths, with a solid
b.asc of York stone. The two monuments are of

the same size and general design, and are alike in
maternal, except as regards the large coped slab
forming the cross, which iu Mr. Keble's monument

both, while the space containing the inscription
between the plinth and tho coped stone, is fillea
mth smooth but unpoli.-ihed Sicilian marljle. Tho
foliated crosses on the two graves are very different
from one another in design, and on Mr. Iveble'.s
grave there is carved iu bold relief upon the
sloped coping, about the middle of the stem of the
cross, on the north side, a Bible, and on the south
side a chalice, to mark the grave as that of a
priest.

CHIPS.

Mr. W. C. Thompson has been appointed to take
cliiirge of tho vacant lauds of the Corporation.

New schools were recently opened at Eadley-
green, Writtle, Essex. The building was erected
by Mr. John Ellis, of Willingalc, from a design by
Mr. Walter MacCarthy, architect. The cost was
£3.50.

The new church of All Saints', Grosvenor-road,
Pimlico, was consecrated on Tuesday last.

It is in contemplation to enlarge Kensington
Workhouse.

The theatre at Darmstadt has been completely
destroyed by fire, the outer walls and the stone stair-
case alone remaining.

A committee of the Metropolitan Board of Works
li.as decided to recommend the widening of Wapping
High-street as a metropolitan improvement.

The council of the Eoyal Aroha;ologic,al Institute
have decided upon holding the annual meeting for
1872 at Southampton.

On Thursday, October 2Gth, Lord de Tabley per-
formed the ceremony of opening a new wing erected
at the Stockport Industrial School at Towncnd, near
S. Thomas's Church, Stockport.

The Countess of Dudley formally opened the
Guest Hospital, Dudley, ou the 25th of October.

A project for uniting the Black and Caspian Seas
by canal is reported to be at the present time en-
gaging the attcution of the Eussian Government.
The originator is stated to be Captain Blum ; the
estimated cost 81,000,000 roubles.

Mr. Hatton, of Hatton, ndar Wamugton. has pre-
sented the Warringtou Dispensary "with £."i,0o0.

Mr. Cornelius Sherlock, architect and surveyor,
Liverpool, has been appointed surveyor for the dio-
cese of Chester, under the Ecclesiastical Dilapida-
tions Act of last session. Mr. Bell has been
appointed to a similar post iu the Manchester
diocese.

The new Foreign Cattle Market at Deptford (on
the site of the old dockyard) will bo ready for open-
ing ill December.

ilbmkr l/rak Jlebiek

Peices, October 30, per Petersburg standanl hundred.—
Archangel best yellow, £V2 10s. to £l-il&s.; ditto secjnd
quality yellow, £d lOs. to £10 ; Petersburg best yellow,
£13 to XiyiOs.; Wyburg best yellow, £10 to £10 15s.,
Finland and hand-sawn Swedish, £7 10s. to £8. ; Peters-
burg and Kiga white deals, £8 15s. to £9 5s. ; Christiana
deals, best sorts yellow and white, £10 to £12 10s.;
Korway deals, other sorts, £7 to £S; ditto battens, all

sorts. £5 10s. to £7; Swedish and Gothenburg, good
stocks, £10 to £10 15s. ; common and thirds, £8 10s. to
£9lOs.;Geflo and best Swedish deals, £10 10s. to £12 lO.s.;

Swedish battens, £8 to £9 lOs.; Quebec yellow pine, first

quality floated. £16 lOs. to £18; ditto second quality
floated, £12 lOs. to £13; ditto third quality floated, £S 10s.

to £9; ditto first quahty bright £18 to £19 10s ; ditto
second quality bright, £13 5s. to £13 10s. ; ditto third
uuality bright, £8 15s. to £9 5s. ; New Brunswick mixed
pine, £7 to £8 5; Canadian spruce, first quality, £9 l')s.

to £11; ditto second quality, £8 to £9 5s. ; ditto third

quality. £7 10s. to £7 15s.; ditto unsorted. £S to £8 5s.;

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island, £7 5s. to

£7 15. ; spruce battens, £7 to £7 10s. ; United States pitch
pine planks, £12 10s. to £13 5s.

Timber, per load of 50 cubic feefe Pitch pine, £3 IDs.

to £4; Quebec oak, £6 to £0 5s.; ash, £3 10s. to £4 ISs;

Quebee birch, large sizes, £3 15s. to £5 ; New Brunswick
and Prince Edward's Island birch, £2 ISs. to £3 10s.;

ditto small averages, £2 10s. to £3 5s.: Dautzig and
Memel crown fir, £4 to £4 lOs. : ditto best middling, £3 58.

to £3 15s.; ditto guod middling and seconds, £3 to £3 5s.;

ditto common middling. £2 10s. to £2 15s.; ditto under-
sized, £2 10s. to £2 15s.; Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 15s.;

Swedish, £2 5s. to £2 15s.; Swedish and Norway balks,

£1123. to £1183.

Breakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.-GRATEFrL and Comfort-
ing.—'-By a thorough knowledge of the natura laws
which govern the operations of digestion aud uutrilTion,

and by a cjircful application of the line properties of woU-
selectcd cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavoured beverage whit-h nxay
aavo us many heavy doctors' bills."—"Civil Service
Gazette." Made simply with Boiling Water or Milk
Each packet is labelled—"J.VMKy Epps & Co,, Ilomceo
pathic Chemists. Loudon." Also, makera oC Ei>ps'ti Milky
Coooa (Cocoa aud Condensed.MUkj,
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Crak UcIds

"WAGES MOVEMENT.
Glasgow.—At un n^'grosato nipetiiii; of the joiners

in the tHusgow distritt, held in thi' Tnides' Hall, tilaa-

gow. recently, it was resolved to refuse, after intima-

tion had been piven to their employers, to fit up

finishing and other work done by joiners workiuff ten

hours per day. It was also agreed to demand an ad-

vance of a lialfpenny per hour on the jiresent rate of

wages— tlie advance to come into operation on and

after the 1st of Marcli next. A comraittco was ap-

pointed to carry the resolutions into effect.

MOHLF.V.—The joiners in Morley are on strike. The

advance of is. per week all round, and reduction of

hours at the present time, with a further reduction of

four hours per week on the 1st of ,Ianuary, are the

concessions sought by the men. The building trade in

Morley has been unusually brisk, and the men hojie that

their ends will be attained.

ItAll.WAV KmPI.OVKS AXD THE SHORT Tl.ME

Movement.—A memorial is in course of signature by

the workmen emiiloycd in the locomotive and car-

riage departments of the South Western and the

London. Chatham, and Dover Hallways.

KEPOiiTED "New Alliance" for Arbitration
IN .Stuikes.—The London correspondent of the

Scotsman writes :
—" I believe it is not generally known

that some time ago a number of the members of the

Social ,^eience Ass<tciation. acting in concert with some
of the leaders of the ' skilled workmen' class, formed
what they calleil a 'Capital and Labour Committee,'

for the purpose of jiromoting arbitration for the pre-

vention of strikes, and otherwise reconciling the inte-

rests of capital an<l labour. A very large number of

persons form this committee ; Mr. Gladstone is Presi-

dent, and Mr. Thomas lirassey, M.P., is the Chairman
of the Kxecutive Committee. An assessment upon the

member^, or voluntary contributions from them, form
a considerable fund, and a very well-known leader of

the 'skilled workmen ' is retained as the salaried agent

of the committee."
The Nail Trade.—At a meeting of nailers held on

5Ionday at liromsgrove it was unanimously resolved

to give the masters notice of a rise of 10 per cent, in

wages, to commence on Saturday next. A deputation

appointed to wait upon the masters reported that only

one of them was willing to give the increase. If the

men's demand is not conceded another meeting will be

held on Monday next.

Wishaw.—the quarriers' strike at Wishaw still

continues. A great number of the men are leaving

the locality and getting work elsewhere.

TENDERS.
Caterham JrxcTiON.—For detaelieil house. Lower

Foxley Park Estate. Mr. Richard Martin, architect :

—

Saker £82!)

Ward 795

FOLKF.STOXK.—For thcercctionof new National Schools,

\vith master's residence, for the parish of S, Peter. Mr.
S. Slingsby Stallwood, architect:

—

Unwin X132.'i

Prebble 1'294

Baker 1180
Adeoek&Kees in.'i

Brooks & Co IH.'i

Bowley 1120
Dunk (accepted) 10'2.3

Holdom 1020
Webster 989

HlollBiruv.—Post-office, coal otHce, and shop premises,
for the North London Eailway Company. Mr. E. H.
Home, architect :

—

EaUm & Chapman £2492
Braeher &Son 24'2C

Foster 28S2
Scrivener * Whit^ 2350
Hill. Keddell, 4: Waldram 2317
Sewell £Sons 2307
"Wicks, Bangs. & Co. (accepted—cost re-
duced to £2,000) 2238

Losnox.—For works at No. 49. St. Jamea's-fltreet, for

T. R. Marshall, Esfj. Mr. Peebles, architect. Quantities
not supplied:

—

Huare & Postlewaite £916
Smith 8S4
McCormick 840
Taylor 785 10
Benslead & Sons 737

Malvern,—For new villa residence*, for tho Rev. Cha«.
Lee, H. and G. (X Haddon. architects. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Wood & Sons £1493
Davis ^ 1390
Porter IS?,''.

Everal l:H5
Inwood (accepto(l) 1298

Mill Hilu—For the erection of a Franciscan Convent,
propose*! to be erected for the Superioress. Messrs, Goldio
& Child, architects, Quantitiea BnppHed by Mr. James
Scholleld:—

King & Sons £rA\S
Patman & Folheringham 519.t

Jackson A Shaw 4993
Myers & Suns 49S7
Longmire & Hurge 4800
<*amnion & Sons 4797
Hill, iieddell. & Waldram (accepted) 4i;i.'>

Bueys.son & Co. (too late) 4572

St, John's Wooii.—For additions, &c., to No. 51,Wel-
lingt n-road, fur O, E. Smale, Esq. Mr. Peebles, architect.
Quantities not supplied:

—

Kiddle i741
Tavener CM IR
Bird 547 o
Taylor 41«
Eenstead ft Sons 4-V2

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING-
ESTIMATES.

CiiELTENn.vM, Dec. 9.—For the erection of a Ladies,

College.— Jfessrs. Middleton and Goodman, ^Vrchitects,

1, Bedford-buildings, Cheltenham.

vVrmley (near Leeds), Nov. 28.—For rebuilding the

Church of S. Bartholomew.—Slessrs. Walker and
Athron, Architects, 11, East I'arade, Leeds.

War DEfAitTMENT Contract, Nov. 7.—For the

erection of a sergeants' mess establishment at Bradford

liarracks.—Colonel \V. G. Ilamley, Royal Engineer
Office, .Manchester.

Rrai>foi(i), Nov. (5.—For the construction of covered
channels in coiuiection with the Kradford llei-k.—W.
T. 51cGowen, Town Clerk, Corporation Ollice, Swaine-
street, Bradford.

Acton, Nov. 14.—For the supply of 1,500 yards of

gravel.—E. Monson, C.E., Surveyor to the Board,
Acton.

War Department Contract, Nov. 10,—For the

erection of .soldiers" barracks for 100 men, with cook-
house, &c., at JIaidstone.—Royal Engineer Ollice,

Chatham.

Or.DiiAM, November 14.—For erecting a gantry at

Werneth. for the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.

—

Engineer's Ulhce, Hunt's Bank, Slanchester.

Dover, November 11.—Annual contract for mate-

rials for Harbour Board.—Mr. Stillwell, Dover.

I'EMRniofiE, December 16.—For alterations and
additions to "The Bylett's."—Messrs. Middleton and
(Joodman, architects, 1, Bedford-buildings, Chelten-

ham.

.ScRREY, November 21.—For dredging innd from the

Surrey Commercial Docks by steam dredger:s, and
lightevtng away, landing, and disposing of the mud on
land to be found by the contractor.—J. Griffin,

secretary, loi;, Fenchurch-street, London, E.G.

CiioRLDON, November 14.—For the supply and
erection of apparatus for the manufacture and storage

of gas at the Union Workhousee, Withington.—W.
N. Edgill, Clerk to the Guardians, Union Offices,

Grosvenor-square, All Saints', Manchester.

WvMONDnAM CnARiTV, November G.—For re-

pairs and alterations to the Chapel of S. Thomas
A'Becket.—Mr. E. J. Howlett. Solicitor, Wymond-
ham, Norfolk.

Walthamstow, Nov. ^.—For the enclosure of their

new burial ground, by oak park pale fencing, about

5ft. (Sin. high.—William Houghton, Clerk to the said

Board, 15a. S. Uelen's-place, Bishopsgate - street,

London.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Pig—Foreign . .

„ English W.B.
„ Lead Co. . .

„ Other brands
Sheet Milled . .

Shot, Patent . .

Red or minium . .

Litharge, W.B. . .

White Dry, . . .

„ ground in oil

British—Cake & Ingot
Best Selected . .

Sheet
Bottoms
Australian ....
Spanish Cake , . .

Chili Bars, cash . .

„ Eoflned ingot .

Yellow Metal

Leas.

per ton
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do
. do

COPPER.

. per ton

. do

. do

. do

. do

. do

. do

. do
, per lb.

Iron.

per ton
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

£17 10
20 5

18 10
18
18 10
20 10
20 10

25 10

111

£18
20 10
18 15
18 5
19
21

26

£7C
78
81
83
78
70
C9

Pig in Scotland, cash ,

Welsh Bar, in London .

Wales .

Staffordshire ....
Hail, in Wales ....
Sheets, single in London
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Bod
Swedish do

Oils, Sc.

Seal, pale per tun
Sperm body „
Cod ,

Whale, South Sea, pal« . „
Olive, Gallipoli

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „
Palm, fine „
Ijinseed „
Bapeseed, Eng. pale . . ,,

Cottonseed

£3 3 8
7 15
G 15
8 15
G 16

10 10
10 ()

8 15

£0
8 13
7 10
9 10
7 5

11 «
10 10
9 5

.33 10
50
:13 o
33 10
51
51

39
34 10
47 10
34 15

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EAYDELL, SAUTOEES & 00., Limited,

Uuarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

[.\j)TT.] coesham, wilts.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFINO-SLATES.

AssuppUed to H.ILR. Tlic Prince of Wales at Sandringham

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adaptedfor
Churches, Public Buildings, &c,, &c.

{Legs costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:

—

Per Equivalent to
1,200 Slates, persqnare

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 G ... Ifis.Gd.

Do. do. 13by8 2 17 8 ... Ita.Cd.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 6 ... 148.

Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 G ... 1.3s.

Do. do. 12by C 1 7 G ... lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-

monials, and Sample Specimens may be obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. EANDELL ft 00., Oorsham, Wilts,

SjiecimenB at Museiun of Geology, Jermyn-street, Picca-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tuftou-fltroet,

Woatmiuster.

Timber,

Teak load
Quebec, red pine .... „

„ yellow pine . . „
Quebec oak, white ... „

„ birch ,.

„ elm ,,

Dautzic oak „
fir „

Memel fir „
Riga „
Swedish „
Masts, Quebec rei pine , „

„ yellow pine ... „
Oregon
Lathwood, Danlzic, fm, . „

„ St. Petersburg „
Deals, per C, lift, by 3
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce , . „
St. John, white spnice . „
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality . . . „

„ 2nd do ... . „
.\rchangel, yellow , , . „
St. Petersburg, yeUow . „
Finland „
Memel and Dantzic ... „
Gothenburg, yellow

„ white ... „
Gefle, yellow „
Soderbam ,,

Christiania, per C. 12ft. by
3 by 9in., yellow . , . „

Other Norway ,,

Flooring boards, pr s<iuare

of liu., first yellow . . „
First white „
Second qualities .... „

12 10
3 15
4 5

6

3 15
3 10
4 10
2 7

13 10
4 15
5 6
6 5
5
4
6 10
4
3 5
3 10
2 10
6 10
6 10
10
5
6 15

Great Fire in Thames-street.—Letter from
Messrs. Jas. Nicholson & Co. respecting their CHUBB'S
SaKI^: "207 Upper Thames-street. London. October 30,

1871, Gentlemen.—In reply to your inquiry wo have
great pleastire in informing you that the Iron Safe which
BO faithfully preserved our books during tho late fire at

our premises is the same one that defied burglars in the
year 1855. We think no more conclusive testimony of its

quality could be required. Giving you full liberty to pub-
lish tliis statement, we are. gentlemen, j'ours most obe-
diently, Jas. NicnoLSON & Co. Messrs. Chubb & Son. 57,

St. Paurs-church.vurd, London."

Ashton Sc Qreen, Slate and Slab Merchants
and Quarry Agents.—Shippers. Merchants, and C'm-
tni'i.irs Iiirnished with Price Lists nf every desiTl])tion of

BOOFl.NU ftnd MANUFACTURKl) SLATE, Eaihva.v-
ratcN. ,tc. Agents for Ixindonand Count rv for the Sale nf

tho celebrated WHIILAND ABBEY GltEEN SI.ATKS.
Drawings and Prices of A. & G."s RED RIDGE TILKS,
specially prepared for use with these Slates, on applica-
tion.—Offices and Show-rooms, 14 ft 16, Bury-street,
St. Mary Aie, London, E.C,—{ABVT.]

12
I'J

IS 10
13
12 10
12 10
6 15

8 10
8
10 10
8 10

18
14

20
14 10
14 10
13 10
7 15

10 10
9

12 10
12

10
7

9
o S

C

12 10
8

10
9

8

BAN^KRUPTS.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRT.

Artlen Hinkley, Sittingboume, Kent, brickmaker,
November 10.

Jane Curry, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, builder, November 14.

prELio examinations.

November '21, T. Rickets, Middleton-road, New Wands-
worth, superintendent gas engineer.
November 28, it. Peters, Ashford, Kent, builder.

DECLARAnONS OF DIVIDENDS.

John Edwards, Manchester, timber dealer, second div.

of 2s.

Henry Woodall (separate estate), Dudley, iron mer-
chant, first div. of 2 3-lGd.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

November 14, W. Farmer, Newington-causeway. hor-
ticultural builder—November 14, R, Yeomans, Little

Gonerby, painter—November 14. T. H.ie, Bottestord,

Leicestershire, brickmaker—November 14, G. Hawley,
Colslerwurth, Lincolnshire, stonemason.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOL"\rED.
J. Pow and G. Tomlinson. Salfnrd. plasterers—C.

Marriott and J. H. BradweU, Southwell. Nottinghamshire,
laiul surveyors—D. Davies and J. Evans. Swansea, iron-

mongers—J, Goodger and W. Trovelion. Moor-lane,

Crii>nlegate, carpenter.s—J. Wild and E. Wild. Rams-
botiom, near Manchester, joiners—.T. Sims and W. K.
Duxbury, Leeds, brick makers—S. C. A., and J. Bonsey,
Chertsey, brick makers—Jackson and White, Threlkehl,

Cumberland, brick and tUe manufacturers—Tindall and
Shippen, Hunslet, near Leeds, bricklayers.
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THE ART OF SPOILING PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

TO tlioso who have been behind the scenes

there is somotliing amusing in the

reasons popularly assigned for our great

architectural failures. One writer will tell

us that the English nation has no artistic

powers. We once, it is true, produced such

trifles as the choir of Lincoln, the octagon

of Ely, and the spire of Salisbury
;
we

covered the land with abbeys and parisli

churches which are not quite unworthy of

notice, and we produced a quantity of do-

mestic architecture which, if it is not sho-\\'y,

at any rate cannot be called coarse or vulgar.

No matter ; we are. inartistic, and we ought
to be proud of it. So our journalists fre-

quently assort, not of com-se in so many
words, but in that form of modest confession

which cloaks the most outrageous type of

vanity, the vanity which feeds even on weakness
and incapacity. " Nature has not endowed us,"

we are told, "with the artistic talent of the

French, the plodding industry of the Ger-
mans," &c., &c. ; and there is an underhand
implication throughout that all such qualities

as these are very poor things, only fit to be
despised as iinworthy of our transcendant

greatness. Another writer, with a little more
discernment than the last, looks at our archi-

tectural failures with regret. He sees that

we did not always fail, and he is sorely

puzzled to find why we should do so now

;

and at last, not being able to discover any
sufficient reasons, he ends by .setting it all

down to chance. We have had a run of bad
luck, ho fancies, in our public works ; some
day the tide may turn, and we shall do tsetter.

It is a matter of accident ; we have been
unfortunate, and there is no more to be said

about it. Now for our own part we entirely

dissent from both these theories. Our public

buildings, as we believe, are spoilt neither by
accident nor by incajiacity, at least on the part
of the nation at large. The spoiling of them
is an ingenious and complicated process,

which may properly bo called an art, and of

all the arts it is perhaps that which in modern
England flourishes the most.

The best way of explaining the system will

be by examjile. Suppose, then, that it is a

new town-hall or vestry-hall, or church or

chapel, that is wanted, and trace the common
methods of proceeding. These methods,
indeed, are not quite universal, and so our
public architecture is not universally bad.

In church btiilding, particularly, the influence

of art education amongst the clergy heli:is

to modify them ; and whatever our churches
may be as regards convenience, in point of

art they are often above the average. But
we will take an average case, where the
management is in the hands of an ordinary
committee. If none of the members of this

committee know anything about the de-
sign of buildings, the prospect is bad enough

;

but should there happen to be a "practical
man" amongst them the case is ten times
worse. For the truly practical man we have
the highest respect. If he were only a
practical mason or carpenter we would go
to him for masonry or carpentry facts within
his own knowledge before all the theorists

in the world. But the most thoroughly
pi'actical man is only an authority in ques-
tions to which his practice has extended

;

and the practice of masonry or carpentry is

but a small portion of architectural practice

as a whole. The sort of " practical man,"
however, who generally gets on a committee
does not deserve even this amount of respect.

Nine times out of ten he is an impostor,
empty, plausible, and loud. He has, perhaps,

got a few technical terms by heart, or he may
have spent a year or two of his youth in a

builder's office, or possibly he once drew a

house plan which, with sundry indispensable

modifications, was ultimately carried into

execution. For these or some similar reasons he

is held in great veneration by his colleagues

;

his opinion, which he is never backward in

giving, is invested with mysterious weight,

and, tacitly promoted to the leadership, he

becomes the one-eyed king of the blind. The
committee, we will suppose, have obtained a

site ; their next step is to procure designs.

Each member has an architect whom he

wishes to recommend, and as it is impossible

to come to a unanimous choice it is decided

to invite a public competition. The practi-

cal man draws up the conditions, which are

chiefly remarkable for demanding more ac-

commodation than can be expected for the

money. Plans, of course, are to be sent in

under mottoes, and the authors' names are

supposed to be totally unknown. It is very

remarkable, under these circumstances, that

each architect's design should exercise a spe-

cial attraction on his own private friends
;

that IMr. A., the chairman, for instance,

should think no drawings comparable to those

which ultimately prove to have been the work
of his own son-in-law, and that Messrs. B.,

C, D., &c., should each and all show inex-

plicable affinities of a corresponding kind.

There m\ist surely be some occult influence

conveyed into the paper from the fingers of

the draughtsman, which can only operate on

those who are in sympathy with him—a kind

of " psychic force," in fact, like that now
being investigated by Mr. Crookes. But
though everybody on the committee may have

his own preferences, everybody, it is plain,

cannot have his own way. They must agree

on some one design which can command a

majority ; and so they proceed to discuss

what have been sent in. Design No. 1 is

very plain ; its architect adhered to the con-

ditions and kept within the sum allowed—so

he is dismissed at once. No. 2 is admitted to be
" pretty ;" but the practical man asks what
need there is for all this waste of money at

the sides and back ; they only want a "front,"

and in search of a front they go on to

No. 3. This is allowed by all, save a few
fastidious members, to be the gem of the col-

lection. It has a magnificent portico, with
six Corinthian columns, an entablature with

carved acanthus-leaf modillions, and a pedi-

ment with a small bull's-eye window in its cen-

tre. But this is not all. Contrast, as every one
knows, is the soul of art ; and what a contrast

is here ! Behind the Corinthian columns
comes a fourteen-inch brick wall ; behind the

entablature, a cast-iron eaves glitter ; and
behind the pediment a hipped slate roof.

Such a design could not fail of being adopted
by acclamation; but alas! on turning to the

plan, it is found too small. Carried away by
the inspiration of genius, its author neglected

the practical in pursuit of the ideal ; he has
enraptured the tastes of the committee and
they give him a premium ; but he has over-

looked their requirements, and they cannot
carry out his conception. With lamentation

and regret they go forward, but the other

drawings have almost lost their charm. They
come at length on a plan which even they can-

not help seeing is a good one ; but then the

elevation is not " pretty " at all. It is Gothic,

and they might bring themselves to endure
Gothic if there was plenty of tracery, and
gablets, and jiinnacles, and crockets ; Henry
the VII. 's chapel, they tliink, is very jiretty,

so is Bethesda Chapel, in the High-street

;

but such (iothio as this they never saw in

any chapel of their acquaintance. They ac-

cordingly vote it "heav}'," and pass on—for

heaviness, with committees, is the most un-
pardonable of sins. At length, puzzled and
confused, they have gone through the whole
collection. They would like the plan of

No. 1^, the front of No. 3, and the interior,

say, of No. 20. But to each of these designs
as a whole there .are strong objections ; and
they end, perhaps, by fixing on a .set of draw-
ings which nobody likes, simply because

nobody has been able to point out any insu-
perable objection to them. Their author is

accordingly appointed architect, and their

committee pride themselves on having acted
fairly and having resisted temptation. The
next thing they do is to try and import the
charms which have attracted them in other
drawings into those which they have selected.

The architect sees difficulties, and foresees a

jumble. He argues, protests, and predicts

disappointment. The practical man makes
light of his objections, insists that the four
designs can easily be amalgamated, and pre-

pares, it may be, some marvellous sketches to
show the way. If the architect is weak, tlic

committee overpower him ; he submits, per-

petrates a jumble, and regrets it for ever after.

The practical man, having gained his point,

rises higher than ever in general estimation.

and is appointed supervisor and director of

the works. As the working drawings pro-

ceed, he looks them through, thins the walls,

ruins the details, and takes care that the sides

and back of the building shall be sufficiently

shabby. All this he does, not so much for

the sake of saving money as for the sake of

asserting a principle : the grand principle of
heaping all the ornament on the front wall.

He does not even grudge expense when a

I'easonable amount of ugliness is to be gained
by it, and though he would strike outmould-
ings as a wasteful extravagance, he revels in

lead flats, gutters, and parapets. The next
thing is the receiving tenders for the works,

which are all, of course, too high. The com-
mittee asked for too much in the first place ;

they rejected, in the second place, the few
designs that were within their estimate ; and
so it is inevitable, as a result, that the cost

should outrun their funds. Then conies the

cutting down. The design, already half-

starved, is now reduced to the extreme of

emaciation. Every item on which a saving is

possible is reduced ; if there was a tower, the

tower is omitted; if there was a portico, the

portico is flattened into a row of jiilasters,

the walls become a little thinner yet, the
roofs a little weaker, the whole construction

a little more trumpery and poverty-stricken.

The works go on ; the practical man still

broods, like a nightmare, over all ; and the

building turns out at last about as well as if

he himself had designed it. Such is the his-

tory of many and many a structure, at whose-

incomprehensible wretchedness all observers-

(save English ones) stand amazed. Well
they may be, for the production of such work
would seem impossible if we had not long

learned how to do it. It is no easy matter
to turn out such public buildings as ours. It

could not be done by tossing up for the do-

sign to be accepted ; it could not be done by
blindfolding a committee-man, and adopting

tlie first plans he laid hold of ; it can only be

effected by strenuous and unceasing effort

towards the attainment of the lowest pos-

sible pitch of degradation.

Our example has been taken from the

minor class of public works—from those

which are rather local than national ;
but we

manage the latter on just the same gi-and

principles as the former. In great things as

well as small, we follow one unalterable rule

—that of setting everybody to direct what
he least understands, and to do what he most
earnestly protests against. If we have, by
strange accident, a Jlinister of Public Works
who is equal to his duties, we .do not lose a

moment in getting rid of him. London
would not be l^ondon long, with such a man
to direct her ; make him an ambassador

—

nay, make him an admiral—rather than let

him stay here. Have we an eminent Gothic

architect appointed to design a most impcu--

tant building ? The risk is imminent of his

doing something creditable ; our measures
must be proportionately violent to hinder

him. Compel him to work in a style ho
hates ; even he may then keep our national

reputation down to its traditional level. Such
a feat as this, indeed, it is not given to every

man to do. A Prime ^Minister accomplished
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it once : but it is somewhat beyond the

strength of the poo*' R.A. wlio has tried it

lately. We venture to hope that the Law
Courts may turn out somewliat differently

from tlie Foreign Ofhoe, and that we may at

last see an architect who, with all the plau-

sible stupidity in England opposing liini, will

set our precedents at nouglit. and refuse to

have any hand in spoiling the work on which

NOTES ON BKICKWORK.—III.

AS geologists trace the origin of the clay

from which bricks are made to a me-
chanical abra.sion of ])rimitive rocks, the

removal of the detritus by running water,

and its deposit elsowliere as a new chemical

comjiound in beds of clay, so they trace the

lime which is used to cement bricks together

to an organic origin chiefly, but find it

mechanically and chemically mixed with

other sulistanccs in greater or smaller pro-

portions in the various lime rocks.

As pure clay docs not make the bestbi-icks,

80 pure lime docs not make the best mortar

or cement. Carbonate of lime (that is lime

combined with carbonic acid gas in the pro-

portion of about five parts by weight of the

fonner to four of the latter—more exactly,

28-5 to :22) is the product of the organic

remains of marine animalcula^, thrown down
at their death to the bottom of the sea in

such immense quantities—for numbers are

out of the question—as to have formed all

the chalk hills and limestone mountains that

•vre now quarry for use ; these having been

raised from their original position at the

bottom of the sea to great heights above it.

Sea water contains a great deal of solid

matter in solution, consisting chiefly of

common salt, but still of a large

quantity of carbonate of lime, and the

marine animalcula; secrete this during life,

and deposit it in a solid form at death.

Granting' that this is a long way from brick-

work, it is yet within the compass of the

question. Carbonate of lime is the basis of

the limestones burnt for use in mortar and
cement, but it is mixed in variable propor-

tions with other substances, oxide of iron,

manganese, silex, silicate of alumina, or clay,

and others. When clay is combined with
carbonate of lime in the proportion of 10 or

12 per cent, the lime is said to be hydraulic.

and the mortar made from that kind of lime-

stone will set in moist places or under water
in course of time. When the limestone con-

tains from 20 to 2.t per cent, of clay tlie mor-
tar sets more quickly. When there is more
than about ;50 per cent, of clay present the
product of calcination no longer retains

cementing properties.

Smeaton. the celebrated engineer, was the
first to find that it is to the jn-escncc of clay

in the limestone that the property of setting
under water is attributable.

The upper stratum of chalk (the white
chalk), which contiiins flints.and is softer

than the lower or gray chalk, is nearly
pure carbonate of lime. Wlicn this is burnt,

and the carbonic aciii gas driven off, a quick
lime i.s produced which will not set uniler

water. The lower clialk, or gray chalk, has
more tlie character of stone (hence called

gray stone limeV contains few tiint.s. and has
slightly hydraulic properties; that is to say,

it will .set under water in course of time, but
the long time it reipiires makes it unadvis-
able to use it for hydraulic works.

The nuirtar made from some of the beds of
the blue lias limestone sets better under
water than any other. The lias formation, of

which these beds form a ]iart. extcmLs, with a
width of a few miles only, from hyme Kegis
on the Dorsetshire coast, by Sliej)ton Mallet,
Keynsham, and Bath, in Somersetshire

;

Cheltenham, in (Jloucestershire : Ship.ston

and Kugby, in A\'aiwickshire
; IJarrow-on-

Soar, in Leicestershire ; Grantham and Gains-

borough, in Lincolnshire ; and on through
the East Hiding to Whitby, on the York-
shire coast. The best be<is for hydraulic
lime are not, however, found at all parts of

this belt. For the ilidland Comities the

Harrow lime has long had a great reputation.

.\berthaw, on tlie (llainorganshire side of

the Bristol Channel, hassup|ilied vast quanti-
ties, and the lime from the llalkin Mountain,
in Flintshire, is also of the blue lias beds.

This latter lime has been used at the Liver-

pool docks for many years, and it has been
found that rubble stone set in this mortar
makes better work than squared stone set in

ordinary mortar.

When the quick lime produced by burning
carbonate of lime in a kiln at a great heat,

so as to drive off the carbonic acid gas, is

slaked, the substance forms a hydrate of

lime, and when it is made into mortar by
adding sand and more water, and is exposed
to the air, it absorbs carbonic acid gas from
it. and is again converted into carbonate of

lime and becomes again hard.

Baron Liebig, the celebrated chemist, says
that -o-tI cubic feet of slaked lime, in a moist
state, weighs from 18 to 201b. and contains

two-thirds of its weight of dry lime, and it

absorbs, in order to be converted into car-

bonate of lime, oH-8 cubic feet of carbonic
acid gas, aqueous vapour being at the same
time given off into the atmosphere.

Damp walls of new houses on being first

inhabited, .absorb the carbonic acid gas given
off by the inhabitants, and become dry sooner
than they would if left iminliabited ; but at

the same time the aqueous vapour given off

renders such houses very unhealthy.

And this is the cause of all mortar made
from common lime and exposed to the atmo-
sphere hardening afteritsusc in setting brick-

work—it absorbs carbonic acid gas, and is

reconverted into carbonate of lime. The lime
used in making up mortar should therefore be
fresh -burnt, for if it is exposed for any consider-

able time liefore it is slaked, it becomes partly

slakeil by absorbing moisture from the atmo-
sphere (for which it has great aftinity),?,ndat

the same time absorbs carbonic acid gas from
the same source, and becomes partially con-
verted into carVionate of lime before it is

made up, and will not afterwards set hard.

The lime derived from the upper chalk
requires the addition of silica, or sand, to

make it fit for mortar, otherwise it would not
set. It is called a common, or fat lime, and
its apparent characteristics are that in liurn-

ing it loses, according to General Pasley's
work on cements, about4-9ths of its original

weight. A cubic foot of solid chalk, quite
dry, weighs 9."ilb., but, on being broken in

pieces of the size of a man's tist, a cubic foot
of them, by fair level measure, will only weigh
ftllbs. When this cubic foot of burned chalk
is slaked with water, it will be equal to

—

according to the same authority — one
and one-sixth cubic feet, and by the
solidification of the water during this

process its weight will have been in-

creased from lis to .'lOlbs. A cubic foot of

ch.alk lime, fresh from the kiln, weighing
M.'ilbs., when mixed with

;)J
cubic feet of

clear .sharp river sand and one and one-fifth

cubic feet of w.ater (7A gallons nearly), pro-
duces about ;1| cubic feet of as good mortar
as this kind of lime will make.

The increase of bulk given above—viz.,

that a cubic foot of quick lime in lumps
makes one and one-.sixtii cubic feet of
slaked lime in powder, is in the ratio

of 1 : IJ of a solid or homogeneous mass.
If one lump of, say, Sin. cube, containing
27 cubic inches, be taken, it would
be increased iu bulk by slaking to 47
cubic inches. All fat limes swell in about
these proportions, or greater, and they carry
a large quantity of .sand. The lime made
from the mountain limestone is of the same
character. The gray stone lime of the lower
chalk, such as that got at iler.stham and

Dorking, in Surrey, and at Hailing, in Kent,
will carry nearly 3 of .saml to 1 of lime ; but
the bin? lias lime will u.it carry i;:oi; than 2
of sand to 1 of lime, and the best mortar
from some sorts of blue lias is made in

the proportion of 1 of sand to 1 of

lime. These latter limes swell but little

in slaking. (When a given proportion
of sand is directed to be used with one
mea.sure of lime, it is usually intended
that that measure shall be made before

slaking.)

Mortar made from limestones, which con-
sist nearly wholly of carbonate of lime, as

chalk—the fat limes—harden by absorbing
carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere ; but in-

asmuch as the quantity of this gas in the atmo-
sphere is limited, the operation of it upon the

mortar is slow, and all such mortar takes a
long time to become hard, especially in the

interior of walls, where it scarcely ever will

harden. But the setting properties of hydrau-
lic limes, such as the blue lias, depend, not
upon absorption of carbonic acid gas, but upon
a chemical combination of the lime with silica

and clay, forming a double silicate of lime
and alumina, and so, not being dependent on
the air for that which causes this kind of

mortar to set, it vriW set as well under water
as above ground, and is, for that reason,

called hydraulic lime. This kind of lime is

difficult to slake thoroughly, in lumps, and it

is ground to powder in revolving pans under
heavy rollers, and is thus used iu the same
way as cement.

AVhatever kind of lime the mortar may Ije

composed of, the finnd must have three quali-

ties : clean, that is free from enrth or clay

;

sharp, that is angular
; and coarse. River

sand has these qualities naturally, but pit

sand requires washing before they can be
produced.

After mixing the slaked lime with the sand
they must be passed through a screen, to keei)

back the core, or unslaked portions, .and to

mix them more intimately. There have been
questions raised as to whether stiff or thin

mortar is better for brickwork, Ijut the ques-

tion will not bear a moment's examination.

For all walls stiff mortar and wetted bricks

are the only proper way of building sound
work. The interior of a mass of brickwork,

as the abutment of a bridge, or a retaining

wall, &c., m,ay be grouted with thin mortar,

to save labour, without weakening the struc-

ture, but to treat walling in the same manner
is ruinous. But neither will stiff mortarmake
sound work, unless the bricks be wetted if

they are at all porous—and all bricks are so,

more or less—and, moreover, to throw merely

a few bucketfuls of water over a heap of

bricks is not sufficient : they must be

thoroughly wetted.

As soon as mortar is made up. it begins to

crystallise, and therefore should be used .as

soon as possible after it is made, and after it

is spread the process continues uniformly,

when it is of the proper consistency, and is

not robbed of its due quantity of water too

soon. A\'lien there is too much water the

particles of lime and sand are irregularly dis-

posed, being congregated in different places

by the motion of the water, small masses of

lime appearing in some places, while corre-

siiondiug small masses of sand are left in

others, and this movement and irregularity of

disposition prevents the continuance of the

process of setting. When architects or

engineers direi^t that the work shall be well

grouted at each given number of courses iu

height, it is jirobably with the idea that the

workmen cannot be dejiended upon to take

sufficient interest in their work to perform it

in a sound .and workiii.anlike manner; but

there must be something very rotten in a

system of working where there is any distrust

between uiasteraud workmen (we say nothing

here of capitalists : the capitalist is the master
of Vioth), for both are equally interested

in the success of the work, whatever it

may be.
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EANSOME'S PATENT STOXE, &c.

IT is now a, considerable time since we
referred to ]\Ir. Frederick Ransouie's in-

ventions, and to the toilsome progress by

which he had reached a stage in the mann-

facture of siliceous stone, a point at which we
thought hemight be well content to " restand

be thankful." We have found, however, from

a visit to the works of the company at East

Greenwich, that we were mistaken, and that

Mr. Ransome, in the continued exercise of his

characteristic perseverance, has personally,

and in conjunction with other inventors, Mr.

Henry Bessemer, Mr. J, W. Butler, and IMr.

Tye Smith chiefly, been pressing on to fresh

triumphs.

It is not necessary to do more than briefly

recal the imjiortant illustrations of the

capabilities of Kansome's stone for decorative

purposes, as exemplified in the great capitals

of the University, in the Grecian style,

recently erected at Calcutta ; in the ornate

fountain playing in the public gardens at

Hong Kong ; in the screens, designed by Sir

Digby Wyatt, of the Indian Court, 'Whitehall

;

in the balusters, vases, and other ornamental
" repeats " of S. Thomas's Hospital ; and in

numerous other situations. The more recent

applications of the principles of Mr. Ransome's

invention are to useful rather than to decora-

tive purposes, but in this direction and for the

material applied to structural purposes, new
and important inventions have also been

made, and patents for them secm-ed.

Strange though it may seem, it is none the

less true that from the production of a mate-

rial that only an expert can tell is not real

Portland stone, inventive skill has passed on

to produce admirable imitations of red and
gray granite, and porphyritic rocks of all

kinds, including their large ci-ystals of fel-

spar ; black, gray, Sienna, and other kinds of

marble, veined and mottled in the structure,

with a truthfulness to Nature that it wovdd
baffle the skill of the most accomplished
" grainer " to surpass. These intei-esting

specimens are shown with truly-worked

mouldings, and a glassy polished surface,

equal to productions in the natural rocks.

A further improvement in manufacture, or

rather an additional application of the patent

stone, relates to the production of stone

caissons for sea and river walls, piers, &o.,

and other hydraulic works. In this applica-

tion of the material Mr. Ransome is asso-

ciated with ^Ir. J. \V. Butler, hydraulic

engineer. One of these caissons has recently

been sunk, with complete success, at the en-

trance to the London Docks. It is .35 feet

deep, and passes from the bed of the river

down into the London clay. The cylinder is

in sections of about i feet deep ; they are

9 feet in diameter and 8 Indies thick, and
have tongued joints. The whole caisson was
sunk witli ease in the course of two days.

The works connected with structures that

are founded under water are of two distinct

classes, the preliminary and the permanent,
both of which are very costly. The prelimi-

nai-y works include sheet piles, coffer dams,
iron caissons, and the like, which may be super-
seded by these stone caissons, that are of a
material of great strength, and adapted to serve

as permanent piers and abutments. When sunk,

they have only to be kept clear of water
by pumping, and filled up with concrete,

brickwork, or other material. Tlie materials

and process of manufacture of these caissons

are totally different from those of Mr. Ran-
some's former method. The ingredients in-

clude, in the proportions found best, ordi-

nary large .sharp-grained sand, or even fine

gravel, hydraulic cement, ground cai'bonate

of lime, solutile silica, with an adequate

quantity of Mr. Ransome's silicate of soda.

In this combination the silicate of soda is de-

composed, the silicic acid combining with the

silicate of alumina and the caustic lime of

the Portland cement. The caustic soda thus

set free has an affinity for, and combines
with, the soluble silica of the mass, producing

again more silicate of soda, which is again

attracted and converted, until the whole is

utilised, and completely fixed. The stone is

hard, sh-ong, and dense, and admirably

adapted to resist the influences of heat, cold,

water, or moisture. As regards its strength,

it may be enough to say that it is proved to

resist crushing force up to four tons, or

8,9601bs., on the square inch. Granite resists

to from 8,000 to 12,0001bs., Bramley Fall to

5,1201bs., Portland stone to 2,G301bs., and
wrought iron to from ;5(;,000 to 40,0001bs.

The grindstones, manufactured at East

Greenwich, in vast numbers and of all sizes,

are not now a novelty ; but our readers will

probably be "surprised to hear" that large

numbers of these stones are constantly sent

to the great engineering works at and near

Newcastle, where they cost more money
than the native article, which is there at home.

It is an old saw that "Scotsmen and New-
castle grindstones are found all over the

world." The proverb may continue true of

Scotsmen, who are to be met with in every

clime, and particularly on the green spots on

the earth's sm-face, but it is ceasing to be true

of Newcastle grindstones. The new patent

article is now sent in great numbers to the

colonies and foreign countries, and it is not

to be wondered at that it is preferred to the

natural stone ; it is perfectly homogeneous,
cuts more keenly, wears quite evenly, and has

no yolks.

Another utilitarian pm-pose to which Ran-
some's invention is now applied is to tlie pro-

duction of millstones for grinding wheat,

rice, and other grains. The ingredients in

these differ hut slightly from those tliat are

mixed for the production of grindstones.

Care is exercised in the selection of hard

sharp sand, with good cutting power, and in

fabric the mass is harder than in the case of

the grindstones. The millstone is moulded
with grooves as deep as it will be safe to

wear the stone. These are filled up to flush

with the upper part of the stone with Port-

land cement, plaster of Paris, or other

material softer than the stone. In use, these

grooves wear to a sufficient depth to permit
the flour to escape in the ordinary manner.
If these stones can even do as much work,

and as well, as the French burrs or granite

mill-stones hitherto in use, it is palpable that

they must possess immense advantages. They
have now been in constant use in Brussels

and other places for many months, and the
ascertained advantages realised from their use

are : lower first cost, they are driven with less

power, do more work, and require no dress-

ing or disturbance until they are worn down
to the bottom of the channels. There is

another advantage secured by the use of these

stones, but it is only a question of life and death.

The men who dress and fit the blocks of

which the French burr stones are built, never

live to be older than thirty-two or thirty-three

years, and the dressers of burrs at woik sus-

tain proportionate inquiry from that part of

their occupation. They are all choked and
poisoned with the dust of flint and steel.

From inevitable death, as a result of their

occupation, there is no escape. The econo-

mical aspect of the question may be the most
important in the estimation of some jolly

millers, but it may be hoped, surely, that all

will be ready to take in the humanitarian
view, if only as a makeweight.
Another of the novelties to be seen at East

Greenwich Stone Works is the manufacture
of discs for saw sharpening and other uses.

These are of various sizes and thicknesses,

from one-eighth of an inch thick upwards.
The chief ingredients in their compo.sition

are emery and silicate of alumina. The
jiugged material is packed into a strongly-

made iron mould, into which a die is fitted,

and the material is pressed by a hydraulic
ram, exercising a pressure of 70 tons. The
discs are dried and hardened either with or

without artificial heat. The performance of

these emery discs is surprising. Their keen
cutting power i.s to be seen at the works.

East Greenwich, and also at the works of
Messrs. Allen Ransomo & Co., King's-road,
Chelsea. Some of these discs have been in
constant use daily at a large saw mill, and at
the end of three months are not nearly worn
out. One of thesediscs, iin. thick, will attack
a saw blade an eighth of an inch thick
and cut it at the rate of six inches per
minute ! This valuable substance— emery
•— is found in large quantities in various
parts of the world, as at Naxos, in the
Archipelaigo, Spain, Poland, Jersey, Tur-
key, Austria, Smyrna, Minnesota (United
States), &c. It is of the nature of cornndimi
or adamantine spar, but really consists of the
flinty shells of deposited masses of animal-
culfe. It seems likely that these emery discs

will come into extensive use for many pur-
poses to which they are capable of being
applied, in addition to saw sharpening, and
not unlikely that they may exercise an im-
portant influence upon file-cutting and file-

using.

The works of the Ransome .Stone Company
and East Greenwich are well worthy a visit

by any one interested in construction and
cognate arts.

DILAPIDATIONS.—III.

LAY.

TABLE 7.—RIGHTS AND LLiBILITIES OF TEN.^NTS

FOR LIFE.

"I LIABLE to repair (even though he
-*- • be such without impeachment for waste).

2. Cannot make remainder man contribute

(not even where new roof required through
dry rot).

3. May have allowed him, the expense of

finishing a mansion house left imfinished by
testator.

4. Must not pidl down houses.

5. If he has pulled down houses, equity
will coujpel him to rebuild.

6. Must not cut down timber. (Note.

—

Court of Equity will restrain.)

Nos. i, 5, and 6 cannot be done even
where the tenant for life is without impeach-
ment for waste, although such words give
the tenant a greater interest and more ex-

tended powers than an ordinary tenant for

life.

TABLE 8.—LIABILITY OF TEN.iNT FOR YEARS
WITHOUT BIPEACiniENT OF WASTE.

1. Tenant may not cut down trees towards

the end of terra, it seems, where he had not
cut them down before during the term.

TABLE O.^LIABILITY OF MORTGAGOR.

1. Bound to recoup any proper outlay made
by " mortgagee in possession " in repairs.

2. Must not cut down timber.

TABLE 10.—RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF 3I0RT-

GAGEE IN POSSESSION.

1. Bound when in possession of the estate,

to preserve the premises from occasional, or

accidental dilapidations.

2. Bound, like any other tenant, to keep
the buildings and other parts of the estate

in ordinary repair.

3. Not liable for gradual decay, the effects

of time.

4. May pull down ruinous buildings and
erect better ones, to j)revent a forfeiture

;

but he cannot alter the mortgaged premises.

5. May cut down and sell tindier, where
land is of insufficient security^no^ otherwise.

TABLE 11.—RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF YEARLY
TEN.ANTS.

1. Not liable for permissive waste.

2. Only answerable when injury happens

to premises through voluntary negligence.

3. Not liable for dilapidations.

4. Not liable for inevitable accident.

b. Not liable for accidental fire.

(i. Pxjund not to commit any waste.

7. Must perfonn fair and reasonable repairs,

such as putting in windows and doors that

have been broken by them, so as to prevent

waste and decay of the premises.
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8. Must keep premises wind and water-

tight.

XoTE.—This seems to be the extreme

requirement according to the eases, but I

would roniarlc, tliat it appears to be opjiosed

to the custom of I.ondiui, where the tenant

always considers tlie landlord bound to do all

repairs ; and within ni)- experience in the

North of England and London, 1 have never

known a landlord succeed, where he has re-

quired a tenant to repair the roof.

1). Not liable for wear and tear, and the like.

1(1. Tf f.arming premises, only bound to do

fair and tenantable repairs, preventing only

wa.ste or decay of the premises, but not liable

for substantial re]iairs.

11. Liable only to use farm in a husbandlike

and tenantlike manner ; that is to say, accord-

ing to the custom of the county in which the

land is situate.

TABLE 12.—UIHHTS .\ND U.MULITIES OF TEN.VNTS

IN COMMON, AXn JOINT TENANTS.

1 . Each tenant is liable for vobmtary waste.

'2. None liable for i)erniissive waste.

3. Each tenant is bound to contribute to-

wards the reparation of decay caused by time

or other circumstances.

4. Are liable to keep in tenantable repair

where only life interest, or for a term of years.

5. Not ii.ible for waste.

It apperirs no action at r.ommnn law is maintfllnablo

between tenants in common ami joint tenants for waste.

Nt.iTE.—It is worth remembering that a

tenant in common, or a joint tenant, cannot

enforce a partition of an estate.

TABLE 13.—KIGIITS OF COPAItCENERS.

1. No liability at all as to repairs or

dilapidations.

The reason beeaiiao any of tbem might at common
law have enforced a partition.

It will be seen from the foregoing Tables

that those numbered 3, 4, .5, G, 7, S, 12, and

13, relate to those cla.S8es of tenancies which
do not usually come under the surveyor's

notice, while the Tables 9, 10, and 11 relate

to those that are of almost daily occurrence.

COVENANTS,—TIIF.ll: CONSTllUCTION AND
ACCEITED ME.VXING.

Having given in a tabular form the exact

li.ibilities of the different parties, we next

have to considcrthe meaning of the covenants

and their construction by the authorities ; and
when we shall thus have cleared away the

outworks, we will proceed to dihapidations

(lay) and waste. To be well grounded in the

subject, the following table must be studied

and remembered :

—

1. A covenant to repair forlhirith does not

mean by any specitu^ time, but it is held such
covenant must receive a reasonable con-

struction.
'2. Where tlic covenant in the lease of a

dwelling house witli tlie appurtenances, for a

term of years, contains the covenant to kee))

and leave the house in repair, this is satisfied

by keeping it in snhslniili'il repair, according

to the nature of the building ; and with a

view to determine the relative sulhciency of

the repair, the jury may be directed to incjuire

whether the house was new or old at the time

of the demise.

3. Held, that "habitable repair" and
" tenantable repair " were about of equal

value.

4. The covenant to rei)air does ikiI ])ermit

the pulling down and rebuihling. If. how-
ever, ]>reniises /'(/// down, they must be re-

built under this covenjint.

h. Imjinrlniil to remember when covenant

is to keep the premises in iinml <iml tciKiiilahIr

repair, and to surrender them at the end of

the term in like ten.antable condition, reason-

able wear and tear excepted. The meaning
of this covenant is good tenantable repair,

having regard to the state of the premises in

point of age. The landlord is not to have,

at the end of term, a new house at the

tenant's expen.se.

The general state anil condition of the promises may
be shown, but not matters of detail.

C. " The same nicety of repair is not enacted

for an old building as for a new one."

7. liability to repair attaches sometimes

wdiere no lease is in existence.

The fullo%ving ease I quote in confirmation :—.\n agree-

ment tor a lease of copyhold premises for a term of years

to be granted as soon as a license could be obtaineil from

the lord of the manor, and to contain a covenant for pro-

posed lessee to keep premises in repair during term. Pro-

posed lessee entered and occupied the premises tor the

term. Held, he was liable on the eovetuiTit to repair,

though ?to leme had been made to hira pursuant to the

agreement, nor any license obtained from the lord for

that purpose.

8. Gooil repair woidd appear to be equiva-

lent to habitable repair.

The ease is Cooke v. Gholmondeley. where it was held

that the preinises were, not to be kept in asgoodrepa'r as

at the time of testator's death, and that ftood rrpair would

not have reference to that term, but that the premises

must be kept in habitable repair.

9. FaniiiiinliiiihHnijS. These words are held

to include tlic farmhouse in the covenant to

repair.

10. 'Where the covenant to repair provides

for "leaving or taking in and upon the

demised jiremises competent housebote," &c.,

" witliout committing any wa,ste or spoil."

The covenant to repair is aJisohite, and docs

not depend upon the lessee being able to find

such competent and sutficient housebote.

11. Where covenant in a farm lease " well

and substantially to repair, and keep in good

substantial repair, and so well and sub-

stantially repaired to yield up, &c." This

covenant is construed to mean in as good a

st.tte of repair as when lease was granted
;
and

thus they nmst be inferred to have been in a

tenantable state.

1:.'. Fire.—The general covenant to repair,

and leave in repair at the end of the term,

necessitates rebuilding the premises in the

case of their destruction by accidental fire.

It is well hero to remark that though a Icat^e contains

a covenant to insure the premises for a specific sum. if the

premises are burnt down, the liability on the covenant to

repair is 7wt limited to the amount of the sum for which

the premises are insured. I would repeat that lessor or

his assignee cannot be rcQuired to rebuild even though he

may have voluntarily insured the premises and received

the money.

13. It is a breach of the covenant to keep

in repair, to break a doorway through the

wall of a demised house into an adjoining

house.

The continuing the doorway after so broken through

is also a breach of this covenant.

14. It is not a breach, however, to enlarge

windows, to open external doors, and to take

down partitions.

IT). It is a breach of the covenant to pull

down and rebuild a house in a different

fashion, even though the new one may be

more valuable than the old.

It has been held that converting a browhouse into tene-

ments of greater value is u'cwfe, and also;that couverting

two rooms into one is waste.

20. The covenant to repair during the

term, &c., and the covenant to leave premises

in repair at the end of the term, are separate

and distinct covenants, therefore notice is not

necessary to sustain an action for non-repair

at the end of the term.

21. After Lease Erpired.—It must be

remembered that the liivbility continues under

the covenants where tenancy continues, and

no fresh agreement or lease is entered into.

It has been HELli that in such cases of holding over,

where premises burnt down, botmd to rebuild as if lease

had not expired.

22. Covenant by a fixed day to repair,

would not, it appears, be broken, if there were

anything of importance (as a plague in a

house) to prevent the repairs being com-

pleted : but they nmst be done within a

reasonable time afterwards.

23. There is usually a covenant in leases,

authorising lessor's sending his surveyor, &c.,

to inspect state of the premises, and take an

account of wants of reparation ; it has been

held, even where no such covenant, that the

lessor or reversioner may, at common lair,

enter upon the premises for this purpose, pro-

vided notice be given of such intention, and

that if tenant obstruct him, he is liable to an

action on the case.

I think the foregoing explanations will be

sufKcient to enalile the reader to understand

the value of the various covenants. I there-

fore propose to consider next Dilai-ipations

and Waste : what they are, and how they

are practically to be dealt with. B. F.

If). Botnuhmj Wails.—These are included

in the general covenant to repair external parts

of the demised premises.

17. Fence Walls.—Where covenant "to
repair, uphold, support, sustain, and maintain

the brick walls to the demised premises be-

longing." IIkld. that this covenant is broken,

where a brick fence wall which divided tlie

court-yard at the front of the house from

another yard at the side of the house, is

pulled down.
IS. ]<url!i Walls.—^The general covenant

to repair does not affect these walls where

the premises are leased at a rack rent; as

the Metropolitan Buildings .\eU relieve such

lessees, and place the liability on the lessors.

19. Three Monllis' Aolicc to lit pitlr.—It

is sometimes considered that no action of

ejectment can be brought withoutthis notice,

but surveyors should remember that in nearly

all leases there are two distinct covenants

—

one, to repair on receiving a certain notice
;

the other, to repair generally : and the action

on the latter may be brought at any time

without notice, and it is no answer to such

action to say that no notice has been given.

1 should menlionif. however, those two covenants form

one sentence, which they would do when they directly

follow each other, and that the sentence is not complete

without iiK-luding both covenants, that then notice must

be given before bringing action, as it in HULU that it is

only one covenant.

THE OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS : A
SUGGESTION.

rpHERE is a tradition that " once upon a

-L time, when George the Third was King,"

one of his ministers—Lord North, if we mis-

take not—failed to satisfy his sagacious

majesty as to the precise pros and cons of a

knotty' point of international policy or finance

it was necessary to conclude with the Iloyal

sign-manual. We do not remember the point

in'^question : it was some Schleswig-IIolstein

question of those times, which poor Lord

North, like a certain jaunty minister and
" lloman citizen" of our own day, might once

have " understood, but didn't at the moment

understanil, or hope to ever understand

again." Any way, his Majesty would not

sign the paper set before him, and, to Lord

North's dismay, insisted on having every one

of the State papers relatijg to it brought to

the palace, and submitted to him for conside-

ration. " They are most voluminous," quoth

the minister.
'" Never mind," said the King

;

who, the chronicler tells us, had to change

his note, on seeing a day or two after a

waggon-load of documents driven up to his

palace windows, with more waggons to fol-

low.

Now, if any one shall say. " AVhat has this

tale to do "with architects?" we reply,

" Everything to do with them." It is forci-

bly revived in our mind by reading in last

week's Brii.DlNG News the admirable address

of the President of the Architectural Asso-

ciation, with his suggestion for meeting the

almost forgotten professional ditticulty about

the ownership of architects' drawings. Look-

ing back upon that famous question—settled

for the time being, never perhaps to be use-

fullv or innocently put to the test—we can

well afford to be facetious about it. We can

fancy our Fourth (ieorge insisting on iSir.

Nash producing for liis Majesty's inspection

and consi.leration, or stowing .nway as he

listed, every one of the drawings of his gim-

crack palace, the Pavilion, at Brighton. The

question perforce would follow. What could

he do with them '? ^^as there ever in this

world a house-builder, from the Koyal owner

of the Brighton Pavilion down to the ple-

beian proprietor of "the house that .lack

built," that really woidd, if he got sight of

them all in a lump, care to have in his pos-

session for ten nanutcs the working draw-

ings of his architect, after completion of his
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building? If in even the architect's office

they constitute the veriest rubbisli, hardly
ever drawn for inspection out of their dusty
receptacles, and only preserved because as

his client or liis builder may raise some ques-
tion on them, he hardly feels warranted in

burning them, and any way, while lying on
his own dusty shelves, tliey can at least be
put to no sinister use—if we say, these only

fee the architect's motives forpreservingthcm,
what earthly motive can any one else have
for tlieir preservation, or rather for their

capricious and merely temporary possession ?

It is a matter of coumion occurrence for a
client, or a contractor, years after the latter

lias lost or destroyed his own copies, to apply

"to an architect for, not only a sight but, an
explanation of, some plan or detail indicating

the forgotten anatomy of a building about to

be altered or enlarged. Does any one sup-
pose such a drawing would be forthcoming
were the client to be the cusios rotiilonim, and
"the builder or the architect were to apply to

him in their turn for a reference to them?
In such a case there is not the remotest pro-
bability of tlieir beingfound ; or, if discovered

at all, is there a chance of their being deci-

pherable ? Their inevitable fate is mournful to

contemplate. Suffice it to say it is only the
practical architect wlio can apjireciate the
childi.shness of the demand for his used-up
drawings.

Still we architects must abide by the law
;

and the lawyers, who have never understood
the question, and, having no special interest in

it, have never studied it exhaustively, have
decided this claim to be valid. Henceforth,
if a client asks for them, he must have the
drawings from which his building has been
erected. As a rule we quite believe that
for any honest purpose they will not
be asked for. Our view of the matter
is that, if on the completion of any consider-
able "job"—say a private mansion—an
architect were to make out his bill, and carry
it with all the drawings, &c., to his client,

the latter would be amazed at their bulk and
their intricacy ; and, if told at the time, it

would never do to lose or destroy them, would
conjure his architect to carry them all back
again : and. as a favour, rid him of the
worry and the dust that would arise from
their retention.

Such, we think, would be the probable
action of nine clients out of ten ; and they
would act -wisely. But the dry legal point
remains, and might any day be brought to

bear upon some one architect in a most vexa-
tious way. We think, therefore, the pro-
fession is indebted to the President of the
Architectural Association for his revival of

the question, with the well-timed inquiry
how architects are in future to deal with it.

He makes a suggestion of his own which, as
we do not learn that it evoked any discussion
among the members, we shall call special at-
tention to

;
for it is well worthy of general

adoption, with some sliglit modification we
should recommend.

Mr. Plumbe's suggestion is as follows. He
says :

—

" 1 would propo.sc, in cases where clerks of works
ai-e emploj-cd, to at once make the copies of tlie

•di'awings deposited on the works tlie contract draw-
ings, the originals being made attested copies, left
in ttie care of tlic architect."

And he then proceeds to say what he would
do in cases where there was no clerk of works.
In each case, as we understand him. the
drawings so deposited would belong to, and
when done with be handed over to, the client

or employer
;
and he concludes :

—

"If that practice were carried out more generally,
which exists in some offices, of demanding the
huilder's copy from liim at tiie clo.se of tiie work, and
of liandiiig it over to tlie client, this question would
9i;irdly have arisen.'"

We have cerfainh^ heard of one-half of this

practice, but never before of the h.anding over
to the client. Architects, even where they
stipulate for the builder's return to them-
.selves of their drawings, generally forget
all about it ; ordinarily, when they act on the

stipulation, they themselves retain the draw-
ings handed over to them. If any architects

hand these drawings over to their clients, as

Jlr. Plumbe asserts, we can only say that, as

far as these architects are concerned, no
question can possibly arise

; and the difficulty,

which he rightly describes as a formidable
one, likely to involve architects in the cost of

a third set of drawings, vanishes at once. It

is on this suggestion of Mr. Plumbe's that we
shall presently found what we trust may be
accepted by our professional readers as a
))ractical regulation for tlieir general adojition.

Judges, of course, can deal with bygone facts,

and decide to whom existing chattels belong

;

but it rests with architects to define a jn-iori

what shall be done on any certain building
with this or that material, this or that officer,

this or that document, &c.

Now the facts are very plain and simple.

Every architect issues two sets of contract
drawings and specifications, one of which he
very naturally expects to retain himself, for

obviously just reasons. He cannot afford, on
his mere commission, to supply a third set of

contract drawings and sjiccifications ; nor is

it fair to require it. He also i-ssues a set of

detail drawings. These some architects do,

and some do not, copy for their own office

use
; but, anyhow, wliatever working draw-

ings are made are delivered to the contrac-

tor, whose final dealing with them varies very
considerably. Some contractors return them
(as we have seen) to the architect ; some (by
far the majority) lose them, wear them to

tatters, or burn them ; and some (and a small

minority, let us say, to the credit of English
contractors) stow them away in drawers, as

"cribs " for future works, of which they may
officiate as "architects and builders," so-

called. There is every reason why, to adopt
Mr. Plumbe's suggestion, these documents
should be held t(5 be the special property of

the client, or employer ; and we think the
whole question of their ownership should be
dealt with at the drawing up of the specifi-

cation and the agreement, by the introduction

into the general conditions of some such
clause as the following :—

•

The original contract drawings and the specifica-
tion are to be lodg(!d with, and are to remain
the property of, the architect, for his future
reference, whether official triplicate drawings are
needed or not. Should such triplicates b" needeil
(for deposit for public purposes or otherwise, whicli
tlic contractor is before delivery of his tender to
ascertain), he is to include the cost thereof in his
tender. The employer, through the architect, will
provide the contractor with free copies of all con-
tract or detail drawings and specifications required
during the carrying out of the works. These are to
be by him carefully mounted and pi-eserved, acces-
sible at all times " on the site, and not elsewhere,"
during the progress of the works, and if lost, stolen,
or destroyed, tliey .are to be forthwith replaced at his
(tlie contractor's) own expense ; nor shall any allow-
ance of time be made to him for any delay that may
thereby accrue. At tho final settlement of the
accounts all these several documents, owned by tlie

employer, are (save with his leave to the contrary)
to he delivered up to him by the contractor, whom
no certificate of the architect shall release from his
lialiility to their safe custody and return to their
owner.

It will be seen that, in place of Mr.
Plumbe's suggestion that the drawings, &c.,

be lodged with the clerk of the works, we
would deposit them with the contractor.
This course is made necessary by the liabili-

ties imposed upon him. The clerk of works,
being the servant of the client or his archi-
tect, could not, of course, be made amenable
to the contractor. ^Moreover, the contractor,
being ordinarily a more substantial person,
and one not, like the clerk of works, liable to
removal from the site, is the safer recipient
of the documents.

^\'ere the suggested course adopted, we
imagine ninety emidoyers out of every hun-
dred would waive their right to the trouble-
some care of the drawings, &c. ; and (since
few contractors would covet their possession)
they would all find tlieir w\ay back in the long
run to their proper destination, the archi-
tect's office. If not, we leave our professional
friends to say whether any one would be

seriously incommoded, not to say damnified,
by their contrary disposal. Let us hope that
no client, tired of preserving them, would
dispose of them—horrible thought !—by the
pound avoirdupois as waste paper, and so
subject his unlucky architect to the chance
of seeing them for re-sale at sundry pence
each in, say, a marine-store-dealer's shop.

S. S.

THEOPvY OF THE ARTS.

Architectural Composition.—Iron and
]\Ietal Work.—Decorative Use.

(Continued from page 3it.)

npiIE distinct properties of wrought and
-L cast iron should invariably determine
the office or use to which we assign the one
or the other in construction. We often see

a wrong application of iron, doubtless through
the competition there is among manufac-
turers. We must know that wrought iron is

tougher, more fibrous and malleable, than
cast iron, besides being not so much liable to
be damaged by impact or sudden shock. Its

tensile resistance is 27 tons jier square inch,

though 7 tons is taken as a safe strain. It

is therefore for such offices as ties, tension
rods, &c., the strongest material we possess
in building. Its compressive strength is con-
siderably less in proportion. The maximum
crushing force is computed at 25 tons per
square inch, but its flexibility renders it use-

less for anything like such a resistance, and
about a third of that force will often buckle
girder plates. The power of resistance to

compression of this iron is to its power to

resist tension as to 11, according to ex-

periments made by Stephenson and others.

In cast iron, on the contrary, the proportion

is reversed, the resistance to compression
being to that of tension as 5 to 1. Cast iron,

too, from its more granular, brittle, and un-
malleable qualities, and its liability to crack

under sudden change of temperature, seems
to place it as the proper material for com-
pressive action, or the olHce of sustaining

weight, as columns, stanchions, and the like.

Its power to resist tension per square inch is

7-S7 tons, while its crushing strength is 41

tons ; so it really possesses just the opposite

properties of -wrought, and its resistance to

force just the inverse.

These proportions should guide the

designer in giving to his girders and columns
the relative proportions of sectional area they
require. Thus, in a cast iron beam the

neutral axis is situated about l-(jth its depth
from upper side, the resistance it has to com-
pression being six times greater than that

to ten.sion, and on this account it follows the

lower flange should have a larger area of

section than upper. On the contrary, a

wrought iron plate beam requires, according

to Fairbaini, the area of bottom flange to be
4-5ths that of the top, so that when loaded

the upper and lower parts or the two opposite

strains should balance or act simultaneously.

As to depth the best proportion is l-13th the

span ; a less depth necessitates a larger

sectional area, which increases cost. The
most economical distribution of metal for

a girder requires, as in the case of wooden
beams before noticed, the greatest sectional

area in the middle, decreasing gradually ac-

cording to a regular law towards the ends or

supports. A parabolic curve is the line such

a proportion assumes, and tho arched or bow-
string girder consequently is the most per-

fect form, making a beam equally strong

tliroughout. Trussed girders may one day
be acknowledged to bo the most economical

.system of carrying weight, but Mr. Fairbairu

has shown where their weakness lies; namely,

the impracticability of adjusting the tie rods

and straining pieces in such an accurate

manner as that when called into action they

may act simultaneously, for, of course, if

either was called into reipiisition before the

other, it must necessarily receive all the

strain, which should be equally shared.
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Further, it has been ascertained from the
different behaviour of cast and WTOught iron

under atmospheric changes, that the elonga-
tion and elasticity of the two metals are (juite

different, and that on the first load, or at a
certain tcmper.ature, all adjustment would be
destroyed. It is known that wrought-iron
exp.inds more than cast, .and hence a comb'-
nation of the two must meet this discrepancy
to successfully act in concert in any system
of trussing. ^Ir. Fairbairn (sec " Application
of Cast and AVrought Iron to Ruilding I'nr-

poses") has cl.aV)orately investig.ated the
merits of cast and wrought-iron as materials

for beams, and h.os adduced some valuable
experimental information on the subject, lie

shows that the tmc(iual contraction of cast

iron in cooling through inequalities in tlic

mixture of the metal, causing some p.arts to

suffer extreme tension, .and frequently to
produce fracture, renders reliance on this

metal uncertain, ss castings have frequently
snapped without apparent cause. Its crystal-

lino structure, extreme brittleness. and the
imperfections of casting, such as air bubbles,
scorire which cannot possibly be detected
eitlier in or after its manufacture, and the
influence of time and temperature on cast

iron, are important points to be remembered
in using it for purposes where strcDg*h and
ela.sticity are required. The same great
authority has published some valu.able results

as to the extent the agencies of time and
temperature have in affecting the strength
or resistance of cast iron. lie found that its

elasticity was injured with one fifth of the
breaking weight, and that there is a progres-
sive increase of dctiection by a continuous
strain, caused by vibrations and atmospheric
changes, oxidation, &c. Indeed, the great
question he undertook to solve was to what
extent cast iron covdd be loaded without en-
d.angering its security ? and such a question
is still problematical in respect to the influence
of time on cast iron under a continuous
strain. The failures of numerous cast iron
constructions mu.st convince practical men of
th^ importance of this question. These re-
marks lead to the conclusion that cast iron
shoulil never be used where great transverse
or tensible strains are produced, but that we
should invariably have resort to wiought iron
in one of its numerous forms. On the other
hand, cast iron may adv.antageously be used
for many of those purposes for which it is

now emjiloycd. such as in columns, or for
any use in which simple compression is pro-
duced, and for many of tho.se other decora-
tive offices about buildings where distur-
bance, shocks, and strains are not felt.

Before speaking of the more decorative
uses of iron, I may simply refer to some
constructive adajitations. One of the sim-
plest and most clever is Xasmyth's patent
girder for roofs and fireproof floor.s. This
is constructed on the bow and string princi-
ple, and consists in an arclied ]ilate of iron
pliiced within the turned-upends of a bottom
or tension ]ilate, which by preventing the
spread of the ujiper plate, forms a beam of
rigidity. A solid flitch or web plate may
constitute the tensile part, and the arched bow
be united or riveted to this. Another simple
contrivance, though a composite kind of
pirder. is that recently p.atented by Jlr.

ilcnderson, which consists of a flitch, or
plate, at the ends of which skew backs or
shoes are formed for a flat brick arch to Ix'

turned. This is a similar, but more prac-
ticable method of u.sing the tensile resistance
of wrought iron in a very economical nuxnner.
The combination of iron with wood, brick, or
concrete for fireproof flooring shows us how
usefully the strength and rigidity of iron may
be employed where depth is valuable. There
are various systems julopted. but those in
•n-hich a kind of coucrete forms the floor or
ceiling, have the .advant.age of combining two
thoroughly fireproof materials in such a
homogeneous manner .as to give the strength
and compactness of a solid brick construction.
Among these the " Deimet " arch and one or

two recent patents are -well known, and need
not be particularised here.

Considered decoratively, the distinction I

have drawn between cast aad wrought iron

must be quite as marked. One kind requires

very o])jK>site treatment to the other. One
of the principal offices in which we can con-
sider the decorative use of cast iron is that
of sup])orting, as columns, as we have seen
that it lends itself better to compressive force

than any other. The crushing force for cast

iron is given at about 41 tons to the sipuire

inch. As to strength of iron pilLars, we have
to consider height, diameter, and area, as

affecting the limits to be .allowed in practice.

IMr. Ilodgkinson's experiments, or those of

Euler, are ajqiroximately correct. The theory
of Euler is that the strength of any prismatic
column of any material increases as the
square of the sectional area divided by the
.square of the height. Mr. Ilodgkinson's

deductions are :—

(1.) That the strength of solid uniform
cylindrical columns of cast iron v.aries

directly in the proportion of the 3'Gth power
of the diameter.

(2.) The strength of uniform hollow cylin-

dricui columns varies directly as the diffe-

rence of the .'i-Oth powers of the major and
minor di.ameters.

(II.) The strength of uniform cylindrical

columns, whether solid or hollow, varies

inversely in proportion of the I'Tth power of

the height. Euler's formula for solid columns
11

1

is— W = r
h".

The constant for solid and hollow columns
may be taken as 44. The multiple of sate

weight should never be less than four of

breaking-weight. In actual experiment, we
find a column above six diameters high sub-
ject to be bent, and therefore, in the majo-
rity of ordinary cases in practice, they break
or give way by a combiner! action of crush-
ing and flexure, and both these causes of

failure li.avo to be taken into the calculation

in determining the strength. Under such
conditions, or when not long enough to fail

from sinqile bending, and too long to fail

from crushing, columns are proportionately
weaker than when their height is greater.

Of the sections or plans for cast iron

coluums, the hollow cylinder is the simplest

;

a slight swell near the centre adds beauty and
a sniiill increase of strength. A pleasing
variety of forms nuiy, however, bo adopted,
taking the round as a basis—namely, the
form used in the Exhibition building of 1851,
on which the plain circular plan is relieved

by four broad fillets or faces ; the polygonal
shape

; a cross section, strengthened .at

intervals by angle-blockings of various forms,

m.ay also lie very pleasingly treated, the

vertical fl.anges (if they may be so termed)
being continued at the top in the direction of

the floor, or supported girders as curved
brackets. The caps and bases admit of a
variety of decorative treatment, and may be
attached to the shaft .as separate features.

Papier-mache is often used very effectively.

In every case a column of iron should express
its office, and not appear to be treated too

capriciously. G. II. G.

(7o be continued.')

PEDESTALS.
By Tiiom.\s MoiiHis.

(^Continued from page 34.5.)

THE Place received its name from tlie old p.alace

or nutc4 tie \'einlonie, which w.is t.akeiidown to

make way f<ir the present !*<iuare, erected from
Mansard's design in ItVJl). The column was hegun
in l«(t(i, and linished in 1810. It was intended to

record the victories of tlie French army in Germany,
and the remarlialile reverse of fortnne hitely ex-
perienccrf onght to ipialify the glory of conquest
and abate the victor's pride. Dut "life is short

and art is long," and but for the inconceivable

atrocity of the CommuDlsts of lb?!, this column of

Napoleon might have escaped such a vicissitude as

it met with at their liands till Paris reached the
])resent age of Kome. The indignity it suffered in

lSi4 at the hands of the Allied Powers of Europe
was comparatively petty and personal. The import-

ance of such a monument to the world of art was
in some degree irrespective of its intrinsic excellence.

The Rjiiral band of relicvi measured eight hundred
and forty French feet in length, and tlie height of

the figures (two thousand in niunber) three feet

eight inches. The bronze employed weighed, in the

whole, about three hundred and sixty thousand
pounds, the produce of twelve liundred pieces of

ordnance taken from the enemy. The bas-reliefs

of the pedestal represent the costumes and weapons
of tlie defeated armies.

Home contains a second column of the same
liistoric nature as that of Trajan, erected .\.D. 174
by the senate and people to the best of emperors,

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, in eonimemoratiou of his

victories over tlie Germans, Armenians, and P.orlhians.

It has been the pleasure of critics to denounce this

work as inferior in merit to its predecessor, and it

tlierefore seems allowable to weigh the grounds for

tlje adverse judgment. As to a precise adherence

to the rules of the arclntectural order to which they

are generally assignable, I think it unworthy of

serious consideration. These columns were not era-

idoyed edificially, but with a speciiil and exceptional

])ur))ose. Their design, therefore, is not to be juciged

liy the standard of the peristyle or the portico. AVe
must seek that in the temples of Athens or in the

" Sanctuary and home
Of art and piety—Pantheon ! pride of Rome !"

imitated for the Londoner's convenience at the churches

of S. Martin's-in-the-Fields and S. George, Blooms-

bury. The works under notice are historical records,

each '* to be read round and round a long convex sur-

face," the eye fixing on the cue at the base and
being carried in a sort of volute widening over the

aljacent area till the linal revolution has prepared

the observer for presence with the honoured hero at

the top. (It is, of course, needless to say that at

the instance of Pope Sextus V., and after due exor-

cism, S. Peter has taken the place of Trajan, and
S. Paul that of Aurelius.) The surface of a cone is

as convex as that of a cylinder, but wholly inferior

for the display of such a tablet of design as that by
which either of these pillars is involved. In a pic-

ture-gallery, works much above the horizon are in-

clined so as to bring them to a right angle with the

axis of vision, and what the Roman architects

wanted was, in fact, no other than an inverted cone,

but which the conditions of stability at once for-

bade. It was incnmbeut upon them, htiwever, not

to run needlessly into the opposite extreme, aiul the

cylinder, with just so much of diminution as would
cover practical defect or visual illusion, was the

proper and artistic choice. A century had jjassed

when the design of Apollodorus was to be repeated.

Its merits were sufficiently admitted by the homage
of iiuitation. but its failings were made subjects of

imiirovenient. The base of the iir.st was only a cube

with the jilinth and cornice included, and the effect,

judged by modern notions of proportion, is undoubt-

edly somewhat squat. This was failing the first

—

tritling enough, it must be admitted, and the second

was yet more venial. The peculiar destination of

the shaft being perceived, it would be only a natural

solicitude with the second architect to make it .approach

as clo.sely as other considerations would admit to au

actual cylinder, and the diminution is accordingly

made only about one-sixteenth of the "ower diameter.

In the third place, the relief compatible with a baud
of four feet i>r so in widtli must necessarily grow in-

distinct after a few revolutions, and the relief is in-

creased in the latej example. In what way soever

these changes may jiresent themselves to amateur
critics, I cannot but feel that they are by no means
to be assigned to a decadence of taste. They appear,

on the other hand, allied to .sound and rational prin-

ciples, yiatent to the disciples of art in every age. On
this column the tigure of .Tupiter Plnvius is repre-

sented dispensing copius lloocls of rain to revive the

parched and fainting Romans. This is the P.agan

acknowletlgmeut of a benefit really due. it is said,

to the prayers of the legion of Mytilene Christians.

Another iniporlaut group is comjiosed of two large

trophies of arms and armour with a figure of winged
Victory in the middle, making a record with a stylus

on a clipeus or shield. The llorcule^ni uielhoil of

construction, notice<l in the earlier examfile. is fol-

lowed here. Twenty-eight pieces of white marble

r.ullicod. Tlie shaft took nineteen. The block form-

ing the abacus is seventeeu feet four inches s(iu.are,

and live feet deep. The top of this block is one

hundred and twenty-two feet eight inches from the

ground, out of which dimension twenty-live feet

eight inches belongs to the pedestal. Except this

verticid measure, little or no trace cf the original
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pedestal remains. A facing of new marble was pven
b}' Fontana when he repaired the two cohimns In the

sixteenth century, but it is far from equal to the

Roman work or bolder compass of ancient thought.

An inscription shows that the column was then con-

fused with one detiicated by Aurelius to Antoninus
Pius, but the latter was discovered on Monte Citorio

in 1709, and the error set at rest. The monument
thus found was soon afterwards destroyed, and the

pedestal (ornamented with relievi of funeral games
and the apotheosis of Antoninus and Faustina) car-

ried to the gardens of the Vatican, where it remains.

It was thus made evident that the monument
which gives its name to the Piazza Cohnna, in which

it stands, is the testimonial erected a.d. 174, by the

Senate and people to Aurelius himself. Like that of

Trajan, it is grandly represented by Piranesi's en-

gravings. The loss of all authority concerning its

original pedestal is a disadvantage, but cannot sup-

port any inference that it was of less excellence than

that of its fellow example, and the two works may
be justly paired iu the way Mrs. Eatju has adopted ;

*' The sight of the stupendous colnmris of Trajan and
Marcus Aurelius, which alone stand triumphant over

time, while the proud trophies of a long list of tyrants

are laid low in the dust, make us involuntarily ad-

mire the poetical justice displaj-ed iu the perfect pre-

servation of those sublime monuments of the best

and greatest emperors Kome ever produced ; the sole,

who deserved th "; victor's laurel and the civic crown
;

who united the praise of pre-eminent virtue to that

of military glory, and who, on a throne too often

sullied with every vice and every crime that can dis-

grace human nature, were at once the conquerors of

distant nations, and the fathers of their people."

The form of the pedestal for the surmounting
statue of the emperor was probably the same in each

instance, and consisted of a cylinder with a hemi-
spherical top, the fitting emblem of universal

dominion. This pedestal is followed in the York
column and at the Place Vendome.

One ancient example at Rome must have had its

histor}' revealed shortly after Byron addressed it as

" Thou nameless column with a buried base."

The pedestal was restored to the light in 1813,
and an inscription proved it to behave been erected

to the Emperor Phocus, a.d. GOH, by excavations

carried on by Elizabeth. Dowager Duchess of Devon-
shu-e, who was long a resident at Rome, and took
deep interest in its antiquities; the steps on which
the pedestal was placed were also discovered in lSlf>.

The meanness of their construction is favourable to

the belief that the column itself had been taken
from some ancient edifice. The Corinthian shaft

consisted of eight courses of Greek marble, and
supported a gilt statue of the emperor.

The Eothal column of the Consul C. Dnilius.

commemorative of his victory over the Fleet of

Carthage, r.c. 250, had the pedestal of a proportion

that appears somewhat clumsy, since it was neces-

sarily adapted, not to the shaft alone, but to the

general figure inclusive of the prows.

As to the eastern capital of Bj'zantium, proper no
vestiges remain, except by possibility some portions

of Cyclopean wall dividing certain gardens from the

streets. But of the " amphitheatre of peopled
hills," as Constantinople has been called, there are

many interesting monuments. The column erected

b}' Constantino was of wonderful construction. The
shaft consisted of ten blocks of porphyr}', each up-
wards of ^ft. liigh, and 35ft. in circumference. The
beds of these blocks were surrounded by finely-orna-
mented zones of metal, forming a remarkable, if

not peculiar feature. The pedestal was of marble,
20ft. in height, and the whole was crowned by a
figure of Apollo, attributed to Phidias. This
figure was thrown down by lightning in 1150,
together with three of the porphyry blocks, and the
ruin has since borne the name of the Burnt Pilhir*
The fine historical column erected early in the fifth

century in honour of Theodorus the Great, and
covered with bas-reliefs of his victories, was taken
down at the close of the seventeenth centurv.

* The evil so emphatically marked at Constantinople,
has been felt in othpr places, and the sword of S. Paul on
the Aurelian Column has attracted the electric! fluid on
more than one occasion. The danger attending statues
exposed at a great elevation, especially those of metal,
must have heen enormous, and their general destruction
seems but the natural consequence of other agencies
than time. From the chief source of accident modern
monuments are secured by the application of lightning-
conductors, but many of our finest steeples remain as un-
protected as their prototype the Fire Towor on the Isle of
Pharos, built by Sostratus, a Cindinn architect. It is only
probable, iudeed, that the Rhodian Colossus o( Apollo
would have succumbed to the disintegration of its rocky
pedestals by repeated shocks of lightning, apart from the
earthquake, to which its fall two himdred and twenty-four
years b.c, is commonly attributed.

THE INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

THE following is substantially the opening address

of Mr. Richard Hall, President of the Institution

of Surve^'ors, on Monday evening last. After some
introductory remarks the President said:

—

Among the questions now attracting public atten-

tion, those relating to the tenure and occupation of

the soil have recently assumed a greater prominence.

In these days of political excitement, legislative

action often follows so swiftly upon the agitation of

any particular question that measures which for-

merly took a generation to ripen are now brought
forward with startling suddenness. It is incumbent
on us, therefore, as men possessing a special

experience in, matters pertaining to landed property,

to scrutinise attentively any proposal affecting

interests in which we are so largely concerned. There
are signs that the growing dis]iroportion between the

population and the area of the soil may become a

source of agitation on the part of those who hold

that the possession of land is a necessary condition

of individual happiness and independence ; and, on

the other hand, that its non-possession is a grievance

attributable to bad laws and class legislation. With-
out trenching on political topics of this kind—topics

which cannot be too rigidl}' excluded from our

discussions—I may be permitted to say that the

minute subdivision of the land in this country

amongst the general community would probably

tend to diminish the yield of the soil, and a loss

would consequently result from such a course. The
question of extracting from the soil the maximum
of produce is one of the deepest interest to everyone.

In the application to the land of the principles of

modern husbandry ; in the careful study and
employment of the valuable aids which the science

of agricultural chemistry is offering to the skilful

farmer; in the redemption, by such means, of

such areas of uncultivated lands from absolute

infertility ; In the more energetic treatment of wet

and stubborn soils, by drainage and deep ploughing

^a task requiring capital, forethought, and patient

waiting for advantages which are not immediate—
will be found a better field for the exercise of that

philanthropic zeal which seeks the real benefit of all

classes, than the raising of strained and exaggerated

visions of universal land projirietorship. I may
remark also that on such questions as the sj'stem

of transfer of property, the law of entail, and what
is termed tenant right, there is much popular mis-

conception, which it would be well to attempt to

correct by idaci.ig on record the actual facts concern-

ing them. The comparative merits of large and
small occupations is also a matter deserving our

careful consideration. The class of small hereditary

tenants, which has fallen behind in the modern race

of agriculture, is apparently undergoing a process of

rapid extinction, and there are various opinions as to

the probable effects of this change. Many hold that

the conditions of increased productiveness and suc-

cessful husbandry are vastly improved by the ab-

sorption of small occupations, whilst, on the other

side, it is contended that society suffers a loss by
the disappearance of the classes referred to, who
form an element of value in the stability of the coun-

try by increasing the number of those enjoying a

direct interest in the soil.

After alluding to the ill-fated Rating and Local

Government Bills, Mr. Hall said :
—

Another measure, the Inclosure Law Amendment
Bill

"—introduced b}' Mr. Shaw Lefevre and the

Home Secretary—met with a fate similar to the

Rating Bills, being withdrawn in July. One of the

principal objects of the Bill, as recited in the pre-

amble, was, '"to make better proviMon for securing

allotments for recreation, and for the labouring poor,

upon the inclosure of any land." With this end,

it proposed, as first introduced, to set aside one-tenth

])art of all lands inclosed after the passing uf the Act
as recreation or poor allotment grounds, the extent

of the appropriation to such purposes being limited

to 60 acres. This clause, however, was amended, olJ

acres being fixed as a minimum in commons of 500
acres and upwards. The Bill was referred to by me
in my paper on the " Inclosure Acts and their

Results," and was discussed by members on that

occasion. The general opinion seemed to be that

the proportion of one-tenth was very much in excess,

and it is probable, should the Bill be revived in the

next session, that this provision will undergo some
modification.

Public opinion is, at the present time, strongly

directed to the subject of the inclosure of common
lands, and as is generally the case with agitations of

any kind, the movement is not entirely free from
acrimony, and a spirit of injustice towards those

who it is presumed have infringed public rights.

A'igorous efforts arc being made to curtail the rights

of lords, and to advance the interests of the com-

moners, and Bills have received the attention of

Parliament during the last session having for then-

object the settlement of several disputes of the kind
on a permanent basis. One of these, the Wimbledon
and Putney Commons' Bill, met with considerable

opposition in committee. This Bill places the

managemen! and maintenance of the commons in the

handsofabody of conservators; Earl Spencer, the lord

of the manor, receiving, in lieu of his rights, a per-

petual annuity of £1 200, together with certain other

minor equivalents. The annuity to Lord Spencer,

together with the expenses incident to the preserva-

tion of the commons, are to be provided for by means
of a graduated rate of fid., 4d., and 2d. in the

pound rental, leviable upon houses situated withia

certain defined distances of the commons. Another
simular dispute, which has led to long and expensive
litigation, has found its solution within the last

few weeks. I refer to the well-known case of

Hampstead Heath. During the last session, a bill

was carried tlirongh Parliament, authorising the

Metropolitan Board of Works to purchase of Sir

John Maryon Wilson, and his successors, the rights

which he claims, in fee simple, over the manor. The
Board is authorised to raise, for the purposes of the

Act, the sum of £7o,0()0, and the amount agreed to

be paid to Sir John Wilson, in consideration of his

claims, is £45,000. The Board will have the sole

maintenance aud management of the heath for

purposes of public recreation.

Other bills affecting commons and commonable
lands, such as the Wandsworth Common Bill, the

New Forest Bill (introduced by Mr. Baxter and
withdrawn), and the Epping Forest Bill, have been

a distinguishing feature of the past session of

Parliament. In the latter case, the claims of the

commoners, backed by the powerful co-operation of

the Corporation of London, are about to be sub-

mitted to a jury in the ancient Court of Swainemote
—revived, for the first time, after long disuetude.

The jurisdiction of that Court is repudiated by the

lords, who found a claim to refer the matter in

dispute to the Attorney- General, upon a statute of

George III., so empowering those who insist that

their manors are without the forest limits.

The decisions of Lord Hatherley, in August last,

in the cases of Warrick v. Queen's College, Oxford,

and Betts v. Thompson, will probably have an im-
portant influence upon questions of contested com-
mon rights. The first of these cases originated in

an attempt, upon the part of the authorities of

Queen's College, Oxford (the Lords of the Manor of

Plumstead), to inclose the common. Thereupon an
injunction to restrain them from so doing was ob-

tained, and a suit was instituted in the Rolls Court,

which resulted in a judgment for the commoners.

The case was heard, on appeal, before the Lord Chan-
cellor, who, after some delay, confirmed the ruling

of the lower Court on all substantial points.

Lord Hatherley went minutely into the whole
qne-^tion, with a view to the discovery of a legal

origin (if any such existed) of such rights, claimed

and exercised, on the ground of prescription, from
remote times. Between the years 1801) and 1830,

no Courts Leet or Courts Baron had been held, but

the entries on the Court rolls, and the bye-laws and
rules framed, from time to time, for the regulation

of the exercise of those rights by those who had the

right to claim them (the lord standing by without

interference), where lield by Lord Hatherle}' to be

sufficientproof of the existence of such rights. Their

possible existence was not denied by the lord, whose
contention was, that as it would be impossible to

prove that they existed in certain specific persons to

be indicated, he was at liberty to deal with the waste

of the manor as he thought fit. There being no copy-

holders of the manor, the case rc-^ted upon the

vahdity of the claims of the customary freeholders,

on the ground of prescription, to certain rights of
*' Turbary " and *' common appendent." It was
decided by Lord Hatherley that there existed pre-

sumptive evidence, amounting to certainty-, of a legal

origin of such rights, in a grant from the origin^

owner of the soil in times beyond legal memory.

It was contended, on the part of the lord, that the

rights nf Mr. Warrick (one of the customary free-

holders, whose case was selected by tlie Court for a

ruling decision) were forfeited by non-payment of

quit rent, b;.* non-admission, and non-performance of

suit and service ; but. assuming non-forfeiture on
such grounds, it was admitted that Mr. Warrick's

rights were made out. It was held by Lord
Hatherley, with reference to this point, that although,

under copyhold tenure, such forfeiture would ensue

upon non-observance of suit and service, that free-

hold rights, vested by way of prescription, could

not be so forfeited. The non-forfeiture thus affirmed,

together with tlie admission, on the part of the

appellants, of such rights, in Mr. AVarrick. if not

forfeited, was held by Lord Hatherley to be proof of
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the existence of a freeholder, having prescriptive

rights upon the wastes of the manor.

Authorities were cited showing tliat the right of

**common-appondent " did not arise when it could

be proved that no arable land was granted

when the house was granted, and previous deci-

sions were referred to which aflinned tliat in

cases wherein the arable laTul.-*. in respect of which

the right of '' common-appendent " was granted,

had been destro3'ed or covered up by l»uilding, it was

to be construed as an act of abandunment currying a

forfeiture of the right.

In the present case, however, it was held by the

Court that the rights of common-appendent were

not affected by the existence of such buiUlings. the

non-existence, in the books of the manor, of bye-

laws and rules (held to l»e competent authority) to

restrain such acts of building being taken as proof

of ac(piiescenee or non-interference on the part of

the lords as regarded such acts.

The decision is retrospective, applying to indosures

made en the commons in question since the year

ISdii. when tlie suit was instituteil. The Court

declared a legal origin to the rights of the freeholders

—the appellants to pay the costs. The second cjise

(also decided in favour of the commoners) calls for no

particular comment. These decisions will probably

have the effect of raising, in many parts of the

country, questions relating to common lands, and

may lead, in some instances, to an examination and

re-adjustment of many illegal or informal acts of

indosure.

The attention of the members of this Institution

has been specially directed from time to time to the

subject of the utilisalinn of the sewage of towns,

and papers setting forth the results- achieved under

different and, to some extent, contrary systems of

treatment, have been read at our meetings. Not-

withstanding the attention which the matter has

received at the hands of both seientilic and practical

men, there seems still to be much uncertainty as to

the probable results of the adoption of any particular

scheme, and so much alarm at the contingent expense,

as til induce many large towns to shrink from the

obligation.

In many of the great riparian towns of the

Thames Valley, the clauses of "The Thames Con-
servancy Act, 1S(J7." and " The Thames Navigation

Act, 1870"—whereby the discharge of sewage into

the river or its neighbourhood after the 21st

October, 1870, is declared to be illegal—have

created the utmost difficulty and embarrassment,

and, in the last session of Parliament, a hill

was jiromotcd by the vestr}' of the parish of

Richmond, praying for a three years' extension of

time, on the plea that the whole question was as

yet in its infancy and involved in more or less

obscurity. The bill was strenuoush' opposed by
the conservators, on the ground that a concession

of the kind would create a precedent of which other

towns Would not be slov.- to avail themselves, and

on the further ground that no serious effort had
been made by the vestry to carry out the purposes of

the Act. A clause introduceil during tlie passage of

the Hill through the Committee of the House of

Commons, authorising the vestry to discharge, after

deodorisation, the atiiuent water into the river

Thames, was struck out in the Lords' Committee.
The three years' extension of time sought by the

liill was not granted: but an undertaking was given

b}' the agent, on l)ehalf of the conservators, holding

the vestry free for a farther space of two years of

the penalties following non-compliance with the terms

of the Act. The remaining clauses of the Bill

(merely monetary) were passed.

The conditions affecting the adoption of an^' par-

ticidar system of sewage treatment in different towns

are so varied as to justify local Iiodics in a good deal of

their hesitation in embarking large sums of numey in

costly works, which m;iy, after all, have tobesuper-

8ede<l by others of quite another kind. The dif-

ferences, also between the several and rival systems

are not so much in the cost involved in carrying

them out. as ra'lical differences on all poiuts. s(» that

the substitution of one system for another, which

time may prove to be superior, would invidve an al-

most total change in conducting agents and plant, as

well as in the area and situation of the land required

for utilisation. That sewage may be prolilably utilised

under favourable conditions <»f supply. an<t when land

can he secured suitable in character, area, aiid posi-

tion, there seems to be little reason todi>ubt; but

under no system does this prospect as yet seem to be so

assured as to render an indiscriminating application

of .any of the methods of treatnu-nt desirable. Local

prejudices, whether well or ill-founded, against the

proximity of sewage farms, constitute a very usual

obstacle to schemes of the kind. Uiifnrtutnitely, it is

commonly found that, by the very nature of the case,

this difliculty is most serious in the populous neigh-

bourhoods of those large towns the sewage of which

it is most necessary to deal with.

A mejisure. entitled *' An Act for the Amendment
of the Law relating to Kcelesiastical DiKpidations"

—under which one, at least, of our members has :d-

ready received an appointment—calls for some notice

on this occasion. This Act, which came into opera-

tion on the 1st of last August, enacts that at least

one surveyor shall be appointed to each diocese, whttse

duty it shall be. upon the c<miplaint or application

of the archdeacon, rural dean, patroT), or incumbLMit

of a benefice, to inspect and report upon the e<^iudi-

tion of the buildings of the benelice, and who shall,

if called upon to do so, furnish to the bishop a re-

port and estimate nf the cost of the repairs alleged

to be necessary. The bishop is empowered to decide,

on the showing of the surveyor, or on anytlnng which

mav be urged by the incumbent to the contrary,

whether such repairs are, or are not, necessary.

The incumbent, in cases either of compulsory or

v(duntary repairs to the buildings of his benelice, is

authorised, upon the security of the possessions of

the benefice, to borrow the whole or any part of the

sum necessary for their execution from the governors

of Queen Anne's Bounty.

The various sections of the Act regulating the

surveyors' fees and charges I need not here refer to.

The appointments are held subject to the pleasure

of the archdeacons and rural deans of the diocese.

The Act, in principle, compels the possessor of a

life interest in an ecclesiastical estate to show that

regard to the interests of his successors whieli, in

secular life, is generally secured by the princijile of

family inheritance. If the Act is etliciently carried

out, mau3' painful disputes, and the great embarrass-

ments which frequently result to the families of

deceased clergymen, will be obviated.

A vote of thanks was unanimously accorded to

Mr. Hall for his address, the business uf the evernng

concluding with the formal proposal and admission

of new members and associates.

The Institution now numbers .S honorary mem-
bers, ISO ordinary members, and G4 associates, and
includes in its ranks of members and associates a

large proportion of the leading surveyors ami laud

agents of the kingdom, as well as many barristers

and engineers of eminence engaged in kindred

branches of practice.

CLASS OF CONSTRUCTION, ARCHITEC-
TURAL ASSOCIATION,

THIS Class, formed to assist the members of the

Association in obtaining a knowledge of the

practical part of their profession, by means of an

organised system of mutual study, has effected great

good in the past, and we may confidently say that,

in common with the other classes of the Association,

its utility will be no less marked in the future. Its

results have been so great, indeed, that we would

commend to provincial societies and bodies of architec-

tural students the plan of operation pursued in the

Class. Questions bearing upon the subject to be treated

of in the Class are issued beforehand by its Committee,

and a certain number vrc allotted to each evening

on which the Class meets, and the members are

required to furnish replies in -VNTiting, systematically

worked out, to as many as possible. One of these

replies is selected at the meeting, read out, and com-

pared with the others. The results are then dis-

cussed, and members requested to describe the

method by which they arrive at them, illustrating

their explanation, whenever practicable, by sketches

on the blackboard. This procedure hps been found

to work well, and a large amount of information has

been aecpiired and disseminated during the existence

of the class. To show the nature of the questions

in the various subjects, we give those under the

heads of " Hriekmaking and Brickwork," and
" Physics." The first of these ^ubjects was treated

of in the Class at the meeting on Friday last
;

'* Physics " is the subject set down for the meeting of

the Class on the 2Uh iust. We hope that by pub-

lishing the questions in lhe.se and the other subjects

as they occur, some of our young provincial students

will be stimulated to meet together for mutual in-

struction in some such way as is done in the classes

of the Architectural Association.

BlUCKMAKIXG AM* BiCUKWORK.— 1. KxphuU
the terms "pure clay," "fire-clay," '*marl." and

"loam." statiuj; how each enters into the composition

of bricks. What results are due to the presence of

iron, magnesia, or lime in brick earths ? 2. De-

scribe the process of hriekmaking usually adoi)ted

near L)n<lon. V). What is the average weii;ht of

brickwork in mortar or cement ? -1. Required the

quantity of brickwork in a llin. wall, .'inft. long

and 15ft. high, above three courses of footings ; it

has a 1^ brick projection for chimney-breast,

5ft. 4iu. on face, the opening being 3ft. wide, 3ft. 6in.

high, and 18in. deep; there is also a doorway 7ft.

by 3ft., the lintel over being Sin. deep. 5. What is

the best method of constructing hollow walls, and
how are they measured? 6. Give specification and
drawing of a baker's oven. 7. Give sketch of a*

small ice-well, describing the construction and
retiuiremeuts.

Physics,— 1. Three pressures act in the same
plane upon a point, and neutralise each other. One
is a suspended weight of iHfllb. ; determine the others,

one of which makes an angle of 15 degrees with

the horizon, and the other an angle of 150 degrees

with the same horizontal line. 2. The rafters of a

span-roof are 10ft. long, and rise at an angle of

30 deg. ; if the load on the roof be taken at 4(Hb.

per foot super, and the rafters are 12in. apart from

centre to centre, what is the strain upon them and
upon the wall? 3. In the use of mechanical powers,

a gain of force is attended by a loss of speed. Pro\-e

this to be the case, and explain what advantage is^

obtained by their application. 4. Explain the prin-

ciple on which sound is conveyed. 5. Sketch the

arrangement of seats you would consider best for m

lecture-room, and state why you prefer it. 6. In

constructing a eoncert-room, what precautions are-

necessary to render it good for sound ?

SANITARY LEGISLATION.

WHAT, asks the Saturday J\evUn\ is the posi-

tion of a man who wants to find out whether

he can prevent the water he drinks from being pol-

luted by his neighbour's sewage, or the air he breathes

from being polluted bj- his neighbour's chimney ?

He has first to master some fifteen general Acts of

Parliament, in the hope that in one or other of them

he will find the power he is in search t>f. If he fails

in this, he must look through some twenty or thirty

subsidiary Acts, on the chance that the power may-

be given incidentally by a clause in one or other of

them. If he attains his end, he must examine

further whether the particular Act which seems to-

serve his turn is in force in the district he lives in ;

and if it is, it is still possible that there may be some

local Act which abridges his remedy. AVheu all

these dangers are surmounted, it is more than possible

that the clause he has discovered turns out to be so-

defective in the scope of its prohibitions as to be

practically unworkable. But, supposing that by

some fortunate chance he does light upon the exact

clause he wants, and finds that it is in all respects

adequate to the occasion, he is nut much better uff

than if his search had been altogether unavailing.

His knowledge of what the law forbiils will not help

him, unless he knows further who it is that the law

has charged with the duty of enforcing the prohibi-

tion. In some places certain Acts are administered

bv Local Boards, in others the same Acts are ad-

ministered by the Town Councils, or by tlie Commis-

sioners appointed under local Acts, or by the

Guardians of the Poor, or by the A'estries. By one

set of statutes the Local Boards have authority to act

under the name of "Nuisance authorities," and by
another set these same Boards liave authority to-

act under the name of " Sewer authnritie^." " Intri-

cate legal responsibilities," says the report of the

Sanitary Commission, "being attached to so many
various' bodies, or to the same under different names^

dfpubt often has been created as to where the respon-

sibility or power lay, resulting either in inaction,

Utigation, or frustration of public works alreatly

attempted." Until lately this confusion was in-

creased by these several bodies being placed under

the supervision of three distinct departments of the

Central Goverinnent. This defect iu the law waa

remedied by the Act of last session fusing the Poor-

law Board,' the Home Office, aiul the Privy Council,

so far as their sanitary functions are concerned,

into (uie new department—the Local Government

Hoard; a reform which, indispensable as it was for

otiier reasons, had a special advantage of creating a

Minister specially charged with the duty of prepar-

ing sanitary bills, at a time when sanitary bills most

need to be prepared.

THE NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE.

HAVING given elaborate and exhaustive descrip-

tions of Jlr. Street's designs for the Law

Courts in Nos. 875 (October 13), W'd (October 20),

877 (October 27), and 878 (November 3). there will

be no necessity for us to comment at any length oa

the several illustrations of the edifice as we give them.

This week we give an illustration of portion of the

Strand elevation, which was fully de :eribed three

weeks since. Next week we hope to give elevatiott

and details of public stair of Strand front.
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THE FLEMISH GALLERY, ST. JAMES'S STREET.

CROCKFORD'S old gambling-house, at

the top of St. James's-street, after pass-

inc- through many vicissitudes as club and res-

taSraut, followed by a long period of closure

and desertion, has just been opened, under

the above title, as an emporium of art, under

the auspices of Messrs. P. L. Everard & Co.,

of Brussels, and their associates in Pans and

elsewhere, as "a grand exhibition of paint-

ings of all nations "
; in other words, a gigan-

tic international exhibition of paintings, con-

ducted upon similar shop principles as that

at South Kensington under the exalted

patronage of her IMajesty's Commissioners of

the Exhibition of 1851. There is no mistake

about it, and there is no attempt to deny it.

Jlessrs. Everard & Co. are picture dealers,

with an immense stock on hand, as is amply

testified by the piles of unexhibited works,

in and out of cases, which crowd the staircase

and the little " office " on the first floor, pre-

pared to take their places on the walls, when-

ever their predecessors there have found pur-

chasers. Add to this that an announcement

on the walls states that any pictures pur-

chased may be removed from the '

'
exhibition

"

after three days' notice being given to that

effect, and we may form an idea of the

transitional condition of the collection

which is now opened to view on these vast,

heavily-decorated, but gloomy and ill-lighted

premises. Kevertheless, the stock is worth

looking at by those who take real interest in

art, and who know sufficient of it to separate

the wheat from the chaff. Be it said at once

of this vast heterogeneous collection, which

tlireatens every (lay to be increased in

volume (one notorious picture dealer in

Paris, for example, having died the other

day, leaving some four thousand pictures in

his shop, a large number of which will doubt-

less, one of these days, find their way to

London)—be it said we say, and we now say

it, that amongst a large mass of absolute

rubbish, which the bulk consisis of, there are

several gems of purest intellectual art, which

are worth, the seeking for. We may add that

the introduction of this large mass of foreign

pictorial production, of every degree of

merit and demerit, affords for the first time

to the amateur and art student an opportunity

of forming a fairer estimate of the stalus of

art in the Continental schools represented

here than he ever enjoyed in this country

before, and thereby of drawing a comparison

with the performances of native art, and

forming conclusions as to its relative position

with regard to others. One general observa-

tion we will make upon this subject, and that

is that, viewing the mass of mediocrities from

Belgium and France on these walls, we find

in them, as a general principle, a greater

amount of power of drawing than in the

English school of a similar rank, but jjut

forward in an ostentatious manner, which is

far from being conciliatory ; whilst in point

of colour—both as to the quality and trans-

parency of the pigments themselves, and the

manner of applying them—the English artist

has a considerable advantage over his Con-
tinental neighbours. Amongst the crowd of

weak and washy products of these exhibi-

tants—confining ourselves only to a few in

the small (/cnrc style—we may point more
particularly to the works of L. Bakalowicz,

T. Ceriez, Leon y Escosura, E. Castau, and

others, hanging in the lower room
;
and the

visitor will have no difficulty in finding many
others equally shortcoming. Of heaviness

on a larger scale, take, for example, " A Pom-
peian Lady," by J. Coomans. But open to

severer denunciation is the inexcusable

nudity " Le Reveil," by A. Lecadre, which

hangs ju.st above the last named, there being

in it neither form, nor study, nor flesh-tint

to palliate its obvious offence against taste

and decency. To turn to more agreeable

subjects, we find in the lower rooms an

extremely interesting fragment, containing

three figures, of the celebrated picture "The
Arrest of the Princes," by Horace Vernet,

which was destroyed at the pillage of the

Palais Royal, in February, 1848; a fine

specimen of Verboeckhoven's elaborate,

highly-finished, but somewhat havd style,

representing " Sheep Reposing in Land-

scape ;" and a clever interior, with figures,

entitled "The Visit," by H. Vau Hove.

By Gustavo Courbet is an immense canvas

some 20ft. by 16ft., entitled "The Death

of the Stag;" an ambitious but cold and

weak performance.

In the upper rooms we are first struck by
a very powerful representation of "Torquato
Tasso in Prison," by Louis Gallait; the poet's

eye fixed in indignant frenzy, whilst his

hands, upon which a high light rests, clasp

his knee. The composition is a little artificial,

perhaps, but the effect is undeniably power-

ful. Then, in fine contrast to this stirring

canvas, we notice a sweet composition, cabinet

size, by Rosa Bonheur, entitled "The Repose,"

a rural scene, with a young woman knitting,

whilst she tends her sheep, and a young

swain lies at full length, in silent devotion,

at her feet. This picture is painted with

greater suavity and brightness of tone than

is usual with tlie artist. Madou is represented

by two small canvasses, in one of which, " The
Courtship," a rustic group, we especially re-

cognise a fine appreciation of humorous

sentiment, and an amount of feeling in the

execution, beyond which nothing eould lie

desired. Then, close by the last-named,we find

an Edouard Frere—a charming little girl,

with a large umbrella over her head,

paddling along the streets through the rain.

A brilliant and highly-dramatic production

is F. Roybet's "The Page," representing a

young stripling holding in leash a pair of

greyhounds, beautifully painted, one of which

makes effort to attack a white parroquet

which stands guar<i over a plate of fruit.

This is a really fine work of its kind. J.

Emile Saintin's two pictures, entitled

" Flowers of Joy" and " Flowers of Sorrow,"

representing in the former case a young
woman with a bouquet of flowers in her hand
knocking at the bed-room door of a friend,

probably on herjimr ile f'l'le, in the latter one on

a similar mission with a handful of immorlclle.':,

arc well known through the engravings pub-
lished of them. Both the pictures are here,

and, notwithstanding their somewhat fade

character, command attention by the intense

feeling thrown into them. By the same
artist there has just been added a work of

still higher pretensions, representing a young
lady, ciressed in black, seated in profile and
reaiiing a letter with intense interest and evi-

dent appreciation of its contents. The finish

of costume, accessories, and all details is of

the highest quality. O.

A TEMPTING OPPORTUNITY FOR
BUILDERS.

IN the borough of Barrow-on-Fiirness the house

accomuuKlation is now glaringly inadequate for

the wants of tlie population, many hundreds of

families being obliged to live in temporary wooden

ereetious, owing to the impossibility of securing other

residences. The Mayor of Barrow (James Ramsden,

Esq.), lui his recent re-eleclion for the sixth time,

made use of the foUowiiig remarks with reference to

this subject in the course of his address to the Town
Council of the borough :

—

" I cannot refraim from alluding to a want, the

existence of which I have no doubt has been already

recognised by the whole of the members of the

Council. I am sure that every one has arrived at

the conclusion that the house accommodation in

Barrow is even at the present time wholly inadequate

to the necessities of its population, and it cannot

fail to have struck you that this deficiency will be

far more severely felt as that population increases,

and it must increase very rapidly to keep pace at all

with the requirements for additional labour which

the development of the v;u-i"us new branches of

industry amongst tis must give rise to. It must be

borne in mind that not only have we to look

forward to the influx of families who will be

attracted by fhe employment offered to women
and children at the flax and jute mills, but

that we must i^repare for an equally large acces -

sion of residents, or perhaps a still greater number,

from the estnblishment of the shipbuilding works and

rolling mills. I think we ma\', without exaggeration,

congratulate ourselves that when these works are com-

pleted Barrow will be enabled boast that one of the

largest establishments devoted to this branch of

manufacturing industry within the United Kingdom

is to be found here. I am speaking from a personal

knowledge of the circumstances wdien I say that in

these works all the latest and most perfect appliances

for meeting every description of work wdiich may
fall within the scope of the proposed operations of

the company will be found, and that it is difficult to

assign any limit to the extent of the business which

may be carried on in connection with the undei t diing.

But here again the .all-important question of pro-

viding the requisite house accommodation for those

who must necessarily be engaged to carry on these

great works forces itself upon our consideration.

What with tiie labour needed for those works, and

those to wddch I have previously referred, as-

well as the increase in oui' population which

must follow the commencement of active operations

on the part of the Flax and Jute Company, there is

little donbt but that within a period of something

like five years the number of the inhabitants of this--

borough will be at least doubled. All these circum-

stances, it must be admitted, contribute to sho-w

most conclusively that there exists at the present

time in the borough of Barrow one of the most jjro-

mising fields for investment in building operations

ever brought under the notice of capitalists. I do

not think that it would be possible to imagine any

set of circumstances offering greater encouragement

to buililers and those who may be desirous of invest-

ing in house property. They have before them the

very welcome assurance that immediately houses

arecomjileted they will be tenanted, and they may
thus look -with certainty for an immediate return

upon their outlay, with the assured prospect of

improved value in a progressive and flourishing-

-

town and port. I feel sure that these facts onl^'

need to be more generally known, and the situation

of affairs here to be better appreciated, for the want

wdiich undoubtedly exists to be supplied. And
I am convinced also that the members of the

Council, -ivho have, I know, the interests of the

town deeply aiul sincerely at heart, will avail them-

selves of every opportunity to impress these tads

upon those with whom they may be brought into,

contact in their business or private relations. We-

must all, I think, be satisfied with the improved

position -ndiich this borough has attained in the

commercial circles of the country, and with the

rapidly -extending recognition amongst men of

business of the numerous advantages it offers, both

as a centre of manufacturing industry and as ai

port. At the same time we must not close our eyes

to the fact that this rapid progress on th_' part of

the borough exacts new duties from those who are

chargeil with the superintendence of its municipal

affairs, and imposes additional responsibilities upon

them. I am sure you will agree with me that one

of the first duties of thi.s Council is that of foster-

ing, by every legitimate means iu their power, the

progress of the borough, encouraging the growth of

its population, and making an adequate provision in

good time for those sanitary and other requirements

which will assume such a vast importance wdien ihe

borough of Barrow numbers, as I believe it will in

the course of a very few years, its 50,000 inhabi-

tants."
-*

COMPETITIONS.
Biir>i--oRD Conx Exch.ixge.—The successful

competitors for this building are Jlessrs. Ladds &
Powell, London. The design was selected from

seven sent in, and unanimously a:.opted by the

Town Council.

Bn.iMrTox.—The designs of Messrs. C. S. & A.

J. Nelson, architects, of Leeds and Derby, -ivho are

at present engageil in erecting new workhouses for

the Brandey and Wharfedale Unions, have recently

been selected in a public competition for a new
union workhouse at Brampton, in Cumberland.

Accommodation is provided for 200 inmates, and the-

works are to be proceeded with immediately.

Lkkds Schools Board.—.\t a meeting of this;

board on Thnr-sday, the i»th inst., the report of the-

building committee was received ard adopted. It

stated that in answer to their advertisement for de-

signs for school buildings, fifty-two sets of plans

had been received, and that the first premium had

been awarded to Mr. (ieorge Carson, architect,

South Paraile, Leeds, and the second to Messrs.
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Alexander & Ilennian, architects. Stockton and

Middlesbro'.

PiBLir Ele>ckktary Sniooi^s, SiiAuxiiUooK.

—

Eight desiim? "were suhmitted in competition for

this imildint; (one of tlie first to be orected nnder the

Jscvr Education Act), and that by Messrs. Ladds &
Powell, London, was selected by the board.

SCHOOLS OF AKT.
EDiNnvRfiH.—For some time \y.i^t nef;otiations

have been going on between the directors of the School

of Arts and the City Improvement Trnstees in re-

ference to the rehuildin.^^ I he ins;titution, now in conrse

of being removed from Adam-siinare. The trustees

having, in lieu of the site they have appropriated,

granted one on the line of Chambers-street, imme-
diately op]iosite the Industrial Museum, jdans were

in due course ubtaine<l fmm Mr. Kliind. architect, for

the erection i>f a new building. Two architects, con-

sultotl on behalf of tlie 8eho(d of Arts, have given it

as thei-r opinion that the execution of Mr. Iliund's

plan will involve an expenditure of Xs.noO. The
trustees, however, have not seen their way to offer-

ing more than £7,000. The alternative, therefore,

remains of modifying the plans or raising the balance

of the cost among the friends of the institution.

YonK.—The annual meeting of the subscribers to

this school and their friends was held on Tuesday

•week. Dr. Procter read the report, from which it

appeared that the total number of students who had
attended the school any time during the year had
been lOH. the average number being 811. liook prizes

had been awarded to nine students, and the result of

the Government examinations in May might, under

the circumstances, be looked upon as satisfactory.

Greater facilities had been given to ladies, and the

report contained useful suggestions to all the students.

The class of artisans and railway apprentii es was in

a highly satisfactory condition, and they were carry-

ing out a complete course of education. These facts

proved that they had a desire to avail themselves of

the opportunity thus afforded to them. There was
a balance due to the treasurer of £o'l 2s. Gd.

Jmiltiiiig liitclligciirc.

CniTRrHK.S AND CH.VPELR.

CiiuisTiAN CnAPEL, Camborxk.—On

AKCELffiOLOGICAL.

A British BrKiAi.-ri.ACK.—I'mler the direction

of three officers of the liritish Archifological Asso-

ciation, a series of very interesting researclies in what
has proved to be an ancient British burial- [dace, be-

tween Felthani and Sunlniry, have lately taken place,

the expense attending the excavations being very

liberally borne by Mr. ThomcOS Ashby, of Staines.

On the two occasions of a very careful examination

of the tield in which the discovery was first made by
Mr. Lennard, a farmer, of Sunbury. no less than
some fifteen urns, of unburnt clay, of different sizes

and .shapes, have been brought to light, and eight of

these ancient vessels, containing burnt bones, small

fragments of charcoal, and a few Hint arrow-heads,
successfully taken from the earth, where they have
possibly laid for between two and three thousand
years. 'I'liese urns will he exhibited at the opening
meeting of the British Archa?olugieal Assoeiation, on

the 2*Jnd inst., when a paper will be read on the

subject of the interesting find by Mr. Edward
Roberts, F.S.A., with notes and explanatory remarks

by Messrs. George "Wright and AV. II. Black.

IiAT!i AnnKV.-—An interesting discovery has been
made during the works now in ]irogress in connec-

tion with the restoration of the choir of the Abbev
Church. Bath. The workmen liave come across

another of the massive columns of the old Norman
Abbey, similar to those found below the finor in

other parts of the building. Near this spot another

discovery has been made, that (pf a vault, which it

13 not improbable may jtrove to be that where Bisliop

Oliver King was buried. Uncertainty has always

attached to the burial-place of this j.relate. whether

in the Bath Abbey or the Chapel Koyal, Windsor,

and it may prove that the vault just ^scovered was
Bidhop King's place of interment.

CHIPS.
The new r)ii.rch .it ILoUi.ld. in the dioce.«;e of

Iiichfield, has been entrusted to Messrs. Mcdland Si

Henry Taylor, arehitents, of Manchester. Hadfirld
is an increuKing and prosperous manufacturing
villagp. and dismally wants a chmvh.
The parish church of Overton, I'lintshiro, was re-

opened on Tuesday, the 7th inst., after restoration at
n co8t of about il.'i.UUO.

On Saturday, the 4th inst.. the foundation-stone
of new schools about to be erected in connection
with S. Maltlwrws Churcli, Stockport, was laid by
tlio Bishop of Cliester.

BntLK
Monday, the 13th inst., a new Bible Christian

Chapel 'vas opened at Camborne, ('ornwall. Acco-

modaticn has been provided for nearly 700 people.

The budding contains galleries round the four walls,

class r.ioms are provided on the north side of the

chapel, and the mirnster's vestry is situate behind

the n strum, and under the end gallery. All wood
work is varnished : the front of gallery has stencil

orna nent in tlie panels. The roof is of open timber

work. ha\'ing circular h.ammer-beam principals, sup-

ported on columns against the walls, the boarding

laid dir-gonally. The total width is about 34 ft. in

one span, without any direct horizontal ties below

the collar, and which required more than ordinary

care in the construction, considering that the walls

were of usual thickness, only without aliutnient. We
believe *his chapel is one of the first erected in "West

Cornwall having open timber roof. The total cost

is about £U00, but quantities of material from the

old chapel were re-used. The tower, whicli has a

slated spire 70ft. from ground, contains stairs to

gallery. The architect was Mr. James Hicks, of Red-

ruth.
'

CA:yiBRTDGK.—Ou Friday last the temporary

church in Barton-road, Cambridge, was opened by
the Bishop of Ely. The building is of wood, and is

a neat and convenient structure, having been built,

at a cost of about £400, from plans by Mr. li.

Revnolds Rowe, architect and surveyor, of Cam-
bridge, Mr. Charles Hazel being the builder.

Exeter C.vthedral.—In addition to the sub-

scriptions already promised towards the general

objects of the Exeter Cathedral restoration, several

friends are providing for special and separate por-

tions of the work. The middle compartment of the

reredos will be provided by Dr. Blackall, in memory
of his great-grandfather. Bishop Blackall, ami the

two side compartments will be furnished by Chan-
cellor Harington. The Chancellor has contributed

£4,000 in a lump sum, and besides that and the

two reredos compartments (which will cost some
£Ho0) he has erected the east window in the Lady
Chapel at an outlay of £000, and also gives the

holy table, the communion rails, and the litany desk.

Mr. E. Force, the chapter clerk, presents the carved

stone pulpit, which will cost about £400.

Glasgow.—-A new Episcopal Church, dedicated to

S. Mary, has been opened at Glasgow. The church,

which accommodates 1000 persons, consists of a

nave, 100ft. by 30ft., north and south aisles, north

and south transepts, chancel and chancel aisle, with

a vestry north of the chancel aisle. The architec-

ture of the building is that of the fourteenth century.

The total cost is estimated at £20,000.

Gr.wesesd.—S. George's Church, Gravesend,

having been closed for some time past for the pur-

pose of alterations and improvements, was re-opened

on Sunday. The alterations and improvements,
comprising the entire renewal of the fittings in the

lower portion of the body of tlie church, a new font,

pulpit, and reading-desk, new flooring, and appara-

tus for heating the church by means of hot water,

have been executed by the contractor, Mr. John
Gould, at an estimated cost of about £650.

Eawhittox.—The Parish Church of Eawlutton,

Cornwall, was reopened on All Saints' Day after

restor;ition. Besides the rebuilding of decayed walls

and the restoration of old fractures in the stone work,

the present work has included an entirely new nave

and south aisle roof. The new south aisle roof is of

the ordinary kind of Cornish waggon roof, but the

nave roof is of a more unusual character, the design

being founded upon a beautiful specimen of fifteenth

century woodwork, existing at Trecarrell II:ill, in

the adjoining parish of Lezant. This roof has

curved moulded principals about five feet apart. \nth

moulded purlins dividing the intervening spaces

into square panels, over which are smaller diagonal

ribs, with carved leaves at the intersections. The
east window of the chaneel is new*, of five lights.

The otlier new works are. an oak screen, with cusped
front, at the entrance to the chancel, new pavement
to chancel and nave, and nave seats, where the old

ones were too decayed for re-use. The worivs have
been carried out under the superintendence and from
the designs of Mr. J. I). Sedding, of Bristol and
Penzanee, the contractors being Messrs. Stacey A
Son, of Lawhitton.

Leeds.—The new church of S. Augustine, Wrang-
thorn, Leeds, has been consecrated. Mr. James
Eraser was the architect. The church is in the

early fourteenth-century Decorated Gothic style, and
consists of a nave, with north and south aisles,

chancel, and side chapels, the latter in the position of

transepts, but roofed parallel to the nave, thereby
allowing the clerestory windows to run through to

the chancel arch from the west end. Tlie chancel is

provided with two vestries on the north tide for the

vicar and choir. Accommoilation is provided for

nearly 700 worshippers in open pews. The edifice

has cost about £fi,SOO. The nave is separated from,

tlie aisles and chapels on each side by an arcade of

five arches, double splayed and carved, ha\'ing

labels overstopped by carved heads representing the

Apostles, with a shield below each bearing the

emblems. These arches are supported hy circular

polished red granite columns with moulded bases

above the seats. The caps are moulded and richly

carved with natural foliage. The clerestory is

pierced by ten single-light windows on each side,

having traceried head.^. and deeply-splayed stone

jambs and sills, with a moulded string-course under-

neath. The aisles are lighted by tra-^eried three-

light windows. Each chapel is lighted at the side

by two three-light traceried windows and by traceried

windows in the gables. A richly-tract-ried five-light

east window and two-fight side windows light up the

chancel. The roofs are open-timbered. The altar

is of pencil cedar, and is richly ornamented. It is

arcaded. The font is of Caen stone, is elaborately

carved, and is enriched with marble .shafts.

LiTTLK BAKFonn.—On Tuesday week the parish

church of Little Barford, Hunts, whicli for the last

three years has been under restoration by Mr. "W.

Osborne, builder, of St. Neot's, was opened for public

worship by the Bishop of Ely.

Liverpool.—The new ch^irch of S. Anne, Liver-

pool, was consecrated yesterday. Early in ISiJO,

plans were prepared by Mr. Robson, then the archi-

tect of the borough ; and the contract for the works

was taken by Mr. Hugh Vates, of Bute-street, Fox-
street. The structure, whicli is in Great Richmond-
street, is in the Mediaeval style, with red brick

facings dressed with red sandstone. The entire

length of the church is 137ft., including the chancel

;

breadth, 52ft. ; height of nave from the floor to the

apex of the roof, 53ft. ; and it is estimated to acconi-

niodate about G70 persons. On the north-west side

a tower has been erected 95ft. in height, surmounted

by an ordinary weather vane. On either side of the

nave are five arches of l<)ft. span, formed of red

sandstone, ^^^th plain moulded caps, the pillars being

alternately round and octagonal. The elaborate

decorations have been executed on the walls of the

church by Messrs Cottier & Co., Langham-plaee.

London. These, which are all in stencilling, com-

pletely cover the walls of the church. Messrs.

Jones & Willis, of Birmingham, supply the altar

cloth and sanctuary curtains. The cost of the

erection will be about £7,000.

PoRTBUUY.—The nave and chancel of the church

of Portbury, near Bristid, have been restored. The
chancel was restored' by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, under their architect, Mr. Christian. The

roof is of oak, and that of the nave of pitch pine.

In both cases the style of the old roof is retained.

Stone tiles have been used on the outside, in place

of the old lead covering. The cost of the nave was
about £1,300, and of the chancel £70M. ]\Ir. J. "\V.

King, of Clifton, was the builder.

S. Dent's, Bakford Pauva, BEnFoRDsiiiRic.

—

This church was reopened on the 7th. It is in the

Transitional between the Early English and Deco-

rated style, with tower, north aisle, and chancel ; the

chaneel has been rebuilt, and aisle and vestry added

on the south side, one of the arches of which is

partly built up to form vestry and scdilia; there is

a credeiice in the south wall ; in the east end there

is a triple-lancet window with stone shafts, caps

and bases, and muUions and marble shafts to

inside arch, and the window is filled with stained

glass (by Messrs. Clayton & Bell) representing the

Birth. Crucifixion, and Ascension, A'c, of our

Saviour. Tlie reredos is mosaic work, and tlie

space in each end of the altar-table and floor is

covered with handsome tessellated paving ; in the

chancel arch is a low stone screen, surmounted by an
iron screen, and forming gates (liy Mr. W. Shrivell)

;

^Ir. Arthur AV. Blomfield, M.A., is tlie architect.

The windows, doors, seals. &c., of the church have

been restored, the roof boarded and formed into

panels and varnished ; the surface of the floor is

laid with six-inch blue and red Staffordshire

tiles (Peake's) ; there is at present no pulpit.

The altar-table, choir-stalls, seats, and all the work
(except the stone work) has been done by Mr. W.
( )rton ; the stonew'>rk by Mr. W. Wade, both of S.

Neot's. Bath stone and Casterton stone for build-

ing; Mansfield for steps. The four east bays of

chancel roof are handsomely decorated by Messrs.

Hcaton, Butler, &. Bayue.
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SwALLOwFiELD. — The cliurch of All Saints',

Swallo^vfield, Oxon, was reopened on All Saint's Day,
after restoration from the design of IMr. J. Morris,

of Reading, by Messrs. Whepler, of Reading. The
church is an ancient structure in the sliape of a

sim]ile parallelogram, SGft. by 25ft. wide, and was
built during the Nnrmnn period. As the chancel

walls were very clilapidatL-d. it was determined to re-

build them, and whilst jiulling them down the old

Norman windows which now occupy the east Avail

were discovered. The north door, with its zigzag

mouldings and shaped jambs, is a very fine specimen

of the period. There is no chancel arch, and the

chancel differs from the nave simply b}' having

arched rafters in the roof, whilst the roof of the

nave has tie-beams and trusses with straight rafters.

In 183G, a transept or pew was erected upon the

north side of the church by the late Sir Henry
Russell, under which is the family vault. This part

of the building scarcely accords with the style of the

church. This transept is faced externally with stone,

whilst the remainder of the church is lliuted with

white mortar joints and stone dressing.'^. A hand-
.some reredos has been executed by Mr. Eai*p, of

Kenuington-road, from the architect's designs. It

consists of a Norman arcade (to correspond with the

east window), wrought in Caen stone, and relieved

by red marble shafts and alabaster bands, with zig-

zag mouldings delicately carved; the central panel is

wider, with a trefoil head, and is tilled with a subject

representing the institution of the Lord's Supper.

The old oaken south porch is being restored, but this

portion of the work is yet incomplete.

"West BiioM^vicn.— On Fridaj' the foundation-

stones of a new Wesleyau Chapel, situated in the

Moseley-road, were laid. The main block of the

chapel building, which occupies 5Sft. by 84, contains

sittings for 5U0 pcrsdiis, 20 inches being allowed for

each sitter. The gallery is round three sides of the

chapel. The style of the main building is Italian,

and it is executed in Birmingham pressed bricks,

with stone dressings. The front elevation has a

frontage to Moseley-road of G8ft. and an elevation

of 46ft, The cost of erection will be £4,325.
Messrs. Loxton Brothers, of Wednesbury, are the

architects, and Mr. James Chappelle, of AVillenhall,

the builder.

BUILDINGS.

BiNGLEY.—The new schools built in connection
with Holy Trinity Church, Biugley, were opened on
Saturday last. They have been built from the

designs of Mr. Norman Shaw, of London, and are in

the same style of architecture as the church—the

earliest type of Pointed Gothic—and are calculated

to accommodate about 350 scholars. They have
cost upwards of £1,300.

Brighton.—A new hotel (the Clarendon) is

nearly completed at Brighton, on thf. Grand Junction
Parade, from the designs of Mr. J. Giles, of Craven-
street, Strand. The style is Italian, and is executed
in Portland cement, with balustrade above the

blocking, broken by ornamental dtirmers, which fall

back into the Mansard roof ; the ridge has open
ornamental iron crestings. On the ground-floor the
w^hole length of the back front is occupied by a re

freshment bar. Facing East-street will be a number
of shops in connection with the hoteh Mr. Kankin,
of Shepherd's Bush, is the builder.

Brighton.—The works in connection with the
Royal Pavilion are progressing. The royal stabling,

or eastern court, is being made into a free library
and museum, from the designs of Mr. Lockwood,
C.E. The style is Mooresque. The building con-
sists of entrance-hall, on each side of which are large

rooms. In communication with the hall is a cen-
tral gallerv, on the east side of wdiich arc the librarv
and reading-rooms, and on the west, rooms foV

museum. On the upper floor are a lecture-room
and five large rauseum-rooms. The cost will be
about £6,300. Messrs. Cheesman & Co. are the
builders.

CoRTACnY Castle.—Additions, the cost of which
will exceed X25,000, are at present being made to

Cortachy Castle, the seat of the Eiu-1 of Airlie.

Part of the old castle, iucluding the entrance-porch,

has been taken down. The original stjde of Cortauh}'

Castle was the old Scotch ; the additions are to be con-
structed iu the old Scotch baronial fashion. They
include an entrance-hall, measuring 40ft. by 20ft.

on the west of t:;e building, to be paved with black
marble, and iinished with oak. Ou the same llnur

are the steward's-room ami the chapel ou the north-

west front, and also a billard-room at the north-west
corner. On the elevation plan the principal feature is

atower, which rises from the back to a height of 12t)ft.

iucludiugtbe spire. The tower is intended for a museum.
There is also a clock tower of smaller dimensions
than the other. On either side of the clock are the

bulls—the arms of the familj'—the blocks of stone

for which weigh about eight tons each. The front of

the new building is ornamented with turrets, corbels,

tj'mpauum windows, &c. The architect is Mr. David
Byce, Edinburgh, and the contractors are—for the

mason work, Messrs. Hall & Murray, Galasliiels;

for the joiner work, Mr. J. R. Swann, Edinburgh
;

and for the plumber work, Messrs. Wallace &
Council, Glasgow.

IvEiGHLEY.—Considerable ex tensions have recently

been carried out at the Dalton Mills, Keighley, from
plans by Mr. Sugden, architect, of Leek. The style

adopted is Koman-ltaliau, and the works comi^rise a

new mill, six stories in height; a spinning-shed,

250ft. b}' 47ft. ; a boiler-house, 53ft. by 58ft. ; a

new engine-house, S^'ft. by Soft., and 50ft. high to

ridge of roof; a new chimney, 150ft. high, and new
offices. The whole of the works were executed

by local contractors.

Manchester.—The foundation-stone of a Sunday
school in connection with the Primitive Methodist

denomination, in Chapel-lane, Quarry-hill, was laid

on Monday. The cost of the undertaking, including

the site, is estimated to be about £1,200. Mr. Wm.
Horrox, of Meauwood-road, is the architect. There

are two floors. The lower one contains two class-

rooms, a library, an infants' room, a lecture-hall, and

a refectory. The upper floor consists of one large

room, capable of accommodating 600 children. The
building is 60ft. long, 30ft. wide, and 48ft. high.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not bold ourselves responsible for the opiuion^of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upou the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or iu progress iu the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOXl,
31. TAVISTOCK-STREET. COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—J. & G.—J. H. & Co.—O. M,— J. P. S.—C. B. A.
—J. W.—S. S.—C. F. C.A—. C—M. & Co.—J.B.

An amateur Decorator.—Tour query is an advertise-
ment.

C. H. T.—The names of the successful competitors for

"Sketchbook" were given ou March 19 of this year. It ia

not intended to publish another book on the same con-
ditions, or, at all events, not at present.

F., & T.W.—The first of several of the designs for the New
Law Courts is given this week. Wo hope to give another
nest week.

Ccntsponkna.

ARCHITECTURAL HERALDRY.

To the Editor oj the Building News.

Sir.—Amongst the accessories and decorative de-

tails in iCarly Ciothic edifices, all of them (with rare

exceptions) possessing strong claims for admiring at-

tention, there are none that are certain to be regarded

with such deep interest as the shields of arms and
the other heraldic insignia and devices with which
the Mediajval masters of Gothic art delighted at once

to enrich and to adorn all classes of their works. I

use the word ''enrich" advisedly, and with the inten-

tion not merely to denote enrit-hmeut by appropriate

aud attractive ornamentation, but rather to indicate

that far higher and more excellent, because infinitely

more precious, enrichment which is conveyed through

endowing a building with such historical attributes

as are at once most comprehensive and pre-eminently

significant. And this is what heraldry, the trusty

handmaid of English history and the faithful ally

of English Gothic architecture, does for our Gothic

buildings. This, als», is what nothing else can do

for them with any approach to the same felicitous

effectiveness, and what heraldry itself refuses to do

for buildings that are not Gothic.

In the old palmy days of Gothic architecture,

when the great style grew up in early strength and

vigorous beauty, the historical heraldry of England
also arose with it, and the two illustrious contem-
poraries in closest alliance together attained to their

full maturity. I do not affirm, indeed, that the

earlj' English heralds were also early English archi-

tects ; but, whilo I firmly believe them in at least

some degree to have had a loving knowledge of the

Gothic architecture of their day, I do not hesitate

to assume it to be beyond question that the great

Gothic architects of Mediicval England were good
heralds. The heraldry of our ohl buildings declares

itself to have been au integral element in their

design. In them heraldry aud architecture were by
far too intimately blended to admit the supposition

that the architects of those tiraes^ themselves
ignorant of heraldry, Avere content to entrust the
armorial features, even in the most important of

their compositions, exclusively to a distinct class of

scientific artists. In all probability the early

Gothic arcliitects at times may have consulted jiro-

fessional heralds ; or the more eminent archi-

tects may have had some members of their

own staff whose special attention had been
devoted tt> heraldic studies, aud whose special

duty accordingly it would be to take cognisance of their

architectural heraldry. Still, there can be no doubt
of the fact that in the great architectural era now
long passed away, a sound knowledge of historical

heraldry was a qualification without which the

education of an architect must have been esteemed
incomplete. Not the least remarkable featiu-e in

that revival of Gothic architecture, which in both

importance and interest is second lo no other inci-

dent in the history of art in our own age, is the

prevailing failure amongst practical students of the

Gothic style to recognise the value of the Gothic
heraldry as an element of that style, and, as a
natural consequence of that failure, their general

neglect of heraldry altogether. I have a well-

grounded suspicion that but a very few of even our

most eminent living Gothic architects would claim a
corresponding rank as heralds. Amongst o'.ir

younger architects I have the good fortune to have
some knowledge of several gentlemen of distinguished

ability and the highest promise; but I question

whether architectural heraldry, as a rule, could be

reckoned amongst their professional accomplish-

ments. And, in like manner, it is but too true that

heraldry has yet to seek for admission into the recog-

nised curriculum of architectural study. Now^, I

am disposed to believe that whatever failures and
shortcomings may have cast a shadow over our

revived Gothic in no slight degree may be traced to

the absence of a genuine heraldic feeling iu so very

large a proportion of our modern Gothic buildings
;

and, when our Gothic architects have been most
successful in almost every instance, I am convinced

that they would have attained to a still higher aud
grander success had they been as strong in heraldry

as in architecture—had they felt and worked, like

their brethren of the olden time, in a spirit at once
thoroughly heraldic and truly architectural. If the

early Gothic architecture was so deeply indebted to

heraldry, as well for very much of its most
characteristic and most beautiful adornment as for

its faculty of historical record a!ul expression, surely

it is but reasonable and consistent to suppose that iu

the revival of the style the heraldic element would
retain its original powers, and therefore would be

esteemed and valued and applied as of old. It may
be, indeed, that the prevalent neglect of heraldry ia

connection with revived Gothic architecture may
have arisen from a vague idea that all historical

herahh'y had long ago become a thing of the past,

and in fact that, having declined with Gothic archi-

tecture when the "great dynasty " of the style fell,

historical heraldry had fallen with it, and had died

out. But, unless Gothic architecture actually died

when it sunk to sleep in the sixteenth century, so

that its revival, however desirable and desired, must
have been a positive impossibility, assuredly the lesson

conveyed by the close fellowship between the for-

tunes of the Mediaival Gothic and Mediieval heraldry

ought to be that, so far as architecture might be

concerned, the revival of the one should have been

associated with the revival of the other. If they

arose together, culminated together, always working
together in happy unison, and then together sunk
into decline—surely they ought again to arise to--

gether. and together to work once more in the true

spirit of their ancient alliance.

I am induced, sir, to address you on this subject at

the present time, in consequence of there being now
in existence and in a position of unusual prominence

a rare opportunity for enhancing both the dignity

and the value of a great national edifice by means of

historical heraldry ; while at the same time the true

intrinsic value of architectmal heraldry and the

felicitous results of a close alliance between architec-

ture and heraldry may be most effectually vindicated

and exemplified. If any building in the realm ought

to be emphatically distinguished by characteristics

at once national and historical, that building is the

New Law Courts. It is a building that ought to be

strictly English and pre-eminently histori'-al of Eng-
land. The New Law Courts, consequently, »uight to

be most richly endowed with that architectural

heraldry which is English history written iu archi-

tecture. As a matter of course, the able and ac-

complished architect of the New Law Courts has yet

to work out in his design such details as may fairly

be expected to comprehend the entire range of the
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historical heraldry of his immense pile of buiUling;

h^nce in your recent uotices of Mr. Street's designs

(I liave been enabled to study tliem carefidly). how-
ever full and c-uinprehensive, you could not well in-

troduce any reference to the heraldry that may
eventually be included in those desiijns. I observed

a small scries of shields (mentioned by you), at pre-

sent witimut armorial charjj;es. within panels in the

central part of the desi-^n for the Carey-street front

of the building; and I infer, llierefnre, tiiat the sub-

ject of heraldry in connection with his designs will

not fail much more fully to engage i\Ir. Street's at-

tention ; still I trust that he will jiardon my advocat-

ing in your culmuns the supreme impnrtance of

licraldry in the New Law ('ourts, aiul also my
briefly suggesting some of the duties wliich might he

entrusteil to it there. When ivorkingout the details

of his designs for the ])alace of the Parliament, Sir

Charles Barry evidently felt botli tlie value of

lieraldry in Gothic architecture ami also the extreme
fitness of its habitual presence in snch a work as he

bad then in hand; but, unfortunately, the heraldry

which, with the best of intentiotis, found its way
into the new Houses of Parliament was not alto-

gether such as to render its presence a subject for

unqnalilied satisfaction. Thus, the New Law Courts

is the first national building of the first magnitude
erected in London since the Gothic revival, in which
architectural heraldry will have becu enabled to ex-
patiate freely under conditions unexceptionably
favourable. May such an opportunity be made avail-

able to the utnmst, thoroughly, hc;u-tily, in the right

spirit and in real earnest

!

In such a building as the New Law Courts archi-

tectural heraldry may be considered to have a three-

fold field for its action ; that is. it will gather rich

!iistorical stores from the past; it will be an historian

of the present; and it willproviile for thecimtinuity of

its chronicles in the future. In the first jdace, with
regard to the present. And hero I would observe that

in the few suggestions I am about to make, where I

am not strictly following the guidance of earlv

heraldic examples, I shall endeavour faithfullv to

V** influenced by the spirit of early heraldry. The
building, then, ought to record its own era by the

becoming display, repeated whenever and wherever
right and desirable, nf the armorial blazonry of the

reigning sovereign, and ni the different members of

the royal house now living. "With this regal

and royal armoury should be associated the insignia

of the highest personages now ludding oHice in the

8tate ; those of the heads of the different depart-
ments of national law and justice and jurispru-

dence
; and those <>i the most eminent legislators,

lawyers, and pleaders of our day, that they all mar
have their becoming places in the contemporaneous
heraldic record, anil also may discharge their own
pre.per dutj- in marking for all time to come the era

of the edifice. In the second place, in dealing with
the past .the architectural heraldry of the New Law
Courts would tjike a far wider range. Comniencing
with llichard T., on whose second great seal appears
the earliest of the royal shields of England, it ivould

indud? the insignia of the successive sovereigns
tinder whom the laws of England have been enacted
anil justice administered ; and this regal heraldic

chronicle would form a single independent continuous
series. Derived from this regal chronicle, in dis-

tinct groups, other series would display the insignia
of each sovereign associated with those of the chan-
cellors, and of the most eminent judges and lawyers
of their res|>eetive reigns. Again, the shields of
arms of the Lords High Chancellors of England
wciidd form another distinct series; and the same
miy be said of the judges of the several Courts, and
of the men who, without having occupied the jutli-

cial bench, may have played ilistinguished parts in

comiection with the administration of the law, and
may have done good service to their cinintry. Nor
.should the foremost legislators of jiast times be for-

gotten, or find no place in the heraldic chroincles of

the I'alace of Law and Justice of to-day ; far frnm
this, their shields of arms would form r.ther distinct

series, and they might also be grouped with the

shields of the sovereigns, and of the high legal ofli-

cials of each reigii. And once more, pre-eminent
lieraldic honour might be aci'orded to pre-eminence
in worth, in the case of the few individuals who may
\)e entitled the hemes of their profession. And the
same remark may be applied to the Law societies and
in.stitutions founded in the ]Mst, and lli.urisliing at
the present, whicli are deserveilly held in high lionour.

Jlore full details are imnecessary ; but it may he
well to observe that in the suggestcil groupings |)re-

cedence and chronology would exercise their proper
influence. The display of the heraldry of both the
past and the present, it scarcely needs to !« adiled,

woidd gain very greatly in imprcssivcness. and also

in suggestive power, through provision being duly
made for carrying on the heraldic record with the

advance of time, a becoming care being taken that

the chapters emblazoned after the architectural com-
pletion of the building, should be reailily dis-

tinguished from such as had preceded them. Without
attempting to indicate the various positions thriuigh-

out the New Law Courts in which architectural

hcr.aldry might consistently be introduced with the

best effect, 1 will merely propose that in the panels

below the liglits of the oriel windows in the rooms
of the Lord Ciiancellor, and of one (as an example
of the rest) of the judges there shouUl a]^pear in the

former the royal shield of the sovereign reignin.g,

and the personal shield of the Chancellor actually in

office, and in the latter the s,ame royal shield with

that of the judge who first should occupy oflicially

that particular room ; of course in the case of the

Chancellor's oriel there might be added some signifi-

cant heraldic accessories.

In conclusion, permit me. sir, to repeat, the archi-

tectural heraldry I am so anxiously desirous to wel-

come in tlu* New Law Courts wouhl prove a most
jtowerful agency to impress upon the building the

character of English nationality. The Gothic of

Mr. Street's designs is true English architecture

—

ex.ictly the right architecture for a grand civil edi-

fice in England at the present time—in an especial

sense, too, the right architecture for the New I^aw

Courts fhnutgh its harmony with the Gothic as

it Hourished in England in the reign of that

.great prince and wise administrator, Edward I. ; and
this arciiitectural her.aldry is English liistory ex-
pressed in such architecture in such a building. Not-
withst.anding the skill and judgment with which Mr.
Street, in his designs for the New Law Courts, has

brought down the Edwardian Gothic from its own
era to that of Queen Victoria, and, while maintain-
ing its intrinsic truthfulness, has used the style as

an architectural exponent of existingsentiments, re-

quirements, and usages—notwithstanding these

things, it is but too true that there are those amongst
us who cannot understand, and who will not allow

themselves to recognise, what is true English archi-

tecture ; wdiile others are content to propose that the

most national of English buildings should be
designed after some foreign type. But better times

are surely at hand, when even the leading journal,

having discovered the Halls of AVestminster and
Eltham to be within lOn miles of Printing-house-

square, shall have ceased to imagine the Gothic to

exclu.sively an "ecclesiastical" style; and the

Graphic shall wonder how, inspired by the Times,
it could have offered " Suggestions for the New Law
Courts" of London in the shape of verv prettv
wood-cuts of certain' particularly un-English
Ilotels-de-Ville in Belgium. In those better days,

the Gothic architecture of England having been
under.stood and appreckated, true historical architec-

tural heraldry will be understood and appreciated
with it, and therefore no longer will need any
frieuJly advocacy.—I am, &c.

CnARLES BOUTEI.L.

ASPHALTE KOADWAYS.
Sir,—No. 2 of Mr. Hayward's report I have read

in your paper of the lllth inst.ant. Does it not .strike

you as rather oild that in speaking of the comp.ara-
tive cost of granite and asphalte, he omits to charge
against the latter the daily pay of men to cleanse
the surface with "squee,gees" and tlie cost of them,
which, being of vulcanised indiarubber, are not
bought at the price of birch brooms. He also omits
the expense of sand, and the labour in distributing
it. Now I submit for seventeen years, or rather
twenty-one—for lie singularly calculates the material
to last four years beyond the seventeen for which a
limited liability companyguarantees it to do so—that
scmie thousands of loads will be consumed at a cost,

the very lea.st, including cartages, of 5s. lid. per
yard cube. He also omits to calculate interest and
compound interest upon the item annually p.iid for

maintenance.

Do you know why he should jump to the conelu-
sicm that the nsplndte will endure, willmut the need
of repairs, for four years beyond the seventeen ; and
how can he confidently make any comparative state-
ment of cost until the City, .as in the case of granite,
has been called upon to pay the real cost of a re-
pair ?

I notice his report is to be continued. I have no
doubt he travels West at times (or the M'est has
travelled to the East with the information), and will

state the number of times the roadw.ay in Holborn
opened for traffic on tlie 1st of ,\ugust. 1870, has
been repaired. I am aware thesituation is "with-
out the City," as are the roadways in Paris to which
he .alludes; still facts are stubborn things, and whilst
I hope, stating them, he will no doubt not com-eal
the present conditiim of it, and from inquiries of
the foot-guards blue, ami other trustworthy sources,

make some mention as well of the feats of horseman-
ship, in harness and otherwise, th.at daily block the
thororonghfarc, and afford a very questionable
entertainment for passers-by, both man and horse.
•— I am, &c., I A Constant RiiADER.

November 14, 1871.

P.S.—I once inquired of a cabby how he liked

the new pavement to drive over. " Like it, su: ?"

was his reply
;
" I should like to have the cove's

head under my arm that put it down."

BP.ICKMAKING.

Silt,—I was eonsider.alily interested in the article

on "Brickwork" in last week's Building News, and
as I have partly entered into that line of business,

and am <lesirous of producing an article " worthy of

the name," I should feel much obliged through your
journal for a little more information on the subject.

I entered on the busi/iess witliout much practical

knowledge in " brickmaking." but understand the
art of building, and the selection of good materials,

being owner of a piece of land which contains a
fair sample of brick-clay about 7 feet in thickness
(underneath which is sand suitable for building pur-
poses when sifted). The sample of bricks produced
ill the neighbourhood being poor, I wished to have
them improved. Our first attempt, I am sorry to
say, ivas no improvement on the ol i system. The
clay was only cast in the spring (which was a drj-

one) so that there was not time for it to get properly
tempered ; this I blamed in a great measure, as the
bricks grew considerably better towards the end of the
season. M'e burned them in clamps, commencing
witha series of " drains " at intervals, which we filled

with round coal ; after this came layers of bricks and
small coals alternately. The clamp was abont 80
bricks broad and 20 courses deep ; when from 20,000
to aO,000 bricks were placed in the kiln we com-
menced the fire, and as the fire kept advancing fresh

piles of bricks were added. The quantity of coals

used was 7cwt, per 1,000. The bricks in general
were very well burnt, except in two or three places

where we had some large circular bricks (suitable for

walling wells with) ; at those pl.aces too much air h.ad

got in, and caused some to be too light-burned for

general purposes. In moulding some were done by the
wet or slop s3-stem, and others by sand. I prefer

the sand-moulded bricks ; but I noticed that when
there was much rain the sand-made bricks washed
considerably more than the slop brick. Our first

mode of drying was to spread the bricks on a floor

or bed, which we sprinkled a little sand over. After
being sufficiently dried for handling they were placed

ill what we call " walls " (which you seem to call

" hacks"), and when dry enough were kilned. I ob-
serve that the drying is a very particular point, for

when they are thoroughly dry less fuel will do, and
the kiln will burn better. It is too much to expect
a " clamp " to both dry and burn. The price I pay
for labour complete is lis. per 1,000.

I have thus given a brief outline of our .system of

brickmaking, which is the general system followed

in the Nortli, except a very few places where they

are burned in kilns.

I observe in the article referred to that it is re-

commended that the "fuel be incorporated" with the

clay either during the time of casting or tempering.

As I suppose a good deal of sifted ashes are used in

the South fi>r this purpose, I wish to know if small

coat will do in the same way, and if so, wdiat size the

coal shoulil be reduced to ? I presume they should
be I'm/ smnll, or they might leave boles in the brick

when burnt out. In ui}' case 7 cwt. burns a thou-

sand ; is it supposed that I could get a better burned
brick by mixing, s.ay one-half the above during the

time of casting or tempering, and adding the re-

mainiler (.'i^ cwt,) after in alternate layers for burn-
ing? In the system of moulding referred to in page
of 2, what size are the jiallets? Arc the bricks

turned into those from the mould, do the bricks re-

main any time on the pallets, or are they sufficiently

stiff to be set on the hacks at once ? Do tliey require

any more removing before being dry enough to kiln ?

Is this plan or the " floors" considered better? Hacks
will not be so liable to damage by the weather if

suitable covers are ]irovided. How wide are

the hacks .generally made ? What are the means
used generally when partly dry for " dressing,

removing imperfections, ami sharpening the arrises?"

What is the general plan xised in counting, or as-

certaining the number in a clamp kiln? I have
carefully computed a culie yard, wdiieh contains about
.121, aotl by cubing the whole kiln appears to me to

be a fair way of checking the contractors' count.

Hoping I have not encroached too much on your
time or space, I am, &c., Kl'sticus.

Cuiuljerland.
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THE SOLOMONIC MONOLITH.

Siu.—I observe a paragraph fjoing the round of

the papers aneut a half-worked monoHth said to

have been discovered in the grounds of the Ilu?sian

Piliicrinis' Monastery outside the walls of Jerusalem,

and which was believed to be a column intended for

the decorvition of the ancient Temple of Solomon.

Now, although you alsi> quote this at page 3G0
amongst your •' Chips," I do not suppose you mean
anything particularly serious thereby. To me it

seems that this pseudo-Solomonic monolith i^^ merely

a Freemasonic squib got up by some enthusiastic

brethren who have more zeal and credulity'' than dis-

cretion and knowledge. Possibly they may have

been led astray by the late reprint of the old 17'23

Constitutions of the Freemasons, wherein we are told

that Solomon's Temple had " 1453 columns of Parian

marble, with twice as many pilasters, both having

glorious capitals of several Orders"! and they imme-
diately jumped to the conclusion that this monolith

was intended to have been one of the " 1453." It

is not stated of what "order" this monolithic column
is su]]posed to be ; but as I recently observed in a Free-

masonic paper that Solomon's Temple had " double

rows of white marble Corinthian columns"!!! it

is possible—may I not even say probable ?—that this

monolith was intended to have been one of these

Solomonic Corinthian columns? (!) Of course some
of your reatlers may feel some chronological difficul-

ties in the matter, but if they are good Freemasons
these little difficulties, I have no doubt, will soon be

got over. In this same reprint I find it stated that

King David gave the Masons a charge, "asEucIydes
had given them before in Egypt" ! while in the

editor's preface, dated 1871, we find it seriously

stated that the method of recognition now in use

among Freemasons is the same as was in vogue at

the period of the building of the Tower of Babel!
Oh, dear! "Wlien will Freemasons begin to learn to

talk, or at least to >\Tite, common sense ? So far as

my experience goes, notwithstanding all their bom-
bastic and mysterious pretensions of knowing more
about the rise and progress of architecture, or

"Masonry," as they presume to call it, than other

people, they know far less. I do not consider that

all the Masonic works in the world put together con-

tain one-half so much real information about archi-

tecture or operative masonry as the last volume of

the Building Nkws.—I am, &c.,

Veritas.

KIMBERLEY v. DICK & WHITE.
Sir,—In your report of the judgment given at

the Rolls Court on November 3, in the case of Kim-
berley v. Dick and AVhite, you state that " Lord
Romilly decided in favour of the plaintiff." His
lordship did not decide in favour of the plaintiff ; in

fact, he decided that the contract must be confirmed.

An account is to be taken in chambers of what is

due between the parties on this footing, and mean-
while the case stands over.—I am. &c.,

William White.

30a, Wimpole-st., W., Nov. 14, 1871.

ARTIFICIAL STONE AS A BUILDING
MATERIAL.

Sm,—In answer to your correspondent "R. A. X,,"

I beg to state that our material is formed in every
respect similar to ordinary cement concrete, but
with this exception, that in all cases calcined mate-
rials are used.

The arches, lintels, &c., at Messrs. Waterlow's
factiTV were formed of Portland cement and breeze

(or refuse from gas works) ; this we find to be ad-
mirably suited to the purpose, but burnt clav,

clinkers, or any other similar material may be used.

With regard to fireproof construction, I am of

opinion that the material is sufficiently non-con-
ducting to prevent the iron getting so hot as to cause

any perceptible expansion. I think there can be no
better proof of this than has been shown at the late

fire, where our girders run through the whole of the

front, i.e., about 100 feet, and although the heat

was intense, they still remain quite perfect, as may
he seen iipon inspection.— I am, sir, yours most re-

spectfully, Matthew Alle.v.

Tabernacle-walk, E.G., Nov. 15, 1871.

PLANNING HOUSES.

Sir,—Your correspondent ''H." thinks it " scarcely

within the province of the editor of this paper to

state the exact number of rooms which a gentleman
may re<|uire in his residence "(!) It appears to me,

sir, you are as likely to know as any other gentle-

man. And these are the itarticulars an architect

must generally receive from his employer. I would

not advise limiting the area, for that is a condition

in actual practice not likely to arise. I beg to recom-

mend that the principal rooms be named, and

roughly, their sizes, say, dining-room, drawing-

room, librar}' and hilliaril-room, all on the ground

floor, and le^ive the arrangement and number of

rooms in the offices (to be also on the ground floor)

to the designers. It would be a pity not to have a

first-floor plan, and, indeed, it i« well-nigh necessary,

for a good-looking ground jdan often works badly

above stairs. The perspective proposed, I think,

should be optional ; most, no doubt, will willingly

send it. I should advise that the designs be sent in

with name of author subscribed, one of the most
ridiculous as well as vicious points in ordinary com-
petitions being the affectation of secresy by putting

mottoes ; also that the drawings be exhibited at

the office of the Buildino News, and the competi-

tors be made the umpires. That each shall send a

short criticism of every design but his own. These

remarks would, digested, be useful as an accompani-

ment to the designs ])ublished. The honour of the

thing, would, no doubt, have been sufficient to

ensure a good number of designs without the pre-

mium offered ; but as, sir, you have been so kind as

to give a supplementary inducement, no doubt the

invitation will be well answered and considerable

benefit ensue.—I am, &c., M.

Siu,—With regard to the Building News Villa

Competition, everybody must allow that the idea is

a thoroughly good one, and, like the Sketch-book

Competition, is calculated to be productive of great

interest and usefulness to the readers of your already

valuable journal. It, however, will be a competi-

tion in which the very juniors of the profession will

scarcely take part-

It seems, therefore, a fitting time, especially as you
are inviting remarks on this matter, to bring before

your notice the custom that prevailed in the office in

which I served my articles—viz., the holding of

office competitions. The practice may be usual in

some offices ; but it cannot be too general, considering

the great good which can be derived from it. In

our case at reasonable intervals suitable subjects

were chosen, formal conditions prepared, and prizes

consisting of architectural books were offered. Every
competitor got out a regular set of working draw-

ings, including perspectives, with specification and

report, all the work incurred being done at our own
homes and in our own time. When the decision

was made known to us the plans were publicly criti-

cised, the merits and failings of draughtsmanship,

as well as of plan and architecture, being pointed

out to us. In awarding the prizes our principal

took into consideration the time each pupil had been

in the office. I need not expatiate on the advantages

accruing to the young student by such a practical

system ; to every one the}' are obvious. Pupils to

whom office competitions are foreign will do well to

bring the matter before their teachers ; and architects

who have undertaken the education of pupils, as one

means of fultilling their duty cannot do better than

introduce similar competitions into their offices.

Trusting I have not overtasked your indulgence, I

am, &c., M. B. A.

Brighton, November 13, 1871.

Sir,—I quite agree with your correspondent
" H." as to the great value of your late Sketch-book

Competition, ajid think the proposed one for planning

a gentleman's house will be equally useful.

I would suggest that the competition be con-

ducted, as far as practicable, on the liberal principles

enunciated in an article on competitions in one of

your previous numbers, advocating the giving the

least trouble to, and using the least time of, the com-

petitors, consistent with attaining the object sought

;

the sending perspective views (for if one sent, all

must, to be equally represented) would onl}- be

likely to take away the competition from its first

basis—that of good planning.

The difficulty of the necessary inequality of cost

in the plans submitted might amply be met by giv-

ing in vour conditions a list of the chief rooms, not

to be exceeded in number, with their approximate

area, and specifWng any special accommodation
required ; this would be similar to what an archi-

tect might receive from a client, and as no two

clients would require precisely the same, no two
architects would be likely to put the same rooms;

each, perhaps, ap])ropriating some tf» different pur-

poses to those of the other competitors. I am also

of opinion that it would be better not previously to

mention the position of doors, windows, fire-places,

&c., until the successful plan is published, but leave

these to the discretion of the architect, as this would

be another test of his planning ability.

The method of rooting might easily be indicated

by dottei coloured lines ou one of the plans, the

successful competitor to be called upon for a per-

spective elevation after the competition is over.

—

I am, &c.,

Birmingham. J. G. D.

Sir,—I was exceedingly glad to read the letter of

your correspondent '' H." last week. I had been,

in fact, on the point of writing myself to suggest

that any plan made entirely without reference to

elevations would probably be more or less impracti-

cable and Utopian. I do not suppose, indeed, that

any one would or could plan a house without having

some idea of his elevations. That being so, it

would, I think, be only fair that competitors should

be allowed to send in a sketch at least of the

principal elevation, which would be of great use in

explaining the plan.

As to "H.'s" suggestion about a limit of super-

ficial area, I am inclined to agree with him that it

would be desirable. Without something of the kind

you would be flooded with such ''Chateaux en Es-

pagne " as can be built only a few times in a century.

I fear we are all too apt to indulge in day-dreams

of miraculously wealthy clients with no wills of

their own, and it will doubtless be better to confine

ourselves to a class of building which there is a

reasonable chance that the fortunate among us may
some day carry out.—I am, &c.,

J. B. F.

Llaudaff, November 14, 1871.

Sir,—The sugge.stion of j'our correspondent ''H.,"

in last week's issue, that the proposed plans

should be accompanied by a perspective view, is in

my opiniou a good one. To arrange a plan, however

ingeniously, without regard to external beauty and

fitness, is a very different task to combining in a

skilful manner interior comfort and convenience

with an artistic treatment of the exterior. A per-

spective view, however slight, seems to me a neces-

sity to convey any idea of the whole design, I

would suggest, 1st. That each sheet should be pre-

pared for reduction to one page of your paper. 2nd.

That it should contain two clear and intelligible

plans, with one perspective view. 3rd. That the

drawings should be prepared for photo-lithograph}',

and that those deemed most worthy should be pub-

lished by you. 4. That the style should be basetl

on the true principles of Gothic art. 5. That the

house be not absurdly big or extravagantly costly,

the limit being, say, X8,000 to £10,090. As the

planning of a house must always be largely influ-

enced b}' special requirements, it would be well to

define the particulars as clearly as possible, other-

wise it would be difficult to compare the merits of

the various designs. Invoke, as it were, an imagi-

nary client (the reality being rather shy) having

certain general ideas on the subject.—I am &c.,

W. L.

Sir,—The correspondents who are at present urg-

ing you to offer a prize for the best example of house

plans have, quite naturally, forgotten to tender any

pecuniary assistance towards getting the result of

their " hours of idleness" before the public.

A more important oversight remains, and that is

the failure to perceive that the correspondence con-

clusively proves that the Building News meets the

alleged want of specimens of house plans quite as

fully as the majority of your readers can possibly

desire. In a matter where so much depends ou the

requu-ements of the client, it seems unreasonable, if

not presumptuims, to expect from such a competition

the creation of a standard by which practical and

theoretical architects may be guided in the future.

A house planned without reference tn the wauts of a

proprietor seems like '^ Hamlet" with the Prince of

Denmark left out.~I am, &c., Rkadek.

Sir,—In accordance with your last week's suggestion,

allow me to submit that the mooted competition

follow the recent "Building Nkws Ski'tchbook

Competition" :isclos<dy as possible. The re-iuirements

generally should certainly be set forth, and the cost de-

fined, say £'',000. not more ; calculated, forsake of secur-

ing unanimity, at Is. per foot cube, contents being com-

puted from level of grouud-tloor to ceiling of chamber-

floor. Style and aspect should bo fixed. Either two
elevations, or at least a perspective view should accom-

pany each plan, as a guarantt'e of its f.-a-ibility only,

or as a feature in tho competition if deemiHl d<'sirable.

I think the former. If within reasonable Hmit.^ the

whole of the designs should be produced, but iu the

event of an overflow in quantity or paucity in quality

a wise discretion might be left in your hand^.— I am.

&c.. I'-

November 10th, 1371.
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SiB^—In continuation of the above subject, I tliink

if you wore to limit the cost to £-"',000 or .£ ii.Om) you

would secure ahirser number of i)laus in your propusetl

competition. Sueh a house is iu far more freiiuent

demimd thnn one of twici' or tlirice the nmount. In

fact, it shouUl be a resitleiu-e suitable for a merchant or

manufacturer, ami not a miiusion which is only now
and then required. Thi.-* is my view ; and I would

suggest that a plan of each Hoor be piven, together with

a geometrical elevation or two, sill to i^in. ecalc. 1 would

exclude perspectives, as there is littlo reliance to bo

placed on them, all sovts of dodges being resorted to

for the sake of "effect." ISesides, this is a competi-

tion for plans, not for drawing ; at h-ast so I take it.

There will be comparatively iittle difficulty in deciding

upon the merits of -a design from the plans and eleva-

tions.—I am, Sh;.,
*^'-

Sir,—! am delighted to see in your journal the

announcement of a forthcoming competiti(ui for house

plans. This is a strp in tlie right direction, which is

more than can be said of most cnnipetilions. In accord-

ance with your retiue.st. I beg to offer a few sugges-

tions which I think would be conducive to the suc-

cessful working of the proposal. 1st. That Professor

Kerr or som-- other comitetcut architect be re<iu«'ste(l

to draw uji the conditions of competition, and report

upon the drawings when sent in. 2nd. That four or

five plans, accompanied by reports, should api>ear in

the Building Nkws. :Jrd. 1 would suggest that no

views should be allowed; but this is a matter for the

referee to decide.—I am, &c., CoiirETtTOU.

AUCIUTFATS' OFFICE HOUKS.

SiR^—As there is an effort being made to shorten

the hours of daily laliour throughout tlie country, will

you permit me to offer a few suggestions as to the

desirability of shortening the office-day for architects'

clerks aud pupils? I consider that from nine in the

morning until four in the afternoon, with an interval

of one hour for dinner, is quite long enough per day
for any draughtsnmn to be employed; and feel con-

vinced that this proposition would moi't with the ap-

proval of most arcliitects if they would consider im-

partially the many advantages their assistants and
pupils would n-ap from the shortened office-day ;

think how much more time and inclination they would
have for improvement in their profession ; also think

of the fact that architects as a rule have really only

full office work about six months during the year, and
their pupils are kept, for the rest of the time, at work
on drawings. &c., which are really of no practical

utility.

If our principal men connected with the Koyal In-

stitute of British Architects would endeavour to pro-

mote this scheme, and take the matter in hand, I am
sure the assistants and pupils tliroughout the coiuitry

would endeavour to employ the extra time they would
have at their command for improvement and culture,

which would act reciprocally to benefit the whole pro-

fession.—I am. &c.. Assistant.

Manchester, 14th November, 1S71.

THE KEBUILDING OF CHICAGO.
SiK,—Your correspondent " C. VT. C." in last week's

Blilding Nf.ws, hints a suggestion, if practicable, of

using concrete in rebuilding Chicago; and also questions

with some surprise that our American friends have
hitherto overlooked this composition. It is not often
that we notice any dilatoriness on their i)art ; and I

ask—have they not already tried cement in building
wall.s, &c.. and found it wanting in stability against
the severity of those more Northern seasons? 1 have
no doubt that composition may be tempered accord-
ingly ; most certainly it will stand the test of the
strongest frost that can occur in England, and I think
with " C ^y. C." that we should all feel interested to

know the reason why our cousins have overlooked
that economising material in buililing.— 1 am. Ac,

John Mkllig.

STATTJES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Leicester.—A menioriiil statue cf l«N'l)ert Hall

h&a been uncovered at Leicester. Mr. Juhn Hirnio

Philip was the artist. Tho statiu% wln'cli is nine
feet high, is of white Sicilian marble from the quar-
ries at (;'Hn-ara. The .statue represents Ilobert Hal!
with head inicovert^d. and wit li a living expression

efface, with riglit hand extended as If in the act nf

prcadiinj;;. Over his left shoulder is tbr()wn a cloak.

The statue stands upon a pedestal of polished j^rauito

from the celebrated Peuxhyu quamcs of MctituH.

Freeman.

The Keveusham Memoktal.—Tho memorial of

the late Tiord Feversham, which ha^* Wen erected in

Helmsley, was publicly unveiled on Friday. It con-
sists of a Gothic canopy containing a statue ot the

deceased, and tenuinating in a cross. The strnrture

is enriched with elaborate caiTing, is approached by
a four-stcpp(Ml base, and has a general resemblance
On a small scale to tho Scott monument at Edin-
burgh. It is fifty feet in height, and has been built

from siliceous 'sandstone obtainod fromBilsdale and
Famdale quarries. The statue is of Sicilian marble,
and represents the deccaiied nobleman in his robes
as a peer, and as if in the act of delivering an ad-
dress. It is from the chisel of Mr. Noble.

|ntmommuiut;itioit.

Qf/ESTIOyS.

P2.i7(!.]—Decay of Iron Railings.—I have read

with much interest the articles. "Theory of the Arts."

which from time to time have appeared in your journal,

and I should like to ask your correspondent "G. H. G." a

question which bears upon the subject of " Ironwork"

as mentioned this week. My attention is constantly

attracted to area and other railings, not as a source of

beauty, rather the reverse, but their durability— I should

say their want of durability. The railings are let into

a stone kerb, and run with lead, a course, I believe,

generally adopted. This is all very well at the time,

but iu the course of a few years it will be seen that the

iron is eaten away some two or three inches at the

bottom until it becomes severed. Now, 1 should like

to know the reason of this rotting, aud if possible the

remedy. Is it dampness that causes this decay ? If so

1 do not see what is to prevent it.—H. W. V.

[2377.] — Cross - Staff-
he a d . — Will one of your sur-

vejor correspondeuts inform me
whether a cross-stafTliead. similar

to the annexed sketch, can be de-

jieiided upon for taking horizontal

angles ; aud how they are tuken ?

I'erhaps one of this kind would be

u.-^eful in taking the bearings of

f^treets, and insetting them out. I

do not find this instrument iu

Heather's book on Instruments,

which is published by Weale.

—

J. H.

[2:nH.]—Boundary of Property.—Will some ex-

perienced survevor lie kind enough to inform me what
a "rod-fall" is?—W. H.

[j;;7;).]—Iron "Wire Suspension Rail-ways.

—

I understand there are iron ^rire suspension railways

at Kensington. Could any reader tell me who litted

them up, aud where there are any in Scotland? Any
other information regarding them would oblige.—N. B.

[2;i.so.]— The Cymagraph. — "Will any reader

kindly inform me whore I can obtain the above instru-

ment, aud also its cost? I read that the Architectural

Association in its excursion this year made frequent

use of it, and I amanxiousto do the same.

—

Student.

tL'381.]—Stains in Encaustic Tiles.—Can any
correspondent tell me what I can use to remove var-

nish from encaustic tiling?—K.

[2382.]—Proper Door Cases.—I have seen it some-

where that * proper" door cases are those which have

woodeu cills. and are thus distinguished from other

kinds. The term is not iu use iu Lancashire. Is it a

Metropolitan technical term ?—rKRPLEXED.

[23S3.]^'* Building News" Plates.—Could any

of your readers inform me if the illustrations of the

Building News since its commencement up to the

present time could be purchased ; if so, where, and the

cost.—J. G., jun.

[2384.]—Hot-Water Pipes and "Woodwork.—
Will any correspondent state (with proofs) whether
woodwork in contact with hot-water pipes has ever or

can be ignited by such contact ?—

W

[2385.]—Colour.—What is the best book on colour

scientifically aud artistically treated ?—tirJiCTRUM.

REPLIES,
[2345.] — Door Frames. — Wrought, rebated,

beaded, and framed, whether tixed or not.

—

Tekton.

[23G5.]—Roofing.—There is a very good work

"Iron Koofs ot lieceut Construction," with plates, at

a moderate price iu AVeale's Series.—T. C.

[2360.] —Sewage Irrigation.—There is no work

on the subject. It is too receut ; but there are several

papers and pamphlets on the subject by 3Tr. Hope, Mr.

Bailey Denton, Mr. Jacob, Jlr. Cargill. and other

engineers, which can be obtained at Messrs. Spon's. of

Chariug-cross.—T. C
[2367.]—Sawing Timber-

—Take half the diagonal (i. c.

a h\ and with this " opening of

the compasses '' mark off all the

angles as at c d e /, Ac, aud the

tiling is done correctly.

—

Teu-
ton.

[23U9.] — Girders. — By
** wall hold" of girders I pre-

same your correspondent means
^ the bearing, or the length of

the girder that rests on the supports. A good
practical rule i^ to commence with a uunimum bearing
of Ift. for a girder not more than 20fl. in span, and
add fiiu. for every increase in spau of 2Uft. Wheu
large spans are reached this rule will of course require

a little modilication. AVith respect to the second part

of tlie (luestiou of " Kxcelsior," 1 would remark that

wrought iron girders of cellular construction are

utterly obsolete. No engineer ever dreams now of

employing sueh a method of construction. Ii would
be wasting your valuable space to give the formula;

required, but they cau be found iu Kdwiu Clark's

work on the "Britauuia Bridge," if " Jlxcelsior " is

determined to adhere to a style of girders that died out
with the Meuai bridge.—T. C.

[2372.]—Architect's Charges for Journeys.

—

"A Young Beginner" is informed that in a case such as

the one stated in the Buxjcdino News of November 3,

^ a

/ \\ / \
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in the absence of a contract upon which a charge by
commission would be based or where no previous
special agreement exists, the only course open to him
is to charge for the time actually expended upon the
work done. The rate of charge for time would depend
upon the nature of the work performed. The lowest
charge for time iu ordinary cases which is sanctioned
by the Institute of British Architects is three guineas
per day ; but where artistic talent in design is required
the ordinary charge may be increased according to
the nature of the case, and this exclusive of charges
for travelling expenses and time occupied in travelling.

—N. B.

[2372.]—Architects' Charges for Joiu*neys.

—

If " Vitruviuss" elieut is a reasonable man lie W\\\ not
make mueh dispute about the charge for journeys, pro-
vided all things are " iqi to the knocker."' " A'itruvius"
should be the best judge himself what he is really

worth. If his job be but small, the usual five per cent.

is really far too little to include journeys. My plau in

such cases has been to charge what I fairly thought
my services were worth, which has varied from three
to ten per cent. I beg to call " Vitruvius's" attention
to his famed namesaice's opinion on the matter :

" Moral philosophy will teach the architect to be above
meanness in his dealings, . . . make him just,

comiiliant, and faithful to his employer, . . that
he should not be occupied with the thoughts of tilling

his coffers, nor with the desire of grasping everything
in the shape of gain." &c.—J. B. IU sticls.

[2374.]—Measurement of Brickwork.—Mea-
sure as solid in both cases. Deduct tire-placo openings
in breasts for material only.—F.

[2374.] — Measuring Brickwork. — Chimney
breasts above roof are looked on in the North as
" chimney tops." Having had a good deal of ju-actice

iu measuring chimney tops, &c.. my plan is to take the
girth by the keioht for labour, and the flues at per yard
or run, in accordance with the price below roof, which,
if properly parged, varies from yd. to Is. per foot rise.

Every measurer thinks that his plan is the " most ap-
proved," so that little cau be set by that terra ; "custom
of the country " has to guide one in many cases.

Chimney breasts (below roof) are in many places (where
not otherwise specified) taken as " measure aud half,"

being the full girth and half across breast. The jiresent

system of measuring may be said to be one of the many
things that really ueeds reform, as every county
has its own particular system of measurenu'ut. la
buildiugs particularly, we want one universal standard
system of measurement laid down for our guidance, so

tluxt a practical man could be prepared to measure in

any place. Why should "circular work'' in many
places be *' measure and a half " ? Or why should I sin.

in many places be allowed for eaves slate ? Cannot the
price be made suitable, and the real measure given ?

For materials, get the quantity aud their price, &c.

—

J. B. KusTicus (Cumberland).

I

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Action by a Manx CoMrANY.—The case of the"

" Gleuanildin Slate and Slab CompaBy, Limited, v.

Samuel Tricketf' was before tbe Court of Exchequer
ou Fridaj'. This was an action heard at the Liver-

pool assizes, aud was brought by a company incor-

porated in the Isle of Man, to recover auiouut on
calls from tho defendant, who is a stone merchant at

Manchester. The jury returned a verdict of non-
suit, and a few days ago Mr. Kaye, Q.C., moved for

a rule to enter the verdict for the X'laintiff oiid set

aside the non-suit. Mr. Huttou now applied to their

lordships for a rule calling upon the defendant to

show why an attachment should not issue ag.ainst

him for contempt of court, for neglecting to answer
certain interrogatories respecting his being one of

the seven original promoters of this company, which
had been put to him by an order obtained from a
judge at chambers. The Court granted a rule.

CoLEGKAVE T. MiLBUKN.—In this ca«e, brought
on for hearing before Chief Baron Kelly at the .luly

Assizes at Newcastle-upon-T^^le, and rcfen'ed to

arbitration, the arbitrator, Mr. F. J. Bramwell, C.E.,

has given the verdict in Mr. Colegrave's favour,

with costs.

Epi'Ino Fohest. — The Commissioners op
Seweus r. W. B. Glasse and Otheus.—This case
camo on upon denuuTer before the Master of the

K.ills last week. Tho bill was tiled by tho plain-

tiffs on behalf of themselves and all other the
owners and occupiere of lands and tenements Inng
within tho Forest of Essex, otherwise W'altham
or Epping Forest, except the defendants, and stated

that the government of the forest was formerly
administered by the Lord Warden of the forest, and
"llicr sulinrdinate officers, .and that the forest laws
were executed by the forest courts, consisting of tho

Court of the Chief Justice in Ewe, the Swainmote
Court, and the Court of Attachments, otherwise
called tho Foi"ty-Day Court, of whicJi last two
courts four officers of the Forest, elected by tho

freeholders of the county, and called verdcrers, were
tlie judges. The office of Lord Warden was
abolished, and its powers were now vested in tho

Chief Conunissioncr of Woods and Forests. It was
also stated tliat there had been but one verdercr for

many years, a writ, however, had been lately issued,

and three persons were declared elected to fill up
the number, though it was alleged that the election

of two of them was informal and void. The bill

also alleged that the owners of laud and tenements

i
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n-ithin tlie Forest, \>y virtefi of awirat forest

laws, madebj' the Crcv-r. and confiriufu by vers

siai-ates, tiijoyed and still ouglit to CBJoy' mongst

other rights, rights of common of pasturige over

the waste buds within the Forest, which rights were

recognised by the Oharta Forestaa made to y King
John, and that by Henry III., and ennflrmed by a

Parliament holden in the twenty-eighth year of

Edward I., and also by a Parliament of the forty-

second year of Edward III. Moreover, tliesc rights

had been enjoyed for time immemorial. The defen-

dants, as lords and ladies of the manors within the

Forest, claimed to be entitled to inclose the waste

lands, and to dig up the pasture, turf, and other

herbage thereon, and dui-ing several years past tliey

had inclosed or sanctioned tiie inclosing of the nume-
rous inclosures, the particulars of which were set

forth in the bill. The plaintiffs further alleged that

the Crown rights in the Forest were still subsisting,

as were also the Forest laws, over the whole of the

Forest, and they prayed a declaration that they (the

plaintiffs) and other owners of laud and tenements

within the Forest were entitled in right of or us ap-

pendant or appurtenant to their several lands and

tenements to a riglit of common or pasture upon all

the waste grounds within the said Forest, for all man-
ner of cattle commonable within theForest, levant and

couchant, upon their respeettve lands. An injunc-

tion to prevent the defendants from inclosing or

building upon any of the waste lands, subject to the

said rights, was also prayed. Mr. Joshua Williams,

Q.C., Mr. Speed, and Mr. W. E. Fisher were heard

in support of the bill on Monday, and on Tuesday
Mr. Southgate, Q,.C., replied on behalf of all the de-

fendants demurring to the bill. His lordship re-

served judgment.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Bradpokd Sewage Works.—The Bradford
Town Council liave accepted the tender of Mr.
Archibald Neill, of Bradford, for the execution of

the several works required for the defecation of the

sewage of the borough. The amount of the
tender for the works is f 12,700, with £500 addi-

tional for stationary engines, cranes, A-c, bringing

the total to £1.3,200. It is stated that 'this

amount is something over £3,000 in excess of the
estimated cost as given by the representatives of

the Peat Engineering and Sewage Filtration Com-
pany, who have entered into an agreement with the
company to defecate the sewage of the borough.

Bridport.—Engineers are at present engaged in

making the necessary surveys, &c., preliminary to

the construction of new water works, under tho
auspices, it is presumed, of a limited liability com-
pany.

Dundee.—For some weeks past tho Dundee
"Water Commissioners have been at loggerheads
with respect to the direct and indirect routes from
Lintrathen, the source of the new supply, to

Dundee. Mr. Bateman, who was the consulting
engineer in reference to the undertaking, was in

favour of tlie indirect route, and owing to his reply
to some letter sent to him on the subject, his

appointment to tliat office has been annulled by the
Commissioners, who have resolved that Mr. Stewart
and Mr. J. Leslie, of Edinburgh, should bo engaged
to make tho necessary surveys and carry thi'ough

the works.

SwANAGE.—There is at present much discussion
among the residents of Swanage respecting the ne-
cessity and advantage of a thorough system of drain-

age, and we believe active steps will soon be taken to
carry out this important object.

Taunton.—The Taunton Local Board of Health
has been again occupied with the question of the
disposal of the sewage of the town. Mr. Sutton, of
the Exeter Sewage Company, who recently offered
to pjurcliase land, erect and carry on works for the
disposal of the sewage, handing the affair over to
the Board at the expiration of thirty years, has now
sought a provisional agreement for tlu-ee months
to enable him lo form a comp,any with a capital of
£8,000. Tlie terms applied for are that the Board
should grant him a lea.se of the works for twentj'-
five years, he jjaying the nominal rent of £5 per
annum, and £7 per cent, per annum for the outlay,
and undertaking to hand the whole premises over to
the Board on tlie expiration of the lease, the Board
for the present to jiay the expense of bringing all

the sewage to one point.

Trowbridge.—A new system of main-drainage
is about to be undertaken at Tri.>wbridge, at a cost
of £8,000. The Local Board have instructed Messrs.
Gotto & Beesley to prepare the working plan.s pre-
paratory to commencing the works. Outfall and irri-

gation works are left over for further consideration.

A new Church at Torfels. Weston-super-Marei
was opened on WcHluesday week by the Bishop of the
diocese. The building is of iron, with sittings for 380
persons. Thr roof and interior fittings are of deal,
and the altar-rails, lectern, chairs, and communion
table are of carved oak.

§\jiX ®ffitc oLablf.

Mans.\rd Roof.s.—Itis stilted of the Chicago con-

flagration that the heavy Mansard Roofs invited fire

and added materials to it. 7'his, the Chicaqo Tri-

bune hopes will check the passion for Mans.ards

which has controlled the architectural mind of

America for several years, and which has resulted in

the most astounding medley of building abomina-

tions conceivable. In a certain class of very large

edifices, with sufficient stretch to warrant them,

these roofs, if proof against fire, are sightly ; but

when it comes to a Mansard for everything, from a

church to a woodshed, the general effect is rather

tedious.

The New Law Coukts.—The Saturday Review,

in a trenchant article on metropolitan improvements,

thus refers to the New Law Courts :
—" As the public

offices had given an example of the miscarriage

of an unlimited competition, the limited com-

petition for the Law Courts was so framed as to pro-

voke the maximum of vexation. In this case also

the knot was cut rather than untied by the appoint-

ment of Mr. Street ; and no sooner was Mr. Street

well at work upon that admirable site iu Carey-

street than a combination of economists, falsely so-

called, and of men of art strangely beguiled, was all

but successful in thromng everything into fresh

confusion by the ill-judged scheme of running the

building down to the Thames Embankment. With

what face, after the ordeal of the Treasury and of

the Office of Works, the buildings will ultimately

appear, belongs to future history ; but happily Mr.

Street has a backbone."

Competition for Schemes for the Eemuvai.

OF Snow.—,4.t the meeting of the City Commis-
sioners of Seweis, on Tuesday last, Mr. Deputj-

Farrar moved that it be an instruction to the Streets

Committee forthwith to award the premiums of 30

guineas and 20 guineas respectivcl}' for the two

schemes in their opinion best calculated to effect

the removal and disposal of snow from the streets of

the City, agreeably to the terms of their advertise-

ment issued in November, 18(i7. He said that if

the schemes were altogether worthless the Commis-
sioners were bound to pay for the two best. They
had no right as a public body to invite competi-

tion and then withhold payment of premiums on the

ground that none of the schemes would answer. If

the_v had that in view, they should have stated it in

their advertisement. It was no answer to say that

they had no fall of snow for two years after the

schemes were sent in. Mr. Richards seconded the

motion. Mr. Bedford said that when the snow did

fall they found the schemes melancholy failures. The
Chairnum said the advertisement was for two schemes
" best calculated to effect the removal and disposal

of snow." None of the schemes effected that, so that

none came within the terms of the advertisement.

On the motion of Mr. Lowiwan Taylor the matter

was referred to the Streets Committee, with an in-

struction to them to consider the propriety of paying

the premiums, and to report therein.

South London Tramways Extension.—In

addition to the network of tramways on the Surrey

side of the metropolis, and over which cars run for the

conveyance of passengers from Clapham, Brixton,

Cambejwell, and Greenwich, to Westminster and
Blackfriars-bridges, a new line of metals from
Camberwell-green to Pimlico is now ready for use.

It is a single line from Camlierwell to Kenningtou

junction. It passes along the Camberwell New-road,

through Harleyford-street and the Oval, along

Harleyford-road, and over Vauxball-bridge to

Pimlico. This cross route will afford great facilities

for the public travelling from the south-west to the

south and south-east of the metro]io]is, enabling

passengers to travel between Pimlico, Vauxhall,

Clapham,Brixton, and Cainberwell,and (when the line

is extended) to Peckham and Greenwich via Cam-
berwell. The line from Pimlico to Camberwell will

be opened next month. The diftlculty experienced

in the cars travelling round the curves at the Black-

friars-road Obelisk, and the frequent occurrence of

the cars getting oft' the line, have been obviated by
putting down movable points into the grooves.

The End of an Old House.—The Eilinhurgh,
Conrant mentions that the house iu High street

Edinburgh, destroyed by fire on Saturday last, was
at one time inhabited by the Abbot of Melrose, and
was then known as ResehaK House. Subsequently
it became the town residence of the well-known
lawyer and writer (m heraldry. Sir George Mack-
enzie. It is said to be upwards of three hundred and
fifty years old.

The Great Eastern R.mlwat E.xtension to
THE City.—At the meeting of the City Commis-
sioners of Sewers, on Tuesday last, the Finance and

Improvement Committee brought up a report stating

that it was represented that the Great Eastern Rail-

way C'ompany proposed to carry their railway below

the level of .Sun-street, Bishopsgate, and to stop up
the said street ; and that the Committee, having
heard the Remembrancer thereon, had instructed him
and the solicitor to take such steps in Parliament or

iu the courts of equity or law as they might deem ex-

pedient to stay the proceedings of the railway com-
pany therein. The report was agreed to, as was also

a further recommendation of the Committee that

assent be given to a plan for passage way by the

Great Eastern Railway between Broad-street-build-

iugs and Snn-street, without prejudice to the ques-

tion of stopping Sun-street.

Street Improvements in .Sheffield.— A new
street is about to be constructed from the bottom of

High-street to the New Midland Railway Station.

We understand that the new street will be a con-

tinuation of Angel-street ; that, commencing at the

George Hotel.inthe Market-place, it will pass through

Wilson's works in a direct line to the station, and that

it will be carried on to Suffolk-road corner. It will be

fiOft. wide. It is hoped that the Midland Railway

Company'' and the Duke of Norfolk will share

equally with the Town Trust the cost of the im-

provement.

Surveyors to Loc.vl, Boards .\nd Private
Pn.vcrriCE.—At a meeting of the Ilolborn District

Board of Works, held on I^lnnday night, Mr.

AValker, a member of the Board, moved that the

Surveyor, Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, be required to give

his undivided attention to the performance of the

duties of his office. It appears that when (sixteen

years ago) the Board appointed Mr. Isaacs, his

duties were defined, and he was required to devote

the whole of his time to their performance. Sub-

sequentl}', however, he was elected surveyor to the

Hon. Society of Gray's Inn, and the Board passed a

resolution rescinding the stipulation that he should

be required to give his entire time to the duties of

his office. The present salary given by the Board is

£250. The feeling of the members of the Board

was strongly in favour of Mr. Isaacs, the general

opinion being that his duties as survej'or to the

Bo.ard were most efficiently performed. Mr. \^'alker

wished to withdraw his proposition, but the other

members present refused tj sanction its withdrawal,

and it was negatived by the vote of the whole

Board.

Is it True?—The Doctor, a immthly journ.al

devoted to medical and sanitary science, draws atten-

tion to wh.at is described as "a crying evil" iu a

quarter iu which it has been too fondly held that

]ihilanthropy had achieved a satisfactory result. " It

appeiirs," says our authority', '' that neither sickness,

scarcity of employment, time, season, nor mishap of

any kind is suliicient excuse to soften the hearts of

those modern autocrats, the collectors and secreta-

ries (save the mark !) of our " Metropolitan Dwel-

lings for the People.' The shareholders of the older

section of those institutions pocket their percentages,

and seem to care little as to the mode adopted occa-

sionall)' to wring it from the impoverished and the

wretched." The 2)ocior then goes on to show how
unmercifullj- the " screw " is put, frequently by
collectors, &c., on poor people living in model

dwellings, who may be behind a Uttle with their

rent, or whose children may have laughed at

the wrong time, and so on. " Surely," it con-

tinues, " the directors and shareholders should

p.ay a little attention to the personnel of a fruit-

ful source of their incomes. Is the philanthropy of

Sir Sidney Waterlow. the Lad}' liurdett Couttsi

Lord Shaftesbury, &c., as genuine as the screw ap-

plied to poor metropolitan dwellers of model houses ?

If so, why do they not correct crying abuses ? Do
parish sanitary inspectors feel satisfied with the in-

ternal state of the dwellings on account of awe-

striking external appearances ? If not, why do they

not visit them ? And lastly, is it true that collectors

or secretaries of ' dwellings ' direct money offices,

sell house coals on commission, and expect to be

patronised bythosewho dwell within their domain?"

We echo the inquiry " Is it true?"

"Atrton's Folly" Anandoned.—The proposal

broached last 3'ear for burning an electro-magnetic

light at the summit of the Victoria Tower, in order

to convey to London by night the intelligence that

the House was sitting, has been abandoned. The

light was to have been of a very powerful description,

and enclosed in a small glass globe upon the pinnacle

of one of the turrets of the tower. Preparations

were made fitr manipulating it by means of a battery

driven by a three-horse power engine, but the pre-

liminary arrangements threatened to be so expensive

that Mr. Ayrtou caused the whole scheme to be

abandoned.
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SuTLt.KD Labour "Wastkd.—The building trades

will be active in Chicago this winter. The Chicmjo

Tribune says:—"Five to six hundred additional

brick and stnne masons can find emplo^'mrnt in

ChicaiTo thfDUgh the winter, at from 4 dnls t<> ."idols,

per day. Two thousand carpenters can find eniplny-

nient all throuf;h the winter in this city at high

wages. In Marcli there wili be eniploymnit for

twice as many more of these trades. In addition,

we want workers in, iron and wood—and in every

branch oi labour. Many thousands of brick and
stone buildings are to be erected, requiring an army
of plumbers, gas fitters, workers in iron, tin, brass,

and copper. In addition to tliese, thousan<ls of

labourers now starving in New York and other cities,

can lind work at good wages, with comfortable homes
for themselves and families, on farms within 100

miles of Chicago.

Mancukstkr ConrouATioN Gasworks.—Last

week the Gas Committee of the Manchester Cor-

poration inspected the new gas-holders which
have been constructed in Portland-street, Newtown,
in connortinn with the Kochdale-road gasworks.

There are two holders, one lo">ft.,and the other IKJft.

in diameter, each having n <lepth of H'ift. In order

to add to their capacity and economise space, they

are three-lift instead of two-lift. The works have
been carried (Uit from jdans by Messrs. Mangnall &
Littlewuod, of Norfolk-street, Manchester ; the eon-

tractor for the ironwork was i\Ir. W. Nabon, of

Hardwick: for the briikwork, Mr. K. J. Rutherford;

and for the masonry Messrs. Ellis & Ilinchcliffe.

The cost of the ironwork has been i:i8,000; and
brickwork, masonry, and excavating, XI 1. 7(10;

land, .i":*."JOO; joiners' work, X-lOO; pipes andvalves,

XioO; total £35,450. The two gas-holders will

together hold 2,1U2 000 cubic feet of gas.

New HARmn-uM'oRKS, AnEKDrEX.—The Aber-
deen Harbour Commissioners recently paid a visit of in-

spection to the diversion of the Dee and the new south

Breakwater. It was found that the contractor, Mr.
Grainger, had succeeded in shutting out the water,
and was emptying the new channel at tlie rate of

3.000 gallons per minute. He has excavated 860,000
cubic yards, and has only IMl.oOO to do. In nine
days the water will be pumped out, and it is fully

expected that the river will be occupying its new
course within the stipulated time, which will not
expire for two or three months. The breakwater
is to be 1.2noft. long, 450ft being already com-
pleted. This has taken 12.500 yards of concrete,

npwards of 1 0,000ft. having been laid down in mass.
12.000 cubic feet of blocks are stored for building.

New Harroi'r "Works, DrxnEE.—At a meeting
of the Works Committee of the Dundee Harbour
Trustees a few days ago, the offer of Messrs A. & K.
McDonald S: Co., Gla.«gow, for the construction of a
graving-dock 500 feet in length, opening both into

Victoria and ("amperdown Docks, was accepted for

the sum of i;.'J7,740, and for the completion of

Victoria Dock, X-JI4.2-10, making a total of £81,980.
Messrs. Ower & Cunningham, the local engineers,
estimated in December last that these works would
cost i;.s4,(()0. It is understood that the works are
to be linished within two years.

Tjik FoirRTii City of London MuTiALBrn,i>iNG
AND Investment Society.—The ninth annual
meeting of tlie members of this society was held at
the City Terminus Hotel. Cannon-street, on AVed-
nesday evening. Mr. M'Cullagh Torrens, M.P., in
the chair. The report .stated that the amount re-
ceived on investing shares during the year was
£11,131 16s. 5d. ; the repayments on advances
amounted to £30,385

;
the amount received on deposit

was £30,328. and the balania- to tlie credit of the
profit-and-loss account was .£5,135. out of whicli
the directors had resolved to pay interest, on all in-

vesting shares entitled, at the rate of 7 jier cent, per
annum. The amount received on investing shares
was less than in the previous year, which was in con-
sequence of the directors not having issued any new
investing shares during the year. A comparative
statement of the operations of the society showed
that the rale of dividend, which was (J per cent, the
first year, had since ranged from 7 to 8 per cent.

!Mr. Deputy Walter moved a vote of thanks to Mr.
Torrens for presiding; and Mr. Higham. in .speak-

ing to the motion, stated the membt-rs of all build-
ingsocieties owed a debt of gratitude to ]\Ir. Torrens,
for it was owing to him that the Fri'Midly Societies
Commis.sion liill. which passed the l^rds almost in

the last week of the session, was stopped in its pro-
gress in the Commons. That bill gave the ('ommis-
sioners most inquisitorial powers, and invested them
with the same powers as ilio judges of the land, and
if it had not been for Mr. Torrcns's energy* it would
have become law. Thanks were also voted to the
directors antl trustees.

CHIPS.

On Saturday, the 11th inst., the Bishop of Chester
consecrated a new cemetery at Crewo.

New schools are to be erected at X^iphook, Hants,

Mr. Jnstii-e Erie, who lives there, having contributed

hanilsonudy towards their erection, Mr. G. Janson,

of Grevshot^ is the architect, antl Mr. Kaplev is tlio

builder.

The church of S. Basil, T<dler Fratriira-cum-

Wynfi'rd Eagle, has been re-opened for service,

after undergoing thorough repair and renovation, by
Messrs. Guy & Son, Dorehester. A now npcu-
timbered roof has been added.

Mr. Thomas Oliver, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, has
been ap})ointcd architect to the South Shields
Scliool Board.

The parish church of Tyringham, Bucks, which
has been restored from the designs of Mr. Tarver,
was reopened on Thursday week.

The final survey of tlic Scarborough and "Whitby
Railway is now being made, the land is Iwing pur-
chased, and in a short time the works will be com-
menced.

The Maj-or of Hull has petitioned the Local
Board in favour of a project for laying down and
maintaining tramways in the borough.

The next meeting of the Institution of Surveyors
will not bo held on the 4th of December, as announced,
but on the 11th December, in order that the many
country members who will come up to see the Cattle

Show may be able to attend the meeting.

The London, Chatham, and Dover Company con-

tradict the rumour as to the erection by them of a
new market at Brixton, referred to in our last.

Whatever may be done in this respect by others

the company has no intention of initiating such a
scheme.

An American paper gives the following as a
cement for stoves :—Wood ashes and salt, equal pro-

portion in bulk of each ; reduce to a soft paste with
cold water, and fill cracks when tlie range or stove is

cool. The cement will soon become hard.

The new lighthou.se which has been building for

some time past on Dhnheai'tach Rock, about fifteen

miles west of the island of Colonsay, is now almost
finished.

The whole of the space in the venerable parish

church of Ottery S. Mary known as the north tran-

sept has been very neatly re-seated, and considerable
additional accommodation thus afforded. Tlie ex-
terior, too, has undergone considerable improve-
ments, and the pinnacles of the tower are to be re-

placed.

The next election of pensioners in connection with
the Builders' Benevolent Institution will take place
on Thursday, the 30th nst., at Willis's Rooms, S.

James's.

The southern half of the new street from Holbon;i

Circus to Ludgate-circus, referred to in our last,

will be called St. Bride-street, the northern part only
being designated St. Andrew'.s-street.

The schools of S. Michael's Parish. Blackbuni,
have been recently enlarged by an additional story,

approached by a stone staircase, at a cost of £600.

Mr. James Bertwistle, Blackburn, was the architect.

At a general meeting of the Royal Scottish
Academy, held on Thursday week, Mr. John Pcttie,

A.R.A., and Mr. W. Q. Orchardson. A.R.A., were
elected Honorary Menibers of the Aeademy; and
Mr. John Smart, Mr. W. E. Lockhart, and Mr.
W. Beattto Brown were elected Associates of that
body.

Messrs. Nimmo & McKay, engineers, of Great
George-street, Westminster, comnieucct to survey
the ])rojccted extension line from Middleton-in-
Tcesdale to Alston last week. The length of the
proposed line is twenty-two miles.

The contract for the ironwork and general engi-
neering work required in coiniection with the now
Greenock gas-works has been taken by Messrs.
Hannsu, Donald, & Wilson, of Paisley, at the sum of

£3(i,000.

The new station at Rotherham, on the branch lino

from Sliefiield of the Midland liaihvay Company,
has been completi^d and opened for passenger trafiic.

Messr.s. Cbadwick & Co., of Masbnrough. were the
contractors who erected the structure, which is of

wood.

The Corporation of Bolton proposes to go to Par-
liament next session for power to acquire tlie under-
takings of the South Lancashire Waterworks Com-
pany and the Bolton Gas Company. The Council
will also solicit in the same Act an extension of the
niuiiieipal borough to the outlying suburbs <if Halli-
wcll, Astlcy-bridge, Great Lever, and Rumwurth.
A memorial window, by Wailes, tif Newcastle,

has just been completed at Chiddingfuld Church,
Surrey.

Mr. Angus Macpherson, of North Ormesby,
Jliddlesborough, h.is been appointed as the new
secretary of the Cleveland Institulinn of Kngineors.
The Spanish cinnabar mine of Alniaden is one of

the laHt places where one would expect to find ono
of Boulton A Watt's original engines, but it appears
that one was erected there in 17lU», and has been at
work ever since.

One good effect of the great railway amalgamation
is already announced. The Liverpool Mercury
says that a contract has been entered upon for a
new and extensive station for Preston, and the work
is to be commenced at once.

Two new courts have recently been completed at

the South Kensington Museum. These courts will be
used for displaying that magnificent piece of archi-
tecture and arcliitectonic sculpture, the "Portico da
(iloria," from the Cathedral of Santi.ago, and other
large objects. The new courts are each about
120ft. long, GOft. wide, and about DOft. high. At
the height of 60ft. from the lloor is a gallery.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK-
JIONDAV.

—

li'U/al Institute of British Architects. "Oil
the Revival of Gothic Architecture ia
Germany and France." liy H. W.
Brewer, Esq. s p.m.

TtESDAY.

—

Institution of Civil Enrjintfrs. (1) Renewed
discussion upon :Mr. Siemens's paper
" On Pneumatic Dispatch Tubes," and
time permitting. (2) '*()n the Stresses of
Rigid Arches and other Curved Struc-

tures." By Mr. \y. Bell, M. Inst. C. E.
s p.m.

Wednesday.—Socifty of Arts. " On the Present
•State of the Rsiihvay f'ommunication to-

India. ' By Hyde Clarke. £sii, 8 p.m.
Architectural Association. Meeting of

Elementary Class of Design. Subject :

'* A bay, or part of vaidted cloister, witlt

entrance to Chapter House." .Scale, 2it.

to lin. ; date, l;Jth century. S p.m.
Friday. — Architectural Atioeiation. Sleeting of

Class of Construction and J'ractice. Sub-
ject : "Thysics." tj.:io p.m.
ArchitecturalAssoeiation.^eet'ingoi Class
of Design. Subject : Cloisters to Cathe-
dral, with detail of bay to half inch scale.

8 p.m.

iiiiikr Cnbe Jltbttto.

Prices, November l;i,—Baltic fir timber, per load of 50
cubic feet: Uiffa, £3 58. to £'.i 7s.; Dantzic and Memol
crown, £4 to £4 10s. ; best middling. £3 5s. to £3 15s.

;

^iM.d middling and second, £3 to £3 .Os.; common mid-
dling, £2 10s. to £> 14s.; undersized, £2 lO.s. to £2 15s.;

small, short, and irregular, £2 to £2 10s.; Stettin, £2 10s.

to £2 15s, ; Swedish, £2 7s. to £2 13s, ; ditto small. £2 t^>

£2 4s.; Swedish and Norway balks, £1 ISs to £2 2s. Gd.

;

Memel crown oak, £5 10s. to £6 10s,; brack, £4 10s. to

£5 5s. : Dantzic and Stettin crown. £5 to £G: brack and
unsquared, £3 15s. to £4 15s, ;

Quebec red pine, mixed
and building, £2 15s, to £3 5s.; Qwebec large yellow pine,

£4 5s. to £5 5s.; S. John's and board pine, £4 to £4 15s.;

building sizes, £3 5s. to £3 1.5s. ; pitch pine, £3 10s. to

£4; Quebec oak, £(! to £6 5s.; Hock elm, £3 10s. to

£3 15s.; ash, £4 to £i 15s. ; large Quebec birch, £3 15s.

to £.5.

Deals. &c., per Petersburg standard hundred: Archangel,
best yellow, £12 10s. to £14 10s.; ditto seconds. £9 los.

to £10; Petersburg yellow, £12 10s, to £15 5s,; W'vburg
yellow, f !) 15s. to £10 ; Quebec pine, llrst quality floate<l,

£1(1 to £18 ; seconds, £13 to £13 ; thirds, £S to £9; first

quality bright, £18 10s. to £20; seconds. £13 10s. to

£14 10s.; thirds, £8 15s. to £9 5s.; Quebec Hr.it spruce,

£9 10s to £11 : seconds, £8 10s. to £S 15.s.: thirds, £7 15s.

to£S.5s. ; St. John's ar.st spruce, £8 10s. to £9; seconds.

£8 to £8 5s.; thirds, £7 10s. to £7 15s.; un.sorted, £»•

to £8 5s.

Crabe D^^us.

WAGES MOVEiyiENT.
IlROMSGROVE.—The wage s dispute in the nail trade-

at Uromsgrovo has been opened afresh, owing to a
flapraut breach of faith on the part of some of the
master.';.

Mii)di-esiioroi:gii.—Yesterday (Thursday) week, a

mass meeting of hdo or 900 engineers wa.s held at the

Oxford Music Hall. Middlcjiborough, to consider tho
question of overtime. Mr. .1. Farkin. Chairman of

the Nine Hour?" League, presided. Mr. W. <'harlton,

th<> Secretary, moved "That in conceding the nine

hour.^' system tlie iunovation attempted to be intro-

duced by the various firms—namely, work tifty-four

hours per week before overtime counts, is deemed by
this meeting worthy of resistance." The motion was
carried without a siiifrle dissentient.

SAi.Tni RN.—Mr. Kidd, joiuernud builder, of Salt-

hum, has eoueoded the nine hours to his men, to

commence at once.

Sunderland.—OnMonday niffht a crowded meet-

ing of the Amulnaraated Society of Joiners and
Carpenters was held in the Golden Lion Hotel, Sunder-

land, to ascertain the feeling of the trade on the ques-

tions of the hours of labour and the present amount of

wages.—Mr. Thompson Laverick presided, and urged

united action on the part of the trade, as he was certain

that the musters, cousideriuff the nourishing state of

trade, would concede the shorteniiiR of the hours of

labour and an advance of wapes. It was then moved,
seconded, and agreed to, with only a few dissentients,

that notice be s'ven to the masters that, on the 2i:th

instant, the hours of labour be reduced to (iffy per

week, and that the wages be raisetl from J'^s. to oOs.

;

and tbut tlio masters bo rp<iu»>sted to appoint a deputa-

tion to meet the men. It was agreed to bold another
meeting in a fortnight from thedaty of the meeting, to

consider the reply of the masters.
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THE INFLAMMABILITY OF CITIES.

THE recent conflagration at Chicago has

set the inhabitants of most great cities,

in Europe not less than in America, thinking

over their own possible dangers. The perils

of towns in the two worlds are equal in

degree, but different in kind. In the one

they arise from combustibility and flimsiness

of material hurriedly run up upon precisely

the same principle as that wo see at work
creating, so to speak, a temporary timber

camp for the burnt-out people at the head of

Michigan Lake ; in the other, from huddled

masses of ancient buildings, in wliich every

plank and beam is a piece of touchwood, and

where a fire, once gaining ground,' masters all

around it. No doubt, where an adequate fire

brigade exists, a countervailing power is

established ; but in how many countries of

Europe is this the case ? In London, it may
be admitted, both the organisation and the

machinery are admirable
;

yet the total of

loss each week is enormous, or the insurance

offices would be bursting with opulence. The
warehouses, the private dwellings, the shops

and factories destroyed find records for their

fate in newspaper paragraphs ; the indemnity

is paid, the premises are restored, and the

incident is utterly forgotten. Occasionally

—

as in the instance of the tremendous Tooley-
street blaze, exceeding most others within

living memory in point of duration and mag-
nitude—a real impression is made on the

public mind, but even then to very little prac-

tical purpose. The structure in wliich that

originally broke forth, however inflammable
its contents and floors, had solid walls; but

suppose it had been situate amid the tanneries

and rope-walks of Bermondsey, orthe timber-

yards of Pimlico, or the tottering framework
fronts of Gray's-inn-lanc. However, we will

not at pi-esent enter in detail upon the

question of our modern structural system as

it affects the safety of the metropolis in this

respect. It is well known that edifices

which, by every conceivable application of

ii'on, strne, brick, and concrete, the builders

sought to render fireproof, have succumbed
;

but this is a separate part of the subject.

After the Chicago disaster, and in a lesser

degree, that of New York, some auxiety was
naturally felt for London. How far may
the capital of England be regarded as secure?

The answer must be, to a lamentably slight

extent, were it not for the vigilance,

courage, and skill of that " red brigade,"

which is invariably on the march, or rather

on the gallop, a very few minutes after the

signal has been sounded. Our antique
dangers consist in our over-packed streets,

our dried-up roofs, floors, and staircases, our
rotten wainscotings, and all the wooden
appm'tenances employed by our forelathers,

which render a house as easy of ignition and
as impossible to save as a lady's muslin ckess.

The newer perils are of our own wilful crea-

tion. The Act of I'arliament declares that no
manufacturing or warehousing premises within
the metropolitan precincts shall cover an area
greater than 216,000 cubic feet (equal to an
edifice 60 feet square by 60 feet high), a few
exemptions being allowed ; but is the Act
obeyed? So far from it that wo could indicate

buildings—and some not a great distance from
S. Paul's Churchyard—which not only set the

law at defiance, but set it at defiance with the

most amazing temerity. Legislation, in this

respect, has been a dead letter
; and let us

hope the penalty may not be paid by one of

these mammoth London " stores," on
the Chicago scale, being turned into a
mountain of flame some Sunday night,

through the dropping a light by a half-

helpless watchman, of the class habitu-
ally employed to guard, from Saturday after-

noon until Monday morning, millions' worth

of property. It must be a splendid rallying

of engines to quench that furnace, whenever
it is kindled. We are told of an hotel at

Chicago—a wooden one—which, " if it once

caught, would blaze like a funnel." AVithout

saying as much of some among our City "im-
provements," we should congratulate our-

selves upon not being in the ninth story if

the snuff of a candle were to fall into a handful

of paper or chips on the ground-floor. In-

deed, a fireman has declared it as his convic-

tion that, were a conflagration to break out

here, under similar cirumstances, no quarter

of London—the City and docks especially

—

could resist it so well as did the great city of

the Far West. And Captain Shaw asks

whether we are always to rely on calm

weather when a fire takes place—such still

weather as saved Paris during the incendia-

risms of last INIay V A breeze, much less a

gale, swaying to and fro, backwards and

forwards, a pyramid of flame from among the

chimney-pots of two or three old houses

—

say in the closer quarters of Finsbury—might
drive the ruin before it like a forest fire. To
little purpose would it encounter a roofing of

slates, tiles, and metals, through which any

great blaze can pierce as though it were paper,

sure to find the materials of a bonfire below,

in the shape of the wooden framework, liic

people of other European cities do, at least,

profit by experience. Thus Hamburg, after

her terrible calamities, found that it was not

merely the drying of timber by summer heat

which was perilous, but the freezing up
of pipes by winter cold. Accordingly, it

maintains a system by which immense sup-

plies of boiling water are kept ready, night

and day, in tanks like porter-brewers' vats,

to thaw the frozen mains, which generally

freeze hardest near the plugs. At the same
time the Parisians, who had an escape so

narrow during the late events, ai-e going in

another direction, infatuated beyond measure,

and giving some of their streets pavements of

wood, fixed with pitch, a fire ready laid when-
ever the match is applied. And that the

match is rarely far from hand will be admitted

if we remember the charge pending against

an individual in London itself, of having fired

the City in a hundred and twenty places, in

order that he might raise the earliest alarm,

and be rewarded for so doing. On the other

hand, with modern appliances in reach, the

giving up of an entu-e town to the flames is

not so facile an undertaking as in former
days. This is shown by the example of Paris,

where the incendiaries had petroleum at com-
mand. The blaze that burnt the Tuileries

was extinguished before it could touch the

Louvre, and that which was designed to

annihilate whole streets only created gaps.

But that was in the newer and more solidly-

constructed quarters. Had it burst out in

the long, moth-eaten, ancient, half-wood,

half-masonry streets of S. Antoine, or among
the mouldering clusters heaped like the

materials of a festal fire on the hills of

jNIontmartre and Belleville, such a beacon
might have been kindled as had not been
seen since the days of Bartholomew, and we
doubt whether all the jivnipicrs of Paris

could have done more than cool two mighty
mounds of ashes. Paris is virtually fireproof

in some parts, and an unlit torch in others.

And so with Hamburg. Its fearful cata-

strophes have taught wisdom to the builders

who build for the dwellers round the Alster-

biunen ; but they have had no lesson for the

population whicli has its wealth really in

charge, and which swarms in the wooden
rookeries about the harbour.

llarely anywhere, however, are lessons of

the kind intelligently remembered. Thus
with ^Moscow. It would be idle to moralise
upon the conflagration which laid it in ruins

by order of its governor when the First Napo-
leon was upon his fatal march, because any
city determined to burn itself can do it ;

but
again and again since entire quarters Iiave

been destroyed through the old historic folly

of its architecture—shells of stone and domes

of easily-melted metal supported upon frames
of Norwegian pine, erected in a raw state,

of which it might almost be said that one
half was wood aud the other half resin. A
single lick of flame and the whole structure
would leap into combustion, carrying ruin
inevitably to the right and to the loft. Yet
travellers are incessantly praising the Mos-
cow and S. Petersburg fire brigade systems,
and the water supplies of these cities—not more
tlian they deserve undoubtedly ; but the re-

markable circumstance is that so much more
stress is laid upon the facilities for extinguish-

ing a conflagration than upon the means by
which it might be prevented. It is like laying
a train of gunpowder and watching for the
moment when it may become time to flood

the mine. This, however, is not the only
affair of human life in which a similar prin-

ciple prevails. But the truth is that timber
is with the Russians of the far north, as with
the Americans of the far west, so abundant
and so cheap, so old-fashioned and so popular,

so easily worked up and carved according to
their peculiar tastes, while more enduring
and less inflammable materials are so costly,

that they calculate the risk against the cost,

and reason that if a street can be consumed
down in an hour it can be reconstructed, at

comparatively slight cost, in a few weeks.
We do not find this state of things in Vienna,
which is among the richest cities of Europe.
It is impossible to inspect its vast palaces, its

commercial quarter, or even its working
class suburbs, without being struck by the
solidity of construction visible everywhere,
except in those directions which actually

bear the traces of conflagration—the sites of

opera-houses, theatres, concert rooms, and
casinos, buildings which in every capital of

Europe have been the constant victims of

flre— in London, in Paris, in Berlin,

in S. Petersburg, in Moscow, in Jlunich,

in Vienna, in Brussels, and in Leipsic, not to

speak of our great provincial towns or the
leading cities of the United States. At
Leipsic it was decreed by the municipality,

after a terrible disaster, that the theatre

should, for the future, stand alone, and it

stands alone accordingly, with the effects of

its architecture a hundred-fold enhanced,
and an exhaustloss lake, ornamental and use-

ful, close at hand. It is wonderful how many
incendiarisms of cities have originated

in edifices of this kind. But in that

very city of Leipsic, supposing a taper
lit by accident in any house of the
ancient quarter round the market, wherein
some of the structures are so mighty
that streets are literally carried beneath
their ground floors, while each seems to have
consumed a forest in its building, it is ditfi-

cult to conceive how such a blaze could be
quenched. The town seems actually made
to biirn, the timbers running through waU
after wall, recklessly ; and yet these are

among the most veneraljle facades in Europe.
In two other examples, widely distant,

we observe the good effects of clearance and
of substantial structure. In Brussels, though
fires are frequent, they are generally confined

to the lower or crowded town, though wood
is not employed as a material, and seldom
heard of in the stone-built, gardened spaces

of the Court quarter, or Cours de la Slon-

tague ;
while in Munich, though a general

calamity has not hajipened of late, the fire-

engines are rarely summoned except to the

multiijlied Seven-dials of the plain over

which King Ludgwig rejoices to rule, though
it must in fairness be said that his own palace

is considerably less safe in point of conti-

guity than his picture and sculpture galle-

ries which, we believe, he has never visited,

though reputed to be a Medici in his adora-

tion of the arts. It is with no surprise that

we perceive upon the fiery scroll which we
have been at the pains to illuminate for a
momentary purpose, the name of Constanti-

nople visible very frequently and distinctly
;

but with much surprise we notice tliat the

cities of Spaiu do not more prominently
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figure. Tlie metropolis of " Asia in Europe "

is largely made up of lath and plaster, of

lattice-work and matting, of gauzes, wooden
galleries, and all sorts of bonfire niateri.ils.

Yet tliero is no little of this .admixture in tlic

more antique capitals of the Spanish ])ro-

vinces also. Still, they are generally mas-
sive and, as in the case of the great Italian

cities, not often devastated by extensive con-

flagrations ; tlieir staircases, the main ch.an-

nels of tire in all buildings, are of stone or

marble, as are the landings, the door .and

window frames, the bearing supports of the

roofs—the use of iron for such purposes being

either disdained or unkiuiwn—.and often, as

in Russia, even the doors tliemsolves. If we
hear of a ruinous fire anywhere in Spain,
" ton to one " but that it is at a sea-port,

where modern vices have been adopted, ware-

houses reared for space rather than security,

wharves loaded with exposed combustible

goods, factors allowed to puff among the

mercliandise with cigars in their mouths,

and, in fact, all the elements of nineteentli-

century civilisation and common-sense intro-

duced. Hut, bj' wivy of parenthesis, a re-

markable truth presents itself at this point.

We have spoken of stone and marble doors.

They were the acme of magnificence in the

sight of the cultured ancients. Russia is the

most barbarous country of our times pro-

fessing to be civilised. Yet Russia is tlie

only country of Europe which furnishes its

palaces in tliis m.anncr, .and in this solid and
sumptuous style of unvarnished and unve-

neered luxury. Her malachite gates shine

with the polish of 1.S51, while the port-als of

Italy and Spain, from the whitest quarries of

Carrara, are yellow with the tinges of the

time when Leo built and Lopez wrote. For
all that, tliey are better, as fireproofs. than
the sandal and canary woods witli which our
transatlantic cousins are so fond of gcwgaw-
ing their saloons. Striking a b.alance, we
should say, notwithstanding the qu.alific.ation

with which we commenced, that the old,

taken for all-in-all, is safer than the new, ex-

cept in those quarters of great cities which,

were it not for the sake of their miserable
inli.abitants, it would be a mercy to destroy,

so that they might be rebuilt on a different

plan. -VU liumanity pities the people of

Chicago, driven forth into hut and tent ; but
who cares one iota for Chicago itself, with
its "big hotels," "big stores," "pig-killing

machines," and " thousand miles an hour
progress "? Still less would the world regret

were some wildernesses of human dwellings
which exist, ever ready in their age, and
dryness, and decay, for conflagration, to he
removed by some agency less terrific, to be
superseded, not in London only, but in a
hundred other cities of Europe, by suburbs
in which the populations might live less

troiibletl by this constant fear of cities.

NOTES ON BRICKWORK.—IV.

^IIE cements used in brickwork are chiefly
-L two, Roman and Portl.and, but liomau
cment is not much used for general works

because of its setting too quickly
; nor does

it make so .strong a joint. But its quick-
setting property makes it very useful where
water has access to the work soon after it has
been laid, .as in tide-work. It is made by
gi-inding into powder the natural stones found
in clay in the shape of nodules, chiefly at the
Isle of She])py and at Harwich. A very good
cement is also made at Hull, but on .account

of its containing a considerable quantity of

iron in various forms ami in vai'ious Quanti-
ties, its colour is unequal.

Portland cement, on the contrary, is an
artifici.al mixture of chalk and clay, the quan-
tity of clay v.arying with the kind of chalk
used : with the white, or upper chalk, from
20 to i.j per cent, of clay is used ; with the
gray, or lower chalk, from IG to 20 per cent,

of clay. These are ground up together in

water .and run into pits. The mixture is then
dried, and afterwards calcined in a kiln with

very great heat ; it is then ground in a mill and
sifted for use. The fineness to which it is

ground is one of the tests of its quality. The
degree of heat to which the cement is e.xpo.sed

varies with the purpose to which it is intended

to be applied. If a moderately quick-setting

cement is desired, it is comparatively lightly

burnt, and will not weigh so heavy as another

kind that maybe required in situ.ations where
quick setting is not of the first importance,

but where greater strccgtli is the point aimed
at — greater tenacity ; in that case the

cement is submitted to a greater heat, and
will weigh heavier th.an the other sort, but it

will take a longer time to set. To grind this

sort into a fine powder is difficult when it has

been highly heated, but when fine grinding h.as

been accomplished, this quality of weight
forms another test for strong cement. But
it is necessary that the weight be produced
by a high degree of heat, and not by a too

great proportion of lime. If the cement be
robbed of its due proportion of clay for the

pui-pose of incre.asing its weight it will be
robbed of one of its essential qualities as a

cement. A cement m.ay be made to set

cpiickly merely by underburning it. but it

will give again. A very goorl cement, with-

out excessive strength, weighs llOlbs. to the

buslicl, and is finely ground. Very heavy
and exceedingly strong cement—if also finely

ground—weighs 120lbs. to the bushel. Un-
like fat limes, which cannot be used without
a good deal of sand, Portliind cement is

strongest when used neat. 'With 1 of sand

to 1 of cement it ultimately becomes about

fj of the sti'ength of neat cement. With 2 of

sand to 1 of cement, about ^ ; with 3 to 1, 4 ;

with 4 of sand to 1 of cement it ultimately

becomes about ^ of the strength of neat

cement. The greater the proportion [of s.and

the longer time the same cement takes to set.

For instance, from the experiments made
during the construction of the metropolit.an

main di'ainage, on the south side of the river,

neat cement attained in about a fortnight half

its ultimate strength, whicli w.as attained in

about two years. ^Micnthe cement and s.and

were mixed in the proportion of 1 of cement
to 1 of sand, the ultimate strength was .about

1 of that of neat cement, but the strength in

the meantime was not nearly in this ratio.

With 1 of sand to 1 of cement the strength

in a fortnight was only two-fifths of the

strength of neat cement in the same time.

With 2 of s<and to 1 of cement, only ^

;

and with 3 of sand to 1 of cement,
only one-eighteenth. But as time goes
on it will be seen that the sanded ceme;;t

fjains in comparative strength, for in a month
the mixture of 1 to 1 was 4 as strong as neat
cement in the s.ame time, as against two-
fifths in a fortnight ; with a mixture of

2 of sand to 1 of cement it was ^ as

against ^ at a fortnight ; .and with 3 to 1

it was one-twelfth, as against one-eighteenth.

Again, at the end of three months, the
mixture of 1 to 1 was f of the strength of

neat cement in the same lime, as against } at

one month ; with 2 to 1 it was i (nearly) as

against ^ at one month ; and with 3 to

1 it was one-seventh as against one-

twelfth. So that where suflicicnt time
can be allowed for the hardening, it is

economical to increase the proportion of sand,

but when the cement must .set quickly it

must be used neat. The following diagram
exhibits the compar.ative strengths at the end
of each month dui-ing one year :
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It is, therefore, in some sense, a matter of

judgment what proportion of sand shall be

used. There is one thing to be said about a

large quantity of sand, however. LTnlggg the
sand and lime, or sand .and cement, are most
thoroughly mixed—unless, in fact, every par-
ticle of lime is endowed with its proper pro-
portion of sand, and each portion of sand with
its particle of lime—no good mortar can be
made. Sme.aton found that although sand
did not weaken the mortar when thoroughly
mixed with the lime, yet that practically,

when more than 2 of sand to 1 of lime were
directed to be used, the trouble and time
required in thoroughly mixing them exceeded
the cost of extra lime. However, whenever
so large a proportion of sand as 3 to 1 of

lime is directed to be used, there is no doubt
about the necessity for extreme care in per-

forming tills very important part of brick-

work—mixing the mortar.

Another thing that is most important is

that the smaller the quantity of water used
in making tap the mortar or cement the

stronger—not merely the stiffer—will either

be, and one reason is that with sloppy mortar,

where there is much sand, it settles by its

gravity to the bottom and leaves the lime by
itself at the top, thus undoing wh.atever may
have been well done in mixing it. Each kind
of lime takes its own qu.antity of water to

reduce it to a proper consistency, and there-

fore general rules of proportion would bo
valueless for any particular kind of lime, and
the quantity of water must in practice be left

to the judgment and skill of the workman
;

but in general it may be Siiid that a common,
or fat, lime requires about G gallons to slake

each bushel of quicklime, and another 6 gal-

lons to mix the mortar it produces ; that the

lias lime requires about 2i gallons to slake

each bushel, and .about -li gallons to mix the

mortar it produces ; and that if the blue lias

be ground it requires about .5 gallons to mix
the mortar. Also that) Portliind cement
gauged in the proportion of 1 of cement to 1

of sand requires about 3 gallons of water per

bushel of cement ; if gauged at 2 to 1, about
.'j gallons; and .at 3 to 1, about G gallons.

But, W'hatever qu.antity may be reijuired for

particular sorts, this is alw.ays true : that stiff

mortar or cement is better than that which
has been mixed with too much water. The
bricklayer needs only to see th.at the bricks

are soaked with water before they come to

him in order to use stiff jnortar as freely as

sloppy mort.ar and dry bricks.

All hydraulic limes and cements must be

made up in small quantities and used fresh,

and after the sand .and lime, or sand and
cement, have been thoroughly incorporated

in a dry state, the best w-ay of adding the

water is througli a rose on the spout of a

common watering can ; sprinkling, r.ather

than flooding the heap with water.

If Portl.and cement is kept in a dry shed it

improves rather than otherwise by being

exposed to the air, cspeoi.ally if it is occa-

sionally turned over, for those particles that

may have escaped the grinding of the rollers

will then fall to a fine powder ; but if a damp
atmosphere have access to cement before it is

made up it will assuredly be spoilt,

A new kind of mortar has been invented

by Colonel Scott, R.E., called selenitic

mortar, an account of which appeared in the

BuiLDiNii Nkws of July 7 last. It appears

to be new in this respect, th.at the lime is

prevented from slaking by mixing with it

sulpliuric .acid, derived from plaster of Piiris,

gypsum, or green vitriol, enabling it to carry

much more sand than slaked lime will. The
proportions given for mortar for brickwork

are; 4lbs. of plaster of P.aris mixed in half a

pail of water
;
put this into the mort.ar pan

in which the edge-stones run, and add 2 or 3

pails of water, 1 bushel of lime, and G bushels

of sand.

Selenite is crystalline sulphate of lime, or

gypsum, (iypsum contains, according to

Page's "H.andbook of Geological Terms,"4G'47

per cent, of sidphuric acid, 32 GS per cent, of

lime, and 20-S(S per cent, of water. By cal-

I cining this mineral and grinding it down to a
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white powder, plaster of Paris is produced,

wliich forms a paste that soon hardens, by
absorbing the water driven off by the heat.

No doubt the use of this mortar, and its

effects, will be closely watched.

THE , RICHMOND COMPETITION
SEWAGE PLANS.

THE Sewage Committee of Richmond have

just made a notable move towards meet-

ing their sewage diffioidty, by awarding 100

guineas premium for a plan which it is sup-

posed will relieve them of it. The difficulty

arises from the action of the Conservators of

the river Thames in procuring Acts of Parlia-

ment to prevent the pollution of the river

with the sewage of the towns in the Thames
valley from one end to the other.

Above the area of the metropolitan district,

which terminates at Putney, all the towns in

the valley have made an increasing use of the

river year after year as the outlet of their

sewage. Five of the London water com-
panies take their supply direct from the

river—viz., the Chelsea Company and the

Lambeth Company at Ditton, a short dis-

tance above Kingston (but these are now
proposing to extend their intake upwards to

a point above Hampton lock). The Grand
J unction Company, the Southwark and Vaux-
hall Company, and the West Middlesex Com-
pany take their supply from the river at

Hampton ; and a sixth company, the East
London, are constructing works in the same
neighbourhood. Each of these companies

pays a large yeai'ly sum of money to the

Thames Conservators for the privilege of

taking water from the river, and one of the

conditions of payment is that the Conserva-

tors shall use their utmost endeavom- to pre-

vent the jiollution of the water with town
sewage. The authorities of Reading have

already procured powers to take land for the

purpose of utilising their' sewage by irriga-

tion. At Oxford they are following a similar

course. At Eton land is already being

imgated with the sewage. Kingston has

made a liard fight to get land for the same
pirrpose, but, after a five days' inquiry by a

Government officer, at which six barristers

assisted, four of whom were opposed to the

scheme, the influence brought to bearagainst

the corporation was too great for the success

of their scheme, and they are now turning

their attention to land in another direction.

It is always the difficulty of procuring

land that stands in the way of the utilisation

of town sewage by irrigation. The town
authorities are willing to purchase, but the

landowners refuse to sell. The ratio that

the area of land should bear to a given popu-
lation is variously estimated, and, indeed,

depends to some extent on the nature of the

land, the more usual estimate being one acre

to each hundred persons
;
but the sewage of

only fifty persons per acre can be applied

profitably to the farmer, while, under stress

of circumstances, an acre can be made to use
the sewage due to 150 persons, but with
smaller profit to the farmer. But to make it

possible to apply sewage at all profitably the

land must be purchased at its agricultural

value ; whereas no sooner is land proposed to

be taken by a town authority for this pur-
pose than a fictitious value is set upon it,

and either by the excuse that it is valuable

as building land, or that it is too near resi-

dential property, or that it is unsuitable, the

landowner and his friends have usually

stood very much in the way, and greatly

increased the difficulty of dealing with town
sewage.

In August last the Richmond Sewage Com-
mittee offered a premium of one hundred
guineas for " the best practicable plan for

disposing of the sewage of the parish, so as

to comply with the requirements of the

Thames Navigation Act, 1S6G, and the

Thames Conservancy Act, 1867." The

present population of the parish is 1.5,110, and

is rapidly increasing. The number of houses

is 2,885, and the rateable value of the parish

is £100,000. The 14th of October was ap-

pointed for receiving the plans and reports,

and in answer to the advertisement nmnerous
sets of plans, with reports, have been sent in.

On Wednesday last the Sewage Committee
awarded the premium to the authors of the

plan marked C. E. (understood to be Messrs.

Gotto & Beesley).

The successful competitors state that the

system they recommend has had their atten-

tion for twenty years, and that it has been

for the last seven years, and is still, in con-

tinuous and successful working at Rio de

Janeiro, where the population is 400,000.

The sewage, by this process, is disinfected

and deodorised by being completely amalga-

mated with sulphate of alumina, charcoal, and
other chemical agents, in closed vessels,

whence it passes, by suitable waterways,

into long precipitating tanks, where the solid

matter is separated, and the top-water (first

being strained) is passed through charcoal

filters, and is said to be clear and free from

smell. The precipitating tanks are to be

provided with the means of drying and re-

moving the deposit prepared for agricultural

purposes. In addition to this solid manure,

the effluent water, though said to be clear

and inoffensive, contains fertilising salts in

solution, which, the authors think, may be

profitably employed in irrigating the market
gardens in the neighbourhood. So long ago

as the year 1854, Professor Way reported to

Lord Palmerston on the effluent water of

this process that "when the operation is

properly conducted the liquid is bright and
colourless ; it has no smell, and is otherwise

inoffensive ; it contains very little animal or

vegetable matter, and although it would be

too much to say that it is fit for domestic pur-

poses, it might with perfect safety be thrown
into rivers and water-courses of large size."

This report was founded on experiments made
at Scotland-yard, and is said to have been

fidly borne out by the larger experience of

many years at Rio, where, it is said, the suc-

cessful results have at last dissipated all

doubts on this hitherto difficidt subject. The
situation of the largest deodorising establish-

ment at Rio, dealing with the sewage of

160,000 people, is in the jM-incipal commercial

street, and is said to be carried on without

inconvenience.

In applying the system to Richmond, the

authors propose to erect deodorising works at

the corner of Water-lane, on the site of the

old brewery, or on the vacant land adjoining

the South-Western railway-bridge, near the

outfall of the present main sewer. Both these

sites being near the river side, either of them,

it is said, will be convenient for the transport

of coals, chemicals, and sewage manure, as

well as being, in point of level, advantageous

for the concentration of the sewage.

A great part of Richmond lies above the

level of the proposed tanks, and the sewage

of this part is proposed to be brought into

them by gravitation, while the sewage of the

lower district will be pumped into them. The
high level sewer is proposed to be 3ft. 9in.

high and 2ft. Gin. wide, commencing at the

deodorising works and traversing Water-
lane, George-street, and Marsh Gate-road,

if the first-mentioned site be adopted, or if

the alternative site near the railway-bridge

be adopted, the sewer could be constructed

across Richmond-green instead of George-
street. The area drained by this high level

sewer would comprise about half the town.

For the lower district the authors of this

plan propose to lay a cast iron pipe, 2ft. dia-

meter along the river bank, so as to collect

the sewage issuing at the several points along

the river side, and conduct it to the pumping
station. A cast iron pipe is preferred for

this purpose to a brick sewer, in order to

prevent leakage of river water or laud springs

into it. It is calcidated by the authors that

these sewers will be sufficient for double the

present population, the average rate of flow

of the sewage being estimated at five cubic

feet per day per head of the population, one
half the daily flow being assumed to run off

in six hours ; and in addition to the sewage
provision is made for dealing with the rainfall

to the extent of a quarter of an inch in depth

over the whole area of the town in twenty-
four hours, both the rate of sewage flow and
rainfall being the same as were calculated

upon in designing the metropolitan main
drainage. As in these latter works, also,

storm outlets are provided to carry the excess

of rainfall and sewage direct to the river, it

being assumed that when these heavy rains

may occur the sewage that may be mixed with
the storm water will be in such a state of

dilution as to be almost inappreciable.

For the purpose of pumping the sewage-

of the lower district into the tanks, and for

working the mixing apparatus, it is proposed

to erect a fifteen horse-power steam engine in

duplicate, which is expected to allow a good
margin of power for the requirements of the

prospective population.

The authors estimate the cost of the

deodorising establishment, with duplicate

engines, boilers, and machinery, at £7,000,,

exclusive of land; and the cost of the-

high and low level sewers, including side

entrances, ventilators, and the connection of

the existing sewers with the new mains, at

£5,900, making a total of £12,900.

The annual expenses are estimated as

follows :

—

Superintendence (would be per-

formed by the To-wn Surveyor) nil..

Wages £350
Coals 198

Chemicals 700

Wear and tear 100

Total £1,348

Expected returns— 1,460 tons

sewage manure, at from £2 to

£3 per ton, say £2 £2,920

Profit per annum £1,572

This would pay off the principal and interest

in thirty years, and still leave a margin of

profit of £500 or £600 a year, andthis is with-

out taking into consideration anyretvu-n from
the use of the effluent water, which, unless

turned to profitable account by irrigation,

will flow into the river.

We hope the plan will answer all expecta-

tions, and so far as the interests of Richmond
arc concerned it may be considered that they

are safe in the hands of the Sewage Com-
mittee, and that the Committee are satisfied

that the plan is the best that has been laid

before them ; but it seems a little curious

that the only evidence put forward on the

merits of the process which the Committee
have chosen to adopt is a report made on

some experiments so far back as the year

1854, seeing that since that date so many re-

ports by chemists equally eminent with Pro-

fessor Way have been made on other pro-

cesses, and in terms much stronger than

those applied by Professor Way to this pro-

cess—processes, we mean, very much resem-

bling this one in character ; for instance. Dr.

Bird's (Stroud), the ABC, the Phosphate

process, and others.

We suppose the experiments mentioned in

Messrs. Gotto & Beesley's report as having

been conducted at Scotland-yard, and upon

which Professor Way reported to Lord Pal-

merston in 1854. are the .same as those upon

whicli the late j\lr. Henry Austin, the then

Chief Superintending Inspector of the Board

of Health, reported to that Board in 1857,

that the ingredients cost 30s. per ton, and

that one ton of ingredients made two tons

of manure.
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DILAPIDATIONS.—IV.
LAY.

WHO that has a large practice lias not

been often surprised at tlie dieia as to

what are dilapidations

!

In my own experience I remember a few
startlinjj; requirements. On one occasion, at

the determination of a lease, a claim was
made to take up and inspect all the drainage,

cleansing same if requisite, although there

was not the slightest indication of anything

being the matter with it; and notwith.stand-

ingthat everything appeared perfect, it was
contended the lessor could insist, at the

expense of the lessee, that all the works

should be laid bare and made good thereafter,

and even if found perfect, that would make
no difference in the question as to the cost

falling on the lessee ! A similar require-

ment as to chimneys, I may mention, obtains,

or is at least demanded, on the London estates

of a noble duke, and at the end of term a sum
of money is asked to cover the cost of sweeping

all the chimneys, although it can be shown they

have been swept within a re.ason.able tiuic ; still

the claim is insisted on. This is a very su>all

item, but serves to illustrate what wrong
ideas are in vogue as to what is a dilapida-

tion. Another instance, where the treads of

a staircase were so worn that new nosings

were required, it was insisted that new
nosings would not satisfy the liability, but

that new treads must be provided. Again,

on another occasion, where the treads were
slightly worn only (this case refers to weekly

houses, where carpets are the exception), the

lessor's surveyor tried to maintain that he

was entitled to have new treads. Kext, as

to walls being slightly out of the upright. I

had to refer the matter to an umpire in one

case, even though it was admitted by my
co-arbitrator there had been no neglect of

the fabric, and that consequently the slight

bulge of the side wall (which was of great

length and height, and formed the wall of

the return street) was not caused by any
neglect on the part of the lessee ;

still I was
required to pay a sum to cover the pulling

down and rebuilding. I resisted, and the

residt, of course, was in my favour. Speak-

ing of walls, I am reminded of another

reqiiiremeut often insisted on—namely, to

" riike out and repoint brickwork of front and
back walls," notwithstanding that there may
not be any open joints, and the work may
be quite sound ; and sometimes I have been
told, '• "Well, but the brickwork has not been
pointed for some time, and looks dingy ;" a

reply which aptly showed how totally un-

acquainted the speaker was with the rudi-

ments of the laws of dil.apidations. Again,
when you are trying to make a money
settlement is it not sometimes advanced,
" AVell, but my client must spend a great deal

more than that before the house will bo fit

to III " ? as though dilapid.ations were
synonymous with putting premises in good
order, fit for a new tenant. With regard to

marble chimney pieces of an e.Kpenaive

character, a claim has been imsuccessfully

made for the value of a new one, where the

existing one was damaged oidy at the edges or

chipped. Yet again, I remember a case in

which the particul.ars of the dilapidations

were delivered in an action, and contained the

following reference to the fastenings of

doors: — ''These bolts are quite in-

effoct\iid to secure the doors. If fastened

they could be easily forced open, and being
higli up tliev are not easily used ;"' and in

.audtlier part in reference to other fastenings

whicli were out of reach of "any person of

ordinary liright, being lift. '.tin. from the tloor."

See how wrong the description, even assuming
the surveyor right. Clearly the height of a

bolt from the tioor could l)e no dilapidation

unless it could be shown tliat tlie bolt was
found in a different position to that in wliicli

it was originally placed at tlie granting of the
lease. Now. to continue the assunqition of

accuracy on the part of the surveyor who

took the items referred to. his language should

have been rciiisliih' the holt in frrmir position ;

or words to that effect ; for it is monstrous
to assume that if in an original construction

a builder put a bolt where it cannot lie easily

used tliat such can be a dilapidation. It

C.\XNnT ; while it would be a dilapidation to

remove a bolt from its old position. Of
course such points arc very trivial, and the

majority of surveyors would have great con-

tempt for those who use such trivialities to .>;»'(:W

their particulars of dilapidations ; still I must
remind them that a lengthy document does

influence lay judges and juries, for I recollect

once hearing a juryman say, " Well, if it

takes all that quantity of paper to explain

the broaches, there canH (sic) be no {sir)

question, there's no defence" ; and I never
shall forget the laboured efforts of counsel to

explain that though of such a length, many
of the items were not dilapidations at all, and
others were really most minute repairs. No
doubt most of my readers can recall similar

instances, where in resisting unjust proceed-

ings, they have been met by most minute and
at the same time most technically accurate

schedules. Where, for example, small scratches

on painted back doors (by a dog possibly) are

entered, "touch up the damaged paintwork of

back door, top grain and revarnish," a rather

formidable paragraph, because a pet dog was
kept longer out than he liked. Among my
very early recollections, is one firmly fixed

in my memory of a dispute between two sur-

veyors, one certainly well-known and re-

spected, when an item in the schedule of dilapi-

dations in respect to the drawing-room was
" provide and lay a new front marlile hearth

in lieu of present broken one." Well, I con-

fess I could not see the defect with my pupil

eyes (no pun intended, I assure you), but it

was in those now far-off, never-at-the-time

appreciated days when I was in my jiupilage
;

and yet I am sometimes tempted to be angry

at people always speaking in adulation of

tilings and days past, because no doubt all

past times and events are only good and plea-

sant because we noic understand them, as

some ten years hence we shall understand

the events of to-day, while to-day we are

fretting and fuming and believing all human
nature unappreciative and selfish—then (ten

years hence), when old age creeps on us, per-

chance we shall talk of the pleasures of ten

years since ; of the delight of conquering
difficulties ; of having no weak sight, no in-

capacitated limbs to hinder us in the great

fight of progress ; no worrying complaint

(chronic, no doubt) which always checks us

when we are most anxious to do good work.

But I must not digress ; I only thought that

such reminiscences as these make us more
contented, and such as lead to this result are

much needed in this day. Well, to continue

this early experience, even the surveyor who
had to support his claim could not ,at first find

tlie Haw, but pointed out a vein in the

marble. This being shown to him not to be

a crack, on a second examination he dis-

covered the crack, when the otlier surveyor

replied, " Do you insist on tliat V You must

have taken the dilapidations with a magnify iiig-

glass." The result may be imagined: a refer-

ence to .an umpire. One last case 1 would men-
tion. There isusually the covenant to paint at

a fixed period. AVeli, will it be believed in an

arbitr.ation a surveyor stated that year by
year the liability accrued? Thus, suppose

the covenant be " paint once in seven years,"

that at the end of the first year after the

painting had been well and properly done,

(inc-scveiith of the cost of tlie painting of the

entire house has become due, and was a

dilapiilation, and when pressed by counsel

with the proper question, " How, sir, tlien,

can this dilapidation be avoided V" he replied

he (Id not know, but still held that it was an

accruing dilapidation. So peculiar a dil.api-

dation necessarily astonished the skilled wit-

nesses present, and we all listened eagerly to

the reply to the next question. " Would, in

by painting properly one-seventh of the
house each year V" While the witness seemed
at a loss for a reply, and somewhat, I think,

or at least hope, awakening to the absurdity

of his proposition, the umpire decided the
question was unnecessary, " as it clearly

meant that the entire house should be painted
once in seven years," .and he therefore hdd
" it would not satisfy the covenant to paint

parts at different times, but the house must be
painted throughout once in the time staled in

the lease." Therefore we lost the explanation

we longed for. It still remains a mystery
how any one could conceive the idea that a
liability which only arose at a fixed period

could be divided, so as to arise a portion

yearly, iciOiout the person responsible having
the slightest power of satisfying it, or pre-

venting his being deprived of the property.

I might continue ad infinitum, but surely I

h.ave given enough instances, without mul-
tiplying them, to show how often we have
to meet those gentlemen whose ideas of dilapi-

dation and waste are, shall wo say, peculiar

(though the foregoing observations, while
they illustrate the want of information on tho
subject, should .also be read as useful hints

of those false claims which are to bo
avoided). I believe we can remedy this by
making these p.ages tho means of circulating

far and wide, in a concise form, .an ex-

planation of what really dilapidations are.

We shall thus make more certain the

opinions as to what they consist of, and
confirm the proper and fixed fundamental
principles to guide the profession in their

decision. Th.at such is not the case at pre-

sent, if these few remarks are not sufficient to

prove, I will cite a case where an old friend

of mine (a well-known surveyor), had (as

trustee) a number of cottages, the lease of

which expired, when a claim w.as made for

between six and seven hitndred pounds for

dilapidations. In alarm he went to survey

the premises, and carefully made his estimate,

amounting to less th.au one hundred pounds.

There being no chance of settlement, an

action followed, and the matter w.as referred

in court to one of our leading surveyors,

whose aw.ard amounted to within £2(1 of my
friend's estimate. Im.agine, reader, the dif-

ference ! Why, builders' variations in tender-

ing are most limited compared to this. Where
have you seen one tender seven times larger

th.an the lowest ? And yet the builder shoidd

be much more liable to err than the surveyor.

The builder does not know the architect ; is

afraid he may not get from this particular

architect his certificates fairly ; thinks the

drawings are more elabor.ate in the hurry of

tendering than they are (perhaps because

they are more fully shown by detail drawings

than he is accustomed to) ;
has, pcrh.aps,

plenty of work to do, and therefore all his

plant employed, and will have to hire plant

for the job should his tender bo .accepted

;

will h.ave to employ a new foreman, with the

chance that he may not be so energetic as he

ought to be. Now the competing builder

whose tender is lowest may have these points

in his favour, .and they may somewhat ex-

plain the difference between his tender and
the others. He knows his .architect to be a

just while painstaking m.an ; that he shows
every minuti.oi in his dr.awings, is prolix (or

cenjfnll is a prettier way of expressing it) in

his specification, and th.at he has a great

objection to any builder losing money by his

contract through tho slightest chance of mis-

understanding .all the details he requires

executed. All honour to such a man ! though

I have only sketched the characteristics of, I

firmly believe, the great majority of my pro-

fession. AVell, can you wonder, .although you
see sometimes the tenders published in our

journals with as many as three or four notes

of exclam.ation .after the lowest tender—can

you wonder, I say, at the large differences

which hfive so many and such varied

causes to produce them ? i^ut where

there can be no reason for difference

—

your opinion, then, the dihapidation be met
|
where none of the exist which
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much explain the great differences in the

tenders of builders, how are we to explain

the enormous differences that are daily thrust

before our notice in the value of dilapidations

and waste? I conceive we can only do so on
the assumption I have already advanced,
which is, that there is an utter want of reali-

sation in the minds of surveyors of the fun-

damental bases which must wuide all decisions

as to what are dilapidations, and how the

quantum is to be arrived at. If I were to ask

the question "Define what are dilapida-

tions'?" many would reply: "Of course I

know—ha, ha, of course—ha, ha, dilapida-

tions are dilapidations—waste,you know—that

sort of thing." Pray understand I am not in

the least speaking disparagingly of our pro-

fession ; but as I have before remarked, we
have such varied work to do—to-day a prison

;

next a mansion in the country, with all its

diffioulties of drainage and water supply, and
that, with half the money to expend, it must
be more .striking and showy than Lord So-and-
so's ; next schools, money again limited,

subscriptions not coming in so freely as

expected, and our plans must be so made as
to pass the stringent requirements of the great
authorities. Next, perhaps, designs in com-
petition for baths and wash-houses are
required. Then a public-house, which must
have excessive show at limited cost. Then a
survey for buying and afterwards laying
out land for building purposes. Then, per-
haps, an elaborate design for a reredos. But
why continue ? I only desire to show that
the extended and varied requirements of our
profession will certainly excuse any slight
want of knowledge in its professor, unless
they devote themselves with painful earnest-
ness to conquer.
But I must keep close to my subject, and

first let me give the definitions of Dilapida-
tions, then of the different kinds of Waste.

First, then, I think Bacon's definition
good. It is " the committing of any spoil or
destruction in houses, land, &c., by tenants,
to the damage of the heir, or of him in rever-
sion or remainder."

Next, the best legal definition, I find in

Grady's work, and is as follows :
—" Dilapi-

dations or waste may be defined to be the
act or default of the party having a usufruc-
tuary interest in the lands or tenements of
another, by which the property of that other
is injured or deteriorated."

Good as the abo^•e definition is, I confess I
prefer, for our practical guidance, that given
by our Institute of Architects in their report.
They say " they are of opinion that dilapida-
tions are, in usual practice, considered to be
those defects which have arisen from neglect
or misuse, and not to extend to such as
only indicate age, so long as the eflttciency of
the past still remains. But if the effects of
use or age have proceeded so far as to destroy
the past, or its etRciency in the structure,
this argues neglect or misuse ; it being the
presumption that at the commencement of
his term the tenant was satisfied that every
part was sufficiently strong to last to its

close."

The full meaning of this term is so
important I am tempted, however, to give
the definition of tliat old authority David
Gibbons, who in his work, " A Treatise on
the Law of Dilapidation and Nuisances,"
2nd edition, 1849, thus describes it:—"Dila-
pidations, or rather waste, may be defined as
the act or default of one party having a riidit

to use a tenement to the injury of another
having a right to the same tenement."
Let us next take the definition of waste.

Probably Webster's dictionary gives a more
easily unchn'Stood meaning than the writers
on the .subject. " /« £«»•, spoil, destruction,
or injury done to houses, woods, fences,

lands, &c., by a tenant for life or for years,

to the prejudice of the heir, or of him in re-

version or remainder."
In les term des la Ley, tit. " Waste," it is

said, " Waste is, when tenant for term of

years, tenant for life, tenant for term of

anotlier's life, tenant in dower, tenant by the

courtesy, or guardian in chivalry, doth make
waste, or destruction on tlie lands, that is to

say, pulls down the house, or cuts down tim-
ber, or suffers the house willingly to fall, or

diss the ground."
Blackstone, in defining it (2 Com. ch. 18),

says;—"Waste is a spoil or destruction in

houses, gardens, or trees, or other corporeal

hereditaments, to the disherison of him that
hath the remainder or reversion in fee simple
or fee tail."

Next Grady, in his work on the subject,

says that " Whenever there is a particular or

limited estate in lands or tenements which
must, after the determination of such estate,

devolve upon another, any defect in their

condition is properly dilapidation, and the

act of permitting or committing such defect

is called waste."

An able definition is also given in Cruise's

Digest, where it is said that "Although
tenants for life are entitled to reasonable

estovers, yet they are prohibited from de-

stroying those things which are not included

in the temporary j^rofits of the land, because

that would tend to the permanent and lasting

loss of the persou entitled to the inheritance.

This destruction is called waste."
There are three species of waste—permis-

sive, voluntary, and malicious.

Gibbons divides permissive waste into five

sorts, thus

—

1st.—The neglect to repair the necessary

effects of time and use.

2nd.—The neglect to repair the conse-

quences of inevitable accident.

3rd.—The neglect to repair the external or

internal coverings of a building.

4th.—^The omission to protect the fabric of

the building from the consequences of dilapi-

dations in the coverings.

5th.—The omission to prevent the wrong-
ful act of a stranger.

Grady speaks of several kinds of waste,

but only in his definition mentions two

—

namely, voluntary and permissive. Volun-
tary waste he defines as acts of commis-
sion

;
permissive waste as acts of omission.

It will be of little value to follow the nicety

of distinction, as the penalty, no matter under
which class they may be placed, is the same

;

still it may be well to remember that permis-
sive waste consists in the neglect to supply
those dilapidations which are the necessary
effects of time and use, or those which are

merely occasional or accidental.

Suffering houses to lie uncovered whereby the
rafters or other timbers become rotten, may
be mentioned as an example of this class of

waste: but the authorities give it that the hare
suffering them to be uncovered, without rotting the
timber, is not waste ; so if a house be uncovered when
the tenant Cometh in, it is no waste in the tenant to
suffer the same to fall down.

Voluntary waste consists in altering a

tenement. It is no defence to say that such
alteration increases the value of the proj^erty,

and for this reason says Gibbons :

"That the act of alteration exceeds the right of

use, and infringes on the right of the grantor, which
is to have the tenement in the same condition as when
granted, as near as can be ; and although the altera-

tion may increase the merchantable value, it may not
be an improvement in the eyes of the grantor, or may
impose upon him an additional charge to keep the
tenement in good condition."

Having then fully defined dilapidations and
waste, and vhat llui/ arc, I will next consider

7(0)1' tlu'i/ arc practicalhj to he dealt with.

B. F.

THEORY OF THE AUT.S.

Architectural Ccmpcsitiox.— Decorative
]Metal-work.

(^Contmued frovi page 366.)

T^HE prejudices architects entertain to-
-*- wards the employment of iron as a
building material arc ill-founded. They have
regarded it as an inartistic material, incapable

of being fashioned into forms of beauty.

These prejudices, however, are disappearing

to the more scientific education of the day,

and since the Crystal Palace of 1851 the

architectural profession, in this coimtry at

least, are not so blind to its use as they were
previously. Constructively, indeed, its use

and value have long since been conceded, and

it has already revolutionised many branches

of constructive architecture. It is its

resthetic development, and not its industrial

aspect, that is so much in the rear or lost

sight of. Brick and wood have of late years

been wonderfully developed aesthetically. The
resources and inherent qualities and beauties

of each material have been brought out in a

manner that our forefathers of the last cen-

tury never dreamt of. The reason of this is

manifest. Honesty of expression has been

the principle or watchword of the designers

and artisans of these materials. The motive

has been reality, or " intrinsic worth" as op-

posed to apparent worth. In the constructive

adaptation of every material the principle I

have started with must be predominant-—

namely, that form is related to force, or, in

other words, that the laws of the strength of

every material resolve themselves into certain

definite ratios or proportions. Thus, we
liave seen the relative dimensions or figures

which wood or iron must assume to give its

maximum work or strength with economy of

material. In columns, for example, it is

experimentally proved that the form of

greatest rigidity or strength is a hollow

cylinder, and Nature herself abundantly

proves the rule in the vegetable world alone.

By the way, students cannot possibly_ derive

more useful or practical lessons in the

strength of materials and the beauty of form

as applied to different purposes than by
ol:)serving the varieties of section or stem-form

in the smaller and humlilcr kinds of plants

and vegetables, and I believe far more valu-

able knowledge may be learnt in the wide

fields of Nature than can be acquired by
studies of art abroad, or those confined to

Classic or Mediaeval ages.

The hollow tube, then, seems to give the

greatest rigidity in colunms when the material

is of a tough or cohesive nature, as wood or

iron. Fortransverse strain, wo have depth,

as the expression or form of strength, this

decreasing by a regular law towards the points

of support ; and again for tensile action we
have sectional area simply, which maybe best

expressed by a perfectly square or round

solid form. Hence equality or regularity of

form or area is the proximate expression for

simple forces, as compression or tension
;
and

inequality or want of uniformity the ex-

pression of composite action, such as cross

strain, and these three forces comprise all the

chief mechanical forces in construction. And
in every case variable or composite conditions

of structure require varialile quantities or

form ; while invariable uniform or constant

forces require the like expression.
^
For

columns or tension rods the round section is

therefore the simplest and most economical

form, though such a shape may be relieved

by mouldings or flutings. The moulded

and uniform sections of the pillars

of the Gothic masons are instances of the

beauty of adhering to this principle. There

is, however, some reason fur enlarging the

shafts or giving the column an entasis or

swell ; it niay "be found in the apparent

strength such a slight variation of section

provides, and also in seemingly growing out

of the basement of a building ; Nature sup-

plies such an analogy in tlie decreasing

trunks of trees as they rise. In cantilevers

or brackets we have composite mechanical

action, or two forces ; hence the form should

be such as to indicate this, and any great

alteration of the triangular form would

appear ill-suited, as it would be contrary to

the above principle. IMany cast iron manu-
facturers forget this, and introduce designs

tliat are radically opposed to the law I have

adverted to, as well as that of common
sense.

The decorative treatment of cast iron fre-

quently sins against all principle or law, and
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•we are constantly seeing; in illustrated cata-

logues of metal work, which are so profuse
of late j-ears, an utter disregard to the con-
nections or attachments of the decorative
with the constructive parts which arc gene-
rally at variance ; indeed, the aim of tlie de-

signers has heen in many instances to disguise

the construction as much as possible. There
is more inducement to this deception in cast

than in wrought iron, as the latter in any
complicated design must be constructed or
depends on the rivets, and not on the mere
cohesion or passiveness of the material,

which can be run into or moiilded to any
shape fancy or caprice may dictate.

Another and ei|ually important principle

in the design of cast work is that the parts or

component members, as well as the design as

a whole, should be chietiy subjected to com-
pressive force rather than any other. Great
or tinequal sti-ains on the parts should be
avoided. There should be no weight of one
part causing any tensile strain, but the parts

of ornamental work should be evenly distri-

buted, and the metal be of sufficient

body to prevent easy fracture or break-
ing off. There should be no undue
thickness of metal or ornament in any one
part, but it should be so run as that every
convolution, ornament, or feature should be
well supported by the adjacent metal. In
open scrollwork, as in ornamental gratings,

gates. &c., the metal should occupy a con-
siderable area cimpared withthe open .spaces,

and tliese should be more of the nature of

simple piercings or perforations in the metal.

If these rules were attended to we should
find cast iron taking its legitimate sphere of

duty, and not be open to the objections often

urged against it. AVhere economy is a con-
sideration, cast iron, when properly applied, is

specially adapted for ornamental purposes,
and can hold its own. for lamji jiillars, jiosts,

stack piping, guttering, brackets, or work
where moulded or stamped relief is recjuired,

not oj)on to the objections mentioned above,
no material can offer greater advantages. I

cannot approve altogether its recent use for

window and door heads, open as it will al-

ways be to inferior stereotyped designs, but
even for these its use is preferable to bad brick
arches or no arches at all. Cast iron is readily

moulded or impressed in simple dei^igus, but
highly tlor.al ones are often tame and spirit-

less in the extreme.
Cast iron is best adapted for fixed and im-

movable jnirposes ; but where, as in gates, it

is movable, the framework requires to be
wrought. In small castings, such as panels,
balconies, &c., the ornamentation may be
close and -woll ramified, thus adding strength
by the continuity of the metal, but in large

castings tliere is the danger of warping or
inequality in cooling. The junction of the
metals in large works is often unsuccessful
and inartistic. ;i.s they require so different a
treatment and mode of fixing, and the aggre-
gation of parts is sometimes quite at variance
with constructive truth. The idea should be
to make the cast ornament fit into and brace
or stiffen the framework of wrought metal

—

in this manner both metals may be made to

act in concert, instead of, as too often, m,%r

one another. Tlie object in all designs of

decorative iron-work shouhl be to make the

two metals form an integral whole, assisting

to snp]iort each other. In wrought work we
find this must be so. .is the ornament must
be riveted or attached to the framework or

construction, thus helping and strengthening
the whole at tlie same time. In the old

hammered work, in gates and other metal
work, we find the ornamental details and
scrolls riveted to the angles, thereby adding
strength and ornament at the same time. In
BTOiight work, too, through the tenacity of

the metal, the ornament can be made much
lighter, and more individuality, expression,

and feeling can be given th.an possible in a
material that must be run in a mould in a
sufficient mass to ensure strength. These
decided differences in the qualities and treat-

ment of the two sorts of metal should in-

variably determine for what pnrposes each is

best suited. The cast works of an ornamental
kind exhibited in 1851 and in later exhibi-

tions show the sad want of attention to the

two essential points in all good design

—

namely, the properties and quality of the

material used, and the purpose intended to

bo served, points that can never be too often

enforced. In all ornamental iron work,
whether for separate use or forming parts of

buildings, there should be a central form of

treatment or principle uppermost in the mind
of tlie designer, which must always be regu-
lated by, first, the physical condition of the

object to be designed, and, secondly, the ex-

pression or character it should it should pos-

sess. In constructive metal ornamentation,
such as roof principals and girders, right

lines and geometric or conventional orna-

mentation is certainly more in keeping than

the natural or florid style of treatment,

where branches, foliage, and other forms of

nature are used. France, Belgium, Prussia,

and Austria are rivals with us in cast metal

work, displaying often a more intelligent

appreciation of the essentials of good design,

and sharpness and closeness of manufacture.
Indeed the jury of the Great Exhibition of

18.^1 assigned the palm of superiority to Con-
tinental works. What can be more hideous

and inappropriate than the designs for cast

railings and similar -works we often see ? It

is not necessary here to refer to the multi-

farious uses of cast metal work, whether
utilitarian or artistic, though it cannot be
denied our general ironmongery is anything
but artistically treated ; our ordinary grates

are notably poor, though somewhat improved
lately. A taste for meretricious display and
gaudiness is the weakness of manufactiu-ers

;

whereas by a judicioas combination, as inlays

of bronze, brass, or ormulu, or simple con-

trast proiluced by broad flat surfaces of plain

metal, either of ground, cast, or burnished

metal, a characteristic relief is obtained.

In wrought metal work or hardware an
improved taste is manifested, on the other

hand, mere finery giving place to constructive

feeling from the very necessities imposed by
the metals used. Thus in the church and
other metal work recently produced, charac-

teristic simplicity and constructive feeling

are predominant. Showiness and vulgarity

is the result of too easy and plastic a means
of production. French artists are too prone
to excessive ornament and naturalism in style,

attributable to tlie facilities of manufacture
they possess in this branch of industry.

For examples of many elaborate specimens
of metal work, the reader cannot do better

than refer to the splendid work of Waring

—

viz., his " Masterjiieces of Industrial Art."'

From what has been said, we may sum up
the following deductions or maxims for our

guidance in the employment of ironwork :

—

(1.) Tlijit it should be used for purposes
requiring durability, strength, and lightness,

for which timber would hardly be suitable,

on account of its speedy decay, combusti-

bility, or its large scantling.

(2.) It should be used only in positions

where its electro-chemical conditions arc not

excited, where it would not be materially

affected by oxidation, to the injury of tlie

structure to which it is united, nor where its

property of expansion and contraction, under
different temperatures, would affect the
structure.

(;i.) AVrought iron, by its greater tenacity

and peculiar properties, is best fitted for

structures or uses in which cross or tensile

strains or jars are produced ; while east iron,

constructively used, should be confined to

compressive action only, and that economy
is best consulted in such distinctive use of

the two metals.

(4.) That the forms best suited for cross

strains or any composite action are generally

variable and irregular ; while for simple

foi'ces or actions, regular and uniform section

is best adapted. When used conjointly,

wrought and cast iron should assist each
other by each partaking of its characteristic

office.

(5.) As a rule, cast iron is best adapted for

immovable pui'poses, or where fixed durable
ornamentation is required, not subject to
strains.

(G.) The treatment of metal work for con-
structive purposes shoidd be geometric or
conventional, rather than imitational, highly
floral ornamentation being permissible only
when not subjected to real or apparent pre-

sure, strain, or disturbance, as in grates,

panels, screens, or where the eye and mind
are at rest. G. H. G.

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
AUCIIITECTS.

THE secoud ordinary general meeting of this In-

stitute for session 1871-72 was held on Mon-
d.iy evening last, the President, Mr. T. IT. AVyatt, in

the chair. Mr. C. L. Eastlake, the Secretary, haying
read the minutes of the last meeting and announced
several donations and purchases for the lihrary, the

foUowing gentlemen were balloted for and duly
elected members, viz. ;—Mr. Edward Boardman (of

Norwich) as a Fellow, and Messrs. R. Armstrong
(London) and C. H. Heathcote ^Manchester) as As-
sociates. The President then read letters from Mr.
Ruskin and Mr. Buttertield, inwliich the writers ex-
pressed regret at llieir inabiUty to be present, on the

invitation of the Institute, to hear Mr. Brewer's

paper read.

Jlr. Heub, Associate, next called attention to the

great number of honorarj' foreign and corresponding

members of the Institute that had been carried off by
death witliin the last year or two, and suggested that

M. Sommeiller and the other engineers associated

with him in the carrying out of the Mont Cenis tun-

nel sliould be invited to become honorary members of

the Institute if, .as it was stated, they were archi-

tects, for undoubtedly they were distinguished

men ; and he furtlier suggested that as Professor

Donaldson is at present in Italy he sliouUl be asked

kindly to inquire whether M. Sommeiller and his

confrcfC!^ were in reality architects.

Mr. Stkket inferred, from the fact that he him-
self belonged to a society in Genoa which had con-

ferred upon him the title of " honorary engineer and
architect," that the two professions were combined

in Ital}-.

Sir DiGBT Wyatt said he believed that to be the

case; at any rate, the educational traiuing was suited

to those who would have to follow the two pro-

fessions.

The Presidest said that in the absence of Mr.
Coclierell, the Hon. Sec. for Foreign Correspondence,

he would undertake to see that Jlr. Hebb's sugges-

tion was duly attended to. The President next read

a letter from Mr. Grove, Secretary to tlie Palestine

Exploration Fund, referring to the approaching de-

parture of Captain Stu.art for an archKoIogical tour

in the Holy Land, and suggesting that the Institute

should draw up a Ust of questions reg.irding the dif-

ferent antiquities to be visited, so that, if possible,

any required information concerning them might be

supplied. On the suggestion of Mr. Cn.VKLEsBARR'y,

it M'as decided to refer the letter to a sub-committee.

The Pkesidext then called upon Mr. H. W.
Brkwer to read a paper

OS the revival of ecclesl\stic.\l ARCHrrEcruEE
ly GERM^VXY AXD HOLLAND,

of which the following is an .abstract. Mr. Brewer
commenced by observing that the great dilHculty

which exists of tlioroughly understanding the modern
architecture of foreign countries arises from the fact

that it is next to impossible for any stranger to be-

cnnu' v.'ell acquainted with the various causes which
have intiuenced the building arts of those lands. He
therefore endeavoured, as much as possiltle, to criti-

cise the two schools of ecclesiastical architecture at

present practising in Germany from their own stand-

point, and not from an English point of view, trying

to ascertain what they are aiming at, and where thej'

have succeeded and where they have failcil in attain-

ing the end striven after, bearing in mind the fact

that there are certain fixed laws which must never

he broken, however st3'le3 may change or tastes vary.

The first of these immutable laws is that an .archi-

tect must be acquiiinted with the style in which he

is wi>rUing; if, for instance, he is tmilding in one of

the Mcdia'val styles, he must know pretty well what
the old men would have done had they had the same
wants and rei[uircments to work for that ho has ;

and if building in a new or eclectic style, he must
be thoroughly acquainted with all the elements out

of which he is going to compose his style. Of the
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two styles of ecclesiastical architecture at present in

use in Germany, Mr. Brewer spoke first of the Eclec-

tic or Jlunich style, because, b}'' a singular contra-

diction, the Gothic or MeiUieval school is more re-

cent than the eclectic school; had the reverse been

the case, perhaps the result might have been more
happy than it is at present. Making every allow-

ance for difference of taste, and for circumstances

which may have influenced it, it was impossible to

say a single word in favour of the Eclectic-Munich

style—the " architecture for the future" as it had
been pompously named. It is not an architecture

for the future, because (firstly) it is not architec-

ture at all, and (secondly) men who cannot compose
an architecture for the present certainly cannot in-

vent one for the future. This so-called Eclectic-

Munich style is a ch.aytic jumble of Romanesque,
Third-Pointed Gothic, Italian, pure Greek, Indian,

Chinese, Jloorish, and Venetian Gothic, all heaped

together without the slightest considerations of neces-

sity or propriety. In the new " Maximillianum" and
the " Maximillian's Shassze" at Munich, or the Lud-
wig Kirche, or any other building of the same style

(of which, unfortunately, there are thousands) are to

be seen badly-designed Romanesque windows, utterly

devoid of all spirit or feeling, filled in with badly-de-

signed Third-Pointed Tracery, devoid of all elegance

or grace ; badly-designed Moorish parapets ; badly-

designed Venetian Gothic crockets, crawling like so

many fat slugs up meaningless sham gables ; added
to this, ail outline like two or three cigar-boxes

joined' together, with one or two set up on end, all

covered with nearly tlat roofs composed of great

sprawling tiles, and the building faced with glazed

carrot-coloured brick. It is all very well to call this

conglomeration of discordant elements a new and
original style ; but novelty may be of two kinds—

a

thing may be new either because no one could have
djDneit before, or because no one luould have done so

before. However, the worst feature of this style is

not its artistic part, but its faulty construction. The
jambs of a doorway or T\'indow, lljft. or 12ft. high,

are frequently worked out of one piece of stone only
about lOin. or 12in. S([uare, and this stone beam is

set on end and made to support a Gothic arch, the

sides of which will again be composed each of a

single stone, with a huge keystone in the centre.

The absurdity of nearly flat roofs iu Bavaria, where
the snow is often 4ft, deep, and lays for nine or ten

days, is apparent. This st3'le, however, has car-

rieil everything before it in Germany ; invented in

Munich (and unfortunately not patented), it has
been introduced into Berlin (where it has perpetrated
dire eccentricities), to Stuttg.ardt, Hanover, Dresden,
and Carlsrlihe, in all of which places it has become
a great Court favourite, and has been warmly taken
up and pushed bj- the v.arions Ayrtons attached to

those governments. Ayrtonian principles are

largely developed in Germany, especially in Berlin
;

En fact, the interference of the German Governments,
particularly those of Prussia and Bavaria, has had
a disastrous effect upon architecture in those coun-
tries. As an example : When Zwirner died, the in-

habitants of Cologne, the Dom bau ncrsein, and
the archbishop, all wished BIr. Stadtz, of Cologne,

to be appointed architect to the cathedral. Mr.
Stadtz is a Cologne man, and knows every stone of

the cathetlral ; he had. in fact, worked upon the

building as a mason, in order to become better ac-

quainted with his profession, and to have a perfect

knowledge of that splendid church. But, despite all

remonstrances and advice, the great Prussian A}t-
ton forced upon the clergj- and people of Cologne an
architect who, of course, was a Berliner, and whose
knowledge of and feeling for Gothic architecture
may be judged by the little terrace with its

pierced parapet and its poor little buttresses,

which he has placed as a basement to this noble
building, giving it a ridiculous resemblance
to an elephant standing on caterpillars' legs. Turn-
ing to the Medi.-Eval school of German architects,

Mr. Brewer said that the first really good Gothic
church built in Germany was the work of an
Englishman (S. Nicholas, Hamburgh, by Mr. G. G.
Scott). Before the commencement of that building
the Eclectic school and the Italian school of Eccle-
siastical Art divided the field between them. Mr.
Scott's church, however, was the commencement of

a great reformation iu ecclesiastical architecture

;

the Italian school died out at once, and a new school

of Gothic architecture arose. It is noticeable, how-
ever, that although the Lutherans made the first

move towards the reintroduction of Gothic architec-

ture by the selection of Mr. Scott's plans for S.

Nicholas, Hamburgh, they appear to have reaped
little, if any, profit from that movement, whereas
the Roman Catholics, who were later in the field,

have taken great advantage of the good example
set them in ecclesiastical architecture by Mr. Scot!.

As a rule, the new Protestant churches in Germany

are built in the Eclectic style, and the new Catholic

churches in one or other of the Mediaeval styles.

There are, of course, exceptions to this rule ; for

instance, the new Protestant church at Bonn is in a

kind of Gothic style, and the new Catholic church

at Wiesbaden is in the " Munich-Eclectic " style.

With regard to the churches built by the " archi-

tects for the future," the first thing that strikes one

is their extraordinary similarity—one would imagine

that there must be a stereot3'ped pattern kept at

Munich from which tliey are all cast. The onlj'

difference observable amongst them is that some of

them have pinnacles and some are without. They
nearly all consist of one great fat nave, covered with

sprawling tile roof, with an apolog}' for a chancel in

the shape of a little apse stuck on at the east end

(just as often the west end, as orientation is not

observed), and a thin tower and spire over a porch

at the opposite end. This tower is nearly always

gabled on each face, and has a round headed window
and a rose window on each side ; sometimes the rose

window is above the long window, and sometimes

the long window is above the r«e window. Iron is

largely used for the window tracery and the roofs

;

and, in fact, wherever it can be used with impro-

priety and bad eiJect. Examples of this style of

building are the Lutheran churches at Freising,

Aschaffenburg, St. Goarhausen, Bingen, Ems, Lim-
burg, Dietz, Landshut, Ludwigshafen, Mulheira,

Maintz, Dondeworth, &c. The new Lutheran church

at Wiesbaden is one of the largest examples of a

church in this style, and its size and solidity redeem

it from the usual vulgarity of these buildings. In

stating that Mr. Scott's church at Hamburgh com-

menced a new era in ecclesiastical architecture in

Germany, Mr. Brewer did not mean to say that it

was bj- any means the first Gothic church built in

Germany during the revival, for two interesting

examples had preceded it—the churches at ApoUi-

narisburg (by Zwirner), and at An, a suburb of

Munich (by OemiiUer). To find the school of real

German architects, one must not look for them in the

capitals of the various German states ; they may be

searched for in vain at Berlin, Munich, Dresden,

and Stuttgardt; but thej' will be found iu

the provincial towns—at Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle,

Paderboru, Hildesheim, Brunswick, Fulda, and

Ratisbon, where they have learnt their art in

the study of the noble minsters and parish

churches of their native towns. Snubbed by the

Courts and Governments, laughed at by their more

successful rivals, "the men of the future," as so

many antiqiiarians, and as being five hundred years

behind the age in which they live, completely shut

out from Government work in a country where

nearly every great undertaking is in the hands of the

Government, they have had to seek for patron.age

from the town-councils and clergy of their immediate

neighbourhood. Amongst the architects of this

school whose works approach nearest in spirit to

those of the great Medijeval builders, Mr. Brewer
mentioned the names of Mr. Stadtz, of Cologne; Mr.

Guldenpfennig, of Paderborn ; Mr. Denzil, of Fulda
;

BIr. Deuzinger, of Ratisbon ; Mr. Kleinertz, of

Cologne (whose superb decoration of S. Maria zu

Capitol and other churches at Cologne, and S.

Catherine's at Utrecht, are works of the very highest

excellence in decorative art), besides two other

gentlemen, one at Hildesheim and one at Brunswick,

whose names Mr. Brewer had forgotten. Dr. Bock,

of Aix-la-Chapelle, and Dr. Reichensperger, of

Cologne, deserve also to be mentioned for their many
admirable works upon Gothic architecture and church

furniture ; and Mr. Baudri, of Cologne, for his at-

tempt to restore stained glass to its proper use and
character, in opposition to the gaudy and vulgar

transparencies of the Munich school. The chief

works of Mr. Michel Stadtz, of Cologne, .are the new
cathedral at Lintz, on the Danube, an inmiense

church 420tt. long and 200ft. across the transepts
;

S. Mauritius at Cologne, 220ft. long and IHUft.

across the transepts ; and new churches at Aix-la-

Chapelle, Mulhaus, Caevlear, and Eupen ; and (as an
example of German Domestic Gothic) the new
building called tlie ^' Karlshause" at Aix-la-Chapelle

:

the Latter, like all Mr.(Stadtz's work, is Early Second
Pointed. The works of Mr. Guldenpfennig, of

Paderborn, are, to Mr. Brewer's thinking, the most
satisfactory examples of modern German Gothic that

he had seen. As Mr. Guldenpfennig is a young man,
Mr, Brewer thinks thatgreat things may be expected

of liim. He has been appointed Diocesan .\rchitect to

t!ie Bishop of Paderborn, in which capacit}' he is

restoring the fine cathedral of that town in a most
skilful and excellent manner ; in fact, it will, when
completed, be the most thoroughly satisfactory

rest-iration in all Germany. A new school, a

college, and several dwelling-houses in Padertiorn,

by the same architect arc all excellent, and his

two fine churclies at Iloerde and Budcrich, and a

small chapel at Wyver are also full of
spirit, and show a thorough feeling for Gothic
architecture. The beautiful Lieb Vnnien Church at
Munstcr is being restored by the same able hand.
Mr. Deuzinger, of Ratisbon, is best known by his
design for the completion of the exquisite cathedral
church of that city. Of the works of Mr. Denzil, of
Fulda, Mr. Brewer is acquainted with one only, viz.,

the restoration of the Benedictine Church in that
town, which shows a greater knowledge of Gothic
architecture than is shown in most German restora^

tions. Of the ecclesiastical architects of Austria,
Mr. Brewer mentioned the names of Professor
Schmidt and H. Ferstel, both of whom have takea
an active part in the revival of Gothic architecture

in that countrj'. The Votive Kirche at Vienna, by
Ferstel, was certainly the first modern Gothic church
worthy of the name commenced in the Austrian
dominions ; and the Lazarist church at Vienna, by
Professor Schmidt, is certainly a very satisfactory

Gothic church : his churches at Weis.sgraben and
Fischerholt, near Vienna, are less adrabable; and his

design for the new Townh.all at Vienna is in a
mixed style of Gothic and It.alian, which, in Mr.
Brewer's opinion, is not an advance in the right

direction, although it is vastly superior to anything
of the kind that has been done at Munich.

Passing on to notice the Dutch revival, Mr.
Brewer said that twenty years ago there was no
such thing as ecclesiastical architecture in Holland
of any description whatever; both the Protestant

and Roman Catholic churches consisted of four walls,

with a pepper box at one end and an altar or read-

ing desk at the other. About twenty years ago a
revival of Gothic architecture commenced amongst
the Dutch Roman Catholics, which, for enthusiasm,

boldness, and liberality has certainly had no equal

in Europe. Whether we regard the great number
of churches, their completeness, or the important

dimensions of many of them, it seems marvellous

that they could have been erected by people num-
beringlittle more than one million. Nor hasthemove-
ment been confined to building new churches only,

for nearly all the ancient churches and cathedrals

that have remained in the hands of the Roman
Catholics have been restored or are undergoing

restoration. The cathedrals of Blaestricht and
Roermond are being excellently restored by Mr.

Cuypers. S. Catherine's at Utrecht, originally the

Carmelite church, but now the Roman Catholic

cathedral of that city, has undergone a thorough

restoration bj' Mr. Van der Brinck, and has been

most beautifully decorated by Mr. Kleinertz, of

Cologne, and fitted up with carved oak stalls, sedilia,

bishop's throne, altars, and pulpit by Engleberger, of

Aix-la-Chapelle. The cathedral of Bois-le-Duc,

the most magnificent building in Holland, is also

undergoing a thoroughly weU-inteutioned, but not

altogether judicious restoration by Messrs. Herse-

man and Vennemans, of Bois-le-Duc. The ancient

churches at Venloo, Boxtel, Sitard, Rolduc, and

S. Walburg, at Arnheim, are being admirably

restored by Mr. Cuypers ; and the beautiful church

of Our Lady at Roermond, the finest example of

the late Romanesque and Transitional styles in

Holland, is being thoroughly restored and completed

by the same architect, all the designs for this

restoration having received the ajiprobation of M.
Viollet-Ie-Duc. With regard to the works of

restoration carried out in the churches belonging to

the Dutch Calvinists little need be said. The church

at the Haghe has had a cast iron spire and pinnacles

added to its tower, and the whole of the exterior

has been neatly plastered ! The grand cathedral at

Utrecht has had two new galleries in the form of the

boxes of a theatre erected in its superb transepts,

while its forlorn but graceful choir is still unoccu-

pied. The great church at Gonda is having its west

front neatly restored in stucco, while the great

church at Rotterdam has been embellished by the

addition of plaster quoins. The noble tower of the

great church at Breda is being patched u]i, but the

fine lantern over the crossing was wantonly destroyed

some ten years ago. The beautiful monument of

John of Nassau in this cliurcli has fortunately been

restored by Mr. Cuypers. The first really success-

ful new church erected in Holland was Mr. Cuypers's

church at Wyck, near Maestricht, commenced some

fifteen years ago. Of this arcliitect's churches the

most remarkable for completeness and decoration are

those of Vechel and Eindhoven. His other churches

are at Breda, Oudenborcb, and S. AVillebrord at

Amsterdam, all large buildings. Mr. Cuyper 's churches

have at first a singular appearance to an Englishman,

on account of their excessive nationality ; they are

very square in composition, very regular, and much
more pl.aiu externally than such buildings are with

us ; then they are all built of brick, with stone very

sparingly used, and they have a lightness of con-

struction which strikes an Englishman as being
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peculi.ir ; but when one comes to examine them, and
comp-ore them with the ancient Dutch buildings, one

is bound to acknowledge their thoughtfulness and
their thorough common-sense. Of course a church

built with heavy columns and thick walls would
simply sink tlirough the soil in Holland, and the

more lightly a building can be constructed, and the

less material u>;ed in its construction, the more
durable it is. Among other Dutch architects who
have taken up the Gothic style of architecture are

Mr. Weber, of Roermond, Mr. Van der lirinck, Jlr.

Van Tolda, and Mr. I^Iarjcrij (a pupil of Mr. Cuy-
pcrs"), but they have not been so successful in their

work as Mr. Cuypers. Fortunately, however, the

Dutch ha\'e set their faces against "Eclecticism,"

and the Roman Catholic churches are nearly all

built in the Gothic style, while the new Prjtestant

churches are iu the genuine old conventicle style, or

the more objectionable '' churchwardens' Gothic" of

eighty years ago. In conclusion, Mr. Brewer said

:

I have spoken strongly against eclecticism as

practised in Germany, but I do not wish it to be

understood that I am speaking against eclecticism in

the abstract. Were 1 to do so, I should be simply

raising my voice against the inevitable, for if

architecture is to have a future, and if there is to be

a new style, that style must be more or less eclectic.

But what I do protest against is men who, without

understanding the architecture of the past or present,

attempt to invent an architecture for the future ; and
I feel convinced that those gentlemen who for many
years past have laboured so hard to become thoroughly

acquainted with the architecture of past ages are

doing far more iy found a newstjde than those who,
discarding all the experiences of their ancestors, try

to evolve a new style out of their own imaginations.

Those who have gone before us have left us three

great styles of architecture—the Greek, the Gothic,

and the Renaissance, and these are to architecture

the primary rays of light. The Gothic, with its

gcdden excellence, is the yellow ray ; the Greek,

with its pure beauty, is the blue ray ; and the

Kcnaissancc, with its gorgeous splendour, is the red

rJiy. Time may combine these ra^'s and make them
daylight in the dawn of the real architecture of the

future.

DISCUSSION.

In the discussion which followed,

Mr. Stekkt said he agreed with the general

tenour of Mr. Brewer's paper, though he had but
little acquaintance with modern German work, for

when he had turned his attention to it on past

occasions, he had found it ti> be of the most wretched
description ; but from the drawings exhibited he

considered that Mr. Guldenpfennig's work was parti-

cularly good, the result, doubtless, not only of that

architect's talent, but of his good fortune in living

in a town of such peculiar value to the architectural

student as Paderborn. With Mi. Cuypers's works
the speaker had a better acquaintance, and could

thoroughly confirm Mr. Brewer's estimate of them.
Mr. Street next alluded to the fact of the Germans
having continued to build iu the Romanesque style

to a much later date than other nations, and then
borrowed and developed a style from France (the Late
Middle Pointed). These circumstances had been pre-

judicial to the progress of architecture in Germany.
Reg.irding the restoration of Cologne Cathedral, he
thotight it unsatisfactory, and that when complete
the building would be extremely more uninteresting

than it w.as as a fragment. This restoration affected

and iulluenced almost all the great works of modern
German architecture. The Votive Kirche at Vienna
was an exceedingly complete academical work, but
lie thought it very uninteresting and very unlike the

sort of work that would be seen in France or Eng-
land under similar circumstances. Modern German
Gothic work, as a rule, was execr.'ible. It w.as

gratifying to know that an English architect had, jis

stated by Mr. Brewer, been the pioneerof a better stiite

of things. He (Mr. Street) .-igreeil with yir. Brewer .-us

to the wretched nature of the ^lunich glass, and he

thought that as architects they should most emjihati-

cally protest against its use in this country. (Ap-
plause.) The Munich gl;iss sinned against every canon
that could be laid drjwn for the proper treatment of

glass in windows, and was infinitely Wfrse than the

glass obtainable in England. Its adoption by
British architects had entirely destroyed the fine

interior effect of Glasgow Cathedral, and threateneil

to be equally disastrous at S. Paul's. (Applause.)
Sir DiGUY WvArr. in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Brewer for his paper, expressed his general
concurrence with the remarks m.ade therein:

Mr. D.vwsnx. in seconrling the proposition, re-
ferred to the admirable red brickwork to be seen in

good modern German work, and described the
manner in which, in the bad work, the building is

coated with stucco, and then painted and lined to

imitate such red brickwork. 'This sham brickwork

was most admirabl}' done, the various shades and
gradations of tint being most artistically rendered.
(Laughter.)

Mr. I'.Vnsox, in supporting the proposition, ex-
pressed a doubt whether the " Eclectic-Munich "

architecture condemned by Mr. Brewer really was a
mixture of so man}' stj'les as stated. His (Mr.
r.-Vuson's) own impression was that it was merely
an ad.aptation of Byzantine; and when in Berlin

and other German cities he had seen buildings in

that modified style which he considered really fine

as works of architecture.

Mr. GoLDiK having supported the vote of thanks
to Mr. Brewer,

Mr. Wateuiiocse referred to a peculiar style of

brickwork which was carried out in some of the best

modern German work. The joints were three-eighths

of an inch thick, and set back three-sixteenths of an
inch from the face of the brickwork. The effect was
most admirable.

The Prksidkxt, after brieflj' expressing his ap-
proval of Mr. Brewer's paper, put the proposition to

the meeting, and it was carried by acclamation.

Mr. BuEWER, in replying, said that exactlj' the
same style of brickwork as that referred to by Mr.
Waterhouse was adopted in much of Mr. Gulden-
pfennig's work, and, in addition, that architect left

his putlog holes o|ien, which added greath' to the
picturesque effect of his buildings, besides being verv
convenient iu the erection of scaffolding for re-

pairs, &c.

The proceedings then terminated.

ST. AUGUSTINE'S CHURCH AND MONAS-
TERY, JOHN-STREET, DUBLIN.

THE accompanying lithograph represents the
south-east view of the building, which is by far

the most important ecclesiastical work erected iu

Dublin since the Reformation. When finished the
church will measure 170ft. in length, by 70ft. in

width, not including the transept, and it is 92ft. to

the ridge of the nave roof. At present the western
end and spire, and about two-thirds of the entire
length, are completed. The exterior of the building
is of Dublin granite, whilst the windows, dressings,
&c., are out of Whitehaven red sandstone, which
is found to stand the Irish climate admirably, and
forms a pleasing contrast with the gray granite.
The sides of the church are comparatively simple in

design, bordering as it does somewhat narrow streets,

but the west end (a view of which we hope shortly
to publish), situated in Thomas-street, is more
dignified, especially the western arch, encompassing
as it does the great rose window and the principal
entrance. The arch itself rises to a height of
about 70ft. The windows in the western transepts
possess double tracery, which createsa somewhat over-
crowded effect. The windows of the belfr_v are
filled with immense louvre boards, such as are" often
found in Continental churches, where they were used
more from necessity than for effect, but the result is

never displeasing, however crudely they may have
been applied. The spire itself is principally of
granite, which terminates in three wrought iron and
copper crosses of great height. At present the'
interior is entu-ely unfinished; of this we need only
mention that the columns, bases, &c., are of red
marble. Up to the present time about £30,ii00
have been expended. The architects are Messrs.
Pugiu & Ashlin.

EARLY BUILDING SOCIETIES IN
BIRMINGHAM.

DR. J. A. LANGFORD read a paper on this subject

at the second meeting of tlie .\rcha^ological

Section of the Midland Institute, held last week.
The lecturer, after some introductory remarks con-
tendeil that the as.scrtion which had been maile tliat

the prituiijle of co-nperation did not find favour
with the iteople of Birmingham was founded upon
a misapprehension. The principle had been acted

upon by tile large and prosperous building societies

of the town. Birmingham was really the birth-

place of these institnticms, which had been produc-
tive of so much good. In Birmingham the mem-
bers of building societies now numbered from 12,000

to 14,tU)0, and of these about 9.^> per cent, belonged

to tlie working classes. In the year 1707 an offer of

some fee land was made to any jierson who would
build and " carry on a considerable trade there"

—

(a laugh)—but the earliest record of a building

society which the lecturer had been able to find was
dated 17M. It had been stated by an old writer

that at the time of the Restoration Birmingham
consisted jirobably of only three streets, but Iluttou

had put the number of the streets at that time at

fifteen, and the number of houses at UUO, and this

was confirmed by a paper preserved in the Record
Office—a letter from the Justices of the Peace for
the county of Warwick to the Sheriff, on the break-
ing out of the plague iu 1631—in which it was
stated that Birmingham was " a great market
town." In 1780 the number of houses had increased
to 8,.'>82, and within a year of that time the first

building society was established. Building societies

were very numerous in the latter part of the last

centurj", and a great impetus was given to the
growth of the town. In 171)1, a society was
founded at the house of Jlr. Keeling, licensed vic-

tualler. It had for its object the raising of a sum
of money for erecting buildings on a piece of land
called the Round Hills, near Walmer-lane. A siini-

lar society was established in the same year at a
public-house kept by Mr. M^itle, for promoting the
erection of buildings on the Round Hills, Aston.
These societies were designated in the deeds, " The
Joint Concern, Club, or Societj'," though they were
described at the commencement of these documents
as building societies. The effect which several of
these earUer societies had upon the growth of the
town was very great. Something like £2,000,000
had been paid into societies of this kind since 1847,
when the first of the existing building societies was
formed, and it was estimated that there were no less

than 13,000 houses belonging to artisans.

SLATE AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR
LITHOGRAPHIC STONE.

AN improved process and composition, whereby
slate and various other materials are made

to serve as substitutes for lithographic stones, have
been invented by Mr. J. N. Lambert, lithographic

artist, of Castle-street, Bristol. He takes a block or
slab, made smooth a;:d true, and coats the same
with glue or other gelatinous matter. In some in-

stances he adds a solution of silicate of soda .and

bichromate of potash, or he may use this solution

alone. The block or slab is then exposed to sunlight,

and then washed, to remove the superfluous coating;

then, after being ilried, the said blocker slab is ready
for drawing or writing upon. He makes an ink
or pigment with gelatine, albumen, or other gela-

tinous matter dissolved in a saturated solution of
bichromate of potash, either with or without chrome
alum, and with a small quantity of ivory black to

render the ink visible. He then produces on the
prepared block or slab the desired picture or other
work with this ink. and allows the same to dry.

When dried he exposes it to sunlight. After the

exposure he covers the surface with gum or glycerine.

The block or slab is then ready for the printer.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

THE dark weather and other causes have obliged

us to postpone the publication of the illustra-

tion of the public stair to the galleries in the Strand
front. This will appe.ar in our next issue, and will

be followed successively by the Eastern portion of

the Strand Front, and Iiy the Eastern or Bell-yard

Elevation. There was a difiiculty in making the

photo-lithograph which we i)ublished last week,

owing to the tints on some portions of Mr. Street's

original drawing. The consequence was that some
portions did not print well, and in course of amend-
ment by hand were somewhat altered. This was
especially the case in the heads of the windows, where
the solid tympana are in many cases wrongly shaded
so as to make it appear that they are pierced.

S. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

ELECTIOX OK SUKVEYOR.

THE office of Surveyor to this institution is

vacant through the resignation of Mr. P. C.
Ilardwick, who held the post for many years. As
is usual in these cases, there are numerous candidates

for the .appointment. Mr. Charles Barry, Mr. Mar-
rable, Mr. Gardiner. Mr. Henry Archer Hunt, jun.,

Sir. W. F. Meakin, Mr. Edward I'Anson. and Mr.
E. N. Clifton are some of the names that h.ave

transpired as seeking the suffr.ages of the governors.

The contest will in all probability be chieflj' confined

to the last two gentlemen, who have both verj' in-

fiueutial supporters.

A meeting of the House Committee will be held at

the hospital on the .5th of December, when tliree

names will be selected and returned to the general

court for approval by them. The election will take

place on Jlonday, the ISth of December.

The salary of the Surveyor is 300 guineas a year,

with a commission of 2}i ])er cent, on all buildings

erected under his superintendence, and a* fee of a

guinea for every plan on a lease.
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SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER-COLOURS.

THIS society opened its usual winter exhi-

bition of what the catalogue calls

" sketches and studies" on Monday last.

We confess that we do not exactly see the

import intended to be raised by the words so

employed as distinguishing the character

of the exhibition from the larger and

more important display provided for the

smnnier. Tlicre are certainly fewer large

and highly-finished works on the walls than

we sec" in the summer; but of "sketches

and studies " properly so-called, passing

efforts which pourtray the first sugges-

tions in an artist's mind and the progres-

sive stages by which lie matures them in

the form of a perfect work, we find but few

examples. If " sketchiness" mean simply care-

less unfinish, there are indeed many examples

of tlint quality in the collection ;
but, on tlie

other hand, there are a considerable number

of highly-wrought performances, wliich

woidd be as suitable for a summer as a win-

ter's display. In very many instances, in-

deed, the artist, instead of applying himself to

labour for the occasion, appears to have ran-

sacked his portfolios and drawers for rem-

nants of earlier years, which might not, per-

haps, liave stood the test of publicity on

their simple merits at the time of their exe-

cution, but to which the fame since achieved

by the artist lias given a market value. The
miscellaneous nature of these waifs is exem-

plified in the manner in which they are put

together three or four in a single frame, yet

being inspirations of landscape from wholly

distinct and distant localities, bits from

North Wales, Cumberland, and South Devon
going hand in hand with others from Italy,

Switzerland, and Spain, simply because in

point of size they happened to suit tlie occa-

sion. Of coiu-se there are many admirers of

Birket Foster, Collingwood Smith, H. Gas-

tineau, and other favourite landscapists who
would not object to come by a " job lot" of

their minor performances thrown together in

this manner, reserving to themselves to

separate them at pleasure hereafter ;
and so,

supposing a sale to be eil'ected, the main pur-

pose of the exhibition may be said to be

achieved ; and no one has a right to complain.

Looking at the exhibition in the abstract,

we are glad to observe that, althougli some

of the leading men who, in the summer,
occupy the giant's share of the walls with

large and elaborately-finished works, are now
represented by small and comparatively un-

ostentatious works, tliere are others whom
the blaze of sununertide has thrown partially

under the shadow of their larger compeers,

who now come forward with well-conceived

and .ably-executed subjects, wliich at once

command attention and give good augury of

the future. Some of these we shall have
the pleasure of mentioning as we proceed.

J. Gilbert, the worthy President, has six

exhibits, two of which, occupying the places

of honour, face to face, are scenes of military

adventure of the chivalresque period. In the
larger work, illustrating the passage from the
fifth canto of " Marmion," beginning :

—

" They close, in clouils of smoke and dust,

With sword-sway and \vith lance's thrust,"

the bustle of the conflict, in which infantry

and cavalry are intermingled, is, as regards
the general ctfect, cleverly realised, and it is

only when we come closely to examine the

details that we find that, as regards the

actual amount of motion in the confused

melte, we have been the victim of a delusion,

the principal personages, man and horse,

having very much that appearance of sus-

pended action which one observes in a well-

trained model. AVe would recommend to !Mr.

Gilbert a careful and appreciative study of

Leonardo daVinci's celebrated cartoon of '
' The

Battle for the Standard " before proceed-
ing with other works in this line. In his other

work, " Halt of Cavalry," there is not the

same occasion for actual motion, but Mr.
Gilbert's horses, even here, might be better

drawn, and show aptitude for motion. Carl

Ilaag has four small figure subjects, of which
one, " Una Sposa d'Arvido," singles itself

out from amidst a mass of cold landscapes by
its glowing colours. E. Lundgren contributes

both architectural sketches and figures. His
" study " of the heads of two sisters looking

down with jileased interest at some object

not represented, is charming for its intelli-

gent and graceful treatment, and almost
equally commendable is his other pre-

sentment of the same young ladies contem-
plating a miniature. His tiny sketch,
" At Toledo," is a gem of picturesqueness,

both as to architecture and figures. J. D.
Watson evinces much poetry of intention in

his landscape and figure subjects, but is un-
equal in point of execution. " Over the

Border " represents a group of horsemen
descending into a wooded hollow, romantic

in suggestion, but the dappled evening sky

is preternaturally furious. "Windfalls,"

representing a girl gathering sticks in the re-

cesses of a tangled and mossy wood, exhibits

admirable handling in every part. Again,

"Day Dreams," representing an intelligent

little girl, with a thick profusion of reddish

auburn hair, in a white muslin dress, is full of

spirit and truth ;
whilst the more ambitious

"Study" of a young lady in a green velvet

dress is not by any means so successful, the

left arm and hand, which latter carries a fan,

being faulty in drawing. We admire the

flesh tints and modelling in F. Smallfield's

"Chiaretta," though we cannot take any
interest in the doll-like and insipid features

of the sitter. C. T. Dobson's " Rowena

"

wears an expression of melancholy most ten-

derly realised by the artist, who, however, to

our mind, is more successful in the happier fea-

tures of his "German Feasant Girl," which
denote self-reliance and content, as she walks

on her way with a load of green fodder on
her shoulder. A. H. ]\Iarsh occupies a con-

siderable space in one of the corners of the

room with a strange conceit, which he de-

nominates " The Garden." We have here a

long garden bench, upon wliich are seated a
queer-looking Paterfamilias and his five

more queer-looking daughters, all in Mediasval

costume, and all in a row, conversing together

two and two, whilst the long-legged son of

the house sits a little off, on the bend of the

bench, listening to each and all in turn.

There is much good work bestowed upon
this incomprehensible affair. E. K. John-
son's "Girl in a Black Silk Dress," though
at a first glance a work of small pretensions,

proves, upon close inspection, remarkable
for its painstaking, artistic finish, and the

excellent keeping which pervades it. There
is not a more perfect piece of work of the

kind in the room ; but its kind is not the

highest, the interest being purely material-

istic. Happier in spirit and purjiose, and
perhaps equal to it in the mastery of minute
and feeling handling, is F. Walker's pretty

little " Housewife," sitting shelling peas in

the jileasant little background of a small old-

fashioned dwelling-house, with a water-butt,

flower-decorated window, and various articles

of domestic economy detailed with a nice

appreciation of their importance. F. Tayler's
" Woodland Hunting—Full Cry," is a repe-

tition of what we have often seen before in

sporting print-shops. G. J. Pinwell is fond
of indulging in strange, cynical jjarables on
humanity and human affairs, set forth in a dry
archKological spirit. ' Time and His ^Vife,"

representing an aged couple gravely making
hay, all alone by themselves, after a passage in

the " UncommercialTraveller,"isasuggestion
of death in the midst of life, or the converse,

griudy carried out. "The Earl of Quarter-
deck," who vowed to the lady fair working
with him at the helm of a storm-tossed bark
that she was one in whose company "a man
would sail to hell," to which slie reiflies by
suggesting " heaven " as a port of destiny,

after which she stood with him with her hand
on the tiller till dawn, after an ancient ballad,

is but a wild dream, which, while very able
in the skeleton of the design, and effective at

a distance, is, when you come to look into it,

a "misshapen chaos" of unintelligible forms.
In such extravagances as this we overpass the
line which separates the sublime from the
I'idiculous. Let Mr. Pinwell get rid of the
affectation of representing things in other
than their true form and colom-, and he may
yet do good work.

In arcliitectural subjects, which are many
in this exhibition, we must award the fore-

most place to W. W. Deane, whose
" Porch of San Fermo Maggiore, Verona,"
is a masterpiece of perspective and aerial

treatment. Ihe porch is approached by steps,

.and all varieties of marble, brick, and stone
employed in the structure are represented
with an unostentatious truthfulness which
evinces a sound appreciation alike of the indi-

vidual materials and the general contour.

The same may be said of his " Old Bridge of

Stirling," though different in character, and of

many others which we have not space to par-
ticularise. The " Remains of the Roman
Forum at Aries " are effectively rendered,
under an effect of moonlight, with occasional
lights from the windows of houses, &o., by
G.A.Andrews." The Town-hall, Como,"byE.
A. Goodall, representing an arched area, with
a court beyond, is most skilfully treated. His
" Procida, Bay of Naples," and " Porto
Venere, Gulf of Spezia," are scenes of a
brighter character, in which he is equally suc-
cessful. Samuel Read's " Rouen," a street

scene in a quaint old Gothic town, shows
most careful copying of actual objects, but
no soul in their rendering. W. Callow has a
picturesque view of a quaint old corner in

the ancient part of the city of " Frankfort"
represented with a true feeling for the sub-
ject. J. Burgess has a grand rendering of the
"Cathedral at Tournai, Belgium," its lofty

towers rising majestically to the skies, and all

details faithfully noted, without any appear-
ance of trittery.

As a matter of course, landscape subjects

hold a large preponderance in an exhibition

of this art, the principal contributors being
C. Smith, Birket Foster, D. Cox, jun., T.
M. Richardson, E. Duncan, and Paul J.

Naftel, but there are few performances
from their hands, except occasional too
obvious carelessness, which call for espe-
cial notice. They are doubtless reserving

their forces for the grander display
in May. Francis Powell's " Off Brodrick
Bay—Misty Morning " is effective, but would
have been more satisfactory if the effects had
been jjroduced by other means than scraping.

His " Rough Sea—Early Morning" surges
grandly, the broad hollow of the wave reced-
ing into the distance, until lost in shadow.
H. Gastineau has drawn from his portfolio
" a study for a picture painted thirty years,"

of " South Stack Lighthouse, near Holyhead."
It is, however, but a mere sketch, very
loosely put together, many passages, includ-

ing the indications of intended figures, being

obviously only jotted down as memoranda
for the guidance of the artist in his after-

work, and therefore hardly suitable for public

exliibition. There is a great deal of fine

tone and able handling in J. W. North's
" Beechen Hollow," and a picturesque inten-

sity in his " Black Alder Bushes," but the single

figure ill the latter is feebly put in, and mars
the general effect. Alfred P. Newton must
work under strange atmospheric influences

—

he has " A New Forest Cottage, Hampshire,"
painted in Prussian blue ; and by patching a
white wafer or a streak of white paper on a
uniform black surface, he imagines that ho
realises the effects of " Moonlight " falling

upon a placid lake in Argyllshire. Birket

Foster is eminently successful, in his broader

style of handling, in "The Falls of Tummall,"
—a fine combination of rushing water aud
wild foliage, the generally cold tone of which

is agreeably qualified by a faint gleam of sun-
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shine. " On the Garry " is another pictu-

resque scene, represented with powerful
effect : but here, unfortunately, body colour

has been used in excess. "We conclude with
a word of hearty commendation of Basil

Bradley's two spirited representations of

" Otter Hounds," which are equally admi-
rable for the character of the scenery as of

the saijacious animals who are the heroes of

a successful field dav. O.

AKCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE second ordinary general meeting of this

Associatioli for session 1871-72 was held on

Friday evening last, at No. D, Conduit-street, Mr.
.1. Dougla.'^s M.ithews. Vice-President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meetini; having been read

and conlirmed, the following gentlemen were duly

elected memhers of the Association, viz., Messrs.

J. J. Lough, F. Bacon, W. II. Cobb, and A. S.

Anderson. Mr. H. C. Boyes (Librarian), having
announced some contributions to the Library,

The CuAiRM^vx called upon Mr. W. R. M.vlleti to

read his prize essay, being

A MOyOGRAI'II OF WILLTA5I OF \\'TlCEnA5r.

The monogTiiph. which was extremely voluminous
(extending over So pages of closely--\\TJtteu quarto

paper) had to be cut down for reading, in order not

to exceed the usual time ; but we give as con-

cise a summary as possible of the whole, dealing

mainly with the architectiu-al aspect of Wykeham's
life, for Mr. Jlallett's essay is a comprehensive
monograph of Wykeham in all his three distinctive

characters and capacities of architect, statesman,

and prelate. Byway of introduction the essay depre-

cated the tone of much of our modern biography,

inasmuch as it lost sight of the wisdom, truth, niauli-

ness, humihty, contentment, and courtesy of its

heroes, and invited its reader's attention to mere
greatness (that word of doubtful meaning), wealth,

renown, success—nay, more, to 'cuteness, shrewdness,

and other " meaner virtues," if such they might
be called, moral worth being thus too often eclipsed

by worldly honour. The essayist then glanced at

the state of Gothic art in this country at the time
of Wykeham's appearance in the arena. In his

time it had long ago emancipated itself from the

half-Classic trammels of its earliest phases, and
by the force of its own inherent expansive power
had arrived at perfection. Nearly all authors
were agreed that the architecture of the middle ages

attained its greatest perfection, considered as a whole,

about the time of Edward I. That was its zenith;

all that was done afterwards was a decadence from
its excellence. Wj-keham saw the approaching de-

cline, and though his was a master-mind, he was, of

course, powerless to stem the torrent—no one man
could have done it. Though he followed in the

main the architectural peculiarities of his age, there

were many evidences in his works of his looking back-
wards to the good age gone by, and of his apprecia-

tion of the special beauties of its buildings, which
beauties, indeed, he endeavoured to reproduce in his

own works. He might well be called " the evening
star of Gothic art." All tiie best things in Gothic
architecture had been invented previously to his time—its flowing tracery, its niches and statuary, its

crockete<l ogee canopies, its superb arcading, its

clustered shafts, and its exquisite carving; and its

richest and most delicate mouldings were things in

common use; there was perfection in general design
and proportion, as w»-ll as exquisite linish and
delicacy of ornamentation. William of Wyke-
ham, or Wilham AVykeham, as he was some-
times called, was born in the year 1324, his

parents I>eing probablj' of the class now called

tenant-farmers. 'Whether his name "Wykeham
was a genuine surname, or whether he received

it from being born at the ^nllage or township of

Wykeham, which was about fifteen miles from Win-
chester, was doubtful. The history of his early life

was shrouded in darkness. It was known, however,

that he was sent by Nicholas Uvedale, then Gover-
nor of Winchester Castle, to the Winchester
Grammar School, where he went through the then

usual course of study in languages and mathe-
matics. The Winchester of those days must have
been a pleasant place to live in, fu 1 of quaint inte-

resting relics, and just the place to mould the mind
of the young architect. The old Norman Cathedral
had grown venerable by that time, and was liemnied
in l)y many noted monastic buildings and churches,
the wluile backid up by the Caslle, with its massive
w;Uls and frowning machiiolations. Wykeham was
noted for his piety as a youth and bis diligence as

a scholar. As a mathematician he was spoken of as

another EucHd, aud his works displayed great geo-

metrical knowledge. Some writers asserted that

Wykeham went, after leaving school, to Oxford, aud

si)ent six years there in study, but this Mr. Mallett

regarded as improbable, nor was it borne out by any
direct testimony. It was far more probable that as

soon as he left school he was taken into the

service of Uvedale, as private secretary or

general man of business; indeed, it was certain

that he was thus employed in 1352. It was matter

of history that great repairs,alterations, and additions

to the Castle of Wineliester were made at about this

time. W'ho directed those works ? There was no

record of any architect of note at that date; at any
rate, none were recorded as being at Winchester.

AVykeham was resident at the Castle, and though we
were not precisely told that Wykeham was the

architect who superintended the works at "Winchester,

there was little or no doubt as to his being so ; for a

few years after (i.e., in 1355) he had earned for

himself the title of "the most distinguished architect

in the country." Where could he have practised

and exercised his skill in order to gain this title,

save at the Castle ? There could be no reasonable

doubt that Wykeham had cliargeof those works, and

thereon made his first essay at architecture. The
Castle and all that belonged to it have been de-

stroyed, however, till scarcely one stone has been

left upon another, save the chapel of Earlj' English

date (no part of Wykeham's work), which has

been mutilated and turned into Classic County
Courts! During Wykeham's residence at Win-
chester he was ]irobably employed on several oc-

casions by William de Edington, bishop of the

diocese, and there was little doultt that the little

which that prelate did towards rebuikliug the nave

of his Cathedral was designed by W^'kenham.
Wykeham was one of the first instances of an

"architect and surveyor" in full practice as

an architect pure aud simple. Until his time

bishops, abbots, and monks monopolised the

work of the profession, aud necessarily so, as

clerics were the only men who possessed suffi-

cient education to fit them for that work ; in Wyke-
ham*'s time, however, they were few in number com-
pared with what they were in former times, and the

laity, rising in intelligence and influence, liecame

henceforth the architects and builders. Wykeham,
probably early in life, was introduced by Uvedale

and Bishop Edington to Edward III., and by the

time he was thirty-two years of age had established

a reputation as an architect; in 1356 he was re-

warded by tlie king with an appointment as " clerk

of the king's works in his manors of Heule and

Ycshampstead ;" in the same year he was made
"surveyor of the king's works at the castle and in

the Park of Windsor, with power to press all sorts

of artificers, and to provide stone, timber, and all

other materials, and carriage." The Castle of

W'indsor, begun by W"illiam the Conqueror and
enlarged by Henry I., had at this time become old,

and probably inadequate for the requirements of

"Wykeham's times, aud Wykeham razed nearly the

whole of the then-existing buildings and rebuilt

them; excepting as to plan and general arrange-

ment, however, very little of his work now remained.

His pay for this work was at first one shilling per

day when at AVindsor, and two shillings when he

went elsewhere, with an allowance of three shillings

per week for a clerk ; but about a year after his

salary was increased by one shilling per day. This

sum, reduced to the present value of money, would
make his full pay about £700 per year. The king

was highly pleased with Wykeham, and continued to

heap honours and wealth upon him. In 135;>

he was appointed "Chief Warden or Surveyor of

the Royal Castles of Windsor, Leeds, Dover, Iladlam,

and of the IMauors of Old and New Windsor." The
King was then busj- with Westminster Palace, S.

Stepiien's Chapel, and the Tower of London, and
Wykeham not imi>robably assisted in those works.

In 13(U he commenced the erection of Queen-
borough Castle, in the Isle of Sheppy. Owing to

the exigencies of his times, and impelled by his own
devout nature, he, in 13(11. grafted on to his occu-
pation as an arcliitect that of an ecclesiastic. In that

year he was ordained acolyte ; in the following year

he was made sub-deacon and (a month later) he was
onlained priest, thus very rapidly advancing from
one grade of cleric to another, llis iireferment was
no less rapid ; the king preferred him to benefice

after benefice, so highly was he esteemed by his royal

master. During the time he held these benefices, he
was constantly restoring and rebuilding churches.

He held most of his benefices until he was appointed
Bishop of Winchester (succeeding Edington), when,
of course, he resigned all other appointments, as well

ecclesiastical as civil. In 13(>3 he was made Warden
aud Justiciary of the King's Forests on this side of

the Trent. He was appointed Lord Keeper of the

Privj* Seal in 1364, and from that time rose rapidly

in importance. In 1367 he was appointed Lord
High Chancellor uf England, at the same time

being consecrated Bishop of Winchester. He
resigned the Chancellorship in 1370, when the

Parliament advised the King against the practice of

ecclesiastics holding high othce in the State. He con-

tinued, however, in the Government. By the death

of Edward the Black Prince in 1376, he lost a great

friend. Edward III. had then become old and
infirm, and, jealous of Wykeham's advancement, the

courtiers, headed by the Duke of Lancaster, tried

to damage the character of the late Chancellor.

Unhke so many men in his station of fife, however,

Wykeham had never sold himself, his honour, or his

integrity, for selfish or party ends, and the ground-

lessness of the allegations against him was ulti-

mately fully confessed by even his accusers.

Edward III. died in 1377, and was succeeded by
Kich.ard II. One of the first acts of Richard's

reign was to reinstate Wykeham fully in his reputa-

tion and state. After Richard attained his majority,

he in 1380 pressed Wykeham to again talie upon
himself the Chancellorship, and Wykeham accepted

the Great Seal once more, though reluctantly, and
held oflice for two years and three mouths, when he

again resigned it, owing to the pressure of his eccle-

siastical duties. He took no part in the unhappy
events of the last year of Richard's reign. As a

statesman, he was pre-eminently wise and astute,

and while he was at the helm of State things went
on very well, troublous as were the times. After

his resignation of the Chancellorship he devoted his

attention to the affairs of his see, expending enor-

mous sums in restoring and rebuilding churches,

monasteries, and hospitals. He was zealous and faithful

in the discharge of his episcopal duties, and a deter-

mined enemy to the existence of all abuses. It had
been objected by some i\Titers that AVykeham was
to be condemned as a pluralist, but Mr. Mallett con-

tended that the exigencies of the times, the dearth

of clergy, &c., justified and even necessitated the

system wherebj' one man held a plurality of li\nngs
;

at any rate, "NVykeham was prompted by no sordid

motive, and lavished his wealth on such good objects

as church restoration and the founding of colleges.

He rather sought to keep in good repair existing

churches and cathedrals than to build new ones,

seeing that in his time there was a great dearth of

clergy (niue-teuths of them having been carried off

by a succession of plagues) ; moreover, great masses

of the population were carried off by plague, so that

many and many a church was closed for lack of

worshippers. New monasteries and convents Wyke-
ham had no wish to endow ; they were more than

sufficiently numerous, and had not this beeu the

case, he would most probably not have sought to

perpetrate or extend a system into which he had

abundant reason to know corruption had penetrated

and held sway. There was, however, one great

need which the people bad, and that was counsel

and advice, spiritual pastors and teachers. He there-

fore devised a scheme for the education of those

who would devote themselves to clerical duties. In

1373 he partly established the School of S. Mary at

Winchester, as an experiment, iuteudiug it to serve

asasortofnur.sery to the college he afterwards founded

at Oxford. The carrying out of his plans was
delayed, however, by the courtly intrigues alreadj'

referred to. In 1379 the purchase of land for the

site of his college at Oxford was comideted, and in

1380 the foundation-stone was laid. ( I'his college is

now known as New College.) When he had completed

tlie College at Oxford he set to work to finish the

foundation at AViuchester. Mr. Mallett's monograph
then went on to describe the buildings at AViuchester

and Oxford, directing attention to the wonderful

gradation in ornamentation which they exhibit,

from absolute plainness in the oflices to delicacy in

the residential part and extreme richness in the

chapels, for which alone is reserved all the best orna-

mentation. No sooner had AVykeham completed his

colleges than (in 1305) he undertook the stupendous

work of rebuilding the nave of AA'inchester Cathe-

dral, at the time an old Norman building, erected by
Bishop AValklyn (portions of whose works stand to

this day) in lllDO. AA'ykeham made an agreement

with the Abbot of Quarre Abbey, Isle of AA'ight, for

a supply of stone, and apjiointed AA'illiam AA''inford

architect, and Simon Mcmbury surveyor. In Mr.

Mallett's opinion, Winford was engaged in the

capacity of draughtsman, and Membury as clerk

of the works or foreman. AA'ykeham himself

had ever been accredited with the design, and

there could be little doubt that he, and not

AVinford, was its author, especially as it ap-

peared to {he but the cairyiug out (with altered

details) of a design long before devised by AA'ykcham

for the same work. Moreover, there was a striking

resemblance between this and his other existing

works. In rebuilding the nave AVykeham took the
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Opportunity of erecting his own shrine between the

fourth iiTitl fiftli piers on the south side—a spot hal-

lowed to him by early associations. He did not

seem to have been a successful designer of iron work,

the hinges, Ac, throughout the buildings erected by
him being simply bands of iron, without ornament
of any kiud, the only exceptions to this rule being

the great west door of the cathedral and the door of

his shrine, where some slight configuration was
attempted. For ten years the work at Winchester

Cathedral was carried on, and it was scarcely com-
pleted when the munificent and benevolent prelate

was called away to his rest. He died September 27,

1404, aged 80 years. He acted fully up to the

spirit of his motto " Manners makyth man "

—

the word ''manners " comprising much more than

the etiquette of society—viz., integrity, rectitude,

and moral worth. He was imbued with a deeply

devotional spirit, coupled with the most untiring in-

dustry. He was great in all his three avocations

—

great as an architect, great as a statesman, and
great as a prelate—widely different as were the quali-

fications for success in those different pursuits. His
life was fraught with most valuable lessons, and ''he

was a man, take him for all in all, we shall not look

upon his lilte again."

A Mejiber proposed a vote of thanks to Blr.

Mallett for the admirable way in which he had
treated his subject.

Mr. MuNDEY, in seconding the proposition, said

that history and architecture were so closely allied

that to try to study the latter without the former
was virtually impossible, whilst to attempt to study
the former without the latter was to cast aside one
of the most valued aids that was at hand. To the

truth of this the life of Wykeham was a very strong-

witness, for whilst he had left behind him buildings

which every lover of architecture would acknowledge
to be noble and grand, in addition to that he took
his place ii: the front ranks as a statesman and as a
churchman, for as Lord Chancellor of England and
Lord Bishop of Winchester he took a leading part in

both the political and ecclesiastical history of his

times, so that in his case history and architecture,

which ever went hand-iu-hand, seemed to come into

closer communion than ever. Mr. Mallett had re-

ferred to Wykeham's re-appointment under Richard
IL, and he (the speaker) would just refer again to

the circumstances connected therewith, because there
were some important inferences to be drawn from
them. It should be borne in mind that just before

Wykeham's re-appointment by Richard he had
been appointed as a member of a Parliamentary
Commission, the distinct object of which was to

limit the power of the young king, and, in fact, to

take the reins of government out of his hands. It

was a strong testimony in favour of Wykeham's
character that directly the king regained his power
he restored Wykeham to the chief oftice of the state.

On the other hand, the appointment of Wj'keham
on the Commission Justified the high regard in which
he was held by both Parliament and people.

Mr. Rhodes having spoken in support of the pro-

position,

BL-. Clarkson remarked that Mr. Mallett did not

state the extent to which the supervision of the de-

tails of his buildings was carried out by Wykeham
himself. There was no doubt that the buildings

under the direction of a man of AVykeham's power
of mind would owe their main features to him ; but
it would be interesting to know how far the minute
portions of the buildings that he superintended were
infiueuced and were similar in character. Judging
from the ironwork at Winchester, he was hardl3'- in-

clined to allow that Wykeham's influence was carried

to the extreme minuteness attributed to it by some
people. In point of fact, he conceived that Wyke-
ham's supervision of the minute details of his work
was not by any means exactly what a modern
architect was in the habit of affording. In conclu-
sion, he suggested that Mr. Mallett's essaj' (or a copy
of it) should be placed in the library of the Associa-
tion for future reference.

Mr. RiDDETT (a past Librarian) stated that most
of the prize essays of past sessions were to be found
in the library, either in MS. or in the columns of the
professional jieriodicals. He had great jileasure in

supporting the vote of thanks, especially as Mr,
Mallett's w::s the prize essay out of five or six—

a

larger number than were usually sent in.

Mr. C. H. F. Lewes said he believed that a paper

on the same subject was read .some few years ago
by Mr. Papworth, who attempted to prove that

William of Wykeham was not an architect at all,

but merely a rich man who found the money for

the erection or completion of the various buildings

with which his name was connected.

The CuAiitMAN said there were few men of whom
we had a better historical account than William of

Wykeham, and the buildings erected iu his time

being most numerous and in the best preservation,

there was plenty nf opportunity of examining their

various details. He considered Mr. Clarkson's re-

marks to be well worthy of attention, but he could

not conceive that Wykeham's name could be asso-

ciated "with so many buildings as it was unless he

(Wykeham) had some share in their design. Wyke-
ham lived in the early part of the Rectilinear

period, and very probablj' a great deal of the work
of that period belonged to him. He (the Chairman)
had not heard of Mr. Papworth's theor3% referred

to by Mr. Lewes; but of course it could not be

reconciled with IMr. Mallett's monograph of Wyke-
ham. The moral of Wykeham's life, as revealed

iu historj', was tliat if people, whether architects

or not, would succeed in life, they must combine
integrity with earnestness. The President then put

the vote of thanks, which was carried with great

applause.

Mr. Mallett, in reply, thanked the meeting for

its appreciation of his essay. He quite agreed with

what Mr. Blundey had said. As to the details of

Wj'keham's works, referred to by Mr. Clarkson, it

was very difficult to say what Wykeham actually

did in any of his works, in all of which, however,

there was a very marked likeness. His mouldings

had a peculiar angularity, and all his windows had
a splay with a peculiar channel sunk into it ; his

tracery, also, was very peculiar. He fully believed

that William of Wykeham was an architect from the

very day he left school, and that the work at the Castle

of AVinchester was his first work, and, moreover,

the work which first gained him his reputation.

The Chairman announced that at the next meet-
ing, to be held on Friday, December 1st, a paper

Wfuild be read by Wyke Bayliss, Esq., F.S.A.,
" On the Three Schools ; or the Distinctive Aims of

Classic, Mediseval, and Modern Art."

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL AND HIS-
TORICAL SOCIETY.

THE annual meeting of this society was held

in the upper room of the Ashmolean Museum
on Wednesday week. The following gentlemen
were elected officers of the society for the ensuing

year :—President, the Rev. the President of Trinity;

Honorary Secretaries, the Rev. J. S. Treacher, M.A.,
and Mr. J. P. Earwaker ; Librarian, Mr. E. G.

Bruton ; Treasurer, Mr. James Parker ; Auditors,

the Rev. S. Edwardes and G. Ward, Esq. ; Com-
mittee, Professor Westwood, Professor Stubbs, Pro-

fessor Burrows, the Rev. W. Jackson, the Rev. C.

W. Boase, the Rev. W. E. Daniel, and G. T. Pilcher,

G. H. Morrell, G. W. W^aters, and W. Nanson,
Esqrs. Mr. James Parker said he had two letters to

read to the society. One was in connection with
No. 9 of the society's series of excursions last year, from
the Rev. W. H. Price, of Somerton Rectory, Ded-
diiigton, saying that he had enclosed a statement of

what was suggested with regard to the restoration

of an old cross in that place, and that they would be

glad of any contributions towards the same ; also,

that they would be glad to receive any suggestions

respecting its restoration. The statement alluded to
showed that estimates had been obtained from three

experienced men for the entire enlargement of the

basement of the cross in cement, each old stone to be

replaced in its original position, the void places to

be filled up with corresponding new stone, and the

shaft to be strengthened with cement and cramps.

The estimated expense of the "work was £10. The
other was from Mr. H. W. Westropp, of Ventnor,

Isle of Wight, enclosing a sketch of a small light-

house on S. Catherine's Down, about seven miles

from Ventnor. Tiie writer stated that he believed it

to be a fanal or lantcrne dcs morts, as it was built

iu connection with a sepulchral chapel. The fanal

and chapel were said to have been erected in 1323
by Walter de Godj^ton, who added an endowment
for a priest to sing masses for his soul and the souls

of his ancestors. On the east side can be seen where
it was connected with the sepulchral chapel, which
seemed to have a kind of resemblance to the tower
and chapel at Clonmacnoise It also faces the foiu-

cardinal points. All this seemed to bear out his view
of the connection between the fanause and the round
towers of Ireland. With regard to the cross at

Deddington, mentioned in the first letter, Mr. Parker
said that it was in a very unsatisfactory state, and
that a few pounds would prevent the cross from dis-

appearing altogether. The chairman said that that

was a subject to be considered bj' the committee, and
not at the general meeting, and asked if the society

had made any grants toward anything of that kind.

Mr. James Parker said that they had not during his

term of office as treasurer. The Chairman expressed

an opinion tliat the committee ought to do nothing

more than acknowledge the receipt of the letter.

The other question mentioned in the second letter

was one of considerable interest. The round towers
of Ireland he had no doubt were to a certain extent
lighthouses, as well as places where the monks used
to resort to. He thought the lantern on S.

Catherine's Down was used as a lighthouse. Mr.
J. H. Parker said he did not see much resemblance
between the round towers of Ireland and the lantern
on S. Catherine's Down. Those of the former ]dace

were about 100ft. high. Both, however, stood in

burial grounds. Mr. James Parker said that some
six or seven years ago he was at the latter place,

and he saw no signs of any bm-ial ground there. He
was of opinion, however, that it was a lighthouse.

There were several lighthouses and chapels on the
coast. Mr. J. H. Parker addressed the meeting on
the desirability of a royal commission being ap-
pointed for the purpose of ascertaining the present

condition of those important monuments of antiquity

which, if destroyed, could not be replaced ; and also

the most effectual means of preserving them from
further decay and injury.

MILANESE FURNITURE AND BUILDING
MATERIALS.

TIIE following particulars of the Milan Exhibi-
tion are from an account forwarded to the

Society of Arts Journal by an occasional corre-

spondent :

—

The exhibition was opened, with little ceremon}'',

on the 2nd September, and was closed on the 2nti

October.

The exhibition building consists of the '^ Salone
del GiartUno," which was completely restored last

year, and adniirablj' adapted for the purpose for

which it is intended, namely, for holding exhibitions

and concerts. This building is surrounded by four

annexes, constructed roughly, but tastefully, iu wood,
the entrance from the Via Palestro representing a
Swiss chalet. The total area of the exhibition is

upwards of 8,000 square metres, and the number of

exhibitors considerably exceeded 1,200.

Commencing the description of the exhibits in

regular order, the first ch;ss to be noticed is that

allotted to "materials for construction," and the

various productions belonging to it, which are exceed-

ingly plentiful in Italy, and are well represented.

Signor Galletti, of Bergamo, gives some idea of

the richness of his province, iu a collection of 164
different samples of marble, varying in colour from
the pure white, from the quarries of Vezia. to the
black of Gazzaniga, and the streaked to the rich

variegated specimens from other quarries.

An industry which is worthy of more special

attention than it has hitherto received is that of the

production of artificial marble, and in which, during
the last century, the Prince Sanseverino of Naples
acquired a well-merited reputation, imitating the

celebrated marbles of the East. In this art, Sig.

Campana is most proficient, and at his manufactory
at Naples he is able to counterfeit, not only the

most precious of the antique marbles, such as the

rono antico, the verde antico, but also the green

and red porphyry, malachite, &c. Chiccaglia, of

Rome, and Gianoli, of Florence, also exhibit artifi-

cial marble, but their products cannot compete with
those of Campana.
A variety of sandstone, of exceedingly fine grain,

is a speciality of the province of Bergamo, and,

made into grindstones, is exported in considerable

quantity. The number of quarries worked is 36,

giving employraeut to upwards of 1,300 persons,

and producing 1,400,000 grindstones annually.

The best-known quarries are those of Nembro and of

Pradalunga, from which samples are shown by Sigs.

Taddei and Piccinini.

The manufacture of hydraulic limes and cement
in Ital}' is most important, and, although it is but
poorl}-- represented at the exhibition, it should not

be passed over without remark. Hydraulic cement
is comparatively a new product in this country, as

Pozzolana has hitherto been almost exclusively

empioj'ed in the preparation of mortars to resist

the action of water. In 1846 the rich deposits of

marly limestone existing in northern Lombardy
were first brought into public notice by the Society

of Encouragement of Milan ; but it was not until

1858 that the lime and cement works at Serra Valle,

in the Venetian provinces, and at Palazzuolo, near

Brescia, were establishcii. These works, now the

property of the Alta Italia Railway Company, are

the most important in Italy. In I8(i4, a company
was formed at Bergamo for the manufacture of

hydraulic lime and cement, and in the short space

of six years the '"Societa Bergamascia '" has attained

considerable importance. Large quantities of this

lime and cement have been employed in most of the

public works that have been recently carried out in

Italy. Amongst the most important may be men-
tioned the Canal Cavour, the jjort of Ancona, the
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Victor Emmanuel Gallery at Milan, the bridge over

the Adda, at Kivolta, Iniilt entirely of conerete, with

the exception of the facin^^s of the piers, which were

of stone. The new sewers at Milan are being

constrncteil entirely witli concrete made with this

cement.

The lighter coloured beds produce the slow-setting

cements and lime, which is best adayitcd fur concrete

blocks of large dimensions, wliilst those of darker

colour, containing a larger propiirtion of clay, furnish

the (|uick-selting cement, which, if not as quick-

setting as the Koman and Portlaml cement, are

still of excellent quality, and are produced at about

one quarter the price. These works, wliicli employ

about 300 workmen, produce annually 0.000 tons

of hydrauKc lime and lO.OOii tons of cement.

Among the various appli'iations of tlie Berg.imo

cement exhitjited are. an arch of eight metres span,

built entirely of concrete ; a bath, pipes, and a short

length of the sewer recently constructed under the

Via Carlo Alberto, at Milan." The Alta It.alia Rail-

way Company does not show such a complete collec-

tion of various applications of lime and cement as

tlie former company, and have contributed only a

Lirge block of concrete, made with tlie lime nf I'alaz-

zuolo. Concrete blocks, or prismi, are extensively

used in Northern Italy as a substitute for stone in

river embankment works.

One of the best limes in Italy is that of Casale.

It is being principally used liy the contractors for

the important branch canal of the Canal Cavour,

now in course of construction between the Ticino and

the Agogna, for the irrigation of the Lomellina.

The specimens of asphalte, ami pavements in this

material, are numerous : and now that asphalte is

likely to come into more general favour in Englaiui,

it is jirobable that some of the rich deposits which

are abundantly met with iu Central Italy, and which

hitherto have remained unworked, will be turned to

profitable account. Amongst the principal exhibi-

tors of this substance are the " Societii Gencrale

degli Asfalti," of Rome. Praga, and Erba, both of

Milan. The Last-named exhibitor has discovered a

process by means of which he is able to colour both

BSphalte and lava, and to produce, at very reason-

able prices, pavements of any design and colour.

This material is unaffected by the beat of the sun,

and has no unpleasant smell. The price of these

pavements varies from 2fr. 50c. to 4fr. per square

metre, according to the pattern required.

The fire-bricks and articles in fire-clay, exhibited

by Ginori and Richard, and the crucibles of Bondi,

of Rome, will bear comparison with those of Eug-

Ksh make. With regard to " timber for construc-

tion," which enters into the second section of Class

I., we have but little to say, as the show is poor in

the extreme, and gives no idea of the resources of

the provinces of Piedmont, Lombardy, and Venice,

wliicli furnish excellent timber for ship-building

and other purposes. Timber is also plentiful in

Sardinia ; and the larch from that island is remark-

able by its absence.

The parquet floors are in great variety in the ex-

hibition, and many of them are exceedingly beautiful

and accurately made. Amongst the most worthy of

note m.ay be mentioned those of Pedotti & Co., of

Milan.

A large model of the horse-tramway which is to

be m.idc from Mil.an to Monza is exhibited; but we
think that .Signor Luc. the inventor, has not hit

npon the right form of rail for the purpose, and that

the company are decidedly wrong in adopting this

principle. 'I'lie question of horse tramways in Italy

is one of the greatest importance for that country,

and one whicli the Government would be wise if

they looked into. As yet, the few lines that have

been made have turned out failures, and unless

some really good system be adopted, they will never

be looked upon favourably by tlie public.

In this chtss. Signor Oonati. engineer to the com-
pany for the cleaning out of the cesspools in Milan,

exhibits the apparatus for this purpose, amongst

which is an ingenious .arrangement for creating a

vacuum in the cylindrical tanks, by tlie revolution

of the wheels of the cart on which it is supported.

Terra-cotta forms an important brancli of industry

in Italy, and particularly at Milan, as llic number
of exhibitors from that city testifies. The statues

and architectural ornaments shown by Poni and

Ajzaghi. of Milan, lu-we some artistic merit. AVe

were greatly struck witli two groups of figures by
Boni, and a chimney-piece and cornice for a mirror

by Ajzaghi.

Cheap, solid eartlienware and stoneware has nume-
rous exhibitors, amongst whom m.ay be mentioned

Dossena, of I.cili. and Legnani, of (jiss.-mo d'.Vdila.

who furnish a quality of ware admirably adapted

for cooking utensils, which, from its lowncss of

price, cleanliness, and capability of resisting heat

will no doubt find a ready sale amongst the poorer

cbi.sses.

The imitations of Etruscan ware and faience of

Giustiniani, of Naples, as also the exquisite vases

designed by Professor Farina, in the (}uattro and
Cinque Cento style, are most creditable productions

of tlie potter's art. The chief attraction, however,

in tliis class are the exhibits of Ginori and Richanl.

As long ago as 173.5, a manufactory was estab-

lished at Daccio, near Florence, by the ancestors of

the present ilarquis Ginori for the production of

imitations of Chinese porcelain, and. in spite of tlie

diOicnlties which were met with at first, the Daccio
manufactory is now most flourishing, and its pro-

ductions find a very ready sale throughout the

world. Besides a goorl collection of porcelain for

domestic use, the Marquis Ginori exhibits a magnifi-

cent dessert service and numerous vases, which for

richness and elegance of design leave notliing to be

desired. Tlie statuettes in "Ijiscuit" .show that

there is no laclc of artistic resource, and that the

reputation of the old It.alian pottery is worthily

sustained. Whilst the porcelain of the Marcpiis

Ginori has more of an artistic character, that exhi-

bited by Sig. Ricliard, of Milan, presents altogether

a commercial appearance. Not that we intend to

detract anything from the merits of the latter, but

it must be borne in mind tliat the class of ware
manufactured by Ginori is intended more for the

amateur than for the general public. Sig. Richard

has introduced into his manufactory improved
machinery, and, .although both the workmanship
and design do not want in elegance, yet he is able to

produce ware wliicb, for lowncss of price, will com-
pete with any other manufacturer.

Sig. Spreafico, of Milan, exhibits some very beau-

tiful specimens of painting and decoration upon
porcelain and glass. The decorations in white and
coloured enamels npon glass, which are a specialite

of this exhibitor, are produced at reasonable prices.

Tlie art of glass-making is, as usual, represented

by I)r. iSalviati, whose productions are now so well

known in England that they require no comment.
The fine chandeliers of the old type, and the mirrors
" Specchi." ornamented with wreaths and flowers,

are most beautiful.

The exhibition of furniture in Class IV. is, on the

whole, a most unsatisfactory one, as but few exhi-

bitors seem to have thought it worth while to con-

tribute cheap articles of common use. The majority
of exhibits in this class is composed of fancy and
expensive furniture. This is a great mistake, and
one tliat is usually fallen into at exhibitions, where
we see ratlier too few nation.al and ordinary pieces

of good furniture, and too much that is made
specially as exhibition work.

Monti. c)f Jlilan, is an honourable exception to

tliis rule, and .shows a good collection of cheap wood
furniture, m.ade principally in the communes of

Trecate, Cantu, Seregno, Cesano, and other villages

of the Brianza, wdiere the peasantry profitably

employ their spare time in producing articles of fur-

niture which find a ready sale in Jlilan.

The chairs of Chiavari are also a production of

the peasantry in that neighliourliood, and from their

elegance, lightness, and cheapness are exported in

large quantities to France, England, and South
America.

The use of iron for furniture is becoming more
generally appreciated in Italy than formerly.

Among the principal exhibitors may be mentioned
Canibiaggio, of Genoa, Francisco Carbone. of Milan,

who exhibits not only bedsteads and other house-

hold furniture, but garden chairs, &c.

Milan has. from the middle ages, been celebrated

for her fancy furniture, marqueterie work, and wood
carving, and at one time tlie Milanese workshops
were real art schools, in which the workman acquired

a real artistic feeling. The invasion of the Frencli

fashion, and the prevailing idea that everything that

was good and beautiful must come from abroad, have
done a great deal of harm to this trade. The class

of furniture especially affected by the Milane.se

cabinet makers is that in carved ebony inlaid with
ivory.

Carlo Corbetta exhibits a cabinet iu the style of

the fourteenth century ; it is small, but quiet and
jndiciims in design, tone, and execution ; it is iu

ebony, with ivory and silver inlay. A large cabinet

in ebony and ivory, Iiy Mauprivez, may be examined
as one of the best in the exhibition.

The Tuscan cabinet worl; is exhibited to great

advantage, and a number of carved pieces, friezes,

and frames, and including furniture of various kinds,

arc worthy of careful examination ; nothing in the

whole exhibition is more delicate than the bas-reliefs

in walnut, representing Bacchus and Ariadne, by
KinaMo Barbctta. of Florence. The light-coloured

marqueterie tables of Corridi are .also worthy of note.

The only exhibits from the Neapolitan province in

this class is the Serrento work, which is a most
lively and characteristic description of wood mosaic,

something similar to our Tuubridge ware.

COMPETITIONS.
AsiiTON OX JIkhsky.—At a meeting of the build-

ing committee njipointed to superintend the erection

of a new church at ,\shton on Mersey, held on Satur-

day week, the design liearing the motto '' Toujours

pret " was selected. The design, which is that of

Messrs. William Wilson & Oldham, of 23, .Tohn

Dalton-street, Manchester, is of an Early style of

architecture. The church will accommodate 650
persons, and has a wide nave with north and south

transepts and chancel, and on the north side of, but

opening from and on a level with the chancel and
nav?, is the organ chamber. The vestry is on the

south side, and forms the lower portion of a tower,

terminating in a spire. The nave is roofed by a

single span, and. there being no columns, there is no
impeiliment to either sound or sight. The cost of

the church is estimated at £6.000. The premium
of £.50 for the second-best design was awarded to

Messrs. MagnaII& Littlewood, architects, Manchester.

The competition was limited.

Br.\dford.—The plans for the proposed new
Grammar School, furnished by the nine architects

who had been invited to compete for the premiums,

were exhibited in the old grammar school on Satur-

day. The Governors .agreed to accept the plans of

Messrs. Andrews & Pepper, provided all the condi-

tions which they imposed can be carried out. The
style of architecture of the de-sign of iSIessrs. Andrews
& Pepper is Gothic of the Perpendicular order. The
school buildings will contain a good-sized entrance-

ball and commodious staircase to the upper floors,

also robing and retiring rooms for tutors, and private

accommodation for them. There will also be a lava-

tory, a cloak-room for schol.ars. a large hall 60ft. by
o'ift., capable of accommodating 2o0 boys and 100

visitors. On the same floor there will be five large

class-rooms placed so that they cannot disturb the

main hall. These will be larger than is usually

allowed. The laboratory, scientific room, and special

cljiss-rooms will be on what might be termed the

basement floor. This floor, however, will be out of

the ground, and abundantly lighted and ventilated.

There will also be a dining-room for the scholars,

with a kitchen attached. On the upper floor there

will be a drawing-room for the head master. The

second premium of £io was awarded Mr. George

Ogden, architect, Exchauge-pjissage. and the plans

which took the third of £\h, were by Messrs. Hea-
ley. Amongst the other architects who competed

were Messrs. Lockwood & INIawson, Messrs. Milnes

& France, and Mr. S. .lackson.

Gateshead Sphooi. Board Compktitiox.—At a

special general meetingof the Gateshead School Board

on Friday last, the ITth inst. for the purpose of finally

deciding on architects' plans for the (we groups of

schools proposed to be built under the direction of

the Board, the Designs Selection Committee re-

ported th.at after due examination of .all the plans

they had made the following selection:—Group No.

1 : Plan No. 14. Thomas Oliver, Newcastle; No. 19,

John Sideboth.am. Southport; Nos. 21 to 24. G. H.

Thomas, Liverpool; Nos. 2.5 and 26. ,Tohn ,Tohn-

stone, Newcastle ; Nos. 39 to 44. Ross and Lamb,

Darlington. Group No. 2 : Plan No. 41, Thomas
Oliver ; Nos. 5.5 to 56, John Johnstone ; No. 72,

Perkins & Sons, Leeds : No. 86, E. A. Heffer, Liver-

pool; Nos. 96 to 99, P.arsons & Ellwood, Newcastle.

Group No. '3: Plans 120 .and 121, T. T. Smith,

London; No. 129, Thomas Oliver; Nos. 131 to 133

Ross A Lamb ; No. 134. Y.. A. Heffer ; 137 to 139,

John Johnstone; Nos. 143 and 144, Matthew
Thompson, Newcastle; Nos. 145 to 147, A. E.

Gough & Hudden, London. Group No. 4 : Plans

No.s.' 149 and 150, John Johnstone; No. 15.5, Thog.

Oliver ; Nos. 1G9 to 171, T. T. Smith. Group No.

5 : Plans Nos. 25 and 26, John Johnstone ; No. 196,

Thomas Oliver; No. 200, Ilcnman. .\lexander, &
Henm.an, Stockton; No. 201, Perkin & Sons; Nos.

204 and 20.5. Ross & Lamb; Nos. 220 to 22.5, Robt.

Fairbairn. Under the terms of competition the School

Board are not bound to accept or adopt any design,

but if a design for any group should be adopted by the

Board, it is intended to employ the architect of the

adopted design as architect for that particular group.

The committee are of opinion that any design which

may be adopted for any group will require modifica-

tion and alteration, and they advise that in making

the ultimate selection in each group this stipulatioa

be definitely kept in view. Having re-examined the

selected designs in detail, they recommcmled the

following designs to be ailoptcd by the Board :

—

Group No. 1. plan No. 14, Thomas Oliver
;
group
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Ko. 2, plan No. 48, Thomas Oliver
;
group No. 3,

plaus No. 131 to 133, Ross & Lamb; group No. 4,

plan No. 155, Thomas Oliver ; and group No. 5,

pl.in No. 190, Thomas Oliver. The report was
unanimously adopted.

AKCH^ffiOLOGICAIi.

DlSroVERY OF AXCIKNT RlC:\IAIXS IN THE ISLE OF
TnANET.

—
"Whilst the workmen were engaged on the

excavations for the stables of ths Granville Hotel,

they fell in with a portion of a Roman camp. Im-
mense quantities of human rem.ains were found ; .also

an extensive pavement formed of bowlers of an

enormous size, such as are not found at present on

the south-east coast. Some fragments of pottery,

both Etruscan and Roman, are exceedingly beautiful

in form and workmanship. One jar is quite perfect,

and is 2ft. in height. Boars must have been plenti-

ful, as tusks were found by the dozen. Amongst the

"metal remains were two very fine nails with large

conical heads, and an iron knife.

The Serpent Mound at Lochnell.—Mr. John
S. Pheue, F.G.S., F.R.G.S., the discoverer of the

serpent and saurian mounds in Great Britain, which
mounds are identical with those of Ohio and Wis-
consin, and who has been for a considerable time

engaged in opening tmnuli in Scotland for the Duke
of Arg}'ll, the Marquis of Lothian, and others, is at

present, in company with an eminent civil engineer

in Glasgow and his staff, engaged in again visiting

the great saurian mound on an estate neiir Oban

—

with the object of making cross sections of the

structure, and making a more minute survey of its

details. It is intended to construct a perfect model
of this ancient structure, which is clearly a relic of

serpent worship. "When the model is completed, Mr.
Phene' intends to present a cast of it to the town of

Oban.

Jmliiitg litklligcjTO.

CnURCIIES AND CH-VPELS.

Amotherby.—On Wednesday week the ancient

church at Amotherby, York, was re-opened for

divine service by the Archbishop of York, after

restoration by Mr. Fowler Jones, architect, of York.
The builder is Mr. Wm. Hodgson, of Malton. The
church abounds in carving, both in wood and stone,

the whole of which has been executed by the vicar.

The new church— for excepting the tower and the

south wall of the nave nothing of the old church
remains—consists of nave and chancel and north
aisles, the north wall of the nave having been put
upon four Norman arches. The eastern window is

of three pointed lights, inserted beneath a large

Norman arch, springing from columns of Kilkenny
marble. The lights are filled with painted glass, the
centre having a representation of "The Crucifixion."

The painting was mainly done by the vicar, with a
little assistance in one light by an amateur friend,

Mr. Kershaw, of Southam, Warwick. The nave
and north aisle are seated with deal benches, every
bench end being carved by the vicar, a cross and a
foliated pattern, all varied, alternatel}'.

Bradford.—The foundation-stone of the new
church of S. John, Bradford, was laid on Saturday
by the Bishop of Ripon. The church, which has
been designed by Messrs. T. H. & F. Healey, archi-

tects, Bradford, will cost over £7,000. It is in the
English Gothic style, l-25ft. long, 50ft. wide and
50ft. iu height. The principal feature of the edifice

is a tower 2'ML square at the base, and which will

rise to a height of 109ft. above the ground. Exter-
nally built of stone, the interior walls will be finished

with pressed brick, relieved with bands of ashlar
and black bricks. The seats are to be of pitch pine,

and the stalls, the chancel fittings, and the doors of
oak. Accommodation will be found for 700 persons.

The works have been let to local contractors.

Clifton.—The (Roman) Catholic Church of S.

Blary, Clifton, was reopened on Monday last. The
alterations effected in the church have been executed
under the superintendence of Mr. C. Hansom, of

Clifton. An organ gallery has been built in the
left wing. Four confessionals have been built on
the west side of the chapel, the sanctuary has been
enlarged, and a reredos and a high altar placed

therein. From the centre of the reredos, which is

carved in Bath stone, rises a dome, for the receptacle

of the monstrance. A reredos has also been supplied

to the Lady chapel, and has in its centre a niche
containing a statue of the Virgin bearing the infant

Jesus. At each corner of the whole piece is the

figure of an angel bonding iu adoration. The
ceiling of the church has been renovated, and with
the cornice is decorated.

CoGGS.—The chancel of this parish church was
re-opened by the Bishop of Oxford on the 14th

inst. Although the church is a very small one

(accommodating about 100 persons), the level of the

piscina i>roves the original altar to have been raised

considerably above the nave floor. Seven steps are

now provided from the nave level leading up to the

altar, and it is possible that originally there were as

man)' as eight, or, what is more probable, that

there were seven, with a rise of 7in. each. Before

the restoration, several ordinary square pews occu-

pied the chancel, arranged so that the occupants

faced west. All these pews are turned out into a

side chapel, and new fittings (providing accommo-
dation for a surpliced choir) take their place. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. Groves &
Cantwell, from the designs of Mr. Clapton Rolfe.

Crewe.—A new cemetery was consecrated at

Crewe on Saturday week. The chapels are Gothic,

built of red and blue brickwork, with stone porch,

windows, and dressings. Accommodation is made
for seating about fifty persons in each chapel. There
will be ornamental gates and palisading at the

entrance to the cemetery. The whole has been

designed by, and executed under the superinten-

dence of Mr. George Watson, surveyor. Mr. Cotterill

is the contractor for the chapels, Mr. Heaton, of

Warrington, for the roads and approaches, and Mr.
Ellision for the boundary wall.

Gateshead.—Christ Church, Gateshead, was on
Friday last formally opened for the performance of

divine service. The total cost has been estimated at

£(J,000. The style adopted is Early English. The
organ has been built by Mr. Postill, of York.

HoLMFiRTir.—The foundation-stone of a new
chapel in connection with the United Methodist
Free Church at Holmfirth, was laid on Saturday.
The building, which is estimated to cost £750, is

from a design made by IMr. Foster, of Snidley.

Kildare.—Active steps are about to be taken for

the restoration of Kildare Cathedral. Mr. Street is

to be the architect. Only the chancel or choir, a very
small modern building, retains its roof; but enough
remains of the walls and foundations of the nave to

guide the restorer. The church is cruciform, with-
out aisles, and dates from the thirteenth century.

It has a central tower, and near it stands one of the

finest examples of the Irish round tower, about
130ft. iu height. The buttresses and windows
remain, and the south transept is almost perfect.

Mr. Street proposes to re-roof and restore all this

part, and afterwards to deal with the choir, which
has not an old feature left. The scale of the church
is very small in comparison witii an English cathe-

dral, but the central tower gives the design much of

the character of a cathedral, and the whole is full of

interest. Between the nave buttresses the space in

front of the walls is spanned by pointed arches

starding away from the walls. The reason for this

is not apparent, but they look vary much as if thev
were the handiwork of men engaged in military ar-

chitecture, who, for the sake of picturesque effect,

borrowed a feature from fortified buildings.

NuNEii.Vii Park.—Colonel and Lady Susan Har-
court are about to build a new church fur Nuneham.
Mr. Clapton C. Rolfe, of Braintree, Essex, has been
engaged to carry out the work.

Rock Ferry.—The Congregational Church which
has been erected at Rock Ferry was opened last

week. The building is Gothic of the first half of the

thirteenth century, and is built of white Stourton
stone. It consists of a nave, 70ft. 9in. in length by
48ft. in width, with aisles and transepts, large

apsidal class-rooms, vestries, and lecture-hall ; and
at the eastern end are a tower and spire which, when
completed, will be loO feet high. The building has

been erected from designs by Mr. D. Walker,

architect, Lord-street, the builders being Messrs.

Buoth & Richards, Rock Ferry. The total cost,

including the price of the land, is £0,600.

Runcorn.—S. John's Presbyterian Chapel, Run-
corn, has been reopened after paiutingjand alterations.

The cost of the alterations has been £300, and the

work has been executed by Mr. James Kirkham, of

Runcorn, the contractor, under the superintendence

and direction of Mr. Richard Owens, of Liverpool,

the architect.

Sheldon.—The Bishop of Exeter reopened the

recently-restored church at Sheldon iu his diocese on
Thursday week. The style of the old edifice was
Early English. The structure consists of nave,

chancel, south porch, and western tower. The
church is built of a hard, grayish-coloured stone,

relieved with Bath stone dressings. The roof is

covered with slate, and the ridge is capped with red

tiling. The fittings are of the plainest but most

serviceable character. The total cost of the work

will be about £450. The architect is Mr. Haj-Tvard,

of Exeter, but the works have been carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Henr}' Fowler, surveyor,

of Honitou. The builder is Mr. Summerhayos, of

Honiton.

S. John the Evangellst's Church, East
WiTTON, Yorkshire.—On the 1st inst. the above
church was reopened for Divine service by the

Bishop of Ripon, being thoroughl}"- repaired and
improved. The church was rebuilt in 1809 in the

sty\e of that period. It has now been remodelled to

a considerable extent externally, and the interior

quite changed by the removal of a west galler}', the

pews, and three-decker pulpit, &c. Open seats of

plain deal have been introduced, and the pulpit, desk,

and chancel fittings of pitch pine inlaid with cedar.

For tlie plaster ceilings boarded ones, with moulded
ribs, have been substituted ; those to nave and chancel

are vaulted. The floors have been laid with Minton
Taylor's tiles; the pillars and arches of aisle arcades

and chancel, which were of rough stone, plastered,

have been chiselled, and the capitals altered to bring

them into better character. The windows and
glazing are also remodelled, new doors and doorways
lined with stone, the south porch raised and re-roofed,

a small baptistry placed on the north side, with a

new font, and an organ chamber constructed

at the east end of the north aisle, with
arched openings into aisle and chancel. The
church has been eflicientl)' warmed by a hot-air

stove and chamber under the nave floor, with flue

leading the warmed air into the chancel and aisles.

A tile reredos has yet to be fixed under the east

window, which is of five lights, and fitted with
stained glass, given some years since by Lady
Ailesbury, and who, with the daughter of the vicar,

most tastefully decorated the chancel with cloth

hangings, relieved b}' autumn leaves and flowers on

the wall spaces intended for tile work. The altar

rail is of brass, with iron and brass standards, by
Messrs. Thomason, of Manchester, and the table-

cover is of velvet, from Jones &, Willis, of Birming-

ham. The work has been carried out under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Fowler Jones, architect, of York,

at the sole cost of the Marquis of Ailesbury.

The vicar, the Rev. J. H. Pollexfen, with the assist-

ance of the churchwardens and parishioners, has

had the organ added to and improved by Messrs.

Radcliffe & Sagar, of Leeds. The contractors were

Messrs. Keswick & Roukledge, of York, and Mr.
George Harrison acted as Clerk of the Works.

S. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church and
Schools, Mill Street, Hull.—The above build-

ings were opened on November 8, by the Bishop of

Beverley. The elevation towards Mill-street pre-

sents a two-storied building of six bays, with en-

trance and bell turret at west end, and shallow tran-

septal projection at east end. The lower tier of win-

dows in school are square-headed single lights, with

a triplet in the projection at east end. The win-

dows iu church above are a continuous arcade of

deeply-recessetl lancet lights, with a circular win-
dow in the gable of transept. The upper portion of

the bell turret (which contains a cast steel bell by
Vickers & Co.) is of pitch pine, with oak weather-

boarded spire, surmounted by wrought iron finials

and cresting, in all rising to a height of 70ft. above

the pavement. The walls, window jambs and arches,

and strings, &c., are built entirely of old pressed and
moulded bricks. The school department on ground

floor comprises an [_ shaped girls' school, 80ft. X 18ft.,

and infants' school, 33ft. X 17ft. 7in., with the usual

conveniences in the rear. The church, 70ft. X 3tJft.,

has an open timber roof of good pitch, giving a clear

height of 32ft. to the collar level. The benches

throughout are of pitch pine, with shaped and moulded

ends. The altar rail, altar and reredos, are also of

pitch pine of very carefully selected figure, with

tile and marble panels, the upper portion of reredos

being occupied by a large picture of the "Adoration

of the Magi." The ceilings and lower portion of

walls of the schools and church are boarded. The

whole of the exposed woodwork is very lightly

stained and varnished. The cost, including school

fittings, will be rather over £1,900. The works

have been carried out by Messrs. Hockney & Hig-

gins, from the designs and under the superinten-

danceof Mr. Edward Simpson, architect, of Tyrrel-

chambers, Tyrrel-street, Bradford.

Southleigh.—The old parish church of South-

leigh, in which John Wesley preached his first

sermon, is to be restored very shortly. Mr. Ewan
Christian, on behalf of the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, undertakes the chancel, and Mr. Clapton 0.

Rolfe the remaining portions of the building.

Stone.—A new CongTegational Chapel was opened

at Stone, Staffordshire, on Monday week. Mr. Geo.

Bidlake, of W<dvL'rhan»pton, was the architect, and

Mr. Nelson, of Dudley, the builder. The plan of the
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chapel is a nave 63ft. lonj; by 38ft. Gin. -vvJlle, -with

central entrance lobby and staircase wind's, each

with sep:u'ate entrance. Behind the chapel, but con-

nected therewith, are the school bu!liUni;-.s, providing

on the ground floor an infant st-hool '27lt. by 1-tft.,

four class-rooms, each about lllft. by lOft. and a

room for the use of the deacons or for committees.

The principal fronts are faced with IloUington stone

laid in random work, with level beds. Tlie style is

Geometric Gothic. The principal front has a central

gable, with a live-light tracery-headed window,

under which is the main entrance to tlie ground

floor. At tlie soutli-western angle rises a tnwcr and

spire to a height of 80ft., and at the south-eastern

is an octagon-ended staircase wing. The western

and eastern sides are divided into live bays by but-

tresses, having two tiers of wimlows. Internally the

chapel Ls open-roofed, the ceiling being carried about

half way up the r;ike, and then across at the collar.

The accommodation is for nearly 700 worshippers.

The cost of the buildings is about £3.700. The sub-

contractors for the glazing are Messrs. Done &
Davios ; for the staining, &c., Messrs. Grant ; for

the gas littiugs, Messrs. Thomason, of Birmingham

and Manchester.

York.—St. Saviour's Church, York, was re-

opened on Tuesday last by the Archbishop of York.

The roofs, which were stained very darkly, have

been painted a light buff, ornamented with blue,

crimson, and gold. The piers and arches of the

arcades have been stripped of whitewash, the stone

work redressed, and where necessary, repaired. The
black boarding at the east end of the church has been

taken down, opening out the lower mullions of the

east window. The wall has been painteil, and panels

inserted in the lower interstices of the -niudow.

BUILDUTGS.

BR.VDFORD Model LoDGiya-HousEs.—The now
building erected in Wigan-street, Bradford, from

the designs of Messrs. Andrews and Pepper, for the

Model Lodging-House Company, is approaching

completion, and will be ready for occupation early

next year. The building is a long structure, four

stories in height, lighted with windows on eitlier

side. In tlie centre of the building a house for the

keeper is located, and right and left are staircases

which afford communication to the various grades of

lodgers. There are day rooms, lofty, well lighted,

and amply ventilated ; indeed, throughout the whole

building great care has been exercised to have an

abundance of air and light.

Derby.—A building with an iron front has just

been completed at Derby. The front of the struc-

tiu"e, which has been raised for Messrs. J. & G.

Haywood, ironfounders, &c., is entirely of iron, and
has been manufactured by the firm. The designs

for the building and the decorating and painting

have been supplied by Owen Jones, Esq., of London.

The decorations and painting which are admirably
carrier out, were intrasted to Messrs. Staton & Co.,

of Derby. A very large trade is being done at the

ThorncUffe au.l Chapcltown Ironworks, near Sheffield,

in cast iron window and door heads, as well as in

general castings of this class, which are now largely

used in buildings.

Duuu.<v.M. — The new County Court Offices at

Durham are now completed. The building is

situated at the junction of the Baths Bridge-road

and Old Klvet, and is in the Gothic style, after the

manner of secular buildings on the Continent during

the sixteenth ccnturj-. It is built with Waskcrley
Fell natural coursed blockers, with dressings of

Rainton I'ark stone. The buihling has been erected

b}' Mr. li. Sanderson, builder, of Gilesgate, Durham,
from the designs of Sir. T. C. Sorby, architect, of

London, Jlr. Kobert Phillips acting as the clerk

of the works.

Loxpnx.—The committee of the Congregational

Memorial Ilall Fund have now agreed on ]daiis, pre-

pared by Jlr. John Tarring, architect, ami the sub-

scribers have approved of the designs. The build-

ing will occupy a large frontage in Farringdon-

strtet, part of the site of the oM Fleet Prison, and
will have access also by Fleet-lane. The elevation

is a combination of the Baronial with the Gothic,

peculiar to the period of the Fjection, and will have

a very striking and imposing appearance. The co.-it

of the freehold is £28,000, and the hall and offices

will not he built for less, but tlie buildmg will be a

great addition to that part of tho City.

Paris.—The subscription for the rebuilding of the

Palace of the Legion of Honour continues to yield

excellent results. The sum collected has been so

considerable that the works have been undertaken

on a large scale, more than a hundred men being

employed. Should the weather prove favourable all

the external work will be rniishetl, it is expected, by

the 1st of next January, and the whole of the build-

ing be roofed in. The interior, which is already

being actively proceeded with, will then be com-

pleted without any delay.

"Walton.—On Monday evening, a new scho(d,

erected in connection with S. Mary's Church, Walton-

on-the-Hill, was formally opened. The school, which

is built to accommodate 200 boys, consists of a

schoolroom 80ft. long b}^ 20ft. wide and iHft. high,

and two large class-rooms fitted with galleries. The
style of architecture is Gothic, and assimilates to

that of the church and the schools for infants and

girls. Externally, the building is faceil with gray

brick, relieved by a few bands of red au:l black brick

and red sandstone dressings, and is surmounted by a

bell tower which rises to a height of -^Jft. Jlr.

Ileffer, 2, Dale-street, Liverpool, was the architect,

and the works were carried out by Mr, Henry Han-
cock, of AValton-on-the-Hill, the contractor. To-

gether with the fittings the school is expected to cost

il;2o0.

TO COKRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for tho opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respei:tfully requests

that all commuuications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Eeaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOB,
81. TAVISTOCK-STBEET, COVENT-GARDEN. W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

The conclusion of Mr. Haywood's report on granite and
asphalte pavements is again crowded out for want of

space, together with other important and iuterestiug

matter.

Contsponbencc.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Permit me to make a brief remarlc upon
your engraving of the '' Elevation of tlie \\'e.st Part

of the Strand Front " of the New Law Courts, pub-

lislied in your issue of last week.

The full effect of tliis part of the " Strand Front,"

which, in reality, is the south front of the main
block of the building, and does not e.\tend beyond

it, either eastwards or westwards, in no slight degree

depends upon its connection with the remaining por-

tions of the design. Towards the east (that is, from

the right of j'our engraving) the design for the

entire Strand front is continued to form the south

fritnt of the great quatbangle, and of the range of

building still further to the east, in which direction

also is the clock-tower. Mr. Street's design, again,

includes a west wing, the treatment of which (and

especiall}' when it is considered in connection with

the eastern portions of the design) cannot fail to

exercise a most important influence upon the archi-

tectural character of the entire Strand front as a

single composition. In that part of the Strand front

.shown in your engraving, it will be kept in remem-
brance that the south end of the central hall is set

back from the general line of the face of tliis front

as much as CO feet.—I am, &c.,

The Writer of Your Notices or the
New Law Courts.

PLANNING HOUSES.

Sir,—No less than nine gentlemen last week com-

mented on mj' letter of the lOth inst., most of whom
approve of the propositions which 1 made, but the

conclusion to which one must inevitably arrive is the

ntter impossibility to satisfy all. Allow me to ana-

lyse the remarks of one or two dissentients. " M.."

who lias before now advocated the justness of

anonymous authorshiii, protests against '' the affecta-

tion of secrecy by putting mottoes " as being one of

the ' most ridiculous as well as vicious points ill

ordinary competitions."

Wliat constitutes the difference between anony-
mous authorship of geometrical designs and written

articles, so as to render one "ridiculous and vicious,"

anil the other correct and virtuous.we fail to ascertain,

llaii that gentleman acted nf> to his opinionshis argu-

ment would fall with greater weight. Possibly many
practical arehitect.s would gladly assist in this move-
ment, but who for ])erfectly legitimate reasons would
object to the weight of their names placed in tile

balance. Perhaps the most impracticable proposi-

tion is that of making the competitors the umpires by

exhibiting the designs at the otTice of the Building
News. Fancy the present writer having to travel

more than two hundred miles to comment on the de-

signs of others ! The Editor of this paper will not

allow this competition to be made a golden apple upon
which some London clique might lu-xuriatc ; for in

the matter of honest rivalrj^ London already possesses

far greater advantages than the country; though we
confess those advantages are not made the most of.

Kemote provincial contributors should liave equal

footing and chances of success as those in Loudon.

Undoubtedly the most satisfactor}- method for adju-

dication is for the Editor and a couple of practical

architects to decide upon the merits of each design.

" Reader" has endeavoured to tlirow cold water on

the scheme by a contemptuous sneer at forgetful-

uess " to tender any pecuniary assistance towards

getting the result of their hours of idleness before

the jiublic." We have no desire to inquire into the

vague notions which " Reader'' must possess as to

" hours of idleness," bu£ perhaps he would explain

in what respect an attempt to improve the domestic

architecture of this country, which sadly wants de-

velopment, can be called idleness ? We have ef late

heard much about "distrust of all arcliitects," and

in my opinion this distrust has been brought about

not by erection of public schools, churches, town-

halls, or the like, but principally by imperfect house

building. People generally estimate tlie worth of

architects by the buildings in which they live and

frequent. " Reader" also speaks of the " presump-

tuousness of anticipating the wants of a client.'

Now, let us consider it from the standpoint of actual

practice. There is a place in the west of England

which may be termed " the City of Villas." 'These

villas are mostly only a trifle smaller than some which

hiive lately been illustrated in the Building News,
and the entire arrangement of ninety-nine per cent,

of those buildings have been left in the hands of the

architects without control : the fact is, the .arcliitects

have—so far as size and cost go—anticipated the

client. Most of those houses are badly arranged,

having no staircase light but a small hole over a

tank! but they have fah exteriors. Again, I speak

from my own practice, for I find that most clients

have very vague notions as to what they really do

want within limits of cost, and it is only upon seeing

different plans that they decide. In fact, an archi-

tect is almost compelled to anticipate in a measure

the wants of a client, and for this reason I have

not the least doubt that the competition cannot fail

to be of practical interest and value to the subscribers

of the Building News, I h.ave previously recom-

mended the limit of area to (say) ,5,000 superficial

feet, because within that limit almost any usual want

can be compressed, and because an extension of are.!

implies also an increase of cost ; but at the same

time I think that plans of smaller dimensions should

be none the less neglected, but valued according to

their intrinsic merit, without relation to size, for, by

so doing, the field of usefulness would be widened

from the " rich merchant" to the simple well-to-do.

—I am, &c,, H,

CHURCH BELLS,

Sir,—No authority seems certain as to the exact

date of the introduction of large bells into Christian

churches^ but the general opinion apjicars to be that

they were invented by Paulinus, Bishop of Nola, a

town near Naples, about the year 400, but their use

was not general until about the sixth century. It

is to be supposed that theh introduction into Russia

should date from the time of A'ladimir's conversion,

!t88, though they were not universal, for we read of

certain wooden, iron, or brass plates suspemled in the

entrances of churches, being beaten for the purpose

of calling the faithful together to prayer. Even
where there were real bells, they were oiilj- rung on

Sundays and great feasts, and the plates made use

of on week days. Little bells, however, were known
in the time of Moses, B.C., 1401, as niiiy be seen in

Exodu.s xxviii, 33-35, and in imitation of .Varon's

robe, tho Bishops of the Greco-Russian Church

have little tinkling tilings on their capes and mantles

to this d.ay. They are mentioned also by Zech:iriali

in the fourteenth chapter of his prophecy, twentieth

verse, as attributes of war-horses,—I am, &c,,

A, E. N.

AKCHITECTS' OFFICE IIOUKS.

Sir,—The letter in your last week's issue sisnod " Au
Assistant " will be gladly welcomed by all assistants

and piqiils in the profession. What is cjilbil early

dosing in reality is not so, it being only tlic shorten-

ing of the already protracted hours of daily labour,

When we take into consideration that tlie average ofRce

time of London architects is halt-past !l a.m. to 5.30 to

i: p.m., with an hour iu the niidiUe of tlio day, it will

be seen that there is not much time to devote to morn-
ing or eveuiug studies, more especially as iu most
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cases the residences of this particular class are in the

suburbs, and about an hour's journey from their re-

spective offices, which makes the time reaUy devoted

to business from about S.30 a.m. to G.30 to 7 p.m.

Even where physical labour alone is employed, the

rule is proved to be a beneflcial one (i. e., the reduction

of the hours of labour), and I am quite certain that in

a profession such as our own, where mental labour

predominates, it must be far more so, because our

faculties become somewhat exhausted and uniitted,

conseouent upon the over-taxation produced by over-

work and long hours. Under these circumstances, I

would sugffest that the ofBce hours of London archi-

tects should be shortened, and be from 9-30 a.m. to

4 30 p m , with an hour in the middle of the day, and

in conclusion think that if some few kind and assistant-

respecting architects (and I do hope there are such)

would set the example, and bring the same under the

notice of the Institute and Association, they would be

conferring a great and real boon upon every assistant

and pupil engaged in our most noble profession.—

I

am &c Anothek Assistant.

BEICKMAKING.

Sib —In answer to " Rusticus," p. 376, with your

permission I will give a little of what we do down

south First, he can improve his bricks by tempering

by piig-mill ; second, his clamps should be built in

galleries, if he deals in quoins, caps, segments, keys,

and capitals, or lumps of any kind, and as these want

more firing, these should be placed in them with his

round coal, and be central. Sand-made bricks are

more friable, being of a looser texture without, and

therefore the rain tells more upon them when green.

Coal can be used as well as breeze, or ashes and

cinders, but must be crushed very fine with rollers, and

screened in jin. mesh. It is not every cliiss of coals

that will do ; those that are highly charged with bitu-

men expand considerably, and the consequence is, for

the most part your bricks become fractured. But I

have reason to' think that a great deal may be done

in that way with refuse at the pit's mouth ;
from one

to two bushels per cubic yard of clay, according to

nature of clay and sample of bricks required, as it

makes them more or less porous, and price of fuel to

be taken into consideration. Hacks, take out a trench

"ft. wide and 1ft. deep, fill in with clinkers and clamp

refuse, or pot shreds, l.?in. ; finish upon the top with

din. of chalk brit, and well beat down, leaving the

hacks raised l'2in. These beat those made of earth,

turf, and tipped with tiles, cSc ; bricks are free from

worm ca.sts, and drain the ground. 'Well beat them

level upon the top with a little sand ; those wiU take

two rows, distance between hacks .Oft. Pallets arepine

boards, r2in. x :,m. x Jin. thick. The bricks are

transferred from mould to them upon barrows, from

those to backs. A spare pallet is retained at back, or

upon barrows ; it is placed upon the face of brick. The

brick being now between two boards is conveyed to

hack and deposited upon its edge, and the pallets with-

drawn. The bricks are deposited at right angles to

hack, and, according to the weather, in a day or two

they are transferred from one hack to another, placed

diagonallv upon the top of one another, obverse and

reverse. For airinir, they are transferred from that and

turned over upon another hack, and there remain until

ready for the kiln. For dressing the arrises, a handful

of sand and a rough-dressed York slab ; but we had a

grindstone laid upon its side, rough dressed, that served

cm- purpose for cutters as weU, wliich, by the bye, re.

quired very little, as they were moulded to shape re-

quired. J.\CK OF All Trades.

Intirwnimuiiiratioii.

QVESTIONS.
[23ji;,3_GiTder3..—"T. C," in reply to a former

query of mine, says that when large spans are reached,

the rule he gives for "wall-hold" in girders will re-

quire " a little modification." It will answer my pur-

pose if he will inform nie what the wall-hold should

be for a clear span of 1.^0 feet. "Excelsior" is not

quite so antiquated as to dream of putting the cellular

girder into practice, even if an opportunity offered,

but merely wished to see for himself the reasons of its

abandonment by making a comparison with the single

web and box girders now in general use. Perhaps

"T. C." will oblige by informing me (1) what was the

constant adopted in calculations of girders of the cel-

lular principle ? (-') In what did A (area of bottom

flange) consist ? (3) "What was the proportional area

of top plates to bottom?—Excelsior.

[•2387]—Earth Closets.—Will some reader give

me any particulars with regard to earth closets, as

construction, cost, sanitaryness, advantages or disad-

vantages compared with water-closets, fcc. ?—W. J.

[23,^8.]—Filtering River 'Water. — I propose

building a house containing upwards of twenty rooms

near to a river, and wish to use the river water instead

of sinking a well. The accompanying sketch is my
idea for filtering the water. I shall feel obliged if any

of your readers mil inform me. through the " Inter-

communication " column, if the idea is correct, and if

it will work; if so, what materials ought the filter F

©iir ©Site oDaMc.

STAINED GLASS.
Bridlington.—A new stained window has been

erected in the Priory Church, Bridlington, painted by

J. W. Knowles, of York. It is of three lights, with

a cinquetoil opening in the tracerj', flanked <m

eitlier side by pointed trefoUs, and is of an Early

Decorated character thi-oughout, the glass painting

being treated in strict liarmony with that stylo.

The subjects chosen are Faith, Hope, and Charity,

with their respective emblems, and are represented

standing under canopies, the bases of the canopies

and backgrounds of panels being filled with foliaged

design. In the tracery is an angel bearing a scroll,

the remainder of the tracery being filled with

similar ornaments to the base of the canopies. The
work has been executed from drawings by the artist,

made for and .approved of by the arcliitect, G. G.

Scott, Esq., R.A., under whoso care the whole of

tlie restoration at tliis church has been carried out.

The restoration of the stonework has been carefully

carried out by Messrs. Wcatherley & Kymer, of

York.

MEETrNGS FOR THE ENSTTING WEEK.
TCESD.1Y.—Jn<(i("'""' of Ciril Enttimfn. (1) Further

discussion on "Pneumatic Dispatch Tubes."

(2) " On the Stresses of Eigid Arches and
other Curved Structures." By Mr. 'William

Bell, II. Inst. C. E. 8 p.m.

'Wednesday.—Sncirtu ofArts. " On Tramways and their

Structure, Vehicles, Haulage, and Uses."

By Mr. 'W. Bridges Adams, M. Inst. C. E.

8 p.m.

Friday.—AreMtcrtnraJ Association. Paper on " The Three
Sehoi)ls : or the Distinctive Aims of Classic.

Mediffival. and Modern Art." By Wyke Bay-
Uss, Esq., F.S.A. 7.30 p.m.

to be composed of, and in what proportions ? A, pipe

from river to first filter, which is composed of gravel

on top .and sand at bottom. U, (hvision in first filter

that reaches to within !>in. of the bottom. The water

runs through the pipe A into space B, and through

the gravel and sand up into space C, then down the

pipe E into the bottom of and up through filter F,

thence through the pipe A into cistern. There is a ball

tap at inlet into cistern to prevent flooding of base-

ment in case of very high water.—H. H.

pgso.]-Coal or Cannel Gas.—"VTill some one

kindly give me some information about the cost of

making coal or cannel gas per 1,000 feet for a small

works, say fifty lights, to burn five hours each night ?

I shall like this information from some one who has

such a works.—W. W.

[.iggo.-Main Drainage of London.—Is there

any book publi.shed in reference to the main drainage

of London—if so, where to be had and the price?—

Manx.

REPLIES.
|'23i;3.]_Head of 'Water.-In answer to "Mist,"

the' head of water means the height of surface of

Avater above the centre of discharging orifice.—Frank
CllESSELL.

[2363.]—Head of "Water.—By the term " head of

water," or its synonym " full of water," is meant the

difference of level between the source of supply and

the outlet pipe. In the accompanying diagram let C
represent a cistern filled with

4 water to the level of the line A,

j^ and let B be the level of the

-^ cock, or outlet pipe, then the

I "head of water," or pressure

P under which the water would
flow out of the pipe is given

by the distance, D. This is the

simplest case that can occur,

but it matters not how distant the source of supply may
be from the outlet, for the " head of water " will

always be equal to the difference of level. Thus the

distance of the outlet of the Glasgow water is thirty-

five miles from the source, yet the " head of water " has

been ascertained by levelling. It is needless to remark

that in taking levels for waterworks the greatest accu-

racy is necessary, as the whole of the operations depend

upon the " bead of water " that is available being ascer-

tained with the greatest precision.

—

Level.

[2380.]—Cymagraph.—If " .Student " will forward

me his address, I shall be most happy to send jiar-

ticulars and lend him the drawing from which ray

cymagraph was made.—JlACRiCE B. Adams, 7, Pel-

bam-square, Brighton.

sacs

CHIPS.

We understand that Jlr. Kedford, long known as

the art-critic of the Daihj Krios^ is .about to deliver

a course of lectures on the Fine Arts.

The Rev. Mr. Bond has just had erected, in Creech

Gr.angc Church, Dorset, a reredos of Norman clia-

racter con-cspoiiding -with the original stylo of

building, from designs by E. A. Koche, architect,

I
Cork, Ireland.

The Bilbao Iron Orh Cojipanv.—This company

is forming for the purpose of working a number of

mines on the Province of Biscay, Spain. The

necessary concessions have been obtained from the

Spanish Government, and are .at present held by Sir

John Brown and Mr. William Fowler. The capital

is £500,000. in 10,000 shares of £50 each. The names

of the directors are good ; those among them best

known to our readers .are Sir .Tohn Brown and 51r.

Frederick Braby (of Fred. Braby & Co. limited).

Papers to be Eead at the Institute. —The
following papers have been promised for the ordinary-

general meetings of the Royal Institute of British

Architects during the session recently inaugurated,

and will be read as hereafter stated, subject to such

alterations in regard to date as circumstances may
require :—Dec. 4, 1871, (1) "On the Bridges of

London," by Mr. H. Carr, C.E. ; and (2) " On the

Fall of a Church Dome, with suggestions for its

construction on better principles," by Wyatt Pap-

worth, Fellow. .January 8, 1S7'2, (1) " On Some

Things Not Generally Considered," by E. Roberts,

F.S.A., Fellow ; and ('2) '' On the Travelling Stage

Used in the Erection of the Roof over S. Pancras

Station," by Sir George AUeyne, Bart. January 22,

"On the Construction of the Albert H.all," by

General Scott, R.E. Fehru.ary 5, " On the Neces-

sity and Method of Testing Building Materials," by

Captain Seddon, R.E. Febrnury 19, "On the

Albert Memorial," by G. G. Scott. R.A., Fellow.

March 4, " On Works at the Liverpool Exchange

and Adjacent Public Buildings," by T. H. Wyatt,

Presideiit. Further announcements will be made

in due course.

Lake Dwellings in Switzerland.—The dis-

covery of another Lacustrine station near the

Riehensee, Lucerne, has been made. It is 200ft.

long, and 20 broad. It is partly in the lake, and

partly upon the land .abounding in reeds, which -was

laid bare last year by the f.all in the level of the

lake. The pUes, planted for the most part in rows,

and bhackened at the top by fire, vary in bnlk and

solidity. Among the articles that have been col-

lected" are bones, teeth, walnut and beech trees,

either entire or broken, polished stones, silix, sherds

of pottery, &c. The pecuh,arly favourable position

of this station encourages the expectation that many
more articles of this description will be discovered.

The Basin of the Thames.—At the South

Kensington Museum, on Saturday afternoon, about

150 ladies were present at Professor Duncan's open-

ing address, wnich was devoted to Physiography.

The professor took the Thames as his illustration.

Under London-bridge flow down the river every 12

months 115,000,000 cubic feet of water over and

above the quantity which ascends the stream from

the flow of the tid'e. This mass of water is derived

from a rtiinfiiU over the Thames basin of 24Mn. every

year. It carries down annually 14,000.000 cubic

feet of solid matter, besides the pebbles and blocks of

stone thitt may be gradually rolled .along.

The Chairmanship of the Board of Works.

—At the re-election for another j-ear of Colonel Hogg

as Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works, a

section of the Board was desu-ous of giving once

more to the chairmanship the permanent character

which belonged to it when held by the late Sir John

Thwaites. It is said that those who know till .about

the Board and its work are not surprised that this

proposal was rejected by a Large majority. The

result is that Colonel Hogg remains Chairman for

another year at a s.al.iry reduced by £500 a year

below that p.aid to Su- John Thwaites.

South Eastern Railway.—Addition.al metro-

politan extensions are proposed by this comp.any.

Besides the alterations in connection with their

property at Greenwich, luaving for their object the

continuation of their line direct from Greenwich to

Woolwich, the company hsis given notice of intended

application to P.arliaiiient for power to make a rail-

way 1040 yards in length at Greenwich, and also

another line, 660 yards in length, forming a junction

with tl:e London, Chatham, and Dover Railway

near Price-street, Southwark, passing thence through

or into the parishes of Christ Church, Blackfriars

and S. Saviour's. Southwark, and terminating by a

junction with the Charing-cross line of the company

near Great Guildford-strcet, Southw.ark, ami to

authorise running powers over a portion of the

London, Chatham, and Dover and Metroiiolitan

railways. By this proposed short line the South

Eastern Company would have direct access to Lud-

gate-hill st.itinn "and the proposed central station on

Holljorii Viaduct, besides their stations at Charing-

cross and Cannon-street.
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The Holborn Valley Improvements.—At
the last meeting of the G^urt of Common Council,

the Improvements Committee soufjht authority to

give the necessary notices, anil fretierally to take

such steps as may be expedient for \)r<iseoutinf; a

bin in the ensuing session of Parliament for further

powers in respect of the IluUxirn Yalli'V im]>ruvc-

ments. Mr. Deputy Fry, in moviiii; thcadciption of

the report, said the committee cnuld nut complete

the Ilultiorn Valley works without applying to Par-
liament for compuliiory powers. lie mentioned one

or two things which sliowed the obstacles and diffi-

culties in the way of their prosecuting this great

work. In making the new street from Fleet-street

to Holborn-circus. they came on the crown of two
cellars. These cellars were in the garden of a

house, and the parties objected to their being touched.

They were told b_v their law officers that they had

the power to touch them, and they were prepared to

make the cellars more convenient to the parties than

they were before. The parties applied to ParUa-

ment for an injunction, which they got, and stopped

the work, and the street could not be brouglit up to

the level they designed it should be, and they could

only get into Bartlett's-buildings by the temporary

arrangement they had made. Then there was a

gentleman wlio wanted for a certain house three

times its value, while another liad asked £*;(), OOn for

a triangular piece of ground required for the forma-

tion of the street. The committee would not listen

to it, and thej' had allowed the street to be formed

with that projection, and that was an explanation

why the street was imperfect. There were a few
bouses in Harp-alley (which was an awful neigh-

bourhood before it was disturbed for these improve-
ments) which they could not get without compulsory

powers. There was another object in having these

compulsory powers. The authorities of S. Sepul-

chre's Church entered into negotiations with the

committee for opening up the western end of that

fine church ; they were wiUing and had the means
to do this, but the law prevented them. The
Holborn Valley improvements were not complete

without accomplishing these objects. However, the

new street from Holborn-circus to Fleet-street has
been opened this week.

Trp:es in Cities.—Just take a turn through
London (says the Gardener's Magazine") and note,

where a few good trees remain, the delightful break

they offer to the monotony of brick and stone and
the rigid lines of roofs and walls. Look again at

the vast spaces that are utterly treeless, and how
strikingly the noblest architecture fails to produce

its due impression, and how commnn-placc editices

stare out upon one in forbidding forms that chill

the marrow of a man of taste. It was one of the

chief sources of the fascination of Paris that the

open spaces were freely timbered. Alas! poor

Paris! Perhaps when we next tread her once gay
streets our attention may be directed to the spots

where there were trees before the siege, and hear

the stor}' of their felling, as a small item in the

anguish that was brought upon the devoted city.

pRoposKU New Street axd Railway through
THE City.—Jlr. Haywood, the engineer to the

City Commissioners of Sewers, stated last week that

he believed there was a project now atloat for a

mid-London line of railway, which, approaching
Christ's Hospital, Kewgate-street, by way of the

Holborn Viaduct, would take the line of the new
street which was projected by him some years ago
north of the Bank, right through the City, in con-

nection with the new street formed a few years

ago leading out of Wiiitcchapel-road, and thus
making a complete nortliern line of tratlic through
the City and between tlic east and west of the

metropolis. The railway company proposed, under
certain conditions, to form that street and a railway

beneath it.

Incoki'ouated Society for Promoting the
EnL(\uc;emext, Building, and Keiwiking of
Churches and CiiArELS.—The usual monthly
meetings of this society were resumed on Monday,
at the society's house, 7, Whitehall. Grants of

money were made in aid of the following objects,

viz. :— Building new churches at Folkestone, S.

Michael's, Kent ; and Guernsey, S. Barnabas, in the

parish of S. Peter Port. Bebuilding the churches

at Gwynfe, in the parish of Llangadock. Cardigan,

and Harbury, near Leamington. Enlargingor other-

wise increasing the acconnnodation in the churches

at Avcnbury, near Bromyard ; Boughton. near Stoke
Ferry; Debeuhara, near Stonham ; l)\swich, S. Mary
Quay; Kingstone, near Newport, Isle of Wight;
Newcastle, S. Anne's ; Rochester, S. Margaret's

;

Rowington, near Warwick ; Byarsh, near Maidstone;
Salmonhy, near Horncastle; and Thelnetham, near
Harling, Suffolk. Under urgent circumstances the

grants formerly made towards buildiug the church at

Traveller's Rest, in the parish of Swinbridge, near

Barnstaple; rebuilding the church at Whitchurch,

near Cardigan ; and towards reseating and restoring

the churches at Colchester, S. James; Littlcbury.

near Saffron Walden ; and Lyonshall, near Kings-

ton, Hereford, were each increased. Grants were

also made from the School Church and Mission

House Fund towards building school or mission

churches—at Hinkshay, in the parish of Dawley
Magna, Saljp ; Leicester, S. Matthew's ; Norland

S. .lames, in the ftarish of Kensington, Middlesex;

Pentre, in the parish of Flint; Red-street, in the

parish of Chesterton. Staffs ; Thorney Toll, in the

parish of Guyhirn, near Wisbech ; Tyldn <.iwyn. in

the parish of Fesiining; and Berwick-upon-Jweed.

The society likewise accepted the trust of a sijm of

money as a repair fund for the church of S.Ambrose,
Everton, near Liverpool.

Destruction of Gobelins Tapestry.—The
following is a list of the Gobelins tapestrj' burnt

during the struggle between the Communists

and the Army of Versailles, communicated by I\I.

Campenon, Controller-General of that celebrated

manufacture :—Ancient :
" The History of St.

Crepiu ;" "The Months of Lucas;" fragment of

the hanging called ''Du Parnasse ;" a piece of that

called " The School of Athens ;" a fragment of " The
Triumph of the Gods ;" and another of ''' The Wars
of Alexander." Modern :

" The Aurora of Guido,"

seen in the Exhibition of 18fi7 ;
'* The Assembly of

the Gods," after Raphael ;
" The Assumption of the

Virgin," after Titian; '' Sacred and Profane Love;"

"Air," a fragment of ''The Elements," by Le-

brun ; "Elysium" (the Five Senses), after MM.
Baudry and Dicterie; a tapestry after Boucher;

besides some others. All these pieces are known to

have been preWously smeared with petroleum.

Tunnelling the Severn.- --Two schemes are

before the public for tunnelling the Severn, one

having been brought forward by Mr. Fulton and

the other by Mr. Richardson. Jlr. Fulton proposes

to burrow under the river near Lydney, while Mr.

Richardson has selected a point known as New
Passage as the scene of his contemplated operations.

Mr. Leonard Bruton, late secretary of the Bristol

and South Wales Union Railway, has announced
that the directors of the Great Western Railway

will support the New Passage scheme. The cost of

the works, including approaches and branch lines,

is estimated at about £750,000.

Encroachments in Victoria Park.—Some dis-

content prevails in the districts of Mile-end, Bethnal-

green, and South Hackney, owing to the announced
intention of the Board of Works to take a large

portion of Victoria Park, near the Royal Hotel, for

house building. A committee is in course of for-

mation for holding an indignation meeting at the

East-end of London, to protest against the proposed

encroachment. It is stated that the Rev. Septimus
Hansard, of Bethnal-green, is actively moving in

the matter in defence of the interests of the poor,

and the question will also be taken up by the Public

Rights Defence Association, one of whose objects is

to maintain intact the public parks, gardens, and
similar open spaces for the use and recreation of the

people. There is a large and influential branch of

this association at the Kast-end, by whom immediate
action in the matter w^ill be taken.

The Society of Antiquaries held their first meet-
ing for the session last evening at Somerset House.
A paper was read on " Mediaeval Representations of

Months and Seasons."

A merchant at Frankfort, who owned ]>i'operty iu

Chicago, has received a characteristic telegram from
his American agent there. It is couched in the
following laconic terms:—"All your houses arc
burnt to the ground. Reply by teleg^i'aph if I am
to commence rebuilding at once."

The Bishop of Salisbury opened a new chancel at

Christ's Church, Warminster, on the 0th instant.

The building itself is of the style iisually adopted
some forty years ago, but the addition is by Mr. T.
11. Wyatl, President of the Royal Institute of

British Arcliitects. It is proposed ere long to

restore the older parts.

S^imber ^rnbe ^ebiclu*

CHIPS.
The returns of tlio district surveyors appointed

under the Metropolitan Building Act for tho past

year show that fees have been received in respect of

6138 new buildings, and (^oGii additions, alterations,

and other works. Total amount of fees received,

X3,000 2s. 4d.

The new Dean of S. Paul's has subscribed i;i,000

to the S. Paul's Completion Fund.

Messrs. Gray & Davison aro rebuilding the organ
of S. Clement's Church, Eastcheap.

Mr. Alderman Stone has been appointed by tho
Court of Common Council to succeed tho present
Lord Mayor (Mr. Alderman Gibbous) as a ro[ircscn-

tative of tho City at tho Metropolitan Bitard *'f

"Works.

Stannington Church, Newcastle, was consecrated
on the 31st ult. by tlie Bishop of Durham, after

having been rebuilt from tho plans of Mr. R. J.

Jolmsun, architect, at a cost of £G,000.

The tino old Church of Alberbnry, situated on the
border of Wales, about nine miles from Shrewsbury,
was reojiencd by the Bishop of Hereford on the 2Gth
ult.

Mr. George Powell, of Nanteos, Cardigans! lire,

lias presented a valuable collection of paintings and
other works of art to the town uf Aberystwith.

Tho Institute of Painters in Water-Colours has
elected Mr. Walter May an Associate of their body.

Prices, November 20,—Lathwo'id, per cubic fathom :

Petersburg, £6 10s. to £7 10s.; Riga, Dautzic, Memel,
and Swedish £3 to £5.
Oak staves, per mille of pipe : Momel crown, £180 to

£l'JO;brack. £150 to £160; Dantzic, Stettin, and Hnmbro',
£130 to £180; Canadian Btamiard pipe, £85 lo £90; pun-
cheon, per 1,200 pifcoa, £26 to £27 ; Bosnia single barrel,

per 1,200 pieces, £2ii to £27; United States pipe, £45 to

£60; hogshead, heavy and extra, £35 to £45; slight ditto,

£30 to £33.
Mahogany, per foot superflcial: Honduras (cargo

average), 5|d. to6d.; Mexican, 5Jd. to Od. ; Tabasco, 6d. to

fi^d. ; Cuba, 7d. to lOd.; curls, 16d. to 24d. Cedar: Cuba,
6d. to7Jd.; Honduras, 5d. to 5Jd.; pencil, 2d. to 4^d.

;

bird's-pye maple, 6^d. to 7d. ; walnut Italiau, 44d. to 5d.

;

ditto Canadian, S^d. to 3^.
Timber, per load of 60 cubic feet : Riga, £3 5b. to £3 7s.

;

Dantzic and Memel crown, £4 to £4 lOs. ; best middling.
£4 to £4 10s. ; good middling and seconds. £3 to £3 58.;

common middling, £2 10s. to £2 14s. ; undersized, £2 lOs.

to £2 los.; small, Short, and irregular. £2 to £2 lOs.

;

Stettin, £2 10s. to £2 15s.; Swedish. £2 7b. to £2 13s.;

ditto small, £2 to £2 4s.; Swedish and Norway balks.

£1 ISs. to £2 2s. 6d. ; Indian teak, £12 10s. to £13 10s.;

African oak, £3 lOs. to £9 10s.; greenheart. £5 10s, to

£6 10s.; Cuba Sabica, £S to £9: iron bark, £6 to £6 10s.

Deals and battens per Petersburg standard hundred:
Archangel yellow, £12 10s. to £14 lOs.; Petersburg
yellow. £12 lOs. to £13 5s.; Wyburg ypllow, £9 15s. to

£10 ; Gefle and best Swedish deals, £10 lOs. to £12 158.;

Swedish battens, £7 10s. to £9 10s. Flooring boards, per
square of liu. : First yellow, 9r. to 10s. 6d ; first white-
wood, Ss. to 9s. Gd.; second qualities, 6s. to 8s. Gd.

Sirabe lletos.

TENDEBS.
BABIASTON.—For the erection of stables, for J. W.

Pankhiirst, Esq. Messrs. Scrivener & Son, architects ;

—

Barlow £539 H »
Cooke (accepted) 505

Brixton.—For roads and sowers on the Milkwoocl

Estate. Messrs. W. (}. Habershon & Pite, architects :—

Wilcox f2788
Thompson ~ 269S

Taylor 2Ge3

Elmore p616
Pearson 2599

Young |-'560

Goodair "I'iiS'l

Haynes 2300

Mayo 2269

Clark 2222

Keeble 2153

Jarman 2057

Bluomaeld 2048

(^ITY.—For alterations and additions, and now counting

houses, to a warehouse, Wood-street, E.C. Mr. Herbert

Ford, architect:

—

Hill. Keddell. & Waldram f 3500
Browne & Robinson 3180

Myers & Sons '^124

Oonder :"00
Stimpson 2987

Hen.shaw& Co 29S5

Riddle 2984

Brass (accepted) 2G85

D.\GEXHAM.—For enclosing, laying out, draining, and
extension of the Burial Ground, for the Dagenham Burial

Board. Mr. E. C. Allam, C.E., architect. Quantities sup-

plied :

—

Potter £389
Holmes •»i!

Bugliird 375

Kirk 369

Goodaw 302
Hughes 352

r.arwell 34S 15

Hull (accepted) 325 10

Dkesden Lonqto.n'.—For tho erection of cottages for

Mr. W.Copestake. Messrs. Scrivouer& Sou, architects:

—

Ncwbon ~'}^
Inskip '';^'8

CoUis & Hudson (accepte 1) 6G0

Essex.—For repairs to north walls of cemetery at

Waltham Abbey:

—

Porter iH"
Boutlcy 137 15

Kearley 132 10

Hanchet 1«2 10

Gardner (accepted) 130 5
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SHAM PLANNING AND REAL
DESIGN.

T^HE present correspondence in our pages
-*- on the subject of house jilanning gives
us an opportunity of noticing an important
difference, and one which we long since

pointed out : tlie diiference between a good
plan, and the plan of a good building. The
distinction between these seems obvious
enough, and j'et many people go on to the end
of their lives, and never find it out. A good
building involves a good plan ; but a good
plan is no guarantee at all for a good build-

ing. By the word "plan," we mean, of

course, a plan of general arrangement, un-
accompanied by sections, elevations, or
details, or by other plans of the floors above
and below ; and there are many persons who
are utterly incapable of conceiving an entire

design, who can jjroduce a very plausible

plan of this sort. It looks admirable on
paper, but once translated into bricks and
mortar, no failure can be worse. It causes
much surprise that so good a plan makes so

bad a building, and the result is not unfre-
quently attributed to mismanagement in its

execution. It is no rare thing for one of

these planning geniuses to get on a com-
mittee, and act the part of the "practical
man " whom we recently described. The
less he has learned of architecture, the
cleverer his colleagues think him, and the
cleverer bethinks himself. They cannot see

how thoroughly unpractical those notions
are, which look so very plain and simple on
paper

;
they do not understand that he evades

more than half the difficulties of the case, and
that his fine ground plan woidd lead to

miserable elevations and sections. The truth
is, as some of our late correspondents have
properly insisted, that there is no such
thing as working out a ground plan by itself.

It cannot be considered alone ; the designer
must bear in mind how it affects the plans
above and below

; how it can best be roofed

;

how it will look externally, and a multitude of

other questions. A building must be designed
as a u-hole, for all its parts react on each
other, and are inseparably connected ; and a
mere plan or mere elevation designed by and
for itself is one of the most worthless things
that can be mentioned. It is, in fact, an
example ofwhatwecall "sham planning;" it

looks, on paper, like one of the drawings of a
well-arranged building, but every attempt at
completing the set in conformity with it only
shows it more and more plainly to be a
delusion. It is impossible, without a total

alteration, to make other plans, elevations, or
sections, that will suit it. And yet, without
the other plans, and without elevations and
sections of some kind, a building cannot
be put up ; so that the final result proves a
plan of this sort, to be, for all practical
purposes, entirely useless. It may serve, as
we said before, to captivate a committee ; it

may gain for its amateur inventor the sort
of praise which is always lavished on those
who do, however badly, what they have not
been trained to ; but as regards any real
utility, it is not worth the paper it is drawn
ujion.

We happened, some time ago, to meet
with a book on house-planning which just
illustrates our statement. The compiler has
paid us the compliment of using his paste and
scissors more freely on the Btilding New.s
than on any other publication, and as regards
the letterpress we have little to say. !AIany

of his plans, however, appear to be original

;

we hope, for the credit of house builders, that
all of them are so, but as to this he does not
inform us. At any rate, they embody
nearly all the faults that house-planning is

capable of; and those which at first seem

least objectionable, are found on consideration

to involve, when worked out, some of the

grossest inconveniences. For example, aboiit

a third of the ground plans given can only be
arranged as they are, on condition of having

an impossible staircase. While only a ground
plan of each design is shown, this fault does

not at first appear, especially as the steps

are only indicated in block, so that there is

no counting them. Once sketch them in,

however, and you see directly that the whole
arrangon^ent is upset. On one design, there

would be no headway to pass under them
;

on another design, they would land in a

totally wrong place above ;
on a third they

would cut picturesquely into the draAving-

room coiling
; in a fourth, they would be so

long as to redr.ce the rooms behind them to

mere passages. What the stairs do for some
of these sham plans, the chimney breasts do
for others. AVork out the floor above, which
the author has been wise enough not to

.show, and you find them blocking up doors,

standing across passages, and generally

making their appearance wherever they are

least wanted. Try the passages, again, on
any of the few alternative arrangements
which are possible on the upper stories, and
they come out, as everything always comes
out, when it is left to chance, as wastefuUy
and awkwardly as can be imagined. Try
last of all, the roofs, which never ought be
out of an architect's mind for a moment when
he is devising a general plan, and you dis-

cover that they shape themselves, as roofs

are fond of doing when their designer does

not take pains to shape them otherwise, so as

to be as expensive and as ugly as possible.

One might suppose that they had a certain

kind of mi.sdirected intelligence, and even
some rudiii ents of affection, for they always
prefer such forms as are most for the plumber's
interests, and often seem ingeniously to

contrive themselves as if to run up his bill.

There is, however, nothing preternatural

about it. The plumber, in modern times,

is the general patcher-up of botches and
bungles ; and if the architect does not design
his roofs properly in the beginning, the
plumber and his lead flats have to make them
weather-tight in the end. A so-called " good
plan" that does not admit of a good roofing

system is a mere imposture, and a most ex-

pensive one. It is far from rare, as any one
may see by walking about the streets of

London and noticing the wretched parapets
with false cornices which are run up to hide
roofs whose architects would not take the
trouble to design them. It is thus, as witness
the buildings now going on in (Jueen Victoria-

street and elsewhere, that people are content
to buy ugliness at three times the price of

beauty, and for want of giving the little

thought required to produce roofs of simple,
natural, and artistic shape, have to spend
hundreds of pounds, first in constructing
them absurdly, and then in concealing the
construction they are ashamed of. We have
said little of the connection between plan-
ning and external design generally ; but a
most intimate connection does exist. If that
cannot be called a good ground plan which
leads to bad upper plans and a bad roof,

neither can it be called so if it leads to ob-
jectional arrangement of doors and windows
and spires. We are far from insisting on
rigid uniformity in their distribution. We
do not think that in a building cut up into

apartments of all sorts and sizes, the aper-
tures are bound to be distributed as evenly as
the squares of a chessboard, or planted as

regularly in rows as the cabbages in a well-
kept market garden. But, on the other hand,
it tloes not follow that their position should
be totally left to cliance. Our Classic friends
for the most part seem to think that it must
be either the cabbage-garden system, or no
system at all. If they cannot have their

windows in so many rows each way, all duly
set in rank and file, their ideas are at an end.
And yet there are a multitude of other
arrangements, new and fresh and interesting,

to be found by those who seek. It is

astonishing how many excellent types of

elevation have been neglected through this

absurd worship of regularity ; how much clia-

racter and even beauty might be given to our

monotonous streets if architects would only

invent fronts and interiors to to suit each other.

Now and then we come across an instance

in which it has been [done—such, for in-

stance, as Mr. Christian's little warehouse
in King-street, Cheapside, which we reviewed

last summer. Here is a small and simple

work, plain in its details, which one cannot

help noticing and remembering. The Queen
Victoria-street offices, with all their carving

and moulding, and shafts and tracery, leave no
impression on the mind, except one of satiety.

There is nothing in them that we have not

seen before ; no new thoughts or new ideas

or new types of composition. There are so

many capitals, and so many consoles, carved

neither very well nor very badly, and they

have been repeated so often that we shall

soon notice them no more than so many
headers and stretchers in the wall. But the

King-street building, in spite of two or three

considerable faults, shows thought and in-

vention. Good or bad, there is something in

it. One does not pass it by with a mere
yawn of weariness, and its remarkableness,

such as it is, is almost entirely due to the

well-studied arrangement of the piers and

openings. This is what we want to .see in

house design generally : not an impossible

regularity, still less a sham regularity, but -a

natural and artistic grouping of the doors and
windows and piers, which will work out well

in the rooms and well from the outside. Such
a grouping does not spring up of itself; the

architect has to think about it and provide

for it, and make sm-e of it while he is at work
on the plans quite as much as on the eleva-

tions ; and hence the "good plan" that takes

no elevations into account is as certain to

fail here as everywhere else. We might en-

large on and illustrate all these remarks, but

enough has perhaps been .said to show thai

the man who, in arranging his plan, thinks of

nothing beyond the plan, will never produae

a plan that will be of the slightest use to

anybody.
Besides the main principle which we hai-o

tried to enforce—the principle that a building

must be designed as a whole, and that eaeh

part of it must act on, and be acted on, bjr

all other parts—there are, in house-planning

particularly, a number of matters which are

liable to be overlooked. It is not always easy

to see. on first glancing at the sketch of a

ground-plan, whether they have been studied

or neglected. The book which we have takea

as an illustration may aid us here, as in the

previous part of the subject; and so, to parody

Falstaff's remark, though it is not excellent

itself, it may be the cause of excellence in

others. By the earnest architect, indeed,

there is something to be gained, even from

bad buildings and bad architectural books

:

they irritate him into thinking how to mend
them. Had they been successes he might

have admired them and passed on ;
but, being

miserable failures, they come upon him as a

sort of challenge to try and do better. Taking

warning, then, from the plans now before us,

we wilt note, for one thing, that the architect

should take care to see that his rooms are

capable of being furnished. For instance, it is

desirable that n\ a bed-room there should be

room for a bed, in a drawing-room for a

piano, in'a dining-room for a sideboard, &c.

This seems a tolerably obvious requirement,

but in the work we are noticing its fulfilment

is rather the exception than the rule. In half

the bedrooms here shown the bed must stand

with its head blocking up cither a window, a

door, or a fireplace, and in the ground floor

rooms the wall furniture must do likewise. The
first question then, after the main ones relat-

ing to general design, which we should be dis-

posed to ask in reference to a house plan is

this, " Will the rooms hold the furniture?"

The next question might be, " How are the
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room doore placed, especially in reference to

tbe liroplaco ?" We have seen large and splendid

apartments, whose designer seemed to make
it his most cherished purpose that the inmates

should never get warm. Considerately think-

mg that the heat of the fire might be un-

pleasant to those who by force of habit felt

themselves compelled to sit round it, he had
ingeniously contrived a strong draught in

their precise direction ; and thus if they

•chanced to become overheated on one side,

they woidd receive ample compensation by
being ovcrcooled on the other. Tliis sort of

•compensation, however, does not suit every-

one, and indeed the prejudice against it is so

general that we should advise architects to

i;reat caution in making provision for it.

Tlie (Question of aspect as regards the different

apartment.s is a third and a very inqiortant

one ; and Viefore a plan can be fairly judged

of, the direction of its sides, and especially

its windows, should be known and marked.

There should be no such thing as designing

-a plan first and settling afterwards how it is

to stand. It cannot be a matter of indiffer-

ence whether the breakfast-room is dark or

bright ; whether the dining-room at the

dinner hour is or is not in the full blaze of an

afternoon's sun ; whether in sin-ing and
.summer, the drawing-room blinds have to be

kept down to shutout the blinding level glare

of early evening. The question of aspect has

been discussed frequently enough, and yet

•we have seen too many plans whose planner

might be asked, " Would you be surprised to

to hear that the sun rises in the east and
sets in the west V" Then, again, we might
inquire, on seeing a plan purporting to be a

''good" one, " Are the chimneys ingeniously

designed for smoking? Are the fines carried

tip, forthesake of coolness, within half abrick

of the outside air, or are the chimney stacks

modestly kept down below the ridges of the

Toofs ? Are there any horizontal flues lead-

ing from fireplace to chimney and not

arranged so as to admit of sweeping ; any
bends and twists and ledges to act as store-

places agfiinst a grand conflagration of sootV"

If so we should prefer taking the character

of the house from a tenant who had occupied

it seven years at least ; the items enumerated
do not give us an a priori idea of its perfec-

tion. "What sort of stairs are there?" we
might again inquire ; for some stairs are

•dangerous to children from the multitude

of winders, and others more dangerous still

from their long steep flight, unbroken by a

quarterspace. " How are tlie water-closets

placed and how are they ventilated ?" In the

book which has suggested this list of pos-

sible defects, and but for their existence

in which we should have thought many of

them too glaring to be committed, we see

many water-closets with neither light

nor air, opening out of pantries and bedroom
lobbies and otlier places equally unfit for

them. If this is not inviting fever and pesti-

lence, it is hard to say wliat is. Then we may
ask again, " Are there plenty of cupl)oards?"

People seldom comjilain of having too

many, though they often find too few. Then,
again, " How are the various doors placed?"
Do they all open clear of each other, or do
they here and there lap over, so as to produce
amusing ca.ses of jammed lingers and broken
noses Avhenever two persons open them to-

gether? How does the front door open?
In our treasury of bluiuiers, several front

doore, only :!ft. or so in width, must needs be

hung folding ; there is not room for them
otherwise. Now the members of the family,

and many of their vi.sitors, may possibly get

through an 18in. opening pretty well, and so

the chances are that only half the door will

be commonly used and the other half bolted.

By-and-by comes a gentleman of somewhat
ample dimensions : he looks through the half-

open door an<l dares not venture. Then fol-

lows the process of unbolting and unbarring
<the other leaf for his formal entry: the ser-

vants feeling that they are engaged in a
practical joke of the highest order, and trying

hard not to laugh ; the gentleman, if he is of

the apopletic sort, turning redder tlian ever,

and almost believing that it is all ]ilanned to

insult him. We have witnessed the ceremony,
and shall never forget it : and it was with

great relief that wc reflected on the house

where it happened being none of our design.

The question of light to rooms and passages

is a highly important one. It has, however,

been touched on by our recent correspondents,

and we need not say much about it. "We only

rcnu\rk, in another sense from the poet's,

th.at " it is not always Jlay," and that a pas-

sage which is light enough at midsummer
may be something more than gloomy in

November. ^Ve have already mentioned the

architectural design of roofs: their design as

regards convenience should not, however, be
forgotten. We mean that they should not

be so arranged as to let their gutters fill with

leaves or snow every autumn and winter; that

they should as far as possible take care of them-
selves, and not require the services of a man
to clear them from accumulation of this kind

;

that gutters, where it can be avoided, should

not run across a house, and that downpipes
should be protected from nests and rubbish.

The object of a roof is to keep wet out of a

building, but some roofs seem rather meant
for funnels to pour it in. We might ask

again, in any given plan, " How much waste

space is there—space in passages, lobbies, in

roofs, which contributes neither use nor beauty

to the work ?" " How are the rooms situated

for access to each other, to the entrance and
the staircase ?" and many other questions of

the same sort. But these are of a kind which
usually meet with attention ; and our object

has been to prove that attention to them,

though highly important, will not by itself

make a good plan. A good plan, in tlie true

sense, is not one which, taken alone, looks

very prettily and ingeniously arranged ;
but

one which, worked out and completed by all

the other drawings which are necessary, does

its part as the basis of a ically good house.

THE RICmiOND COMPETITION
SEWAGE PLANS.

BESIDES the plan of the successful com-
petitors, eighteen different sets of plans

have been sent in, according to the terms of

the advertisement. Last week we described

the prize plan. We now give some descrip-

tion of the unsuccessful plans, but instead of

describing each one in detail we intend to

classify them. This is easily done. They all

come under one or another of three ways of

utilising the sewage as a manure, either, that

is to say (1), by precipitating the fertilising

ingredients and recovering them as a more or

less solid manure, and for this purpose adding

to the sewage such foreign ingredients as may
in the opinions of the respective authors of

the plans be the best for the purpose ;
or (2)

by leaving the fertilising ingredients in the

li(piid and irrigating land with it, and as to

the solid part of tlie sewage, treating that

merely in a mechanical way by subsidence

and straining before the liquid is delivered on

to the land, and to some small extent utilising

this solid manure by mixing with it the street

sweepings or other rubbish and selling it at a

small price per ton ; or (H) by separating the

solid sewage from the liquid by filtration.

By treating the solid sewage chemically jier-

haps fi'i per.ton may be olitaincd for it. while

by treating it merely mechanically L's. per ton

may jirobably represent about its value after

it has been dissolved, the chief fertilising in-

gredients being retained in the liquid with
which the land is irrigated : but by the third

process a value is claimed for the solid

nurnure equal to that claimed for it after

cheuncal treatment. This latter plan is that

of ISIr. C. E. Austin, and it differs e.s.sentially

from all others in this, that while in all others

the sewage is allowed to travel to the outfall

before anything is done to separate the solids

and liquids, Mr. Austin intercepts the solids

in the branch sewers—as soon, indeed, as is

practicable after the discharge of the sewage
from the house-drains. This plan is obviously
open to the question, " Why put that into

the sewers at all which you take out again as

quickly as possible ?
"

Only a few of the plans show evidence of

much thought having been bestowed on them
by their authors, and when we consider how
uncertain it is that a vestry will choose

the really best out of a large number of

schemes radically different in principle, it

cannot be wondered at that competitors are

rather inclined to be indifferent in the matter,

and often send in crude notions rather than

well-matured plans. In the present case,

however, we fancy we trace the line of argu-

ment which could have led to the choice of

the plan of " C. E.," in its tentative character.

It is indeed, perhaps, as good a plan as the

Sewage Committee coidd have chosen, as far

as it goes. Whether the process to which
the sewage is to be subjected is sufficient to

purify the liquid to a degree commensurate
with the reciuirements of the Rivers Pollution

Commission, or of the Thames Conservators,

is a cpiestion that can be proved one way or

the otherinthe future, and if the plan should

prove unsuccessful in that respect, at least

the greater part of the money spent on the

sewers and pumping works will not have
been thrown away, for those or similar

works would be required under any circum-

stances.

Some of the schemes are much more
ambitious and final in their character. The
largest scheme is that marked " Tria juncta

in uuo," which proposes to combine Rich-

mond, Twickenham, and Kingston, and pump
the sewage to Fidwell, where there is land

belonging to Sir W. Clay, Bart., which he

will, it is imderstood, sell as a whole, the

whole consisting of 47!) acres, but will not

sell a part of it. Reserving hO acres for

building land, and 10 acres for the grounds

of Fulwell Lodge, it is proposed by this

scheme to buy the whole, and to utilise the

sewage of the three places named on 419

acres of this land. The sewage of the three

combined towns is first to be concentrated in

a covered reservoir at Ham Fields, where

the pumping station is proposed to be. The
reservoir is estimated to cost, with land and

fencing, £3,000 ; the intercepting sewers to

bring the sewage from the three towns to

this reservoir, £17,200 ;
the engine power to

be provided is I^IO horse-power, which,

at £S0 per horse - power, would cost

£11,200; the cast iron main through which

the sewage is to be pumped would cost

£4,900, being 24rn. diameter, and 2,000

yards in length, at 4i)s. per yard ; crossing

the river, extra, £1,000; purchase of the

estate, £120,000; laying out 41'.l acres of

laud for irrigation, £;i,(100; contingencies,

£2,345 ; the total being £1 G2,'.)4.=). It is pro-

posed to resell 50 acres of building land for

£15,000, and Fulwell Lodge with 10 acres of

ground for £fi, 000; the ^\'ellington Inn and
cottages adjoining for £3,0tlo

;
making a total

deduction of £24,000, which would reduce

the outlay to £138,945, and inchuling

engineering and law expenses the outlay

may he said to be £150,000.

i'liis is a large scheme, and if large

condiined schemes for the disposal of

sewage were advisable under any cir-

cumstances it woidd have deserved con-

sideration, but taking it as it stands it is

an instance of a crude notion rather than

of a matured plan. It must have cost the

author a great deal of both time and money,

and yet it cannot be said to comply with the

requirements of the advertisement of the

Sewage Conunittee, in which they ask for the

best plan of disposing of the sewage of the

parish of Richmond only. Whatever may
be the reason of it, the fact is that local

boards of towns do not voluntarily combins

in carrying out a joint work such as this in

question. "The time allowed to competitors

in which to prepare their plans and reports
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was one month and fourteen days, a time pos-

sibly sufficient for a -vvell-matured scheme

for Richmond alone, but wholly insufficient

for so large a scheme as this we have given

an outline of, unless the towns had previously

decided upon combining, and the author, by
attempting too much, has, or will have, his

plans returned for his pains.

The plan of " Viator" and that of "M. R."

are noticeable for this, that the authors of

both plans had a preliminary understanding,

or sort of agreement, with the owners of the

land they proposed to take for irrigation to

the effect that tliey would sell 200 acres

at a fixed price per acre, and this offer was

embodied, and formed part of the report of

each of these authors. This is a new feature

in competitions for premiums for plans for

the dis]3osal of town sewage, and may afford

a useful hint to other competitors elsewhere.

The land is called the Tangley Park Farm,
and belongs to the Messrs. Grover, who
offered to rent the farm, after it sliould have
been irrigated with sewage, at the rent of

£10 an acre for the first year, £12 for the

second, and £15 for the third and succeed-

ing years. Fifteen pounds an acre for a well-

sewaged farm is not comparatively much.
The author of the plan marked " Viator"

reports that if the land be held and farmed
by the local authority £25 per acre per

annum may be reckoned upon as a reasouc

able return. His plan for the disposal of the

sewage of Richmond is to take it across

the river to a pumping station to be
established at Ranelagh Drive, Isle-

worth, and to pump it thence through
an 18in. cast iron main 3} miles in length,

following the line of the railway, to the land

at Tangley-park, near Hampton. Taking
the present population of Richmond at

15,000, he makes the permanent works of

sufficient capacity for tlie requirements of

twice tliat population, at the I'atc of 5 cubic

feet of sewage per day per head of the popu-
lation, or a daily Cjuantity of sewage of

150,000 cubic feet, and he makes provision

for an equal quantity of rainfall, or together

300,000 cubic feet per day of 24 hours. It

is stated that the quantity of sewage per acre

of land that gives the best results is 5,000
tons per annum, which is sufficient to pro-
duce 40 tons of grass, the gross value of

which is estimated at £35. Jieadow-grass,
when sewaged at the above-mentioned rate,

will, it is said, with cows taken indiscri-

minately at various periods after calving,

produce an average of not less than 1,000
gallons of milk per acre.

The estimate of the cost of these works is

as follows :

—

Two 40 horsp-power engines, with boilers, pumps.
and buildings £.j,fiOO

3^ miles Isin. pumping main .... .... .... 8,.^9fi

Extra for prc^sin^ Thames ,501)

Reservoir and .site of pumping station 5.000
Solid sewage extractors .... .... 1,500
Laying out the land for irrigation, including

carriers, sluices, &c. 2,000
CompenBatiou 1^000

Contingencies and engineering expenses

Purchase of 200 acres of land
,

Total £0l';'M-2

The annual expenses are as follow :

—

Interest on .€GG,902 at 4J per cent per
annum £3,014 12 9

Sinking fund to pay off principal in .50 years ST.'i 3
Cost of management of farm, including

superintendenr-e, at £4 per acre 800
Coal, 240 tons at 22s 2()4

Two engine workers at 35s 1S2
Two stokers at 20s 104
Oil, 80 quarts at 2si 800
Tallow. SSOlb. at Gd 22
Yarn, hemp, and sundry stores 20
"Wear and tear of machinery, 2 per cent, on

£5,600 112

£4,901 ir, 9

Towards the repayment of this annual
outlay it is estimated that there
woidd be the following receipts :

150 acres at £25 per acre £.1,750

SO acres at £10 per acre 600

Deficiency

4,.550

£301 15 9

For this sum, a rate in aid would have to be
made.
Twelve of the plans are for irrigation, of

which eleven are for surface irrigation (and
of these those we have described may be
taken as examples), and one for underground
irrigation. By this plan it is proposed to

meet the difficulty that the Richmond Com-
mittee had when, a few years ago, they pro-

posed to take the Old Deer Park for surface

irrigation ; but, this land being what is called

Crown property, it was refused to them for

that purpose. The author of this plan appa-
rently puts it forward as a temporary rather

than a permanent measure, the object being
to gain time for further consideration of the

whole question, while yet complying with the

requisition of the Thames Conservators to

at once stay the action of discharging the

sewage into the river. It is considered that

two desirable things would be accomplished
by this plan : the one that we have mentioned
(the gaining of a few years of time), and the

other the doing away with any possible ob-
jection, real or fanciful, that the adjoining

residents might have to a system of surface

irrigation. Rows of common land-drain pipes,

witii open joints, are proposed to be laid

beneath the surface, and that the sewage,

after being strained from all solid matter,

should be delivered into the upper ends of

these rows of pipes, which would escape into

the soil at the open joints, and be soaked up
by the capillary action of the porous soil, and
feed the crops at their roots and rootlets, by
which it is expected the growth of grass

would be much promoted, and, that being so,

the property would be improved for the time
being as grazing land. The works necessary

to pump this liquid sewage into the pipes

would be of f^imilar character to those of the

plan adopted, and would be, like them, suit-

able and necessary for whatever ultimate plan
might be adopted ; and it is supposed that

during the few years that the Old Deer Park
might he tlius made use of the best method
of dealing with town sewage will have been
decided upon. The cost of this plan is esti-

mated at £10,000, and the rate required 2d.

in the pound, to be reduced by the sale of

manure to Id.

There is another plan, marked "Vive
valeque," which deserves notice. By it, it is

proposed to treat the sewage chemically, by
a first operation, and afterwards to filter it

through downward intermittent filters. We
consider this feature to be an extremely good
one. Since Dr. Frankland and Mr. J. C.
Morton reported to Parliament that intermit-

tent downward filtration could be made to

purify sewage sufficiently to come up to their

own standard before being discharged into

rivers, a good deal has been said on the sub-
ject, and something done, and it seems
extremely likely that this method may ulti-

matelybecome an adjunct to any other system,
if not, indeed, solely the method of treat-

ment, and for this reason we look upon this

last-named plan as one of the best sent in.

DILAPIDATIONS.—V.

'T'lIE surveyor will first inspect the front of
-*- the premises of which he is required to

take the dilapidations ; next in order are the

roof, chimneys, and party walls
;
then the

top floor in the house ; next, the staircase

from that floor to the floor beneath, thus
taking iloor after floor until he reaches the
basement, or the floor in which the kitchens,
&c., are situate. Having inspected these, and
made memoranda of all the requirements,
next he will take the dilapidations of back-
front, then the back-yard, and, lastly, out-
buildings. It is most important always to

taki^ the items in the same order, because, in

giving evidence, one can also find out where
tlie item appears ; and, therefore, in taking
the li,st, if a room cannot be seen from any
reason (such as tenant being out or ill), it

will be found a good plan to leave a space, so
that when the dilapidations can be taken they
may appear in regular order in the schedule ,-

if this be nol done, it will be well to make a
reference to the place where the items may
be found. The above is the usual order, and
should be strictly adhered to. I will now
proceed to point out the most usual dilapida-
tions

;
but my reader must remember that

they will vary in every house, and that, there-
fore, he must use most scrupulous care, or he-
will unintentionally injure his client's inte-
rest. He shoidd remember that, in the result,

it is not of much consequence to his client

whether he is injured by a w.ant of know-
ledge on the part of his surveyor, bj' his care-
lessness, or by his dishonesty. It therefore
behoves every one to try and thoroughly
understand, and be master of, his profession,

so that his client may not suffer by the former
of these causes ; he can always then be certain

whether or not he is doing his duty.
Knowing the order in which the dilapida-

tions are to be taken, and having book, pencil,

2ft. rule, and a copy of the covenants to
repair and to yield up with him, the surveyor
will do well to read most carefully the cove-
nants, as they vary very much in stringency,
'i o give one example ; I remember a lease at a
very small ground-rent, for a term of 80 years,
in which the repairing covenant was limited by
the words " fair wear and tear excepted," and
it was contended that such a covenant gave
the lessor no right to require any reparation
except waste. This is not so ; but I mention
the case to show how necessary it is carefully

to study the covenants. Perhaps it will be
well here to give the usual wording of the
covenants. First, I think I should mention
what is not generally known, but which may
somewhat trouble the surveyor. A lease

may be made under an Act of Parliament, the
8th and 9th Vic., c. 124, which, if it uses
certain expressions, means more than ex-
pressed, as thus written :

—

And to repair

Means, and must be so construed,
" and also will, during the said term,

well and sufficiently repair, maintain,

pave, empty, cleanse, amend, and keep
the said demised premises, with the
appurtenances, in good and substantial

repair, together with all chimney-
pieces, windows, doors, fastenings,

water-closets, cisterns, partitions, fixed
,

presses, shelves, pipes, pumps, poles,

rails, locks and keys, and all other

fixtures and things which, at any time
during the said term, shall be erected

and made, when, whei'e, and so often

as need shall be."

Again : And to 7«!!;;( outside every

ijear

:

—
" And also that the said lessee, his

executors, administrators, and assigns,

will, in every year in the said

tprm, paint all the outside woodwork
and ironwork belonging to the said

premises with two coats of proper oil

colours, in a workmanlike manner."

And again : And to paint and paper in.sidc

every year

:

—
"And also that the said le.ssce, his

executors, administrators, and assigns,

will, in every year, paint the

inside wood, iron, and other works
now or usually painted, with two co.ats

of proper oil colours, in a workmanlike
manner ; and also re-papcr, with paper
of a quality as at present, such parte

of the premises as are now papered
;

and also wash, stop, whiten, or colour
sucli parts of the said premises as are

now plastered."

Remember, in the deed it must be expressed

that it is made in pursuance of this Act. I
only recollect one instance of having to value
dilapidations under a lease made in this form.

I mention it, however, because, now that

solicitors can arrange their costs by the recent
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Act of rarli.ament upon a different basis to

tlic old system, it is probable it may be gene-

vally adopted; it could hardly be expected

that when everything was paid simply by its

lengtli, thatthelegal profession would eagerly

adopt an Act which lessened their profits.

It would be a great boon, however, should

this Act become general, as it would give

uniformity of covenants, and thus help to

make dilapidations a more kiiuini (jiiaiilili/.

Mc must, however, deal with things as they

aie.

Wootlfall considers the following to be the

proper repairing covenant in a lease :

—

'•And m^o will, during the said term, well

and sulliciently repair, maintain, pave, empty,

cleanse, amend, and keep the said demised

premises witli the appurtenances, in good and

substantial repair, together with all chimney-

pieces, windows, doors, fastenings, water-

closets, cisterns, partitions, fixed presses,

shelves, pipes, pumps, pales, rails, locks and

keys, and all other fixtures and things which

at any time during the said term shall be

erected and made, when, where, and so often

as need shall be: Aud also will in every

year of the said term paint all the

outsiiie woodwork and ironwork belonging

to tlie said premises with two coats of pro-

per oil colours in a workmanlike manner :

AxD AI..SO will in every year of the

said term paint the inside wood, iron, and

other works now or usually painted with two

coats of proper oil colour in a workmanlike

manner ; and also repaper, with a paper of a

quality as at present, such parts of the pre-

mises as are now plastered ;"' and the covenant

to leave or surrender at end of term is thus

defined :
" jVsd furtuei:, that the said lessee,

his executors, administrators, or assigns,

will, at the expiration or other sooner

determination of the said term, peaceably

surrender and yield up unto the said lessor,

his heirs or executors, administrators, or

assigns, the said premises hereby demised

with the appurtenances, together with all

buildings, erections, and fixtures now or here-

after to be built or erected thereon, in good

and substantial repair and condition in all

respects."

The Select Committee on ])ila]iidations

appointed by the Royal Institute of British

Architects, in their report stipulate nearly

the same covenants as tlie foregoing. They
state that they had invited her Slajesty's

Commissioners of Woods, Forests, and Land
Kevenues, the Coi-poration of the City of

London, many of the principal chartered

companies of London, and other corporate

bodies, and the agents of several noblemen
and other owners of large estates, to send
them copies of the covenants usually required

by them, in their respective leases, to be
entered into by the lessees in I'espect of

repairing, rebuilding, and surrendering the

erections and premises leased therein, and
having compared them they then proceed to

give the forms which they consider contain

the covenants most usually adopted. They
arc as follows :

—

*' And nlso lliat the said
,

his cxiTiitors. .I'lniiuistnitors, ,ind assigpis, shall and
wijl, at liis and tlicirnwn |>ropiir costs and cliaru'r's,

wfll and snftioicntly repair, njiiiold, snjtport, sitstain,

maintain, slate, tile, glaze, lead, painty pave, purge,

scour, cleanse, empty, amend, und keep the said

messuage or tenement, and all and every other the

erections and buildings now erected and built, or

that shall or may be erectctl and built, on the saicl

piece or parcel of ground hereby deiui.sed during .all

the said tenn hereby granted—and all i)avements,
walls, p.arty-walls, fences, pijjcs, gutters, water-
courses, privies, sinks, drains, (Cesspools, sewei-s, and
appurtenances belonging, or that shall or may be
made or belong to the said iirenuses. or any part
tJiereof, in by and with all needful and necessary
reparations and amendments whatsoever, when .and

as often a-s ueed or occasion shall requii-o during all

the said tenn hereby gi'auted.
" And also shall and will once at least in every

three years of the said term hereby granted, in a
good and workmaidike manner, paint or cause to be
painted all the outside wood and ironwork of the
.•<aid messuage or tenement, coacli-house, stable, and
\»remiscs hereby demised, and all other parts of the
outside thiireof heretofore paiuted, with two coats of

good oil and lead-colour at the least. And shall

and will in like manner paint or cause to be painted

all the inside wood and ironwork of the said mes-

suage or tenement, coach-house, stable, and pre-

mises hereby dennsed, and all other parts of the in-

side thereof heretofore painted, ouce in every seven
years of the said term."

They will be found to agree almost entirely

with " AA'oodfall," except that where he men-
tions — )-ears foroutside and inside painting :

the result of their investigation led them to

fix the external painting asevery three years,

and internally every seven years. There can

be no question as to their accuracy in thus

fixing the periods for painting. The very

large majority of leases are so drawn.

We will, then, consider dilapidations with

reference to the usual covenants as thus ex-

plained ; the siu'veyor will, of course, take

care to note any especial matter which may
arise out of excej)tioiuxl covenants. He com-

mences thus :

—

Front uf House.—1st.—Look particularly

to see if any open joints of stone parapets,

and if brick flat, and brick on edge coping

and tile creasing.

Because, if pointing is required, the w.alls are

bemg permanently injured.

2nd.—See if any open joints in brickwork

of main walls, and note what sort of pointing,

whether struck joint, or tuck and pat pointing,

or what kind.

The object of taking this note is that you may be

sure, on a future inspection, if the joints of the

walls have been raked out and re-pointed, that it is

done in the same manner as when you first saw the

premises.

3rd.—The reveals, if cement, see whether

they are sound or cracked ; and if painted,

the state of the paint thereon.

4th.—Sashes and frames, note the gener.al

appearance.

These will be again inspected when you are taking

the inside items.

5th.—Front entrance door and frame, other

doors, fanlights, wood cills.

6th.—Fencing, gates, area walls and areas.

7th.—Stone steps, stone landings, copings,

&c.. brick and stone paving ;
remember that

cracked and broken bricks .and cracked and

broken stones are dilapidations.

It is well here to mention that it is no answer to

say that broken bricks and stones, if cemented up,

may still carry off the water; it is clear that the

breakage of stone or bricks is not the effect of time,

and therefore lias required the active agent force to

injure it, consequently it must bo a dilapidation. A
settlement migiit produce it, it may be advanced

;

but then this proposition is met by the rejoinder,

" Well, but how did the settlement occur ?" Through
negligence of the fabric by the lessee most likely.

Still, if this be so or not, the .almost invariable cus-

tom is that broken stones are dilapidations, and I

think most justly; what is demisi'd should be re-

turned entire, and no one can say that broken pave-

ment is so pleasant to walk on or in appearance as

that which is sound.

8th.—Gravel walks, see that they are fairly

kept free from grass, &c.

Dth.—Garden and grounds, fields, pasture

and arable.

These dilapidations arc more difficult to the

London surveyor, because they less frequently come
under his notice. I h.ave shown by the authoritii'S

that no difficulty exists in taking "the covenants in

town leases and agricultural leases as to the houses

and buildings ; but in assessing the laUd, where the

covenant is in the usual form, "and shall in all re-

spects fann in a husband-like manner, according to

the custom of the county in which the land is

situate;" and where no covenant exists, as in the

ca.se of a yearly tenancy, recollect the laiu inqtlics

the existence of this covenant. Well, the survc^yor,

by inipiiry, must find out what is tin; custom t^f the

county ; and a warning hero may advantage him.

The custom of the cr>nntry cannot be inferred fi'om

the custom on one estate, no matter what extent that

estate may be. The most limited interpretation I

think tliat can be found of gnod husbandry is that

no two crops of what is called white gratten shall

directly follow each other ; that where, for instance,

wheat," barley, or oats are one year, tlie next crop

shall be roots, artificial grasses, or a fallow, or partial

fallow ; that all hedges shall be kept trimmed, ami

gates and fences, so that they answer the pur)iose

for which they were put up. This is the very easiest

construction that can be put on the covenant. It

will, however, sometimes be found that a fallow is

fallow is large, because it is presumed to be more
efficacious thau manure by some. There is therefore
the value of the manure, and to be added thereto an
indefinite sum to cover the opinion of the couuty,
which is really the gtiide in this instance.

10th.—If any lodges, or other buildings in

addition to the house, every such building
will have to bo treated exactly as the main
building, and the same routine will have to

be adopted in taking the dilapidations.

Is'uxt we come to the inside of the premises,

and I think it will aid my reader if I continue

to number each item ; I therefore do so.

11th.—First go on to roof; you must not

mind the difficulty, the unpleasantness, and
dirt ; usually the easiest way is through the

traj) door leading thereto from the attic.

Speci.ally notice the brickwork of chimneys,

if any open joints, if stack upright, if any
chimney pots deficient, if pointing t3 pots

defective, if pointing of inside of parapet walls

good or bad, if pointing of those portions

of party or external walls which can be seen

from roof arc defective ; then see to ridges,

hips, and valleys, if sound or loose, if any
nails defective ; then the lead and iron gutters,

if the fall is correct, or if rendered imper-

fect through any sagging of woodwork
below. In this case the requirement will be.

Take up the lead or zinc gutter (as it may be)

fir up joists and relay same, also see if roof

timbers have sagged. Kcxt if any stone

coping defective, if the lead or other cramps

to same are perfect, if any open joints of

the stone or brick coping, if cement coping

be in order, and, if it has been before painted,

the state of the painting. If (and this is a

very importaiit, because a large item) the

slating or tiling is in order, if any slipped

slates or tiles, if the pointing of tiles (pan)

is good and sound, if slating is perfect :
try

as a test one or two slates, you can easily

find out if the nails are gone. I may here

observe that great expense may be necessary

where at some time in repairing a slated roof

iron nails have been used instead of copper

or zinc, the iron corrodes entirely in a com-

paratively short time, and the only way the

slates are retained in position is simply

by their weight. A heavy storm will,

therefore, remove them, and great and unde-

served expense may therefore fall on the

lessor at end of term if this is not tested.

Lastly do not forget the trapdoor by which

you gained access to roof, generally you will

find It wants painting. Now come we to the

inside. One story so much resembles the

other that to save space I shall illustrate the

mode of taking internal dilapidations to

one floor and one flight of stairs.

ll'th.—Inside : First, always look at the

sashes and fr.ames ; if any sash lines

broken; any glass cracked or broken (in

inferior rooms'it is usual to allow one crack

to pass, but in the best rooms, as reception

rooms, this does not obtain) ;
if the sashes

will open properly ; if the fasteners are defec-

tive or in proper working order ; if the

sashes, frames, or sills are decayed or being

injured for want of paint, if the pointing

round frames is defective ; if outside and

parting beads ai'e perfect. Kext the shutters,

if in working order, if fastenings per-

fect, if the architrave mouldings are in

good condition. Next the state of the

ceiling of the room, if any bulged or

loose plastering (this would require the

entry in book if very bad, " cut out

defective, loose, or bulged (as the case may
be) plastering, relath, ]irick up, float, and set

and twice whiten. &c. ;" but where the ceiling

is not so bad the item w^ould be, "wash, stop,

•and twice wdiiten.'' AValls come next. See if

the plastering is perfect, then the p.apering

or colouring ; if paper torn, or merely soiled.

If there is any time mentioned in lease when the

re-papcring should be done, it will wise, by inquiry,

to try and ciinfirm the jmigment, where the chance

of uncertainty exists in the mind, whether it has been

done during the prescribed time.

Kemembcr. if in doubt, it is usu.al, as in

criminal trials, to give the benefit of
wm, However, »ojuevime..» ue luuuu tu.iL a i.iuun i.-, i

-
•

_
t- .,11 1*1

the custom every — year, and the value of this 1 the doubt to the prisoner at the bar, wbioli
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in dilapidations means to the lessee.

The next items are mantel-pieces, and here

care is required in dealing with the more

expensive kinds. For instance, a mantel-

piece worth, say, 100 guineas, may be almost

•destroyed by an injury that 5s. or 10s. would

remedy in the commoner sort. See if jambs

or mantel or mantel-shelf are chipped or

cracked (I may mention in old houses, cracked

mantels and jambs are of frequent occurrence).

Then follow front and back hearths ; these will

-v^ry often be found to be cracked, especially

m the smaller class of house, where the front

liearth is often used to chop the wood for the

ifire on—this, though to some it may seem in-

credible, is really the case ;
mate a note if of

;Stone, cement, or marble, and if marble, what

iind. Next, cornice and skirtings ; see if any

•enrichments are deficient of the former, or

any injury done thereto by nails or window
cornice poles, &c., as to the latter what injury

done by chairs to paint or mouldings, then

doors of the room and to cupboards (if any),

see if any split panels, cut or damaged
mouldings ; if fastenings, knobs, handles, and

locks, in good order. Next, see if the floor is

sunk (then note the cause and quantity) or

decayed. It will be some guide to notice

-where the skirting joins the floor boards, as

where the walls have bulged it will some-

timesbe found that there is a vacuity between
the end of the floor and the skirting, which
may require structural amendments in the

'fabric to rectify. Lastly, the painting and
graining; note the age, and state, if chipped,

if "worn to wood." Sometimes if work
grained, it will be sufficient, to meet the

covenant, to require that the grained work
shall be touched up, top grained, and twice

varnished ; but here judgment is required.

Always fortify opinion and judgment by
facts when you can. This isgoodadvice.

After the rooms are taken, first, tlie front

Toom or rooms, then the back room or rooms,

take the landing and staircase leading from

that floor to the floor below. Begin at the

landing, ceiling, or the sofiits of the stairs

(in the top floor notice if ceiling damaged by
the wet) ; then the walls, if plastering sound ;

-next the paper, if paper varnished and
defective, specially note that the new papering

must be varnished. Take account next of

landrail and balusters, if any deScient, if

stringing sound, and the wooden steps have

not by any settlement been drawn out

of the housings. Do not forget the windows
on the landings, taking the items in the same
way as the windows in the rooms already de-

scribed. Then all doors and cupboards, and
their locks and fastenings. The room doors

will be limited, of course, to their external

face. Next the steps : see if nosings and
treads are in proper condition. If stone,

•note if so worn as to be dangerous. I may
here mention an example of a stone stair-

•case in a newly-built house. It was let to a

gentleman, and he kept a school there ; and
ihe stone staircase had no covering. At the

end of twelve months he wished to leave, and
1 think I never .saw so awkward or dangerous a

staircase, through the constant use by boys
;

nor could the tenant understand that it could

be any dilapidations ; although he had not

even the excuse that it was let to him as a

school. lie admitted nothing was said at all

on the subject, and his landlord might have be-

lieved he -wanted the house for a private house.

One floor, then, will serve as an example

for all the rest. In the basement it will

he necessary to remember to visit all the

cellarage, pantries, larders, and other places

;

it will also be sometimes found that the joists

are decayed through dry rot. I may here

mention that all rafters, ceiling, and flooring

joists, and other timbers should be viewed as

far as they can on each floor to check their

soundness ; and in vaults be particular to see

that tlie vaulting is in good order. In yards

the paving will require particular attention.

All cracked and broken stones should be taken
with their measurements if the object of the

.survey be to make a valuation

I think I have fully explained how to take

ililapiilatimis. I therefore propose, lastly,

to schedule under the different tr-VDES the

respective dilapidations, so that it may be at

all times most easy for reference where any
doubt arises. B. F.

Note.—I will reply to the letters received

on this subject next week.

ART TEACHINGS OF THE INTERNA-
TIONAL EXHIBITION.—V.

By Omicron.

sculpture, engraving, and rhotography.

MR. RICHARD WESTMACOTT'S Re-
port on Sculpture will be read with-

out offence, if not with extreme interest or

witli high educational results. Finding little

or nothing worthy of special criticism amongst

the works contributed for exhibition, he

wisely contents himself, for the mostpart, by
making some general observations on the

principles, purposes, and legitimate applica-

tions of the ai't—observations in which it

is impossible not to a great extent to concur,

inasmuch as they are little else than a repeti-

tion of what has been already over and over

again said by acknowledged authorities on

the subject. We especially agree in the

regret implied by him at the present preva-

lence of portrait sculpture, with all its

minutife of costume, which has been fostered

by the miserable and mercenary testimonial

mania ; agree, also, in his argument insisting

that sculpture is a purely formative art, to

which the application of colour is illegiti-

mate, except, perhaps, in special cases, when
the work is intended simply for decorative

purposes. The example in the Exhibition

which called for his remarks on this subject

was the group of the " Woman and Child,"

by the late John Gibson
;
and Mr. Westma-

cott sums up his case by observing, " Our
worthy countryman based his practice in this

particular innovation on the assumed autho-

rity of the ancients ; but the fact—which,

however, must be admitted with considerable

qualification—that in some instances the

Greeks employed, in their sculpture, acces-

sories, as paint (and then always as thick

body colour) and other materials, affords no
sufficient argument for their use by modern
sculptors, either as a justifiable practice or as

a means of improving sculpture." Lord
Houghton, who, as editor of these reports,

allowed the numerous inaccuracies, contra-

dictions, and other absurdities which we have

referred to in former articles, and others which

we shall yet have to mention, to pass im-

notioed, has thought it necessary to append

a note to these very orthodox and sensible

remarks of Mr. Westmacott in the following

terms :
—" This must be taken as the indi-

vidual opinion of an eminent artist." By this

marvellous editorial effort his lordship, of

course, intends to intimate that his opinion is

at variance with tliat of the "eminent artist "

;

but before committing himself thus far as a

partisan in a controversy of comparatively

recent origin he would have done well to

reflect that, though the "individual opinion"

of IMr. Westmacott is alone expressed in his

report, it is an opinion shared by the great majo-
rity of those who have well considered the ques-

tion, whether artists or others, and that the

contrary doctrine has been but recently taken

up by a few self-willed experimentalists, and
probably with the sole purpose of obtaining

a new and meretricious effect, no matter at

what sacrifice of congruity, or of the true prin-

ciples of beauty. In taking leave of Mr. West-
macott, we cannot but express our surprise and

regret that so respectable an artist, and so

sensible a man in regard to subjects imme-
diately connected with his profession, should

have suffered himself to be so far enthralled by
the Courtly influences pervading the '51 Com-
missioners, as to open his brief paragraph of

eighteen lines on British sculpture by toady-

ing a scion of Royalty in such terms as these :

"In commencing with the British depart-

ment, it is gratifying to find that H.R.H. the

Princess Louise shoict her interest in art by
contributing a statuette to the Exhibition.'

If he could have said that her royal highness
had sho-wn genius or technic skill as a sculptor,
it would doubtless have been more "gratify-

ing " to his feelings ; but, in face of the
" statuette," he could not say anything of the

sort, and therefore we must remain satisfied

and proud with the assurance that her royal

highness " takes interest in art."

The subject of Engraving has been divided

into two branches, copper-plate and litho-

graphy being assigned to Mr. Julian Mar-
shall, and wood engraving to Mr. Thomas J.

GuUick. Through some curious blundering,

the two reports are printed in the order

stated, being the reverse of that in which
wood and copper-plate engraving were re-

spectively invented, and the consequence is

that we have Mr. Marshall anticiijating, and
even going into fuller statements about wood
engraving itself than Mr. Gullick. Unfortu-

nately, also, neither gentleman shows any-

thing like a ripe acquaintance with his sub-

ject ; and, as the result, we have much
erroneous or confused statement from both.

Where, for instance, does Mr. Marshall find

authority for his assertions that wood en-

graving, as seen in the block books, is a
" form of book and illustration of very

ancient origin, and seems to have been
common to most civilised nations," and that
" the Chinese have used it for many, it is

diflicult to say how n\any, centuries"?

Whereas the earliest authentic wood engrav-

ing with a date known in Europe is the S.

Christopher (called the " Buxheim Print,"

after the name of the convent in which it was
discovered), and the date of which is 1123,*

and that with respect to the claim of

the Chinese, the non-mention of the art

as being used by them in the report of

Marco Polo of his mission to that country,

written in the closing years of the four-

teenth century, is considered conclusively to

negative that supposition. But on this

latter point more anon. And what authority

is there for the statement that, speaking of

the time of Maso Finiguerra, that is about

the middle of the fifteenth century, "Wood-
cuts had already been long popular, and in

the possession of the poorest as well as of those

who had the means of buying the most costly

works"? and that "engravings (on copper)

soon were kno-wn equally well, and supplied the

cottager -n'ith the designs of sacred or secu-

lar art which had hitherto been seen only in

the collections of the most wealthy merchants

or nobles"? Amongst numerous impediments

to so wide a distribution of svorks in engrav-

ing, whether in wood or copper, at the early

period referred to, was the scarcity and cost-

liness of paper. Paper making from cotton

was first introduced by the Arabs into Spain

about the middle of the twelfth century, but

the produce was very coarse ; and the first

paper mill in Germany was that established

at Nuremberg in 1390, only thirty-three years

before the date of the S. Christopher, and

only half a century before the period when
Ur. Marshall speaks of printed engravings

being spread broadcast throughout the land,

equally in the cottage as the palace. This is

another specimen of loose writing which

passes muster under Lord Houghton, but

which is calculated, when it is read, to do a

great deal of mischief.

In regard to the invention of copper-plate

engraving Mr. Marshall perverts known
materials in a most provoking manner. The
ancient process of embellishing metal objects

with incised designs, which v:ere filled with

a black substance (thence called " niello") and

the practice of taking proofs from them upon
soft earth, sulphur, or paper has often been

* Within tho l;\st few years, anrl since the publication

of the S. Cbri:st(>phor in'Ottley's Histnry, si>me additional

e.arly wood engraving.s have l)eeu discovered: amongst
the rest the famous BrusseLs Virgin, with tlie date 141S ;

but its autbeuticity has been matter of dispute.
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written about ; and that \ipon this jii-.Tcticc

fdllowcd the art of ensravinr; upon copper

for the purpose, not of einbollishinit its surface,

but of talking impressions from it upon papei-,

is now pretty well a matter of asreement with

all writers on the art. The only question which

has been in dispute is as to the iirst ))racti-

tioner of the art of engraving, and whether

he was of Italian or Oerman origin. Heine-

ken and Bartch stood out for C.erinany. their

native country, Zani and Ottley stood out for

Italy, and now the question has been decided

in favour of the position of the latter, with

the assent of Bartch. But iMr. Marshall

must have but a vague notion of this contro-

versy, and of the iniportance of dates asbcar-

ing upon its solution, when he speaks of " the

date of the first print, about a.d. 1450 ;"

•whereas by the discoveries and arguments of

Ottley and Zani it has been clearly estab-

lished that the famous par by IMasoFinc-

gucrra of the Coronation of the Virgin was

conqdeted not later than 14 '.2. And again Mr.

Marshall cannot have carefully consulted his

authorities when he vaguely states that copper-

plate engraving " was invented in Italy aViout

the year 1452." Ottley, in his "History of En-

t^-aving" after referring to the pur of tlie

Coronation of the Virgin, distinctly states

that he then (ISK!) had in his collection

another ;)o.r by Fineguerra, which from in-

ternal evidence he considered to lie of earlier

date by about ten years, or say not later tlian

1445. The earliest date upon a German
copper-plate engraving is 1 4(il. The subject

was one which well deserved to be treated

with a, little more precision than Mr. j\Iar-

shaU has aimed at.

In regard to the display of engravings pro-

vided for the International Exhibition, we
all know that it was poor enough. Mr. Mar-

shall says that •' as far as it went it was
interesting, and gave some promises," adding

"but we should have been glad to see more
in number, and more recent productions ex-

liibited by the be.st engravers." There is no

doubt that photography, which has com-

pletely destroyed the beautiful art of minia-

ture painting, has also, with its various

allied processes, seriously discouraged copper-

plate engraving. Lord Houghton, in his

editorial capacity, appends a grumbling

note upon the comparative desuetude of line-

engraving, and almost implies that it is

owing to the fact " that the whole commerce
in this department is in the hands of one

art-publisher, and depends for existence on

his liberality and sense of duty to his profes-

sion." This would seem to involve a rebuke

upon Mr. Graves ; but. so far from its being

merited, we believe that nothing would give

him greater pleasure than to find additional

subjects worthy to be engraved in line, iwid

engravers able and willing to undertake the

task, and of fulfilling it within a i-easonable

time. But the world moves fast, and taste

changes quickly in our day ; and it is just

jiossible that a highly popuhir picture—one

wcU-puffed by the critics in tlie exhibition

notices, might be forgotten or superseded in

public estimation by some more recent

favourite, in the course of the five, or perh:vi)s

fifteen years which, under ordinary circum-

Btanccs, it takes to finish a line engraving.

Hence, of necessity, the frequent resort to

niezzo-tinto, dot, and stipple (which have

powerful recommendations of their own) in

producing a pojixrlar subject.

Mr. Gullick commences his " Keport on
Wood Engravings in the International

Exhibition" with an oratorical decl.aration

of the importance of the art of wood en-

graving " as a visual educational agency "

—

an expression which, though it sounds very
grand, is not exactly correct, the adjective

"visual" being applicable to that which is

used, or the instrument which serves in the

process of seeing, not to the object seen, which
is "visible;" but let that pa.KS. The exhil)its in

this department, as in that of copper-plate en-

graving, being few and unimportant, do not

afford Mr. Gullick much to report on, and he

consoqiicntly follows the example of his col-

league, Mr. Jlanshall, by filling up the bulk of

his sixteen pages with a dissertation on the

practice and history of the art. In tlu^ latter

branch of his subject—a theme which has

cuq>loyed the pens of so many able investi-

gators—Mr. Gullick does not appear to be

much better informed than we have found

Mr. Marshall to have been in his department

of the art. He incontinently adojits the old

stereotyped theory stated by Strutt in 17.S.'),

an<l repeated even in the last edition of the

Eiiqirkipxilia Brilaiinica, which assigns to

Germany the invention of the art
;
altogether

ignoring, or treating as unworthy of notice,

the erudite arguments of those who have

sought to establish that it wa,s first

practised, in Europe, in Italy, being pro-

bably introduced through Venice from

China. " i\Ir. Ottley," he says, "believed

the art to be of Chinese origin, but—though
this is not improbable—the grounds which

he gave for his opinion are shown in Jackson

and Chatto's able ' Treatise on Wood ll^ugrav-

ing,' to be bare assumptions." One of the

principal arguments against the supposition

that the art was invented by the Chinese is

the fact that Marco Polo makes no mention of

it as amongst the accomplishments of the

Chinese, in "the report of his expedition to

that country, from which he returned in 1295.

But Ottley meets this objection, not without

some semblance of reason, with the following

observation. "Marco Polo, it may be said, did

not notice this art iu the account which he

left us of the marvels which he had witnessed

in China. The answer to this objection is

obvious; it was no marvel, it had no novelty

to recommend it, it was practised in 12H5, as

has been seen, at Ravenna" (referring to tlie

engravings by the Cunio, brother and sister,

mentioned by rapillon, and whoso story has

been closely scrutinised by Ottley, Zani, and

others, without being successfully shaken).

Further on ]\Ir. Gullick proceeds in the same

easy, offhand manner to declare that "the

claim of a Venetian origin of the art, which

has been set up by Mr." Ottley and others,

seems to be without foundation." We almost

susjiect that Mr. Gullick's supercilious treat-

ment of the researches and arguments of " JNIr.

Ottley and others" have been obtained from

a perusal of Jackson and Chatto's "able"
work, and not from a study of the originals.

As regards the pretensions of Venice, Mr.

Gullick cannot have read Ottley's " History

of P2ngraving " with much attention, or he could

not have have overlooked an importaut docu-

ment therein cited, being a decree of the

(lovernment of Venice, dated Oct. 11, 1441,

which commences as follows : " Whereas the

art and mystery of making cards and printed

figures, which is used at Venice, has ,/<;//</( to

total decaii ; and this in consequence of the

great quantity of playing cards and coloured

figures painted, which are madeout of Venice,

to which evil it is necessary to apply some

remedy ;" and then follows a prohibition

against importing such painted or ])rinted

works, under heavy penalties. Upon con-

sideiing this important state paper, it

seems dilticult to suppose that an art, the

products of which continued in great demand,
should have "long fallen into decay," within

a considerable lapse, probably of tlie greater

part of a century from the date of its being

first used; and, viewing the matter in this

light, we should arrive at the middle, or

latter part of the fourteenth century, as the

date of the first use of wood engraving in

A'enice.

Mr. Gullick, going beyond his prescribed

subject of wood engraving, very autliorita-

tivcly asserts that " the first invention of

printing with moveable types . . . is.

there can be little doubt in the unprejudiced

mind,t)be attributed totiuttenburg.who com-
menced his experiments at Stra.sburg about

14;l(i," ignoring altogether the claims of Lau-
rence Closta of Haerlem, first propounded by
Hadi'ian Junius at the commencement of the

sixteenth century, ably supported by Ottley

iu his " History of Engraving," .and again ia

a posthumous work, " An Enquiry Concern-
ing the Invention of Printing," published in

18G3. Those claims, however, are now begin-

ning to be recognised, and Junius's statement

is acknowledged by respectable authorities

to be authentic. ISIr. Gullick goes on to say

that "the first book produced by the new
process" w.as "the Psalter printed by Faust

and Scheffer, at Metz, in 1457." Whereas
Guttenburg's Bible was published somewhere
between 1450 and 1455.

Referring to the very scanty display of

modern wood engravings made at the

Exhibition, Mr, Gullick particularly regrets

the " abstention " of the proprietors of the

Illustrated London Neirs from sending in speci-

mens of their engravings, adding that this

journal " probably has done more to extend

and develop wood engraving than all other

agencies combined. In these sentiments

we cannot concur. The Illustrated London
Neiiv, by its rapid production of coarsely-

desig-ned, and as coarsely-engraved, repre-

sentations of passing events, has not done

anything to develop or encourage art in

either respect ; but, on the contrary, has

reduced it to a purely mechanical process of

the humblest and most unambitious order.

Such men as Williams, Linton. Thom.as, &c.,

contributed to it in its earlier days, when it.s

sale was smaller, and its working more
soitim'. than it grew to be in later years, and

we are not aware that a single artist has been

made by it to take rank with them. The
coloured supplements by the Brothers Leigh-

ton are abominations. And, what is worse,

the evil influence of the slap-dash style

introduced by this journal has extended to

our book illustrations ; which neither in

point of drawing nor execution are to be com-
pared with those of the last generation.

Colonel Stuart Wortley's Report on Pho-
tography is short, as the Exhibition in this

depiu-tment was meagre. He congratulates

the world upon the fact of his favourite pur-

suit " having now won its way so far as to

be classed among fine arts at the series of

International Exhibitions," a classification

against which it behoves Fine Art to protest.

He particularly admires enamel and coloured

photographs, and we are sorry for him.

He concludes with a hope that "in

future years more novelty will be shown in

the various works sent in for exhibition, and
the public be thereby led to feel increased

interest in the display"—to which we have no

objection, provided the "art" be kept within

its legitimate bounds.

PEDESTALS.
By Tiiom.\s Morrls.

{Continuedfrom page 307.)

r
1 1HF. tardy adorument of London with impressive

-*- monuments, uotwilhstanding .t degree of

wealth that must long have made them of easy ac-

complishment, shows the absence of any strong na-

tional bias for parade. Military exij^encies demand

the highest quality of personal s.icritice.and gratitude

for its successful displ.ay is naturally intense, but

Mediicval London seems to have contained few pub-

lic testimonials. Our fathers may have given to

such things the utilitarian turn of market crosses,

standards, and conduits ; and the plumbers .and

pcwterers may have held a more prominent place

among ornamentists than is now accorded to them.

.Some old fonts of lead rem.ain, and certain equestrian

statues are understood to be of that metal. London's

first colossal column was the memento of one event

graver and more appalling than defeat in .arms, yet

leading to new conditions that as much surp.ass in

benefit the most eminent victory. It is not like that

at Stauiboul, a burnt pillar; but the memorial stone

of a burnt city. Arclueologists carry London's his-

tory back into the shades of time, but as a grand

capital, she is two centuries old : no more. Old
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London was a town of wood and thatch, stagnant

filth, and reeking open sewers. >She was the seat of

plague, infirmity, and many strange and banished

forms of death. The Jlonument, begun in IfiTl and

finished in 1677, is conceived upon the "Roman model,

and with a large degree of Roman boldness. It is

the largest and loftiest example of the kind. Tra-

jan's column, built a.d., 118, is twelve feet in dia-

meter, and one hundred and fifteen feet high, to the top

of the capital ; while tlie London monument is fifteen

feet ill diameter, and a hundred and seventy-two feet

high, to the same part. In lieu of gigantic blocks

of marble "Wren had to employ ordinary pieces of

Portland stone, and to satisf}* himself with shallow

flutings instead of the elaborate sculpture of his

model. Instead of the imperial statue, he presents

an allegorical ^jot de feu. In the loftiness and pro-

portion of the pedestal he succeeded to admiration,

and the sculjitural treatment of a single side by
Cibber indicates the proper treatment for the rest.

Like the work of ApoUodorus, that of Wren is injured

by the rising level of the streets, especially the ap-

proach to London-bridge ; but the danger of further

inhumation is removed by the fact that the quays of

Thames-street are considerably lower than Monu-
ment-yard, Founders of riverside cities should, how-
ever, consider that there must be a level roadw.iy over

the stream at a sufficient height for the navigation,

and within its extremities the land should be dealt

with as foreshore applicable to temporary uses, but

iiufitted for the seat of monumental erections.

At the dawn of the nineteenth century Great Britain

was surrounded by circumstances that demanded all

the prowess of her sons, and high rewards attended

distinguished services by sea and land. But the

larger modern spirit of urban improvement had not

been so far developed as to admit, in busy haunts

and pubhc ways, the likenesses of great and earnest

men, whose lives, whose deaths, had been marked hy
devotion to the State. The modern effort is to make
the town incite the morals of the people, and to con-

stitute an open temple of popularity. Let whom-
soever be a son of Fame

—

"Build him a pedestal and say, ' Stand there,

And be our admiration and our praise.'

"

The pedestal is thus made a platform of honour a

post of worship and respect.

The signal services of the British lleet in the wars
of his time, and his own most brilliant career, gave
Viscount Nelson prominent claims on his country's

gratitude, and a bolder expression of this sentiment

was desu-ed than would be compatible with the in-

terior of any edifice whatever. There were already

the sepulchral monument in S. Pauls, and the hono-
rary work in Guildhall, a hall that would be im-
proved by the removal of its marble furniture. The
result of a competition in which many designs of
great merit and diversity of form were submitted,

proved the general preference for a columnar figure,

among the more important causes of this preference

being the power of the column, by its characteristic

attitude, to impart dignity to the immediate compo-
sition in which it is employed, to constitute an
agreeable visual focus, and to impede in a minimum
degree other objects iu the same coup d'teil. The
point was hotly contested by the artists of the day,

and it was only after a second competition that the

original decision was confirmed. Anything in the

nature of a temple, the architect argued, was inehgi-

b\e, both on account of expense and obstruction to

the view ; while a group of figures to keep within

the proposed cost, must have been on such limited

dimensions as would be appreciable on close inspec-

tion alone. A column gave opportunity for the com-
"<ined efforts of the architect and sculptor, and this

'" suggestion that no artist but an architect could
"^ ' The Corinthian order, the most lofty and

° had not been used here for a similar pur-
^ ' a suitable example was found in the temple

*'or, at Kome. The heif,'hts originally
proposd wt.

podium 10ft., pedestal 3iift., base 9ft.,

shaft 90f., capital 14ft., acroterium* 1 Ift., statue

17ft. ; but certain slij^ht modifications were subse-

quently introduced, aud the total height brought

down to about 186ft. The portrait statue of Nelson

(in an attitude similar to that of the nude fragment

of Hadrian in the British Museum) exhibits the

veritable costume of his rank, records the

loss of his right arm, and displays the

aigrette presented to him by the Sultan. His

left hand rests upon his swcrd, and the only acces-

sory is a coil of rope cable. The late E. H. Baily,

R.A., received a thousand pounds for the work, and his

grace the Duke of Buccleuch presented the Cragleith

stone of which it consists. The quarrying and ship-

ment of these blocks, for which a vessel was especi-

ally dispatched, and for which a quay had to be

formed, were attended with considerable difficulty

and interest. The rolling-pin illustrates a form in

niucli favour with sculptors. It allows the free use

of the cloak and affords stability and mass with

little labour ; history is better served by truthful

representation and actual costumes than by false

drapery, easily-produced effect, and sleight-of-haud.

Oliver Cromwell admonished young Van der Vaes

(afterwards Sir Peter Lely) to paint his picture faith-

fully as he saw him ; and with the same regard

to fact that the Nelson committee resolved

that the admiral should be represented as he nsually

appeared. The statue therefore shows him just as

he trod the deck of the Victory, It is a strong but

not elaborated likeness, and the colossal dimension of

17ft. is simply adopted without excess to the situa-

tiou.

The production of the capital was a considerable

work, and one for which no precedent existed. The

model was prepared by the late Mr, C. H, Smith, a

gentleman of some ability, gold medallist, and life

student of the Royal Academy, A portion of the

bell was built up in brickwork at Mr. Smith's pre-

mises in Chpstone-street, and plastered to the exact

figure of the masonry. Fully a fourth part of the

foliage was there prepared and fitted with exactitude

to this core. The moulding and casting were done

by Jlr. Clarke at the foundry of "Woolwich Arsenal

and a sufficiency of old guns were obtained by the

committee. The castings are fine hght productions

but it was found that as the monlder saved metal he

incurred expense iu boxes and labour. The bronze

work is attached to the stone by strong hoops of the

same metal, resting in channels. From these hoops

eyes or slots project, and each casting has corre-

spending hooks at the back, so that a firm fixing

was obtained with great facility.

From the top of the abacus downwards to the

pavement the column is of granite from the([uarries

at Foggin Tor, a kind very suitable for such work
on account of its freedom from horse tooth, and the

evenness of appearance. The components of mica,

feldspar, and (juartz, are in small portions, very inti-

mately mixed, affording a good surface when truly

wrought and finely axed as in this case. There is

no parade of large blocks, but a correct principle of

construction is observed throughout. The horizontal

beds are slightly concave, and the joints true and

square. The courses are carefully bonded, and

those of the shaft are connected by slate joggles in

the beds. IMcssrs. Thomas Grissell and S. M. Peto

were the contractors, and their work is still undis-

figured by a single flaw.

The podium and pedestal of the Nelson memorial

possibly constitute a nobler base than was ever

prepared for any other column, ancient or modern,

of which accounts or representations remain, and

the attention challenged by the boldness of the pro-

file is repaid on closer inspection by the interest of

the detail. In place of the continuous roll by which

the wars of Rome or France were described, as the

Bayeux tapestry also recites the conquest of

England, a few events in the hero's career are

selected and illustrated. The engagements of S.

Vincent, Copenhagen, Nile, and Trafalgar, afford

subjects for the great panels of the pedestal. These

subjects were embodied iu the first design, and more

fully drawn out iu the second; but before the period

for their execution arrived the original subscriptioa

fund had been exhaus^^ed, and the architect

and his work transferred to the Government,

Under this new patronage they were entrusted to

four artists of acknowledged merit, Messrs. AVatson,

Woodington, Ternouth, and Carew. It was necessary

to secure a general uniformitj' of treatment, and yet

to preclude each artist iu the least possible degree

from the free exercise of his own mind. A pre-

liminary conference of the architect and sculptors

accordingly took place, and the several points were

disctissed. At this meeting it was decided that the

character should be natural and pictorial. The level

of the perspective horizon, if I may so speak, was

determined, the size of the chief figures settled, and

the representation of smoke, so probable in a sea-

fight, but so contemptible in art work, disallowed.

The unanimity with which this powdery attribute

was thrown aside shows that no one of the gentle-

men employed, nor perhaps any artist of abilit}* at

the present day, would think of repeating the "pan-

cake monument" of Admiral Tyrrell, by Nicholas

Read, sculptor, in Westminster Abbey. The result

of the conference was reported by the architect to

the First Commississioner, by whom it was at once

confirmed and issued as an authoritative instruction.

The sculptors received a thousand pounds for each

subject in plaster, and the moulding and casting in

bronze was separately undertaken by the Govern-

ment. If any one doubts that these commissions were

well and skilfully performed, or that the nation has

money's worth, let him sxirvey the work. A long

interruption then occurred, and the diagonal pedestals

intended for the lions seemed likely to remain un-

occupied. AVhether this arose from indifference to

the object of the memorial, or to lack of funds, or

the yet more probable want of an artist of un-

questionable qualification for such a work, it grew

into a source of comment, not to say national

reproach. Severity, however, ought to have been

disarmed by the recollection that admirable as the

Greek statuaries were in regard to the human subject,

they are known to have been less happy in the re-

presentation of the lower animals, the horse and

a few others excepted. It was better to be patient

than to shut out the chance of ultimate success b}'

the premature adoption of mere pretentious medio-

crity in a work so important, and in a situation so

public. The necessary combination of patronage

and genius was at length presented. Baron

Marochetti had, during his sojourn in this country,

made many influential friends, and his studio

afforded scope for the gigantic model. Sir Edwin

Landseer was known to possess an unequalled

acquaintance with the leonine in common with other

animal forms. The very sensible impression arose,

no doubt, in some high quarter that the facilities of

the sculptor and the power of the painter might be

jointl}* employed. The happj* conception was acted

upon, and crowned with a success altogether unap-

pruachal elsewhere, Mr. William Raitson has retired

from professional pursuits, yet to him the renown

of his work must afford the highest gratification. The

country, however, surely owes him, not less, but

something more than ordinary acknowledgment. It

expects each man ungrudgingly to do his duty, and

sometimes bethinks itself of the motto, Fabnam
qui meruit ferat.

* The small pedestals for statues and other ornaments
at the angles ami apex of a pediment are called aeroteria,
Imt the {^fate of the Af?i)ra at Athens is the only Greek
building in which they appear. Acroterium meant iu a
general sense an extremity or vertex, and Vitruviiia
applies it to a promontory (lib. V. c. 12), lilos. Wilkina' Vit,

" Smoke drainage" is loudly callod for by a Times
corresiiundcut, who dilates very pleasantly on tho
blessings it would bring to smoke-dried Londoners,
but is very hazy as to the moans for its accomplish-
ment. When the ground drainage is disposed of
time and attention may bo spared for something
more aerial.

Great progress has been made vnth tho works for
tho new Bristol Channel Docks at Avnnmouth, Tho
excavation at tho docks now amounts to nearly
1,000,000 cubic yards. Mr. Bruulees is tho engineer.
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OXFORD AECniTI-.CTURAL & HISTORICAL
SOCIETY.

THE first walk this term took place on Saturday
week. wlion Wurcestcr Cnllpgc and Chapel and the

Churches nf S. Barnahas and S. I'aul were visited.

Thcmemhers met in the Hall of Woreesier College.

where they were welcomed by thel'rovost, who .cave

an outline of the history of the college. Tlie

magnilicently decorated chapel of the college was next
visited, and the Kev. C. H. Daniel, the Vice-rrovost,
gave a brief history of the edifice. He de.scrihed the
various .ilteralicms that h.ad lieen made in the chapel
since that period. Mr. .Sentt at one time furnished a
plan for the chapel, but it woulil, if carried out, have
diminished its size one half, and have caused them
to spend a very large sum of money. At a sub-
se(|ueut period the chapel was decorated under the

Rup<^rinfen(h>nce of Mr. Hurges. The company next
visited S. liarnabas Church, wliich, as our readors
know, has rei-eiitly been erected entirely at the

cxi>ense of Mr. T. Cnnibe. Mr. Comhe said that he
haJ asked Mr. lilomfield to be present on that oc-

casion, but his professional engagements prevented
him from coming. He had, however, written a
letter, giving a descrijitiou of the edifice. This letter

stated that a great deal of misapprehension appeared
to e.xist botli as to the circumstances under which
the church was designed and the manner in which
it was built. The description w.-.s divided into two
parts—one comprising its construction .and archi-

tectural features, anil the other its intern.al arrange-
ment. Mr. lilomfield pointed out that in many
churches a lung and narrow chancel was divided from
the bod}' of the church by a high and close screen,

rendering the altar invisible and the service

inaudible in many jiarts of the building. Our
cliB-ches, he said, should be so designed as to

meet perfectly all the requirements of an audit'Tium,
and at the same time be equally well adapted
for the due observance of all the rites and cere-
monies, whether carried out with the highest
development of ritual or in a more simple
manner. With reference to the small size of the
vestry, and llie absence of any special chamber for

an organ, which might be noticed as defects in the
plan, he obser\-ed that when the church was begun,
it wa.s thought that the choir would at first be
extremely small, and the .addition of another vestry
at some future time, if required, would be a matter
of no difiiculty whatever. Thechurch was purposely
designed not to admit of a very large organ, the
advantage of which was open to question. Mr. lilom-
field objected to its being classed with cheap churches.
The work was put, without ain- competition, into the
hands of a thorougldy good constructor, and nut one
single item of the design was altered in the slightest

degree to reduce the cost. The church will seat
about 1,000 |iersons, and since it was opened for

public worship a campanile has been built, thus com-
pleting the design. The total cost of the edifice was
close upon .£(',,.500. Through the kindness of the
Vicar, the members were permitted to inspect the
collection of vestments, banners, communion plate,

&c, all of which has been presented to thechurch.
S. Paul's Church was next visited. It was erected in
IH.'iC., and the style of architecture is Grecian. The
chancel of this church h.-is been decorated.

jSNOTHER '-BIG" KAILWAV .ST.VTKIX.

TN the Riii.Dixo Nkws of August 11, p. IIC. in
-L reviewing the new Midland Kailway .Station
and Hotel, we alludeil to the way in whicli engineers
iLive been wont, during the past few years, to vie
with each other in constructing works whose i>rincipal

claim to notice has consisted in being " bigger " th.an

previous constructions of the same kind. No sooner
is one large-span station-roof erected by one engi-
neer than a brother profession.'il manages to erect
one still larger. The.se feats in construction, Iliough
obviously exhibiting the ingenuity of their .luthors,

seem to be striven after scdcly for the sake of nure
"bigness;" for it is denied by competent authori-
ties that such Large span-roofs arc really necessary
for the exigencies of the trafiic, and no one, we pre-
sume, would pretenino say that such enormous
St etches nf roof as those of Charing-cross, Cannon-
street, and S. P.incras have any esthetic value.

These remarks have been suggested by reading in a
provincial paper lh.it "the ancient city of York is

to have the proud distinction of possessing the

largest railway station in England. It is to be built

by the Xorth Eastern liailway Company, at an
estimated cost of £200.01111. It is said that two or

three years have been spent in perfecting the plans,
which have now been .sanctioned by the directors."

If this statement is correct, we can oidy express the
hope that York Minster will not be totally eclipsed

by the "proud distinction ' about to be "conferred
upon the city.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

A CCORDIXG to promise we give details of public

"^^ staircase to galleries of .Strand front of the i)ro-

posed New Law Courts. Having so exhaustively de-

scribed the proposed building in preceding numbers,

there is no necessity that we should go over the

ground again. Mr. Street has not in store for himself

a bed of roses. The Times, as before, has opened its

columns to hostile criticisms of his great work, and

it is not even now easy to forecast the ultimate

effect of these attacks. Lay opinion, if we so

express it, is pretty unaniiuous in its condemnation

of Mr. Street's design. .Such opinion, some may
say, should be disregarded ; but it so happens in

this instance it cannot easily be so treated,

as Parliament is the final arbitrator in the matter.

Sir George Bowyer, in a letter in the TUnes, has not

a good word to say for Mr. Street. Neither has

" F. K. I. B. A.," in a letter in the Times on Monday
last. He makes a quotation from Mr. Wyatt's

address as delivered at the opening meeting of this

sessionof the Institute, and concludes his letter with

these words :
— " Mr. Wyatt has thus joined in the

universal condemnation of Mr. Street's design, and

I conclude this letter as I began it—Can nothing be

done ?" The following day Mr. Wyatt has a letter

in thesame paper protesting against the interpreta-

tion put on his words. He sjij's he sees no objection

to the general ch.aracter of Mr. Street's design, awd

admires much of its detail, though he " should indi-

vidually have preferred to see the Strand front less

broken up into diffeient masses, and treated more

like one of the Continental townhalls." On the

following day " F. R. I. B. A." returns to the charge,

anil quotes from the official report of Mr. Wyatt's

speech, and claims Mr. Wy.att aiuoug the condeiuuers

of Mr. Street's design. On the following day

(j'esterday) Mr. E. M'elby Pugin follows suit, and

in one of his iconoclastic letters finds eight primary

faults with ilr. Street's design. According to Mr.

Pugin, the building is inappropriate, incongruous,

and altogether unhappy. Verily Jlr. .Street has a

difiicult task before him!

PROPOSED NEW SUBWAYS.

BESIDES Brunei's great work, the Thames
Tunnel (now used for railway purposes

only), and Mr. Barlow's much more recent

"Tower Subway." it is proposed to make an-

other subway beneath the Thames. The failure of

the Waterloo and Whitehall Railway scheme has

not deterred some enterprising people from giving

the Parliamentary notice for the formation of a sub-

way designated " Thames Subway," from the Vic-

toria ]'>mbankment to Commercial-road, Lambeth.
Of course the more accessible each side of the river

becoiues to those on the opposite side, the better
;

but has the formation of the subway already com-
menced or completed been so supported or encouraged

by the public as to stimulato enterprise in this direc-

tion?

The Tower Subway (as the liaibcaij News
remarks) is undoubtedly a very clever piece of en-

gineering, executed in a m.arvellously short space of

time and at a very low cost; but here is an end of

its successful features. The traffic through the sub-

way, it was intended should be conducted by steam
power, and sanguine exjiectations were entertained

as to the almost infinitesimal degree of power that

would be needed to take a light steel omuibus
through. The power accumulated in descending to

the middle of the passage was to be utilised

in the ascent of the otlur half, and the specu-
lation was even hazarded that a man, with appro-

priate mechanical apparatus, could e.xert power
enough to take the vehicle home to the shaft by sup-
plementing the accumulated power. From the first,

however, steam engines were placed at the bottom
of each shaft, one to work the hoists and theotlier to

haul the omnibus. It was an application of steam
under totally novel conditions. After many changes
of the tackle, and much sweltering in the pits on the

part of the engineers, the hoists and omnibuses, and
the steam engines, were taken to jtieces and hauled

to the top ; wooden stairs were fitted in the shafts,

and passengers were allowed to ]iass through on foot

on payment of a toll of one halfpenny each—a rather

lame and impotent conclusion. The subway was not

designed for foot-passage, for whicli the 7ft. pipe

through the Loudou clay docs uot afford adequate head-

room. This defect can, of course be easily remedied

in the subways of the future by making them of

larger dimensions.

Notice has been giveu of an application for powers

to construct a subway between the South Kensing-

ton Station of the Metropolitan and Jletropolitan

District Railways and the Royal Albert Hall. This

project will probably be opposed by a new company
that proposes to coustruct a railway between

the two points named.

Liverpool has also an important subway project

for consideration in the coming session. It is for a

connection between Liverpool and Birkenhead ,l»y

a subway under the Jlersey. As powers have al-

read3' been granted for the construction of a tunnel

under the Mersey, close to the same locality, it is

dilficult to see upon what grounds this new project

can be supported.

RAILWAY BRIDGES IN WET \^'EATHEK.

THE huge trough-like bridges -which carry the

various lines of railway across some of the finest

of our inetropolitau thoroughfares are ugly in the ex-

treme, but there is no reason ivhj', in addition to their

offensiveness to the eye in all weathers alike (except

perhaps very foggy weather), they should be addi-

tionally offensive in wet weather by the operation of

the water which oozes gently through the ironwork

and trickles slowly over the surface. Londoners are

getting used to unsightly masses of iron and stone-

work, but when each railway-arch becomes a sort

of impromptu shower-bath at every rainfall, and

bespatters passers-by with dirty water, the limits

of endurance are past, and we begin to feel that

something must be done. The Lambeth Vestry

have discovered that complaints are useless, that

body having remonstrated with the London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway Company on the subject, and

getting only indifference and silence for their pains.

Under these cu-cumstances the vestry have deter-

mined to take legal proceedings against tlie company,

with a view of putting a stop to the nuis.auce.

ASPIIALTE PAVING AND BITUMINOUS
ItOCK,COMP.«sIES.

FROM a tabular statement of facts compiled

by Mr. Albert Sh.irwood, and published by Mr.

F. C. JIathieson, of Bartholomew House, E.G., it ap-

pears that, since February last, twenty-three different

asphalte and paving companies have been formed in

this countrj-, with capitals in the aggregate of

£3,2'20,000. The Financier says:—"Sever.alof

the companies that have been formed have been estab-

lished to supply the demand in foreign countries ;

while here also the field of operations is wide enough
to give a ver}' large amount of emploj-ment. From
Mr. Sharwood's list it appears that the various com-
panies deal with ten different sorts of as|ihalte ; that

eight companies have been formed for -working mines

and quarries, and also for paving; two for import-

ing asphalte exclusively into the United Kingdom
and its colonies ; six for importing and using asphalte

in foreign countries ; three for paving streets, &«.,

in London and the provinces ; and two for paving ia

the provinces only."

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

ELECTION OF FEXSIOSEBS.

THE .Sfith election of pensioners in connectiOD

with this Institution took place yesterday

(Thm-sday) at Willis's Rooms, St. .lames's. Mr.
George Plucknett, of the firm of Cubitt & Co., pre-

sided at the commencement of the proceedings (12

o'clock), and opened the poll. There were 13 candi-

dates (1 males and 'J fem.ales), of whom only two-

(one male and one female) were to be elected. The
candidates were ;—Francis Sandon, William Gale,

JIark Miutry, Jfatthew Saich, Frances Scare, Ma
St. George. Jatie Brothill, Ehzabeth Trevethan. Ann
Budil, Eliza Lambert. Ar.abella llambrook, Sarah

C. Bear, and Ann Williams. Including the two
elected }'esterday, there are now 45 pensioners on the

funds of the Institution, the males receiving i.'24

each per annum, and the females annuities of X20-
At the close of the poll (o o'clock), Mr. Joseph

Bird presided. The scrutineers (Messrs. Thos. Stir-

ling .and Matthew ILall) having announced the num-
ber of votes recorded for each candidate, the Ch;ur

man declared that Mr. William Gale and Mrs. M;vJ
St. tieorge were the successful candidates. Vot "'

thanks to the scrutineers (proposed by Mr. '','"''

seconded by Mr. Richardson, and supported- ,-

George Bird), to the vote-checkers (proi)o? , • .,
"

StirUng and seconded bv Mr. Nicholson^, „„ , ,

,,i . , J 1 "nr Ti- 1 1
ideconded

Chairman (proposed bv Mr. Kichardson jino-a

by Mr. II. W. Cooper) concluded the
'"'^^ ^
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THE VILLAGE CHURCHES OF
DENBIGHSHIRE.*

"ITT'E have received the first two parts of
' ' the work which, under the above title,

Messrs. Lloyd - Williams & Underwood,
architects, of Denbigh, and Associates of the
Institute of Architects, are publishing by
subscription. Both the idea and method of

execution are well worthy of commendation,
and although the subjects treated of arc, as

may be supposed, for the most part simple
and unpretending, yet they will be found to

be by no means devoid of general as well as

local interest. A record of this character of

the condition of the village churches of a
district, particularly one that has not suffered

much from injudicious restoration, cannot
faU to be of value, and will be looked back
upon hereafter as an historical document, and
may, perhaps, act as a deterrent to those who
might otherwise recklessly destroy or change
buildings which the.y might imagine few
cared for, and were wholly at their mercy for

them to modify as they pleased, without risk

of detection. Hoping that the e.KampIe set

not long ago in the same direction by jVlr. F.

R. Willson with legard to the churches of

divided off internally as a " herse-house," and
a vestry is attached to the west-end of the
north aisle, which one would wish to know
whether they formed part of the original plan
or not. The only detail of interest, the roof
principal, is given to quarter scale, together
with a well-designed incised slab on the same
plate. But to tlie former of these we should
have been glad had the number of principals
been indicated by dotted lines on the plan, or
their distance apart given in writing ; we
presume by the scantling of the purlins there
would be two to each bay of the arcade.

Llanrhaidr Church, of fifteenth century
work, is of the same character, but smaller,

and with the addition of a small western
tower. It is interesting, say the authors in

a note, on account of its fine timber roofs
and a remarkably good jesse window, the
glass having been preserved from destruction
in an old chest, which, with its contents,
was buried in the churchyard. Two great
Perpendicular windows in the east-end of the
two aisles are the main feature externally of

this as of the last example ; but, internally,

the roofs, which are alike, both to nave and
aisle, are really very sumptuous. Principals

being in neither case noteworthy, and the
same remark applies to the two churches
given in Plate 8. Might we ask why, then,

they were given us ? AVe sincerely trust we
are not to have, as a si>ecies of padding,
views of all the uninteresting and "restored"
churches in Denbighshire. Might we not, at

least, have the milk and the water sent to us
in different cans, so that we can mingle them
or spill one at our pleasure ?

Whitchurch, the parish church of Denbigh,
is now disused, except as a mortuary chapel,

being at some distance from the town. Ex-
ternally it resembles closely, but with the
addition of a tower at the west-end, the first

described church of Llannefydd ; and inter-

nally, as regards its roof, but with less elabo-

ration, that of Rhaiadr. Perhaps from the
associations of its neighbourhood to them-
selves, the authors may, in this case, be
excused what might otherwise appear unne-
cessary repetition.

Plate No. 6 is one, however, for which we-

are grateful. It represents to inch scale the
" Maia-Achwynfaed," or Stone of Lamenta-
tion, an interesting and elaborated orna-

mented Celtic cross, probably of the eleventh

r 'A

wi^iP$

Lindisfarne, and now repeated by the authors
of this work before us, may be followed in

other quarters, we pass to examine the con-
tents of these fourteen plates of it.

Llannefydd Church is the first one repre-
sented, by a ground-plan, transverse section,
and perspective view. This plan is one fre-

quent, apparently, in this as in some other dis-
tricts, consisting of two parallel aisles, divided
by a central arcade, and without any projecting
chancel. Four other churches are given,
the plan of which is the same. In Llan-
I'haidr and Llanfwrog Churches, the southern
aisle is the nave, with the altar against the
east-end ; while in Whitchurch and Llanfair-
Dyffryn-C'lwyd Churches the northern aisle

is the nave. We cannot but think that if

some distinction in the hatching of the walls
belonging to the various datcs^or, at any
rate, to ancient and modern construction

—

had been adopted, it would have been well.

In this case—of Llannefydd Chirrch, for

instance—the western portion of the nave is

"The Village Churches of Denbighshire." Illustrated
by PcrspeL'tive. (jeomelrical, aud Detail Drawings by
Ll,ovu-^V'l],LlASIS & UnderwoOH, .\ssuciates R.I.R.A..
Denbigh. Published by the Authors at Denbigh. Printed
by A. Macgregor, Liverpool.

have collars at mid-height, with nearly ellip-

tical moulded curved braces, resting on small
hammer-beams, which in every alternate case
is carried down by a corbelled post against
the wall, decorated with a column and arched
bracket, and the figure of an angel is placed
at the end of the hammer-beam. Each bay
between the principals is divided into three
longitudinal and five vertical divisions by
massive moulded purlins and rafters, inter-

secting with richly-carved bosses at their

junctions, and intermediate slighter rafters

again subdivide these square panels into two
oblong ones ; a rich band of traceried panel-
ling connects the lowest purlin with the cornice
wall-plate. The details of this ornamental
work are given in Plate No. 3, ajid if some
further jiarticulars as to the method of join-
ing the various parts of this elaborate roof
had been given as well we should have been
still more grateful, and venture to hope that
in succeeding parts of this work this hint
may be attended to. Might we also express
a wish for some rejjresentation of the jesse

window, that is the jirincipal treasure of this

church ?

The two churches, Heullan andLlanychan,
given in Plate 4, are described in a note as

century, fully described in the " Archieologi

Cambrensis."
Llanfair Dyffryn Clwyd Church in itself \s.

but another variation on the foregoing types,

but possesses a fine fourteenth-century in-

cised slab, bearing a shield and sword sus-

pended on a tree which on the half of the
slab below the shield is rudely conventional,

with an Early type of foliage, and roots

resembling wrought iron hinges, but in the

portion above the shield is converted into a
more naturalesquc character, with oak leaves-

and acorns. ^\'e have noticed elsewhere in

Welsh monuments sindlar curious examples

of the copying in later times of earlier orna-

mental details, specially at Llantwit !Major,

in South Wales, where upon the fourteenth-

century tombs, the interlacing Celtic charac-

ter of ornament has been closely copied.

In Plate S we are brought back again to

Whitchurch, and given the roof-framing ia

detail, together with some valuable fragments,

of old screenwork, which we were glad to

be able to examine, as it is only in comparison
with each other that the entire restoration

of any existing example could be satisfac-

torily carried out. In this small portion, for

instance, we ourselves found an explanation in
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the treatment of its base mouldings, of tlie

manner in whicii that portion of Lhingwni
screen, recently ilhistratcd in this journal,

must have been finished.

Llanfwrog Chiireh, the subject of Plate 10,

has a most interesting jiriniitive sort of

arcading, of whicli the authors in a note say,

" These piers and arches are remarkably

good and effective ; nothing could be better

adapted or more simple for a village church."

They are executed in red sandstone, probably

early in the fourteenth century, and are in

tolerable preservation.

We reproduce (]). 417) the sketches of this

given by the authors, partly with the view of

cautioning them to be more particular .ibout

the delineation of the jointing oft lie stonework.

AVe sliould have thought in this case they

would liavo been especially careful ; yet it is

evident that the springers of the arches must
be wrongly represented alike in elevation,

section, and perspective view, as it cannot be
possible that the springers of the lower arch

rim can be distinct from the upright block

above the capital, as they are made to appear,

and as if there were a straight vertical joint

between them, or the one tenoned into the

other like carpentry.

In Llanynys Church (Plate 11) a portion of

screenwork, bearing the date, 1870, will

attract notice for the artistic treatment of its

carved panelwork.
In Plate 12 we have some good bench ends

in Gresford Church choir, represented to 'Jin.

scale, with mouldings cpiarter full size. Of
it the authors remark that "the carving is

particularly effective, and combines bolilness

and delicacy of execution in a remarkable
degree, the figures are admirably carved."

"\A'e sadly miss some plan of this work,
which is of the Perpendicular period. The
spirited attitude of an angel clad with feathers,

as witli mail, is certainly worthy of high
praise. A second plate (No. 13) gives an
equally valuable relic from the same structure

;

a monument under a recessed arch under
a window in the south aisle, with a recum-
bent figure of a warrior in chain mail and
surcoat ; a row of nine shields in a band of

<]uatrefoiIed panels decorates the wall under
tlie arch behind him. There is also another
very fine slab, with shield, sword, and spear,

and sui-face below the shield divided longi-

iudinally, and decorated on one side with con-
ventional, and the other with naturalesque
foliage.

A small portion of an old screen from
Llanfair Dyffryn ('hvyd Church is the
best among several bits of detail from that
^nd Cresford Church, which form the subject

of the fourteenth and last plate of those just

issue<l.

AVe hope that our description of the
contents of these two first parts, the cost of

both of which is only 5s., may add to the
number of the subscribers to a work which
deserves the support of the profession.

GEASriTE AND ASPHALTE PAVEMENTS.
(Continued from page .S.'iH.)

I RECENTLY wrote agjxiii to tlie s.inie officials, and
also to Capt. .Shaw. Siiperintenilcnt of llie I'ire

Brigade, and to seven of tlie iiilialjilants of CluMp-
aide and the Poultry, requesting their opinion a.s to

the safely of the asphaUp, which opinions, given to

me in writin;^, are as follow :

—

The Secretary of the London General Omnibus
Company adheres to his former expressed opinion

that no more horses fall than fell upon the granite.

The Inspector of Pavements (who lias hy my
direction given careful attention to the pavement
aiace it was laid) now thinks that fewer horses fall

thau fell iijiiin the granite.

The Su]ierintendent of Street Cleansing states

that extended experience confirms his former opinion,

and that fewer horses fall now than fell upon the

granite.

Captain Shaw, Superintendent of the Metropo-
litan Eire Brigade, states that the heavy fire-engines

of the Brigade travel upwards of 20,n(K) miles a
year at great speed over the thoroughfares of the

metropolis, and that he is convinced that there is less

danger in travelling over the asphalte than over the

granite, that it is much easier for the horses and

safer for heavy fiist-going carri.nges.

The inhabitants of Cheapside and Poultry re-

ferred to are unanimously of opinion that fewer

horses fall upon the asphalte ; the majority, indeed,

appear to be of opinion that safety is largley on

the side of the asphalte.

Jlr. Sacker, of Xo. 70, Cheapside, states that

when there was granite many horses fell daily

within sight of his premises. In 1870 he recorded

some observations which he has supplied me with,

and which are as follows:—

•

Statement of the number of horses that fell on

the granite pavement on certain days in 1H7I>,

within sight from No. 79, Cheapside :

—

Date. State of ATeather.

Number of

horses that

fell.

March 2lth,

;inth

1870

»i

Slight rain

Fine

:!0

24

Hist Fine 17

April .^th,

„ loth.

Fine 7

Slight rain 14

Therefore upon the average about twenty-two

horses fell daily ou the two rainj- days, and sixteen

horses daily on the three fine days. But it should

be mentioned that at that time the carriage-way was

Iiaved with Port Nant granite, which, under many
years' wear, had become very slipper)-. Moreover, it

should be reniiirked that the observations were on

selected days, and therefore the average cannot be

taken to apply to longer periods of time; and it must

also be mentioned that Mr. Sacker made the obser-

vation with the view of forming opinion as to the

expediency of patenting an invention.

Colonel Eraser, representing the Police, is of a

different opinion from the other persons referred to,

thinking the asphalte less safe, than the granite, .and

states that 201 horses were observed by the pohce

constables to fall in 36 days between the Gth of

.January and 12th of February of the preceding

year.

As no observations were recorded by the police of

the accidents upon the granite pavement, actual

comparisons cannot be made, but the recent observa-

tions which Colonel Eraser has kindly supplied me
with, are valuable, and it is desirable to see how far

they support the opinion that asphalte is more slip-

pery than granite.

Of the 30 days referred to, I find that

—

On B days of heavy rain 15 horses fell, or 2.5 per day.

10 „ slight „ 112 „ „ 7

14

30

fine weather 74

201

The average of the 30 days gives about 5.3 horses

per day as falling throughout the wh.-le length of

Cheapside and the Poultry.

From observations made for the Commission, it

appears that the average number of horses which

pass through the Poultry during each week diiy of

twenty-four hours is about 13,000 ; and through

Cheapside. west of Queen-street, about 10,001*. As
the numbers differ at the two points on the same

line of tlioroughfore, a general average can (uily be

taken ; but making due allowance for the difference,

and for the diminished traffic on Sundays, the mean
number of horses which pass daily during an entire

week would he about 01,1)00, ami if 201 horses fell

during thirtv-six days, it shows that one out of

every"2,:523 fell.

It is recorded in the annals of the engineers of tlic

Ponts et Chauss^s of France that the municipal

authorities of Paris made observations for two months

in the Hue dc S^ze, which was paved with stone,

and the Rue Neuve-des-Capucines. which was paved

with compressed .asphalte. and found that in the

first named street one out of every 1,308 horses fell

and in the latter one in every 1,400 horses fell, the

comparison .as to safety being slightly in favour of

the asphalte.

The proportion of horses which fell in Cheap-
side and Poultry is therefore less than in Paris, and,

looking at the climate of London ami the more
frequent moi>ture of the surface, the result is some-

what surprising, but both streets have undoubtedly

been kept very clean during the hours of the greatest

trallic.

Now Cheapside and the Poultry had been opened
to the traffic eight months, or 213 days, upon 10th

June last, during which time, according to the Kegis-

trar-Gcneral's returns, 137 days were fine, and upon
100 days rain fell in sutlicient (juantities to be regis-

tered by the rain gauge, but of the days recorded as

dry, there were many upon which the rail fell in

such small quantities as not to affect the rain gauge

at all. but nevertheless sufficiently to make the sur-

face of the asphalte moist ; indeed, the past eight

months were very remarkable for small quantities of

rain falling at frequent intervals, which is exactly

the class of weather to make asphaUe slippery, and

the whole of the period may therefore be regarded as

having been unfavourable to the asphaUe in this

respect.

Looking, therefore, at the almost perfect unani-

mity of opinion of the officials consulted, as well as

of the inhabitants in Cheapside and the Poultry ; at

the number of horses that fell according to the police

returns, and their proportion to those that passed

through the streets ; and at the relative proportion

of the accidents to those observed in Paris ; and also

considering the character of the weather during the

past eight months, there seems reason to believe that

upon the aver.age, no more horses will fall upon

asphalte than upon granite if the streets are

adequately cleansed.

There are consequences, dependent upon slipperi-

ness, which should be noticed.

Horses which have fallen get up with more diffi-

culty than upon granite, but a handful of sand or a

horsecloth thrown down remedies this, and if asphalte

pavement is much extended in the metropolis,

drivers will find out what is essential to meet such

casualties, and will provide accordingly.

The opinion expressed by me last year, that when
horses fall upon asphalte, they are less liable to

injury than upon granite, has, I believe, been verified;

from all sources I hear that they are usually but

little hurt, and generally not hurt at all.

Captain Shaw states that the horses of the Fire

Brigade have fallen upon the asphalte, and often fall

upon the granite. That when they fall upon granite

they are usually more or less cut or injured, but of

those which have fallen upon asphalte not one has

hitherto been injured in any degree.

He himself, constantly driving with speed, thinks

that when horses fall on the asjihalte it is because

they .are unaccustomed to it, and when leaving the

stone are startled " at the strange sound of their own
feet, the sudden slackness of the traces, and the

noiselessness of the engines or the carriages which

they are drawing."

This timidity of horses indeed is noticeable, when-

ever they pass from granite to wood, or from wood to

granite, ; or, indeed, wherever there is any change

in the material of the road surface, and hence small

detached areas of asphalte are more likely to cause

accidents than greater areas.

Horses heavily laden have more difficulty in start-

ing than upon stone, for the)" miss the foothold

which the joints afford ; but this is also, to some ex-

tent, owing to their being unaccustomed to the as-

jihalte. They usually start, moreover, with a violent

effort, stimulated thereto by the driver's whip and

voice ; but to a fairly-laden horse, slower action with

less effort would, on asphalte, accomplish all. Never-

theless, for the exertion of much strength in traction

the smoothness of the asphalte is less fitted than

granite pavements.

Carriages, it has been thought by some, travel

more slowdy over asphalte than over granite, and I

have myseif been under that impression. If they

do so, it may be attributable in a degree to both

horses and drivers being as yet unaccustomed to it,

and more care is certainly necessary in driving over

it in such thoroughfares as Cheapside, because, the

draught being so easy, there is more difficulty in

stopping a carriage than upon a pavement with

joints ; and danger would therefore arise if vehicles

moved with much speed; but late at night, and

wdien the roadway is clear, they appear tome to travel

over it quite as (piickly as they do over ordinary

pavements.

Captain Shaw states that the drivers of the fire

engines slacken speed momentarily upon going on to

the asphalte, just as they do when entering upon a

granite pavement, after leavinga macadamised road ;

but that, directly the horses are accustomed to the

jiavcmcnt they resume their usual specii.

Nevertheless, I do not think that asphalte is un-

der an average of conditions so well adapted for

rapid travelling as granite or macadam.
Upon careful consideration of the various facts

and opinions brought under my notice, as well as

from much personal observation, I have no doubt

that compressed asphalte, in a proper condition of

cleanliness, is not upon the average more slippery

than granite, but that there are times when it is

much more slijipery; that horses falling upon it are

less injured, but have more difticulty in getting up;

that if asphalte is extensively laid down ordinary

travelling upon it will be as exjieditious as upon

granite, but that speed must be slackened in streets

where there is much traflic, or where it may be need-

ful to stop suddenly ; and that it is less fitted for
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tn'eat speed, ami for exertion of strength in drawing

heavj' loads.

The short time tlie Limmer asph.ilte has been laid

has afforded no opportunity tor observing whether

it is more or less slippery than compressed aspliiilte

;

tut, inasmuch as it is mixed largely with grit and

sand, it should theoretically, by causing more

friction, be less slippery. This will also apply to

the Val de Travcrs liquid asphalte.

Barnett's liquid asphalte having also much grit

incorporated with it, will afford a similar surface to

that of the Limmer ; and the patentee considers that

the metallic ingredients in it will, by oxidising, still

further diminish slipperiness, and this may possibly

be the case. The experiment about to be made with

this and the Limmer asphalte in Moorgate-street

will in time set the question at rest with regard to

both of them.

CLEANSING.

It is essential to the safety of the traffic that

asphalte should be kept cleaner than granite, and

indeed should be kept very clean.

The surface being unabsorbent and without joints,

is not only unfavourable to the accumulation of dirt,

but offers more facility for cleansing than granite,

whatever mode may be adopted, for that pur-

pose ; for the broom, the scraper, the shovel, or water,

can be applied to it more effectually than to any
pavement with joints ; indeed no other pavement

can be kept so clean by any process whatever as

asphalte.

It was found more easy to clear it effectually of

snow during the past winter than any other pave-

ment in the City.

The best mode of cleansing it is by the street-

orderly system, combined with a morning sweeping

and occasional washing, and this is the mode now
adopted. For carrying out the system, iron bins

have been placed at intervals along the footways, to

receive the refuse which the street orderlies collect

so soon as it falls. When it rains sufficiently, the}'

sweep the surface towards the kerbs with squeegees,

and the water runs into the sewer, where it is harm-
less. This system diminishes the labour of the morn-

ing cleansing, which takes place before the street

orderlies begin their work, reduces the cartage, leaves

the manure collected of a higher value than that

from streets swept but once daily, and maintains the

asphalte in a state of cleanliness unattainable in

thoroughfares paved with any other material. Small

stores of sand are placed at each bin for strewing

the asphalte when slipperiness occurs, and the

superintendent of street cleansing states that tiie

quantity of sand used at first was considerable, but

that it has been since greatly diminished, as ex-

perience shows that a very small quantity suffices for

the purpose.

The high state of cleanliness renders street sur-

face-watering unnecessary ; and this is in itself an
advantage, for street watering is only resorted to to

prevent nuisance from the dust, and converts the

dust into mud, which is also a nuisance.

The cleanliness causes more expenditure for labour

during the day, but taking all circumstances into

account, the superintendent considers that the ex-

pense is not materially higher than that incurred

for other pavements in main streets of the City.

The freedom of asphalte from dirt after being

newly laid or repaired is another advantage, which
will be referred to under the section of " formation

and repair."

FORMATION AND REPAIR.

The Val de Travers compressed asphalte in Cheap-
side and the Poultry has an area of 7,854 yards, and
was completed, with the foundation, in 58 working
days. Old and New Broad-streets, containing 3,071
yards, were completed in 24 working days. The
average of the two gives about 140 square j-ards laid

per day. A new granite pavement could be laid in

less than half the time.

The company considers that, as their system
becomes established, they shall be able to do the work
more quickly; but. inasmuch as it is necessary to

wait until the concrete is dry, it does not appear to

me that it can be laid much more expeditiously, how-
ever good their future system may be ; if, however,

the worlc be a mere renewal of the asphalte suriace

only, then there is no reason why the work should

not be done at least as quickly as granite.

Small surface repairs can be made more expe-
diouslj' than in granite ; ami the reparations, where
there is much traffic, can scarcely be discerned in a

week or two afterwards. They are also effectual

;

but repairs in granite are rarely satisfactory.

Over deep excavations it has been found at times,

necessary in Paris to fill in the surface with haril

material, and not to allow the traffic to go over it

until it is consolidated ; the concrete is then made
good, and the surface restored ; and either this must

be done here, or the .asphalte be more than once re-

paired. Granite pavements are usually relaid twice,

and sometimes thrice, over openings ; so that they

have no practical superiority in this respect.

Compressed asjjhalte cannot be well laid or re-

paired in wet weather, for, although the Company
have movable coverings, to enable the work to be

done under them at such times, yet in this climate

there will be practically much difficulty in employ-

ing them usefully, and I believe that the work will

have to be discontinued generally when the weather

is not reasonably dry.

Granite pavements cannot be so well laid in wet

as in dry weather, but thej' are not so dependent

upon the weather as asphalte, inasmuch as the stones

can be laid in their places whatever the state of the

weather may be.

Compressed asphalte can be laid and repaired dur-

ing the winter, provided the weather be dry and not

too severe. Granite pavements cannot be laid or re-

paired effectually during frosty weather, for the

grouting freezes.

Compressed asphalte, when laid, is fit for the traffic

a few hours afterwards. It is left perfectly clean,

and creates no inconvenience either to the traffic, or

to the inhabitants ; but the carriages must be allowed

to circulate freely over it when first used, as, until

it is somewhat compressed by the traffic, the wheels

of vehicles which stand long upon it lea^ e impress-

ions. Liquid asphaltes are ready for traffic as soon

as they are cool, and are not injured bj' vehicles

standing upon them.

Granite pavements, when laid new, are covered

with fine gravel for from one to two weeks afterwards,

during which time, according to the state of the

weather, there is either mud or dust, and, therefore,

much public inconvenience. The smallest repara-

tion is gravelled in a similar manner with a similar

result. This dirt is carried by the traffic far beyond

the surface laid with it, and even into adjacent streets
;

and it is the dread o' the Superintendent of Street

Cleansing, for it renders cleanliness impossible,

whilst it increases the expense of the work. Some
of the grit also falls into the gulleys, causing further

inconvenience and expenditure for its removal.

Pavements having the joints filled with asphaltic

compositions do not reciuire to be strewn with gravel,

and do not therefore cause the inconvenience

referred to.

Openings can be made for gas, water, and other

purposes, with the same facility in asphalte as in

granite, but in granite a width of about eighteen

inches all round an opening has generally to be

taken up and relaid, whereas asphalte can be cut

out to the exact size needed, and no more has to be

repaired; and the openings being less, the public

suffers less inconvenience.

The cost of repairs over openings in the asphaltes

is to be 03. 9d. per square yard ; that of granite,

including a small percentage of new stone and all

contingencies, is very considerably less. Repairs of

asphalte are, therefore, more expensive.

The price for repairs, it will be observed, is much
smaller than that for thenew .asphalte, which appears

anomalous. The Company thinks that many open-

ings will not be made, and hitherto such has been the

case ; it also utilises the asphalte removed, by con-

verting it into a liquid as])halte for footpaths, and

this, in some degree, may account for the difference

in price.

It must also be taken into account that a sum has

annually to be paid to the Company for the main-

tenance of the asphalte for fifteen years, calculated

over the whole surface, and as repairs or restora-

tions in asphalte are practically so much new work,

there is something Uke double payment for work over

openings.

As to the Limmer asphalte, it took 28 days to lay

1,053 3-ards, with the foundation, in Lombard-street,

or at the rate of 00 yards per diem ; but the weather

was very bad throughout, and the asphalte was

principally laid at night. Barnett's asphalte can be

laid probably at about the same rate as the Limmer,

the Val de" Travers Liquid, the Seyssel, or other

asphaltes which require liquifying by heat.

All liquid asphaltes, under present arrangements

in London, need cauldrons and firing on the spot, how-

ever small may be the work to be done; but with

thought and skill great improvements may be made
in this respect, and also as regards expedition and the

absence of smell.

The smell from asphalte when melting, although

believed not to be unwholesome, is considered by some

to be a nuisance, and this induced the Limmer Com-
pany to do their work at night. The V.al de Travers

compressed asphalte, when brought to the work

heated, has comparatively but a slight smell.

Liquid asphiiltes are subject to the same difficulties

in formation or repair, in frosty or wet weather, as

the compressed asphalte.

Upon the whole, I think that compressed asphalte

cannot be laid down with a foundation so expe-
ditiously as granite, but that the asphalte surface

can be laid quite as expediously ; that it cannot be
so well laid in wet weather, but can be laid in winter

when granite cannot ; that the work can be done
with as httle public inconvenience, that it can be as

readily opened and restored, and that it is free

from some of the inconveniences incidental to granite

pavements grouted with lime ; but that the expense

of repairs will be greater, and also that asphaltes

laid in a hquid state present the advantages gene-

rally in a somewhat less degree.

DUR^UilLITY.

The duration of pavements as it affects their cost

has .already been considered. But durability is also

a question of public convenience, inasmuch as those

pavements whict most frequently need renewal or

repair are most frequently in a bad condition, cause

more interference with the public traffic, and are

therefore not so desirable as those which need less-

repair.

It h.as been stated to me by the Val de Travers

Citmpany that at Paris none of the carriage-ways laid

by themhave as yet needed entire renewal of surface;

but from observation and inquiry made there I in-

cline to the belief that those which have been down
many years have been practically renewed by fre-

quent reparation.

But should they even have endured so well at

Paris, the material still needs the test of the severe

traffic of the City of London, and I believe that the

contract term will not pass without the whole being-

renewed, at least once, especially as the Company is

bound to leave the pavjraents at the end of the term
in as good a condition as when new.

Kunierous small defects were noticed in Cheapside

and the Poultry within a month or two after the as-

phalte had been laid ; and similar defects were noticed

in other pavements of the Company; but I think not

to the same extent. The Company states that they

are invariably found in the new work, that most of

them close up under the tr.affic, and that the rest are

repaired. Good reasons have not been assigned for

these defects, which may result either from alien

substances being mixed by carelessness with the as-

phiilte, or perhaps by moisture on the foundation

when the asphalte is laid.

The defects were, as regards the traffic, of no prac-

tical importance ; they disappeared and scarcely any
were rejiaired ; they therefore must have filled up by
compression of the contiguous asphalte.

In April last a block of granite .weighing 17^ tons

was carried on a four-wheeled trolley weighing about

three tons along Cheapside to the new Post Office in

S. Martin's-le-Grand. The weight on each wheel

was therefore about five tons, yet they left no im-
pression upon the asphalte ; the felloes of the wheels

were wide.

The asphalte pavement in Threadneedle-street has

been down twenty-seven months, and shows but slight

signs of wear at places. The granite pavement laid

to the east of it, which has been dowu nearly the

same time as the asphalte, is mnch cut and worn
upon both edges of the trams, iiad must be repaired

this year ; but the street is narrower where there is

granite than where the asphalte is laid.

In Cheapside there are signs of wear next to the

kerbs, at those places where the carriage wheels take

closely the same line. There are also in a few places

small dejiressions in the centre of the roadw.ty, which

are not the result of wear, for there are no specially

destructive influences at those spots, and they may
be attributed, therefore, either to faults in the founda-

tion or defects in laying the asph.alte. One bad

place, seemingly attributable to defective work, near

Newgate-street, has recently been repaired.

In the Poultry there are depressi.ms on both sides

next the kerbs, throughout nearly the whole line of

street, the result of the wheels travelling in exactly

the same track ; and there is a very bad one at the-

angle of Queen Victoria-street, where the wheels

twist in turning round towards that thoroughfare,

and tho.se ruts wiU probably need repair beforethe

winter sets in ; but there are no surface indications

of wear generally either in Cheapside or in the

Poultry.

All granite pavements in the Poultry, for many-

years past, either next to the kerbs or next to the

tramstones. needed repair at about the end of the

first year, excepting when laid \vith Carey's toothed

trams.

(To be concluded.')

The Church of S. J.ames, Nutlcy, Sussex, -whicli

has been enlarged by tl;e addition of a north aisle

and vestry, under the direction of Mr. W. Mayuard
Slinw, architect, -was lately opened by the Bishop o£

Chichester.
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^milling Intelligence.

CinTRniES AND CII.VPELS.

AsnBUUY.—The restoration of the pari?;h clinrch

of Ashbury, North Devon, has been conipleteil, with

the exception of the navc-seating^, pnlpit, altar, ami

stained glass, and it will be reoper.ed in tlie siirin.tc.

In consequence of the very defective condition of the

•walls, the whole had to be rebuilt. The new chancel

^rch, east window, credence steps, and inside arches

to windows and doors, are all of Hatherleitjh stone.

The tile tloors are from the works of Messrs. Maw.
The interior of the tower has been thoroui^hly cleaned

-out and repaired, and a new ceilinij: of oak placed

-over the bt.-lfry. The leadini; feature in the carved

.and encaustic tile work i^ the lily, tli^ emblem of the

Tiri,nn Mary, to wliom the (.-luirLh isdedicated. The

church, externally, presents a picturesque effect, the

irarm tone of the Ilatherleiffh stone copings, crosses,

and windows contrasting wf^ll with the irray wall-

ing and the foliage by which the church is sur-

Tounded. The works were entrusted to Mr. Dendle,

contractor, of TJarnstaple, and the whole has been

•carried out from the designs and under the supervi-

sion of Mr. John F. Gould, of the lirm of Gould &
*.Son, Barnstaple.

ELPiiiy.—The new (Roman) Catholic Cathedral

St Elphin. Siigo. is progressing satisfactorily towards

-completion. The building is of Lombard or Norman
-character, consisting of nave, aisles, transepts, s?mi-

'Circular apse with aisle passing round, and apsidal

<ihapel beyond ; and two chapels of the same form

in the transepts. A massive lofty spire rises at the

•western end of the nave. The total external length

of the building is 219ft. Oin. ; the total external

Tvidth across transepts is l"21ft. Gin. The width of

nave and aisles is fiOft. The massive tower, flanked

T)y staircase turrets with stone roofs, is 30ft. square,

-and will, with its spire, rise to the height of 17Gft.

The walls of nave and apse are supported by twenty

•columns. The total height of the interior of the

-church—and this will be one of its most striking

features—will be 82ft. from the floor level to the

Tidge or point of roof, while lofty triforia will adorn

the aisles, and look down serenely on the floor

beneath. The ceiling will be richly groined with

moulded ribs. The ridge outside will be surmounted

"fl'ith ornamental cresting four feet high, while suit-

-able crosses surmount the gables. The massive

-tloor, loft, wide, with its arch, is supported by lime-

stone columns, while the tympanum will be tilled

with figure carving. Of the ninety windows of the

new cathedral seventy will be of stained glass ; most
of these will be memorial windows. The whole of the

T\'ork is being done by a local contractor, Mr. Clar-

ence, from the designs of Jlr. Goldie.

FoKP.E.^.—On Sunda}', *2(jth November, a new
TTnited Presl.n-terian Church was opened for public

-Avor-ship. The building, which is said to be one of

the most elegant in the north of Scotland, cost little

.short of i:;),000. It is Gothic, with nave, transept,

and side aisles, covering an area of SO by CO ft.

The collections made during the day in aid of the

building fund amounted to i;330 17s. Gd.

Pf.uth.—S. John's Free "West Church, erected by
the Free M'est congregation, Perth, was opened on
Thursday week. The church was designed by Mr.
-John Honeyman. architect, Glasgow, and in the

English Early Gothic style. It is oblong in plan, and
the pulpit and platform are placed at the west end,

partly within a recess. The tower and spire rise to a

"height of 212 feet. The cost is about X8,000.

TrNiiP.inOK.—The memorial-stone of a new ISap-

'tist chapel was laid at Tunbridge on Wednesday
week. The chapel will be in the Gothic style, the

architects being Messrs Searle & Son, of Hloomsbury,

'f-ondon. and the builders Jlessrs. Powell & Everest,

of Tunbridge. There is to be accnnimodation for

•100 persons. The walls will be of red brick with

"ivhite bindings, and the interior will be .')2ft. Gin. by
-34ft. 8in.. with a large vestibule on each side, ad-

joining whieli will be two vestries.

M'Ai.wonTii.—On Tuesd.ay week the Bishop of

London conseeratetl the new church of All .Souls',

•Grosvcnor-park. Walworth. The church is of plain

brick, with liath stone dressings, and is harmonious

in its ]iroporlir)ns. The extreme length is TJoft.,

the nave and aisles being K.'ift. long internally. The
nave roof is olft. high from the floor to the top of

inside boarding, and is open-timbered, the external

height to ridge of roof being GOft. The interior

walls are facetl with white Suffolk bricks, the wall

over the nave arcade being bijlt of terra-cotta blncks

with stamped diaper pattern on the face. These
blocks, which are a revived form of the ancient

Moorish bricks, were manufactured by the Whit-

wick Company, Leicester. The spandrels of the

nave arches are intended to be filled in with orna-

mental tile paintings of the Twelve Apostles. Two
of these are already promised. Over each stone pier

supporting the nave arcade are eight figures of

angels, carved bj' Mr. Plows. As the church will

be nearly completely surrounded by houses, the

lighting is effected principally by means of twelve

loftv triplet-lancet windows in tlie clerestory. The
chancel, consisting of choir and sanctuary, is 35ft.

deep; the choir, which is 23ft. deep and 20ft. wide,

being immediately beneath the tower, which rises to

a height of lUOft. above the ground level. About

800 sittings are provided on the ground floor, and

there is space for 200 more in chairs. The builders

were Jlessrs. Henshaw & Co., whose contract was

£7.700. and the architects are Messsrs. Henry JarWs

& Son, of Trinity-square, Southwark.

BUILDIXGS.

Bath-i.axe Schools, NEwrASTLE-UPOX-TYxi:.

—The formal opening of the Bath-lane Schools took

place on Friday, the 24th uU., at which Mr. Mlall,

M.P., delivered an address on education. They are

in the Early Gothic style of architecture, of simple

character, and built of local stone, with ashlar

dressings. Accommodation is provided for GOO

children, at a total cost of about X3.000. Mr.

Thomas Oliver was the architect ; Mr. Henry

Andrews the Clerk of Works ; and Messrs. N. & K.

Heed and Messrs. J. & W. Lowry, the contractors.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
[Wo do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our corrftspondents. The Eiliinr respectfully requests

that all eommuuications shniild 1)0 dr.awn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Keaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Pappr should be .iddressed to the EDITOR,
31. TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-G^VRDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofSce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Receivrd.—T. R. G.—W. W.-J. C—J. H.—T. C. H.—T. B.

—S. B. A.—C. B. A.

Planning HorsES.—L. H.T.—Your suggestions have been
made previously by others. The suggestion that each

competitor should pay a fee which should go towards
paying an umpire is impracticable.—M. R.—What you
fiuggest would be done as a matter of course.—RiisTicus.

—Your suggestion about allowing each competitor a

certain space for description to accompany plan will be
adopted.

RicHAHn James.—The " Sketch-book" in reality consists of

SS plates: one of them, the frontis])iece, is not numbered,
and another of the plates is a double one and counts as

two.

Received Drawing of British School, Warrington.

CoiTCsponiiciitJ.

THE NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Durinj^ the time when the critics of Mr.

Street's designs for the New Law Courts were so

furiou.sly raging, the pages of the lirii.iUNO News
were conspicuous by the absence from them of

remarks either condemnatory or laudatory on what
were then to most of the profession unknown designs.

The m.ijority of us had seen the original drawings of

Mr. Street, but during the long interval since their

publication, it was possible only for a select few to

know to what extent such designs had been modified.

"Wiien, however sir, you did sjieak, we were favoured

with such an exhaustive and minutely-detailed des-

cription of the whole structure, that if we wore not

masters of the subject, the fault did not lie at your
door.

(If course before seeing the drawings we could

not impress ourselves with the uiuivuililied perfection

of the work that evidently took possession of your
critic. In fact, in the face of such comments as

were bestowed in the several articles in your journal

further criticism seems quite uninvited, and one

cannot he'p feeling the impertinence of endeavouring

to disturb such an imusual quality as you indicate

pervades the wliole building and whicli till now one

had supposed to be obsolete—viz., perfection. What
room is there left for a won! in the presence of the

statement that " the plans for the disposition, the

arrangement, and the adjustment of all the parts of

the wh<dc Ijuilding have been elaborated to a degree

that may be pronounced almost incapable <if further

improvement," and then to be made acquainted witli

the satisfactory information t!u»t " every window
that ought to be open will be found both to open and

to shut in a manner that will leave nothing that

can be desired." After reading such startling sen-

tences one could not help looking forward with the

verv liveliest interest to the time when you should

publish the designs ou which they were based. And
we were rewarded last week by a photo-lithograph of

a portion of the design forthe Strandfront ; the most

important front of the building, embracing a length

of about 3(J(lft., or alittlemore than half of the total

length.

Now we can all appreciate the immense labour

the thought, and the skill that must have been

brought to bear on the work to produce such a

design as Mr. Street has completed— he has had

plenty of time to improve or to modify, a.* it seemed

to him good, his original design ; and now that

part of the result of all this is before us, it is with

the greatest disappointment, for my part, that I con-

template it. I had paid but little attention to the

ravings of Mr. E. W. Pugin, the old-fashioned

notions of Mr. Sydney Smirke, the valuable criticism

of Mr. E. W. Ciiidwin, or to the gentlemanly remark

of Mr. T. II. Wyatt, at the opening meeting of the

Institute, but preferred rather to wait and judge for

mj-self. I now see the force of the last-named

gentleman's utterance, that the Strand front was,

in his opinion, a little too much broken up—it is

indeed broken up — it is all in pieces I In the

same story we have large lights, middling lights,

small lights, aud infinitesimal lights. String-courses

drop about in a marvellous manner, until one gets

quite confused in looking at the drawing; the general

effect seems to be similar to that which would be

jirodueed if a collection of designs for chapels,

schools, and cathedrals, had been pasted together to

form one elevation ; and the fact of the windows

being only in the exact positions where they are re-

quired can never atone for this treatment. I have

always understood it to be the aim of an architect to

get a good plan, and at the s.ame time never to lose

sight of the importance (particularly in such a case

as this) of grandeur in the elevation. The absence

of either nobility or importance in this design is most

marked, and this will be more conspicuous when in

the execution there will be 60ft. between the line of

the front and the south end of the Central Hall; this

feature will then lose much of the importance it

possesses on the drawing. By placing a piece of paper

over this end of the hall the effect will be readily

seen, for we cannot consider the southern end of the

Central Hall as part of the Strand front; it is placed

too far back to be so.

In the concluding sentence of your opening re-

m.arks on ''The I'lans " you speak of the "eminent

abilitv displayed in his strictly secular application

of the Gothic style by Mr. St'reet in his designs for

the New Law Courts." I cannot see how that state-

ment could be substanti.ated. Is there nothing about

the extreme western block that we have seen in

churches ? Do the octagonal towers ou either side

of the outer entrance stand innocent of cathedral

inspiration ; and the outer entrance itself, is that

strictly secular ?

The" Central ILall, with its tracericd window, its

gable, circular window, and flanking towers, what

style is this ? it is simply ridiculous to ask us to

swallow such information. If, as you invite us to

do, we take the design piece by piece, and carefully

and critically examine it, my opinion is that there

is scarcely afeature in the the SGOft. of elevation that

is not, correctly speaking, ecclesiastical. The heads

to the public staircase entrances are certainly secular;

they are of the tjuecn Anne domestic type, and by

no means beautiful. One really cannot feel that

this design when executed will reflect credit on the

age in which it was produced ; it will never cause

to rise those emotional feelings of pride with which

we contcmidate tlie Houses of Parliament. Useful the

building will no doubt be ; but it will not possess

that dignified and noble character that such a build-

ing shi]uld possess. It calls to my mind a musical

composition by one little acquainted with music, a

mere medley of notes placed just where fancy indi-

cated ; a crotchet under, perhajis, the now old-

fashioned breve, with a few demi-semi quavers pro-

miscuously stuck in at the side, a quaver under a

minim, and soon, without even the value of a dotted

note to gradually lead from one to another, and

without a rest ofaTiy kind. The effect of such music

when pl.ayed would be harsh in the extreme—sounds

up and ilown, u]i ami down ; no harmony, discord

everywhere, as offensive to the musical ear as this

.SOUft. of Strand front would be to the architectural

or artistic eye.—I am, &c., W. AV

.

CHURCH BELLS.

SiK,—Tour correspondent "A. E. N." ascribes

the introduction and invention of church bells to

Paulinas, Bishop of Nola ; this is contradicted by

various authors, and seems to be an error arising
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from the fact of his having been hishop of that

city. In one of his letters to Severus, in wliich he

iletails at great lengtli a chnrch he had built in Nola,

he does not refer either to bells or tower, thus

showing that there were none connected with that

structure. Paulinus was contemporary with S.

.Jerome, in the year 400.

The town of Nola is in Campania, and possibly

bells were first invented there, as we find them

called Nolaj and Campana;. Some think that Pope

Sabinianus, who lived about 600, and who, in con-

junction with the Emperor Phocas, brought into use

clock.-, in church towers, introduced them into the

Latin church, but the ex.act date of their introduc-

tion seems very doubtful.

Pope Stephen III. erected a bell-tower on the

ancient church of S. Peter's at Rome, and in it he

placed three bells ; that was .about the year 780, and

in 850 Leo IV. built another tower to the same

church, and placed in it a bell with a hammer of

gold. We are informed that in the year 805, Ursus

Patriciacus, Duke of Venice, presented the Greek

Emperor Michael with several bells, who placed

them in a tower he had built to the church of Santa

Sophia. It is apparent that bells were not in

general use in France in the year 610, as we find

that the Bishop of Orleans, then besieged in the

city of Sens, so frightened the opposing army by
ringing the bells of the church of S. Stephen, that

they raised the siege and departed. The probable

tiate of their introduction in England is 680. wooden
rattles having been used previous to that date (see

iiede), and we find general mention of bel's in all

Christian churches in 1023. In these days inscrip-

tions were fret|uently engraved on bells, one of the

most beautiful being as follows :—

•

" To call the folks to ohurch in time,
I chime,

"When mirth and joy are on the wing,
I ring.

When from the body parts the sonl,

I toll."

They were also regarded as a protection against the

assaults of the Evil One; thus we hear of the passing-

bell, to clear the air of evil spirits when the soul,

freed from its earthly tenement, was soaring heaven-

ward and homeward.
"A. E. N." takes notice of the bells mentioned in

Zechariah, but I think he will find in most bibles

with reference columns that the meaning of the

word bells is given as bridles ; this seems the more
likely when we take into consideration the length of

the inscription engraven upon them. Bells are for-

bidden to be used by the followers of Mohammed.
The following, I believe, are the largest bells :—The
Bolshoi, 21ft. high, 18ft. dia\neter ; The Tsar-

Kolokol, or King of Bells, 20ft. high, 201ft.

diameter; Great Bell of Pekin, 14ift. high. l3ft.

diameter; Great Bell of Erfurt, Itfift. high, 8ift.

diameter ; Great Tom of Oxford, 5ft. iUn. high,

7ft. lin. diameter. ^' A. E. N." will find a short but

interesting account of church bells in Bronn's
** Sacred Architecture."—I am, &c.,

J. RUSSELI, W.iLKER.

NOTES OX BRICKWORK.
Sir,—^As "Rusticus" has taken to practical

brickraaking, I do not think I can give him any
better information than he will quickly learn by
experience. In the article he quotes I wrote chiefly

for the information of bricklayers, with the inten-

tion to give them some idea of the various methods
adopted to produce the materials with which tbej-

daily work, preparatory to a more detailed descrip-

tion of the best method of performing their own
proper work ; for I hold that a workman, of what-
ever trade, should thoroughly know the composition

and nature of the materials he uses in his trade, and
I call this series of articles "Notes on Brickwork,"

and not on brickmaking ; but I am willing to answer
the questions of "Rusticus" if he will take my
answers as expressions of ray opinion as an engineer

of some experience in the use of bricks in many
different ways.

First, then, as to the fuel being incorporated with

the clay either during the time of casting or temper-

ing, which I stated to consist of sifted house ashes,

"Rusticus" asks whether small coal will do in the

same way. and if so what size the coal should be

reduced to? I should say that small coal would not

do .so well, or even at all. The fine siftings of house

ashes do not contain much live stuff, but a little

—

^sufficient, indeed, to rekindle the partially-burnt

ashes, and create a glowing heat within the brick

without giving otf any, or the smallest possible, pro-

duct of combustion in the form of gas, whicli, if

produced,- must either blow up the brick or find its

vay out through fissures ; and if all the fuel incor-

jiorated with the clay were live coal, and it were

used in the same relative quantity to the quantity

of clay wdiich is adopted w^hen using sifted ashes,

I should expect the bricks to be ruined in the pro-

cess of burning. (This quantity varies considerably

at different yards, but we may say that an average

is about half a cubic yard of siftings to a thousand

bricks, and a quarter of a cubic yard of the coarse

stuff to burn them with.) Neverthless, I conceive

that if a moderate quantit_v of coal dust were mixed

with the clay after the manner first mentioned, it

would be advantageous, and would enable the bricks

to be set closer together in the clamp, and not

require so much small coal in the layers, as when no

fuel whatever is incorporated with the clay ; and in

this way perhaps the total amount of coal might be

reduced, which I take to be the chief object of this

question ; but whether the labour required to reduce

the small coal to a state of dust would be repaid by
the process I cannot say. It might, however, be

wortli while to try an experiment in this direction

v^ith one end of a kiln, .and if " Rusticus" will perform

the experiment I shall be glad to hear of the result.

I do not, however, expect that so good a result will

be produced as is produced by the use of fine breeze

or sifted house ashes.

Secondly, as to the size of the pallets upon which

the bricks are carried away from the moulding

table to the hacks. The width of the pallet board

is the width of the mould from outside to outside,

and the length is an inch longer than the length of

the mould from out to out. This extra length

gives thumb and finger hold to the moulder, and he

takes the pallet in one hand and the mould in the

other, and by the sense of touch he brings the edges

of both to correspond, and at the same moment turns

out the green brick from the mould on to the pallet,

which he places, with the brick upon it, on a couple

of rails at his side, set Gin. apart, from which it is

taken as fast as laid down and placed on the barrow,

which, when full, is wheeled awa}^ to the hack-

ground. On arriving there the man takes a spare

pallet board and clips a brick between it and the

pallet upon which the brick rests, and sets it in the

hack on its edge, leaving air spaces between the

bricks. He completes the bottom row before

beginning to place the second upon it, in order to

allow the first time to dr3'.

On one row being completed throughout the length

of the hack he piles on another, and so on for ten

bricks in height; but as to the height it depends on

the weather and on whether the lower courses of

the bricks are dry enough to resist the superincum-

bent weight without indentation. The hacks are

about loft, apart, and the ground they oocupy is

thrown up in ridges, the barrow roads being in the

furrows. The chief object in forming the hacks is

to allow a free circulation of air about the bricks so

as to dry them as quickly as possible, and when once

they are properly placed in this respect they need

no more moving before they are wheeled into the

kiln.

As to the " dressing, removing imperfections, and

sharpening the arrises," when partly dry this is easily

done before removing them to the kiln or clamp by
flatting them with a tapering board, shod with iron

at the thin edge, with which excrescences are dressed

off ; but these do not occur when the process just

mentioned is followed; it is when slop-moulded

bricks are laid flat on the ground to dry for, say,

half a day, or more or less according to the weather,

before being tiu-ned on their edges to receive a

fiu*ther drying by exposure to the air, that these

excrescences occur, by reason of the soil sticking

to them when turned over. It is in this process that

the dressing is more required.

And now. havingre-perused the letter of "Rusticus,"

I think I have taken up every question asked, except

the counting in the kiln, and if " Rusticus" counts

.521 to the cubic yard that agrees iis nearly as

may be with my own experience.

The Writer of the Article in Question.

GATESHEAD SCHOOL COMPETITION.
Sir,—Allow me, as an architect of considerable

experience in the erection of schools, to give your

readers the notes made in my book, on a careful

examination of the above drawings when publicly

exhibited in the Town HiiU, premising them by
s.aying thiit of the 136 sets of drawings .sent in from

various parts of the country by lUfferent architects,

24 were chosen for final selection, half of which had
not earned even a passing note in nn' book ; and one

I had contented myself by describing in the one

W'ord " absurd."

For brevity's sake, I will give only my notes on

what were afterwards selected by the Committee,

viz. :—Nos. 14, 48, 155, and 106, all by a local

architect ; and No. 131 by a firm in Doncastcr.

" No. 14. Infants' department cloak-rooms being
merely the general porch-entrance, will not work;
clothes would not be safe ; and class-rooms and
])lay-ground being at the opposite side of the school-

room thereto, chiklren going from one to the

other would have to cross the school twice before

going into playground. Boys and girls' cloak-rooms

open to same objection as to relative position to

class-roomsand playground, causing too much passing

and re-passing in large room, and stopping work
therein. Drawings remarkably well 'got up,' and
therefore likely to win, unless men practical in actual

school working are the judges."

No. 48. Infants' class-room accommodation too

small, being fit only for about 6b, instead of 210
children as per Government plans. Cloak-room

position open to objections named in plan 14 by
same architect ; two distinct schools are [jrovided for

infants, requiring more supervision than one. Boys
and girls' departments are each in large single

schools, with thirteen groups of desks, although

Government rules fix 'five, or at most six;' cloak-

room arrangements as before; drawings 'got up'

same as No. 14, and open to same remark."

No. 131 to 133 were not thought worthy of any
special note, so many being better in the writer's

judgment.

"No. 155. Infants' school-room all in one for 480
children, less those in two small class-rooms. Entrance-

l>orch used as cloak-room, and open to objections

named in No. 14. Boys and girls each in large

school-rooms, with twelve groups of desks, instead of
' five, or at the most six,' required bj' Government rules

;

class-room arrangements open to objections pre-

viously named ; drawings 'got up' as before."

" No. 196. Infants' cloak and class-rooms as in

No. 14 class-room much too small for use, only 10ft.

wide. Other cloak and class-rooms better than

the other plans by same architect, but would

still reqiure alterations to be made workable

;

drawings as before."

These, Mr. Editor, are the notes I made before the

Committee's selection was known, and are therefore

uninfluenced by it in .any way. There were several

plans far superior, for their practical working, to any

of the foregoing, and I looked for them in vain,

even amongst the first 24 ; so it comes to this, either

the Committee of Selection, or the writer, are very-

bad judges of school plans, and your readers must

decide for themselves whose opinion the}' think best

worthy of reliance ; that of five gentlemen chosen

from a school board which has only been in

existence a few months, and which is now building

for the first time ; or the writer, who has built many
schools, and whose plans and specifications have

passed the Committee of Council, without even a

suggested alteration in matters of detaU.

Similar competitions are now open, and many
more will follow under the new Act. Will you, Mr.

Editor, use your influence to prevent architects com-

peting, unless practical men, such as the Government

School Inspectors, are called upon to decide? Good
plans will then be secured, regardless of tricky effects,

too often seen in competition drawings, to catch the

eyes of the unwary. If architects risk the cost of

competition, surely committees should go to sufii-

cicnt expense to secure proper decisions.— I am, &c.,

Ax Architect.

OUXAMENTAL BKICKS.

Sir,—Allow mu to make a suggestion in your valuable

paper relative to ornamental building and brickmaking.

In my youthful days I produced a very pretty sample

of fancy brxks in imitation of marble, not in texture,

but as regards veined and mottled appearance, by the

mixture of various clays or composts used for bricks,

and I think in our churches and public bMildings, if

studied, it would have a very pleasing cff.ct in columns,

capitals, bases, buttresses, &c. Tliey could In- produced

at the same cost as those used ordinarily for building,

or nearly so. Where I was engaged some years ago

we had six feet of good fat yellow clay, which made

some of the best red bricks, both for colour and sound-

ness, I ever came across ; below that was din. of saud,

and below that some fine fat deep-blue clay ; this, when

burned, produced a very sound brick, of a deep purple

brown, very near black. .Some of the above w-as

washed with chalk for our white bricks and the manu-

facturing of cutters, which burned a pale buff. These,

intermixed, produced a great variety, according to the

various proportions used. Now with the white clay

used in the manufacturing of common white delf, a

greater variety can be produced. Tlicre are many
things that I know not of for colour that can be

brought into use that will produce- a still greater

variety, and if used in arches for windows and as

above, 'with fine joints, and dressed off, afterwards

treated with a coat or two of what I did not know and

many didnot dream of then—viz., silicate of soda—they

would be most durable, aud with judicious treatment

add great beauty to our architectural accomplishments,

and not be so unsightly as our present cement and

plaster compounds.—I am, 4c.,

Jack or All Trades.
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ARCHITECTS' OFFICE HOURS.
SlR^—I am very pleased to see the question has heen

raised as to architects' office hour?, and I strongly

advocate the cause of "Assistant." In nearly all

branches of industry of h\te years the tendency has

been to shorten the hours of daily labour. Amonfist

the lowf-r classes if they do not obtain what they

demand they strike, and in tlie end jjet their own way.

Now I would not wish to advocate a strike amonpst

architects' assistants, or any course so drmoraIisin.tr. but

woidd sugsfst t'»'* hearty co-operatinn of all assistants,

and that a committee be formed lo put the matter

plainly before the Institute. Association, and leading

architects, so that they mi.ffht form some rule that

would become general throuffhont t be profession. In

these days of competition and ciucafion one needs to

have a considerable amount of study that cannot be

obtained during otlice hours if be inl<'nds to make him-

self at all fitted for the profession. Tlie office hours in

London are generally 10 to r>, and I suggest these

should be made the rule, with an hour in the middle

of the day, quite long enough for the duties of a

draughtsman. Also I would ask that our present

miserably small salaries be somewhat improved. An
assistant is expected to be a man of talent and educa-

tion, and yet can often only obtain a salary somewhat
inferior to the wages of a mechanic. At the present

time a vast deal of both time and money is expended

in useless competitions, for which, lo a great extent.

the assistant has to suffer, both by prolonging the

office hours and tending to depreciate the value of his

services. Now it rests greatly with the assistants

themselves so remedy these evils, and I think if the

subject has only proper ventilation in your valuable

journal, and there is a hearty co-operation amongst
onrselves. it will not be leng before we are placed ou a

footing more suitable to our position, and on better

terms with our employers.—I am, &c.,

Bradford, November 29. Unity.

Sir.—I quite concur with your correspondent,

•'Assistant," in thinking that the office hours of archi-

tect.s" clerks and pupils might be shortened with benelit

both to employers and employed. In the office in

wliich I am engaged the hours are from a.m.. till

r. p.m.. %vith three-quarters of an hour for dinner;

and any one who knows what the duties of an archi-

tect's assistant are will agree with me that this is too

great a length of time to keep the mind intently fixed

upon the work in hand ; and the consequence is that

after four o'clock in the afternoon very little really

usr-ful work is done, not from want of will, but because

the thoughts have become confused and the brain tired.

After ;i close day's work like this, one naturally thinks

that a little exercise is necessary, and by the time he

lias taken his tea and the said exercise, I can assure you
there is very little time for study and improvement,

even if (after a particularly close and hard day) he luus

the inclination for the same. I hope, with "Assistant,"

that some of our principal men will take the matter in

band, feeling sure that the increase of energy and pro-

fessional knowledge will fully compensate for the loss

of time consequent upon the reduction of the offico

liours.—I am, &c., Gothic.

petuation of a system he condemrs. If, on his own
showing, the architects have utter-y failed in practi-

cally ciirrying out their own unrestricted ideas, how can

it he rea.*onably expected that the publication of plans,

made under even more objectionable circumstances,

can succeed in creating a standard for the future?

Surely no argument against the proposed scheme could

be stroHL'cr than his own facts y He clearly shows by
" The (Mty of Villas " that good house plans must be

carwfully prepared to suit the wants of those who are

chiefly concerned,

I think the explanation he asks for, with regard to

the meaning I attach to " hours of idleness," ciuite

unnecessary, as there are few, if any, of your readers

who will have any dilliculty in comprehending the full

significance of the words.— I am. Sec, Keadeh.

Sir.—I am much interested in the proposed prizo for

plan of gentleman's mansion, but hope in your condi-

tions you will include tlielaying out of house-yard, and

that for carriages and carriage horses. J. C.

PLANNING HOUSES.
Sir,—As there are so many opinions about wliat the

plans and their cost shoidd be, would it not be better

lo give two prizes, one for mansions not to exceed

£7.000. and one for a good villa or farmhouse not to

exceed £3.000, by which we should get a class of plans

that might be useful for everyday life, not merely
•'imaginary things"? Farmhouses, as a rule, are as

much wanted as any kind of house, to take the country
thnmL'b. and will be still more so as agriculture keeps
adviinring. Now it's very rarely that a landowner will

lay more than a thousand pounds out for a farmhouse
i

(oftener i-'^nii). ns the farmer looks to the land to pro-

duce the rent, and invariably cares little about the

houpp, provided it be "comfortable and convenient."

So let H8 keep the main object in view, and stick to

pood plan*", with a fair elevntion. I would suggest

that you allow curb ciunpetitor half a column to de-

scribe his plan, what materials he intends to build

with, and how the same is to be finished, and the pro-

bable cost in his own neighbourhood. As economy is

a great desidenitum. people often have to use such

materials as the locality will priiduee. If you limit the

amount, let the architect be unencumbered by any con-

dition as to what plan or style he may adopt. 1 see

some advocate tlie Mothic. Generally si)eaking. (Gothic

is by no means a suitable style of house for many silua-

tions. so let the competitor have free and fair use of

his abilities to adopt the style he thinks best.— I am,

Cumberland. J. B. KusTiCfS.

Sir,—I should hope that the jealous, unworthy sus-

picions manifested by "II." are not entertained by

many. There can be no such clique as he supposes.

In competition, every man's hand isagainst every other

man. In the plan I suggested the interests of those at

a distance might safely be left to the London competi-

tors.

My objection to the designs being sent in under

motto is the well-known fact that the system utterly

fails to secure secresy. There are always dishonour-

able per.sons, who, revealing their authorship, canvas

for favour. In the present case it might not be so, but

I think it would be well to guard against even the sus-

jncion of it. If there is divided opinion on this sub-

ject, I do not see why it should not be left ojitional,

those sign openly who like, and if any are ashamed or

have fastidious fancies, they can assume the disguise

of those trite or favourite maxims " Dum Spiro Spero,"

"Laborare est orare," &c. Personally^ I care not what

may be decided upon ; I dare say in any case I can come
to the front if I send in, though " ff." be in the Ihtf.

There is no inconsistency in mshing the drawings
signed though I may write under initial. The letters

are not competitive, and towards you, sir, there is

necessarily no reserve. No analogy exists between
the cases. Though "H." insists tliat the general area

of house shall he limited, it is not to be to the ex-

clusion of designs not conforming to the rule. ^Vliat,

tlieu. is the use of any rule ? Name principal rooms,

I say. Wliere so much difference of opinion exists

it will be impossible to satisfy all. Perhaps the best

Ijlan would be to have a sort of " free fight," every-

body send what they like and how they like '.

With regard to perspectives, if allowed, I have but

one word to say : I hope there will be uo " fudging."

—I am, &c., 31.

STAINED GLASS.
(iOLDEXTlILL ChVKCH, NEAR StOKE-OX-TrEN-T.

—The chancel lias recently been enriched by the

addition of a largo .stained glass window of four

lights,of Geometrical design, surrouuded by aricUly-

cnloured border, with medallions iu the centre

lights, containing the text, '' Believe ou tlio Lord
Jesus Chri.st, and thou slialt be saved." The
window was executed by Mr, T. W. Cainiu, of

Smctliwick, near Birmingham.

Whitley Church. Yorkshire.— Tlie remaining

windows of the south aisle have lately been filled

witli stained glass. The windows contain figures

of S. Matthew and Thomas, James and John,

Andrew and Peter, with angels in the tracery bear-

ing appropriate texts. Underneath are fixed brass

plates containing tlie memorial inscriptions to the

members of the Earnsliaw family, to whom tlie

windows are erected. The whole lias been designed

and executed by Mr. T. W. Camm, of SmetUwick,
near Birminghan.

Inttrcmnmunitittioii.

QUESTIOXS.
[S^ni.]—rhoenician Bevel.

—

VThat is a riiocni-

cian bpvel V—l.ux.

[2"2J.]—Tell-Tale Gate.—Will any reader inform

mo of the best nicthoj for chocking fho number of

visitors to a skatinjf-poud ? I have seen a wheel with

four arms used for this purpose, but do not know if

it is the best, uor who is the maker of these ?— D. H,

[-1 :;;i :^.]—Ornamental Masonry.—Will any corre-

spondent kindly inform me where I can get a work
ujjon ornamental masonry and ston'-carving, and like-

wise whether there is any work published on monu-
ments, tombstones, &c., as I have never seen any-

thing of the kind advertised?— I. .J. K.

[2304.] —School Building.]-Would any reader

kindly give me, through your columns, the amount
of superficial area required by Government for each

scholar in the schools supported by the Government

;

and also the height (inlernally) to the wall-plato in

school buildings ?—F. A\'. S.

t'i.^O.j.]—A Legal Question.—I am lessee of a

dwelling-house for ten years certain, and am boimd
under a repairing clause. The premises have sunk or
" settled '" since I have occupied them, and the result

is, that the walls, cornices, ami plastering have
cracked, and some of tlie wiudow-sills are broken iu

consequence. Am I bound to make good these

damages under the terms of my lease ? I have recently

painted the fronts, and was )iut to considerable ex-

pense in cutting out the shaky plastering caused by
the "settlement" in question, and before doing so I

applied to my landlord to defray so much of the cost

as was thereby occasioned, but he refused, and said I

was compelled to do the whole myself. Is this so?

—

Stentor.

[ognii.]—Derbyshire Spar. -Would any of your

readers inform me where to procure Derliyshire spar

for the purpose of top dressing asphalte and tar

pavement ; also cost of same?— S. G.

[2397.]—Kentish Cottages.—Could any of your

readers kindly give me any information, or tell me of

any book, about the red-tiled cottages of Kent and

.Sussex ? A client of mine wishes to build soni<' on his

estate in Wales, and I want to know what kind of

walling is used, how openings are treated, &c.—J. B. F.

Sir,—lliere is one point in the letter of yonr cor-

resjjondent " 11." which seems to nu' to deserve careful

attention before the terms of the "house-planning"
competition are declared. He says that the architects

have built ninety-nine per cent, of the houses in "The
City of \'illas " according to their own sweet fancies,

ami free from any control. The results, he tells us,

are, that small holes over tanks are made to do duty for

staircase lights, and that most of the buildings are

badly arranged.

This is his own deliberate veri^ict on the planning of

a collection of houses which have heen erected with-

out reference to the reipiirements of actual clients;

and yet in urging you to offer a premium for the best

of this bad kind, he eutbusiastically advocates the pcr-

STATUES, MEMORIALS, <to.

rROrOSEI) MONVMEXT TO I.OUn DUNDONALD,

—

Mr. (!. A. J_,awsi,n, the sculptor, lias been com-
missioned to execute a statue in bronze of tlic late

Admiral Lord Dundonald, to bo erected in Val-

paraiso, in commemoration of his services to t^liili.

A Statue to Shakspeaee.—Shakspcaro is at

last to haTC a statue erected to bis memory. The
sito chosen is at the end of Park-lane and liamiltou-

place. How the matter arose was tliis. A benevo-
lent lady left a large sum of money for a drinUinp

fountain to be placed at the site menti(uied, anil

requested Mr. Ayrtou to clioose the subject, and
carry out the necessary arrangements. The First

Cfuiimissioner of works thereupon issued an invita-

tion to six of our best sculptors to send in designs,

ami Messrs. Noble, Armstead, Thornycrofl, Philip,

and two others acceded to the reijnest. The design

chosen is tliat of Mr. 'rhomyf^''"f'- 1' represents

Shakspearc, supported <m the one side by Chancer,

and on the otlier b}' Milton. At tlie back of the

])oets is the figure of Fame blo\\nng a trunijiet. and
underneath there is a very narrow rill of water
constantly trickling.

HEPLIES.
[237fi.]—Decay of Iron Railways—Your corre-

spondent "H. W. 1'. ' is I'vidently not acnuainted

with the more modern method of putting up iron

railings. The plan of " letting in " the iron into a

kerbstone is only now practised on a very small scale.

An excellent example of the new and improved mode
is to be seen in operation along the Thames Eniltauk-

ment. and as "II. W. P." may not have sren it. I will

briefly describe it. First, a trench, about a f.int broad,

by eighteen inches in depth, is taken out with a

spade, and half tilled with concrete ; then the railings

are held up by temporary supports while being bedded

in the concrete, and accurately adjusted iu line.

Next, the remainder of the trench is Hushed up with

concrete all around the base of the railways, and the

job is done. Thus, we get rid of kerbstone, running-

with lead, and all the chipping and fixing belonging

to the old plan. The reason of the corrosion of tin-

iron in the latter case is due to the gahanic action

set up between the lead and iron. In fact, the two
dissimilar metals, and the jiresence of water or damp,

constitute a complete galvanic battery.— .1. H. T.

[2379.) -Iron Wire Suspension Railways.

—

The railways referred to are, no doubt, th.- " wire-ropo

lines." which are set up in that locality pro tempore.

as they are intended to be sent to F.gypt. They arc

put up by the "Wire-rope Company,"formed some time

ago to work Hodgson's ])atent. All particidars can be

obtained of Mr. lieale, the secretary, -.'1, Gresham-

street, E.C.— .)i stitian.

[23S2.]—Proper Door-Cases.
—

'U'liere the door-

ways are entirely tilled uj) ^\ith wood, the stanchions

are mortised into the wooden cill, which forms a

proper door-case ; but all stone door-cases must have

stone cills.— I. .1. K.

[23S4.]—Hot-Water Pipes and Woodwork.

—

Certainly if the pipes get too hot the woodwork will

ignite. 'Was not the lire at the Crystal Palace caused

by the over-heating of the warming-pipes ?— F. L.

[238S,]—Filtering River Water.— I do not
think " H. H.'s ' plan would answer, as. excepting at

liigb water, there would not be sutlieient pressure to

force the water through his titter K. It also strikes

me as a great mistake his making the basement floor

below the level of high water. Surely it ought to be

above, and if so, why have the top of cistern for con-

taining the Altered water below the level, that the

water may reach even with the highest floods, as nothing

is more "treacherous than a ball tai) ? If " H. U."

would call at the offlces of this com|>any, I shall be

happy to give him all the information in my power,

and free of any expense.— It. IU 1>1NU, Loudon and

General Water Purifying Company, 107, Strand;

AV.C.

[J3S8.]—Filtering River Water.—"11. H."
must first carefully excavate the i, liuired area of

ground to be occuiiied with his lilt.r-. .tc.. and then

put in a puddle wall, say, 15iu. thick round side walls
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and under bottoming. Side walls of 9in. brickwork

to be carried up to near surface, and within which a

bottoming: of hand-set rubble, Tin. thick, must be laid

as level as possible. Walls of filter may be covered

over in any approved manner; flags to be preferred

if spans will suit same, such pavement being in no

case less than 4in, thick. Filtering materials to be as

follows :

—

Ft. In.

\Vhinstone metal, to go through a 3in. ring ... 1 »

Whinstone metal, to go through a 2in. ring ... U

(.iravel -i^

Terforated fire-clay tiles 1^

Sand J 0^

Total depth of materials 3 10^

Whinstone to be hard and properly screened. Gravel

may be saved from passing the sand through a ^in.

riddle. Tiles to be glazed and well burned, 9in. or

lOin. square, and l^in. thick, with from 40 to -00 holes

in each tile. Sand to be passed through a ^in. riddle,

and properly washed to free same from any earthy

matter. The" various materials to be carefully laid, and

the sand properly smoothed to a level surface at tojx

In addition to this filter, a primary one of courser

gravel and sand may be made nearer river, should the

water be considered very impure. In addition to the

ball-cock, a sluice may advantageously be put up at

inlet, which would effectively guard against any danger

in event of ball-cock getting out of order by an unseen

occurrence. All levels must be properly attended to

to insure success.—H. C, Edinburgh.

[33S8.]—Filtering Kiver "Water.—The following

ia a sketch that will put " II. U.'" right: The general

arrangement is the same as regards cisterns. This will

give him very little trouble, and furnish him with

river water as pure as he will be enabled to get it by
filtration. G L. ground level; H W, and L W, high
and low water-line ; I, inlet pipe, furnished with

either a wire basket or a perforated rose; G, the setting

tank or cistern ; F, the filter ; and C, the house supply

cistern; the two last are furnished with a ball and
lever, the same as ball-cock, but furnished with an
internal valve, V. in tlie supply pipes in the bottoms,

which will require very little to act upon them, and in

case of floods, the back pressure will aid in keeping all

tight, and I think it will be all two to one if they both

get out of order together, or at the same time. The
filter proper at the bottom of F is composed of bricks,

either stock or place, bnt I prefer the former ; placed in

the bottom herring-boned or diagonal (see 15), with a

space of au inch between rows ; upon this a course of

the same face downwards (see D) ; now, upon, the top
of that, some washed gravel or beach, screened
through lin. mesh screen, three inches thick, next
course '2in. finer, about lin. of sand, L'in. of clialk

brit or fine chalk, lin. small charcoal, and bin. fine

sand. This will complete your filter; the supply ]npe,

I, in the cistern S, is furnished with an elbow like the
rest, and has, likewise, a hopper or inverted cone. In
the bottom of this is a perforated plate, and the top
within an inch is furnished with another; the space
between this should be furnished with charcoal, broken
up about the size of peas ; the said cone is furnished
with aflap nose return valve, faced with flexible softened
rubber. I recommend this as I have had some in use
from six to eight years in contact with a brass cock, and
upon inspecting it the other day found all in perfect
order, as on the day it was applied. The advantage of
this is, if rain should come between tides you would
have a larger supply of water on hand, as 1, 2, 3 was
all charged last tide, and not such an influx of muddy
water the next. N.B.—You ciin reduce size of lilter

(see dotted lines in F) this can easily be replaced with
little trouble? and cost, and is effective.

—

Jack of
All Trades.

LEGAL INTELIJGENCE.
ComPEN .'NATION FOR Interfeuexce'with Rights

OF Common.—Stunehouse v. London and Bnioii-
TON Railway Company.—Tliis case, heard in the
Court of Quceii's Bench on the 10th ult. (sitting

in Banco^ before the Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Mellor, sir. Justice Lush, and Mr. Justice Haunen),
raised a most important question as to right of

commoners to .sue for compensation for interference
with their rights of common on waste hinds. It

was au action by the representatives of the lato Mr.
George Phillips, of Streatham Park, in the manor
of Tooting, Sun*ey, to recover compensation for in-

terference with his rights of common on the
Streatham Common. In 1853 the Crystal Palace
Railway Act passed, under which tlic Brighton
Company were empowered to make a railway which

would run through the common. The Compensa-
tion Acts make provision for proceedings for the

purpose of taking possession of land over which
parties had rights of common, but those proceedings

were not taken, and compensation was only niado to

the lord of the manor, who received a sum of £1,900.

Mr. Phillips was the principal person entitled to

commonable rights, and the company offered him
£20 an acre forau extinguishment of his rights, but
he refused that offer, and demanded J£200 an acre.

The railway took four acres of the cnunnon, and be-
sides that it SO intersected and cut off another large

portion of the common that access could not be had
to it, and for this injury he claimed about £1,000 as

compcnsatiuu. Many proceedings were taken to

compel compensation, bnt without effect, and the
company made their line. In the meantime Mr Phil-

lips died, and ins representatives sued for compensa-
tion, bnt the right to maintain the action was dis-

puted. Mr. Prentice, Q,.C. (with him Mr. Murpliy),

argued for the i)laintiff ; Mr. Pollock, Q.C. (witli him
Mr. Joyce), argued for the company. After a long

argument, which took up nearly all the morning, the

Court decided in favour of the plaintiff, that the ac-

tion was maintainable. The Lord Chief Justice

said tlielaw Wiis that a company, in order to obtain

lawful possession of land over which rights of com-
mon existed, must settle with the lord in whom the

soil was vested, and also with the commoners who
enjoyed rights of common over the wastes of the

manor. Here, liowever, the lord only was compen-
sated, and the proper course had not been taken to

extinguish the rights of the commoners. Their
rights, therefore, remained, and they retained their

ordinary common law remedy by action. Mr. Justice

Mellor concurred, and observed that the company
were bound to take the initiative in the proper pro-

ceedings to extinguish the rights of the commoners.
The otlier learned judges concurred.—Judgment for

the plaintiff.

Res Ipsa LoariTUR.

—

What is Sufficient
Proof of Negligence ?

—

Falling of a Board.—
In this case, hcax'd in the Shoreditch County Ct)nrt

on tliO 3rd ult., before J. B. Dasent, Esq., (the judge)

and a jury, the plaintiff was a jom-neyman piano-

forte-maker, and the defendant was the proprietress

of certain saw mills in Shoreditch. It appeared from
the evidence of the plaintiff that he was in the habit

of freijucuting the defendant's mills for the purpose
of having his wood sawn, and on the day in question

he was proceeding tlirough the defendant's yard with
two or three planks, which he was carrying over his

slioulder, when several boards, which were standing

in the defendant's yard, fell down, and knocked the
planks from his shoulder, one of which severely

crushed his foot, and caused him to keep his bed for

several days. The claim was iov S.\G 14s. 4d. for

medical attendance and the deficit in the amount of

the plaintiff's earnings during his illness. The plain-

tiff deposed to the fact that he did not cause the
Ixiards to fall, ami that he had the permission of the
defendant to liave his wood sawn in her yard. It

was also proved that the boards which fell were
resting on each other. For the defendant it was con-
tended that there was no proof of negligence on the
part of defendant to go to the jury, and that this was
not one of the cases where res ipsa loquitur applied.

It was further contended that the defendant's yard
was not a "public place" within the meaning of the
authorities. The plaintiff "VS'as not invited to come
there, but he did so for his own personal convenience,
and the defendant would not be liable for any acci-

dent wliich was not f^ansed by her actual negligence.

For the plaintiff it was submitted tliat the mere fact

of the planks falling, there being no contributory act

of the plaintiff, was sufficient in law to imply neg-
ligence. This was a case of res ipsa loquitur
("Kearney v. London, Brighton, and South Coast
Railway," 18 W.R. 1,000). The case of "Briggsu
Oliver" (35 Exch. 163) was also cited. Mr. Dasent,
the judge, said the question for the jury was, firstly,

whether there had been any negJigence on the part
of the defendant ; and secondly, was the plaintiff

lawfully on the premises of the defendant? If he
were trespassing, he must take the consequences of

his act ; if the accident had happened through the con-
t-'ibutory negligence of the defendant the plain-

tiff could not recover; but the fact of the defendant
keeping a yard for the purpose of receiving customers
was sufficient to give the plaintiff a riglit to be on
)ier premises for puiqioses of business. If the plain-

tiff had been aware of the unsafe staching of the
boards it would have been his duty to have used a
greater degree of caution in carrying his planks.
The onus was on tlie plaintiff to prove to the satis-

faction of the jury that he was entirely free from
blame, and to satisfy tlie jury of the negligence of
the defendant; but under the circumstances of the
present case, as the boards fell witliont any inter-
ference or negligence on the part of the plaintiff, the
law would imply the fact that they were stacked in

a negligent manner, res ipsa loquitur. On the ques-
tion of damages the plaintiff was entitled to recover
all such expenses and losses in the business as had
been actually caused by the accident ; but if the
plaintiff commenced work, and so suffered from a
relapse, the defendant would not be liable for that;
plaintiff must do everything in his power to save tlie

defendant from extra ex])ense3.—Verdict for the
plaintiff for the full amount.

Building Contract.—Agreement to Abide by
Architect's Certificate.—(Kimberley v. Dick,
M.R., 20 IVeeMt/ Reporter, 40).—This case arose out
of a building contract drawn in the ordinary form.
On a recent occasion (13 S. J. (152) we commented on
the effect of audi a contract, showing that it puc the
builder in the power of the architect to a remarkable
extent. The architect mayrefuse to certify that the
work is properly done, when it really is so. as the
allegation was -n Davis v, Taylor (13 S. J. 052) ; or
he may order extra works, and refuse to prolong the
time for completing them, and so expose the builder
to time-penalties, as was the case in Jones v. S.

John's College, Oxford (19 W. R. 276) ; or he may
order extra works and refuse to make a proper al-

lowance for them, as was alleged to be the case in

Kimberley v. Dick. In the first two of these cases
the architect's decision was considered final, and no
relief could be given against it by auy court of law.

The same would, no doubt, have been held in the
third case, if the question had depended on the in-

terjjretation of the contract alone It appeared, how-
ever, that the employer had directed the architect

not to let tho cost of vhe works exceed a certain sura,

the architect had promised in writing to keep within,

tho limit, and the builder had no notice of this ar-

rangement when he signed his contract. The Master
of the Rolls held that this arrangement was a ma-
terial circumstance, which ought to have been com-
municated to the builder. Its effect was that if the
cost of the works exceeded that sum, the surplus
would have eventually to bo paid by tho architect

himself. Hence it made it his interest to disallow

all claims for extra work which were at all open to

question, and to allow the smallest sum that could
well be allowed for all undoubted extras. If tho
builder had known that the architect would be thug
biassed, he would probably have declined to submit
unreserved to his arbitration. The Court, therefore,

held that the clause appointing the architect arbi-

trator for extra works was not binding on the builder,

and the contract should be read as if it were omitted.

It would, of course, have been possible for the

Court to have limited itself to sett-ng aside the clause

in question, and to have left tho builder to his com-
mon law right to sue for work done. It was, how-
ever, obviously better for the Court of Chancery to

dispose of the whole case when once it had got seisin

of it; the Master of the Rolls accordingly took this

view, and directed an inquiry what works had been
done by the plaintiff which were not included in the

contract, and what works had been done otherwise

than as provided by the contract, and what sums
ought to be allowed to the plaintiff for such addi-

tions and variations respectively. T he Court, there-

fore, undertook to do the arbitration for which the

architect was disqualified. This case has a lesson

for both builders and employers. It should help to

awaken the former to the precariousness of the posi-

tion in which they often place themselves, owing to

tho careless way in which they sign their contracts

;

and it should show the latter that when they stipu-

late with an architect for the limitation of the cost

of a building, that fact should be communicated to

any builder they may employ. It should also be re-

membered that if, as was the case in Kimberley «.

Dick, the builder be engaged by the a'-chitect as

agent of the employer, the limitation of the archi-

tect's authority will nut be binding on him unless ho
was aware of it. It will be of no avail for the em-
ployer to say that he only authorised the architect

to order buildings up to a certain sum ; for he will

have allowed him to hold himself out as agent with
an unlimited authority. The employer will there-
fore, in such cases, be primarily liable to the builder,

and vrill only have such remedy over against tho
architect as may arise out of the agreement between
tliom.

—

Solicitors' Journal.

Dispute as to the Sale of Bricks.—Shepherd
V. Smith.—In this action, tried recently in the Hal-
sted County Court, before J. T. Abdy, Esq., tho
plaintiff, a builder, of Colchester, sought to recover
£17 from the defendant, late a brickmaker at

Ardleigh, under the followingcircumstances :—Some
tiiin- ago Mr. Smith, being about to give up tho
brickticlds he held under the Countess Cowper, had
a sale, the auctioneer being Mr. Txuner, of Ipswich.

A certain heap of bricks was put up and knocked
down at 23s. per thousand to a builder of Colchester,

but there were reasons for not allowing the lot to

go in that dii-ection, and Mr. Shepherd (before the

next lot was put up) was asked if he would take

the bricks at the price of his bid, 22s. per thousand,

lie said he would, and pi-oceeded next day to com-
mence to cart. Before all were taken away,

Mr. Smith asked for payment for 72,540,

and the money was i)aid. Subsequentl)', upon
plaintiff making up his account of bricks received,

ho found that he had received 16,000 short of what
ho had paid for. The defence was that plaintiff's

foreman (Pudney), wlio had been sent \o Ardleigh
to examine the heap, Avas satisfied the number was
correctly charged fur, and also that if not, the
conditions of sale precluded Mr. Smith being
responsible.—Plaintiff was nun- suited.

M. Schneider, tho master of tho great Creusofc

Works, has reduced time at Jus establishment from
eleven to ten hovu's, and this without being eolicitcd.
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WATER SUPPLY AND
MATTERS.

SANITARY
^^iir ©fficc oLablt.

TiRADFOKD.—Last week Mr. Eawlindnn, C.E., at-

eiulcd at the Corporation OtHces, liradford, on ho-

)ialf of the Local Government Board, to take evi-

dence in respect to an application by the Town
Ct.uncil, acting as a board of health, for power to

borrow an additional snm of £S0,000 for the further

extension of the borough sewerage system.

The Sewage ofCamdridge.—Mr.Hailey Pcnton

has issued his report upon the condition of theliiver

Cam, and the cpiestion of divertingtlir sewage there-

from. He proposes lo take -loo acres of hand at

Cliesterton, and 2oOacrcs at Cohlhams Common and

Ken Ditton. Referring to the cost, Mr. Denton says

that if irrigation be adopted, and the maximum
quantity of land taken for the purpose, the total

outlav." including 40U acres of land, may exceed

£7I>.W(I. Allusion is made to the sluggish nature

of the Cam, and the pernicious influence of the locks

bv which the navigation is maintained. If the liquid

refuse of the town'is to be purified before entering

the river, this cannot be done by simple gravitation,

but the sewage must be lifted.

DuAixAGE OP Lincoln.—Plans of the propo.sed

new drainage scheme for Lincoln have been deposi-

ted by the engineers who have it in hand. Tliree

or four years ago Mr. Lawson, C.E., sent in an esti-

mate, which aiiiountcd to £4!),000, exclusive of the

land reqnired for irrig.ation vnth the sew.ige. The
present jilans are on a slightly smaller scale.

DoxCASTEK Wateii Svpply.—Notice is given of

an intention to apply to Parliament for the incorpo-

ration of a company to supply Doncaster and the ad-

joining villages of "Conisboro", Wannsworth, Balby-

with-Hexthorpe, &c., with water. The storage

reservoir is proposed to be made at Uooton Brook,

and the service reservoir for Doncaster near Tenter-

lane. The promoters, curiously enough, ask for

powers to buy from the Doncaster Corporation the

now-existing waterworks in Frenchgate. The Town
Council -n-ill oppose the scheme, which, if caiTied

out, will cost £40,000.

The SANiT.iET Defects of Paris.—M. Bel-

grand. Inspectenr-Generale des Ponts et Chanssees,

and directorof water and sewage, has j\ist pulilislied

a pamphlet on the sewage system of I'aris, and on

modifications of the present system of outfall and
the utilisation of the sewage. These impor-

tant matters (says Engineering}, although they have
been largely and for a long wliilo discussed, have
advanced but little up to the present time, when the

actual conditions give rise to tlie most energetic

complaints. Tlie chief inconveniences encountered

are as follows: The houses with fixed cesspools,

deprived of water distribution, are unhealthy ; the

raising and transport of sewage are costly, and fill

the city with noxious odours; the deposit of tlieso

matters at Boudy rendens the neighbourhood almost

iminhabitable, and greatly depreciates the value of

neighbouring property ; the discliarge of the sewers
into the Seine encumbers the river and sullies the

water for a long distance beyond the point of out-

fall ; and lastly, a great mass of fertilising matter is

lost to agriculture.

EoMFORi).—Mr. Herrtage, surveyor to the Rom-
ford Local Board of Health, proposes to drain all

the surface water of the town into tiie river, jind has
submitted a plan for the same, which he estimates

can be carried out at a cost of £'2GG. He proposes

to carry drains through High-street, South-street,

Korth-street, the Market-place, W.aterloo-street, S.

Andrew's-road, Queen-street, and portions of the

Eastern and Western-roads. Tlie length of pipe

required would be about 6,'lOOft. The sewage is

already utilised for irrigation purposes on a farm in

the neighbourhood of the town.

The Brextwood Sewerage.—Amcetinghasbeen
held at Brentwood to consider the future manage-
ment of tlie sewerage works. The Brentwood
Vestry ha*! received a letter from the Local Govern-
ineiit Act Office, which stated that Messrs. Buss and
Minns, the sewer authority ajipointed by the Office,

had completed the sewerage works, at a total cost of

i.*.'i,4It9 Ids. 6d., which excluded a few outstanding

claims fir compensation. Now the works were
coni})Iete, Messrs. Russ and Jlinns's authority would
come to an end, and the Local (iovernment Act
Office -nished to know whether the voslry would
appoint a competent person to superintciul the

works, connect drainage, &c., or whether the Office

was to do it for them .= The consideration of the

question was adjourned.

The new Gaiety Theatre, Dublin, was opened ou

Tuesday evening last. The aspect of the interior

somewhat rrsr nibles the Gaiety in London, and by
the same architect, Mr. C. J. Pliipps.

A portrait of tlie late Mr. De Wilde, painted by
Mr. .1. Kdgar Willi.am.s, has recently been presented

to the Northampton Museum. The inscrijition on

the fr.ame is as follows :
—" George James Tie Wilde,

autlH'i'. artist, humourist, and editor cif the Xorth-
tiwplnii Mercnn/ for uiiwards of forty years. I're-

sented to the Iv'orthamptou Museum by liis admirers

and friends, 187L"

Instithtiox or Surveyors.—.\t the first

ordinary general meeting for session 1H71-72, lield ou

Monday, November 13th, the following names were

read and passed to be balloted for ou December

ISth—viz., as Members:—John Brown, Kose-hill,

Chesterfield ; and Frank Bowry Bucklaud, Windsor.

Sever.ll donations to the library having been

announced, a vote of thanks was uuani'iiously given

to the various donors. The President, Mr. Richard

ll.all, then opened the session with au aildress, the

substance of which appeared in the Ikii.uixo Ni;ws

of Nov. 17th. A vote of thanks was unanimously

given to to the President for his address. Mr.

William Edward Woolley, of Loughborough, was

then balloted for and declared duly elected as an

.\ssoeiate. The next meeting will be held on

Monday evening next, December 4th, when a Paper

will be read by Mr. .T. Glutton (Past President), on

" The Cost of Conversion of Forest and Wood-land

into Cultivated Land." The chair to be taken at

eight o'clock. The following candidate will be

balloted for :—Mr. Edw.ard ^'igers, Jun., Elgin

Lodge, S. Peter's-park, N., as Member.

Class of Construction, Architkctukal Asso-

ciation.—The following are the questions to be

worked (jut for the next meeting of this class (Friday

next), the subject being C.arpe-itry :—1. What are

sleepers, lintels, templates, raising-plates, pole-plates,

and wall-plates? How are tlie latter fixed or joined

at angles? 2. Sketch a trussed timber p:irtition,

loft, long, 10ft. story, having another immediately

above and below, a door 3' 3" wide, to be 2ft. from

one end. Figure scantlings. 3. Give drawing of a

5t.aging for three bells (2' 9", 3' G", and 4' 3" high

respectively), in a tower Itjft. square inside measure-

ment. 4. A pier in a nave arcade is fractured, and

it is desired to replace it with new, and to reconstruct

one of the arches with its apex 4ft. higher than

before. Give the shoring required, and describe the

progress of the works. 6. Give drawing of a timber

foot-bridge over a stream 2.ift. wide. G. Sketch

the fixing for a flag-staff 25ft. high above a tower.

Bradford Grammar Scnoor, Co.mi-f.titiox.—
We find that the set of plans for the new Grammar
School which was selected for a third prize was

designed by Mr. Edw.ard Simpson, architect, Tyr-

rel-street, i3r,adford, and not by Messrs. Ilealey, as

stated in our previous report.

City Commission of Sewf.rs.—At a meeting of

the Citj' Commissioners of Sewers, held at the Guild-

hall ou Mond.ay, Mr. J. T. Bedford was unanimously

chosen chairman of the Commi.ssion, in the room of

Mr. H. De Jersey, who has been appointed by the

Court of Common Council to the office of Secondary

of London. The new chairman was well received.

Mr. De Jersey tendered his acknowledgments

to tlie Commissioners for the honour the.v had

conferred on him for ten successive years in electing

him their chairman, and after he had retired it was

referred to the Finance Committee to draw up an

address to him, ackuowledging the services he had

rendered to the Commission.

The Law ok Dilapid.vtions.—In connection

with this subject, upon which a series of articles is

now appearing in the Building Nkws, we may
state tliat at the last meeting of the Law Stu-

dents' Debating Society, held at the Law Institution,

Chancery-lane, the following question was dis-

cussed:—"In an action by a lessee against his

lessor for breach of covenant to repair tlie main

timber and roofs of his demised premises, is the

plaintiff entitled to recover if he has not given

defendant notice of the repairs being required ?" Jlr.

A. J. Harvie opened the debate in the affirmative
;

the society decided the question in the negative.

Leases and Agref,mi-:\ts for Leases.—Recently

a lecture was delivered to the Birmingham Law
Students' Society by 5Ir. G. J. Johnson, " On the

nature of, an<l distinction between, leases and agree-

ments for leases." Having dwelt upon the nature of

leases at common haw, as stated by Littleton, who,

he observed, had put the law into a mould tlie shape

of wliicli it h,id retained ever since, he jiroceeded to

show liow tlie mischiefs resulting from tlie ajiplica-

tion of tlie common law rule tliat wlicn possession

was given the terms of the lease niiglit rest on parole

evidence, was remedied by tlie Statute of Frauds.

The tendency of the decisions of the judges in con-

struing instruments of the nature of leases w.as then

reviewetl ami explained. Passing over tlie 7th and

8th Victoria, c. 7G. the lecturer pointed out the effect

of the 8th and nth Victoria, c. lOG, on lea.ses and on

the decisions of tlie judges. The present slate of the

law as affecting leases and agreements for leases

was next considered, and the lecturer cinchuled witli

an exposition of the modern doctrine wliich governs

lenancies-at-will.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING -WEEK.
MOND.IY.—KOYAT.ISSTITIIEOF P.RITISH .ARCHITECTS. (1)

"On the Bridges of London." Uy H. Carr.

Esq., C.E. (i) "On the Fall ot a Church
Dume. with Suggestions for its Construction

uu Better Principles." By Mr. Wyatt Pap-
worth, Fellow. 8 p.m.

Institution of Surveyors. "On the Cost of

Conversion of Forest and "Wood-land into

Cultivated Land." By Mr. J. Clutton (Past

President). S p.m.

Society of Ekgiseers. "On Floating Break-
waters." By Mr. Thomas Cargill, C.E.

7.30 p.m.

TUKSPV*.—Institution of Civil Enoiseers. "On
the Stresses of Bigid .\rches and other

Curved Structures." By Mr. William Bell,

M. Inst. C. E. S p.m.

WKDNEsnAT.—Society of Arts. " On Sewage as a.

Fertiliser of Land, and Land as a Puritler ©t

Sewage." By J. Bailey Denton, Esq., 8 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. Meeting of Class

of Construction ; subject :
" Carpentry.

"

C.30 p.m.—Meeting of Class of Design ; sub-

ject: "Oriel Window with Internal Fittings.

Jin. Scale." 8 p.m.

CHIPS.

Great improvements will shortly be made in the

dock accommodation on the Tyne. The Tyne Com-
missioners have resolved to make a dock at Coble

Dene, from comprehensive plans prepiu-cd by their

engineer, Mr. Ure.

Another addition was on Monday maile to the

number of metropolitan tramway lines already in use

in London, bv the opening of the new line from the

Euston-road 'end of Hampstead-road to Kentish

Town. In anticipation of the opening of this new

line, the omnibus fares were reduced a few days

since.

The design of Mr. Willi.ara Watson, of Make-

field, architect, in a limited competition for the

new Wcsley.an Sunday Schools, West I'aradc,

Wakefield, has been accepted by the committee. The

work will be carried out very shortly, and will cost

about £1.500.

The annual general meeting of the Society of hn-

gineers will be held on Monday, the 11th of Decem-

ber, in the Society's hall, Westminster Palace Hotel,

for the election of officers for the ensuing yea- The

chair will be token at half-past seven o'clock pre-

cisely.

The City of London Commissioners of Sewers

have giveii notice of their intention to apply to

Parliament for an act to preserve Sun-street as a

public thoroughfare, as the Great Eastern Railway

Company claim powers to stop up the street.

The scheme for the improvement of S. Mary s

Church, Colchester, which commenced in a proposal

for a new chancel and beuching, then extended to

new roofing, has now got to the length of new side

walls. The whole church, excepting the tower, will

be new. .

A new cattle-market was opened at Leicester on

Wednesday week. When the offices and abattoirs m.

connection with it have been completed, the cost

will have been from £25,000 to £30,000. The mar-

ket and abattoirs are coimected with the Mull:ind

Railway.

PRICKS, November 27.-Timbcr, per load of 5ft cubic

feet : Eiga, £3 5s. to £3 10s. ; Crown Memel. £4 to ft 10s.

;

best middling £3 63. to £1 15i: ;
good middling and

seconds, £3 to £3 5s.; undersized, i.2 10s. to £J 15s.,

small, short, and irregular. £-• lo £.' los.; Stettin £2 10s.

to £•' 1-5S.' Swedish, £2 7s. to £2 15s.: ditto small. £2 to

£2 6s • Swedish and Norway balks, £2 to £2 5s.: Crown

Memel oak, £5 10s. to£0 10s. ; ditto brack. £4 los. to £5 .js ;:

Dantzig, and Stettin crown oak, £5 to £6; ditto brack

and unsquarcd, £3 16s. to £4 5s.

Deals and Battens, per Petersburg standard hundred

:

Archangel vellow, £12 10s. to £14 10s.: ditto seconds,

£9 10s. to £10; Petersburg yellow, £12 lOs. to £13 10s.;

Wyburg yellow, £9 15s. to £10 5s. ; Finland and Uandsawn

Swedish, £i; i;s. to £8 ;
Petershiu-g and Eiga white £8 to

£0- Chiiatian vellow and white, best quantity, £10 to

£l-> 10s • Norway dcals,other sorts, £7 to £8: ditto battens,

all sorts,' £5 5s. to £7 : Swedish and Gothenburg, good

stocks £1« to £10 10s.: ditto common aud thirds,

£S lOs to £0 lOs. ; Gene and best Swedish deals, £10 Ills, to

£12 ins; Swedish battens, £7 10s. to £0 10s.; Quebec

best pine, tloated, £l(Uo £18; ditto bright, £13 10s. to

£20; Secoud Boated ditto, £12 to £13; ditto bright, £13 rn,..

to £14 10s.; Third floated, £S to £9 ; ditto bright, £8 l.>s.

to £9 63.

S^rabe Hftos.
(i^''

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Sunderland.—Au adjourned meeting of hous'

joiners took place at Sunderland on Tuesday evening to

receive the reply of the masters to their ileniaiid for

.'.0 hours at 30s. per week. The masters offered :ios.

for 54 hours, refusing the compromise of 50 hours with

no advance. The offer made by the masters w;is re-

jected as well as the ainenduicnt of 53 hours for 30s.

It was resolved to strike for 5ii hours pure and simple,

with no advance of wag.-s. Three hundred men
tuniod out iu the morning, and their decision was

received with loud cheers.
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THE ILLUSTRATED EDITIONS OF
VITRUVIUS.

A S the only author of antiquity whose
-^-*- writings upon the art of architecture
have come down to us, the text of Vitruvius
is especially valuable, and it is not surprising
to find that, since the invention of printing,

editions of his works, to the number, probably,
of over a hundred in all, have from time to

time appeared. The " editio princeps,"
printed at Rome by George Ilerolt, under the
superintendence of Sulpitius, is without year,
place, or printer's name. Its date probably
was as far back as in or about the.year 1486,
and as both this and the two following edi-
tions, the one of 1496, printed at Florence,
and the other of the following year, printed
at Venice, are, with the exception of a few
geometrical figures in the Venetian edition,
without illustrations, we do not propose to
examine them further. To a monk named
Jocundus we owe the first illustrated edition,
which was printed at Venice by " Joannes
de Tridino alias Tacuino, Anno Domini
MDXL, Die XXII. Mali" to quote the colo-
phon.
Before describing this work, we may pause

for a moment to explain the way in which
our attention was first directed to the writings
of this author. We have always been great
admirers of old books, and have taken every
opportunity of becoming possessed of works
relating to architecture

; but we soon found
that for two very important reasons we must
confine our collection within some limits even
closer than this one subject, for firstly it was
too expensive a task for a young architect,
and secondly we could not find room for our
treasures. AVe thereupon set to work solely
to collect editions of Vitruvius, and having
now got together a very complete series of
the various editions of his works, we wish to
impart to our readers some of the informa-
tion we have thus gained.
To resume our account, then, of the edition

of Jocundus. We had not been collecting
very long before we came across the following
entry among the bargaius offered in the cata-
logue of a second-hand bookseller :

—

M. VITRWIVS PER IOCVND\^ISO LITO [CASTIG.i

TIOE FACT\-.S CVM FIGVBISKT TABVL.1
VTIAJI LEGI ET IKTELLIGIFOS SIT.

This is a most singular jumble of wrongly-
divided words, which any Latin scholar will
at once disentangle, and. which pretty fairly
represent the aspect of the words as they
appear on the title-page of this edition, set
up in beautiful old Italian capitals, within a
floriated border.

The drawings which Vitruvius himself
prepared to accompany his manuscript have
not been handed down to us, and their nature,
tlierefore, in many instances is a matter of
pure conjecture. It is amusing to trace
through the various illustrated editions the
modifications undergone by the quaint old
woodcuts which Jocundus prepared with so
much diligence and care, to tlie number in all

of 136. It is strange, also, to find how many
of his successors founded their figures upon
his, and instead of endeavouring to correct
his error by a comparison with the text,

merely took his rude woodcuts and put into
them a little more detail, to suit the improve-
ments in the art of wood engraving.
The first illustration in the book is given

in explanation of the reference by Vitruvius
in chapter I. to the use of caryatides. He
ttills us that the inhabitants of Caria, a city
of Peloponessus, who were at peace with
Greece, joined the Persians in making war
against the Greeks. The Greeks were victo-
rious, and in return for the treachery they
had experienced they destroyed the city of

(

Caria, and after killing all the males, carried

the women into captivity. These latter were
not suffered to remove their finery and orna-

ments, and were not only led in in triiunph,

but doomed to perpetual slavery. The archi-

tects of that day sculptured them in their

public buildings bearing heavy loads, that
they might remind posterity of the punish-
ment of the Carians. We have translated
this passage in order to show how slight is

the description of these females, and the
insufficiency of these data for any illus-

tration. Now, on contrasting- the figure

given by Jocundus with that of Cresa-

I'ianus in the first version of Vitruvius,

printed at Como in 1521, our readers will see

what we mean by one author improving upon
the illustrations of his predecessor, and will

understand the extent to which fancy has been
resorted to in order to reproduce the drawing,
if there ever was one, given by Vitruvius.

We have strayed sadly, however, from the
description we were about to give of the first

copy we came across of the folio edition of

1511. We went off at once, of course, to our
friend the bookseller to have a look at the

book he had so conscientiously described, and
sure enough found the folio, but it was in a very
sad state, alas! and book collectors will, we are

sure, sympathise with us when we explain

that it had been barbarously cut down in

binding; that some wretchedboy (there were
such boys, we grieve to say, even in the six-

teenth century) had blackened the faces of

all the masters and workmen in the book in

ink, which had faded, it is true, but luad sent
an iron stain through half of its pages, ar.d

that finally some industrious little worm had
burrowed right through and through the
volume, regardless of the learning he was
leaving behind him. It is scarcely necessary,

perhaps, here to remind our book-buying
friends never to send forany second-hand work
from its mere catalogue description. If you are

nice about your bocks go and look each work
carefully through yourself before you part
with you money, and take with you, if pos-
sible, a collation obtained from some copy
elsewhere.

But we are talking more about books than
Vitruvius. As we made it a rule in our col-

lection to get a copy of any desired work, if

not too costly, even in a bad state rather than
go without one, we carried away our treasure,

though we have long ago replaced it by one
in a far finer state. The edition of 1511 con-
tains 123 folios, and a full copy measures
12iin. by 8|in. The illustrations are very
rudely cut wood blocks. The first of them we
have already described, and the only other
which claims special attention is a represen-
tation of a ship, with a machine for measuring
distances on the reverse of folio 104, and ex^
plained in Book X., Chap. XIV. When we
come to mention the corresponding figure of
this machine in the Como edition of 1521 we
will describe the origin of this illustration.

The next edition of Vitruvius, a small
octavo jn-inted at Florence in 1513, is illus-

trated with reproductions on a reduced scale,

and still more rudely executed, of the designs
of Jocundus. This work, according to
Gwilt, is " extremely scarce," and it is stated
by the same authority to have been sold at
an auction for eleven guineas. Two copies
in a fine state are before us as we write

; one
of them contains a pencil note to the effect
that it was sold at Lord Stanley's sale for
.£11. This edition does not seem now to
command so high a price as formerly. Wo
have come across four copies during the last
few years

; the tallest of them measures ^\n.
in height, and is in its original binding. The
title, which is contained within a Seriated
margin, reads asfollows:—" Vitrvvius iterum
et frontinvs a Jocvndo revisi repargaticive
quantum ex collatione licvit. Tlie entire
work contains 239 folios, and the illustrations,
consisting, as already stated, of reversed
copies of those of jocundus, are of little

importance. The caryatides before alluded
to, by a slight oversight on the part of the

wood engraver, appear in this edition to be
suspended by their heads to the entablature,
as they have literally nothing to stand upon,
not even the conventional line. This figure
is here also the first in the book, and is found
at p. 3, while the ship occurs on page 177.
The cuts are the worst in any of the illus-

trated editions of the author, and some of
them, notably that on the reverse of p. 6, aie
upside down. At the end of the work, when
perfect, is the treatise of Froutinus, " De
Aqueductibus Urbis Romre," and a vo-
luminous index.

In 1521 Csesar Cassarinus, who was one of
the architects employed in the erection of
Milan Cathedral, produced, with the assist-

ance of Benedictus Jovius, the first trans-

lation of Vitruvius. This magnificent folio

work, which we cannot but regard as one of

the greatest triumphs of the art of printing
in the early part of the sixteenth century,
was printed, as already stated, at Como by
Gotardus de Ponte. Gwilt says of it that it

is " exceedingly rare," and this statement we
can endorse, as we have never come across it

in this country. Our copy, brought from
Italy, is of unusual size, measuring no less than
17jin. by lliin. The title is too long to re-
produce here ; the work consists of 192 folios,

and there are 117 illustrations. Neither this

edition nor the one of 1513 is in the art

library at South Kensington, though we
believe they are to be found in the library of

the Royal Institute of British Architects.

The illustration relating to the caryatides
we have already described ; this block, which
occurs on folio 6, is the first wood-cut, and
the very ciu'ious representation of a vessel

which appears on the reverse of folio 174 is

the hundred and fifteenth illustration. It

is inserted to assist the reader to comprehend
a contrivance explained at considerable length
in the text whereby the distance passed over
either by carriages or ships is registered by
means of a train of wheels, which liberate

after a certain number of revolutions, corre-

sponding with a certain distance traversed,

a ball. At the end of the journey these balls

are collected and counted, and serve to show
the number of miles that have been travelled

over. Perrault, in a foot-note to the edition

of 1684, proves that this invention would not
do for vessels, as the number of revolutions

would bear a variable proportion to the speed
of the ship. The woodcut is very curious as

giving an almost exact representation of the

then undreamt-of paddlewheel. Much more
curious, however, are some of the other illus-

trations, notably those of the plan and sections

of Milan Cathedi-al on folio 14, and the vecta
and reverse of folio 15, and the strange hiero-

glyphic on folio 92, where the figure of Fate
is depicted with a pair of bellows, and the
cherubims, in lieu of children's faces, are

mainly represented as the winged heads of

various animals. The drawings of Milan
Cathedral would delight the heart of many a
student of Gothic proportions ; everything
is enclosed in squares and triangles, which we
will hope were not drawn after but before

the building was designed. The triangles

seem to have the disadvantage we have
noticed before when this figure is applied to

Gothic buildings—viz., of very nearly, but
not quite, coming in everywhere.

If ever there was a Gothic manual of Classic

architecture this must be the one. We think

it quite impossible to have handled the Classic

rules of Vitruvius in a more genuinely-Gothic

spirit ; this may be seen even in the treament

of the caryatides. Think of those gracefully-

draped Grecian damsels against S. Pancras
Church, borrowed by the brothers Inwood
from the Erechtheum at Athens, and compare
them mentally with the fiowing-robed ladies

depicted by C'Ksarianus. Could there be any
greater contrast ? We should like to engrave

a score at least of the illustrations to this

Como edition, but, alas ! it is impossible to

reproduce them without mutilating our
treasui'ed volume. In 1522 appeared a re-

print of the Guinta edition of 1513, with the
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same blocks for the figures, which needs no
further description. A counterfeit or pirated

copy of the Guinta edition, without place or

printer's name, was produced in tlie following

year, and is said by Gwilt to have been in

all probability printed by Will Iluyon, of

Lyons. ^V'e must leave the subject here for

a while, though we hope in a future paper to

he able to notice some of the other editions,

which contain numerous matters of interest.

A compreiiexsivp: drainage
sche:\ie.

MI!. BAZAI.GETTE, the chief engineer

of tic Metropolitan Board of Work.?,

who has carried out the . metropolitan

main drainage, proposes to establish a

Thames Sewerage Commission to construct

main drainage works for that part of the

Thames Valley lying between London and
Windsor, and embracing something like

forty towns and villages, within an areaof 100
squaremilwi, the population of which is ;iOO,000.

The sewage of all the places that now drain

into the Thames above Hammersmith, the

exti-eme point of the metropolitan main
drainage sy.-tem, and up as far as Hampton, is

to be conducted by gravitation through sewers

to Hampton, at a considerable depth below
the 'surface, where it will be lifted by pump-
ing engines to a higher level, and flow again

by gravitation through a second main sewer
on to Chertsey. The places to be drained
into the fir.st main sewer are Acton, Chiswick,
Ealing, Hanwell, IJrentfonl, Isleworth,

Barnes, Mortlake, Kew, Iliehmond, Twicken-
ham, Mitcham, Merton, Jlalden. Jlorden,
AVimbledon, Teddington, Kingston, Hampton,
Esher, Thames Ditton, Molesej', A\'alton,

and AVeybridge.

The sewage of these places having been
concentrated at Hampton, pumping engines
are to lift it into a second main sewer, through
which it is to tiow on to Chertsey, receiving
in its course the sewage of Southail, Norwoocl,
Heston, Hounslow, Hanworth, Sunbury,
Lalehani. and Shejjperton.

Other main sewers, commencing at Eton
and A\'indsor, would bring the drainage from
\Vindsor. Datchet, Old A\indsor, Norton.
Colnbrook, Egham, and Staines, also by
gravity, to Chertsey, where a regulating
reservoir would be formed, and a second
pumping station would raise the united
volume of sewage to a reservoir commanding
and at the head of a tract of land of about
3.000 acres, having Chobham on its western
boundary, Ottershaw-park on the east,

Horsell on the south, and Gracious-pond on
the north.

It is stated that the purification of the
Thames is at the present time not only a
matterof urgent impoitance, but also of press-
ing difficulty. Over four millions of money
have been spent in t)rder to divei-t all sewage
from its waters within the metropolis, and
in l>ii\C> and 1H(>7 Acts of Parliament, known
as the Thames Navigation Acts, were pa-ssed,

of which one principal object was to secui-e

the early removal of sewage contamination
from the river throughout its whole course.

This legislation, it is well known, was the
result of the settled conviction entertained

by the public and by Parliament that it is an
absolute sanitary necessity that sewage should
be kept out of the drinking water supjilied to

the inh.abitantsof the metropolis.

The Royal CJonimission on water supply
reported in l><Gd in favour of the 'I'hames as

a source of suppl3', on the faith of this legis-

lation being carried out. They said that the

river Thames, supplemented, if necessary, by
works for storing the flood waters, together
>vith the river Lee and the water obtainable
from the chalk to the south and south-east of

London, as well probably as from the Jjower
Green sand, will furui.sh a supply sutlicient

for any probable increase of the metropolitan
population

; and that when efficient measures
are adopted for excluding the sewage and

other ])ollutions from the Thames and the

Lee and their tributaries, and for ensuring

j)crfect filtration, water taken from the pre-

sent sources will be perfectly wholesome and
of suitable quality for the supply of the

metropolis.

The difficulty of disposing of their sewage
has, ever since the Thames Navigation Acts
were passed, perplexed the many towns and
villages situated in the valley of the Thames.
With the stringent provisions of these Acts
assailing them on one side and no efficient

means of disposition presenting itself on the

other, their situation, it is said, bears truly

something of the nature of a dilemma. ]\Ir.

Bazalgctte thinks that the exigency of the

occasion can only be meet by a combined and
comin'cheusive scheme.

The cost of this great scheme is estimated

at £G:j0,n00.

The money is proposed to be borrowed on
the security of the rates, at 3J per cent., re-

deemable in sixty years. The rateable value

of the towns and villages the sewage of which
is proposed to be utilised in this manner is

XI,000, 000 at the present time. The present

population of 300,000 is more by one third

than it was ten years since. Estimating the

future population to be provided for on this

basis, it is supposed that in thirty years' time

it will be (300,000.

Assuming the money borrowed on the terms
mentioned, the first year's outlay will be as

follows :

—

Interest on £630,000, and one six-

tieth part paid off annually ... £34,913
Pumping, maintenance, and man-
agement 6,000

£40,913
Return from irrigated farm. 3,000

acres at £8 24,000

£16,913

This sum would be raised by a rate of 4d.

in the pound on the rateable value we have
named. But as the population and the rate-

alile value of jjroperty increase, so would the

rate decrease, and it would decrease also by
reason of the debt being lessened year by
year, until its extinguishment in sixty years,

leaving, then, an unencumbered estate in the

possession of the inhabitants of the district.

TIuis

In 5 years from the completion of the

works the rate would be reduced to l-if-d.

In 10 years ... ... ... ... 2^
In 20 years ... ... ... ... 1^
In 30 years ... ... ... ... i

These are the features of the scheme pro-
minently put forward, and they certainly look
very well at a glance ; but it will have to be
remembered that these works, costing £2 j^er

head of the population, are the main arteries

only of the sy.'stem, the works necessary to

bring the sewage into them being in addition

to these. But, perhaps, that wliich detracts

most from the credit of the scheme is that it

is proposed to exclude all rainfall from these

main .sewers. It is said that " The Thames
Conservators, having interdicted the overflow

into the river of storm waters mixed with
sewage, it will be necessary in this, as in any
other scheme of drainage, to exclude the rain-

fall from the local sewers, excepting in such
towns and villages as are so circumstanced as

not to infringe the above restriction of the
Thames Conservators, and in such towns and
villages ordinary storm overflows from the
existing sewers would suffice.'' But this latter

little drop of comfort will not be of much
avail. The system of drainage that has been
adopted in most of these towns and villages

that are drained at .all is one which admits
into the sewers the rain that falls upon the
area occupied. It is not now the question
whether this is the proper system or not, but
it has been adopted, and, indeed, it is the
system adopted by Mr. Bazalgette himself in

London, to this extent—that he admits into

the metropolitan main sewers all rainfall

that does not exceed jin. in depth in

twenty-four hom-s ; and when storms occur
that exceed this quantity he has pro-
vided that the surplus shall overflow into

the river, carrying with it, of course,

a portion of the sewage i\'ith which it had
become mixed ; but in this new scheme he
says the Thames Conservators will allow no
sewage to enter the river. What, then, is to
be done with the rainfall ? The only thing
that can be done with it is to separate it

wholly from the sewage and discharge it into

the river by separate cliannels, either by the
old surface drains or by new ones to be made.
In the villages this may be done, but in the
towns it would be very difficult. Putting
aside for a moment the cost of it, let us con-
sider how the rainfall can be dealt with. To
carry out a double system of drainage, one
for sewage and the other for rain water,

would necessitate something more than merely
taking away in one the surface water of the
streets and fronts of the houses ; the back
premises require drainage also. The respec-

tive areas to be drained, of streets, house-
tops, and back premises of houses, may be
taken to be about as follows : street surface,

1 ; house-roof, 1 ; back premises to bo drained,

1
;
so that merely to take away the rainfall

from the streets would be to take away only
one-third of that which must go away by the
drains, and to extend the surface water drains

so as to take away the whole rainfall would
necessitate these drains being carried througli

into the back premises of the hoases, in the
same way as the house-drains are ; in fact,

side by side with them. The areahere called

that of the back premises does not include

gardens and other undrained laud, but is the
paved and other surfaces from which the

rainfall must go away by the drains. Tliat

which falls upon the undrained area sinks into

the ground, except what part of it may be
evaporated, and follows the courses of the

drains and sowers and gets into them through
the joints, generally ; but in a system pur-

posely designed to exclude it of course this

would be prevented. But it is questionable

whether it would be policy to prevent it. Is

the quantity of liquid sewage discharged from
the houses sufficient to carry off the solids

after they have arrived in the main sewers

which have comparatively flat gradients, or

would they silt up '? If so, it would be policy

to admit an additional quantity of water into

them.

STRENGTH OF BOLTED BEAMS.

IT frequently occurs in architectural ami
building examples that a single beam is

not sufficient, so far,as strength is concerned,

to support the load required to be carried.

Under these circumstances, the common
practice is to bolt a couple of beams together

;

but sometimes this is done in so careless a
manner that the full strength of the combina-

tion is not obtained. This arises from the

fact that the real office performed by the

bolts and the effect they produce upon the

double beam is not properly understood. It

is often imagined that the bolts are of little

or no use, ami that the strength is the same
as that of a couple of beams, simply super-

imposed one upon the other without any
fastening whatever. Even when it is ad-

mitted that some additional strength is gained

by bolting the two beams firmly together,

the ratio or proportion of increase is but very

vaguely estimated. As this is a subject of

great jiractical importance, and one which has

been scarcely touched upon by writers on

construction, we will briefly investigate the

chief jioints bearing upon the case. In Fig. 1,

let A and B be two beams of timber having

the same sectional area and dimensions

throughout, and the same transverse strength,

and let them be simply placed one upon the

other with great exactitude and precision, the

lower one resting upon the supports C and D,

which, for the sake of simplifying the ques-
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tion, may be considered to be mere points.

In this position, it is obvious that if we take

any point.? x and a', tlie former in tlie upper
and tlie latter in the lower beam, they may
be regarded as situated the one exactly over

the other in the normal state of equilibrium

of the arrangement before any load is put
upon it. If a weight W be now placed upon
the middle of the upper beam, a certain

amount of deflection will take place and will

cause the beams to assume the position indi-

cated in Fig. 1 by the dotted lines. As the

weight is borne equally by the two beams

the share of each equals --— But in this

new position the two surfaces of the beams
which are in contact will have been acted

upon by different forces. That of A will

have been strained in tension, and that of B
in compression, and the two points :r and
x^ will no longer coincide, but be separated
by a certain interval, as shown in the diagram
in Fig. 1. There will be a sliding move-
ment between the two beams which will

altogether destroy that united resistance
which would alone give a maximum of

strength. Let h equal the breadth of each
beam, d the depth, S the span, and R the
radius of curvature, then if W be the load
that the double beam would safely sup-
port, it will be given by the formula

.,„ 4 R X h d -.W = ^.r-f
.J Li

AVhen two or more beams are securely
bolted together, and also additional pre-
cautions taken against independent action by
the insertion of wedges, it is clear that the
surfaces cannot slide one upon the otlier, and
consequently the points .rand z', will always
remain in the same relative position. The
two beams will thus act as one, at least

theoretically. It is just possible that in

practice this condition may not be rigidly

fulfilled,, but the discrepancy will not bo of

sufficient amount to invalidate the truth of

the principle. In Fig. 2, where the two

certain to loosen, and then the strength be-
comes reduced to that of two beams whose
surfaces are free to move one upon the other.

There is no question that to this cause may
be traced the " sagging" that takes place in

beams of this description, after they have
been put up for some years. The practical

reason for employing a couple of beams is

that a single one of the necessary scantling

cannot be procured, or, at least, only at a

price which prohibits its employment. It is

well known to architects and engineers that

the difficulty of obtaining sound balks of

timber of large sectional area is increasing

yearly. Probably this has led in great

measure to the extensive use of iron girders

and beams when the span of a joist exceeds
certain dimensions.

DILAPIDATIONS.—VL
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beams are shown connected together, the
line N N' well represents the line of the
neutral axis of the two beams, since, by
virtue of the fastenings, it will not undergo
any alteration in length. Consequently, as
the distance of the extreme fibres on each
side of this line is equal to the depth of each
separate beam, the total resistance cbsplayed
is equivalent to that of a beam whose depth
is equal to 2d. But the formula in the pre-
sent instance for the safe weight, representinc

it by Wi, wiU be W, = »_1JLAj!: It thu^s
o L.

appears that when two beams are firmly
bolted or otherwise fastened together, so as
to virtually constitute one single beam, their
strength is double that of two beams merely
placed one over the other, and the increase
of strength is obviously proportional to the
efficacy of the fa.stenings. This important
point should not be lost sight of in designing
double beams. It is not always sufficient to
Isolt the beams well together in the first

instance, and then to suppose that they will
always retain the extra strength thus given
to them. If the beams in the permanent
position in which they are placed are sub-
jected to any jar or vibration, no matter how
slight, the bolts, in the course of time, are

TN the schedules of dilapidations which I
-*- have classified under the various trades,

and which we have now to consider, it must
be borne in mind th.at they are based upon
the covenants set forth in page -ICU, and
therefore any unusual or different covenants
must be carefully noted, and will of course

forni a deduction therefrom or addition

thereto. In the preceding pages the reader
will find nearly every covenant explained but
the following:—"And to keep the said

messuage or tenement and hereditaments,
fixtures, and premises, at all times during the

said term in good and substantial repair,

and in thoroughly clean and good condition.

And to paint all the external wood and iron-

work belonging to the said messuage or tene-
ment and premises once in every five years
of the said term, with two coats of good
oil colour, and in like manner to paint the
internal wood and ironwork of the said

messuage or tenement and premises, once in

every seven years of the said term." I am
tempted to mention this covenant, because
it certainly much puzzled the lay arbitrator

;

the various surveyors gave most varied
"readings " of its value and meaning. Some
explained that it merely meant keeping
the walls fairly coloured and papered, and
the ceilings whitened, and the paintwork
cleaned, while some contended it was a most
stringent covenant, and that beyond ceilings,

walls, and paintwork, it meant the washing
of the floors and staircases, the cleaning of
windows, the removal of dust and rubbish,
and required the seeing that all those matters
and things which are usually the work of the
domestic servants of the establishment were
done. The covenant is, no doubt, properly
explained by those who held that it did not
relate to these last-mentioned items.

The reader should note the explanations
given in the smaller print, as they contain
much that will assist him in his practice.

One point I would call especial attention
to—it is the endeavour I have made to aid
the judgment in determining dangerous walls
by the use of figures. The result of the
calculation shows that an ordinary brick wall
which bulges or batters lin. in the foot is

insecure. Unlike all the rest of my state-

ments, this must be I'eceived only as an
opinion. There is no data fixed that can
guide, not even so much as there is in light
and air cases, where the angle of 45 degrees
does give some basis to work from.
The numbering of the tables is continued

from the preceding tables.

TABLE 14.—liRICKL.\YER AND TILEH.

All open joints to brick fiat, brick on edge
coping to walls, all loose, broken, or defec-
tive tiles, all defective filletiiigs, all defective
tile creasings, external pointing to pantiling.

See if the roof ba.s been pointed before, for it i.s

sometiraes the cases in outbuikliiiys that the pantile
roofs have not been pointed. In sucli inst:Luees tlie

pointing cannot be chiimed, for the reason ah'eady
exidained—viz., yon cannot require the premises to
be made superior to the original construction.

All brickwork so much out of the perpen-
dicular, or so cracked, split, or bulged as to
render them unsafe or incapable of being
effectually repaired.

It is very difficult to give exact figures to guide
the decision as to when a wall is so much out of the
pei-peudicular as to be unsafe, and all the authori-
ties leave the practitioner to decide for himself; but
as this necessarily leaves so much to individual
judgment, I have endeavoured to give some data to
gtiide. Suppose a wall 40 feet high, upright for
20 feet of its lieight, and overhanging at the top
1ft. 8iu. ; this gives an inclination of lin. in the foot,
which may be taken as so far out of the perpendicu-
lar as to he unsafe in ordinary brick walls. Take
the same diagram and draw the wall overhanging
only one-lialf—i.e., lOin. In tins case I should say
the wall is not so far out of the perpendicular as to
be unsafe. Next make a section to a large scale of
a wall 80ft. high, battering or overhanging half an
inch in the foot from the base to the top, and the
iiile will be still found to apply. It would thus be
a good rule, perhaps, to adopt—safety where only
half an inch in the foot out of perjiendicular, inse-
curity where in excess. But this rule must only bo
used as guide, and -n helping to fonn a decision,
as at present it is not an accepted dogma.

Split or broken chimney pots, loose chim-
ney pots (must be refixed), all open joints

of brickwork, broken brick paving, defective
and sunken paving, foul drains, cesspools
(which require emptying), all accumulations
of earth, soil, and rubbish ; sash frames and
door frames, pointing to same where defec-
tive.

TABLE 15.—SLATER.

Slates, if loose, broken, or defective.

As already mentioned, it will be wise to

test that the nails are not rusted or other-
wise defective. The reader will do well to
refer back to those observations.

Wher^ timbers, laths, or boarding, broken, sagged,
or otherwise defective, the slating or tiling must bo
taken off to enable the reinstatement of the former
to be properly done, and then the slating or tiling

must be properly rolaid.

Ridging, if defective or deficient.

Shelves, slabs, piavings, if broken, loose,

and, as to the latter item, if out of the level.

T.USLE 16.—CiVEPENTER AND JOINER.

All woodwork decayed or injured by the
admission of weather.

It will be well to see especially that the purlins,
or the feet of the rafters, are not so injured.

Any broken timbers of any kind.

All timbers injured by dry rot.

All timbers (joists, rafters, &c.) where out
of the level or jjerpendicular, provided the
same arises from decay or neglect.

Broken laths.

Loose, broken, or decayed weather board-
ing.

Wooden gutters.

Water trunks.

All boarding to dormers, roofs, gutters,

flats, &c., if decayed or sunk.

This latter dilapidation will be met by the words
'' take tip and relay sunlien parts," &c.

Skylights if decayed.
All sashes and frames where cill decayed,

sash-lines, broken or missing, beads deficient

or broken, pocket pieces defective, bars cut,

rails decayed, where tenons gone and mended
with angle iron.

Note.—In the report of the select com-
mittee on dilapidations they give it as a
dilapidation if sash-lines are broken only
in the strand, but in my experience this is

not generally the practice ; so long as the sash-

line will fairly fulfil its functions, it is usual

to pass it.

I)oors and door frame ; split panels in

doors : any injury to stiles or rails liy removal
of locks or fastenings. Treads of stairs where
nosings much worn or broken.

This dilapidaticin will be met by " new nosings
to (reads," unless the treads be wholly defective, it

will then require '-new tread." Whore, as some-
times will bo found, the tread is so worn that tlio

top of tlie riser becomes used by the foot, no ques-
tion should arise in the mind of the' surveyor, it

being so obviously a glaring dilapidation ; as the
riser is being used for a fturposo foreign to tho
original and usual intention. One is led to mention
it aa a recollection of instances of practice occur to
one's mind.
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TABLE 17. 5LAS0N AND PAVIOR.

Copings, if broken or detective, if dis-

placed by any settlement.

It is usual where there are broken stones to allow

the broken parts to be squared of!, ami thus only

find fresh stone to comi>leto the length. This, where

the coping is of great length, ^^ill inueh lessen the

e.\pi-uiliture necessary to satisfy the eoven.mt. Be

sure ami take all copings, tliose of gables and chim-

neys, if any, as well as parapets.

Curbs and channels if broken or defective.

Same remarks apply as to the copings
;
m

addition such stones must be reinstated as do

not alTord proper fixing for the ironwork.

.Sinks and sink stones if broken or defec-

tive.

Steps and landings, external and internal, if

broken or so much worn as to be dangerous

in ptussing up and down; if nosings broken.

Remedy.—The rule ohtiiins to allow the

piecing, where this can be done in an efficient

manner, to broken portions of steps. Where

nosings are broken or treads are worn down

to tlie extent above mentioned, tlien such

piecing will require to be thus done: cut

out the upper surface and fill in the depth

of the nosing with a slab of the same kind

of stone of sufficient thickness to form a new
nosing.

Walls or other masonry if loose must be

refixed.

Paving, if loose or sunken ;
if broken,

deficiency of stones to be supplied.

Chimney-pieces, if broken, or chipped, or

stained.

Stains must be removed.

Hearths and back hearths, if broken,

cracked, or sunken. In latter case all that

will be necessary will be the taking up and

relaying.

Pointing if decayed or joint,s open.

Cramps if defective or deficient, or the

lead running be defective.

Ashlaring and all other stone work, if

broken or pieces out through frost or other

causes, or otherwise materially damaged.

It is important to remember that all stone

work (whether plain or ornamental) of every

kind may be made good by filling in pieces

of tlie same kind of stone wherever this can

be done in a sound and ethoient manner.

TABLE 18.—PLASTERER.

Ceilings, if cracked, bulged, or stained.

If not very bad, it will be sufficient to require the
same to be washed, stopped, .and whitened. If very
bad, then defective parts must be eut out.

AValls, if the plastering be loose or bulged,
that part must be cut out. Ilemember this

will necessitate fresh papering or colouring.

Enrichments, mouldings, skirtings, and
cornices, if defaced.

A hint here may bo well. Look ifany of the enrich-
ments bo deficient ; it will often be found that some
have fallen down and never been replaced.

Cement work of external fronts and other
external work, as copings, cornices, trusses,

caps, cills, plinths, stringings, and dressings,
reveals, &c., if cracked, blistered, bulged, or

broken away.
Cement paving—if cracked, sunk, or not

having the original fall to allow the water to

run off.

Concrete paving—the same remarks apply.

TABLE 19.—PLU.MBER AND ZINC WdP.KER.

Lead or zinc gutters or fiats or flashings,

if loose or damaged, cracked or deficient.

Properly soldering the cracks will satisfy

the dilapidation of cracks in lead and zinc

work, provided so doing will make good
sound work. The gutters will require taking
u|i and relaying where the boards or bearers
require reinstating to enable that to be done.

Flasliings, ridges, hips, valleys, aprons,

dormer tops and cliceks, cisterns, cistern

heads, rain-water pipes, sinks, and all pipes,

if loose, deficient, cracked, or damaged.
'I'lic same remark will apply here as to the

preceding items.

Water-closet 'apparatus, soil pipes, traps,

safes, pans, pumps, &c., if out of order must

be made to fulfil their respective uses. Water-

closet ])ans must be cleansed, if necessary.

TABLE 20.—PAINTER.

Painting external, if wood or iron, stone,

compo, or other work, is being injured.

It is an undispHted dilapidation if it can

only be shown that external wood, iron, or

other work is being injured by the omission

of painting. Even without reference to the

point of
" painting at certain periods as

irrelevant here, it is certain all the decisions

make it positive that where external work

is exposed through the absence of paint

—e.f/.. where decay is arising—it is a di-

lapidation, for that which damages the estate

permanently must be waste or dilapidation.

Call it what you will, it is an injury to him

whose estate the holder has only an usufruc-

tory right of : and therefore if permanent

injury c.in be shown, it is no answer cwh to

say, "Well, it has been painted during the

prescribed term," and there can be nostronger

mode of expressing this liability. The
estate must be upheld, and if from peculiar

circumstances, as from the aspect and exposed

position of the premises, the paint is not so

enduring, and the usual covenants only are

inserted in the lease as to painting, it is no

answer to say covenant complied with, if wood
rotting, or other work being injured by

exposure.

Painting internal, if not painted accord-

ing to the covenant—if not in proper fair

condition where no covenant.

In the Keport of the Committee of the Royal

Institute of British Architects, they say where no

especial covenant for internal painting, nn internal

painting can be demanded, except in cases of misuse,

.and those of renewed wood and other works. I

cannot understand how they arrived .at this decision,

for it is wrong, and mars an otherivise good report.

In differing from such a decision it will be wise

to quote specially the decision adverse to the report;

it is, "Monk v. Noyes," 1 Car. and P., 2C5, and will

be found already recited where I have explained in a

foot-note how erroneous this is.

Picmember that wherever any kind of

work has been previously painted, painting

can be again demanded ; for example, a compo

front may originally have been so left, or

may have been coloured, but if it has since

been painted, and is defaced, or by fluxion

of time the period has arrived for repainting

external works, it must be again painted
;
and

it will be no answer to this requirement to

scrape the cement work and colour same.

I end this table with a suggestion to the

inexperienced, that they will do well when
surveying works to see how dilipidations have

been executed, to notice whether cracked

panels and other defects, which should be

rectified by the joiner, have been puttied up

and painted over to hide defects, because, if

so, in a few months' time the old sores will

become again exposed, and so their clients

naturally will be dissatisfied.

TABLE 21. GLAZIER.

This is extremely simple. The rule is in

inferior rooms that all squares of glass having

more than one crack, in the best rooms all

squares having any cracks (see page 404 ante)

and all broken squares, are dilapidations.

It is tlierefore only necessary to measure

the size and take note of the quality of tlie

glass.

Puttying and back puttying to glazing if

defective.

Lead lights if loose or damaged.

Kemkdy.—Keinstate the bandings and
cementings where necessary.

TABLE -.SMITH AND IRONSIONGEl!.

Beams, columns, ties, and supports, if de-
fective.

Pailings to internal staircases if defective

or broken.

Balconies and balconets, if defective or un-
safe.

TABLE 23.—IWrERIIANGEl;.

Paper, if loose or torn or much soiled.

'\^'here the papering is hung on canvas and
the canvas is torn, the canvas must be first

restored. In judging of soiled paper it will

be necessary to determine whether the injury

arises from neglect or misuse ; because if not

no claim can be sustained.

Paper, if not papered in accordance with

the special covenant in lease.

I think the foregoing tables will enable the

surveyor at all times readily to determine aU
the points (if the preceding chapters have
been carefully read) that can arise in his

practice. B. F.

Iron railings, and gratings, if defective.

Gates, if hanging or fastenings imperfect.

Rain water pipes and slioes, gutters, cis-

tern heads, if defective or deficient.

Iron doors, shutters, and frames, linings

to doors, locks, latches, hinges, bolts, bars,

&c., if damaged or defective, or broken,

must be made to act and work properly, and
the deficiencies be supplied.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Architectural Composition.—Plastic Mate-
rials AND Artificial Compounds.

{Continued from page 386.)

THERE is a large class of substances that

demand consider.ation in treating of the

materials used in architectural composition

which may be briefly designated under the

above head. They may be regarded in a two-

fold aspect, namely, constructionally and de-

coratively. I'he progress of inorganic

chemistry has done much towards placing the

composition of this kind of manufactured

material on a reliable basis, but chemical

analysis has not advanced far enough to give

us any but approximate data as to the effects

of various agencies on such substances, and

we are left pretty much in the region of ex-

periment and empirical knowledge.

Perhaps in no other branch of the archi-

tect's educational course is the importance af

a chemical knowledge more imjiortant or

manifest than in this one of analysing or

combining substances forming compounds of

this sortj and of understanding the action

the atmosphere and its gases have on them
when used in building. Rocks, clays,

sands, and soils are all of a compound
nature, and enter materially into our con-

structions. Chemical decomposition is the

only means of getting at the ultimate and

constituent elements and properties of such

substances. Thus in limestone we have first

by the action of heat a decomposition, or the

evolvement of lime and carbonic acid, both

of which can be again by powerful means de-

composed, the first into a metallic sub-

stance, calcium, and the latter, or the acid,

into carbon and oxygen— these being

the simple elements whose combination and

behaviour we should be perfectly cognisant of.

The physical properties of mortars and cements

are too" well known to require repetition here.

Inasmuch, however, as these cements are an

important vehicle or substance in construction,

it may be as well to note their character-

istic qualities. Carbonate of lime is the basis

of all cements, and this is found in large

masses in all parts of the world in the various

forms of marble, limestones, chalk, and coral.

When subjected to heat in a kiln such lime-

stone parts with carbonic acid and water,

leaving quicklime, which, being slaked and

combined with water, forms a friable hydrate

of lime. Being mixed with sand and gravel

to the extent of two or three times its weight,

this compoimd is sufficiently adhesive to unite

the surfaces of bricks or stones. Such is

orilinary mortar, the indviration of wliich is

caused "by its gradual reabsorption of carbonic

acid froi'n the atmosphere—a slow process,

but the hardness which such mortar acquires

in the course of time is, in many cases, mar-

vellous, as exhibited by the mortar of many
ancient samples. Such cement, however,

only acquires this property in dry iilaces.

In moist situations or under water, another

substance is needed, known as hydiaidic
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cement. This is composed of clay (silicate

of alumiua) combined with limestone in a
«3crtain proportion, and sucli a composition
lias the property of solidifying under water,

the hydrate of lime combining with the sili-

•cate.? and forming an insoluble substance.

There are many calcareous clays or argilla-

'Ceous limestones used, and the time of harden-
ing such cement depends on the proportion of

clay used, the larger the projiortion, as 20 or
'25 per cent. , the quicker the drying. Parker's or

Komaii cement is composed of a similar ad-

mixture. The well-known and powerful
cement known as the Portland is made from
the above described carbonate of lime mixed
with the ai'gillaceous deposits of rivers run-
.ning over clay and chalk, pounded together
under water, and dried and burnt. The
strength or tenacity of this cement is too well

known to need comment, being nearly four
times stronger than any natural kind, or than
Roman cement. The mud of many rivers

passing over calcareous rocks may be used
with advantage, although chemists have not
been able to account for the great disparity

in the results observable in similar propor-
tions of calcareous and argillaceous ingredients.

Experiments conducted on a large scale and
before scientific men have shown the wonder-
ful tenacity or cohesive strength of this

cement. A block of Portland cement 16in.

long, having a sectional area of 16in., or 4in.

square, when supported at ends and loaded in

the centre, broke at l,5801bs. ; the cement was
four months old, while a similar block of

Roman did not carry one-fourth that weight.
Its tensile strength was found also to be nearly
double that of Portland stone itself. No more
valuable application of cement to construction

can be instanced than its use as a concrete or

(:n forming beams, by combination with brick
or similar material. Every practical man
iuows the value of concrete in building. The
great strength of a mass of this cement incor-
porated with sand and gravel or fragments of

bricks and like substances makes it useful in

a variety of forms, and the application of

concrete in the building of walls or as a solid

substratum in foundations is especially
noticeable as an important feature in modern
constniction. The admixture of this cement
with different proportions of sand and
fragmentary substances has frequently
been subject to experimental tests which
•have sufficiently proved the value of such
concrete. Brick beams constructed with
this cement have borne extraordinary weights,
and compared with Roman cement a ratio

of 2^ to 8 has been assigned to it from actual

experiment. Beams, arches, or vaults, con-
structed with tiles, flat or hollow, well bonded
in cement, offer numerous advantages com-
pared even with timber and iron in some
instances, as where lightness and non-conduc-
iion of heat or cold are desiderata. Iron
may often be employed to give increased
rigidity to such concrete construction as
hoop iron bands. A species of hollow pot or
short tube cemented together to a domical
arched form has been used successfully, the
hollows sexving admirably for ornamentation
of some light or plastic material as wood,
carton pierre. or plaster, besides the great
essential of lightness of structure. What
could be a lighter and more economical
covering for a church or hall than one con-
slructed in such a manner, the ceiling being
of thin wood to give resonance '? I think
cement beams, or outside window heads, &c.,

may be introduced successfully in place of

stone, or even brick arches set in mortar, and
be infinitely less liable to unsightly fractures

through settlement, &c. For columns and
compressive action also cement may be
used, the resistance of good Portland cement
to crushing being considerably greater than
Portland stone. Puzzuolana, a substance com-
posed of volcanic ash mixed with quicklime,
forms a most insoluble compound of great
durability as an hydraulic mortar.
The decorative use of cement or stucco

has been largely developed ; more so, perhaps,

in an age when brick mauufactiu'e and taste

were at a lower ebb than now. As a
protection to inferior brick, and as a
non-porous surface, nothing can be better

(as attested by many examples) than
Portland cement. It readily admits of

moulded, or simple stamped ornamentation,
though its too facile plasticity has in

the hands of somebeen vulgarly employed, as

I remarked in the case of cast u-on. Such
use has thrown a sort of discredit on compo
design which will require a century to efface.

I repeat that its use as a non-absorbent
material for facing walls, and as a cheap sub-
stitute for stone or brick architectural dress-

ings when its nature and character are pro-

perly expressed, is quite legitimate ; and as

much architectural taste or feeling may be
shown in it as in other materials ; but used
as a disguise to bad construction, or as a
means of making only cheap ornamentation,
nothing can be more offensive or distasteful.

The latter employment of it has maiTed its

virtues, which will, however, I believe, before

long, and when brick ornamentation has been
allowed to outrun moderation, be thoroughly
revealed. Another group of substances,

called plasters, of which the base is sulphate

of lime or gypsum, may be noticed here.

After gypsum has been calcined and mixed
with water, a true hydrous sulphate of lime
is formed, the crystallisation and expansion
of its parts becoming rapidly formed, thus
admirably fitting it for casting in moulds, for

wliich purpose it is largely used. Plaster of

Paris is such a material, and its use in casting

is well known. The property of gypsum of

parting readily with its wat.?r of solidifica-

tion, and again reabsorbing it, is the principal

cause of its use. Keene's, Martin's, and
Parian cements, and common stucco are well

known substances, formed essentially of the
same basis mixed with other chemical in-

gredients. G. H. G.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE third ordinarj' general meeting of this Asso-
ciation for the present session was held on

Friday evening last, Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A,

President, in the chair. The minutes of the last

meeting having been read and confirmed, the follow-

ing gentlemen were duly elected members of the As-
sociation, viz. :—W. W. Cocker, A. Sulman, .T.

Wager, T. Biller, II. Spurrell, S. G. Halberg, F. W.
Daltoa, J. Brown, and C. J. Jones. Mr. Quilter,

Hon. Sec, next drew the attention of the members
to a Class which has been formed for the stud}' of

the works of M. Viollet le Due. He stated that the

class would be conducted in a similar manner to that

pursued in the Classes of Construction and Design,

and that it would not be necessary for each member
of the class to possess a copy of the " Dictionnaire

Raisonne'." The class is to commence on Wednes-
day next, the 13th inst., when the article "Con-
struction," in the " Dictionnaire Raisonne " will be

the subject for reading and discussion.

Mr. Wykk Bayliss, F.S.A., then read a paper
(of which the following is an abstract) on

THE THKEE SCHOOLS ; OK THE DI.STISCTIVK AIJIS OF
CLASSIC, BIEDI.EVAL, AND MODERN ART.

The author observed that there was, perhaps, no
sentiment more real amongst lovers of art than that

of reverence for the great masters of the Classic and
Mediaival schools. Nor was that reverence to be

depreciated. AVithout a reverential spirit nothing
great could be accomplished ; but we should revere

intelligently. If Polycletus was greater than Michael

.\ngelo in ideality, Michael Angelo was greater than
Polycletus in fervour ; but that implied that an ex-
cellence was conceivable that should surpass both.

There was, again, no feeling more strong amongst
thoughtful men than that if pure religion demanded
.some sacrifice in art, the sacrifice mujt be made.
That was, no doubt, true, but it did not follow that

the sacrifice was demanded. To all other worliers

the great things accomplished in the past were en-

couragements for the future. The painter alone was
trained in the idea that for him the past only was
glorious. To all other thinkers, liberty of religious

thought was the very breath of life. The painter

only was taught to look with a lingering regret on
the time when the gods or the saints reigued supreme
in the studio. It was a great thing to look back
and revere and learn, but not thus did the great

masters gain their inspiration ; it was a greater thing

to look forward ; this should be the attitude of tlie

modern school. (Great as was Greek art in its

eclecticism, and Medieval art in devotional fervour,

the difference between their excellence and that of

the modern schools was a difference of kind rather

than of degree ; and in the broad human sympathies

of the religion with which it was allied modern art

had everything to hope for and nothing to fear. Art
had been defined as the expression of ideal beauty un-

der a created form. The realisation of the beautiful

was the aim of the artist. As the Evangelist studied

the Divine goodness and translated it into generous

action, as the philosopher searched for the truth and

translated it in his formularies, so the artist sought

the beautiful and translated it in his works. The
profound thought and noble aspirations of the great

philosophers seemed to reach as high as the human
mind could reach without revelation ; and great in

heroism and intellect, the Greeks achieved great

things in art—things unsurpassable until their hero

ism be surpassed, their intellect excelled ; and j-et

their work was not perfect unless the human frame

was perfect humanity without the soul. The Apollo

was a sublime realisation of swiftness, grace,

power, the Hercules of strength, the Venus of

womanh' beauty, but they were passionless. Action
was unmoved either at the savage assault of his

dogs or the vision of the beautiful goddess ; the

Laocoon was calm in the horrible coils of the serpent
;

and the gladiator died in the arena with a lip

exquisitely arched, and a brow untouched bj' any
of the fierce passions of the heart. And this coldness

of Classic art reflected the coldness of the religion

;

there could be no love in the worship of Jove, there

could be no jealousy for the honour of Venus. And
yet the legends of the Pantheon were capable of an
eclectic gloss. The .story of Adonis, as Arnold told

it, was full of pathos and beauty ; he was the sun in

his summer and winter course, his time of triumph

and his time of defeat, yet in decay finding hope

and renovation without end. Thus he became the

emblem of human life. To the philosopher such

an interpretation might have been possible, but even

the intellectual could not kindle the divine flame of

love, and to the masses this Pagan worship was
wholl}' sensual. And to the philosopher succeeded

the sophist, the materialist, the cynic, the sybarite,

and then the end. Classic art was not over-

thrown by Christian art. The early Christians, a poor

and despised sect, had no schools of art ; they carved

rude records of their faith and love, but they were

not sculptors ; they painted inscriptions very precious

to us, but they were not painters ; they turned the

caves and rocks into temples, but they were not

architects. Not until the Church became dominant

did Christian art exist as a school, and that was
centuries after Classic art had perished, burnt up
with the fire of sensuality as the sacrifice was con-

sumed, not with the flame of God's acceptance, but

with the blasting of His wrath, consuming sacrifice

and priest and people. Margaritone might becallel

the forerunner, Cimabue, Giotto, the Van Eycks and

Massacio the evangelists, and the great masters of

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the apostles of

Christian art ; andin the works of those painters were

to be found an unity of purpose and a coincidence

of aim that revealed the leading characteristic of

the Renaissance. That was emotional expression,

and was traceable to the influence of the Christian

religion. The expression of sorrow or pain seemed

abhorrent to the Greek artist. But when Christ's

life had to be painted. His life made perfect through

suffering, that suffering met the painter at every

turn. That was a new element, and for its sake

ideal beauty was sacrificed and the real set .aside.

The versatility of Angelo, the impetuosity of

Tintoretto, the patience of Carlo Dolce, were bent to

the same purpose—the realisation of passionate ex-

pression. But in that passion there was danger as

well as strength. The sensuality of the gods was

more than paralleled by the morbid passicms

of the saints. The saints on canvas, like

the gods in marble, degenerated. The coldness

of Classic art could not keep it alive ; the passion of

MedL^val art could not keep it pure, and in its cor-

ruption what a degradation it reached ! Catholic

art sank to the making of painted images, to be

dressed in muslin—images as grossly idols as those of

Greece or Rome, but without the beaut)' that almost

blinded the moral sense when we looked upon the Apollo

or Venus. Like Classic art. the Renaissance came
from inherent causes. Like the early Christians, the

Reformers had to fight for better things than art

;

but they beat out the bigotry of superstition, and
brought in liberty of thought and action. Even the

rough work of the iconoclasts helped the artist. It

was as tliou.:h the Divine Master, walking through

the schools, had said. " Children, ye do not honour

me thus; neither is this healthful to your souls."
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It was as though He had struck o\it the distorted

sketch and broken the imperfect model. But what
was the issue ? The painter found that there was
another world, wherein was beauty without sensu-

ality, and passion without sufferinj:^ or sin. Filled,

as people's eyes had been, with visions of earth and

seas and skj', quiet lakes and streams, or storm and

tempest, sunny corn fields, Alpine passes, stately

cities, country lanes, rocks, rivers, trees, pale moon-
light, sunsets of fjnlden purple—remembering such

x-isions, they could not but wonder at the utter neglect

of landscape art by the elder schools. It was the

scliolasticism of art that kept men iu one beaten

track. The masters had gathered their ideas from

the one great source ; the disciples were but school-

men. But when the altars went with the sacrifices

and the altar-pieces with the altars, the painter was
driven to the fields, tliore to learn for the first time

how preiious were all the works of the Creator. It

was a new tiling when Paul Potter took his canvas

out of doors, and as the cattle munched the clover

and gazed drowsily into liis face, to paint meadow
and cattle simply as he saw them. But this love of

Nature was the strength of modern art, and it became

a passion with the painter when Turner, at the end

of his sad life, stole away to find a quiet place where

he might creep out upon the roof and see the sun

rising or setting beyond the river he had loved to

paint, and where he might die \vith no face between

lus and the blue and gold and purple of the heavens.

There were manj' types of beauty—the beauty of

delicacy and grace, the beauty of strength, the beauty
of swift unerring power and intellectual development;

and all these types the Greeks realised. The Mediieval

school added yet that of the saint. S. Sebastian,

pierced with many arrows, was no Adonis, yet there

was a holy fire in his eyes that the Greek never

knew. S. Catherine, ready to be broken on the

wheel, was no nymph for a sat3'r's lust ; but her

sweet face showed us more of heaven than we could

see in all the gods of high (Hympus. But extreme
beauty, or heroism, or saintly virtue, did not make
up the sum of life. There were rough hands and
warm hearts to be ranked neither with the gods nor

the saints ; there were such heroes as Burns's

cottar. Goldsmith's village pastor. Hood's semp-
stress : and modern art, in its great breadth,

included them all. And once more, as painting

followed after poetry, as Angelo and Raphael followed

Dante, so the reformed faith reached the painter

through its writers, leading him from narrow tradi-

tions of art (where he was himself model, and
student, and teacher) to Nature, where he might
learn forever, building again the temple of Art—not

as a throne for ideal beauty, or a cloister for the

devotee, but with foundations as broad as God had
himself laid them in creation. For like as the word
written was the revelation of the Truth, so Nature
was the revelation of the Beautiful : and as .'scepti-

cism or super.stition was the forsaking of the first of

these, and carried with it its own retribution, so the

heresy of the Classic and Jlediieval schools— the

forsaking of Nature—was visited with the same
poetical justice. Greek art sank to the materialistic;

Catholic art sank to the conventional. This love of

Nature had been the strength of the poet in all

ages; and as the painter realised it, he would be
strong with the strength of Homer, who, with his

choir of singing-boys, sang from house to house the

immortal verse that in his blindness must have
been inspired by other than material beauty; and
with the strength of Milton who, although to him
also the earth lay in darkness, made our rough
language splendid with visions of the unseen
world. In this appeal to Nature there wassafetv as

well as strength. Scepticism would bring back the

coldness of Cla.s.sic art, but witlmut the Panthectn it

could not give us another Phidias or I*olycletus,

Superstition was ready to restore the passion of the

Renaissance, but it had no promise of a

Da Vinci^ a Titian, or a Raphael. But true art

should rise for ever higher. It might be that wc
were but in the darkness with out-stretched arms
trying to touch the hand of the Divine Master.

But led by Him, fulfilling its legitimate purpose in

the development of man, giving its glory to God
and not to another. Art woidd never perish until

its landscape was forgotten when wc walked the

fields of Paradise, its architecture wlien we reached

the city that hath foundations, and when, instead of

painting heroes or saints, we should look upon the

face t>{ him—their Master and ours.

A long discussion ensued, in the course of which
Messrs. Pain, Lonsdale, AV. F. Potter. Elkington,
Florence, S. F. Clarkson, Francis, Hewitt, and tlic

Chairman took part ; and the thanks of the mem-
bers having been nnanimously accorded to Mr.
Bayliss for his paper, that gentleman briefiy replied

to some of the criticisms put forward, and the pro-
ceedings terminated.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

(From the Timcs^ December 6, 1871.)

THE amended designs for the New Law Courts,

noticed by us three months ago, have now
given place to finally settled designs, and, in the

hope that another quarter of a j'ear will see these

superseded in their turn by the Altogether New
Designs, we come to the subject again, if oidy to

repeat the very obvious remarks we made before.

Since we last wrote, Mr. Street has for the second

time retouched his work, and for the second time with
some effect. He has purged it of several fantastic

little nothings, and has shown us tliat in a front

broken up horizontally and perpendicularly at

every few yards of its height and length, it may
be possible to get rid of the ridiculous, but that

it is utterly impossible to achieve the sublime, or

to achieve anything higher than that admired dis-

order which seems to be the sole and coveted am-
bition of a stj'le of architecture which may be

termed the promiscuous Gothic. But we wish, and

we make bold to say the nation wishes, for some-

thing more than this in the New Law Courts,—for

something more than a crowd of towers and turrets

and chimneys ; for something more than an exu-

berance of fantastic ornament—a puzzle of pointed

arches, of zigzag courses, indicating corkscrew

staircases; for something more than a front of

over 500ft. pierced with 150 windows and only

one small church-like door, supplemented by twi>

staircase wickets. We require our Courts of Jus-

tice to be wortliy of their builders and their pur-

pose. To vote millions and to allow an ecclesiasti-

cal architect to indxdge his fancy to the top of

its bent is not enough ; we must take care that we
have an edifice the conception of which is in some
consonance with the use to which it is to be devoteil.

The exterior of such a building should at once

suggest its interior application. It should not only

rise in stately magnificence, but its magnificence

should be clearly overwritten with the purpose to

which it is dedicated. It is not enough to perch a

statue of Justice herself on the principal gable. The
goddess should pervade her temple. Who would not

prefer to see the details and outline of the architec-

ture of such a building frozen into some severity

rather than flowering into mere prettiness? Its

front should tower above the commotion of the busy
street in august grandeur. Its lines should be few,

effective, and harmonious, instead of many, purpose-

less, and conflicting ; its design and proportions

should be such that a glance would be enough to

gather their scheme and beauty ;
whereas, in this

Strand front by Mr. Street, the study of an hour

cannot unravel the one or discover the other to be

anylhing but a frivolous exuberance of detail, iu

which the real power of a man of genius has idly

frittered itself away. The successive emendations of

these designs only show us that though it may be

possible for them to rise on stepping-stones of their

former selves to better things, it is not within their

nature to rise to the best thing, to the thing with

nothing less than which those in authority have

any right whatever to ask the public to be con-

tented.

One fatal mistake underlies Mr. Street's designs.

He has given us a huge mass of buildings, whereas

what we wanted was one noble building. The very

worst characteristic of the architecture of our day
seems to us to be a fatal fertility which causes an

architect to aim at a thousand things at once,

instead of endeavouring to perfect some one har-

monious idea. Mr. Street's learning in Gothic

architecture is great, and he seems to have de-

signed these Courts expressly to show it. He has

collected doorways, towcr.s, windows, gables, and

galleries from all over Kurope, and has incor-

porated them iu a building which is a heterogeneous

collection of parts, and which by no amendment
can be fused into a whole. One of his advocates

tells us, .and we quite believe it, that " there is not

a feature from ground to topmost finial for the

treatment of which a precedent ciuild not be

found in the sceular buildings of the Jliddlc

Ages." Hut, we submit, our New Courts should.

be something more than a magazine of precedents.

The Venus of the Capitol is, doubtless, a collection of

precedent's. Her forehead, her chin, her arm. her

breast, were doubtless copied from difTcrent models,

but this is not to the praise of the statue. Its praise

is that the sculptor, while exactly copying Nature in

the details of his work, has produced a whole which

is as much his own as th<uigh he had imagined the

form of every limb, in which every line is beautiful,

far more because it stands iu exquisite and harmonious

relation to those around it than because it exactly

resembles something wbirh may be found in the

human figure. Can Mr. Street, or anybod}' else, look

at his half ecclesiastical, half domestic line of build-

ings, and say that he has even attempted to reproduce
Gothic art as the sculptor of the Venus reproduced
Nature ? He has strewn his knowledge ingeniously

and intricatel}' over a front of 500ft.. but he has
given us nothing about his knowledge— nothing,

as we said, but a magazine of ill-assorted pre-
cedents. Mr. Street has industriously copied

Gotliic at its worst. He has gone out of his way
in search of ugliness. Whatever may be the precedent

for sinking the false roof and window of his vaulted
hall between heavy towers, and giving the lesser

gables each its pair of like excrescences, it is not
one to be copied. The gables which flank the great

window are exceedingly mean and pitiftd, but the

extinguisher-shaped towers on] either side of these

are, perhaps, the worst feature of the building. The
only thing which can be said for them is that

there is almost a boldness and grandeur in

their positive and repulsive ugliness. We might
lay our finger on many other details, but these have
been pointed out by our correspondents, and our
objection to the designs lies deeper than anj- detail.

We protest against this building, or rather this con-
fused mass of buildings, being erected, because.

whatever may be its inner arrangement, its outer

form is not that which we are ambitious enough to

require for our Courts of Justice. As we have said,

so we say again, we refuse to be content with d
chaos of ill-distributed masses of weak and con-
fused outline, without form, and fxdl of nothing
but freaks of detail. We refuse to be content witli

an alternation of giant and dwarfish ugliness. Wt
require something more than even the picturesque.

we require positive beauty, we require pure and
noble form, exalted dignity, majestic, but not mono-
tonous unity. We require the grandeur and the

grace of lines which prolong and repeat themselves,

lines which the eye may rest upon and follow. We
do not require nooks and corners, queer recesses

and queerer protuberances, foisted upon us with
their pedigree of " secular " precedents ; but we re-

quire a building of a fair and goodly front, along

which from end to end shall be written as clearly as

though in letters a yard high :
" These are the

Courts of Justice of a Great Empire."

It is said b}' some that the broken-up exterior of

Mr. Street's design is owing to the conditions under

which it was prepared— that is to sa}'. that he was
required to find such and such accommodation, aud
has found it as best he could. Are we, then, to

understand that the exterior of the Law Courts needs

to be deliberately sacrificed to the interior, or in

other words, that the architectural genius of the

country confesses itself vanquished ? We thought it

was ever the pride of a great architect that, however
bound by the conditions and requirements which the

necessities of the site and purpose of a building im-

posed, his genius had but to rise up in its strength

for the fetters to fall from him. We thought it was
these very conditions which often spurred him to an

effort in which he surpassed himself, surpassed what
he would have performed had they not existed. If

we are mistaken, let us understand that we are mis-

taken. If we arc to be offered this excuse, let it be

clearly put forth, and then we shall have something

to say to it. But we do not really believe for a mo-
ment that Mr. Street or his friends mil stoop to

such an excuse.

We cannot quit this subject without noticing

some passages in an address delivered before the

Koyal Institution of British Architects, by Mr.

Thomas AVyatt, their President. We would let them
pass if it were not that Jlr. Wyatt has boldly quoted

them in justification of himself in a letter which we
have published. Mr. Wyatt expresses ''regret that

Mr. Street's Strand front is so broken up into various

and, perhaps, disjointed parts ;" and, at the same time

does not scruple to express his trust that in case the

House of Commons shouhl reject this design, and
should call for new ones, "our profession will not

have sunk so low, or be so lost to a sense of its own
honour, as to permit any member of it to enter on

such a competition." Speaking before the same as-

sembly of the severe criticism which some of Mr.

Street's brother architects have passei.1 upon his

designs, the President of the Royal Institute of

British Architects asks, " Where is the esprit de

corps of oiu- profession, when such flagrant viola-

tions of etiquette are tolerated?" The plain mean-

ing of these passages seems to be that, in their Pre.si-

<lent's opinion, the Institute, as a body, should be-

come a sort of trades' union, and place a restraint

on the expression of opinion ami action of its mem-
bers, with the view of securing Mr. Street and other

architects in a like position, against the exercise by
Parliament and the public of freedom in criticism

and action. It is hardly credible that such a man as

Mr. Wyalt should thus have stood up iu his high

place aud have opposed the etiquette of his profes-

sion to the public good. In one breath, he regrets a
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design " so broken up into various and, perhaps, dis-

jointed parts ;" in another he calls upon his brother

architects to stand by Mr. Street in forcing it down

the throat of the public. But we would remind Sir.

Wyatt that tlie public has an esprit de corps as

well as his profession, and that in speaking in this

fashion from his Presidental chair he commits a

"flagrant violation" of an etiquette which is sove-

reign over that of any Institute whatever. But we

are as sure that his brother architects will not endorse

his ill-considered phrases as we are that, for the sake

of them, the public will not stand by and see their

money squandered upon buildings which are nothing

but a pile of ill-assorted precedents.

There is as yet no practical consideration what-

ever to prevent the substitution of a new design.

Every endeavour is being made to complete the

drawings, nearly all the quantities are taken out, and

by the beginning of the new year contracts for por-

tions of the building will probably have been invited.

If the purpose of this haste be to let the contracts

before Parliament meets, and so further pledge the

nation to this plan, we can only remind Mr. Street

that he may chance to find the truth of the proverb,

'the more haste the less speed." The contract now
in course of execution is merely for the tilling in of

the excavated site with a vast mass of concrete.

This contract will soon be completed, and there will

be a sure foundation ready to receive whatever may
be put upon it. We appeal to all who have at heart

something higher than official or professional etiquette

to join hands in the attempt to put something better

upon this site than a front " broken up into various

and, perhaps, disjointed parts." We believe that

there are English architects who can do what i,s

wanted, if they will only learu by this failure, and

prune their genius of some of that fertile pedantry

which causes them to compile a mass of buildings

instead of conceiving one perfect building. Let us

not fear the loss of a little time. The sacrifice of a

iew months now may be vexatious to us, but it will

be the saving of some centuries to posterit}'. Have
we no architect who can give us something wortli our

mone\' and worth our admiration ? We would fain

show the world that the art of our time and nation

is equal to the conception of a building which shall

be a noble example of its order, without being a ser-

vile copy of any Mediaeval or modern instance; but

sooner than show the world such buildings as these

we now reject, buildings in which the meanness of a

mass of jumbled detail is only relieved by the mon-
strosity of a huge false gable, and the studied defor-

mity of a misplaced and misshapened tower, we would
prefer to commission some contractor to copy one of

tlie Continental cloth-halls stone by stone.

SCOTT'S SELENITIC LIME.

WE have more than once directed tlie attention

of our readers to the improved method of

preparing mortar that has been introduced by Major-

General Scott. We are not surprised to hear that

the superior qualities of the new mortar are winning

their wa^' to appreciation and favour at home and

abroad. It is used, we learn, under Mr. Street, for

the New Law Courts, where its adhesive powers have

been tested in a series of experiments by Mr. Colling,

the Clerk of the Works. The results are very re-

markable, as showing that the selenitic lime, even

with a much larger proporticn of sand, has, as com-

pared with other mortar, greatly superior powers

of adhesion. Couples of bricks were bedded together

for the trials with the one brick laid at right

angles across the middle of the other. They
were left for four weeks to set, and were

then tested by the suspension of weights until

the bricks broke or parted at the bedding.

There were eight varieties of mortar tried,

and three pairs of bricks bedded with each. The
mortar was in each instance prepared in a mill with

edge runners. The following were the results ;

—

With Barrow lime one part and three parts sand,

the bricks parted with the application of from 105

to 13()ib. The same lime, with four parts of sand.

held together to 1071b. and 1081b. With Barrow
lime, selenitic one p.art, and sand five parts, the

bricks held together until 228, 209, and 3o41b. had

been applied. With the same lime and six parts of

sand, the bricks parted with 1G7, 193, and 22Hlb.

applied. The best of three trials with Lee's lime

one part and sand three parts and four parts, were

l.STlb. in each case respectively ; with Lee's Ume,

selenitic five parts, and six parts of sand, the bricks

held together till 2101b. had been applied in one in-

.stance and 2111b. in the other. The tests are con-

sidered highly satisfactory.

The new Oddfellows' Hall, in Kupert-street,

Bristol, is practically completed. It will be inaugu-

rated in Januarv.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

AT a meeting of this Institution held on Tuesday

last, .loseph Cubitt, Esq., V.P.. in the chah-, Mr.

William Bell, M. Inst. C.E., read a paper

,ON THE STRE.SSES OF RIGID ARCHES AXD OTHER
CURVED STRUCTURE.S.

The author, after .adverting to his method* of

constructing a curve of equilibrium for an arch un-

equally loaded with continuous or discontinuous

weights, or under oblique pressures, proceeded to

apply it to the determination of the stresses on rigid

.arches and other curved structures.

As the consideration of an arch of masonry was

more simple than that of a rigid arch, a preliminary

illustration was given by an examination of the

Pont-y-tu-Prydd7 an arch of small stability, with

the peculiarity that its sp.andrels were constructed

with cyUndric'al openings. The effect of these open-

ings was described. To show the nature of the

change of the curve of equilibrium by oblique pres-

sure of the backing, this curve was dr.awn on the

supposition that the backing was a perfect fluid,

pressing at right angles to the back of the arch.

The action of a passing load in increasing the stress

upon the masonry was also examined.

The stresses of a rigid arch h.ad hitherto been a

subject of considerable difliculty, owing to the intri-

cate nature of the mathematical analysis it was

necess,ary to employ; and the labour of applying

formulie" to trace the variation of stress from point

to point was considerable. Still, before the trans-

verse sections of arch ribs could be proportioned to

the stresses coming upon them, a knowledge of this

variation was indispensable.

The main object of the paper was to show that

the stresses at every point of an arch rib could be

determined bj' a diagram, and that some questions,

sucli as where the form of the rib was neither circu-

lar nor parabolic, and when the pressure was oblitpie

which would be almost intractable by analysis,

could be readily solved.

The curve of equilibrium being the locus of the

resultant of all the outward forces, the bending mo-

ment was the pressure in the direction of the curve

multiplied by the perpendicidar upon the tangcjit.

The ';nrve having been determined, the stress caused

by the bending moment could l)e ascertained, and

this, added to the uniform compression, was the total

stress at any point. By shifting vertically the posi-

tions of the points of the curve at the crown and

springing, the stress could be indefinitely varied, and

the cnrve could be made to satisfy the conditions of

the rigid arch of invariable span, or the rigid arch

with the ends fixed.

These conditions were then investigated, and gave

tlie following results. The neutral line of the arch

rib having been divided into equal parts, and the

bending moments at each of these parts obtained

from the curve of eqtiilibrium, when the ends were

fixed the sum of all the bending moments had to be

made equal to zero ; when the rib was of invariable

span, the sum of the bending moments, each

multiplied by the vertical ordinate of the point to

which it corresponded, had to be made
equal to zero ; and when the ends were fixed

and the rib of invariable span, the above conditions

had both to be satisfied. When the section of the

rib changed from point to point, each bending mo-

ment was to be divided by the moment of inertia of

the cross section corresponding to it, before entering

it in the summation. It was then remarked that

where the curve of equilibrium touched the surface

of the rib, the compressive stress was doubled, trebled

or quadrupled, according as the section was I or box

shaped, tubuKir, or of the form of a solid rectangle.

For vertical forces only, the bending moment at any

point was equal to the horizontal thrust multiplied

by the length of the vertical lines between the curve

of the rib and the curve of equilibrium.

A matliematical investigation was entered into for

a circular rib, considered as a voussoir arch, or rigid

arch with the ends fixed, in a similar manner to Mr.

Airey's treatment of the circular rib of invariable

span. It was shown that the stresses could be

equally well ascertained by diagram as bj' mathe-

matical investigation. Wlien a moving load was the

only force acting on an arch rib, the curve of equili-

brium was two straight lines, meeting in an apex

vertically above the load. As the load moved, the

locus of this .apex depended on tlie condition of the

rib, as to whether it was rigid, or in the state of a

voussoir arch. The action of a uniformly-distributed

load was then examined, and the circular rib com-

pared with the parabolic. It was rem.arked that a

straight or curved girder might be considered as an

arch of any rise, but without any horizontal thrust,

* TMe Minutes of Procceaings Inst. C.E., Vol. XXXI.,
pp.H.j-HS.

and it was shown that, by drawing any curve of

equilibrium for the weights, continuous or discon-

tinuous, acting on the girder, considering it as an
arch, the stress at any point was the horizontal

thrust multiplied by the vertical ordinate.

The action of oblique forces was then entered into,

and the case of the curved gates of the Victoria

Docks was examined.

The stresses on the elliiitical caissons used in the

foundation of the Thames Embankment were next
ascertained by construction. It appeared that when
the eccentricity of an ellipse under norm.al pressure

was small, the curve of equilibrium was nearly a
circle, whose radius was the mean between the length

of the major and minor semi-axes of the ellipse ; and
that if a boiler, which was an arcli in tension instead

of in compression, were not truly cylindrical, there

would be considerable transverse in .addition to the

tangential stress, and if the deviation from an exact

circle were greatest at the riveted joints, the stress

would be greatest at the weakest parts. It was then

remarked that at an ordinary lap joint, or at a part

where the deviation of form amounted only to b.alf the

thickness of the i)lating, the stress at the surface of

the iron was four times that due to the uniform

pressure of the steam. This result, which showed
how greatly a boiler might be weakened by an im-

perfection of form too slight to be detected by the

eye, was not, in the author's opinon, generally

known. There could be little doubt that incorrect-

ness of form, the evidence of which was destroyed

when a boiler exploded, was one of the chief causes,

and hitherto an unsuspected cause, of many of the

boiler explosions which occurred from time to time

throughout the country.

The last example chosen was the somewhat com-
plex case of the roof of S. Pancra.s Station, Midland

li.ailway. The form of the rib differed from the

circle and parabola, the section varied to some ex-

tent near the springing, and as the action of the

wind on the roof was considered, the question was
.also one of oblique forces. The curves of equilibrium

for the roof, acted on only by its own weight, were

first drawn. For the actual condition of the rib,

namely, that of a rigid arch with the ends fixed, the

curve was contained everywliere within the depth

of the rib. For a pressure of wind of 4idb. per

square foot, the curve showed two maximum stresses

of 4'08 tons and 4'1't tons per square inch.

The arch rib had been treated as of invariable

span, but real or vir.ual alterations of span might be

caused by changes of temperature, a yielding of the

abutments, and the compressibility of the arch rib

itself. It became then an important practical ques-

tion to determine, for ivrought-iron arches, how
much the stresses might be altered by a small altera-

tion of the span. The method of ascertaining this

generally was then described, and it was found that

a wrought-iron rib of 200ft. sp;in, 20ft. rise, of an I

or box-shaped section, and loaded uniformly, might

h.ave the stress at the crown increased from 4 tons

to 6i tons per square inch. This would happen if

the abutments each yielded one-halt an inch under

the thrust, and the temperature were reduced 60'

below that at which the part^ of the rib were put

together. This result included the stress caused

by the compressibility of the iron.

In order to draw the elastic curve of the rib, it

was then shown how to find the displacements of the

different points, by change of temperature, compres-

sibility of the metal, and action of the bending mo-
ment. The deflection of the crown was the altera-

tion of the rise of the rib .as found by t his process.

Applying it to the case of the rib of the S. Pancras

Station roof, the deflection of the crown was found to

be 2in, while observation had giv n from three-six-

teenths to one-fourth of an inch, so that the agreement

of calculation with observation was very close.

The author proposed to measure stresses by direct

observation of the exteusion or compression of a

small length of the material of a structure. For a

stress of one-fifth of a tun per square inch, the exten-

sion of a length of .50in. of wrought iron was one-thou-

sandth of an inch, which if magnified fifty times,

would be re.ad as one-twentieth of an inch by the

eve. During the testing of a structure, two micro-

scopes, magnifying fifty diameters, with scales in their

evepieces, fixed about 50in. apart, would measure

stresses of one-fifth of a ton per square inch in the

most direct manner, and the stresses could be mea-

sured at the critical points of a structure.

The author ihought that this method of obscrva-

lioii might even be useful in another way, if, as was
probable, inferior kinds of wrought iron approached

to cast iron in the scale of their extensibility under

moderate stresses. By taking an observation where

tlie stress could be accurately determined by calcula-

tion, the qn.ality of the iron which had been used iu

a structure might be 'ascertained.
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LAST week, bj' a singular mistake of one of our

lithographers (not Whiteman & Bass, ive

are pleased to say), a portion of our impression went

out without one of our lithographic illustrations

—

namely, the east part of the Strand elevation of the

New Law Courts. In order that no mistake may

occur this week, and that every subscriber may have

a copy of the lithograph, it will be issued with every

copy of the Building News.

Sinoe we last went to press the controversy on

Mr. Street's designs has been continued in the

Times. On Saturday last Mr. Denison, who had

before severely criticised the designs, returned to the

charge, and said almost ditto to what Mr. E. AV.

J'ugin h.aJ advanced on the preceding Saturday,

On Tuesday last "F. R. I. B. A." had another

letter in the Times unfavourable to Mr. Street's

ilesigns. It would be well, however, for " F. R. I. B. A."

to well acquaint himself with the facts before

he speaks so positively. Of all things in the world,

he quotes the Building News as one of the

"technical journals" "unfriendly to Mr. Street's

design." This is .about one of the most extraordi-

nary mistakes that could have been made. From

the first we have championed Jlr. Street's designs.

\Vhen an almost insane attempt was made by Mr.

Lowe, Sir C. Trevelyan, and the Times, &c., to change

the site from the Strand to the Embankment, we

fought the proposal inch by inch, until it ceased to

have any force, and when, after an unnecessary con-

sumption of time, it was at least decided by the

Government to commence operations, we exhaustively

reviewed the elevations and arrangement of the

proposed building, and spoke warmly in their

favour. Most people think we have spoken much
too warmly. In speaking of the respective plans

submitted in competition by 3Ir. Street and Jlr.

Kdward Barry, " F. R. I. B. A." says Mr. Street

had really only two marks, whilst Mr. Barry had

forty-one marks. These marks were recorded

liy Messrs. Shaw & I'own.all, the professional

advisers who made a preliminary re])ort. The

report, however, of the law officers of the various

courts and offices, consisting of judges, barristers,

&c., and who may be supposed to know something

of what they want, reported very differently. Of

Barry's thirty-seven offices, the}' report nine good,

ten moderate, and fifteen bad ; of Street's, they

report twelve good, twelve moderate, and eleven bad.

It is supposed by many, and we believe by Mr.

Street himself, that *' F. R. I. B. A.," who has figured

so prominently in the Times in opposition to

Mr. Street's designs, is Jlr. James Fergusson, the

author of " The History of .Vrchitecture," &c. We
beg to say .advisedly that this is a mistake. Mr.

Fergussou has not written a word to the Times on

the Law Courts controversy.

VILLA RESIDENCE, CAMBORNE.

ONE of our illustr.ations represents a villa in

course of erection at Camborne. The build-

ing is pleasantly situated, commanding extensive

views of scenery, including S. Ive's Day, the North
Cliffs, and the lofty hills streldiing far away towards

the Land's End. The principal fronts are facing

south and west, and the sitting-room, which will be

most used, while possessing the finest aspect, is made
as liglit anil cheerful as possililc. Tlie walls are

built of local l''.lvau stone, hammer-dressed, iiaving

granite quoins, lintels, anil sills. Other dressings

are of wliite china cl.ay bricks, moidded, and a rich

brown brick is also spariiii;l.v used as inexpensive

means of obtaining relief. The jilans fully set forth

the disposition of the rooms, whi(;h are quite sufficient

in number to meet the requirements of the proprietor.

A water-closet and garden entrance were ori.ginally

planneil under the stairs, but were subsequently

omitted. The back stairs and passage are liglited by a

lantern light, which also serves as a ventilator, so tjtat

any vitiated air ascending from the kitchen department

readily escapes without being wafted through the

building.

The principal rooms are completel.v shut off from

the offices, and the means of supplying tlie dining-

room from the kitchen will be easily understood

;

while the food can be rapidly passed from one to the

other it would he impossible for the servants in the

passage to see into the room. The upper sashes of

windows in the main house have margins of orna-

mental coloured glass. The total cost, i:iclnding

bath, water supply, &c., will not exceed A'l.i'.jll.

Our illustration is from a sketch prepared by the

architect, Mr. James Hicks, of Redruth. The builders

engaged in carrying out the works are Messrs. Nettle

& Delbridge, of Camborne. •

ONE-RAIL RAILWAYS.*

IN India and other sparsely-populated countries,

wliere the construction of roails is of compara-

tively little utilil.v. because, from various causes,

they are little likely to be used, and where raihvavs

scarcely over repay their first enormous cost, some

cheap means of locinnotiou has long been a desidera-

tum. Mr. Iladdan's " economical one-rail railway
"

is designed to meet this want, and the subject claims

ease and cheapness of construction as its principal

advantages.

The railway (-ee figure) is a wall about one yard
high. A, and one foot thick, on the top of which a

single line and sleeper is laid. The rolling stock con-

sists of douL>le carriages arranged in pairs, one on

either side of the wall, and connected together at

the top only by a roof common to both, leaving a

longitudinal passage about lOin. wide between the

two. In tlie upper part of this passage the vertical

wheels, B, are arranged one behind the otlier in

Indian file, tlie lower half being left entirely open,

so that when the carriage is mounted astnile the

wall its two halves will hang down on either siile.

The under side of each carriage is provided with

friction wheels, C C, furnished with springs, which

preserve the balance by pressing against the wall on

either side near its base. As in practice the load

will never be quite equall}' balanced, one of these

friction wheels, by always bearing against its own
side of the wall, will effectually jirevent all proba-

bility or possibility of oscillation ; when the speed is

considerable, the horizontal wheels will not touch

the wall at all (cr. bicycle). Tlie locomotive will

consist of a pair of vertical boilers, one on either

side of the w.ill. The horizont.al wheels will, in this

case, on the Kell-Vigrioles system, .grip tlie wall

between them with any amount of force, ami thus

overcome steep gradients. Mr. Haddan asserts that

the cost of the line will not exceed £1,000 per mile,

and that in in.any instances it m.iy be constructed

for X.'illll, and even i:300 per mile.

MR. REDFORirS LECTURES ON THE
FINE ARTS.

THK. introductory lecture tii the systematic course

of twelve lectures which Mr. Redford has under-

taken was given on Monday evening at tlie Gallery of

the New British Institution", D'.i, Old Hond-streel. The
lecturer, after alluding to the wide range of subject

which was emliraced by the Fine Arts, and the iu-

exhausiible interest to he found in the studv, pro-

ceeded to point out the distinction between the fine

• Economioal One-Kail Enihvoy for India, Ihe Colonies

and Sparsel.v-Popultttcd Countries, lly J. U U.^uuAN
Loudon: E. Stanford.

arts and the useful arts. The useful arts were

necessary ; the fine arts were not indispensable; but,

like poetry, music, and eloquence, fine art was the

outward and visible form of beautiful ideas, the ex-

pression of ennobling thouglits, the growth of ages

of culture. Could all this be dispensed with ? The
relation of art to manufacture and the commercial

spirit of the age was illustrated by the extraordinary

excess of ornament and love of display to be observed

in every direction in the present day, and in the

splendid shops—those palaces of art-manuf.acture.

Art-value was to be distinguished from the value of

material, and it was not enough that a work of art

;

should be rare, curious, novel, grotesque, or quaint

—

it must be beautiful. The Parthenon Marbles had

been protected from destruction by their art ; had

they been, like tlie other works of riiidias, made in

golil and ivory, they would, like them, have perished

by being converted into money. Wealth and high

national prosperity were not favourable to high art

;

the most beneficial return that art

gets from the treasury of nation.*

was in the collection, and preser-

vation, and exhibition of her

grand works in the ]Hiblic g,al-

leries, open to rich and poor alike.

Here we could see that beauty,

after all, was above price ; and

that, however large the sums

paid by nations, price only served

to show the v.alne of art, as the

thermometer tells the heat of the

sun without sharing one ray of its

splendour. The course of art, as

compared with civilisation, was

traceil, showing how art had lain

dormant for long periods, while

civilisation h,ad advanced ; and

after following the progress of

Italian art, the lecturer lamented

the decadence of art that has ac-

companied the vast advance of

civilisation of the last three cen-

turies. In landscape art alone

could it be said that art had ad-

vanced, and in this advance Eng-

lish artists had held and main-

tained the highest rank. This part

of thelecturewas made admirably

clear by a large diagram showing

by coloured line the courses of

civilisation and art at different

times, from the earliest date,

which, according to Mr. Fergus-

son's chronologj-, might be taken

at 10,000 years before our era.

The relation of art to morality was next con-

sidered ; and the lecturer pointed out the fallacies

of " feeling " and " bigotry " that critics might

be betrayed into, and the confusion of terms

introduced by those who loo); at moral excellence in

preference to the beautiful art of a picture or statue,

enforcing his remarks by quoting some of M. Taine's

criticisms on Mr. Ruskin's opinions. " One of the

highest functions of art," the lecturer said, "is to re-

present those grand fictions of the human mind which

man is for ever creating out of the facts around him;

just as in letters his history is sublimated into

the beautiful legends and poetry of heroism and

romance." Each of the expressiunal arts had its own
mode and sphere, out of which it could not venture

with propriety. If the painter attempted to preach

he became ridiculous ; if the actor was too close in

his impersonation, he became a mimic ; if the

musician imitated noises, or even the song of bhds,

his music had no charm. Perfect beauty in art was

like living natural beauty—the sum of many condi-

tions aud qualities, not one of which could be dis-

pensed witli without injury. The real could not be

separated from the ideal without loss, although it wa.s

true that poetic truth was often displayed by work

which was false in niauy ways
;
yet it was so far an

incomplete work. In concluding bis lecture, Jlr.

Redford observed tli.at though he had pointed out the

antagonism between art and civilisation, it was not

the great wars, such as those which we had witnessed

in the last 15 years, wliich debased art, for they

increased the power of the emotions, made men
serious, and formed us heroes ; but it was what

civilisation brought in its train—the insidious fever

of wealth and social rivalry of display and self-asser-

tion—that enervated art.
" He looked witli faith to

the native fertility of the intellectu.al soil of the race,

its improvabihty,' and the vast influence of literature

and science, as" well as to the culture of art as a

branch of polite education, for any revival of the

long-lost faculties of art.

Thk Baptist Chapel at Blisworth, Northampton-

shire, has been enlarged, at a cost of Xl.lSO.
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MODERN GOTHIC AS PRACTISED,
AND THE NEW LAW COURTS.

TN the present state of things architectu-
•*- ral, it would be, perhaps, impossible

to instance anything more curious and wortli

the trouble of a little thought than the result

of the Law Courts Competition. It is not

only of interest as a thing in itself, but is the

more so as illustrating a great principle at

work in modern architectural practice—viz.,

this : How far, and in what manner, is the

great idea of (iothic architecture, as con-

ceived in past ages, taken Iiold of and grasped

by modern men ? In other words: Has the

modern architect learned anything, and how
much, of real Gothic art ; and can he with

ease, in each case, go to work, and ajjply it

readily and truly to a modern and evcry-day

purpose ? This is a most important inquiry,

as according to the answer to it that we may
ai'rive at must be the future of Gothic. It

would certainly be impossible to find any-
thing more to our purpose than these great

Law Courts and the mode in which they
would seem to have been produced. We
ask the attention of our readers to a few
thoughts about them, and about the old

Gothic from which they are supposed to have
been copied—to the old mode of work, and
to our modern, and, as we are sometimes
told, improved system. No one, we will

venture to say, certainly no Gotliic architect,

will dispute the axiom that the old Gothic
builders knew well what they were about, and
liad it in them to apply readily to every pur-
pose, whether great or small, the forms and
details of their admirable style. No building,

for whatever purpose intended, came amiss
to them : they were equally at home in a

cathedral and in a simple village church,
a street of quaint houses and a townhall.

. Nothing can be more curious than the
variety of ingenious ways in which the old

builders and architects of the works met the
difficulties of each individual case, without
science, as now-a-days developed ; without
any " principles" of art, whatever that may
mean ; and without what is now called so

boastingly " education." They seemed to do
their work almost because they were more
deficient than we are, and because they
lacked so much of what we have. They knew
nothing but "Gothic architecture ;" had no
"precedent" to go by ; no books to refer to

;

no learned lectures to teach them anything
;

no newspapers to record and make public

their grand doings; indeed, and in short,

everything that we have, and think so neces-

sary, they had not
;
yet are we absolutely

certain that had they had these very Law
Courts to contrive, and to practically realise,

they would have done the work, and done it

right well, in whatever phase or style of

Gothic that might have been in vogue at the
time in which the work was done. No one
will doubt that had we the remains or ruins
of Law Courts of the twelfth, or thirteenth,

or fourteenth centuries, we should find in

them evidence of just what was wanted at
the time—buildings conveniently and use-
fully planned, and appropriately and expres-
sively ornamented or decorated ; not like a
church, or cathedral, or parsonage-house.
No foreign Gothic forms, we are certain,

would have been used or borrowed ; all the
details would be found to be of home thought
and origin ; and, perhaps, greatest lesson of

all, and one which the Gothic men of the
present day have yet to find out and to

learn, no form or ornament would have
ajopeared, borrowed from another building,

and then simply attached to or stuck on the new
structure, merely for ornament's sake, or for

the mere purpose of decorating or embellish-
ing the building. These principles, we take
it, will not be denied by any one who knows
what the Gothic architecture of the past was,
or who has with any care studied the
remains of it. May we, therefore, by the
light of them—and in this way the work may
be useful—comment in a few words oa the

modern system of working out the problem
of the Courts of Law, and the putting up of

a great building in the midst of modernised
London, to be devoted to a purpose for

which there is no antique "precedent," and
which it was necessar-y to think out
primarily, and from a modern point of view?
These Law Courts, then, as designed by Mr.
G. E. Street, are simply, if there be any
truth in the old way of work, a total and
complete failure; everything is wrong, or in

its wrong place, and put to a false use. No
ordinary person, for instance, looking at the

elevation jrablished in the Building News
of the west part of the Strand front, could

suppose the structure at the back, with the

rose window in the gable, to be anything
else but the end—say the transept end—of

some second-sized cathedral, with the rose

window placed just where it could not be
vi.sible from the floor of the building, but
only in the roof of it—a beautiful and expen-
sive form thrown away. We say nothing of

the little unmeaning details on either side of

it, nor the solitary statue on the top of a

cap surmoimting the gable, for these are

things borrowed from a totally different kind
of building. The window, it is needless to

say, is a church window, utterly inappro-

priate, and aifording no sign whatever that

this building is one of the most important, if

not the most inqiortant, part of the

whole design, and the kmj to it. Before we
go fm-ther it may be as well to remind the

reader that the architect of this j^roposed

specimen of modern (jothic building has had
some very singular and capital opportunities

and advantages—good teaching under Mr.
Scott, books in plenty, extensive travel, and
not a little useful professional experience ; no
start, therefore, could well be better or more
encouraging ; he is also a capital and able

draughtsman, so that almost anything archi-

tectural looks well and attractive from his

pencil, and it seems a pity that, for his own sake,

he did not take the trouble of drawing this very
elevation with his own good hand, and not
leave it to an assistant. ^Ve trust these

reminders will not be taken in the bad sense

of what Mr. President AVyatt called "per-
sonality," for surely no real artist can feel

offence at the being " accused" of doing his

own work himself, and of being responsible

for it, and of being thoroughly capable of the

work he has to do. The reader must take
everything into consideration, and do fair

justice to the result by fairly estimating the

means. The architect cannot forget his ortho-

dox church and chapel practice ; for, half hiding

this grand cathedral elevation, there come
two gable-ends, copied, we had almost said,

from the stock-in-trade parsonage-house
fittings, for who ever saw a modern parson-

age-house without such a gable-ending as

this in it ? But why thrust in a bit of it

here? The structure immediately in front,

and in which is the conqjaratively small and
insignificant entrance-doorway, flanked by
two cathedral windows, is, in reality, a part

of the elevation at the back, and belongs
properly to it ; and, had it not been for the

gable-ends, would (in the drawing) have
created a central feature, awkward and dull

enough, perhaps, but still better than it

now looks and promises. Of the staircases

to galleries flanking this central doorway,
and which is shown to a larger scale, with a

plan and section, on another plate, and which
shows the details clearer, very much might
be said, for they show what modern Gothic
is, and what modern architectural practice is,

for the elaborate and showy windows, with
all the accompanying details in and about
them, are more important, and impress the

eye more, than the windows and details of

theCentralllall itself; yet are they only mere
staircases leading to galleries or passages
leading somewhere else. You can only see

them when at the top of the stairs, and while

turning hastily rouml to get to 3'our final

destination. This is modern Gothic ! Of
the little insignificant doorways and paltry

windows which you must look at, nothing
need be urged, for they tell their own story.

The doorways, we suppose, come from Italy
;

but is it wise to try and amalgamate all sorts

of Gothic together in this way ?—it is like

talking in Italian, and English, and French
mixed. The little staircases by the side of

these more important ones, thiust in, as it

would seem, for mere effect's sake, only serve

to show how entirely the idea of the pictu-

resque is missed in modern architecture.

Nothing can be less productive of the pictu-
resque than the effort to manufacture it.

Having got thus far, we may well ask the
reader to look again at the elevation, and say
whether or no this is " a building." It is

not ; it is a collection ofhiihlinys, got from sAl

sorts of places and books, put together,

picturesquely as it is thought, or imagina-
tively perhaps ; while the real truth is that
it has been so done because there was nothing
else mentally in view. It is scissors-and-

paste architectiu'e, and nothing more, and
any one with but little or no acquaintance
with tiothic forms would be able, out of a
few illustrated books, to build up a structure

in this poor and unimaginative way. Nay, it is.

worse than this, for how is it possible to be
more at a loss what to do than to put a door-
way torn from a cathedral into the front of a
mere entrance-hall leading into a number of

comparatively small rooms ? What an oppor-
tunity lost ! This being the central and most
important portion of the whole block of build-

ings, and thus failing, it is surely unnecessary
to say one word about the rest of the block,

for it is all alike, and simply a repetition of

the same notion—little and insignificant fea-

tures, narrow windows, useless pinnacles, and
borrowed details from all sorts of foreign

buildings. Never was such a total mistake
and misapprehension of the true nature of
Gothic art and modern requirements and
aspirations. May we, therefore, offer a few
hints on this important modern problem, and
on what could be done with it in competent
hands, working free of modern architects'

office ways and traditions ? Let us suppose,

for a moment, any man with but a fair know-
ledge of the language, or even the alphabet, of

Gothic art and ai-chitecture, and determined

to throw away all "precedent," as repre-

sented in books, sketches, and (we had almost
said) in actual remains, and to go to work
with his simple knowledge of this Gotliic

stone language, and then apply it to the work
to be done, i-ecollecting that that work is a
modern work, and for which there is, and can
be, no precedent to go by. Suppose, too, a

little of the imaginative faculty to be ready
at hand, backed up and supported by the

common sense of the necessary plan of the

structure or structures. Can the idea of
" Law," as it is in this age and country, be in.

any way symbolised or indicated? Let, in

the first place, the picturesque take care of

itself, which it will always be found to do if

left alone, and not thought too much about..

AVhy surely, in the very entrance-doorway

itself, some" idea of the place and its purpose

might be indicated, some sort of expression

of tlie Law might be shown, even some idea

of its uncertainty, mystification, and unin-

telligibility even to those who administer it

—

its fell pressure and its delay ! If we could

but suppose for a moment that Mr. Street

had had the Law in his mind when at work
on the building, we might suppose that the

Law's delay was preluded by the narrow

entrances, so that even to get at it you must
needs wait. Something of a Dantesque spirit

might get into such an idea, something of

gloom and hopelessness might be shadowed
forth.

" All hope abandon, ye who enter here."

Vast gloomy portals, overshadowing roofs,

and surely a "clock-tower" to record the

passage of time, even of years, and to hint at

the ending even of a Chancery suit. We can

well imagine ourselves working with Gustavo
Dorii at "the Court of Chancery, of which

Chancellor Eldon (who was born for the
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work) once said that if any one but those in
tliat famous Court was interested in it, it

could not last for a single day. We think
we could show somothinj; of this in stone, in

walls, aud doorways, and certaiuly with the
help of sculptured forms. C. B. Ai.i.L.N.

THE VICTORI.\ PALACE OF AMUSEMENT.
OOME couple of months ago that intensely popu-
'^ lar place of entertainment entitled the

Victoria Theatre, familiarly known by young

Englaudera of the New Cut as " the A'ic.," and

which some lifty or si.xty years ago started upon

its career as " tlie Koyal Coburg " was closed to an

admiring audience, but closed only with a view to

being reopened again, restored, improved, adorned in

every feature and circumstance, under the imposing

<lenomination of a " Palace of .Vmusement." at

Christmas.

The work of reconstruction, wliich is of the most
extensive kind, nothing but the four walls and the

roof being retained, is being carried out from the

designs of Mr. T. C. Robinson, of Ilaverstock-hill,

the contractors being Messrs. .Snowdun, of Padding-
ton, and the wliole being superintended by Mr.
Watson, their foreman. Having personally in-

.spected the works, as vrell as the plans, we find

them to be of sufficient importance and novelty to

warrant our giving a somewhat detailed account of

them.

To begin with, an entirely new stage has been
constructed, 73 feet deep, and 30 feet wide at the

proscenium, which is 29 feet G inches high. This
stage, which is 5 feet lower than the former one,

is a working stage, ^vith traps, shdes, and bridges

throughout the whole extent behind the curtain,

with ample depth and height for all possible appari-

tions from atrial ur subterranean regions, as the
'* effects " of tlie scene nuiy rc(|uire.

But the solicitude of the management has been
m>>re particularly directed to providing ample ac-

commodation and increased comfort for the nume-
rous audiences whicli are expected to attend. The
auditorium has been enlarged by throwing the stage

12 or 14 feet baric, and retiring the front of the

boxes 2 feet, maliing an addition of some 16 feet, the

total depth from the stage to the back of the audi-

torium being 81) feet. The width of the auditorium
from wall to wall is GG feet. On the pit floor is a

promenade, or corridor, paved with stone, of about
10 feet wide, and of good height, probably some 12
feet or more, the walls being covered with silvered

glass ; and there is a similar promenade accommo-
dation attaclied to the boxes. The ceiling is domed.
48 feet high in the centre. There is no central

chandelier, Che principal lighting being effected by
means of a ring of gaslights of thirty-four feet

diameter, external measmement, let into a channel
lined with white enamelled iron. In connection with
this arrangement provision is made for carrying off

the heated air through the roof. Abundant pro
vision, also, has been made for ventilation in other
ways, sliafts for the purpose being placed within the
walls of the auditorium, e.Ktending from tlie base-
ment to the open air, aud communicating by means of

ornamental trclli-^ work with every lloor. There arc
.also other provisions in the interests of the health
and comfort of visitor in all parts of the building
which arc highly to be commended. The staircases

throughout are of stone, ami the supports through-
out arc of substantial brickwurk.

The decoration of tiie house has been designed in

a liberal spirit, guided by good taste. The centre
of the ceiling is panelled in white and gold, with
movable medallions, capable of opening for tiic con-
venience of the acrobats and other jLspiring artistes

who may liavc occasion to ascend to those regions.

The coving round the ceiling is blue, with gilt

stars. The ornamentation of the upper part of the

proscenium is in gold upon a white or tinted ground.
A similar style will prevail throughout the fronts of

the galleries and boxe.s, the dress boxes being dis-

tinguished by festoons of flowers, whilst the two
stage boxes on either side will exhibit medallions.

The house is calculated to hold about three thousand
persons, more than one-third of them in the capa-
cious gallery. So far as we can say from personal

observation, the ranges of the seals in boxes, pit, and
gallery appear to have been fixed with a special

aim to affording all occupying them a fair opportu-
nity of witnessing the performances without craning
forward, or perching on the shoulders of those before
them—a matter too much neglected elsewhere, even
in our quasi "patent" theatres. Tlie fittings through-
out arc well devised, and suitable to the occasion,
with a due dijcrimination of the grades of society

occupying the various parts. The boxes are hand-
somely and comfortably provided, and th; South
London _//((H('!(r. if he will p.ay the price of a stall—
we know not exactly what, but it will be moderate,
we are assured—may recline for live hours in a
capacious armeil seat, lined with velvet.

It being now an ascertained fact that food for the
mind, whether at museums, International Exhibi-
tions, or theatres, cannot be received an<l appreciated
without the addition of an abundant suppiv of

creature comforts for the inner man. the manage-
ment of this •• palace" have taken care to provide verv
extensive accommodation in this essential particular.

Four capacious refreshment-bars will offer the "deli-
cacies of the season " and tlie choicest drinks of

native and foreign growth, to boxes, stalls, pit, and
gallery, upon scales of tariff adapted to the patrons
of the respective departments.

The externals of the house remain unaltered, with
the exception of the front, where the effect of the

quaint old shallow portico has been heightened by the

addition of some structural ornamentation. The
arrangements for entrance and exit appear to be well

provided for. the boxes being approached through
a vestibule by a double stone staircase, and there

being four distinct entrances to the pit. These
works were undertaken at a contract price of

£-"i,G0O, and they will be carried on night and day
till completion. The entire management of the
amusements of the "' P.alace " will be in the hands
of Mr. .1. A. Cave.

KOl'AL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordin.ary general meeting of this Institute

on Jlonday evening last, iMr. E. I'Auson,
Vice-President, in the chair, the ordinary routine

business having been transacted, the following gentle-

men were elected members of the Institute, viz. :
—

As Fellows : Mr. William Hill, of Leeds, Mr. E. G,
Paley, of Lancaster, and Mr. W. Thompson, of Old
liond-street. As Associates : Jlessrs. Frederick
lioreham, Robert Willey, and Matthew Wyatt. (all

of, London), Mr. .Tames Howes, of S. Bees, Cum-
berland, and Mr. H. H. Statham, jun., of Liverpool.

Mr. H. C.VRH, M. Inst. C.E., then read a paper
(of which the following is an abstract)

ox THE BRIDGES OF LONDON.

After treating of the bridges of London historically

as connected with the varying circumstances of the

metropolis in early and later times, the author pro-

ceeded to notice them simply as means of communi-
cation considered with reference to the localities on
each side of the river, and to trathc as developed by
increased population and trade. On this head he
referred to the great difficulty row experienced on
account of the great accumulation of business at the
East-end, considered in connection with the very
large traffic on the river up to London Bridge. The
two great traffics by land and water, as it were, over-

lap. Bridge communication, he pointed out, is much
wanted in the neighbourhood of the Tower ; the

great river traffic, however, will not .admit of inter-

ference below London Bridge, except at enormous
cost. High level bridges have been proposed, a

tunnel has been constructed, but still the traffic from
the east of London Bridge comes to that crowded
thoroughfare, and there is no immediate prospect of

any change in that respect. JIuoh has been said of

late years as to the widening of London Bridge, but
the difficulty was not so much on the bridge it-

self as in the approaches ; the object should there-

fore be to divert traffic westward as much as

possible. If it be determined to widen Loililon Bridge,

it should be done so as not on any account to

interfere with the general elevation ; any addition

by ironwork would be a barbarous proceeding,

destroying the effect of one of the finest bridges in

Europe ; besides, such addition to the bridge would
not relieve its approaches," which are as objectionably

crowded as the bridge itself ; moreover, as the founda-
tions of the bridge wouUl not admit of more weight

I being put upon them, this would be fatal to several

plans which have been proposed. One suggestion for

widening London Bridge which has been for some
time before the Bridge House Estates' Committee,
was shown by two plaster models exhibited bv Mr.
Carr ; the proposal consists in thrusting the grauite

parapet somendiat over on to the cornice, and to

make it .as thin as granite will admit of being worked
and fixed in safety. The footpaths are now !ift.

wide; the addition would be 2ft. Gin. on each side

of the bridge, ni,aking tlie foothpaths lift. Gin. wide.

This plan Mr. Carr considered as the utmost that
should be attempted. The great object, however,
should be to lead the traffic westward to Southwark
Bridge. The toll is uow abolished, and Queen
Victoria-street on the one side and Southwark- street

on the other have opened up good approaches to
that bridge ; but great hindrances to its more ex-
tended usefulness are its steep approach and narrow
width. To render this bridge capable of taking its

due .share of traffic it is proposed to take down t';ie

existing cast iron arches, and to substitute arches of
wrought iron ; by this change of construction the
thickness of arch and road material might be
reduced from Oft. to 5ft. Gin. It is proposed also to

reduce the headway underneath from 2'.lft. Gin.

Trinity high water to 2.5ft., making it the same as .at

the new Blackfri.ars Bridge, The summit level of the
roadw.iy would thus be lowered 8ft,, which woidd
admit of the gradient on the south side being
altered from 1 in 2G to 1 in 43, and on the north
approach from 1 in 20 to 1 in 40— 1 in 40 being the
standard of good gradient fixed by the Bridge House
Estates Committee for the new Blackfriars Bridge.

In altering the arches it is ]iroposed to corbel out the

footpaths, increasing the width of the bridge from
42ft. to .54ft., thus making it the same as the pre-
sent London Bridge, The nearest route from the

Bank to the Elepliant and Castle is over Southwark
Bridge; if, therefore, the approaches were made good
and the width of the bridge increased it is felt that a
considerable portion of the traffic now using London
Bridge might be drawn westward to Southw.ark
Bridge. Waterloo Bridge should be thrown open
toll free, but there is very little prospect of this being
done at present. The rebuilding of Westminster
Bridge of a width of 84ft. has provided ample ac-
commodation there. It may be regretted, Mr. Carr
thinks, that the inclin.ation on this bridge itself has
not been made a little steeper, in order to ease the

approaches ; the gr.adlent ou the bridge itself is 1 in

58, and the approaches 1 in 30 at the steepest part,

whereas a general inclination of 1 in 43 would have
been more advantageous for the road traffic, without
interfering to any appreciable extent with the river

traffic. The apjiroaches have been somewhat sacri-

ficed to the bridge, instead of the architect considering

the whole as one work, and giving the best possible in-

clination throughout. Lambeth Bridge was built to

meet a su]iposed want, but singularly little traffic

passes over it, Vauxhall Bridge is in a good posi-

tion, but the extension of the .South Western Rail-

way from Vauxhall to Waterloo Bridge, and lately

the formation of the Southern embankment from
Vauxhall to Westminster Bridge, have caused a very

severe loss to the company. Chelsea .Suspension

Bridge is a valuable means of communication for re-

sidents in the adjoining localities, and though it can-

not be said to take any part in the great metropolitan

traffic as yet, still, as building increases, free access

to Battersea Park becomes more and more desi-

r:ible,

Mr. Carr next proceeded to consider the bridges

of London as mechanical structures, with reference

solely to strength and stability. Beginning with

the foundations, he said that the original timber

bridges built by the Saxons and Normans across the

Thames at London seemed to furnish examples of

the importance of driving the piles of such bridges

deeper than was then accomplished, for they were

easily washed up by floods. The defect of these

piles probably led the builders of the first stone

bridge into the opposite extreme—viz., making the

piles too massive, and by their very mass leading to

destruction by increased scour. The piles of the

first wooden bridges were not stable ; the founda-

tions of old London-bridge were not altogether suc-

cessful, therefore, in budding the next bridge (West-
minster) another jilan was tried, the French system

of caissons : in fact, barges in which the piers were

partly built while floating, then sunk in jdace and
the sides removed, the site being dredged to receive

them. Tlie objections to this [dan are that a per-

fectly level bed cannot be obtained, and the caisson

bottom must inevitably rest in the first instance on

limited portions. Increased weiglit and time will no

doubt prodirce a more even bearing, but it must in-

volve settlement to some extent. The caisson

system was adopted at the next bridge built, Black-

friars ; the caisson bi)ttoms or jdatforms on which

the piers stood, lately taken up, were 88ft. by 37ft.,

and two b.alles and a half tliick, area 3,2ftlift.,

bearing a weight of 11,241 tons, or SJ tons per foot

super, supposing the whole area to take its sh,are of

load equally ; but in fact the weight was carried by

a much more limited area. The load per foot on the

surface of timber area of footing was about

« tons. H.ad this weight been evenly dis-

tributed over the whole bearing surface, the surface

being the London clay or gravel, resting on the

clay, the foundation might have be.m good enough

as long as not undermined ;
but there were symptoms

of the arches having yielded on the centres being

struck, which leails to the suspicion that the pier

foundations had slightly moved, in fact, had come

to their bearing as the increased weight came on. In
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arches Nos. 5, 6, and V from the south, lead was

found run into joints on the north side, in each case

the arches evidently having lurched over to the

south, opening the joints on the north haunch. Lead

was run in as much as an inch thick at extrados,

tapering inwards, the masonry joint heing tight at

intrados. The opened joints were not in one course

through, but stepped a course up or down. It is

supposed that some four or five tons of lead were

taken out, but the greater part was stolen. This

system of caissons is now universally .admitted to he

defective and inefficient, principally from liability to

be undermined by increased scour. Waterloo Bridge

was the first of "the bridges built in what may be

called the present day—built after the date when

engineering had become a distinct profession. The

foundations of this bridge were of a totally different

character from all preceding; no pains or expense

were spared, and everything was done which at the

time was considered most efficient. Cofferdams of

double piling and puddle were formed, which did their

work most successfully, the foundation being laid dry.

Southwark Bridge followed on the same principle,

and new London Bridge immediately after. Taking

the case of London Bridge, the area of the pier

foundations was laid dry, mth cofferdams, 4.3ft. below

Trinity high water ; bearing piles of whole balk were

then driven over the whole space 4ft. and .3ft. Oin.

apart, cross cills were laid on the pile heads,

the intervening spaces were filled in with rubble

and brickwork, the whole planked over, and

the piers built on the foundation thus prepared.

The weight on the foundation of central peir

is about 21.1.51 tons; supposing this to be

evenly distributed over the whole of the bearing

pUes," there would be a weight of about 88 tons on

each pile, and of course, on each cill crossing each

pilehead. The specification describes these cills as

either elm or fir. In new Westminster Bridge

another plan of foundation was adopted, resembUng

that in building old London Bridge, the object in

view Ijeing to avoid the expense of coffer dams. The

princinal bearing is on 14.i elm piles in each pier,

driven 3ft. Sin. and 2ft. Gin. centre to centre, and

cut off below low water. These elm piles .are sur-

rounded with 44 iron ])iles, .oft. from centre to centre,

with cast iron plates driven between the piles, thus

forming a complete casing which surrounds and

includes the elm bearing piles; the interstices are

filled in with concrete, making the whole solid. The

weight on these piers is so slight when compared

with that on the piers of London Bridge that the

fiuestion of foundation becomes of less moment. The

weight per pile is about 15 tons, supposing the elm

piles to carry the whole weight, or about Hi tons,

supposing the iron piles to take their share. Query,

would not solid cement concrete resting on a well-

prepared bed have made a more efficient and more

durable foundation than piles of timber, the inter-

stices only filled in with concrete ? Homogeneity is the

essence of strength ; one homogeneous mass is the true

foundation wherever it can be obtained. The next

system of foundation introduced was that of iron

cylinders open at the bottom and sunk into the bed

of the river by excavating inside first by divers

;

afterwards, when water-tight strata are reached, by

pumping out and working dry, the interior, when a

sufficient depth has been reached, being filled solid

with concrete or brickwork. Therailwaj- bridges at

Charing-cross, Blackfriars, and Gannon-street are

thus carried. Nothing can exceed the facility of

putting down such cylinder foundations, and nothing

can be better where sufficient area is given, and where

such form is suitable to the superstructure. The

weight required to sink these cylinders seems to be

about 3 tons per foot of circumference, that weight

including the cylinder itself and the load placed on it

for driving it down. There is one very important

distinction between railway and road bridges. In

railway bridges the weight is always carried in the

same position, and is naturally transferred on to

definite and distinct points ; circular cyUnders placed

under these terminal points of the arch or girder he-

come, therefore, suitable found.ations. But the case

of a load bridge is different, inasmuch as the vary-

ing traffic is distributed indiscriminately all over
;

the weight and strength of the bridge have, there-

fore, to be distributed also over the whole width, and

consequently a continuous pier is more suitable than

such isolated columns as are sufficient for railway

bridges.

Having given various interesting details of the

(building of Blackfriars Bridge, Mr. Carr said

that in the upper portion of the piers of bridges there

is not such scope for variety as in the construction

of foundations. For the Thames, the right material,

no doubt, is granite, and the best hearting is good

sound brickwork. Good sound brickwork carefully

built in Portland cement or lias lime is stronger

work and more solid than even ashlar throughout.

but the granite facing must be well bonded in, not
such work as is sometimes done—a face carried up
of stone nearly of the same depth throughout. The
arches of all bridges of any size or importance, up
to a late date, were .always of masonry ; but after

v.arious examples of iron had succeeded elsewhere,

cast iron was used for the arches of Southwark
Bridge. In later times the manufacture of wrought
iron has advanced so rapidly, and wrought iron

offers such advantages over cast, that it is now
almost universally used. The cast iron .arches of

Southwark Bridge certainly are a bold and noble

construction. It is a singular and almost unique
fact with regard to cast iron arches that they were
in the first instance made much slighter th.an in later

works. The bridge at Sunderland, of 236ft. span,

has arches of about 46in. area of metal. Southwark
Bridge centre arch of 240ft. span has arches of 6ft.

depth, and 122in. ar.''a. The tendency in all other

works has been to give greater mass in the first

instance, and to build slighter in later times. The
builders, however, of Sunderland Bridge gave their

successors no opportunit}' of paring down ; the

m.argin of stability there was small indeed. The
danger with cast iron in general, and cast iron .arches

in piirticular, is that of getting an unequal bearing

either from defective fitting, or from expansion and

contraction. The rise and fall of Southwark Bridge

arches is about lin. for ordinary ch.ange of tempera-

ture, or about l-40th in. for each degree, such rise

and fall must produce considerable variation in the

load to be sustained by the extrados and iutrades of

the arches. The brittleness of cast iron, together

with the improved facilities for the manufacture of

wrought iron, have led to the almost universal

adoption of wrought iron for arches. If one por-

tion of awrought iron arch, say the intrados, should

from bad workmanship or other cause have more
load to carry'than the strength of the metal will

bear, a general compression would take place in that

portion, and a corresponding shortening, allowing

the remainder of the arch (the extrados) to come into

play before any mischief took place. Though cast

iron in the dimensions usually experimented upon
has probably double the power of resisting com-
pression that wrought iron has, nevertheless it is

usu.al not to trust to it with much more than about
half the load, showing how strong is the generjil

feeling of distrust in that brittle material. As
regards oxidation, however, the balance is much in

favour of cast iron, both from a less tendenc}' to

rust, and also from the same absolute amount of loss

being a less percentage on the greater mass. This is

a strongreason against using thin wrought plates in

any construction exposed to the weather—the loss,

say, of ^in., by oxidation would be immaterial in a

thick casting, but would be fatal in a jin. wrought
plate. With regard to Blackfriars Bridge, the

ordinary courseof heating the ironwork and diupingin
boiled oil was pursued, four coats of paint following.

Asphalte paint for the interior surfaces, and Torbay
oxide of iron paint, finished with Messrs. Rose & Co.'s

olive green for the exposed face. The great

desideratum of the day, no doubt, is some nio.ans of

permanently protecting iron from rust ; this is now
said to be done by Messrs, Turner and Allen, of Upper
Thames-street : their process is to coat the iron with

bronze or copper in such a m<anner as to effect per-

fect union between the two metals ; if this union of

the two mef.als really be as perfect as stated, no
doubt it will prove a most valuable discovery.

Having given various interesting details of the

strength of materials used in the new Blackfriars

Bridge, and described the tempor.ary wooden bridge

at Blackfriars, Mr. Carr, in conclusion, treated of

of the bridges of London considered as works
of art.

.'V brief discussion ensued, in which Mr. G.

Aitchison, Mr. Seddon, Mr. Arthur Gates, Mr.
Phene .Spiers, Professor Kerr, and the Chairman
took part ; and, BIr. Carr having replied to the

remarks made, the meeting terminated.

GR.\NITE AND ASPHALTE PAVEMENTS.

(^Concluded from page 415.)

THE transverse depressions, generally extending

from kerb to kerb, and noticeable only when the

pavements are wet, mark the edge of the asphalte,

as it cooled when being laid, before a fresh supply

was brought to continue the work, the pressure

exerted by the rammerraen being prob.ably greater

at these points. .SimiLar depressions are visible

more or less upon all the pavement when new, and
equally so in Paris ; the3' do not affect tlieir stability,

and it seems to me that with care they might be

largely avoided.

Recently I had an opening made in the Poultry,

and found the thickness of the asphalte to he two

inches. At another opening next the kerb, at a spo

where the deepest impression in the whole street

appeared to have been made by the carriage wheels,

the thickness was on one side 1 ll-16th in. and on
the other 15-1 6th in.; and at the same opening,
but at 2ft. from the kerb line, it was 1 15-16th in.,

whereas the original thickness as laid was 2^'m. As
before said, this asphalte compresses under traffic,

and therefore it is not easy from these measurements
to state how much of the diminished thickness is due
to compression, and how much to wear, but from
what I have observed at openings made for various
purposes at other places, and from other indications,

I incline to the belief that but little is due to

ft'car excepting immediately close to the footway
kerbs.

Considering the nature of the material, the cost of

its maintenance, and other circumstances referred to,

it does not, however, seem probable that the asphalte

can be nearly as durable as granite.

It has greater durability than macadam, and that

is largely attributable to its non-absorbent qualities.

The pools of water which are so soon formed upon
macodamised roads of much traffic, rapidly lead to

their deterioration ; but water does not affect the

.asphalte. It has therefore been found in Paris to be

cheaper, but it must be stated that there good
material for macadamisation is dear. Knowing, how-
ever, the large cost of maintenance of this class of

road in the heart of London, I believe that asphalte

would be found to be cheaper in many places, and
it is free from many of the disadvantages indi-

dental to all macadamised surfaces in the heart of a
city.

It has been remarked by the municipal engineers

of Paris that gas escaping from the mains destroys

the compressed asphalte, by reducing it to a state of

powder ; and although no such occurrence has taken

place here, the casualtj^ may be expected, if a large

area be laid. But, with its foundation, it forms .1

pavement which distributes pressure more than

ordinary pavements do, and thus pipes beneath it

are less likely to sustain injury from the traffic.

This consideration, however, leads, with many others,

to the conclusion that subways should be formed

beneath all leading thoroughfares.

The action that temperature may exercise upon
asphalte has now to be considered. I was informed,

both in Paris and at Geneva, that the compressed

asphalte of the Val de Travers was not affected by
the heat or cold. The ranges of temperature in

both of those cities are greater than they are in

London.
The p,ayement in Threadneedle-street has now

been down for more than two years, during which

time I find that the highest temperature at Green-

wicli was * 157° Fahr., and the lowest 4° Fahr., but

neither temperature was observed to affect the pave-

ment, and it does not seem probable, therefore, that

the extremes of temperature in London will injuri-

ouslj' affect this asphalte.

The Val de Travers liquid asphalte in George-yard,

Lombard-street, shows no signs of having been

affected by heat or by wear ; but indeed it is sub-

ject to no conditions which can much test its dura-

bility.

The Limmer asphalte in Lombard-street was
opened to the traffic on the 16th May last, and on

the 24th and 25th May, the highest temperatures

in the sun being respectively* 161° Fahr. and 140®

Falir., the surface at places where exposed to its

direct action became pliant, and wheels of vehicles,

and the horses' shoes, left impressions upon it both

visible to the eye and perceptible to the foot. On
the first day the marks were worse than they were

on the second, some of those first formed having

been partially obliterated by the succeeding traffic,

whilst fresh marks, but not so perceptible, had in a

few places been formed. These marks .are still

visible in places.

The specimen in Bermondsey, early in May last,

did not appear to have suffered from heat, but upon

inspecting it recently I found the impressions of

the wheels clearly visible upon its surface, showing

that it, also, had yielded to the action of the sun.

Its position is more exposed to the sun than that in

Lombard-street.

A street surface which yields perceptibly increases

the draught of horses, and cannot retain that smooth-

ness which is one of the advantages of asphalte

pavements ; nor, being subject to such movement,

is it likely to be so durable as those having greater

solidity ; for asphalte, from its nature, must wear

speedily if its surface be uneven.

If, however, it has been successfully laid in tlie

carriageways of Berlin, Vienna, and S. Pelersburgh,

the temperature in those cities must have well tried

it, for in all of '.hem the ranges are greater than in

London ; an<l the softening in Lombard-street may

• Blackened bulb in vacuo placed on the grasB.
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possibly be attributable to -n-ant of judgment in com-

poundinfc the asplialte, an error wliidi may be cor-

rected in future work of the company ; but in none

of the cities named would the trafbc so test the

a^phalte as to afford criterion of its durability under

the traffic of Loudon ; and some time must elapse

before it can be said to be tested cither in Bermond-

sey or in Lombard-street. It will be more speedily

tested in Moorfjate-street.

Barnett's iron asphalte has been subjected to a

fair traffic in one street, and to a considerable traffic

iu another pLace in I'aris. 1 did not perceive impor-

tant signs of wear upon either of tliem iu July,

1870 ; but, with the exception of tliat in the Kue

vide Goussel, they bad not been tested long.

It has been seen that the moilcs of compounding

.tnil forming the .asphalte pavements differ materi-

ally, the one being a mineral unmi:^ed and laid in a

state of dry heated powder, the ntbcr three being

composed of asphalte largely nii.xed with grit, sand,

and other ingredients, and laid iu a heated liquid

state There is, consequently, a nmrked difference

between their structures, and I incline to the belief

that the asphaltes winch will form the most durable

pavements for carriage-ways are those capable of

being laid and compressed in the shape of healed

powder.
Although the traffic overM'Donnell's Ad.amantean

pavement in Carter-lane has never e.Hcecded 700

carriages daily, the surface showed wear at the end

of the first year. In eighteen months it had to be

repaired, and was recently iu such a condition that

I could not certify that a second inst.alment might

be paid. It has since been further patched by the

patentee, who has floated the surface with some

bituminous matter which disguises its real condition.

As to the pavement with .asphalte joints in Duke-

street, and the contiguous pavement with lime grout

joints, they are in about the same condition ; but if

anything, that grouted with lime shows the most

wear ; but the wear is in my opinion attributable to

the comparative softness of the Aberdeen granite,

and not to the mode of jointing.

The other specimens will require to be tested for

from two to three years longer before their advan-

tages can be ascertained; but all appear to me
noisier and less pleasant to travel over than the pave-

ments grouted with lime.

STREETS UNFITTKD FOR ASPIIAI.TK P.VVEMESTS.

The last point of my reference is, "As to the

streets which, in bis opinion, are from their gradients

or any other cause unfitted for asphalte pavements."

Two causes alone occur to me which m.ay render

c.arriage-w.iys unfitted for asphalte. The first is the

gradient, the second is the nature of the traffic or

business carried ou in the street.

The question of gradient must be considered both

in respect of ascent and descent. I'pon ascending

an incline, the ilraught as compared with a level

surface being greater, a vehicle has a tendency to

roll backwards, a horse has to exert a greater force

to draw the same load, and reiiuires a better foothold

lo avoid slipping, and in desceiuling requires a bet-

ter foothold to withstand the tendency the load has

to roll downwards upon it. The tendency to roll

increases with the gradient of the street and with

the smoothness of the surface.

Asphalte being perfectly smooth, the angle at

which a body would descend upon it by its own
gravity is very slight ; and as it affords much less

foothold than granite, it causes, even upon steep

gradients, more strain to a horse, and can only be

used with safety on a less inclimition than other pave-

ments.

The exact value of asphalte in this respect, as

compared with other road surfaces, coidd only he

established bv dynamometrical observations, which

have not, I believe, been made; aiul in their absence,

opinion must be formed from general experience and

consideration of known results on street surfaces of

other kinds.

The streets in the City paved with compressed

asphalte, which have the steepest gradients, are :

—

Old Bailey, with a grjidient of 1 in 71 ;
Queen-

street, with a mean gradient of 1 in Gfi, a small part

of it being 1 in 'u ; and the western end of Broad-

street, which is 1 iu 411. No ineonveniencc to the

traffic has been noticed in these streets, but the pave-

ments have been laid so recently that conclusions

cannot be safely drawn froiu them.

One in .10 is the steepest grailicnt permitted to

railway companies and others in the formation of

turnpike roads, and 1 in 2tl in other public carriage

roads of less traffic, but neither of these is a good

gradient for a paved town road. .\ horse can trot

up a gradient of one in 4.'), unless heavily laden,

provided there be reasonably good foothold ; but

upon such a gradient a vehicle on asphalte would

run down rapidly by its own gravity. A gradient

of one in CO, on a well-made granite pavement, is.

as regards traction, not much inferior to a level

surface, and although I incline to the opinion that

asphalte can be safely laid at a steeper gradient, 1

think that, until further experience is gained, it is

expedient n<d to exceed 1 in GO, excepting unde

special circumstances. Speaking from general

observation only, I should say that no street at

Paris paved with this material has a greater gradient

tlian 1 iu 00, and that most of the streets have

much better gradients.

Asphalte is fitted for all streets of suitable gra-

dient, unless there is chance of such substances

being spilled upon them .as decompose or injure the

material ; but I am not .aware of any streets in the

City where s':cli an extent of business of that kiiul

is carried en as to render injury to the pavements

from such cause probable.

Where there is much hea\'}- cartage, or horses

have to start with heavy loads, it maj- be better to

use granite until more experience is gained, and

espeeiallv in those streets where it will be difficult to

maintain a high state of cleanliness.

The streets in which the advantages from asi.halte

will be most fully experienced .are those of the

greatest traffic, where the comfort afforded by it will

be felt Ijy all, whether in carriages or on foot, or in

the neiglibouring houses; the other streets are those

in which the premises are used as offices, and where

transacticjns of great commercial import,ance are

carried on, of which Throgmorton-street, Lothbury,

Old Bro.ad-street, Mincing-lane, JIark-lane, and

streets of similar character, are examples.

GESERAL CONCHJSIONS.

My general conclusions upon the subject matter

4)f this report are :

Firstly—That asphalte carriage way pavements

afford much convenience and comfort to tlie traffic,

and to the inhabitants of the streets in which they

are laid, and that thej' lessen the labcnu- of horses

aiul the wear of carriages.

Secondly—That, with great cleanliness and reason-

able care during frost, asphalte pavements are, for

the general traffic, as safe a,s gr.anite ; but that

shortly after slight rain, and just before dryness

ensues, in streets of much traffic, or when not kept

clean, they are more slippery than granite, but that

the duration of these periods of slipperiness is but

short.

Thirdly—That great cleanliness is essential to

them, that they can be kept cleaner than any other

class of pavement, that the cost of doing so is not

nuich more than that of cleaning other streets, and

that with proper cleanliness street watering is

unnecessary.

Fourthly—That an asphalte surface can be laid

and repaired as quickly as granite, but requires finer

weather for its proper execution ; that when done,

the work causes less inconvenience than granite
;

that less siu-face need be taken up for repairs over

openings, but that the cost of the repairs will be

greater than that of granite.

Viftlilv—That the durability of asphalte will be

less than granite, but in what degree there is no

experience in this country to show.

Sixthly—That the first cost of asphalte is about

the same as granite, but that the maintenance will

be more expensive in streets of Large traflie, and will

vary according to the character of the road and the

trallic over it, aiul that generally, therefore, asphalte

will be more expensive than granite pavements.

Sev;enthh—That asphalte will be less expensive

than macadamised ro-ads where there is much traffic,

anil is free from the inconveniences of macadamised

surfaces.

Eighthly—That with present experience it is not

ailvi-sable generally to lay down .i-sphalte in carriage-

ways having steeper gradients than 1 in GO.

Ninthly—That asphalte is adapted to all streets

having suitable gradients, excepting those in which

special or exceptional trade or business is carried on,

and where it may be difficult to maintain a high state

of cleanliness.

To avoid misapprehension, I must again state that

I have referred mainly to the compressed asphalte of

the \'al de Travers. My general conclusions are,

therefore, oidy strictly applicable to that material,

and but partially to the liquid asphaltes of the same

company, and those of the Limmer Company and

Mr. Barnett.

The report also applies exclusively to carriage-way

pavements.

William Haywood, Engineer and Surveyor.

WESTO & FINDER'S PATENT OVERFLOW-
PIPE.

MESSRS. CARRILIIO PINDEK 4 Co., of East-

street, Walworth, are manufacturing an

improved overflow or waste-pipe for cisterns, of which

we give a sectional illustration. The object of the

invention is the preventiouof injurious and obnoxious

gases from the drain or soil-pipe, or elsewhere, rising

through the water. The
waste-pipe is construc-

ted ivitb an internal

water trap which is kept

constantly but slowly

supplied with fresh

water from the cistern.

The trap consists of an

inverted cup or bell

scolloped out or other-

wise open-worked where

it rests on the bottom

of the outer overflow-

pipe. Inside the bell

and reaching to within

a short distance of the

top of it. the pi])e con-

nected on to the waste

union passes down
through the bottom of

the outer overtlow-pipe.

A constant flow of

water is ensured to the

tra]i by means of a re-

gulator made in the

form of a cap with

milled edges, or formed

as an ordinary nut, and
having one or more per-

forations in its bottom.

The inside of the cap

contains sponge, felt,

wool, or other porous

material. The cap is

screwed on to a pipe

with its eiul plugged up, l»ut having one or more
perforations through the same. Tiie harder it is

screwed on the more will the porous maVerial

therein be compressed, and the less w.tter is able

to pass through. The pipe is screwed or soldered

on to the side of the overflow-pipe. The water

from the cistern passes through the perfora-

tions in the cap through the porous material iu the

same, and then through the perforations in the small

pil)e into the inside of the outer overflow-pipe and

into the trap formed therein.

The principle of the invention may be modified in

its details. It is, we think, calculated to effect its

purpose.

Fi.;n,sTEi.'.s design for the new Vienna I'niversity

buildings has received the sanction of the govern-

ment, and will now be laid before the academic body.

The works are to commence early next year.

ARCHITECTTTRAL <fe AKCHJEOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

LeICESTKUSIUUE AKrUITlCCTfUAL AND ArCII.EO-

LOGICAL SociKTV.—The usual bi-montlily meeting of

this society was held on Jlonday week. Several inter-

esting objects were exhibited, and papers read on

Thurnby and Grimston Churches respectively by

Mr. John Hunt and Mr. Vincent Wing.

EDiNnL-RGii Aitciirri.xTURAL .\ssociATio.\.—The

opening meeting of the fourteeath session of this

Association was held on Thursday, the 23rd ult., when

an address was delivered by the President, Mr. A. J.

Blanc. In the course of bis address, Mr. Blanc re-

marked that, comp.ared with other years, it could not

be doubted that the amount of buihling iti and aronnd

the city had considerably fallen off during the year

immediately past. Natural causes explained this.

The supjily, so greatly in excess of the demand at

one time, "bad sought to b.alance itself ; aiui matters

had thus resumed a more natur.al level. This, how-

ever, so true of dwelling-house property, was not so

much so of public edifices. These were everywhere

rising as steadily as ever. AVith the increase of in-

tercourse there was necessarily a greater commercial

impetus, which, in its turn, demanded extended ac-

commodation for its various uses, in the shape of

hotels in which to reside, warehouses iu which to

store goods, aiul offices in which to transact their

business. He hoped that at no di.^tant ilate the As-

sociation migbtbe enabled to offer aiiditional advan-

tages to those who sought assistance through it, by

having an establishment of its own wherein to de-

velop and mature those speckal subjects it found

most useful to its members. At the close of his ad-

dress, Mr. Blanc received a vote of thaMks. A num-

ber of photographs and works of art, lent by Mr.

David Bryce, architect, were exhibited at the

I meeting.
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CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bywell—The church of S. Andrew, Bywell, was
reopened on S. Andrew's day. This cluirch, situated

at a lovely point on the Tyne, was originally severed

from the adjacent abbey of Hexham, and no doubt,

with the neighbouring church of S. Peter, formed a

missionary centre at a very early period. The church
t:on.sisted, before the alterations, of a chancel, nave,

south transept, porch, and western tower. The
structure generallj' is of the twelfth century, but the

tower belongs to an early Saxon date. The addi-

tions con.sist of a new north transept and chancel

aisle. The works were under the direction of Messrs.

Slater & Carpenter.

Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin.—The
works here are going on satisfactorily. The north
wall of the nave aisle has been entirely removed.
It was covered with a vast mass of modern masonry,
the removal of which has disclosed many interesting

features. The original buttresses appear to have
engaged shafts to their outer angles, and are being
so restored, and some considerable remains were
found of a building outside the north door. This
seems not to have been a porch, as its level is far

above that of the ground. It is divided into three

bays east and west, each bay arcaded, and the groin-
ing shafts remaining in situ proved that it had been
vaulted. Mr. Street has applied to the Corporation
of Dublin for permission to restore this interesting

building (which projects forward into the road) and
this appears to have been very readily given. The
restored chamber will be of two bays north and
south by three east and west, the groining carried

on delicate detached shafts, and it will be used as a
baptistry, for which its size and shape are very
suitable. It will be a great addition to the interest

of the restored cathedral.

Dumbarton.—The new church of S. Luke's,

Dumbarton, from the well-considered plans prepared
by Mr. R. Anderson, architect, of George-street,

Edinburgh, is now in course of erection. The site

is a central one, in the High-street of the town. The
area enclosed forms a parallelogram 112 feet long
hy 56 feet broad, divided longitudinally into a
nave and chancel, with north and south aisles, by
piers and arches, eight on each side, supporting the
clerestorj' wall. The chancel is a constructional

one, and defined by a massive, richly-moulded arch.

The piers in the nave are alternately octagonal and
circular, with moulded bases and capitals. In the
chancel the piers are composed of clustered shafts,

with carved capitals. Giving to the peculiarity of

the site, no light can be obtained from the aisles, and
a well-developed clerestory has therefore been intro-

<lueed. The two-light windows in the clerestory' of

the nave are each enclosed in a pointed arch ; the
single lights in the chancel clerestory, six on either

side, are inserted in a rich arcade, which runs along
the whole length of the wall. The east window con-
sists of live, and the west window of four lights, in

each case the head being filled with geometric tracery.

Ample space is left between the cill of the east win-
dow and the floor, so as to admit of the introduction

of a reredos and other suitable chancel decorations.

The architect's plans also provide for a stately tower
and spire in connection with the west front. Onl)'
the first stage of this will be erected at present, and
it will form the vestry. A second vestry is placed
at the end of the chancel aisle, as also the organ
chamber. Open pews will be supplied for a congre-
gation of about 500, the chancel being reserved for

the choir and clergy. The style of architecture
adopted is Early Geometric—a style well suited for

a church in which it is difficult to "obtain good light,

as it admits of large openings. The principal en-
trance will be from the High-street. The cost of
the building will be about £4,000.—From the
Scottish Guardian.

Gorton.—On Satnrdiiv, December 2nd, the new
parish church was consecrated by the Lord Bishop
of Manchester. The cost, amounting to £6,000, has
been defrayed by Mr. C. F.iBeyer. i'he church is in

the Decorated style, designed by Messrs. A. and J.

Radcliffe Shaw, architects, St. Chad's, Saddleworth.

It consists of chancel, nave, two side aisles, vestry,

and a tower, with spire.

Gravesend.—S. Andrew's Waterside Mission
Church was consecrated on S. Andrew's Day bj'

Bishop Claughton. The church is built on a solid

wharf at the water's edge, its foundation-stone being
the chalk rock under water. It is dedicated to S,

Andrew, and is a memorial to Admiral Sir Francis
Beaufort, K.C.B. The church is built of Kentish
rag, in the Early English style of architecture, from
the designs of Mr. Street, K.A. It has a bell-tower

which forms a conspicuous object to all outward and
homeward bound ships, containing four musical bells.

The windows will shortly be filled with stained glass;

three of them are given bj- L.ady Franklin, in memory
of the petty officers, sailors, and marines of the
Erebus and Terror, lost in the ice.

Prince's End, Tipton. On Tuesday after-

noon two memorial-stones of a new Baptist Chapel
were laid by Mr. W. P. Greenway .md Mr. M. A.
Ba'.s, M.P. The site is in Newhall-street, on
the identical spot where an old chapel stood for

many j-ears. 'The building will accommodate 700
people, and is estimated to cost £1,200. The archi-

tects of the new building are Messrs, Weller &
Proud, of Wolverhampton and Birmingham, and the
builder is Mr. Haffner.

Rochdale.—S. .lohn's Church, Facit, Rochdale,
which was consecrated on Friday by the Bishop of

Manchester, is at present only a portion of the ori-

ginal and complete design. Thepart now built com-
prises a chancel, 28ft. by 10ft., with north and south
chancel aisles ; a nave, 72ft. by 38ft. ; a western
porch, 25ft. by Cft. ; baptistry, 14ft. by Sft. ; and a

south-west porch, which is the basement for the

future steeple. The present accommodation is for

467 adults, but when completed the church will have
156 additional sittings, making a total of 623. The
style is Early Decorated Gothic, the tracery and other

ornamental features being of geometric forms. The
cost, including between £300 and £400 for founda-
tions, has been £3,500. The contractor for the work
was Mr. W. Storrs, the foundations being put in by
Messrs. Longworth & Co, The architects are

Messrs, Medland & Henry Ta3'lor, of Manchester.

Ryde, Isle of Wight,—The church of S, Michael
and All Angels, Swanmore—commenced in 1860

—

is about to be completed by the addition of transepts

and choir, with apsidal termination. Mr. R. J. Jones,

of Ryde, is the architect commissioned.

buildings.

Barnsley.—On Friday the business connected

with the Barnsley County Court was removed to

new premises. The building has been erected under
the direction of Mr. T. C. .Sorby, of London, acting

as architect to the Lords Commissioners of Her
Majesty's Treasury. The chief of the works have
been executed by Messrs. Nicholson, of Leeds, whose
contract for the erection amounted to over £7,000,
or, with the land and extras, to upwards of £10,000.
The building has, so to speak, two fronts—one in

Regent-street and one in Eastgate.

Birmingham.—On Monday, the foundation-stone

of the new wing of the Queen's Hospital—" The
Working Men's Extension "—which Messrs. Horsley
are building from the designs of Messrs. Martin &
Chamberlain, was laid. The new building will be

in the Italian style : the front will be chiefly of stone

and set off by Corinthian pilasters. There will be

a portico entrance with a flat roof, supported bj' four

Corinthian columns and a pilaster at each corner of

the foremost part. The centre of the frontage, of

the same width as the portico, will rise above the

main part about twelve feet. On the left-hand side

of the lobby will be the surgeons' consulting and
private rooms, and on the right the porters' living

rooms. Beyond these the lobby will lead into a

waiting hall. 40ft. high, 78ft. long, and 40ft. wide.

The new building will be detached from the present

Hospital, but there will be communication between

by means of a glass conservator}', which will also

serve the purpose of a promenade for convalescent

patients. Connected with the new building there

will also be baths and a mortuary.

Mary'lebone New Police Court. — A new
police court is at length to be erected in Marylebone.

The present court, which was originally a private

house, is badly situated, and a more convenient site

is to be chosen fur the new building. Her Majesty's

Commissioners of Works and Public Buildings, to

whom the care and control of the metropolitan police

courts was transferred by an Act passed in the last

.Session of Parliament, have at present under con-
sideration the respective advantages of two plots of

land, of which one is in Chapel-street, near the Edg-
ware-road, and the other in the Marylebone-road,
adjoining the Baker-street station of the Metropolitan

Railway.

Otley.—The corner-stone of the new workhouse
fortheWharfedale Unionwas l.aidat Otiey, Yorkshire,

on Thursday week. Including the site, the workhouse
will cost about £11,000. It has been designed by
Messrs. C. S. iSc A. ,T, Nelson, architects, of Leeds
and Derby, their plans having been selected by the

guardians out of those sent in by twenty competitors.

"The contractors for the building are Messrs, Booth-
man & Broomhead, of Leeds. The general plan con-

sists of an entrance block (with offices, board-room,

vagrant and probationers' wards), lying parallel with

the road ; behind this block the workhouse ; still

further in the rear, and entirely separate, an infir-

mary ; and to the east stabling accommodation. The
front elevation is l.jOft. long. Facing the .south,

the front elevation of the workhouse is 170ft. long.

A tower ri.ses in the centre. All the corridors are

to be fireproof, on Dennett's principle. The build-

ings will .all be of local stone, lined with brick ; and
the contract for the carrying out of the work has
been let for the sum of £10,000.

Rusholme.—S. Mary's Home for Female Peni-
tents, Rusholme, the foundation-stone of which was
laid last May, was formally opened on the 30th ult.

by the Bishop of Manchester. The building consists

of two floors, the lower containing the daj'-rooms,

and the upper the bedrooms. At tlie east end of the

building is a small chapel for the use of the inmates,

with a chaplain's room adjoining. The buildings are

of brick, the front being finished with " white
headers," with stone dressing to the main entrance

and staircase gable. The roofs are covered with

slates of two tints, and are finished with enriched

red ridge tiles. A neat boundary wall will extend
the whole length of the frontage. The total cost of

the buildings and boundary walls is about £3,000,
but this amount is exclusive of gifts. Mr. George
Napier, City-road, was the general contractor for

the work, and the whole has been carried out from
the designs and under the superintendence of 5Ir.

John Lowe, architect, S. Ann's-square, Manchester.

S.\LFORD.—School buildings, including residence,

are about to be erected in connection with the

Stowell Memorial Church. Regent road, at an outlay
of about £2,000 by Mr. G. Napier, builder, Corn-
brook, from the designs of Mr. J. Lowe, architect,

Manchester.

Worksop.—Si.x convenient cottages have just

been erected in Westgate for Mr. Geo. Mayor. They
are brick built, with cast iron door and window heads

by the Thorncliffe Iron Company. Mr. Sydney
Tutia was the builder.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all commuuicatious should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upou the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress iu the pruvinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, T.WISTOCK-STREET, COVE.NT-tJAEDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Receivbd.—V. & 0.—S. S. S.—J. S.—J. C—H. J, P,—
Reader,—W, W.—S. G.—W. D J. H.—T. H.—J. B
S. H.—E, W. P.—D. H. & J. N.—A Young Assistant.

E. P.—The articles referred to were not reprinted. We
don't recommend books.

T. Harris.—There is no such paper.

Wm. Jones.—It is not intended to give reports of second
course.

Wressil Castle, Yorkshire.—A sketch of a portion of
this, with description, has been sent by some one without
a name.

Tou W. Whittey.—Mr. Waterhouse's design for the
Manchester Town Hall appeared in the Building News,
May 8, 1308.

Comspnkiite.

PROPOSED COURTS OF LAW.
To the Editor of the Building Xews.

Siii,—The opinion of the profession on this work
should go forth with no uncertain sound, for in pro-

portion to its magnitude, and the expectations which
have been raised tliereon, the profession, before the

public, is at stake as to its final issue and result.

That so much time, talent, and mone}-- should have

been lavished on the preparation of plans ; so much
precaution taken, or apparently' taken, to obtain the

grandest design the country can produce ; and that

Mr. Street was finally selected solely for his external

architecture, without reference to his arrangement

of the courts, have led the countr}' and the profes-

sion to anticipate a worlv which, in external beauty
and grandeur at least, should far exceed anything
that has yet appeared. And for the reasons pri-

marily adduced for Mr. Street's appointment, the

country will demand as much. Should they be dis-

appointed, it will be to the loss and sorrow of the pre-

sent generation of architects.

SutHcient drawings of the principal front are made
public to enable us to judge of its merits, before the

ronsideration of which the high esteem in wliich Mr.

Street is held must merge into the larger importance
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of the interest and welfare of the profession at large.

The public will look at it in this light : that if nur

best jirchitect can conceive only an unworthy build-

ing, then, verily, those who engaged in the competi-

tion must be insignificant satellites; while those out-

side the circle must be in the art of architecture as

the meanest stjirs sending forth no my of light in

the clearest lirmament.

For one, I am of opinion that the architecture is not

suited to a narrow street at all. To be seen properly

it should have 50(1 yards of clear space immediately

in front, but which it will never have. Only small

portions of the front can be .seen at once. Look
at the .staircase towers, that jut out in front to

obstruct parallel views. What detail is there in

them likely to attract attention, beyond a maze of

overhanging jjinnacles, crockets, and gables, and a

stumpy spire overhead, struggling verj' hard to exhi-

bit itself above them ? As for the lower windows,

the meanness of their effect is not fully apparent in

elevation ; there is no centre support for the outer

arch moulds, which have to trust to a mitre corbel.

As for the principal donrway, it is simply a copy of

that to the church in Lombard-street, if I remem-
ber rightly, with the udtlitional disadvantage that it

is surmounted by a sham parapet. (JOft. behind

which is a grotesque window, bigger than the entl of

Westminster Hall (!) in juxtaposition with which are

a .score of other windows not a foot wide ! We say that

this is architecture worthy only of a novice in the

profession. To make the design passable, there should

be a bold lofty range stretching from tower to tower

without break, save, perhaps, a central feature rising

above and out of a parapet. We have heard ver}' much
about Mr. Street's effective and picturesque detail,

and truly the great western tower and (juadrangle

gateways are very beautiful and jiraisewortby; but

beside the.se what have we in the whole length of

50O feet frontage to justify the appellation ? The
best windows are nothing superior to others we have
seen before ; and as for those below the third story,

why, they are like a schoolboy's slate, and quite as ugly.

One might expect that in a crowded thoroughfare

something might be accomplished worth seeing with-

out neck-breaking ; hut up to a height of thirty feet

—

never to be neglected in a street—the windows are the

most veritable holes in the wall that could possiblv

enter the heart of man to propose for a work of this

kind.

You might think, sir, that I am -nTiting after this

manner through prejudice or a disposition to com-
plain, but it is not so. Let me ask you to inquire of

every architect in the country his opinion of these

designs, and I would venture to say that ninety-nine

per cent, would use language not a whit less con-
demnatory. The fact is, these designs have almost
blighted the hopes of even the least sanguine. For
the interest of the profe.s.sion, we hope that the.se de-

signs will not becarried into execution without con-
siderable modifications.—I am, &c., If.

POKT NANT GRANITE.
Sir,—My attention has been directed to a state-

ment in your publication of the 1st December (p.l 14),

wherein Mr. Haywood, in a comparison of the
number of horses falling respective!}' on granite and
asphalte pavement witliin sight of No. 79. Cheapside
upon certain days in 1H70, mentions that, at the
time when a very unfavourable average return was
made, *' the carriage-way was paved with Port Nant
Granite, which under many years' wear had become
very slippery." As such an observation is cabulated
to produce an impression that Pont Nant Granite
under many years' wear becomes more slippery than
other granites, 1 am crtmpelled to ask you to insert

this explanation in y(»ur next impression.

The pavenu'nt in (picstion was laid in 1861, and
remained till lK7(i, and. for the purpose of grH)d

drainage, in a very convex form, subjecting it to the
utmost disadvantage at the sides forming the two
Hnes of tratVic. In other parts of London, such as

Charing-cross, the east side of the Ilaymarket, L<mg
Acre, and of late very extensively in liermondsev,
Port Nant Granite, after many years' wcai, as well

as from the commencement, has been found and pro-

nounced hy surveyors to retain its pristine rough-
ness, and certainly to be no more (if not less) slippery

than any other kind.— I am, &.C.,

W. J. DUNCUM.
Port Nant Granite Company,

4, Victoria- street, Westminster, S.W.

PLANNING HOUSKS.
Sir,—Tlje defects in house-planuing are so numerous

and generally known, and because of bluntlers wliicb are
being every day perpetuatecj. raising a "distrust of all

architects" in tlie public mind go loudly pronounced,
that any one oblivious to these circumstances is rather
to be pitied than blamed. His observation of the times
must be limited in proportion to his knowledge ; while

infatuat»!d praise—such as " Reader " has indulged in

—

of works which in the majority of cases have been in

some way or other condemned by the public is worthy
only of an entbusia.st. Tbero are some weak enough
to fancy that a client possesses a kind of prophetic
vision of a complete and perfected building, to jier-

peluate and establish which some architect is appointed
to act in just such a similar manner as a mechanic does at

a machine, under Hxed rigid immotionai rule and law,
susceptible of no improvement or variation. As
" Reader" appears to be one of these, he may therefore
be excused the confusion he has displayed in respect
of this competition being of value and inten'st to the
profession. That he should pervert and misfpiote
another's writing is not. however, to be atoned for.

In his lust letter, by taking a word from one paragraph
and adding it to another of the letter he was criticising,

he not only exhibits an uuscrupulous method of writing,
but blinds himself to the subject matter altogether. The
remarks in my former letter about the houses in that
place in the West of Enclaud which an American friend

termed " A City of Villas " went to show that, although
the eutin) arrangements were left in the hands of the
architects, they are nevertbelesB in the majority of

cases awkwardly and badly jjlanned. In fact, they are
mostly cojiies of one another manufactnired by the
dozen by inexperienced pupils with tritling alterations

only, such as the omission of a bay window hero, add-
ing one there, Sec. ; but either through neglijience or

inability, or other causes on the part of the architects,

a thoroufrh renovation of house plans, which should be
perfect and complete in all their details and ramiticji-

tions. is hardly ever thought of. I apprehend, also,

that the coi)ying of old plans is very generally resorted

to in the profession, not that that is an evil in itself, but
thecontrary, so long as the plans are the best attainable,

which too frequently they are not. That "Reader"
should conceive this arRument i)roves the irresponsi-

l)i]ity of architects for the badly-arraufjed houses which
they buihi, and therefore the uselessness of attempts
on the part of architects to improve our domestic archi-

tecture, is worthy only .an obsolete person whose mind
has faded into that of second childhood. The faults of

all our badly-arranged houses, whether large or small,

must rest entirely upon the architect, and not the pro-
prietors thereof, whose wants within limits of cost be
is not only bound in some measure to anticipate, but
to provide for on the most perfect and advanced princi-

ples. Hence the large responsibility which rests upon
every architect. It is to be regretted that "Reader"'
should so far misunderstand the question as to reverse

that order of things by placing responsibility upon the

proprietor. I am persuaded he cannot be speaking
from practice, or if so, the world is not likely to be
benefited by bis works.— I am, &c., H.

Sir,—After having read the various suggestions as

to what the conditions of the proposed " House
Planning " competition should be, it seems to me that

the most practical way would be to limit the cost of

the building, and fix the number and proximate size

of the principal rooms, leaving the area an open ques-

tion, as compactness of arrangement is, I think, one of

the merits of good planning. Limiting the designs to

the "Gothic "or any style would not. I think, be judi-

cious, as every competitor should have an oppor-
tunity of working in the style with which he is most
familiar.—1 am, &c.,

A Glasgow Student.

Sir.—Permit me to offer a few suggestions as to the

conditions in the proposed "IIuilding News Compe-
tition " for plans of a house. Let the appointed judges
calculate beforehand the cubical contents (iucludiug

cellarage and all otiices) of a house of the size considered
sufhcient, which size is not to be exceeded by the

competitors. If no limit of this kind be fixed it will,

of course, be impossible fairly to estimate the relative

merits of plans differing largely iu their dimeusions.

As the object of this competition is, I appreheud. to

produce convenient, well-studied plans; it seems that,

instead of perspectives or elevations, a roof plan, or

dotted lines on a chamber plan, should suffice. At any
rate, two elevations would lie all that is needed. To
facilitate the labour of the judges, let each competitor

give a cellar, ground, and chamber plans, on one sheet,

to one-eighth scale. Indian ink only to be used.

Cardinal points to be denoted. Kitchen to be on ground
tloor. As there will, no doubt, be many excellent plans

sent in, perhaps the two coming next in merit to the

prize one might receive "honourable mention," and
be engraved iu your journal.—1 am, 4c.,

G. T. J.

HOT-WATER I'lPES AND WOODWORK.
Stu,—At page '.ilH of your issue for November 17th

I obfierve a corresjiondeut inquiring if woodw<nk in

contact with hot-water jnpes has ever, or can lie

ignited by such contact, and at jiage 41S, December
1st, a corresjumdent in reply says. "Certaiidy if the
pipes get loo hot the woodwork will ignite." Now I

beg to call that latter statement in question, as in alhny
experience 1 never either saw or heard of any hot-

water pipes, per 8f, igniting any woodwork. Of
course a hot-water pipe might be the cause, in a
secondary sort of way. of setting lire to woodwork, as,

f. p.. where the pipe is tightly boxed in, and some one
working a1 it or being near it, when or wbi-re it is

exposed, happens to let a match fall, which, dropjiiug

down between the pipe and wood, and getting jambed,
is easily set tire to, either by the heat of the pipe or
by the heated pijie when, being shaken by the water
boiling, the pipe causes the ra.atch to ignite, and in its

turn the match sets fire to the woodwork. As water

boils at 212° I should like some substantial proof and
satisfactory explanation of the circumstance before
believing that a hot-water pipe, per se. set fire to wood-
work. As to the " warming-pipes" at the Crystal
Palace causing a fire there—were they hot-water
pipes? If not, then they have nothing whatever to do
with the question at p. 371. If they were hot-water
pipes, may I ask how they got "over-heated," or
heated above 212^ ?—I am, &c.. Plumber.

ARCHITECTS' OFFICE HOURS.
Sir,—It would, indeed, be a boon to architects'

assistants to see themselves placed in the position
which the cost of education, premiums, and labour
given when pujjils. along with other expenses,
rightly deserve. It at present, however, would seem
that we are to be treated more like tools than men
who are as a wliole equally respectable with our more
fortunate enii>loyers, hut who. from pecuniary or
other causes, cannot commence business for our-
selves. I contend that neither the hours of labour
nor the remuneration are what they ought to be. A
man who has no need to keep up such a respectabh-
appearance, who can live in the smallest of houses
without fear of giving offence, and who is paid from
the commencement of his labour without incurring
the aforesaid expenses, is now on an average receiving
better remuneration than that of the architect's assis-

tant. Is this a fair percentage for say. £-2')() school-
ing, .£100 premium, and £300 to £400 in lodging,
board, &c., while serving one"s articles, besides the
labour given free during that time- Could not an
architect, receiving his 6 per cent., afford more than
this, without acting too generously—to live comfort-
ably himself, and more in accordance with that
feeling of living and letting live ? I fear little,

however, can be done to elevate our position in any
way until the grasping premium receivers are content
with a less proportion of pupils. I knew of one case
a little while ago where there were four pupils to one
assistant, and it is generally known that pupils are at

least equally numbered \vith assistants. With regard
to the hours enough has been truly said, and I should
like to see them reduced ; but to do anything there
must be unity, and not mere correspondence. I hope
that committees \vill be formed in all the principal

towns throughout the country, for the purpose of

obtaining a signed petition to the Royal Institute and
Architectural Association, to urge the desirability of

improving our general position.—1 am, &c.,

Manchester.

Sir,—Itistobehopedthat the remarks of your corre-

spondents on tins subject willc:dl forth the sympathy ot

all assistants iu the profession who hold similar views.

The shortening of the hours of labour opeus up many
other questions which call loudly for reform. v\.

proper system of education would be a step in adfunce.

and ought to <lo away with a great amount of study
during the hours not occupied with office work. We
have long been of opinion that eight hours of mental
work per day is quite enough for any one ; less

mental work, and more physiail work would be bene-
ficial. Many assistants, in the provinces at least, have
no reduction of their daily labour on the Saturdays,

and are often* at work on "Competitions" after the

usual office hours, for ivbich they seldom receive any
remuneration, seven or ten days' holiday in the

summer being supposed to compensate for the health-

destroying work during the winter. Nothing, indeed.

is so injurious to health as a sedentary occupation,

with too much brain work. On this ground alone

we would atlvocate a reduction of the liours of

labour, more especially during the winter months.
when more exercise is required to preserve health, ami
(if we must study after office hours) more classes of in-

struction are in operation.

The question of remuneration has been noticed by
one of your correspondents last week, but to diecuss

this fully would take up too much of your valoablr

journal. We \\ould simply ask. How is it that the

average salary of an assistant is not much, if anything,
above that of a skilled artisan':* The assistant pays to

learu {?), and does work during that time besides,

for whicii he receives no remuneration. At the termi-

nation of his articles, if he has been in a country office,

he is obligeil to go to London, that is if he means to
make his mark in thearchitectural world. The London
architect looks at the drawings of our coimtry pupil,

and pronounces judgment on them rather condemna-
tory ; tiiuilly be agrees to eugage him for a year, per-

haps to receive no salary, lie is then placed in the

ollice, with other *' improvers " like himself, under the
eye of a eomi)etent principal assistant. It will be seen

that talent without money is of little use. for thearchi-

tectural pupil must either h,ave sufficient to live upon
during this time, or be kept by his parentis or guardians.

When he becomes a fuM-rtedged assistant he is obliged

to keep himself iu a respectable position, live respect-

ably, and dress respectably, that is if he has an idea to

work up a connection with a view to future practice.

As to marriage, he must not think of that—" it were
better a millstone be tied to his neck." No ; he must
defer that till lie is well established in practice. The
artisan, on the other hand, gets paid for his work
during his apprenticeship; he has generally better

healtli ; he has less anxiety about his work, and when
bis apiM'i'nticeshii» ends he is (indess his talent is con-

siderably below the average) well paid, and his living

costs nnich loss than his brother, the architect's assistant.

— I am, &c.

York. Homo.
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Sib,—I can fully endorse all that "Gothic'' ha
said in your last, our office hours beint: similar to his

—viz., !> till (>, winter and summer thron,2;liout, consp-
^ueutly we have little or no time for our work or
exercise, the hitter beinff so ucces.^ary after our
sedentary occupations of the day. There can be no
doubt that, were the hours shortened, more energy would
be thrown into the office work, and the same amount,
if not more, wouUl be done as ip tiie previous
li'ugthened hours.— I am, ic. Fagged.

THE CHOELET TOWNHALL COMPETITION.
Sir,— I beg your insertion of the enclosed, for the

benefit of competing architects, and may add that the
site to be covered has a pood street on every side, and
must have one stone front ; it embraces upwards of

T,'>00 square yards, and the buildings must not cost

more than £10.000. I believe further comment is un-
necessary. One that Intended to Compete.

(Copy.)

At the monthly meetin^f, Thursday. November 30th,
:Mr. Derhara said that many architects had applied to
him, both by letter and personally, (o endeavour to
obtain an extension of the time for sendinar in plans,
as it was too limited. Mr. lliclnnond thought it would
be wise to extend the time, as they would thereby be
enabled to get more talent. In reply to the chairman,
the surveyor said he had sent out '227 ground plans.

31r. Taylor asked if any of the architects had said any-
thing about the frontage. Mr. Richmond remarked
that it had been left to the architects to please them-
selves. It was resolved to extend the time to the 30th
of January next.

—

Ckorley Btandard.

CONTRACTS AND SCHEDULE RATES.
Sir,—I agreed to build a house conformably to a

Riven plan, and at a certain lump sum made up by
schedule rates, and bound mvself to these rates or others
corresponding thereto. During the progress of the
building the plan was altered in various ways, causing
me to lose considerable quantities of my material, it

being then unsuitable, and also to lose by not having
sufficient quantities of material provided for such
material changes, which nearly amounted to twice the
original quantities. Am I still bound to adhere to the
original rate ? Is the surveyor the proper party to
adjust corresponding prices? Or rather is the sur-
veyor, who is inexperienced in the difficulties and
expense of procuring materials for changes on such a
large scale, when such materials have to be carried

two hundred miles by sea, the proper party to adjust
prices'? Have I no voice in their adjustment myself?
If I contract to build a house of two stories, am I

bound to carry it up four or any extra height at the
same rate ? The architect being arbiter, and in the
event of his being privately in favour of the surveyor,
would my case be good in point of law, were I to
ignore either of their allowances? As advice will be
thankfully received, if any Scotch friend replies he
woidd much oblige by affixing the letter "S." to his
signature.— I am, ic, Victu.m.

GATESHEAD SCHOOL COMPETITION.
Sir,—I was much pleased with the notes in the Build-

ing News forlast week upon the selected designs in the
above competition, by "An Architect." I should feel

obliged if that gentleman would kindly publish his
notes upon the rejected designs, giving the numbers, as

he did last week ; also the initials of the architects of
pach design, which I do not think would be objection-
able to the competitors, but vice versd.—I am, &c.,

A Competitor.

LAND AND BTTILDINa SOCIETIES.
Exeter Providext Permanent Benefit

Building Investment and Loan Society.—The
twenty-second annual meeting of this society was
held at the office, Redford-oircus, on Monday'week.
The chainnan congratulated the sliareholders upon
the satisfactory evidence given of the progress and
safety of the society. With reference to the invest-
ing shares, the numbers for 1868 were 201 ; 18G0,
-2S2 ; 1870, 331 ; lS71, 304, showing a satisfactory
advance. The receipts from investors diuong tho
same period were ;e4,401, £4,464, £.5,386, £6,310.
Only in one year, in 1864, had that amount been ex-
oerded. The receipts on deposits during the last
year had been £12,242, the largest sum received
since 1863.

Leeds Provincial Building and Investment
?50CIETV.—On Thursday week tho annual meeting
of this society was held. The twenty-second annual
report stated that the committee wore glad, as in past
3'ears. to inform the meeting that the number of

members and 'of shares was stUl on the increase.
The guarantee fund had increased from £83 12s. to
£418 3h. 8^d. Tho committee again suggested, on
tho rocoimnendation of the manager, that another
bonus of 2s. 6d. per share sliouUl be credited to the
members who had continuously held their shares for
two years prior to Ist Sept., 1871. The total income
of the society for the year had been £136,614 10s. 3.^,d.

The vested shares numbered 2,032 and three-fifthw,
tho paid-up shares 308, and the advanced shares
3,761. The stock account showed a total of
£212,411 12s. 11^., and a balance of £1,097 Is.Od.
in favour of the society.

Inttrtonuuiimc;itioiLQ^

[12398.]—Slaking X^ime.—I wish to use concrete
for some foundations. I am strongly in favour of

grinding instead of slaking the lime, but, although
close to the limekiln, I am some miles from any mills

for grinding lime. The expense of taking the lime to

any mill is out of tho question. Can I do anything
better than slake the lime and use it immediately ?

Can I in any wiiy " pound" the lime instead of slaking,

and would the quality of the concrete be sufficiently

improved thereby to pay for the extra trouble? Is

there any good reason for cracking the flints small

when used for concrete, or is the size immaterial, pro-

vided the flints have a clean surface—sup])Osing, of

course, a sulficiont quantity of clean gravel is used to

fill up all interstices ?—Tekton.
[2399.]—Carrying Off Smoke Underground.—

Can any of your correspondents give me any detailed

information as to the practical working of a plan for

carryirg oil smoke underground?—J. iJ. Waring.

[•2400.]—Close Fire Ranges.

—

VTixnt is the best

fuel to use for these—coal or coke ; and if coke, ordi-

nary coke or cannel coke ? — R.

[L»4ol.]—House Property.—I should feel obliged

if you or any of your readers could inform me of a

good work that treats fully of the valuation of house
pro])erty, including copyhold, mortgages, &c., fully

explaining same, and giving the modes of calculating

their different values.—R. I. W.
[2402.]—G-otbic Carving,—Will some one recom-

mend a work illustrating cai'ving in the Gothic and
Italian styles?—JAMr.s Merrick.

[2403.]—Baker's Oven.—What is the usual mode
of forming the entrance to a baker's oven ; also the

mode of connecting oven with flue? And what mate-

rial should be used to prevent the disagreeable vapour
arising from the same when placed under a street.

Sketches of the two former would oblige.—R. A.

Nicholson's

-P. E. M.

PiEPLIES.
[2343.]—Landscape Gardening.—" Landscape

Gardening,'' by A. J. Browning, and Repton's work on
same subject, are both good books, and can be had at a

moderate price at the second-hand book shops.

—

P. E. M.

[23(j2.]—Hand-Railing.—"Science" will find a

full elucidation of the difficulty in

Architectural Dictionary," under Joinery.

[2364.]—Construction.—The method suggested

by " Draughtsman " himself would be the best plan to

adopt, a column aud two arches aci'oss transept.—
P. E. H.

[2373.]—Pointed Gothic Vaulting Ribs.

—

See Pugin's specimens.—P. E. 31.

[2376.] — Decay of Iron Railing. — The
bottoms of iron bars wlien leaded into stonework
rusts away from galvanic action between the two
metals, assisted by wet. A remedy is to set the bars

iu sulphur instead of lead.—P. K. 51.

[23S4.]—Hot-Water Pipes and "Woodwork.

—

" F. L.," in answering this ([uery (which was not mine,

but in which I am interested), says that "if the pipes

get too hot the woodwork will ignite ;" and he also

asks, " Was not the fire at the Crystal Palace caused by
the overheating of the warming-pipes ? " But he

appears to forget that there are two systems of hot-

winter warming—one which is knoA\'n as the low
pressure, or large-pipe system, which has at its highest

point an open cistern ; the pipes of this system cannot
burst, though they may crack by reason of proper pre-

cautions not being taken to allow for expansion of the

pipes. By this system the water never attains a

greater heat than boiling point, which we may put at

212° Fahrenheit. Is this sufficient to ignite the wood-
work ? The other hot-water system is the high

pressure or small-pipe system, by which water is heated

under pressure to a far higher temperatm*e—in fact, no
doubt, to a degree sufficient to ignite woodwork in

contact with the pipes. How was the Crystal Palace

heated, by either of these systems^? or was it not by hot

air? Is it kno\\-n whether the woodwork was in contact

with the pipes ; and if it was not, what was the space

between ?—R. Y. M.

[2386.]—Girders.—lam happy to bo able to give
" Excelsior '' the information he requires. For a clear

span of 150ft. I should make the " bearings " of the

girdei-, or what he terms the wall-hold, 4ft. The
•' wall-hold " of the girders of the C'haring-cross Rail-

way-bridge, which have a span of l-j4ft. iu tin* clear, is

4ft. 6in., but this I consider in excess of the actual

"hold" required. The constant adopted for girders

on the cellular principle, such as the Conway aud
Britannia bridges, was 74-4, so that the formula for the

A X D
L

iu which A is the sectional area of the bottom flange,

I), the depth, and L, the span. The value of A con-

sisted in the whole of the sectional area of the plates

aud angle-irons which composed the bottom flange.

In the case of the Britannia tube the value of A was
.'»s.'> square inches, and in the case of the Conway
was -535 square inches. The ratio between the top ami
bottom flanges was as 120: 100, but the more correct

ratio would have been 12'» : 100. The difference only

shows how well those old bridges were desigued.

—

T. C.

breaking weight at the centre was AY = 74-4,

[2394.]—School Building:.—The rules of the
Committee of Council on Education were :

—" In plan-
ning a school-room, if it be not more than ISft. in
width, a or 9 square feet v/ill be sufficient for each
child in actual attendance. If the width be greater, there
must be a proportionate increase of area allotted to
each child." " The walls of every school-room, ceiled at
the level of the wall-plate, must be at least 12ft. high
from the level of the floor to the ceiling ; and if the area
contains more than 360 superficial square feet, ISft. ;

and if more than fiOOft., then 14ft. The walls of every
schoOl-room ceiled to the rafters and collar-beam must
be at least lift, high from floor to wall-plate, and at

least 14ft. high to the ceiling across the collar-beam."
—P. E. M.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Salford,—The Salfordcommitteehas just decided
to recommend the extension in that town of tho
"tubcloset"system. They remark—" The committee
do not think the system of tubs and tubs only a
perfect one. but they are of opinion that, compared
with the old open midden, it has great advantages.
In all future reconstructions care will be taken to so

arrange the closets that a ' distributor' can be readily

added if thought necessary. The committee have
good reason to hope that ere long the closets in

Salford will be both sightly, iuodorous, and at the
same time economical. Satisfied that the permea-
tion of sewer gases into houses is a frequent source
of disease, the committee have, as far as possible

disconnected all scullery aud bath-room drains from
the sewers."

The Seavage of Cheltenham.—An inquiry

was recently held by Mr. R. Eawlinson, C.B., tho
Government inspector, at Charlton Kings, upou an
application of the Local Board of that district for

leave to borrow a sum of £3,000 for the purpose of

carrying out an independent scheme of sewage irri-

gation. The reply of the Local Government Board,

founded upon IVIr. Eawlinson's report, has been
received by the Charlton Kings Board. The
Local Government Board say that they have
carefully considered Mr. Rawlinson's report, and
it appears to tho board to be so desirable

that there should be a joint system of sewage for tho

two d stricts of Charlton Kings and Cbelteuhani, in-

stead of adopting the scheme for which the proposed

loan is reqi.ired by the Local Board, that under

existing circumstances the Board would not be justi-

fied 'n authorisiug the Local Board to borrow the

amount in question, and the Local Government Board
strongly recommend the Local Board to endeavour
to come to an arrangement with the Choltenliam

Commissioners for the sewage of the district through
the Cheltenham outfall.

A Relic of Albkrt Uiireu.—An artistic

curiosity of great value has latelv come to light in

Vienna. It is a complete set of wooden chessmen,

some inches high, richly carved, and full of charac-

ter, by no less a master than Albrecht Diirer. The
work is in perfect preservation, and its genuineness

(according to the Augsburg Gazette') can scarcely

be doubted, as it has been for cenj^uries iu the pos-

session of the same family, which, though of late

resident in Austria, came originally from Nurem-
berg, aud possessed besides this work a large oil por-

trait by Lucas Kranach, of a city notable, their re-

lation. The last owner only leaves a daughter, and

it is believed this interesting heirloom will soon be-

come public property.

S. Bartholomew's Hospital Surveyorship.—
The candidates for this office attended before a com-

mittee of the governors on the oth iust., when three

gentlemen were returned to be presented to the

general body of governors, -with w^hom the election

rests. Mr. FAnson, Mr. E- N. Clifton, and Mr.

Frederick Marrable were the selected candidates.

The election takes place on the 18th inst.

Death of the Very Rev. Caxox PvOCK.—We
have to report the decease of the Very Rev. Daniel

Rock, D.D. one of the canons of the titular Chapter

of the Cathedral of Southwark. Born in the year

17i»9, he was a native of Liverpool; he received his

earl)' education at the College of S. Edmund, at Old

Hall, near Ware, in Hertfordshire, and completed

his divinity course at the English College at Rome,

In 1852, soon after the cstahlishmeut of the Roman
Catholic hierarchy, he was nominated one of the tirst

members of the new Cathedral Chapter of South-

wark ; and two years later his love of books led him

to give up hi? country charge. He was the author of a

large number of publications. In 18G2, Dr. Rock, as

a member of the committee, took a very active part

in carrying out the objects of the special loan exhi-

bition of Mediccval works of art at the South Ken-

sington Museum, and he contributed to the official

catalogue an article illustrative of the ecclesiastical
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vestments, embroideries, &c. there exhibited. For the

last few years of liis life he resided at Kensington, and

his council and advice were often sought, and never

sought in vain, by the authorities of the South Ken-

sington Museum and the managers of art exhibitions.

Fall or a Hoise in- Gl.^sgow.—On the morn-

ing of the iSrd ult., a large four-story tenement

situated in (lld-wynd, a narrow laud or alley, fell in

with a terrible crash. The building was oconpied

by about lifty persons, all of whom witli one excep-

tion—a man who from the more precipit.ite manner

of his escape got his leg severely bruised—were

en.ibled to leave without injury. This w.ts owing

to the heroism of the night constable on duty, who,

at the risk of his life, ami .ihnostas the building was

falling, ran up stairs and wiirned the inmates of

their danger. The poor people had left to them

little bevonil their lives. -V subscription is afoot

from which to reward the constable for his bravery.

TiiK InoxMONGF.its' C(i.Mr.\NV.—The surveyor-

ship to this company is now vacant, the surveyor

who had held the office for many years having lately

resigned. There are several candidates—among others

Mr. Richard Koberts and :Mr. Stock. The salary is

one hundred guineas a .^ear, and although no com-

mission is payable with respect to new buildings, it

has been usual to give the surveyor an honorarium

equivalent to the usual commission on the occa-sion^

of the erection of any new buildings by the com-'

pany. The property belonging to the company in

London is not of any great importance, but tbey

have an extensive estate in Ireland, consisting chiefly

of farming land. The election of the surveyor will

take place at a special court to be held this d.ay

(Friday).

Y.M.n-; or I,.\xn i.n 'W.m.wortii.—The fifteenth

portion of the Walworth Common Estate was sub-

mitted to public competition at the Elephant and

Castle Tavern, Newiugton, recently, by Messrs. C.

Stuart Barker & Son, the auctioners. After

spirited biddings the whole of the lots were let at

extraordinary ground rents. The land comprised

sites for G(i iirivate houses, G shops, and a corner

tavern (as a matter of course), and the whole

realised, according to the South London Press,

£6Sii 10s. per anuum. The tavern plot, situated at

the corner of Villa-street and the new Westmoreland-

road, with a frontage of 2.3ft. and a depth of 7.5ft.,

was knocked down at the sum (unprecedented in the

localit}') of £2.30 per annum, the highest biilder

taking the risk of obtaining a transfer of the

license from an older house. The total amount

realised for the seventy-three plots was at the rate

of £.348 per acre per annum, and this, capitalises at

22i years' purchase, gives in round figures £.S,000

per acre as the value of the freehold. "When the

leases which have just expired were granted in 177.3,

this same land was let at less than £4 per acre

per annum, and this, capitalised in the same way.

wouM give £!10 per acre as the v.ilue of the freehold

at that time. This is an increase of nearlv a hundred-

fold.

KouGii K-\,VMiNATiON OF W.\TER.—In rei>ly to

an inquiry in a recent number of the British Medi-
cal Journal for an inexpensive mode of anah-sing

water for organic impurities, Mr. G. F. Hodgson
recommends the following :—Half-fill a good-sized

decanter (previously quite clean) with the suspected

water, cover its month, sliake well, and then aitply

the nose. \i nothing unpleasant is detected, close

the bottle tightly, and set it aside in a warm ]dace

—98 or 100 deg.'-for two or three days, and then

repeat the shaking, t.^c., as at first. H this time no

foul odour is detected, the water is not of very bad
quality. SniiiUcr amounts of org.anic matter, and
the exact character of other constituents of water,

can only be determined by chemical analysis.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TL'ESO.W.—INSTITI TION or ClVII. KN4:iNki;ks.— (1)

Discus.-'ion on Jlr. lieirs i)aper "On the

Stresses of Kigid Arches and other
Curved .^^tructures." (2) " On the

Somerset Dock, Malta.'' liy Mr. Charles
Andrews, 51. Inst. C. E. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Sotikty or Aiits.— " ObsorvationR on
the Esparto I'lant." I'.y Itobert John-
ston, Esq. 8 p.m.

Arciiitectiiral Association. —
Meeting of Class for the Study of M.
Viollct le Due's works. (:.30 p.m. —
Meeting of Elementary Class of Design ;

subject: " Full-size Arch Afouldiugs,
Caps, Bases, aud other Details." s p.m.

Friday. — ARciiiTECTrnAL Association.—"On
the Meilia*val Architecture of North and
Central Italy. ' By Mr. H. L. Florence.
A.R.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

CHIPS.

The new Congregational Chnrcli, Isle of Wight, is

to have two painted windows by Lavers, B.-irraud,

& Westlake. A bell has been o£fercil,but is still a

moot question with the committee.

The new station at the pier gates at Eyde, Isle of

Wight, also the tramways, slipways, &c., are being

rapidly pushed forward towards completion.

A peal of eight bells, which hiu, been presented by
Mr. George Ileginbottom, and has oust nearly £i)00,

was on Saturday afternoon, the 2nd inst., lodReil in

S. Teter's Church, Ashton-under-Lyiic. The weiglit

of the peal is over four tons.

The Bishop of Winchester has accepted the post

of Frcsident of the Annual Meeting of the Archaeo-

logical Institute, to be held in Southampton in the

course of next summer.

The parish church, Kingston, I.W., of considerable

antiquity, and one of the smallest in the island, has

undergone restoration under the guidance of Mr. K.

J.Jones. The parish cliurch, Chale, is under pro-

cess of restoration under the same hiiuds.

Prices, December 4.—Deals. Ac., per Petersburg stan-

dard hundred : Quebec first floated yellow pine. £l'j los.

to £18 ; ditto seconds. £12 10s. to £13 ; ditto thirds, £S 10s.

to£a.'is. ; first quiility bright, £18 to £20; ditto sec jnds,

£13 VU, to £13 16s. ; ditto thirds, £8 l.'is. to £9 10s.:

Archauael yellow, £12 15s. to £U l.'is.: ditto seconds,

£9 10s. to £10 6s.; Petersburg yellow, £13 10s. to £14;
Wyburg yellow. £10 to £10 15s.; Petersburg aud Riga
wliite, £8 los. to £1) 10s. ; Christiana deals (yellow aud
white), £10 to £12 1.53.

PRICES OF TIMBER AT HTTLL.
TiMBEll.—Memel, best red £4 to £0 o

., Dantzic, best red 4 0,, 000
„ Memel and Dantzic

seconds 2 17 6 „ SCO
„ Quebec red pine 3 15 „ 4

,, Swedish timber 2 12 (i „ 2 17 G

„ S.Ji.hn's yellow pine... 4 10 „
Quebec yellow 4 10 „
Quebecoak(pcrfool)... 2 Si „
Quebec elm 2 3 „ 2
Memel logs 11 (i „ G

Deals.—Onega 15 5 o „ 15 15

„ Petersburg red (best),

per standard 100 14 „ 14 6
Eiga white 8 0,, 850
Gefle (best), 3-11 12 15 „
(iefle3-9 12 5 „
Wyburg red 11 „ 11 5
(tuthenOurg red 9 5 0,, 000

., Memel seconds (red
wood) 10 5 „

Quebec flrst yellow pine 19 1.3 „
., Quebec second yellow

pine 14 5 „
Eichibucto best piue... 16 5 „

,. Richibucto seconds 10 5 .,

S. Johns spruce 8 5 0,, 000
Staves.—Memel crown 18 „ 19

uLrak ""M^^.c<^v

WAGES MOVEMENT.
SiiKFriELD.—The Sheffield carpenters and joiuera

have invited the masters tu co-operate with them in the

formation of a Board of Arhitration, to be composed
of eipht employes and eight Tnasters ; all mutters in

dispute to be referred to the board, the voting powers
of each side being eijual on all occasions.

Sunderland.—The strike of the Sunderland house
joiners has terminated, the men having accepted an
offer of fifty-three hours and yOs. per week, instead of

fifty hours and 2S8. per week. Work was resumed on
Monday morning.

Di NDEr:.—A meeting was held by the cabinetmakers,
upholsterers, and polishers in Dundee, on Saturday
evening, when it was resolved to intimate to their

masters that they were to adopt the nine hours* move-
ment on .January 1, without any reduction of wages.

TENDERS.
Hampstkad,—For tlie .ictLi^m of Wcslcyan Chapel

Mr. Charles Bell, areliitcct. guuutilies supplied by Messrs
U. Lovcgrove & \V. H. Barber :

—

Wicka. Bangs. & Co £4875
Patman & Fotheringham 47S7
Dove Brothers 4o45
Hobson 4455
St''venson

, 420S
llibbins & Trasler 419i>

Cbesham 4150
Henshaw 40Mr
Scrivener & White 404S
Ni:tt & Co 3950

(The latter accepted, subject to certain modirlcations.)

LiNrOLNSiiiiiE.—For the erection of now Public Schools,
Boston. Mr. Wheeler, architect:

—

Chappell £14;J0
Plowman 1285
Hobson & Taylor 1272
Huddlestone 1107
Pannol & d- II!15

Shervin (accepted) llJt4

Lincolnshire.—For the erection of additional buildings

to Workhouse, Boston. Mr. Kirk, architect:—

Broiidburst £2915
Stevenson & Co -'-510

Hobsoa & Taylor *-'47S

Moore -'300

Kudd 2124

Dawson « "-ISO

Huddlestone 2097

Chappell (accepted) 1772

NOKt'OLK.—For additions and alterations to " The
Dove" public-house. Poringland, Norfolk, for Messrs

Steward. Patteson. & Co., brewers, Norwich. Mr. James
S. Beuest, architect:

—

Browne & Bailey (accepted) £177 10

NOUFOLK.—For alterations to "The King's Head*'

public-house, Hoveton, Norfolk, for Messrs. Stewa:-.!.

Patteson, & Co. Mr. James S. Benest, architect :—

Browne & Bailey £502

Downing 495
Culman -ti'-t 10

Wright 4?*'^

Taylor (accepted) 475 10

Norwich.—For new Imr to the "Horse Barracks"

public-house, Norwich, for Messrs. Steward, Patteson. A;

Co., brewers, Norwich. Mr. James S. Beneat, architect :

—

Downing £172 12

Culman 167 6
Taylor 157 10

Wright - 114 IS

Browne & Bailey (accepted) HS 8

POUTSKA.—For work at Royal Portsmouth. Portsea, .'.nd

Gosport Hospital. Mr. (1. Rake, architect:

—

Barnes & Moody £296
Smith 293 10

Ward 290
Larcome 270 10
White & Son 260

Light & Roberts 259

Cooper 257

King 247 10
Burbridge (accepted) 215 15

Ponder*s-End.—For the erection of Teachers' Resi-

dence aud School. S. James, Ponder's-End. Messrs. Paul! i!t"

Robinson, architects:

—

Residence. School. Total.

Dove Bros. £775 m^'} £1630
Child 6S0 900 1480

Linzell 500 870 1370

Peto Ward 495 824 1319 o

Field&Sons 5:JS 00 718 7 G 1256 7 tJ

Upper Holloway.—For the erection of two cottages in

Pine-Apple Grove. Tollingtou Park. Upper Holloway, for

Mr. Staumm. J. C. Turner, Esq., architect :—

Toups X5S0
Hawke S-'^J

Driver •>^'^

Gregory (accepted) 5^2

Ashton & Green, Slate and Slab Merchants
and Quarry Agents.—Shippers. Meirhanis. ami Con
tractors furnished with Price Lists of every description uf

ROOFING and MANUFACTURED SLATE, Railway-

rates &c. Agents for London and Country for the Sale ot

the celebrated WHITL.VND ABBEY GREEN SLATES.
Drawings and Prices of A. & G.'s RED RIDGE TILES,
specially prepared for use with these Slates, on applii-i>-

tion.—Offices and Show-rooms, 14 & 15 Bury-strcei.

St. Mary Aie, London, E.C.—[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUIIiDING
ESTIMATES.

Whitehaven, December ;>0.—For the coustrucliou

of a wet dock and a short railway connected therewith.

John Collins, Secretary, Town Hall, Whitehaven.
Winchester, December 20.—For pulling down and

^ebuil^lin^' tlie house and shop. No. 32, High-street.

Thoiiui- Stoplier, jun.. Architect and Surveyor, No. 57,

High-street, Winchester.

Salfoud. December 14.—For the sewering, drain-

ing, aud completing of certain courts and passages in

the Salford district. Edwin Andrew, Town Clerk,

Town Hall. Salford.

Start I,i4;HTnousE. December 19.—For the con-

struction of an additional dwelling, making alterations

and additions to the tower, together with otlier work.-^,

at the Start Lighthouse, near Kingsbridge, Dcsou.

Mr. Robin Allen, Trinity House, London, E.C.

Leeds, December 15.—For the erection of a M< th< -

dist New Connection chapel, Ventnor-street. Kirkstidl-

road. Hill & Swunn, Architects, Leeds and Shetlield.

HrnucRsriELi). December 18.—For altering uutl

enlarging the national schools, at Honley, near
Huddersfield. Ben. Stocks, .i\j-chitect, Bankfield-road.

Hudderstie'd.

HuDDERSFiEM) IxriRMARv, December 2S.—For
additions and alterations to the infirmary. John Kirk

& Sons, Architects, Hudderslield and Dewsbury.
BiLLERicAV, December 2(>.—For paving the foot-

paths on either side of the town of Billericay with

2iin. tooled York paving.—Charles C. Lewis, Clerk to

the Billericay IHghway Board, Brentwood.
Bkverlev. December 21.—For the erection of

three thirteen-roomed villas on land adjoining the

New-walk.-Mr. William Haw, North Bar-street.

Beverley.

Strasbouro, January 31, 1S72.—For the erection

of a Christian Protestant church at Strasbourg, to re-

place that destroyed duriug the late war.—I'rcsident

of the Consistory,

AitEBDARE. January 4. 1873.-For the construction

of a reservoir, with masonry and other works.—Jlr.

11. J. Collier, Clerk to the Board, Aberdare.

H.VLIFAX, December 14.—For the completion of

the Halifa.K aud Oveuden Railway, about Ji miles-

long.—Samuel Utley, Secretary, James-buildings,

Halifax.
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HOUSE DRAINAGE.

MORE attention has, naturally, been called

to the question of house drainage by
the serious illness of the Prince of Wales
than it has received in consequence of the
illness, caused by its defects, of thousands
of others. It seems to be the general opinion

of the medical profession that the typhoid
fever which has seized upon the Prince is the
result of the inhalation of sewer gas. The
fever itself was not apparent for some days
after the Prince had left the house at Scar-
borough at which he had been staying on a

visit, and in or about which he caught
the germs of the disease. In the drainage of

Londesborough Lodge, at Scarborough, there

has been no want of attention such as is

given to this subject by the persons usually

employed to execute works of house-drainage,
but there is a lamentable want of apprecia-
tion by most of these of the importance of

the thing, and of the natural results of it.

The chief thing that they seem to think
desirable is to have the drains large enough
and to give them plenty of fall. This being
secured, they rest satisfied that they have
drained the house, and if afterwards the

doctor requests that the drains be examined,
on being called in to cure persons of diarrhcea

or of typhoid fever, they think they come
out of the question with clean hands when
they are able to report that they have
examined the drains and that there is no
deposit in them. They did so in this case,

but it is only one of a thousand of exactly
similar imj^ort. In connection with this very
serious case of the illness of the Prince of

Wales it is worth while to quote the report
made on this subject in reply to the demand
of the owner of the house that the drains be
immediately examined. The architect, the
clerk of the works, and the contractor make
a joint repor"; in which they say, " We have
carefully examined the drains and cesspools
both inside and outside the building, having
had them opened for the purpose. We find

that the drains from the several water-closets
and sinks are in perfect condition ; the fall to

the main sewer is very great, and the drain-

pipes from the closets and sinks are perfectly

free from matter ; in fact, from the nature of

their construction, no deposit of any sort can
remain in them. The effluvium traps in con-
nection are all that can be desired, and we are

of opinion that no offensive smell can pass
through them. We have also examined the
drains outside, taking surface water and
water from roofs, and find they are not con-
nected with any water-closet drains. As
they are properly trapped before entering
sewer drains, no foul gases could be generated
in them. We have also examined the sinks,

&c., in the culinary department, and find
that the sanitary arrangements are as complete
as possible."

We refrain from giving their names, because
that would certainly do them an injury ; and
as we are convinced that it has been only
from ignorance that they could have spoken
of this drainage in such terms, a little reflec-

tion on their part will, we have no doubt,
soon convince them of the truth, andiM'event
them again executing house drainage in the
manner in which this work at Londesborough
Lodge has been done.

The whole of Scarborough is drained into

the sea, the outfall sewer running along the
beach for a distance of 2,000ft. to a spot
that has been considered a proper one at

which to empty the sewage into the sea.

This length is necessarily flat, and the water
rises above the sewer at every tide. From
the point that may be called the commence-
ment of the outfall sewer the sewers and
their branches begin to rite rapidly towards

the town. Londesborough Lodge stands

130ft. above the sea, and the branch sewer
into which it is drained has a great inclination.

Other sewers at Scarborough are similarly

situated. The drain from the house in ques-

tion is a 9in. pipe, receiving, before it

leaves the premises, from water-closets and
sinks, in all tliirteen inlets. Every inlet is

trapped, of course, as stated. What is a
trap ? Common house traps are so con-

structed as, when in perfect order, to oppose
the obstruction of a column of water about
2in. in height to the effort of the elastic gases

within the drain to escape at these openings
into the house. In rare cases, where extra

expense is not required to be considered, the

depth of water, or, practically, the height of

the column of water, is Sin. Usually, how-
ever, the trap consists of about 2in. of water,

and in many cases even less than that.

Now, the error made by builders in the

drainage of houses is the forgetfulness that

the sewage begins immediately after its entry

into the drain to give off gases. Its composi-
tion begins to be resolved into its elements,

and gases of very small specific gravity are

liberated, as well as others of greater specific

gravity, the liquid and solid portion of the

sewage continuing all the time to roll away
towards the outfall, the lowest point of the

drain ; but what becomes of these light gases

that are liberated, sulphuretted hydrogen
being one of the most deadly ? They ascend

naturally to the highest points of the drain,

and these highest points are those at which
the traps are placed—at, in fact, the soil pins
of water closets and the sinks of kitchens and
sculleries. Now let it be considered that two
bodies cannot occupy the same space at the

same time. Supposing all these traps to be
perfect in construction and always charged
with water, the action is this, that when water
is poured down a sink or a water closet or

from any other source, a volume of air—which
in this case is loaded with sewer gases—must
be displaced equal in volume to the quantity

of water delivered into the drain. The
quantity of water daily delivered into

house drains is about 5 cubic feet for every
individual inhabitant. Li the night time

very little sewage flows down the drains,

the drain being then chiefly occuijied by
air more or less loaded with the gases

derived from the decomjjosition of the sewage.
As soon as people become active of amorning,
and begin to deliver water into the drains, the

gases within them—always supposing the most
favourable circumstances of the traps being
perfect—become displaced by the more power-
ful action of the liquid, and, again supposing
the traps to be perfect, they become com-
pressed ; but it is a law of Nature that

all elastic bodies, such as these gases,

react with a force equal to that by which
they have been compressed. The cubical

capacity of the drains and sewers is constant,

but the quantity of sewage flowing down
them varies from hour to hour of the day.

The variation is so great that it is found that

one half of the whole quantity of sewage due
to the twenty-four hours runs off in from six

to eight hours, and that at certain times as

much as three times the average hourly flow
takes place. These fluctuations in the quanti-

ties of sewage cause constant compression and
expansion of the gases in the drains. Now
water does not afford a complete block to the
passage of sewer gases ;

it quickly absorbs
them, and when the water has become satu-

rated with them a slight increase of elastic

force on one side of a trap is sutficient to dis-

turb the equilibrium, and cause the gases to

rise into the house on the other side. This
action takes' place when the traps arc in

their most perfect condition ; when imperfect,
it is needless to ]ooint out how readily sewer
gas passes through them. Now, when these
things are considered, it becomes a matter of

the merest common-sense to provide means
of escape for these gases that are constantly

being displaced to some place where their

escape will be harmless, or of the least possible

harm ; and this is accomplished in the most
direct and effectual way by carrying up at

the head of every branch drain a special

ventilating pipe, and terminating it with an
open end some few feet above the highest
part of the roof of the house, taking care at the
same time that its tennination shall not be in

close proximity to a bed-room window.
Now let us compai-e with these principles

the practice at Londesborough Lodge. All
the openings to the drains were trapped, but
no means of escape whatever were provided
for the sewer gases. The consequence was that

they forced themselves through into the house.

One of the cisterns from which the waterclosets

were supplied was within the roof and the
other on the roof of another part of the
building. The soil pipe from the closet on
the ground floor was carried upwards to

receive another from a closet on the first

floor ; it was again carried Tipwards, and if it

had been cairied upwards as a ventilating

pipe, terminating with an open end above the

roof, it is more than probable that there

would have been no typhoid or other fever it

the house, but instead of that simple and
effectual mode of relieving the pent-up gases

in the drain, this soil pipe was carried up to

and through the cistern, and served as a waste
pipe to it ; but as in the opinion of those

who laid the drains everything must of course

be trapj^ed this pipe was trapped below the

water level of the cistern so as to prevent

the escape of foul air by that means into the

house roof. A mere effectual way of driving

it into the lower stories of the house could
not have been devised. Could it have been a
miserable economy that suggested the saving

of a separate waste pipe by making use
of the soil pipe ? It could hardly have
been so in this case; the more probable
cause was complete ignorance of the effects

of what was being done. The only alterna-

native to this imputation would be a charge
of criminal negligence. And yet it is curious

that somebody should not have been struck

with the idea of the necessity of ventilation

of the drain, for after it had been laid, and a
candle taken down to the end of it, the candle

was blown out by the draught up the drain-
no doubt the tide was coming in at this time,

and the remark that the workman whose
candle was blown out made upon the occm--

rence was that it (the draught) would have
blown a dozen out.

Truly, there was what the doctors call a

sigmoid bend, but what we call a syphon trap,

placed upon this di'ain to prevent the return
of air into the house, but we see by the

candle experiment how ineffectual that was,

and the probable reason of its inefficiency is,

that the violent movements of the air in the

drain below the trap displaced the water in

the first instance, and that the regurgitation

which followed emptied the bend to a

sufficient extent to allow a free passage of

air up the drain and over the surface of the

water left in the bottom.
The drain from Londesborough Lodge has

no separate outfall of its own, but, like other

drains, is connected with tlie main sewers of

the tciwn. It is therefore affected by the

fluctuation of the sewage in the main sswers

as well as by that within itself.

Everything, both in this case and in

numerous others that have come within our

notice, shows that house drains must be pro-

vided with means of escape for the gases that

are continually being formed in them by the

decomposition of the sewage, and that traps,

without free exits for the gases, are mere de-

lusions. When such exit pipes are jirovided,

however, then traps become useful in j;)revent-

ing the escape of the gases at other points

than those provided for them.
It is necessary to observe that ventilating

pipes should be specially applied, and that the

rain-water pipes should not be used for this

purpose. The same kind of piping does very

well, that is the common cast iron rain-water

piping of Sin. or M^in. diameter. Whenever
a ventilating pipe can be carried up at the
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back of an external fire-iluc that is the best

of all places for it. The two chief reasons

why the rain-water pipes should not be used

as veutilating pipes are that they often ter-

minate too near bedroom windows, and tliat

when most required to act as ventilators, tliat

is on a sudden influx of water to the drains,

their throats are choked by the water itself.

AllCIIITECTURAL WORKS IN THE
KENSINGTON LIBRARY.

THE value of the Art Library at Kensing-

ton is becoming pretty ijenerally known
to architectural students; but we are not

sure tliat those who resort there are always

as well acquainted with its contents as they

might be. There seems for the most jiart to

be a run on sonic twenty or thirty books,

while the great Imlk of tlie volumes stand on

the shelves neglected. Of these liooks,

some, like M. V. le Due's "Dictionary," are

almost indispensable, and it is a matter for

rejoicing rather than regret to see so many
young men making themselves familiar

with them. Others, like Owen Jones's

"(irammarof Ornament," seem to be used

for little else than "cribbing," and sustain

such continued wear and tear from a particu-

lar class, that wo may expect them very soon

to Tani.sh from their place. With the

cribbers we have nothing to do. Far be it

from MS to direct them to new spoils, and

encourage tliem to seize on yet unprofaned

treasures. IJut to the genuine student we
may volunteer some information which may
probably be useful to liim. For a par-

ticular puriKise we read through, a year or

two since, the whole of the catalogue, in

some fifteen or twenty folio volumes, as it

then existed. We made at the time an ab-

stract of the principal books on certain

architectural sulijects, and took the further

trouble of examining them and recording cm-

impressions of their value. As in all large

libraries, there is a vast amount of trash, or

at least of ]niblications valueless for ordinary

study. For historical purjioses they may be

highly valuable ; as aids to art-education it is

a waste of time to consult them. The archi-

tectural books, too, are in a minority. Pro-

vision is made for other artists besides those

of our profession, and made, to all appear-

ance, with greater liberality. Still, though
one's patience is sometimes tried by washing

a ton of sand for a grain of gold, there is a

pretty fair average return for the labour,

and there are at times to be found some very

considerable nuggets, a short account of

which we may lay before our readers. The
most convenient way will perhaps be to

arrange them according to the styles and
countries with which they deal ; though
many works will, on this principle, need to be

included in more than one diqiartmeiit. To
simplify ni.attcrs, we shall cla.ss Fiomanesque
in all cjises under the liead of (lothic. ()ur

notes, we ought to state, were not maile

originally for publication. We do not, there-

fore, profess to give titles with exactness;

our li.st may be relied on for the subject and
tlie author's name, and tlic book may readily

be identified by referring to the latter in the

Library C'alalogue.

1. Frenxii Gothic.—Having already men-
tioned M. V. Ic Due, we may next draw
attention to the splendid inonograplis of

Chartres and of Bourges Cathedrals, by M.
I^assus. Besides the general drawings, they

comprise a magnificent series of details,

giving the sculpture of the great portals

especially in a style which no draughtsmen
but French ones seem capable of arriving at.

We would jioint out how perfectly the

modelling of the figures is rendered without

the least blackness or exaggeration in the

shadows ; while the illustrations of foliage

and stained glass are as good substitutes as

any illustrations can be for the originals them-
elves. C'hajiuy and Ramee's " JNloyen Age
Monumentale" is not lit to be named after

the last as regards a<'curacy and perfection of

work ; but it contains effective views of

many French cathedrals. There are five

quarto volumes of it, three of which are de-

voted princip.-\lly to France. Revoil's

" Romanesque Architecture of the South of

France" is worth studying. Itcontains well-

drawn plans and sections of some very interest-

ing churches, of a much more refined type

than our English Norman ones ; it exhibits

that singular return to almost pure Classic

mouldings which took place in this district

about the end of the eleventh century, and it

has here and there, too, some conventional

ornament which would not disgrace the fully-

developed Gothic. Gailhabaud's " Archi-

tecture," in five volumes, contains many fine

pieces of detail. Rheims Cathedral, with its

adinir.able buttresses and canopies, occupies a

good deal of space, though not in the slightest

degree more than it deserves. Amongst the

otiicr conteuts is a miscellaneous but valuable

series of doors, of wood, bronze, and iron,

the Latter being from Rouen. Calliat's " En-

cyclopiedia," in nearly a score of volumes,

contains many good plates. The subjects are

of all styles and ages, but many must be in-

cluded under our present head. Amongst
them, as in the last work, there are some

noticeable wooden doors and iron gates, also

good .specimens of dormers, stone staircases,

carved stalls, door knockers, and wooden ced-

ings. In connection with dormers wo must

not here forget Glutton's " Domestic Archi-

tecture," and Verdier and Cattois' " Architec-

ture Civile et Domestique." The latter has

some excellent examples of windows, fire-

places, and ornamental wood and iron work,

not to speak of the general elevations, which

deserve study. The" " Archives de la Cora-

mission de Mommients Ilistoriques," pub-

lished by the Imperial (iovernment, is not

unworthy of a national undertaking. For

clearness and accuracy of drawing, apart

from the value, which in many instances is

very great, of the buildings it illustrates, this

work merits the careful examination of all

architectural draughtsmen. Amongst the

rest it contains a complete set of plans of S.

Seruin, Toulouse, and much work also of the

late Flamboyant or Burgundian period. A
fine series of views, partly of portals and

partly of entire cathedral fronts, may be dis-

covered by referring to the catalogue of pho-

tographs. Those from Amiens and Notre

Dame, Paris, are particularly good. Johnson's
" Early French Architecture" is doubtless too

well known to need our recommendation
;

and so, perhaps, is King's "Study Book."

The latter is excellent as a parallel of general

plans and arrangements ; it includes a vast

number of churches, and its value only be-

comes fully evident by careful investigation.

Like Mr. Johnson's, this is far from being a

showy book. There are no perspectives,

except a few small outline sketches ; there is

little shading, and the details are drawn in a

hard and wiry manner, which by no means

does them justice. To any one who wants an

idea of the actual effect and appearance of the

cluu-ches included, this is the last work we

could recommend ;
but to those who know the

effect, and want to refresh their memories

about the way in which it is produced, these

skeleton plates mav be very serviceable. For

carved foliage, there arc few books better, as

far as it goes, than Adam's " Gothic Sculp-

ture." The shading will not compare, for

unexaggerated force, with that in Lassus'

" Monograph of Chartres," but it is still quite

up to tlic average of what we are used to in

England. Amongst iniuor works on French

(kithic we may mention those of De Cau-

mont, Cochet, Mandet, and Martin. Those

to whom it is still unknown will find Lenoir's

" Architecture i\Ionastique " worth making an

acquaintance with. M. de Verneilh we must

mention by himself, as the author of a deeply-

interesting work on " Byzantine Architecture

in France." Mr. Burges' drawings were not

published when our list was made ; and

though we are sure they ought to be, we are

not sure whether they are, in the Library at

present.

German Gothic.—Forster's " ^Monuments
of Germany " is the most important work to

be noticed here. In addition to the text, it

comprises nearly twenty volumes of plates,

fairly executed, though by no means com-
paralile to French ones. It is generally as

easy, we may remark, to distinguish the

drawing of the chief European countries as

their architecture ; and there are peculiarities

about (ierman drawing that make it quite

unmistakable. The inferior specimens have

an uncouth clumsiness of outline, and an
indescribalilo heaviness of shading which is

found hardly anywhere else ; the more careful

drawings, such as those of Fijrster, may be
mechanically correct, but there is an iron

rigidity about them which is neither pleasing

nor natural. Boisseree's " Churches of the

Lower Rhine." though forty or fifty years

old, will still repay examination. As in .all

books of that period, except Classic ones,

the details cannot be depended upon ; but it

is the arrangement, as shown in the plans and

sections of these Rhenish churches, which
possess special interest. For views of them
as they are, we can refer to nothing better

than the admir.able photographs in Mr. Sed-

don's " Rami lies Through the Rhine Pro-

vinces," which only needed some woodcuts

of plans and sections to make it supersede

Boisseree altogether. Lubke's works, under

various titles, also illustrate, on a smaU scale,

many German churches, and many more may
be found in King's " Study Book," before

named. Ilubsch's " Early "Christian Archi-

tecture " gives others, not later than the

Romanesque period ;
and the Library pos-

sesses many photographs of (ierman work,

which may be obtained from the Photograph

Catalogue. Rickert, in his " Remarkable

Buildings in the History of Art," illustrates,

by no means well, Notre Dame, Treves, and

some others. Adler is the author of a work

on " Mediseval Brickwork in Prussia ;

"

Essenwein has a book on the same subject in

Germany at large, and Kallenbach treats of

ancient German architecture generally. None
of these three books are put down in our

memoranda as of much interest. Kugler has

a good handbook of architecture, to which an

atlas of plates is appended ;
and tiiough they

are small in scale, tlicy are worth looking

through. Lind's " Ecclesiastical Monuments
of the Austrian Empire " is a noticeable work,

containing phrns aud views of many small but

curious churches. j\Iithoff has published a

book on "The Churchel of Hanover," and

another on "Mediaeval Remains of Lower

Saxony;" and Quast's work on " Pnissian

Architecture " shows some old brick churches.

Schimmel's " Architecture in Westphalia,"

and a multitude of other Gcrm.an books which

we might enumerate, are not worth, as re-

gards art study, the trouble of asking for

them. Fergusson's " History of Architec-

ture" may furnish some examples not found

in the above list ; but the general impression

left by the books under this head is that

German art never rose very high, and that in

modern times it has sunk exceedingly low.

We may refer to Italian and Spanish art lite-

rature, as well as to that of Egjypt and East-

ern Christendom, in another article.

NOTES ON BRICKWORK.—V.

WHETHER a wall be intended to carry

weight or merely to resist the horizon-

t^il pressure of wind, as in a garden wall, or

of earth, as in a retaining w.ill, it is always

advisable to spread the base of the brickwork

over as large an area as the strength of the

bricks will' allow ; but this strength is often

exceeded : thus it is often seen that single

courses of bricks are laid over a large area

and gatliere<l-in a quarter of a lirick on each

side at everv single course, as in Fig. 2, but

this is more than bricks of ordinary quality

will bear when the weight is considerable,
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or than the strongest bricks, put together

with ordinary mortar joints, will bear, and the

result is that when the weight is great they
are broken oiT.

The better way is to gather in the courses

a quarter of a brick at every two com-ses in

height, as in Fig. 3. It cannot be done with-
out cutting closers here and there, but better

that than single courses and weak footings.

In this way the footings have four times the

strength to resist the tendency of the weight
to break them off that the single-course foot-

ings have ; and whereas it is useless to spread
the footings over so large a base that the
transverse strength of the bricks or of the
mortar joints is not equal to the duty of trans-

mitting the weight uniformly over such a
base, it is better to increase the number of

double courses until that width of base be
obtained, as in the dotted lines of Fig. 3 ; but
the very least that should ever be done in this

matter, even for the commonest walling, is to

lay the first two coui'ses double, even if the
succeeding ones be single. In all single

courses the outside bricks should be headers,
in order to gain as much bond as possible.

A great error is sometimes made by turn-
ing inverted arches across openings to carry
weight, instead of relying upon a direct

foundation. They are often made very flat

;

if they were semicircular there would be less

objection to thera, but with an invert such as

that shown in Fig. 4 the effect of the weight
is to throw a horizontal pressure on the back-
ing that it is sometimes not able to stand
against, and any lateral movement throws the
wall out of plumb, and thereby takes away
the support from under the weight. This is

especially the case when the weight with
which the invert is loaded is not equal on each
side of the arch.

But inverts are very useful in situations

such as those shown by the dottedlines in Fig.

4, which represent not weight-carrying walls,

but retaining walls well backed up. In such
a case an invert transfers the horizontal

pressure of earth from either side to the
other. An invert, however, may often be
advantageously employed to carry weight and
spread it over a larger area of a weak founda-
tion, if the precaution be taken to give
sufficient abutments to it, the resistance of

which should be equal on both sides. Tlie

existence of unbalanced forces in any structure

whatever is a clear proof of bad design.

When bricks are laid with their length
across the wall they are headers ; when
lengthwise with the wall, stretchers. Bricks
must always break joint, half a brick in

general, but never less than a quarter-brick,

in order to bond the work together. The old
English bond consists of alternate courses of

headers and stretchers. This method of

building a wall gives it twice the power to

resist the tendency of the weight to split it

lengthwise that it gives to it to prevent a
vertical crack crosswise, and if we disregard
bond and inquire which of these two kinds of
fracture a weight has the. greater power to
produce, we find that, supposing the founda-
tion to be equally firm throughout the length
of the wall, it has the greater power to split

the wall, because the line of least resistance
lies crosswise, and it also has the additional

tendency to act upon it after the manner of
a long pillar, which is to bend it. It is found
with story posts and columns that when the
height exceeds about eight or ten times the

thickness, the tendency to bend begins, and
after that long pillars have but little power
of resistance, and in a brick wall this tendency
would take the form of splitting it longi-

tudinally. For both these reasons the bond
should be stronger across the wall than
lengthwise, but a practical consideratioii here
comes in to modify these theoretical ten-

dencies—viz., that it is difficult to ensure
a uniform bearing power throughout the
length of a lung wall, and if this is not
ensm-ed, the tendency of the wall is to settle

over the weaker jjarts, which is prevented by
the strength of the longitudinal bond, if

it is sufficient. Now, seeing that where
a great weight is intended to be carried

the strength of the foundations receives

special attention, a wall built upon such

a foundation is the less likely to settle

unequally in a longitudinal direction, and at

the same time the weight, according to its

intensity, has the greater power to split the

wall, it appears, therefore, that for a wall

specially intended to carry weight, cross bond-
ing should be the first consideration, and for

this purpose the old English bond of alternate

header and stretcher courses is the strongest

;

but where a wall has not to carry much weight
the foundations are less likely to be made
uniformly firm, and the tendency to unequal
settlement will, in consequence, be increased.

In such a case longitudinal bond must be had,

and then the old English form is not so good
as if two or three courses of stretchers are

laid to one of headers. This is still called

English bond, to distinguish it from another

kind called Flemish bond, which has a very

much more pleasing appearance in a wall
;

it consists of alternate headers and stretchers

in the same course ;
but the bond is not so

good, either lengthwise or crosswise, as iu the

other method. For house building, however,

or in any situation where strength is of

secondary importance, the Flemish bond is

preferable.
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When one course consists wholly of headers
there will be twice as many vertical joints

in any given length of the wall as there

will be in a course which consists wholly of

stretchers ; now, if the joints in the header
courses are as thick as those in the stretclier

courses, the over-lap of 2jin. with which the

course is started will soon be reduced so that

a vertical joint of the header com'se will come
directly over one of the vertical joints of the
stretcher course below, and the bond will be
lost. To prevent this the side joints of the
header courses should be drawn closer than
the end joints of the stretchers, and whenever,
despite of this, a vertical joint would approach
nearer to one under it than a quarter-brick, a
bat or closer should be cut so as to rectify

the bond and gain a fair start afresh. These
arc the only situations in which bats are

allowable in good brickwork.

The proper thickness of walls is often de-
termined more by considerations of practical

convenience than by calculations of strength

;

but still it may be determined by calcula'-

tion in some cases. To take the simplest of

all cases, that of a fence wall, the greatest

force which it has to withstand is the pres-

sure of wind. A high wind blows with a

force of about 61b. per square foot ; a very
high wind, 91b. ; a storm, 121b. ; and a great

storm, 201b. If we take a 9in. fence wall,

Cft. high above ground, the footings of which
are laid 1ft. below the surface, we may see

whether it is capable of resisting such a wind
in the following manner. Let Fig. 5 repre-

sent such a wall. The force of the wind
against it in pounds per foot of its length

will be twenty tunes its height in feet, = 6
X 20 = 1201b. This force spread over the

height of Cft. has the same effect in tending

to overturn the wall on the toe of the outer

footing as a fulcrum as if its whole force were
to act at a point situated at half the height of

the wall above ground, or 3ft. This is the

centre of pressure, and the leverage with
which the pressure acts to overturn the wall

is the vertical height of the centre of pres-

sure above the base of the wall, which in

this case is 4ft. The moment of force about
the fulcrum or toe of the outer footing is

therefore 120 X 4 = 4801b. The resistance

of the wall must be at least equal to this_.

Let us see whether it is so. The resistance

is compounded of the weight of the wall

multiplied into the distance of its centre of

gravity from the fulcrum about which the

force of the wind tends to overturn it. The
centre of gravity of a uniformly thick wall

is in the centre of its thickness. In this

case the distance of the centre of gravity

from the fulcrum is 9in. The weight of the

wall is:

—

First double course

of footings 1'.5 ft. X '5 ft. = 'To sq. ft.

Second ditto l-l'2ft. X -5 ft. = -56 „

Wall 6-OOft. X -TSft. = 4-50 „

6-81 .sq. ft.

The weightof the wall per foot of its length,

supposing each cubic foot to weigh 1121b.,

will be 5^S1 x 112 = 6501b., acting at a dis-

tance of -Toft, from the fulcrum. The mo-
ment, therefore, is 650 x '75 =: 4871b. Con-
trasting this with the moment of force

(4801b.), we see that such a wall will just

withstand the fury of a storm blowing with
a force of 201b. per sqtiare foot. In a simi-

lar manner it may be found that a garden
wall 10ft. high, having a thickness of body
of 9in., needs to have pilasters of 18in. x
4iin., 10ft. apart, on each side, to act as

counterforts, and footings 3 bricks in width.

Walls for roofed buildings carrying floors

for ordinary purposes

—

i. e., excluding floors

for heavy machinery or other extraordinary

purposes—may be graduated downwards in

the following manner : For the top story, 1

brick thick; for the next two stories, li brick
;

for the two stories below that, 2 bricks ; and
for the two lowest stories, 2i bricks.

THE KOYAL ACADEMY.
DISTRIBUTION OF TEIZES.

fTiIIE annual distribution of prizes to the
-•- successful students took place on Satm--
day last iu the Icctiu'e theatre of the Academy.
This year being a gold medal year the event
was looked forward to with more anxiety than
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usual, and there was a large attendance of

students and their friends. Some of tlie

recipients of prizes had considerable dilhoilty

in making their way to the President, in con-

sequence of the crowd. The arrangements

were somewhat better than they were last

year ; whetlier this was occasioned by it being

a gold medal year or by our remarks on a

recent occasion we cannot say.

The President's address (if address it could

be called which shape had none) was. as

nsual, feeble and uninteresting. He praised

the architectural drawings in an unnecessary

w»iy, and passed listlessly over the landscapes,

whicli were nearly all of unusual merit. His

remarks to the students in jiresenting them

with their rewards, when audible, were sin-

gularly infelicitous. E.\ception musi, how-

ever, be made to his compliment to Miss

Jessie jMacgregor (the winner of the gold

medal for the best historical painting), which

Iiad the additional recommendation of being

thoroughly desei'ved.

The following is a list of the prizes in the

architectural school :—The gold medal, books,

and scholarship of £"_*5 for one or two years.

Subject :
' Design for a Building to Accomo-

date the Learned Societies." Motto :
" Absque

labore nihil." William Goldsworth l^avie.

—

The silver medal and books. ".Section and

I'lan of the Round Portion of the Temple
Church, London," on whole sheet of double

clej)hant paper, with rough outline and figured

dimensions. Motto: "A.D. 118.")." Arthur Hill.

Travelling studentship of £100 for one year.

'Design for a Museum of Natural History."

Motto: '• Dum spiro spero." I\. Selden

'Wornum.—Silvermedal. " Perspective Draw-
ing of the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates

and Specimen of Sciography." Alexander
Henry Kersey.

The two successful designs are both Gothic,

and it is curious to observe the increasing

favour with whicli this style has been
regarded by the Academy since Mr. Street's

election as Academician. Mr. Davics's build-

ing for the learned societies is heavy and un-

graceful in outline ; the central tower is dis-

proportionately large for the front, and
terminates too abruptly. The drawings are

laboured, and the colouring is ojiaque and
heavy. This last defect the author has

endeavoured to overcome by a liberal use of

body colour on some of the sheets. The
figures of the statues are clumsily drawn,
and being mounted upon very tall and slender

columns, have an awkward appearance. We
much prefer the design " Au bon droit ;" the

plan of this is not so well studied as tlie pre-

ceding, but the elevations (whicli remind one

of Mr. Burges's design for the Law Courts)
are very .skilfully composed, and are superior,

both as to the drawing and coloui'ing, to

tliose of the successful competitor. '• Che
sara sara " is a weak design in the modern
Frencli manner, with an Academic plan and
au ugly theatre.

"Tliorougli " is a Classic design of no
jiarticular ilate ; it bears some resemblance to

Palladian. but is confused and unsatisfactory.

The ])lan is thoroughly Classical, the lighting

of the rooms being sacrificed to the recpiirc-

raents of the elevation. 'I'he various apart-

ments are arranged around a quadrangU' with

a public library and large pul)lic hall over

in the centre, in a detached block, connected
by a corridor, on the gi-ound fioor only, with

the rest of the buildings. The drawings are

slovenly in execution, and tlie per.spective

view is finished in pencil.
' Alta petens " is Gothic, both in eleva-

tions and plan. There is a grand central

hall, api)roached by a spacious vestibule, with
a theatre in the rear. The style of the design

is confused in parts, but it has a certain air

of solidity and massiveness which is iiupres-

sive. The enlarged perspective of a portion

of the building is admirably drawn, but the
otlier drawings are not so good.

For the medal offered for the best drawing
of the Temple Church, London, there were
but two competitors, '• A.D. U85 " (Arthur

Hill), and " Simul." The drawings by the
successful student are by far the best ex-
hibited ; they are beautifully clear, not over-
hiboured, and the details are drawn with a
firm and vigorous hand.

For the Museum of Natural History two
sets of drawings were sent in ; the successful
design by ^Ir. Wornum (" Dum spiro spero")
is (iothic, and is an extremely commendable
work. The plan is well arranged, and the
elevation, although a little too much broken,
is very agreeable in design, and is clearly and
artistically drawn. The perspective is

rather timid, but the drawings, upon the
whole, are very creditable.

The unsuccessful design (" Bruce's Spider")
is of the school which has been e.illed by the
French " Neo-grec." The drawing is careful,

and the shadowing and general get-up of the
design testify to the careful study and
patience bestowed upon it, but it is vastly

inferior to its rival in invention and artistic

treatment, and has been deservedly put in the
second place.

•

DILAPIDATIONS.—VII.

srn\T.YOns.

—

explaining their dutte.s, and
CONTAINING ALSO MUCH PRACTICAL ADVICE.

/^WILT, in his "Encyclopedia of Archi-
^^ tecture," says:—"The architect, in

the course of his practice, is frequently called

upon—and lie must undertake the task, how-
ever uncongenial to his feelings—to ascertain

the extent of neglect of a tenant in keeping
his premises in proper order according to the
covenants of the l?ase or agreement under
which he holds the property." Certainly the
foregoing will not give the young practitioner

a cheerful view of this part of his profession
;

but there is a more grave question even than
personal feelings, as the following extract
from Woodfall will show :

—" If a surveyor
make an estimate, which turns out to be in-

correct to a considerable amount, and conse-
quently entirely useless, through his omitting
to take reasonable precaution in forming his

judgment, he is not entitled to recover any-
tliing for his plans, specifications, or esti-

mates made for his work ;" and then Wood-
fall advises, as the safer course, that the
client pay the surveyor the agreed or demanded
sum; and then continues. "Afterwards bring
a cross-action for the negligence and want of

due care and skill."

That the architect will often find un-
pleasantness, I must admit ; but I do not sup-
pose there is more than exists in all pursuits.

Of course it cannot be congenial to one's feel-

ings on a hot summer's day to have to enter

and stay in rooms of the poor, where ventila-

tion even iu summer is looked upon as an \m-
welcome guest, and carefully excluded

; to

clamber over sooty and dirty roofs, to squeeze
yourself through cobwebs and unused trap-

doors
; to go into heated bakehouses and

suielting-furnace-houses ; to take details in

nialting-houses in full operation. But it is

not summer always, and in winter my reader
may think it is better. Well, it is in some
respects : although to find oneself desiring to

make entries of dilapidations on roofs, in out-

buildings, empty houses, and extensive fields

and grounds on a frosty morning, with the

lingers benumbed, would almost make one
limg for the return of objectionable summer
weather. But were these all the objections,

they would be light indeed. The real worry
and trouble I will explain by-and-by.
A jiriori. the surveyor should provide him-

self with an appraiser's license ; although in

all iirobaliility he will find it useless, still, it

would appear that if he acts as an appraiser

within the meaning of a certain Act {iG

Geo. III., c. io) be cannot recover liis

charges unless he be licensed as au ap|iraiser,

or as an auctioneer. It is only as regards his

own fees that the licence is necessary, and it

would be, I should hope, dillicult to find a
client who would object to pay on such a
ground.

In ordinary course, the client comes to
his surveyor, to say either that he wishes
to take a house on lease, or that some pro-
perty he has let on lease he has seen, and
finds out of repair, and wants advice, or he
wants to buy an estate, &c. 'J'he surveyor
will, if it be to take a house on lease, then
go carefully over the premises, specially see
to the construction (see page 404 ante for
the method of taking these items and those
which follow), and then price out what in

money it would cost to avoid dilapidations

;

and in continuing the treaty for the taking
the lease, this amount will form a portion of
the calculation of value, if the matter be
where premises are let on lease, and have
been suffered to go to decay, he will visit

and take an account, and if the term un-
expired of the lease will permit so much
delay, and there seems a fair desire on the
part of the lessees to meet the necessary
reijuirements, he will serve the three months'
notice to repair. At the end of such time
he will again visit the premises, and see if

the works are not only done, but also if they
are properli/ done. He then reports result to
his client. If it be the purchase of an
estate, again the duty of the surveyor will

be to make a detailed account of the dilapida-
tions, or in some cases a rough estimate will

be sufficient for the purpose, and the valua-
tion of such dilapidations should be of great
advantage in the negotiation. It will so
often be found that vendors and would-be
lessors see no defects, or only what they
choose to call trifling matters ; while if it is

surveyed by a professional man and shown
in detail, they are generally willing to meet
the case fairly. Again, sometimes lessor and
lessee, or vendor and vendee, or intending
lessor and lessee, agree to leave the specifi-

cation of works to be done, or the money to

be paid or allowed, to be determined by
their respective surveyors, or their umpire
(to be chosen in the usual manner). This
is the very usual mode of settling dilapida-

tions and waste at the expiration of a lease

or tenancy. The process is thus :—The two
surveyors ,/iV.v? nominate their umpire, which
should, remember, be done in writing, so

that no question can arise on this point

afterwards
; and also the gentleman selected

should be written to for the purpose of

obtaining his consent to act. AVhere time
is important, as where it is desired at once
to proceed with the matter, it is a very good
plan to nominate a second umpire, embodying
ids name in the written appointment thus :

—

That if A B should not consent to act,

or become incapable, then C D be the

umpire. The two surveyors meet and go
over the premises, taking the items seriatim.

It is not always done, and cannot be required,

but it will save both surveyors much time

if one makes his schedule before the meet-
ing, and at the meeting gives his opponent a

copy, as each then can so easily make a note

against the objected matters. It will also be
the best course for him who is making the

claim, as he will be less likely to miss any
dilapidation, which in the lieat of discussion

or friendly discourse he miglit do. In usual

course the claimant's surveyor prepares such
schedule. AMicre this is not done each sur-

veyor must enter, as he goes through the pre-

mises, his own view of the dilapidation, and
he should also enter his opponent's assent or

dissent therefrom, and the reason (if any),

and also all additional claims, or any sets-off

he may make. The duty of the surveyor may
sometimes be most trying, especially when
meeting a brother professional for the first

time. Here. then. I would give a little .advice.

Do not be unyielding because you have made
a demand and your opponent (a rather harsh

term, perhiips, but still there is little doubt

you will often b.? in friendly, if not less

pleasant opposition) has pointed out that the

demand is excessive, but give w.ay .at once.

Kvery practitioner has his own views
;
try to

mect'tliem, and you will generally hud you
will receive consideration in return, and thus,
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while mating tlie meeting more pleasant, best

serve your client's interest. Avoid mixing
yourself with any quarrel between the clients

;

you cannot do your duty fairly if you do, and

it is not gentlemanly. Your duty is outside

all questions, save only to determine those

•which are left to you and your opponent. It

only concerns you, then, that he should treat

you with courtesy to entitle him to receive

from you similar treatment. Do not be afraid

to stand by your opinion because your oppo-

nent is dictatorial, as " Oh ! that's ridiculous
;

can't be ; that's no dilapidation." No doubt

you will find some who will feel disgusted witli

you if their simple ipse dixit is not taken as

final. Ask such for their authority, and you

will generally find, as with most men of that

JCTHW, they have none, but they reply "t( is

so." In such cases, I need hardly remind my
Teader, there is but one way open—namely,

refer that item to the umpire. As cases in

whicli one has played a part, instruct more
perhaps than rules, for the same reason, pro-

bably, that lessons from history or biography

sink deeper into the memory than tho?e from

novels and romances, I will mention one.

My opponent, I found, when I handed him a

copy of ray schedule, in a most uncompromis-
ing spirit (parenthetically I may say it was
most unpleasant weather, a cold and wet
November day), and in the room we com-
menced with, objected to every item. Well,

some were so palpably right, that I was at a

loss to discover the reason or how to proceed.

Instead of insisting on the items, I had already

tried to make progress by saying, " Well, let

us see how many tilings in this room we can

agree to," and it was thus I had obtained an

adverse opinion on nearly all. " Well," I

said, " it will take us several days to discuss

item by item, supposing we put A for those

items you agree to and o against those you
object to, and meetat either of our offices and
discuss them there?" We began, and on the

first page there was scarcely anything but the

o's, and I saw him begin to waver, being

•astonished at the appearance of the schedule,

and he then said " I am not sure about such

and such an item." I said, " Well, let us call

that doubtful, and put D against it in our

schedules." So on we went with the three

letters, the o being almost entirely discarded.

In our meeting afterwards we settled the

matter most pleasantly, my opponent and I

shaking hands. If the umpire is called in be
sure when it is your turn to explain wliy you
demand or object to such dilapidations, he

short and to the point ; it is more businesslike.

I would here observe that when fixtures are

left on the premises at expiration of the term,

and a new lease granted, in which there is no
mention of any reservation to the lessee of such
fixtures, they become part of the freehold.

Surveyors must be very careful as to this

when their clients are about to renew.

Remember, if you are acting in this capa-

city, your duty is to listen to both sides, to

be most impartial, and to have no prejudices.

You need give no reasons for a decision ; in

fact, it may be as well to remember what the

celebrated Lord Chancellor said, " Never yii-e a

o-eason for your decision."

Make a note of any point or objection you
are uncertain about, so that you may con-
sider it afterwards.

Do not talk much, it occupies so much
time; the great thing is to listen to both
sides. Of course now and then a pointed

question may be most wise, or even a sup-

posititious case, so extending a false argument
as to reduce it ad uhsurdnm. Pithy remarks
are most useful in drawing forth short

answers, and if the umpire is quick and to

the point his very example will almost neces-

sitate the other surveyors following it.

Examine everything minutely yourself that is

in dispute, no matter what labour or time it

may involve. In no other way can you do
your duty.

Try to make both the surveyors sec the

matter fairly ; this may often be done by
carefully judging their characters, as very

many disputes arise from temper, want of

courtesy, and want of judgment ; and where
the umpire takes trouble to explain and
inquire he will sometimes, and indeed most
frequently, carry the opinion of both sur-

veyors with him. This is a great triumph if

accomplished.

I need scarcely say respect the important

position, and require deference sho'o-n.

Require almost the same evidence that

would be required by the highest legal

authorities. It is no doubt true that to judge

evidence, requires extended reading, know-
ledge of mankind, and carefully educated

powers of analysing and justly weighing facts
;

but as the acquisition of all such know-
ledge will conduce to the general ability of

the surveyor, and to his attainment of that

high position in his profession that all should

aspire to, he will see that the knowledge,

though here acquired for a limited purpose,

must be most advantageous to him.

PREPAniNG FOR ACTIONS.

Assume that the surveyor is met by simple

refusal on the lessee's part to do such repairs

as will satisfy the dilapidations, or any re-

pairs at all, or by his j'w inertia; leaves things

as they are. Well, what can I do, says the

young practitioner ? Can I insist on enter-

ing and taking any accoimt? Thus much
may you do : You can enter and take an

account of the wants of dilapidations and

waste at any reasonable time, provided, of

course, the right is reserved, as it usually is,

in the deed. But as the occupant may
refuse the surveyor permission to view some
portion of the rooms or premises, if he has

not previously given notice of his intention, it

will be wise to give a written notice of such

visit. Mind and be punctual in your view

so that no question can be raised on that

score. Where the covenant is to enter so

many times a year, to survey, &o., recollect

you may select any days in the year you
choose without reference to their suitableness

for doing the repairs (case, Hill v. Barclay,

IG Yes., 403.) You can then serve the

usual three months' notice (seeing that this

is the time required by deed, if you
intend to act under this covenant) and pre-

pare for action by getting other technical

evidence at end of the time if notice not

complied with.

Other points I -would note, as they ai-e

very important. You must not advise your

client to enter and do repairs on his sub-

lessee premises, even where they refuse, after

notice, to do them, unless they will permit it.

Your clientmay thus lose amost valuable estate

because his sub-lessees refuse to repair a por-

tion, and though he may be willing to repair

such portion at his own expense. Yet such

is THE LAW, and yet further to show how
carefully -n-e must all walk -n'hen we come
within that "charmed spot," should you

enter and do the repairs, and so save

the estate (which I have done on

several occasions by using persuasion,

not force}, you can require, and law -will

enable you to recover the very outlay from

the sub-lessee, although, as I have said, you
have no right to enter and make such outlay.

You must show at the trial, of course, that

repairs were absolutely requisite to be done

to prevent a forfeiture of the estate, and you can

then recover all tlie money laid out in neces-

sary repairs, as damages sustained in conse-

quence of sub-lessee's breach of contract.

It is HELD that where you advise an action

not of ejectment for dilapidations or for

•waste, but to obtain a sum of money equiva-

lent for the daniages existing at the time of

action, that you can obtain substantial

damages (case, Luxmore r. Robson, 1 B. and

A., 584). While, however, Woodfall holds

this view, strengthened by this case, it ap-

pears clear to me the case cited would be

overruled now, and that, at most, merely nomi-

nal damages would be given. Remember

repairing covenants will not extend to fix-

tures. In making your schedule, recollect

you must consider the state and the age of
the premises at the granting of the lease, as
you will have to defend it on that basis. I
cannot do better than quote from Grady
in extenso on these two points. He says :

—

"A covenant to rep.air must be construed with
reference to the state of the premises at the time the
covenant began to operate ; and, tlierefore, where an
under-lease had been made with the same covenants
as those in the original lease, allowing an interval
between them, it is clear that the covenants would
not have the same effect, but would vary substan-
tially in their operation, for the sub-lessee is only
bound to put the premises in the same condition as
he found them at the time of the lease to him. See
per Parke B., in 'Walker v. Hatton, 10 M. and W.^
"257, 258, and the cases there cited post, pp. 395
400."

" Age of Premises.—In construing a covenant to
repair, the nature and condition of the premises as to

age, &c., ought to form a subject of consideration.

Tindal, C. J., told the jury that the defendant was
only bound to keep up the house as an old house,
and not to give the tenant the benefit of new work.
Harris v. Jones, 1 M. and R., 173."

To show that great difficulty may beset the
surveyor in advising his client, I am tempted
to mention a case. The lessee covenanted
within two years from the date of the lease

to put four messuages in good repair, and
keep them in repair during the term, and
beyond such covenant that he would within
the first fifty years of the term take down the
messuages, as occasion may require, and in

the place thereof erect four new messuages.
The Court of Common Pleas intimated that
if, within the fifty years, the houses should
be so repaired as to make them completely
and substantially as good as new houses, the
" occasion " on which the new houses were to

be built did not arise (case, Evelyn v.

Raddish). Yet I venture to affirm that

scarcely any one could have anticipated such

an intimation. Far more likely would it have
appeared that the lessor would be entitled to

new bricks, new timber, and altogether new
houses ;

therefore clearly he must have them
at the end of fifty years, and the words " as

occasion may require " only mean that they

are to be built earlier than that period if

necessary. This would have been a decision

more in accordance with the original inten-

tion of lessor and lessee. If a lessee have an
action brought against him because the sub-

lessee has failed to keep in repair, the lessee

has a right of action against him for the

amount of such damages ; but the latest case

does not entitle him to recover the costs, be-

cause he should not have defended the action,

where there was no real defence (cases, Pen-
ley V. Watts, and Walker w. Hatton).

Remember dilapidations and waste must
exist at the time of action. Be sure you do
not claim for fence walls that do not apper-

tain to the property.

Where lease expired and premises left di-

lapidated, you, if acting for lessor, may claim

money for the loss of use of the premises

while they are being reinstated.

Lastly, surveyors must bear in mind that

dilapidations and •waste may occur not only

in lands and houses, but in gardens and
orchards, timber trees, dove-houses, warrens,

parks, fish-ponds, and other subjects of pro-

perty, and he must therefore be careful to

note them all. B. F.

[Answers to questions next week.]

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Plastic SrasT^VKCES and Artificial
COMPOL'NDS.

(^Continued from page 425.)

BEFORE entering into the decorative

treatment of these materials, it may be

well to notice the important question of the

admixture of the different ingredients forming

mortars, cements, and sUiccoes. First wo
have lime, the cementing ingredient. Dr.

Higgins—an authority of no mean order

—

says the harder the limestone from which the
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lime is obtained tlie better ; that which dis-

solves the quickest, and falls into the finest

powder, is the best. Long exposure to the

.atmosphere before use destroys it.=5 cementi-

tious property ; indeed, for mortar, unless

used quite fresh it is worthless. As sl.aked

lime absorbs carbonic acid in proportion to

its toxtuvt, stone lime being the Iiardcst ab-

sorbs it les« quickly, and is therefore jjrefer-

able to chalk lime. The whiteiicss of the

slaked powder also shows its freedom from

met.allic impregnation, and with the above

tests of its calcination the purity of the lime

is at once discovered.

Sand, in the composition of mortar, being

the material cemented or combined, performs a

more important office than generally given to

it. The action of the lime through the

agency of the water is best attained when
the interstices formed between the adjacent

sides of the particles are filled, and the com-
pactness and hardening of tliis composition

depends mainly upon the closeness of the

particles.

'I'his compactness of the particles of sand
further excludes the .atmospheric agencies of

moi.>fture, frost. Sec., which, by the destructive

forces of expansion and contraction, have
such an injurious effect on materials of this

sort. A proper combination of the component
ingredients, which must also be of the right

kind, is therefore essential to ensure this

desideratum. Dr. Iliggins and others have
shown the proper proportion to be observed

in these ingredients, or namely, one part of

lime to five, six, or seven of sand. The pro-
portion of sand depends on its nature and
size

;
pit sand requiring more lime than sharp

clean road drift or river sand, and, as a rule,

the coarser the sand, the less lime recpiired.

Builders use far too fine a sand, and when
such is vvanting in sharpness, a miserable
mortar, that crumbles attheslightestpressure,

is the result. I have found invariably a coarse
sharp sand or even gravel much better than
fine sand, and have observed some capital

hard mortar composed of fine rubble in some
ancient Jlediseval buildings. Sand, indeed,

saems to form the principal element of mortar,
considered as asolified comi^osition, while an
undue quantity of lime impoverishes it ; the

mortar undergoes greater expansion and con-
traction, and it is infinitely more retentive

of moisture. Dr. Higginsfound experimentally
that the best specimens of mortar contained
the least quantity of well-burnt lime, that is,

one of lime to six of sand, about half

the proportion of lime ordinarily used in

the preparation of mortar. Indeed, the
reasoning upon this matter agrees with
practical facts. It is only necessary to use
as nuich lime as will cement the grains of
sand together; the lime being the sulistance

whose intervention is required to make the
particles cohere. Again, calcareous sub-
stances, which make Lime much less hard
than those stones composed of quartzose or
siliceous particles, and therefore the aggrega-
tion of the harder bodies (sand or quartzose)
by the simple coht^-ence of lime cannot form
such a compact mass as that in which the
harder bodies are closely packed together, and
when further assisted by tlie irregularity and
aiigiihu'ities of the p;u'ticles, as in the ruse, of

coarse sharp grit or gravel. It is, then, indis-

putatik^ that the licst mortar or concrete is

conq)osed of the greater quantity fif hard
solid angular bodies (as nnusonry itself) co-
hering by the aid of the thinned intervi'uing

medium of calcareous matter ; or, in short,

the hardest composition is that in which the
hardest component fox'uis the largest propor-
tion of the aggregate. Cracking is frequently
the result of the large (juantity of lime in

proportion to sand that is used. This, of

course, is through the gi-cat absorption of
water by the lime aiul tlie after contraction
that takes place, whereas stone or sand <loes

not imbibe water nor increiuso in volume.
Besides these self-evident facts, it is clear
that as the induration of mortar depends
on an atmospheric gas it gradually

absorbs, the less the quantity of the sub-

stance of affinity the better, the induration

being quicker. The sand Dr. Higgins
most recommends is that obtained from the
" bottoms of fresh water rivers or from beds

of rivulets, known by the name of ' silt.'

"

Speaking of sands of mixed kinds, coarse and
fine, .after a series of elaborate experiments
founded upon the rational theory that the

hardness of mortar depends on lessening tlie

interstitial space between the grains of .sanil,

this authority says the mixture of four parts

of coarse and three of fine sand, and one
part or a little more of lime, composed the

best mortar, being more plastic and closer in

the grain, and this proportion was better than
any other of the sand and lime for incrusta-

tions. A greater measure of lime is useless

with the coarser and injurious in the finer

sands. Hence it may be taken as an estab-

lished fact that mixtures of coarse and tine

sand are the best, .and that the strength and
durability of calcareous matter is best ensured
by sand, as it withstands the action of any
saline matter the atmosphere holds.

As the induration of mortar depends on its

absorption of carbonic acid gas from the

.atmosphere, it is necessary that the lime

should receive not less than one-third its

weight of water, and such water should, ac-

cording to Dr. Iliggins, be lime-water, as

common crude water often contains the acidu-

lous gas which destroys the value of lime

before use. The tenacity of mortars may be

increased by the addition of various substances,

such as ashes, scoriae, iron scales, pulverised

potter's ware, &c., which are preferable to

ordinary lime mortar for bedding timbers from
from the injurious effect lime has upon wood.

For internal plastering purposes a rather

different composition is required, as ap-
pearance of sirrface besides hardness is

an important consideration in all incrustations.

To prevent blistering some plasterers keep
their mortar a considerable time before using
it. This is done on account of the greater

quantity of lime used, and its consequent
liability to imbibe imequally the .acidulous gas

after being applied. To give also a fine tex-

ture and colour to inside stucco, a finer kind
of sand is necessary, and flint powder and bone
ashes mixed with lime and lime-water in the

proportion of 5 to 1 makes an excellent white
surface or finishing coat. For exterior in-

crustation, however, a coarse sharp grit is

indispensable for the reasons advanced when
treating of mortar.

It is unnecessary here to treat of the various

qualities of the calcareous stuccoes used by
phisterers, but the architectural student can-

not do better than study Dr. Iliggins' treatise

or ilr. Austin's compilation,* which abounds
in valuable experiments and compounds of the

most useful character.

The decorative treatment of plaster or in-

crustations, applied either internally or exter-

nally, involve principles of design dissimilar in

most respects from those more constructive

branches of the art before treated. There
is less of the direct suggestion of construc-

tive use to guide us, and mere fancy is

more the predominant genius that pre-

sides over our ideas. Hence designs

tlie most flippant and fanciful are con-
ceived, and the plasticity of the material

lends to such unrestricted freedom still

greater latitude. But these vag.aries are not

consistent with the projjer office of this m,a-

teri.al. First we m.ay consider it in its most
useful character, that of a covering or incrus-

tation to our walls or ceilings. Now a wall

covered with plaster should not be di.sguised

iis to its construction—that is, hn m/ili of sur-

face should be paramount. Relief it may
have, but such relief must be superficial,

wall-like, not high relievos of flowers or

figures appearing to be stuck on or jutting

from the walls. I am speaking here of wall

surfaces exposed to wear and use, not wall

decorations, as cornices, panellings, friezes.

and the like. 'The top edges or crownings of
walls, so to speak, come under another cate-
gory. Wall relief, then, should, I think, be
such as to convey hrcadlh of surface rather
than a breaking up of it ; and hence nothing
suggests itself to the mind more readily than
shallow, conventional forms or impressions,
such as panels, or simple plain diaper patterns
moulded or impressed. The wall may be
made to effloresce above the line of rub and
wear ; but this efflorescence or decoration
should be of a superficial character below,
and never be too varied, and the eye should
rest on broad surfaces rather than become
distracted by labyrinths of ornamentation or
excrescences.

Ceilings certainly admit of greater variety
of treatment than generally observed.
Stamped or impressed diapering or p.anelling,

and even imitational enrichment, may be em-
ployed with some degree of reason in such a
position. The eye is frequently directed up-
wardsin thought and contemplation, ordiverts
itself in pensive moments from engrossing
cares. Our ceilings, in fact, become an im-
portant part of our domestic life ; surround-
ings and indoor oocupations of a wearisome
kind may be beguiled and relieved by orna-
mental ceilings. The eye ami mind can rest

here, and utilitarian ideas not thrusting them-
selves upon the senses, fancy may often in-

dulge itself without appearing distasteful.

G. H. G
Erratum. — In reference to the ratio of

strength between Portland and Roman ce-

ment in last paper, for 2^ to 8 read i!| to 1.

» rublisbcd by Trubucr & Ca.

CIVIL AND MECH.\NICAL ENGIXEERS'
SOCIETY, 1871-2.

Presidbnt's Address.

THE following are the chief portions of the

President's (Arthur C. Pain) address, .is de-

livered ou Friday last:—
The tide of engineering work has .igain taken a

favourahle turn. I am glad to say conlidence has

once more been placed in railway and other public

works ; but a strong feeling exists in the investor's

mind that everything ought to beche.ap. There can

be no doubt that too much money has been spent in

times gone by, p.articularly on railways ; but let it l)e

remembered that if you have a line to lay out

which will take a heavy traffic, particularly in

minerals, at low rates, those low rates will only pay
if the liue is an easy one against tlie load. Steep

gradients on a main line are objectionable, not only

on account of the small trains only wliich can be

taken, thereby increasing the cost of working ; but

it delays the general service of trains, and causes

at times the most fatal accidents, entailing great loss

of lite and property. It is better to wind and get

good gradients than take it straight and have bad

ones. And while on the subject of main lines let me
touch on the construction of the carriages used for

long journeys. No person can but admit that we are

far behind the Americans in this respect. Why
should not we have sleeping carriages on the routes

to the North, to Holyhead, to Plymouth, South Wales,

and many other places? Who among us has not

experienced the discomforts tif a night's journey

ill a first-class carriage, and if full of discomforts in

the first, how much worse in the second and Ihird-

class, huddled up together, obliged to sil ujiright for

hour after hour, nearly perished with cold in the winter,

or ne.irly suffocated in the hot summer nights, .ir-

riviiig at your destination worn out ? Whereas if by a

small extra charge a place could be secured where you
could lie down at full length and rest, obtained with

proper ventilation, and the air wanneil if necessary,

how much fatigue might be saved ! Time was when
people went to bed properly every night of their

lives very nearly; time is when the greater number

of the long journeys are made in the night.

1 believe it woulil pay the companies to introduce

slee|iing carriages, but no one of these great corpora-

tions will move in the right direction, and there is no

powder to make tliem do so.

But to return to the original subject. If steep

gradients cannot bo avoided—and there .are masy
places where the nature of the country is such as

renders it impossible to lay out a line without them

—

then I thiiik the central rail or Fell's system might

often be brought into more constant use than it is,

.and with great economy. At the same time, 1 believe

that, a first-class Une, if it is physically possible, is
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the cheapest in the end if there is a heavy traffic to

be carried at low rates. "Where, however, the traffic

is light, steep gradients and light works are very

pr€per things. I confess I do not like a break of

gauge, and I cannot see that a saving in first cost is

effected thereby—say, by making it -Sft. Oin. instead

of 4ft. 8iin.—commensurate with the disadvantage

of the transhipment of the goods from one truck

into another of a larger or smaller gauge. If a

line is taken say from a coal-field to a port for ship-

ment then it does not matter, or in any case where
the material to be moved is taken from one fixed

point to another fixed point ; but if the coal is to be

sent not only over that particular system of rail-

way, but over a number of other lines, and this is

applicable not only to coal but to all general mer-
chandise, then I consider the gauge should be the

same. The requirements of the Board of Trade as

regards level crossings, gates, keepers' houses, ex-

pensive signals, fencing, &c., increasing the cost, all

tend to prevent the free extension of light lines.

The Railways' Construction Facilities Act of 1864
is a step in the right direction, but it is made
almost worthless by one clause, which obliges the

promoters to obtain in writing the consent of all the

landowners on the route ; this is almost impossible

to get, except in a few cases where the laud belongs

to a few large owners. If this is not the case there

are gener.ally one or two landoT\Tiers who won't part

with their land at any price. I have a line in hand
which is a case in point. Near where the line begins

by a junction with an existing main line, we go
through the lands of two farmers, and both refuse to

sell the land, for they say " AVe have a station close

to us already
;
your line won't do us any good, but

will cut our land in half." It is of no use to tell them
they ought to consent for the good of their neighbours
higher up ; they won't sell, and in consequence, if we
want to make the line we must spend about ^£600 at

the least to get an Act of Parliament for compulsory
powers. Now, if the clause ran, that, if for two-
thirds of the total length of line the owners would
agree to sell the land, then the remaining third

should be made to sell, on the necessity of a line

being proved before the Board of Trade Inspector, I

feel sure a large number of lines -would be con-
structed that never will be made until some such
clause is inserted, but which would be of great v.ilue

to the district affected. I think a great saving in

the cost of construction of public works, both heavv
and light, might be made by a more extended use of

concrete for walls, bridges, viaducts, &c., in place of

brick and stone ; gravel is so generally found in all

geological formations that there are few places

where it cannot be obtained, and if properly mixed
"with good lime or cement it is quite equal in strength
to those other materitds generally nsed. Bnt it is a
material that unless well made is very unsafe

;

worse than bad brick or stonework. After light

railways come tramways ; these, I think, are more
suited to towns than to the country, for let it he
remembered they are very expensive to make if

pitched on each side of the rails, and without
pitching ruts are soon formed at the edges
of the rails, which are not onl}' bad for

ordinary road carriages, but dangerous of a
night when they cannot be seen. It may be said

that as they answer in America without pitching on
each side, why should not thty do here? The
answer to that is, that in America private carriages
are little used, and to heavy carts it is not of so
much matter, working as they do in the day mostly.
For towns where the traffic is large, tramways are
unequalled.

The present system of sleepers and crossties, as used
in London, is very defective, I consider, and will entail

heavy and costly renewals. Cast u-on feet will, I
expect, be used largely, alternately, instead of timber
sleepers.

Wire tramways are well suited for carrying any
materials that can be shifted in small quantities at a
time, and where the country is so rough that a tram-
way on the ground could not be made. I recently
saw one at work in the Forest of Dean, and was
much pleased with if, but the mechanical details arc
capable of great improvement. The line was about
one mile in length, and over very rough ground in-
deed ; the material carried was iron ore.

For mining purposes in new countries it will no
doubt prove a most valuable invention. The great
element of cost appears to be in the wear of the rope.

Canals, where there is a large heavy traffic, which
does not require to be moved quickly from place to
place, are found to be able to compete with railways,
and I expect next year we shall see some large
schemes for new canals brought forward. Ship
canals are being again proposed, no doubt in a great
measure owing to the success of the Suez Canal in
an engineermg point of view drawing public atten-
tion to their advantages.

The construction and repair of public roads, since

the death of Telford and Macadam, has not received

so much attention as the subjects are worthy. In-

deed, it is questionable if we have not gone back
rather than advanced in this respect, owing, per-

haps, to the fact that the public think any person
can make a road. That this is not the case is at

once proved by a comparison of the roads constructed
in a proper and scientific manner b}' Telford. Macadam,
and others, following their systems against many of

those of the present d.ay.

The streets of London and other towns in wet
weather are a disgrace to the authorities who have
the charge of them. The system of laying the
pitching is the most absurd. First the cubes of

granite are set in gr.avel, and then hot lime and sand
is grouted in ; before it has time to set, an army of

rammers go to work to be.at them to a firm bed, but
what is the result ? The lime being hydraulic wont
reset, and is worth nothing as a binding medium. The
road is then coated with gravel and the traffic shortly

let over it, the object being to grind the gravel and
mud into all vacancies between the stones. After

a short time the continual stream of traffic pumps
up the lime and sand, which have never properly set,

and the result is the roads are nearly always in

wet weather covered with a thick coat of mud,
sometimes is a slipper^-, buttery state, or else a sea of

slush.

Lately there have been several improvements in

paving, one plan being to set the cubes with long
strips of iron between, slightly sunk below the level

of the stones, and the whole set with sand and tar
;

this plan answers very well, and gives good foot-

hold to the horses. Another and better plan is to lay

the roads over with asphalte, and if it is nearly a level

road it answers very well, but on an incline it is

as bad to drive down as up. Great objections have
been urged against its use, but when it is more
generally adopted, I believe both horses and drivers

will like it ; it does not afford heavj' draught horses

such good foothold to start their loads, but once
started the traction is much less. Again, if kept
clean, which can be done with little expense, horses

do not fall often on it, and when they do, they do
not injiure themselv&s so much as by falling on
pitching. In the construction or repairs of roads
with broken stone, generallj' known as macadamised
roads, the vital principle Macadam practised

—

namely, the making a proper foundation— is

left out.

Steam rollers have been lately brought into much
use, and any person who has seen a road before and
.after the rolhngmust but confess that it is a wonder-
ful improvement. At the .same time I think a great
mistake is made in using sandy gravel with the stone.

I believe a road thoroughly watered and rolled would
set closer and firmer together without the use of

gravel than with it. As far as I am aware, this has
never been tried. After the road has been made it

should be allowed to dry for a day or so and harden
before the traffic is .allowed to go over it. If this is

not done it is apt to work into ruts and be kicked
up by the horses' hoofs.

The concluding part of the President's address re-

ferred to coal and sewage.

CONCRETE WHARF AT EATTERSEA.

THE remains of many ancient buildings .and engi-

neering works afford ample evidence of the
antifjuity oi the art of constructing in concrete.

This practice, however, as regards superstructures
appears to have fallen into disuse, and to have
been again revived in very recent times, although
foundations and superstructtores have been executed
in concrete for manj- years past. A\'e have, says
Encjinecring^ lately examined an example of con-
crete work as applied to the construction of a wharf
wall and basement story of a warehouse on the
bank of the River Thames at Battersea. So far as

we are aware, this is the first application of the
system to works of this class in the present day.
and it has been effected by Mr. R. M. Ordish, who
was applied to for a design for a river wharf at the
Patent Plumbago Crucible Works, Battersea. He
decided on adopting the built-up concrete system,
partly from experimental knowledge of the quali-
ties of concrete when properly mixed, and also from
having observed, when in Algeria, the remains of a
barrage across the river Mina. Although this b.or-

rage was constructed by the Romans m.any cen-
turies since, Mr. Ordish found that the marks of

the mould-boards were still clearly \isihle on the
face of the work. The wharf at Battersea belongs
to the Patent Plumbago Crucible Company, the
makers of Morgan's patent crucibles, and is an ex-
tension of the river frontage of their premises on to

the foreshore of the river. The wharf is about 6Uft.

i square in plan, and consists of a storage vault and a

building of three stories, which has been carried up
in brick and iron above it. The floor of the con-
crete wharf is at the level of Trinity high water,
the floor of the vault being 10ft. below it. The fore-
shore of the river was excavated to the hard gravel,
upon which a bed of cement concrete 3ft. iu thick-
ness was laid. The roof of the vault, which forms
the floor of (he lower p.art of the superstructure, is
also of cement concrete, and is carried on twenty-
four brick piers. The vault roof is groined, and at
the crowns the concrete is 1ft. thick. Openings
have been left in this roof for communication with
the wharf floor above, and are closed with wrought-
iron flap-doors hinged to cast-iron frames. The
floorings of the vault and of the ground floor of the
wharf are both paved with 2iin. York stone.
The concrete walls are ."ft? 6in. thick .at the base,

and 2ft. ilin. at the top, the front wall having been
carried 15ft. below Trinity high water mark, and all

the walls terminating 3ft. Sin. above that level.

Ordinary fender piles, provided with mooring rings,
are held by l^in. anchor bolts, Cft. long, and which
are built into the front and side walls of the struc-
ture. In constructing the wharf, the foreshore was
first excavated, about 2,000 tons of stuff being re-
moved. Fender piles were then driven, and after-
wards a row of piles on the inside of the site of the
proposed walls. Mould boards were then fixed
horizontally against the piles, and the concrete was
tipped in from staging. As the works were sub-
merged when the tide rose, the construction could
only be carried on between tides. As the work ad-
vanced, additional mould-boards were placed in posi-
tion, and were removed as the structure progressed
and the concrete set; iu this way the walls were
raised to their proper level. The concrete consisted
of 1 part Portland cement to 4 parts Thames ballast
and sand, and about 1,000 cubic j'ards were used in
the structure. The cost of this portion of the work
was about £2,000, showing a s.aving of something
like 25 per cent, in cost as .against brickwork.
As the first of its kind in modern time"., this struc-

ture m<ay be regarded somewhat in the light of an
experiment, although a successful one. We visited
the works both during their construction and after
their completion, and found at the finish that though
there were indications of moisture coming through
one of the side walls, it could hardly be termed aleak.
An examination of these damp spots, where the con-
crete had been cut out, showed that they were caused
by unavoidable accident in mixing the materi:il, some
small portions of the concrete not having sufficient

sand and small materials mixed with the ballast.

The concrete being somewhat coarse at these points,

permitted a slight percolation of moisture, which,
however, was readily stopped by cutting out the
defective portion, and filling in the space with
cement. This wharf may therefore be considered a
success, and will doubtless lead to the adoption of
the built-up concrete system in future structures, of
similar character, combining, as it does, strength and
economy.
The upper portion of the wharf is carried to a

height of 33ft. above the coping of the concrete walls
The side walls are of brick, the front being of brick
and iron combined. Cast-iron columns carry brest-
summers of the same material, the openings being
filled in with brickwork anil glass. The front is sur-
mounted by a brick cornice, and presents a light and
ornamental appearance. The floors are supported
on internal cast-iron columns, and the roof is of tim-
ber, and is covered with a superior quality of slating

produced from the Moelfra slate quarry, near Port
M.adoc. The lower portion of the front of the origi-

nal building, against which the new superstructure
abuts, was removed to a height of 18ft. for the whole
width, iu order to form an opening for connecting
the new building. This opening left about 18ft. of

brickwork above, which, of course, was underpinned.
The contract for the superstructure of this wharf
was takeu by Messrs. Mauley Sc Rogers, the cost

being about £3,000, making a total for the whole
work of £5,000.

»

ARCHiEOLOGICAI,.
The Ckytt in Bruto.x Cihirch.—During the

progress of the work recently undertaken for the re-

storation of the parish church of Bruton, the work-
men .accidentall}' opened a large vault, which was re-

cognised by the sexton as the family vault of the
late Lords Berkeley. Numbers of people ^•isited the
spot, and among them some gentlemen versed in

archa'ology, who inunediately pronounced it to be,

not a common burial-place, but a crypt of beautiful

proportions and of ancient date. It probably dates
from the early part of the ibirteenth century ; and
from the position of thedoors and windows it is evident
that it formed part of an older church, the present
edifice, which is Perpendicular, of the thirteenth cen-
tury, having been biult over it.
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DESIGNS FUR CHIMXEY-PIECES."

WE have published at various times several

illustrations of Mr. Hoskins's work, both ia

architecture and office fittings. The designs before

us are of similar character, not devoid of merit, but

exhibiting rather much of that kind of novelty which

manifests itself in odd forms of notch and chamfer

stop. We are constantly being reminded of our old

friend the Strand Music Hall, aiul though Mr.

Hoskins shows, on the whole, more sobriety than

did Mr. Bassett Keeling, it is impossible to overlook

the strong affinity of taste and feeling between

them. A book, however, docs not need to be perfect

in order to be suggestive, and the prevalent patterns

in chimney-pieces are so bad that we are inclined

to welcome any attempts to supersede them. The

present collection includes twenty-eight designs to

inch scale, with details quarter full size. The series

begins with variations on the common square Jambs and

shelf, which are shown variously splayed, scolloped,

and cusped. Further on incised patterns in black

cement are introduced, the design of which deserved

more attention than it apparently received. Ornament

of so conspicuous a kind needs to be well studied

anywhere, and most of all in a sitting-room, where

there is no getting out of its way. The corbelled

lintel or Carnarvon arch is next adopted, and this

gives a general form by no means unsatisfactory.

Could we be spared the notchings and the chamfer

stops, some of the patterns under this head might

frequently be useful. The corbelling out of the shelf,

again, which Mr. Hoskins has here and there made

a leading feature, might with advantage become

commoner than it is. Instead of boxed jambs and

pilasters, a couple of substantial and '" practicable"

corbels, really built into the wall, would be as

valuable in design as they woidd be sound in

construction. More incised ornament, with plenty of

dots and arrow-heads, makes its appearance towarJs

the middle of the book ; and though not so poor as

the first specimen, it leaves us asking for sometliing

better. The mind grows tired of umneaning forms,

especially when their beauty is none of the highest.

Why, in a place like this, above all others, should

we not have something with tlionght and feeling

in it—somethingwith an idea to vivify it—something,

if not pictorial, at least .symbolical ? There is a

secular as well as a sacred symbolism, of which,

amongst other things, heraldry is an example: and

the sm.illest piece of work that h.is feelings, and

memories, and associations linked with it is worth

more than the most elaborate display of soulless

decoration. One need not look far in our poetry,

our prose literature, or even our proverbs, to find

subjects adapted to the purpose
;
and it will be a

bright day for art when architects everywhere re-

solve to have no ornament without some sort of

purpose and meaning to it. The majority of the

designs in Jlr. Hoskins's book are of the character we
have mentioned ; one or two of them, however, come

about as near to Italitn as the other do to Gothic,

and these are slightly less bizarre than the rest.

P'ew, however, of either class would harmonise well

with any architecture but their author's. We hold it to

be a general rule, at least in the present disorganised

state of the art world, that house fittings and houses

ought to go together, to be designed not onl\' in the

same style, but by the same hand. Tiiere are, indeetl,

some architects—we wish there were more—who run

so closely side by side that the ideas of each might

be interchangeable. Mr. Hoskins, however, deviates

too far from any of the more frecpiented tracks to

find man}* with whose works his own will harmonise;

and if his ideas are ever carried out witJi the ac-

curacy for which he has provided in his drawings, it

will probably be by manufacturers or builders. We
are bound to s.ay that the first examples .are not the

best, and that to form a fair judgment it is nccessar}'

to examine the whole. The author is more happy

with his mouldings than his chamfers, ami pleases

most when he is least an.xious to a-stonish. Taken

* " Designs for Chimney-pieces," bv (li:on(JK (loiino.v
HosKTNS, F.E.LB.A. Darlington : Published by the
author.

by themselves, the Medi.-cval-looking chimney open-

ings, weathered back to the wall, are amongst the

most satisfactory. The architecture of a modern

drawing-room, it is true, would need some re-casting

bef(tre they would seem quite at home in it; but tlicir

type, as it occurs in the E.arly Domestic buildings of

France and England, is picturesciue, and might be

made convenient.

COMPETITION FOR HOUSE PLANNING.

IN accordance with our promise made some weeks

ago, we have arranged the details of a comj^c-

tition for the best types of house arrangement.

Instead of one premium, however, we offer two,

for different descriptions of houses. The question

of planning is the main one to be considered in the

present competition, and excellence in arrangement

will so far take precedence of excellence in detaU.

lint at the same time it is impossible to decide

fairly on the merits of any plan without consider-

ing how it will work out in the other plans, and in

the elevations and sections oi the building ; .and of

arrangements nearly equal in convenience, that will

be held the best which, both practically and artis-

tically, is proved to issue in the best general design.

The conditions of the competition are the follow-

ing:—

1. A premium of five guineas is offered for the

best plan, illustrated as will be further explained,

for a Mansion, the cost of which is not to exceed

seven thousand pounds ; and a second premium of

five guineas is offered for a plan similarly illustrated,

of a Detached 'Villa, the cost of which is not to

exceed two thousand pounds.

2. The designs are to be sent, under motto, with

the author's name in a sealed envelope, to the Editor

of the BriLDiNG News, on or before Saturday, the

2nd of March, 1872.

3. To secure a uniform standard for estimating

the cost of designs, it will be .assumed that the man-

sion will cost one shilling per cubic foot, and the

villa eightpeuce per cubic foot—the cubical con-

tents being those of the whole building, including

walls, roofs, and chimneys above the ground line.

4. To avoid unnecessary labour in the matter of

drawing, the plans are to be drawn to a scale of

twelve feet to an inch. The elevations and sections

m.ay either be to this scale or to a scale of eight

feet to an inch. Dr.awings are to be in Indian ink,

without colour ; and for facihty in photo-litho-

graphing, any tints or shadows should be etched in

lines, not laid on in washes. Each set of plans,

elevations, and sections is to be drawn on a single

sheet of imperial.

5. The drawings required will be a ground plan,

a first-floor plan (on which the method of roofing

should be indicated by dotted lines), a section

through some of the principal apartments, and two

elevations. The sending of perspectives is optional

with the competitors ; but if sent, the rough pl.in

from which the perspective was prepared, having on

it a line indicating the picture pl.mc, and marks

showing the distance of the station, and of the

vanishing points, must accompany them as a

guarantee of correctness.

6. The positions intended for the beds should be

marked on the up|)er plan, and the side on which all

the doors are hung, and on which they open, should

also be indicated. The cardinal points, slnnving the

aspect of the various rooms, must be nnirked on the

ground plan.

7. The accommodation in each case is left

principally to the judgment of the competitors,

whose aim should be to produce the most complete

arrangement that can be had for the cost, and

that which is most generally useful in houses of the

two descriptions specified. The usual reception-

rooms, with library, kitchen, and offices, will of

conrsc be essential; more scope for thought and

suggestion will be given ifwc abstain from offering

a definite list of all the apartments rcfjuircd. It is

to be understood, however, that the houses are to be

country or suburban ones, and that the kitchens

are to be on the ground floor. The area is not

limited, except by the cost and by the undesirable-

ness of a too-straggling plan.

8. No condition is made as to style ; but, as before

stated, artistic character will be consideretl in de-

ciding between designs otherwise nearly equ.tl.

9. Competitors should send a short descriptioST

explaining the materials they intend to use, and, if

necessary, noting any special features in the arrange-

ment.

10. All designs received will be submitted to two

professional referees, whose names we shall publish,

and who, in conjunction with the Editor, will ad-

judge the premiums. The Editor reserves the-

power of publishing in the Bi'ILdixg Nkws not onlj-

the selected designs, but any others which may
possess sufficient interest ; but all drawings, whether

selectei or not, will finally be returned to their

authors.

THE FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF
CINCINNATI, OHIO (U.S.).

THIS new building, of which we give interior and
plans, is 80ft. in front on Vine-street, and

extends 190ft. to College-street in the rear, covering

the entire surface of the piece of gr(mnd upon which
it stands. The front portion is finished and occupied

temporarily for the purposes of the library, the rear

building being in course of erection, and now ready

to receive the roof. The front is four stories in

height, built of a light-coloured sandstone, and is of

massive design, surmounted by a cornice of

galvanised iron, 80ft. above the pavement. Through-

out the entire structiu*e the construction is fire

proof, rolled wrought iron beams forming the floors,

with corrugated sheet iron arches between them,

filled in with concrete. In the main library the

colunnis supporting the ceiling are wrought iron of

peculiar construction, ornamented with cast iron.

The lintels are all of wrought iron, and the interior

cornices, &c., of galvanised iron, the panels in the

iron ceiling being filled with ornamental glass. Above-

this is an arched roof, studded throughout with

prismatic lights of thick glass set in iron plates. The
inside folding shutters for the windows are to be of

wrought iron in moulded panels. In order to

exclude the smoke and dust, the windows will be
double, with French casements hung inside of the

outer sashes. The main apartment is bOf t. by 108ft.,

and 50ft. high, surrounded by five tiers of alcoves

(the lower ones are lift, high, but the upper alcoves

are but 7ft. Gin.), ivith a capacity for 300,000

volumes. This room will he heated by hot-aic

chambers under the tiled floor. The gas burnera

above the ceiling will be lighted by electricity ap-

plied from tlie battery-room, heated in the attic, the

object being to avoid the combustion of gas in the-

room.
In the celkar are lofty vaulted rooms for the

reception and unpacking of books, boiler-room, co.d-

vaults, &c. ,\ steam-engine will be used for working

an elevator.

The floors of entrance-hall, the visitors' reception-

room, and main library, are to be paveil with marble

tiles of different colours. The staircases le;iding from

the ground floor to the library, 7ft. above, will be

of white m.irble; the remaining stairs throughout

the building to be made of iron.

On the first floor, opposite the reading-room, i*

the delivery-room for the circulating library, which

is immediately adjoining, but separated from, the

library of reference.

The interior finish, wiunscoting, &c., will be of

black walnut, and the walls and ceilings arc to he

enriched by decorations in colour. Water-closets-,

lavatories, retiring-rooms, &c.. have been provided

for attendants and visitors. The phms throughout

have been prepared by Mr. .Tames W. M'l.aughlin,

architect, and the w(trk is now being done under his

superintendence. The total estimated cost of the

building (including the land) when completed will bo

3,iO,U06 dols., or about £70,000.

Nf.w 'V'kstry Hall for Cajibkbwell.—In

this competition, twenty-four plans have been sent

in, from which number "eight of the better ones

have been eliminated and placed on the walls of the

Vestry for inspection."

The liioNMoxGERs' CoMrANY. — Mr. Richard

Roberts was elected surveyor to this company on

Friday last by a considerable m.ajority. The other

candidates who obtained votes were Mr. Payne and

Mr. C. J. Shoppee.
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STREET ARCHITECTURE IN FRANCE
AND ITALY.*

THIS work, of -which the first part has

just been issued to the subscribers, is

both well conceived and executed. It is of a

thoroughly jiractical nature, and not merely

another in the series of picturesque miscel-

laneous sketches from abroad, to which we
have become accustomed of late, and of

which we confess to have had enough. Mr.
Anderson has chosen a good subject—that

of the domestic architecture of the Early

Mediseval period in France and Italy—and
proposes to treat it exhaustively. The
several " valuable and useful volumes of

Continental sketches" which have preceded
this have been, as he states, almost exclu-

sively devoted to ecclesiastical architecture,

whereas his will be entirely secular. The
author is correct in saying that no similar

work has as yet appeared in England ; and
we have more than once expressed a hope in

this jomnal that the void might be speedily

filled. It is true that to a certain extent
those familiar with the foreign publications

of Viollet le Due, Gailhabaud, and others,

will at once recognise in Mr. Anderson's
plates many an old friend ; still, as he does
not err in his remark that, with a few excep-
tions, none of the illustrations have ever been
published in the same state of completeness
before, we can only be tliankful for the
opportunity he has thus afforded for renew-
ing and perfecting our acquaintance with
them. The rapid transformation—as Mr.
Anderson in his prospectus reminds us—that
most of the old towns on the Continent are
now undergoing does certainly render it

most desirable that such a record of what
yet remains of this class of buildings should
be made. Those, for instance, in Cluny,
according to our author, " are fast going to

decay, every year seeing some of them dis-

appear." It is, therefore, high time that
they should be thus, at least, preserved, as
authentic examples of the work of Mediaeval
architects ; and we are grateful to Mr.
Anderson for having undertaken the task,

and that in a manner so creditable as the
instalment of his work that is before us pro-
mises for the rest.

The programme comprises drawings from
the townhalls, shops and dwelling-houses,
granaries and storehouses, of the middle
ages, in the country lying between Nor-
mandy and the south of France, and from
the north of Italy to the district around
Rome ; and . some of the plates will be
devoted to the details of the timber con-
struction, brickwork, masonry, and ironwork,
drawn to uniform scales.

The first division of the work, containing
seventeen plates, just issued, has ten French
and seven Italian examples. Of these the
three first are from Cluny, near Ma9on, in
the Department of Saone-et-Loire. This
town, which owes its origin to the xVbbey of

S. Benedict, still possesses, though in a sad
state of ililapidation, many houses of the
twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries.

A group of these houses—two of the twelfth
and one of the fourteenth century—are given
as they appear in the street, in juxtaposition,
in Plate 1. No plan is given, because, as
Mr. Anderson says, " they present no pecu-
liarities of practical value iu the construction
of houses adapted to modern wants." We
confess we demur a little to this, and should
have valued the plate more had plans of the

two principal floors been added on a smaller

scale, in the angles of the somewhat
exuberant margin. The ground floor, we
are told in the text which accompanies this

plate, generally consists of a shop and stair-

case, with a small court-yard beyond the

shop, and other apartments beyond that ; and
the upper floor has a large room to the front,

* " Examples of the Municipal, Commercial, and Street
Architecture of France and Italy, from the Twelfth to the
Fifteenth Century." Measured and Drawn by K, ANDER-
SON, Architect, Edinburgh. London, Edinburgh, and Gla,s-

gow : William Mackenzie.

and others behind, corresponding to those

below. The general features of these houses

are tolerably well known to our readers

:

each is an oblong block of two stories roofed

parallel to the street, the lower story having
a simple large arched opening and smaller

one to the staircase at the side, and the

windows of the large room above are divided

by columns bearing semicircular-arched or

straight lintels, and grouped in one case in

pairs on either side of a corbelled projecting

chimney-stack, and in the others into a pro-

minent central range, in the manner with
which we are familiar in Venice. There is

no attempt at continuity between the several

houses ; and in place of sills a moulded pro-

jecting string-course, under the bases of the

columns, is carried to the full extent of each

facjade.

A beautiful fragment that remains of the

once famous monastery of S. Benedict, facing

one of the streets in Cluny, is given in the

next two plates. This is of fourteenth century

work, with a range of two-light traceried

windows at the top, lighting a hall within.

The detail is somewhat thin and wiry ;
but, as

Mr. Anderson remarks, the treatment of the

wall space below is clever.

Cordes, a town in Languedoc, is to furnish

the material for nine plates, of which we have

now only one, but a charming one (No. 19),

detail of a group of M'indows from the house

of the Chief Equerry. Until we have the

other plates, it would be useless to dwell

upon the architecture of this town, which
seems to have been upon a larger scale, and
more ornamental and higher-finished character

than that generally of Cluny. We may notice,

in passing, that in neither one nor the other

is any trace to be found of that stern, mas-
sive—nay, even clumsy—cliaracter so often

thought to be characteristic of Early French
Mediaeval work. On the contrary, every

detail is highly-studied, well wrought,

and delicately moulded, and the bearing-

shafts are quite slender. Great effect, how-
ever, has been obtained by the judicious con-

trast of broad and plain wall space around
these details, which are well concentrated

and grouped.
From Figeac we have three plates, at pre-

sent without any accompanying text. One
of these (No. 20) has elevations of two
good private houses of early date, one of

which has the lower story apparently a simple

store, with single archway of entrance at one
side, and only two small slits as windows,
and three pair of two-light windows to the

main story above, evidently the residential

part, and a half-timbered story over ; while

the other house has a range of arched open-

ings to tlie street, and a beautiful group of

couplets and triplets above, which must have

given light to a noble apartment, reaching up
to the roof. In considering the adaptation

of such work to our climate, there would be

a difficulty in preserving the same breadth

and repose, since, in our gloomier country,

the upper part of such a room would prove

too dark, with its windows kept down so

low.

The doorway from the house of Pore Ra-
leine, given in Plate 21, and the windows
given in Plate 22, are noble in scale and am-
bitious in treatment, but somewhat too liny

and thin.

Clermont-Monferrand has contributed two
elevations of houses, one round-arched and
the other of fourteenth-century work, notice-

able for the great variety—we should say,

want of harmony—in the treatment of tlie

openings in its three several stories. An-
other elevation is given from Saint Antonin,
which shows how the same general character

was handed down to the residences of a much
later date, the doorway liaving ,a reversed

ogee curve in its peculiar arched lintel, and
the windows being transomed.

From France we are carried into Italy, to

Siena, than which, says Mr. Anderson, few
towns .are so well worth a visit. It is almost

entirely built of brick, and its streets are

still graced with the Alediaeval palaces of the-

Sicnese nobility, as well as the houses of
humbler citizens, and all of them stamped
with that strong individuality characteristic

of this period.

Plate 52 gives, with all its details, the fino

windows of three arched lights, and circle-

over, comprised under one pointed relieving

arch, which in its genera! aspect is tolerably

well known from previous illustrations in

other works. We are glad to be able in this

edition of it to examine the management of

the jointing of the relieving arch, which is

peculiar, in so far that extrados and iutrados

are not concentric, the arch being much
deeper at the crown than at the springing.

The voussoirs do not radiate from the centre

of any of the curves, but from one much
below, so that at the apex they are nearly

perpendicular and not extravagantly tapered.

Without such treatment pointed arches can-

not bo constructed entirely of brick, but
would need keystones of masonry introduced.

Another plate from Siena, No. 53, of part

of a range of houses and shop, shows as a top

story a large open gallery called a Sahijo,

which is picturesque, and suited to a southern

climate. In the school building in Blooms-
bury, by ^Ir. Wild, this feature was imitated

some years ago, but was found not so suitable-

for our metropolis, and has been glazed in

subsequently, and its effect ruined. Over-
ardent admirers of these illustrations by Mr.
Anderson should take warning by this

failure, and think twice before they import
any of the novelties they may find therein.

For our part we think the proportions of the-

bearing columns which separate the several

lights of the windows would prove rather

flimsy.

Cremona furnishes three plates to this part

of the work. These are taken from the-

Palace of the Jurisconsults, which was
originally a college for knights, dating from
the year 1292. This, of course, is a well-

known building, and does not appear for the

first time in these pages. M'e welcome,
however, the useful and careful drawing of

it, which forms Plate No. 5-1, with the two-

sheets of enlarged details in the two succeed-

ing plates. The large three-light windows
of its principal stage, with unpierced heads,

are splendid features, and yet should be-

studied with care, and by no means copied,

as there is some want of harmony between
the slender bearing shafts and massive-

enclosing jambs and arches. The bold

parapet and quaint turret at the angles, also,

though eminently picturesque, are—and are

likely to remain—as obsolete in fashion as in

purpose. In this and other of the buildings

we have mentioned the concentration of the

ornament, and the reticence displayed in

leaving many large spaces perfectly bare as a

relief, are the secret of the success of their

designers—a success of which this, their

latest, and, we think, their most thorough

elucidation, is a proof. Isolated examples
have, indeed, been given, as in Gruncr's fine

work, even more elaborately, and witli their

colour—an important element in their com-
position ; still, as a comparative series of fine

and authentic examples, we do not think that

]\Ir. Anderson has claimed too much in the

prospectus from wliich we qnoted in the

commencement of this notice.

MODERN ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE.

MR. H. H. VALE, the President of the Liver-

pool Architectural Association, recently

made the following observations on the duties and

influence of English architects;

—

The copyism of old mouldings, line for line, in

modern work, must, I think, be considered unsatis-

factory, the conditions under which we build

being very different—for example, our reveals

are much shallower, our openings larger, and

our general treatment less massive and licfen-

sive iu its character than the older -n'ork. Every

true .architect still loves a deep rcve.al, and a bold

recession of mouldings—bead, hollow, fillet, repeat-

ing themselves iu picture; que interchange of position,
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while the play of light and shade varies and graduates

at each remove into a perfect fascination of

chiar' it'^curo. The charm of our old buildings is,

doubtless, centered mainly in these poiiit.s of attrac-

tion ; but while the architect admires, he must, as a

matter of fact, re^et that modern practice seldom or

never furnishes such opportunities as the old master

builders enjoyed. Nevertheless, great things are

being attempted and done from day to day among
US; exqni.site bits of design meet us on every hand,

labours of love that tell their tale to those who know
something of difficulties overcome, of long and weary
labours rewarded. AVe all, I think, agree that no

true, honest painstaking work is ever thrown away,

and that the architect who would Hvemu'^t be a hard

and sincere worker—niu'^t go forward in a perfect

chivalry of labour, bent upon conquest, bent upon

that glorious result which will assuredly arrive if

it be vigorously and manfully laboured for; there-

fore it is proper to this end that the works of the

ancients should be used by us as spurs, but never as

bridles. We must admire them, and use them, and

go beyond them if possible, in the particular direction

of our own age. othorwise they become to us nothing

better than dilettante trifles, mere wonders of history.

but not things upon which the deep foundations of

fame can ever be laid. These remarks are not

intended to apply to mouldings only, such as Mr.

Sharpe has collected in overwhelming numbers, but

to all the leading features of ancient architecture. I

daresay it has often struck ynu how exeeeilin?;ly

evanescent and short-lived the mere revivals of style

have been. Look at the Greek revi\)til by Stuart and

Bevett. the Italian Renaissance of Elizabeth's reign,

the Gothic of Uickman, and even of Pugin the

elder, and " the line upon line" style of Street. IIow

short a time modern architectscare to be trammelled by
an old ?^et of idea-=. taken from a given era of build-

ing; for how short a time will they be content to

copy a fashion when they feel strong enough to

create one ! And must not this ever be so ; are there

not the daily requirements of the people amongwhom
we live ami work to be provided for in a practical

way? Vi'c are asked day by day to give thought

and care and labour to matters that never entered

into the need.sof other times, and it is the ability and
vigour with which these things are accomplished

that distinguishes the practical architect from the

mere reproducer of other men's successes. We cer-

tainly live in an age of revivals—an age which is

daily more curious to obtain extra data respecting

carher times; so ""cave-hunting" and ''Jerusalem

excavations," "proposed dredging of the Tiber,"

the exploration of " mystic circles " and " lake

dwellings" now enUst the enthusiasm of thousands of

educated men and women, subjects which were con-

sidered only a few years ago too tritiing for serious

thought, and a mere waste of time. All the curious

points of ancient architecture all over the world, from
Ireland to Japan, are becoming well known to

intelligent travellers. Photography also makes those

who do not travel familiar with the great leading

works of tjie ancients. All these influences must tend

to throw the modern architect more and more upon
his own resources, and therefore the knowledge of

the pei'ple in matters architectural, whether derived

from serious studies or fashionable pastimes, will

give the greatest spur to progress, and insure the

real producer of ideas t!ie preference over the mere
copyist of ancient productions. How often do we
hear it said of modern Gothic work—"That is a

little bit of Tintern," "that of, Melrose," "this of

York," "another of Lincoln ;" but the spread of

knowledge which is now progressing must, as it

should do. put an end to such very unsatisfactory

suggestions. A nation without a characteristic and
strongly-marked style of architecture is not one of

great interest to the student, and cannot co-exist

with energy* of character, or the spirit of political

progress. How disagreeable it is to notice city views

of Japan, with streets designed in unmistakable
modern Italian architecture, or to observe at Con-
stantinople the recently-erected palaces, de-sigued

entirely in the French taste, wliilc both the Japanese
and the Turks possess in their own architecture

strongly-marked features and characteristics much
more suited to the cliniute and habits of the people.

I think one of the successful results in tlie treatment

of modern buildings in our Indian Empire by English
architects is the strongly-marked Indian character
which they have imjiressed upon those structures.

In designing churches for tropical climates the great
shadow of the eaves, the provision for shade generally,

and exi-ellent vcntilatiou. 1 have frequently admired
in the drawings prepared by English architects for

such climates. During a recent run through Hol-
land, Belgium, and Germany, I was ini]ircssed with
the growth of English ideas in their new Gothic build-
ings. As we belong to the great Teutonic family,
it will not be derogatory either to us or to those

nations if there be from time to time an interchange

of ideas in architecture. As I have said, all the best

new work impressed me as having been suggested by
recent English examples, and the elaboration of

mere surface ornament, and lace-Hke decoration,

seems to be giving place to the broader and more
constructional treatment of form, and masses of

light and shadow, as ado]ited in this country. In

visiting the Cathedrals of Cologne and Antwerp,
with all their fairy-like poetry of design, one

feels a yearning for some plain solid wall to give

relief and repose to the composition. At
^layence and along the banks of the Rhine, some
of the old Romanesque towers and gables are full of

valuable ideas and suggestions. In my opinion the

cathedral at Maycnce forms in itself a great study

of composition and grouping, and if the dome is to

become a feature in modern Gothic works, as many
lea 'ing architects consider it should, the octagon

lantern or dome at Mayence might, I think, be

studied with great advantage. The interior decora-

tions seem to me to be in very good taste, and

when the restorations now in progress are completed,

this cathedral, with its double apsidal-end, will pre-

sent a very impressive example of the early

Romanesque architecture of the Rhine. I doubt not,

under German rule, the Rhine will become more
Teutonic than ever ; that the poetical spirit will

return to its banks, which so pre-eminently cha-

racterises the beautiful and picturesque groups that

ailorn this region of olil romance. At Cologne

ami other foreign cathedrals I was led to speculate

upon the specimens of stained glass, of recent manu-
facture, in the windows. The Munich glass is no
longer being introduced into Cologne Cathedral

;

glass manufactured by local makers is now being

used, and, in my opinion, with great advantage to

the effect of the interior.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.

IK last week's Building News we gave an abstract

of Mr. Carr's paper " On the Bridges of

London." read at a recent meeting of the Institute of

Architects. In the form of an appendix to his

paper, Mr. Carr detailed a variety of experiments
on the strength of materials made by Mr. Kirkaldy
for the works of the new bridge at Blackfriars, some
of whic^ gave the following results :—

BmcKs. TN Piers Four Courses Hicn.

Description of Bricks.

Common stock re-

cessed
,

Common stock re-

cpsseil

Ked bricks, machiue-
made

Red bricks, hand
made

Qalt

Clark's Sudbury ma
chine

Uxbridgo red, hand-
made

X 1^

X I3

X H
X n
X 1

X 1

X 1

Mortar.

Homan cement

Portland

Stone Cubes of Two Inches Bedded on Sheet
Lead.

Description-

Do Lank granite, Cor-
nish

De Lank granite, Cor-
uisli

De Lank granito, Cor-
nish

Giieniscy

Cheesewring, ComiBh.,

Portland

Failing slightly

Tons per foot

super.

283

27'J

27IJ

761
235
394
lOll

Entirely crush 'd.

Tons per foot

super.

363

377
H30
lloO
403
322

A small polished column of red Mull granite, length
Cin., diameter nearly Hin., was cut through the
middle, and the cnt faces accurately ground; when
tested, packings of pine were placed at each end,

aud the surfaces, where cut in two. were put to-

gether with a little boiled oil. This yin. column
bore a strain of (ji» tons, or 8j tons per square
inch, I'lOO tons ]>er square foot, or the weight of

a column lij.38uft. high.

An experiment was made to test the effect of a
small area of iron jiressiug on a surface of De
Lank granite. A cube of lin. wrought iron was
placed betweeu two blocks of granite, Oin. X tiiu. X

5in. A packing of Jin. of pine was placed between
the granite and the machine, and between the iron

cube and granite. One of the blocks was split with

a pressure of 50 tons. The block which was not

injured was again submitted to pressure with another

cube ; it was then fractured with a pressure of i)'2 tons.

The iron cubes were reduced in thickness one-sixth,

with an equivalent lateral extension.

It was desired to see what would be the effect of

great pressure on the skew-back stones. A stone

was worked l-4th scale, and a corresponding portion

of arch-rib made. The two were bedded together

with lead run in between, in the same manner as

proposed for the arches themselves. They were

then gradually submitted to a pressure of 200 tons,

but without any effect except extrusion of the lead;

the iron, however, with IS tons per inch, seemed to

have quite as much as it could carry. Being all to

1-lth scale, the area under pressure was l-l'Uh the

real size ; the pressure was, therefore, equivalent to

3.200 tons in the bridge itself, the actual pressure

in work being under 400 tons.

Gun-metal cramps were also tested, the result

being the rejection of several mixtures of metal

submitted bv the contractors, and an increase of

strength obtained from 17,.ol0lbs. per inch area to

28,8yolbs. (from 7,^ tons to nearly V^ tons).

In order to test the strength of timber used as

struts, two whole balks, 2i)ft in length and 13in.

square, were submitted to end compression. The red

timber crippled with l:.!K tons, or 112 tons per foot

area, and the white with 117 tons, or 126 tons per

foot area, the reduction in length being in the one

case ^in. and in the other ^in.

Portland cement was also tested, the standard of

the Metropolitan Board of Works being adopted

—

llOlbs. weight per bushel, and 500 tensile power on
2:^in. area; some results obtained were as high as

7331b3. on the 2^in.

Experiments were made on the iron from time to

time, but the specitied strength was not fully attained

;

it was perhaps pitched rather too high for such work.

The extension of one six-hundred-and-twenty-fifth

part of the length was given by strains varying from

13 to 15 tons instead of 10 tons; but even with this,

the elastic limit is just about four times the working

load, which is ample allowance for safety, taking

into account a very large deterioration for time and

corrosion.

[All the figures in the foregoing are stated in round

numbers.]
^ ™

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUAKIES OF SCOTLAND.

THE first meeting of the ninety-second session

of this society was held in their library^

Roj-al Institution, on Monday evening, Mr. Thomas
B. Johnston, Vice-President, in the chair. The first

communication read was a " Notice of Three

Churches in North IJist, Benbecula, and Grimsaj',"

by Captain F. "\V. L. Thomas, R.N., F.S.A., Scot.,

said to have been built in the fourteenth century.

In this paper Captain Thomas gave detailed de-

scriptions, illustrated by drawings and plans, of the

only three of the ancient chapels in the outer He-

brides that have any traditionary date of their

foundation, and which are stated by the historian of

the Maedonalds, who -wrote in the time of Charles

IL, to have been built by Amie MacRory, the re-

pudiated wife of the " good" John cpf Islay, First

Lord of tlie Isles. The first of these, ToampuU na
Trinidad, or Church of the Trinity, stauds at

Carinish, North Uist, and is much dilajMdated. A
small chapel is attached to the main building by a

very curious porch, the walls of which are not

bonded into the church. The most remarkable

feature of the church is that the west wall, which

is built of undressed stones, without any attempt at

horizontal coursing, has no windows, but is pierced

with seven oillets, three below and four above,

averaging eight or ten inches sfpiare. A rounded

window of umlresscd stones in the north east

corner may be part of an original church built ia

the Norman stvle, while the south wall and the

obtuselv-pointed doorway may have been made at

the time asserted by tradition, or before 13!»0. The
.second church described wasTeamjaill Chalumchille,

the Church of S, Ci-'lumba, at Uachdar, Benbecula.

This church, which has a narrow doorway in the

west wall, so low that one must stoop considerably

on entrance, inclined jambs, and small rectangular

windows in the thick walls, presents a combination

of antifiue features which Captain Thomas had not

met with in any other church in the Long Island.

The older part of this chiu-ch. distiuguished by
the thickness of its walls and other unequivocal

features of early construction, Captain Thomas
was inclined to believe may possibly have

been erected under the direction of S. Columba him-

self, but certainly prior to the Norse invasion in the
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eighth century, while the thinner walls at the east

end were probably repairs made by the Lady Amie
about the end of the fourteenth century. Team-

pull Mhecael, or S. Michael's, at the south-west

extremity of Grimsay, North Uist, is stated by the

historian of the Macdonalds to have been built by

Amie MacRory, and to this date Captain Thomas
was disposed to ascribe it, from tlie evidence of its

architectural featiues.

THE INDIAN CIVIL ENGINEERING
COLLEGE.

AN abstract of the " Syllabus of the Course of

Study"* at the Civil Engineering College,

Cooper's Hill, may be of use to many.
The examinations are to be triennial, and the

number of m.irks obtainable aa shown in the follow-

ing table :

—

Branch Min. Max. Optul. Total.

Engineering ... 64 ... 174 ... 80 ... 254

Mathematics ... 18 ... 72 ... 60 ... 132

Natural Science 10 ... .SO ... 30 ... 60

Languages ... 8 ... 24 ... 30 ... 54

100 300 2D0 500

To qualify for the public service the student must

obtain the minimum number fixed to each subject,

but his gross total must reach at least 150 marlis in

aU the subjects—those obtained under tlie head

optional being reclioned in the aggregate. Tlie final

examination includes exercises in surveying, design-

ing, and drawing, and in it the students will be
' divided into three classes in each of the four pre-

scribed branches of study. Students placed in the

first class, both in engineering and mathematics, will

not be compelled to qu.ilif}' in all the subjects. En-

gineering is subdivided into eight branches—viz..

Descriptive engineering, to which 45 marks are as-

signed, 18 being the qualifying medium ; surveying,

with 30 marks, and 12 the minimum; architecture,

8 and 3 marks
;
geometrical drawing and estim,ating,

42 and 14 marks ; accounts, 5 and 2 marks ; free-

hand drawing, 30 and 49 marks ; notes and reports,

20 and 5 marks, and "project" 24 and 10 marks

The first six subjects are included in the work of tlie

first and second year, the two remaining for tlie third

term. The final test of the " project" is the require-

ment from the student of a scheme for a supposititious

road, canal, or railway, with drawings, specifications,

and estimates. In mathematics, pure and applied,

the qualifying number of marks is 9, with 36 as the

maximum. Natural science demands a minimum of

10, with a maximum of 30. A knowledge of Hindu-

stani is compulsory, with the geography and history

of the country, and for this 8 marks qualify and 24

may be obtiuned. Latin, Greek, German, and French

may be studied ; only two of them, however, to be

taken up, at the will of the student. Less than six

marks will not count, while 15 each may be obtained

in the ancient languages and 10 each in the modern.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Ganofs Physirs. Tran.slated bj' E. Atkinson,

Ph. D. (London, Longmans.) The fifth edition of

this well-known text-book appears with the advan-

tages of better printing and paper, and a larger

page. Twenty-eight new illustrations and a con-

siderable quantity of new matter contribute to

secure a repetition of the welcome given to former

editions. Practical Geometry, by E. Wyndham
Tarn (London, Lockwood & Co.) is published in the

interests of practical men who, with but a moderate

knowledge of geometry, may by a study of the

work be enabled to apply the simple rules given for

the delineation of various geometrical figures to

many useful purposes. Weale^s Rudimentary
Series, Nos. 160 and 170 (London, Lockwood & Co.)

No. 160 is a guide to Tasmania and New Zealand,

bj' the Rev. .Tames Baird, and is supplemental to the

author's "Emigrant's Guide to Australia." No. 170

is "Mathematical Instruments,"byMr. J. F. Heather.

Surveying .and astronomical instruments are treated

of in "this division of the subject. The Art of Gar-

nishing Churrhes at Christmas and other Festi-

vals, by E. Y. Cox (London, Cox & Sons), has

reached" its third edition. We noticed this work

favourably and at some length on its first publica-

tion, and need, therefore, now but mention that its

interest and usefulness are enhanced by the addition

of a number of fresh illustrations, the greater

number executed in photo-lithography. Patent

Wrinkles, bj' " I'yro " (London, ISailliere, Tindall,

& Co.), is a somewhat caustic review of the wrongs

inflicted on inventor?. The author has had his

share of the vexations and difticrdties he attempts

* Syllabus of the Course of Stuil y. London : Alien cS; Co.

to combat, and his treatise may be useful as an

additional incentive to the growing dissatisfaction

with the present state of the Patent Laws, which

must soon call for legislative amehoration. The

Sewage Question, by J. Bailey Denton (London,

E. & F. N. Spon), consists of letters reprinted from

the Times and other journals, explaining the neces-

sity of under-draining all irrigated lands, and the

process of intermittent filtration (through natural

soil), which lias been carried out with success at

Merthyr Tydfil, under the direction of the author.

What the People Say About the Children, by

Maria S. Rye (London, J.ame3 Wade), will be read

with interest by all interested in the good work

Miss Rye has set herself so earnestly to perform. A
Handbook of the Principal Trade Societies of

London, by Robert Logsdon (London, the Labour

Agency), is an alphabetical list of the London Trade

Societies, giving then: places of meeting, names of

oflicers, benefits, &c. The British Almanac and

Companion for 1872 (London, Stationers' Com-

pany) differs very little from its predecessors.
_
In

its review of the year's architecture and public im-

provements it is down upon Mr. Street for his New
Law Courts; the criticisms are of the same

nature as those which have adorned the columns of

the leading journal, and the writer seems to know

nearlv as much about the designs as the editor of

the Times. Mr. Street has, it appears, been

endeavouring to " achieve picturesqueness—a grave

mistake, as the picturesque is never made, but is the

result of time and accident, of growth and decay."

The writer, however, has the common-sense to per-

ceive the absurdity of attempting to set aside Mr.

Street as architect, and, apparently in the hope that

he may abandon the "picturesque," reminds him

that Sir Cristopher Wren had to amend his design

for S. Paul's Cathedral, and Sir James Pennethorne,

had to prepare three designs for the London Univer-

sity, "and at last succeeded in pleasing almost

everybody." Far more fortunate was he, if this

last sentence is true, than Mr. Street is likely to be,

or, in our opinion, than any other member of a pro-

fession so distinguished for its esiyrit de co7ps, its

unanimity of taste, and its disposition to .admire

with a delightful singleness of heart the produc-

tions of the more illustrious in its ranks.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORI-

CAL SOCIETY.

THE third and last w.alk this term took phace

on the 2nd inst, when Exeter College and the

Divinity School were visited. The members and

theirfriendswere welcomed by Dr. Lightfoot, the Rec-

tor, who expressed his regret atthe absence, through in-

disposition, of Mr. James Parker, on whom, he said,

he had relied for giving them some information re-

specting the college. The rector then gave a brief

description of the college, observing that the oldest

portion of it now remaining, of which they had cer-

tain information, was built in 1432. The college

underwent thorough repair in the last century, and

a portion of very ancient date had been taken down,

of which scarcely any trace could now be seen. The

tower which stood at the east end of the chapel was

built in 1432 by aprecentnr of Crediton, which was

his native town. The Hall was built in 1618.

There was a large collection of money made in the

previous century. The money was collected for a

certain cellar, but whether that cellar stood upon

the place where the Hall was built was unknown.

The Hall was a very good specimen of architecture

of the period in which it was built. The old Chapel

was erected about the same time as the Hall, or at

all events within a few years afterwards. The then

Sir John Acland gave £800 towards the building

of the Hall, and a further sum was given towards

the same object by the College. In 1811 the Hall

was repaired, and it now possessed a roof of an ad-

mhable character. The late Baronet, Sir Thomas

Acland, father of the eminent physician, gave

the large window on the north side at the east end.

There was a curious crypt under the Hall, but wliehter

that was of greater antiquity than the hall itself be

could not say, and he was sorry Mr. Parker was not

present to give them some information respecting it.

lie thought it must have been built in the previous

century, if not at an earlier period. The Rector

then remarked that as the weather was cold he would

give them some information about the College before

they left the Hall, instead of detaining them in the

cold while viewing the other portions of the buildings.

Speaking next of the chapels of the College, he ob-

served that one was built by the founder, but

whether that one stood in the place now occupied by

the library was not quite certain, but there was a

chapel there of great antiquity, and probably from

near the foundation of the College, if not coeval with

it. Hearne says, "The Library was formerly the

Chapel, and so continued till 1625." They possessed

the Bursary accounts of the College from the first

decade of its foundation. There was nothing,

however, to show whether the Founder's Chapel

stood on the site of the present Library or not.

but he was of opinion that it did, and that it

remained until the beginning of the last century,

when it was almost destroyed bj' fire. The
chapel previous to the present one was an admi-
rable specimen of Perpendicular architecture, but

unsuitable to the requirements of the College, and
moreover it was pronounced to be in a dangerous

state by the architect who examined it. Consequently

it was taken down, but the defects which were
so strongly spoken of were found not to be so much
in the walls as in the roof, which was in the last

state of decay. The roof was of a peculiar kind,

and similar to that of a great number of churches in

Devonshire. It was plastered on the inside, and
nothing could be worse than preventing air getting

to the woodwork. The old chapel was from 1625

used as a library until the last centurj', when' a new
library was built on the site of the present library.

The rector then alluded to the financial resources of

the College, and stated, as a gratifying fact, and as

showing their interest in the College, that some of

its servants had contributed large sums towards it,

among them being a cook and butler, and he him-

self had enjoyed for twenty years the advantages of

a benefaction made by a steward of the College. A
room over the old Library, for example, was built

bj' a cook for a student, and it appeared that in very

old times persons built a room here and a room there

for students, according to their fancy, and he had

no doubt that at one time the ground now occupied

by that College had ten or twenty cottages or houses

built on it. 'The tower, towards the Turl, he ob-

served, was of recent date. All the other portions

of the College now remaining, except those built in

the present century, were erected in Uttle less than

one century, from 1616 to 1700. The first building-

erected w.a.s at the east side of the qu.adrangle in

1G16, and the next were those adjoining Turl-street.

Archbishop Marsh gave .£1,000 towards erecting

the eastern range of buildings, and those which

compose the quadrangle, although not differing

much in architectural style, were erected at seven

different times. The whole College at one time had

dormer windows, and he expressed a hope

that these would some day be restoreil ; the

battlements were all, he beheved, of more

recent origin. The rector produced the elevation

of some proposed buildings for the college in 1708,

and said he thought that they might congratulate

themselves that the architect was not selected

to carry out his design. A picture of the old modern

buildings which used to grace Broad-street was also

produced. They were usually occupied by German
students, and a portion of them was re-erected in

the Turl. As to college plate, very little of ancient

date was possessed by the College ; nearly the whole

of it was given up to King Charles in the civil war.

They were a very loyal body, but, loyal .as they were,

the plate was given up very unwillingly, as the

original documents showed. At the time they were

promised its worth, but they had never, he need

scarcely say, received a penny. All the plate they

now possessed of any interest was what the}- saw-

before them. As to one of the pieces they knew

nothing of the donor or of any certainty as to date.

It was sent to Kensington, where it was greatly

admired. An antiquarian who had seen it said that

he hiid no doubt it was of a date prior to Elizabeth's

time. One of the other pieces, a gold cup with a

cover, was given by the Bishop of Chester in 1688,

and the other was a specimen of no great rarity.

With regard to the money expended on the College

at different times, he w"ould not detain them by

giving any account, but within the last twenty

vears no less than £50,000 had been spent on it.

"This spoke well for the attachment of its members.

Something like £16,000 was raised by subscriptions

towards the chapel, and either for its erection or for

that of the other buildings of the College, no debt

now remained.

The Rev. C. W. Boask pointed out that Exeter

College at one time consisted of several Halls, and

dated from 1314, which was also the date of the

battle of Bannockburn. In the same manner as

Worcester College had .absorbed her Halls, so

Exeter had absorbed hers. He explained that at

one time a n.arrow lane ran through the College,

and mentioned a peculiar coincidence that occurred

just previous to the destruction of the Libr.ary by

tire. Ilearne, the Libr.arian of the Bodleian, had a

theam that there was a fire, and that be was in the

midst of it. When he awoke in the morning, he

went to see if the Bodleian was on fire. That Library

was not, but the Library of Exeter College was.

They had now in their possession some of the books
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which were ic the Library at tlie time, damaged hy

the fire. Thov had a great curinsitv in tluir

present Library. It was tliat of a Psalter of

Henrj- VIL's reigii. which belonged to Klizabeth of

York, who had caused to be entered in it not only

the names of her children, but also a reconl of the

battle of liosworth. The company then left the

Hall and inspected the crypt underneath. It is

known as the crypt of S. "Mildred.

The company next visited the Chapel, where all

the objects of interest were pointed out by the Key.

W. Ince, Sub-I!ector. Thebeautifully stained-class

windows were particularly admired, and the brass

eagle used as a reading-desk, am! presented by the

Rev. John Vivian, B.D., in 107:!, also attracted

much attention.

Thecompany were next conducted to the Libr.ary,

where some time was spent in looking at the inter-

esting Tsalter alluded to by Jlr. lloasc. Before

leaving the Library the Hev. .T. S. Treacher, one of

the Hon. Sees, of the society, proposed a vote of

thanks to the Kector. Sub-Kector, and Jlr. Boase,

for so kindly receiving them that day. It was

carried with acclam.atiou, and the company left the

College, passing through the liall of the Rector's

house, the Rector pointing out a portion of it to be

the work of 113-2.

The Divinity school was then visited, and Mr. J.

r. Earwaker, of Jlerton College, the other Hon. Sec,

in the absence of Mr. James Parker, gave an

outline of the history of the latter building.

He stated that previous to the fifteenth century

the Divinity exercises were read in various

of the Benedictine chapels and in the University

church. In 142(1 or 1427 the University obtained

from the luasters and scholars of Balliol a vacant

piece of ground, in exchange for Sparrow Il.all, and
began this building in which they were assembled.

Contributions rapidly flowed in from man:^' of the

prelates and the deans and chapters of most of the

cathedrals. In 144.'), Humphrey, Duke of Glouces-

ter, suggested the building of a public lilirarj- over

this room, and contributed largely towards it. The
other principal contributors were Thomas Kemp, the

Bishop of London, and his uncle, the Archbishop of

York, whose coats of arms were to be seen in the

roof. The erection of the building was superin-

tended by Klias Holcot, Warden of Jlerton, who
was physician to Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester.

Mr. Earwaker observed that probably most of those

present were acquainted with the story of the

ffkiUed workmen employed on it being drafted off to

Eton and Windsor, under the direction of 'WiHiam
of Waynflete, the founder of Jfagilalen College.

Feeling the loss of those men, the University peti-

tioned for them to be restored, and the building was
completed in 1480. They could scarcely form any
idea of the magnificence of the building at that

time, when the tine windows were filled in with glass

of all colours, representing the Saints and Fathers of

the Cbnreh, .and the roof shining with the arms of

the benef.actors. The pendants from the roof were,

as they saw, beautifully sculptured. He next ad-
verted to the dispute that took place in that build-

ing, in l.')40, between Peter Martyr, a great and
eminent divine among the Protestants, and the

Canon of Christ Church, a Roman Catholic, respect-

ing the presence of Christ in the Sacrament. In
the reign of Edward VI., and after the Reformation,
the building was greatly negleeteil, and Anthony
Wood states how the windows were broken, part of

the furniture removed, lead stolen, and the brambles
.and bushes grew about the walls, and that there was
a shed for cattle erected near it. In the reign of

Queen Mary, the building w.is restored, but in the
following century it .again sunk into neglect. In
lfi2.i, after the death of KiT'g .Tames, Charles, on ac-
count of the plague that was r.aging in London, held
Ins first Parliament at Oxford. The House of Com-
mons assembled in this building, the House of Lords
in the north end of the Picture Gallery, whilst the

Privy Council met at Christ Church. Respecting
the lussembling of the House of Commons in the

Divinity School, Wood very quaintly savs. "It is

o!.)served by some that this giving up of the Divinity
School unto the use of the House of Commons, and
I)lacing the Speaker near the Professor's Chair, did

first put them ixto a conceit that the determining of

all ptiints and controversies in Divinitv did belong to

them, for after this we find no Parliament without a

Committee of Religion but what did think itself suflS-

cjently instructed to manage the greatest controver-
sies of Divinity which were brought before them,
.and with what success to religion we have seen too

clearly." Mr. Earwaker then went on to state

what alterations were made in the school in KlOSt,

and thai, in 1701, it was restored to its present
.state under the superintendence of Sir C. Wren.

After some little time had been spent in looking at
the building, the company separated.

Jiuiliiing |iitcl(igtnte.

CIILBCIIKS AND CII.M'EI.S.

Glasgow. — At a public meeting of, the Free

Church denomination recently held in Glasgow it

was resolved to endeavour to build twenty additional

churches.

Nkwingtov.—The Metropiditan Board of Works
have purchased for £h.i){)l) the church of S. Mary,

Newington, which has long stood in the way of local

improvements. It is proposed to erect a new parish

church (on a site given by the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners) a little further to the south—viz., in the

Kennington Park-road, at acost of £10,niHl,and, with

the purchase-money of the old church, more than

£7,000 is in hand. It is also proposed to erect a new-

mission church, in the rear of the churchyard, at an

addition.al cost of £4,000.

S. Ci.KMENT Daxes Cituncit. — The lighting

arrangements of this church have lately been con-

siderably improved. The three old sun burners,

which were suspended at too great a height, have

been removed, and their place supplied by two 20 point

stars and three 10-point ditto. By tliis new ar-

rangement about 400ft. of gas is saved per hour, and

the light given is quite 40 per cent, in excess of that

previouily given. The w-ork has been done by

Messrs. Evered & Co., of Drury-Iane and Bir-

mingham.
BUILDINGS.

LoNPON.—A new bank is being erected for the

Clerkenwell and Smithfield branch of the London

Joint Stock Bank. The building occupies the .angle

of S. John-street and Charterhouse-street, and is from

the design of Mr. L. H. Isaacs. On either side of

the entrance doorw.ay are polished columns of Aber-

deen granite. These carry a circular projecting oriel

window, running up to the top of the second floor,

where it falls into the line of front, having on the

one pair two muUions, fluted pilasters with carved

caps, a balustrade at the two-pair level, and enriched

carved architraves to the two-pair w-indows ; above,

the front at the tangent line rises with a circul.ar

pediment, and carving on the tympanum ; a chimney

stack, in Portland stone, completes the elevation.

Along the line of the ground- floor detached columns

in Portland stone, alternating with .square pilasters

fluted in p.inels, carry the facia. The ground-floor

is occupied by the bank office, waiting and manager's

rooms ; and a portion of the building will be let as a

district post-office. The ground and first-floor are

Hrc-|)roof, Dennett's patent. Messrs. Browne &
Robinson, of Worship-street, are the builders.

Norwich.—A new block of buildings in the

JTarket-place, Norwich, is approaching completion.

The premises consist of an inn and shops, and are

Classic in style. Mr. John Bunn. of Norwich, is the

architect, and Messrs. Newman & Harrison the con-

tractors.

STATTJES, MEMOEIAXS, &c.

Sx.iTVE TO THE Late Loiii) HOLLAND.—Prepa-
rations are nearly completed for the erection of a

bronze statue to the late Lord Holland, the joint

work of Messrs. G. F. Watts & Boehni. It is to

stand in the centre of the south side of Holland Park,

Kensington, and a part of the wall of the park, out-

side the footway of the Keusington-road, has been

removed for the purpose.

Bust oi' Lord Dalhousie. — Mr. Hutchison,

R.S.A., is at present engaged on a bust of Lord Dal-

housie, commissioned by the Grand Lodge of Scot-

land, and intended to bo placed in the Edinburgh
Masonic llall.

Memorial or the Late Rev. Dr. Gi.oveu.—
Mr. John Hutchison, liS.A.. has just completed for

the congregation of Grccnside Church a'meinnrial f)f

their late pastor. Dr. Glover. The leading feature

of the monument, which is a mural one, is an oval

medallion in white marble, enclosir g a head of the

late divine, sculptured in high relief. The medallion
rests on a white marble plinth, and that again on a
liroad slab of the same material, which is siqiported

by two corbels. The ilifliculty in cnmpositit)n in-

volved in the placingof an oval in juxtaposition witll

a flat surface is got over by the introduction of two
palm branches. -V background of I'yrcnncan marble
of a pleasing gray colour forms a setting for the

work.

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible fur the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upou the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of worka con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary

business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOE,
SI, TAVISTOOK-STKEET, OOVENT-QAEDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

BECEiVEn.-J. H.—J. J.—C. L. E.—H. N.

J. Cotton.—With view of church.

E. P.—All the numbers containing last series of articles

on "Furniture and Decoration " are in typo.

Tyko. ANn "One Who Has Sdfpered."—In all proba-

bility the articles referred to will bo reprinted in a

handy form.

W. G. E.—We shall be glad to hear from you at any time.

W. H. J.—Suspended.

Comspubcnte.

NEW COURTS OF JU.STICE.

To the Editor of the Building News

The President of the R:>yal Institute of

British Architects presents his compliments to the

Editor of the Building New-s, and begs to state

that he has received a note from G. E. Street, R.A.,

informing him that if any members of the Royal

Institute of British Architects would wish to see the

drawings for the proposed New Law Courts, Mr.

Street will be happy to make arrangements for their

doing so on Saturday, Dec. 23rd, at three o'clock in

the afternoon, at the architect's oBice on the site,

the entrance to which is by a small door in the

hoarding in Carey-street. Any architect presenting

his card at that entrance will be permitted to see

the drawings.

0, Conduit-street, Dec. 1.3th.

CHIPS.
Mr. ,T. T. Nc^-nuin, of Fonchnrch-street, has been

appointed architect to the West Ham School Board.

A new hospital for contagious diseases is to he
erected at Yarmouth, fr(uu jdans by the borough
surveyor. The cost will be about £500.

Sir,—In the interests of justice and fair play,

I would venture to reply to "H.'s" letter in your last

journal. We Englishmen enjoy the choice privilege

of a great freedom of speech upon all subjects, it

matters not what they be ; but by no means does it

follow as an inference that everything said in our

free-speaking country is either strictly true or im-

partially honest.

Your" correspondent's letter is a fair specimen of

the weak arguments which have, up to the present

time, been brought against the work of the chosen

Government architect. By one critic he is accu.sed

of ruining the elevation by variety of design and

outline ; while your correspondent " H." complains

that " only small portions of the front can be seen

at once," and consequently " that the architecture

is not suited to a narrow street at all." Now, it

would appear to me, sir, that these two valuable

criticisms completely militate against each other ;
fo

is it not better in a large building which is princi-

pally seen piecemeal as one walks along the street

to observe a pleasing variety iu the architecture

rather than one monotony of detail?—the case with

so many of our public buildings, and w-hich may
even be urged iu a degree as a fault in our great

Parliament House itself. Looking at the matter iu

a common-sense point of view, a little variety, under

such circumstances, cannot be a grave error for Mr.

Street to have committed, but rather the reverse
;

and we have good precedent for believing that the

genius which pervades work executed by this archi-

tect will also infuse itself into the detail and general

features of this building.

" H.'s" letter is, however, too commonplace in its

tone to need further comment, with the excep-

tion of one paragraph, which is so dishonestly uiitrue

that I h.ive miiuled to take up my jicn for the sole

sake of refuting it. The paragraph I allude to reads

thus, and occurs about the end of the letter, " Let

me ask you to inquire of every architect in the

countrv his opinions of these designs, and I would

venture to say that ninety-nine per cent, would use

language not a whit less condemnatory." For the

honour of our profession I most unhesitatingly deny

that " ninety-nine per cent." of provincial architects

denude their good taste by privately or publicly en-

dorsing this or any other of the remarks iiropouuded

by your correspondent.
"
I will, however, venture to remark about our pro-

fession that there are few men in it who are capable

of fully conceiving the efl'ect of a building from

small mechanical drawings ; let those, therefore, that
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cannot (c.^., your correspondent " H.") hold their

peace upon the merits of the design, and not talk

such rubbish until they are asked for an opinion
;

let them, I -would add, rely rather on the almost un-

equalled precedents of work by the author of this

design for its success in execution.

Lastly, the whole gist of the movement in my
humble opinion is this: Mr. Street is a man who does

not exactly make himself popular in the profession

(I, myself, owe him a grudge about a matter of busi-

uess), and hence arises all the hue and outcry which,

by some individuals, have been raised against his

designs for the Law Courts. For the honour only

of our profession, I trust there will be no miscarriage

of justice by placing the work in other hands. En-
closed is my card.— I am, &c.,

A Provincial Architkct.

Essex, Dec. 9, 1871.

THE POSITION OF THE ARCHITECT.

Sin,—M.ay I ask a little space in your paper to

consider the position an architect holds iu this

countrj' ?

It needs, alas ! but a short time in the profession

to convince any of us that that position is held very

cheaply by the public. Long before Mr. Ayrton

bad frowned upon us, people bad taken our measure

pretty accurately, and set us down certainly no

liiglier than the builder, and very much Iteneath

the engineer. A friend of mine on asking, not long

since, whose a certain church he pointed out was.

had the builder's name given him ; and this is no

very uncommon occurrence. The question, there-

fore, I have asked myself is : Why are we thus

slighted and ignored ? The common answer is,

*' There are are too many of us," and that to get a

living many are compelled to tout and advertise for

practice. Now it is quite true that there are too

anany of lis (no wonder, when any one can call him-

self an architect) ; but that alone will not account for

the coolness of the public towards us. We must look

deeper for the reasons, and these are, I think, to

be found—first, iu the indifference of the masses to

fine art, and especially architecture ; second, in

architects themselves preferring to design " pretty
"

buildings to making them useful ; in other words,

studying their own wishes rather than their clients*

interests ; and third, in the long bill of extras that

usually accompanies the final settling of accounts

for any works.

I will take these reasons in their proper order,

and consider first the indifference of the mass of

Englishmen to the fine arts. Of course I do not in-

clude in the term '' the mass of Englislimen " that

small minority of the upper classes who appreciate

good architecture and good painting when the}' see

them ; it is tlie large middle class to whom I refer.

In proof of the indifference I have spoken of, just

cast 3'our eyes backwards a few years to that utter

failure, the Architectural Exhibition. AVith the ex-

ception of the opening meetings, there were rarely

half a dozen persons in the rooms at a time, and

these few professional men. What a depressing

effect it had upon the spirits to hear one's almost

solitary footfall in the rooms as he glanced at the

drawings, catalogue in hand; what a "got-no-work-

to-do " look the miserable attendant had ! If we
turn to the Iloyal Academy Exhibitions, who but

professional men and their relations ever look at the

architectural part of it ? I quite admit no mere

architectural drawing can hope to compete with the

beautiful paintings in other parts of the building,

but I maintain there is not even a parting glance

bestowed upon '' our " work. If lowlived at at all, it

is the "colourist" who takes the little favour the

public have to bestow. Of what use is it to fret

and fume because the hanging committee consign

our productions to some side room or passage, when
we are too painfully conscious that nine men out

of ten will endorse their action ? Again, in the

House of Commons, how jealously every vote for

public works is scanned. Not alone by the present

Government are they reduced to the lowest possible

figure, but past Governments have preceded them
to some extent in the same course, althoagh their

Chief Commissioners of Works have shown them-
selves less off-hand and sarcastic than the present

holder of the office. Still, I am inclined to think

that they correctly interpret public opinion. Na-
tional buildings are very uninteresting, as buildings,

to the greater number of us. They are visited as

a matter of course, because we like to say we have

seen them ; but if we begin to criticise, ten to one

it is the size of them, not their intrinsic merit, that

striltes us. Nor do I think that the love of church

restoration, just now so common, can be urged

against what I have said. A revival of religious

feeling has quite as much or more to do with these

restorations as the love of restoration for itself.

My second reason for our being so lightly esteemed

lies with ourselves, and it is well to look the matter

in the face. How many of us think infinitely more

of designing a pretty building to making it suitable

and useful ? This is the charge so often laid at our

doors, and so frequently true. Take the case of

many of our suburban villas, often badly planned

and arranged, with lots of fu^;sy little contrivances

of no value whatever, absorbing, with the outside

ornament, the money that sliould be spent in making
larger rooms and in better work. I have visited

some of these abodes of bliss, and more uncomfort-

able jdaces I never entered. I candidh- admit that

many a builder's house, where no architect has been

enjployed, has pleased me better. I think, too, we
architects are ignorant of, or indifferent to, our

national characteristic, " utility." AVhy shut our

eyes to the fact that the public don't, as a body, care

for the artistic part of their houses ? If they employ

us at all, it is to save their pockets and give them

useful luldings, not for us to design them a hand-

some fai;ade. Build them a house, and which will

you hear most of, the handsome facade or a " smoky
chimnej' " if there should happen to be one? Com-
fort, and not art, is their first consideration in a house

;

and we should do well to lay this to heart. Some
of the best planned houses I have known have been

by men who were never brought up as architects at

all, but who chose to call themselves so. With

them, in most cases, utility was everything, and the

result was their clients were satisfied. I make no

defence of their architecture—it was bad enough in

all conscience—but this was a secondary considera-

tion with their employers. These self-styled archi-

tects have another point in their favour—as a rule,

they have few extras ; and this brings me to my
third reason.

Who does not remember the long face his client

has pulled at the bill of extras presented to him at

the final settlement of accounts? He has been de-

luding himself all along with tlie idea that the con-

tract price is all he had to make provision for, and

is sorely perplexed with this supplementary estimate.

In many cases these extras occasion serious inconve-

nience to the client, and some reproaches to the

architect. Not that the fault is alwa3's on the side

of the latter. Quite as often the client has only

himself to blame, since by altering the plans, &c.,

after they have been signed the extra expense has

been incurred. Still the fact remains that very few

buildings are completed without some extras of the

architect's own ordering, and generally due to his

own want of forethought or incomplete specification.

Most of us make some provision for unforeseen contin-

gencies ; but from the desu-e to keep the original esti-

mate as low as possible, that provision is rarely

enough. I don't exaggerate the importance of this

point. I have heard it said over and over again by
persons intending to build, " I don't employ an

arcliitect because I am afraid of the extras." They
prefer to employ a builder, who engages to do their

work for a lump sum.

I fear, sir, I have trespassed too largely upon your

space, and that m}' indictment of architects may
seem somewhat severe. We are not answerable for

the public want of taste for architecture, but we are

for the want of confidence in us as regards studying

their wishes and pockets. There are some few in

the profession who have such undoubted talent that

my remarks as to the general indifference to their

work will not apply ; and there are, of course, some

such good men of business who are so careful of

their clients' interests that to them the charge of

badly-planned houses and long bills of extras would

be unjust. It is for the mnjorit}' of us to take care

that there shall be no ground in future for these

latter charges being made against us. If we set our

houses iu order in this respect. I think we may ex-

pect some return of confidence in us, and not subject

ourselves to invitation to compete for churches, Ac,

where " no plans will necessarily be accepted," and

where the committee are so sure of getting some

plans that they won't offer even a premium.—I am,

&c., Critic.

NEW BUILDING ACT.

Sir,—I observe in the papers that a new Building

Act is to be brought forward in the next Session.

Probalilv it will be the same as that prepared by Sir

Wm. Tite, Mr. Bentinck, and Mr. Bowring in the

spring of 1870. I have a copy of that bill now
before me. It is a consolidation bill, and numbers

seventy pages. There is not a great deal tliat is

new in it, but as a consolidation of building and

management Acts it is to be welcomed.

Under the head of " Light and Ventilation " it

provides thai buildings may, under conditions, be

brought fiirward to any extent, provided they do not

extend beyond a line at 45 degrees with the front

boundary of the adjoining building. The word
horizontally should be inserted to the 45 degrees,

or there would be an obscurity here.

In any new Act I think it would be a fine oppor-

tunity to make some provision about ancient lights,

and the most equitable way to settle that question

would be to draw a great distinction between build-

ings in the suburbs or almost rural parts, and those

in the City. When Sir Wm. Tite & Co. built the

East India Chambers, a person on the opposite side

the way (40ft. across) actually brought an action

to prevent the new chambers being carried, perhaps,

some 10ft. higher than the old squat building they

replaced. Now the new chambers are not of unusual

height, and it appears to me such an instance of

straining for ancient lights should not be allowed.

Had Leadenhall-street been only 15ft. or 18ft. wide,

like so many City lanes, the claim would have been

fair and reasonable. Within the City of London it

would simplify matters very much if no claim for

ancient light were allowed where a line of 45 degrees

upwards could be drawn free of obstruction from

the ciU of the lowest window. On the other hand,

let no new building in a narrow lane be allowed to

be carried up to a height as is now done every day

of perhaps UOft. in a street not wider than many a

gentleman's dining-room.

I observe a wholesome restriction which limits

the height of new houses to 60ft. from ground to

eaves where the street is under 40ft. wide, and I

submit that it might safely be further lessened-

There is very little use or money return for the top

floors of excessively lofty houses—every man of

business knows that in the City and West End the

chief rent is from the ground floor and the first

floor
; the second floor falls off very much, the third

floor still more so, and the fourth floor is almost

valueless, except for housekeeper or store rooms.

Now a house of this number of floors above ground

would generally be rather less than 60ft., or if the

top floor were attics, about 50ft. to the coping of

parapet. Where a street is of the width of Portland-

l)lace or Queen Victoria-street, the height of houses

in it is not very material. With old streets less

than 25ft. wide, of which there are scores in the

City, some special and careful legislation would seem

advisable on the ground of light, air, health, and the

risk of fires spreading.—I am, &c.,

H. Y. P.

INCORPORATION OF ANCIENT MASONRT
IN NEW BUILDINGS.

Sir,—Allow me to draw attention to this common
mistake, made in some cases, no doubt, with a view

to preservation, but in almost all instances much
better avoided. An illustration in my own neigh-

bourhood will serve as an example of the mischief

sometimes done. Coomb, or Combe Abbey, one of

the seats of the Earl of Craven, formerly a house of

the Cistercians, converted into a mansion by Lord

Harrington, and where the Princess Elizabeth,

daughter of James I., was at one time a temporary

resident, previous to her marriage with the Elector

Palatine of Bohemia, has beeu subjected to the

process I complain of. It has been determined by its

]iossessor to rebuild this mansion, and in so doing to

incorporate with it the old Norman arcaile in the

eastern cloister, which appears to have been the

entrance to the chapter-house : the mouldings, pillars,

and arches have been scraped and t^o'ed, new pieces

inserted, and all traces of their antiquity irretrievably

gone. How much better would it have been to have

removed all that was comparatively modern, leaving

the fragments of the original abbey standing, placing

the new buildings at a little distance on a better site,

and allowing the remains of the abbey to become

(which it would have done in due course of time) a

picturesque ruin iu the grounds. This arrangement

would have served a good archajological purpose,

besides adding a feature to Combe which it does not

now possess. Amalgamated as they are with the new

works, their identity and association with their

original purpose are entirely lost, and only those who

knew the fragments could pick them out from among

the renewed portions. An equally objectionable

case of mutilation came under my observation a short

time ago ; in this instance iu connection with an eccle-

siastical building. The parish church of Armitage,

in Staffordshire, has been recently rebuilt. Here was

a fine Norman south doorway, the ornaments of

which were extremely grotesque and singular.

Instead of retaining the old doorway as such, they

have imitated it, and some of the stones belonging to

it have been stuck into an iron framework as a

churchyard cross; the swelling of the metal by

corrosion has done more damage to the carved work

in a year or two than the weather and neglect in

their old position did in six or seven centuries, and

when I saw them they had all toppled over together,
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and were split in ail directions. I am of opinion

that tke interests of architecture and archieolotjy

would have been better served by the recoiistructioti

of the original arch, even thouj;h defaced, tlian tlie n--

production of the old in a new material. The desir-

ability for church restoration is p-eat, I ailmit, Imt

the mischief attending it, through the ignorance of

builders and architects, is sometimes irreparable.—

I

am, &c., Vlvtob.

SCHOOL PL.\NS.

Sir,—On reading the letter of " An Architect " in

your last week's number, the thoujjht nrose in my
mind that the interests of school building and the

efficiency of such erections for the purposes for

which tliey are intended would not suffer if school-

masters themselves were a little more consulted than

they are. And this should be specially bnrnc in

mind just now. when we arc likely to require a

large accession in the number of school-rooms. The
matter of arrangement is generally settled between

the architect and the trustees or committee, aided

largely, no doubt, at times, by some such a

"practical man" as your leader ably describes, and

between them a group of school buildings is often a

complete muddle, requiring expensive .subsequent

alterations to render them suitable to their purpose.

Of course, an architect's reputation is partly

dependent on presenting a pleasing elevation. Tliis

may be safely entrusted to him. but the efficient

working of the school depends greatly on its arrange-

ment and fittings, and in this matter I contend the

teacher's opinion might, wit!i advantage, be sought.

In the town wherein I reside we have a number

of schools, but (judged from the standard of fitness

for their purpose) scarcely a good one among them.

Some are entirely wanting in class-rooms, others

have only brick floors, while badly-arranged windows

and imperfect warming and ventilation are common.
Two of them have been sacrificed (so far as to their

utility as schools) by attaching chapels of ease to

them, the schools, which were nominally the primary

objects of the building, being really the secondary

ones. Perhaps the suggestion I liave thrown out

may in some quarters be uot deemed uuimpnrtant.

—

r am, &c., Verit.\s.

[School-planning is most important at the present

time, and we should be glad to hear opinions and

suggestions from correspondents upon the subject.

—

Ed.]

NEW LAW COURTS.

Sir,—After long^ waiting and groat expectations by
ih(* public, a contemporary of yours has at last dis-

covered a geutleman who comes forward as champion
of Mr. Street's latest desi.eus for the Law Courts, and
it is fortunate that it is so. because the public are thereby

made acquainted with tlie reasons adduced for the

designs being carried into execution. I look upon the

articles which you published while the designs were
carefully kei)t secret more to show an anxiety to see

the matter settled once for all. than that the designs

are by any means the very best which the country can
produce. I .apprehend, however, that the tenor and
fulsomencs? of these comments will defeat the object

you had in view rather than inspire confidence and
approval in the minds of professional gentlemen or
the pulilic to the extent as appears to liave had pos-

S4>s9ion of the writer thereof. There is a marked
difference between the articles you have lately pub-
lished, and your really masterly criticisms of the origi-

nal competition desijfns, which few of your readers will

fail to notice. That a change should have crept over
the spirit of the dream durinfr the last five years is

quite natural, for you am not alouo in an anxious
desire to see some definite settlement arrived at. But
as these buildinps are intenderl to last for apes, tlie

profession and the public would rather wait twice
five years than perju'tuute to ^'cnenitioiis unborn the

most important and fre<]ueiited luiildiuK in the

country, which nii;-'ht lie unworthy its oljjectortho
period of history that gave it birth.

Hy the chamiiion referred to the adverse critics are

termed " clauiounTS." This is true only so long as we
read it in the lip:lit of calling for better desi^nis and
nobler architecture than Mr. Street has yet shadowed
forth, hut in the manner advanced by the person
referred to it is simply a false representation of their

motive. So far as I am able to judpe. there is no
dejiire in the profession for the removal of Mr. Street

—

on the contrary ; but we rjo want him to pive us some-
thing better than he has done. These buildinps are so

important, and so niuf'h expectation has been raised

thereon, that their final result will advance or r-tard

the position of the profession a generation. If criti-

cism on tliese works is to be stithd simply at the dic-

tate of a I*re«iih'nt of the Institute, or beciiuse it may
be distasteful to a few, we might as well surrender at

once all liberty of opinion, convielimi, an<l expression,

in which case the profession at large would very soon
come to the dogs. Free and purely-intentioned criti-

cism is the healthiest and most effective prompter
wliioh we possess.

We will pa.«s over the very hiboursome attempts to

invr-nt phrases to justify the dtsslgns, because the con-

cluding i)aragraph is Ihe key aud essence of all his

previous arguments. *' It is only by the actual courts

of law that we are at all impressed ; and it is. there-

fore, to thom alone that we should look for effect. I

am glad," he goes on to say. " that Mr. Street has

ehos<*ii rather to rely on real poetry of idea and ar-

rangement than on mere tricky effect ; a kind of vulgar

advertiS' ment that is sure to disgust as soon as the

novelty is worn off and the artifice discovered, reniincl-

ing one for all the world of a Kichardsonian theatre,

with all the performers in full costume standing in

front."

One might almost fancy that such an utterance was
intended for sarcastic condemnation, for it is really

true and correct of some portions of the design, espe-

cially about the Central Hall. It certainly is damning
them with tlie faintest praise. As a matter of fact,

the outside buildings are the mere shells to the kernels,

for the courts are arranged inside, whi-re, according to

the above, "the noble effects, poetry of idea. Ac."
should be hidden away, and the outside left bare and
naked as a barn! lias it, after si.^ years" toil and
anxiety, come to this at last ? We can only express

our astonishment tliat any friends or admirers of Mr.

Street should put forth such arguments. The truth is

that the principal portion of the front for a length of

one hundred and forty feet is a mere tricky artifice

and invention, " which is sure to disgust as soon as

the novelty is worn off." The natural arrangement

of the rooms appears from Mr. Street's statement

to have given place to effect and artifice, for tlii'C'en-

tral Hall is so illcouceivedand badly proportioned with

the adjoining faeades that it is properly enough kept

back almost out of sight, and in its place a broken-up

parapet on a wall six feet thick is made to do duty.

This portion of the building is supposed to be of more
imjiortance than that to the east, yet it is not only a

story lower, but full from end to end " of tricks and
artificer, which are sure to disgust as soon as the

novelty is worn off.'' H.

silicate of soda was that the heat warped and cracked
the moulded articles, and straight lines or true form
could never be depended on in the kiln-bumed
articles. This mode of manufacture was abandoned
more than twenty years since. Not having
seen any of the variegated ornamental bricks
recommended by -'Jack," I cannot judge of their

quality or fitness for use in architectural ilecorations

;

but I have seen the imitations of granite and marbles
of various kinds that are made by the Kansome Stone
Company at East Greenwich. The basis of these pro-
ductions is silica, and they are certainly, as it seems to
me, better fitted by their appearance and actual tex-
ture, for association in architectural edifices vfith real

rock of other kinds than argillaceous material, however
treated.—I am, &c„ Samson Chip.

Intertommanitatiau.

QUESTIO^''S.

[2404.]—Land Surveying. — Will some one
through the int»rcommunication column of thisjonmal
inform me of the best and cheapest work on land sur-

veying at the present day ?—J. P.

[2405.]—Projection of Shadows.—I shall be
glad to be recommended a cheap and concise treatise

on the projection of shadows.—A. G.

[2406.]—The Centrolinead. — Can any kind
reader supply me with the rule for applying the cen-

trolinead, and also the best paper, pens, aud ink for

etching ?—II. B.

ASrnAXTE FOK STREET PAVEMEXTS.

Sir.—I have read with great interest your articles,

or rather Mr. Haywood's elaborate report, on the use of

asphalte for street pavements. Though 5Ir. Haywood
is, to all appearances, impartial in his observations on
the advantages and disadvantages of asphalte, and no
doubt conscientious in all he says, still I think he has

under-estimated the disadvantages of this material

when used as pavement for streets. Mr. Haywood, for

instance, mentions the number of horses that fall in a

given time on granite and asphalte, but he does not
mention two circumstances: one is the difiieulty of

horses rising up when they have once fallen down on
asphalte, and the other the number of horses that

slip without falling. A short time since, when in the

Gower-mews, near Bedford-scpiare, 1 happened to see

a very fine horse, and I passed a remark on it to the

owner of the stables, and said what a fine horse it

was. "Yes,'' he said; "itisa very fine horse, but it is in-

jured for life, and almost worthless." I asked why, and he

said it got "ricked" while passing over asphalte. It

appears the horse did not fall, but its legs sliiip'^d away
from each other, aud so sprained the tendons of one

of its legs as to incapacitate it for work. I was also

informed that horses are known frequently to slip in

this way and to injure themselves. Here, then, is an

item, and a most important one, too, which should

be considered when speaking of the disadvantages of

asphalte. I have no interest in the matter one way or

the other, and I should rejoice if asphalte were found

superior to granite or any other paving material. My
only desire in writing you this is that all the facts of

the case should be fairly considered.— I am, &c.,

A Man in the Streets.

liEPLIES.
[2371.]—Patches on Drawings.—If *'M. R."

will wash the spots over with a little oxgall, he will

find the paper will take the crayon or i)eucil as may
be wanted. If the grease has got into the paper, the

use of the knife and the razor will be of no good.

—

L. P. D.

[2375.]—"Wrought Iron Ties.—In reply to your
correspondent " Rust," I would observe that both the

iron and the oil should be hot, although the tempera-

ture of the latter is not of any material consequence.

—

B. Z.

[2377.] _Cross-Sta£fhead.—The use of this sur-

veying instrument has long since exploded. It would
never be trusted to take angles in the way " J. H."
supposes. For laying off perpendicular offsets the

optical square is now universally used, aud for other

angles, when the range is small, the pocket -sextant or

prismatic compass. It is not to be wondered at that
" J. H." should be unable to find a description of the

instrument he mentions. No text-book would ever

illustrate such a crude method of taking angles.—T. C.

ORNAMENTAL BRICKS.

Sin.—The letter of "Jack of All Trades" on the

above subject is interesting; but. not intending dis-

respect, I hope to be pardoned if I pronounce it

more pretty than practical. It is not suflieiently

explicit as to either results or proeess. When a

grainer. with very exalted notions of the capabilities

of his craft, operates upon the door even of a low-

rented house, " built to .'iell," although he may beat

Nature into fits by his dandified oak, we know what
he intends that we should take it for ; so also with his

sp'endid imitations of marble in the mantelpieces;

tiui veining or mottling may be richer than was ever

seen in the real article, but he usually has one
species or another in view during his too skilful per-

formance. Now as to results from these clay mix-
tures ; it seems altogether uncertain what particular

kinds of marble or rock the "fat yellow." tin* "line

fat deep blue." and other sorts of coloured clay may
be combined to imitate successfully. But it may be
admitted that the product may be very sightly and ser-

viceable, although not an imitation of any known
rock—a building material siii peneris. As regarils pro-

cess there is no mention of burning, but it may be
assumed that this ornamental or variegated terra-cotta,

for "columns, capitals, bases." &c., would be burned in

the ordinary way. " .lack" mentions " silicate of soda,"

to be used as a varnish. I presume. This is really a salt, the

permanency and unchanging character of which is not to

be nlied on, especially in exposed situations. The
mention of heat and of silicate of soda reminds one of

Mr. Frederick Kansonie's early processes in the manu-
facture of artificial stone. To fix the silicate of lime,

the stones were burned in a kiln, and the effect

of the superheating was that the siltcjite attracted

more silica, and became changed into a species of

glass. The fatal defect of this method of iixing the

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
3MATTERS.

Ne'nstort (Iitonmonthsbire).—The Newport and
Pillgwenlly Water Works Company will applyto
Parliament next session for powers to obtain an in-

creased supply of water. The spot from which the

company hopes to obtain this increased supply is in

the neighbourhood of Risca. By the company's

proposed new arrangements the water supply of

Nc\vport will bo secured by gravitation.

Thetforp.—The Thetford Local Board has ap-

proved of the plans submitted by Messrs. Whittaker

A Parret, eugijieers, for the disposal i>f the sewage

of the town, and, with certain modifications, thoso

plans will be carried out.

STAINED GLASS.
THaidenhE-VD.—The north chancel window of S.

Luke's Church, Maidenhead, has been tilled with

stained glass. The window is divided into two
lights, one of them containing " The Agony in the

(Tarden." Tho second light is occupied by the

figure of "The Good Shepherd" carrying a lamb,

while other sheep are at tho Saviour's feet, drinking

(if the "Water of life." The window has been

executed by Messrs. O'Connor, of Loudon.

KiLMAUXOCK.—A series of twenty-four stained

glass windows is being executed by Messrs.

"W. k J. J. Kier, of Glasgow, for the High Church,

Kilmarnock. The last of the number is presently

4»n view in their show-rooms. Its subject is in-

tended to illustrate tho New Testament doctrine of

tho common participation of " all nations and

tribes " of mankind in the benefits of Christianity,

being a representation of "Om* Lord" surrounded

by t>-pes of the Asiatic, European, African, and

American races, all regarding him with looks of

mingled reverence and admiration. The stylo is of

the fifteenth century. It may be mentioned that

Messrs. Kier's fatlier was tiw craftsman who in-

serted the famous Munich glass iuto the windows

of Glasgow Cathedral.

The now lUmsdcn dock at Barrow-in-FnrnesB

will bo 200 acres in exU-nt, and will bo 3ft. deeper

than any duck on the west coast.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
liREACH OF Contract.—Bryant v. Lay.—This

was .inaction in the Conrt of Queen's Bench, on

Monday, before Mr. Justice Mellor and a special jmy,
for an alleged breach of contract into which the

plaintiff, who was an engineer, liad entered at the

request of the defendant, who was at the time the

a*ent of the Japanese Government in this country.

The plaintiff was to be employed as assistant eutri-

neer in the ccustiiiction of a railway from Yeddo to

Yokohama, and the question was one purely of lia-

bility—viz., whetlier the defendant was personally

liable for the alleged breach of the Japanese Govern-
ment. The jury ultimately returned a verdict for

the plaintiff.

Action for Injury to aBuilding.—Atthe Court
of Record, Manchester, on Monday week, beforoMr. J.

Kay, Q.C., an action—Lawrence and another v. Con-
nelly—was brought for the sum of £50 damages for

injuries done to a house at Chcetham-hill. The defen-

dant was the owner of a house at Gheetham-hill, and
lie had upon it a cottage which adjoined some pi"o-

perty belonging to the plaintiff. With the view of

improvement with respect to defendant's property,

ho razed the cottage, and erected two buildings upon
the land. In getting out the foundations it appeared
that, although undeipinuing was resorted to

as an exercise of care, the excavatiojis, or under-
settings, were carried so low that a consequent
subsidence of the plaintiff's walls followed, pro-
ducing injuries to his house by ceiling cracking,
disturbance of plastering work, damage to brick-
work, and fall of floors. Witnesses were called on
behalf of the plaintiff, whose evidence went to show
that it would require £100 to put it in a teuantablo
condition. It was admitted on the pai-t of the de-
fendant that he was to blame, and that he ought to

pay sometliing, and the question was the amount of

compensation to be made. The judge said if the
jury believed the evidence given by the plaintiff's

witnesses, they would agree that damage had been
done to the extent of at least £90, l>ut in that court
hey could not award more than £.'»0. The jury ro-
iinied a verdict for the plaintiff—damages, £25.

An M.P. Charged with Pulling an Archi-
tect's Nose.—On Friday week the Leeds Borough
Police Court was densely crowded, the attraction
being that Alderman Carter, one of the members of
Parliament for the borough, was charged with as-
saulting Mr. Mallinson, architect, of Leeds and
Dewsbuiy, and Mr. J. K. Rowbotham, oil merchant,
Leeds, at tlie recent Dilke meeting in that town.
Alderman Carter was chairman of the meeting. The
meeting was a ticket one, and the Conservative party
issued and distributed a number of false vouchers.
It was in preventing the admission of persons hold-
ing these false tickets that, the alleged assaults took
place. It appeared that Mr. Mallinson was with Mr.
Eowbotham and another gentleman in the corridor
during the disturbance, and he stated that Mr. Carter
first pushed him back and then tweaked him by the
nose, afterwards saying, '' Oh ! I beg your pardon ; I

did not mean it for you. I am sorry." Mr. Mallin-
son said he had a proper ticket. For the defence,
it appeared that Mr. Kowbotham was the obnoxious
person whom the promoters of the meeting desired
to eject, and that the striking of Mr. Mallinson was
accidental, there being great distm-bance and great
excitement. Mr. Bruce (the Stipendiary) said that
if Mr. Carter had attempted to strike Mr. Mallinson,
then he shoiild have said it was an assault ; but in
this case Mr. Carter was only preventing persons
from entering tlic hiill wlio ht-ld forged tickets. He
consequently thought that in tliis partinularinstance
he was justitied in dismissing the summons, on the
ground that the assault was of such a trifling cha-
racter that it did not deserve any punishment. Mr.
Granger then stated that after tliat intimation from
the magistrate he should withdi'aw the other infor-
matioms connected with the case.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
The CoNSEiivATiVE Land Society.—The nine-

teenth annual meeting of members was held at the
society's olficcs, Norfulk-street, Strand, on Tuesday
afternoon, the chair being occupied by Colomjl
Brownlow Knox, owing to the temporary indisposi-
tion of Lord Ranelagh, who, however, was able to be
present. The report of the executive committee aud
state^ment of accounts showed a total of cashreceipts
for the year ending Michaelmas hist amounting to
£130,014, and for the period from the commence-
ment of the society to the same date the sum of
£1,719..S73. whilst the shares ^Bsued during the year
numbered 1.71G, and the total from the conimenco-
ment 3(5,472. The building advances during the
year were i'.'fl,500 133. 3d., against £69.241 15s. Gd.
last year, endencing, as the report observed, the
caution of the board in this important element of
business. The reserve or surplus fundremainsas last

year, £10,500, exclusive of office premises and furni-
ture account, estimated at £2,348. The withdrawals
iiuder the rules since the formation of the society to
Michaelmas amount to £441,0y4 17s. ; and the com-
mittee were enabled, after leaving the reserve or sur-
plus fund at £10,500, to provide for the interest at
X5 per cent, per annum ou shares (completed or paid

a year in advance), andfor the interest of£4 per cent,

per annum in deposit department ; also to add £5 per
cent, to the accounts of members, in their pass books
holding uncompleted invested shares not in arrear,

in respect of which no interest warrants have been
issued. Every pajTnent, therefore, on the sliares on
the register of members, at the present annual meet-
ing, not being in arreai*, will thus realise £5 per cent.

per annum for the year ending the 30th September,
1871. The rate of interest on shares (completed)
and those in progress (paid a year in advance) re-

mains for the present at £5 per cent, per annimi, and
the interest on deposit (that is, for investors not mem-
bers of the society) remains at £4 per cent, per an-
num, payable half-yearly.

Southmolton.—The annual meeting for the elec-

tion of officers and the transaction of usual business
of the Southmolton Freehold Land Society was held
on Monday week. It has been established for ten

years : and the report showed the receipts from mem-
bers' subscriptions, fines, bankers' balance, and other-

wise, during the past year, to bo £1,084 15s. 8d. ; and
payments by advances on mortgage, on savings

bank account, secretary's salary, bankers' balance,

and otherwise, to a like sum. It appeared that dur-

ing the past year twenty-seven new shares had been
taken up, and that £485 18s. (id. had been advanced
to members on mortgage and on savings bank ac-

count. The directors had pleasure in declaring a
dividend of £5 per cent, on each member's balance,

aud congratulated the members on the greatly-im-

proved position of the society, shown by the fact that

the whole of the money representing the shares of

subscribing members had been absorbed by the sxims

advanced on mortgage.

§m Ma (Imlt

Ar.cniTECTURAL Art Classes.—A lecture will be

delivered by Mr. J. P. Seddon, at the Architectural

Museum, Tufton-street, Dean's-yard, Westminster,

on Saturday afternoon, the lOfh iu.st. at 3 o'clock;

ou "The Conventional Treatment of Ornament of

the Early English Period." This lecture is the first

of a short series proposed to be delivered on ''Archi-

tectural Ornament aud Sculpture," and will be free

to members of the Institute and Association ; aud to

all architectural students upon payment of 6d. for

entrance to the museum.

Increasing Scarcity of Oak Timber.—Ac-
cording to a recent return, oak timber is rapidly dis-

appearing from Europe. In France, since 18(j9, no oak
has been felled until full grown, that is, until within

30 years of its probable decay. The consumption of

oak timber in France has doubled during the last

fifty years. In 1866, £10,000,000 worth v/as con-

sumed, of which £500,000 worth was imported,

against £5,000,000 worth consumed in 1820, of

which £400,000 worth was imported. France re-

quit es every year 15,000,000 cubic feet of oak tim-

ber for wine casks, 600,000 for her fleet, 150,000
for railway cars, and 750,000 for buildiog purposes.

In 1826, the total value of imported staves was
£800,000 ; to-day the total value is £5,000,000. A
similar increase of the importation of oak for the

next thirty years would probably double the price.

France, after losing Alsace and Lorraine, contains

135,000,000 acres, of which 20,000,000 are covered

with forest. In Norway, the Administration of

Forests declares that it is necessary to stop the cut-

ting down of timber. The sameenormouu consump-
tion is going on all over Europe. Holland and Bel-

gium are nearly denuded of timber, and are large im-

porters. North Germany is rich in forest, but within

half a century has begun to cut down young trees.

Austria has sold her forests by auction since rail-

ways have been introduced. Spain and Greece are

almost absolutely woodless.

Public Works in Paris.—The Paris Town
Council is saving 3,000f. a night by lighting only

16,000 of the 24,000 city lamps. lii summer the

councillors hope to save 45,000f. nightly. Paris

was so brilliantly lighted under the Empire, that the

suppression of 8,000 lamps is but a ver}' small hard-

ship. Though the city is saving on one baud, it is

spending considerably on the other. It has already

begun to replace the 15,000 trees destroyed in the Bois
de Boulogne. As the trees to be transplanted are at

least 15 years old and come from Fontainebleau, the

operation is a very expensive one. Oak, elm, and
plane trees are the species adopted.

Professor Huxley and Mj;s. Garrett-andek-
soN ON Ventilation. — Mrs. Garrett-Anderson,

M.D.. in moving at the School Board for a Select

Committee on the Sauitary Arrangements of the

School, said that she wanted fmm' 800 to 1,000

cubic feet of air-space to each child. Her object is

excellent, but her requirements are exaggerated.

Professor Huxley said that, with such requirements

the schoolrooms must be 90ft. high, which shows,
according to the British Medical Journal, that,

great authority as he is in most physiological ques-
tions, he has not studied this one very carefully.

Height above 12ft. to 16ft. cannot be taken into
consideration in estimating cubic an-space for ven-
tilating a room.

The Closing of a City Church.—The church
of S. Mildred's, Poultry, opposite the Mansion-house,
was recently closed for ever. The fiat of the Bishop
of London was read at the last vestry. His lord-

ship deemed it undesirable to hold a closing service,

as the building is almost unsafe. For many years
few attended the services, and of late it was always
doubtful whether the canonical number of three

hearers would be present. Scarcely a dozen people

sleep in the parish. The Vestry Clerk stated that

on his appointment in 1848 every vestryman slept

in the parish, now onl}' one; such is the altered

state of society. The valuable site of 4,000ft. or

5,000ft. is now for sale by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners. A part of the proceeds will be appropriated

to erect a church in S. Paul's, Clerkenwell, with

8,000 souls, where the Kev. A. Styleman Herring
acts as incumbent. About l,OO0ft. has been bought
(for a nominal sum) by the Commissioners of Sewers

to enlarge the road and footways. The scheme has

been eight years in perfecting.

Ravenna.—If we seek through the world for a

city which is absolutely unique in its character and
interest (says the Saturday Revlcio), we shall find

it at Ravenna. It is a city in which, as soon as we
set foot, we at once find ourselves among the me-
morials of an age which has left hardly any memorials

elsewhere. The sea which once gave Ravenna its

greatness has fallen back aud left the once imperial

city like a wreck in the wilderness. In the like

sort the memory of an age strange, if not glorious,

full of great changes if not of great deeds, has

passed away from other spots without leaving

any visible memorial ; at Ravenna the memorials of

that age are well nigh all that is left. It is well

that such a strange corner of history should still

abide as a living thing in one forsaken corner of

Europe. It is well that there should be one spot from

which the monuments of heathen Rome and of Medi-

Si\ al Christendom are alike absent, and where every

relic breathes of the strange and almost forgotten

time which comes between the two. At Ravenna
the amphitheatre of Verona and the Cathedral of

Milan, nay, even the more venerable temple which
covers the bones of Ambrose, would alike be out

of place. We walk its streets, and we feel glad that

we do not walk among the stately arcades of Padua
aud Bologna, that our eye is not met by such

memories of municipal freedom as we see at Pistoia

and Piacenza, or by such frowning relics of signorial

and ducal rule as seem still to keep their grasp on
Milan and Verona.

Plastering.—CljVSs of Construction, Archi-
tectural Association.—At the meeting of this

class on Friday next, the 22iid inst., the subject to

be treated of is ''Plastering." The following are

the questions to be worked oiit by the members:

—

1. Explain the term "stucco," "rough stucco," and
"rough cast." What is meant by "coarse," "fine,"

aud " gauged" stuff ? 2. Give a detailed descrip-

tion of what you consider the best method of form-

ing a plaster ceiling. 3. "Wliat is the value of 100

yards superficial of lath plaster float set aud twice

white? Give in detail the labour and materials

required. 4. What are carton-pierre aud papier-

mache? How are ornaments formed in each, and
what advantage is gained by their use ? 5. AVhat

ib' Parian cement ? Give its principal uses. 0'. How
should a surface be finished when intended for oil or

distemper decoration ? 7. Fully describe any
methods of treating plaster ornamentally with which

you are acquainted, with the manipulation of the

materials.

The Proposed Soudan Railway.—The staff of

engineers sent out by Mr. Fowler, on behalf of the

Government of Egypt, to survey and lay out the

proposed Soudan railway, have already commenced
operations on the whole length of the line between,

the Second Cataract and Khartoum. The staff,

which consists of twenty experienced English sur-

veyors, an English surgeon, and numerous native

assistants, are all in excellent health, and speak

highly of the arrangements of the Egyptian Govern-
ment in carrying out Mr. Fowler's programme for

their progress and work.

Reclamation of Land from the Estuary of
THE Tees.—Tees side seems destined to become a
great place. Sinc^ the discovery of ironstone in the

Cleveland Hills, and the erection of blast furnaces to

convert it into pigs, the growth of the district has

been trulv marvellous. The Tees Gouservaucv
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Commissioners, besides deepening; the river, have re-

claimed hundreds of acres of land in the estuary of
the Tees. During last week two arbitrators wore
sitting at Stockton taking evidence, in order that they
might decide what price the owners of the foreshore
ought to pay for any part of tliis reclaimed land,

they having under the Commissioners' Act of I'arlia-

ment the first chance of purch.ase. l>oubtic5s when
this question is settled the laud will soon be utilised.

The New Law Coi-uts.—" A Fellow of the
Royal Institute of British Architects " writes to the

Standard as follows:—"In reply to the numer<»us
and just animadversions whicli have recently a|i-

peared in tlie public journals on the design for the

above last prepared by Mr. Street, its advocates urge
that, as it has been formally accepted by the Ofiice

of Works, Mr. Street cannot be interfered with, un-
less by a special Act of Parliament. That this

defence is as untrue as it is Tingracious must be
evident on referring to the jirinted * Memorandum
of the Terms of Appointment of Architects for

Public Buildings,' issued by the Oilice of Works
about a year ago, and by which Mr. Street's employ-
ment is governed. The document (Clause 'J) pro-
vides that, ' if the Commis.sioners or Government
should abandon the intention of erecting the proposed
building, the architect should be entitled to a sum to

be fixed beforehand, and to the return of his sketch."
Also (Clause ll'), 'If after the working drawings
er.mplete for the execution of the entire wurk have
been made, the Commissioners shoulcl fail to invite

tenders, or make a contract and proceed with works,
the architect shall be entitled to be paid a fixed .sum,'

&c., as before. There is also a general arbitration

clause."

Proposed New Railway J^I^^TIONS in the
Metropous.—The London and South Western
Railway Comp:-ny intend applying fur power in the
ensuing session to effect a junction between their line

and that of the London, Chatham, and Dover Rail-
way Company by means of a short line from the
Waterloo Station to the Bl.ickfri.irs Station of the
latter company. The Metropolitan District Com-
pany propose an extension of their line to that of
the South Western Company at Barnes. The rail-

way is prttp'tseil to commence by a junction wilh
the West Brompton line near the Warwick-road,
and to pass In- a bridge over the Thames through
Wandsworth and Putne_v to the Barnes up-station
of the South Western line. It is proposed to utilise

the railway bridge !is a foot bridge for passengers,
tolls being levied. Another .scheme in the same
direction is proposed under the title of the Metropolitan
and Wimbledon Railway. The line is to leave the
Metropolitan Railway at West Brompton, and is to

join the London and .South Western Railwav about
400 yards from the Barnes Station. The Wimble-
don branch will leave the first line at Dyer's-lane,
Putney, ami will terminate at the top of High-
street. Roehampton.

RiiAn-PAVixG IS Paris.—A Paris correspondent
s.ays that the substitution of \nacad.am for pitched-
roads is now being actively continued in Paris. The
city, desirous of reilucing the expenses of mainten-
ance, which rise in certain places to IG francs tlie

square metre of paved roadway. ,ire adopting pave-
ment, the maintenance of which costs only 1-75
francs the square metre. It is true that the expenses
of first est.ablishment are much greater for the pave-
ment than fur the macadam, but there exist in store
nearly 20,000,000 of granite sott.s. and these are
being turned to useful and profitable account. Tlie
alteration is being fast effected on those roads where
the repairs are most costly, and it will be continued
according to the decrease in the expenses of main-
tenance, but the macadam will be preservecl on those
roads on which the traffic is light and the wear in
proportion.

The Vaiant Land in the City of London.—
It will be remembered that some time ago the Cor-
poration of London appointed an officer whose duty
it should be to take charge of and endeavour to let

the great quantity of land at present vacant in the
City owing to the various works of improvement
which have been carried out of late years. At the
last meeting of the Court of Commdn Council Mr.
Isaacs asked whether it was true that the Im]irove-
ment Cummittee had resolved, in effect, that it was
not desirable to place any of the vacant land in the
dispo.sition of the Committee in the hands of the oflicer

recently appointed. Mr. Deputy Fry said th.at the
Committee, by a deciiled vole, "h.ad p.i.ssed such a
resolution. May we ask Whv f

Additional Clerks for the Arciiitf.ct of
THE London School Board.—Jlr. C. Reed, M.P.,
moved at the meeting of the Board on AVednesday,
that a clerk of the works be appointed to assist the
architect, at a salary of £i 10s. a week, and that it

be referred to the committee to recommend the name
of one candidate for appointment by the board. Mr.
Hutchins considered that no eflicient help cotdd be
secured for the architect under £:i a week, and made
a motion to that effect. There being no objcctiim to
the suggestion made by Mr. Hutchins. the w..rds
" £3 a week " were substituted for " £> Ills.," and
with this alteration the proposition was agreed to with
dissent. On the motion of Mr. Smith, M.P., it was
further resolved that a writing clerk should be ap-
pointed to a.ssist the architect, at a salary of £80 a
year, and it was referred to the Works Committee to
recommend the name of one candidate for appoint-
ment by the board.

City ok EDiNni:r.oH IiMrnovEiiKNT Trist and
THEir. AiicinTKiT.—At a meeting of the Improve-
ment Trustees held on Tuesday, the Lord Provost
moved the re-appointment of Messrs. Cousin &
Lessels .as architects. Bailie Miller seconded tlie

motion, and stated that during the past year the work
done by their architects, if paid by fees, would have
cost the trustees £910 instead of the sal.ary of £i;00.

H}' continuing tlie some arrangement during the next
year they would s.ive sever.al hundreds of pounds in

connection with Chambers-street and Jeffrey-street.

Bailie Lewis contended that the remuneration was
out of all character with the amount of work re-

quired, and he proposed—" That, in respect that the
duties of the architect are very materiallj' diminished
of late years, it be remitted to the Works Committee
to reconsider the duties and salaries of the architects,

and to report. Bailie Howden seconded the amend-
ment. Sir. Gowans moved that Messrs. Cousin &
Lessels be re-appointed, but that the plans and eleva-

tion of the streets should be left to the architects of

the feuars, but it was decided that such an amend-
ment was incompetent, and must be brought forward
as a substantive motion. (Mr. Gowans subsequently
gave notice of a motion to this effect.) Bailie Lewis's
amendment was carried by 11 to i) votes.

Amiens Cathedral.—It stands in the midst of

the cold, white town, and has a high-shouldered look
to a spectator accustomed to the minsters of England,
which cover a great space of ground in proportion to

their height. The impression the latter give is of

m.agnitude and mass ; this French, cathedral strikes

one as loftj'. The exterior is venerable, though but
little time-worn bj' the action of the atmosphere

;

and statues still keep their places in numerous niches,

almost as perfect as when placed there in the thir-

teenth century. The principal doors are deep,

elaborately-wrought, pointed arches ; and the interior

seemed to us, at the moment, as grand as any that
we had seen, and to afford as vast an idea of included
space; it being of such an airy height, and with no
screen between the chancel and nave, as in all the

English cathedrals. We saw the differences, too,

betwixt a church in which the same form of worship
for which it was originally built is still kept up, and
those of England, where it has been superseded for

centuries
; for here, in the recess of every arch of the

side aisles, beneath each lofty window, there was a
chapel dedicated to some saint and adorned with great
marble sculptures of the Crucifixion, and with
pictures execralily bad in all cases, and various kinds
of gilding and ornamentation. . . There is not
much painted glass—one or two very rich and
beautiful rosewindows, however, tliat looked antique,
and the great eastern window, which I tliink is

modern. — Natha7ticl Hawlliornc's Nutcbook in
France and Italy.

Soi-TH Kensington Mi-seu.m.—With a view to

the completion of the collection of water-colour
paintings illustrating the history of that art, Mr.
William Smith, Vice-President of the National Por-
trait CJallery trustees, has allowed Mr. Redgrave,
R.A., the Inspector-General for Art, to select from his

choice and valuable collection as many rare speci-

mens as in 'Mr. Redgrave's judgiuent ^vould illus-

trate tiie early period of this national art. The
works selected hy Mr. Redgrave have been presented
by Mr. Smith to the nation.

Death of the Owner of the " Ilotsis in
Chancery."—On AVednesdny Miss Reid, of Stam-
ford-street, a rich and eccentric old woman, was
found dead in her chair. She was tenant for life of
a large quantity of Ik. use property in various parts
of London, the utterly ruinous condition of which
was so remarkable that they were popularly known
as ' the haunted iKmses," or the " houses in Chan-
cery." Having quarrelled with her nephew, to whom
it woulil fall in succcssicm. and finding that she
could not, hy will, " cut him off,'' she at once got rid

of tlie tenants and let the property fall into a state
of dil.a|iidation. Such, at least, is the story of the
gossips of Stamford-street.

Liverpool Architectural and Arch.eo-
LooicAL Society.—At a meeting of the members of

this local society, held on Wednesday evening in the
Royal Institution, Colquitt-street, the chair was
occupied by Mr. T. D. Barry, who read a paper,

contributed by Jlr. Worsley, on " The archieological

interest connected with the figure of a pig carved
upon the steeple of the Winwick Church." During
the evening, Mr. Statham pointed ont the fact of

the introduction of columns at the side of the

Charing-cross bridge, a defect, he considered, in the

design. Subsequently, the same gentleman asked

if any member of the society could explain the work-
in.g of charcoal in connection with sewers. The
chairman said the charcoal was placed in tr.iys at

the manholes of sewers, and when kept dry there

was a total absence of offensive smells. If, how-
ever, the charcoal become wet, the effect w.as destroyed,

but the charcoal could be burned again. It was a
great failing in the sewerage of this town that there

was no proper system of ventilating sewers. Some
charcoal filters would last for years.

TnE New SIint.—The proposal to erect the new
buildings for the Mint on tlie Thames Embankment
is likely (according to the Citi/ Press) to meet with
a considerable amount of opposition. The buildings

are not expected to be very ornamental, and it is

urged, with much reason, that so good a sight may
be turned to better account. It would, indeed, be

a pity if, after all the trouble and outlay that has
been incurred to secure this important work, it

should be disfigured in the way proj>oscd. .Some-

thing better than tall chimneys and factory windows
may surely be looked for there.

CHIPS.
A new fire-engine station for Clerkenwell is to be

erected on the site of the Cobham's Head, King's-
cross-road (opposite Exmouth-street). The cost will

be £3,750. Mr. John High is the contractor.

In consequence of the continued serious illness of
the Prince of Wales, the distribution of medals and
prizes of Iho Female School of Art, Queen-square, at
which the Princess Louise had consented to preside,

is postponed for the present.

Extensive dock-works are about to be constructed
in one of the southern ports of Spain, the execution
of which has been entrusted to Messrs. Bell AMiller^
C.E., of Glasgow. Mr. Miller is at present in Spain
making the necessary prclimixiary examinations, sur-
veys, and plans.

The greater portion of the extensive range of I
buildiugs known as the Borough-road Normal Train- ^
ing Schools, belonging to the British and Foreign
School Society, was, early on Monday morning, en-
tirely destroyed by fire. Considerable additions to-

the buildiugs have only just left the builders' hands.

A recent test of wire rope as compared with hemp,
in strength, made at the new Brooklyn navy yard,

showed that for ropes of the same diameter the wiro

rope is stronger; but for ropes of the same price the
hemp rope is stronger, and thus the cheapest in the-

first instance.

Messrs. Garrett & Sons, the agi-icultural imple-

ment makers, of Leiston, Suffolk, are considerably

increasing tlieir works, and a new set of workshops
are to be erected from designs by Mr. Peck.tho archi-

tect of the Agricultural Hall, Islington.

A project is eutcrtaiued iu Paris of erecting four

new theatres on the Boulevard du Temple, by tho

Place du Chateau d' Eau.

Since last February no less than twenty-three

companies tor conducting the construction of as-

phaltc paving have been st.arted in England, with an
aggregate capital of £3,'2'.'0,000.

Tho new Foreign Cattle Market, Deptford, is to

be fonnally opened on tlie 1st January. The cost is-

roughly estimated at £210,000.

A society of painters in water-colours has been
established in Liverpool, and it is intended to hold
an exhibition early in the coming spring.

The Middlesex magistrates have appointed a com-
mittee with instructions to seek a site for a school for

girls, under tho provisions of the Middlesex School
Act, such site not to exceed four acres. They also

intend to ei'ect another pauper lunatic asylum for

those of the incurivblo class.

The proprietors of the Times have recently ob-

tamcd iiossession op^ftie entire proijcrty of rrinting-

House Square, and it is said to be in conteni]>lation

to entirely rebuild the various offices connected with
the pajier, with a principal frontage to the new Queoii

Victoria-street,

The exhibition originally intended to be held at

Lyons this year, but deferred in couse(iucni'e of the-

war, will be opened on May 1st next. The )iiesidency

of the London committee has been accepted by tho

Lord Mayor, and the first meeting will shortly bo
belli at the Mansion House. Intending British ex-

hibitors slunild communicate to Mr. Edmund John-
son, 3, Castle-street, Uolborn, Commissaii-e-delcguo

and hou. sec.
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The Vestry of S. Clement Danes, Strand, liave

accepted the offer of the Goveniment of £10,000 for

tlie Vestry-hall, the Almshouses, and the now dis-

used buria'l ground, the ground being required for the

new Law Courts.

Some months ago, Mr. Charles Eeade gave to the

world some rather extravagant strictures on house-

building and builders. The phmibers, in com-

snon with almost every other branch of the build-

ing trade, were somewhat severely handled by him.

The Spectator, in speaking of the sanitary condition

of Loudesborough House, says that Lord I^ondes-

boxough " did all he could to ensure the salubrity of

his hou.se, and is not to be blamed because the pbim-

bers were, as usual, not to be trusted for anything

except their charges. If we could hang one of them

for murdering a prince, the world would bo an im-

proved place to live in."

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNDAT,—Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects.— (1) Bio;rmphical .Sketch of the

late Sir James I'cnnethorne. liy Mr.

Arthur Cates. T.U.I.B.A. (2) " On a

Water-Regulator." By Mr. Charles

Geoghegan, M.C.I.I.A. 8 p.m.

Institution of Serveyors.—Ad-
journed discussion on Mr. Clutton's

paper, "On the Cost of Conversion of

Forest and Woodland into CiUtivated

Land." 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civit Engineers.—
Annual General Meeting. S p.m.

Wednesday.—Society or Arts.— " On the Study of

Economic Botany, and its Chiims Educa-

tionally and Commercially Considered."

By Mr. James Collins, s p.m.

timber S-rabe Jitbieto.—

—

Prices. Decemher 11.—Timber (per loail of 60 cubic

feet): Riga, £3 5s. to £3 7s.; Memel and Dantzic crown,

£4 to i-4 ICs. ; best middUng. £3 5s. to £3 Lis.; Rood
middling and .second, £3 to £3 6s.; common middling,

£2 10s. to £5 Us.; undersized, £2 10s. to £2 l-Ss.; small,

short, and irregular. £2 to £2 10s. ; Stettin. £2 10s. to £2

1.5s.; Swedish. £2 "s. to £2 13s.; ditto small. £2 to £i te;

Indian teak. £12 10s. to £13 10s.; African oak, £9 10s. to

£0 15s. : T^ritish Guiana greenheart. £5 10s. to £6 10s.;

Cubasahicu. £Sto £9.—Deals. &c.. per Petersburg stan-

dard bundred: Archangel best yellow, £12 10s. to £14

10s.; dittn seconds, £9 10s. to £10; Petersburg best yellow,

£12 10s. to £13 .5s.; Wyburg best yellow. £9 1.5s. to £10;

Finland and handsawn Swedish. £6 15s. to £7 15s.;

Petersburg and Riga white deals. £8 to £9; Cliristiana

best deals (yellow and white), £10 to £12 lOs.—Quebec

pine: First floated, £16 to £18; ditto bright, £18 10s. to

£20; second floated, £12 to £13 ; ditto bright, £13 10s. to

£14 10s.

PKICES OP TIMBER AT HULL.
Timber.-Memel. best red £4 to £0

„ Dantzic, best red 4 0,, 000
Memel and Dantzic

seconds 2 17 6 „ 3

Quebec red pine 3 15 0,, 4

Swedish timber 2 12 6 „ 2 17 G

S. John's yellow pine... 4 10 „

Quebec yellow 4 10 „

Quebec oak (per foot)... 2 9,, 000
Quebec elm 2 3,, 026
Memel logs 6 0,, 000

Deals.—Onega 15 5 „ 15 15

Peter.sliurg red (best).

per standard 100 14 „ 14 5

Riga white 8 0,, 850
Gefle (best), 3-11 12 15 „
Gefle3-9 12 5 .,

, Wyhurg red 110 0., 115
', Gothenburg red 9 5 0,, 000

Memel seconds (red
wood) 10 5 „

Quebec tirst yellow pine 19 15 „
'! Quebec second yellow

pine 14 5 „

„ Richibucto best pine... 15 5 „

„ Richibucto seconds 10 5 „

S. John's spruce 8 5 0.. 000
Staves.—Memel crown 18 „ K)

*

"WAGES MOVEMENT.
Ayr.—The operative slaters of Ayr. who are at pre-

sent paid at the rate of 5d. per hour, with 8d. per day

extra when working in the country, have applied to

their employers for au advance to Cd. per hour after

March 1 next.

TENDERS.
Briios Ferry.—For building a house at Briton Ferry,

for Mr. David Pritchard. Mr. II. Francis Clarke, archi-

tect :

—

Morgan £334
Thomas 810

George 285

Rees S19

Clerkenwell.—For erection of New Fire Engine

Station, King's Cross-road, for the Metropolitan Board of

Works :—

High (accepted) £3750

Colchester.—Fur the erection of a new Meeting-house

for the Society of Friends, Colchester. Mr. H. Baker,

architect :

—

DoDaon £1874

Gardner 1860

Lee 1676 15

Brown (accepted) 1570

Hastinss.-For erection of new Parochial Schools and
Teachers' Residences, .S. Andrew's, Eastings, for the

Misses Sayer. Messrs. E. Habcrshon & Brock, archi-

tects:

—

Rodda £'272S

Nightingale 2666

YVood '-'>00

Bridgeland '-«'

Avis & Roe 2375

Catt 2.S.'!5

Howell 2247

Vidler 2243

Parkes 2212

Hughes 2140

jAREOW-ON-TyNE.—For erection of Nave and Vestry of

new Church atHebburn, for Mr. R. Carr-EUison. Mr. E. R.

Wilson, architect:

—

Masons' Work.
Green fS^ H

Joiners' Work.
Irving "i'^ 10

Slaters' Work.
Beck 75 10

Plasterers' Work.
Good -5*15

Glaziers' Work.
Wilkin & Diekman 44

Plumbers' Work.
Hedderly

Newcate-street.—For alterations at 117, Newgate-

street, for dming-rooms. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect :—

Rivett i»71
Nind 1125

Crahb ''•''>

Killby
''fNewman & Mann 863

Heeps (accepted) 827

Paisley. N.B.—For erection of Three Gas-holders for

the Greenock Gas Company :—

TIanna, Donald & Wilson (accepted) £51,000

TOTTERlDfiE.—For the re-pewing and painting of the

Congregational Chapel, Totteridge. Herts. Messrs. Fuller

& Cubitt, architects :—
In Yellow

Deal.

In Pitch
Pine.

£427 (Bint £.368

Wells 335 375

Harris & Sons 326 .387

Walton 315 345

Gill -309 321

Noble 308 330

Woodhall 299 10

Pritchard (accepted 288

Torring 274 10

Urmston.—For the new Wesleyan Schools, ITrmston,

near Manchester. Messrs. F\iller & Cnbitt, architects:—

Ellis & Hinohcliffe £2240

Ncill & Sons 2120

Thompson -O"^

Davis & Maudsley 2017

Statham& Sons 1980

Foggett (accepted) 1861

WlSHAW.-For the erection of a house for W. Brooks.

Esq. Mr. W. Swift, architect. Quantities by Messrs. T.

C. & J. P. Sharp :—

Briley d"!'
Langley (Walmsley Ash).

Ctarson & Son
Langley (Miuworth)

1158
1130
1067

Towhsend (accepted) 1025

Worthino.—For alteration at No. 14. Crescent, for

Capt. A. B. Burnard. Mr. R. W. Edis, architect :—

Hide & Patching £2197

Adamsou 20.:t9

Couder 1-'*C

Stockport, December 26.—For (1), the construc-

tion of a covered conduit, 1,400 yards in length, in

Lynn Park, H miles from Disley, with nuisonry and
other work ; also (2). for completing a reservoir, com-
menced during the last summer, in Lynn Park. Mr.
G. Mather, Secretary, Millgate, Stockport.

York, January 25, 1872.—For the construction of

the approach railway, to the proposed new station at

York, making sundry new roads, and the buildiug of

new coal depots, with the approaches, Stc. The Secre-

tary, North-Easteru Railway Company, York.

West IIautlepool, January 25, 1872.—For the

construction of a new dock at "West Hartlepool, with
the necessary entrances, and also for the construction

of a double line of railway. 1 mile 52 chains in length.

The Secretary, North-Eastern Railway Company, York.

Hastings and IIaulton, December 18.—For the

erection of a block of dwellings in concrete at Hast-

ings ; also similar dwellings in Lennox-street and
Priory-road, IIaulton, Geo. Frieud, Architect and
Surveyor, Earl-street, Maidstone.

Kent, December 26.—For taking down and rebuild-

ing the county bridge, at Bexley. F. Russell, Clerk of

the Peace for Kent, Maidstone.

Admiralty' Contract, December 19.—For sup-

plying H.M. Dockyards with brasiers', brassfounders',

and coppersmiths' goods (including brass cocks and
brass and copper pipes). Mr. Francis W. Rowsell,

Superiutondent of Contracts, the Admiralty, White-
haU.

Whitehaven, December 30.—For the construction

of a wet dock and a short railway connected therewith.

John Collins, Secretary, Town Ilall, Whitehaven.

Winchester, December 20,—For pulling down and
rebuilding the house and shop. No. 32, High-street.

Thomas Stopber, jun.. Architect and Surveyor, No. 57,

High-street. Winchester.

Start Lighthouse, December 18,—For the* con-

struction of an additional dwelling, making alterations

and additions to the tower, together with other works,

at the Start Lighthouse, near Kingsbridge, Devon.

Mr, Kobin Allen, Trinity House, London, E,C.

Huddersfield, December 18.—For altering and

enlarging the national schools, at Honley, near

Huddersfield. Ben. Stocks, Architect, Bank&eld-road,

Hudderstield.

Huddersfield Infirmary", December 28.—For
additions and alterations to the infirmary. John Kirk

& Sons, Architects, Huddersfield and Dewsbury.

Billericay, December 26.—For paving the foot-

paths ou either side of the toivn of Billericay with

2}in. tooled York p.aviug.—Charles C. Lewis, Clerk to

the Billericay Highway Board, Brentwood,

Beverley. December 21,—For the erection of

three thirteen-roomed villas on land adjoining the

New-walk,—Mr. William Haw, North Bar-street,

Beverley,

Strasbourg, January 31, 1872,—For the erection

of a Christian Protestant church at Strasbourg, to re-

place that destroyed during the late war,—President

of the Consistory,

Aberdabe, January 4. 1872.-For the construction

of a reservoir, with masonry and other works.—Mr.

U. J. Collier, Clerk to the Board, Aberdare.

B.i.TH AND OTHER BUILDraG STONES,
OF BEST QU.VLITY.

EAIIDELL, SAUNDERS & 00,, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any pan of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office :

Ashton & Green, Slate and Slab Merchants
and Quarry Ag-ents.-Shippers. Merclulnt«, and Con
tr.ictorB fumisliod with Price Li-sts of every description of

ROOFIXG anil M.^NUF.\CTURED .SLATE, Railway-

rates .Sc. Agents for London and Country for the Sale of

the celebrated WHITLAND ABBEY GREEN SLATES.
Drawings and Prices of A. & 1t,'s RED RIDLiE TILES,

specially prepared for use with these Slates, on applica-

tion.—OfBces and Show-rooms. 14 & 15, Eury-street,

St. Mary Axe, London, E.O.—[AuvT.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BTJILDINa
ESTIMATES.

Bolton, December li).—For sewering, forming, and

ballasting Rigby-street, Kupert-strcet, Norman-street,

Chanuing-street, Crowtberstreet. Walton-street, and

Back Stafford-street. Mr. R. G. Hinuell, Town Clerk,

Corporation Offices, Bolton.

Ongar, January 1, 1872,—For the erection of a new
infirmary, hospital, schools, &c., at the Union House,

Stamford Rivers, Essex. Charles Mott, Clerk, Chip-

ping Ongar.

CoLNE, January 3,—For the erection of a police

station at Colne. Mr. 'W.iddiustou, 5, Grimsbawc-

street, Burnley.

[Adtt.] CORSHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFISO-SLATES.

Aesupplied to H.R.S. The Prince of Wales at Sanihingham

The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adaptedfor

Chm-ches, Public Buildings, Spc, 4c.

[Less costly than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtauied

iu sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices aa

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester:—
Per Eqnivftlentto

1,000 Slates, per square.

2 17 6 ... IBs. 6d
2 17 6 ... IGs. 6d.

2 5 ... 143.

1 IS 6 ... 13s.

17 6... lis.

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 ...

Do. do. 13 by 8 ...

Do. do. 13 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 7 ...

Do. do. 12 by 6 ...

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference Testi-

monials, and Sample Spechnens may bo obtained on ap-

plication to

MESSRS. RAKDELL & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyn-street, Picca

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-stroet

Wes'tmiuster.
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BANKRtrPTS.
TO sriiUR.sni^R tn the country.

Thomas Moore Dodman, Saint Helen's, builtlor, Dec. 10,

at Liverpool.

SITTINGS FOR PUBLIC EX.VSnNATION.

January 17, H. Marr-hmont. Colville-square, Nottinp"
hilJ, and Staniuort\ Iniililer.—January 20. C. H. Trew-
Elliott-roail. N-irth Brixton, builder.—January 10, H-
Ferrer, J. Rawden, & W. I'hipps, Liverpool, engineers.

—

January IC, F. W. Taylor, Colomau-strect, City, general
agent and builder.

DECLARATION OF BITIDEND.

J. Bates, Wolverhampton, brick and tilo dealer, div. C^d.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

Walter Graham. (Jlasfrow, ironfounder, December 13.

at 12.—John Rams.iv. Edinburgh, painter, December It^

at 3.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Powell & Catlow, Liverpool, plumbers.—Scjittergood &

Fellows, Cannr)ck and elsewhere, brick manufacturers.

—

Lingard & Au.stin, Oughtibridge, brick and tile manu-
facturers. —
LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRUCTION.
LEAD.

Pig—Foreign . . . . per ton X17 12 fi XIS
„ English W,B. . . do U

„ Lead Co do IS 12 fi 18 17 (i

„ Other brands . . do 18 2 6 18 7 6
Sheet Milled .... do 19 000
Shot, Patent .... do 20 15 000
Ked or minium lo 21
Litharge. W.B do n
White Drj- do 20 o

., ground in oil .. do

Copper.

British-sCake & Ingot . per ton £38 £ni
Best Selected .... do 90 ii3

Sheet do 90 iJC

Bottoms do !)5 98
Australian do 88 90
Spanish Cake . , , , do 79
Chili Bars, cash ... do 82 8.')

„ Heflned ingot . . do 90 91 n
Yellow Metal .... per lb. "f 8J

Iron.

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton X3 9 7 £0
Welsh Bar, in London .do 8 1.5 9

Wales .do 8 S ,'>

Staffordshire .... do 9 15 10 10
Rail, in Wales .... do 7 10 7 15
Sheets, single in London do 11 15 12 10
Hoop.s. tirst quality . . do 10 15 11 10
Nail Uud do 9 12 G 10 5
Swedish do 11 5 12

Oils, tc.

Seal, pale per tun 36 10 37 „
Sperm body „ 00 91 „Cod „ 35 10

I

Whalo, South Sea, palo . ,, 36 37 „
Olive, Qallipoli

, 54 " o
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . „ 61 «
Palm, fine „ 39 10 40 ,,

Linseed
,

33 10 33 15 n
Kapeseed, Eng. palo . . „ 45 10 4G n
Cottonseed 34 10 34 15

TlMREK.
Teak load 12 10 13 10
Quebec, red pine

, 3 15 4 15
,. yellow pino . . „ 4 5 4 15

Quebec oak. white 6 6 5
birch

,
3 15 5

.. elm
, 3 15 4 5

Dantzic oak
, 4 10 6 10

Dr 2 7 4
Memel flr 3
E'ga „ 3 3 10
Swedish 2 2 10
Masts, Quebec red pino . „ 4 6 10

,. yellow pino ... „ 400 6100
©"••"Eon „ 7 10
Lathwood, Dantzic, fra. . ,, 4 10 6

St. Petersburg „ 8 9 10
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by 9Ln.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 IS
St. John, white spruce . „ 12 14
Yellow pine, pr reduced
Canada, 1st quality 18 10 21

2nd do ... . „ 12 M
Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 M lo
St. Petersburg, yellow . ,. 12 lo 13 10
Finland

,
6 16 7 15

Memel and Dantzic ... ,, 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10 10 10

white ... „ 800 900
Gefle, yellow „ JO 10 12 10
Soderham „ 8 10 12
Christiana, per C, 12tt. by

3 by 9i7i., yellow 10 12 10
Other Norway „ 700 800
Flooring boards, prsquaro

of lin., (Irst yellow . . „ 10 11 6
First white 086 098
Second qualities .... „ 060 086

Breakfast.—Epr.s's Cocoa.—Grateful and Cowport-
7NG.—"By a thorough knowledge of the iialnral laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful applicjition of the line properlies of wcll-
Belected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately llavourod beverage which may
save ua many heavy doctors' bills."— •• Civil Service
Gazette." Made simply with Boiling Water or Milk.
Each packet is labellod—"James Epps & Co,, llomoio-
paihic Chemists, London." Also, makers of Epps's Milky
Cocoa (Cocott and Coudcasod Milk).

THE SAMTARY AND ECOXOMIC
MANUEE COMPANY, LIMITED.

DUCIK-BUILDINGS, BANK-STREKT, MANCHESTER.

This Companv suiiplies MORRELL'S PATENT SELF-
ACTING .\SH-SCEEENING CLOSETS for outdoor use,

and Deodorizing Commodes for indoor use; suitable for
any class of Buildings. The Compimy is also Jirepared to
enter into negotiations for Co'Jtractiug with 'Towns, and
other authorities for the llxing of the improved Closets,
and the remf>val of the refuse therefrom. 'These closets
are in operation in various parts of the country, and are
much aiiproved of, both by the Cot'.age occupant and the
Proprietor.

Further information may be had on application to the
Secretary of the Company as above.

This day. demy 8vo.. strongly bound in cloth, with IG-'i

fine Woodcuts, price 12s. Gd., postage 5d.

PRACTICAL G-EOMETRY for the
AHCHITEOT. ENGINEER, SURVEYOR, and

MECHANIC. By B. W. TARN, M.A,, Author of "The
Science of Building."

London : LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Stationers' Hall-court, E.C.

Now Ready, 12mo, with numerous Diagrams, cloth boards,
price 3s., postage 3d.

A TREATISE on the APPLICATION
..f IRON to the CONSTRUCTION of BRIDGES.

GIRDF.ES. ROOFS, and other WORKS. By FR;VNCIS
CAMPIN, C.E.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO., 7. Stationers' Hall-court, E.C.

Fcap. Svo., with nearly 100 Woodcuts and 3 Plates,
7s. Gd. cloth.

HUMBER'S STRAINS IN (GIRDERS.—
A HANDY BOOK for the CALCT'LATION of

SI'KAINS in GIRDERS .and SIMILAR STBtlCTUEES
and their STRENGTH. By WILLI.VM HUMBEE, Assoc.
Inst. C.E., &c.

"Mr. Humber's volume is fully up to the times."
" Engineering."

London
: LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Stationers' Hall-court, E.C

Demy Svo., 400pp.. with 19 large Plates and numerous
Woodcuts, ISs. cloth.

BARLOWS STRENGTH OF MATE-
KI.VLS.—A TREATISE on the STRENGTH of

MATERIALS. By PETER BAELOW, C.E., F.B.S., &c.
A New and Enlarged Edition, revised by the Authors
Sons, and Edited by Wll,LIA.M HrjlIlER, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

" The standard treatise upon this particular subject."
"Engineer."

London: LOCKWOOD 4 CO., 7, Stationers' Hall-court, E.C.

IMPORTANT TO THE IRON TRADE, &c.

On a sheet, price Is., cloth case, Is. 6d.

JOHN HEYWOOD'S NINE HOtTRS'
WAGES CALCULATOR, showing at a glance the

wages for any number of hours up to SI, and at any rate
up to 40s., under the new system of 54 hours per week.

Manchester: JOHN HEYWOOD.
London : SIMPKIN & CO.

By THOMAS MOEEIS, AECHITECT.

A HOUSE for the SUBURBS, Socially
^\. and .Architecturally Sketched. With a Prefatory
Glance at the Great City. Third Edition, with dcsi-us
anil the Author's successful system of Drain Ventilation
by the Soil Pipe, 12s. 6d.

A CLUE to R.MLWAY and other COMPENSATION
for PROPERTY and PERSON, the Nature and Value of
Estates and Principles of Parochial Assessment, 4s. 6d.

DILAPID.ATION.S. ECCLESI.\STIOAL and GENE-
HAL: Adapted to the .\ct of 1871, 4s. Gd.—" We commend
Mr. Morris's work to solicitors, incuuibents and surveyors "

—Estates Gazette.

PERSPECTIVE or GRAPHIC PROJECTION, Parallel
Diagonal, Pan-angular, Graceful, 3s, Gd.

BRIEF CHAPTERS on BRITISH CARPENTRY
Gothic Hoofs, 6s. Gd. Excellent."—.^((lemcKm.

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & CO.

with numerous Illustrations,
"Sl.s. Gd. clolh.

priceIn imperial Svo.,

AIIl.STORYof the GOTHIC REVIVAL
;

an Attempt to show how far the rjiste for Medieval
Architecture was retained in England during the last two
centuries, and has been rc-dcvoloped in the iiresent BvCHARLES U EASTLAKE, F.E.I.B..\., Architect.

By the same Author, Second Edition, price 18s.

HINTS on HOUSEHOLD TASTE In FURNITURE, &c.
with about 90 Illustrations.

London : LONGMANS. GREEN & CO., Paternoster-row.

I)
OYAL POLYTECHNIC—THE

\, B.VTTI.K OK DORKING ANSWERKl) BV THE
ACTI'MN MANG;UVBKS. being Professor Peppers New
Entertainment Illustrated with Graphic Pictures, Music
and Patriolie Songs by Miss .Mice Barth. Also the re-
markable feat of Imitating a Drowning Man by Marquis
Bibbero. Illniuinated by a splendid light. Lecture on
Diamonds and the Africjin Diamond Fields, by Mr.
Tobin. Tlie Arabian Mystery. —Mr. Grossmith, jmi.'s
Enloriainment, The Silver Wedding.—Opt n t\vice daily.
Admission One Shilling.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WHICH ARE INCOEPORATED

"The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion,' and
*' The British and Foreign Mechanic."

PRICE TWOPEXCE WEEKLY.

CONTENTS OF No. 351, DECEMBER 15.

ARTICLES :—

New Source of Electricity and the Origin of Nerve
Force.

Electricity': Ita Theory, Sources, and AppUcationF.
The Open Polar Soa.
A New Fire Extin^isher.
Les3ons ou Chemistry.
Reviews.
Sound.
Wool and Its Impuritiea.
Concrete Wharf at Batt-ersea.

Red Auroras.
Are Men to Fly ?

A New Photo Mechanical Printing Process.
Preserving Wood.
Apparatus for Boring and Drilling.
Society of Engineers.
Hackney Scientific As.sociation.
Royal Si>ciety, Victoria.
Psychic Force.
Spiritualism.—To Mr. Fitz-Gterald.
Private Study.
Earthfiuake Wave.
Sensitive Flame and Safety-Lamp for Mines.
Scientific and Mechanical Society, Manchester.
Link Motion.
Cycliiida. &c.
Astronomy.
The Lathe and It.'i Accessaries.
Cooking Fish. Indinn Cookery, Emigration.
The Hydraulic Ram.
Toy-Engine for Latlie.

Co-operative Societies^
Notes on Noses.
Ventis.—The Three Years' System.
Double Stars.

New Double Stars.

The Yaro Experiment.
Tnhacco-Smoking and Cancer.
Meat Preserving.
Test for Nitric Acid.
Th.e Telescoi)e.
Alt-Azimuth Reflectors.
Accidents with Firearm.^.
Breech-Loading Firearm.
Emigration to Australia.
Musical Notation.
New Phenomenon on Plato.
The Bedford Canal Experiment.
The Moon.
The Mapiooth Skates.
"Screw-Propeller" an 1 Infinity.
Colliery Explosions and iheu' PreTentioti.
American v. English Labour.
Lever Tension Wheels.
Estimating Copper.
Bicycle Wheels.
Definition ttf Chemical Compound.
Reducing Barometrical Observations.
Assaying Precious Ore^ Coutaining Sulphu:-.
Ferns and Flowers.
Colouring Phftograp'.i Slides.

Encaustic i^aste.

Ruliy Coloured Ulass.
Oxidising Silver.
Jewellers" Soliler.

Italian aud Spanish Languages.
Skates.
Spring Fastening for Portable Desk.
S tuning.
Broken Mainspring.
Link Motion,
Pointing Iron Wire.
Artificial Leg.
Geometrical.
Sk.itcs for Ladies.
Fret-Cuttiug Jtachiue.
Cesspool.
Kiidnrsing Stamp.
( Jcarin^' Whoels'Vor Turbine.
The Organ.
Zinc and Carbon Battery.
Gas Locomotives.
Screw Cutting.
Carbon Plates,
Deposiioi-y for Savings.
Poisoning Venomous Serpents.
CHrn,'ing Power of Balloons.
Building Societiips.

Elect ro-M;i^'netic Machiue.
Dauij) Wall.i.

Chemical Analysis.
Warnings of Death.

Office—31, Tavistock-street, Covkxt-gardex,

And at All Booksellers and Newsagents'
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AN EXHIBITION AT MOSCOW.

THAT it should be contemplated to open,

in .Tune next, on the two hundredth
anniversary of the birth of Peter the Great,

an " International Polytechnic Exhibition,"

is not an unimportant sign of the times. The
Russians, and especially those of interior

Russia, have not hitherto ventured to com-

pete -with the Western nations in arts and
manufactures, although it is true that they

sent some remarkable pictm-es to Paris in

1867 ; but, upon the whole, their art, like

their literature, has been childish, crude, and
semi-barbaric. Therefore they have gene-

rally contented themselves with displaying

the products of their mines and forests, which
are rich enough, indeed. AVe, however, have
had little commercial intercourse with them,

except with the narrow fringes of country

accessible through the Baltic and Black Sea
ports, there having been practically no rail-

ways, no banks, and no knowledge, on the

part of the people at large, of what England
can make and sell. These deficiencies are at

last supplied, and, upon the strength of her

recent progress, !Muscovy is bold enough to

throw down a challenge to the world. The
forthcoming exhibition, as its purposes are

explained, will represent, in systematic groups,

all objects connected with natural and tech-

nical science, the bearing of science upon
practice in every-day life, rural economy,
luanirfactures, and industry. There are to be

fourteen departments, through which we shall

travel as rapidly as possible. The starting-

point is history, and Russian history really

begins a.d. 1(372, with the birth of the Great

Czar. It will be exceedingly interesting to

note the various developments of industry :

—

mining apparatus, budding, and gear for sea

and river navigation, rural and agronomical

structures, agricultural implements, and
machinery, such as it was in his time. Thence
the eye will pass through the entire

naval annals of Russia, from the same
date to our own, and this also will

be a very instructive series of illustrations.

A third collection will, in a similar manner,
deal with the record of Russian warlike in-

vention and improvement ; and a fourth with
provision for the aid of sick and wounded
soldiers. We do not delay ourselves with

them, however, but proceed to a most cha-

racteristic collection of groups, formed by
the Moscow Architectural Society, and
consisting of designs, photographs of

edifices, and parts of edifices ranging
from the remotest pei'iods, in chronological

order, and according to their locality, but
especially placed in groups by the side of

Byzantine and Servian buildings and the con-
trasted architecture of the East and West. A
technical subdivision of this department is

to contain a full representation of builders'

materials and tools, of all descriptions what-
soever, and from every region of the earth

—

a class which cannot fail to interest, and may
not be without its useful suggestions even to

ourselves. A valuable adjunct will be a cabinet

of plans drawn by architects of all eras, aiid

never carried out, on account of their

ambitious or of their eccentric character.

Possibly some of this hitherto barren genius
or imagination, or whatever it may be, may
yet bear fruit, with or without modifications.

An attempt is to be made by that enterpris-

ing body to which we have already referred,

the Moscow Architectural Association, which
comes thus for the first time prominently into

the presence of Europe,to explain the secrets of

success in architecture. We are not so san-
guine of its success on this point as upon
some of the others ; but it will certainly be
a novelty to be taught lessons from beneath
the shadow of that most wizard palace, or

tower, or castle, the Kremlin, the flash of

whose domes strikes awe into the Boyard
mind. Closely connected with this depart-

ment, and particuLwly so for the Russians,

who employ wood so profusely in the construc-

tion of their towns .and villages, their railways

and their roads, is to be another devoted to

forests. Kussia is, in this respect, the America
of the Old AVorld. Judging from the descrip-

tions of travellers, her woodland world ap-

pears illimitable and exhaustless ;
but possess-

ing little or no coal, and with a population so

mighty that it strips whole districts every

day, she, with a wise and far-sighted provi-

dence, takes her forests into the most assidu-

ous care of the State, appointing Crown
officers, of high rank and sumptuous emolu-

ments, to keep in careful sight their geo-

gr.aphy, topography, economy, artificial cul-

tivation, management, revenues, different

natures of soils, animals being denizens of

them, influences useful or injurious to them,

materials, in addition to timber, which can be

supplied from them to commerce—in eff'ect,

a periodical dendrology. It would be difficult

to estimate the loss that has been sustained

by what are vulgarly called the more
ancient countries of the globe—as though all

were not equally old, the phrase implying

merely discovery, civilisation, and chronicles

—by the habit of reckless disafforesting. It

has withered away the fertility of Greece

—

once the garden of the South ; it has conver-

ted teeming valleys into rainless deserts, and
impoverished whole populations. Related to

this subject is that of rural and agronomical

science generally ; and here it will be curious

to mark the way in which the Moscow Com-
missioners, who comprise every class, from
the Imperial Princes downwards, will apply
themselves to the study of the various soils,

samples of which will be sent to the " Capital

of Cupolas " from every part of that vast and
splendid, if as yet ill-compacted dominion

;

the different modes of cultivation and kinds

of produce applicable to each ; the methods
of manuring ; the breeding of cattle, and the

employment of implements and machines,

working-models of which are to be displayed

at the Exhibition. In these respects, Kussia
has always, hitherto, been deemed backward,
buying lier mechanical necessaries from Ger-
many, England, and the United States, her
own industry being deficient in point of in-

genuity and, so to speak, genius. We might
overlook the next department, practical

zoology, did it not embrace within its scope
some subjects to which our readers may
assign a practical importance. For, besides

the breeding of the silkworm, of bees, of

fish, of oysters, lobsters, and a comparative
exhibition, quite a new idea (well done,

Russia !), of useful and noxious animals, with
historical classifications of animal develop-
ments, it is to comprise models of aquarimns
and terrariums in every known pattern, which
may afford suggestions not a little \aluable.

The only pity is that Moscow is so remote,

and that everybody cannot go to see this

unique show, though, indeed, everybody did

not go to Paris, Havre, or Amsterdam. In
this class of buildings, great errors are

continually committed, as, for example, in

the aquarium of the Crystal Palace, where
all semblance of Nature is excluded, whereas,
at Havre, you might almost have fancied
yourself a diver groping, now with the pearl-

fishers of the Persian Gulf, now with the
coral collectors of the flower-bearing sea

that laps with lazy waves the Coromandel
coast, and now with the intrepid fellows
who search for sunken treasure near the fear-

fid Biscay shores. Thus, a distinct difference

is perceptible between structures coming
under these definitions, and, since they are

becoming more popular, it is well that their

true principles should be understood. At
least, in the JIoscow Exhibition, an unprece-
dented variety of designs may be anticipated.

With the botanical department, scientific

or practical, wc have nothing, at present, to

do, but tliat which refers to geology,

mineralogy, and mining, must command,
peculiarly in such a country as Russia—which
is the greatest mining country, though not

for coals or iron, in the world^a singular

attention. The proposal—a rather ambitious

one—is to describe, by the aid of maps,
tables, reliefs, and sections, the exterior out-

lines and the internal formation of the earth
;

but particularly the xitilities of the industry

arising from them ; mining processes and
implements, boring and piercing engines,

pumps for delivering pits from an excess of

water, means of lighting and ventilation,

plans for extinguishing great subterranean

fires, lifts for materials, coal, and ore

;

newly-fashioned furnaces ; and improved

mechanism for reaching, by the easiest

possible agency, the wealth of the mine.

Under the'hea'd of Technology fall draw-

ings, models of manufactories, collections

of raw and manufactured produce, appa-

ratus and machines in motion, and testing

instruments. It is within this range that the

Russian competition promises to be as success-

ful as daring, because advantage has been

taken, by the people of Alexander's empire,

of Western example and education. They are

about to commemorate the birth of Peter the

Great by emulating his docility. This, too,

in "the section of Manual Manufactures,

dedicated to small products made by the hand
alone "—a species of industry swiftly fading

out of sight, though it is associated with some
of the most wonderful improvements ever

made in the processes of labour for the benefit

of mankind. The lathe, for instance, contains

in itself the principal movement of the steam-

engine. The exhibition is to set forth not

only implements and apparatus for manual

work, but also illustrations of every process

possible with it. And this is a valuable idea
;

because, to whatever perfection and delicacy

machinery may be brought, however vital it

may seem, with all its thousand throbbings

and appai-ently self-conducting motions, the

primal power must eternally be the hand ef

man, obeying his brain. An engine is a dead

thing after all until a man comes to feed it

and set it going. Well, we need not dwell

on the other divisions of this department;

typography, lithography, type-founding, and

engraving, though all will be actively repre-

sented ; but the" railway section may arrest

us for a moment, detailing, as it will, an im-

mense amount of information on the con-

struction of lines, the supply of water, the

materials and building of rolling-stock, the

history of the broad and narrow gauges, the

use of tramways and wire rails, postal and
telegraphic communications, and—this being

a topic peculiarly Russian—the various

methods of dispatching mails where no rail-

roads exist. Again, non ragionam di I'or, ma
(jimrda e paxm ; the Meteorological Cabinet

;

the comparative study of units of measures,

weights, and dimensions f the Photographic

Cabinet, exhibiting the entire technology of

the art ; the practical application of electricity

to different purposes, including galvanic,

plastic, self-writing ; apparatus for obtaining

gas ;
the lighting-up of aiirostates ;

automa-

tons; Galiber's'inventions; divers' armour;

tlie employment of condensed and astronomi-

cal schemes ; to pause at the Scientific Section,

intended to "represent the present state of

education and science in Russia and abroad,

as regard its technical parts and educational

materials or works ;" the planning and build-

ing of school-houses; the laying-out and

fitting-up of Frobel's Kindergartens ;
novel-

ties in games
;
gymnasia, \^'hoever has heard

of the unrivalled ingenuity of the Russians

in these matters, the imique characteristics

induced by their clim.ate, their semi-European

and semi-Asiatic habits, their long isolation

from the rest of the world, and the conglome-

ration of races contributing to the population

of that still dissolute empire, will expect no
little surprise in these respects. Once more,

we leave behind some sections—though the

Medical, in other columns, will deserve im-

portant notice, in its anatomical, surgical, and
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Wuraiwutic classes, comprising the model of

SI cbiitfrcii'a hospital, specimens of clectro-

ther.j{ieiuic, hydro-tlicrajieutic, pli.armaceuti-

iid eht-mistry, and the arrangement of ])har-

ataaiei> laboratories ; cabinets for the prepa-

ration of mineral waters ;
'• medico-botanical

jrardens"—in order to reach department tlie

Fonrteenth, which the programme thus indi-

«U<«:—"The Kural Architectural Depart-

vaesi will contain the construction of a rural

luKiiie, hospital, school, ehurcli, and tlie

peasant's hut, with all the interior fittings
;

and it is intended to assist in solving ques-

tions of every-day life relating to comfort,

noprovemeiit," ancl prolit, as a))])lied at the

prewDC time, at the least i)ossible expense,

so that all those .articles shall reasonably

answer the requirements of the cheapest

rational comfort ;" the Commissioners bearing

in mind, nevertheless, the essential of artistic

ocnainent, in a proportion to usefulness, up
to a certain degree. It must be recollected

that the Russians are a wondrously devout
pi'TopIe, and that their cl\urches are the most
reiuaikable in Christendom—those of Moscow
tsfK'Cially, those of .S. Petersburg having been
Ivorrowed, to a groat extent, from the modern
Western type.

Among the miscellanies of Russian indus-

try are the building of iron ships, the con-

slrnction of rudders, the manufaetui'c of nails

and cordage, in all of wliicli they exhibit a

great, although somewhat rougli, ingenuity.

But it is not.among these specimens that visitors

from the West to tlie Moscow Kxliihition will

find their principal interest. It will be among
the ck.aracteristically national constructions,

iiie cottages, the swings and see-saws, tlic

Amiestic utensils, the musical instruments,

and so on, because these will enable us to

appreciiito better than at any former time the

actual progress whicli the Russian people
have made. Theirs, as we have said, is a
histoiy of not more than two hundred years

;

uiaiiy of their ]irovinces are still in a semi-
savage state ; tliey have great dilllculty in

obtaining machinery, and their artiticers, as

a rale, arc not skilled. In point of fact,

IJuBsia isTess of a manufacturing th.an of an
agricuUnral country, and in all sucli countries
Mjedianical industry is at a low ebb. But,
aftor all, Moscow itself will be the chief

attraction of the Exhibition. " INIoscow of the
golden domes," the most rem.ark.ablc city in

Kuroyjo, which once could boast of tliree

hundred churches and fifteen hundred palaces,

aiid even now displays a vastness and splen-
dour unp<aralleled, with its terraced roofs of

polishtd or painted iron, its tremendous for-

tress, its neiglibouring villages, climbing up
the sides of apparently inacccssil)lc rocks, and
tlif great palace of the Krendin, with its

walls of dazzling whiteness. Inside that
stnicture, too, is a perfect Aladdin's treasury
of jewels, whose value can hardly be com-
puted. Again, tlio varieties of this singular
city will afford mJlny suggestive ideas to those
Tirhosf travels have liitlierto not extended
beyond the French and German towns ; a
French hotel by the side of an Aimeni.an
house, Kn Indian temple close to a (ierman
castle, 3 mo.sque near a pagoda, colour and
IgSdiBg in all directions : windows, balconies,

tniTCts, iUike fanta.stic ; hospitals with not

fewer than two thousand windows ; strange
vehicles in the streets, odd cosfumes, bridgi's

of grotesque design, shops whieli might have
been brought from every region of the earth,

tea-houses, music-rooms, quays and dykes,

more calculati^d, perhaps, to surprise tlian to

ehann, but still very ]iicturesque and very
niqu^f. We anticipate, therefore, a good
d«d 'A interest from this Moscow Kxliibition,

Ti-liich will be unlike every other that has
prccttieil it, our only doubt being lest the
distance deter thousands of persons from
talciog advantage of the opportunity wlio

might otherwise liave been glad to study so

carious and instructive a spectacle. This
spectixcle, more than any other winch Kussia
lias given to the world since the foundation
•f the empire, will establish it among those

nations that are entering into the gener.al

competition of Europe, and give it a title

possibly to rank upon an equality with tln.'m.

KOTES ON BRICKWORK.—VI.

T'ltrilEN one part of the length of a long
• wall is carried up to a considerable

height before an adjoining length is com-
menced, the settlement of the bed joints is so

considerable in the length first built that the

adjoining length cannot Vje worked into it.

There are then only two w.ays of i)uilding a

long wall ; cither to carry it up all along in

heights not exceeding about -1ft.,or one scaffold

f;c \ T 'f
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height, or to finish off each length with a

straight joint, the courses in the next length

being laid without regard to the beds of those

of the preceding one. In tlie former case,

the end of tlie work is cither toothed or raked

back to receive the courses of the following

length. In tunnels and other heavy works
subject to great and unequal pressure of

e.arth, the latter method is sometimes obliged

to be adopted in consequence of the long

time that elapses after one length is com-
pleted before another can be got in.

The courses of brickwork intended to

carry weight are laid level, but in walls

built for the purpose of retaining a bank of

earth—retaining walls—the courses arc some-
times laid at right angles with the face of

the wall, which is usually Imttered. The
resistance to the pressure of earth behind
the wall is thus increased by bringing the

weight of the wall above any bed joint to add
to the resistance to sliding outw.ards when the

stability of the wall is taken to depend on
the resistance which one portion of the wall

opposes to sliding over the portion below it
;

or to add to the resistance by throwing the

centre of gravity of tlie w.all further back when
it is taken to depend on the resistance

to overturning bodily on the toe of the wall

as a fulcrum.
" When" the wall is built with

good mortar, the latter form of resistance

may be calculated upon. 'I'o determine the

thickness of a retaining wall on this supposi-

tion, it is necessary to take into account the

manner in which the wall is backed up. If a

great thickness of solidly-packeil hard

material be placed behind the w.all, the w.all

itself need be no more than a mere facing to

protect the backing from the weather; but

where no special means are taken to prevent

the thrust of the earth against the wall, then

the pressure against it depends upon the

angle of repose which the particular kind of

earth assumes, the angle of repose being that

angle or slope which the face of it naturally

assumes when a heap is loosely thrown

together. Thus dry sand naturally assumes

a slope which departs from the vertical to the

extent of .about W degrees ; damp clay .about

45 degrees ; wet clay 75 degrees. 'W hen the

face of a mass of earth slips down for want of

support, it divides at about half this angle
;

thus if a mass of sand were ])iled up behind a

wall, ami the wall were to be removed, the

sand would slip down and form .an angle on

the face of about U) degrees from the

vertical.* It is this portion that the wall has

to retain in its place. But in practice the

accumulation of water in the materials behind

the wall modifies the deductions drawn from

these consider.ations. It is customary to lay

drains to prevent this accumulation of w.ater
;

but still it would not be prudent to suppose

that even then the presence of water woidd

not increase the liability of the material to

slip or to press more heavily against the wall

than it would do without such accumulation

of water. The maximum pressure would be

caused by a mass of mud l>eliiiid the wall,

having no more cohesion th.an amass of water

wouki have. A w.all thus situated would be

a dam rather than a retaining wall, as gener-

ally undei-stood. Supposing, however, that

the thickness of a retaining wall is calculated

on th.at basis, it is more easily determined

than when the variable conditions of wet or

dry earth are taken into consideration. If

the mass to be supported be supposed to

have no cohesion, it would ])ress with

equal intensity sideways at .any given depth,

as vertically ; that is to say, at any given

depth the horizontal pressure would be equal

to the weight of water above it.

Let us t.ake a foot as the unit of measure-

ment, and a pound as the unit of weight or

pressure. To find what dimensions such a

wall should have, so that its resistance would
exactly balance the pressure again.st it, let

Fig. 5 represent a vertical section of the w.all.

If the line ;/ be drawn equal in length to the

height h it will represent the horizontal

])rcssure against the wall at the bottom. If

the diagonal bne be drawn from the extremity

ofyito the top of the wall it will represent

the gradual decrease of pressure up to o at

the top, and the mass of water inclosed in

this triangle represents the pressure against

the wall. The mean intensity of its pressure

*The angle of repose is properly Oio an^Ie thatthe slope

nmkes with the horizontal, hut we have preferred for con-

venienoe toailopt the eomplemeut of this angle—its diver-

geuee from tile vertical.
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against the wall is at half its height, therefore

the total pressure is found by multiplying the

lengtli of the wall into its height and into

half its height, as representing the mean in-

tensity of pressure.

If we say that / = the length of the wall

in feet, h = its height in feet, ;* = the hori-

zontal pressui-e of water at the bottom ; that

i\'J-r> = the weight of a cubic foot of water
in lbs., and P = the total pressure on the

wall in lbs., then

P = I X h X I X 62-0

or, which is the same thing, p being equal

to h,

P = xhX !L X C25,

r, which is the same thing again,

P = IXh'X 62-'i = 31-25 I W.

or

To simplify and reduce figures, we may
take I = 1ft., for the equation will be equally

true of 1ft. as of any number, and' if we say

that I = \, we simply drop the element of

length out of the calculation, and say P =
31-25 U\

If we take an example, and say that li =
12 ft., the pressure against each foot in length

of the wall will be

P = 31-25 X 12 X 12 = 4,5001b.

Now, there must be some one point in the

height of the wall against which, if this force

of i,5001b. were concentrated, its effect in

tending to overturn the wall would be the

same as it is actually, being spread over its

height with an intensity varying from at

the top, to 12 X 62-5 = 7501b. on each square

foot at the bottom. This point is called the

centie of pressure, and it is at the same
height from the bottom as the centre of

gravity of the mass which the wall sustains.

The centre of gravity of a triangle is always
at a point one-third of the height from its

base to its apex. If we draw a separate

figure ( Fig.6), and divide each side in the points

ABC, and draw lines from the opposite angles

to those points, they will all centre in the

point c, and that is the centre of gravity of

the triangle. Supposinir a triangle cut out
of a board and balanced on a pin, the point
c, and no other, is that which will rest upon
the pin, no one side of the board being
heavier than another, and therefore balanced,

the board being supposed, of course, to be
of uniform thickness. It is always at two-
thirds of the distance from the angle. It is,

therefore, in this case at one-third of the
heiglit from the bottom, or 4ft.

This being the centre of pressure, the whole
jjressure (P) may be supposed to be congre-
gated there, and to act upon the wall with a
leverage of 4ft. This constitutes the force

tending to overturn the wall on its toe as a
fulcrum, and is 4,500 x 4 = 18,00Ulb.,and is

called the moment of that force.

To balance this force there must be in

the wall a resistance equal to it. Let /;

= the height of the wall in feet, as before

;

' = the thickness of the wall at the bottom
;

112 = the weight of a cubic foot of the
wall in lbs., and R =; the resistance that
will just balance the force of water against
the wall. This resistance consists of the
weight of the wall acting with a leverage
equal to the distance of its centre of gravity
from the fulcrum or too of the wall. The
centre of gravity is found in the same man-
ner in this case as in the other ; it is at

two-thirds of the distance from the outer

angle, or from tlie fulcrum, and is JL x.

o
The resistance, therefore, is

K = 7, X i X - X 112 = illiL^'
2 3 3

112A
As R, the resistance, must equal the force,

it must be 18,0001b. in this case ; .r, the width
of base, therefore, wUl be

^ /3X1S.000
112 X 12

6-3ft. = Gft. 4in.

In practice the stability of the wall would
be ensured by adding considerably to its

thickness. It might be made Sft. thick at

bottom and 4ft. at top, as in Fig. 7, which
would about double its weight and make its

resistance about 2\ times the moment of force

against it.

The weight of the wall would be its height,

= 12ft., multiplied into its mean thickness,

= 6ft., and into 112, which would amount
to 8,0l)41b. The leverage with which this

weight would act to prevent its being over-
turned would be, as before, the horizontal dis-

tance of the fulcrum, from the vertical line

passing through the centre of gravity. The
centre of gravity of a trapezoid, such as the

section of the wall in Fig. 7, is found thus :

draw a line from the middle of the bottom
of the wall to the middle of the top. Call

the thickness of the wall at the bottom, T,
and the thickness at the top, t, then the

height of the centre of gravity above the

bottom, measured along the line that joins

the centres of the top and bottom, will be
half the length of that line multiplied into

1 - of
T - t

and in this example it is, but first find the
length of the line thus : it inclines from the
the vertical 2ft. in the height of 12ft. ; it is

therefore the hyj^othenuse of a triangle, the
sides of which are 12ft. and 2ft. ; it is, there-

fore =
/ 122 _|.. 92 = /lis = 12-lCft.

The distance from the bottom, therefore, is

fi-OS X (l --^ of \^\ = G-OS X

1 1 f 11 — — of _

,

G-08 X -^ = 5-4{t.

The position of the centre of gravity of

the wall having been found, it is now required

to know what is the horizontal distance from
the fulcrum, or toe of the wall, to a vertical

line drawn through the centre of gravity of

the wall. The deviation from the vertical of

the slant line that divides the wall down
the middle is 2ft. in its whole length of

12-lGft.
; the proportionate deviation, there-

fore, of the length, 5-4ft., is -iidit. If this

distance be added to half the length of the

wall at the bottom, the sum will be the dis-

tance required. In this case tliat distance is

4-89ft., and is the leverage with which the

weight of the wall acts to resist its overturn-
ing. The weight of the wall is

12 X LJlJ X 112 = S,0641b.

which, multiplied into leverage of 4-89ft.

= 39,4331b., the moment of resistance of the

wall, opposed to the moment of force, tending
to overturn it, of 18,0001b., which is, as we
said before, about, but not quite, 2^ times
that force, and such a wall may be regarded
as having sufficient stability, witli this margin
of resistance over the pressure against it.

THE PROPOSED THAMES SEWERAGE
COiMiSlISSION.

TN connection with the remarks we made a
-^ fortnight ago on Mr. Bazalgette's compre-
hensive scheme of drainage of the towns in

the Thames valley, it may be well to examine
the position a little further. The intention

to separate the whole of the rainfall from the

sewers that are to convey the sewage into the

proposed new main sewers is the chief point

for consideration. Hitherto it has been usual

to provide that the intercepting or outfall

sewers shall be capable of carrying off a por-
tion of the rainfall, leaving excessive quanti-
ties to flow into the rivers or other natural

watercourses through storm outlets. Sewers
that convey the rainfall, in addition to the

sewage, to such points an are suitable for the

construction of storm overflows, mnst always
be of sufficient size and inclination to carry
off large quantities of water. An iuc&. in
depth in an hour over the area of the. Mwm
drained directly into the sewers iia£ ofeeis

been adopted as tlie proper quanti'oy to be
provided for ; although as much as 2 incfees

in depth have fallen in an hour, and in a. few
e.Kceptioual cases even more than that, baifc

1 inch in an horn- has been more ofteit calcu-

lated upon. This requires a considerable

capacity of sewer, but in point of size not so
large a one as it had been customary fco con-
struct before sewerage became better under-

stood after the long and severe discussions

that followed on the propositions of fehe

General Board of Health to lay down exces-

sively small pipes.

Engineers other than those directly eai-

ployed by the Board of Health refused ia

acknowledge the truth of the assertion of the

Board th.at the practice foimdcd on th« ex-
periments and investigations in hydrialies

that had been made by Du Buat, Eytelweim,

Prony, and others, was wrong, and titafc a,

small glazed pipe would carry off a very tH.EcS»

larger quantity of water or sewage than those

experiments warranted, and accordingly they

continued to design sewers on the theory of

hydraulics generally accepted, but on. t&e

question of what quantity of rainfall shoaM
be provided for in addition to the sewage they
exercised individual judgment, but there was
never much disagreement among them that

an inch in an hour ought to be provided for.

Sewers at that time, both large and small,

were made to discharge their contents directly

into the nearest river or sti-eam for the most
part, although in some instances settling

tanks were interposed between the outfall of

the sewers and the river, in order to prevent

the silting up of the channel and to preserve

the solid parts of the sewage for mainure; hsA

it could never be sold for anj'thing like wfat
it was expected to be worth, a very few
shillings only per ton having been obtained

for it, hardly enough to cover the cost of

throwing it out of the tanks, mixingthe street;

sweepings and other rubbish with it, and
loading it into carts ; the reason of italll)eing

that the really valuable parts of the sewage,

those which go to fertilise the land, reside in

the liquid in solution, and cannot be precipi-

tated except by expensive cheuoical opera-

tions.

Sewage can be made clear to the eye bj
the use of the milk of lime, which is not <ut

expensive operation, but the essence of the

sewage still remains in the liquid. Had this

l^rocess been more generally adopted tlve dis-

covery that the rivers were being gollateii

with town sewage might have been oaiack

longer delayed ; but Local Boards, Ttrcmi

Councils, and other town authorities did not

trouble themselves to go even to this extent

in jjreventing the pollution of the rivein, baS
continued to discharge the whole contente o£

the sewers into them until it became an
obvious nuisance and a crying evil.

Perhaps it is as well in the end that tiu;y

did not adopt this partial remedy, for it wooM
not have had the effect of really reiKiOTng,-

the sewage pure enough for admission. ijat»

rivers, besides having the effect of divextiug-

from the land valuable fertilising matter, of

which it is being deprived every time a crop

is removed from it.

Since this discharge of sewage into rvKm
has become intolerable, and has, indeed, iir

the case of the Thames, been prohibited, by
law, the sewage, together with whatever
quantity of raiiifall may flow with it, is re-

quired to be diverted from its direct cottrseta

the river, and the liquid is oi-dered to be
purified before its admission to tlie riTec

This purification is recommended by the

Rivers Pollution Commission to be cffecte<I

by the irrigation of land where practicable,

or by intermittent downward filtrationwliere

that is net s ). In either case, in lov-ljing

towns in valleys, land cannot be had which
lies at a sufficiently low level to admit of the
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sewage flowing on to it by gravitation, ami
it must be pumped by steam or other

power, and in such cases it is a matter

of importance to limit tlie quantity as

much as possible. Tliis necessitates the ex-

clusion of excessive quantities of rainwater,

and the manner in which that has been done

is to consider first, as Mr. ISazalgette did

when designing the intcrci'iiting aewers of

the metropolis, wliat quantity fif rainfall will

be a reasonable quantity to be dealt with

when the sewage is to be punq)ed, leaving

storm waters to flow into the river as licfore.

'J'his he cstablislied at [in. in d('])th in twenty-

four hours ; half of whicli, according to ex-

periments on the actual How in the sewers as

compared with the quantity due to given

depths of rainfall, it was found would find its

way into the sewers, the remainder being

absorbed or evaporated, In the year bSlJ.')

IMr. Bazalgette read a paper at the Institution

of Civil Engineers on the main drainage of

London, on -which occasion he said that the

question how to dispose of the rainfall was a

question of considerable ditliculty, and had

given ri.se to much difference of opinion.

This arose from the fact that, whilst it is in

itself harmless, and even advantageous to the

river, it sometimes falls suddenly in large

fiuantitie-s. "These considerations have in-

duced theorists to advocate that the rainfall

should not be allowed to flow off with the

sewage, but should be dealt with by a sepa-

rate system of sewers. This theory is, how-
ever, most impracticable. It would involve a

double set of drains to every house, and the

construction and maintenance of a second

series of sewers to every street. Applied to

London it would involve the redraining of

every house and every street in the metro-

polis ; and. according to a moderate estimate,

it would lead to an expenditure of from ten

to twelve millions of money, while the inter-

ference with private property woidd alone

render such a proposition intoler.ible.

'• Careful observations of tlie quantity of rain

falling on the metropolis within short periods

had been made by him for many years. Tak-
ing an average of several years, it had been
ascertained that there arc about l.'i.'i days per

annum on which rain falls ; of these there are

only about 25 upon which the (juantity ex-

ceeds jin. in depth in twenty-four hours. Of
such rainfalls a large proportion is evaporated
or absorbed, and either does not pass through
the sewers or does not reach them until long-

after the rain has ceased.' After having re-

ferred to a report by Air. Bidder, Jlr. Ilawks-
ley. and himself, made in the year 185S, in

-which it is stated that, as a rule of averages,

:}-in. of rainfall -n'ill not contribute more than

iJin. to the sewers, he went on to say that,

allowing for the abstraction due to evapora-
tion aTul absorption, it is probable that if the
Sewers are made capable of carrying off a

volume equal to a rainfall of ^\n. per day
during the period of maximum flow of the
sewage, -which ranges over about six hom-s of

each da\', there would not bo more than twelve
days in a year on which the sewers would be
overcharged, and then only for short periods
(luring those days. Recognising, then, that
exceptional rainstorms must be jirovided for,

however rare their occurrence, he had pro-

vided overflow weirs to act .as safety-valves

in times of storm, at the junctions of the inter-

cepting sewers with the main valley lines.

On such occasions the surplus w-aters would
be largely diluted, and, after the intercepting

sewers were filled, would flow over the weirs

and through their original channels into the

Thames.
We do not, in considering the merits of

the present scheme, make a point of objec-

tion by this reference to wdiat was Mr.
Bazalgette's opinion of a double system of

drainage at that time, because the wdiole

thing had reference to London only, .and

there are many circ\unstances to be taken
into consideration in the ca.se of London that

do not occur in some country towns, or at

most only to small parts of them. Tlie traflic

in Ijondon is so much greater as to render

the washings from the roads as impure as

sewage itself, and therefore, in the case of

London, inadmissible into the river, and a

greater proportion of the area is closely

built upon, rendering the introduction of a

double set of drains to the backs of the houses

still more difficult than it would be iu the

country towns ; therefore, we do not at all say

that Mr. Bazalgette may not consistently

hold the opinion that the separate system is

proper now for the towns he now proposes to

deal with, but we refer to the statement

merely because it is made in particularly

stroug terms both as to inconvenience and
cost.

A moderate estimate was from ten to twelve

millions of money for a population of from
two-and-a-half to three millions of people, or

at the rate of £-1 per head of the population.

This may be—indeed, certainly is—more than

the same work would cost in country towns, but

-v\-e must defer to another occasion the con-

sideration of this and a few more points of the

scheme.

DILAPIDATIONS.—VIII.

ACTIONS.

HAVINCt in preceding chapters expl.ained

how the surveyor jirepares to enforce

his client's rights, I now come to the next

stage. The solicitor prepares his declaration,

an{l -n-ith that the surveyor has little to do.

To show how carefully it must be drawn, I

would mention that where the covenant -was

to repair, casualties liy fire excepted, and
the declaration set it out as a general cove-

nant to repair, omiltiiif/ the exception, the

omission -was holden fata! upon non est factum.

although no casualty by fire had in fact

happened (cases : Browii v. Knill, Tcmpany
!'. Burnand) ; and, again, where there are the

two covenants to repair (these I have ex-

plained in " Covenants," number 19), one

being to repair generally and the other within

a certain time after notice, they must not be

mixed up in the same breach, but must have

assigned two separate and distinct breaches,

one to each, or the declaration will be bad on
(hmiirrer. Having regard to all these legal

difficulties, I strongly recommend you to try

all in your power to induce the person liable

to comply with the covenants ;
still, no

doubt, cases will arise when only the strong

arm of the law will have any effect. The
defendant after declaration, does, what is

called, pleads ; his plea usually taking some-
thing of this form, that the house or premises

was not out of good and substantial repair.

Then comes the question of evidence ; and
you will have, if engaged on behalf of

the plaintiff, to prove the state of the

premises, so as to show that they -were

out of repair at the date of writ, and that the

covenant to repair iu the lease (and which is

recited in the declaration) was broken.

To explain what amounts to a breach of

covenaut, I quote the following from the

legal writers, who state :
—" "What defects in

the state of repair of the premises amount to

a breach of the covenant must in all cases

depend upon the ni.anner in which the cove-

nant is worded, considered also witli reference

to the nature of the premises. It is not suffi-

cient that the tenant keep the premises in

as good a state as they were in when they

were let to him ; but if his agreement be to

keep them in good repair he must do so with

reference to the class to which the ]>remises

belong." Reader, remember this, as it is the

ba.sis of all actions, and guides the decision

of the jury or referee. '\\'ell. the day of trial

comes, and j-ou will now realise the value of

my advice given in Part V., for no e.isy task

may await you. audit will be some assistance to

be able to turn to an}- item .at once, when counsel

asks you, instead of fumbling page after page
unsuccessfully, and so getting hot andfidgetty

yoiu'sclf, and annoying counsel, judge, and

jury. Tlie latter -will think you are not to be
trusted, if you cannot answer at once. Your
conduct in that all-trying position, the
witness-box, must much depend on tempera-
ment, experience, and confidence in the
knowdedge of your subject. That honesty of

intention alone will not avail you, I might re-

call to your memory^that almost incomparable
scene in court in '• Pickwick," wdiero the

great Ch.arlos Dickens shows in the character

of IMr. Winkle the absolute failure of good in-

tentions. One hint only can be given to assist.

Take most carefully your dil.apidations, write

them plainly, so that you can easily read

them, and study your case laboriously, so

that you become its master, and then, and
then only, you may hold your own against

the most severe cross-examiner of the ' wig
and gown."

Bearing on this point the Saturday Review
in a clever article in a recent issue, headed
" Historic Doubts," says:—" It is always so

easy to believe what one h.as an interest in

believing, or is desirous from any other

motive to believe, that it is seldoui the temp-
tation is thoroughly resisted, though the

yielding to it may be quite innocent and un-
conscious. In nine cases out of ten the
lawyer is convinced of the justice of his brief,

and the expert has a clear con.science in

giving his evidence for the side which retains

his services." I do not think the writer has

sufficiently considered that surveyors and other

technical witnesses are so frequently engaged
on one side and the other of the question : that

his remarks will scarcely apply. I do not think

we can unconsciouslii deceive ourselves.

If you have a case where the term has expired,

and you are claiming for the loss of the use

of premises, while the dilapidations are being

made good, estim.ate the loss of the premises

by the rental similar premises in the same
locality are obtaining. In arriving at the

money value of dilapidations, you base your
estimate on the sum it would take to put the

premises into that state of repair in which they
should have been left to fulfil the covenants

It is often the case to call in builders to con-

firm, their evidence being that they would do
the works you specify as necessary ; for a cer-

tain sum. Your evidence should be sup-

ported by three or four surveyors, -who are

often called a team ; the importance and
difliculty of the case much, however, guiding

the number. Next we have to assume you
are acting for the defendant (lessee or other

person liable), then your duty will be, if j-ou

find there is no defence, to advise your client

to ask for time, in which event you will

generally find that on payment of costs in-

curred through the dc>fault of your clients,

an extension of the time will be given. It will

be as well, if you can, to agree upon a speci-

fication of works to be done, as this will save

any dispute as tothc'/KOH/;'/// of works which
should have been done, when the next visit of

lessor's surveyor takes place.

It is so important to remember who can

bring, or rather who can maintain actions

for dilapidations (because any one can bring

an action) that I would again use the tabu-

lated form.

TABLE 24.

1. Tlie heir may, although the lessee have
only covenanted with the lessor, his executors,

aud administrators.
'2. The lessor and his assignee.

Tlio reason of this is tlmt thp eoveuants to repair

run with the land, .ind are binding as well on the

l)arties covonanting as on the as.signoe of liis interest,

and may be taken advantage of by the assignee of

the reversion as well as by the lessor liimself. There
are eight cases iu support of this mentioned by
Grady.

3. The assignee of the reversion ; but he is

limited to such breaches as have occurred

after he has purchased.

4. The assignee of part of the reversion,

.'i. The executors .and ndministrators of the

party originally having right to sue.

The executor is not limited, I)ut may sue for a

covenant broken in the lifetime of tho testator,
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altlioaigh the covenant runs -with the land. The
exec^itor of tenant for life also may sue tor breach

of covenant committed in lifetime of the testator.

Executi-irs or administrators of any person deceased

may maintain actions of trespass or case for any in-

jury to the real estate of such person committed in

his lifetime, for which an action might have been

Tnaintaiiied by .such person, provided such injury

shall have been committed within six calendar

months before the death, and that such action

shall be brought within one year after the death.

C. The lessor may, -where the demise is not

under seal, and where, consequently, the right

to sue on an agreement to repair does not

pass to the assignee of the lessor, then not-

-withstanding the assignment the lessor may.

Those against -whom actions may bo main-

tained are
TABLE 25.

1. An heir.

2. The assignee of the lessee.

And also his executor or administrator, even

although the assignee be not mentioned in the deed.

The assignee of a lease is liable for breach of

covenant to repair committed during his own pos-

session, though he may have assigned the premises

before the action was brought. He is not liable

directly to the lessor except for such dilapidations as

occur from the period the premises were a,ssigned to

him, until the period he again, with bona fides,

assigns them to some one else. He is not liable on

.a covenant by the lessee to do a specific thing within

a given time," if the covenant is broken before the

assignment. It is well, however, to remark that the

covenant cannot so easily be got rid of, because

in nearly all assignments there isthecovenant to hold

•harmless from all the covenants the lessee or

assignor. It therefore follows that though tlie

assignee may not be directly liable to the lessor, he is

wsually liable to an action by the lessee or the

assignor to him.

3. The lessee, who is always directly liable

to lessor, and does not and cannot get rid of

such liability by assignment, as the assignee

may, which we have just explained.

4. The executor, but his liability commences
only from the time he becomes interested.

5. Executors or administrators, actions of

trespass, or case, for any wrong committed

by the deceased in his lifetime, the time, how-
ever, being limited.

Note.—An imderlessee cannot be sued in cove-

nant or debt on the original lease ; the reason being

that there is no privity of estate between him and
the grantor.

WAnUR.

As surveyors are nearly always appointed

receivers of estates by the Court of Chancery,

andby thosewho have large properties and wish

them well managed, it behoves ourprofession

to take great care that in the ordinary course

of taking the rents they do not stultify any
proceedings the solicitors may have taken.

The receipt of rent, for instance, while an
action for ejectment is pending, will much
complicate the case and add to the difficulty

of obtaining a successful verdict ; although it

•would appear it will not amount to a waiver :

unless it can be shown it was so intended.

An example I may quote of a son who col-

lected rents for his father, who •was too ill to

attend to business, it not appearing that the

son knew of the forfeiture, has no authority

to waive it.

Giving more time than the usual three

months' notice is not a waiver.

Waiver of Forfeiture.—Can of course be
arrived at by putting the premises in

repair in accordance with the covenants.

But if action hronijht, putting the premises after-

wards into the most thorough repair required by
the covenants will be no answer to the action. Nor
will the Court of Equity afford any relief.

Where the two covenants to repair occur

and notice is given under one, it is no
waiver of the other (the general) covenant,

and an action may be brought while the notice

is running.

It is a waiver where the landlord, under a

special covenant, gave notice that he should

enter and do the repairs and distrain for the

expenses.
Where the lcs.==or acted so as to induce the

assignee of the tenant, against whom the

action was brought, to believe that lie -was

doing all that he ought, it acted as a •n-aivor,

and the lessor did not recover although the

covenants were actually broken.

The following may well be cited as show-

ing a curious decision where a waiver really

was given without the landlord's consent or

knowledge. There was a treaty for the sale

of the premises, and the proposed pur-

chasers absolved the tenant from repairing,

and the Court thought that, although there

was no waiver by the landlord, yet that the

neglect of the tenant was, under the circum-

stances, so excusable, that he was entitled to

relief. It was, no doubt, one of those "hard
cases" which, to use the well-known expres-

sion, " make bad law."

IN.)UNCTIONS

Can only be obtained where there is an

apparent intention on the part of the tenant

to do some irreparable injury to the premises
;

for example, it will restrain tenant from alter-

ing the premises, if such alterations be dis-

agreeable to those who have a permanent

interest in them, although the alterations may
improve and beautify the property. Again,

the Court will restrain a tenant from pulling

down a house and building another, should

it be objected to, by the landlord. Again,

injunction can be obtained to restrain a

tenant from committing an act contrary to

his own covenant, even though it be not waste.

Injunctions will also be granted to restrain

the doing of certain acts, which the tenant

claims a right to do, until by an action at

law such right has been tried.

It should be borne in uiind it is not neces-

sary that the action should be commenced
before the application is made to the Court,

a mere threat will sometimes be quite suth-

cient. In one case the sending a sawyer to

mark trees was held sufficient. Injunc-

tion.'! wilt he (/ranted to all persons whose

interest would be prejudiced by the com-
mission of the acts, provided of course they

can show serious injury. It is not necessary,

therefore to show jiririty of estate.

CONXLUSION.

Having carefully considered every part of

the subject, and 'shown that Dn.AriDATlON.s

are voluntary, or permissive, and that in

legal consideration (as Mr. Grady expresses

it) they are either a wrongful act or misfea-

sance, and an injury to the reversionary

estate, or merely a breach of contract ; and

that in the former case, the remedy •n'ould be

by an action on the case in the nature of

waste for the injury done to the reversion

;

and in the latter case the remedies are various,

accta-iling to the nature of the contract be-

tween the parties. The forms of action com-

prise assumpsit, covenant, contract, debt

(where covenant secured by a bond), eject-

ment, and injunction.

That these varied forms of action give the

injured person plenty of opportunities for

obtaining redress no one will doitbt ; but

still, where those liable can be induced to

meet their liability fairly, my advice is, avoid

law.

A few words in conclusion. It is astonish-

ing how soon one's pursuits cling to one. I

recollect, some years since, making a walking

tour, knapsack on shoulder, thick stick iu

hand, with a friend, and having walked a

long distance we came upon one of those

lovely bits of scenery which are so glorious

and enthralling, jirobably because they are

so suddenly met with, '\^'e stood enraptured

—the grand bay ; the sloping cliff, with the

pretty cottages nestling amongst the trees ;

beyond, the blue sea witli the white sails of

the ships. How the charm was broken by

my waggish friend, saying :
" Replace de-

fective chimney-pots; point open joints of

chimney shafts !
" That the pur.suit of this

dry subject is opposed to picturesqucness is

clear : it is the very antithesis. Imagine a

surveyor taking dilapidations in such .a scene

as the following, which I extract from that

well-known book. " Dr. Syntax's Tour in

Search of the Picturesque :"

—

" Beneath that archway once a gate,

With helmet crest in warlike state.

The bands marched forth, nor feared the toil

Of bloody war that gavo the spoil.

« « • « •

But now, alas, no more remains
Than will rew.ard the painter's pains :

The palace of the feudal victor

Now serves for naught but for a picture."

Xo. The surveyor must cast .aside the

love of lichen, crumbling walls, dilapidated

thatch, overhanging chimneys, broken gates,

untrimmed roofs, when in pursuit of his

duty, and he will find these pages a very
useful reference. That such reference to

some standard is thought necessary, even in

the fashionable world, I would quote an
amusing passage from Mrs. Edwards's latest

work:—"Alfred Hervey," ob.serves Mrs.
Crosbie suavely, " is a man of the world, my
dear Emma. Alfred knows the value of eti-

quette, as Rawdon will have to learn it in

time. RIy dear, dear old uncle, your god-

papa, sir, Canon Hervey, used to say that

good manners are the small change of good
morals. ' In our transitory state we have
not time, we have not wisdom,' tlie venerable

man used to say, ' to decide, on the spitr of

tlie moment, whether any intended action be
intrinsically riifd. We can always say to

ourselves, is it usual for persons moving in a

certain refined sphere of life to do so-and-

so ? And we shall rarely, if ever, find our-

selves misled in the result.'
"

Surely, if time is so limited that authority

is •nanted to guide the fashionable world,

how much more must it be required for those

piu'suing our arduous profession ?

Such an authomtt I have endeavoured to

make the foregoing pages on this important

subject. Banistei: Fletcher.

ANSWERS TO QUE.STIONS.

Q.—Is it a dilapidation if the paving stones

of an area are iu several places broken in

smaller pieces, or cracked across, but still all

in place, and bonded with mortar or cement ?

A.—It is a dilapidation, and my correspon-

dent will find the reasons fully given in para-

graph 7. Part 5.

Q.—Under a yearly tenancy, after a tenant

has been in a house several years, is he liable

for papering of a room being slightly torn, or

woidd that come under wear and tear? If

not, what does tear mean ? If liable must he

paper all tlie room or patch the injured part?

A.—As to the first part of the question, he

is clearly liable for the torn paper, as it would

not be "wear and tear"—" wear and tear
"

being usage, and not damage
;
perhaps I can-

not better explain this to my correspondent

than by mentioning as an illustration the case

of machinery, where " wear and tear " would

palpably be the natural wear for its use in

motion ; breakages and other injuries would

be dilapidations. As to the second part of

the question, undoubtedly he must paper the

entire room if he cannot match the pattern of

the paper with which the room is papered.

Q.—If he (lessee) makes a long splinter on

a grained skirting, may he mend and touch up,

or must he paint and grain skirting all round

the room ?

A.—Only mend and touch up, but it must

be done efficiently.

(j.—Is lessee liable to reinstate if bad

settlement of house (owing to insecure

foundation) has caused a fracture of the

walls ?

A.—Yes.

Q.—If partitions and floors are sunken?

A.—Must be reinstated if caused by neglect

of the lessee.

(^.—If party wall bulged or otherwise

dilapidated, is les.see liable to reinstate ? If

so. can he compel adjoining owner to contri-

bute his share of expense towards so doing ?

A.—The fact of its being a party wall

m.akos no difference ; the same liability at-

taches as woidd to an external, or any wall.

As to the second part of the question, adjoin-

ing owner is liable to contribute.
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Q.—Am I correct in believinfr tliat addi-

tions to tenements, wliich may he made liy

lessee diirin<; his holding, are brought witliin

repairing clauses of lease or agreement, if no
other stipulation thereon respecting such
erection or adrlition ?

A.—Certainly you are correct. The cove-

nants would apply unless the additions wore
so erected as not to become part of the free-

hold. In this latter case they would be

lessee's fixtures ; and ho could remove them
before expiry of lease.

Q.—^^^lcre a tenant i.s bound by agreement
to leave house in " tenantable repair," what
does that imply? Does it meiinj'resh jiaper,

ceilings to be whit<>washed amir, &c., and
does it infer any substantial repairs?

A.—^The writer of this rjuestion will do well

to read "Covenants, their construction and
accepted meaning," Nos. I!, .5, and S. He will

there see that tlic covenantmustbereail having
regard to tile original state of the house, .and

may be taken that the house should be left in

fair order, but not, certainly, that at the end of

the tenancy the house shall be fresh papered,
and ceilings fresh whitened. It does require

such substantial repairs as are necessary to

keep the house wind and water-tight, .so that

the premises may be kept in fair condition.

Q.—If a yearly tenant complains to land-

lord of want of repairs, landlord neglects,

and damage ensues, which party is liable for

the d.amagc ?

A.—If no written agreement whereby land-
lord is bound to repair, then tenant must put
up witli the Un-is. ]\ly correspondent will see

in Table 1, No. 1. th.at there is no liability on
the part of landlord to rejjair ; so that it

nece.ssarily would follow that he cannot be
liable for any injury .arising from his omi.ssion

to do that which he need not do. He is not
legally li.able at all.

Q.— I'nder a yearly tenancy if external
rain water-pipe from roof gets choked or

corroded, and tlie water leaks through wall,

damaging the intercal plastering, who is

liable ?

A.—The tenant would be liable in .strict

law, but I do not believe it could be enforced.
If the injury wore sust.ained in London, the
Ctistom, I think, might be pleaded, which is

against requiring yearly tenants to repair
oofs.

Q.—Am I correct in understanding you to
mean that when a tcn.ant continues after the
expiration of his lease, he does so under all

the covenants thereof?
A.—You are nearly correct in so under-

standing nie. The law is most certain on
this point ; he holds over, liable to all the
covenants of his expired lease, which, how-
ever, are to be construed more mildly, on
account of the absence of certainty in his
renuiining—see T.able 2, paragraph No. i;?.

For example, suppose seven years to have
passed by since lease expired

; and that if lease
existed the whole internal painting would be
due, and further, suppose landlord h.ad given
notice to determine the tenancy, it would
be hard on the tenant that he should bo
turned out, and still be charged with the entire
painting of the house, unless in his lease
were the covenant (which is somewhat un-
usual) that the house shall be jiainted inside
in the hist year of tlie term. In this latter

case, as he would not be damnified in any way,
he would be liable for the ichulc of the
painting.

Q.— If carving in stone or wood be decayed,
is lessee bound to cut out block and make
good as before ?

A.—Yes, see Table 17 ;
the last paragraph

shows the cheapest way of doing this that is

permitted.
Q.—If paving in y.ard put down by lessee

during holding (where none before), and
same be broken or otherwise defective, is he
bound to reinstate ?

A.—Certainly he is.

Q-—If tenant served witli usual notice to
repair within three months, and he .agrees to
do all repairs, &c., to satisfaction of landlord's

surveyor, is said landlord compelled by law
to supply tenant with schedule of dilapida-

tions ?

A.—Xo ; and the reason is obvious. Tlie

lessee or person liable to repair is supposed to

underst.and the liability he has assumed, just

as every Englishman is presumed to know
the laws imder which he lives, and no
doubt the one case is as mucli a Jicliim as the
other. Therefore, the wise man, on receiving

the notice would at once consult his own
surveyor, and so in the end save money and
trouble.

Q.—If basement flooring and joists rotted,

throiigli damp arising from natm'o of soil, is

lessee liable ?

A.—Yes.

(}.—Presuming lessee has signed agree-
ment for lease wiih usu.al rep.airing covenants,
and two days after taking possession the
roof falls in owing to defective state of

timbers, is lessee boimd to reinst.ate, when it

can be clearly shown that such dilapidation

existed previous to his signing agreement ?

A.—Yes. The liability accrues from the

execution of the instrmuent. This is the

reason why it is so necessary, when about
taking the house on lease, to have a surveyor
to inspect the state of premises.

Q.—Under a covenant to well and tenant-
ably repair, without any express obligation

to paint, is a lessee bound to paint?
A.—Yes ; see Table 20, in Part 6, where

liability is fidly explained.

Thanks to my correspondents, one of

whom says, " Your tables are very pithy,

and to the point." B. F.

MODERN HOUSE DRAINAGE, LIQUID
-A,ND GASEOUS.

THE urgent importance of improved
sanitary provision, in connection especi-

ally with our house drainage and the venti-

lation of our sewers, has within the last

few weeks been p.ainfully and pressingly

manifested. The Lancet Commissioners have
shown what they believe to be a probable
cause for the severe fever which has attacked
the Prince of Wales and others^namely, the

defective drainage and water supply of

Sandringhaui and IjOndesborough Lodge.
The Tiincx also has taken the subject up very
warmly ; but it may be a.sked what constitutes

the peculiarity in respect to the drainage of

these places ? Are not all modern dwelling-
houses subject to similar arrangements, more
or less ? And if they are, is not the system
wrong which provides such plans of di'ain-

age ? The writer of this paper is fully

scnsi'ole of the difficulties which beset any
new or improved scheme or invention, and
the prejudices existing among manufacturers
and others are often too strong and un-
flinehing to admit anything that appears to

compromise or upset existing .appliances.

Then there are the mysteries or habits of

crafts which artisans, tradesmen as well, and
many professional men, are unwilling to have
disturbed. These influences steadily and
obstinately oppose any radical change or new
idea. Notwithstanding such hindrances,

science must assert supremacy, and the ap-
pliances of art become modified thereto,

despite mere empirical knowledge and pre-

judice. No better proof of this miwilling
submission to facts and natural laws can be
afforded than in the particul.ar branch of art

under notice. The improvements m;uic upon
the primitive idea of di-ainagc, and the con-
struction of closet apparatus, have been by
very tardy steps, the main evils remaining
untouched. Ingenuity has been taxed ami
mis-spent upon points of constructive detail,

such as regulating the water supply, Uiisliing

apparatuses, valves, &c., and much labour
has been somewh.at tlirown away upon
endeavouring to produce noiseless action.

However meritorious these inventions or im-
provements arc in themselves, they still leave
the fundamental soui-ce of mischief, from a

notion founded upon mercenary considerations,
that improvements in detail, or in some little

matter, may induce a re.ody sale at small out-
lay, or that people will not care to adopt an
entirely new thing or novel principle. This
is really the bane of and obstructive to all

inventive effort, improvers on patents
generally reaping .all the benefits.

Such little improvements, then, are frivo-
lous compared with the primary laws whicli
should govern our system of drainage ; in-

deed, what we require is to convert or employ
the laws of Nature to our own advantage by
making our own contrivances subserve them.
Just taking our present sewerage system as
an example : we have been throwing away
our excrementary matter in a most irr.ational

manner, and instead of making it the agent
of fertilising our soil, we are allowing it to
pollute our fairest streams, or contaminate
our noblest highways of commerce with tlie

germs of disease and death. We are, in fact,

putting Niiture's laws at direct variance or
making them deadly in their operation to
ourselves. Again, what are cesspools but
receptacles of corruption of the deadliest
form in our midst, whose loathsome emana-
tions are constantly viti.ating the fountain of
life and health? It is true we are now dis-

covering our folly, .and trying to dispose in a
reasonable way of such matter ; but while
we are discussing the best means of discharg-
ing .and employing our solid sewage at tlie

outfalls, we lU-c thoughtlessly—mjidly—allow-
ing the most insidious, subtlest part of the
poison, or the gaseous form of it, to enter un-
checked our very dwellings. By their con-
nection with the soil-pipes they become the
extractors of and receptacles for the se\v,age

gases ; and no reservoir devised to receive

these insidious enemies of life and healtli

can answer the end better. One or two
imperfect water traps are the only safeguards
against the entrance of the deleterious gas, and
these are too frequently worthless, either on
account of an undue force of the ascending gas,

or because of the thin layer of waterthat super-
venes in the traps. In dealing with a remedy for
the existing evil, the question arises, can we
dispense with the evU altogether by removing
the soui'ce of it? This may be done. 1st.

By dispensing with indoor closets .altogether.

2nd. By using earth closets. 3rd. By adopt-
ing some means of cutting off or disconnect-

ing the injurious means of the connection of

the sewage effluvia and the house through
the soil-pipe. The im])ractibility of adopting
either of the former plans in a large town
under present arrangements is too obvious to
require attention. The remedy must bo
applicable, if possible, to existing houses, to

be of any great immediate value. The dis-

connection of the closet or sink and sewer in

any manner to prevent the sewage gases,

alw.ays light and therefore ascending, from
entering the house, is the problem to be
solved. This may pr.actieally be effected by
vent-shafts or air-pipes carried from the
highest points of the traps or soil-pipes,

either through a lire-tlue or at the side of one
above the roofs, so th.at the gaseous products
shoidd bo carried aw.ay innocuously. The
provision for the g.aseous matter is not dreamt
of in our jiresent unscientific system ; the gases
are thus virtually compelled to escape through
any unguarded channel or inetticient trap
whenever tlve descent of the solid matter
or the downward rush of water com-
presses it or displaces its natural volume.
Ordinarily, such safety-room or vents may
be served by the length of soil-pipe ; but
wherever this gas is incompressible, by reason

of the limited capacity of the drains or

pipes, the tr.aps are useless, and the gas finds

its liberty through our closet-p.ans or up our
sinks. Not only should the closets of every
house be provided with a vent tube of suffi-

cient size, but the s.anie provision should in

all cases be m.ade at the entr,ance tothe sewer,

or the sewer itself be ventilated at proper
intervals by lofty shafts, so that tlio escape of

this ^as may be rendered easy under peculiar
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pressures or conditions, and at the same time

relieve other houses. In the country, where
cesspools are used, they should have such

tubes carried uj) from them at the side of

trunks of trees, &c. By this plan the descent

of the drainage matter from tlie house could

not be checked by the sewage gas, the

latter being driven before it, instead of finding

a passage through the descending or out-

running matter. There is a diflicidty often

in carrying a vent or air tube up a chimney,

as fire flues arc not often near water-closets.

In these cases it would be better to place the

soil-pipes outside the house if possible, its

highest point being ventilated in the above

m.anner, in a line continuous with it, the closet

trap inlet being introduced through an inter-

mediate trough exposed to the air. By this

means the ascending sewage gas would natur-

ally take its straightest upward course, the

closet matter and flushing of every action of the

water-valve helping to drive the gasupitsap-

pointed channel, instead of through an im-

perfect water-trap. It is manifest the

ordinary soil-pipe connection with the trap

provides only for one condition, the ovilet of

the matter, and every time this takes place a

portion of gas is forced aside or comes into

collision, instead of having another and
distinct passage provided. By the means
here proposed, or a similar arrangement (by

which the closet matter and gas are both

provided for without interfering with each

other), the author thinks all new closets, and

even the old ones, may be constructed free

from the errors that have lately been illus-

trated with such import. It should be

known that all gases are expansible, capable

of great force, while their compressibility is

considerably greater than that of liquids
;

these properties, together with the fact that

all gases rise by virtue of their density com-
pared with air, and also that heat expands
them and increases their elastic force and
lightness, indicate the absurdity of supposing

sewage gas will be kept within limits by 2in.

or3in. of water, and in a lower temperature

than our houses ; and really our iron gratings

to our cesspools and entrances to our sewers

are so many points of ingress for the cold

air to enter and force the gases into our

heated chambers. All proposed sewer venti-

lation that does not take this simple natural

law of pneumatics into account are worth-
less. A member of the medical profession

writing to the author says: "The main
sewers should on no account have those

objectionable and offensive open gratings

adopted in many places in towns, which
carmot be sufficiently condemned, for though
it may be urged that the offensive gas

passes off in such small quantities and is so

readily diffused that it can scarcely be con-

sidered injurious, this is a fallacy, as any por-

tion of it is injurious, and demands that it

should be wholly removed to the region of

the air where it can do no harm." The same
scientific authority, Dr. H. Clark, F.S.A., of

Russell-square, further says, in reference to

house drainage :
" The use of vent-tubes is no

new idea, but they promise adequate security

against upward pressure of the gas, the
drains being well trapped in all other respects,

1st, by having a deep water trap at the out-
let and close valves to the closets ; these, as

they now exist, have generally a very imper-
fect water-valve, easily overcome by any
accidental upward pressure, and the pan,
having usually a side tube to allow any over-

flow of water to pass away through the per-

foration at the upper part of the pan, afford

also a free ingress of gaseous matter when
the pressure is sufficient to overcome the
water in the bend of the pan shaft." Instead

of the loose pan or dish at the bottom of the
ordinary pans, this writer recommends an
accui-ately-fitting flap to retain sufficient

water above it; a similar expedient is recom-
mended in regard to waste-pipes, which
should have metal valves at their inlets to

soil-pipes, tiiese valves being counterpoised
and holding just sufficient water to keep the

effluvia back when closed. It cannot be
supposed that a thin layer of water

in a trap can effectually prevent noxious

smells from entering a house, for liquids

absorb gases,' and the water in our closet

and drain-traps are often saturated with
the poisonous gas to such an extent that

the air becomes contaminated by it. This

is another reason why an improved sort of

trap or valve is imperatively required in the

existing arrangements.
The whole of the arrangements suggested

in the present paper are based on simple

natural laws, the principal one being that

sewer air is lighter than common air ; that

by virtue of this lightness, increased by
warm rooms, the cold drains empty their

gaseous products into our houses ;
and that

the reversal of this state can only be at-

tained by allowing cold and heavier air to

enter the soil-pipes at convenient places be-

fore they enter our houses, unless a draught

can be established wp some powerful extrac-

tor to higher and harmless regions of the

atmosphere, where this sewer air can expend
itself.

The writer hopes these remarks will stimu-

late the pi-ofession to study the sanitary prin-

ciples of house drainage more than they do,

leaving defunct and obsolete sciences such

as archreology to more leisurely moments, and
giving their attention to branches of their

calling which imperatively demand all the

facts and knowledge which modern science

and their own observation can give.

G. H. G.

NEW M.A.RKET,S.

THE New Foreign CattleMarkct for London, built

on the site of the old Royal Docky.ird at r)ept-

ford, will be formally opened by the Lord JLn'or on

Thursday next. The area of the market ground
contains 28 acre.s 5 poles. The six covered ship-

building slips in the yard have been utilised for the

marlvet purposes, and joined together by ranges of

buildings covered with bound roofs in three bays.

They are about 1.5.5 feet wide and 15 feet high totlie

vvall-heads. The}' are lighted by storm windows,

glazed louvre-wise, witli sloping slabs of strong,

rough plate-glass, with ample space for ventilation.

The slips vary in size, but make very airy cattle-

sheds. One of tliem, with a fine iron roof on cast-

iron pillars, is 4 00ft. long, and is an imposing structure.

This and others of the slips .are so tltted up that the live

stock tliey contain may, if landed in a diseased condi-

tion, or in the event of disease breaking out among
tliem, becom]ilet.?ly separated and slaughtered witliout

being brought into contact witli the cattle in otlier

parts of the market. On an allowance of 30 feet

superficial for each head of cattle, and 5 feet super

ficial for sheep, there is provision mide for 3,892

cattle, and 11,510 sheep, all in lairs and pens, roofed

and closed in. The cattle have wooden mangers
along the heads of their pens, and water-troughs ex-

tending also from side to side. The sheep pens have

iron feeding-racks sloping downwards on the sides

and ends from the top to the bottom. These raclts

are raised and lowered by cords and pulleys suspen-

ded from cross spars overliead. The sheep pens are

also provided with water-troughs. For landing the

beasts from the steam vessels tliree wooden jetties

have been erected. They project about 200 feet iuto

the river, which has been dredged so as to give the

vessels at tlie front about 15 feet depth at low water.

The front of the jetty is 100 feet long, and has a

roadway from each end that inclines inwards until

tile two meet each other in a triangular form at

about 100 foot from tlie quay. Tlie lower lauding

stages are reached by hinged gangways with liars

across them to give foothold. Ample slaughter-

houses are provided, fitted with all the best mechani-
cal and other contrivances for the use to which they
are to be applied. The works have been executed

for the Corporation of London under the direction

of Mr. Horace .Tones. I'Ml.I.Ii.A., City Arcliitect,

Messrs. Browne & Robinson being the contractors.

The total cost, including jetties, is £105,000.
The Bradford Covered JIarket is fast progressing

towards comjilotion. The works were let in

December, ISiiO, for the sum of £12,500, but this

structure is only a part of the Kirkgate Market
sclieme, as it only extends from Kirkgate to tlie first

opening in Darley-street ; wliereas the complete

scheme provides for its being carried forward to

Godwin-street above. Messrs. Lockwood & Maw-
son are the architects, their plans obtaining the first

prize offered by the corporation for market designs

The building is in the Italian style, the principa
ornamentation being at the Kirkgate front, where is

the main entrance to the building. The interior is

arranged on the pavilion principle, and there are four

avenues. It is 45ft. higli, the roof being supported
by light iron columns and arches, and so arranged
that the northern light is principally admitted. There
is ample provision for ventilation. Altogether the

market will cost £20,000, exclusive of internal

fittings ; but as yet the Corporation have not entered

into contracts for the erection of the second portion.

When the market scheme is completed there will be
thirty exterior shops, eleven in Godwin-street,

eleven in Dudley-street, and eight in Kirkgate. Ten
of these shops are now in course of erection, and they
will form the finishing of the Kirkgate front of the

m.arket. The contracts for building these shops were
let in .Tune last for the sum of £7,950. The covered

market, according to the original terms of the con-

tract, was to have been finished iu March of the

present year, but difficulties as to the delivery of the

ironwork and other unforeseen circumstances have
delayed the work. During the past few months,

however, the progress of the various parts of the

works has been more rapid, and workmen are now
engaged in fixing the roof. In connection with the

raarlcet—forming, in fact, a portion of the exterior

buildings of the covered market—another block of

buildings is fast approaching completion in Godwin-
street. It is three stories in height, and has lofty

attics. The block begins witii the line of the street

opposite the " Butter Cross," and extends to the line

of James-street. The works for the erection of this

block were let about fourteen months ago for the

sum of £4,400.

MJi CCLESFIELD NEW COUNTY ASYLUM.

THIS very extensive establishment has now been

opened for the reception of patients. The
first sod was turned fiiur years ago ; the site being

in a part of the suburbs—about a mile distant frotn

the town—notable for its salubrity and the beauty

of its scenerj'. The architect for the entire building

is Mr. Griffiths, of Stafford. .Some idea of the

character and extent of the institution may be

formed from tlie fact that the series of buildings of

which it is comprised cover an area of 0^ acres of

land ; the cost of the site and building will amount

to about £131,000. The asylum is calculated to

accommodate 700 patients. Its style of architec-

ture is Italian, the materi.als used being red brick,

with white and blue brick dressings, and stone

enrichments for the cloclc tower, tlie principal

entrance being underneath the tower. This entrance is

approached by a roadwaj' lOft. wide from the prin-

cip.al lodge gates in Chester-road. Dr. Deas is the

superintendent, and his house is the key to the

entire building from the south side, as the clock-

tower entrance is from the north side. The front

from east to west is 912 feet in length. The
extreme distance north and soutli is about 240ft.

The buildings are divided by large airing spaces and

recreation grounds. They consist of twelve com-

plete blocks, and are united by one grand corridor

Oft. wide, running the whole length from east to

west. There are four blocks giving accommodation

for 113 eacli, two infirmaries for 68 each, two blocks

for excited patients, 57 each, all detached and con-

nected by corridors and single rooms ; by this means

proper classification is ensured, and the building,

being so subdivided, better light and ventilation is

obt.aineil than in the ordinary buildings of this

class. All the patients' day-rooms are on the ground

floor. The centre or administration blocli is for all pur-

poses of management. The heart of the building com-

prises offices, surgeon's and matron's rooms, kitchens,

dispensary, waiting and store-rooms. Sec. ; and to

the sov.thof these is the grand dining and recreation

hall— tlic great feature of this part of the building.

Its extreme length, including gallery, is llOft, by

50ft. wide, and 50ft. from the floor lino to the ceil-

ing. The south end is fitted with platform or stage,

in the front of which there is a handsome proscenium,

.available for concerts and other entertainments. On
the male side is a block of buildings for tailor.s, .shoe-

makers, upholsterers, cabinetmakers, carpenters, and

plumbers ; also a weaving slied, timber yard, and

extensive brewery yard, in wliich occupation will be

found for the patients, and on the females' side a

corresponding building, consisting of washliouses,

laundry, drying stoves, &c. At a rough calcula-

tion it is estimated that there is about a mile of

corridors within the building, and there are also

about 1,000 windows—suflicient light and means of

veniilatiou h.aving been paid especial attention to.

The site, as well as the character of the building, is

one which has offered many difiicullics. Tiie con-

tractor for the execution of the whole of the work is
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Mr. Henr}' Lovatt, of "Wolverliampton ; Mr. Mellard.

of Kugeley, pupplietl the hot-water apparatus. The
pumping engine was supphed hy Messr*. Mellor t.*i:

Son. of Kainow ; the sevrage engine by Messr.-^.

Coupe & Co. ; and the cooking apparatu.s by Messrs.

Benham "!i. ^>'iis. Wigmore-strcft, London; and Mr.

Westwood, of Dudley, was a sub-contractor f<»r tlie

slating: tlie Clerk of the "Works was Mr. J. Laid-

law. The building is fitted with gas fixtures through-

out, and provision against fire is made by one of

Messrs. Mt-rryweather &. Son's hand engines and hose

in each block. The church is situate at the western

boundary, the tliaplain being the Ilev. J. A. Lad-

broke, IJ.A. The style is the liarly Knglish Guthic,

with nave and transepts, chancel, organ chamber,

and vestry. The roof is open-timbered. The

chancel and aisles are fitted with Minton's en-

caustic tiles, and the sittings are constructed

of jiine, and are capable of accommodating 430

worshipi)ers.

CAKVED SIDEBOARD.

HARRISON says " Drinke is vsuallle filled in

pots, gobblets. iugs, bolsof siluer in noljlenien's

houses, also in tine Venice glass, of all forms, all of

which, notwithstanding, are seldome set on thetable.

but each one, as necessitie vrgeth, calleth fur a cup of

such drinke as iiini listeth to liaue, so that when he

hath tasted of it he delivereth the cup againetosome

one of the standers-by, who, making it cleane by
pouring out the driidvc that remaineth. restoreth it to

the ci'i'-KOAiii> from whence he fetched the same.

I5v this deuise much idle tippling is furthermore cut

Off."

Again in the Notes of Northumberland Household

Book:—*'Let no man fill beoreor wine but the ci'P-

BOAiu> keeper, who must inakechoiceof his glasses or

cups for the company, and not serve them haiul over

heade. He must know which for beere ancl which
for wine, for it were a foul thing to mix them
together."

Thus much for the "cup" or side-board of our

forefathers. Moveable cupboards are "cabinets"

now-a-days, or they find an asylum in ihe kitchen

and otHces. Ihit their use when hapiiily retained as

sideboards remains the same, and truly we know no
finer art object than the old cuiiboard with its locker

or domestic credence covered with fair and broidercd

napery and fnrnished with silver, glass, or burnished

pewter utensils.

Judging from the character of our illnstratinn

which we give this week—a Renaissance buffet—it

might be argued that our remarks are inapplicable,

and apph'' oidy to Gothic furniture; this we grant,

but submit in explanation our clesire to bring down
the u«e of the "cup-board" to our owu times.

The material is walnut throughout, with gold

sparingly cmplo^-ed, and tarsia work panels to dado
frieze and lower panels, where carving would be
beneath the eye, an.l also much in the way.

Ifi pbu'C of the customary bas-relief of game, fruit,

fiowers, or other device, or the still more conventional
mirror, we find in the centre of the composition a
pane of plate-glass, provided with concealed curtains,

forming a window opening into a fernery, whicli

shows uji in derp shade and side-light .-^uch works of

art as ni.iy be |<laced on the sideboard ; whiNt the
foliage of the natural background cannot fail to

lend an air of frolmess to an apartment spe. ially

in need of it. (>. W. D.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
(from OUU own COUUKSPONDKNT.)

THE year about to close has been a busy one with
architects and builders, C)f the many works

which it has seen commenced or computed, a large
proportion are public. Among these may be men-
tioned the Albert liridge, in the east cud of thecitv.

the most imjiortant communication between the two
sides of the river; the continuation of Canon-street
to High-street, one of the schemes of the City
Improvement Trust, and which h:is ronmved a large

area of d.angcrous property, fornnd a new link

between what may he said to be our St. (mIcs's an^
St. James's, anil created in the heart of the city
sites for buihling* requirefl by trade and commerce;
the opening up of Jdni Knox-street. another of the
Trust's schemes, which, while promising sanitary
improvement and iiiercased facilities for traffic, gives
us in the meantime a new and widely-embracing
view of the Cathedral; extensive additions to the
Municipal Otllees ami Local Law Courts ; a large
addition to llridewell (the County IVison) ; an addi-
tion to the Royal Infirmary; a Hospital nr Infirmary
in connection with the College; Fever and Small-pox
Hospitals ; a Convalescent Home ; a Lunatic Asylum

for th^ Barony Poor-house; an addition to the Post-

Office ; a Military Barracks; and a Fountain, com-
memorative of the introduction of water from Loch
Ketturin. To these may be added such buildings

as tlie onices of the City of (ilasgow and of the

Scottish Amicable Assurance Companies ; an addition

to the Western Club-house; the chief offices of the

Ciydesd.'de liaid< ; tlie south-side ofiice of the liritisili

Linen Bank; and the St. Vincent-street branch

othce of the Union Bank. And altliough Glasgow
does not now '"flourisli by the preaching of the

word " (see the modern modified motto), it is still

adding churches. Of those of 1871. at least three

are of more than ordinary importanee— the

Kiiiscupalians' in Greut Western-road
; the Kirk-of-

Scotlaud's beside the Queen's Park ; and the " Free'.s"

in Dumbarton-road. Of such business premises as

shops and warehouses that have been built In the

year, there are several that, from their merit or

from their extent may be noticed, such as Mr. John
Orr Kwing's warehouse in West (ieorge-street ; Mr.
Robertson's shops and warehouses in Union-street;

the auction-roums of Messrs, Hutchison & Dixon in

Renfrew-street; and of Messrs. J. & J. Morrison in

S. George's-road ; Mr. Donald's rivet works in St.

James's-road; Mr. Watson's shops and dwellings at

llridgeton-cross ; Mr. J. M. Robertson's shops and
dwellings at Struan-terrace; and, if last, by no

means least, a very clever alteration in Gordon-

street, of a ding}' old store into first-class shops and
counting-houses. Glasgow, as might be expected,

is getting around it a large family of suburbs. Some
of these no sooner think that they can stand on

their own feet than they endeavour to get quit of the

parental leading-strings, and to setup '^lonie rule."

One of the first desiderata is a home for home-
rulers, and accordingly Hillhead is building

Municipal Otlices. Others of them, hanging on by
the skirts of their mtrse.s the public parks, thrive, as

might be expected from the advantages they enjoy,

nay, some of them not only '' wax fat," but " kick."

The public parks— three of them of very recent

purchase—have for obvious reasons attracted

dwelling-houses around them, and this year specu-

lating builders have been as busy with them as ever.

Indeed, the building of dwelling-houses of every

grade, both within and immediately around Glasgow
in all directions, has been this year exceedingly

active. A mansion for Mr. Bell, jiolter, and several

terraces on (ireat Western-road may be mentioned
as in the highest class. Dennistoun, Kelvinside,

and Plantation are stretching out the city eastw^ard,

westward, and southward, and making tramways

—

the construction of which iias just been begun—one
of the absolute uecsssaries ofciviclife. In this j'ear

Val-de-Travers and Limmer asphalte have, as well

as tramways, been introduced to Glasgow. The
alterations of buildings that have been made during

the year I will not pretend to indicate. This seemingly
" goes on for ever." In sculpture there is nothing

to be noticed except the statue of Graham Gilbert

in the Corporation Galleries ; nor in painting, except

in the views of Loch Ketturin in the Theatre Royal's

representation of "The Lady of the Lake" for the

Scott Centenary. If business be as brisk in the

coming year as it has been in that now passing

away, neither architects nor builders will have much
reason to complain.

THE CAMBERWELL VESTRY-HALL
COMPETITION.

AS we stated last week, twenty-four designs have

been sent in in this competition, eight being

selected from which to make the tinal choice. The
stipulated outlay is X8,UU0. In the conditions,

intending competitors were told that Ihe drawings to

besubmittedwereto be limited to plans, elevations, and
seetions. According to the Snilh London Fresa,

with some of the eight selected designs perspective

views are exhibited—a manifest disadvantage to the

competitors who have adhered to the instructions

issued by the Vestry. Tliese eight designs appear to

have been selected on account of their showing two
principal entrances—one in the Peckham-rvtail, the

other in the side street. Ilavil-strect, a street oidy

thirty feet in width. In all the rccently-conslructed

Vestry-halls in London only one principal entrance is

.allowed, and, in fact,onlyoneentranee can be necessary.

The local journal well suggests that some comi>etent

.architect of standing, such as Sir. Walerhouse
or i^Ir. I'Anson, should be called in to report on the

nhole of the designs, and is of opinion that of the

eight designs selected si,\ eould not be placed on the

site, which is irregular in shape, the authors htiving

completely ignored the difiiculty by designing square

buildings occupying the whole ground. We abridge

from our contemporary a description of seven of the

.selected designs :

—

"A L*(EUVRE OX CONNAIT L'oUVKIER."—This
design, accompanied by a perspective view, is in the
Classic style of the old-fashioned suburban villa

type, having a portico facing the Peckham-road sup-
ported by four rusticated columns, the whole sur-
mounted by a cornice and balustrade, presenting a

rather commtrnplace appearance. The surveyor's

anil vestry clerk';i ofiices are placed on each side of

the main entrance, vestry clerk's office being lighted

by a window looking into an area against a blank

wail seven feet distant. A corridor leading straight

through from the Peckham-road divided the building,

with offices on each side; this corridor is badlj'

lighted. A grand staircase at some distance from
the entrance leads to the vestrj'-hall and committee-

rooms on the first floor. The hall is placed on the

Peckham-road front.

" Civis."—This design is also accompanied by a
perspective view. The style adopted is modern
Classic. The front consists of a central block break-

ing through tlie roof, and two wings of three bays
each. The ground plan shows rooms of most extra-

ordinary shape, hardly a right angle in any, and the

corridor leading from the main entrance would have
an exceedingly curious effect in execution. The vestry

clerk's and sur\'eyor's ofiices are placed on each

side of the entrance hall, with committee and
officers' rooms on each side of the corridor leading

throx;gh to the back yard. Strong-rooms, &c., are

situated on the basement. The vsstry-hall is placed

at the back of the building on the first-fioor, with

adjacent committee rooms, &c. An interior per-

spective view of the vestry-hall is exhibited.

''ExFERiiCNCK."—The most striking features of

this set of nrawings are two highly and heavily-

coloured elevations, showing a building of the

ancient and, as it was fondly to be hoped, almost for-

gotten type of what may be called the Portland

cement Classic style. The ground plan provides

the usual entrance from Peckham-road, with a cor-

ridor running straight through from front to back,

with accountant's and vestrj' clerk's offices on

each side of the entrance hall. No committee-room

is i)n»vided on this floor, and no strong-room for rate

books. The staircase and waiting-room are also at

a considerable distance from the main entrance. The
vestry -hall is situated on the first floor, fronting on

the Peckham-road, with lavatories, itc, opening

direct on the landing; three committee-rooms at

back.

" WkllConsidered ."—This design could scarcely

be placed on the site. The vestry clerk's and ac-

countant's offices are here placed on each side of the

main entrance from the Peckham-road, the surveyor's

office at back : the grand staircase faces the entrance.

There arc no committee rooms on the ground floor.

The Vestry Hall is placed on the first-fioor, fronting

the Peckham-road, with three committee-rooms, &c.,

in the rear.

** Nil DEsrEKANDl'M."—The front elevation of

this design shows a Classic building, and provides

for five bays with a central entrance. There -would

probablj' be a ilifhculty in placing the building, as

designed, on the site.

" TnoRorc;n."—In this design also the author

has totally ignored the site on which the building is

to be placed, and has further illustrated the

great difficulty of the problem by designing a square

block—apparently a simple impossibility—on the site.

" ExrELsiOR.''—This design has the principal en-

trance from the side street, with an entrance in Peck-

ham-road. This plan also totally ignores the difficulty

of the site.

S. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL
SUUVEYOKSHIP.

MR. E
ele

R. EDWARD I'ANSON was on Monday last

lected surveyor to this institution, in the

room of Mr. P. C. Hardwick, who lately resigned the

appointment. The other candidates ^ve^e Mr.

Clifton and Mr. Marrable, who were selected with

the successful candidate from a number who pre-

sented themselves. The contest between Mr. I'Anson

and ftlr. Clifton was extremely animated, the former

having the support of the treasurer of the hospital,

and the latter being supported by Sir William

Titc and a numerous body of the corporation. The
severity of the competition may be interred from the

fact that these two gentlemen polled 1 70 votes

between them out of a constituency of a little over

oOll. :\Ir. I'Anson having S7 votes against -So recorded

for Mr. Clifton. Mr. IMarrablc polled only .'> votes,

being ;i less than he obtained in committee. Mr.

I'Anson is deservedly respected in his profession,

and we congratulate the hospital upon tho selection

thev have made.
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PEDESTALS.

By Thosias Morris.

(Continued from p. 407.)

THE Romanesque coluinn at Westminster Sanc-

tuary has a quadripartite pedestal ingeniously

developed from an octagonal stylobate. Four piers

of polished granite are set anglewise against a stone

die, and the whole are connected by a continuous

base and enriched capping, both also of stone, lint

the strong contrast between tlie materials gives rise

to a visual result which at a little distance is incon-

venient. The white stone comes prominently in

advance of the dark granite piers that are, in fact,

more forward. I'-ach pier bears a lion, as tlse

emblem of nationaUty. This monument is an

instance where the pedestal is inseparable from the

rest of the design. There is no one part so para-

mount as to make the rest entirely subordinate; but

each member takes an appropriate place in the com-

position, and contributes its share to the general

perfection. The outline was necessarily determined

by the particular site, and the character dictated hy

local associations. The conditions have been met, as

usual by Mr. Scott, with great judgment, and the

ensemble is eminently picturesque. The column of

polished granite forms the dignifying link between

the pedestal and acroteriuni (of stone), with its

efSgied niches, where dos a. dos are seated the

queenly stars of English historj', Elizabeth and Vic-

toria, each duly labelled. Successful warfare is

denoted by the terminal allcgor}' of S. George and

the Dragon. The interchange of materials is

perhaps intended to suggest the custom of the lower

empire, when costlj' portions of marble and

porphyry were taken from ancient edifices of the

first maguitioence, and employed in conjunction with

new work of less pretension and durability. This

Xnonument has undoubtedly peculiar merit, but

should hardly be made a precedent for metropolitan

objects of the kind. The style is abnormal, and if

it be a leading purpose of such erections to elevate

and purify the common mind bj'the commemoration

of virtue, art in a higher and more commanding

compass should be displayed. These \yestminster

lions are small and unobnoxious to criticism if

simplj' regarded as architectural accessories conven-

tionally treated in an admittedly depressed taste

;

but for one observer who appreciates the intention,

ninety-nine will probably think they have seen more

lion-like imitations, and thus preceptive force is

weakened, if not altogether lost. The granite

examples in the Egyptian Gallery at the British

Museum are as conventional as these, but how sur-

passing in expression ! The graceful half-turned

attitude, the relaxed limbs, the very looseness of the

skin, show life in conscious but luxurious repose;

and he must be insensible indeed who can look on

unstruck by reverence, if not with awe. If

heraldry, which is hardly so extensively and effec-

tively employed in this Raglan column as might

have been the case, is to be taken into account, I

would say that heraldry must learn to compensate

for want of general exactitude by intensified

character and spirit—the dashes of a master must

be given, though he scorn to be minute.

Let me now with loyal deference approach that

3''et-progressing fair triumphal shrine of love, muni-

ficence, and skill, the Albert Memorial in Hyde Park.

The eminent attributes of the late prince secured for

him the affection of British subjects, and homage in

ever}'" quarter of the globe. Never was royal hus-

band more lamented in his early tomb than he, nor

widow more deeply stricken, more inconsolably be-

reft, than Queen Victoria. The reUcs of the old

world wonder from Halicarnassus find shelter here

just when English annals present by singular coin-

cidence a royal parallel to Mausolus and Artemesia.

The magnitude of public grief occasioned by Prince

Albert's death is equalled by grateful recollection

that he lived. Grief must cease with living men,

but the gorgeous cenotaph will preserve remembrance

through distinct generations. The superb balda-

chino, designed in the fulness of ecclesiastical splen-

dour, beams with devotion and unsparing sacrifice.

No part is left undecked, but pictures in mosaic,

lustrous bosses of the rarest stone, celestial imagery,

and gilding, clothe the whole. In size it reduces tlic

wayside crosses of Queen Eleanor, those piously-

remembered gems of early art, to the limits of mere

toys. The pedestal proper, and the portrait statue,

the nucleus of all, are not complete; but about the

base are beginning to appear some of the finest pro-

ductions of British sculpture. They are wrought in

fine Sicilian marble which, it is presumed, will long

resist the assaults of the English climate, and is of a

purer white than any mentioned by Mr. Sidney

Smirke in his "Recollections of Sicily," read to the

Institute in 1800. An early description is expected

with interest from Mr. Scott; but the one circum-

stance to which I would allude is the harmonious

action of many eminent artists, as in the Nelson

column, and as was the case, indeed, in the Carian

Mausoleum itself. Scopas, Timotheus, Leochares,

and Bruxis took each aside, and Pithis had the roof.

Such co-operation is highly conducive to the promo-

tion of art, and can only be effected under a presid-

ing architect. Sculptors have little acquaintance

with construction, and tlieir masonry is not to be

commended. A marble plinth in AVestminster Ab-

be}', assnmably two feet thick, and bearing ponderous

lions, is made of four-inch slabs. (In another ex-

ample, where great labour has been spent, that which

purports to be a block of Sienna is of thin facing,

with the offence against all rule in stonework,

a mitred joint.) In a granite pedestal at the

AVest End joints occur where there should

be none, and others are ostentatiously incised in rus-

tic where the}^ neither are nor should be. In every

extensive monument there is much of mere construc-

tion that can be executed with reasonable economy

by practical builders only. It falls within the pro-

vince of science, not of art, and where the sculptor

undertakes the foreign and derogative work he in-

sures vexation to himself and loss to his emploj'ers.

What embarrassment would have been avoided had

the appropriate course been followed in an important

instance now in progress. The core might have been

produced in a twelvemonth, and the unburthened

sculptor left free for his proper duties. But under

then\istaken practice of the day, years have escaped

in the accomplishment nf a work to which the public

yet looks hopefully. They are years of loss to the

artist's spreading fame as well as to the gratification

of those who knew and honoured the hero here al-

luded to. A monument, like an annuity, loses value

in compound proportion when deferred. There is no

real or reasonable ground for antagonism or jealousy

between the arts of architecture and sculpture or their

respective professors. Their aims and provinces are

perfecth' distinct, and severalh' defined. The ele-

ments of architecture are inorganic, its field of imita-

tion is limited and conventional, its prime manifesta-

tion is immobilit}'. The architect devises masses

and proportions the components. But sculpture

takes the world of animation, deals with the poetry

of form, invents an allegoric plot, reveals the pas-

sions of the actors, arrests the changing play of life,

and leaves the scene in stone. I say then, both in

the interest of art and science, that wherever one

block has to be set upon another an architect should

be emplo3'ed.

This observation will apply witli unabated force

to isolated equestrian statues, a class that so severely

tests artistic powers. They were of late invention

in tlie ancient phases of art, and faitliful portraits in

ordinary or military costume, as were also those in

triumiihal cars with from two to six horses; but

most of these antique works, probably' through having

been executed in bronze, and melted down in times

of need, have disappeared. One small example in

marble alone graces the Roman galler}' of the British

Museum. Had the favourite horse of Verus been

wrought in stone instead of gold, it might have been

there too. Tlie bronze horses of S. Mark have

escaped the melting-pot into which human celebrities

have been freely thrown ; but no divinity could save

a horse of gold. Considering the early date at which

equestrian statues began to adorn the metropolis, and

tlie noble character they are so capable of receiving,

it is discouraging to witness the little progress made

in their treatment. Charles I., at Charing-cross, the

earliest, is also generally considered the best

example we possess. It shows the King, while

no presentiment of evil casts a gloom, with some-

thing of the making up of an exquisite ; but

he rides majesticallj^ and the stiffness of his

steed is simply sculpturesque. The pedestal,

though it does not, I should say, embody all the

canons of conformable design, was evidently studied

as an architectural accompaniment, and having been
made the standard of slavish imitation, remains the

best. As a pictorial example, George the Third's

statue at Cockspur-strect is admirable ; the attitude

and momentarily-arrested action of the horse deserve

all praise. The King sits with all the firmness of an
accomplished rider, and the gracious bearing for which
he was remarkable. Tlie extraordinary' stump thafc

acts as substitute for a pedestal can only be ac-

counted for on two suppositions, of which the first is

that no architect was consulted, and the second that

the sculptor was paid for his statue on condition of

thruwing a pedestal in. Chantre3''s George the

Fourth, at Trafalgar-square, is not in the spirit of the

place, and will have to be removed. It might serve-,

perhaps, as a crowning figure for the Marble Arch, if

that fabric were duly prepared and recomposed

as the Wellington Arch at Hyde Park Corner ought

also to be, if the statue of the great captain is to

remain. The requisite change is easily demonstrable.

The attic must be removed, and replaced by a pyra-

midal form or, with yet more elegant effect, a colos-

sal zoccolo. The position given to Wellington ij

perhaps the best that could be named. The hand-

some arch required some grand terminal, and this

has been supplied by chance. The random associa-

tion ma}"" not have all the fitness of design, but it

migiit have been less fortunate, and a judicious

effort alone seems necessary to convert this orna-

mental labric into a perfect arciis triumphalls. The
opposite facade woiUd not be injured if crowned bj
military trophies, nor would the Marble Arch be

spoilt by a bestriding hero. There are few situations

in the metropolis suitable to equestrian statues of

large dimensions. The enclosed squares are in every

sense private areas, and more applicable to conceal-

ment than display. Marochetti's Richard I. cannot

be deemed adequately seated in Palace-j'ard. It

requires a composed pedestal of proportionate mass^

an elevated site, and space enough for a conspicuous

object to be viewed at an agreeable angle. Dispro-

portion between pedestal and statue naturally

ensues when they are neither designed together nor

by minds acting in unison. The base, therefore,

cannot add in its full degree to the general form, or

assist in helping on the subject of the superstruc-

ture.

An equestrian figure of the late Prince Consort

was lately presented to the City of London, and a
favourable opportunity' seemed to open for obtaining

competitive designs for the pedestal ; but a claim

])referred by the sculptor has been respected, and
the pedestal will be prepared byhim, it is understood',

in conjunction with the architect of the Ilolbora

Viaduct, on which the work is to be placed.

Under the enlightened interest in historic events

that now actuates a numerous class, the day may
not be distant when a monument to King William t.

shall engage public attention, and suitable illustra-

tions for its pedestal may be found in the tapestry

already incidentally alluded to. Its length would
encircle in four courses a cylinder 17ft. diameter, or

any equivalent figure, and the subject-matter being

read}', the execution of such a work would, without

doubt, excite a lively interest among artists.

A
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

T the ordinary general meeting of this Institute

Jlonday evening last, Mr. E. I'Anson,

Vice-President, in the chair, several donations to the

Library were announced, including a bequest of £i5
by the" late J. W. Eraser, Contributing Visitor, for

the purchase of books.

The following gentlemen were then ballotted for,

and declared duly elected : As Fellow, Mr. Richard

George Smith, of Kingston-upon-HuU ; and as

Associate, Mr. Thomas Williams, of Fredericks-place,

Old Jewry.

Mr. Auriiuu C.vtes thea read a biographicsl

notice of

THE LATH SIK J.VMICS PENNKTIIOKNU.

Mr. Gates observed tliat the late Sir James
Penncthorne was an architect devoted to his art. The
earlier portion of hisoliicial life was almost exclusively

absorbed in the performance of duties for wliich his

skill in contrivance and his business habits and

energy well litted him, but which afforded few op-

portunities for tlie dov>.'lopment of his architectural
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skill, and when such opportunities arose they were

too often trammelled with conditions whicli were

most prejudicial to art. From the nature of the

position which for more than thirty years he so

honourably tilled, any memoir of Sir James pretendinc:

to do justice to his labours would, in fact, be a his-

tory of almost all that had been done or iirnjectfd

for the improrcmeiit of the metro]>olis within that

period, and of most of thccrreat public works tht-rcin

undertaken or projected by the Government, and

would comprise a statement of pjand (projects, once

quite possible, broui;ht almost to the point of reali-

sation, and dropped and ne^clected as of no impor-

tance, till at la-<t they became imprarticnblc. Born

at Worcester in .Tune, IHni. Jlr. Pcnncthurnc came

to London in \s'20, and entered the office of Mr.

John Nash, under whose care, and that of Mr.

Augustus Puijin. he received his professional educa-

tion. A sojourn in Itome was then an essential

feature in an architect's course of study, and in

October, 18-24. ho left London for foreign travel,

arrivini; in Ilonic in December of the same year.

The course of stu<ly he followed, bein;^ somewhat dif-

ferent to that of most architects, might be quoted in

his own words from a letter to Mr. Nash :
— *' The

first thing we do is to make a picturesciue sketch of

the buildine;. showing exactly its present state and

situation with regard to the other buildings, neatly

finished in colour on the spot, which wc lind the best

and quickest way ; and wliile doing this we have time

to consider and examine the general mass and propor-

tion; these sketches are about I*in. by loiu. . . ,

This is the lirst and easiest part ; and the next step

19 to make a drawing of the remains in plain out-

line, to a very large scale (on the spf.t), shaded very

slightly but very boldly, in Indian ink, to get exactly

by eye the details, proportions, and bas-reliefs, with

all the ornanu'Uts. At the same time we shall, if it

is possible to get permission, take only the general

proportions in measurement, to impress them on our

minds, and after this we shall always, as far as we
can, make a restoration of the building, our studies

being, as we imagine, divided into two classes, the

ornaments and di'tails, and the general ideas and pro-

portions of the buildings, as also their plans, and all

the peculiarities connected with them, and this part

requires a great deal of knowledge and reading, and

can, at best, be but uncertain ; nevertheless, it must
beexcellent practicetoendeavourtofollowthe ancients

through the whole of their designs, and without doing

this it is impossible to have any idea of their grand

conceptions, or, indeed, of the mathematical

correctness of all their proportions, even to the

slightest detail."' lie also found great advantage

to accrue from drawing from the life at the Academy
and from the sculpture in the Museums. His

attention was specially devoted to a restoration of

the Forum, and his large drawing of this subject

was exhibited a few years ago. The numerous and

excellent drawings which he periodically transmitted

to Mr. Nash, and the details comprised in the criti-

cal letters which accompanied them, amply testified

to bis industry ami ability. In the antumn of 1825,

Siena, Florence, Genoa. Milan, Venice, *!vc., were

visited. In the summer of l-'^'JiJ he went to Naples

and Sicily, and returned to England at the end of the

same year, when he took a leading position in the

office of Mr. Nash, and as his principal assistant

conducted the execution of the Strand improvements,

Carlton House-terrace, St. James's I'ark, and other

similar works. In 1H.']2 he was, in consequence of

the experience gained by his connection with Mr.

Nash, employed by the Commissioners of Woods,
and commenced to devote his attention to the im-
provement of the metropolis. The great works
which had been carried out under tlic inspiration of

llr. Nash, and by which the AVust-end of London
had been in faet created, were eompleted. The
source from whieh the funds, lavishly but wisely ex-

pended, had been derived, was no longer available

;

and a select committee of the House of Commons
having, in ISH-S, approved and recommended for

adoption the plans submitted by Mr. renncthorue

for metropolitan improvements, he was (with Mr.

Chaumer) appointcil to carry tliem o\it—not, how-
ever, as designed by him. but trimmed and pared

down to satisfy the rctjuirements of economy ; and

although the four streets authorised by the Act ;>

and 4 Vic. cap. 87—viz., New Oxford -street,

Endell-street. New Coventry-street, and Commcrcial-

stseet, Spitallk'lds. had proved of the utmost ser-

vice to the circulation of the tralTic of the metro-

polis, it was now ctTtain that had his enlightened

views prevailed over the narrow spirit which in-

fluenced the decision on his plans, the metropolis would

not only have !>een greatly benefited, but improve-

ments greatly needed, and now rendered almost im-

practicable, would have been carri(.'<l out at a moderate

cost. It was important that his having acted at

the Executive Othces of the Iloyal Commissioners

for Improving the Metropolis should not throw on

him any responsibility for imperfections in the works
carried out, against which he constantly protested.

I'ntil the formation of the Metropohtau Board of

Works in iJ^oo. he was constantly engaged in

devising scliemes for improvements, which were more
or less advanced, some even having been brought
into I'arliament : but all general projects fell through
from the diiliculty of j)roviding the necessary funds.

Besides the formation of the new streets and other

improvements, such as those at Pimlioo, Kensington
Palace Gardens, Windsor Higli-street, &c. he carried

out Victoria. Kennington, and Battersea Parks, the

works of the latter, after many years of delav,

having been hurried on in a manner which pre-

vented the complete realisation of his design. The
scheme of a Northern park, which in 1852 was pro-

posed to be formed under the name of the Albert

Park, was fully worked out by him, and had funds

been available and the project realised, it would have

added largely to his reputation as a landscape gar-

dener. In lS4o he visited Ireland as Royal Com-
missioner to inquire into the construction of the

workhouses. Previous to 1840, when his entire

services were required by the Government, he had

carried on a considerable practice as an architect.*

His design, .submitted in competition for the Royal

Exchange, was one of the five selected. Until 184.J,

however, no opportunity was afforded him of apply-

ing his architectural ability to the public service.

It then being determined to erect a Museum of

Economic Geology, on a site between Jermyn-street

and Piccadilly, the preparation of the designs was
I)laced in his hands, and after having undergone the

usual course of emendation and reconsideration, to

please the varying tastes and fancies of succeedmg

First Commissioners of Works, the building was
erected, and deservedly took a high position among
the edifices of the metropolis, whether from the

dignity of the well-studied elevations, the picturesque

effects obtained in the interior, or the remarkably

commodious arrangements by which so much accom-

modation was so well provided on a limited site.

The success of this building speedih- brought to him
further employment, and he was soon engaged on

designs for a Public Record Office. The history of

almost every public work on which Mr. Pennethorne

was engaged would illustrate the long period of in-

cubation which in this country intervened between

the acknowledgment of the necessity or desirabilit}-

of an undertaking, and its realisation, after many
years of vacillation and delay. Mr. Pennethorne,

having been for some years engaged as adviser of the

Commissioners for Metropolitan Improvements, in

May, 1847, submitted to them a plan for providing

an impro\ed communication between the east and

west portions of London, the plan having been made
b}' him in 1834, and laid before the Select Committee
of the House of Commons in 1838, and of that

street the only portion now formed is Coventry-

street, leading from Piccadilly to the west end of

Long Acre ; of this proposed great central thorough-

fare a portion would have passed through the Rolls

estate, connecting Chancery-lane at Carey-street

with Fetter-lane. At the same time Mr. Penne-
thorne submitted a project for erecting on the south

side of the new street a General Record Repository

of a comprehensive nature, carefully elaborated, and
combining all the essentials for such an estabhsh-

ment. In ISoO Mr. Pennethorne's design for a much
smaller establishment than that contem]ilated in

1847, and in accordance with which the fragment
of the building now executed had been erected,

was laid before the House of Commons, and a vote

of 4)30.000 on account was granted. Tlie first por-

tion was commenced in 1851 ; in lsfi;> a further por-

tion, part of the east wing, was undertaken, and in

IStl.j the upper story of the central tower was under-

taken—not the grand and lofty feature which Mr.

Pennethorne's design had contemplated, but just so

much as would provide certain accommotlation then

urgently required. In 18t!8 the contract for com-
pleting the east wing was let, and in the spring of

the present year Sir James was engaged in completing

his designs for the west wing, which would occujiy a

large site extending to Chancery-lane. The removal
of the Colonnade of the Quadrant, Regent-street,

afforded Mr. Pennethorne an opportunity- of skil-

fully ilevising au eleg,ant arrangement of balcony,

which redeemed the meanness of appearance of the

range of shops, and gave a certain dignity to the

street. Additions to the Ordnance Offices. Pall Mall,

followed, and elaborate designs for anew War Office

i>n that site were prepared. The removal of the

Excise Department of the Inland Revenue from
Broad-street to Somerset House gave rise to the

necessity for enUu-ging that building, and a new wing

• For list of his works, see Sessional Papers of Institute,

I85G-57.

facing Lancaster-place was decided on. Mr. Penne-

thorne, sacrificing his own fancy, studied the woik
of Sir William Chambers, and had, in themost hapjy
manner, added another fa(*ade to that noble building.

On the completion of this work, in 18ofJ, seventy-five

of the leading architects of the metropolis presented

to him a gold medal in commemoration of the succtss

which he had achieved. About that time he was

fully occupied with architectural work of varied

character, the most important being the new state

ball-room, supper-room, and galleries at Buckingham
Palace (a suite of rooms of high importance, and

speciall}' to be noted for their richness of decoration);

the reconstruction of the central portion of the

National Gallery, providing in the space occupied by
the old hall and staircase new staircases, a sculpture-

room for the Royal Academy, and a fine gallery for

the national collection ; the new office for the Duchy
of Cornwall at Buckingham Gate; the district post-

office at Pimlico ; new stabling and extensive altera-

tions at Marlborough House; the Library of the

Patent Office ; and many other works were executed

between 18.50 and 18(J9. Mr. Pennethorne was also

much occupied during that period with designs for in-

tended public works of great magnitude, especially for

the National Gallery, not only on its present site, but

for the Burlington House site, and one in Kensing-

ton-gardens. Several series of designs M'ere also

prepared for public offices in Downirg-street, and,

before the great competition, he had prepared designs

for the concentration of the public departmentson the

site extending from Downing-street to Great George-

street ; and he was also one of theinvited competitors

who submitted designs for the Albert Memorial.

Thus situated as a servant of the Government, de-

barred from all those opportunities of distinction

which private practice could have afforded, his pro-

fessional career might be considered to have been one

of continually-recurring disappointment. Employed

to carry out his conceptions for improvements in a

mutilated and fragmentary form, and ever on the

eve of executing some grand work worthy of his

skill, and which might hand his name down as a

great architect, the hour for the realisation of his

aspirations was ever deferred. Still he worked on under

great discouragement, and faithfully performed his

duty to his employers, whether in the Office of Works,

or in the not less important, if not so prominent,

office which he held as architect to the land revenues

of the Crown in London, and professional adviser to

the Commissioners of AVoods in charge of those

estates, in the management of all the business relat-

ing to which he was most successful. But the one

opportunity was afforded him, and his last and his

most complete and successful work, the University

of London, would ever testify to his abiUty. Shortly

after the completion of the University, the re-organi-

sation of the Oftu-e of Works having led to the

abolition of the offices which he held. Mr. Penne-

thorne retired from the pubhc service on a liberal but

well-earned pension, and in November, 1870, his

great services received higher recognition by the con-

ferring upon him of the honour of knighthood. He
did not long enjoy his retirement. < >n the 1st of

September last, having visited London in the ap-

parent enjoyment of full health, be returned home,

and was suddenly struck down, and thus, almost

with the termination of his official employment, he

passed away from this world. He was elected a

Fellow of the Institute in 1840. and was also a

member of the Academy of 8. Luke at Rome, and

of the Society of Architecture at Amsterdam. In

1865 he received the Koyal Gold Medal of the

Institute.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. CiiARLKS Barky, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Gates, said it would sc.ircely be desir-

able or in good taste to enter upon a critical disquisi-

tion on the works of Sir James Pennethorne, whom
he had kitown for a good many years, and could

bear testimony to his courtesy anil integrity of

character. He (Mr. Barry) was one of those who

joined in the subscription for a gold med:il, a general

feeling being entertained by the profession at the

time that Sir James h.ad been very unfairly and un-

generously used by Sir Benjamin Hall.

Jlr. Ferrev, as Sir James's oldest friend and

fellow pupil, said he most feelingly seconded the vote

of thanks to Mr. Cates for the justice he had done

Sh- James Pennethorne's memory.

The Chairman said he had the greatest regard

for the works of Sir James, and he could also be.ar

testimony to his urbanity and kindness. It was

gratifying that the memory of one whom they had

so lately lust slunild be brought before them in so

pleasant and genial a manner.

Mr. E IlAi.Ldirected attention to the pasitionof dif-

ficultv in which Mr. Pennethorne had b^'cn placed Ln

carryingoutsomeof his great works. Duringthewhole
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time the works were in contemplation he was thwarted

in a manner which it was now scarcely possible to

conceive. If the lines of Endell and Coventry
streets had been carried out as he had intended the

projecting corners would have been avoided. Witli

regard to the Bow and EndcU streets designs, the de-

fective arrangement was attributable to a disposition

to save expense and to utilise one side of Eudeli-

street.

Professor Kerk regarded Sir James as the last of

the Government architects. He had advised the

Government respecting the architecture of London
in much the same manner as did his predecessors

Soane, Nash, and Smirke. It was now understood

that the conduct of architectural affairs by the

Government would be managed without an archi-

tect. Sir James was a man of great ability and
special education, and he had devoted his lifetime to

the great work of metropolitan improvement. lie

(the Professor) had alwa3's held that to lay out

money for the improvement of the metrpoolis was a
desirable investment, and that it was a great pity

that financiers and men of business could not be

made to see this. There ought, he conceived, to be

a Parliamentary Committee entrusted with the

public money and architecture of the country in a

common-sense way, and with laying outthose schemes
of improvement which somebody must la}' out.

He had been greatly pleased with Mr. Gates's

paper, and had always been impressed with the
kindliness of manner aad integrity of purpose of

Sir James.
Mr. West observed that in planning streets in

London and Paris there was a great difference. In

London they could not. as in Paris, drive streets

haphazard, for the probability was that the sliops

would not let, and a very large loss would ac-

crue.

Professor KIerk said he understood, from Sir

William Tite, that the loss upon every new street in

London was 60 per cent., and it was just the same
in Paris.

Mr. West observed that this must depend upon
what streets were selected in making a comparison.

The discussion was continued by Mr. Phene Spiers

and Mr. Robson, and the vote of thanks was then

put from the chair, and Mr. Gates, having acknow-
ledged the compliment, and remarked on the salient

points of the discussion, the proceedings closed.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the ordinary general meeting of this Associa-
tion on Friday evening last, Mr. J. Douglass

Jlathews, Vice-President, occupied the chair, and
the following gentlemen were elected members

—

viz., Messrs. J. Bardsley, W. Barnett, W. Allen,

H. H, Stannus, W. Pringle, G. D. Oliver, and
W. Todd.

Mr. QuiLTEii, one of the hon. sees., said he was
requested by the secretary to the general committee
of the Architectural Art Classes to state that the

pfize of two guineas offered to the members of those

classes for the best drawing from the antique had
been awarded (in the shape of books) to Mr. II.

Gay.

The Chairhl\j^ then announced that, owing to

some mistake, a second prize of one guinea offered

by Mr. Godwin for the best design for a London
street house seemed to have been overlooked. The
judges had now decided, however, that the design

bearing the motto ^' Kiln " was entitled to the prize.

The author of this design was Mr. Odams. With
regard to a prize offered hy Mr. Lee, President of

the Class of Design, for the best summary of sub-
jects treated in the Class during the last session,

it had been awarded to Mr. J. A. Reeve.

the royal academy prizes.

Mr. Phexe Spiers then drew attention to the
designs (hanging on the walls) of the successful

competitors for the Academj' prizes. He stated

that ail the prize-holders were prominent members
of the Association. The Gold Medal had been
awarded to Mr. W. G. Davie, who also obtained the

Soane Medallion at the Institute this year. The
Travelling Studentship had been won by Mr. U. S.

Woruura, and Mr. Arthur Hill carried off the tirst-

class silver medal, and books, for the best measured
drawings of the round portion of the Temple
Church, London ; the second silver medal was
gained by Mr. Kersej'. All these gentlemen had been
for some time members of the Association.

The Chairman remarked that, with very few
exceptions indeed, all the prize-holders, both of the

Academy and Institute, had, during the last few
years, been members of the Association, and this

was an augury that the Association was doing a
reai\y valuable work.

architects and sewerage.

The Chairman next adverted in terms of sym-
pathy to the serious illness of the Prince of Wales,

remarking that the architectural profession had been

dragged into the controversy respecting the cause of

the Prince's illness, and had had bestowed upon it its

usual amount of kicks and fault-finding, both by
the press and the public. He protested most
heartily and resolutely against the attacks that

were constantl}' being made upon architects. If

doctors differed on such vital points as had been

raised in connection with the Prince's illness, how
were architects to take upon themselves the responsi-

bility of advising in matters of the kind? He
did not say that present arrangements for drainage

were complete, but he would say that architects

would readily carry out any suggestions that might
be made to them by persons competent to do so. In

conclusion, he suggested that some sort of conference

might be called, in which architects, doctors, and
sanitary reformers might discuss the matter, with a

view to eliciting the best and most efficient means
of house drainage, and to lay down some definite

laws on the subject for the guidance of architects

and builders.

Mr. H. L. Florence, A.E.I.B.A., then read a

paper

on the ]viedi.?':val architecture of north and
central italy,

After some introductory observations of a general

character, he called attention to a paper "On the

Architecture of Northern Italy " read by Mr. C
Aldridge before the Association in 186!), as contain-

ing a description of various towns of North Italy

and their principal buildings, and said that in the

present paper he should endeavour to supplement

Mr. Aldridge's paper by a study of the towns left

unvisited by that gentleman, continuing the descrip-

tion of Italian art and architecture through central

Italy to the walls of Rome. The hi.itory of

Mediieval architecture in Italy might be held to

commence with that period when the three great

influences of the early Christian era began to unite

and form one distinctive whole, when most of the

earl}' churches were reconstructed, and civic build-

ings founded—in the eleventh and twelfth centu-

ries ; and although they were rebuilt in much the

same style, yet the whole of Europe was at that

time in a state of transition, and increasing ecclesi-

astical and feudal powers, replacing the older tradi-

tions and Pagan influences by novel ideas and by
new wants and requirements, rendeerd necessary

manj' modifications, and in time led to a style gene-

rally termed Italian Gothic, though differing in many
essential particulars from the Gothic north of the

Alps. The three styles thus later incorporated were
at that period of transition, firstlv, the Romanesque,
descended from the ancient Roman architecture

;

this had a firm hold on the affections of the people,

and exerted its influence through every succeeding

style, until it was at length merged into the

Renaissance. The second influence emanated from
Byzantium, giving a new impulse to art, anj
leading to new combinations, its great achievement,

the dome, influencing to all time the spirit of

Italian architecture. Thirdly came the Lorobardic

style, whicli was really a northern Romanesque,
still further Italianised by being carried out by
Italian craftsmen. Having given a brief historical

sketch of the progress of these st}"les, Mr. Florence

referred to the influence which it had been asserted

the Crusades exercised upon European Mediteval archi-

tecture. He thought it would be found, on con-

sideration, that in the twelfth century art and
architecture, while in course of transition, instead of

approaching to Eastern art, gradually emancipated

themselves from its sway, and by the thirteenth

century the rupture was complete. Mr. Florence

then proceeded to trace out a general outline of

ecclesiastical architecture in Italy from the sixth to

the fourteenth centuries, and then noticed a few of

the most marked divergences from Northern art in

Italian Mediieval work. The Italians cared little

for constructive delicacies, used as few piars as

possible, walls thick enough to resist the thrust of the

vaults without buttresses ; and requiring but little

light, their window openings were of simple form,

rudely glazed, for their long simple, solid wails

glowed on the interior witli the most glorious

frescoes and mosaic, priceless and invaluable in

themselves, but reducing the architecture to the

second rank. In most cases the plan of the nave
was set out in squares, and the span of

the side arch equalling that of the trans-

verse arch, there were necessarily but few

compartments. The aisles were divided into ]iarallo-

grams twice their width in length, the long side par-

allel with the nave. Thus the side walls of the church

were brought into full view, and made Btill more
j

conspicuous by the wide pier and the principal win-
dows placed therein. The height of the nave was
about equal to twice its breadth. Thetriforium dis-

appeared entirely, and the clerestory was replaced by
a small circular window. These churches were by
no means beneath their Northern rivals in size. The
vaulting was quadripartite; Mr. Florence said he
knew of only two instances of sexpartite—viz., Pia-

cenza and the Certosa of Pavia. The piers were
either simply cylindrical, as at Siena and Orviefo, or

of a very favourite form—a square with a large bead

in each angle, as at S. Petronio, the capitals being

banded by rows of leaves. To one accustomed to the

intricacies of Northern work, there was an almost

unpleasing baldness in this simplicity, but yet there

was a clearness and greatness of idea which went far

to counterbalance that impression. In the Cathedral,

Florence, and at San Petronio, however, these vast

proportions become oppressive, and even the beautiful

arrangement of plan at Florence, leading to the tri-

apsal eastern end, and crowned by Brunelleschi':*

dome, did not compensate for the lieaviness and
gloom produced by the vastness of the parts and the

insignificance of the window openings. It was singu-

lar to observe how through every age the strong im-

pulse of the Italians led them to the use of the

Byzantine cupola (a feature never adopted or even

essayed by Northern architects)—from the Early

Romanesque at Pisa, the crossing domes of Pavia,

Milan, Monza, Parma, Arezzo, and others; hemi-
spherical at Venice, Padua, Siena ; and in the later

Gothic at Santa Maria delle Grazie at Milan. A
fine example of octagonal dome was to be found at

Chiaravalle, near Milan, and most likely the dome
at Florence was originally intended to be of that

description. The vaulting was always highly domi-

cal, and still, after man}'' changes and fortunes, the

dome was the chief glory and unrivalled excellence of

the revived Italian school. A novel arrangement

frequently occurred in the eastern chapels, which, in-

stead of being grouped round the central apse, were

l^laced side by side with it. S. Domenico at Siena

had seven of these chapels; S. Croce, Florence, eleven ;

Santa Maria Novella and S. John and Paul, each

five ; the Frari, seven. The chapels at the Frari

had the further peculiarity that all the apsidal ter-

minations finished with an angle in the centre. In

the composition of the west fronts arcading was very

generally employed, either in successive tierp, as at

Pisa, Santa Caterina, and S. Michele in Borgo, or in

one single tier, the height of the walls, the great semi-

columns, with their arches, rising up to the flat gable,

as in the Lombard churches. The Later Pointed style

usually followed the section, having three gables,

the lower story being occupied by the great entrance

doorways. These west fronts still remained to many
a church whose interior had long since been re-

modelled or rebuilt, as at Ferrara, Spoleto, Assissi,

and many others, and in even more cases the beau-

tiful doorways had been spared. In no feature did

the Italians seem to have been more successful than

in their treatment of doorways, as might be seen

by the examples at Siena and Orvieto. In the Pisan

school at Lucca, Pistoija, and elsewhere, a large and

deep transom was invariably used, richly carved,

generallv with a flowing scroll ornament. Classic in

feeling. At Siena this transom was frequently a

segmental arch, and in brickwork was repeatedly

seen in the domestic buildings. The bisection of the

doorway was rare ; a good example, however, was
St. Anastasia at Verona. Although the large

traceried windows found in every transalpine cathe-

dral were quite unknown in Italy, there were

several forms of tracery used deserving notice. The
plate tracery, of which a good example occurred at

S. Anastasia, Verona, accorded well with the simple

forms of the architecture, being broad and flat in effect,

the dark openings giving depth and relief to the play

of sunshine. In Siena and Venice windows of lancet

proportion were used, but a peculiar effect was given

by the great depth of the transoms, and by the defin-

ing of the lines of the tracery by the dentil bordering.

Having described various other features of the

ecclesiastical architecture of North and Central Italy,

Mr. Florence briefly treated of the civil and domestic

architecture of the same territory, remarking that

there were few towns which more recalled the

Mi{Idle Ages than did the mountain cities of Central

Italy. In conclusion. Mr. Florence asked these

two questions. (11 What is the value of Italian

architecture ? (2) How will its study be profit-

able in the present day? These were questions

of some importance. Doubtless differences of

opinion existed thereon, but he ventured to think

that much of the dislike or indifference with which

the Southern style was regarik'd was due tn the in-

judicious use of the word "Gothic." If the term

was nswl as describing a style of art carried to per-

fection in France and England, .md to a great degree

of excellence iu Germany, and that standard of per-
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fection was then applied to Italian buildings, could

we be surprised to find the latter fail in the comparison

when it left their distinctive excellences untested ? The
history of Gothic in the North vras the history of

the arched principle. The pointed arc-h was nll-

imjiortaiit, even causing modifications in turn loadinL,'

to still greater changes, but the mere presence of the

pointed arch did not constitute a (lothic style. M'e

looked iu vain in the most perfect (lot hie Imildings for

the spirit of the Romanesque, but iu Italv it breathed

through all. The soul wa.s there, but the soul's

garment was changed ; tlie jminted arch was adopted,

but Mr. Florence said he did not trace any great

results from its use. On the contrary, all the most

successful features were derived from the ]»onianes(iue

or Byzantine. It was Jledia'val archilecture, but

it was not Gothic. He suggested that no building

wherein the round arch might be substituted through

out for the pointed, without in any way influencing

its structural completeness and progressive develop-

ment of idea, could reallv belong to the true Gothic.

He furl her submitted that a style in which such trans-

fornialion might take place, and yet leave it as a

style good, perhaps yet more consistent and per-

fect, must in itself possess tho.se characteristics

forming a distinct type, and instead of being a sub-

division of the great Northern school, might rank as

an individual style bv itself, and by terming it

'•Ptiinted Komancsque." it completed the long chain

of art historv from the Roman to the lienaissance.

The great merit in each period of Italian art was
breadth of effect, dignity, and repose, which, if

unaided by colour, would seem sometimes to be

severe almost to excess. It enjoyed also the great

merit of having encouraged and developeil the

simultaneous progress of the allied arts. In the pre-

sent day there was much room for breadth of

treatment in our architecture. The picturesque was
ever being strained after, and in a frontage of

20ft. were crowded in the distinguishing detail of

almost as many styles. Two other points on which
much might be learned from Italian Medi;vval

architecture were the proper use of brick, antl the

right employment of colour. lirick was pre-

eminently an English material, yet it was one which
seemed to be almost always regarded as unarchitec-

tural. and one which was often used in a verv nn
suitable way—-witness the fiat arches over our
windows. The true use of brick rcqnir?d the arch.

Itah' alone furnished ns with arcliitectural pre-

cedents for the right use of brickwork in towns.

In regard to the use of colour, it should nevtr be

allowed to usurp the place of form, but might be

used to strengthen and define it, and to relieve

povertv of material or enforced bareness of surface.

It should never attempt to supply the place of relief

or projection.

An animated discussion ensued, in which ]\Iessrs.

R. PheiK; Spiers, Robins, Redgrave, Jarvis, Ridge, and
the Chairman took part, and the usual vote of thanks
having been given to Mr. Florence for his paper, the

meeting ended.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL
SOCIETY.

ENGINEERS'

THE second meeting of this society for session

lS71-7-_' was held on Friday evening last,

Mr. A. (.'. Pain. President, in the chair, when
Mr. C. II. Rkw read a paper on

ARCHITECTURE FOR ENGINEERS.

After some introductory observations. Mr. Rew
j-emarked. that the right understanding of the
principles of architecture by engineers Avas of the
greatest and most varied conse(pience and value.
That English engineers had carried out works of

great value and importance in almost everv countrv
in the world was a fact to be prtmd of, and wliile it

was to be hoped that great works, even surpassing
those that had been accomplished, were yet to be
achicvdl by them, it was to be trusted that such
.future works might approach as near to artistic

beauty as the past ones did to scientific and
mechanical perfection. Up to the present, if our
domestic arcliitecture had been bad, our " engiueeriiig

architecture" (if the expression might be used) had
not been all that could be desiretl. Some of the
railway bridges over the Thames, for instance, did

nol convcv the irlea of abstract and perfect bcautv,
while the preposterous rottfs of our great terminal
railway stations seemed first of all to .suggest '* how
much you are iu the open air when standing on the
platforms under them." It seemeil ridiculous to

build such enormous roofs where headway wasoidv
wanted for the funnels of the loconu)llvcs. If it

Were argneil that, to cover so great an area with a
roof of one span, such a great height was a neces-
sity, and that to divide the same area into portions
by rows of columns was bad economy of space, it

might be said, in replv, that admitting the argument

of economy (which was, however, an open question),

the gain of a little more space in the platforms was
very dearly bought bj- the frightful appearance of

these large roof from the outside. As for bridges,

Mr. Rew feared that until the time came when
engineers should turn their attention to building them
of stone again, or at least until stone piers took the

place of iron cylinders, papers on " architecture for

engineers" would be at least premature, for anything

more utterly above or below careful criticism than

structures with no more artistic beauty than the

Chatham and Dover liridge at Blackfriars, or the

South Eastern Bridge at Charin.g-cross, it would be

difficult to imagine. In the new Blackfriars Brid.ge

there was at least one great step in the right direc-

tion—viz., the adoption of piers of masonry, instead

of the ill-proportioned and dropsical iron columns

seen in the railway bridges mentioned. But even

in Blackfriars bridge the columns (or pulpits) stand-

ing on the cutwaters offended against the first law

of good architecture—the law of Truth. Why those

columns slKmld be of their present diameter, with only

alight parapet to carry, it would puKzle the architect,

if not the engineer, to tell. Another, but sm.aller fault,

was the absence of a moulding of some sort or otlier

under the brackets or trusses to the cornice of the

bridge: as they now were, they appeared to be

supported by the very part they were meant to

strengthen. These were examples which went to

show that there were mauy points where great im-

provement was possible. It was, therefore, worth

while to try to discover some of the simple (but too

often neglected) principles in the application of which

good arcliitcct\ire consisted, and to the application

and understanding of which any improvement »sthe-

ticially of our engineering works (if it was to be

made at all) must be mainly due. The subject would

be better appreciated by starting with a clear

understanding of what was reallv meant by the

word " architecture" as distinguished from " build-

ing," for the things meant were quite distinct from,

although often associated with each other. It was

quite possible to have a building covering a large

area, yet quite innocent of anything that could be

called architecture. The building, so to speak, was
the constructed skeleton; the architecture was that

which determined the exact outward appearance of

the perfect body. To build was literally to erect or

construct—to fit and apply each material in the

form and position most suited to its capabilities and

nature, and so as to get the most work out of the

smallest quantity of material ; but, in the words of

a modern writer, " building does not become archi-

tecture merely by the stability of what it erects,

and it is no more architecture which raises a church,

or which fits it to receive and contain with comfort

a required number of persons occupied in certain

religious offices, than it is architecture which makes
a carriage commodious or a ship swift. That is

chuch-biulding, coach-building, or ship-building, as

the case may be. but it is not necessarily archite-

ture." It had been well said that architecture was
"the adding of unnecessary features to a building."

For instance, if a stone bastion were erected—that

was building ; but if a projecting course of masonry
was left near the coping.and caused to represent acable

—that was architecture. Or if an arch was thrown

over a iloor or window opening—that was l)uilding
;

but if the arch stones were moulded or carved, that

moulding and carving was architecture. Tiicrcfore,

while there could not possibly be architecture without

building (or, for that matter, .700^ architecture with-

out good building), it was quite possible to have

building in which architecture was wholly wanting.

Among the leading principles which distinguished good

from bad, whether in architecture or building, firstlv,

and at the head of all. came the law of common-
sense, or Truth. When this was wanting the build-

ing or architecture in question must be bad—utterly

past amendment. No architecture or building which

was a sham w.as worth anythingbut I'ontempt. But if,

on the contrary, having regard to the fuudanumtal

law of truth, a building was first of all planned, with

each ]»orliou or room iu its natural j)lace. and where,

from its intended use or connection with other parts,

one would expect to find it, much liad been done
towards obtaining a good building. If the walls

were solid and good, the doors and windows, and
other subordinate parts, so grouped and placed as to

weaken the walls in the least degree possible, another

step had been taken in the right direction. If the

roof was arranged to cover the building in the

simplest and least complicated wa.v. instead of, as

was sometimes done, making it as elabi>rate and

eccentric as possible, as if the designer bad taken

delight in getting into little dilemmas just to show-

how clever he was iu gettingout of them, still furth'T

was done in the right direction. Ami If the caves

were brought well over the walls, and the chimneys

carried well above the roof, the designer would be
rather a genius than otherwise if the result was not
something in the shape of a good building. Again,
the subject might be yet further gone into by con-
sidering the use and nature of the materials employed.
As re.garded stone, as stone, the geological arrange-

ment of the rocks was the surest guide to the right

arrangement of the stone in the different stories of a
building. Granite, which (speaking geologically)

was the lowest or base stratum or system, naturally

suggested itself as most appropriate in the lower

stages of a building, or in any portion where great

weight had to be sustained. As for the working of

the individual blocks, the safest rule was to use the

stone as soon as it was worked to the required shape,

for whatever was done more was just so much ruina-

tion to it. In nine cases out of ten more labour was
wasted in what was called '* finishing" stonework than
was spent or required to be spent in working it to

the required form. People wondered why modern
stonework looked so tame and lifeless. Writer after

writer had pointed out that iu the old m.asonry the

stonework was " rough and ready ;" yet in practice,

they would not be content with having stonework
wrought into shape, or done^ but over and above
that, it must be finished. And most thoroughly
finished it was, so far as having any life or beauty
left in it. As an instance, during the rebuilding of

S. George's Church, Doncaster (one of the first in

point of time, as well as of merit, of modern attempts

at restoration), an argument was in progress between
some members of the Restoration Committee, during

a visit to tlie masons' yard, as to why the now stone-

work persisted in looking so tame, although the

masons were working it as nearlv as they could to

the old sections. Nobody could tell until one of the

committee happened to see a piece of moulding lying

on a block. That, they all exclaimed, was exactly

what they wanted, but the}' were corrected by the

mason saying, in a tone of pit.ving condescension,

that it wasn't " finished." That explained the whole

secret, and no more "finishing" was allowed, the

result being all that could be wished. Again, in the

use of brick, the rule at the bottom of it all (and

the infringement of which caused a very Large pro-

portion of architectural failures) was to " let a build-

ing look .as if it was a brick building, and not a stone

one." Brick, if rightly used, was as honourable a

building material as stone, and (luite as much (if not

more) capable of being its own decoration. In

London, brick, according to the doctrine of localilv,

was the right material to use, and was strictl.v speaking,

"the indigenousbuilding-stone of the neighbourhood."

As instances of what could be done in brick architec-

ture, Mr. Rew referred to the buildings on the east

side of King's Bench-walk, in the Tem|dc, and (of

modern work) the small church of S. James's the Less

and the more ornate one of All Saints', Margaret-

street. Among the way.-; in which brick was mis-

used was that of attempting, by grouping the

courses, to give the idea of large blocks of stone.

This was sometimes done by setting back everj-

seventh course or so from the ordinary plane of the

walls, the intention being to convey the idea that

the si.x courses formed a single course of stone,

and that the seventh was the joint. The same

thing mi.ght be done by pLicing at regular

intervals a double course of chamfered bricks.

Another and verv common thing was to see the

w.all built of one kind of bricks anil the jambs and

quoins of another. All such jiroceediugs were

dircctlv opposed to the fundamental rule of truth

and common-sense, for, taking the last example of

the quoin.s, the mistake was not in puttin.gthe better

material where there was more work to do or more

exposure to bear, but in making it pretciui to be what

it was not. Just iu the same way that in masonry

one sort of stone was useil for the ordinary walling

and a harder'and better kind for tlie quoins, where

the means at disposal would not allow the belter

stone only to be used, so, in brickwork, it was per-

fectly rational to use an inferior sample of brick in

the walls with a haider and firmer kind for quoins.

Hut doing this honestly was a different thing to

building ipioins of brick that looked at a little

distance .as if the.v were stone, if bad and f.ilse. It

seemed to the author that it might be taken .as an

axiom that the first step towards a right use of

brick as a building material was to put utterly out

of mind the notion that brick was niihj to be re-

garded .as a cheap and nasty substitute for stone, and

only to be bderated where the funds at disposal

woiild not admit of the latter material. He did not,

however, object to the use of brick aud stone in the

same building, for of course there were portions,

sm-h as columns, with their bases aud capitals,

brackets, corbels, and, in fact, all parts meant

ultimately to be moulded or carved, for which stone

was the' only suitable material; but they shouM

show at once," by their position and use, that they
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had a reason for being of stone, and should notle.ire

room for the idea that it ivns a mere freak

or question of the moment with their designer as to

which they should be. Of timber and iron there was

not so much to be said as at first sight appeared. As

regardeil timber, its use was becoming ahnost a thing

of the past, so that there were not so many cliances

of maliing mistaltes as its more frequeut use would

afford. As the subject of ironwork was exhaustively

treated of in a paper read before the society last

session by Mr. Driver,* he (Mr. Kew) need not dwell

on that subject on the present occasion.

As to the artistic part of his subject, Mr. Rew
said that the first great characteristic which should

be kept in view was what was meant and under-

stood by the term "proportion." In order to attain

this, it was necossary, according to Sir. Ruskin, to

liave one large thing and several smaller things, or

one principal thing and several inferior things, and

to bind them well together. " Sometimes," said Mr.

Ruskin, " there may be a regular gradation, as

between the height of stories in good designs for

houses—sometimes a monarch with a lowly train, as

in a spire with its pinnacles—the varieties of the

arrangement are infinite : the law is universal. Have

one thing above the rest, either by size, or office, or

interest, and the rest subordinate to it as their

relative size or office demands, or anything like pro-

portion is an impossibility." Another sure sign of

good architecture was change or variety

—

i.e.,

designing each portion, wall, roof, arch, door, or

•window with care and study, suiting its form, size,

and decoration to its use and office in the building,

thinking no part too mean to be deserving of the

architect's best work, and as far as possible removed

from the more generally accepted principle of making

one detail drawing do for as many duplicates as pos-

.sible—an arrangement of evident advantage in taking

out quantities, but as evidently fatal to the architec-

ture of a building. The work of the artist-architect

should bear at every point traces and proof of the

pleasure caused in the process of designing it. There

was one class of buildings, of the first importance to

•engineers, that, according to Mr. Ruskin,t should

never be decorated at all, but should be wholly

devoid of anything like ornament. Why this sort

of argument, however, shoulil apply to railway

stations more than to other buildings where business

"had to be transacted, it was difficult to discover.

The next great consideration in obtaining effect in

architecture was that of shadow and shade. On the

right application of this law depended .almost wholly

the effect and explanation of grouping. The " power"

of architecture depended almost entirety on the

lireadth and depth of its shadows. A walk round

the cloisters of Westminster Abbey on any bright

summer afternoon would show how much their effect

depended on the broad masses of clearly-defined

shadow. The foregoing were some of the

guiding rules which conduced to the attainment

of good architectural effect, but, as he had stated,

the first great essential was common-sense, or Truth,

meaning thereby the absence of anything approach-

ing either to affectation or deceit—and this in the

qu.ality or nature of the material no less than in the

amount of labour bestowed upon the work. " We
m.ay not" (to again quote Mr. Ruskin) "be able to

command good or beautiful or inventive architecture,

but we can command at least honest architecture.

The meagreness of poverty may be pardoned, the

sternness of utility respected, but what is there but

scorn for the meanness of deception ?" Never to

gain effect or to make work look quaint should this

" meanness of deception" be resorted to ; never to

suggest a mode of structure other than the true one
;

and the surface of one material should never be

painted to imitate the surface of another. If marble

chimney-pieces could not be afforded, be content

with stone, slate, or wood, but do not paint them to

represent marble. In the case of woodwork, if

mahogany or walnut could not be afforded, be con-

tent with deal, only let it suffice to varnish it, or

paint it some inoffensive fiat colour, instead of

making people believe it was maple or wainscot oak by
the use of the abomination known as graining. This

principle of honesty was to be shown in many other

ways, notably in the application of enrichments or

decorations to returued or partially-hidden surfaces.

In parts of a building bearing ornament it was not

good architecture to stop it in portions only par-

tially seen, uidess some bold and openly-confessed

termination was put, teUing the spectator plainly

that it dill not stop, and not leading him to suppose

that even the less prominent parts of the composi-

tion had been decorated. To have good architecture,

one must start with all the circumstances and re-

iquiremeuts of the building in view. For instance,

' See Building News, Vol. XX., p. -381.

t " Selections," p. 230.

this window or that door demanded, from its relative

importance, a certain amount of architectural treat-

ment, which should be given it, not so much regard-

ing its actu.al position in the building as the

dignity of the functions it h.id to fulfil. This rule

also applied to the "members" or component parts

of the ornament, and we might always estimate its

lasting value by the amount of rightly-directed

labour spent upon it—for it was sympathetic labour

that alone gave worth to ornament of any kind.

There should be no decoration at all unless it could

be had good, and to have it so time and skill must

be expended upon it. Any attempt to reproduce

ornament cheaply, and by means other than labour

and thought honestly bestowed, was to be avoided

wherever good architecture was required. A build-

ing might be ever so plain, and yet its architecture

might be good in the highest sense of the word.

Salisbury Cathedral was much nobler architecture

than Henrv VII.'s Chapel or the new Palace of

Westminster, although the one was almost as devoid

of ornament as the others were smothered with it.

It might be safely taken as a princip'e that those

portions of a biulding that derived the most interest

from their form were those that could best do with-

out superadded decoration. In the case of a series

of pointed arches, for instance, it would be much
better to let the arches depend for their interest on

the curves to which they were struck, and to put

such decoraiion as was at command into the other-

wise rather uninteresting spandrel, than to have an

elaborately-moulded and parti-coloured arch, and a

perfectly dull and monotonous surface in the spandrel.

The common practice, too, of having the capitals of

columns so elaborately carved, in many cases where

everything was plain, was a very great mistake.

Given, then, .all these tests of good architecture, in

what style were to be found the largest number of

them to put to ordinary use ? His answer was our

own English Gothic. Discarding copyism, after a

careful study .and attempt to discover the principles

of conmion-sense and mechanical science in con-

struction, and the correct application of ornament,

architects should carry them out in their own work

and practice. English architecture was the fitting

companion and accompaniment of English engineer-

ing, and would be all the more so as it consisted of

and rested upon that constructive science in the ap-

plication of materials ready to hand which was the

very essence of engineering.

A short discussion ensued, in which Mr. Pain (the

President) Mr. Walmisley, Mr. Kingsford, Mr. J. B.

AYalton, .and others took part, and a vote of thanks

having been given to Mr. Kew for his paper, the

meeting terminated.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Cork.—The annual distribution of prizes to the

successful pupils of the School of Art took place in

the Theatre of Cork Institution on Tuesday week.

The report for the past twelve months stated that

the attendance at the school (which this time twelve-

month showed a slight decrease as compared with the

corresponding period of the preceding year) has

increased considerably, particularly in the eveidng

class. The total number of students who passed

through the school last year was 188. This does

not include an average attendance of 23 boys from

National Schools, who attend the evening classes,

receiving their instruction, and having drawing

materials provided gratis for themselves, the Na-

tional Board paying a small amount yearly for the

instruction, &c., of each student.

A-iVARDs TO Art Te-\i-iiers.—By a minute of the

3rd of .Tanuary, 1808, the Lords of the C'lmmittee of

Council on Education offered a number of money
prizes to the he.ad masters of the Schools of Art in

the United Kingdom in which the general amount

of work, considered with reference to the number of

students under instruction, should be found most

satisfactory. The prizes have now been awarded
;

andwe find among the list of names thefollowing :

—

W. J. IMuckley, Manchester Royal Institute, i'40.

Charles D. Ilodder, Edinburgh; D. W. Raimbach,

Birmingham ; and W. H. Souues, Sheffield, £30.

Robert Greenlees, Glasgow ; W. H. Stopford, Hali-

fax ; W. Cosensway, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Walter

Smith, Bradford ; Walter Smith, Leeds ; R. C.

Puckett, Ph. D. Leeds Mechanics' Institute, £20.

T. C. Simmonds, Derby; Herbert Lees, Carlisle;

John Bentley, Birkenhead ; .1. C. Thompson, W.ir-

rington ; Susan A. Ashworth, Edinburgh ; A. Stephen-

son, Keighley, £10.

During the removal of some old foundations at

the resir of No. 76, Farriugdon-strcet,-a quantity of

human bones have been brought to light. It is

found that tlic spot forms a portion of along-disused

burial- grouud.

AKCH^OLOGICAL.
Warwick ARCH.i-:r>i.oGirAi, Society. — The

second meeting of the Warwick Archa;ological and

Natural History Society took place at Warwick on

Monday last, when Mr. Tom Burgess deUvered a

lecture on Warwick Castle in the time of the King-

maker, " the la.st of the Barons." The lecturer gave

a brief synopsis of the history of the castle, showing

the development of the old fort of Etheltleda with

the present princely structure ; and illustrating the

changes in military architecture by sketches. The

historic portion of the lecture had especial reference

to the Warwickshire legend of the Red Rose, and the

lecturer described the celebrated tournament at Gos-

ford Green, which her.alded the feud of the Houses of

York and Lancaster ; the career of the great NevUl,

Earl of W.irwick, the Kingmaker ; the fortunes of

his daughters, the heiresses of AVarwick Castle ; and

the building of the Bear Towers.

British Aucn.EoLOGicAL Association.—At the

meeting on the loth inst., Mr. Syer Cuming exhibited

a rare specimen of an ancient Greek mask, in fine clay,

for tragic plays, and some carthern crucibles of a Roman
type lately discovered. Mr. Levien read a paper,

communicated by Mr. Thomas Cole, of the discovery

on the beach at Hastings of the trunk of a tree and

some hazel nuts, in an ail-but fossilised state, indica-

ting the remains of an ancient forest, well known
from other finds to have existed far out to sea on

the south coast, as far .as the viUiiges of Pett and

Fahlight from Hastings. Mr. Roberts then read his

paper ' On Leominster Priory Church,' in which he

sought to prove that the so-called nave of the church

was intended for, and indeed was, the choir of the

building. This result of his investigations and

measurements he (Mr. Roberts) thought accounted

for every one of the difficulties raised for various

writers as to the original intention of this portion of

the church. Mr. Roberts founded his theory upon

this subject from drawings and plans he had made
of the famous remains of Reading Abbey, which was

the parent church, as Henry the First, iu 1121, when
building it, added the then small Saxon church at

Leominster to its possessions, and afterwards was

the means of a new monastery, in imitation of

Reading Abbey, being erected upon its site. A
further examination of some of the recently-discovered

sepulchral urns took place, .and Mr. Wright read a

letter from Jlr. Ashby, of Staines, who was still

pinsuing tlie investigation of the ancient cemetery at

Ashford, to the effect that other urns had lately been

dug up of a more finished form and ornamentation.

These urns, it was mentioned, would be exhibited at

the next meeting of the Association, on the 10th

January next, to which date the chairman, in

thanking Mr. Roberts for his paper, then adjourned

the meeting.

Arcii-eological Researches at Epiiesus.—
The Chatham correspondent of the Pall Mall

Gazette writes :—A number of the most intelligent

and experienced non-commissioned ofticers of the

Royal Engineers have been selected to proceed from

the school of military engineering, Chatham, to

Ephesus, for the purpose of superintending the ex-

cavations which are now being carried on, under the

direction of Mr. Wood, for the trustees of the British

Museum, to opeu up the Temple of Diana, a con-

siderable portion of which has ahead}- been brought

to light. Special permission for making the excava-

tions has been obtained from the Sultan, and

strenuous efforts are .about to be made to bring to

light the -ivhole of the temple. Among the Royal

Engineers who are about to be dispatched to Ephesus

are some of the number who rendered such valuable

service at Budrum, under the direction of Mr. New-
ton, when the tomb of Mausolus—which, like the

Temple of Diana, was accounted one of the seven

wonders of the world—at Ilalicarnassus, was dis-

covered, and the statue of Mausolos forwarded to

the British Museum. Under the dhection of Mr.

Murdoch Smith, the Royal Engineers were likewise

employed iu the recent excavations carried on at

Cyrene, when a number of valuable CjTcnaic sculp-

tures were discovered and placed in the British

Museum. The Royal Engineers who .arc to be

employed at Ephesus will receive, in addition tt

their ordinary pay, certain allowances and cxpen.se3,

whicli will be defrayed by the trustees of the British

Museum.

The parish church of Hidlavington, near Chippen-

ham, was reopened on the 7th inst., having been

closed six months. Dumig that time a restoration

of the chancel, nave, and south .aisle has been

effected, under the superintendence of Mr. A. W.
Blomtield. For want of sufficient innds it has been

impossible to rebuild the tower, whicdi from boing

in so dangerous a state, it was necessary to pull

down ; for the same rciison the north aisle has only

beeu reiiaired and made safe.
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CHL'KCIIK.S AND CHAPELS.

Ballymoxky.—On the V.Hh ult. the First Pres-

byterian church, Ballynioiiey. Ireland, was reopened.

The alterations made on the building have involved

an outlay of £950. On the north side a new tran-

sept hap been erected, thereby breaking:; that uni-

formity of plainness which previously charicterised

the structure, and providing extra accnmmodation
for the congregation. A large window ha'* Ihmmi

placed in each gable of main building, and all the old

wuidows have been removed and replaced by others.

Above the pulpit is a circular window having stained

glass of various tints. The old ceiling has been re-

moved, and the massive roof principals are now
visible. The ceiling is finished in ababaster, with an

appropriate cornice. The exterior of the windows
have freestone and Pi^rtland cement facings. At
each of the principal entrances there is an over-

hanging porch. The architects were Messrs. Young
& Mackenzie; the contractor, Mr. Moore, Belfast.

Chester.—On Monday the church of All Saints,

Hoole, Chester, was consecrated by the bishop of

the diocese. The church is built in the Transitional

style of Gothic, by Mr. Hughes, of Aldford, from
designs by Mr. S. \V. Dankes, of Westminster. The
cost has been about ill!, 000.

CriTtiss.—The new church of S. Matthew,
Criftins by Ellesmere. was consecrated on the

Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary by the Bishop
of LicUtield. The church is in the Early Decorated
style, and consists of nave, transept, and apsidal

chancel, with vestry, organ-chamber, bell-tower, and
porch. The floor of the church is paved with
encaustic tiles; the chancel stalls are of pitch pine,

with carved ends and finials ; the reredos is of Caen
stone, enriched with green marble shafts, and has in

the centre com])artment an alabaster cross. The three

windows of the apse will be tilled with stained glass

(from Messrs. llardmans). The architect is Mr.
W. G. MacCarthy.

Denstoxe.—The mission chapel of S. Luke, Stub-
wood. Denstone. has been completed. It consists of

of a nave and sanctuary, and. with the exception of

the plinth, which is of brick and stone, is entirely

of wood framing:; and plaster, the framing showing
inside at well as outside. The windows of the nave
have simple cu-*ped heads ; those of the sanctuary
have traoeried heads. There is no east window, but
the wood framing is here treated more ornamentally.

At the west end is a small vestry and porch, with
bell-cot over. The floor is of wood, and the

sanctuary has oak steps and floor. Mr. Stubbs was
the builder.

Hadleigii.—The interior of the parish church of

Hadleigh. has been restored, from the designs of Mr.
J. D. Wyatt, of Holloway. The old high pews
have been replaced by new oak benches, with moulded
and carved ends. 'I'he iron brackets, painted with
bright blue and gold, which served to support the
tie-beams of the nave roof, have now been cased in

oak supports, which spring from carved stone

corbels. The roofs of the north and south aisles

have also been repaired with timber braces, and
stone corbels have been inserted where they were
required. The stonework of the piers of the nave
was in an unsatisfactory condition in many places,

and those defects have been remedied, and the
mouldings of the cajiitals of the piers repaired. The
two chapels at the east end of the chancel aisles,

separated from the church by ancient carved oak
screens, have been repaired and restored, the most
noteworthy part of the work being the restoration of

the cresting or brattishing. Accommoihition is pro-
vided for about 1,000 persons, and the total cost of

the work is about i;i,00U. Mr. J. A. I'ettitt was the

builder.

LiFTox.—The parish church, TJfton, was reopened

on Thursday week, after restoration, and new school-

rooms in connection with the church wore opened
at the same time. The works in connection with Ihe

restoration of the church were carried out bv Messrs.

Bullen & Bevan. of Lifton, from the plans of the

architect, Mr. Hooper, of Ilatherleigh. The chnreli

has been thoroughly renovated and reseated. The
seats are open and of pitch pine. The chancel has
been fitted with stalls and seats for clergj' and choir,

and a reredos of Caen stone provided.

STALVBnincjE.—S. Taul's Church, Stalybridge, is

to be enlarged. It has present accommodation for

1,000, but as neither pews nor sittings are to let,

although there is an active demand fur both, it is

proposed to give oOO additional sittings. The
works, which will cost about £.'1.1)00, are to be com-
menced forthwith. Mr. W. H. Mrakspcar, Albert-
square, Manchester, is the architect.

BUIT.DINGS.

Amfster.—Eagley Hall, near Alcester, the pro-

perty of the ^larquis of Hertford, has just been restored.

A large portion of the west front was found to be

untrustworthy, and was taken down and entirely re-

built. Mr. W. Tasker. of London, was the archi-

tect, Messrs. Clark &. Smallwood, of Wooten Wawen,
being the contractors.

Aitinviriv.—The new S. Matthew's middle-class

schools, Ardwick, are completed. They are built of

bright red briclv, with Yorkshire stnne dressings,

from plans prepared by JMessrs. Medland &. H. Tay-
Inr, of Manchester, Over the fireplaces in the two
school-rooms are panels of a large size, which are to

be occupied by paintings iu oil, representing "Caxton
in Westminster Abbey,'" and " Paltssy, the potter."

The internal doors are panelled with framing.

.\ccommodation is provided for 430 children,

Messrs. Itobiuson & Son, of Hyde, "ft'ere the

builders.

Dorking.—The foundation-stone of a new public

Iiall for Dorking was recently laid by Mr. Cubitt,

M.P. The building is in course of erection by

Mr. W. Shearburn, contractor, from a design by
Mr. C. H. Driver, architect, of Westminster.

JIiLKS Platting.—The new S. Luke's Schools

have just been completed by Messrs. Rutherford &
Darnbrough, from the designs of Jlessrs. Medland
& H. Taylor, of Manchester. The cost has been

about £2.400 for an accommodation sufficient for

51tJ children. The building is of red bricks, with

dressings of stock bricks, in arches, bands, the

tympanic of the doors, &c., and a little stone.

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselvps responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Evbior respeL-Ifully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.—AVe shall feel obliged to any of our
renders who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress iu the provinces.

Letters relatiHg to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
3I.TAVIST0CK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. ou Thursday.

Bbceivkd.—J. H. C—E. W.—C. E. A—W. & Sons.—
C. L. E.—T. R.—A. H.—P. W.—C. E.—W. L.

Enquikek,—Another correspondent, as you may see, asks
similar questions about the Camborne Villa.

CONYBEARE.—The Company is wound up.

An Intending Competitor. — The instructions mean
exactly what they say, " That each set of plans, ele-
vations, and sections to be drawn on a smgle sheet of
imperial."

S. NoiiLE.—The illustrations are not sold separately.

CniTcspaiibciite.

VILLA RESIDEXCE, CAMBORNE.
To the Editor of the Building Nkws.

Silt,—In looking over your excellent paper of the

8th inst., I was mucli pk-ased with Mr. llicks's

design for a country villa residence at Camborne,
which, from casual observation, appears to have been
well considered, both as regards the internal ar-

rangement and external appearance, but having
roughly cubed up its size, 1 am at a loss to find how
such a building, with thelittings, &c., completed, can
be erected for the low sum of i;i,oo0, which at per

foot cube is far below what you allow for the

villas in your competition plans. I waited your last

week's issue before making this comment, supposing
that either the architect or contractors would have
corrected the statement, as I cannot help thinking
that there must be an error somewhere of at l.*ast

XoU(( in the cost, or else materials and labour must
be ver}' cheap indeed iu that part of Cornwall.—

1

am, &c., S. H.

CAMBETiWELL VESTKY-llAI.L
COMPETIT 1OX.

Sir,— It will be interesting to those of your
readers who have been foolish enough to send designs
for this building to read the result. From twenty-four
designs sent in. a committee selected eight ; seven of
the mottos I give, but the eighth has slipped my
memory. The seven are as follows :

'^ Experience/'
" AVell Considered," '* Thorough," "Excelsior." "In
Foro," "A Lccuvre on Connait I'ouvrier,'' and
"Cives." These were under consideration at a vestry
meeting held on "Wednesd-ay evening last, for the
purpose of selecting the designs which shouki receive

thelirst and second pri/.es. Almost before the report

of the committee had been read, it was evident that

a large party in the vestrj' had come with a pre-

determined resolution to adopt the two designs

marked "Cives'' and "Well Considered," two of

the most expensive and flashily-got-up designs in

the room.

It leaked out that these had also been thought of

by the committee, but having had them cubed up. and
finding the cubic contents of each to be ;'>60.0UUft.,

and that they were estimated by their surveyor to

cost at least £1*->,000 each, in'lieu of £8,0*00 as

stipulated, the committee became alarmed, and re-

solved to throw the responsibility of the transaction

upon the vestry.

It may be easily imagined that the surveyor,

desirous of pleasing his committee, would not exagge-
rate the estimate; and any person with the slightest

experience in building, could, at a glance, see that

such work as is shown could not be executed undei

lOd. per foot cube. Both the designs show buildings

faced with Portland stone upon two fronts, the aggre-

gate k-ngth of which is loOft. and the average
height about 4nft. ; both the elevations are decorated

in the most lavish manner, whilst the internal

finishings are quite in accord with the exterior.

Taking lOd. per foot cube as the least cost for

which the designs could be carried out, with the

heating apparatus, lighting, &c., required, even after

being cut down in their decorative parts, it will bo
found that the cost of the building is as follows :

—

.360,000 cvibe feet at lOd. ... £15,000
Architect's commission 750
Clerk of works' salary, say

52 weeks at £4 4s 220

Total £15,970

In addition to this, the sundry expenses not directly

chargeable on the building would bring the cost

considerably over £10,000. Now, on the face of this.

I as one of the competitors (looking at the fact

that the conditions issued by the Board strictly

stipulate that the cost of the buiUling. together with
offices, fittings, warming, ventilation, lighting,

ilrainage, architect's commission, and clerk of works*
salary, shall not exceed £>S,000) protest most
strongly against the utter dishonesty of the proposed

decision.

A large number of architects have been lured on
to give their time and money (and to run the risk of

losing both) upon certain specified terras, and the

vestry are the lirst to break the contract.

I submit to my unfortunate professional brethren

that here at least we have a case of such flagrant

outrage upon all principles of equity and justice that

should the matter be decided in the manner fore-

shadowed we should associate together instantly,

and take the necessary legal steps in a court of

equity to compel the vestry to compensate us for the

time and money wasted on their behalf. In this I

venture to say we shall be supported by the whole
of the profession, who will be only too happy tosub-
scribe towards the cost of providing such an example
as will not be forgotten for a long time to come by
parish boards who ruthlessly jiut architects to

ruinous expense in competition, simply as a cloak

to their desire to give work to their friends. It will

go far towards this result if the very strong rumour
that the autiiors of the selected designs are Camber-
well practitioners, turns out to be fact.— I am, &.C.,

O-NK OF THE Unfortunate Sixteen.

NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE.

SiK,— In reference to a statement of a correspon-

dent in y-tnr paper, that ninety-nine per cent, of the
provincial architects would concur in the cotuiemna-

tion. of Mr. Street's present design—a statement
which is described by your correspondent, " A Pro-
vincial Architect." as " dishonestly untrue "—I beg
permission to state that among rather an extensive

circle of professional accjuaintances in one of the

largest towns in Engliiul, I hare not met one who
did not speak of it in terms not merely of condem-
nation, but of utter astonishment that an architect of

Mr. Street's reputation and known ability shoukl put
his name to so poor and commonplace a design, so

far as we can judge from the publishel engravings of

it: and I have seen the same sentiments expressed in

writing by ]irovincia! architects of other districts, one
or two of whom have much more than a provincial

reputation. In fact, so far as my experience goes,

this feeling is universal in the provinces.

Like " Il.,"wedo not wish to see Mr. Street "sided;"*

but for his own reputation, as well as that of English

architecture in this century, we hope he will be in-

duced to reconsider his design. As to any personal

feeling towards Mr. Street influencing the general

dislike to his design, that is simply nonsense. I

have heard this dislike expressed bj- those who not

J
only could nave no grudge against him, but were
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amont? his professed admirers (as I am myself), and
also by those (for there are a few such even amonfj;

modern English architects) -who would he incjipahle

of letting personal feeling iiitUience their jiulgmeut

of a design. Of the style and manner of the *' Provin-

cial Architect's" letter, I will only say that if he is

one of Mr. Street's friends, that jjentleman may well

echo the old proberb, ''Save me," &c.—I am, &c.,

Another Provinclvl Akchitect.

HOUSE DUAINAGE AND SEWTSR
VENTILATION.

Sir,—To ensure perfection in house drainaj^e it is

not enough that the drains should be made of glazed
earthenware carefully put together and cemented,
but they should be laid in a brick trough and he

covered with stone, or where such expenses can be

afforded, they should be made of iron flanged pipes,

screwed together, with the joints caulked. In the

case of ordinary glazed pipes the least inequality in

removing the soil will crush the cement joints and
allow the escape of the sewer gas.

Unless siphon bends are used, the ordinary sink
trap with a dipstone is often a mere delusion, as the
least jar will crack the cement round the top stone,

and the^same cause, or careless workmanship that
cannot be seen, will do the same for the junction of

the dipstone with the cover, and even when air-tight

the water in it is not clean but foul water, and in

case of sediment the trap itself gives off sewer gas.

It is difficult to make an air-tight joint with
cement between the lead pipes and the sink traps or
tiiphon bends, and the same difficulty, though in a less

degree, is true of junctions between iron and lead

pipes.

Rats will sometimes gnaw holes through lead soil-

pipes, and after many years' use they are liable to a
corrosion that will eat them through, and from their

situation they are difficult and always expensive to

renew.

The water traps to water-closets, washhand-
basins, sinks, to the waste-pipes of cisterns, if unused
for long, will dry up, and the gas so escaping may till

the closely-shut closets in which they are placed, and
gain entrance to living or sleeping-rooms beyond.

It is, therefore, evident that the greatest care should
betaken to have water-closets, plug washhand basins,

sinks, cisterns, &c., in closets cut off by walls or par-
titions from living and sleeping rooms, and each
closet should have con :tant ventilation that cannot
be shut off; but in winter this communication with
the outer air is unpleasant, and sometimes dangerous
to persons using such closets, and increases the lia-

bility of the pipes and cisterns to freeze.

When all the precautions named have been
adopted, there are still two sources of danger—viz.,

the want of proper sewer ventilation, and the want
of a proper supply of fresh air for the fires.

"Where the sewers (of which there are many in

London) drain into a tidal river, the flaps are wholly
or nearly closed at high water, and the accumulating
water forces the sewer gas up the vents or house
drains, and, where the pressure is sufficient, through
every trap in every house. Where the sewers are

not in co.inection with a ticlal river, the sudden
access of water from storm rain water or from other
causes will have the same effect.

It appears from Mr. Haywood's letter in the Times
that Parliamentary Committees have been sitting on
this subject for forty years, but nothing has yet been
done.

It is agreeable to find from Dr. Letheby's letter

that the steam we see curlingup from the sewer venti-

lators, and the smell that greets us, is not unwhole-
some when it has passed the charcoal filters ; but it

is not so reassuring to find that only one small area
of the city is so treated, and the public are recom-
mended to take their own precautions against cor-
porate neglect.

No reasonable person can doubt that furnaces with
high chimneys at short intervals would ameliorate if

it did not cure this most potent cause of the evils ^\'e

endeavour to avoid.

In addition to this, the want of air supply for

house fires causes exhaustion of the air in close-shut
rooms, passages, and staircases, and thus draws sewer
gas from any crack in the drains or from holes in

soil or waste-pipes connected with them. There
should be a pipe from the external wall to every
fireplace, bringing in fresh air, to be warmed by a
chamber at the back of the grate and then i>assed
into the room; there should also be a spare flue

for carrying away the consumed air of the
gas and the superheated and vitiated air of the
room.

Of Mr. Gibsone's scheme it is unnecessary to speak
n present, as our sewage system does not admit of

'*'^iT>plication; few houses have less than three fires

ahghbat once in the winter, and each fire requires a

9in. pipe to carry away the smoke ; few houses have
more than one Oin. drain pipe for the sewage. Hence
the present drainage system is insufficient.

Unless your advocacy is used to force proper

sewer ventilation to be carried out now when public

attention is turned to it, we shall have Parliamentary
committees sitting on it forty years hence.—I am,
&C., G. AlTClIISON.

5, Muscovy-coiu-t, E.G.

Sir,—In reference to your article on this subject,

I would beg to call attention to the necessity for in-

tercepting the influx of gas from the main sewers by a

double long siphon or double dip trap on the main house
drain, with a small pipe from the central space run up
the wall to deliver away from all windows. I have used

Cottam's patent intercepting trap with very good
results, and I believe that Messrs. Doulton make a

double long siphon in ordinary drain-pipes with a

cap or cover at top of the central rise. In several

buildings recently executed I have built 4in. drain-

pipes into the walls as fall pipes, untrapped from the

drain to cesspool in roof gutter ; the mouth of the

fall pipe being within the p;u-apet is far removed
from all windows. A pipe of this diameter gives

ample scope for the upfiow of sewer air, as the fall-

ing water chngs to the sides of the pipe. Tlils ar-

rangement would not be applicable to a roof with

dripping eaves. In building drain pipes into a wall

it is necessary to be quite safe against settlement or

fracture, and to have the pipes free from all pro-

jections or sharp curves, and to provide easy access

to the feet in case inspection is necessary. In

reference to drains, it frequently happens that they
are over-trapped, and tlae emanating gases soon

accumulate in the confined spaces in sufficient volume
to force an ordinary water trap.—I am, &c.,

Thos. Chas. Soruy.

27, Brunswick-square, Dec. 19.

Sir,—Your article upon this subject at p. 445. is

worthy not only of serious consideration, but also of
being followed up. The subject is one which I have had
my attention ufti'u drawn to, and if you will permit
me, thf following is a short sketch of my ideas upou
the matter, which I have also seen practically carried
out, viz. :—Upon the drain leading out to common
sewer in street, ])lace a tile cesspool of the necessary
size, and see that it is properly laid—not as I have
seen, when you could pass a lighted caudle in at oue
end and out at the other, and it burning all the time !

Also have all the joints of drain or tilo pipes properly
jointed with something more than a farthing's worth
of cement on top—wliere it catches the eye—and none
at bottom. Then join the soil-pipe, waste-pipes, &c.,
properly and securely to di-aiu, and seeing also that all

joints on soil-pipes, &c., are also secure, and carrying
up a ventilating pipe from top of all soil and waste
pipes up to roof, and as far as possible from windows,
so as to give proper ventilation, and so prevent the
action of a water-closet from sucking out the water from
the traps or cesspools of the washing-basins in bed-
rooms, or from the jaw-boxes. &c. Likewise see that
any bell-traps which may be upon the overflow pipes
of cisterns are not mere egg-cups, but properly-con-
structed self-acting ones. In short, see that both the
plumber-work and drains are done in the way they
should be, and that the plumber knows what he is

doing. It is an old-fashioned way to lock the door
after the steed has gone, but sensible people will scent
danger at a distance and prevent its approach by using
the proper means to do so. In cases where it is years
since anything was done to the drains or soil-pipes of a
house, it would be well to have an examination by
some good plumber, especially if a bad smell is some-
times felt in the house. In some cases all tlie cesspools
may he right, but owing either to the want of a ven-
tilatiug-pipe or to some other cause there may be holes
eaten through the top or sides of the soil or waste-
pipes, and although there may be, as there ofteu is,

no water leakage, still the foul air leakage may some-
times bo enormous and highly injurious; while in cases
where the bell-trap of a cistern is not self-acting, and
there has been no plumber near it for months or years,
it may be quite dried up, and as a consequence both
the water near it and the air of tlie house can be con-
taminated by it. So far as my experience goes, it is

sometimes very difficult to get drains properly laid. I
remember two cases where the orders given were to
make the things as good as possible at whatever neces-
sary expense, yet I could not get the masons to come
up to the scnitcli : they actually grudged to use the
cement even, although paid for it; and one answer I
got from a mason of forty was, "If we were to do
everything the way you want us, there would not be
work for us all."

As to your remarks about Londesborough Lodge.
I half wish I was able to see it, as there are several
points you do not refer to, nnd I cannot agree with you
that rain-water pipes should not be used for ventilating,
for I would use them if there were no windows near.

—

1 am, &C., PH'MBER.

movement. There is, however, one point to which 1
should like to refer—namely, the estimated cost of the
designs. The detached villa, the dimensions of which
will not exceed 50ft. square, is supposed to cost 8d. per
foot cube, and the mansion (the size of which will not
much exceed 50ft. by 100ft.), is estimated to cost Is.

per foot cube. These figures of cost are exceedingly
high, so much so that they would probably frighten
any client out of the designs. Besides, there is no sub-
stantial reason why the mansion should cost only a
trifle more per cubical contents than a detached villa.

You have, before now. done me the honour of publish-
ing some of ray designs, the cost of which has not. in
any case, for tolerably large buildings, exceeded 4id.
per foot cube, and very frequently my buildings fall

under that figure. However, it is always wise to give
large estimates at first, and the costs you have decided
upou will allow ample means for indulging in decora-
tions of almost every kind. The original competitors
for the Law Courts mentioned from lOd, to Is. Id. as
the probable cost of that important work, which will

certainly be more expensive than ordinary villas or
mansions.—I am, &c., H.

Sin,—In clause 5 no mention is made of "Attic*'

plan. I presume there can bo no objection to any
competitor arranging attics as servants' bed-rooms.
&c., in either design.— I am, &c., J. B. Corbv.

[Certainly not.

—

Ed.]

THE ROYAL ACADEMY PRIZES.
Sir.—Be good enough to correct an error made in

your last week's critique on the Royal Academy prizes.

The unsuccessful design for the traveUing studentship.

"Dum spiro spero," which you attributed to Mr. Wornum
was the work of the successful competitor for the Gold
Medal, Mr. W. Galsworthy Davie. The Classic design,
" Brace's Spider," was the one submitted by Mr.
Wornum.—1 am, &c., H. T. Keates.

COMPETITION FOR HOUSE PLAXXINO.
Sir.—The conditions of this competition are so

liberally and judiciously drawn that they cannot fail

to satisfy the vast majority of those interested in the

THE CAMBERWELL VESTRY-HALL.
Sir,—The exhibition of selected designs for the

above is highly calculated to awaken feelings of the

most intense disgust. First, that so many, members of

what ought to be an honourable profession can resort

to such unworthy means to attract attention to their

designs ; and, secondly, that a committee of what ought
to be an intelligent and respectable body can be so

ignorant or iU-disposed as to neglect the plainest prin-

ciple of justice in their selection and exhibition.

There is no excuse for the architects ; there is possibly

some for the committee, and there is a ray of hope left

in the consideration that the Vestry, at its last meet-
ing, refused to adopt the recommendation of the com-
mittee. In the almost forlorn hope that some prin-

ciples of justice may yet be recognised in this matter,

I have addressed the following letter to the Vestry

Clerk, and it may deserve publication in your columns.
—I am, &c., A Competitor.

iCopy.)

f^ijt_^—Referring to the designs now under considera-

tion for the proposed \'estry-hall for the parish of

S. Giles, Camberwell, allow me, through you, to call

the attention of the Vestry to an irregularity con-

nected tliere'ft'ith, which, if not corrected, is likely to

prevent a just and beneficial selection from being
made.

In the printed instructions to the competing archi-

tects it was distinctly laid down by autliority of the

Vestry that " the drawings were to be limited to plans,

elevations, and sections," the scale also being strictly

prescribed—a very proper and judicious regulation,

obviously intended to secure that each design should

be equally represented.

In defiance of this regulation, many of the compe-
titors have sent (besides the '* elevations, plans, and
sections ") coloured perspective views, taken from the

most favourable points of view that could be selected,

and finished in a showy and attractive manner, so as

set forth their designs ia a more favourable way than

was allowed by the instructions.

Tiie usual and fair course to meet such disregard of

the instructions is to reject all drawings that do not

comply with the regulations, aud ouly exhibit such as

are iu conformity with them. But, to the astonish-

ment of all who are any way conversant with such

matters, of the eight designs now solectedand exhibited,

five or six are distinguished by having thus violated

the rules, and the drawings which have been submitted

iu excess of the prescribed limits are hung iu the most
prominent positions, and evidently from the strongest

recommendation to the designs tu which they refer.

It is perfectly clear that by tliis line of procedure a

premium is placed upon disregard of the conditions,

aud the architects who have observed them arc placed

at a most unfair disadvantage.

Every architect knows well tliat no fair comparison

can be instituted between ordinary elevations aud per-

spective views. The same design would look very

different according to the manner iu which it is repre-

sented. An inferior ilesign may be made to look showy
aud attractive by a favourably-mauaged perspective

view ; whereas a really superior design will often

appear stiff and formal when ouly shown by elevations.

I trust it will be only ueee,-;sary to direct attention

to this matter to secure that it shall be at once rectified,

either by excluding from the exhibition all drawings
sent in excess of the instructions; or, if it be preferred

to admit them, that an extension of time should be

Kiveu. Buflicient to allow those architects who have
liitherto adhered to the instructions to prepare addi-
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tional drawings of corrcspondinp charactor, so that all

tlie ilositrns may W ofiuully rep rt-sent ed.— I remaiu,

•Sir, yours most obediently,

A Competitor who has Adhered to the
Instrictions.

London, December in, I'^Tl.

Sir,—I see by a notice, publislied in your journal of

last Saturday, that eight designs of tlie above have been
Peleitert for public inspection, from the twenty-four
sets tliat were sent in. Why are they n<it all r.\Iiil'ited>*

This apparent jobbing is in striking aecordauce witli a

very suggestive statement, published in your journal

some weeks since, wherein a. groui) of gcntlenuu were
overheard conversing at a street corner, concerning the

personal interest that some of the vestrymen had in a
few of the designs. Are the eight selected the designs

that have received .siuch enviable patronage from thc!?e

.Tacks-in- office ? When an* competitors to be honour-

ably dealt with ? I would suggest that the authors of

all the unexhibited designs zealously protest against this

underhand business, perpetrated by these shopkeepers,

and insist upon justice being done them by having all

tlie designs exhibited, and not a favoured few.

Ifthe Vestry-hallistobebuilt with |)ublie money, the

public have a right to form an opinion upon the sub-

ject as well as the butchers, bakers, and eandlesticU

makers of the neighbourhood, and see for themselves

that the selection is a just one.—I am, &c.,

Versus.

another competitor, ask him to do so? Being rather

in<iuisitive about the design he pronounces, in a word,

"absurd,'' I should like him to give a short descrip-

tion of it. with or without the initials of the author, as

ho tliiuks proper.—1 am, Ac,

One of the Selected Ones.

Iiitcrfommuiiiciitiflii.

QUESTIONS.
[^407_1 —Pollard Oak.—Can any reader inform

me Avhere good figured jmllard oak can be purchased ?

1 liave tried several large firms in London without

success.—AV. R. A.

[•>408.]—Jacobean Details.— Will some m-
lit.diteued subscriber furnish a list of the best works on

Jacobean detail in wood, and brickwork, &c. ?

—

HOLBEINER.

4^ur ®ffite Cable.

WATER

ORNAMENTAL BRICKS.
Sir,—Our friend " Samson " is apparently a chip of

an obi block, who would rather suffer anything Uian

allow an innovation. He may be a manufacturer of

cements, a decorative painter, or one of those rightly-

named plasterers, and therefore would rather see a con-

tinued production of the tame samenesses that strike

you with a chill to look at, instead of instilling

warmth, life, and animation, as it were, into these sub-

jects. He may never have seen these bricks; he is

not the only one by many thousands. If he has never
seen a specimen of the material, what has he done with
his boyhood ? Did he never sport abrownincommoney
toy marbles in red and buff? Did he never h»ve a
game at knuckle-down? If not, will he be kind enougli

to sport one halfpenny for a score of those articles ?

They are made from the same material, though far

from a good specimen. Variations like those, il judi-

ciously arranged, would form a ]>leasing contrast to

the present system of plaster. When 1 tried to intro-

duce the idea some thirty years ago, when engaged
upon the materials for the construction of a church
in Surrey, nothing would do but black headers

and white and red stocks; any nu.xture was counted
spoiled. If you will look again you will see that it is

not to go in for chimney-pieces, washhand tops, &c.,

and the imitation proceeds no further than the veined
mixture, not as imitation of natural proilucts. There
is no sham about it, not even the varnish that you pre-

sume, which never showed itself in all my experience.

In various models I produced years ago the l)ricks

were moulded and burned as ordinary bricks in clami)8

and kilns. What ^\t. Ransome's experience and ex-
periments led him into. I know not : but at the same
time, I made grindstones and whet8tones,or rubbers for

scythes and hooks for many farm labourers, as well as

toy marbles for the small fry, and these bricks arc
moulderl iind fired as true as ever you surfaced a cutter

by grinding.— I am, Ac,
Jack of All Trades.

ASriIALTE FOR STREET PAVEMENTS.
Sir,—Like **A Man in the Streets," in your last

number, " I should rejoice if asphalte were found supe-

rior to granite, or any other paving material ;" and in

many respects it no doubt is. There is another item
of expense in connection with usjdialte which was not
mentioned, if I remember correctly, in Jlr. Haywood's
elaborate rejiort. I remember one day about four or

five months since, when passing Leicesler-s<puire, see-

ing policemen stationed at each end of the asphalte

pavement, then recently put down, to caution all

drivers to drive slowly as they went over the asphalte.

This i)recautionary measure was, I fotmd, ipnte neces-

sary, as till' horses were falling in evi-ry direction, and
no doubt if the policenmu were not there more would
have fallen. Who paid the policemen ? Not the com-
pany who put down the asplialti-, I supjiose, but the

public. It would have been well if Mr. Haywood bad
inquired into all the fact.s of asphalte. ami this one
with the rest. 1 should say that, at the time I allude

to,theuspha!te was neither wet nordry; it was just after

a shower of rain, and the road was unusually slippery.

It was one summer evening, when a lot of the West-
enders were wending their way to thi-Opem. and I

suppose because the limbs and the lives of some of the

"upper ten" were involved, that the precautionary

measure alluded to was taken. I said then, and 1 say

now, "Let the Trince of Wales's horses fall one day over

this aspbtilte in I^eicester-square, or, in fact, those (d

any otbi-r member of the royal family, and the pavement
will be tak«ii ujt much more rapidly than it was put
down." Such is the way we do things in thiscountry !

—

I am, &c.. Another Man in the Streets.

SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Sewer Ventilation.—!Mr. J. P. Seddon, in a

letter to the Times says:—The most cnmnimi and
insidious mode by which sewer pas escapes into

dwtdlings. and in all probability the mode, if any, by
which it did do so at Londesborough Lodg'e, secras

to have been overlooked by those who liave written

in vnnr journal on the subject, including: myself, and
as. fortunately, it is not difficult to counteract this, I

desire to repair the omission. Where tlie Roil-])ipe

enters the house, contraction and expansion are likely

to render defective the stopping up the joints, and
the easiue; roiind the pipe forms a channel up which
the gas rises, outside tlie pipe, until it finds a pas-

sfli^e through the joists of the floors and is drawn in

by the fires in rooms, often at a disian^ie from the

closet or any obvious cause for such evil, to the

astonishment of the inmates. The remedy for this

is to continue this channel up to and above tlie roof,

and to cut off all lateral communication from it with

the floors ; any possible escape will thns be rendered

harmless. As soon as there is any suspicion of an

escape in a house, such channels should bo examined
and the above precaution taken, in addition to others

that have been recommended.

"Wareham.—A coiTCspondent of the Daily Nen^s
writes;— ^' The recent discussions on sanitary matters

embolden me to hope that you will give publicity to

the horrible conditions under which the inhabitants

of this town live and die. The drainage here is nil.

None of the houses in the place have water laid on.

Our churchyard is so crowded that it is a regular

thing to dig up old corpses to make place for new
ones, and to replace old and new together. Sewage,

and blood from the sianghtei--bouses, lie in our streets

for days together; and typhoid fever rages in our

cottages from year's end to year's end. Our local

authurities are perfectly aware of all this, and do
nothing to remedy it ; and I want to know whether
or not there is any central authority in London which
can be indueed to help us. The Dorsetshire labonrer

has h;id his turn of public sympathy ; may not the

Dorsetshire townsman count on obtaining his. when
he suffers from the accumulation of horrors which is

poisoning the blood and shortening the life of every

man, woman, and child in Wareham .'"

Salford.—A statement, the serious importance of

which camiot be exaggerated, occurs in a recent re-

port of the Salford Borough Sm-veyor. After speci-

fying five main sewers that have been re-laid d\iring

the year ending August, 1871, Mr. Bowden says:

—

*' I regret that more has not been dime in renovating

the old sewers of the district, when I recall to re-

membrance the facts stated in my report upwards of

two years ago—viz., that there are DO sewers which
contain from six to Sfi inches of deposit." (.'an any-
one wonder that Salford has the unhai»py reputation

of having one of the highest death-rates in the country

after reatling such a statement as this ?

Drainage of the Thames Valley.—At the

Court of Common Council on Friday last the Court
passed a resolution to the elTect that notice having
Ix^en given of the introduction of a Bill into Parlia-

ment to sanction a scheme of Mr. Ihizalgette for the

drainage of the valley of the Thames, it be referred

to the Commissioners of Sewers and the fJas and
Water Committee, with j)Ower to C(mf(-r together to

investigate the scheme, especially as to the manner
in which the drainage from the proposed sewage
f.ann may affect the water supply of the metrojHilis,

and to rejiort thereon to the Com"t, with any recom-
mendations as to the action the Corporation might
take in the matter.

Mr. William E. Cusack-Smith has given XI,000 to

the S. Paul's Completion Fund.

At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, a letter was read from the General Post-

oflice, euggest'ng tliat. the Board should insert a

GATESHEAD SCHOOL CO^rPKTITIOX. clause in'tho Bill for amending the Metropolitan

Sir,— In last week's Blimmng Kews "Competitor" Buildings and Management Acts, making it compul-

proposes that the notes by "An Architect" on the sory on builders of new premises or owners of pre-

rcjected designs in the above competition be published, miscsin course of re-crection to provide lottur-boxes.

As '* An Architect" has not responded, may I, as I The subject was referred to a committee.

The Designs for the New Law Courts.—
We last week published a letter from the President of

the Institute announcing Mr. Street's intention to

allow any of the members of that body to inspect

the designs for the New Law Courts to-nmrrow

(Saturday), on the site in Carey-street. The time

mentioned in Mr. Wyatt's letter was three o'clock.

We are requested to state that the designs will be

open for inspection from tivelve to three to-

morrow.

TiiKNATioy.\L Gallery.—The Athencmm states

that Mr. '\\'ornum has ceased to reside in the ofticial

apartments of the National Gallery, which are

considered to be fireproof; " an unmarried policeman"

is to occupy these quarters by way of precaution

against fire. Meanwhile, the Keeper of the Uoyal

A-iademy continues to occupy his residence, which

is attached to the old Royal Academy premises, at

the eastern end of the same building, under the

rooms which are not fireproof, and en ttitito with the

western part of the gallery ; in the eastern end aro

nearly all the more precious pictures of the national

collection. •

South Kknsincjton Mfsevm.—A beautiful silver

cup, the work of Jamnitzer, the Nuremberg gold-

smith and contemporary of Cellini, has just been

added to the art collection. The Educational divi-

sion has lately received a very curious toy house

made in Nuremberg two centuries ago, filled with

models of utensils of the period, illustrating German

life and manners. It is at present shown in the

North Court. Mr. WiUiam Smith's gift of water-

colours will be exhibited as soon as the room is pre-

pared to receive them.

British Artists' Protection Society.—On
Wednesday evening a meeting of artists was held

at Duke-street, S. James'.s, Mr. Arthur A'Beckettin

the chair, for the purpose of forming a society for

the protection of the works of artists at exhibitions.

Several works of art having been found to be

damaged or lost at the late International Exhibition,

and no redress being capable of being obtained from

the Commissioners on account of the conditions issued

by them, it has been deemed necessary to start a

society which should watch over the interests of

artists, with a view to secure to them generally, by

co-operation, that which it would be impossible to

attain by individual action. After a long discus-

sion, in 'which the grievances which artists suffered

at exhibitions were fully discussed, together with the

fact that her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhi-

bition of 1872 had not altered the conditions of 1S71

for the reception of works in 1872, it was resolved

that a society should be formed, to be called the

" Literary and Artistic Association," having for its

object the protection and defence of the interests of

writers and artists of Great Britian. The terms of

subscription were then settled, and the meeting was

adjourned to a future date, when the formation of a

committee aud other matters will be taken into con-

sideration.

Death of IIeuk Kranner.—At a recent meeting

of the Koyallnstitute of British Architects, the death

was announced of Herr Joseph Kranner, architect,

of Prague, and latterly of Vienna, who had been an

Honorary and Corresponding Member of the Institute

since ISoO. Herr Kranner's chief works were the

buildings of the Austrian " Lloyds," at Trieste, the

monument of the Archduke Charles, at Vienntt. and

that of the Emperor Francis I. at Prague. In IS.'U

he was called to Vienna to remodel the School of

Architectarc aud to supervise the art classes in the

higher schools in that city. He .superintended the

restoration of Prague Cathedral, and latterly was

executive architect to the Votive Church, carried

out from Professor Ferstel's design. Herr Krunuftr

died at the age of seventy.

Clerks for the London S<iiool Board.—The

London School Board are adverti.sing for a Clerk of

tlie Works, with a salary of £3 per week, and a

Writing Clerk, able to write short-hand, at £80 per

annum. Applications must reach the Clerk of the

Board before the Gth of January.

Newcastle-on-Tynr SfiioDL Board.—Mr.

Thomas Oliver. Newcastle; Mr. K. I. Johnson, New-

castle ; and :Mr. F. K. N. Haswell, North Shields,

have been appointed the architects to the Newcastle-

on-Tyne School Board.

Si-AG CiCMENT.—A good ccmcut can he made, it

is said, from the slags of the blast furnace. The

composition of the slags should be for the most part

as follows, to obtain from them a good cement. Es-

sential elements : silicic acid, -1 d -2 1 ; clayey car'-"»s,

15-i;J; calcareous earths, 3G-24, No n-es.-^enti/^' ele-

ments; manganese, oxide of iron, alkalies, i*^-»
^'^•^'
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One part of these slags in fine powder is sprinkled,

and aj2:itatcd in a suitable vessel, with two parts of

an equal mixture of hydrochloric acid (85 per cent.

IICl) and water. The slags decompose, a livel}' dis-

euga^'ement of HS taking place. The mass finally

forms a thicic jellj', from which water removes the

chlorides completely. After removing these, the

residue is dried and reduced to an impalpable powder

:

one part of this powder, intimatelj- mixed with nine

parts of slag in powder, makes a good cement in

either water or air.

Ajierican " Gothic Rulns."—It has often been
made a matter for complaint by English travellers

in the United States that America contains no Gothic
ruins. Chicago had some twenty churches in the

Pointed style: a large number have been burnt in the

recent conti.agration. Harper's Wcekli/, the "Illus-

trated News " of America, gives views of the remains.

Tliey are most refreshingly picturesque. Cannot
the Chicagians leave them as they stand, and plant

ivy about them, as an in3t.ilment of ruins for

posterity? One in particul.ar, according to the

Guardian, bears a strange resemblance to an
English abbey destroyed under Henry ^'III.

It is the shell of the " Second I'resbyterian Church."
The ruins of the Romanist " Church of tlie Holy
Name " are almost equally fine. In reality the

future effect of these buildings will depend upon
whetlier they were of stone, or, as in tlie case of

most similar meeting-houses in our own country, of

liith and plaster. Surrey Chapel, or the cliurch in

Swallow-street, would make but shabby Gothic
ruins.

CiiUKCH E.XTENSiox.—The usual montblj- meet-
ing of the Incorporated Society for Promoting the

Enlargement, Building, and Repairing of Churches
and Chapels w,is held on Mond.ay .at 7, Whitehall,

S.W. Gr.ants of money were luade in aid of the fol-

lowing objects, viz, :—I^uilding new churches at

Brandon, in the parish of Brance]ieth, Durham ; Ken-
nington (S. John the Divine), Surrey ; Lesney Park
(Christ Church), in the parish of Erith, Kent ; Red-
ditch, Worcester ; Stoke Newington (S. Faith),

Middlesex
; and Worleston, in the parish of Acton,

near Xanturch, Cheshire ; enlarging or otiierwise in-

creasing the accommodation in the churches at Dun-
terbourne, near Cirencester; Monkwcarmouth, S.

Peter's, near Sunderland; and South Leigli, near

Witney, C)xon. Under urgent circumstances, the

grants formerly made towards building the churches
at Ryde, Isle of Wight ; and Silloth, S. Pan], Cumber-
land ; rebuilding the church at Llangain, near Car-
marthen ; and towards reseating and restoring the

church at King's Pyon, near Weobley, Herefordshire,

were each increased. The society likewise accepted

the trust of sums of money as repair funds for the

chnrches of Leeds, S. Mary, and Redwick, JMon-
mouth. Attention is asked to the numerous appeals

soon likel}' to be made to the committee for aid, and
to the recent scarcity of donations to its funds.

" FiR.sT Cuss BoARDiSG-Sciiooi-s."—Mr. Buck-
master, connected with the Department of Science

and Art at South Kensington, brought under tlie

notice of Mr. Chance, at the Lambeth Police Court
on Tuesday, a case which required publicitj-, he

said, to put parents and guardiaus on their guard
how they sent young ladies to boarding-scliools.

His statement was that a young lady, who hiid been
tenderly brought up, was sent from the country to a

young ladies' boarding-school of some reputation in

that district, where the terms varied from tiO to .SO

guineas a year. About a fortnight iigo the young
lady was ill with a cold, which turned into a conges-
tion of the lungs. She was sent to a dirty cottage,

without furniture except a bed. and put into a damp
bed with damp sheets, and she died last Friday.

The applicant said the cottage was unfit, from sani-

tary defects, for human habitation ; the paper was
rotting off tlie walls, mildewed, and damp. The ap-
plicant thought it was the duty of parents and the

public, when they sent their children to grand board-
ing-schools, not to be content with seeing the draw-
ing-rooms, but to see where the young ladies were to

he bulged when t.aken ill. He thought that there

should be an inspection and certificate given of good
sanitary and domestic arrangements. Mr. Chance,
on Mr. Buckmaster leaving a statement with him
said the press would perhaps notice the appUcation.
It was a serious matter.

Death of Mr. Georoe Hudson.—The death isan-

nounced of Mr. George Hudson, the "Railwa}- King."
Mr. Hudson was born at York in M.arch, 1800. He
was apprenticed to a firm of York drapers, and after-

wards attained the position of a master in the same
house. In 1837 he became Lord Mayor of York, to

which office he was twice re-elected. Mr. Hudson's
first connection with railways was in ls:>.'>, when he
*^''k a prominent part in preliminary- meetings then
hela^n York to promote a line of railway communi-

cation with the city. Mr. Hudson had for several

years piist lived upon the interest of £4,8(10, which
had been collected and invested b}' his friends.

CHIPS.
Mr. Thomas Sbelmordine has been appointed

" Land Steward and Surveyor" to the Corporation of
Liverpool, at a salary of il700 per annum.
The Metrojiolitan P.o.ard of Works require £223,252

for the forthcoming year, to be levied by a rate of
2»d. in the pound on a rental of £19,971,281.

The Stock Exchange is again about to beconsider-
.ably enlarged, from the design of Mr. J. J. Colo.

A new vestry-hall for Springfield, near Chelms-
ford, is now in course of erection by Mr. Bloomfield.
Mr. Pertwec, of Chelmsford, is the architect.

New schools have been erected in connection with
Holy Trinity Church, Blackburn. Tlicy are built in
the Early English style, from designs by Mr. James
Birtwistlo, architect, Blackburn. The schools are
sidjstantially built, great care having been taken
with the w.arming and ventilation. '

Mr. John Ruskin, as Slade Professor of Fine Arts
at Oxford, will deliver next term a course ot lectures
" On the Relation of Natural Scicnoo to Art."

A subscription has been opened in the Ecole des
Eoa;;x .\rts, P.aris, for the erection of amouuracnt to
Henry Reguault, slain in the defence of Paris.

Mr. H. Heaps has been appointed seuior messenger
to the City of London Court of Sewers, at a salary
of £120 a year.

The Uhistraied Anstraliaji News states that a
photographer of Chines, named John Tanner, has,
after four years of labour, succeeded in producing
photographs enamelled upon copper. These are
said to be, as works of art, really beautiful, and
almost indestructible.

The freehold premises No. 137 and 138, Alders-
gate -street were sold last week by Mr. Ilorwood,
at the Mart, for £2,800. On the same day, the free-

hold premises No. 1 and la. Little Love-lane, Wood-
street, let on lease at £150 per annum, were sold
for £6,900.

It is said that there are now 1,.500 empty houses
at Tottenham, principally owing to the lack of a
proper system of drainage.

In the accounts of the Churchwardens of " S.

Andrew Huberd beside Esschepe London," for the
yo.ars 30th April 1474 to the 30th April 147G, occurs
this entry—" Paid for inakj-ng of a new bench in a
pew in the cliirche, 4d."

It is proposed to erect a new church for the parish
of Magherally, near Banbridgc, of an ornamental
character, from the designs of Mr. Thomas Drew.
Additions jiro to be made to the parish church of

Seapatrick, Banbridge. Mr. Thomas Drew, R.H.A.,
architect, has been entmstod with the work.

Selkirk church was reopened for public worship
on Sunday, after a series of extensive alterations,

including the raising by several feet and arcliing of

tlie ceiling, and the introduction of a small end
gallery capable of containing 130 persons—the whole
being estimated to cost upw.ai'ds of £350.

A telegram from Constantinople says that M. do
Lessops is attempting a combination for the purpose
of negotiating the purchase of the Suez Canal by
foreign Powers. His overtures are said to have
been unf.avourably received by the Porte and by the
Khedive.

On Friday last the parish church of Boughton
Blean, Kent, was reopened, having been during the
last six months undergoing restoration, at a cost of

something like £1,BOO. The architect is Mr. St.

AiibjTi, of London, and the contractor Mr. L. Shrub-
sole, of Faversham.

MEETINGS FOE THE ENSUING WEEK.
Frid.vv. — Arct!iti;cti:kai. Association. — "On

liammer-beam Failures, Eltliam Palace.'

By .Mr. W. White, F.S.A., F.lt.I.lS.A.

I^rabe Stlus.

TENDERS.
Easford.—Fur the erection of two houses in Alma-

street, Basford. for Mr. Bryau. Mr. John Collyer, archi-
tect, Nottingham ;

—

Curtis (accepted) £409

Bedfordshire.—For the erection of Clapham Parochial
Schools. Bedfordshire. Mr. John Day, arcliitect. Quantities
supplied:

—

Dover, Dowell, & Co £WM
Foster V'^'i

Young 14.3.5

Masey IJS9

Moure 1378
Spencer 1^3.5

Corby & Son 1333
Carter (accepted) 131G

Saul 12W

Bournemouth.—For the erection of a shop and pre-
mises at Madeira Vale, Bournemouth. Messrs. Tuck &
Burton, architects :

—

Dunford £1172
Nightingale Ill-
Stevens 1092
Stroud IC'iS

Hoare & Co lOJO
Walton 104-5

Brett Brothers 999
Baker 99.5

SoovellS Sqiiier 948

Chelmsford.— For new Vestry-Hall, Springfleld,
Chelmsford. Mr. C. Pertwee, architect:

—

Thorn £267
Barnard 2iiG 13
BloomBeia (accepted) 2:J6 4 10

Devonshire.—For the restoration and new seating of
(Germans-Week Church, Devon. Mr. S. Hooper, archi-
tect:

—

Bullen & Bevan £0.'!0

Blatehford & Son .574

Hill & Squire .574

Bone &Son 5f>9

wu-';'"r«'*
^'"''

1- Occepted) 147
White &Sons f

' '

Fenchurch-strkkt.—For alterations to SO, Fcnchurch-
street, for Me.ssrs. Cassell, Smith, & Co. Mr. E. H. Uurne,
architect:^

Sparks £2750
Temple & Forster 2150
Brass 207G
Hill. Keddell, & Waldram 20.50

Wicks, Bangs, & Co 1990

Eaton &, Chapman lo.SC

Scrivener & White 19(i3

WiUiams & Sou 1S.17

Sewella Son 1S44

Foster (accepted) 1777

HUNTINODON.—For new sewer and other works at

Ramsey, Huntingdon. Mr. Robert Hutchin-son, County
Surveyor:—

Hubbard £1924
Herman 1783 10

Potter 1664 10

Pizzey 1-500 D

Coker 1461 14

Dover & Co 1460
Walker 14-35

Thompson 1375

Striokson 13-54 G 10
Dunkley 1350
Phillips 1301 13 5

Lord 1300
Freeman 1299 5 11

Balmer 1289

Acock 1200

TIarvey & Pusson 1197 10

Margate.—For proposed additions to the White Hart
Hotel, for Mr. William A. Fagg. Mr. Joseph S. Moyc,
architect:

—

Gasken & Ooddcn £2631
Cooke fiHreon 2528

Wilson 2455

Spencer & Hayward 2385

Bushel! & Sou 2320

Adcooi & Rees 2079

Nottingham.—For the erection of factory, engine-

house, &c., in Dame Agues-street, Nottingham, fur

Messrs. Rogers & Co. Mr. John Collyer, architect :

—

Slim £3231
Dennett & Co 3206 6

Vickers 31M
Curtis 3190

Belli Son 317G

Tutin 3157 10

Stevenson & Weston -3142

Lynam (accepted) 3094

Nottinoham.—For the erection of Auction Mart, Bridle-

smith-gate, Xuttingham, for Mr. J. Grundy. Mr. John
CoUvor. urcliitect:

—

Vickers £1010
Bluudell & Short 994

Jelley 940
Attenborrow 9-30 15

Shepperson SGO

Lvn.im 820

Hind (accepted) 810

Nottingham.—For rehuikliug warehouse in Woolpack-
laue, Nottingham, for Mr. J. A. Howitt. Mr. John Collyer,

architect:

—

Underwood £402
Vickers 399 o

Lynam 395 10

Fish 395

Slim (accepted) 390

Nottingham.—For the erection of a house in Woodbro'-

road, Nottingham, fur Mr. G. Sims. Mr. John Collyer,

architect:

—

Bickley (accepted) £540

Nottingham.—For the erection of offices, &c., at

S. Peter's-gate, Nottingham, for Mr. R. H. Speed. Mr.

John Collyer, architect:^
Vickers £840
Johnson 835

Curtis 810

Jolk'y (accepted) SCO

South Kensington.—For the erection of the Belgian

Court at the annual Internatioual Exhibition, South Ken-
sington, for la Societc Beige pour I'Eneouragenient de

I'Art ct de I'Industrie aux Expositions InteruatiuuiLlos do

Londres et Brussels. Estmiate for revisetl plans and
specification :

—

Aries £2400

Ashton & Green, Slate and Slab Merchants
and Quarry Agents. —Shippers, Mr r.-haius, :ind Con
tractors luruishcd with Price Lists of cy^'vy (tcs^-i qinou of

ROOFING aud M.\NUFACTUKED SLATE. Uai]w:iy-

rates, &c. Agents for London and Country for the Sale of

the celebrated WHITL.VND ABBEY GREEN SLATES.
Drawings and Prices of A. & G.'s RED RIDGE TILES,
specially prepared for use with these Slates, on applica-

ti(,n.—Oflices and Show-rooms, 14 & 15. Bury-strcet,

St. Mary ;\xe, Loudon, E.C.—[iVdvi.]
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING-
ESTIMATES.

WniTr.iiAVEN, Uoccmljcr .in.—For the construction
of a wet-dock and a sliort raiUvny connocti>ii there-
with.—John Collins, Secretary, Town Hall, AVhite-
haven.
WooLwicn. December .lo.—For the erection of

schools in the district of S. .Jolni's,—Architect,
Mr. .J. W. Walter, .>, .South Mollon-street, W,

YoiiKsnim:, Hecemher :',o.—Km linciil roods of drv
walling, lift, in heifiht, on the Kfrton Kslnte, Nortii
Hiding.—Georpc IJ. Smith, Land -Vgent, liraclford.

.Salfori), .lanuary 11.— For the sewerinc, pavinp.
and conii)leting of certain streets in the Salford dis-

trict.—Edwin Andrew, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Sal-
ford.

Bradford, .January 1.— For altering and convert-
ing the (lid Mechanics' Institute, I,eeds-ri>ad, into
business premises and warehousing.—Lockwood &
JIawson, lixclumge. lirartford.

RRAiiFoun, -lanuary 1.—For the erection of mill,

warehouse, and sheds at Legram's-lane.—Lockwood &
Mawson, Architects, E.xchange, Bradford, 10, Liucolu's-
inn-tields, London.
Nortii-Easti:iin Uailwav, .lann.iry IJ.—For

constructing and tixing a pair of (loft, (lock-gates,
required for the Tyno Dock, South .Shields,—C. N.
"NVilkinson, Secretary, York.
NoKTii Eastern Kaii.wav, December 'if.—For

the supply of :),0U0 tons of cast iron chairs, to lie

delivered during the year 1S73.—C, N. AVilkinsou,
Secretary, York.

Ilklkv, .Tannary 4.—For the erection of two semi-
detached villa residences at Ilkley.— Bell ,t Thornton,
Architects, :il, Victoria Chambers, South I'arade,
Leeds.
Leeds, .Lanuary 3.—For the erection of schools,

S. l'eter'8, Hunslet Moor.—Alfred Bently, Architect,
2, Bond-place, Leeds.
Sherborne, December ."io,—For the erection of

new school-room and claf-'S-rooms. — Alexander
Lander, Es(i., Architect, Barustaple.
Bradford, December 27.—For the erection of

nineteen cottages at Silsden.—.^L. Samuel Jackson,
Architect, 2, Kirkgate, Bradford.
BLACliPOOL, .lanuary 1.—For the erection of gas-

works, at the Hakes Hall I'ark, capable of making
from 10,000 to IS,000 feet of gas per day.—.Mr. Hnsh-
ton, Secretar}', Blackpool.
Oncar, January 1, 1S72.—Forthe erection of a new

infirmary, hospital, schools, *e., at the Union House,
Stamford Uivers, Essex. Charles Mott, Clerk, Chip-
ping Ongar.
CoLNE, Jann.iry 3.—For the erection of a police

station at Colne. Mr. Waddington, S, Grimshawc-
street, r.uruley.

Stockport, December 2i;.— For (1), the construc-
tion of a covered conduit, 1,4(10 yards in length, in
Lynn Park. U miles from Disley, with masonry and
other work ; also (2), for comideting a reservoir, com-
menced during the last S(nnmer, in Lynn Hark. Mr.
G. Mather, Secretary, Mitigate, Stockport.
York. .January 25, 1372.—For the construction of

the approach railway, to the proposed new station at
York, making suiniry new roads, and the building of
new coal depots, with the approaches, &c. Tl\e Secre-
tary. North-Eastern Kaihvay Company, York.
\Vest Hartlepool, January 2.1, 1.S72.— I-'or the

construction of a new dock at West Hartlepool, with
the necessary entrances, and also for t!ie construction
of a double line of railway, I mile 52 chains in length.
The Secretary, Norlh-Kastern Hallway Company, York.
HlDDEKSFIELD INFIRMARY, December 2S.—For

additions and altiTations to the inlirmary. John Kirk
& Sous, Architects, Hnddersfleld and Dewsbury.
BiLLERiOAv. December 2(1.—For paving the foot-

paths on either side of the tomi of Billericay with
2jin. tooled York paving.—Charles C. Lewis, Clerk to
the Billericay Highway Board. Brentwood.

BATH ;VND OTHER mTIT.OINa STONES
OF BEST (QUALITY.

EAITOELL, SAUITOERS &, 00., LimiteiJ,
Qunri-ymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prie(?s at the (Quarries ar(d Depuls, al.so cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Sto.ne Office :

[^J)VT.) COnSHAM, -WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GUEI-:N' ROOFING-SLATES.

Atsupplicdto ir.n.rr. The Prince of fl'alai at Sntidrhigham
The Penmoylc Sea-green Slute« are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, Ac, &c.

(Less cotithj than ordinary Oothie Tiling.)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can be obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic .Vrchitecture, at prices as
under.

In Kailway Trucks, Docks, Gloncester:—
Per Eqniralpntto

1,200 Slates, porsquuro
Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 6 ... ifis. nd.

Do. do. 1.3hy,S 2 17 6 ... IBs. 6d.
Do. do. 13bv7 2 5 ... 14s.
Do. do. 12 by 7 1 18 6 ... J3».
Do. do. 12 by (5 17 6 ... lis.

Prices of largo Sizes, (.'ost of Transit, Heferenco Testi-
monials, and Sample Specimens may be obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. BANDELL & CO., Corsham, 'Wilta.
Specimens at Mu.seum of Geology. Jermyn-street, Piccn.

dilly, W.. and at Architectural Museum, Tufton street
'WestmiuBter,

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Lead.
Pig—Foreign per ton £18 15 £10
„ English 'W.B. - - do
„ Lead Co do IS l.l 19
„ Other brands . . . do 18 10 19
Sheet Milled do 19
Shot, Patent do 20 15
Red or minium .... do 21 000
Litharge, W.B do
White Dry do 20

„ ground in oil . - do

COIM'ER-
British—Cake & Ingot . per ton £sn £91
Best Selected .... do 91 93
Sheet do 91 9(!

Bottoms do 9.1 08
Australian do 89 92
Spanish Calce .... do 89 000
Chili Bars, cash ... do S4 sn

„ Eellned ingot . . do 91 92
Yellow Metal .... per lb. 7? 00 83

InoM.
Pig in Scotland, cash . per too £3 10 3 £0
Welsh Bar, in London . do S 15 9

Wales .do 8 8 5
Staffordshire .... do 9 15 10 10
Rail, in Wales .... do 7 10 7150
Sheets, single in London do 11 15 12 10
Hoops, first quality - . do 10 15 11 10
Nail Rod do 9 12 C 10 5
Swedish do 11 5 12

OiL.s, 4c
Seal, pale per tun 3(! 10 37
Sperm body „ 90 91
Cod „ 85 10
Whale, South Sea, pals . „ 30 37
Olive, Gallipoli . . .

'
. „ 64

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . . ,, 44 45
Palm, fine , 30 10 40
Linseed „ 33 10
Rapeseed, Eng. pale- , . „ 46 40 5
Cottonseed , 33 34

TiMnER.
Teak load 12 10 13 10
Quebec, red ]iino , 3 15 4 15

„ yellow pine ... „ 450 4150
Quebec oak, white ... „ (» G 5

hireh „ 3 15 5
elm , 3 15 4 5

Dantzic oak „ 4 10 6 10
tlr 2 7 4

Memel flr 3 5
Riga „ 3 3 10
Swedish ,, 200 2100
Masts. Quebec red pine . „ 4 10

yellow pine 4 10
Oregon „ 700 1000
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . ,, 4 10

„ St. Petersburg ,, S 9 10
Deals, per C, 12ft. by 3
by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 18
St. John, white spruce . ,, 12 14
Yellow pine, pr reduced C
Canada, 1st quality . . . „ 18 10 21

'2nd do 13 14 10
Archangel, yellow 12 10 14 10
St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 12 10 13 10
Finland G 15 7 15
Memel and Dantzic ... ,, 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow , . . „ 8 10 10 10

„ white ... „ 800 900
Gene, yellow „ 10 10 12 10
Soderham ,, S 10 12
Christiana, per C, 12ft. by

SbyOin., yellow ... ,, 10 12 10
Other Norway ,, 7 8
Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., first yellow . . „ 10 11 G

First white „ o .»^ 9 G

Second qualities G 8 G

BANKRUPTS.
to sorrendek in the corNTRT-

Fran(MS Chappel, Ossett. stonemason and builder,
January 4, at Dewsbury.-William Lloyd Deady & William
Deatly, Routhport and Wigan. builders, January 3, at
Wigan.—Robert Metcalfe & William Ward, Salford,
builders, January 3, at Salford.—David Rowland, Stock-
port, builder, December 29, at Stockport.

.SITTINGS FOB PUBLIC EXAMINATION.
January 24, S, Hatch, .\sylimi-road. Old Kent-road,

builder. •

mVIOEXl) MEETING.
January 16, J. Howiclc, Hove, builder.

OECLARATIONS OF niVIOENDS,
L. Lloyd, Beekbnry, Salop (formerly of Liverpool),

timber merchant, div. 3Jd.—C. E. Bennett & T. E. Higuett,
Liverpool, timber merchants, div, O^d.

nANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.
J-)bn Edward Dyne, Birkbeck-road, llornsey, builder,

December 16. — George Short, Warrington, builder,
December 14.

PABTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Prie.--tly ,"t Sniiih. Iliilifii\. niiii-biTie imkeis and engi-

neers.— IVarson & Auckland. Dewslnny, masons (as far
as regards J. Auckland).—Duke, I-'vens. & C.\, Plymouth
and elsewhere, lime burners and merchftnts.— tl. & J.
Hope, Wakefield or elsewhere, bricklayers.—Guy & Cat-
terall, Bagilt, cement manufacturers.

Breakfast.—Epps'.s Cocoa.—Gratefcl andComfost-
ING.—" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of (iigostion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the tine properties of well-
selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavoured beverage which may
save us many heavy doctors' bills."—"t'ivil .Service
Gazette." Made simply vril\i noiling Water or Milk.
Each packet is labelled—"Jamks EpfS & C0„ Homoeo-
pathic Cbemiets, London." Also, makers of Eppa's Milky
Cocoa (Cocoa aud Condensed Milk).

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH "WHICH ARE INCORPORATED
** The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion." and

" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

PRICE TWOPENCE WEEKLY.

CONTENTS OF No. 352, DECEMBER 23.

ARTICUKS:—
IiR-riiHtfition of Steam Boilers.
An Artiflcial Volcano.
Testinj^ the Purity of Oils.

New Forms of Gnlvanic Battery.
Spienep in Plain English.
The Adulteration of Food.
Note ou a Spiral Leyden Jar.
Planing Cast-iron.
Grinding Diamond Points.
Touch-Liffhtener for Organs.
Laddera for Salmon.
Act for the Prevention of Crime iu Dealing in Old

Metals.
Geometrie Lathe-Rest and Universal Cutter.
Intlaiumable Fire-Escapcs,
Protuberances of the Sun.
Critical Examination of the Ideas of Inertia and

Gravitation.
Royal Astronomical Society.
Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society.
Varley's Graphic—and Telescopes Generally,
The Moon's Terminator.—Astronomical Books.
Pockot Sundial, Nou-Resistance Galvanometer, Electri-

cal. Hardening Zinc, Leyden Jar, &c„ &c.
Screwing Dies.
List of Fishes. Lahyrinthndonts. and Reptiles.
Another Simple Plan U> Test a Trae Mushroom.
Screw Cutting.
Tarnished Metals of Reflecting Telescopes.
To Mr. Proctor.
Astronomical Arrears.
Speculum Working—To Mr. Key and Mr. Tydeman.
Gasholders.
Jamaica.
Skaters and Skates.
A New Bicycle.
Tiihaceo-Sraoking and Cancer.
Th.^ lieehivp.

The Star of Italy.

Matriculation at the London University.
Letter-Box.
The Cold.
Management of Public' r-locks.

The Fieldfare (Tiir.lu=! Pilaris).

To Millera—Mixing Flour.
Link Mi'tion.
Optical Illusion.

Aphides.
"Sigma'a" Policy aud Chemical Notes.
Colliery Explosions.
The Knight's IMtve.
Judging Distances.
The Three Years' System.
Psychic Force.
Tlie Bedford Canal Experiment.
Explanatory.
Mara.
Electric Conduction Through Liquids.
" Patent " Wrinkles.
Simple Still.

Christmas Science.
Setting Eccentric

Office—31, Tavistock-strket, CovEyr-GARDEX.

Atid at All Boohi^ellers and N'ewsagents,

ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF LIFE.
ACCIDENTS CAUSE LOSS OF TIME.
ACCIDENTS CATTSK LOSS OF MONEY.

Provide against accidents. if ;\)! kinds bv insuring ivith the
RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE

COMP.VNY,
An Annual Payment of £3 to £6 5s. insnrea £1,000 at

Death, or an allowance at the rate of £ii per week tor
injury. £.'>(i.'),000 have been paid as compensation, one out
of every Twelve Annual Policyholders becoming a
claimant each year.
For particulars apply to the Clerks at the Hailwav

Stntions. to the Local Agent.s, or at the offices, 64. Com-
hill, aud 10, Regent-street, London.

WILLIAM J. YIAN. 3»eretarv,

TJOYAL POLYTECHNIC—THE
IV BATTLE OF DORKING ANSWERED BY THE
AUTUT.m MANffiUVRES. being Professor Pepper's New
Entertainment Illustrated with Graphic Pictures, Music,
and Patriotic Songs by Miss Alice Earth. Also the re-
markable feat of Imitating a Drowning Man hy Marquis
Bibbero. Illuminated by a splendid light. Lecture on
Diamonds and the African Diamond Fields, by Mr.
Tobin. The Arabian ^Ty^itery. —Mr. Grossmith, jun.'»
Entertainment, The Silver Wedding.—Open twice daily.
Admission One Shilling.

GRANT'S MOUELLA CHERRY
BR:VNDY.—Supplied to her Majesty the Queen.

This delicious liqueur. fiMui the famous Kent Murella.
supersedes wine in many households. Is much favoured
by sprtrtsmen, and is also rcoommended by the medicAl
prufosaion as a valuable tonic in cases of wea,kneR8. Order
uf any wine merchant .or direct of T. GR-VNT, Distillery,

Maidstone, at 42s, per do7. caili. Carriage paid.

JOHN GOSNELL & CO.^S CHERRY
tJ TOOTH PASTE is greatly superior to any toot^
powder, gives the teeth a i)e«.r]-like whitenesB, prot^**
the enamel from decay, and imparts a pleasing fra***^^®
to the broAth.

Angol-passage, 92, Upper Thames-slreet «>ndon.
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CAilBERWELL VESTRY-HALL
COMPETITION.

THE district of sliort weights and false

measures keeps up its well-earned repu-

tation. Its public business is conducted' on

the same honourable principles as its private

trade. Four months ago the Camberwell

Vestry announced that they were desirous of

receiving designs for a new vestry-hall,
^

and

laid down the conditions which competitors

were to observe. A number of architects

whose misfortune it was to be unacquainted

with the neighbourhood have just begun to

see how things are managed in the parish of

S. Giles's. They prepared drawings at a cost,

in time and money, which we should estimate

at from £20 to £50 in each instance, with

no better security than a reliance on the

honour and good faith of the body which had

asked for them. Their imprudence has met
with its reward. The Vestry, without com-

pulsion from anybody, framed, as we have

said, in August last, a set of rules for com-

petitors to obey. One rule was that the draw-

ings were to be "limited to plans, sections, and

elevations;'' another was that the entire cost of

the buildings, including " oflices, fittings,

warming,ventilation, lighting,drainage, enclo-

sure walls, railings, and all incidental works

and charges, including architect's commission

and clerk of works' salary," was not to exceed

£8,000. These rules many of the competi-

tors were foolish enough to respect. They
seem to have had the impression that the

Vestry having laid down the laws for the

contest would enforce them ;
that they would

see fair play, and deal out the same measure,

even if it happened to be rather short mea-

sure, to friends and strangers alike. They
seem,^ in fact, to have had very romantic

notions, and to have quite misunderstood the

people they were dealing with. Some few,

however, of those who submitted plans were

much more wide - awake. Perhaps they

knew the neighbourhood better
;

perhaps,

according to the north-country phrase, they

were "Yorkshire too." They were well

aware what an immense advantage it would

give them «o; to be "limited to plans, sec-

tions, and elevations"—no very remarkable

knowledge, for every architect is per-

fectly familiar with the fact. Their

special acutencss lay in this, that they

foresaw the Vestry would not adhere to their

own conditions. They guessed, what has

turned out to be the fact, that the rules were

worth nothing except to mislead strangers,

so they boldly set them aside, and are rewarded

by having their designs chosen and exhibited.

That a design shown only by plans,

elevations, and sections stands no chance in

a competition against one illustrated by

showy perspectives is a fact of the fullest

notoriety. 'When, above all, a non-pro-

fessional conmiittee are the judges, it is

ridicidous to put the two in comparison,

and a grosser piece of unfairness cannot be

conceived than to let the latter enter the lists

along with the former. Fancy the members
of the Camberwell Vestry carrying out their

principles in contests of another kind. If

they happened to preside over a boat-race,

their favourite crew would be quite safe in

fitting up their boat with a small steam-

engine and strew propeller ; true, they limited

the crews to eight oars, but they could not

take exception to atrifling addition of this sort.

If it was a foot-race, there would be no objec-

tion to the Camberwell Champion taking his

part, if more convenient to him, on horseback
;

and at a boxing match the Peckham Pet

would have the option of wielding a sledge-

hammer or a oodple of two-pound weights

(not filed) as in the exercise of his discretion

he might see fit. So much for one of the

Vestry's conditions ; of the others we may
have more to say. In sucli cases as this,

indeed, it is usually of little use to say any-

thing. A vestry, according to Sydney

Smith's remark, has neither a soul to be

saved nor a body to be kicked. It is not,

however, totally invulnerable. It has a

pocket, and often a highly-sensitive one

;

and it is to this that arguments should be

addressed. To ask for fair play and honour-

able treatment is a waste of time
;
an action

for obtaining goods under false pretences, or

a claim for damages through non-perfor-

mance of contract, are probably the mildest

forms of remonstrance likely to be of any

avail.

NOTES ON BRICKAVORK.—VII.

THE section of a retaining wall shown in

Fig. 8 (given in our last) is a very good

one for average practice. Its back is, in the

main, plumb ; its face batters at the rate of

2in. in a foot, and it finishes at the top with

a thickness of 18in. When the backing is

very particularly attended to, the dimensions

Miay be slightly reduced, but, on the other

hand, wheii but little special care is taken in

this matter, the dimensions shown in the

figure would be hardly sufficient.

As a matter of practice we subjoin some
examples of executed retaining walls in brick-

work.
Fig. 9 shows the section of the wing walls

of a bridge carrying a road over a railway.

ric.9

FIG 12

l-.B

n '&

examples which have battering faces. Fig. 11

is the section of the wing walls of an occu-

pation bridge, which have but a thin facing of

brickwork backed up with chalk rubble, the

two being bonded together by sets-off.

Fig. 12 is the section of the wing walls of

another railway bridge over a canal. It is

built plumb, and only tour bricks thick, but

it has counterforts 3tt. wide, and 3ft. thick,

placed 7ft. 6in. apart in the clear. The
specification of the brickwork of this bridge

says, " The bricks are to besoimd, hard, and
well-burnt common stocks. The mortar is

to be of fresh burnt AVarmswoi-th blue lime,

mixed with clean sharp drift sand in the

proportion of three and a half of sand to one

of Ume for the back or inside mortar and the

ria.io

It has a plumb back, and batters at the rate

of Uin. in a foot. Fig. 10 is the section of

the wing walls of a railway bridge over a

canal. It is built plmnb both back and face,

and its thickness is therefore greater thanm the

grouting, and two and a half of sand to one

of lime for the front mortar. The lime and

sand are to be thorougldy mixed by being

passed through a screen in their dry state,

and afterwards well tempered and brought

to a proper consistency by being passed

through a pug mill. Tlie lime is to be

brought fresh from the kiln as wanted and

kept dry under cover. The work to be laid

with a joint not more than \m. in thickness,

to he laid headers and stretchers alternately,

and to assist the bonding of them well together,

every sixth course is to be laid diagonally.

The front and back courses are to be flushed

up solid with mortar, and the body of the

work soundly grouted every course, and the

fiUing-in bricks are to be rubbed m so as to

make each joint flush and sufficiently idled

with mortar. The front joints to be neatly

dvavn The external faces of the work

above the level of the ground to be faced

with the hardest and best of the bricks. Ihe

brickwork is to be protected from injury

from frost by covering the walls with straw

and earth, and on recommencing the work

the joints damaged arc to be made good
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again." Fig. 13 is the section of a retain-

ing wall with a curved batter. The railiu.s

is oOft., anil the centre of the circle of which

it forms a segment is in the same horizontal

line a.s thi^ top of the wall. Fig. 11 is the

section of a river wall. It differs from the

last example, inasmuch as its face is the seg-

ment of a circle of 100ft. radius, the centre

of which is situated at about half the height

of the wall above its top, and in having a

greater thickness at the to]i, a jieculiarity of

river walls, wharf walls, and dock walls, the

reason for which is to be found in the require-

ment of a wide coping in such situations ;

for the merchandise is often of a heavy

character, requires great solidity and breadth

in the coping, and cranes and warping posts

are usually phxced at no great distance behind

the walls, and all these things require a more

than ordinary thickness of wall at the

top, and moreover the ground at the back of

the w.all cannot be made dry by draining,

which is another reason for extra tVickness.

JIany .such walls, especially dock walls, arc

much thicker than the example given in

Fig. U.
A\'hen about double the width of space

can be had that is required for a wall in one

body a considerable saving of materials may
be effected by a system of arches and counter-

forts when tlie height is not excessive. Fig.

15 is a plan and Fig. IG a section of such a

wall. It saves at least one brick in the

thickness of the wall.

Err.vta.—In last week's "Notes," in line

1.') from top, in column I., p. 460. the letter

I is omitted. In the last equation in that

column and in the first on the next column,

the radical sign, V, is intended to refer to

the whole. In the 4th equation in the same
column, for

(l-l of L=:iYre..d A-iof^_^)

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Pl.\stic Substances and Aiitificial Com-
rouxDS—THEIR Decorative Value.

{Continued from page 450.)

RESUMING my remarks on calcareous

incrustations, such as stuccoes, in re-

ference to ceilings and walls, it may be ob-
served that moulded, cast, and impressed
patterns seem to be the rational modes of

ornamentation, or rather, means of applying
it. In some cases the impressed decoration
might be made in the finishing coat of the

work, the im])res.sions being slight, and only
sufficient to give relief to a flat surface with-
out breaking it into compartments. Sten-
cilled jiattenis or fl.at geometrical renderings
in flat tints of colour m,ay be applied to both
walls and ceilings with good effect, but they
become an expensive means of decoration in

(u-dinary dwelling-houses, by reason of the

frequent cleanings required in houses where
gas is burned. Plain plastering can be
coloured in distemper, and is easily cleaned
and re-coloured in monochrome tints. Some
of our Elizabethan ex.amples of plastered

ceilings, in which the surface is relieved by
jiancllings and r.amifications of .straight and
curved lines or mouldings in geometrical

forms, display much taste, and might be ad-
vantageously studied. There is a manifest

w.ant of taste in highly curvilinear lines and
natnr.al forms in any surface bounded by
right lines.

Coloured stuccoes or compositions, in

which the colouring matter consists of

coloured powders of sand or glass, and other
colouring substances, may frequently be
adapted with success internally in lieu of white
surfaces, which are best produced by the use
of flint [lowiler for the smooth finishing coat.

Some metallic colouring ingredients, however,
are affected injuriously by the lime ; but
coloured calces of iron, glistening se.ily

mica, coloured fluor, and especially coloured
glass or stones pulverised, are, when

moderately used, ailapted for coloured
incrustations. The snwoth external coat

of plastering should in all cases be laid

on a coarse hard rendering. Plastering

material which contains fine bone ashes of the

whitest burnt Ijones improves the stucco by
preventing the damps, or "sweating," as the

plasterers term it, the bone ash serving by its

texture to aid in the exhalation of moisture.

It may not be out of place here to mention
the "selenitic mortar" recently introduced
by Colonel Scott. Its composition contains

nothing new; it chiefly consists of freshly-burnt

lime and sand, with the addilion of sulphate

of lime or plaster of Paris, and this last ingre-

dient is supposed to give it its hardness.

The great object to be attained in calcareous

or these plastic substances is ten.acity with
plasticity. Bullocks' blood, oil, milk, clay,

and other fatty and resinous substances are

probably destined to improve our stuccoes

and cements in the first respect ; and the

Greeks and Romans gave the term " mastic"

or "maltha" to compositions in which milk,

lime, and sand were used ; hogs' lard and figs

also are mentioned as ingredients.

.Scagliola work is a separate trade. The
composition is formed of pure calcined

gypsum, mixed with glue, isinglass, and alum,

and other substances, the colouring matter
being introduced while it is laid or floated

;

the surface is afterwards prepared for polish-

ing.

The admixtures or various patented
plasters known as Parian, Keene's, Slartin's,

S;c., have, as I said before, sulphate of lime

or gypsum as their basis instead of carbonate

of lime. This sulphate only parts with its

water of solidification under the action of

burning without decomposition, and it is the

re-admixture of the water which produces
the solidification required in the application

of this material. By the addition of some
of the salts of alumina, borax, potash, &c.,

great hardness and beauty is obtained, while

by tho colour imparted by earthy and metallic

oxides, such material may assume a quality

and appearance approaching marble. It is

unnecessary here to refer to the numerous
patents for compositions of this sort of plaster,

having all the common ingredients men-
tioned. There is another class of substances

having other bases, as papier mache, carton-

pierre, &c., in which whiting, the pulp of

paper, resin, and glue, form the chief in-

gredients. Their use for architectural

decoration lias been known for quite half a
century in France, though only lately in this

country. The lightness, plasticity, tenacity,

hardness, and facility of application, recom-
mend the material to architects as one
subservient or contributory to other materials.

For cheap stamped or cast ornamentation,

such as the capitals of columns, cornices,

ornamental ceilings, and enrichments of

v.arious kinds, carton pierre or papier mache
snpjily a very useful material, and one, I think,

hardly sufficiently recognised.

Physically, calcareous and tenacious sub-

stances, as have been described, ajipcar to

hold a place between the granular, brittle

', qualities of stone and the toughness and
elasticity of wood, while they are less ex-

posed to the disintegration and decay to

which these materials are subject ; hence
their applicability to a large number of

purposes, usoful and decorative, in architec-

tural works where stone or wood would be
unfit or expensive. As the decorative treat-

ment of such materials, moreover, can be
ert'eeted by simple jiroccsses such as running,

moulding, or impressing, the Labour and cost

compared with that of carving or stone

cutting is greatly in its favour.

Passing to .artificial stone with a silica

base, Messrs. Kansome's comjiound m,ay be
noticed. It is composed of sand, grains of

pebbles, some limestone, clay, or marble,
cemented together by dissolving flint in

caustic .alkali at a high temperature The
alkali combines with the silica and forms a

glass cement, which unites the m.aterials and
forms a non-.absorbent compound of great
hardness. This material is moulded into the
recjuired form when in a soft state, and is

then subjected to bnrning in a kiln after air

drying. One disadvantage of this stone is

the effervescence of salts of soda, which affect

tlie surface after a short time ; but if this

could be remedied, there is no doubt it will

become a valuable compound and one capable

of resisting atmospheric agencies. Improve-
ments in the manufacture have made this

material assume admirable imitations of

granites and marbles, as well as a useful sub-

stitute for stone in hj'draulio works. For
decorative purposes the capabilities of such
a ni.aterial so readily moulded are unques-
tionably great ; but the treatment it has

received in a decorative sense is in some
cases quite at variance with the material

and its process of manufacture. As I have
elsewhere said, such plastic and easily-

moulded substances too often become vehicles

of bad taste.

Brick and terra-cotta demand a passing
remark in speaking of plastic substances.

Manufactured of a material universally at-

tainable, all ages and nations have recognised

them. As a material for standing weather,

bricks or burnt clay articles are somewhat
deficient in the essential of non-absorption of

moisture. The admixture of several clays

and other materials and different methods of

burning liave been tried to attain this im-
portant desideratum, without which bricks

in this damp clinuite can never be used solidly

in wall building unless extremely hard or

vitrified. The manufacture of moulded bricks

is a branch which has lately been usefully

developed ; but the improved kind of burnt
brick earth, known as terra-cotta, is far pre-

ferable on accoimt of its superior hardness

for mouldings and exposed ornamental or

useful accessories. The clay being mixed with
crushed pottery or calcined flints and sub-

jected to great heat, a stoneware without
fusion of the iugredients is produced. The
value of terra-cotta as a decorative material is

great; but I think its employment artistically

has been overdone, as in the case of other sub-

stances readily east or moulded. Thus, in the

use of this material in the Albert Hall at Ken-
sington, it has bceu pressed into patterns not

connected with a proper use of the mateiial, to

say nothing of tho employment of enrichments

in exposed plinth courses and other outside

mouldings. Such clay and silica compounds
as brick and terra-cotta are admissiVile in all

exterior work, whether useful or ornamental;

but they should never assume the treatment

which properly belongs only to carving or

hand-wrought ornamentation in other

materials, either expensive in themselves or

occupying positions in which higher or more
elaborate decoration is appropriate.

Summing up these remarks, we have

—

1st. Cement, theadhesive substance, omitting

other materials, the quality of which depends

on the purity of its ingredients—sand and

lime,—and whose hardness is attained by its

re-absorption of the carbonic acid of the

atmosphere, the lime returning to its original

condition of a carbonate.

iJnd. Stuccoes or plasters for covering walls

and ceilings. As a non-absorbent, incombus-

tible material, its use is of value, though such

artificial conqiositions .are objected to as dis-

guises of the m.aterials covered. As non-

resonant and non-conductive casings they

may be usefully employed. The decorative

treatment of iilasteringshould be of a super-

ficial character, .and simple moulding or im-

pressing should be the mode of treatment.

3rd. Plastic compounds, such as calcareous

or tenacious sorts, may be used for decor.ativo

purposes, in which lightness of materi.al and

economy are important ; and that running,

mouldiiig, or easting are the only appropriate

modes of treating such substances.

G. H. G.

I
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ART TEACHINGS OF THE INTERNA-
TIONAL EXHIBITION.—VI.

By Omicron.

Conchision.

Aechitectural Designs — Lace — Embroi-
DERV— Miscellaneous Art— Reproduc-
tions.

WE must now hasten to make an end with
these Official Reports on the late

International Exhibition, to which we have al-

ready devoted more of our space than their

intrinsic merit would have warranted. These
productions are, in truth, only entitled to

attention as forming a rather conspicuous
feature in the operations of the Royal Com-
missioners, who, through the ministration of

Mr. H. Cole, C.B., and Major-General Scott,

have assumed to themselves the functions of

public instructors in all that relates to indus-

trial and ornamental art. We believe that

tlieso pamphlets have had very little sale,

and have been very little read—circumstances
which, in tlio case of bad works generally,

might bo hold to disentitle them to any e.\-

tended public criticism. The extent to which
we have gone in examining their details, in

exposing their mis-statements of facts, and
correcting their errors of opinion, has been,

therefore, chiefly done in an historic sense,

and with a view of preserving to posterity

some record of a literary curiosity which, as

we apprehend, will soon settle down into

comparative oblivion.

Mr. T. Roger Smith, in reporting on the
Architectural Designs in the International

Exhibition, does his best with small and poor
materials. Like too many of his colleagues,

he has to complain of the almost total ab-
sence of exhibits from abroad, insomuch that
" the collection is virtually an English Ex-
hibition." This result by no means surjjrises

us, the true and sole object of all foreign

exhibitors being gain, and there being
nothing to be got by exliibiting in this

country designs of buildings erected, or
projected for erection, abroad. There may,
also, with many foreign artists, have been a
less generous motive for abstaining from
giving to their inventions, in construction

and detail, additional publicity for the edi-

fication of their English rivals. From
similar considerations, perhaps, it has also

occurred that the designs exhibited by
English architects are in few cases those of

works in actual progress, the exhibition

being, in fact, "to a considerable extent

retrospective," and including a large pro-

portion of unexecuted designs, both for

public and private buildings. Mr. Smith
prefaces his very careful examination of

the designs exhibited with some historical

remarks on the features which have marked
the progress of architecture in this country,

and which have been chiefly characterised by
successive copyism of bygone models, a prac-

tice which exists to our day. Well may the re-

poi-ter, in the contemplation of such a state of

things, exclaim, "All this is not living art ;"

adding, " a strong desire has been naturally

felt for something which should have more
life and growtli about it than belongs to the

archjeological resurrection of one style after

another." Of the architecture of the present

day he speaks as of a chaotic waste, and all

the consolation he appears to have derived

from a consideration of the examples ex-

hibited is comprised in the reflection that

they may " afford indications of a possible

future for English nineteenth century archi-

tecture." This is saying little in the way of

encouragement for an age which having
already perpetrated a signal and gigantic

blunder in its Houses of Legislature, is about

to commit a similar mistake by plunging into

the expense and responsibility of building a

whole city of Law Courts, every line of which
will be an " archaeological resurrection," and
the combined effect of which can, we fear,

only operate as a "caution" to the public

mind of the " possible future" to which Mr.
Smith looks forward.

Passing over Mr. J. H. Pollen's substantial

report on " Tapestry," &c., which is satis-

factory in its way, we come to Lace and Em-
broidery, which are respectively treated of

by Mrs. H. Reeves and Canon Rock. And,
here again we must remark, as we had occasion

to do in the case of copperplate and wood en-

graving, that the editor has placed the two
subjects in the reverse order to that to whicli

they would be entitled, according to their

dates of invention. It is true that Canon
Rock, in the course of his brief paper, speaks
of lace as the "twin sister" of embroidery,
embroidery being an extremely ancient art,

mention of which is frequently made by
Homer ; whereas lace is an invention of

modern times. Beckmann tells us that he
knows of no passage in Greek or Latin authors

which alludes to it, and that the opus Phry-
r/iantun, in use amongst the Romans, and
which some writers have treated as a sort of

lace, " as far as I have hitherto been able to

learn, consisted only in needlework." The
knitting of lace was first known about the

middle of the sixteenth century, and various

countries and states, Germany, France,

Venice, Genoa, Mechlin, Brussels, &c., lay

claim to it. The probability is that it was
introduced into France by Marie de Medicis.

But however imperfectly informed in point

of history, there can be no question as to the

enthusiastic admiration, not to say devotion,

witli which the right reverend reporter

treats the productions of his favourite art.

Take, for instance, the Epicurean fervour with
which he speaks of a brown silk cushion,

trailed all over with nicely-wrought em-
broidery, which " is everywhere very low,

and thus admirably fits the cushion for use

on any occasion." As instances of the favoured
destiny that may await this fortunate cushion—" If taken to church for the ecclesiastical

dignitary to kneel upon at joarts of the cele-

bration, ho would not feel a moment's pain
from any rougli Inroad welts of golden em-
broidery beneath him ; whilst in stately obser-

vances the high-born dame might rest her

bare arms and hands upon it without danger
of being scratched or scarred." The "sen-
sational" transition from the well-swathed
shins of the "ecclesiastical dignitary" to

the bare arms of the " high-born dame " is

of the very poetry of diletlanthm. Mrs.
H. Reeves is to be complimented upon the
graceful interest with which she invests her
subject, not losing sight of the important
claims of lace as an accessory or ornament in

pictorial effect, more particularly in por-
traiture.

As an illustration of the shifts to which
the management has been put to find sub-
jects for its numerous staff of reporters, we
may mention the ease of Mr. R. Redgrave, who,
on sitting down to write his report " On the

Present State of Design as seen in Manirfac-

tures," commences in an apologetic vein by
informing us that he has already, on the

occasions of the Exhibitions of 1851, 1862,

and 18()7, reported on the same subject, and
that being now requested to repeat his report

for the fourth time, it may well be expected
of him that he will but " repeat the matters
contained in his previous reports." This being
the case, this particular report, as an emana-
tion of the International Exhibition of 1871,
calls for little reraai-k, save that besides re-

peating what lias already been said by the

writer in former reports, it travels over the

.same ground which has been thoroughly ex-

plored by others of the '71 reporters. A
similar embarrassment also overcomes Mr. W.
B. Scott, who, being called upon to report

upon " Miscellaneous Art," after taking a
glance at the fifteen other reports upon art

subjects, fine art, and applied art, which
compose the scheme of operations in which
he has to take part, states very candidly, " I

find some uncertainty as to the extent and
limit of the field to bo included. It may be

that some portion left to this section by other

reporters shall be left by me in a simihir

manner to tlieni, while certain objects

suggestive of remark will be found in-

cluded by both." In his conscientious
exertions to do his duty, in short, to find

sometliing to write about, he falls upon the
oft-disputed subject of the revivals of old

or disused processes, which seem especially

to mark, the art genius of the day, and upon
which he inflicts the remark that " In some
cases processes or methods, imilqualed by more

perfect science or meclianics, have been re-

vived in a somewhat Hind icrr;/," a clumsy
sentence which, wo confess, we do not pre-

tend to understand. Perhaps what follows

may throw a light upon the mystery. " It is

true," Jlr. W. B. Scott goes on to say, " that

we must do many new things before the one

new thing that is to remain useful and influ-

ential can be eliminated." What is this?

—

the thing which is "to remain" is also "to
bo eliminated :" the conditions are impossible.

In another remarkable passage, Mr. W. B.

Scott announces that "objects in various

metals, as well as the application of brass, &o.,

to furniture and other things, are numerous
and interesting." Mr. W. B. Scott was out

of place in Division I. ; he ought to have
been " eliminated " from it, and transferred

to Division U., Class 10, Subsection h, whero
amongst other " educational woi'ks and ap-

pliances," he might have formed advan-

tageously an acquaintance with Murray's
Grammar and Johnson's Dictionary.

This series of reports appropriately con-

cludes with one on "Reproductions" by
Lieut. H. H. Cole — " reproduction " or

cojiying being at the very base of all the

system of teaching at South Kensington. It

is, besides, the peculiar hobby of Mr. H.
Cole, C.B., whose tirrn of mind rules, in all

matters industrial and intellectual, in that

favoured district. The scope and purport of

the system of art education carried on
under that gentleman's auspices is not to

encourage invention—not to assist and de-

velop original talent, which should soar into

distinction, but to train all up (or down) to

one uniform dead level of mediocrity, in

which the utmost flight of ambition is re-

stricted to elficiently copying anything that

represents the ideas of others, no matter

who or what. Engrossed with this one notion,

and with a sufficient amount of authority

and means placed at his disposal to enable

him to carry out his whim, all the rooms of

the straggling South Kensington iNIusemn

teem with casts, copies of mosaics, copies of

pictures, reproductions of all sorts
;
and to

crown all, if we are rightly informed, the

learned gentleman is now engaged in super-

intending the manufacture, by competent

needlewomen, of an exact facsimile of the

famous Bayeux tapestry, half-scale measure-

ment, in which all the rents and tears, and

all the patchings and darnings employed for

their restoration will be scrupulously repro-

duced. This wonderful piece of drudge-work

is intended to adorn the International Ex-
hibition of 1872 ;

and it will certainly go

far to typify the art status of the period.

Nor liave the labours of Mr. H. Cole, C.B.,

in this channel been restricted to the produc-

tion of copies of a few hundred examples of the

art of other days. We are left to gather that

it was through his influence that during the

Paris Exhibition of 1867 a conference of

European Princes took place, where the sub-

ject wasdiscu.ssed, and " a convention" di-awn

up and signed, " for promoting universally

reproductions of works of art for the benefit

of museums of all countries ;" such reproduc-

tions to be produced " by casts, electrotypes,

photographs, and other processes." This

singular semi-State document is given at

length in Lieut. II. H. Cole's report, and ia

signed by the following princes :
—" Great

Britain and Ireland, Albert Edward, Prince

of '\^'ales, and Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh
;

Prussia, Frederick-William, Crown Prince of

Prussia; Hesse, Louis, Prince of Ilesse
;

Saxony, Albeit, Prince Royal of Saxony
;

France, Prince Kapoleon (Jerome); Belgium,

Philippe, Comto de Fhuidrc ; Russia, Tho
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Cesarevitch, and Nicolas, Due de Leuchten-
bcrg ; Sweden and Norway, Oscar, Prince of

Sweden and Norway ; Italy, Ilnnibert, Prince
Ivoyal of Italy, and Amadews. Duke of Aosta;
Austria, Charh'S-Louis, Archduke of Austria,

and Hainer, Archduke of Austria ; Den-
mark, Prince of Denmark." AVitli all

deference to these distinguished personages,

we must conclude by observing that a con-

siderable amount of discretion is desirable in

the exhibition, and much more in the repro-

duction, of works of art as an educational

means. They are. and more particularly

those of the dark and iVIeilijeval ages, as often

illiistrative of errors and weaknesses Avhich

ought to be avoided as of beauties to admire
iind emulate ; ami in this sense they pertain

more to the history than the practice of art.

To fill a gallery with a heterogeneous collec-

tion of ** re])roductions" from all times and
pai'ts. Egyptian, (irecian, Roman, Byzantine,

AIedia>val, Kenaissance, &e., without any
guide as to their classification and use as

links in the history of art, would be to con-

fuse and fatigue, without in any way in-

structing or elevating the spectator. Lieut.

H. II. Cole, moreover, admitsin his report how
little attractive to a general public such an
exhibition would be, as exemplified by the
experience of tiie Crystal Palace, where •the
endless attractions so well known as the
lending features cpiite throw into the shade
the instructive value of the fine urt fac-simiks

wliirh abound throughout the buikling, and
they arc rarely studied or appreciated pro-

perly."

So much for the influence of ''reproduc-

tions" in the education of the popular mind.
To the amateur, though a copy may be
acceptable as a means of information, it can
never be looked ujion as at all calling up the

feelings inspired by the original, the chief

charm of which is often found in the local

associations with which it is surrounded in

its native home.
AVith these observations we now with

alacrity take leave of these pretentious but
unsatisfactory literary efforts.

FONT, RAYLEIGH CHURCH, ESSEX.

WE illustrate this week the font of Rayleigh

Church, which is of Caen stone, and in two
blocks, the upper one being .about 3ft. 8in. by
3ft. 8in. by 2ft. lliH. The step-! upon which the

ba.se is jilacetl are of blue Warwick stone, set iipou

a solid bed of concrete. A brass inscription-plate

to the memory of Mrs. Hilliard (to whom the font

is erected) occupies a position upon the centre of

the lower step. The work is by Mr. Parmenter,

builder, of Hraintree, from the designs of Mr. Clap-

ton C. RoUe, architect.

XEW ciu'rcii at teddixgtox.

WE illustrate the new church at Teddington,

recently built from designs by Mr. G. E.

Street, R.A. The eastern half of the church was
built three or four years since, .as f.ar a-^ is indicated on

the plan. This metliod is an luiusual one, but it

seemed to Mr. Street a much better plan than build-

ing the nave and then adding aisles. The comple-

tion of the builiiinf; is now al)out to be commenced;
meanwhile the cluirch is complete for all purposes of

worship, and the temjiorary wall between the second

and third columns eflectually shuts out from the

finished portion all discomfort and iaconvcnience.

IIAVWARD'S TTKXAGONAL AND SEMI-
riM.SiMATIC TAVEMENT LIGHTS.

MESSRS. IIAYWARD BROTHERS, of Corn-
hill and Uniou-street, Borough, have recently

patented a new description of pavement light, which
possesses a considerable advaiUage over any others in

the amount of light it transmits to the basement. The
cast-iron frame consists of a series of .-Jin. hexa-
gonal recesses into which the lights are ti^ed. The
latter are hexagonal on Iheir upper surfaces, but
have tlieir retlecting faces at such an angle as to

send the rays of light into the basement in a direct

line from the front instead of allowing them to dis-

perse equally in all directions, as is the case with
every otlier description of pavement light. The
effect viewed from the inside is brilliant without

being dazzling to the eye. These lights may be

seen iu the pavement round the frontage of the new
Mansion House-buildings in the Poultry.

LEEDS SCHOOL OF ART.

THE annual meeting of the Leeds School of Art
was held on Tuesday week, when the prizes

were distributed. The committee report the progress

of the Institute as satisfactory, p.articularly in the

Art School, 115 students having entered during the

session ending Midsummer, 1871

—

'2'3 in the dav
classes and 122 in the evening. One noticeable

feature in the attendance has been that many
students entered and remained in the classes only a
short time, without producing works or preparing
for the examinations, only 120 havinj; done anything
for the examinations, and many of them have been
so short a time in the sdiool that their work was
neither surticient in quantity nor quality to satisfy

the examiners. The success of the school h;is been

chiefly earned by those who have attended regularh*

for the whole or greater part of the year. Seventy-
eight students sent dr.awings to London for exami-
nation, with the excellent result of one prize in the

national competition, and 17 third grade prizes ;
12n

were examiiied in the second c^rade, of wliom .'J7

passed, 14 of them passing "excellent" and obtain-

ing prizes. The class for teachers in training has

been eminent!}^ successful, six having completed the

art master's certificate of the first group. This is an
unprecedented number of certificates taken by
stmients trained in one- provincial school. Six ele-

mentary eertiticates have been taken giving the

qualification to give instruction in day schools and
art night classes. The special class for scientific

drawing—the subjects being practical, plane, and
solid iiceometry. machine-drawing, and building con-

struction—conducted by Mr. Tinker, has been at-

tended by twelve students, who have obtained two
prizes and seven certificates. The chemistry and dye-
ing by IMr. Jarmain, and weaving and designing by
Mr. Mills, have been moderately well attended. The
financial position is satisfactory, as sufticieut funds
are iu Jiand to meet all expenses.

THE ROMAN VILLA AT NORTHLEIGH,
NEAR OXFORD.

MR. J. P. EARWAKER, the hon. secretary of

the Oxford Architectural and Historical

Society, gives the following account of the Roman
Villa at Northleigh, near Oxford:—

" It would be needless to dilate upon the extreme
value and importance of these remains of Roman
art and civilisation in the immediate neighbourhood
of Oxford. There are few, if any, of the very few
perfect Roman villas in England which can compare
with this one either as to size or extent, or as to

general preservation, and there is cert.iinly not one

which is more appositely situated for being studied

by those interested in the ancient civilisation and
art of which it is such a v.aluable relic. Such, how-
ever, is the present condition of the remains that

unless some immediate steps be taken, the care and
attention paid to their preservation when originally

uncovered iu the years 1815-16 will have becu in

vain*

"The remains as at present existing consist of the

foundation walls of a very extensive quadrangle,

with it3 adjacent rooms and porticos, and of one or

two chambers, in a more or less well preserved state.

On the north side this quadrangle measured lG7ft.

iti length, on the east side 212ft., on the south side

l.*Kift., and (111 the west side iSUft. The number of

the chambers which were either wholh* or jmrtially

uncovered amounts to over (50, many of which had
their tessellated floors well preserved, whilst iu others

(uily slight traces of tesserae were discoverable. At
present these walls are little more than sr.assy

mounds; they liavc been left neglected and uncared

for, and openly exposed to the weather ; ,ind in

many cases it is .almost impossible to follow thejilan

of the quadrangle and adjacent rooms.
" Of the few chambers which were discovered in

a more or less perfect state, the more important is

that situated in the north-west corner of the quad-
rangle. This room is .'J.'Sft. long and 20ft. broad,

with walls of more than 3ft. in thickness. Below
the floor of this room is the hypocaust, extremely

well preserved, and the curious pillars m,adc of tiles

which support the floor .are still quite perfect. The
funnels in the walls by which the hot air flowed into

the rooms, and the flues b}* which the smoke of the

fires escaped, as well as the pnefurnium. or place

where the wood lire was made in the hypocaust, are

well shown. There are 79 pill.ars in all, which
support the tessellated pavement, and raise it some
three feet above the floor of the hypocaust. This

tessellated pavement, which is of a very simple and.

elegant pattern, was, when discovered, almost perfect.

" Such was the interest taken in these remains when
they were discovered in 1815-lfi that a subscription

was raised in Oxford, whereby a substantial shed
was built over this room and one or two others, and
it is to the present dilapidated candition of this shed
that I would direct attention. One of the m.ain

beams which supported the roof has rotted away
and partly fallen on the tessellated pavement below,

whilst the thatched roof has also given way iu many
places, and so affords no proper protection against the

weather. Thus, after very heavy rain a portion of

the pavement is in a pool of water, which seriously

injures and loosens the tesseric. A small sum of

mone}' wouhl sullice to ])Ut this shed into a state of

thorough repair, whilst the longer it is allowed to

continue in its present state the greater will be the

trouble and expense of repairing it, independent of

the damage which must accrue to the tessellated pave-
ment. At the northern corner of quadrangle are the
ch.ambers containing the hot and cold baths, which
when found were very perfect, but of which now
only the former is well shown, but in a very dirty

and neglected condition. On the north-eastern side

of the quadrangle a large chamber *28ft. long by
22ft. broad, was discovered in 1815, on the floor of

which another very beautiful tessellated pavement
existed in a very perfect state, and it is stated that

a building was erected over it to keep it from decay.

Of this building no vestige now remains; the

tessellated pavement, if not entirely lost, is hidden
by the grass and weeds which have grown over it,

and which render it very diflicult to recognise even
the site of the chamber. Indications of other pave-
ments were found during the excavations in ISiri-li),

but not fully examined, and many rooms were
hardly explored at all. It would be very desirable

if the whole of the rem.ains could be again care-

fullj' explored, as there is but little doubt that much
of a very interesting ch.aracter would be dis-

covered. Of the Roman villa found at Stonesfield in

1711-12, and reopened in 1770, no remains are

believed now to exist, with the exception of a

small portion of the tessellated pavement preserved

in the Ashmolean Museum. Even the very site of

this villa, of which the area w.as traced to be about
I'.MJft. by lo2ft., can now with difliculty be recog-

nised. During the making of the Great Western
Railway some little distance beyond Northleigh and
Stonesfield, another tessellated pavement was cut

through, and no regard being paid to it, it was
entirely destroyed, and the materials used on the

line, so that it is now impossible even to fix its site.

" It was in order to prevent the remains of the

Roman villa at Northleigh disappearing, like

those just referred to, that the committee of the

Oxford Architectur.al and Historical Society in the

summer of this year laid the present state of the

remains before the Dnke of ^Marlborough, on whose

estate the villa is situated. It was somewhat con-

lidently hoped that the same zeal which he displays

in political Conservatism would also be shown iu

antiquarian conservatism, and that he would j:;ive

orders to have the necessary repairs executed before

the winter set in. Up to the present time, however,

no reply has been received by the Society, and on

visiting the villa on Tuesday week I found that not

ouly had no repairs been carried out, but that no

attention whatever had been paid to them. Under

these circumstances we can only hope that by the

voice of public opinion something m.ay yet be done;

for it cannot surely be considered a creditable thing

in this nineteenth century to suffer such interesting

remains to be destroyed."

COMPETITIONS.
The Camukuwkli- Vi'stuv-Hall,—The South

Lojidon Pirss says that exception has been t.aken

to several points in its article (to which we referred

last week) on the plans of the New Vestry-Hall,

Camberwell. Our contemporary says: "We are

not surprised at this, nor will the public be when
they understand the extreme ililHculty under which

the article was produced. The eight selected plans

are hung iu the Vestry-Hall for the inspectiou of

vestrymen, not of the iniblic; and so jealously are

they guarded—from which motive wewill not venture

to suggest—that even the representatives of the jiress

are forbidden to do more than glance at them. In

determining to give the public an idea of the plans,

therefore, wo had to obtain the services of an archi-

tect, who, iu his turn, had to make a furtive ex-

amination <»f the jdans in the gloom of a December

day. It is not very surprising, therefore, that

' Thorough ' sliouhl have been misrepresented to the

extent of its being supposed that his building, consist-

ing of right angles, could not be placed on an ir-

regular site—provision having, it appears, been

specially made to meet the contingency—or that

^Experience' should have cause to complain of in-

justice done his designs through hasty iuspectiou."
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ASPHALTE AS A STREET
PAVEMENT.

IF sometliiug is not done, and done qnirkly,

to improve aspliialte as a material for street

pavements, we expect it will soon be con-

demned by the general voice of the public.

The accidents that occur daily in Leicester-

square and Cranbourne -street, by horses

falling, and sometimes killing themselves, are

numerous and appalling. The inhabitants

of the district are taking the matter up, and
the following is a copy of a bill which can now
be seen in almost every shop window in

Cranbourne-street :—
TO TIIK INHABITANTS OP LEICESTER-SQIT.AKE AND

CRANBOURNE-STREET, SOIIO.

A considerable cUminution of carriage traffic

throiigli Leicester-square and Crauboiu'ue-street

having for some time past been perceptible, aud it

having come to our Iviiowlcdge tliat coachmen have
received strict orders to avoid tliese tlioroughfures

in consequence of the numerous accidents caused
by the (at times) slippery aud dangerous condition

of the asplialte paving, we, the undersigned, liercby

call tlie attention of tlie iiilial)itauts to tho ndvisa-

biUty of taking steps to remedy tlie evil complained
of, in order to prevent the probable loss of business

by the diversion of tho best of the traffic, to tho ulti-

mate serious injury of the ratepayers occupying
houses in the above thoroughfares.

(Signed) Charles AVebb (Stacey & Co.), 45, Cran-
bourne-street ; Henry li. Willson, 8, 10 & H, Cran-
bourne-street; E. Tarbox, 13, Cranbourne-street

;

Samuel Mitchell, 47, Cranboin-ne-streot; Delagarde
& Co., 42, Cranbourne-street; Mr. Marchant, 4,

Cranbourne-street; Mr. Ecardon, 3, Cranbourno-
strefit.

We do not know what stejis will be taken
either to compel the authorities to take up
the pavement or to improve it, but doubtless

something must be done. It has been sug-

gested that the pavement should be kept
constantly wet, as when wet horses do not

slip on it more than on granite pavement, or

probably not as much. But keeping the new
pavement constantly wet would involve a

large item of expense, which neither the

company nor the ratepayers would like to

pay. So far, then, with all the writing-up
and praising of asphalte, and with all the

nursing it has received from city engineers

and surveyors, it is a failure, and strange

to say the Building News is the only metro-
politan journal that has from the very first

insisted on the inefhciency of the new ma-
terial as a pavement for Loudon streets. A
question of no small importance is suggested

as to the legal responsibility of the autho-
rities in reference to injured, disabled, or

killed horses. Who is responsible for the

losses thus entailed on individuals ? Some-
body is, or ought to be ; and the sooner this

part of the question is settled the better, as

on it hinges the extended use of asphalte for

paving purposes.

PEDESTALS.
By Thomas Morris.

(Continued from p. 479.)

TF, at the battle of Hastings, fortune decided in

-^ favour of strong and settled rule, a higher state

of learning, advanced civilisation, and a foundation

for the gr.idual elevation of the great masses of the

nation, there is surely much to be thankful for.

" All true-hearted Englishmen," saj's Dr. Bruce, in

his " Elucidation of the Tapestry," " must read with

peculiar interest this portion of our country's annals.

The era treated of was the crisis of her fame—she

survived the shock of the Conquest, and was bene-

fited by its rough discijiline." The suggestion, there-

fore, of a commemorative erection will, I trust, shock

none, and be acceiitahle to many. The Society of

Antiquaries did a valuable service in sending Mr.

Charles Stothard to copy the whole of (he ToiU de

^. Jean, as the Bayeux needlework is called. It

is represented iu colours in Vetusta Monumcnta, and

described in the " Arch.'eologia." Mr. Daniel Maclise

has shown how the highest powers of modern design

could be applied to the subject iu a series of illustra-

tions issued by the Art Union Society iu 18G6.

Here, however, may arise a question between the

antiquary and progressionist, into which I do not

propose to enter. Mr. Hudson Giirney thought

colour essential for an adequate representation, and

if that view were adopted terra-cotta might be

called into request—not, perhaps, shining majolica,

or vitreous della robbi.i, but something hard, im-

pervious, and indestructible as adamant, without a

glaze.

Byway of note to equestrian statues, I maj' allude

to the model of a " Wellington" in the International

Exhibition, 1871, by "Mr. Adams, as one of those

rare instances in which the pedestal is designed in

artistic association with the rest of the work. The
pedestal is here ornamentably treated. The sides

are chased with panels of bas-relief, and free groups

of insignia and allied objects enrich t!ie ends.

Ill recent years only has the embellishment of

Loudon by works of art in public places been ]iur

sued upon a recognised principle. A\'hen tributes in

statuary have heretofore been paid to high desert,

the}' have commonly taken a cabinet character, and

have been placed in the interior of edifices. Hence

S. Paul's is rapidly filling up, and masterpieces are

so closely crowded in Westminster Abbey as to

obscure each other. The contemplation of some is a

matter of difficulty, if not wholly impracticable. Mural

designs have necessarily been frequent wdiere vertical

superficies has been more at command than fioor

space. The Abbey contains some remarkable ex-

amples of this class, and among the earliest and

largest is that to Baron Ilunsdon, cousin and cham-

berlain to Queen Elizabeth. It occupies the place

of the altar in S. John the Baptist's chapel, and is

an eminently pompous example on an Italian motif,

showing how soon Rome began to infiuence our archi-

tecture after her supremacy in religion had been

annulled. It illustrates also the introduction of a

feature that took fashionable precedence of almost

every other. This was due to a celebrated event in

the Papal capital ; and as it concerns my subject too

directly to be entirely ignored, may be noticed here.

Egypt was the mother of the pyramid, the most

enduring of constructed forms ; and being thus allied

to notions of eternity it was employed for tombs hy

the great and wealthy. The chief are at Gizeh, but

they are found throughout the land. They were

occasionally emulated by the Romans. The
mausoleum of Scipio Africanus was something of

the same figure, with a podium and surmounting

statues of Scipio and his friend the poet Ennius.

The most perfect at Rome is that of Caius Cestius,

a man of importance in the Augustan age. (One of

the bridges bore the name.) It is engraved by
Piranesi, who also illustrates the decoration of the

sepulchral chamber in the midst. The pyramid

derives its name from resemblance to a group of

sun's rays, and might upon its merits have remained

eternally Pagan. The Roman conquerors, prone as

they were to appropriate the treasures of those they

subdued, could not carry off tiie pyramids of the

Egyptians. But there were beautiful objects of an

allied character, representing, not a full pencil, but a

single ray, or finger, of the sun. The Arabs call

them Pharaoh's needles, and the Italians atjluglia.

They were placed in pairs at the entrances of temples,

and two at Luxor retain their original position.

The}' are each about a hundred feet high, and in a

single block of elephantine granite. To remove

such objects did not transcend the wonderful power

of the conquerors, and many were transported to

Rome. In the course of subsequent disasters, how-

ever (a dark eclipse of human pride), they were

prostrated and left for ages in forgetfulness and

neglect.

With Cardinal Moutalto's accession to the

Pap.al throne as Sextus V. came new honours for

the obelisk. This pope was the steady patron of

Domeuic Fontana, and employed him ou the cupola

of S. Peter's. There was lying in the rubbish near

the old sacristy an obelisk that had been brought

to Rome in the reign of Caligula. It was 111

palms long and twelve palms wide at the base,

but it may be mentioned that they were

rarely, if ever, a perfect square on the plan. The

project of erecting this obelisk in the middle of the

riac:e S. Peter had been entertained by previous

pontiffs, but the ditllculty of the task had prevented

the execution. Sextus determined to sigualise him-

self by its performance, aud addressed himself to tlie

whole science of Europe. More than five hundred

schemes were, iu consequence, submitted to the I'ope,

and \n- him handed to Fontana for consideration

—an ordinary case of competition, in fact.* Fon-
tana now produced his own plan, tried it successfully

on a smaller example, and then commenced the

greater work, of which he has left an illustrated ac-

count. The obelisk being strongly cased in timber,

and a wooden roadwaj' laid down, the business of

removal began. Nine hundred men and a hundred
and forty horses were employed. Their efforts were
regulated bj' trumpets, and their halts by cymbals.

At length, on the lUth September, 1.5.1(), the day of

the Duke of Piney Luxembourg's arrival at Rome
as ambassador from Henry III. of France, the obelisk

rose majestically towards the heavens, and took its

place upon the pedestal prepared for it, to the great

joy of the people. The workmen raised Fontana on
their shoulders and paraded the city, accompanied

by music and cheered by loud acclamations. The
Pope struck medals, ennobled the archit.'ct, and be-

sides large grants of money, gave him all the materials

and plant used in the work.

It is superfluous to saj' that the pedestal was not

at all of the Egyptian school. Fontana in no way
deigned to consider the native bases of such objecta

(which were simple stylobates, each in a single un-
mouldcd block with sides inclining more than the

shaft), but gave the same plinth, die, and cornice

as he would have done for a Roman column. Let
it suffice that the obelisk, exorcised from the stain

of ancient idolatry, was received into the ranks of

Christendom, and treated with all the favour of a
proselyte. It was posted in every possible position,

iu church aud out of church. Cardeners cut it in

their topiary work. It served for honorary memo-
rials, as in the cases of Lieutenant Bellot, at

Greenwich, and Aldermen Wood and Waithman,
at Farringdon-street. In Mediaeval days, a cross

would have marked the meeting of several roads,

but the taste of a later age decreed that those from
Westminster, Waterloo, and Blackfriars bridges,

should converge upon '' The Obelisk." It was long

the favourite ornament of important entrances, and
still abounds in the unreuovatod haunts of the

aristocracy. In Lord Ilunsdoi^ time the achieve-

ment at S. Peter's must have been the daily theme

of admiring discourse, " familiar in the mouth as

household words." He died within ten years of

that famous event, and his tomb is adorned with a

complete family of obelisks, in every stage

growth, from infancy to fully-developed maturity

With Elizabethan and Jacobean design the figure

is intimatelj' and indelibly associated ; and it was
only as architects became acquainted with the

elements and principles of the Italian revival that

they learnt to omit the obelisk in classic compositions.

In the foremost ranks of the reformers I am disposed

to place Ja.nes Gilibs. He was born in Aberdeen in

1074, and educated at Marischal College, where he

dispLayed a mathematical bias, and graduated M.A.
He went to Holland, and entered the service of an

architect and builder there. This kind of service is

now, perhaps, too generally despised, since the pre-

paration for a merely academic examination cannot

effectually compensate for the absence of practical

and experimental knowledge, though tiiat knowledge

be the fruit of diligent observation only, with uu-

roughened hands. The Earl of Mar, a statesman

fond of architecture, was also in Holland in the vear

1700, and perceiving the genius of Gibbs, assisted

him witii money and introductions. Gibbs went to

Rome, and having passed some years in assiduous

study came to England in 1710, when his patron was

iu the Ministry aud in high favour with the Queen.

The earl recommended Gibbs to the commissioners for

I)uilding the fifty churches, and we have evidences of

his ability iu the churches of S. Martin's-in-the-

Fields, and S. Mary-le-Straud. To these it must be

sufficient to add the Radcliffe Library at Oxford,

which he described in 1747 when he was F.R.S. He
died a bachelor in 17.54, bequeathing a property of

about £300 a year to Lord Erskine, the son of his

patron.

* Camillo At,'rippa, an architect of celebrity at Milan,
liad puhh.shed at liome in 15S;{, during the pontificate of
Gregory XIII., a proposal for removing the obelisk, but
there seems to have beeu some degree of jealousy be-
tween tho Pope aud tlio Cardinal, wliich possibly extended
to the architects they vospectiveiy favoured. The death
uf Gregory threw tho patronage into the hands of his

successor, and Agrippa was not practically associated

with tho worlt. (J. Della Porta and B. Amraanati were
at llrst joined with Fontana. but by his interest with
Sextus, were eventually withdrawn.
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MODERN ARCHITECTURE AND THE NEW
LAM" COURTS.'

THE simple fact of two sucli biiiUiings as Sir
Robert Smirlie's British Museum ami Mr.

Street's Law Courts being erected in the same city,

so near to one another, and within so few years, for

interchangeable purposes,f is as manifest a confession
as can be ni.nle that we have no style of .architecture,

and do not know what to be about. Of the two
absurdities the Gothic is perhaps the le.«s .absurd.

Since— ns the SaUirday Beview boasts that it has
repeated weekly for j-cars past, and promises to go
on reiterating while it lasts—we are Englishmen,
and not Romans or Italians, and still less Greeks,
there is something to be said in favoiu- of a stylo
which was born and bred in this country, liutevcn
then it is only half the truth. AVe are" Englishmen,
but_we do not live in the thirteenth century, and
there is a greater difference between the rude bnrun
or the domineering priest, and the abject middle
classes of o\ir Middle Ages, than there is between the
educated and refined upper classes in England at the
present day and the polished Roman of the first cen-
turies after the Christian era, or the Italian gentle-
man of the sixteenth or .seventeenth century; and
the art of the latter is therefore more appropriate to
our stale of civilisation than that which expressed
the wants and feelings of our semi-barbarian an-
cestors five centuries back.

Fifty years ago, when the Gothic system was first

introduced, men were content with tlie thinnest film
of Gothic detail spread over the walls of a thoroughly
modern building. True, this was an offence against
good taste ; but the wants and conveniences of modern
times were still attended to. We have now become
such purists that if any detail of the exterior, any
internal arrangement or article of furniture, betrays
the secret of the age in which a nineteenth century
building is erected, the architect is condemned as a
bungler, and as ignorant of his profession. Alone of
all the arts, architecture is now retrograde, and admit.s
of no progress

; and as the Gotliic'branch of it has
imw come to be practised in this country, instead of
being merely an offence, it has become a"standing in-
sult to the age in which w6 live.

If the practice were to stop with this last example,
there would probably be no harm done. The new
Law Courts might, like the frightful example of the
itinerant preacher, serve as a warning, and their in-
convenience and inappropriatencss might prevent the
repetition of such Medieval productions; but, un-
fortunately, we are threatened with even worse
things, and the history of the new buildings about
to be erected at South Kensington to accommodate
the Natural History Department of the British
Museum is too instructive an illustration of the
system to be passed over in this place.

In 18G1, when the Government first entertained
the disastrous resolution to break up the British
Museum and send one portion of it to South Ken-
sington, a competition was instituted for designs for
the requisite building.s. Thirty-three architectscom-
])etcd, and a committee of those ivhom the Govern-
ment thought most fitted for the task was appointed
to select the three best designs. The commiltee had
not a moment's hesitation in awarding the first prize
to a design which was undoubtedly the best of those
sent in, and which it appeared to them was not oidy
appropriate for its purpose, but would also be an
ornament to the metropolis. Great, therefore, was
their surprise and amusement when the seals were
broken, and it was found that this design was by
the redoubtable Captain Fowke. Their astonishmen't
.arose from the fact that up to that time Captain
Eowke w.as only known from some terrible thincs he
haddonCat South Kensington. Ilis first designs
were such as a schoolboy draws on a slate, and his
ISGi Exhibition Building was only fit to be pulled
down. But he was a man of architectural instincts,
and, had he been educated as an architect, and'
escajjcd the trammels of the Copying School, might
have done wonders. As it was, lie was brought 'up
as a military engineer, aud set to work to design ami
carry out civil buildinijs before he had mastered the
most elementary principles of the art. He failed, of
cotirsc; but ten years' experience—at the country's
expense—had cmibled him to remedy the dcfects'of
his early education, and his natural" aptitude for the
art at last enabled him to realise this very beautiful
design. It was neither Grecian nor Gothic, but
thoroughly nineteenth century; and had he'lived
and be alloweil to carry i t out with such ameliora-

• ByJAJiKS Ferocssos, P.as., in ilacmillaHtll^a-
sine for JnTumiy. *'

t Tlmt their purposes are interchangoablo is evidentfrom the; coiisiJeraliou that thirty years ago Sir Charles
Larry prepared a (losign for the Law Courts as ijurely and
severely columnar Ureeiau as ibo Museum, which wasadopted l)y (.tovernmcnt ; while, on the other hand if a
competition were now opened tor a new museum 'it ismore than doulittal if a single Classical design woiild bosoutm. But of this hereafter.

s" >vjuiu uu

tions as further study would have enabled him to

introduce, his building would have marked an epoch
in the history of architectm-e in this country.

DiU alitcr visum. One fine morning the Govern-
ment, worried and perplexed by tiie rival claims of
the competing architects, is.sued an ukase which was
intended to settle the whole question. To Mr. Scott,
as the Gnth of the Goths, it was given to design ami
carry out the Home and Colonial Offices in the Italian
style. To j\Ir. Street was awarded the Law Courts
because his design was the worst—a ])erfectly com-
petent tribunal having awarded him only three m.arks
in the competition, while it h.ad assigned Edward
Barry forty-three. But as a sop to keep the latter

quiet—which docs not, however, seem to have proved
a successful expedient—he was given the new
National G.allery. Because Messrs. Banks and
Barry h:Mj some claim on the Government in respect
to a M'ar Office competition, they were given the
liurlington Hou.se buddings; and lastlj', because Mr.
\^uterhouse was supposeil to have earned a claim by
what he had done in the early stages of the L.aw
Courts competition, to him they awai'dcd tlie task of
carrying out Captain Fowke's design for the Natural
History Museum.

It would be difficult to conceive a process more
insulting to the judges, or more detrimental to the
encouragement of architectural art, than this was,
and has proved to be. Government, it is true, to

save their responsibility, always iusert clauses to

protect themsolves from legal damages in the event
of their doing what they know to be a violation of
tlic sjiirit of their .agreement. Practically, however,
no architect enters upon a competition except on the
understanding that, if bis design proves to be the
best, he will not only get the first prize, hut be em-
ployed to carry out his design. The prizes, however
large, never cover the cost of a competition ; and
when to the cost we add the waste of energy aud
time, aud the ment.al anxiety involved in the process,
no man in his senses would compete if he had not
faith in his judges, and confidence that the only
Iirize worth having would be aw.irded to him who
best deserved it. Tliere is an end of all faith in the
justice and discrimination of Government when, in

defiance of this understanding, it is found that an
official with no special qualifications maj- any day
te.ar up all the awards of the judges, and then pro-
ceed to distribute the prizes according to his own
caprice, or according to the pressure brought to bear
upon him. Such a system is degrading to the pro-
fession, and it is very creditable to it that the public
are still so well served, aud our public buildings not
infinitely worse than they are.

If the Government had any serious intention that
Captain Fowke's design for aNatural History Museum
should be carried out, they would hiive insisted on a
pledge that this should be done with only such
changes and ameliorations as the original architect
himself might have introduced. Nothing of the
kind was done ; and what might have been foreseen
as inevitable soon came to pass. Mr. Waterhouse's
position as an architect did not allow of his carrying
out any other person's design, much less that "of a
soldier-officer. He consequently very soon produced
an entirely new desigu of his own, in what he is

pleased to caU the Norman, or according to the more
fashionable modern euphuism, the " Bizziintine''
style, though what its connection may have been
with Byzantium J do not know. As jlr. Water-
hou.se very well knows, it is no more Norman than
the British Museum is Greek. It is a modern build-
ing, with large openings filled with plate-glass. The
roofs are fitted with skylights ; swing door.s, modern
fireplaces, plate-glass cases, and ever3- other nine-
teenth century contrivance, is sought to be introduced:
but he escapes froin the difficnlty of designing de-
tails appro] iriate to the present age, under the pre-
text that the rude clum.sy ornament he is using is

correct Norman.
If this buililing were as truly and essentially Nor-

man as Mr. Street's is thirteenth century, it would
be so intolerable that it could not be erected. Some
people think we may safely go back as f,ar as the
time of Edward III., but no human power would
force British .science to be content with the dark
dungeons that graced or disgraced our island in the
troublous times succeeding the Conquest.

Mr. Street's design, again, fails from exactly the
opposite quality. It is the accuracy of imitation
liervading every detail that makes it so perfectly in-
tolerable. According to this Joshua of architects,
the sun of art stood still when Edward III. died in
l.!77, and has not moved forward since that time.
Hence the lawyers of the nineteenth century must
be content to lounge in vaidted halls, with "narrow
windows filled with jiainted glass, and so dark that
they cannot see to read or write in them. They
ntust wander through corridors whose gloom recalls
(lie monkish seclusion of the Middle Ages. They
must sit on high straight-backed chairs, and be

satisfied with queer-sbaped furniture, which it is

enough to give one the rheumatism to look at ; and
no higher class of art must be allowed to refresh their

eyes than the heraldic devices or the crude, un-
gainly nightmare paintings of the Jliddle Ages. It

is strange that educated men in the nineteenth cen-
tury should desire this; but it they do, it is well
they should have it in perfection. The more com-
plete the rcdtictio ad absiirdum, the sooner the re-

action will sqt in.

When the reviving taste for barbarism imposed a
task of this sort on the late Sir Charles Barry, he
submitted, as an architect must; but with charac-
teristic comnuin-seusc he chose that form of Gothic
which was least offensive to modern ideas. And he
further gave it a dignity and grace which hardly be-
long to the style, by taking the licence of putting his

design for the Rarliament Houses into an Italian

form. The Palace at Westminster is not perfect,

but it has at lea.st this merit, that its style is two
centuries nearer our time than Mr. Street's, and thus
incorporates all the improvements that were intro-

duced during those 200 years. It consequently

comes so much further forward, that modern im-
provements aiul modern art are not llie complete dis-

cord which they would be in a building so essentially

Jledioeval as the Law Courts ore intended to be made.
In so far as it is nearer our time it is better, but the

public will hardly be able to measure this advantage
till they feel the inconvenience of the more archaic

building.

But the important question remains. Where is all

this to end ? "When we have got our Tudor Parlia-

ment Houses, our Edw.irdian Law Courts, our Nor-
man Museum, what is to be done next'? One step

backward we can still see our way to—there is the

Saxon. Instead of repeating the vague term " Eng-
lishmen," representing a heterogeneous medley of

nationalities, let the Saturday Review use the more
definite term, and aslt, Are we not " Saxons?"
AA'ith sufficient iteration its claim luust eventually be

admitted, and ought to be ; for besides its undoubted
ethnological claim, it has two merits of its own. AVe
know so little about it that it .admits of considerable

latitude of design, without offence to archaeologists,

and its details arc so rude and lean that they must
be cheap. Let the Government, then, when they
issue their proposals for a competition for the new
War Office, for once make up their minds before-

h.ind, and specify the Saxon style as that to be

adopted. It will admit of some novelties, and be

quite as appropriate to the wants of the nineteenth

century as the Norman or Edwardian styles.

When, however, we have thus completed our

hortus siccus of dried specimens of dead styles, the

prospects of the next generation of architects will be

dark indeed. There will only then remain the so-

called Druidical style of the Ordnance Survey. At
present no doubt it is inconvenient and somewhat
draughty ; but if plate-glass and modern refinements

may be used with the Norman, why not with the

Druidica!'? I do not feel by any means sure that a

stuccoed Stonehenge, with a glass and iron roof,

would not be as good, perh.aps a better representation

of the architecture of the nineteenth century than
man}' buildings which have recently been erected.

But to return to the Law Courts for a few minutes,

before concluding. The particular crotchet which,

besides its anachronism, renders the principal facade

so unsatisfactory, is Mr. Street's determination to

insist on his great vaulted hall. In his first design

this hall was placed east and west, in the centre of

the building. It was not seen from the outside, and
was useless inside. It was therefore hariuless, ex-

cept that it increased the expense enormously, while

it darkened the lights, and rendered the courts and
passages around it noisome and inconvcuient. In

addition to these trifies, however, it may be added

that it is not Gothic, for so far as I know no such

vaulted hall was erected for any civil purpose in any
country of Europe during the Middle Ages.

In the new designs the hall is placcil north and
south, and comes so near the front that the tempta-

tion was irresistible to justify its introduction by
showing it, and making it a feature in the design.

It could not, without destroying its supposed use, be

brought quite to the front, like Westminster Hall,

thus making it the central feature in the fao.ade. It

must consequently be seen in perspective at some
distance behiiul, but in order to enable this to be

done the facade must be cut in two ; aiul more than

this, all the nearer features must be kept small and

subdued, so as not to ilwarf the distant hall. All

this is quite right aiul logical, if the h.all is to be

seen. But why the hull at all? If the Govern-

ment had even now the courage to say to Jlr. Street,

" You shall not have your vaulted hall, but must in-

troduce a glazed court, or such a hall as Mr. AVater-

house proposed in his design," they would not only

immensely improve the convenience of the courts,

but save the .architect from a difficultv he does not
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fee his -wny out of. He coiilrl then close up his front

and introdnce a central feature, with appropriate

wings, which wonld give some dignity and jiropor-

tion to the ivhole design, and so save it from tlie

scattered littleness which every one remarks, though

few are aware why they are inevitable with the pre-

sent arrangements.

No re-arrangement of the parts, however, can

possiblj' remedy the real and fundamentiil error

which is inherent in the whole design. It the Strand

were the bed of a pellucid mountain stream, and this

building were designed to be placed on its banks in

some remote sparsely inhabited Jlidland vallej', for

the accommodation of a congregation of biirefooted

friars, we might admire the picturesrpieness of its

details, and sliut our eyes to tlie anachronism in

consideration of iis appropriateness. It is diflicult,

however, to realise tlie frame of mind in whicli any

one could sit down at the present day seriously to

prepare such a design for a Palace of .Justice iu the

largest and richest city in the world. If the Govern-

ment, when the competition was proposed, had had

the courage to proscribe both the Classic and the

Gothic styles, there are many architects in this

country who could have furnished both elegant and

appropriate designs in stj-Ies perfectly suited to our

wants and feelings. If, however, Gothic was ad-

mitted, one of two things seems inevitable. The
building must either (like Sir Charles Barry's Par-

liament House or his son Edward's design for the

L.aw Courts) be an Italian design in a Gothic dis-

guise, or, if it is to be (as Mr. Street boasts that his

is) a real fac-simile of the monastic or domestic

architecture of the INfiddle Ages, it must be such as

is only suited to that remote stage of civilisation,

and both antagonistic to the taste and inappropriate

to the purposes of the present generation.

ROY.'VL ARCIHTECTUR.\L MUSEUM.
TO ARCIIITI5CTS AND EMPLOTEKS OF .\RT-

WORICMEN.

THE main (tbjects of our Museum (which is situate

in Tufton-street, Dean's-yard, AVestminster)

are the education of the architectural student and of

tht art-workman. It is with much pleasure that the

Council feels itself for the first time in the position

thoroughly to carry them both out.

While we were seated in Cauon-row from
fifteen to twenty years since, the work of the

Museum was hindered by the debts incurred in its foun-

dation, and b}' its heav}' annual expenses. Kelieved

at length, as it were, from these impediments bj' our

sojourn at South Kensington, the Museum only

partially succeeded, on account of its distance from

the centre of the town, and from other circumstances,

in gathering around it, from time to time, select

groups of those who had been interested iu the

origiuiil formation of the collection ; regular and

systematic intercourse even with them was impos-

sible ; while those who would have gladly given their

energies to art-teaching were unable to continue the

practical work began in Canon-row. So in lapse of

time the Council determined on again seeking a site

of its own, and on erecting a building somewhere in

the old locality specially suited to its requirements.

This has now been done ; the inconveniences of

South Kensington have been remedied ; a heavy debt

which until latelj- threatened to deprive the Museum
of its powers for good, has been paid off, and the

Museum is now free and in a position to carry out

its original scheme of usefulness. It is not money
that on the present occasion is sought (except in

the way of the subscriptions of new memlters)

;

it is the presence of larger numbers of visitors and of

more numerous classes of students which the Council

now desire. Beyond their valuable collection, well

housed and well lighted, they are now in a position

to provide for visitors many things in which they

have hitherto been deficient

—

e. g., desks and chairs,

facilities for taking down casts, &c.—while they con-

template, if the number of attendances should require

it, the re-opening of the Museum at night. The
catalogue, too, is now in hand, and will be issued

without delay.

1. To architects the Council would represent the

value of encouraging the study by their pupils of such

a collection: it is not too much to ask that a certain

number of hours each week should be set apart as a

rule for this purpose. Architects subscribing £1 Is.

ye.irly can send a pupil daily and gratis any time

between 1(1 and 4, and 10 and 9 p.m. on Saturdays.

To non-subscribers tlie admission is sixpence. There

are, too, the Architectural ArtCIasses in the building,

established especially for architectural students,

under the superintendence of a joint committee of

the Instituteof Architects, t'oe Architectural Museum,
and the Architectural Association, and with the

great advantage, to those who will study it, of the

fine collection. Architects also might do much in

constantlj' enriching the Museum, as old buildings

pass under their care, by having casts of good carving

taken.

2. To employers of art-workmen the Council can

appeal for co-operation with espcci.al force. Until

this Museum was established the term " art-work-

man " was hardly known, still less was the indiA-idual

;

and now there are but few of that most useful class

of artists who have not been students or prize-

holders at the Architectural JIuseum. It is a revival

of this systematic training of the men who execute

the art-work of our every-day life that the Council

long to witness. The results of their efforts up to the

present time may be seen in almost every building

crec ted iu late years with an}' pretensions to decoration.

Emplo^'crs are urged to give their men time to

enable them to learn that wliicli is the very grammar
of tlieir art by permitting them to visit the Museum,
not after the day's ivorli is done, but during working

hours. The privilege of leaving earlier than usual

on Saturdays, when the IMusemn is open till 9 p". m.,

would probably sullice for this purpose, and the gain

to the employer and the employed would be equal

and con3ider.able. The authorities of the Museum
would most heartily welcome any suggestion, and do

their utmost to meet tlie convenience of those to

whom they now appeal to aid them in utilising, as

far as ma}' he possible, their unrivalled collection.

Lectures on the different phases of art represented in

the Museum, and prizes for studies from the v.arious

objects, form part of the scheme.

It is earnestly hoped that this circular will receive

the consideration of those to wdioin it is addressed,

and that any expressions of readiness to carry out

its proposals or any suggestions may be forwarded

without delay to the Honorary Secretar}'.

A. J. B. Beresford Hope, President.

Geo. Gir.nEP.T Scott, Treasurer.

JdSErii Clarke, Hon. Sec.

(Address, 13, .Stratford-place, London, W.)
December, 1871.

"giulliiiig Intelligeitte.

churches and chapels.

Brookfield.—Anew Unit.arhan church, at Brook-

field, Gorton, was opened on 'Wednesday week. The
church consists of a nave 77ft. long, 21ft. wide;

north .and south aisles, each 70jft. long. lOJtt. wide,

making a total width of 42ft. inside ; chancel, 25ft.

long, 19ft. wide. The church contains sittings for

2G4 .adults, 1C2 children, and 24 singers in the choir,

iu all 450 persons. Interiiallj', the effect of the

building is enhanced bj' the introduction of polished

red granite columns between the nave and aisles,

wdiich divide the length into six bays. The arches

are built of stone, with labels springing from carved

corbels, having the lily, passion flower, and other

emblematic foliage. The chancel floor is laid with

Minton's encaustic tiles, of a rich pattern. The
building has been erected by the general contractors,

Messrs. Clay & Sons, of Audenshaw. Mr. Thomas
AVorthington, of Manchester, is the architect.

Kingston, Isle of Wight.—Tlie parish cliurcli

of Kingston, Isle of Wight, has just been reopened,

after restoration under the direction of Mr. R. J.

,Tones,architect. The wdiole area of the church has been

cleared of the pews, and the west gallery and stairs

removed, while a new roof has been constructed and

the south porch rebuilt. Mr. Morris, of Chale Green,

was the builder, the new stained glass being by
Lavers, Barraud, & \\'estlake.

Pateeey Bridge.—The Roman Catholic Church

of S. Cuthbert was reopened on Thursday, the

2l3t inst., by the Rev. Bishop Ryan, of Brad-

ford, after having been closed for some time during

alterations. The unsiglitly gallery has been re-

moved, and the old pews have been replaced by
stalls. A handsome stone pulpit and reading-desk

have been erected. The alterations have been

carried out b}' Mr. Grange, of Pateley, from the

designs of Messrs. T. II. & F. Healey, architects,

Bradford. This is one of the Parliament.ary churches

of the early part of the present century. A svstem

of decoration has been employed in order to deal

with the unbroken monotony of the interior. The
wall of the nave has been arranged in three divisions

of colour. The d.ado is brown ; forward to the

springing of the window arches is citron, relieved

between each window by a centre ornament contain-

ing the Christian emblems. Above that is of a deep

buff, powdered with conventioniil roses and fleurs-

de-lis in brown. These divisions are marked by

bold borders (m vellum grounds. The chancel,

reredos, and tablets are richly illuminated iu both

stencilled and painted ornament. The whole of the

decorations were entrusted to Messrs. S. Bottomlej'
& Sons, of Crossbills, neai Leeds.

Watii-upon-Deaune.—A reredos has just been
placed in the old church of All Saints, Wath-upon-
Dearnc, which completes the restoration of that
ediiice, begun between two and three vears ago by
Messrs. Hadfield & Son, architects, Sheffield. The
reredos extends across the eastw.all. forming a cano-
pied arcade over the altar, and the inoident related

by S. Luke at Emniaus is cut in relievo, in Caen
stone, by Mr. Earp, of Loudon, under the direction

of the architects.

BUIT.DlNOa.

Hoggeston.—A new school-room at Hoggeston,
near Wmslow, Bucks, has just been completed. It

is built of red Aylesbury bricks, relieved by gray
bricks and dressings of Bath-stone. Internally the

walls are faced with gray bricks, tuck-pointed.

Messrs. Spencer, of Aylesbury, were the architects,

Mr. Matthews, of Winslow, being the builder.

L.\mbI':tii.—The '' Ro}al Victoria Palace " (late

the Victoria Theatre), Waterloo-road, Lambeth,
was opened on Saturday last, having been entirely

remodelled internally. In the Building News for

tlie 8th inst., we described the works then in pro-

gress. The architect under whose personal superin-

tendence the whole has been carried out is Mr.
Robinson, of Haverstock-hiU, the " Victoria" Palace
being the third theatre which he has designed during
the present year—the others being Hengler's Circus,

Argyll-street, Regent-street, and the Pavilion,

Whitechapel. The builder was Mr. Thomas Snow-
don, of Harrow-road, Mr. Watson and Mr. PuUicks
acting respectively as foreman and clerk of the
works. The cost has been £15, 500.

Lewes.—New schools for the parish of S. Ann's,

Lewes, have been completed. The style is Gothic,

the material principally used being large white flints,

relieved by quoins and dressings of red brick. The
architect was Mr. C. J. Berry, of Lewes, and the

builder Mr. J. Pearless, of Eastbourne. The work
has cost £800.

Manchester.-—The Manchester city police and
sessions courts are now rapidly approaching comple-

tion, and the two courts, which are to be appro-
priated to the police business of the cit}', were
formally opened on Wednesday. Mr. T. Worthing-
ton, the architect of the building, having received

instructions to proceed with the preparation of plans,

the old buildings which occupied the site, and which
had previously been used as a stone yard, were pulled

down by the corporation in May, 1868 ; and the con-

tractors for the foundation and basement story

commenced proceedings by building the wall forming

the boundary against the canal, in the early part of

June. Tenders for the superstructure were publicly

advertised for, and that of Messrs. R. Neill & Sons

was accepted. The stj'le of building is that type of

PointedGothicof which examples abound in Florence,

Verona, Siena, and other cities of northern Italy.

At the angle of MinshuU-street and Bloom-street is a

large and lofty tower, the lower portion of which is

occupied by offices, and the upper by the clock,

which has four illuminated dials, 8ft. diameter, and
strikes a bell weighing upwards of a ton, placed in

the arcaded chamber at the top.

Torquay.—A new wing to the Imperial Hotel,

Torqu.ay, has just been completed. The new wing
consists of basement and ground floors, and three

upper floors. In the basement are various offieea

and servants' bedrooms ; on the ground floor is the

table (VJiote room ; on the floors above sitting and
bedrooms. The table iVJiote room is 70ft. long by
.35ft. wide, and 21ft. high, and lighted on each side

and at the end by large windows, those towards

the water commanding a fine view of Torb.ay. The
room is warmed by two open fireplaces and by hot-

water coils in the four corners. The chimnej's are

contrived in such a manner that the ranges of win-

dows are continued above the fireplaces. The sur-

face of the internal walls is broken by pilasters with

ornamental capitals. Artificial light is supplied by
massive gaseliers, manufactured specially by Messrs.

Jlessenger, of ISirmingham. Each of the upper

floors is supplied with lavatories and servants' offices,

and not only is the gas laid on in every room, but

the wing is fitted throughout with the new electric

bells. The new wing has cost £8,000, and has been

erected from the designs of Mr. J. W. Kowell, archi-

tect, of Newton, by Mr. J. Jlatcham, ui Plymouth.

The gasfitting. bell-hanging, and )i-water appa-

ratus has been carried out by I\Ir. AVf .iple, of Pl}'-

mouth, and Mr. S. Thomas, of Stor.ehouse, did the

painting and iilumbing, Mr. Richards was the

clerk of the works, and Mr. J. Windsor the foreman.

Walworth.—The erection of a new parsonage-

house in connection with and contiguous to S.

Stejihen's Church, Walworlh-c r.innou, has been

commenced. The architects arj J'essrs. Jarvis &
Sons, Trinitv-square, NewingI' i-.. and the builder

Mr. Thompson. The cost w- '1 be about £2,000.
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TO CORKESPONDENTS.
We do uot hold oursolvps rospousiblo for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully reqvie.sts

that all comninnications should bo drawn up nR brioQy
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Oi'R Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary
business of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOB,
31, TAVISTOCK-STEEET, OOVENT-GAEDEX, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

oEace not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

Received.—H. W.—W. H. L.-0. F.-J. U. S.—W. M. &
Co.— J. O.—F. S.. Belfast,—S. & Sou.—Au Intending
Competitor.-T. G.—W. S.—T. C. R.

E. L. B.—Soo answer to II. Davis.

Pi.lmheu.-Your letter on house-drainage, &c., is in typo,

but, with other matter, is crowded out this week.

H. B.—Letter forwarded to Mr. Banister Fletcher.

J. H. TAHitrsG.—The pamphlet has already been noticed
in our pages.

n. Davis.—We do not forward answers to queries by
post. Questions publicly asked must bo publicly
answered for tUo good of the public.

pLAXXixa OF Houses.—"An Intending Competitor" has
asked a question about ''computing the cubical contents
of the several designs." "F. G." has asked "whether
stables are to be included in the mansion and villa for
the iT.OOO and i;2,000 respectively?" and " F. S." has
asked some questions about certain offices not speciflcd
in the conditious. These questions will all be answered,
and we hope satisfactorily, in our next number. At the
Bame tim*'. we should be glad to answer any other ques-
tion legitimately bearing on the subject that may reach
us on or before Wednesday nest.

Contspoiikace.

DILAPIDATIONS.
To the Editor of the Buildixo Nkws.

Siu,—Permit me through the medium of your
columns to offer a tribute of thanks for the very
able series of articles that have recently appeared in

the BtaLnixG News on the above subject from the

pen of Mr. Banister Fletcher. Mr. Fletcher is per-

sonally unknown to me, but I cannot help acknow-
ledging that a subject of importance has been
carefully and conscientiously treated by him in a

styb that has greatly relieved that dryness which is

the almcjst necessary accompaniment of technical and
practical matter. The articles, taken together,

deserve, in my opinion, to be considered by the pro-

fession as a book of reference ou dilapidations.—

I

am, &c., W. W.

C.VMBERWELL VESTRY-HALL COMPE-
TITION.

Sir,—In case the letter by " One of the Unfortu-
nate Sixteen" in Bl-ilding News of 2"2nd instant

should be considered truthfu', if not contradicted, I

am unwillingly induced to write a few words on the
above competition. I most distinctly deny that
' Well Considered" is an'expensive and Hashiiy-got-

up design ; the elevations are careful architectural

drawings very lightly tinted ; the sections show the
constructional details, and are tinted as working
drawings. It is grossly incorrect to state that " the
building is faced with Portland stone upon 150 feet

of frontage, decorated in the most lavish manner, and
with internal finishings in accord with the exterior."

If your correspondent had only read the report which
accompanied the design he coulil not have blundered

90 greatly unless wilfully blind; (he Ilavil-street ele-

vation is principally of brick, with stone heads, sills,

and strings; the i|Uoins, rusticated jiiers, and other
portions of the Vcstry-llall i^levatimis in Havil-
strect and Peckham-road are also jjrciposed to be of

white brick; the decoration is principally only incised

work, and the interior decoration is merely stencilled

ornament in (juiet neutral tints.

The cubical contents of " Well Considered " are

con9ider;ibly below your correspondent's figures,

therefore his very high fancy estimate is ex-
cessively beyond the mark. The accommodation
required bj- the instructions has only been given,
and the heights of floors strietlj' adhered to, conse-
quently I am certain that in the respect of cubic
contents and cost, it will bear favoiu-able comparison
with any design submitted.

"One of the Unfortunate Sixteen," upon a mere
rumour has no right to charge the members of the
vestry with a desire to act unfairly, so .as to give
work to friends. I can truly say' that the .author
of " Well Considered " is not a Camberwell
practitioner, and is also totally unacquainted with
any member of the vestry. I certainly think it w.is
a mistake not to have exhibited all the designs, and
to have had imbiassed professional assistance in the
selection, so that at least a little of the discreditable

squ.abbling which at every competition takes place

amongst the competitors, might, perhaps, in the

present instance have been avoided.-—I am, &c.,

X. Y. Z.

VILLA RESIDENCE, CAMBORNE.
Sir,—Permit me to state in reply to the inquiries

of a correspondent in last week's paper that the cost

of the Villa Residence, Camborne, was correctly

stated in the remarks accompanying the illustration

on the 8th inst.—namely, that it would not exceed

i'1,350. I may also add that the contract amount
is ;£1,205 ; the tenders followed in tolerably close

order upon that amount, and the X'-'io allowed for

contingencies is more than sufficient for that pur-

pose. Grates and mantel-pieces, however, are not

included in the contract (except fixing), for obvious

reasons, and the stones were in this case unusually

close at hand.

I quite agree with yonr correspondent " S. II."

that the building is unusually cheap (even for this

part of Cornwall), and the cost per cube foot is far

below what you allow in. your competition for house

plans.

That the building might be rendered substantial

without superfluous strength (and consequently

superfluous cost) was in this case a no less laborious

study than the design itself.—I am, &c.,

James IIicics.

Redruth, iCth December, 1871.

PRIZE BONUS AWARDS TO ART MASTERS.
Sir,—In your last impression you insert a list,

giving the names of a few only of the art masters to

whom bonuses have been awai'ded by the Science and
Art l)fpartment. A\'hoever has supplied you with tlie

iuformation has done injustice to those whose names
have been omitted. I enclose a correct list, and I trust

that in fairness to all you will kindly insert it in full,

that the relative positious taken by the successful

schools may be seen at a glance.

In accordance with the principles laid down by the

minute of the 19th of February, ISIU, and having
regard to the number of students taught in each school,

the following prizes have been awarded by the Lords
of the Committee of Council on Education :—

£
John P.arker, S. l^Iartiu's, Loudon 50
Louisa Gann, Bloomsbury 40
J. S. Eawle, F.S..\., Notlinghani 40
\V. J. Mut^kley. Manchester (Hoyal Institution) 40
Charles D. Hodder, Edinburgh 30

George Stewart, West London 30
D. W. Raimbacli, Birmingham 30

J. P. Frazer, Salisbury 30
W. H. Sounes, ShonicUl 3U
Robert Greenlees, Glasgow 20
John Sparkes, Lambeth 20
W. H. Stopford. Halifa:t 20
"W. C. Way, Newcastle-ou-Tyno 20
A. A. Bradbury, Hauley 20
Waller Smith. Bradford 20
R. F. Mills, S. Thomas's, Charterhouse 20
Walter Smith, Leeds ; 20
John Meuzies, Aberdeen 20
R. C. Puckett, Ph. D., Leeds Mechanics' Insti-

tution 20
John Anderson, Coventry 10

T. C. Simmonds, Derby 10

J.P.Bacon, Stoke-upon-Trent 10
Herbert Lees, Carlisle 10
John Kemp, Stroud 10

Edwin Lyne, Dublin (Royal Socictj") 10
D. Smith, Saltaire 10

E. B. Taylor, Lincoln 10

John Beutley, Birkenhead 10

J. S. Gocijel, Fromo 10

J. C. Thompsou, Warrington 10

S. A. Ashwiirth, Edinburgh (Female) 10

Wllmot Pilsburv, Leicester 10

W. C. Way, Suhderlaud lo

T. .M. Lindsay, Belfast 10

W. Stewart, Paisley 10

11. N. Oeoffri, Peuzaneo 10

C. Swinste.ad, North London lo

A. Stevenson, Kcigblcy 10

JuhuN. Smiih, Bristol 10

I am, &c., Fair Plat.

CHURCH BUILDING.
Sir,—As a specimen of the way in which our pro-

fession is served, I \vouKi call your attention to the

following advertisement, which I have just read in a
weekly religious journal having a large circulation;

—

"CiiL'Rcii ARCiirrr.cTinr..—A congregation about
to build will be glad to hear of a church already
erected, within 40 miles of Liverpool, in which the

arrangements for acoustics, style, school-room, ic,
are combined to the best ailvantage, as a model for a
church to accommoilate about ItOO ; the whole cost,

exclusive of laud, not to exceed ;£3,000.—Address,
William Davies, 1.'). and 17, Berry-street, Liverpool."

Are the architects of the respecti\e neighbouring
churches expected to reply and give a puff for them-
selves? I'sincerely hope that tlie advertiser—who is

not ashamed of his nante and addres.s—will fail in the
accomplishment of so mean an action.—I am, &c..

H. w. r.

Loudon, 27th December, 1871.

[Is the above advertisement so tmreasonable after

ally According to modern architectural criticism,

most of modem buildings, both lay and ecclesiastical,

are unfitted for their respective pui-poses. See, for

instance, Mr. Fergusson's observations on "Modern
Architecture " in another column. If there is so much
bad architecture about, aud many of our principal

architects say there is, it is uot surprising that a con-
gregation about to build a church should make
inquiries, so that they may know what to avoid as

well as what to imitate.—En.]

BRICKWORK.
Sir,—In reference to your article on brickwork in

your issue of the l-'ith, I would be glad to be informed
if the bottom or any course of the footings to walls,

&c., was ever found to be broken, and if so, what the

bidldiug was used for. Answer to this will oblige.

Vou will further oblige by calling attention to the

danqj course on the gromid line that it may be inserted

in tile new Building Act. 1 have read from time to

time of accidents to servants getting out of windows
to clean them ; a simple remedy would be to make it

compulsory on builders to double-hang all the sashes,

then there would be no necessity to get outside, neither

would it add much to the expense, say, 2s. per

window. The convenience would he much greater,

allOAving the top sash to be pulled down for ventilation.

If I'arliament will look to these matter.s, with the

letter-box you noticed last week, I feel sure they will

confer a boon on the public.—I am, &c.,

Thomas Baker.
123, Sumncr-road, Peckham, S.E,

|n!ertoinunnut;itioii.

QUESTIOJs''S.

[2400.]—Architectural Library. — Could any
corrospondt_*ut of the Blildinc. News inform me of a
library or mupeum in London or other l:irp:e town con-
taining architectural books which I could obtain the

usf of as at another library, I paying carriage into the

country ?

—

Student.

[2410.]—Rule for "Workman.—By what rule can
a workman strike a straight line across a board as a

guide to saw a straight, true cross-cut ?—J. M. E.

[_'411.]—Xjay Dilapidations.—I should be glad
if the \vriter of tlie article.-^ ou this subject would, by
way of practical illustration, answer the following

queries:—(1.) If. at the end of a lease where tenant

covenants to repair a boarded Iloor is to all appearance

sound aud in a tenautable state of repair, but when
taking up a board the underside of the boards and joists

are found to be rotten, must the lessee replace, althougli

l)0ssibly, if undisturbed, the floor might last a few years,

aud without taking up a board the real state of the

floor would not be known ? (2.) Suppose a roof to be

framed of Kuglish timber, say fir, put on during the

term of a lease by the tenant, the tile or slate-covering

perfectly sound, but the timber thoroughly worm-
eaten, although not at the time giving way, is the

lessee bound to replace the timber ?—Z.

[2412.]—Heating" Church.—Would any brother

subscriber kindly inform me of the cheapest effectual

motliod of heating au old church containing .iii.ooo

cubic feet, there being three small galleries? Also,

what is mixed amongst china ink to make it " line " ou
tracing cloth ?—Stewart.

[0413.]— Cesspool.— AVill some reader offer an
opinion upon the following construction of cesspool

through '* Intercommunication?" It will be best

described by a sketch, thus :—C is the cesspool ;
^\* the

walls, formed of dry
masonry : 8, the bot-

tom, of loose round
stonos and gravel ; D,
the house-drain ; B,

an iron frame or tray,

the bottom of which
is of perforated zinc

or flue wire gauze ; A,
a layer of charcoal, or

some deodorising sub-

stance, lin. deep ; F, a

movable wooden cover, formed with open louvre boards.

Woidd not the sewer-gas generated in the cesspool find

easy exit through A B, and become deodorised in its

passage, and thus the cesspool would be veulilated with-

out poUutiug the atmosphere above ?—M.

B

v/
c W

liEPrJES.

[:>107.]—Pollard Oak can be had of John Cross,

builder, Hutton, near Brentwood, Essex.—Reader
or THE Building News.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A FiuvDULEXT Debtor.—Charles Martin, a

builder, was recently charged at Derby, before

Mr. Justice Lush, with fraudulently concealing £>^'2,

under the new Debtors' Act, 1809, section U. '1 ho

prisoner had omitted to account for £1(10 in the

bankruptcy procecdine-s, and said that he had paid

it awav. Subscquentlv, £«2 was discovered under

some "bricks in his collar. The jury found the

prisoner guilty, and he w.as .sentenced to six months

imiirisonment, with hard labour.

Clayton v. Hioht.— In this case, heard last week

in the City of London Court, plaintilI,aclerkof works,

sueddefeudant,forwhomhcUadbceniuspcctingbuikl-
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ings at Norwood, for £2 2s. wages on wrongful dis-

missal. Mr. Francis, instructed by Mr. Nott, appeared

for defendant, who, it appeared from Ijis own evi-

dence, was discharged tor want of punctuality, and
after having absented himself for some days on the

plea of ill-health; he had undertaken other business

for a Mr. Fletcher while engaged for plaintiff. The
sum paid to him as wages was as computation for

the time ho had been at the works in the last fort-

night prior to his discharge.—Non-suited.

Bankruptcy.—In ee T. Quinn.—In this case

tho debtor has filed a petition for liquidation,

estimating his debts at £40,000. He is a merchant
of Great St. Helen's, and also carries on the busi-

ness of a builder at Forest-hill and Addlestono.

This was an application to dissolve an injunction.

The Sheriff of Surrey had seized tho furniture at

the instance of a creditor, but had been restrained,

and it was now alleged that, under a bill of sale, it

had become the property of Michael Q\iinn, a brother

of the debtor, and the application to dissolve the

interim injunction was made on tho ground that

the Court had no jurisdiction. Mr. Registrar Roche
decided that as there was a possibility that it might
turn out that a former act of bankruptcy had been
committed, he should continue tho injunction till

aiftcr tho appointment of a trustee.

The Marseilles Extension Railway and
Lanb Company.—Tho Lords Justices on Friday
week heard an .appeal from a decision of Vice-
Cliancellor Slalins, in which the learned judge
disallowed an application on the part of the oflicial

li'inidatnr of tho Credit Foncier and Mobilier to be
admitted to prove for a sum of £10,000 in the
winding-up of tho Marseilles Extension Railway
and Land Company. Their lordships reversed the
judgment of tho Vice-Chancellor, and allowed the
claim.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Oastleford.—Tho necessary works, &e., for tin

supply of Oastleford with water are to be com-
menced, and when onceput in hand will be prose-
cuted vigorously.

The Sanitary State op Pontepract.—A
meeting of tho Sanitary Committee of the Ponte-
fract Corporation was held on Friday last, and a
deputatiou attended from the adjoiuiug township of
Tanshelf, in consequence of a notice having been
served upon the overseers to cease to use the drains
of Pontofract for sewage purposes. The Mayor in-
formed tho deputation that unless the notice were
complied with, compulsory measures would be taken.
It was, he said, almost certain that in the next
Parliament the town would be couip-elled to carry
out a thorough system of drainage, and he thought
Tanshclt would bo savers by amalgamating with
the borougli. The deputation (Messrs. Houusfield
and Swift) strongly objected to any amalgamation,
and said it was the bad drainage of Pontofract
which polluted that of Tanshelf. The township,
however, would be glad to unite with Pontofract in
some arrangement to effect a complete system of
drainage for tl»9 two townships.

The Sewage at King's Cross.—On Friday
last a depntation of the ratepayers of the parishes
of S. Pancras, C'lerkenwell, and S. Mary's, Isling-
ton, waited upon tho Board of Works, ancl presented
a memorial, setting forth the particulars of a nuisance
imder which the neighbourhood suffered from the
overflow of tlie Fleet sewer. The memorialists set
forth that their houses were rendered uninhabitable
and devoid of use in consequence of the foul smell
engendered by the overflow. Low fevers, diphtheria,
and other diseases arising from tho insanitary con-
dition resulting from the overflow have prevailed in
houses tenanted by about 1,000 people. They
trusted that the board would alter and construct
then- drainage so as to remove the evils complained
of. Dr. Popham, on behalf of the deputation, said
the houses were reeking with infection, disease in
consequence was prevalent, causing many dcath.s,
and if tho matter was not seen to and tho overflow
stopped, tho neighbourhood would become tho focus
of infection, sjiroading disease and death all over tho
mrtr,.].oli,-i. Mr. Uealy moved that the memorial
should be reteiTud to the Works Committee. Mr.
Savage hoped the board would investigate it at once.
The motion was carried.

The New Sewerage Works in Bishopsgate-
steeet.—The construction of the largo now sewer
down Bishopsgate-street, Gracechurch-strect, and
King Wdliam-sti-eet, which has been rendered
necess.ary in consequence of tho metropolitan
'xtension of the Great Eastern Railway Company
p.iK^ing under Bishopsgate-street and intercepting
tlie existing sewer, is rapidly proceeding, about two-
thirds of the entire length of sewer, which
is 1,450 yaiJs long, having ah-eady been completed.
The sewer is considerably below the existing
sewer and the level of the railway at the jjoint where
it intersects Bishopsgate-street, its average depth
from the last-named street to Gracechuroh-street,
where it falls into the present main sewer, being from
Soft, to 40ft. from the street level. In order to
caixy out the works fifteen shafts have been sunk,
aud the sewer ia being constructed between these

two shafts by means of tunnelling. The dimen-
sions of the sewer, wliich is egg-shaped, are very
large, being .5ft. 8in. in height, aud 4ft. wide.

Messrs. Mo^vlem, Burt, & Freeman are the contrac-

tors. This portion of tho woi-ks will involve tho

company in an expenditure of between ^£25,000 and
£30,000. The portion of the extension line of

railway from Edmonton to Commercial-street,

Shoretlitch, by the side of tho present Cfreat

Eastern tenninus, is, it may here bo stated, neaily

completed, and is expected to be opened in the

spring of the now year. The works between Bishops-
gate-street and Liverpool-street, where tho new
station will be erected, are also actively in progress,

including the necessary excavations for tho station.

The level of the line at Liverpool-street station

will bo 16ft. below the street level, being con-
siderably lower than the North London line

adjoining.

®ur Office ^mlt

The Cost of Going to Law.—The Stamford
Mercury reports an instance of the foolishness of

going to law about trifles. The Vestr}' of AVhittle-

sey quarrelled with the Isle of Ely authorities as to

which should repair liriggate Bridge. The Whittlesey
Vestry resolved to go to law, and the result is that,

after six years' argument, the case has come to

nothing. There is, however, £1,.500 to pay, for

half of which it seems that the twenty-seven
parishioners who attended the Whittlesej' Vestry are

personally liable. It seems that the outlay of a few
shillings would have repaired the actual damage to

the bridge, and a few pounds would have put it

into good repair.

Mr. RusKiN and the Proposed RE.ST0RATifiN

of AVarwkk Castle.—Mr. Kuskin writes to the

Daily Tclcgrajih to express his surprise at the

advocacy by that journal of the scheme for rebuild-

ing Warwick Castle by public subscription. Mr.
Ruskin says he is a castle lover of the truest sort,

but he adds, "I am at this hour endeavouring to

find work and food for a boy of seventeen, one of

eight people—two married couples, a woman and her

daughter, and this boy and his sister—who all sleep

together in a room some 18ft. square, in the heart of

London ; and 3'ou call upon me for a subscription to

rebuild Warwick Castle." Mr. Ruskin's name will

therefore not be found in the list of subscribers to

the Warwick fund.

Class of Construction, Architectural Asso-
ciation.^The next meeting of this class will take
place on Friday evening next, January 6th, when
the subject will be " Ventilation and Lighting."

The following are the questions to be worked out
by the members :—1. Explain the necessity and first

principles of ventilation. What are the general
means of obt.aining it? 2. How do you account
for the down draught frequently proceeding from
large glass surfaces ? Wliat would you do to

remedy it ? 3. Give plan showing the position of

beds, windows, &c., &c., in a hospital ward, stating
the reasons that have led you to adopt it? How
would you warm and ventilate? 4. What means
are adopted for intensifying direct hght when the

quantity is iusufiicient, as in narrow courts, Ac, &c.

5. What is the best mode of bghting a picture
gallery, both naturally and artificially ? G. Give
methods of combining ventilation with artificial

lighting. 7. State roughly the proportion required
between the lighting surface and contents of au
apartment.

The Thames Embank.iiext.—At the last meet-
ing of the Metropolitan Board of ^^'orks a report

was presented from the Works Committee recom-
mending that tlie carriage-way of the Victoria Em-
bankment and its approaches be metalled with broken
granite, and that the unfinished portions of the
footways at the eastern end of the Temple be per-
manently paved with York stone, with the excep-
tion of the jiortion of the north side footway which
will be affected by the intended improvement of the

appro.ich from Chatham-place, and the part of the

south side footway upon which the Board have
allowed Mr. Armani to lay down a specimen of his

asphalte. Mr. Runtz, in moving the adoption of tlie

report. said the cost of .asphalte for the entire ro,adw.ay

would be £47,000, which the committee thought would
be too great an expense to go to, as they were not
sufficiently acquainted ^vith tho qualities of asphalte

to warrant them in haying out so great a sum. The
cost of block granite would be about £36,000, but
to pave it with broken granite and have it rolled

by a steam roller would cost scarcely a third of the

sum. The report was adopted.

The Foundations of the New L.\w Courts.—
The foundations for the new courts of law, which
have been iu progress during the last twelve months,

by Messrs. Dove Brothers, the contractors for this

preliminary portion of the work, are now almost
completed. The foundations for the largo Central
Hall are entirely finished, the whole of the concrete

bed having been laid, as also are the foundations for

the courts on the east aud west siiles of the hall, the

whole being prepared anil now ready to receive the

superstructure, which might now be commenced at

once, provided tlie plans were ready and the con-
tract entered into ; and it is now confidently under-
stood that this will not be much longer deferred.

The only remaining portion of the work now to be

done connected with Messrs. Dove's contract is the

eastern foundation near Temple-bar for the oflices

and other buildings connected with the intended

structure, and the concrete bottom is already to a
large extent laid at the south east-angle, the exca-
vations at the other portions being in progress. The
retaining wall at the extreme north area of the

ground, 500ft. in length, has also been built. It is

of great strength and thickness, varying from 8ft. to

5ft. in width, and is 25ft. in height from the base
to the top of the parapet. The wall is constructed
in what may be called Gothic arcading, there being
about 80 arches within its entire length. During
the progress of the works 140,000 cubic feet of earth-

work have been removed ; and it is perhaps worthy
of remark that although the site is associated with
many historical recollections, nothing of the sUghtest
interest, antiquarian or otherwise, has been found,
the only article of value being a large and profitable

bed of gravel. The time for the completion of the

foundations is February next, and it is expected that
they will be finished shortly after that period.

CHIPS.
Mr. James Leslie, L'.E., Edinburgh, has been

appointed Engineer to the Edinburgh Water Trust,
at a salary of £300 per annum, .and it has been
determined to appoint au assistant engineer, at a
salary of £250 per annum.

We understand that the tender of Mr. Bridge,
of Burscough and Ormskirk, has been accepted for
the new stations at Lytham and Kii'kham. Tho
contract price is about £12,000.

The North Bridge at Edinburgh is to be altered
and widened at a cost not to exceed £10,000.

At its sitting on tho 9th inst., the Academic des
Beaux- Arts, Paris, elected M. Questel, architect, a
titulary member of tho Section of Architecture, in
place of the late M. Duban.

At a meeting of the Royal Academy held on
Wednesday week, Messrs. Dobson and Lumb Stocks
were elected full members of the body.

Tho Wellingborough School Board has requested
Mr. Edwin Sharman to lay before the board plans
.and estimates for two proposed schools, such plans
to be sent in free of expense to the board if not ap-
proved of.

The Society of Civil Engineers of Paris on the
15th inst. made its new elections. M. MuUer will
be President for 1872 ; ho is a professor of tho
Central School, architect of the workmen's town
at Mulhouso, manager of the Ivry Chemical Works,
and is well known by many largo works of con-
struction.

In the Polytechnisches Jaurnal von Dingier for

October, Dr. Dingier states that wood impregnated
with a strong solution of common salt resists

decay, and answers well for underground work in

mines and coal-pits.

The resignation of Mr. EUier, Clerk to the Siu--

veyor to the Camberwell Vestiy, has been
accepted.

The suiweyor to the S. Olave's (Southwark)
Board of Works is engaged iu preparing a scheme
for improving the communication between Mill lane
and Tooley-street.
The Bermondsey Vestry has refused to consent

to allow the South Eastern Railway Comp.auy to

construct a bridge over tho line of rails running
under the S. James's-road, as they consider tho
gradient proposed (1 iu 25) is too steep. Tho
Vestry Las resolved to oppose any gradient less

than 1 in 30.

The Corporation of London are contemplating

the erection of one or two large blocks of dwellings

for artisans on some of the vacant land in tho neigh-
bourhood of the Holborn Vi.aduct. The need for

such erections, great as it now is in tho neighbour-
hood, will be still greater when tho new central

railway station on the Holborn Viaduct is built
•

VioTouiA (Birmlnoham) Land and Building
Society.—Tho oflicial liipiidator (Mr. C. A.
Harrison) has paid the secoLd and final dividend, con-
sisting ot 3s. yd. iu tho pound, to the members of

this society. Tho payments on the first dividend
of 5s. in the pound, which was declared on the 23rJ
of June, 1870, amounted to £7.888 23. 8d. Tho
total claims amounted to £.'51,400. The final divi-

dend uf 3s. Od. in the pound amounts to £5,916, and
of this sum £3,865 lias been paid to 310 of the
creditors.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday.—Civil and l\lF.cn.\NicAi, Knc.im:i:hs'

Society. — "On the Cylinders of (he
Albert Bridge." By Mr. C. King.'iford.

7.30 p.m.

A|{ciiiTF.rTn:.M. Association. — Jlt^ct-

in;? of Class of Const met ioa nnd Priictice;

subject: "Ventilation nnd TjiKlitinR."

6.S0 p.m.—Meetinjr of Cluss of Design
;

subject :
" Farm lluililings to I urm of '.'00

acres." 8 p.m.

%xiik llctos.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
TlIK OKNF.UAI, lU'ILDERS" ASSOCIATION AND THE

Short Time Movemkst.—It is proposed to bold ii

geuend meeting of master builders to consider the
present agitation in regard to short time. Manchester,
Derby, or York are suggested as the place, and some
time in .January as the time. The Secretary of the
Association would be glad to learn the opinion of the
prineiital builders in various districts as to the desir-

ability of having such a meeting, the best place for it,

and whether they would atten<l it; also, wlu'ther they
liave received any notices from their workmen for
alterations of trade rules, working hours, or wages.

Bradford. — The sawyers of Bradford recently
memorialised their employers for a reduction of the
hours of labour from 0.5.^ per week to 50^. The em-
ployers have offered to make the hours of the journey-
men .54 a week, but this does not satisfy the sawyers,
and it is in contemplation, if tlie employers will not
grant the full retinest of the men, to have a general
strike in the trade.

HuLT..— .\t Hull the joiners have gi\en notice for
the nine luuirs. and the local association of master
builders has had some meetings on the matter.

Halifax.—The masons have given notice for altera-

tions of trade rules, and the master builders are to meet
today to cousiiler the matter.

TENDERS.
Chailey'.—For the erection of new Union, Chailey.

Mr, H. Card, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. B, H,
Nunn :

—

Hostel & Bolting £171.39 U
Bruton 14U40
Markwiek & Thurgood 129G8
Cheesman&Co 1210IJ
Wright Brothers & doodcliild 1197.5

Kirk 11SS8
Chappell llSOli
W.Smith 115S9
Willicombe & Oakley , llloi) «
Berry 11015 (1

A. Smith 10994
Fuller & LoDgley 10940
Stiff 10936
Howell 10738 (1

Peerless 104S9
Morris 9925

Enfield.—For formation of a new road for Mr. II.

W. Draper, Mr. Thomas J. Hill, surveyor;—
Bu^'bird (accepted) £200

GOLDKS-LANE.—-For additional works at Mr. John Lee's
premises, Goldon-laue, Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect:

—

Hist & Brown (accepted) £631
Hastinqs.—For alterations to carriage factory. White

Rock, Hastings, for Messrs. Eock & Co. Messrs, JoEfory &
Stiller, architects;

—

I'arks £2364
Hughes 2:j59
Vidler 2210
Hridglaud 2198
I'oilda 3132
Howell (accepted) 2096

HERTFORDSniRK.—For the erection of National School,
Meesrlen, Hertfordshire. Mr. Ktlward N.ash, architect:—

.Saggera £:<4:)

( :ilil)ons '2ii7

< Unison
, IS.**

Lanian (accepted) 176

HoMEUTON.—For slating the workshops at the City of
London Union Workhouse at Ifoniertou, for the Guar-
dians of the Poor uf the Union :

—

Ashton & Green (accepted) £47 7 6

Koyston.—For the erection of parish church, Royston.
Mr. Edward Ntuih, architect:

—

Jacklin . £757
Grimson (accepted) 730

Southend,—For the erection of house and ahop, CHIT
Town, Southend, for Mr. Q. Berry, of London, Mr. Allen
Redgrave, architect:

—

liishiip & Hooiwr £I.MO
Tbipllioip 1248
h.-iponco 1155
Pavitt (too late) 957
Scott (accepted) 937

Sussex.—For new shed, repairs, and altorationa at
Flansham Farm, near Bognor. Mr. Arch. U. Ford,
architect:

—

Cox (accepted) £182

Ashton & Green, Slate and Slab Merchants
and Quarry Agents.—shippers. Merchatos, and Con
tractors furnished with Price Lists of every description of
HOOFLVG and MANUFACTURED SLATE, Railway-
rales, &c. Agents for Loudon and Countrv for Ilie Sale of
the celebrated WUITL.VND ABBEY UKKE.X SLATES.
Drawings and Prices of A. & O.s RED RIUGE TII.ES,
specinlly prepared for use with these Slates, on applica-
tiou.—(.inices and Show-rooms, 14 & 15 Bury-streot,
St. M»ry Axe, London, E.C.—[Ao\ T.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Sherborne, December 30.—For the erection of

new Bchool-rooni and class-rooms. — Alexander
Lauder, Esq., Architect, Barnstaple.

WiUTniiAVEN, December 30.—For the construction
of a wet-dock and a short railway connected there-
with.—John Collins, Secretary, Town Hall, White-
liaven.

\\'ooLM'icii, December 30.—For the erection of
schools in the district of S. John's.—Architect,
Mr. .1. \V. Walter, 5, .South Molton-stri'et, W.

"i'oHKSiiiRE, December .30.—100 lineal roods of dry
walling, 6ft. in height, on the Egton Kstate, North
Riding.—George B. Smith, Land Agent, Bradford.

Ongar, January 1, 1S7-2.—For the erection of a new
infirmary, hospital, schools, &c., at the Union House,
Stamford Rivers, Essex.—Charles Mott, Clerk, Chip-
ping Ongar.

Blackpool, January l.^For the erection of gas-
works, at the Rakes Hall Park, capable of making
from 10,000 to 18,000 feet of gas per day,—Mr. Rush-
ton, Secretary, Blackpool.

Bradford, January 1.—For altering and convert-
ing tlie Old Mechanics' Institute, Leeds-road, into
business jiremises and wareliousing.—Lockwood &
Mawsou, E.xchange, Bradford.

Bradford, January 1.—For the erection of mill,
warehouse, and sheds at Legram's-lane.—Lockwood &
Mawson, Architects, Exchange, Bradford, 10, Lincoln's-
inn-lields, Loudon.

Midland Railway', January 2.—For the erection
of additional offices and other buildings at Derby
Station.—J. Williams, Secretary, Midland Railway
Derby,

COLNE, January 3.—For the erection of a police-
station at Colne.—Mr. Waddington, 5, Grimshawe-
street, Burnley.

Leeds, January 3.—For the erection of scliools,
S. I'etcr's, llunslet Moor.—Alfred Bently, Architect,
2, Bond-place, Leeds.

S. Marvlebone, January 4.—For the breeze,
ashes, and dust.—YV. E. Greeuwell, Vestry Clerk,
Court House, S. Marylebone.

Ilklev, .lanuary 4.—For the erection of two semi-
detached villa residences at Ilkley.—Bell & Thornton,
Architects, 31, Victoria Chambers, South Parade,
Leeds.

War Department Contracts, January 10.—
For the performance of work and repairs, and supply
of building materials at Sheffield,—Royal Engineer
Office, JIanchester.

Salford, January 11.—For the sewering, paving,
and completing of certain streets in the Salford dis-
trict.—Edwin Andrew, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Sal-
ford.

North-Eastern Railway, .lanuary 12.—For
constructing and fixing a pair of 60ft. dock-gates,
required for the Tyne Dock, South Shields.—C. N.
Wilkinson, Secretary, York.

Y'ORK, January 25, 1872.—For the construction of
the approach railway, to the proposed new station at
York, making sundry new roads, and the building of
new coal depots, witli the approaches, &c.—The Secre-
tary, North-Eastern Railway Comjany, Y'ork.

West Hartlepool, January 25, 1872.—For the
construction of a new dock at YVest Hartlepool, with
the necessary entrances, and also for the construction
of a double line of railway, 1 mile 52 chains in length.
—The Secretary, North-Easteru Railway Compiuiy,
Y'ork.

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

EANDELL, SAUNDERS & 00,, Limite(3,

Guarrymen and Stone Merchants.
List of prices at the (Quarries and DepiMs, also cost of

transit to auy part of the United ICingdom, ftnui^hod on
applicatiou to

B.vxn Sto,\e Office :

[advt.] corsham, wilts.

TO AKCIIITECTS.
OltEKN ROOFINO-SLATES.

AatuppUcdto n.Iia. The Prince 0/ Wales at Saiidringham
The Penmoyle Sea-green Slates are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, &c,, &c.

(Leas costly than ordinary Gothic Tilinrr,)

These durable and non-absorbent Slates can bo obtained
in sizes suitable for Gothic Architecture, at prices as
under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester;

—

Ppr Equivalontto
l.SOeSiatoa. l)t<r nqUAro,

Best Green Slates 14 by 7 2 17 6 ... I6s.6d.
Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 6 ... 16s. Gd!
Do. do, 13 by 7 2 5 .,. 14s,
Do. do. 12 by 7 118 6 ... 1:)s.

Do. do. 12 by 6 1 7 G ... lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Referenco Testi-
monials, aTid Samiilo Specunens may bo obtained on ap-
plication to

MESSRS. RANDELL ft CO., Corsham, Wilts.
Specimens at Mtweum of Geology, Jcrmyn-strect, Piocs-

dilly, W., and at Architectural Museum, Tuftoii struct,
Westmiuslcr.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Lead.
Pig—Foreign per ton £18 1.5 £19
„ English W.R. . . do 20 10 20 15
„ Lead Co do 19 2 6 19 6

„ Other brands ... do 18 17 G 1960
Sheet Milled do 20
Shot, Patent do 21 21 10
Red or minium .... do 2100 21 10
Litharge, W.B do
White Dry. do 26 10

„ ground in oil .. do
COPPKR.

British—Cake & Ingot . per ton £S0 £91
Best Selected .... do 91 93
Sheet do 91 96
Bottoms do 95 98
Australian do 89 93
Spanish Cake .... do 79 000
Chili Bars, cash ... do 83 10 88

,, Ri'llned ingot . . do 02 93
Yellow Metal .... per lb. 7? 8J

Iron.
Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton £3 11 Ij £0
Welsh Bar, in London .do 8 15 9

Wales .do 8 8 5
Staffordshire .... do 10 10 10
Rail, in Wales .... do 7 10 7150
Sheets, single in London do 11 15 12 10
Hoop.s, first quality . . do 10 15 11 10
Nail Bod do 10 10 10
Swedish do 11 10 12

Oils, cSc.

Real, pale per tun 3f. 10 .57

Sperm body , 90 910
Cod „ 35 35 10
Whale, South Sea, pals . „ 36 37

Olive, Gallipoli 64

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun . , „ 44 45
Palm, fine ,

39 10 40
Linseed „ 33
Bapcseed, Eng. pale. . . „ 45 10 45 15

Cottonseed 33 34 O

Timber.
Teak load 12 10 13 10

Quebec, red pine 3 15 4 15
yellow pine ... ,, 460 4 15

Quebec oak, white ... „ 600 G 6

„ birch 3 15 6
elm „ 3 15 4 6

Dantzic oak „ 4 10 G 10
fir 2 7 4

Memel flr „ 3 6

Riga „ 3 3 10
Swedish „ 2 2 10
Masts, Quebec red pine . „ 4 6 10

„ yellow pine 4 10

Oregon „ 7 10
Lathwood, Dantzic, fm. . „ 4 10 COO

St, Petersburg „ 8 9 10
Deals, per C, 12tt. by 3

by 9in.,

Quebec, white spruce . . „ 12 10 18
St. John, white spruce . ,, 12 14
Yellow pine, pr reduced
Canada, 1st quality ... „ 18100 21

2nd do , . . . „ 13 14 10
Archangel, yellow ... „ 12 10 14 10
St. Petersburg, yellow . „ 12 I(l 13 10
Finland „ 6 15 7 15
Memel and Dantzic ... „ 000 000
Gothenburg, yellow ... „ 8 10 10 10

„ whito ... „ 800 900
Gene, yellow

,
10 10 12 10

Soderham „ 8 10 12
Christiana, per C, 12ft. by

3 by 9in., yellow ... „ 10 12 10
Other Norway „ 7 8
Flooring boards, pr square
of lin., llrst yellow . . „ 10 Oil G

First white „ 086 090
Second qualities

, G 8 G

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN LO.vnON.

Henry King, Dnlwich, brickmaker. January 9, at 12.

—

Henry Benthall, Norfolk-street, Strand, (juarrier and
stone merchant, January 19, at 11.

to si'rrender in the country.
Charles William Clark, Aylesbury, builder, .lanuary 4,

at Aylesbury,
RANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

.Tohn Joseph Bell ,fc Henry Harris, Hanover-street,
Piudico, builders, December 18.

SITTIXOS FOR PUBLIC EXAMINATION.
January 12, T. M. Dodman, Saint Helen's, builder.

DIVIDEND meeting,
January 5, J. B, Rees, Swansea, builder.

declarations of dividends.
M. J. Alcock, Leamington Priors, builder and tool

dealer, iliv. Is, Id,—W. Barter, Bramshaw, Hants, builder,
div. 2s. 3il.—A. Watts, Freemautle, and Bassett and Bod-
well, Hants, builder and brickmaker. div. of 3jd.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOL-VTID.
Thomas ,t Nathaniel Nigl.ling ile, Corlcy, Warwick-

shire, builders.—Alley & Hunt, lleaton Xorri.s, architects
and surveyors. — Robert Waliiden & Co.. Hlackburn,
painters and decorators,—The Port Nam Granite Com-
pany.—Carr & Claret, Alexander-road, Holloway, eiigi-

necrs.—Capps & Bitso, Queen's-wbarf, Hammorsmilh,
builders.

Breakfast.—Epp.s's Cocoa.—OiiATErrL and Comport-
INO.—"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,
and by a careful application of the hue properties of well-
selected cocoa, Mr, Epps has provided our breakfast
tables with a delicately flavoured beverage which may
eavo US many heavy doctors' bills."—"Civil Service
Gazette." Made simply with Boiling Water or Milk.
Eaeh packet is labelled—"JAMKS EpFS .fe C'o,, Homojo-
pathic Cliemlsts, London." Also, makers of Epps's Milky
Cocoa (Cocoa aud Condensed MilkJ,

o
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